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IRISH NATION.
M D E R K

FIELD-MAKSHAL VISCOUNT GOUGH.

BORN 1779 DIED 1869.

The honours and distinctions of this galLint Irishman form a consider-

able list, and were all of his own earning. The Ilight. Hon. Sir Hugh
Gough, first Viscount Gough, of Goojerat, in the Punjaub, and of the

city of Limerick, and Baron Gough of Chin-kean-foo in China, and
of Maharajpore and the Sutlej in the East Indies, in the peerage of the

United Kingdom; and a Baronet, K.P., G.C.B., G.C.S.I., P.O., a

Field- marsiial in the army, Colonel of the Royal Horse Guards Blue,
Colonel-in-chief of the 60th Rifles, and Honorary Colonel of Volunteers,
was born, November 3, 1779, at Woodstown, tlie country seat of his

father, who was Lieutenant-Colonel of the Limerick Militia. He was a de-

scendant of the Right Rev. Francis Gough, Bisliop of Limerick in 1623.
The fortune of the family was thus founded in the county by a bishop,
in days when Irish bishops seldom failed to feather their nests; more
than two hundred years later it was ennobled by a soldier. Hugh
Gough was a fourth son

; his mother was Letitia the daughter of Mr
Thomas Buiibury of Lisnevagh and Moyle, in comity Carlow ; ar.d he
was educated at home, under her pure and refining influence, by a pri-
vate tutor. At the early age of thirteen he obtained a commission in

his father's regiment of militia, from whicii he was transferred to the

line, his commission as an ensign in the army dating from tlie 7th of

August 1794, and that of lieutenant from a month or two later.

His regiment was the 109th foot, and we find him serving as adju-
tant of that corps at an uiuisually early age. On the diibanding
of this regiment, he passed into the 78th Highlanders, which he joined
in 179.5 at the Cape of Good Hope, in time to take part iri the cap-
ture of that colony, and in that of the Dutch fleet in Saldanha Bay.
The second battalion of the 78th Regiment having been reduced,
we next find him serving in the 87tli (the Royal Irish Fusiliers) in the

West Indies, and present at the attack on Porto Rico, and the capture
IV. A Ir.
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of Surinam, and taking part in the brigand war in Sc Lucia. He liad

already gained a high reputation for soldierlike ability, when, in 1809.
he proceeded to the Peninsula to join the army under the Duke of

Wellington. As major, he had the temporary command of his regiment
then before Oporto, and at its head took a brilliant part in the opera-
tions by which Soult was dislodged. His next scene of action was

Talavera, where he was severely wounded in the side by a shell while

charging the enemy, and had his horse shot under him. On this occa-

sion his conduct was so distinguished, that the Duke of Wellington
recommended him for promotion to a lieutenant-colonelcy, urging also

that his commission should be antedated from the date of his despatch ;

and it is remarked,* in reference to this fact, that Hugh Gough was
the first officer that ever received brevet rank for services performed in

the field at the head of a regiment. At Barrosa, his regiment was

greatly distinguished, and had a large share in turning the fortunes of
the day. Among the spoils of the battle was a French Eagle, the first

taken during the war. It belonged to the 8th Kegiment of tlie enemy's
light infantry, and bore a collar of gold round its neck, an honour con-
ferred on that regiment because it had distinguished itself so much as,

on a former occasion, to deserve the thanks of Bonaparte in person.
It has ever since been borne as an honourable achievement on th<!

colours of the Royal Irish. It is almost needless to add, that the con-
duct of the Royal Irish and their gallant leader at Barrosa, was men-
tioned in terms of the highest praise in the General's despatches.
" The animating charges of the 87th," writes General Graham,

" were
most distinguished. No expression of mine could do justice to the

conduct of the troops throughout. Nothing less than the unparalleled
exertions of every officer, the invincible bravery of every soldier, and
the most determined devotion to the honour of His Majesty's arms in

all, could have achieved such brilliant success against such a formidable

enemy so posted." We next find him taking part in the defence of

Tarifa, where the portcullis tower and rampart, as the post of danger,
were entrusted to him and his regiment, and where they greatly dis-

tinguished themselves in repulsing the final attack of tlie enemy and

compelling him to raise the siege. Colonel Skervet on this occasion,
in his despatcii to Major-General Cook, was fully justified when he

wrote, "that the conduct of Colonel Gough and the 87th exceeded all

praise." Their conduct was scarcely less distinguished at Vittoria,
where the 87th captured the baton of Marshal Jourdain, the onlv

trophy of this kind taken during the war. Lord Wellington sent it to

England to be laid at the feet of the Prince Regent, who in return
sent him the baton of a field-marshal of England. At the battle of

Nivelle, a hard-fought field, Gough was again severely wounded, and
was rewarded fur his gallantry with the Gold Cross, and shortly after-

wards received the Order of St Charles from the King of Spain. For
his services at Tarifa and elsewhere, his countrymen, proud of him as

an Irishman, presented him with the freedom of the city of Dublin,
and with a sword of considerable value.

Returning to England at the close of the war, he enjoyed a brief in-

IlarL's Aril y List.
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terval of repose; ai'tt-r whicli he was appointed to tlie coimiiand of tlie

22nd Foot, then stationed in the county Cork. This was in the interval

between 1821 and 1824. At the same time he discharged the duties

of a maq-istrate of the three adjoining counties, Cork, Limerick, and

Tipperary, during a period of great excitement and disturbance. In

1830, at the age of fifty-one, he attained the rank of field-officer; and
seven years hiter lie was called again into active service in India, where
he was destined to win a name in history as one of England's victorious

generals. Not long after he had proceeded to India, in order to take

the command of the Mysore Division of the army, difficulties arose at

Canton, which required the presence of an able and energetic military
commander. It is not within our province to dwell on the causes of

that war, or to enter into the history of the events which led to the

attack on Canton, but we cannot do better than recapitulate Gough's
services in China, in the eloquent words of Lord Derby (then Lord

Stanley), spoken in his place in Parliament :
" I turn much more

gladly to contemplate the triumphant position in which England and
the British forces then stood, A force, consisting of 4500 ettectivo

men, under Sir Hugh Gough ; a fleet of 73 sail, including one line-of-

battle ship; 16 vessels of war of different descriptions, and 10 war

steamers, had forced their unassisted way, conquering as they went, up
this mighty and unknown stream, the Yang-tze-kiang, and penetrated
a distance of 170 miles, to the centre of the Chinese Empire. They
had achieved the conquest of towns and fortresses, mounting in all

above 2000 guns, which they had captured or destroyed, including

Amoy, Cliusan, Chapoo, Voosung, and Shanghai. They had subdued
cities containing a population varying from 1,000,000 down to G0,000
or 70,000. They had continually routed armies four or five, and some-
times ten times their own number; and they had done all this at a

great distance from their own resources, and in the heart of an enemy's
dominions, half across the glol)e from tlieir own native country. In
the course of all these proceedings they had maintained not only con-

stant and uninterrupted gallantry, but a soldierlike temperance and

discipline, which reflected on them a glory of the purest character
on them and on their leaders. Sir H. Gough and Sir W. Parker; and
now at length they had enabled Her Majesty's plenipotentiary, at tiie

head of a powerful fleet, and a highly disciplined army, to dictate

peace on the t^-ms prescribed by his sovereign, and had obtained
this peace on terms of perfect equality at the hands of the Emperor of
China."

On the conclusion of the treaty of Nankin, in 1842, when the

British troops were withdrawn, Sir Hugh Gough was created a baronet,
and invested with the Grand Cross of the Bath. He also received

the thanks of both Houses of Parliament, and of the East India Com-
pany, for his Chinese services : the Duke of Wellington proposing the
vote in the Lords, and Lord Stanley in the Commons.

In August 1843, Sir Hugh Gough was appointed to the post of

Commander-in-Chief of the Forces in India. Here, too, he well sus-

tained the reputation he had won in the West Indies, the Peninsula,
and China. He reached India in troublous times ; but having gained
the two important victories of Maharajpore and Puniar, Lord Ellen-
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borough was enabled to dictate a peace under the walls of Gwalior.

His next important operations were against the Sikhs in the Punjab,
where he was ably seconded by his gallant Peninsula comrade Henry
Yiscount Hardinge who then lield tlie Governor-Generalship. The
Sikhs had long shown signs of intended mischief, and in 1845 they
forced on a rupture with the Indian Government, and crossed tlie

Sutlej in vast numbers. The Governor-General was a most distinguished
soldier himself, but he remembered that he held the supreme civil com-

mand, and that the command of the troops belonged by right to his

old companion-in-arms, Sir Hugh Gough, under whom, however, he

volunteered to serve. Gough consented, and, ably supported by Lord

Hardinge, gave battle to the Sikhs at ]\Ioodkee on the 18th of

December, and on the 21st at Ferozeshah, where he carried by assault

the intrenched camp of the enemy, with ammunition stores and seventy

pieces of cannon. This he followed up by a third and even more
decisive victory, that of Sobraon, on the Sutlej, which was speedily
followed by the total rout of the Sikhs, and a peace dictated on our

own terms before Lahore.

The Sikhs having laid down their arms, it was hoped for ever, Sir

Hugh Gough was created a peer in April 1846, as Baron Gough, of

Chin-kean-foo in China, and of Maharaj[)ore and the Sutlej in the East

Indies, in the peerage of the United Kingdom. But the Sikhs, though
subdued for the time, were not conquered. In 1848 the ashes of the

Sikh war burst into flame again, and Lord Gough was forced once

more to take to the field. With the dash and energy of a younger
man, he went out to meet them, and defeated them a fourth time at

Kamnuggur, and again at the sanguinary and indecisive battle of

Chiiliauwallah. His crowning victory was at Goojerat, -where the

Sikh power was finally and decisively broken, and the fugitives were

pursued by Sir AValker Gilbert beyond the Indus, and being outmarched,
as well as defeated, had to lay down their arms.

Upon Lord Gough's return to England, he was advanced to a

viscountcy, by the title of Yiscount Gough of Goojerat in the Pun-

jab, and of the city of Limerick ; at the same time he again received

the thanks of both Houses of Parliament, togetlier with a pension of

i2000 a-year for himself and his two next successors in the peerage.
The East India Company followed the example of the Imperial Legis-

lature, voting him their thanks, and settling on him a corresponding

pension ; and the city of London conferred on him its freedom.

From that date Lord Gough !<aw no active service, but tlio nation did

not forget him. He was appointed Colonel-in-chief of the 60th Kifles

in 1854 ; in the following year he succeeded Lord Raglan as Colonel

of the Royal Horse Guards ; and in the year 1856 he was sent to the

Crimea to represent Her IMajesty on the occasion of the investiture of

Marshal Pellissier, and a large number of our own and of the French

officers, witli the insignia of the Bath. In 1857 he was installed a

Knight of the Order of St Patrick, being the first knight who did not

hold an Irish Peerage. In 1859 he was sworn a Privy Councillor ; in

1861 he was nominated a Kniglit Grand Commander of the Star of

India, and was appointed to the honorary Colonelcy of the London Iriiih

Volunteers; in November 1862, on tlie occasion of tlie Prince of
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Wales coming of age, he received the hitest reward of a long life

spent in the service of his country in* the shape of a Field-marshal's

baton.

He died on the 2d of March, 18G9, at his residence, St Helen's,

Booterstown, and was succeeded in the peerage by his son. Lord

Gough, as a commander, showed the characteristics of his nation ; he

was hot and impetuous, and perhaps somewhat rash. With foes one

half as brave and determined as the troops he commanded, his Indian

battles might have been less glorious in their issue. His conception of

a battle was good ; but in working out its details he did not always
avoid or guard against those unfortunate mistakes by which English
battles are so often marred. Yet, taking all in all, he stands amongst
our greatest generals ; simple and affectionate, brave to excess in the

field, humble and deeply religious, Lord Gough was looked up to by
his profession and beloved in Irish society, of which, when his

military career was over, he was long an ornament and a pride.*

THE EARL OF BESSBOROUGH.

BOKN AUGUST 1781 DIED MAY 1847.

The Right Hon. John William Ponsonby, fourth Earl of Bessborough,
born August 31, 1781, was the eldest son of Frederick, third Earl of

Bessborough. His Lordship, who was better known as Lord Dun-

cannon, was returned in 1805 as member of Parliament for Knares-

borough, and sat successively for Higham-Ferrers and Malton. In

1826 he was retui'ned for his native county, Kilkenny, and again in

1831 ; but in 1832, he was displaced by the repeal movement, when,
rather than divide the Liberal party, he withdrew from the contest.

He next appeared in Parliament as member for Nottingham. Though
not possessed of brilliant talents, he was for many years one of the

-most active members and chief councillors of the Whig party. In

1831, Lord Duncannon was appointed First Commissioner of Woods
and Forests, and was at the same time sworn a Privy Councillor.

He continued in that office till the month of August 1834, when he

was entrusted by Lord Melbourne with the seals of the Home
Office. In April 1835, on the restoration of Lord Melbourne's min-

istry,. Lord Duncannon was appointed to his former office of First

Commissioner of Woods and Forests, and was also at the same time

entrusted with the custody of the Privy Seal. These two offices

remained thus united until, on the 16th of October 1839, Lord Claren-

* We regret that original materials for Lord Gough 's memoir have not enabled
us to do justice to the recent memory of this gallant veteran. It is scarcely
worth weaving into one of greater length, the well-worn threads of his life which
we have used in this short sketch. When sufficient time shall have passed away,
Lord Gough's son intends to undertake the publication of a memoir himself. It

sometimes happens, however, that when all contemporaries, whose feelings might
be hurt, are gone from the scene, the time for publication has also gonc^ by, and
the details, which if published immediately would have been read by all the

world with interest, are looked upon as mere rubbish of the past, and perused by
few or none.
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don was appointed Privy Seal, Lord Duncannon retaining the office of

Woods and Works. While filling this office, he deservedly earned the

gratitude of the public for the manner in which he effected most of

the tasteful improvements of the parks of London and of the Phoenix

Park in Dublin. In February 1844, by the death of his father, Lord
Duncannon became, in the sixty-third year of his age, fourth Earl of

Bessborough. When Lord Russell became Premier, in July 1846,
the Earl of Bessborough was appointed Lord-Lieutenant of Ireland.

His tenure of the viceroyalty, tliough of brief duration, was rendered

painfully remarkable by a crisis of unexampled magnitude in the his-

tory of Ireland, when famine and pestilence spread death and
desolation throughout the length and breadth of the land. The
condition of the country at the time the Earl of Bessborough became

viceroy, and the character of his administration, have been fairly

described by a Dublin journal, when announcing his death in the office

of Lord-Lieutenant :

" It is for the last stage of his quiet, though valuable life," says the

Freeman's Journal,
" that Lord Bessborough's name will be held in

undying remembrance. He assumed the reins of power when men of

less resolute and practical minds refused the perilous duty of governing
a country whose social bonds were on the verge of dissolution, where
famine had made a fearful and desperate lodgment, where all classes

were filled with horror for the present and alarm for the future,

where the poor man was dying, the rich man desponding ; and poverty
and property struggled in death grips for the triumph and ascendancy.
There never was in the history of this country a more repelling period,
with less to invite and more to intimidate. It was in this terrible

exiiJjencv that the Earl of Bessborough came amoncj us. All welcomed
him as the representative of a house long dear to Ireland, and as con-

taining in his own character many of those elements which could not

fail to inspire popular confidence, and win the respect and forbearance

of all parties. From the moment of his arrival, not a harsli word was

spoken of his administration. He stilled the bitterness of party, and

by his measures, as well as by the kindness of his manner and amenity
of his temper, he brought all to love, to admire, and now to regret him."

He died on the 16th of May 1847, at Dublin Castle. He was the

second viceroy who died during his tenure of office the first was

George, fourth Duke of Rutland, who died some sixty years previously,
in the year 1787. The Earl of Bessborough married, November 1805,

Lady Maria Fane, third daughter of John, tenth Earl of Westmoreland,

by whom he had issue seven sons and six daughters. He was succeeded

in his title and estates by Lord Viscount Duncannon, M.P., Lord-

Lieutenant and Gustos Rotulorum for Carlow.

CHIEF-JUSTICE DOHERTY

BORN 1786 DIED 1850.

The life of John Doherty, Lord Chief-Justice of the Court of Common
Pleas, Ireland, afi'ords a striking illustration of social success, for it is



certain that he owed his elevation to the high rank he attained far

more to his personal talents, his polished manner, and his political con-

nection, tiian to his legal abilities, or tiie estimation in which he was

regarded as a lawyer. He had no advantages from birth or fortune.

The son of an attorney, living in no very great style, he yet took a

good place among tlie distinguished lawyers who then raised tlie Irish

bar to an honourable position, both in respect of attainments and elo-

quence. These men, when Ireland ceased to have her native Parlia-

ment, atoned, in some degree, for the loss of the "Lords and Commons
of Ireland, in Parliament assembled

" and they upheld the fame of

iheir country for intellectual, as distinguished from mere professional

distinction.

In tlie now verv luifashionable street in Dublin called Steplien Street,

there lived, towards the close of the eighteenth century, an attorney

named Hugh Doherty. This street, extending from Longford Street

to Mercer Street, though now occupied by provision shops, leather

sellers, furniture brokers, and other traders, bears tlie impress of former

respectability in large houses, some of them quaintly gabelled, and

curiously adorned. Many of the finest of these mansions are let to

lodofers in tenements, and to this fate has fallen the dwelling in which

Hugh Doherty, Attorney-at-Law, breathed his last. He left a widow,
and several children, sons and daughters. One of his sons, John Doherty,
whose career forms the present memoir, afterwards tlie Lord Chief-

Justice of the Irish Court of Common Pleas, was born about tlie yetar

1786. After her husband's death the widowed Mrs Doherty removed

with her family to a small house in Stephen's Green. John Doherty
received a good education, and by his application rewarded his teacher's

care.

Having his mind well stored by his school training, John Doherty
entered Trinity College, Dublin, and completed his university career

by taking his Bachelor's degree in 1806.* He was at all times fond

of literature, and resolving to follow tlie legal profession, read law as

a student of the King's Inns. His intellectual qualities were of a

superior order. His understanding, though perhaps not capable of

grasping very subtle or abstract principles, was clear and tenacious. He

possessed deep natural feeling and refined taste, both productive of

poetical talent, which soon displayed itself. It is to be regretted that

the productions of this Chief-Justice of the Common Pleas have not

been published.

My informant states that he read a manuscript poem on " The
return of the British Army from the Peninsula," which well merited

being printed, but notliing could induce Mr Doherty to appear as an

author.

He was called to the Irish bar in Hilary Term 1808; an able man

was called about the same time, Francis Blackburne. The legal pro-

fession ill Ireland at this period boasted, as we have observed, many
whose names form a list of excellent lawyers : Plunket, Bushe, Burton,

Joy, Edward and Richard Pennefatlier, Robert Holmes, O'Connell, and

others. By the Union, being deprived of the arena of politics, which, for

* He subsequently became aii LL.D, in 1814.
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many years, before the close of the last century, had divided their atten-

tion with the studies and practice of their profession, they concentrated

all their energies upon law, and became in consequence the foremos-t advo-

cates of the dav. Some had been trained debaters in the Irisli House
of Common?, and their renown in oratory fired many an aspiring youth
to distinguish himself by the same means. Hence, perhaps the techni-

calities of the profession were too little attended to, while a flowery
mode of speaking was practised. Bushe, who was renowned for the

grace and beauty of his style, was much imitated. Doherty was con-

nected with the Bushes of Kilkenny, and naturally felt proud of the

fame of his kinsman.

Mr Doherty soon became very popular with his brethren of the bar.

He did not aspire to any very lofty eloquence, and was satisfied to be

regarded as a clever man, instead of a great lawyer. Indeed, there was

little of the lawyer about him, and if any one met him sauntering down
Grafton Street, or in one of the Dublin Squares, his tall gentlemanly
fiiTure, always well dressed, his erect bearing, and pleasant countenance,
had more the air of a dragoon officer in mufti, than a leading member of

the Irish bar. His manners partook of the same character; they were

frank and confiding; and his love of agreeable society was a marked
feature throughout his whole career.

In 1823 he was honoured by Lord Manners, then Lord Chancellor,

with a silk gown. The patronage of naming king's counsel rests with

the Lord Chancellor of Ireland.

Mr Doherty's connection with the celebrated statesman, George

Canning, naturally caused him to desire a seat in Parliament. He
was supported by the Marquis of Ormond in contesting the city of Kil-

kenny in 1826, and, although opposed by a scion of the house of

Ormond, Pierse Somerset Butler, Mr Doherty was elected after a very
severe contest. About this time he married Miss Wall of Coolnamuck,
who belonged to a family of the highest respectability, but impaired

fortunes, and the late eminent Dr Wall, Fellow of Trinity College,

Dublin, was one of the trustees of the marriage settlement. There

were several children of this union.

Mr Doherty's practice continued to increase on his circuit, where

his ability as a speaker, and his reputation as a good cross-examiner of

witnesses, caused him to be in much request. But he was not a mere

lawyer, a " book in breeches," as some one more pithily than elegantly

said ; he always displayed a taste for literature, and accepted the office

of Commissioner of Education. He also mixed in the troubled sea of

politics.
When Mr Canning became prime minister in 1827, Mr Do-

herty was named for the office of Solicitor-General for Ireland ; but a

difficulty arose from a quarter where certainly none was expected, the

Irisl) Lord Chancellor refused to swear him into office. The reason

alleged was that he, J\Ir Doherty, was too junior a member of the bar

to be lifted over the heads of the seniors. Now, it was notorious that

he was of much longer standing in the profe'^sion than many who filled

the office. Not to refer to any date prior to the present century, I

may mention Mr M'Clelland, who was api)ointed Solicitor-General in

1802, called in 178'J, thus only thirteen years at the bar ; Mr Tlunket,

Solicitor-General in 1803, who was only sixteen years called ; and Mr



Bushe, appointed in 18U5, only thirteen years called. Tlius practice

and precedent were against the point raised by the Chancellor, for Mr

Doherty had been called twenty years. His appointment wfis regarded
with satisfaction by the Roman Catholics, as he was considered much

more favourable to their claims than Mr Joy, named as Attorney-
General. He had good temper, discretion, and that happy tact whicli

tends to keep the discordant elements of Irish society from disturbing

the Ministerial peace. The will of the people prevailed over the reluc-

tant Chancellor, and John Doherty was duly gazetted the King's
Solicitor-General for Ireland. He was again in the House of Commons,
where his talents as a debater and knowledge of Irish affairs gained
him a high reputation. He was, as might have been expected, a staunch

supporter of the principles of Mr Canning, and equally opposed the

section of the Whig party which adhered to Lord Grey, as to the

Tories, then led by Mr Peel.

Unfortunately the qualities which the Solicitor-General possessed as

a Crown prosecutor were soon put in requisition. He appears to have

been always preferred to the Attorney-General, Mr Joy, whose high

legal attainments were not so much regarded in criminal affairs as those

of his subordinate law officer.

Mr Doherty's manner and appearance were very winning. His mode
of speaking has been said to have much resembled Canning's :

' An eager and precipitated power,
Of hasty thought oustripping in an hour

What tardier wits, with toil of many a day,
Polished to less perfection by delay."

His social success in London was greater than that of any Irish bar-

rister since Curran's time. We liave been told that when his presence
was secured for a dinner party, the other invitations held forth as the

attraction, '"To meet the Irish Solicitor-General," and there was the

greatest avidity at the clubs where he was accustomed to dine to secure

the next table, and thereby come in for some of the good things which

emanated from this fascinating companion.
One of tlie important criminal cases in wluch Mr Doherty prosecuted

as Solicitor-General deserves mention here.* It is the case called " The
Doneraile Conspiracy," which was tried before Baron Pennefather and

Judge Torrens at Cork. A conspiracy, it was alleged, was formed to

murder Admiral Evans, Mr Creagh, and Mr Low, magistrates, resident

near Doneraile, in that county. The Solicitor-General and several

members of the Munster Circuit appeared for the Crown ; the prisoners

were defended at first by Messrs Pigot and McCarthy subsequently

by Daniel O'Connell. The Solicitor-General stated the case for tlie

prosecution in an eloquent and impressive speech, which was rendered

more effective by the excitement within and without the court. The
first batch of conspirators comprised four ; one, named Leary, was an

old and respectable tenant of Mr Creagh's father, and paid a rent of

220 a-year for his holding. The principal evidence was that of a pro-

fessional spy and informer, who was backed by two scoundrels, and

their allegation was that the conspiracy was hatched in a hut in Eath-

* An excellent etching of him is engraved.
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olair oil the fair-day, when the old man, Leary, got the men assembled

to sign a promise to murder. That there had been attacks upon Mr Low,
and upon Dr Norcott's carriage in mistake for Mr Creagh's, was proved
in corroboration, and this was the entire evidence against the prisoners.

It was rendered improbable by the obvious falsity of a tale inserted into

their evidence by the informers, that '"
if Mr Batwell of Charleville was

shot, Mr Daniel Clanchy, a Iiighly respectable magistrate and a deputy-
lieutenant of Cork, would give two hundred pounds to the man who
shot him." The counsel for the defence, however, were both young
men, without experience, and they failed to break through the brazen

assurance of tlie witnesses. The witnesses to cliaracter availed nothing,

although one of them was the father of Mr Creagh, and Leary 's land-

lord. The disturbed state of the country, the attempts upon life, and

the state of alarm and excitement into which the middle and upper
classes were tlirown, gave rise to a strong desire to oft'er up victims, and

inflict retribution on somebody : so that where it was so difficult to

procure any evidence, the worst was credited. The verdict of "
Guilty"

was returned, and the four prisoners were sentenced to be hanged
within a week. This was on a Saturday, and the friends of the remain-

ing prisoners were in great alarm ; they knew that all depended on

breaking down the informer's evidence ; there was but one man whc
could be trusted to do it, and that was the first criminal lawyer of the

day, Daniel O'Connell. Both counsel urged that he should be sent for

without delay, and Burke, a friend of the prisoners, volunteered to go. Mr
O'Connell was at his country seat, Derrynane, ninety miles from Cork, in

a remote part of the county Kerry. It was five o'clock when Burke

started on horseback. All night long he urged his horse througii

the defiles of the county Kerry, and the sun had risen over the wild

iron-bound coast of Cahirciveen and the cliffs of Lamb's Head, and the

promontory separating Bantry Bay from the Kenmare river, and the

chapel bells were ringing for first Mass, and the roads were thronged
with peasantry in their Sunday garb, before the weary horseman drew

rein at the door of Derrynane. O'Connell saw this unusual-look-

ing Sunday morning visitor approaching, and divined that he was a

messenger on some important business. He ordered him to be shown

in at once.
" What brings you here to-day, my man ?" said O'Connell.
" Life or death. Counsellor," replied Burke. " At five o'clock last

evening I left Cork, and I rode since ninety long miles to tell you that

if you don't come to Cork to defend the next of the poor boys that

are to be tried at the Commission, Doherty will hang every one of

them."

O'Connell knew that this was very probably true, and that the young
men who had charge of the defence were quite incompetent to deal with

the class of witnesses who made their livelihood by prepared evidence

or treachery. Burke having got tlie Counsellor's promise to follow,

started on his return, and, as Monday morning dawned, was seen ap-

proaching Cork, after a journey of 180 miles performed on the same

horse in thirty-eight hours. From early dawn his advent was eagerly

watched and waited for, and when to the inquiry, "Is he coming?"
the joyous answer was returned,

' O'Connell will be here in an hour,"
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a shout arose that broke the slumbers of judges and counsel. Mr
O'Connell was as good as his word

;
in his light gig he drove all night

and early morning through the grandest scenery in Ireland, a strange
contrast in its silence and sublimity to the scene he was hastening to

as an actor. As he himself said,
" At ten o'clock that morning, after

that glorious feast of soul, alas ! I found myself settled down amid all

the rascalities of an Irish Court of Justice."

When Mr O'Connell entered the Court-house, the Solicitor-Greneral

was stating the case against the prisoners tlien on trial. O'Connell
took advantage of the interruption caused by his entrance to apologise
to the Judges for not appearing in more professional garb than his green
frock coat. He also asked leave to have some refreshment in Court, as

he had been travelling all night. This was readily acceded to, and a

bowl of milk, some bread, and meat, constituted a repast wiiich his long
and rapid journey made most acceptable. It was plain, however, that

while Mr O'Connell was eating his breakfast, he was attentively

listening to the address to the jury, which the Solicitor-General had
commenced before he entered the Court-house. On liearing some
statement, Mr O'Connell immediately cried out,

" Thafs not law."

The Judges were appealed to, and ruled with Mr O'Connell. Some-
what disconcerted, the Solicitor-General resumed, but had not pro-
ceeded much further when Mr O'Connell again interposed.

" The
Crown," he said,

" cannot make such a statement as that ; the Solicitor-

General has no rigiit to ofter such evidence to a jury." Again the

Solicitor-Genei-al contended he was justified in stating the case he

intended to prove ; but the Bench again coincided with the prisoners'

counsel, and the Solicitor-General's second speech was by no means
the triumphant and imposing harangue which impressed the jury on the

former day. The men then on trial were named Connor, Lynch, Wallis,
and Barrett. The principal witness against them was L)aly the spy,
who detailed that the conspiracy to murder the magistrates near

Doneraile had been a long time hatching ; that Admiral Evans was to

be shot for speaking in Parliament against the Catholics, that Mr '

Creagh and Mr Low were also marked men. Daly was corroborated

in his story by William Nowlan and David Sheehan, and the infamous

character of these tliree witnesses was a fair field for the unrivalled

skill and accurate knowledge of his countrymen possessed by O'Connell.

Accordingly he set to work to get the history of their lives from their

own lips, and it is stated,
" The witnesses trembled under him, and

Nowlan, the most infamous character of the lot, cried out, 'Ah! indeed,

sir, it's little I thought I'd have to meet you here to-dav, Mr
O'Connell.'

"

Not only did he expose the character of the witnesses for the pro-
secution, but he bewildered the Solicitor-General himself, and on

nearly every point the Court ruled with prisoners' counsel. He also

mimicked, witli drollery, though without much good taste, the Solicitor-

General's voice and manner. When the Crown prosecutor, in an

Anglicised tone, bade one of the witnesses leave the table, using the

usual words,
" You may go down," O'Connell exclaimed, in bur-

lesque tones,
" Naw daunt go daune, sir," which, sad to say, con-

vulsed the Court with laughter. Again, when the Solicitor-General



somewhat thoughtlessly said,
" That allegation is made upon false facts ;"

" False fads" shouted O'Connell,
" Here's a genuine Irish bull ! How,

in the name of sense, can facts be false?" The Solicitor-General

bitterly replied,
" I have known false facts and false men too !

" At
lenofth, the wordv war grew so bitter that the other counsel for the

Crown felt it necessary to come to the aid of their leader, by. stating
"
they shared the responsibility of the course he had taken, and nothing

was done without their approval."
The Judges then complimented the Solicitor-General, who, .in

thanking their Lordships, said,
" that proud as he felt of the eulogium

of the bench, and his brethren of the bar, he was yet more proud of

the disapprobation of others," with a significant look towards Mr
O'Connell.

The jury, on this occasion, failed to agree to a verdict. They were

not satisfied with the story detailed by the witnesses for the prosecution,

who, they considered, were not to be credited. Mr O'Connell's success

in showing the true character of these wretches, and his triumph over

the Solicitor- General, was the subject of conversation throughout the

whole country.
A greater success was in store for the prisoners' counsel. When the

third trial was entered on, and John Burke and John Sliine were

standing at the bar, tried for the capital offence, O'Connell, while

cross-examining Daly the spy, was handed, by one of the presiding

Judtres, Baron Pennefather, the information made bv Dalv before the

Justices of the Peace. A very great discrepancy appeared between the

sworn deposition and the story told to the jury. This was made

known, and the matter was no sooner denounced by Mr O'Connell than

the jury unhesitatingly acquitted the prisoners.
This was the crowning triumph, for it was upon the same evidence

the men had been convicted in his absence, though neither M'Carthy nor

Pigot had the opportunity of seeing this discrepancy. The other

cases were not proceeded with. O'Connell had acted wisely if he had

I rested content with the success he had already gained at the trial. He
went on to attack the course taken by the Solicitor-General, whom he de-

nounced at several public meetings, and said he would impeach him for

his merciless conduct in withholdinof Dalv's information from the Court.

The Solicitor-General's answer was,
" That he did not withhold the

information of Patrick Daly ; that it was upon the bench ; and that

the Crown did not rest the case upon Daly's evidence at all. That no

steps were taken without the advice and approval of Mr Serjeant Goold,
Mr R. W. Greene, and Mr George Bennett, three men eminent at tlie

bar, and remarkable for their humane and kind dispositions." The
Irish Solicitor-General was not the man to be provoked with impunity.
O'Connell stated repeatedly he would bring his conduct before the

House of Commons, and there Doherty resolved to fight for his reputa-
tion and maintain the propriety of his conduct. O'Connell had triumphed
in the Court-house before the people. Doherty knew that he would

have a more impartial auditory, and be listened to with more patience

by the British House of Commons ; so he waited impatiently until

O'Connell fulfilled his threat. But O'Connell showed no desire to do

so, and frequently, during the session of 1830, the members of the
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House of Commons heard the Irish Solicitor refer to the subject, and

dare the hon. member to bring forward any charge against him. " I

curiously watch," he said,
"
every stone of the bridge that my adversary

so ingeniously lays down for the purpose of running away." Goaded

by those taunts, O'Connell at last gave notice for the 12th of May 1830.

Having detailed to the House the events which had taken place, Mr
O'Connell concluded by moving, that there be laid before the Hou>(j

copies of any deposition or information sworn by Patrick Daly, tin;

witness at the Special Commission held in Cork in October last, relative

to certain conspiracies to murder, wherewith Edniond Connor and

others were charged on that occasion ; and also copies of the notes of

the Judges who tried those cases.

Tiie Solicitor-General entered into a very elaborate defence of his

conduct when replying to O'Connell. He said he stood there to defend

the administration of justice in Ireland from a charge most singular in

its nature, and to resist a notion for which there was not, and he trusted

never would be, a precedent. He did not deny that he felt an indig-

nant, and he hoped a just, sense of an attempt made, for the first time,

to establish an appeal from the Judges and Juries of Ireland to that

House ; calling upon it, without the benefit of hearing witnesses, without

the power even of examining witnesses upon oath, to review, and per-

haps to reverse, the solemn decision of a Jury and a Judge, deliberately
formed after a patient examination, upon oath, of all tiiose who could

give evidence upon the matter. Yet to such a motion was he then

called upon to speak, though he had thought a charge was to be

brought against himself, directly and exclusively, for his conduct in the

case, in having gone on with the examination of a witness whom he

knew to be perjured, in order to get, at all events, a verdict against the

prisoners. The Solicitor-General then detailed the appointment of the

Special Commission, and his having been sent to Cork to conduct the

trials, as well as the course of the trial, and the verdict of guilty, although
the Judge had on the bench before him the important document, for a

copy of which the hon. and learned gentleman now called. He main-*

tained that, without that deposition, there was evidence to convict the

prisoners, although from that deposition, on a succeeding day, the

Judge saw enough to direct the acquittal of another prisoner. He did

not object to the hon. and learned gentleman preferring this charge

against him in Parliament, but what he did object to was, that the hon.

and learned gentleman had cast the most unfounded imputations upon
him in his absence elsewhere, and had attempted to excite public pre-

judice against him in Ireland. In that country, the charge that public

justice was not fairly administered never failed to produce fatal conse-

quences. Nothing could be more unjust than the imputation that he

had shown himself callous to the fate of the prisoners at Cork. He
tiien read extracts from O'Connell's denunciations of him at various

places, and described his opening speech at Cork as " but the hallooing
on of the country gentlemen against the wretclied peasantry of the

country." "Was it proper, he would ask, was it just, thus to descril)e

h.im ? Was lie who had passed his whole life amongst the people of

Ireland v,'ho had been brought up and lived in the country was he

whose pursuits and avocations brought him into hal)its of daily inter-
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course with the population of Ireland, to be thus held forth as a person

employed in "
hallooing on the country gentlemen against the wretched

peasantry."* Having denounced in strong language Mr O'Conneli's

speech at Youghal, the Solicitor-General mercilessly lashed the member
for Clare for not having brought before the House the cliarges he pro-
mised to make against him (the Solicitor-General). "He had hastened

over from Ireland the first day of the session, expecting to be called,

as the hon. member had said, before the bar of the House. He had
waited a day or two, allowing something for the modesty of the profes-
sion to which the hon. member belonged; he had waited a few days
more, allowing something for the hon. member's own modesty ; he had
waited yet a little longer on account of his peculiar modesty both as an

Irishman and a lawyer ; but greatly to his surprise, the hon. gentleman
made no accusation against him in that House." He also alluded to

O'Conneli's intemperate speeclies respecting the treatment of Ireland,
aud how he (the Solicitor-General) had always been the zealous

advocate of Catholic emancipation. Alluding to Canning, he said,

' ' Oft has his voice my captive fancy led,
1 loved him living, I adore him dead.'

In reference to the Emancipation Act, he said Mr Canning declared

that he should rejoice in disappointing the guilty hopes of those who

delight not in tranquillity and concord, but in grievance and remon-

strance, as screens for their own ambitious purposes, and who consider

a state of turbulence and discontent as best suited to the ends they
have in view. " That effect the Bill had produced," added the Solicitor-

General. It had, by taking away the causes of agitation, falsified the

guilty hopes of those who sought distinction amidst trouble, and whose
turbulent ambition, which could only be gratified by the violence of

party contentions, was disappointed by the general tranquillity and

general satisfaction which that healing Act had effected. He concluded

by expressing his readiness to give the hon. gentleman the depositions
of Patrick Daly, but not the Judge's notes.f

The accession of Earl Grey to office in 1830 occasioned many important

changes in Ireland. Sir Anthony Hunt was succeeded as Lord-Chancellor

by LordPlunket. This caused a vacancy on the Common Pleas bench,
of which the great Irish orator, Plunket, was Chief-Justice, and to this

high place was appointed the Solicitor-General, John Doherty. The

appointment created very great surprise. It indicated open war be-

tween the Government and O'Connell ; for the Solicitor-General had,
in his speech on the Doneraile conspiracy, as we have seen, administered

llie severest castigation O'Connell ever received in or out of Parliament.

His having done so naturally made him popular with the Tories and

unpopular with the great mass of the Irish people, and for a Whig Go-
vernment to bestow so very exalted a judgeship upon such a man made

many wonder what would be the consequence. Besides, Doherty's

reputation at the bar diil not entitle him to be placed over the heads

of Warren. Blackburne, Edward Pennefather, or other barristers greatly

*
Hansard, "Parliamentary Debates," vol. xxiv., second series, p. C16.

+ Hansard, "Parliamentary Debates," vol. xxiv., second series, p. 625.

motion was negatived by a majority of 58.
The



surpassing him in legal renown. It soon, however, transpired that the

new policy of Lord Anglesey was to be tliat of taking men of all

politics, and, by fusion, healing the old sores of Irish discontent. Tiius

he selected Mr Blackburne as Attorney-General, Mr Crampton as

Solicitor-General. This, he thought, would please the Protestant.^,

while making Mr O'Loghleii a Serjeant, and Mr Wolfe a Crown Pro-

secutor, would be sure to satisfy the Catholics. Moore, the poet, com-

pared his Excellency to an equestrian guiding a pair of horses :

" So rides along, with canter smooth and pleasant,
That horseman bold, Lord Anglesey, at present,

Papist and Protestant the coursers twain,
That lend their necks to his impartial rein

;

And round the ring, each honoured as they go
"With equal pressure from his graceful toe,

To the ohl medley tune, half
'

Patrick's Day,'
And half '

Boyne Water,' take their cantering way
While Peel, the showman, in the middle cracks

His long- lashed whip, to cheer the doubtful hacks."

Ere long. Lord Anglesey was doomed to find the eflect of trying to

manage two doubtful hacks. The poet's warning was fully verified -

"
If once my Lord his graceful balance loses

Or fails to keep each foot where each horse chooses,
If he but give one extra touch of whip,
To Papist's tail, or Protestant's ear tip.

Off bolt the severed steeds, for mischief free.

And down between them plumps Lord Anglesey."

Though there was a very great outcry upon the elevation of Mr
Doherty to the Bench, he soon sliowed that, so far as the duties of his

court were concerned, there was no just ground for complaint. Those
who carefully look through the volume of " The Law Recorder,"* which

contains many of his decisions from the first day he sat on the bench,
will find no ground for thinking he was not fully able to maintain his

position. Those who have practised before him have borne testimony
in his favour that he was painstaking, courteous, and patient. His

judgments in Lynet v. Lynet,f Roner v. Mahon,| O'Callaghan v. Clare,

and numeroub other cases to be found in the Irish Reports, prove that,

while the Cliief-Justice adhered to the views he believed to be true,

when any error was pointed out to him he readily yielded up his own

views, and pronounced the judgment of the Court with dignity. If

there was no very great display of erudition on his part, he showed
considerable acuteness and industry. When addressing jurors he was

always clear and concise, or, if the occasion demanded, full and expla-

natory, without being dictatorial. To the bar he was courteous and

impartial, never showing any individual preference, and, while pre-

serving due decorum, rarely betrayed into severe rebuke.

The Chief-Justice stood high in the estimation of the chiefs of all par-
ties. He was promoted to the bench by Earl Grey, and when Sir

Robert Peel became Prime Minister in 1834, he is said to have made

* " The Law Recorder," vol. iv. p. 88.

t Ibid. vol. iv. old series, p. 227.

J Ibid. vol. ii. new series, ii. p. 118.

Ihid. p. 129.
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overtures to Mr Doiierty to exchange the Court of Common Pleas for

the House of Commons, in which his debating powers had made him so

useful. This attempt, if made, was not successful. Mr Doherty had

gained a position which combined high pay and light work, an elevated

station, unsliaken by the turmoil of politics, and undisturbed by changes
of Governments. He therefore remained Chief-Justice of the Common
Pleas. Many regretted this decision. They felt sorry that one so

fitted to adorn the Senate sliould be confined to the Common Pleas

that one so qualified to represent an Irish constituency with energy
and credit should not do so; but undoubtedly the Chief-Justice acted

wisely. He appears to have entertained hopes of one day entering the

Upper House, and, no doubt, his fine person and dignified address

rendered him well qualified for the more stately assembly of the

Peers. Here his intellectual gifts, his impressive oratory, his genial and

social nature, would have insured him a warm welcome. It has been

said that the Attorney's son was proud of his connection with aristo-

cracy, and the fine portrait of George Canning, which overhung the

mantel-piece of his dining-room in Ely Place, denoted at once his taste

and predilection. Indeed, in his play of feature, and habitual cast of

countenance, lie sometimes reminded one of Mr Canning, and. the late

Earl of Carlisle was so struck with the resemblance, tliat he addressed

some graceful verses to the Chief-Justice, in which he refers to this

likeness.

It is sad to think that the closing years of this genial and joyous

disposition should have been clouded with heavy losses. The railway

mania, for it was little else, which set in towards 1846, and lasted for a

brief but momentous space, involved the Chief-Justice in its frenzy. It

is stated that he realised no less than eighty thousand pounds, but better

he had never gained a penny. He did not rest satisfied with his gains.

What speculator ever does ? He went again into the market, when the

"tables turned ; shares went down, calls were made, the fluctuations had

ceased there was continual depression. The eighty thousand pounds
dwindled away; but that was not the worst, all tiie savings and accumu-

lations which the Chief-Justice had made went, and the hopes of his

life were blighted. The natural buoyancy of his spirit sustained him

long ; but who can bear the constant and continuous run of ill-luck.

At last his spirits gave way, his health failed, and he died at Beaumaris,
North Wales, on the 8th of September 1830.

THE EARL OF RODEN.

BORN OCTOBFR 1788 DIED MARCH 1870.

PiOBERT JoCELYN, third Earl of Roden, Viscount Jocelyn, and Baron

Newport of Newport, county Tipperary, in the peerage of Ireland,
Baron Clanbrassil, of Hyde Hall, in the peerage of the United

Kingdom, and a Baronet of England, was born October 27, 1788.

He succeeded to the title June 29, 1820. His lordship was Senior

Knight of St Patrick, to which dignity he was instituted in the year
1821 ; he was also a member of Her Mnjesty's Privy Council, both of



England and Ireland, and Gustos Rotulorum of the county Louth. He
-was the eldest son of Robert, second Earl, by his first wife. Miss

Frances Theodosia Bligh, oldest daughter of the Very Rev. Dr Bligh,

Dean of Elphin, and cousin of the second Earl of Darnley. He was

born at Urockley Park, Queen's County, and received his early

education at Harrow School, where he had for his school-fellows Feel,

Byron, Palmerston, and the late Earl of Ripon. During his father's

lifetime as Viscount Jocelyn, he represented the county of Louth in

Parliament, for about ten or twelve years, on the highest Tory prin-

ciples, and was from the very first a most unflinching opponent of

Roman Catholic emancipation. In 1820 he succeeded to the Irish

titles of his father, who had been one of the representative Peers for

many years before his death. He was thus debarred froTu sitting in

the Lower House for an Irish constituency, while his peerage gave
him no seat in the Upper House of the Imperial Legislature. In the

following year, however, at the coronation of George IV., in whose

household, as in that of George III., he held one or two offices of

dignity, first as Treasurer and afterwards as Vice-Chamberlain, he

was raised to an English peerage by the title of Baron Clanbrassil, a

dignity which had formerly belonged to his maternal ancestors, but had

become extinct. From a very early age, both in and out of Parlia-

ment, the noble Earl was a most zealous and consistent advocate of

the interests of the Irish Protestant party. Like his brotlier-in-law,

Lord Powerscourt, and the late Lord Farnham, he became identified

with what was called the "Evangelical party." At the great Pro-

testant meeting in Dublin, in January 1837, he strongly advocated

the preservation of the Protestant Church; and during the recent

agitation for its disestablishment, he was one of the most strenuous

opponents of that measure. In his political creed, too, he exhibited

the same strong and uncompromising devotion to high Conservative

principles. In his place as a member of the Upper House, Lord

Roden showed himself on every opportunity the steady champion of

the Irish Protestant party. In 1839 he succeeded in a motion for

inquiry into the state of Ireland, and obtained a select committee for

that jmrpose. In the same year he divided the House of Lords

against the second reading of the Irish Municipal Reform Bill, but

found himself with comparatively few supporters.

In 1831 he became president of the Irish Protestant Conservative

Society ;
and some years later he enrolled himself, along with the

great mass of the Protestant yeomanry of the north of Ireland, in the

Orange Association. He was the principal mover in organising the

o-reat aggregate meetings of August 1834 and January 1837 ; to

which may be added the great Downshire meeting in the October of

the former vear. He was chairman of the Grand Orange Lodge;

when in 1836 it w^as resolved that the association should be dissolved,

in deference to an authority to which he felt obliged, though reluctantly,

to bow.

He was for many years a magistrate for the counties of Down and

Louth; but in 1840, he, with Mr Beers, Grand Master of Down, was

dismissed from the commission of the peace after the report of the

commissioners on the famous Dolly's Brae aflfair.

IV. B ^'-
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Ill lute years his declining health rendered hiia unfit for active

political life. He died at Edinburgh on the 20th of March 1870, in his

eighty-second year.
In private life Lord Koden vras universally esteemed and beloved,

and in spite of his known strong religious and political opinions, he

was respected for his personal good qualities by men of every

creed and party with whom he came in contact. He had the reputa-

tion of being one of the best landlords in Ireland. On the 29th of

January 1813, he married the Hon. Maria Frances Catherine Stapleton,

second daughter of Thomas, twenty-second Lord Le Despencer ; and

by that lady, who died in 1861, he had four sons and five daughters.

His eldest son, Eobeft Viscount Jocelyn (born 1816, died 1854),

was married in 1841, to Lady Frances Elizabeth Cowper, youngest

daughter of the fifth Earl of Cowper, and left two sons and two

daughters ; the eldest of these, Robert Viscount Jocelyn, Lieutenant

1st Life Guards, born 22d November 1846, succeeded to the late

Earl's titles and estates.

GENERAL CHESNEY.

BOEN 1789 DIED 1872.

Francis Eawden Chesney, the pioneer of the overland route to

India, was born at Bally veagh, in the nortli of Ireland, on the 16th of

March 1789, and was named after his sponsor, the late Marquis of

Hastings. He was educated at Woolwich, whence he entered the Eoyal

Military Academy in January 1804. In the November following he

passed his examination for the Eoyal Artillery, and obtained a first-

lieutenancy on the 28th of October 1805. In March 1808 he proceeded
with his regiment to Guernsey, where he remained for some time on

the staff as aide-de-camp to Sir A. Gladstanes, occupying himself in

the study of military tactics. Having seen some active service in 1815,

he became captain, and in 1821 he was sent to Gibraltar, whence he

returned in 1825, after the death of his wife. It was while he was

stationed at Gibraltar that he conceived the idea of crossing the

African desert to solve the problem of the source of the Niger, but the

project was abandoned. In 1827 and 1828, he visited the great

battle-fields of Europe, and afterwards carefully examined those

of the East. In 1829, Captain Chesney sailed for Constantinople, on

leave of absence, resolved to offer his services to the weaker side in

the struggle of 1828-9 between Eussia and Turkey. Having taken

with him strong recommendations from Sir Sydney Smith, he was

employed by the Porte in fortifying the passes of the Balkan;

but the treaty of Adrianople, which was concluded soon after his

arrival, terminated his operations. He now took the opportunity ol'

visiting the scenes of the late conflict, and collecting materials for a

narrative of the Eusso-Turkish campaign of 1828-9, a work which was

not published till long after the well-known narrative of Major von

Moltke, now the famous Marshal, had already occupied the field.

From the Danube, Captain Chesney having obtained an extension of



his leave of absence, proceeded to visit Greece and Asia Minor, and

was soon after despatched to Egypt on a political mission from Sir

Robert Gordon, the British Ambassador at Constantinople in 1829.

While in Egypt, he had placed in his hands, by Consul-General

Barker, a series of questions drawn up by tlie late Mr Peacock, tlie

Principal Examiner of the India House, as to tlie relative advantages
of tlie Egyptian and Syrian routes to India. Being strongly impressed
with the importance of these questions, he submitted pro})Osals to our

Government, through Sir Robert Gordon, that he should make a per-

sonal examination of the several routes and report the result. Taking
for granted that the Government would approve of his design, and that

no difficulty would arise about leave, Captain Chesney, with character-

istic energy, at once commenced the task he had proposed to himself, with-

outwailiiigfortheapproval expected, farless for anyfunds, save those pro-

vided by the assistance of private friends. "The approval came in good

time, but not the funds ; and it was eighteen years after the journeys
were completed, which prepared the way for his Euphrates expedition,

that the personal intervention of the Prince Consort procured the

repayment from the Treasury of the actual personal outlay incurred in

them by the explorer." Chesney, however, not foreseeing, and even if

he had foreseen, not being likely to bedeterredbydifficultiesof thiskind,

started on his expedition, and proceeding up the Nile to Cairo, and

thence to Suez, he sailed down the Red Sea to Kosseir. From Kosseir

he crossed the Desert to the Nile at Kenneh, ascended to the Second

Cataract, and returning, descended the river to the Damietta mouth.

On the many interesting details of this journey it would be unsuitable

to enter within the narrow limits of a memoir, but the results may be

stated as follows :
" That a steamer might reach Kosseir from Bombay

in fourteen days, and that the transit of the mails from thence to Alex-

andria could be accomplished in four days ; while by the shorter line

Suez would be reached in fifteen days from Bombay, and the Mediter-

ranean at Damietta, or the entrance of the Nile in two more."

Besides examining the Damietta mouth, it was part of Chesney 's

duty to survey the Isthmus of Suez, and the outlets through Lake

Menzaleh, with a view to reporting on the practicability of carrying

out the great project of a ship canal, the first suggestion of which in

modern times was due to the savants of the French Republic. Owing,

however, to some serious errors in taking the line of levels in 180l^,

the French engineers had reported the Red Sea as 36 feet higher than

the Mediterranean; and at the time of Chesney's observations, the

belief prevailed that if the Isthmus was to be pierced by an opening
from sea lo sea, several towns along the shore would inevitably be

submerged.

Captain Chesney, with extraordinary boldness and discernment, re-

jected their conclusions as erroneous, and confidently expressed his

belief that a canal passage for steamers and other vessels could be

opened through the Isthmus of Suez, without even so much disadvan-

tage in respect of current as is experienced in the case of the Bos-

porus. This remarkable prediction, contained in his report on the

subject of the overland route, via Egypt, dated from Jafla, September

2, 1830, remained almost unnoticed, until disinterred from the Foreign
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Office Archives by a London journalist after tlie
"
Lesseps

" canal had

become a declared success. In reference to his report, General Chesney
thus writes in 1868, in his narrative of the Euphrates Expedition :

" The practical question, however, appeared then as now to be one of

expenditure ;
and considering the enormous cost on the one hand, and

the certainty of a speedy overland communication being established

across the narrow desert between Cairo and the Red Sea on the other,

the possibility of constructing a ship canal to Suez did not long con-

tinue to occupy my thoughts. They were now turned to the alterna-

tive route through Syria and Mesopotamia, the exploration of which

had next to be entered upon." The narrative of his journey through

Palestine, Syria, the region of Decapolis, and the Mesopotamian desert,

is full of incident and interest. It was on the 2nd of January 1831 that,

all preliminary difficulties having been surmounted, Chesney found

himself at last afloat on the great historic river, the Euphrates. The

history of these explorations has been given to the world in a volume

begun in the 77th year of the author's life, at the request of the Go-

vernment; and the narrative of the Euphrates Expedition, published in

the year 1868, is one of the most interesting on record. The name of

General Chesney is associated with tlie exploration of the Euphrate.3

even more indissolubly than that of Franklin, M'Clure, and M'Clin-

tock with the great and well-known expedition in the Polar Seas, or

that of Livingstone with Southern Africa. " From an ordinary posi-

tion as an unknown regimental officer, he stepped at once into fame in

consequence of his discoveries; and though never destined to see the

full accomplishment of his hopes in the completion of a mail route

down the Euphrates, he devoted many years of retirement to its ad-

vocacy, with unshrinking faith in the advantages of the scheme his

energy had first made possible. Chesney returned to England in

1832 ;
and in 1834, the House of Commons having granted L.20,000

for the purpose of what is known as ' the Euphrates Expedition,'
" was

undertaken " a task, as has been remarked, made difficult, not only

by physical obstacles, but by the opposition of the Russian Govern-

ment, the timidity or prejudices of some of our own Indian politicians,

and the ignorance of our mechanical engineers as to the possibility of

building flat-bottomed vessels for steam. The aid of a scientific friend,

'a mere theorist,' the late Professor Narrien, overcame the last obstacle;

and the energy of the projector, favoured by the royal countenance

William lY. who tooka warm personalinterestinthedesign didtherest."

On the 10th of February 1835, Chesney, with the rank of Colonel

on a particular service, and a staff" of his personal selection, sailed from

Liverpool for the East. After many difficulties and delays, which occu-

pied nearly nine months, the two steamers, the "
Tigris

" and the

"
Euphrates," were transported across tlie desert bit by bit, and finally

launched on the great river, on tiie 16th of March 1836. One of these

ships, the "
Tigris," with all her instruments, surveys, and journals, was

sunk by a violent typhoon, and when Chesney, who was on board,

with difficulty escaped, his two lieutenants and most of the crew

perished ;
but the undaunted voyagers held on their way, and reached

the Indian Ocean in safety on the 19th of June, and Chesney reported

himself to tlie Indian Government at Bombay. Hurrying back
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to England in triumph, he found on his arrival at Leghorn on the 24th
of July that he had lost, by the death of William the IV., his, and the

expedition's best friend and supporter. Having arrived in London on

the 8th of August, a busy period ensued, attendant on the winding-up
of all the affairs of the expedition. Early in October Colonel Chesney
was busily occupied in moving, through Lord Glenelg, who had suc-

ceeded Sir John Hobhouse as President of the Board of Control, to ob-

tain promotion for the officers of the expedition. In November he laid

the completed maps before the Duke of Wellington and Sir Robert Peel,
who encouraged him to look for the assistance of Government in brinar-

ing out !iis intended work on the expedition, and the countries through
which it had passed. Early in 1838 the three naval officers, Charle-

wood, Fitzjames, and Eden, received their promotion ; but that of

Lieut. Cleaveland was delayed until he should fill up his sea-time.

The promotion of these officers, and the payment of their expenses, was

owing to the patient remonstrance of Colonel Chesney. By the be-

ginning of the new year the maps were far advanced, and a complete
account returned to the Treasury, when Chesney had the satisfaction of

hearing that the Lords of the Treasury considered some mark of appro-
bation due to the commander of the expedition. The hope of such a

recommendation gave Colonel Chesney great satisfaction, the more so as

it happened that the Government Minute had only been in part carried

out by conferring on him the brevet of Lieut.-Colonel from April 27,

1838, instead of the previous date of November 27, 183i. But in this,

as in mnny other matters, he was doomed to disappointment ; owing to

a change of Government, and his own employment for some years in

a distant regimental command, his eminent services remained unacknow-

ledged, and the subject of a special pension was allowed to fall through.
He was requested by the Government to undertake the history of

his labours in the East, and in the year 1852 he published in two
volumes an account of some of the results of the Euphrates Expedition,
including an historical and geographical survey of the regions traversed

by the Euphrates. In this work tiie author intended to have included
a full narrative of his first exploration of the rival routes through
Egypt and Syria, as well as a detailed account of the subsequent sur-

vey. In the prospectus of the proposed work, published in 1852,
this design was sketched out and given to the public ; but it appearing
to the department, under whose auspices this publication was con-

ducted, that the completion of such a design would be attended with
what then seemed undue expense, the author consented to limit the
work to the incomplete form in which it afterwards appeared. After
the lapse of sixteen years, however, it was thought advisable by Her
Majesty's Government, having regard to the greatly increased import-
ance of the Overland Route question, that it would be for the public

advantage that the materials of information remaining in Colonel

Chesney's hands should be rendered accessible, he received commands
to proceed with the work, which he afterwards gave to tiie ])ublic in

one volume in the year 18G8. To this we have already referred. Tlie

expenses attendant on the production of Chesney's first work were

very considerable, and notwithstanding the earnest rei)resentations ol

the late Prince Consort, Sir Robert Inglis, Baron Humboldt, and



others, he found considerable difficulty in recovering the full amounts

expended in his undertaking, and was still soliciting the Treasury for

liual justice in the matter when his health broke down. He died at

his residence in the county Down, on the 30th of January 1872,
at the advanced age of eighty-three, having served successive sove-

reigns through a period of sixty- seven years. He received such honours

as Universities and Royal Societies can bestow, and lived to refuse, as

coming thirty years too late, the honour which would have amply re-

paid him had it been bestowed when first he returned from the East.

Of his military life it has been well remarked, that he was an earnest

student of the theory of his profession, and an ardent reformer of our

artillery, when all reform was counted dangerous, and all reformers

were obnoxious. But though his work on artillery was once a standard

book, the science has long advanced beyond it. In 1852 he published
his " Observations on the Past and Present State of Fire-arms," and on

the probable eft'ects in war of the new musket, a work which in the

histoi-y of military science in this country will be referred to as a re-

markable example of prescience and sagacity.
He commanded the artillery in Ciiina as Brigadier-General, in

1&13-47, and held the command of the artillery in the south of Ireland

from 1848 till 1852. He attained the rank of Major-Greneral in 1855.

His reputation, however, rests on another and more lasting foundation

than that of his military services.
" Other men have entered into his

geographical labours, and grown great by following them up ; but to

him sdll remains the credit of the undaunted efforts v.-hich opened to

modern civilisation the great river of ancient history." Ireland may
indeed be proud to count him among her sons, and the kingdom at

large will long recognise in him one of its most truly loyal and well-

deserving members.

SIR MICHAEL o'LOGHLEN, BAET.

BORN OCTOBER 1789 DIED SEPTEMEEU 1842.

The Eight Hon. Sir Michael O'Loghlen, born on the 1st of October

1789, was the fourth and youngest son of Colman O'Loghlen, a Justice

of tlie Peace, who resided at Port, county Clare, and traced his blood

through royal veins to the "Princes of Burren." In 1811, he was
called to the Irish bar, and for several years remained without

practice. It is said that he owed his first success to O'Connell's

unfortunate duel with D'Esterre. He was the junior counsel in a case

of importance, and in the absence of his leader, who was engaged
elsewliere in a trial of a very different kind, he was unexpectedly
obliged to take upon himself the sole advocacy of his client's case.

Though embarrassed at first by natural diffidence and inexperience, he

gradually warmed to his work, and after a masterly address of two

hours, he resumed his seat amidst the astonishment of the bench and
senior bar, and the audible approbation of his brother juniors. From
that time his reputation was established, and business flowed in so

rapidly, that in a few years he reached a position of wealth and
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eminence. As Mr Sers'eant 0'Los;hlen, lie contested the borough
election of the city of Dublin ; his opponents being Mr Shaw (after-
wards Recorder of Dublin) and Lord Ingestre. In 1834, he was

appointed Solicitor-General, by the Melbourne administration. In

1835 he entered Parliament, and in a short time attracted the

avourable notice of the House as a most efficient law officer, and most
successful debater. On the elevation of Mr Perrin to the Court
of Queen's Bench, at the close of the year 1835, Mr O'Loghlen
became Attorney-General for Ireland. He filled this high office for a

period of two years, and gave entire satisfaction to the legal and

general public. He was next promoted to the office of Ciiancellor of

the Exchequer in Ireland, but in a few weeks resigned that position,
and accepted the INIastership of the Rolls, which had become vacant by
the death of Sir William M'Mahon. He was afterwards created a

baronet. As a judge, he gave the highest satisfaction to the bar and
the suitors who came before him. In September 1842, he died in

England, to which he had repaired for the benefit of his health. The
bar of Ireland erected a statue to his memory in the hall of the Four

Courts, Dublin. In private life, he was esteemed and beloved ; in^his

jiublic career, he ever approved himself able, courteous, and just. Sir

Michael married, on the 3d of September 1817, Bidelia, daughter of

Daniel Kelly, Esq. of Dublin, and left issue eight children, of whom
the eldest, Colman, succeeded him in his title and estates.

LORD MONTEAGLE.

BORN FEBRTJARY 1790 DIED FEBRUARY 1866.

The Right Hon. Thomas Spring-Rice, Lord Monteagle, of Brandon,

county Kerry, in the Peerage of the United Kingdom, F.R.S., F.G.S.,

&c., was the only son of Mr Stephen Edward Rice, of Mount

Trenchard, by Catherine, only child and heiress of Thomas Spring of

Ballvcrispin, county Kerry. He was born in Limerick on the 8th of

February 1790, and was educated at Trinity College, Cambridge,
where he took his degree in 1811. On the 11th of July 1811 he

married a daughter of tlie Earl of Limerick ; and in 1820, he entered

Parliament as one of the members for his native city, which he continued

to represent in the Whig interest down to the passing of the Reform

Bill in 1832, when he was chosen for Cambridge, and sat for that

borough until his elevation to the Peerage in 1839, Mr Spring-Rice
was the fast friend of O'Connell, and as such took a prominent part in

the great Catholic question, and lent his support to all the other

liberal measures proj)osed by his party.

He was made under Secretary of State for the Home Department
in 1827 ; and when at length the Whigs came fully into possession of

their power, he became successively Secretary of the Treasury and

Secretary for the Colonies, and Ciiancellor of the Exchequer. The

first of these oflices he shared at one time with Mr Edward Ellice, and

afterwards with Sir Charles Wood ; the second he held for a very short

period ; the third he filled for five years, and it was in tlie discharge
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of its duties that he gained celebrity. In 1839, he resigned the office

of Chancellor of the Exchequer, and succeeded the late Sir J. Newport,
as Comptroller-General of that department, being at the same time

raised to the Peerage.
He was a capable man of business, and as the mouthpiece of a

powerful Irish interest, he acquired with his party great influence in

the House of Commons. Though his abilities were not considered

as of a very high order, he managed to discharge the duties of the

several important posts which he filled most creditably, and faii'ly

earned the confidence of his friends. The Whig ministry was sorely
ridiculed in those days, and no one came in for a greater share of the

satire they provoked than Mr Spring-Eice. The smallness of his

stature was made the most of by his satirists, and turned into a very
serious cause for public ridicule and contempt. He was a dull and

tedious speaker, and was frequently accused of jobbing. To quote the

woi-ds of a candid reviewer of his life,*
" If we must not speak of Lord

Monteagle as either a very strong or a high-minded man, we must do
him justice as a shrewd one, and a good partisan. If he was not a bril-

liant minister, he was at least a useful one; and if he failed as a

financier in a time of great difiiculty, it must be remembered in his

favour, that while Irish aftairs were all important, he did good ser-

vice, and fairly earned the confidence of his friends." After his re-

tirement from the Cabinet, he may be said to have almost retired into

private life, only that about six years before his death, when Mr
Gladstone's famous budget was announced, he led the attack upon it

in the House of Lords. Mr Gladstone and his friends naturally spoke
with contempt of an attack upon the budget led by a Whig financier,

who, as they said, had been laughed out of the Exchequer; but this

did not necessarily invalidate the criticism of Lord Monteagle; and it

was no small tribute to his prudence that, twenty-one years after he

had resigned the Chancellorship of the Exchequer, a considerable

party in the legislature AVhig and Tory were willing to regard hirn

as an authority on a question of finance. That was liis last appearance
on tlie great stage to which he had been so long accujtomed.

His Lordship frequently acted as a member of Ptoyal Commissions on
matters of taste and art, and bestowed considerable pains on the work
of examining and reporting upon the decimal coinage question. He
took a prominent part in the discussion of monetary and commercial

subjects in the Upper House such as the Limited Liability Bill, &c.

and also in those relating more particularly to Irish affairs. In 1861,
he opposed unsuccessfully the abolition of the Paper Duty ; and he was
a Commissioner of the State Paper Office, a Trustee of the National

Gallery, a Member of the Senate of the London University, as well

as of the Queen's University in Ireland.

He died on the 7th of February 1866, at his residence, Mount Trench-

ard, near Limerick, aged 76 years, all but one day.

*
Tlie Times of Feb. 9th 1866.
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SIR THOMAS WYSE..

BORN 1791 DIED 1862.

The Right Hon. Sir Thomas Wyse, K.C.B., H.M.'s Envoy Extra-

ordinary, and Minister Plenipotentiary at the Court of Athens, eldest

son of Mr Thomas Wyse, of the Manor of St John, county Waterford,
was born in 1791. He received his earlier education at Stonyliurst,
and graduated at Trinity College, Dublin, in 1812. He afterwards

became a student of Lincoln's Inn, but was not called to the bar. He
was M.P. for the county of Tipperary from 1830 to 1832, and for the

city of Waterford from 1835 to 1847 ;
and he held office under Lord

Melbourne's administration, as one of the Lords of the Treasury, from

1839 to 1841, and as joint secretary to the Board of Control from 184G
to 1849, in which latter year he was appointed H.M.'s representative
at the Court of Athens, and became a member of the Privy Council.

In 1857 he was created a Civil Knight Commander of the Order of

the Bath. During his Parliamentary career he was in high reputation
as a statesman and an orator. In the literary world he was well known
as the author of a " Historical Sketch of the Irish Catholic Associa-

tion,"
" Walks in Rome,"

" Education Reform,"
" Oriental Sketches,"

and other works.

As representative of the ancient family of "
Wyse," in Devonshire, he

held his estates direct from the Crown ; and as the lineal descendant

of the original grantee, under a grant of the year 1172, he inherited the

rights of the Prior of St John.

He married, in 1821, Lelitia, daughter of Lucien Bonaparte, Prince

of Canino, brother of Napoleon I., Emperor of the French, and had
issue two sons Napoleon Alfred Bonaparte, his heir, and William

Charles Bonaparte, Captain Waterford Militia, and High Sherift' of the

county of Waterford in 1855. Sir Thomas died at the British Le-

gation, Athens, on the 15th of April 1862.

BARON GREENE.

BORN 1791 DIED 1861.

Few men have left a nobler memory than Baron Greene, although
most men who have filled equally important positions have left ma-

terials for fuller and more interesting memoirs. If the country is

happy that has no history, happy also is the man whose perfect in-

tegrity and uniform discharge of duty have kept him out of all the

difficulties, false positions, or successful hazards which make the

story of life interesting. Baron Greene was a man who never got
into a difficulty from wliich the biographer has the task of rescuing

him, never deserted law for politics as a short cut to judicial advance-

ment, never served party in order to be raised by favour above the

heads of more deserving men. Tlie tardy advancement which he ob-
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taiuod was earned by his own sterling ability, and met with general

approbation, for he belonged to a class very rare in Ireland, the non-

party men. Eichard Wilson Greene was the eldest son of Sir Jonas

Greene, Recorder of Dublin, and was born on the 14th of July 1791.

He early exhibited an earnest love for study, which all through his

youth and early manhood made him set aside the amusement and

gaiety which his position in society and the circumstances of his family

placed at his command. He went to school at the celebrated Samuel

Whyte's, where Sheridan, Moore, and most of the other well-known
men of the time were educated. One of the reminiscences of his

boyhood _is that he had an extraordinary love of order, a most im-

portant qualification of the judicial mind. This faculty often enables

a man of delicate frame and constitution to get through more work,
and to do it better and more quickly than stronger but less methodical

men. Such was exactly the case with Baron Greene, who was as

regular and unimpassioned as clock-work. He also showed a very
tenacious memory ; and so quickly did he master the elements of edu-

cation that he entered Trinity College, Dublin, when he was only
fourteen, and was greatly distinguished in his college career, winning
the gold medal for science, with other honours. He was also a very

distinguislied member of the Historical Society, in the records of

which his name frequently occurs. He was auditor of the society
in the year 1811-12. In 1814 he was called to the bar, and after

having
" to bide his time," like others, his great attainments and

reliable qualities at length won for him an extensive and lucrative prac-
tice. In 182.5 he was appointed by the Marquis Wellesley to the

post of assistant-barrister of the county Antrim. He continued to

occupy this position for nearly two years, and on retiring from it in

1826 received the most flattering addresses from the inhabitants of

Belfast. The qualities for which he was praised were those which dis-

tinguished him through his whole life moderation, impartiality, great

erudition, perfect tact, and the courtesy and temper of a true gentle-
man. The cause of his retiring was his appointment, by Lord Plunket's

influence, to the law-advisership of the Castle.

In 1822 he was elected by Lord Plunket to assist in drawing the in-

dictments in the Bottle riot, and in 1823 he was appointed permanently
Lord Plunket's ''

devil," and serving as such won that great lawyer's
warm regard and confidence. Plunket was then Attorney-General, and
it was said carried the appointment of Mr Greene against Mr Goulburn

by threatening to resign unless his wish should be complied with. Wo
will ])resently show that Plunket in later years endeavoured un-

availingly to procure the further advancement of his early favourite.

Mr Greene now became the mainspring of Government in Ireland ;

nothing could be done without him, and everything passed through his

hands. So indispensable did he make himself by his wonderful talent

for business, his tact, legal acumen, and despatch, that when, by Justice

Jebb's retirement, certain changes occurred, and Mr Greene was ap-

pointed Serjeant in the room of Mr O'Loghlen, who was made Solicitor-

General, it was impossible to find a substitute for him in the post of

Counsel to the Chief-Secretary. INIr Martley's name was mentioned,
but it was found that no one could be ii substitute for ]Mr Greene
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His ability had given the office aa importance and scope which it never

possessed before nor has it since ; for not only had he been the drawer
of all ex-officio and Crown indictments, as well as the framer of special
commissions and draughts of local acts, but in the extraordinary difii-

culties which the Government of Ireland then presented he officiated

as the oracle of the Lord-Lieutenant and the Chief-Secretary. Even
from liis opponents he had won the repute of " a clever, accurate, and
learned man, of a grave and rather plain cast of character." "

I have

watched in vain," says the same critic,
" for years to see him smile."

The following extract from a letter of the correspondent of the

Times shows how necessary was his retention of the second office :

"All Irish Acts of Parliament and all proposed acts are submitted to his

patient and all-enduring consideration. During Sessions time his office

in the Castle is often in a state of siege from tlie incidental applications
which pour in sometimes from distant Assize towns, where the Crown
Prosecutor is in some dilemma on a point of law artfully raised by a

post hint from ' the Counsellor,' O'Connell, or by those guardian angels
of the accused, Dominick Ronayne, M.P., or Pat Costello, gentleman

attorney in propria persona. Tiie prosecution is politely postponed,
or judgment is mercifully delayed, while a letter flies on the wings of a

police express to overtake the post, imploring the advice of Richard

Wilson Greene by return of post. He has, perhaps, to reply to twenty

urgent demands of a similar nature, oral or scriptural, in the course of

tlie morning, with only time to consult the extraordinary encyclopfedia
of law and practice his own memory. Any one can give an opinion if he

be allowed time to draw on his library for the amount of knowledge re-

quired; butwhocando so off-hand orinfalliblylikeR.W. Greene? Daniel

O'Cennell, perhaps ; but Irish secretaries have learned that there is some

danger in employing him as 'consulting counsel.' In short, it is ac-

knowledged that the office must be still left in the hands of Mr Greene,
with all its profits or perquisites, as nobody can safely supply his place
at this crisis at a moment's warning."
In the various appointments consequent on Justice Jebb's retirement,

O'Connell's wishes had been set aside, and this daring act of rebellion

on the part of the Government gave rise to a general outcry in the

O'Connellite newspapers. Mr Greene was accused of being an Orange-
man ; but nothing could have been further from the truth, for there

was no public man in Ireland more free from political bias. The bar

received his promotion with warm approbation; and O'Connell himself,

so far from joining in the yelping of his followers, said it was "the best

appointment he had ever heard of," and that he wished all were like it.

In another comment on the new Sergeant, he said that his opinions had
" the sterling ring of legal power."

It appertained to the office of Sergeant to supply any deficiency of

the Judges, and to go out on circuit and act as a Judge when occasion

required. Mr Greene, while Sergeant, went out as many as fourteen

times, and won the favourable opinion of the people and the profession.
He delighted all by his invincible patience and good temper, his strong
and clear decisions, his language bespeaking merciful justice. Men of

every shade of opinion went out of their way to eulogise his moderation,

fairness, the extent of his legal knowledge, and the readiness with which
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he applied it. In Civil Bill Appeals particularly he was noted as the

poor man's friend, always anxious to shield him from oppression.
In 1835 he was selected by Lord Anglesey, as a man who had the equal
confidence of both sides, to conduct a Government investigation into the

Orange outrage at Newtownbarry, and he acquitted himself on this

difficult commission in a manner that was perfectly satisfactory to all

concerned. Tliis capacity for doing justice Nvithout giving offence, and

in the most difficult positions, pointed him out as extraordinarily quali-
fied for the Irish Bench; but this peculiar qualification was just the

bar that hindered his promotion. Lord Wellesley, who gave him his

first step, often deplored that successive Governments had failed to

promote him to the bench, while recognising his great fitness for it.*

There never was a more glaring proof of the extent to which the de-

graded and unjust system of making the Judges' seat a reward of con-

duct the most unjudicial, viz., violent and avowed political partisan-

ship, and the utter unavailingness of merit to procure professional ad-

vancement in Ireland, than Mr Greene's long exclusion. It actuallv

seems to have been the fact that English statesmen were unable to

save anything from the voracity of partisanship, to bestow it upon

pure, modest, genuine merit. Successive administrations, as often as a

vacancy occurred on the bench, passed him over as if they had never

heard his name, although expressing the greatest admiration at other

times of his discharge of the functions of temporary judge or his man-

agement of some difficult commission. Virtus laudatur et alget. It was?

acknowledged with audacious candour that had Mr Greene belonged
to the English or Scotch bar, no Government could venture to treat

him with the same neglect and injustice that he experienced at their

hands. In 1840 his old friend. Lord Plunket, made an eflbrt to pro-
cure his promotion, as the following extract from a letter of that date

shows| :

" I felt bound to express my opinion to the Lord-Lieutenant that

your appointment would meet the full approbation of the respectable

portion of the bar of all parties. You very much overrate any services

I may have wislied to render you. I have only done what I thought
was due to your merits and talents; and I assure you that my sense of

them and my wish to mark it continue unabated. I am always, my
dear Greene, very faithfully your friend and servant,

Plunket."
Mr Greene had filled the office of Sergeant sixteen years when he

was appointed Solicitor-General in 1842, on Mr Blackburne becoming-
Master of the Rolls. His appointment was strongly urged by the

Roman Catholic organ, tlie Dub/in Fast, and it was warmly praised by
the Protestant organ, the Dublin Mail. Mr O'Connell spoke of Mr
Greene's appointment as follows :

" He thought the appointment of

that gentleman was an exceedingly good one, because he never had

taken an active part against the religion or the people of Ireland. He
never signed an anti-Catholic petition." In the scrutiny that his career

underwent on his appointment, it was remarked that, though supposed
to be a Tory, he had served as the law-adviser of a Whig Government

*
Manuscript letter from Lord Hatliertou.

t Manuscript letter.



for four years, and he had shown signs of Liberalism in his interpreta-
tion of the Freeholders' Qualification Clause in the Reform Bill when

going as Judge of Assize, and by accepting a seat on the Coininissioii

of National Education. It was as Solicitor-General, with the Attorney-
General, Mr Smith, that he had the enormous task of conducting tiie

State trial of O'Connell and others. His speech lasted for two days, and
was one of the most able, in point of massive reasoning and legal

ability, ever delivered at the Irish bar. Its colouring was sober, and
it was entirely free from ornament, and its beauties were those of pure
reason and masterly statement. Commencing with a lucid exposition
of the law relating to conspiracy, he applied it to the language of the

speakers at the monster meetings, and showed the origin and mode of

prosecuting their objects. He demolished Sheil's brilliant oratory by
a few hard practical strokes; and his unprejudiced temperate reasoning
seemed to be the end of controversy, and gave nothing to be taken

hold of by Whiteside or O'Connell ; indeed, he left no place for

the advocate, for it seemed as if tlie judge had spoken. A good forensic

critic thus describes the impression derived from the speech :

" The Solicitor-General would not be reckoned a popular speaker in

a public assembly; for his address is throughout a piece of solid reason-

ing, without ornament, without relief, but firm, compact, and unassail-

able; and if it is a specimen of his usual style, he would not captivate
an ordinary audience. He resembles in his manner the Scotch old school

of metaphysicians dry, logical, sometimes terse or sarcastic, but refusing

always to touch anything imaginative, or to condescend to gild his

arguments by declamation. His style certainly is not abstract, but the

traversers and their counsel feel it to be practical. There is no means
of escape from his close remorseless investigation. He lifts all the col-

webs of sophistry stuck into nooks and corners of the case by Slieil

the tapestry hung over it by Whiteside the heraldic ornaments of

national feeling, pride, and prejudice placed upon, and above all, by
O'Connell lifts tliem one by one quickly but carefully, for Mr Greene
has no vehemence in his manner, and exposes the bare, naked, deformed

points, without the slightest compunction. There is a degree of pleasure
in noticing the quiet way in whicli he does the work of destruction. He
tears nothing, unlike Mr Shell, for example ;

he makes no ravings about

the mistakes into which his learned friends fall, but merely puts them
aside in a very natural way, as if they had been born to commit errors,

and he had been sent into the world for the purpose of rectifying
them."

The Solicitor-General was the working-man in this ponderous and

responsible prosecution, and many manuscript testimonies are before us

as we write of the high sense entertained by the Government and by the

most competent judges of the great ability with which he fulfilled his

duty. The following is from the Home Secretary of the day. Sir James
Graham :

"Whitehall, lith February 1844.

"
Slit, The great trial in which you have taken so conspicuous a

part being now concluded, it is luy grateful duty, on the part of tlie

Government, to offer to you our thanks and best acknowledgments for

the exertions which you have made, and which have been pre-eminently
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distinguished by sound learning, exemplary discretion, and the perfect
union of moderation and firmness.

" The result will have recompensed you for much anxiety and many
annoyances. You have rescued law and justice in your native country
from imminent danger ; you have sustained the character of the Irisli

bar in circumstances of great difficulty, which might have overpowered
inferior men; and, in addition to the reward of your own approving
conscience, you have won the respect of all classes in this country.

" I have great pleasure in expressing to you this opinion on the part
of the Government.

"I have the honour to be. Sir, yours very faithfully,
' James Graham."

Still, however, Mr Greene's eminent merits did not elevate him from

the bar to the bench, although men like Lord Stanley, then Colonial

Secretary, acknowledged* that the Government " could ill dispense with

the services of those who like you join with ability the rarer qualities,

at least in Ireland, of moderation and impartiality." At length, in

1851, Lord Clarendon recommended the Queen to grant Mr Greene
a patent of precedence, a distinction which had been held by three

lawyers at the Irish bar Plunket, Saurin, and O'Connell. He had

then been tliirty-eight years at the bar, and no man had worked harder,
or made himself so useful, or been so excellent in the capacity of a Crown

lawyer. He was justly compared for suavity and courteous bearing
to Follett, and few of the great lawyers who have taken their seats on

the English bench have exceeded in erudition this comparatively
obscure Irish lawyer. In 1852 his promotion to the bencli came at

last. Lord Derby had the honour of raising him to the post which he

had so long merited, and created him a Baron of the Exchequer in the

room of Lefroy, who became Chief-Justice, when the Chief-Justice

was made Chancellor. Need we say that whilst Baron Greene's failing
healtli permitted, he was one of the best and most merciful judges on

the Irish bench. In 1861 he was obliged to resign. Lord Wensley-
dale, in a letter before us, expresses his belief that Baron Greene could

not be replaced on the Irish bench, "because I am acquainted from

long experience with your great judicial talent, displayed in all the

judgments of yours which it has (been my duty to peruse, and which
has been confirmed by public report."

Baron Greene had married in early life a Miss Wilson, who survived

hiia for several years, and by her he had four sons and one daughter.
He did not retire to enjoy repose, but to boar with Christian hope and
firmness unusual suflTering. He had lived to see his second son Itichard

married to the grand-daughter of his friend, Lord Plunket, to whom,
on his retirement, he had presented the address of the bar. He him-

self received an equally aft'ectionate farewell from the members of his

profession. Baron Greene died in 1861, six months after his retire-

ment, at the age of 69.

*
Srauuscrint letter, 1851.



JOHN LORD KEANE.

BOKN 1781 DIED 1844.

The Right Hon. Sir John Keane, Baron Keane of Ghuznee in

Affghanistan, and of Cappoquin, county Waterford, G.C.B. and

K.C.H., Lieutenant-Goneral in tlie army, Colonel of the 43d Regi-
ment, was the second son of the late Sir John Keane of Beliiiont,

county Waterford, by his first wife, Sarah, daugliter of Mr Koily of Bol-

grove. Lord Keane was born at Cappoquin on the 28tli of February
1781, and entered the army at a very early age, liis commission as

Ensign being dated in 1793. He was appointed to a company in the

124th Foot, on the 12th of November 1704. He was on half-pay from

1795 till the 7th of November 1799, when he obtained a company in

the 44th Foot, which corps he joined at Gibraltar. During the cam-

paign in Egypt, he served as aide-de-camp to Major-General Lord
Cavan

;
and he was present in the actions of the 13th and 21st of

March 1801, and this year was created a baronet. On the 27th of

May 1802, he obtained a Majority in tlie 60tli ; he remained in the

Mediterranean, on the staff, till March 1803, when he returned to

England. On the 20th of August 1803, he was appointed Lieutenant-

Colonel in the 13th Foot, which he joined at Gibraltar early in 1804,
and served with that regiment in the campaign of Martinique, and was

present at the siege of Fort De.saix. On the 11th of January 1812, he

was appointed Colonel in the army ; and on the 25th of June follow-

ing, Lieutenant- Colonel in the 60th Rifles, and joined the Duke of Wei

lington's army in Spain the same year. His reputation was tiien such

that immediately on his arrival at Madrid he was intrusted with tlie

command of a brigade in the third division, in which he served until the

end of the war with France in 1814, and was present at tlie battles of

Yittoria, the Pyrenees, Nivelle, and Orthes ;
the action atYic Bigorre,

the battle of Toulouse, and the several minor actions of that war. He
attained the rank of .Major-General on the 14th of June 1814 ; and he

received the Egyptian medal, and a cross of two clasps, for INIartinique,

Vittoria, Pyrenees, Nivelle, Orthes, and Toulouse. In August 1814 he

was appointed to a command ordered for particular service ; and on his

arrival in Jamaica, being senior officer, he assumed the conniiand of

the military force destined to co-operate with Vice-Admiral the Hon.
Sir Alexander Cochrane for the attack on New Orleans and the

province of Louisiana. On the morning of the 23rd of December, he

effected a landing within nine miles of New Orleans, and tlie same

night, with only 1800 bayonets on shore, repulsed a serious attack of

5000 of the enemy, assisted by three large armed vessels on their

flank. He held the command until the 25th, when he was superseded

by the arrival of Major-General Sir Edward Pakenham, who took the

command of the entire army. The day after the arrival of the general
officer he was appointed to the third brigailc, and was engaged and

present in the atlairs of the 28th December and tlie 1st of January, as

also at the assault made on the enemies' fortified lines on the morning
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of the 8th of January 1815, when he was severely wounded in two

places by grape-sliot. He returned to England the same year, too late

to be present at Waterloo, but he was appointed to the command of a

brigade in the army of occupation under the Duke of Wellington.
In the interesting period from 1823 to 1830 Sir John Keane

passed eight, years as Commander-in-Chief of the Forces at St Lucia

and Jamaica; and during a year and a half of that time he adminis-

tered the civil government also. In the year 1833, he succeeded Sir

Colin Halkett as Commander-in-Chief of the army in Bombay; and
after nearly six years service in that Presidency, on the 29th of

October 1838 he received authority, from the Government of India, to

organise and lead into Sind a force intended to co-operate with tin*

army then on the north-west frontier of India, under the command of

Sir Henry Fane. The object of this campaign was to relieve the siege
of Herat by the Persians, and to restore Shah Soojah to the throne.

In the month of December following, however. Sir Henry forwarded

his resignation to head-quarters, and the command of the combined
forces devolved upon Sir John Keane. He was now called upon to

lead a considerable army, and to conduct operations requiring not

merely military skill, but a large amount of tact and delicacy in dealing
with those half-friendly powers, whose intrigues and treachery have

proved a source of difficulty and discomfiture to men of the greatest

political experience. It seems to be too much to expect from great

military commanders, that they should be also, whenever occasion

requires, statesmen and diplomatists. In India, more than in any
other country, English generals have been expected to discharge the

functions of the strategist and the statesman at the same time, and
that too on the most sudden emergencies, when it is impossible to

wait for the advice of those on whom the purely administrative

duties of the country devolve. It is not, therefore, surprising that Sir

John Keane, thus suddenly placed in a position of such great difficulty,

came in for a share of that severe criticism which has been levelled

at most of the great military leaders who afterwards received the

highest rewards from their country for their services in India.

Whatever may have been the animadversions passed upon Sir John
Keane's policy in his delicate intercourse with the semi -civilised and
treacherous native powers, or upon his professional character as a

commander, one thing is certain, that when his conduct came to be

calmly judged by men above the influence of envy, wounded feelings,

or disappointed hopes, there was a unanimous verdict in his favour.

He received the thanks of the Court of Directors of the East India Com-

pany, on the ISth of December 1839 ; while on the 11th of the same
month he was raised to the Peerage, and obtained a pension of 2000

a-year for his own life and that of his two immediate successors in tin-

Peerage, added to which were the thanks of both Houses of Parlia-

ment ; and besides, in the month of February 1840, the thanks and

approbation of the Governor-General, fetes and entertainments at

Bombay, banquets at the London Tavern, and other marks of royal and

public approbation. To go through all Lord Keane's campaigns in India

would exceed our present limits, but of all the brilliant victories that he

achieved, special attention may be directed to the great and memorable
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victory of Ghuznee, from which he derived his title of "Baron Keane
of Ghuznee in Affghanistan."

Lord Keane attained the rank of Lieutenant-General, July 22, 1839,
and received the Colonelcy of the 43d Regiment (the Monmouthsliire

Light Infantry) in August 1839. He married first, in 180G, Grace

Smith, second daughter of Lieutenant- General Sir John Smith, and

by her he had six children ; and second, in August 1840, Charlotte

Maria Boland, youngest daughter of Lieutenant-Colonel Boland.

Lord Keane died at Burton Lodge, in Hampshire, on the 2Gth of

August 1844, in the 64th year of liis age, and was succeeded by his

eldest son, whom he named after the great commander of his early

years, Edward Arthur Wellington, who having been aide-de-camp to

his father when in command of the army of the Indus, shared in the

honours of that campaign.

THE RIGHT HON. SIR MAZIERE BRADY, BART,.^ LORD CHANCELLOR OF

IRELAND.

BORN' JULY 1796 DIED APRIL 1871.

Sir Maziere Brady was second son of Mr Francis Tempest Brady,
who carried on the business of a gold and silver smith at 45 Dame

Street, Dublin, where this son was born on the 20th of July 179G. It

is said his father first designed him for business, and actually proposed
that a looking-glass manufacturer should receive him as an apprentice ;

the proposal, however, was fortunately declined; and thus' the young
Maziere Brady was reserved for tlie highest law offices of his native

land. He possessed a studious disposition, with good capacity for re-

taining what he read; and having entered Trinity College, Dublin, in

1 812, he obtained a scholarship two years later, which is a good evidence

of his classical proficiency. Though hard working at both classics

and science, he showed also a turn for literature, and during his under-

graduate course he wrote English verse, which obtained the Vice-Chan-

cellor's prize, one of his poems being an ode to the Princess Ciiarlotte,

another on music. He graduated Bachelor of Arts in 181G, and

Master of Arts 1819. Having resolved upon adopting the law as his

profession, Mr Maziere Brady became a student at tlie Inns before he

completed his college career, and in the same term he obtained his

Master's degree and was called to the bar. Here his diligence and skill

as a pleader obtained him the favourable notice of Mr Louis Perrin,

one of the ablest common-law lawyers of the time ; and Mr Brady soon

obtained fair junior practice.
It is highly probable that it was his intimacy with Mr Perrin that

shaped the politics of the young barrister. At this period tlie Tory

party had almost a monopoly of all tlie good places at the Irish Bar,

and it was a rare thing for a young Protestant barrister, connected

moreover as Mr Brady was, with the Ultra-Tory Corjioration of

Dublin, to tlirow himself heartily into the ranks of the Liberals. Tliis

Mr Perrin had done, and this Mr Brady did also; both foresaw Liberal

IV. G ^'"-
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preponderance, and were wiser in their generation than those who

simply adhered to the strongest party. As Mr Perrin resided on the

north side of Dublin, Mr Brady removed from Dawson Street on the

south, to Blessington Street on the north, where he continued to reside

for many years.
When the Liberals came into power Mr Perrin and Mr Brady were

not forgotten. Several members of the Irish Bar were appointed com-

missioners in 1833 to examine and report on the Irish Municipal Cor-

porations, and Messrs Perrin and Brady were among them. Shortly

afterwards, in April 1835, Louis Perrin became First Law- Officer of

the Crown in Ireland, and one of iiis first, if not his first disposition of

patronage, was appointing Mr Maziere Brady his "
devil," an office

usually regarded as a stepping-stone to something more lucrative. So it

proved in his case. Tiie death of Judge Vandeleur in 1835 elevated

Mr Perrin to the vacant seat on the King's Bench, and a run of pro-
motion so quickly followed that Mr Stephen Woulfe became Attorney

-

General in 1836. In those days the balance of creeds caused tlie Go-
vernment to have a Protestant Attorney and Roman Catholic Solicitor-

General, or vice versa; and as Mr Woulfe, the Attorney-General, was a

Catholic, it was deemed proper to select some Liberal Protestant for

the Solicitor's place. Here the influence of Judge Perrin supported
the claims of Mr Brady, and he became Solicitor-General. The pro-
motion of Mr Woulfe as Chief-Baron of the Exciiequer in 18-39 caused

Mr Brady to succeed him as First Law-Officer, and then Mr Pigot was

appointed Solicitor-General. He had not long to wait for the repose of

the Bench. The failing health of Chief- Baron Woulfe succumbed to

the effects of an operation, and the Attorney-General, as of right, be-

came Chief-Baron Brady. At this time the Court of Exchequer
entertained suits in Equity as well as Law, and when adjudging at

either side of the Court the Chief- Baron displayed great professional

ability. Although his practice at the bar had been almost wholly con-

fined to the courts of Common Law, yet he displayed a knowledge of

the principles and practice of Equity business, which astonished his

friends and confounded his enemies. For, as we shall find presently,
he had enemies who made the fact of his not being known as a prac-
titioner in Chancery the ground of accusation against him. True it

was, as a Common-Law judge, and especially at Niui Prius, he shone

most. His wonderful knowledge of the mysteries of pleading, the law

of evidence, the rules and practice of the Court, made him quite at

ease in directing, and his natural common sense made him always come
to a right decision. Incidents in these trials, whether in Dublin or

on circuit, often amused him, and he loved to relate tlie droll remarks

and witty replies of the witnesses or the culprits. Thus, on the

Leinster Circuit, a man was indicted for stopping the mail-car at

Fethard, and on being asked to plead looked so stupid, that the Chief-

Baron interposed, and said,
" Attend to me, my man. Are you guilty

ornot guilty?" The prisoner replied,
" Shure I don't know, my Lord ;

'tis the jury is to say that." The judge could not help laugiiing at

the culprit's judicial answer. Again, when a little girl appeared, she

was asked "
if she knew the nature of an oath 1" "I do, very well,"

she said, glibly.
" Wliat will happen you," asked the Chief-Baron,
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"if you don't tell the truth?" "Then, my Lord, I won't get my
expenses." From 1840 to 1846, Cliief-Baron Brady discharged his

high judicial functions with credit and ability.

The accession of the Whigs to power in 1846 caused a vacancy in

the office of the Lord Chancellor, who always goes out with his party,
and the question was, who should succeed Sir Edward Sugden ? The
Government did not again venture to send over Lord Campbell, whose

appointment as Lord Chancellor of Ireland, and the peculiar circum-

stances of it, raised a storm of indignation in 1841. It is said the

office was offered to several, but this is not very likely. At all events,
it was accepted by Chief-Baron Brady. The fact tiiat he was to be

elevated to the post of Lord High-Chancellor of Ireland excited

very great surprise among the bar of Ireland. That he had been an

excellent Chief-Baron nobody could deny. His clear common sense

and business habits rendered the business of his Court easy, and
his bluff, unaffected manner, the readiness with which he disposed
of the motions of counsel or law arguments, and the very great ability
witii which he presided over a Court, composed as it was of very able

and distinguished judges, made him an admirable Common-Law judge.
What then were his qualifications as Chancellor 1 He never had any
practice in that Court. It was said he never received a single guinea
in the Court of Chancery, and yet he was appointed over the head of

men of acknowledged talent and competency as Equity lawyers, and

members of the Whig party, such as Kichard Moore and Baron Richards.

Soon the secret was known : the Ministry wished to provide a

judicial place for Mr Pigot, and to make him Chief-Baron they pro-
muted Mr Brady. These appointments rankled in the minds of men
who, perhaps, conscientiously believed they were called upon to expose
them

; and a stinging pamphlet, called " The Voice of the Bar," de-

nounced them in scathing terms. A few passages from this publication,
which was speedily withdrawn from circulation, must serve as speci-
mens of the language usedin commenting on the late promotions :

" The

system of raising the mediocrities of the bar into the highest and most

honourable places of the bench and executive power, must be put a

stop to. The legal profession in this country, and the mercantile com-

munity, are now beginning to feel the consequences of incapable
officials being admitted to posts which should be reserved exclusively
for signal talent and learning. A reaction is rising in the whole public
mind against the plan whicli iioists mediocrities into high places by the

leverage of clique and faction. The system must be stopped peremp-

torily, now and for ever. Wo will do it ! We will do so by an ex-

posure at once, bold, searching, and compreliensive, and in doing so,

discard party views and sectarian sympatliies, treating the whole ques-
tion on the broadest public grounds. We commence by paying our

respects to that venerable bench, which still contains men of the

greatest powers, and by their very talents we conjure our rulurs,

Whig and Tory, that the bench which boasts the superlative capacity
of a Blackburne, the splendid judicial virtues of a rennefatlier, the

vigour and black-letter reading of I'errin, the rciinement and academic

scholarsliip of Crampton, the astuteness and erudition of Lofroy, the

thurouglily legal intellect of Kichard Muore, the practical ability of



Richards, should not be allowed to degenerate from its rank, and be

gradually Pigotised."
*

Having satirised a variety of the appointments, justly indeed with

regard to some, most unjustly and unfeelingly with regard to others,

this writer, or writers, for more than one were supposed to have

contributed to the "
Voice," continued,

" If any one had been told

ten years ago that Maziere Brady would one day be Lord Chancellor

of Ireland, it would have seemed as improbable as if it were now
announced that the Princess Royal of England was betrothed to the

hippopotamus. Mr Brady, as his fee-book can show, never received a

single guinea in the Court of Chancery. Yery few were the guineas
he received at the Common-Law bar. But the Melbourne Wliigs
wanted in 1835 some Protestant O'Connellites, and accordingly Mr
Brady was passed tlirough the Crown offices, over the heads of men
his seniors and superiors in all respects.

" We have no desire to deal harshly with Mr Brady, for none more

regrets his failure as a Chancellor. It is most painful to see Iiim

bewildered by the casuistry of a Christian,! baffled by the subtlety of

Francis Pitzgerald,| and badgered by the disputatious energy of

Brewster, rocked to and fro by the vigorous advocates of that Court

where he sits as a judge, but not as an authority. Is it not lamentable

to find an English judge expressing himself, in the case of Piers and

Piers,
II upon the ' moiistrous errors' committed by the highest legal

functionary in Ireland?"

The best answer to all this malevolence is the fact that Mr Brady
sat upon the bench of the Court of Chancery, with occasional intervals,

for about eighteen years, during which time he decided a vast number

of important causes, and that only twenty of his decrees were appealed
from ; but, of these, twelve were affirmed, seven reversed, and one fell

to the ground.
The Lord Chancellor of Ireland has other functions to discharge

besides those appertaining to his judicial office. He is the head of the

magistracy, appoints and removes the justices of the peace. One of

the first acts of Lord Chancellor Brady was to restore Daniel O'Connell

and others, who had been removed by his predecessor. Sir Edward

Sugden ; but ere long, in 1849, he was compelled to adopt a like course

himself with regard to some magistrates who sympathised with the

Young Ireland party.

In 1850 the Queen's University was established in Ireland, in the

vain hope of satisfying the Roman Catholic demand for a University.

As no religious creed was recognised, Sir Robert 11. Inglis denounced

the project as a "
gigantic scheme of godless education." The Yiceroy,

the Earl of Clarendon, at that time occupied the office of Chancellor,

and the Lord Chancellor Brady that of Yice-Ciiancellor of the Queen's

University. He continued to preside over th-e ceremonies of con-

ferring the di'grees in St Patrick's Hall, Dublin Castle, for nearly

twenty years, and usually made a very hopeful speech, to show the

* The Voice of the Bar, p. 1.

t Afterwards Lord-Justio'e of Appeal in Chanc ery.

X Subsequently a Baron of the Exchequer.
Ouce Lord Chancellor of Ireland. il 13th Jurist.
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support which the Queen's Colleges received througliout the country ;

but in truth they proved utter failures, when we consider the vast

amount of public and private means expended upon their maintenance.

In 1852 the Whig GovernTnent, defeated in the Commons, resigned

office, and the Lord Chancellor Brady was succeeded by Mr Black-

burne. The shuffle of the political cards restored him the follow-

ing year, and he presided in the Court of Chancery thence until 1858,
when the Government of Lord Palmerston was displaced, and, on the

advent of the Tories, Mr Napier obtained the Great Seal. But again
in 1859 the Whigs were in the ascendant, and Brady Lord High
Chancellor. Thence for more than six years he uninterruptedly hold

the Great Seal. It was during this period, February 18G4, on the

bringing up of the report upon the Address to Her Majesty on the

Royal Speech, that the Right Hon. James Whiteside made a violent

attack upon the Irish Government, which he described as consisting of

Larcom and the police. He humorously described the antagonism of

the members of tlie Irish executive the Chief Secretary, Sir Robert

Peel, being regarded as a Conservative, Lord Chancellor Brady, an

O'Connellite, and Lord Carlisle, the Yiceroy, trying to act as mediator

between the contending parties. Some other observations with respect
to letters which appeared in the Dublin Evening Mail, and were said

to be written by a son of the Lord Chancellor, as also the subject of

distribution of patronage, called up the Attorney-General for Ireland,
who very forcibly and ably defended the Chancellor. The Whigs were
once more ejected from power by Lord Dunkellin's motion on the

Reform Bill, in June 18GG, and having finished his list. Lord Ciian-

eellor Brady sat for the last time.

During his vacations and after retiring into private life he amused
himself with scientific studies and the contemplation of works of art.

He was fond of geology and conchology, and possessed a large accumu-
lation of specimens. He was also a good judge of pictures, and had
a valuable collection of paintings.

In 1869 the Gladstone Government, desirous of testifying their

sense of his merits, conferred upon him the dignity of a baronetcy.
On occasions of public interest, or when tributes were to be paid to

illustrious Irishmen, the ex-Chancellor came forth from his retirement.

At the meeting held in the Mansion House, Dublin, Friday, the 21st

of May 1869, to erect a testimonial to the memory of the late Field-

Marshal Viscount Gough, the Right Hon. Sir Maziere Brady, Bart.,
moved the first resolution, which declared that Lord Gougli's eminent
services merited being commemorated by his countrymen.

Shortly after this he became very infirm, and was confined to his

house. Thus he was unable to attend as Vice-Chancellor of the

Queen's University when the time arrived. Chief-Baron Pigot, wlio

presided in the place of the Vice-Chancellor, thus alluded to his

absence :

"It only remains now for me to perform tlie duty that, by the

absence of the Vice-Chancellor and the Chancellor,* and by the desire

of the senate, it has become my function to perform. I cannot do so

* The Earl of ClarendoD.



without deeply lamenting the cause of its devolving on me. I do not

like, because of the strong and long-continued and earnest friendship
that has existed between me and your Vice- Chancellor, to trust myself
in saying much on the subject. This I think I may be permitted to

say, that I hope and believe all who hear me are disposed to concur in

that hope, that the cause of his absence will be but temporary, and
that before any considerable time shall elapse, and indeed I hope and
believe after a very short la|)se of time, he will give us again the benefit

of his enlarged knowledge, of his anxious care and assiduity in watching
over the interests of this institution, of his great experience, of his

remarkable aptitude for business, and of that which distinguishes him

most, that sound, clear, cautious, sagacious judgment by which all his

other endowments are guided and ruled. His Excellency has been

graciously pleased to honour us with his presence, and I would ask

him, as his predecessors have done, to do us the favour of distributing
the medals and prizes."

Tlie Lord-Lieutenant, *Earl Spencer, thus referred to the absent

Vice-Cliancellor :

" I may express my deep regret that your Vice-Chancellor, to

whom allusion has been made in such excellent and admirable terras

by the Lord Chief-Baron, is absent, and for the cause that prevents
his being present as usual on these occasions. I need not add a

word to the eloquent expressions that have been used by my Lord
Chief-Baron in reference to Sir Maziere Brady. I most sincerely
trust that, on the next occasion when your University meets here, we
shall find that the rest, which his prolonged and arduous labours

during life have necessitated, may have restored him to perfect health

and vigour, to assist at the ceremony which has always such- interest

at this season of the year."
These hopes were not destined to be realised ; he did not rally, and

his death took place on the 11th of April 1871. The deceased

Baronet was married first, on the 26th of July 1823, to Elizabeth

Anne, daugiiter of Bever Buchanan, of Dublin, by whom he had two
sons and three daughters. She died in 1858, and he married again in

1860, Mary, the second daughter of the Right Hon. John Hatchel.

On the first meeting of the Committee under whose management the

afternoon lectures were delivered in Dublin, 19th April 1871, Lonl

O'Hagan, who, on the death of Sir Maziere Brady, was elected presi-

dent, thus alluded to their recent loss. He said " It is not customary
that any one save the lecturer of the evening should address you in this

place. But I feel it quite impossible to occupy, for the first time, the

position of your president, without a word of reference to the good
and gifted man who held it for so many years, Sir Maziere Brady.
Almost sirice my boyhood he was my kind and true and steadfast

friend, and I lament deeply his departure from among us. And you
lament it, too, for he was one of the most efficient founders of your

Society, and by his constant sympathy and friendly countenance, pro-
moted the success of these exhibitions of intelligence and culture by
which you have done such credit to the Irish people. I am not here

to speak his panegyric. It is not the fitting time or the fitting place.

1 cannot toll you of his judicial eminence, his political integrity, or hia
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great public services. They will live in the history of Ireland, and lior

appreciation of them has already been testified by those of every creed

and party who thronged around his grave. But we, at least, cannot

forget his cultivated tastes, his varied accomplishments, and his muni-

ficent patronage of art ; and those who had the happiness of knowing
him, can testify, that through all tlie phases of a chequered but most

prosperous life in his greatness as in his humbleness from the

initiative of a career to which his jirinciples seemed at first to forbid

all progress to its successful culmination he was unaflfected, courteous,

and kindly without assumption and without pretence a true, a

simple, and an honest man. We lament his departure, but there is

consolation in the thought that he lived to enjoy the ripefulness of

many fruitful years, possessed all that should accompany old ago

'As honour, love, obedience, troops of friends.'

" Now those friends mourn for him with true attachment, and hi-;

country holds him in kindly and grateful memory."

SIR RICHARD MAYNE, K.C.B.

BORN 1796 DIED 1868.

Sm Richard Mayne, Chief Conmiissioner of the Metropolitan Police

of London, was a son of the Hon. Edward Mayne, who was one of the

judges of the Court of King's Bench in Ireland from 1817 to 1820.

The Maynes are said to be of an old Kentish family that migrated
to Ireland in the reign of Queen Elizabeth and established itself in

the counties of Fermanagh and Monaghan. Richard Mayne was born

in Dublin in 1796, and was educated at Trinity College, Dublin, and
afterwards at Trinity College, Cambridge, wliere he took his B.A. degree
in 1817, and proceeded M.A. in 1821. He was called to the bar at

Lincoln's Inn in the following year, and at once joined the Northern
Circuit. Possessing both talent and interest, he was a rising barrister

on that circuit in 1829, when he was appointed by Sir Robert Peel,

then the Home Secretary, to the post of Chief Commissioner of the

Metropolitan Police. Sir Richard was nominated a Companion of the

Bath in 1817, in recognition of his official services, and was advanced

to the dignity of a K.C.B., civil division, at the time of the Great Ex-
hibition of 1851. He married, in 1831, Georgina, eldest daughter
of Mr Thomas Carvie of Wyke, Yorkshire, and of Moat Mount, High-
wood, Middlesex, by whom he left issue. His son Richard Charles

Mayne became a Commander in the Royal Navy.
He died on the 27th of December 1868, at his residence, Chester

Square, after a severe illness. By his death the public lost a valuable

and most meritorious servant. To form a correct estimate of his services,

it would be necessary to compare the condition of London as it was in

1829 with its condition in 1868, at the time of Sir Richard's decease.

It is not easy, now, to conceive the condition of a city consigned every

night to darkness, and the custody of a few decrepid watchmen. In

those days there was little gas ;
no regulation of the thoroughfares; and

the law and its officers were scarcely known beyond' the precincts oi
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the Courts. With the rapid increase of population and traffic, the

establishment of a new and efficient police was felt to be a matter of

necessity, and yet its introduction raised a storm of popular indignation,

being regarded as nothing short of a dangerous encroachment on the

liberty of the subject and the foundations of the British Constitution.

Under such circumstances, it is not easy at the present time to conceive,

much less to realise the difficulties which Sir Richard Mayne had to

encounter. He and his colleague Colonel Rowan were called upon to

raise, organise, and train a small army, to instruct them in duties

hitherto unknown in England, and to teach them to discharge their

office with the utmost patience and consideration. How they succeeded

in organising such a force, and gradually reconciling the people to the

control of a novel power, of which at first they felt not a little sus-

picious, is now a matter of history. Nothing but great ability, industry,

and patience could have triumphed over such difficulties ; and these

qualities Sir Richard Mayne for the greater part of his life placed at the

service of the public with singular assiduity and devotion.

SIK BENJAMIN LEE GUINNESS, BART.*

BORN 1798 DIED 1868.

Sir Benjami?^ Lee Guinness, Bart., LL.D., J.P., and D.L., Lord

Mayor of Dublin in 1851, and one of the Ecclesiastical Commis-

sioners of Ireland, was born at Beaumont, in the county of Dublin,
on the 1st of November, 1798. The familv of Guinness claims descent

from the ancient and eminent liouse of the Magennis, in which formerly
vested the Viscounty of Iveagh. Several members of tlie Magennis

family lie interred in the churchyard of St Catherine's, Dublin, and in

the parisli register the transition of the name from Magennis to M'Guin-

ness or Guinness is clearly traceable. The first who bore the name
as at present spelt was Richard Guinness, of Celbrido'e, in the county

Kildare, born about the year 1680. He married Elizabeth, daughter
of William Read, of Hutton Read, county Kildare, and by her (who
was born in 1698, and died 28th August 1742) had issue, the eldest

son Arthur Guinness, of Beaumont, county Dublin, who married

Olivia, daughter and co-heiress of William Whitmore, of Dublin,

by Mary his wife, daughter of John Grattan, and cousin of the

Right Hon. Henry Grattan, and had issue, of which the second son

Arthur Guinness, of Beaumont, county Dublin, J.P. and D.L., born

12th March 1768, held for many years, honoured and respected

by all classes of his fellow-citizens, the foremost place amongst the mer-

chants of his native city of Dublin. His connection with the mercan-

tile community extended over more than sixty years, and his public
services during tliat long period may be estimated by the universal re-

gret of the whole country at his decease. He married Anne, eldest

daughter and co-heiress of Benjamin Lee, Esq. of Merrion, county
Dublin (of a branch of the English family of Lee, Earls of Lichfield),

* Wo, are indebted for this sketch to a friena of the late Sir Benjamin Lee
Guinness.
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and had issue, William Smyth Grattan, of Beaumont and Park Annes-

ley, who died 21st March 1864; Arthur Lee, of Stillorgan House,
county of Dublin, who died unmarried 18G2; Benjamin Lee, the sub-

ject of this memoir; Susan, who was married in June, 1832, 'to the
Kev. John Darley, Fellow of Trinity College, Dublin, who died Die.

1836, leaving issue; Mary Jane, who was married in October 184.5
to the Rev. David Pitcairn, of Torquay; Louisa, who died unmarried
18th January 1856; Elizabeth, who was married in April 1849 to the

Rev. William Jameson of Hollybank, county Dublin, and had issue ;

Rebecca, who was married in Juno 1844 to Sir Edmund Waller, Bart.,
of Newport, county Tipperary, who died 9th March 1851. Mr
Guinness died 9th June 1855; and his only surviving son was Sir

Benjamin Lee Guinness, who, in the year 1851, was elected first

Lord Mayor of Dublin under the newly reformed corporation ; the

dignity and magnificence with which he filled the oflSce is well remem-
bered. He received from the Crown the Commission of the Peace and
a Deputy Lieutenancy. He Mas elected one of the Ecclesiastical

Commissioners of Ireland, and received from the Board of Trinity
College the honorary degree of LL.D. In the year 1865 he was re-

turned to Parliament as senior member for the city of Dublin, in place
of Sir Edward Grogan, who then retired. He was on the board of

many benevolent institutions, and took an active part in every really

good and useful work connected with the relief of the poor, the social

advancement of the people, or the promotion of religion. But the

great work with which his name will be chiefly identified in the history
of his native city is the restoration of the venerable Cathedral of Sc

Patrick. The splendid ceremonial, of which the restored edifice was
the scene on the occasion of the re-opeuing service on St Matthias'

day, 1865, will serve to perpetuate the memory of his energetic and

patriotic spirit and princely munificence. The citizens of Dublin were

justly proud of what had been that day accomplished. One of their

venerable cathedrals, built in the 12th century on the site of an ancient
church ascribed to their patron saint, and associated with the names of
the great "Archbishops Comyn and Henry de Landres, was presented to

them in renovated beauty and splendour, restored, almost from ruins,

by the bounty of their fellow-citizen, with a tender fidelity to its

original design. That a man should be then living in their midst,

capable of conceiving such a design from no other motives than love to

God, and a desire to restore for His worship a noble and venerable fane,
and preserve for his country and his native city a monument of such

antiquity and so many spirit-stirring associations of expending on this

object a princely fortune was surely a legitimate subject for pride to

the city which then counted him as one of her living sons. Many have
been found willing to bequeath to works of benevolence that wealth
which they could not carry with them out of this world few are capable
of that far higher liberality, which bestows during life the riches which

might more selfishly have been expended on personal gratification or

tamily aggrandisement.
But viewing the character of Sir B. L. Guinness generally, and not

especially in connection with the great work of his life, it may be safely
affirmed that i'ew men ever so worthily enjoyed the sincere respect
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and attachment of their fellow-citizens. In his personal character he

displayed a rare combination of all those qualities which " win the

liearts of the people;
" he was thus a favourite with all classes, and his

death excited universal feelings of the most profound regret.

He was created a baronet of the United Kingdom by patent, dated

15th April 1867, Her Majesty granting to him and his successors the

right to bear supporters. The restoration of St Patrick's, although the

i^reatesf, was not the last act of Mr Guinness' bounty. The Public

Library, founded by Archbishop Marsh, which adjoins St Patrick's, was

represented to him to be in a dilapidated condition. With prompt

liberality he directed its immediate restoration, and it is now another

monument to his open-hearted benevolence. Patriotic and public-

spirited men, such as he was, are benefactors not only of their own

age, but their noble deeds quicken the seeds of like virtues in genera-
tions to come.

" Whene'er a noble deed is wrought,
"Whene'er is spoke a noble thought,
Our hearts with glad surprise
To higher levels rise.

The tidal wave of deeper souls

Into our inmost beiiig rolls,

And lifts us unawares
Out of all meaner cares.

Honour to those, whose words and deeds

Thus help us in our daily needs,
And by their overflow,
Raise us from what is low !

"

Sir Benjamin married, on the 24th of February 1837, Elizabeth, the

tlurd daughter of the late Edward Guinness, Esq. of Dublin, and by
her had issue : Arthur Edward, who married Lady Olivia White,

daughter of the Earl of Bantry; Benjamin Lee, Captain Royal Horse

Guards Blue, born August 4, 1842; Edward Cecil, born November 10,

1847 ; and Anne Lee, who was married to Lord Plunket. Sir Benjamin
died on the 19th of May 1868, and was succeeded by his son, Sir

Arthur Edward.

WILLIAM DARGAN.

BOEN 1799 DIED 1867.

William Dargan was born in the county Carlow, Ireland, on the

28th of February 1799. He was the son of what is termed in Ireland
" a gentleman farmer." After leaving school, he was placed at an early-

age in a surveyor's office, where he soon evinced great skill in calcula-

tion, and a great aptitude for business. Shortly afterwards he obtained

an engagement in England under Mr Telford, and was employed in

the construction of the great Holyhead Road. His remarkable abilities

having gained him most favourable recommendations from his Englisli

employer, he had no difficulty, on his return to Ireland, in obtaining
the Government contract for the road then projected between Dublin

and Howth. The next great work in which he was engaged was the

Dublin and Kingstown Railwav, an undertaking the first of its kind in



Ireland, and indeed in the worM. By his great success in carrying
out these undertakings, he established for himself a reputation whicli

secured for him a preference in nearly all the contracts for the

great railway and other works thenceforth projected in Ireland.

Among the many successful undertakings with which his name is

pre-eminently associated, may be mentioned the Ulster Canal, between

Lough Erne and Belfast, the Great Southern and Western, the Mid-

land Great Western, and the Dublin and Wicklow Railways. But

although, by the successful accomplishment of these great works, his

abilities had been recognised and rewarded, it was not until the

year 18.33 that the character of William Dargan became fully known,

riot only to all his fellow-countrymen, but to all the civilised nations of

the world. In that year was opened the Dublin Exhibition, which owed

its existence solely to his patriotic munificence. The outlay amounted

to the large sum of 100,000, and although the exhibition was eminently

successful, he was ultimately a loser to the extent of 10,000. In

July 1853, a public meeting was held in Dublin to acknowledge Mr

Dargan's great and generous services to his country, and a subscription

was opened
" to perpetuate in connection with his name the remem-

brance of the good he had effected, by the founding of some institution

that would be permanently useful in extending industrial education."

The funds thus collected being supplemented by a Government

grant, were applied in founding
" The Irish Institution," which stands

on a portion of the ground occupied by the Exhibition building, in

Leinster Lawn. In the year of the exhibition, it was the Queen's

pleasure to offer Mr Dargan the honour of a baronetcy, but he declined

the distinction, influenced probably by the feeling that his efforts had

only for their object the advancement of his country, and perhaps too,

in the belief that he would be "
spreto honore splendidior." It has

been remarked of Mr Dargan, that " he was one of the most remarkable

instances on record of men who are the architects of their own fortunes,

and the promoters at the same time of the progress and prosperity of

the country to which they belong. He possessed, in truth, in a

singular degree, the qualities which can alone place a man in the van

of civilisation and industrial progress. Prompt, sagacious, clear-

sighted, and far-seeing, he estimated character by instinct, and was

thus seldom mistaken in those whom he selected to carry out his

plans. Two appellations by which he was known will illustrate his

character " The workman's friend," and " The man with his hand in

his pocket." The former he well merited by the justice and wise

liberality of his dealings with the artisan class. The latter, while

it originated in Jones' celebrated statue (in which he is represented

in that attitude), and perpetuated by a not infelicitous poem, is

indicative of his readiness to spend his money freely, when his judgment
or his patriotism suggesteii it.

He died in February 18G7, at his residence, Mount Anne Villa, in

the county of Dublin.



LOUD EOSSE.

BORN 1800 DIED 1867,

William Parsons, Earl of Rosse, one of the most eminent practical

astronomers of the nineteenth century, was born on the 17th of June

1800. He was known during his father's lifetime under tlie title

of Lord Oxmantown, and was educated at the University of Oxford.

From 1821 till 1834, he was member of Parliament for King's County,
in which his family residence is situated. In 1831 he became a Fellow

of the Koyal Society, and he was for several years president of that

body. He was an Irish Ptepresentative Peer for many years, and was

a Knight of St Patrick, and received the decoration of the legion of

honour.

His great telescope, whose reflector is six feet in diameter and

the tube fifty-six feet in length, is famous over the world, and has

been the means of making extraordinary discoveries as to tiie struc-

ture of objects in the remoter regions of the heavens. Lord Rosse's

great achievement was the perfecting of the metallic specula of

reflecting telescopes to a degree before unknown. He succeeded, too,

in making them of unprecedented size. Descriptions of the processes

adopted by him in making specula are to be found in various volumes

of the Philosophical Transactions since 1840. Many and most

interesting accounts have been given in various popular works of

the great telescope and observatory at Parsonstown.

Lord Posse was elected Vice- Chancellor of the University of

Dublin on the 12th of November 1862, and died on the 31st of October

1867.

WILLIAM SMITH O'BEIEN.

BORN 1803 DIED 1864.

William Smith O'Brien, once M.P. for the county Limerick, the

second son of Sir Edward O'Brien, fourth Baronet of Dromoland,

county Clare, by the eldest daugliter and co-heiress of Mr William

Smith of Cahirmoyle, Limerick, w^as born October 17, 1803. His

eldest brother (better known as Sir Lucius O'Brien, long the Con-

servative M.P- for Clare) succeeded his father as fifth Baronet in 1837,
and became thirteenth Baron Incliiquin in 1855, on the death of his

kinsman the Marquis of Thomond. The name of William Smith

O'Brien has been long familiar to the public, and his career has been

so remarkable that a review of his life and adventures must possess a

deep interest, not only throughout the United Kingdom, but abroad

and in the colonies, and wherever Irishmen are found.

The O'Briens were Protestants and Tories. Notwithstanding the

patriotic associations connected with the history of the family, Mr
W. S. O'Brien was educated at Harrow School and Trinity College,

Cambridge, and entered Parliament in 1826 as the Tory M.P. for Ennis,



and gave his interest against O'Connell at tlie famous Clare election.

He was also member for the county of Limerick from 1835 to 1849,

wlien, in consequence of his conviction for 'high treason, he was

expelled the House. Not only were the O'Briens opposed to Mr
O'Connell at the Clare election, but Mr Smith O'Brien on one

occasion, in his place in the House of Commons, strongly censured the

conduct of the chief of the Repeal party. A great change, however,

subsequently passed over his political views. He became an ardent

friend of the national party, and advocated their cause with such

extreme enthusiasm, that he was continually embroiled in quarrels

with tlie House, which resulted on one occasion in his committal to

the custody of the sergeant-at-arms. Various explanations may be

assigned for the curious conversion of a middle-aged country gentle-

man, of Conservative opinions, and a "stanch Protestant," into a

violent partisan of the Young Ireland party. Perhaps he had looked

into the past, and pondered so long over the power of his family in

forgotten times, that his view of things present and future had

become infested with such notions of greatness. Tiie wrongs and

growing miseries of his country, which were set before him by the

eloquence of O'Connell, found, in the descendant of the great O'Brien

family who possessed an ardent and excitable disposition, a receptive

mind. Added to this, there may have been the disappointment of a

clever man at not being particularly successful in commonplace public

life. But, however we account for the change, he exhibited after it

tlie zeal of a convert ; the ambition to be a leader of the Irish popular

cause seemed to take complete hold of him, and having begun by

opposing O'Connell, he ended by out-Heroding Herod, and exciting the

jealousy of his former antagonist by usurping his place as a rival. It

may be imagined how great was the delight of the National party when,

at the commencement of the state prosecutions in 1844, which deprived

them for awhile of the Liberator himself, they saw his vacant chair, in

Conciliation Hall, occupied by this miraculously converted Pro-

testant, landlord, and Tory. His descent from King Brian Boru, th.e

hero of Clontarf, the only great purely Irish victory, kindled high the

flames of popular enthusiasm ; and the ardour of such a temperament
is sure to feed on the excitement it produces. When O'Connell returned

from prison, he was obliged to accept O'Brien as his lieutenant. But

there was a wide divergence between them. A party of irreconcile-

ables had grown up in Conciliation Hall ; its appeal was to the sword,

and it looked upon the moral force party with contempt, as semi-

Saxon and not truly patriotic. Mr O'Connell had never intended his

])hvsicar force demonstrations as more than a parade; the Young
Irelanders, who strove to raise Mr Smith O'Brien into the chief com-

mand, intended physical force seriously. O'Connell knew tlie power
of England to crush insurrection ; the Young Irelanders were- blinded

by enthusiasm, misty poetry, and ancient Irish history, and had as

little idea of the disproportionate nature of the struggle they were pro-

voking as if they had expected it to be waged with tiint-headed arrows,

seeming ignorant of the inventions of gunpowder, railway travelling,

and the telegraph. Again, O'Connell was a strict Uoman Catholic,

and would do nothing without the priests ; the Young Ireland party



adopted a Protestant leader, excluded religion, and proclaimed
secularism in treason. Tiiis was a principal cause of their complete
failure to rouse the people, or to invoke the courage that Irishmen

possess, in a cause of which their conscience approves. Smith O'Brien,

Davis, Duffy, Meagher, and the rest of the party, thought that a

national, as distinguished from a religious rebellion, was possible in

Ireland, but in this they found their wretched mistake. Witliout the

priests, the agitators were notliing, when it came to tlie point of

physical force. This was proved again in the Fenian insurrection.

As Meagher said to his fellow-prisoners in Richmond Bridewell,
" We made a fatal mistake in not conciliating the Roman Catholic

priesthood. Tlie agitation must be baptised in the old holy well."

In consequence of these difterences between Young and Old Ireland,

the former retired in a body from Conciliation Hall in 184G, and set

on foot the Irish Confederation, which contemplated the establishment

of an Irish republic, of which O'Brien was to be the president.
With such objects in view, the confederation in 1848 sent a deputation
to Paris to solicit the aid of the Republican Government then recently
established. The deputation consisted of O'Brien, Meagher, and

O'Gorman, wlio presented a congratulatory address to President

Lamartine. He told them that the great democratic principle was
"

tlie new Christianity bursting forth at the opportune moment ; that

the destiny of Ireland had always deeply moved the heart of Europe ;

that the children of the glorious isle of Erin would always find in

France, under the Republic, a generous response to all its friendly

sentiments. But the Republic was at peace with England, and would

not utter a word or breathe an insinuation at variance with the prin-

ciple of the reciprocal inviolability of nations which it had proclaimed."
He concluded thus " Tlie fallen monarchy had treaties and diploma-
tists our diplomatists are nations." After his return from Paris, we
next find O'Brien,' in his place in the House, opjiosing the "Crown
and Government Securities' Bill," describing the military strength of

the Republican party in Ireland, and calculating its chances of success.

He was, liowever, interrupted by a scene of indescribable commotion,
and overwhelmed in a torrent of jeers, groans, and hisses; while Sir

George Grey, in replying to him, was cheered with the utmost

enthusiasm. The Bill, despite his opposition, became law, and under

its provisions John Mitchell was tried, found guilty, and transported.

O'Brien and Meagher were also tried, but, owing to a disagreement of

the jury, they were acquitted.
Towards the end of July Lord Clarendon took eftectual measures

for crushing the rebellion. In order to avoid arrest the leaders fled

from Dublin. On the iiiglit of the 22nd, O'Brien started by the

Wexford Mail, and proceeded to Enniscorthy. Tiience he crossed

the mountains into the county Carlow, where he visited the parish

priests, whom he expected to assist him in raising the country. Their

answer was, that in their opinion those who attempted to raise a

rebellion were insane. In the towns of Carlow and Kilkenny Ik-

harangued the people, and called upon them to rise. He then went tu

Cashel, where he left his portmanteau, containing a letter from Mr
Gavau Dufiy, which was produced as evidence against iiiiii. In the



meantime a reward of 500 was offered for the apprehension of
William Smith O'Brien, and 300 for eaeli of Meagher, Dillon, and

Dogherty. The insurrection had now actually commenced ; at a place
called Mullinahone, where at the ringing of the chapel bell, large;

numbers of the peasantry assembled in arms, they hailed Smith O'Brien
as their general. On the 2Gth of July he proceeded to a police
barrack coucaining six men, to whom he promised better pay and

promotion if they would join his ranks, bidding them refuse at

their peril. They peremptorily refused, and he marched off' without

attacking them. On the 29th he appeared on Boulagh Common,
near Ballingarry, on the borders of Tipperary. There, Sub-

inspector Trant, with about fifty men, had fortified himself in the
house of "the Widow Cormac." The rebels surrounded the house,
their chief standing in the cabbage garden, and parleying with the con-

stabulary through the window. He quickly retired, however, and
mounted a horse which he had taken from a policeman ; Trant, appre-
hending an attack, ordered his men to fire, and a fight ensued. Two
shots were aimed at Smith O'Brien, and a man that stood beside him
was killed. Another party of police, under the command of Mr Cox,
and accompanied by Mr Trench, a magistrate, came up at the moment
and fired on the rebels, who fled in the greatest confusion. Eighteen
were killed and a large number wounded, the constabulary suffering
no damage whatever. O'Brien now abandoned the cause in despair,
and concealed himself for several days among the peasantry, not one of

whom was tempted to betray him even for the large reward of 500.
Unaccustomed to, and not relishing his fugitive life, he ventured from
his hiding-place in the Keeper Mountain on the 5th of August, and
went to the railway station at Thurles. While taking a ticket for

Limerick, he was recognised and arrested by a railway guard named
Hulme. Thus ended the insurrection of 1818. O'Brien was tried

at Clonmel, by special commission, which opened on the 21st of

September. With him were tried Meagher and MacManus. The trial

lasted nine days. All three were found guilty of high treason, and
sentenced to be hanged. The sentence was commuted to transporta-
tion for life; but owing to the powerful intercession of friends, the

clemency of the Crown was extended to him after eight years, and lie

was permitted to return to his native land. Since that time, with few

exceptions, he kept himself aloof from politics, but his opinions were still

unchanged. After his return from Australia, he travelled extensively
on the Continent, and also in North America. When he got back to

Ireland he delivered lectures on the condition of that country, in

which he charged everytliing that was amiss in the country to English
misgovernment.

Personally, Mr Smith O'Brien was a man of the most estimable

character, and he was regarded by all parties as one of the most truth-

ful, honourable, and kind-hearted of men. His talents were respect-
able, and his errors and misfortunes arose perhaps from a natural

j)ride in his illustrious descent.* His sallow, interesting countenance,

* The O'Douoghue, in his
" Historical Memoir of the O'Briens," has given a

special history of this fumily.
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gentlemanly and quiet, but suggestive of enthusiasm and morbid senti-

ment, was remarked when he attended the debates of the College His-

torical Society, and listened to the youthful efforts of tlie members,
some years after his return from exile.

Mr O'Brien died at Bangor on the 18th of June 18G4. His re-

mains were conveyed to Ireland, and, contrary to the wishes of his

family, his funeral was made the occasion of a tumultuous gathering
of the Nationalist party.

SIR WILLIAM SIIEE.

BORN 1804 DIED 1868.

The Hon. Sir William Shee, one of the justices of the Court of Queen's

Bench, a distinguished lawyer, advocate, and judge, who died on the

19th of February 1868, was descended from an old Irish family. His

father, Mr Joseph Shee, of Thomastown, in the county Kilkenny, was

a London merchant, and his mother was Teresa, daughter of Mr John

Darrell, of Scotney Castle, in Kent. He was born at Finchley, Middle-

sex, in 1804, and he was educated at the Roman Catholic College
of St Cuthbert, Ushaw, Durham, whence he proceeded to the Uni-

versity of Edinburgh. Having been admitted a member of Lincoln's

Inn, he was called to the bar by that Society, June 19, 1828, and

began his distinguished career by going the Home Circuit, and attend-

ing the Surrey Sessions. Both there and in tlie London Courts he

rapidly rose to eminence. He was made a Serjeant-at Law in 1840;
and in tiie same year he published an edition of Lord Tenterden's

work oil shipping, in wliich he displayed a tliorough knowledge of that

difficult branch of law, and fully sustained his high character as a

sound and able lawyer. In 1847 he received a patent of precedence,
and was made a Queen's Serjeant in 1857. He unsuccessfully con-

tested the borough of Marvlebone at the general election in 1847.

In 1852 he was elected M.P. for his family county, K'^kenny, which

he represented in Parliament till 1857. He was subsequently rejected

by the constituencies of the county Kilkenny and of Marylebone. He
was a moderate and consistent Liberal in politics, and in the House of

Commons he supported the principles which he had always professed,

naturally advocating the claiuis of the Iloinan Catholics. After

practising at the bar for a period of thirty-five years, he was raised to

judicial rank in 1864, as a justice of the Court of Queen's Bench.

During liis professional career he had long been the head of his circuit,

and in London he was one of the most popular leaders. On mure
than one occasion he was appointed on circuit to preside in place of an

absent judge. He was the first Roman Catholic judge of the Superior
Courts of Westminster under the Roman Catholic Relief Act, the last

Roman Catholic judge before him having been Sir Richard Ally bine, a

justice of the Court of King's Bench, who died in the year 1688. He
was a man of the most amiable disposition and genial manners. In his

professional and political life he always evinced a high and independent

spirit, and unswerving integrity of purpose. To great talents he united
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a large share of sound common sense, and his elevation to the bench
was deservedly popular with both branches of the legal profession, and
all members of the law, as well as with the general public. Mr Justice

Shee was knighted in 1864. Of his short judicial career it has been

justly remarked that "his manly bearing and untiring energy, his sound

knowledge, and other excellent qualities, were making him also con-

spicuous on the bench, when, in the midst of apparent health, a sudden
illness carried him oil."

He married, in 1837, Mary, the daughter of Sir James Gordon, of

Gordonstown and Letterfowrie, the premier baronet of Scotland.

THE EARL 01? DUNRAVEN AND ilOUNTEARL.

BORN MAY 1812 DIED OCTOBER 1871.

Richard Windham Wtndham-Quin, third Earl of Dunraven and

Mountearl, and Viscount Mountearl and Baron Adare of Adare, in

the county Limerick, in the peerage of Ireland
; also Baron Kenry, of

Kenry, of county Limerick, in the peerage of the United Kingdom, was
the elder son of Windham Henry, second Earl (who was for uianv years
a representative peer of Ireland), by his wife Caroline, daughter and
sole heiress of the late Mr Thomas Wyndham, of Dunraven Castle,

Glamorganshire, whose name his father in consequence assumed. His

lordship was born on the 19tli of May 1812, and was educated at Eton.

He succeeded to the honours of the Irish peerage at his father's death,
in August 1850, and was made a deputy-lieutenant for Glamorganshire,
and lord-lieutenatit and custos rotulorum of the county Limerick. He
was the proprietor of large estates, both in England and Ireland, and

enjoyed a high character as a landlord. He also gave employment
largely to the labouring classes, expending considerable sums annually
in the improvement of his Irish estates. Born a Protestant, his lordship
became a convert to Koman Catholicism, and was distinguished for

his earnest devotion to the faith of his adoption. Upon his estate

in Limerick he restored tlie abbey, and built the convent of Adare.
He also contributed the greater part of the funds for the building of a

small church at Sneem, in the county Kerry. His lordship, who
was a man of high intellectual attainments, was a Commissioner of Na-
tional Education in Ireland. He devoted himself specially to archae-

ology, and in this branch of study he enjoyed no inconsiderable repute,

being well known as an active member of several archteological socie-

ties and academies of Great Britain and Ireland. He was one of

the members for Glamorganshire, which he represented in the Con-
servative interest from the general election of July 1837 till the year
1851, but he never took a prominent place as a ]>olitician. He was

for some years one of the representative peers for Irehuiil, and ob-

tained the honour of an English peerage, by preation. in June 1866.

Lord Dunraven was twice married first, in 1836, to August;! (thii'd

daughter of Tiionias Goold, a Master in Chancery, in Ireland), who
died in 1866; and second, in .January 1870, to Anne, daugliter of

Henry Lambert of Carnagh, county of Wexford, formerly M.P. for

IV. \) Ir.
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that county, by Catherine Talbot, sister of the late Countess of Shrews-

bury. By his first marriage his lordship had a family of five daughters
and one son, Windham Thomas, Lord Adare, a lieutenant in the 1st

Life Guards, who succeeded to the family honours as fourtu Earl.

Lord Dunraven died at Malvern, on the 6Lh of October 1871, at the

age of fifty-nine years.
We may mention that M. Montalembert dedicated the second volume

of his "Monks of the West" to Lord Dunraven, in a gracefully worded
and flattering Latin inscription, which first suggested to us the pro-

priety of placing this brief record among our memoirs. Graven by
such a hand, the dedication forms an enviable epitaph. A high archte-

ological authority has informed us that a posthumous work of Lord
Dunraven's is nearly ready to appear, and that this will establish his

reputation as an archaeologist, and fully bear out the flattering dedica-

tion of his friend, M. Montalembert.

MR JUSTICE WILLES.

BORN 1814 DIED 1872.

The Eight Hon. Sir James Shaw Willes, was born at Cork on the

]4th of February 1814. His grandfather and father, both named
James, were resident in Cork, the former as a merchant, and the latter

as a physician. His mother was Elizabeth Aldworth, daughter of John
Shaw, Esq., of Belmont, mayor of Cork in 1792. Young Willes was
educated at Trinity College, Dublin, where he obtained honours, and

graduated A,B. in 1836. He then entered, as a pupil, the chambers
of Mr Collins, a distinguished member of the Irish bar, who enjoyed
an extensive practice in the Courts of Equity and Common Law.

Coming to London in 1837, to qualify himself for admission to the

Irish bar by the requisite number of terms at the English Inns of

Court, he entered the chambers of Mr Thomas Chitty, and while there

his industry and ability were so favourably noticed, that he was in-

duced to abandon the Irish for the English bar. He was accordingly
called to the bar at the Inner Temple in June 1840, and having

shortly afterwards joined the home circuit, the reputation he had

already acquired in the chambers of Mr Chitty insured for him at an

early period a very considerable circuit practice. In a few j-ears, how-

ever, his reputation for solid legal learning became known in West-
minster Hall, and his general practice rapidly increased. In 1849 he
edited " Smith's Leading Cases," in conjunction with his distinguished

fellow-countryman, Dr Keating, one of the present judges of the Com-
mon Pleas. In 1850 he was appointed a Common Law Commissioner,
and assisted in drawing the Common Law Procedure Acts of 1852,
1856, and 1860, in accordance with the report of the commissioners.

In 1851 Mr Willes was made Tubman in the Court of Exchequer,
a position always esteemed one of great honour. In 1855, when a

vacancy occurred among the judges of the Common Pleas by the

retirement of Mr Justice Maule, Mr Willes was raised to the bench,

and received the honour of knighthood. At the time of his elevation



to the bench, lie had been at the bar only fifteen years, and hud not

obtained a silk gown, but his reputation as an able and learned lawyer
was so fully established, that his promotion was hailed with satisfaction

by the profession as well as by the public. In the following year he
married Helen, daughter of Thomas Jennings, Esq. of Cork.

During the whole period of his practice there was not a more hard-

working man at the bar ; and his industrious iiabits did not forsake

him during all the years he was on the bench. Unfortunately, his

physical system was too weak for the strain it had to bear ; mental

disorganisation was the result, and hence the painful catastrophe which
the profession and the public alike had reason to lament.

The sad termination of the life of this excellent man, by self-destruc-

tion, was announced to the public in October 1872, and no event in

our time has given a greater shock to the whole community, or caused
" such deep regret for the public loss, and pity for one whose honour-

able and distinguished career had ended in so sad a manner."'

To show the high estimation in which he was held as a lawyer and
a judge, we quote a few extracts from "The Law Magazine

"
of 1872 :

" It is not too much to say that Mr Justice Willes was the most learned

lawyer of our day. To a thorough knowledge of the history of

our own law in all its branches, he added a wonderfully large acquaint-
ance with foreign jurisprudence. He knew the principles of law not

merely from the teaching of others, but from having worked them
out for himself by the comparison of diti'erent systems, and by the

exercise of his own powers of analysis. With all the cases at hi.^

fingers' ends, he never rested on mere authority where a principle couM
be recognised. He was intimately acquainted with all the change;i
that our own common law had undergone, and with all the rules

and forms of the ancient system of pleading. He knew by heart

every old term of the law, every maxim of the law, every cantilena

of the law. All these he could avail himself of with the greatest ea^^e

for the purpose of illustration or argument, if not with uniform success

with reference to the point at which he aimed, yet with much interest

to those whose studies had been similarly directed. He was not only
a sound, but a scholarly lawyer, knowing exactly the relations which the

existing features of our legal system bore to those of earlier periods, and

familiar with the older as well as the more modern literature of the

law. It was not difficult to discover occasionally a tendency to over-

refining, but this rather affected the fringes of his argument than its

substantial texture, and in no respect attached to the conclusions he

sought to establish, which were always marked by sound common sense.

lie was too good and thorough a lawyer to allow himself to substitute

his own notions of justice in place of a clear rule of law ; but he had no

respect for technicalities, and had no difficulty in setting them aside

when they stood in the way of an obvious principle.
From the moment Mr Justice Willes became a member of the Court

of Conmion Pleas, it was evident that he contributed an important
element to the strength which that Court possessed during all the

changes that its bench underwent during a period of seventeen years.
"Whether sitting in banco, at Nidi I'rius, in the Crown Court, or on

election petitions, he never spared himself, and no one ever accused



him of being ialhienced on any occasion by the slightest feeling ot

partiality or prejudice, or of turning from the straight path by a hair's-

breadth, eitlier to the right hand or the left. In no judge on the bench

had the commercial community greater confidence.

His loss was especially to be deplored at a time when great and

important law reforms were engaging the attention of the Legislature.

There was no man more anxious to improve the laws and their

administration, and at the same time more competent to direct the

difficult and delicate work of legal reform. " Not only on the subject
of the reform of the system of judicature, but on all the other ques-
tions which have been brought forward respecting either the substance

or the form of our law, both the profession and the country would have

trusted much in the sound judgment, the ripe learning, the practical

sagacity, and the great experience of him whose loss we now

deplore."*
In 1860 the honorary degrees of LL.B. and LL.D. were conferred

on him bv Trinity College, Dublin. On the 3rd of November 1871

he was sworn of the Privy Council, with a view, it is understood, to

his becoming a member of the Judicial Committee under the recent

Act.

It is not unworthy of being recorded that Mr Justice Willes joined the

Inns of Court Volunteer Corps as a private, on its formation in 1859,

and continued to serve in i^s ranks till within a short period before his

death. He was fond of the society of literary men, and was on terms

of intimacy with Thackeray, Dickens, and various other authors of

eminence. No man had a more attached circle of private friends, and

those who knew him best esteemed him most.

THE RIGHT HONOUKABLE HENEY ARTHUR HERBERT,

BORN 1815 DIED 1866.

The Herberts of Muckross are chiefs of the great English house

which owns the titles of Herbert of Cherbury, Powis, Pembroke, and

Torrinston. The founder of the familv, Sir William Herbert, was

knighted by Henry V. on the field of Agincourt. It is a remarkable

fact that, with the headship of the Herbert family, the owners of

Muckross unite tlie distinction of being the representatives of the

great Irish chieftain, M'Carthy More, or the Great M'Carthy, whose

.son became Earl of Glencar, and married a daughter of Herbert of

Muckross ; on his death the estates came to the Herbert family, but

the title of Glencar is still, stranae to say, allowed to lie dormant.

The lovely scenes of the Killarney Middle and Upper Lakes, and part
of the Lower, are still, therefore, in the hands of those deriving from

their ancient Irish possessors. Mr Herbert of Muckross, in right of his

Irish descent, is hereditary Prior of Innisfallen, an island wliich still

retains some tottering arclies and ruins of the monastery where King
Brian Boru received his education, and the monks wrote their famous

Law Magazine, 1872.
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Annals. The position of Prior now confers on its Protestant owner

only some rit,rhts of fisliing in the lakes. Henry Arthur Herbert was
born in 1815, and was educated at Trinity Collcsre, Cainbrid:e. In
las early and stately prime he was one of the handsomest men of his

day, unitiuo: with the beautiful deep-lidded eyes of the ^lilesian the

bolder features of the Xorman. Personal ap|)earance tells greatly on
the southern Irish peasantry, and no doul)t tended to the popularity
which Mr Herbert enjoyed among his countrymen in Kerry. His
father died when he was a minor, and in the same year (183G) that

he came of aofe he was chosen High Sheritl. In the following year
he married Mary, daughter of James I'alfour, Esq. of Whittingham,
Haddingtonshire. It was not until 1847 tiiat he ottered himself as a

candidate for his native county. His early opinions rather leaned
to Conservatism and the support of Protestant ascendancy in Ireland ;

but although he entered Parliament as a Conservative he soon be-

came Peelite, and at last settled down into a steady follower of Lord
Palmerston. Whether as a Conservative or Liberal, he was alwavs
returned for Kerry without a contest, his liigh position in the county
and personal popularity making his seat impregnable. In Parlia-

ment he was not distinguished as a speaker, although he spoke with

good sense and ease, and on one occasion was seleeted to second the

Address; but he was an admirable man of public business, worked
fourteen hours a day, and his high-mindedness and perfect good
breeding made him a greatly respected 'member, and one whose judg-
ment outweighed that of a multitude of men, some possibly more

gifted, but none so sure to be instinctively right. He was, in short,
known as one of the best and most impartial men that sat in the House
of Commons, and as one of the hardest workers and most trusted

members of its committees. It was pre-eminently, however, his position
as one of the few great country gentlemen whom Ireland still possessed,
a resident landlord who lived amongst his own people, and as one of

the most judicious managers of an estate perhaps in the kingdom, that
Colonel Herbert was so generally looked up to and admired. For
these qualifications he was chosen as the most suitable person to fdl the

high post of Irish Secretary under the Earl of Carlisle in 1857. He
discharged the duties of that office with almost unequalled success,

showing an intimate knowledge of Irish afiairs, and a capacity for

dealing with them which has not always distinguished Irish secretaries.

He bestowed great pains on practical measures, such as the Fairs and
Markets Bill,^yeights and Measures, Lunatic Asylums, &c. When the

Whigs went out of power in the spring of 1858, it was a matter of
universal regret, even to his political opponents, that Colonel Herbert
could not honourably retain an office the duties of which he dis-

charged with so much success. He had served a good approntice-
sliip for condui'ting public afliiirs in the management of his estates

at Killarney. He was pre-eminently the man faithful over a few

things made ruler over many. His conduct as a landlord was not,
it must be admitted, exactly what pleased his tenantry. A writer in

the Times thus described his habits: " He liad to create among tiiem
habits of industry, cleanliness, and thrift. The gray dawn of morning
often found him many miles from home, l)aying an unexpected visit to
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some sleepy tenant, and then witli friendly good nature and genial

humour, he would set to right with his own hands the many defective

arrangements of an untidy Irish dwelling." He rode thus from house

to house, and paid constant visits of inspection, going into the minutest

details, and not sparing the filth and disorder to which the easy-going

tenantry were perfectly resigned. Everything under him had to be

kept in a state of perfection very uncongenial to their ordinary habits.

On succeeding to his property he found his fine estates in a ciiaotic con-

dition, the necessary result of a long minority, to the conclusion of which

everything was postponed. It took liira twenty years to bring it into

order ; but his energy and talent at last enabled him to make it a

model for all Ireland. His improvements were not confined to the

farming tenantry ; he looked also to the labourers on his estate, and
was the first to set the example of providing them with gardens to their

cottages. He protected them from the exactions of the farmers for

whom they worked, and the good results of his assiduous eftbrts appeared
in the superior bearing and physique of the Muckross tenantry. When
the dreadful famine years came, he set an example of self-sacrifice ; he

first sold his hounds, whose multitudinous voice sounded so har-

moniously about the hill-encircled lakes, and then reduced his rents

twenty-five percent.; and, in the case of his poor tenantry, undertook
for many years the whole poor-rate, which was then enormous; while

he made a liberal allowance to the larger occu])iers. By thus taking a

double share of the national misfortune, so far as it aflected his own
estates, he pulled his tenantry throui^h that dismal passage, and saved

them from an exile which seemed to them far worse than death. His

expression is worthy of record " If I go down, I go down with my
people ; if we are saved, we shall share in each other's prosperity."
The distinctions which he enjoyed as lord-lieutenant of his county,
colonel of the Kerry Militia, and custos rutulorum, and his brief

tenure of the ofiice of Ciiief Secretary for Ireland, would scarcely
entitle Colonel Herbert to a place in the crowded pages of biography,
had he not been one who may be held up as a model of all that Ire-

land wants in a landlord painstaking, just, considerate, kind, and

paternal, a lover of his home, of his people, and of his country. si

sic omnes ! His exertions in Parliament to obtain compensation for

the unfortunate savings' bank depositors, for wdiom he was the prin-

cipal instrument in collecting a relief fund, greatly increased the attach-

ment of the people to him. We may mention, as an instance of his

public spirit, that he gave his land gratuitously to promote a railway

through the county of Kerry.
His comparatively early death, in 18GG, after a premonitory stroke of

paralysis one year previously, took place at Adare Manor, the seat of

Lord Dunraven, and excited universal regret throughout Ireland.
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JOHN FRANCIS MAGUIRE.

BORN 1815 DIED 1872.

John Francis Maguire was born in the city of Cork in the year 1815.
He was originally intended for commercial pursuits, but his great natu-

ral genius soon became apparent, and by a species of instinct common
to most young Irishmen of talent, his thoughts were turned at an early

age to the Irish bar. He was admitted in the year 1843 ; but in the

meantime he had become devoted to literary pursuits, which he followed

with so much success, that he was encouraged to establish a newspaper
in his native city to advocate repeal; for into this cause he had flung
liimself with all the enthusiasm characteristic of his nature. The Cork
Examiner was established in the year 1841, and steadily advancing in

popular favour, it soon gained an influence rarely possessed by a pro-
vincial journal. Its great success, no doubt, was mainly, if not altogether,
due to the rare abilities and indomitable energy of its founder. He
now became so absorbed in all the great political questions of the day,
that he entirely abandoned the profession of the law, although there

could be no question that he possessed in an eminent degree all the

qualifications necessary for the successful lawyer. Being now fairly
committed to the arena of political life, Mr Maguire threw himself with

devoted energy into public aftairs, and became the vigorous advocate

with tongue and pen of every cause which he believed to be for the

benefit of his country. Side by side with the great repeal agitation,
the temperance movement was then at its height, and Father Mathew
found in him one of his most able and earnest supporters.* On the

platform, as well as in the columns of his paper, he soon became identi-

fied with those two great movements, and though comparatively a very

young man, he was accounted one among the most promising of the

many promising men of that stirring time.

But a critical moment was now fast approaching for those who de-

rived their inspiration from the great leader of the I'epeal agitation. As

long as O'Counell held undisputed sway, the course of politics was

comparatively smooth. When, however, a large number of his followers,

dissatisfied with his policy, had seceded, and the "Young Ireland" party
was formed, and openly declared its design of eftecting the independence
of Ireland by armed insurrection, it became necessary for men like Mr
Maguire to declare for one or other of the contending parties. Be-

lieving that successful armed insurrection was utterly impossible, Mr
Maguire remained true to the doctrine of peaceful and constitutional

agitation. In this diflicult situation it was his good fortune, without

any sacrifice of his honest convictions, to retain the good opinion and

friendship of most of his opponents. The same good fortune, too, seems

to have followed him in his subsequent Parliamentary career.

At the general election of 1847 he contested the representation of

*
Strangely enough one of Mr Maguire's first literary efforts, long before lio

became a journalist, was a squib ridiculing the temperance movement when it

had just sprung into notice.
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Dungarvan, in the repeal interest, with Richard Lalor Sheil, whose
brilliant Parliamentary course had raised him to a seat on the Treasury
benches. On that occasion he was defeated by a majority of fifteen

votes. On the death of Mr Sheil he again contested the borough with

the Hon. Mr Ponsonby, now Lord de Mauley, but was again defeated.

At the general election of 1852 he once more appeared in the field,

and was elected by a considerable majority. The defeated candidate,
Mr Edmund O'FIaherty, having presented a petition against his return,
a compromise was come to, by the terms of which he was to resign at

the end of the session. This arrangement he was never called on to

fulfil, Mr O'FIaherty having in the meantime been appointed a Com-
missioner of Income-Tax. The circumstance was, however, made use

of against Mr Maguire. At the next general election Mr Gregory, the

late member for Gal way, and afterwards Governor of Ceylon, contested

the borough. It was alleged that this was a mere pro formd contest, in

order to found a petition against Mr Maguire on the ground of a cor-

rupt compromise. The petition was fought, and decided in Mr Maguire's
favour.

In 1852 he took an active part in promoting the Exhibition at Cork,
and drew up a report of its results, whicli he afterwards expanded into

a valuable book of statistics, showing the industrial progress of the

country. In the following year he became mayor of Cork, and his

mayoralty was distinguished by many useful reforms, for which he was

highly complimented at the end of his year of office. On the formation

of the famous "
Independent Opposition League," he was one of the

sixty-two members of Parliament who pledged themselves to oppose

every Government which would not make Tenant-Right, Disestablish-

ment of the Church, a Catholic University, the repeal of the Ecclesias-

tical Titles Act, and some other enactments. Cabinet questions. It is

creditable to Mr Maguire that he was one of the few who kept the

solemn pledge of the League, and though the ranks of the Independent

Opposition were gradually thinned by desertion, he remained faithful

to the last; and not until the year 1868, when Mr Gladstone took up
the Irish question, and adopted, almost point for point, the old platform

programme of the Independent Opposition, did he consider himself ab-

solved from the solemn obligation of his pledge. In the interval, how-

ever, his position was anything but pleasant ; and that he himself most

keenly felt the painful part he had to play, we have the authority of

one who knew liim well, and thus describes the situation in which he

was placed.
'' As the time wore on, the position of an Independent

Oppositionist in the House of Commons one of less than a dozen

amongst the six hundred and fifty became one of an absolutely painful

kind. Often and often has John Francis Maguire confessed to the

writer, in the bitterness of his soul, the pain it cost him to play such a

part. Looked on by both sides as enemies, unthanked for the support

you gave, but hated for the hostility you had from time to time to ofler,

vour very position being regarded as a standing reproach to each, it i.-.

not difficult to conceive how the duty often brought pain to a souJ

which after all was sensitive, and loth to give annoyance. This was

especially the case during the long years of Lord Palmerston's power,
when political scepticism was the ruling creed when 'to leave things



alone' was considered the perfection of statesmanship ; wlien to exclaim

that '

tenant-right was landlord wrong
'

was to exhibit supernatural
wisdom ; and when both parties in tlie House of Commons avowed
their intention to coalesce whenever necessary to |)ut down any attempt
to right the immemorial wrongs of Ireland. Yet in that time, and alike

under its blandishments or discouragements, its sneers or its threats,

John Francis Maguire never swerved from the path he liad pledged
himself to follow, and never lost sight of the objects for the attainment

of which he had entered Parliament. He had assailed the formidable

Premier in the House, and with deputations ; he joined The O'Donoghue
in a formal proposal for a Land Act ;

he was associated with George

Henry Moore in the preparation of a Land Bill. Night after night he

sat, as steadily as if he were the obedient servant of a ministerial whip,
in the House, watching now to carry some motion, now to defeat some

insidious clause, now to make some representation on behalf of an

oppressed interest, and all with the certainty thait he was in hos-

tility to the feelings of the great masses of those around him. This

may seem an easy thing to those who have not tried it, but there

is, in fact, no severer test of a man's constancy and public virtue.

The knight who will fight lifiants will often succumb to the witchery of

a smile ; the patriotism which can resist hot opposition or gross tempta-

tion, may find it hard to withstand the incessant sapping of the glance
of wonder, the shrug, the gentle reproach, the confidential assurance

that you are doing injury to the cause of the country, and ruining

yourself, with all the other macliinery of political seduction or menace.

John Francis Maguire's constancy, though put to every possible test,

stood them all firmly and bravely." This is, no doubt, a faitliful

account of Mr Maguire's position during that trying period ;
but it is

not. however, to be supposed that he became completely isolated or

destitute of friends. Such eminent men as Mr Cobden, Mr Bright,

Charles Gavan Dufty, Frederick Lucas, and others, unfettered by party

ties, lionoured him with their friendship. Even Lord Palmerston

himself evinced, on many occasions, and in an unmistakable manner,
his respect for the sturdy and uncompromising Irish member ; and his

speeches were always listened to with attention whenever he had

occasion to address the House. It was, however, during the latter

years of his career that his character came to be more fully appreciated.

The proceedings at the Mansion House, Dublin, immediately after his

death, aftbrded ample proof of the estimation in which he was held.

On that occasion men of all creeds and politics came forward to testify

to his i)ublic and private worth. The resolutions which were tlieu

proposed by Mr Pirn, M.P. for the county of Dublin, and by the Hon.

Mr Plunket, Conservative M.P. for Dublin University, faithfully

expressed the feeling of the whole country on the loss it had sustained

by the early death of John Francis Maguire. The first resolution

conveys in a few words a very good estimate of his public life :

" That we share in the sorrow so widely prevalent amongst men of all

])arties, called forth by the sudden and early decease of our distinguished

countryman, John Francis JNIaguire, in whose public life and labours

we all recognise and lionour unselfish devotion to what he believed to

be the public good, a generous consideration for the feeliiigs of other?,

L.



and an indefatigable zeal in the advancement of the social, moral, and

material interests of this country." Several other resolutions were

adopted by the meeting, and all the speakers expressed themselves in

terms of the highest eulogy of the deceased with regret for his loss, and

many of them, speaking from the experience of long and intimate

acquaintance, bore the warmest testimony to his moral worth and private

virtues.

While Mr Maguire continued in the unfavourable position already

described, it was very difficult for him to carry any legislative measure

of importance, yet he did, almost single-handed, accomplish one

measure of great benefit to the poor of his native country. Under the

Law of Settlement, a residence of more than five years in one parish

was needed to entitle an Irish-born pauper to relief in an English
workhouse. The hardships and cruelties practised under this law were

of the most outrageous nature. All protests against the frequent acts

of gross injustice and inhumanity perpetrated under legal sanction were

unavailing. Mr Maguire addressed himself vigorously to redress this

crying evil. He first wrote an able pamphlet on the subject, and at

last succeeded in securing the formation of a select committee of the

House of Commons. As soon as the report of the Committee was

presented, he allowed the Government and the poor-law authorities no

peace until a Bill was brought in and passed, reducing the period of

settlement required for relief to six months, and imposing severe

penalties on any violation of the law, by the inhuman system of de-

portation of paupers, up to that time practised. If Mr Maguire per-

formed no other service while in Parliament, this measure alone would

have entitled him to the lasting gratitude of his countrymen.
A few years subsequently to his first mayoralty, he was again

elected to fill the civic chair, and made his year of office memorable by
an effectual crusade against nuisances and false weights. He also

turned his attention to promote various enterprises for the benefit of

the city. After much difficulty, he formed a local gas company in

opposition to the existing English company, which availed itself of a

monopoly to supply bad light at an extravagant price. This project

proved a great success. Later on he worked up the formation of the

Citizens' River Steamer Company, and so conferred an immense boon

on all classes of his fellow citizens. In 1856 Mr Maguire made his

first visit to Rome, and was received by the Pope with more than usual

cordiality. The result of this visit was his well-known work,
" Rome

and its Ruler." His Holiness thanked him in an autograph letter, and
in acknowledgment of his services to the Church, conferred on him the

order of Knight Commander of St Gregory. He afterwards re-

modelled this work into an almost totally new book, under the title of
" The Pontificate of Pius tlie Ninth." It is thought very highly of

in Roman Catholic circles. Pope Pius Avrote a very beautiful letter of

consolation to his historian's widow, in which he expressed a high ap-

preciation of the writer and the man.

In 1866, Mr Maguire giving up his seat for Dungarvan, was returned

for the city of Cork, which he continued to represent down to the time

of his death.

Among his literary productions may be mentioned his life of Father



Matliew a most charming biograpliy of tlie great itliilantliropist

and enhancing perhaps, more tliuii any of his works, the reputation
of tlie writer. But of all Mr jNIaguire's wovlis, the most celehrated

and hest luiown is
" Tlie Irish in America." Tiie following extract from

a notice of this work may not prove uninteresting:
" In the interval between his election and the introduction of the

Reform Bill, he had entered upon a characteristic undertaking, which

formed somewhat of an event in his life, and ap|)ears not to have been

without influence on public policy. Lover of Ireland as he was, he

remembered tliat there was another Ireland beyond the Atlantic.

There, powerful in numbers, and warm in their memory of native land,
were millions of (he Irish who lay under tlie ban of misrepresentation

by hostile English or careless American writers, until they seemed to be

a reproacli to tiie new land whose material greatness and whose glory

they had helped to build up. So he resolved to see and to examine
for himself, and the result was the book known as 'The Irish in

America.' The preparation of the materials cost him six months'

travelling in Canada and the States, and the most diligent use of his

faculties of observation and inquiry. Many of our readers, doubtless,

have perused the work, and need no criticism of its contents. It is

sufficient to state that while it admits obvious faults in the Irish

character, it shows that it has been grossly and deliberately maligned
in the literature of American travel, and that tlie Irish people have

steadily raised themselves in the social scale of their adopted country,
and have given it most chivalrous service in its hour of need. Tlie last

chapter was perhaps its most important feature. It resuscitated the

whole feeling of the Irish people in America as regards the relations of

the old land to England, and it spoke in tones of solemn and impressive

warning on the absolute necessity of a redressal of the wrongs of

Ireland, if the resentment, not of the Fenians alone, but of men who
had no connection with Fenianism, were not to be looked for the

moment the opportunity of vengeance came. This book appeared, and

produced no common effect. It made abundant fame, but we may
say, no profit for the author.''

His novel,
' The Next Generation," is too well known to need

description. He was an ardent advocate of justice to woman, and

this was a fanciful and somewhat sportive dealing with the theme,

though with a serious purpose too. His latest literary project was a

History of the Jesuits. In the midst of this task his health gave way,
and his death took place in St Stephen's Green, Dublin, on the 1st of

November 1872. It may be said, with truth, that he fell a victim to

overwork. The sorrow occasioned by his sudden and untimely death

was not confined to his native hind. In England, America, and

Australia, there was an unanimous expression of regret for the prema-
ture loss of a man whose public career was at once so energetic for the

right, and so stainless.
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THE RIGHT HON JOHN' EDWARD WALSH, Q.C., LL.D., MASTER OF THE
ROLLS IN IRELAND

BORN NOVEMBER 1816 DIED OCTOBER 1S69.

The Right Hon. John Edward "Walsh was born on the 12th ofNovember

181G, near Finglass, in the county of Dublin. He was the only son

of the Rev. Robert Walsh, LL.D., vicar of Finglass, who, in the earlier

part of his life, had been Chaplain to the British Embassies at St

Petersburg, Constantinople, and the Brazils, and was known in the

literary world as the author of several works of high merit. Mr Walsh

received his early education under the Rev. J. Burnet, at Bcctive

House School, which was then the principal educational establishment

in Dublin. In 1832 he entered Trinity College, Dublin, and after a

distinguished career, in which he took the highest honours in classics,

ethics, and logics, and a scholarship in 1S35, he graduated in 1836,

obtaining the Senior Moderatorship in Ethics and Logics at the same

degree examination at which the Venerable W. Lee, afterwards Arch-

deacon of Dublin, obtained the like rank in mathematics. Like most

of the distinguished students of the University, Mr Walsh became a

member of the College Historical Society, and though he had to con-

tend with such formidable rivals as Butt, Ball, Kirwan, Keogh, Law-

son, Willes, and other men who then gave promise of their future

greatness, he was ranked among the most successful debaters of the

Society, and was selected, as Vice-President, to deliver the opening
address of the session in 1837. His address on that occasion was pub-
lished at the request of the Society, an honour not then, as latterly,

regularly accorded as a matter of course. He was called to the Irish

Bar in Trinity Term 1839, and, as is the usual fate of juniors who have

to make a connection for themselves, he remained for several years
without practice.

In 1843, and for some years after, he reported for the "Irish

Equity Reports," an occupation profitable to him, not so much in a

pecuniary as in a professional point of view, as leading to closer obser-

vation and knowledge of the practice and decisions of the Courts of

Equity. In 1840, in conjunction with Mr R. Nun, Assistant Barrister for

the county Tyrone, he published the well-known work on " The
Powers and Duties of Justices of the Peace in Ireland," which long
continued a text-book of the highest authority, and passed through
several editions. In 1850 Mr Walsh publislied a Commentary on the

Statutes 12 and 13 Victoria, chapters 69, 70, and 16, relating to the

duties of Justices of the Peace in Ireland ; but his business had

increased so rapidly within a few years, that he never had sulHcient

time at his conunand to bring out a complete work, embracing the

successive changes of the law, which had taken place since the last

edition of his original work was ))ublished in 1844. Like his father,

Mr Walsh was devoted to literature. In 1817 he published a volume

entitled " Ireland Sixty Years Ago," which attracted much attention
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at tlie time, :uk1
|);isscm1 tlirmiLrli several editions. He was also a i're-

quont contributor to the "Dul)lin University Miiirazine," and other

periodicals. His literary endeavours were almost invariably suggested

by Irish topics. As his practice at the bar increased, liis old love for

literary labour did not abate, but he had little time for its indulgence.

When, however, the comparatively light lal)ours of the bench gave
him more leisure, he was enabled again to gratify, to some extent, his

literary tastes.

The meeting of " The Association for the Promotion of Social

Science" in Belfast in the year 18G7 ailorded him an early oppor-

tunity of giving to the community at large the benefit of his high
attainments. He was asked to become President in the department of

" The Repression of Crime." He had for many years been Crown

Prosecutor for the city and county of Dublin, an office to which he

had been appointed in 1858. In the discharge of the duties of this

office he gained an experience, such as few had opportunity for

acquiring, in the working of the criminal laws of the country. His

address as President to the Association in this department had all

the weight which his past experience and his perfect knowledge of

the law was calculated to give it. It was looked on as one of the most

successful* of the session ; and both the congress and the press received

it with the most marked approval. It dealt in a masterly manner with

a subject 'of great difficulty and of the highest public importance, and

made valuable suggestions for the improvement of the law, some of

which have since been made the subject of legislation, and others, it is

probable, will in course of time be in like manner adopted. The

address included the consideration of deterrent punishment, reformatory

treatment, transportation, prison discipline, female convicts, juvenile

reformatories, retributive punishment, prevention of crime, pecuniary

fines, crimes of violence, prison labour, police organisation. It breathed

the desire which always animated its author in the discharge of his

public duties to be merciful and yet just, to aim at making the

criminal population reformed and useful citizens, and that with the

greatest amount of leniency consistent with the public good. The
address concluded in the expression of a hope which is the common

hope of all who have the interests of their fellow-men at heart :

"
It is,

perhaps, not to be hoped for, among imperfect beings as we are, that

society will ever exist in that exalted state which philanthropic
enthusiasts have delighted to paint, when crime shall be no more, but

it is not a wholly visionary hope that we may approach it more and

more nearly. Let us trust, under the blessing of God, that the topics

we have been considering will yearly become less important, and that

the time will yet arrive when the least engrossing branch of our studies

will be that which deals with punishment and reformation, and the least

extensive field of our labours ' the repression of crime.'
"

Shortly before his death he was engaged in preparing for the press
" The Life and Times of Lord-Chancellor Clare," but he hail not done

uch more than collect materials for a work which he believed was

urgently called for injustice to the character of a distinguished Irishman

not afterwards heretofore justly estimated. In January 1857 he was

promoted to the rank of one of her Majesty's Counsel, Mr Lawson

!
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(Justice Lawson) at the same time receiving the like distinction; and he

became almost immediately a leader in the Equity Courts, taking as

well a foremost position in the Courts of Lavr, Probate, and Landed
Estates. He then had as his competitors, Brewster, Whiteside, Ball,

Lawson, Armstrong, Macdonagh, Chatterton, and other eminent men,
and yet, for the eight or nine years previous to his elevation to the

bench, there were few cases of any importance in wliich he did not

appear as counsel. In 1866, on the accession of Lord Derby's Ministry
to power, Mr Whiteside became Lord Chief-Justice of the Queen's

Bench, and ]\Ir Walsh, admittedly the foremost member of tlie Con-
servative party at the L'ish bar, was appointed Attorney-General, and

was selected, without opposition, to fill the vacancy in the representation
of the University of Dublin created by Mr Whiteside's promotion.

Upon the first rumour of the vacancy. Sir Edward Grogan, Mr Chatter-

ton, afterwards Vice-Chancellor, and Mr Warren, afterwards Judge of

the Probate Court, thought of addressing the electors; but they soon

gave place to one whose distinguished University career and whose pro-
fessional reputation, it was plain, had given the electors of the University

complete confidence in him. JNIr Walsh became Attorney-General at

a sad period in the history of Ireland. The Fenian* organisation had

but a short time before assumed alarming proportions. Towards the

close of Lord Kimberley's Vice-Royalty, the jails were filled witli

Fenian prisoners. It became the new Attorney-General's difficult and

responsible duty to decide in a great measure what was to be done with

these misguided men. Whether the event will prove that he was right
or wrong, Mr Walsh leaned to the side of mercy. He believed most

of these prisoners were the ignorant victims of designing men, who had

appealed to their worst passions for selfish purposes, and then abandoned

them to their fate. He gave his voice in favour of liberating all that

could with safety to the country be set free. In his maiden speech in

the House of Commons, a speech in support of a Bill for cuntinued

teraporarj'' suspension of the " Habeas Corpus Act," and which was

regarded as one that promised well for his future success in Parliamen-

tary debates,- he gave expression to the deep regret with which he dis-

charged this duty of curtailing the liberty of the subject. He spoke in

favour of leniency to his misguided countrymen. This was the only

opportunity he had of addressing the House ; before the close of 1866,
the new Attorney-General concluded his short official and Parliamentary
career. Tlie Master of the Eolls, the Right Hon. T. B. C. Smith, at

the early age of 49, died in the winter of that year. Mr Walsh was ap-

pointed to fill this office, the third highest in rank which he could hold.

During his short career as a member of the Irish Government, the

Marquis of Abercorn and his colleagues placed the most implicit con-

fidence in tlie opinion of their chief law-officer, and the estimation he

was held in by them and liis political chief thus found expression m
the letter in which Lord Derby congratulated him upon his appointment
to be Master of the Rolls "While 1 congratulate you, I cannot but

regret the loss to the Government of services which we anticipated would

be found of such great value."

He only sat for three years on the bench ; but during that time,

short as it was, he won golden opinions from all, of whatever creed or
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party, that came in contact with him. He united with singular felicity
the judicial qualities of learning, diligence, justice, and affability;
without projudice, without passion, he heard everyone, from the highest
witliin the bar to the humblest outside it. Of his many decisions

during that period, only three were reversed on appeal, and one of these
he himself said he had much doubt about wlien giving it. One case
of unusual dilliculty came before him, the "cause celebre

"
of "Mac-

Cormac v. Queen's University." It was a case in which there were no

precedents^to rely on, and consequently required much historical and

literary research in its determination. It afforded a good specimen of

the manner in which he dealt with difficult and intricate legal questions.
His judgment upon it was marked by such research and learning, by
such a masterly exposition of the law, that to assail its soundness was
considered hopeless, though there existed every possible inducement to

do so.

Wiien Mr Gladstone, in the early part of the year 18G9, brought in his

Irish Church Bill, it became evident that it would pass into law, and that

its immediate effect would be to disorganise tlie Irisli Cluu'ch com])letGly,

by the necessary violence of the transition from being established to

becoming a voluntary community. It was a crisis which called for

much prudence and promptitude on the part of the members of the

Cliurch. In order to make due preparation for the future, provisional
committees and conventions were elected ; on all of these his fellow-

Churchmen appointed the Master of the Rolls. He had in times past
been ever a willing and effective advocate on the platform for her

religious societies, and he now took a prominent part in her cause during
the difficult work of reconstruction. Of his valuable services to the Irish

Church at this most critical period, the Rev. George Salmon, D.D.,

Regius Professor of Divinity in the University of Dublin, thus spoke:
"
Perhaps there are no persons who will feel his loss more strongly than

the members of our Church in the crisis that has come upon us. It has

been my lot during the past year to have worked with him a good
deal, and I don't know whether there was any one with whom it was

more pleasant to work ; there was so little self-assertion, so little

obtrusiveness of himself, so little obstinate adherence to any views

because they were his own, and at the same time placing his faculties

at our disposal, that even as a hewer of wood and drawer of water he

mioht advance the cause which we all had at heart. In the reoraani-

sation of our Church we shall sadly miss him, for his legal knowledge,
for his sound wisdom, for his moderation, and for his conciliating
manners." He had gone abroad during the autumn of 1869, in

excellent health, with his family, and after a tour tln-ough Italy, he

was hurrying home to be in time to take part in a convention relating
to the organisation of the Irish Church. At Paris he was seized with

malignant inflammation, of wdiicli he died in little more than a week,
at the early age of 52. His family, who were present at his sad and

untimely death, brought his remains home to Dublin, and laid them
in Mount Jerome Cemetery, amidst the regret of men of all creeds and

politics, who thronged to his funeral to pay him their last melancholy
tribute of respect.

" His death was deeply deplored by a large circle

of friends and former colleagues. No man was more respected in
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private life, or looked upon witli more confidence by those wlio intrusted

their interest to his powerful advocacy."*
Short as was the period during which he presided over his Court,

it was long enough to prove him a most excellent judge. By inde-

fatigable industry, by kindness and urbanity to all who were in com-

munication with him, by patience and discrimination in investigating
the rights of the parties before him, and by firmness and perspicuity
in delivering his judgments, he gave universal satisfaction, and estab-

lished for himself the highest character as a courteous and right-
minded just judge.
He married, on the 1st of OctoVjer 1841, Blair Belinda, only

daughter of the late Gordon M'Neill, Captain 77th Regiment, by
whom he left issue five sons and one daughter.

THE EARL OF MAYO.

BOEN FEBRUARY 1822 DIED FEBRUARY 1872.

The Ilight Hon. Richard Southwell Bourke, sixth Earl of Mayo, Vis-

count Mayo of Monycrower, and Baron Naas of Naas, co. Kildare,

in the peerage of Ireland, K.P., G.C.S.I., P.C., late Governor-

General of India, Chief Secretary of State for Ireland, was born in

Dublin n February 21, 1822. His father was Robert the fifth EarL
His mother was Anne Ciiarlotte, only daugliter of the Hon. John

Jocelyn, third son of the first Earl of Roden. The Bourkes of the

county Kildare, whom Lord Mayo represented, have been connected

by the ties of family and property with that county ever since the

Irish rebellion of 1641, when their ancestor, John 13ourke, a son of

Bourke of Monycrower, in Kilmain,'in the county Mayo, and a descend-

ant of the Bourkes of Ballinrobe, who held a captaincy of horse under

Lord Ormonde, settled at Kill in the county of Kildare. His son became
" of Palmerstown," near Naas, which is still the seat of the family ;

and
his grandson, the Right Hon. John Bourke of Kill and Monycrower,
was raised to the Irish peerage as a baron, and subsequently advanced
to the viscountcy and earldom. Tiie third Lord Mayo became Arch-

bishop of Tuani ; his son, grandfather of the late Governor-General,
was Bishop of Waterford and Lismore, and died in November 1832.

The bite Earl of Mayo was educated at Trinity College, Dublin, being
then Mr Bourke, and took the degrees of A.B. in 1844, A.M. in 1851,
and hh.D., jjer dijtJoma, in 1852, as Lord Naas. He travelled in

Russia, and published in 1846 a book of descriptive and historical

notices, called " St Petersburg and Moscow ; or, A Visit to the Court

of the Czar." Mr Bourke held, from July 1844 to July 1846, the

appointment of gentleman of the bed-chamber to Lord Heytesbury,
then Lord-Lieutenant of Ireland. He bore the courtesy-title of Lord
Naas from the date of his father's accession to the earldom in 1849.

During more than twenty years he occupied a seat in the House of

Commons, and represented, during his parliamentary career, three

* "
Irish Timrs."



constituencies. Entering the House in August 1847 as M.P. for

Kildare, he retained that seat nearly four years until March 1852.
He was tlien returned for Coleraine, for which he sat five years
until tiie general election in March 1857 wlien he was returned

for Cockermoutli in Cumberland, and represented that constitu-

ency down to the year 18G8, wlion he accepted the Governor-General-

ship of India. At the death of his father, on August 12, 1867, he

succeeded to the earldom of Mayo ; but, as an Irish peer, he still

retained his seat in the House of Commons. He was througliout
life an earnest and consistent Conservative. As such, he held a con-

spicuous position in eacli of the Derby administrations. Tlie post he

occupied in the first he resumed in the second, and again in the third

government formed under Lord Derby's premiersliip. In all of tliem

tlie Conservative Prime Minister appointed him the Chief Secretary of

kState for Ireland. Lord Naas first held that office nine months, namely,
from Marcli till December, under the cabinet of 1852. On tlie resto-

ration to power of the Conservatives, he was reappointed to the same
office in February 1858, holding it that time upwards of a twelvemonth,
until the June of 1859. Seven years afterwards in June 18GG
he was again named to the Irish Secretaryship. On the reconstruc-

tion of the Conservative ministry, nearly two years later, when Lord

Derby, through ill health, on May 25, 1868, tendered his resigna-
tion as First Lord of the Treasury, and tlie premiership passed into

the hands of Mr Disraeli, Lord Mayo under the latter was still the

Irish Secretary. During the latter part of the autumn of that year,

however, when the Disraeli government was fast approaching its close.

Lord Mayo's career as Secretary for Ireland was terminated by his

political chief, with a view to his advancement. In the early winter

of 1868, having been created a Knight of St Patrick for his Irish ser-

vices, he was appointed Governor-General of India. He arrived at

Calcutta on the 12th of January 1869, and immediately entered upon
his duties as Viceroy.

Lord Mayo, while in Parliament, was a most popular and influential

member of the House of Commons, and as Chief Secretary for Ireland

lie displayed considerable ability in the administration of Irish affairs.

He revived Pitt's policy of concurrent endowment, which met with

the approval of all wise men, but was opposed by the leaders of the

prejudiced masses, and the extreme demands of the Roman bisliops

gave him an opportunity of withdrawing from an impracticable at-

tempt : the field was then left clear for Mr Gladstone's policy of

disestablislmient. It was probably in consequence of his being thus

compromised that he was deemed unfit, in the approaching conflict, to

act as the Conservative Chief Secretary for Ireland, and it was deter-

mined to transfer him to a field of action where his statesmanship
could move untrammelled, where there was neither Wiiig nor Tory,
neither Roman impracticability nor tlie bigotry of a party cry.

But although during a triple term of office he discharged its onerous

and trying duties with admirable tact and efficiency, yet his nomina-

tion by Mr Disraeli to the high and important post of Governor-General
of India came upon ihe world with some surprise, and excited no small

amount of hostile criticism at the time. How ill-founded were the

IV. E Ir.
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fears or doubts wliich had been raised in the minds of some of the

Liberal party on his selection for such high office, has been fully shown

by the universally admitted success of his Indian administration ; and

it is now perfectly certain that Lord Mayo amply justified the sanguine

expectations entertained of him by his friends and colleagues, and that

he proved himself one of the ablest and most popular of Lidian vice-

roys. The high tributes paid to him by the Duke of Argyll and Mr
Gladstone in their respective places in parliament on the arrival of tlie

news of his assassination, received the warmest assent from every one

who had followed him through his short but brilliant career. Li the

House of Lords the Duke of Argyll, after referring to the circumstances

of the viceroy's assassination, said :
" It is my duty on behalf of the

govei-nment to express, in the first place, the deep sympathy which we
feel with the family of Lord Mayo in a calamity so unlooked for and

so overwhelming. As regards the friends of Lord Mayo, this House is

full of his personal friends. I believe no man ever had more friends

than he, and I believe no man ever deserved better to have them. For
myself I regret to sav that I never even had the honour of Lord

Mayo's acquaintance ; but we came into ofliice at almost the same time,

and I am happy to say that from that time our communications have

been most friandly, and I may say most cordial. I think I may go
further, and say that there has not been one very serious difference of

opinion between us on any question connected with the government of

India. I hope, my Lords, it will not be considered out of place, con-

sidering my official position, if, on behalf of Her JNIajesty's Govern-

ment, I express our opinion that the conduct of Lord Mayo in his

great office the greatest, in my opinion, which can be held by a sub-

ject of the crown amply justifies the choice made by our predecessors.
Lord Mayo's Governor-Generalship did not fall in a time of great trial

or great difficulty, from foreign war or domestic insurrection ; but lie

had to labour under constant difficulties and great anxieties, which are

inseparable from the government of that mighty empire. This I may
say, I believe with perfect truth, that no Governor-General who ever

ruled India was more energetic in the discharge of his duties and more
assiduous in performing the functions of his great office ; and above

all, no viceroy that ever ruled India had more at heart the good of the

people of that vast empire. I think it may be said further, that Lord

Mayo has fallen a victim to an almost excessive discharge of his public
duties. If Lord Mavo had a fault, it was that he would leave nothins
to others. He desired to see everything for himself. On his way to

Burmah, he thought it his duty to visit the Andaman Islands to see

the convicts, and in what manner the rules and discipline of a convict

prison were carried out there. It was in the discharge of this duty he
met his death. I believe his death will be a calamity to India, and
that it will be sincerely mourned not only in England and in his native

country Ireland, but by the well-afi'ected millions of Her Majesty's
sulvjects in India."

In like manner, in the House of Commons, Mr Gladstone tlius con-
cluded his observations on the same subject :

" But I cannot communi-
cate to the House this most painful, most grievous information without

stating on my own part, and on the part of the government, the grief
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we feel at receiving it, and our sense of the lieavy los.'s ic announces to

the Crown. Lord Mayo has passed a career in India wortliy of the

distinguislied services of his predecessors. He lias been outdone by
none of tiiem in his zeal, intelligence, and untiring devotion to the

public service. So far as it is in our power to render testimony to iiis

high qualities, so far as our approval can in any degree give him

credit, I am bound to say that the whole of his policy and conduct has

won for him tlie unreserved and uniform confidence of the Govern-
ment." Similar tributes were paid to him by the Duke of Ilichmond
in the Lords and by Mr Disraeli in the Commons.

Tlie Government of India, about the same time, in a notification

announcing the Viceroy's assassination, alludes to the public and per-
sonal merits of Lord Mayo in terras not less complimentary :

" Tiie

country has lost a statesman who discharged the highest duties tliat

the Queen can entrust to any of her subjects with entire self-devotion,
and with abilities equal to the task. Those wlio were honoured by
the Earl of Mayo's friendship, and especially those whose pride it was
to be associated with him in public affairs, have sustained a loss of

which they cannot trust themselves to speak. The Government of

India therefore abstains at present from saymg anything of this great

calamity."
Such were the expressions of feeling which emanated on this sad and

impressive occasion from high official sources, and from independent
members of both Houses of Parliament ; and it is evident that they
were not mere conventional words of eulogy and regret, or mere for-

mal recognitions of meritorious public services. They were, in trutli,

a faithful echo of the feeling which pervaded all classes of the commu-

nity, both in this country and in India. The calamity which befel

Lord Mayo, independently of every feeling of personal regret, was

deplored as a calamity to the State, and especially to the great pro-
vince over which he ruled so well. Although a period of scarcely
three years had elapsed from the time he entered on the duties of his

office until he was struck down by the hand of a sanguinary fanatic,

his viceroyalty was marked by the most extraordinary activity. No
one ever in a similar space of time had seen so much of India, or so

thoroughly made himself master of the condition of tliat vast empire.
From the very outset he was determined to see and judge for himself;

and this independence of thought and judgment soon produced the

most beneficial results in every department of the Government. The

development of agriculture and commerce, the removal of radical de-

fects and abuses in the system of public works, the diffusion of educa-

tion on sound principles, large schemes of internal communication by
a railway and telegraphic system specially fitted for the country, were

some of the measures of improvement and reform wliich he either

initiated, advanced, or perfected. His dealings with the natives, high
and low, were unexceptionable. He received the princes with be-

coming state, and with a dignified courtesy which made a deep im-

pression on the Asiatic mind, and excited sentiments of personal
attachment and regard. He held some of the most brilliant durbars

that had ever been witnessed in India, and on these occasions or cere-

mony his bearing was dignified and imposing, and worthy of the
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representative of royalty. The great durbar held at Umballah on the

27th March 1869 was one of the first events of importance in Lord

Mayo's viceroyalty. The object of that conference was to form an

alliance with Shere Ali, the Ameer of Afghanistan, and so present a

barrier in tliat quarter against Russian encroacliment on British India.

The progress and attitude of Russia in Central Asia had long engaged
the attention of Indian statesmen. Many ridiculed what were deemed
the visionary traditions bequeathed by Peter tlie Great, and regarded
a scheme of conquest so colossal as to embrace British India and

Cliina in the Russian Empire as chimerical and absurd. There could

be no doubt, however, that the question of Russian aggression had

caused serious alarm ; and the practicability of converting Eastern

Afglianistan into a barrier for the defence of British India had been

seriously considered by several previous Viceroys. Lord Minto

first entertained the project, but took no active steps towards its

accomplishment. But in Lord Auckland's time Russian intrigues

assumed such a threatening aspect that it was deemed advisable to

secure an alliance with Afghanistan by armed intervention. Accord-

ingly, in 1839 a large Britisli force was sent into that country ; Dost

Malnnood, the father of Shere Ali, was driven out, and his brother

Shoojah was placed on tlie throne. The disastrous results of this

interference are well-known matters of history, and furm one of

the darkest pages in the annals of British India.* Lord Auckland

was censured for taking up tlie cause of the wrong man, and his

policy was condemned as the result of " blinded and pernicious acti-

vity." Lord Lawrence in his turn, when Shere Ali appealed to him

for aid, was censured for not espousing the cause of the right man,
and his policy was stigmatised as the result of "

masterly inactivity."

Lord Lawrence, it is said, refused to aid Shere Ali until he had

given further proof of his cause being successful. It was,, perhaps,

only natural that Lord Lawrence should be somewhat cautious, having
before his eyes the disasters of Lord Auckland's time, and the recent

history of Affghanistan, which was one continued struggle for the sove-

reign power, might, not right, constituting the best title to the

* Of the early history of Afglianistan very little is known. In 1713 Nadir
Shah conquered the country. Ten years afterwards, he was murdered by the

Persians, and was succeeded by Ahmid Shah, the founder of the Dooranee

dynasty, who was crowned at Kandahar in 1747. His reign, which continued
for twentj^-six years, was occupied with continual wars, external and internal.

On his death he was succeeded by his son, Timur Shah
;
who was again suc-

ceeded by Zeman Shah, a younger son of the deceased prince. The latter was in

turn displaced b}' his elder brother, Mahniood, by whom he was imprisoned and

deprived of sight. Slahmood was subsequently dethroned by another brother,

Shoojah Ool Moolk, who imprisoned him. In the course of the intrigues and
convulsions which succeeded, Mahniood obtained his freedom, reappeared in

arms, and recovered the throne Shoojah having fled and found a retreat in the

Britisli territory. In the year 1S37 the British Government, thinking it advis-

able to establish a friendly alliance with the ruling princes in Afghauistan,
restored Shoojah to the throne by means of a large armed force. In April 1842
the British were driven from the country under circumstances of the most
atrocious barbarity and treachery, which, however, were amply revenged in the

same year by another British army under General Pollock, who, advancing
through the Khyber Pass, recaptured Cabul, and re-established British supre-

macy iu the country. EljpMnslonc's Cabid.
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throne. Lord Lawrence, liowever, did ultimately grant a subsidy to

Shere Ali. Such was the position of affairs with respect to Aftghani-
stan when Lord Mayo become Governor-General. Having arrived at

the seat of liis Government at Calcutta on the 12th of January 1869,
the new Viceroy at once addressed liiiiisolf to what he rightly deemed
the most urgent question of Indian politics. Viewed by the light of

recent events in Khiva, the prompt and decisive steps taken by him to

secure the friendship of the Ameer clearly shew what a correct view
he took of the posture of affairs in 1869, and are creditable to his wis-

dom and sagacity as a statesman. In an incredibly short space of
time his determined energy triumphed over diliiculties which seemed

well-nigh insurmountable. A conference with Shere Ali was arranged
for the 27th March at Umballah. To the very last some of the

"wise men of tiie East" were incredulous. It seemed to them ail

but impossil)le that Shere Ali, after all the treachery and vicissitudes

he had experienced in his eventful life after all the terrible disasters

sustained by Englishmen in liis country could be induced to put faith

in the simple assurances of a British Viceroy, and travel some 500
miles away from his own country to confer with a foreign potentate on

foreign soil. It was therefore no matter for surprise that the pro-

posed Durbar at Umballah should be watched by the Indian public
with feelings of more tlian ordinary interest, and that its successful

issue should have been hailed with intense satisfaction by all who
could appreciate its Jiistorical importance. The memorable meeting
between Lord Mayo and the Ameer took place on the 27th of March
1869. It was, indeed, a strange and significant fact to see the son
and successor of Dost Mahmood received by one of Lord Auckland's
successors as tlie lawful sovereign of Aftghanistan and the equal and
warm ally of a British Governor- General. Before the conference

ended, its good fruits were already apparent ; while yet at Umballah, the

Ameer received intelligence that the Ameer of Badakshan and all

the Sirdars of Turkistan had given in their allegiance to him, and
that the son of his brother and rival, Azim Khan, liad fled across

the Oxus. The Ameer having expressed his warm thanks to

Lord Mayo, left the Britisii territory, greatly elated at this news,
which he attributed, and no doubt rightly attributed, to the Umballah
conference. All the heads of the Khyber tribes accompanied the

Ameer from Jamrood. Thus ended the memorable Durbar of Umbal-
lah : and if any doubts had existed in the public mind as to the state

of Russian feeling with respect to British dominion in India, such

doubts would have been immediately dispelled. No sooner had the

news of the alliance with the ruler of Cabul reached Europe, than

the leading journals of Russia launched forth into the most bitter

invectives against England. Affecting to ridicule the proceedings at

Umballah as a piece of solemn jugglery and empty pageantry, they
affirmed that Shere Ali, after accepting ])resents and a subsidy from

the English Viceroy, woidd the next day have willingly accepted
Russian friendship and Russian gold. In a country where the utter-

ances of the press are made subject to state control and direction, the

unmistakable language used on this occasion was suflici'ently alarm-

ing, and clearly proved that Lord Mayo was not mistaken in his views
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of Kussiaii designs in Central Asia, or of the expediency of establish-

ing sound and healthy relations with Affghanistan.

Though short the duration of his viceroyalty, such was the indefatig-
able activity of Lord Mayo, that it would be hopeless here to attempt
to follow him in his various progresses through the vast empire under

his care, or to give an account of the many occasions in* which he

displayed the grandeur and power of the British nation. Brilliant
,

receptions and splendid pageants may be deemed ridiculous by sober-

minded people at home, but any one acquainted with oriental ideas

Avell knows that there is nothing so eminently calculated to fascinate

and attract the princes and peoples of the East. Of this no one was
more sensible than Lord Mayo, and it is certain that he effectually

employed such means with others to make a favourable impression
on the native chiefs and princes, and bind them in fast friendship and

allegiance to the English throne.

It was during Lord Mayo's viceroyalty that H.R.H. the Duke of

Ediaburgii paid his visit to various parts of Hindoostan, the sojourn
of the Prince there extending from the December of 1869 to the

April of 1870. In January 1872, the King of Siam was received by
Lord Mayo at Calcutta and entertained with great splendour. The
festivities at Government House on both those occasions were on a

scale of the greatest magnificence. Lord Mayo's ordinary hospitalities

during his stay at Calcutta were all in true viceregal style and most

liberally dispensed. Socially his popularity was. very great, and it

was said of him that he had restored the old regime which prevailed
in Lord Dalhousie's days.

After visiting the north-west provinces in the January of 1872,
the Governor- General returned to Calcutta on the 14th of that month
to receive the King of Siam. Immediately after he embarked in

H.M.S. Glasgow for Burmah, and after visiting Rangoon, where he

received a most cordial reception, his Excellency and party left Mool-
mein on the 0th of February, in order to gain a few hours' inspection
of the convict settlement at Port Blair. On the 8th of February the

Glasgow anchored off Ross Island, the head-quarters of General Stewart
the superintendent of the settlement. The Andaman Islands, which
lie on the eastern side of the Bay of Bengal, opposite the coast of

Tenasserim, are surrounded with coral cliffs, and covered to tlie water's

edge with dense and luxuriant vegetation, and enclose some of the

grandest and most picturesque harbours in the world. After making
an inspection of the establisluiients in Ross, Viper, and Chatiiam Islands,
the Viceroy and party proceeded to Hope Town, in order to visit

Mount Harriet, which had been spoken of as an excellent site for a

sanitarium for Bengal. After visiting Mount Harriet, and as the

party were approaching the landing-place, it began to grow very
dark. The convict authorities had sent up a few torches to light
them on their way, but the Viceroy ordered the torch-bearers to

keep well to tlie front, as he disliked the smell and smoke. When
within about fifty yards from where the boat lay at the end of the

pier, a rushing noise was heard, and a man was seen fastened like a

tiger on the Viceroy's back. Tiie whole occurrence was momentarv,
and took place in almost total darkness, some of the torches having



gone out during the confusion. According to the account given by
iin otHcer of tiie Glasgow, tliere were two men engaged in tlie attack.
" Two men," he writes,

" natives and convicts, glided through the

guard, reached Lord Mayo, he fell, stabbed in the back in two places,

and rolled down the bank into the water mortally wounded. Every
one too late rushed to his assistance. He was carried up the bank,
and the blue jackets of the launch conveyed hira down to the boat.

In the meantime the guard had taken one of the convicts, red-handed,
with his knife in his hand, the other having escaped. The murderer

and his noble victim were taken on board in the same boat. Imme-

diately when they got Lord Mayo into the boat they cut his coat

and waistcoat off and bound up his wounds, but the blood flowed fast,

and internal haemorrhage hastened the end. He expired just before

the boat came alongside, the only words he uttered after he was struck,

when they were lifting him out of the water, were,
" I don't think

I 'm much hurt," and just before the end,
"

lift up my head." ....
Immediately when they were alongside, Major Burne, the Viceroy's

private secretary, rushed up to break the news to Lady Mayo before

she should hear it at other hands. " Poor thing," he says,
" she bore

up very bravely, though how should she realise it yet? The murderer

was brought up immediately after the corpse, strongly guarded. . . .

Anything more awful than the deep quiet that reigned throughout
the ship I have never experienced, although over six hundred souls

were on board. There was not a sound that the ear could catch.

Every one's voice sank to the lowest whisper, and they hardly seemed

to draw breath, so oppressive was the death-like calm tliat existed

everywhere."
Next day the Grlasgow proceeded to Calcutta, and the Yiceroy's

remains were conveyed in state to Government House amidst a public
demonstration of grief and indignation as general and profound as

had ever been expressed, at any of the most terrible calamities

through which the country had ever passed. The remains were soon

afterwards brought over to Dublin, where they were received in state

by his Excellency the Lord Lieutenant, and conducted througli the

city amid a most impressive military display and public mourning.
From Dublin they were conveyed to Naas, followed by tlie relatives

and the tenantry of the deceased Earl, and finally deposited in the

family burial-ground at Palmerstown.

Such was the sad and untimely end of this great man of whom
Ireland may be justly proud. An able statesman, an admirable

administrator, a most estimable and kind-hearted man. Lord Mayo left

behind him, in the words of the Duke of Richmond, "a name second

to none of the illustrious men who filled before him the high office of

Governor-General of India."

In further testimony of the feeling of the country, and in recog-
nition of Lord Mayo's services, the House of Commons voted a pension
to Lady Mayo. A memorial fund, called " The Mayo Memorial Fund,"
has also been raised large contributions coming from native Indian

princes.
The late Earl married, in October 1848, the Hon. Blanche Julia

Wyndham, fourth daughter of Lord Lenconfield, by whom he left a



family of two daughters and four sons, all under age at the time of his

death. He was succeeded in his title and estate by his eldest son,

Dermot Robert Wyndham, Lord Naas, of the lOtli Hussars, who was
born in July 1851.

As showing tlie chances on which the fame of really great men may
often depend, the following extract from a leading English Journal,
which had been loud in its condemnation of Lord Mayo's appointment
to the Governor-Generalsiiip of India, may not prove uninteresting.
" Our loss is great, and England now learns a lesson often taught
and often forgotten, that good and great men are never known or

never thoroughly appreciated till they are gone. The truth is, they
come in homely guise, toiling and moiling in the great dusty workshop
of measures, policies, and laws, stooping like mechanics to the drudgery
of details, figures, and phrases. Wellington at his desk was even a

greater man than in the battle-field, for the work was harder and
more ungenial, and simply nothing in the scale of glory. Lord Mayo,
till the other day, was one of the crowd. We overlook, while we are

searching for the man, a head and shoulders taller than the common
rank. Had he then died, he would hardly have left a name, except in

the memory of friends, or in some official records. Had he died a

week ago in the midst of receptions, shows, and progresses, he would
have adorned the annals of India, of Ireland, and of a noble house. Pro-

vidence designed for him something more and better. Whether by
holy or common reckoning he dies a martyr to the highest calls of his

country and his faith, and in that way, the highest benefactor of the

races under that vast and varied rule."

With respect to the motive for tlie murder of Lord Mayo, there

seems now to be no doubt, that it was not connected with any political

organisation. Following so close after the murder of Chief-Justice

Norman, there was at first some ground for supposing that the motive

was political. The better opinion now seems to be, that it was the

isolated personal act of a Mussulman fanatic. The assassin, Shere Ali,

was a Wahabee, or one of the followers of the prophet Wahaba.

The Waliabees were the fanatics of Mohammedanism just as the

Kookas were the fanatics of Brahmanism. Their grievance was that

India was not governed according to the precepts of the Koran, and

that unbelievers were allowed to take the place of the faithful. The

object of the Kookas was to restore intolerance in tlie Punjab ; that of

the Wahabees the revival of similar principles in the government of

the empire. The Wahabees considered the murder of a Christian

in their eyes an idolater and a blasphemer the best service they could

render to the Deity of their own worship. It would appear, then,

in the absence of evidence to the contrary, that the murder of Lord

Mavo was the act of a fanatic exasperated at the notion of religiou.s

equality, and urged on by the spirit of fanaticism to some deed of

fancied retaliation or of religious merit.

The following brief but ajipreciative sketch of the career and charac-

ter of Lord Mayo is from the pen of a resident of Calcutta, and is

valuable as showing the opinion entertained by those who had the

opportunity of close observation, and knew the true state of public

feeling in India :



" Lord Mayo came to India three years ago. He worked harder

than a solicitor's clerk ;
old Indians stood astounded at the work he

got through. He saw more of India in three years than almost any
other man saw in twenty, and he carried sunsliine and inspired loyalty

wherever he went. No matter who or what the native chief was

what in race or faith he had a father and friend in the Viceroy so

long as he was doing right. You will recall some of tiiose noble

speeches of his, and I can assure you they were his own sentiments

and words sentiments and words which made many a native heart

beat as it never had beaten before. He found India with a deficit in

finance; he left a surplus. He found her without a foreign policy; he

left one so clear and intelligible that if it is adhered to witli statesman-

like intelligence, and made to rest on the same internal policy, we may

defy the world in arms so far as India is concerned. It will he remem-

bered, too, that he did not come here to lind statesmen. If a (xovernor-

General determines on statesmanship as his guide in India ho must

bring it, unless in time of danger, when men of capacity will always

rise to the surface of affairs. Lord Mayo certainly brought that states-

manship for his foreign policy, and he has left us with friendly rela-

tions which extend beyond the frontier on every side. His weak point,

or the weak point of the Foreign Office, was that of imperfect informa-

tion of facts beyond the frontier. Some of the published reports are

wretched, both as to matter and style, and there is no doubt that

Russia knows a thousand things tliat we do not and cannot know.

No Viceroy can do everything; and Lord Mayo did so much that we

should be unreasonable "to expect more, or to mention a defect, save

as a hint for the future. The financial decentralization policy was

conceived and carried out on the same principle, and was equally

great, in spite of a department which has run its official head against

every stone wall it could find. c i ;

" That there were some faults of administration need not be denied ;

but there was no jobbery, no extravagance, no self-seeking. Lord

Mayo served his sovereign and country with entire devotion, and in

doing so stood high above all Indian cliques. His speeches were of

the simplest, his "ideas always leaned to the practical, and when he

had given his word he had given his bond. You never will send us a

Viceroy who will retire more endeared to the country than Lord Mayo.
You never will send us a harder worker, or a juster, or kinder, or more

single-hearted man. You may send us a sterner man, and, perhaps,

we need one of that class. The late Viceroy was not stern as a rule.

He hated revolutionary work. He ' cleansed the Augean stable,'

little by little, now putting down a gutter, now a drain, now disinfect-

in-,', but always working like a man who counted the hours in advance

and resolved "to make the most he could of the present ones. We
never knew him as a Wiiig or Tory. He was the representative of the

Queen, and magnificently he represented her. He had no creed,

hatred, or prejudice, no cant, and immense charity and forbearance

towards every native custom not immoral. I never saw anytliing more

marked than the mixture of dignity and humility with which he

represented her Majesty. A stranger dropped from the clouds into

the Durbar at which the king of Siam was received would have said of



the Viceroy
' He cannot be a king, and yet neither can he bo a

subject to-day.' I know no other way of expressing the fact that

seemed to impress every one. That, at all events, is Lord Mayo as

we viewed him here, and as his memory will remain for many long

years to come."

THOMAS FKANCIS MEAGHER.

BORN AUGUST 1823 DIED JUNE 1867.

Thomas Francis Meagher, Brigadier-General in the American
Federal Army, was born in the city of Waterford on the 3rd of August
1823. His father, Thomas Meagher, was a wealthy retired merchant
of Vfaterford, which city he represented for some time in the British

Parliament. In the year 1834, at the early age of eleven years, he
was placed under the care of the Jesuits at Clongowes Wood College,
in the county Kildare. Here he gave early evidence in his school-

orations of those rare and brilliant oratorical powers for which he

shortly afterwards became so distinguished. After completing the

usual six years' course at Clongowes, he went to Stonyhurst College,

Lancasliire, to finish his education. At both seminaries he was a general
favourite. His assiduous attention to his studies won for him the

good opinion of his tutors, while his frank and happy nature endeared
him to all his associates. In English composition and rhetoric he ex-

celled all competitors, and carried oft" the medals in those subjects from

his numerous school-fellows, both at Clongowes and Stonyhurst. In

the year 1843 he left college, and, after a few months' tour on the

continent, returned to his home in Ireland. At that time the Repeal
agitation was at its height, and before the close of the year 1843

Meagher entered upon the busy scenes of political strife. He attended

the great meetings held at Lismore, Kilkenny, Killarney, and other

places, and soon attracted considerable attention by the power and

eloquence of his appeals in the national cause.

In 1844 he removed to Dublin with the intention of studying for

the bar; but the political platform afforded a readier and more con-

genial field for his youthful ambition, and left him little, time for the

prosecution of his legal studies. It was towards the middle of the

same year that tlie Irish State trials terminated in the conviction of

O'Connell, who was sentenced to pay a fine of 2000 and to be

imprisoned for a year. This judgment was afterwards reversed in the

House of Lords ; but the prosecution had to some extent answered its

purpose, O'Connell's credit as a politician was impaired, and on the

return of the Whigs to power in 1846, his policy not satisfying a large
number of his followers, a secession took place, which resulted in the

formation by the "
Young Ireland

"
party of the " Irish Confedera-

tion," at the beginning of the year 1847. Of this new organisation,

Meagher was one of the leading spirits ; and his genius, enthusiasm,
and eloquence, contributed more, perhaps, than any other agency, to

give the semblance of vitality to a movement which shortly after so

suddenly and miserably collapsed. Of the attempt at revolution in



1848, the most that can be said on behalf of Meagher and his associates

is, that it was precipitated and forced into a premature explosion by the

violent policy and subsequent banishment of Mitchel, by the ferment

created by the French revolution of IS-iS, and the passing of the Treason-

felony and Habeas Corpus Suspension Acts. The ellect of these

measures was to compel the leaders to retire to the country, and commit
themselves to open rebellion. Large rewards were ofl'ered for tlieir

apprehension, and the chief men, O'Brien and Meagher, were captured,

tried, found guilty, and sentenced to death. By special act of royal

clemency, however, this sentence was commuted to banishment for life

to the convict settlement at Van Dieman's Land. As we have referred

to Mr Meagher's eloquence, we may quote as a favourable specimen of

it his dock address :
" My Lords, it is my intention to say only a few

words. I desire that the last act of a proceeding which has occupied
so much of the public time shall be of short duration. Nor have I the

indelicate wish to close the dreary ceremony of a state prosecution
with a vain display of words. Did I fear that hereafter, wlien I shall

be no more, the country which I have tried to serve would tiiink ill of

me, I might indeed avail myself of tliis solemn moment to vindicate my
sentiments and my conduct. But I have no such fear. The country
will judge of those sentiments and that conduct in a light far ditlerent

from that in which the jury by which I have been convicted have

viewed them ; and by the country, the sentence which you, my Lords,
are about to pronounce, will be remembered only as the severe and
solemn attestation of my rectitude and truth.

"Whatever be the language in which that sentence be spoken, I

know my fate will meet with sympathy, and that my memory will be

honoured. In speaking thus, accuse me not, my Lords, of an indecorous

presumption. To the efforts I have made, in a just and noble cause,

I ascribe no vain importance, nor do I claim for those efforts any high
reward. But it so happens, and it will ever happen, that they wlio

have tried to serve their country, no matter how weak the efforts may
have been, are sure to receive the thanks and blessings of its people.

" With my country, then, I leave my memory my sentiments my
acts proudly feeling that they require no vindication from me this

day. A jury of my countrymen, it is true, have found me guilty of

the crime of which I stood indicted. For this I feel not the slightest

resentment towards them. Lifluonced as they must have been by the

ciiarge of Chief-Justice Blackl)urne, they could have found no other

verdict. What of that charge? Any strong observations on it, I feel

sincerely, would ill befit the solemnity of the scene; but earnestly
beseech of you, my Lord, you who preside on that bench, when the

passion and prejudices of the hour have passed away, to appeal to your
conscience, and ask of it, Was your charge, as it ought to have been,

impartial and indifferent between the subject and the crown?

"My Lords, you may deem this language unbecoming in me, and

perhaps it might seal my fate. But I am here to speak tlie truth

whatever it mav cost. I am here to regret nothing I have done, to

retract nothing I have ever said. I am here to crave witii no lying

lips the life I consecrate to the liberty of my country. For from it,

even here, here, where the thief, the libertine, the murderer, have left

L.
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their footprints in the dust, here, on this spot, where the shadows of

death surround me, and from wliich I see my early grave, in an un-

anointed soil, open to receive me, even here, encircled by these ter-

rors, the hope which has beckoned rae to the perilous sea upon which I

have been wrecked still consoles, animates, and enraptures me. No, I do

not despair of my old country, her peace, her glory, her liberty ! For
that cuuntry I can do no more than bid her hope. To lift this island

up, to make her a benefactor to humanity, instead of being the meanest

beggar in the world to restore her to her native power and her

ancient constitution this has been my ambition, and my ambition has

been my crime. Judged bv the law of England, I know this crime

entails the penalty of death ; but the history of Ireland explains this

crime and justifies it. Judged by that history I am no criminal you
(addressing Mr M'Manus) are no criminal you (addressing Mr
O'Donoghue) are no criminal. Judged by that history, the treason of

which I stand convicted loses all its guilt, is sanctified as a duty, will

be ennobled as a sacrifice !

" With these sentiments, my Lords, I await the sentence of the Court.

Having done what I felt to be my duty, having spoken what I felt to

be truth, as I have done on every other occasion of my short career,

I now bid farewell to the country of mj' birth, my passion, and rny
death. Pronounce, then, my Lords, the sentence which the law directs.

I trust 1 shall be prepared to meet its execution ; I hope to be able,

Avith a pure heart and perfect composure, to appear before a higher

tribunal, a tribunal where a Judge of infinite goodness as well as of

justice will preside, and where, my Lords, many, many of the judgments
of this world will be reversed."

In the spring of 1852, after nearly four years of exile, Meagher
effected his escape, and landed in New York in the latter part of May.
On reachiiig the city he was received with the utmost enthusiasm by
his fellow-countrymen and the citizens in general. For two years
after his arrival in America, Meagher followed the profession of a public

lecturer, meeting with marked success. His first subject was " Aus-

tralia," and was a brilliant effort of elocution. Keturning to New
York, in 1855, he engaged in the study of the law under Mr Emmett,
afterwards judge, and was subsequently admitted to the New York
bar. In 1856 he became the editor of the Irhh News in New
York, and in 1857 he undertook an exploring expedition to Central

America. In 1861, when the war in the South broke out, Meagher,
abandoning his profession, joined the army of the North. Organising
a company of Zouaves, he joined the 69th New York Volunteers,
under Colonel Corcoran. At the battle of Bull's Run, July 21,

1861, he was acting-major of his regiment, and had his horse shot

under him. On the expiration of his three months' service, he

returned to New York, and in the latter part of 1861 organised the

celebrated Irish Brigade. He was elected colonel of the 1st Regiment,
and as senior ofHcer, assumed the command of the brigade, and took

it to Washington. Here it was accepted by the Government, and
Colonel Meagher was assigned to it as permanent commander, with the

rank of brigadier-general. On arriving at the camp of General

M'Clellan's army, the Irish Brigade was attached to Richardson's



division of Sumner's corps, and participated in tlie advance of the
Union forces upon the Confederate position during the month of Marcli
1862. " The conduct of General Meagher," writes tlie New York
Herald,

" and liis gallant men, in those days of gloom and disaster, form
a bright and conspicuous page in tlie annals of the late war. At the
head of his men he participated in the seven days' battles around Rich-

mond, winning general praise for the heroism and skill with which he
led the brigade to action. At the second battle of Manassas, Mary-
land, the brigade, then attached to Pope's army, fought with great
desperation; and at Antietam, September 17, 18G2, won a greater repu-
tation for itself and its general, by the valour and order of its men,
and was most flatteringly noticed in the official ref)()rt of General
M'CIellan. In this battle the general's horse was shot under him,
and being injured by the fall, he was compelled to leave the field.

Tlie disastrous battle of Fredericksburg, fought December 12, 1862,
only added to the reputation of General Meagher and his men.

Charge after charge was headed by him, up to the very crest of the

enemy's breastworks, and the number of dead men with green colours

in their hats told of the fearful slaughter of the brave Irishmen. In
this engagement the general received a bullet wound in the leg, which

temporarily incapacitated him from active service. He had, however,

sufficiently recovered in April to resume command, and at Chan-
cellorsville, from the 2d till the 4th of May 1863, he led the remnant
of the Irish brigade into action for the last time. It was, indeed, the

merest remnant of what had been the pride and flower of the army ;

and finding that its numbers were reduced to considerably below the
minimum strength of a regiment, on the 8th of May General Meagher
tendered his resignation, and temporarily retired from the service."

*

During the early part of 1864 Meagher was reconnnissioned bri-

gadier-general of volunteers, and appointed to the command of the dis-

trict of Etowah, including portions of Tennessee and Georgia. His
administration of the aftairs of this district was signally successful, and
he was highly complimented for it by Major- General Steetlman. At
the close of the war he was appointed acting governor of Montana ter-

ritory, and it was while engaged on business connected with his office

that he fell into the Missouri from the deck of a steamer, and was
drowned. His melancholy death, at the early age of forty-four years,
excited the deepest sorrow amongst his own countrymen and the people
of the United States. He was but a youth when he stepped upon the

political platform at one of the stormiest periods in the history of his

country. And much as many of his countrymen diflered from him in

politics, and questioned his prudence, no one doubted his honesty or

the sincerity of his devotion to the cause of " Irish Independence."' In
his military career, too, he gave good proof that it was no simulated
courao-e which inspired him when he called his countrymen to arms ;

and Meagher
" of the sword," as he was derisively called in '48, was

* The above full extract on the military career of ]\Ieagher, written at the time
of his death, in July 1867, has been given in justice to his character as a general.
Other leading American papers have paid a hke tribute to liis valour and skill as
a commander. Prince de Joinville, too, has phiced on record his estimate of the

gallant stand made by Meagher and his Irish brigade.
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among the first to draw the sword in the defence of his adopted country,
and to the last he proved himself the " bravest of the brave" in all the
terrible conflicts of that disastrous war.

His death took place in the niglit of the 1st of July 1867. He left

a widow and an only child, a son.

THE HONOUEABLE THOMAS D'aECY M'GEE.*

BORN 1825 DIED 1868.

This eminent man poet, orator, historian, statesman was born, on
the 13th of April 1825, at Carlingford, in the county of Louth,
Irel-and. On his birthday anniversary in 1868 his remains were laid
in the cemetery at Cote des Neiges, in the city of Montreal. Canada,
the land of his adoption, gave him a public funeral, the greatest demon-
stration ever seen in Montreal. " Tiie day was, as it were, a Sabbath;
all business was suspended, and shops and other places of business

closed, while the citizens turned out by tens of thousands. Tiie sur-

rounding country also sent forth crowds into the city. Probably not
less than one hundred thousand persons, in one way or other, joined in
the demonstration." It may be asked. How had this man humbly
born, and for the most part self-educated won for himself the gratitude
and love of a nation, and at a comparatively early age for at' the time
of his death he had not fully attained his forty-third year left his
mark on the history of his own time ?

The best answer to these questions will be a brief retrospect of his

life its aims and aspirations, with their accomplishment. Thus, too,
will best be seen the qualities of mind and force of character which,
without any of the advantages conferred by family, fortune, good looks,
or other adventitious aids, could yet directly influence the destinies
of the Dominion of Canada, and indirectly much, of the course of
recent legislation for Ireland. His teaching ^which won for M'Gee
the soubriquet of " The Peacemaker "

has sown seed which we hope
and believe may yet ripen into the fruit of mutual good-will and
toleration among all classes and creeds in the British empire.
He M-as the fifth child of Mr James M'Gee by his" wife Dorcas

Catherine Morgan, daughter of a bookseller of Dublin. Mr M'Gee,
Avlio was in tlie Coast Guard Service, removed to the town of Wexford
when his son was about eight years of age. Here Mrs M'Gee died,
and her family mourned the loss of a tender and loving mother.
Child though he was, her elevated character left its impress on the
mind of her son. She sang to him the wild songs of his native land,
and inspired that love of country which was the master-passion of- his
life. Of his father, also, he ever spoke with reverence and afiection ;

his heart all through life clung to his early home.
"
Wishing-cap, wishing-cap, I would be
Far awajf, far away o'er the sea,

In Carman's ancient town
;

* The editor gratefully acknowledges his indebtedness to an intimate friend of
Mr M'Gee for assistance rendered in writing this memoir.
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For I would kneel at my mother's grave,
Where the palmy churchyarfl elms wave,
And the old war walls look down."

The subject of this memoir was only seventeen when he crossed the
Atlantic to seek his fortune in the United States ; and he was in Boston
when the anniversary of American Independence was commemorated
tliere, on tlie 4th July 1842. He addressed the multitudes, and even
then displayed marked oratorical power. He was at once offered em-

ployment on tlie staff of the Boslon Pilot, of which he became chief

editor two years later. His leading articles and speeches attracted the

notice of O'Connell, who spoke of them as " the inspired writings of a

young exiled Irish boy in America." He was ere long invited to re-

turn to Ireland as editor of i\\e Freeman s Journal, but soon transferred

his pen to the service of the Nation, a paper newly started, under the

auspices of Charles Gavan Duffy, Thomas Davis, John Mitchel, and
other ardent young patriots.

Tlie cautious policy advocated by O'Connell was utterly distasteful

to the "
Young Ireland

"
party, which looked up to these men as leaders.

O'Connell aimed at a repeal of the legislative union between Great Bri-

tain and Ireland by the legal process of Parliamentary agitation. Moral
suasion, which he preached, was too slow a method for the fiery advo-

cates of physical force. The great leader, in apostrophising the masses
of "

hereditary bondsmen "
for whom his persistent agitation had won,

in '29, the boon of Catholic Emancipation, urged on them a peaceful

struggle only ; while the younger and more ardent spirits taught, on
the contrary, tliat tliose " who would be free, themselves must strike

the blow." The inevitable disruption was accelerated by the terrible

famine in Ireland consequent on the failure of the potato crop, and the

death of O'Connell in 1847.
But before we come to the unwise, disastrous, vet chivalrous risins:

of the leaders of "
Young Ireland

"
in '48, we may dwell for a moment

on the personal characteristics of one among those remarkable men.
Tliomas Davis, a rising barrister, poet, and man of letters pure,

high-minded, disinterested had done much by his writings to stimu-

late a healthy national sentiment and cordial union among Irishmen,

irrespective of creed or party. He died of fever in 1845, beloved and
revered by all with whom he came in personal contact, whether they
were jjolitical friends or political opponents.

" A hundred such as I will never comfort Erin
For the loss of the noble son,"

was the heart-utterance of one who had felt the electric thrill excited

by his ardent mind and love of country. It was a sentiment which
found a true echo in many sorrowing hearts who mourned his early
death. The literary leadership of the party was from that time per-

haps most truly represented by the editor and sub-editor of the Nation,
and the able contributors whom they enlisted in the service of that

newspaper.
How strange the career of these men ! Sir Charles Gavan Duffy,

recently knighted by tlie Queen for his services in Australia, head of

the administration in Victoria, ex-editor of the Nation. Thomas
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D'Arcy M'Gee, Canadian Minister of Agriculture and of Emigration,
President of the Executive Council, accredited Commissioner fronr.

the land of his adoption, cliief framer of the federal union which con-

stitutes the Dominion of Canada, martyr to his loyal attachment to

British connection, ex-sub-editor of the Nation.

The friends were parted in '48, never again to meet. Long after-

wards M'Gee thus wrote in Canada :

" To A Fkiend in Australia.

" Old friend ! though distant far,

Your image nightly shines upon my soul :

I yearn toward it as toward a star

That points through darkness to the ancient pole.

Out of my breast the longing wishes fly,

As to some rapt Elias, Enocla, Seth
;

Yours is another earth, another sky,
And I I feel that distance is like death.

Oh ! for one week amid the emerald fields,

"Where the Avoca sings the song of Moore ;

Oh ! for the odour the brown heather yields,

To glad the pilgrim's heart in Glenmalure !

Yet is there still what meeting could not give,

A joy most suited of all joys to last
;

For ever in fair memory there must live

The bright, unclouded picture of the jiast.

Old friend ! the years wear on, and many cares

And many sorrows both of us have known
;

Time for us both a (j^uiet
couch prepares ^.

A couch like Jacob's, pillow'd with a stone.

And oh ! when thus we sleep, may we behold

The angelic ladder of the patriarch's dream; .

And may my feet upon its rungs of gold
Yours follow, as of old, by hill and stream !

"

The abortive rebellion of 1848, under the leadership of William Smith

O'Brien, need not here be dwelt on.* To M'Gee had been assigned the

task of stimulating the people to take up arms. He had been arrested

for a speech made in the county Wicklow, had succeeded in getting a

release, and had gone to Scotland to stir up the Irish there, when the

rising took place and failed, and a reward was offered for his appre-

hension. We learn from a note appended to Mrs Sadlier's interesting

biographical sketcli prefixed to tlie volume she has edited of his poems,
that M'Gee's conduct. of this affair had been questioned. She quotes
C. G. Duffy's justification of M'Gee and estimate of his value as a

fellow- worker.
" To forty political prisoners in Newgate, when the world seemed shut

out to me for ever," writes Duffy, "I estimated him as I do to-day. I

said,
' If we were about to begin our work anew, I would rather have

See page 44 of this volume
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his help than rxny man's of all our confederates. I said he coidd do

more tilings like a master than the best amongst u.s since Tliomas

Davis ; that he had been sent, at the last hour, on a perilous mission,

and performed it not only with unflinching courage, but with a success

wliich had no parallel in tliat era ; and, above all, that he has been

systematically blackened by the Jacobins to an extent that would have

l)iackened a saint of God. Since he has been in America, I have

watched his career, and one thing it has never wanted a fixed devo-

tion to Irish interests.'"

When the horrors of war, and especially the horrors of civil war, are

fairly considered, we have no language strong enough to express how

culpable are the stimulators and the leaders of an unsuccessful revolt.

Those who rebel against constituted authority are bound to consider

not only the abstract justice of their cause, but also the chances of

successful resistance. In Ireland especially, what has hitherto been

the course of its history? Partial conquest; impotent resistance; penal
enactments, provoking fresh outbursts of popular fury; cruel retribution,

leaving behind a thirst for vengeance ; a devastated soil, left destitute

of inhabitants, barren of crops, of flocks and herds ; man and nature

relapsing into savagery ; wide-spread confiscations, reducing to abject

misery the lords of the soil and their families ; the location here and
there of intruding colonisers, forced from the necessities of their position
to be a hostile, garrison, rather than kindly citizens till the Ireland of

our own day presents well-nigh hopeless problems for the solution of

the statesman, as well as the philosophic thinker. How may the hostile

races be blended so as to constitute a houiosfeneous nation ? How are

the opposing Churches to be made practically Christian? How may the

reproach be removed from ditiering creeds of "hating one another for

the love of God ?
' A step in the solution of the problem was surely

taken in the magnanimity which forgave the rebels of '48, permitted
to them a colonial career, and acknowledged the disinterestedness of

the men most of them young, ardent, irrepressible, and inexperienced
whose lives, through their mistaken enthusiasm, lay forfeit and at the

mercy of the Crown. That "quahty of mercy" was indeed "twice
blessed." Those who, without its exercise, might have perished on
the scaftold have lived to do good service to the cause of law and
order in Australia, and to help to rear up in British America a powerful
and intensely loyal federation of previously feeble, because disunited

States, and to bind the Dominion of Canada by the strongest ties to

tlie British Crown.
But in 1848 Thomas D'Arcy M'Gee bent all the energies of his

mind and will to sever the connection between Great Britain and
Ireland. He has himself recorded the motives and feelings which
actuated him at that period of his career :

" My native disposition is towards reverence for things old, and
veneration for the landmarks of the past. But when I saw in Ireland

the people perish of famine at the rate of five thousand souls per day ;

when I saw children and women, as well as able-bodied men, perishing
for food under the richest government within the most powerful empire
of the world, I rebelled against the pampered State Church I rebelled

against the bankrupt aristocracy I rebelled against Lord John Kussell

IV.
'

F Ir
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who sacrificed two millions of the Irish people to the interests of the

corn buyers of Liverpool. At the age of twenty-two I threw ravself

into a struggle a rash and ill-guided struggle I admit against that

wretched condition. I do not defend the course then taken ; I only
state the cause of that disaffection, which was not directed against the

Government, but against the misgovernment of that day. Those evils
'

in Ireland have been to a great extent remedied, but those only who

personally saw them in their worst stages can be fair judges of the

disgust and resistance they were calculated to create. I lent my feeble

resistance to that system, and though I do not defend the course taken,
I plead the motive and intention to have been both honest and well-

meaning.
In the midst of these troublous times M'Gree married. His wife,

gentle and retiring, shared his lot both in days of perplexity and of

triumph, and ever retained the place in his heart which a true wife only
can fill. Mrs M'Gee had borne her husband two daughters. At the

time of his death, the Government of Canada voted a liberal provision
for his family. The widow did not long live to enjoy her pension.

Their married life, however, had but commenced when M'Gee started

on the Scottish mission of which we have already spoken. While in

North Britain, he heard of the rising in Tipperary and of Smith
O'Brien's utter failure. Implicated as he was, it was necessary that

M'Gee should fly for his life, but he could not bring himself to cross

the Atlantic without bidding his wife farewell. Tlirough the good
offices of the Roman Catholic Bishop of Derry, Dr Maguire, this was

accomplished.
M'Gee returned to Ireland, and in the guise of a clerical student

made his way to Londonderry and thence to Inishowen. That wild

mountain district, enclosed between Lough Foyle and Lough Swilly,

proved a safe asylum. There he remained in concealment in a farm-

house near CuldafF. and when the emigrant ship in which a passage
had been secured for him passed along that northern coast on its route

from Derry to the States, a small boat put out fi'ora Culdaflf", and the

young rebel was safely conveyed on board. M'Gee, so recently be-

come a husband, bade adieu to liis wife and his native land with emotions

which he has described in the following verses :

Memories.
' '

I left two loves on a distant strand,
One young, aud fond, and fair, and bland;
One fair, and old, and sadly grand
My wedded wife and my native land .

One tarrieth sad and seriously
Beneath tlie roof that mine should he

;

One sitteth sybil-like by tlie sea,

Chanting a grave song mournfully.

A little life I have not seen

Lies by the heart that mine hath been ;

A cypress wreath darkles now, I ween,

Upon the brow of my love in green.

The mother and wife shall pass away,
Her liands be dust, her lips be clay ;

But my other love on earth shall stay,
And live in the life of a better day.
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Ere we were born my first love was,

My sires were heirs to her holy cause
;

And she yet shall sit in the world's" apjilausc,
A mother of men and blessed laws.

I hope and strive the while I sigh,
For I know my first-love cannot die

;

From the chain of woes that loom so high
Her reign shall reach to eternity."

Another poem utters touchingly an absent husband's yeanang love.

"Sebastian Cabot to his Lady" purports to be a letter from tlio

Portuguese navigator of the fifteenth century to his wife, written bv
her lord at sea. But it is plainly autobiographical; and the "Mary,"
so tenderly ajiostrophised as the "perfect wife," was M'Gee's own
Mary, left behind in Ireland, while her husband crossed the Atlantic

sad and solitary.

Sebastian Cabot to his Lady.
"
Dear, my lady, you will understand

By these presents coming to your hand,
"Written in the Hyperborean seas

(Where my love for you doth never freeze),
Underneath a sky obscured with light.
Albeit call'd of mariners the night.
That my thoughts are not of lands unknown,
Or buried gold beneath the southern zone,
But of a treasure dearer far to me,
In a far isle of the sail-shadow'd sea.

I ask'd the Sun but.lately as he set.

If my dear lady in his course he met
That she was matronly and passing tall.

That her young brow cover'd deep thought withal,
That her full eye was purer azure far

Than his own sky, and brighter than a star
;

That her kind hands were whiter than the snow
That melted in the tepid tide below,
That her light step was stately as her mind,
Steadfast as Faith, and^soft as summer wind ;.

Whether her cheek was pale, her eye was wet.
And where and when my lady dear he met ?

And the Sun spoke not
;
next I ask'd the Wind

Which lately left my native shores behind,
If he had seen my Love the groves among.
That round our home their guardian shelter flung,
If he had heard the voice of song arise

From that dear roof beneath the eastern skies,
If he had borne a prayer to heaven from thee
For a lone ship and thy lone lord at sea ?

And the Wind answer'd not, but fled amain,
As if he fear'd my c|uestioniug again.

Anon the Moon, the meek-faced minion, rose.
But nothing of my love could she disclose,
Then my soul, moved by its strong will, trod back
The shimmering vestige of our vessel's track.
And I beheld you, darling, by our hearth.
Gone was your girlish bloom and maiden mirth,
And Care's too early print was on the brow,
Where I have seen the sunshine shamed ere now

;

And as unto your widow'd bed you pass'd,
I saw no more tears blinded me at last.
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But mourn not, Mary, let no dismal dreani

Darken the current of Hope's flowing stream
;

Trust Him who sets his stars on liigii to guide
Us sinful sailors through the pathless tide

;

The God who feeds the myriads of the deep,
A.ud spreads the oozy couches where they sleep ,

The God who gave even me a perfect wife,
The star, the lamp, the compass of my life,

Aho will replace me on a tran(|uil shore,
To live with Love and you for evermore.

TliC watch is set, the tired sailors sleep,
The star-eyed sky o'erhangs the dreamy deep
Ko more, no more : I can no further write

;

Vain are my sighs, and weak my words this night;
But kneeling here, amid the seething sea,

I pray to God, my best-beloved, for thee
;

And if that prayer be heard, as well it may, \
Our parting night shall have a glorious day.

"

On the 10th of October 1848 jNI'Gee landed in America, and a fort-

night later had started the Neio York Nation. Its leadingr articles did

not lack genius and vigour, though the bitterness of his attacks ont

England, and also on the hierarchy of his own Church in Ireland, who I

had used their influence to restrain their flocks from joining the standard

of revolt, alienated from the editor the sympathies of many of his

countrymen. The attitude assumed by the priests in '48 was justified

by the Roman Catholic Bishop of New York ; and the journalist found

himself engaged in an angry controversy with Bishop Hughes, which

was afterwards a source of regret to M'Gee, then, and always, a sincere

Roman Catholic. His paper likewise suflered. He abandoned it, re-

moved to Boston, and there started in 1850 a new journal the

American Gelt.

For the ensuing seven years this able organ of opinion steadily rose

in public estimation. It was published first at Boston, afterwards at

Buff"alo, and, at ;i later period, in New York. During these years

from 1850 to 1857 M'Gee's political views became largely modified.

What he had seen of the corruption and tyranny of mob rule in the

United States revolted him; and democracy ceased to be, in his eyes,

the highest form of government. The revolutionary ardour so natural

to a young mind had yielded to the riper experience of life. This

cliano-e of opinion was altogether uninfluenced by personal considera-

tions. It was natural, gradual, disinterested, entirely the result of

conviction, openly and frankly avowed. But in M'Gee's case it was

cruelly misrepresented. It made him unpopular in the States ;
it

made him still more unpopular with a certain section of his country-

men, who loudly accused him of betraying tlie national cause. He
wiio tlien, as ever, loved Ireland with a passion which never through
life abated, wlio watched and laboured for her honour, whose pen
was occupied with her story, whose muse was inspired by the memory
of. her greatness, lier history, and her scenery, who, in the practical

business of life, never omitted an opportunity of using pen and speech

in strenuous endeavour to raise and elevate Irish men and Irish women,

this man was called a traitor to the Irish cause ! His life paid the

penalty of this delusion, when, in after years, he became a mark for
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the bullet of the Fenian assassin. But time remedies injustice and

misconceptions. His memory, despite a passing obloquy, survives

in the iiearts of his countrymen, even as he iiimself passionately
desired.

Am 1 IIememhereu.

" Am I remember'd in Erin
I charge you, speak me true

Has my name a sound, a meaning
In the scenes my boyhood knew ?

Does the heart of the mother ever

Recall her exile's name ?

For to be forgot in Erin,
And on earth, is all the .same.

mother ! mother Erin !

Many sons your age hath seen

Many gifted, constant lovers

Since your mantle first was green.
Then how may I hope to cherish

'l"he dream that I could be

In your crowded memory number'd
With that palm-crown'd companie ?

Yet faint and far, my mother.
As the hope shines on my sight,
1 cannot choose but watch it

Till my eyes have lost their light ;

For never among your brightest,
And never among your best,
AVas heart more true to Erin
Than beats within my breast.

"

Meanwhile, in the columns of the American Gelt, as elsewhere,

M'Gee sedulously devoted himself to the task of benefitting the con-

dition of the Irish in America. He wrote, he lectured, he inaugurated
the " Buiialo Convention." This committee of gentlemen took into

their consideration the circumstances of their countrymen in the States,

and proposed many valuable projects for tlieir amelioration. The Irish

emigrant, whose previous training generally fitted him for agricultural

work, was urged to settle in the Western States as land owner and
tiller of the soil, and to avoid the demoralising influences of the great
cities. Warnings, such as those uttered in the columns of the American

Celt, were needed, and in its editor the Irish in America found a friend

ever interested in their moral and social well-beinsr. M'Gee urtjed on

them the duty of self-respect, thrift, sobriety, and the value of educa-

tion, while he aided largely in the establishment of niglit-schools. Ho
recommended to the Irish to be the subservient tools of no political

party, but to be honest citizens of the country which afforded them a

home and a career. His teaching on this point was alike given to the

Irish in tlie States and in Canada, He narrated for his countrymen the

story
" of the dea.r ancestral island," and iiis History is written in a

spirit of truth, candour, and displays rare literary merit. In speaking of

tins History of Ireland, its author himself said,
" No one is more sensible

of its many deficiencies than 1 am, and if I live I hope to remedy some
of them ;

but it certainly was to me a labour of love, and I believe it

is the first time that a History of Ireland has ever been commenced and
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completed by a person situated as I was at tlie time, in a distant eoluny,
after his personal connection with the motiier country might be supposed
to have closed for ever." Other books on the subject may have more
value for their reference to authorities, but as a readable and interest-

ing narrative, M'Gee's work has never been surpassed. It has the rare

merit, also, of being free from bitterness, or any taint of religious bigotry
or sectarian narrowness. Would that its author had lived to indite a

work which was the dream of his life a Ballad History of Ireland. "
I

have some thoughts of a volume," he wrote to friends in Ireland but a

few days before his death,
" Celtic ballads ;

"
he had already pub-

lished many lyrics which would contribute towards " that desideratum,
a Ballad History of Ireland." "

If," he continued,
" I have any work

in me, walking in the wake of and
,
I could do it more

heartily and cheerfully, if I was sure there was some public growing up
somewhere witliin the circle of the English language, to whom sucli

work and workers might look for encouragement and sustenance."

One marked characteristic of M'Gee's mind was its generosity. He
heartily accorded his meed of praise to other workers in the same vein.

So that noble work was done for fatherland, he cared not by what
hand. In a paper read before the Montreal Literary Club, Dec. 3,

1866, he is reported to have said :

"In closing this rough sketch of what has been done chiefly in our

days to add a new kingdom to the realms of history, to elucidate the

antiquities of one of the main divisions of the human family, I trust

you will permit me to pay the tribute of my profound respect to those

great scholars, both the living and the dead, by whom these researches

have been conducted. It has been my good fortune to know some of

them a little, and one or two of them intimately, and I shall always
account it as the highest honour I could receive, that three or four

years ago they unanimously elected me a member of their Academy.
Personal feelings of gratitude may, therefore, bias, perhaps, my judg-
ment ; but I do venture to say, on a pretty full review of all that has

been done for Celtic Literature in Ireland, during the last thirty or

forty years especially, that the world has not seen a school of men
more devoted, more laborious, or, all fair allowance made, more suc-

cessful. Amid much tliat is disheartening, and much that is painful
connected with current events in Ireland, I for one, as a sincere lover

and well-wisher of the country, have often turned for consolation and

encouragement to the recollection of those pious, patient men, grown
gray in the work of national restoration ; I have followed them in

thought as they bent over their tasks, in the silent magnanimity of their

souls, and in their works and their examples I have found not only
the rescue of much that is most valual)le in tlie past, but the promise
of a wiser and better Ireland hereafter, than any the jiast has ever

known."

No poems of M'Gee's but such as are autobiographical appear in

this sketch. But the reader may find an elucidation of the sentiments

expressed in tliis speech in the exquisite lyrics :

" The Four Masters,"
" Brother Michael,"

" Sursum Corda," and the lament for "
Eugene

O'Curry," and " The Dead Antiquary, 0"Donovan." Here are the

opening stanzas of tlie last-named elegy. How Hebrew-like is the
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love here expressed for the work, the worker;

whose fame tliey hiboured !

and the country for

The Dead Antiquary, O'Donovak.
"
Far are the Gaelic tribes, and wide
Scatter'd round earth on ever}' side

For good or ill
;

They aim at all things, rise or fall,

Succeed or perish but through ail

Love Erin still.

Although a righteous Heaven decrees

'Twixt us and Erin stormy seas

And barriers strong.
Of care, and circumstance, and cost,
Yet count not all your absent lost,

Oh, land of song !

Above j'our roofs no star can rise

That does not lighten in our eyes,
Nor any set

That ever shed a cheering beam
On Irish hillside, street, or stream,

That we forget.

No artist wins a shining fame,

Lifting aloft his nation's name
High over all

;

No soldier falls, no poet dies,
But underneath all foreign skies

We mourn his fall !

And thus it comes that even I,

Though weakly and unworthily
Am moved by grief

To join the melancholy throng.
And chant the sad entombing song

Above the chief

The foremost of the immortal band
Who vow'd their lives to fatherland

;

Whose works remain
To attest how constant, how sublime
The warfare was they waged with time

;

How gi-eat the gain !

"

His labours in the cause advocated by the " Butlalo Convention
''

proved the turning-point in M'Gee's career. He had visited Canada
in common with other districts of the North American continent

to interest his countrymen in the scheme for Western colonisation.

There he found what he had not previously suspected that the Irish

were well contented with their position, and had^no desire to exchange
their practical freedom, under British sway, l^r the mob rule, and the
" Know Nothing

"
agitation of the States. His own opinions founded

on personal experience were gradually becoming more and more
adverse to democracy and in favour of monarchy, as more congenial in

spirit, and better suited to the Irish temperament. He abandoned tlie

scheme of Western colonisation, took up his abode in Montreal, started

the Nero Era, a journal which proved but short-lived, for before lie was

many months in Montreal he was elected, by the Irish vote, one of the
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representatives of the city, and took his seat in the Canadian Parlia

nient in 1858. M'Gee, returned triumphantly by the Irish vote, and

looked on with not unnatural suspicion by the Conservative party,

found himself of necessity, at first among the ranks of the Reform party.

But lie gradually sided with the party to which his disposition, inclined,

as he himself expressed,
" towards reverence for things old, and venera-

tion for the landmarks of the past," naturally led him. In the general
election of 1861 he was again returned for Montreal with acclamation,

and in 1862 entered the Government as President of the Council. In

1864, under the Tache-Macdonald government, he was Minister of

Agriculture, and bent all the energies of his great mind to tiie accom-

])lishmeiit of that Federal Union which was so happily achieved in

1867, when, by the union of the maritime provinces with Canada, the
" Dominion" commenced its political career, a great and united State.

" There are before the public men of British America," said M'Gee,
in one of his speeches in reference to this project,

" at this moment but

two courses, either to drift witli the tide of democrac}', or to seize the

golden moment and fix for ever the monarchical cliaracter of our institu-

tions. I invite every fellow-colonist who agrees with me to unite our

efforts, that we may give our Province the aspect of an Empire, in

order to exercise the influence abroad and at home to create a State,

and to originate a history which the world will not willingly let die !
"

And again :

" If that way towards greatness which I have ventured to point
out to our scattered communities be practicable, I have no fear that it

will not be taken even in my time. If it be not practicable, well, then,
at least, I shall have this consolation, that I have invited the intelli-

gence of these Provinces to rise above partizan contests and personal
warfare to the consideration of great principles, healthful and ennobling
in their discussion to the minds of men."

And again, in a speech in the Canadian Parliament :

" I look to the future of my adopted country with hope, though not

without anxiety. I see in the not remote distance one great nationality,

bound, like the shield of Achilles, by the blue rim of ocean. I see it

quartered into many communities, each disposing of its internal affairs,

but all bound together by free institutions, free intercourse, and free

commerce. I see within the round of that shield the peaks of the

western mountains, and the crests of the eastern waves; the winding
Assiniboine, the five-fold lakes, the St Lawrence, the Ottawa, the

Saguenay, the St John, and the Basin of Minas. By all these flowing
waters, in all the valleys they fertilise, in all the cities they visit in their

courses, I see a generation of industrious, contented, moral men, free

in name and in fact men capable of maintaining, in peace and in war,
a constitution worthy of such a country,"

In 1865, the Hon. T. D. M'Gee arrived in Ireland to be present as

representative of Canada at the Dublin Industrial Exhibition. He had
fled from his native land, in secrecy and danger, seventeen years before;
he returned, a minister of the crown, with a well-earned reputation, as

statesman and author. As a citizen of Canada he was intensely loyal,

believing heartily in British connection for his adopted country. He
remained as strongly opposed as he had ever been to many items of



British rule in Ireland, but now urged their removal- by peaceful and
constitutional reforms.

He addressed his countrymen at Wexford in a speech of remarkable

power. As Minister of Emigration he pointed out the inducements

which Canada had to offer, and contrasted the position of Irishmen

tliore with the career before tliem in the United States. He spoke

strongly against Fenianism, then rife in both countries, and in so doing
increased his unpopularity with a section of the people. He was branded
as an informer and traitor to the cause of Ireland. He warmly resented

this unfounded charge.
" If I have avoided for two or three years much speaking in public

on the subject of Ireland, even in a literary or historical sense," he said,

in 1868,
" I do not admit tliat I can be fairly charged in consequence

with being either a sordid or a cold-hearted Irishman. I utterly deny
that because I could not stand still and see our peaceful unoffending
Canada invaded and deluged with blood, in the abused and unauthorised

name of Ireland, that therefore I was a bad Irishman. I utterly deny
the audacious charge, and I say that my mental labours will prove, such

as they are, that I know Ireland as well, both in her strength and her

weakness, and love her as dearly, as any of those who, in ignorance of

my Canadian position in ignorance of my obligations to my adopted

country not to speak of my solemn oath of office have made this

cruelly false charge against me. ... I will further take the liberty

to mention that when, in 1865 and 1867, by the consent of my colleagues
and my gallant friend here (Sir John A. Macdonald), I went home to

represent this country, I on both occasions, in I860 to Lord Kimberley,
then Lord-Lieutenant, and last year to the Earl of Derby, whose re-

tirement from active public life, and the cause of it, every observer of

his great historical career must regret I twice respectfully submitted

my humble views, and the result of my considerable Irish-Americaa

experiences, and th.at they were courteously, and I hope I may say

favourably, entertained. ... I felt it my duty to press the trans-

Atlantic consequences of the state of Ireland on the attention of those

who had the initiation of the remedy in their own hands, believing that

I was doing Ireland a good turn in the proper quarter. I cannot ac-

cuse myself of having lost any proper opportunity of doing so, and if I

were free to publish some very gratifying letters in my possession, I

think it would be admitted by most of my countrymen that a silent

Irishman may be as serviceable in some kinds of work as a noisy one.

... I will only say further, on the subject of Ireland, that I claim the

right to love and serve her, and her sons in Canada, in my own way,
which is not by either approval or connivance with enterprises my reason

condemns as futile in their conception, and my heart rejects as criminal

in their consequences."

Feeling thus, and as a representative man of the Irish in Canada, he

felt it incumbent on him in 1866 to take an active part in the repres-

sion of Fenianism in that colony. He received hosts of threatening

letters in consequence, and three distinct warnings from individuals,

that unless he desisted from these efforts he would be assassinated.

Personal danger, however, could not deter him from what he deemed

to be the path of duty.
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In 1867 M'Gee returned to Europe, and with his brother delegates

repaired to London to arrange with the Imperial Government the legis-

lative acts necessitated by the federal union of the Provinces, thence-

forward constituting the Dominion of Canada. He then visited Paris,

as Commissioner from Canada to the French Exposition, and afterwards

visited Rome as one of a deputation from the Catholic inhabitants of

Montreal, where he had an interview with the Pope on the subject of

the affairs of St Patrick's congregation in that city. In Paris he suffered

from severe illness, and returned to Canada with greatly impaired health.

This continued during the winter, but in March ]868 he wrote to friends

in Ireland "For the first time in six months I got out last week. . . .

I have been at Death's door, but did not go in. On the contrary, I

hope and trust I have got a new lease for some years more. I have

done nothing the last few days but write Gaelic ballads, of which you
shall have a sample or two shortly." One of these was forwarded from

Ottawa on St Patrick's Eve, with an intimation that by next post others

should follow. "
To-morrow, St Patrick's Day," he adds,

" I am to be

dined here by certain leading citizens, Irish Protestants and Catholics,

at which (as on every other occasion) I intend to say something on the

always agreeable subject of our recent national literature. ... I wish

to Heaven it was in my power to draw the minds of a few hundreds or

thousands of the Irish on this side the sea to the duty and wisdom of

encouraging native writers."

The festive entertainment was given, and the Ottawa Times of the

18th of March 1868 thus describes it:
" The dinner to the Hon. Mr

M'Gee was an entirely exceptional display such as never before occurred

in Canada of respect to a public man, whose great services to the coun

try are alike appreciated by all classes, . . . public services which have

become the historic property of a nation." The speech was made, with

its generous mention, individually and by name, of recent Irish writers.
" Even I," continued the orator, warming to his subject,

" in this far

north of the New World, catch sometimes by reflection a glow of the

same inspiration, and venture my liumble word to cheer on and applaud
those true patriots, and true benefactors of their country and country-
men."

Upon another subject no less dear to his heart mutual toleration

and mutual good-will among men of different creeds Mr M'Gee
adds :

"As for us who dwell in Canada, I may say, finally, that in no other

way can we better serve Ireland than by burying out of sight our old

lends and old factions in mitigating our ancient hereditary enmities

in proving ourselves good subjects of a good government, and wise

trustees of the equal rights we enjoy here, civil and religious. The
best argument we here can make for Ireland is, to enable friendly ob-

servers at home to say,
' See how well Irishmen get on together in

Canada. There they have equal civil and religious rights ; there they

cheerfully obey just laws, and are ready to die for the rights they enjoy,
and the country tliat is so governed.' ... I hold that man an insin-

cere man who does not heartily prefer his own religion to any other,

and an unfortunate man who does not practise the religion he holds

dear; but surely we can all sincerely believe, and loyally live up to.
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our own religious convicrions, and yet remember tliat of the glorious

trinity of evangelical virtues,
' the greatest of these is charity.' What-

ever else any Church claiming to be Christian teaches its members
whatever dogmas any of us hold or reject we are all equally and alike

taught this one and the same doctrine,
' Do unto others as you would

they should do unto you.' Now, it is on this eminently social, just, and

patriotic principle we meet here to-night, and it is a principle which

ought to commend itself to the general approbation of all good men,
Mr Mayor, I know it is because I have endeavoured in my weak way
to set forth and illustrate this principle that you have graciously con-
nected my humble name with this St Patrick's festival of 1868; and it

is because I am deeply grateful to my adopted country, and because I

am honestly ambitious to be reckoned somewhere, however lowly the

place, in the catalogue of her patriots, that I tliank you most unaffectedly
for this great impetus to the good cause of future peace and good-will
among us all. ... I thank you again . . . for the opportunity you have
afforded me of saying a word in season in behalf of that ancient and
illustrious island, the mere mention of which, especially on the 17th
of March, warms the heart of every Irishman, in whatever latitude or

longitude the day may dawn or the stars look down upon his political
destinies or his private enjoyments."

So spake the true Canadian patriot, the true and ardent lover of Ire-

land, on the evening of St Patrick's .day, Tuesday, 17th March 18C8.
Three weeks later, on Tuesday the 7th of April, he was no more! His
last speech, made in the House of Representatives at Ottawa, on the

night of his assassination the final one of the session was characterised

by his wonted vigour. His life was about to be the sacrifice for opinions

frankly avowed, but unpopular and misinterpreted; and his last words,
viewed in the light of subsequent events, have a strange significance.
"
Popularity," he said,

"
is a great good, if we accept it as a power and

a means to do good to our country and our fellow-men, something
to be cherished and clung to. But popularity for its own sake is no-

thing worth worse than nothing if purchased at the sacrifice of one's

convictions of right. . . . Base indeed would he be who could not risk

popularity in a good cause that of his country." During the progress
of the debate, M'Gee, having spoken, occupied himself in writing a letter

for that night's mail, which he dropped into the letter-box as he was

leaving the House. It was to a friend in Ireland, and was occupied
with the political debate just concluded. But a postscript was added,
brief, but of much consolation to the heart of the recipient. It was to

the efl'ect that his correspondent would be glad to learn that for some
time past he had been a total abstainer, being anxious as to a growing
tendency to the use of stimulants, that he had been a recent communi-
cant, and had been thinking more seriously than formerly during the

period of his long illness. He left the House, arm in arm with the mem-
ber for Perth, Mr Macfarlane. Tliey parted at the corner of the street

where M'Gee had temporary lodgings.
" Good night, and God bless

you."
" Good morning rather it is morning now." His friend hail

barely left him, when, as he was opening his door with his latch-key,
the fatal shot was fired in the moonlight, and a few days before his

forty-third birthday, and a few hours before his expected return to wife
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and children at Montreal, Thomas D'Aroy M'Gree fell, the victim of

Fenian assassination. Comparatively young though he was when thus

cut off, he had yet had time and opportunity to accomplish his life's

labour, and to realise the wish he had fondly expressed, in this last

aspiration, which is extracted from his poetical remains.

"A Fragment.

(<
I would not die with my work undone,
My qi;est unfound, my goal unwon,

* Though life were a load of lead ;

Ah ! rather I'd bear it day on day.
Till bone and blood were worn away,

And Hope in Faith's lap lay dead.

I dream'd a dream when the woods were green,
And my April heart made an April scene.

In the far, far distant land,
That even I might something do
That should keep my memory for the true,

And my name from the spoiler's hand.
"

GENERAL SIR DE LACY EVANS.

BORN 1787 DIED 1870.

General SirDe Lacy Evans, son of Mr William Evans of Milltown,was
born at Moig, in the county Kerry, in 1787. He received his early
education at the Woolwich Academy, and entered the army in 1807. He
spent the first three years of his military life in India, and was actively

engaged in the operations against Ameer Khan and the Pindarees, and
he also shared in the capture of the Mauritius. For nearly half a cen-

tury, from 1807 until near the close of the Crimean War in 1854, he

enjoyed few intervals of repose from active military service ; and it

may be said that from the day when the youthful soldier first served in

India, until tiie memorable oth of November, when tlie veteran closed

his brilliant military career on the bloody field of Inkermann, his life

had been passed almost exclusively amidst the incessant din of arms,
and the heat and excitement of war. During that period he was re-

gularly attached to eiglit armies, and engaged in fifty considerable

battles in Asia, Europe, and America, besides minor conflicts innumer-
able. He seems, indeed, to have had " a charmed life," considering
that he had no less than eight horses shot under him, and was himself

severely wounded on four occasions. He was always to be found in

the midst of the hottest fighting ; and wherever there was a service of

danger to be performed a storming party or any other daring ex-

ploit De Lacy Evans never lost an opportunity of adding to his laurels.

For personal bravery he was unsurpassed, even by his gallant country-
men Beresford and Gough ; and if "the love of fighting" be rightly
ascribed to the Irish people as a national characteristic, he was cer-

tainly a faithful representative of his race. All through his career his

personal gallantry was not only conspicuous, but something wonderful

"something seemingly more than human," observes a witness of his

chivalric feats ; and it is recorded tliat
" he acquired most 'distinction



by volunteering for storming parties, and all enterprises where honour

was to be gained at terrible risk, by the display of the highest military

qualities." During the intervals of peace, for want of more congenial

employment, he endeavoured to stratify his warlike propensities by

lighting the constitutional battles of his country. Such pastimes, how-

ever, did not possess excitement strong enough for one of his ardent

temperament, and he longed for battles and the stern chances of war.

He was not doomed to find his occupation gone. There was soon

a chance for the martial senator to return to his favourite pursuits.

Accordingly, in 1835, we find him at the head of " the British Legion
"

fighting for the Infanta Isabella and the liberties of Spain. In like

manner, again, in 1854:, he was released from Parliamentary duties to

take the command of a division in the Crimean War. During both

these campaigns he retained his seat in Parliament for the city of

Westminster, by the special favour of his constituents, Wlien he ac-

cepted the command of "the British Legion" in Spain, it was not in

answer to anything like a call of duty, or from any pressure put upon
lum, tliat he did so, but solely, we believe, from the impulse of his own
warlike nature. Indeed, one can scarcely suppress a smile at the pic-

ture of the gallant member solemidy appealing to tlie peaceful folk of

Westminster to be let off to fight Don Carlos, on a two years' leave

of absence like a schoolboy begging for a holiday for some special

trip of pleasure.
In 1810 Evans joined the army under Wellington in the Peninsula,

and accompanied the British forces on their retreat from the unsuc-

cessful siege of Burgos, and from that period took part in all the prin-

cipal battles during the war. When Wellington was about to enter

France, De Lacy Evans was sent forward by Sir George Murray to

survey the passes of the Pyrenees. This work he performed with such

ability that he obtained staff employment. Soon after the advance into

France he was present at tlie battle of Toulouse, when he had a horse

shot under him, as he had had ])reviously at theinvestment^of Bayonne.
In January, May, and June 1815 he was successively promoted to tiie

rank of captain, major, and lieutenant-colonel, expressly for distin-

guished services against the enemy. Previous to these promotions,

he had been transferred in 1814 from the army of Wellington to

another field of action, being ordered on active service to North

America, to take part in the war against tlie United States. It was

De Lacy Evans who, on the attack on Washington, forced the House of

Congress at the head of only 100 light infantry. He also took part in

the attack on Baltimore ; and in the battle of Bladenburg, where he

signally distinguished himself, he had two horses sliot under him.

From a contemporary writer we learn " that he was the only volunteer

from the army that accompanied the boat's crew of the English fleet,

which boarded and captured the strongly-armed American sloop-of-

war posted for the defence of Lake Borgne before New Orleans."

He was severely wounded in December 1814, and again in January
1815 in the disastrous assault on New Orleans. On the latter occa-

sion the two English generals, Pakenham and Gibbs, were killed, and

the British army defeated by the Americans under the celebrated

Andrew Jackson, afterwards President of the United States.



Recalled to European service, lie arrived in the spring of 1815, in

time to join the army in Flanders under the Duke of Wellington, and

was eno-ao-ed in the battle of Quatre Bras, and two days subsequently

in the final battle of Waterloo, where, as usual, he proved himself the

bravest of the brave, and had two horses shot under him. He advanced

with the army to Paris, and remained on the staff of the Duke of

Wellino'ton during the occupation, after which he returned to Eng-
land with the British contingent, and lived for several years in honour-

able retirement. He now began to devote his active and energetic

mind to politics. During the agitation consequent on the Reform

Bill, Colonel Evans was returned on Radical principles for the borougli

of Rye, wliich he represented in one short Parliament. In December

1832 he lost his seat for Rye, and was shortly afterwards unsuccess-

ful in his efforts to be returned for the more important constituency of

Westminster. In May 1833, however, he was returned for the latter

constituency, when Sir John Cam Hobhouse (afterwards Lord Brough-

ton) sought re-election at its hands, having resigned for the purpose
of allowing his constituents to vote on his conduct in reference to

the house and window taxes. While Colonel Evans represented

Westminster, he seems to have given satisfaction to his constitu-

ents ; more perhaps from his popularity as a model of British heroism,

than from any reputation he could have acquired as a politician or

a statesman. But occupation more congenial to his tastes was

before him. In 1835, as already mentioned, the Queen Regent of

Spain obtained leave from the British Government to raise an auxiliary

force in tliis country, in order to support her cause, and that of her

daughter Isabella, against her absolutist rival Don Carlos. A force of

10,000 men was raised accordingly, and the command of the "British

Legion" was accepted by Colonel Evans. But he had no sooner

accepted the command, than he found that he had " to contend not

only with the influence of a powerful party in England, who sym-

pathised with the cause of absolute government all over the world, but

with that of the Court, the military authorities, and even the king
himself in obedience to whose ends the enterprise was untertaken."

There could be no doubt that the cause of Don Carlos was the

national and popular one, and would have prevailed, were it not for

foreign intervention. Under these circurastances, the policy of raising

a British Legion at all was most severely criticised at the time both in

and out of Parliament, and Lord Palmerston, then Secretary for

Foreign Affairs, and in consequence of whose concessions the remission

of the rule as to foreign enlistment was sanctioned by the Privy Coun-

cil, came in for a large share of the odium of an enterprise which

should never have been undertaken. Colonel Evans, too, as the cap-
tain of the unpopular expedition, and perhaps in no small degree as

the Radical member for Westminster, was in his absence made the

subject of the most bitter invective and vituperation. All the calami-

ties which befell that ill-organised and ill-treated " British Legion
"

were attributed to his incapacity, and all their successes were attri-

buted to accident. But Colonel Evans, on returning home in 1837, so

tlioroughly vindicated his conduct from all accusations, that shortly

afterwards he was nominated a Kniglit Commander of the Bath, in



recognition of his services in Spain. From the Spanish Government
he received the Grand Cross of SS. Ferdinand and Charles.*

In 1835, as we have seen, he was member for Westminster, and

again in 1837; but at the general election in 1841 he lost his seat,

being defeated by Captain, now Admiral llous. At the next dissolu-

tion, however, he regained his place, and continued to represent that

constituency down to 1805, when he retired from political life. In
18+6 Sir De Lacy attained the rank of major-general; and on the

breaking out of the Russian War in 1854, he was appointed to the

command of the second division of the Eastern army, wuth the rank of

lieutenant-general. At the battle of the Alma, his was one of the leading
divisions, and was led by him across the river in the most dashing and

intrepid style, under a murderous fire of grape, round shot, cannister,

case shot, and musketry. Uis troops suffered terribly on that memor-
able occasion, and Evans received a severe contused wound in tho

right shoulder. He again showed his worth as a man and a general on
the 26th of October, during the siege of Sebastopol, when his division

was attacked by a large force of Russians, which moved out of the

town for that purpose, amounting to 6000 men. The enemy advanced
with masses of infantry supported by artillery, and covered by largo
bodies of skirmishers. Such, however, was tho warmth of their recep-

tion, that, in less than half-an-hour, the Russian artillery were com-

pelled to retire. The Russian columns, exposed to the fire of the

English advanced infantry, were soon thrown into confusion. The

English then literally chased them over the ridges, and down to-

wards the head of the Bay of Sebastopol. The English loss was 80
killed and wounded; 80 was also the number of Russian prisoners
taken ; but the total loss of the enemy was about 800, Lord Raglan,
in reporting on the battle, declared that he could not too highly praise
the gallant manner in which Evans met the attack, and that nothing
could have been managed with more consummate skill and courage.f

But the close of his glorious career was now at hand. On the

morning of the 5th of November 1854 commenced the ever-memorable

battle of Inkermann. Evans, worn out by illness and fatigue, had gone
on board a vessel, lying in the harbour of Balaklava, leaving General

Pennefather in command of the division. On hearing, however, that

a desperate battle was raging before Sebastopol, the gallant veteran,

sick and exhausted as he was, insisted on leaving his bed, and pro-
ceeded at all hazards to the front, but not to take the command from

General Pennefather, or deprive that brave officer of the honours of

the day, but to help him with his advice in the momentous crisis of

that terrific fight. As might bo expected, his noble conduct on this

occasion was made the subject of special commendation in the de-

spatches of the commander-in-chief, and again in the despatch from

the Minister of War, which conveyed Her Majesty's thanks to the army
* For full particulars of the Spanish expedition, we refer the reader to

"Memoranda of the Contest in Spain," jmblished by Sir De Laey Evans in

1840, and dedicated to his constituents of Westminster; also to "A Concise

Account of the British Auxiliary Legion in Spain," published at
Scarborough

in

1837. Some of the most severe criticisms on Lord Palnierstou and Sir De Lacy
will be found in BlacJnoood's Magazine, vols, xl., xlii., xliii., xlvi., and xlix.

t See Russell's
" War in the Crimea."



of the East. In the follo\Ting February, immediately on his return to

Enghmd invalided, and the re-assembling of Parliament, Sir De Lacy
Evans received in person, in his place in the House, the thanks of the

House of Commons " for his distinguished services in the Crimea,"
the vote being conveyed to him in an admirable speeeh from the

speaker, who referred in the most complimentary terms to his illustrious

services. His reply on this occasion was modest and manly, and

thoroughly characteristic. While he acknowledged the high honour

done him by that august assembly in the most respectful terms, he did

not forget to remind his hearers of the very different feeling which

had been displayed in that House some eighteen years before, when,
after returning from duties like those which he had so lately per-

formed, he had been assailed with all the bitterness of party and per-
sonal rancour. He claimed for himself to have been as good a soldier

in 1837 as he was in 1855, and protested against the injustice of attack-

ing a man with slander and vituperation, merely because the enter-

prise with which he was intrusted did not happen to be agreeable to

the tastes and doctrines of his political opponents. In the same year
he was promoted to be a Knight Grand Cross of the Order of the

Bath, and created an honorary D.C.L. by the University of Oxford,
and in 1356 a grand officer of the Legion of Honour. He died at his

residence, Great Cumberland Street, London, on the 9th of January
1870, at the age of eighty-two. His death caused a general feeling of

regret in public and in private circles, as he had acquired not less esteem

and affrtctionate respect in his private relations than he had of public
admiration for his brilliant achievements.*

SIR HENRY MONTGOMERY LAWRENCE.

BORN 1806 DIED 1857.

Brigadier-General Sir Henry Montgomery Lawrence, K.C.B., was

born at Mattura, in Ceylon, 28lh June 1806. He was the eldest son

of the late Lieutenant- Colonel Alexander William Lawrence, of the

county of Londonderry, some time Governor of Upnor Castle, Kent,

an officer of great gallantry, and who distinguished himself at the capture
of Seringapatam. He received his early education at Foyle College,

Londonderry, and afterwards at the Military College, Addiscombe,

entering in 1821 the service of the East India Company, as a cadet in

the Bengal Artillery. Early in his career he attracted the favourable

notice of his superiors; and long before he had an opportunity of display-

ing his high qualities, he was recognised as one of the most efficient and

promising officers in the service. He served in the Cabul campaign of

1843 under Sir George Pollock, and was raised to the rank of major.

Hritish ludia (London, 1829). An account ot the campaign m Amonca will be

found in his work, entitled "Facts relating to the Capture of Washington"
(London, 1829)



Ill the same year lie became Briti^li lle-sideiit at Ne|iaiil. He afterwards

took a distinguished part in tlic Sutlej campaigns, and was promoted
for his services to the rank of lieutenant-colonel, and created a mili-

tary C.B. In 1846 he was api)ointed Resident at Lahore, and agent
for the Governor-General on the north-w^est frontier ; and for the able

discharge of the duties of this important post he was created a K.C.B.

in 1848. On the annexation of the Punjab in 1849, Sir Henry was

appointed the chief commissioner of that province his brother, Mr John

Lawrence, afterwards Lord Lawrence, and ]Mr Grenville Mansel being
the other members of the board of administration. These gentlemen
undertook separate branches of the administration. Sir Henry Lawrence

conducted all the political business with the Punjab chiefs, whilst Mr
John Lawrence superintended the revenue administration. From
the Punjab he was removed to the superintendence of the Ilajpoot

states, where his measures were equally successful, as in the Punjab,
in conciliating the chiefs, and ameliorating the moral and social condi-

tion of the people. In 1854 he attained the rank of colonel, and was

appointed an honorary aide-de-camp to the Queen. On the annexation

of Oude, Sir Henry was nominated the chief commissioner at Lucknow

an ofhce which virtually made him governor of the new province. On
the breaking out of the mutiny of 1857, all Oude was speedily in arms,

although he had taken every precaution that prudence and foresight

could suggest to prevent an outbreak. The mutiny at Lucknow broke

out on the 30th of May, and the conduct of Sir Henry under the ter-

rible circumstances is described as "
worthy of his character as a valiant

and skilful soldier, and a great ruler." For a long time he held his

mutinous regiments to their allegiance by the force of his character; and

when finally the torrents of disaffection swept away these also, he

retired into the Residency, which he had hastily fortified, witli a hand-

ful of brave Europeans, soldiers and civilians, and a crowd of helpless

women and children, and a few steadfast native soldiers, who held fast

to their affection for Lawrence, with the devotion of the early Sepoys
to Clive.*

The circumstances of the death of Sir Henry Lawrence are these:

He had taken up his quarters in a room of tlie Residency very mucli

exposed to the enemy's fire. On the 1st of July an 8-inch shell burst

in this room, between him and Mr Cowper, close to both, but without

injuring either. The whole of his staft' implored Sir Henry to take up
other quarters, as the Residency had become the special target for tlie

round shot and shell of the enemy. This, however, he jestingly

declined to do, observing tliat another shell would certainly never be

pitched into that small room. Unhappily the chances were adverse.

On the following day another shell burst in the same spot, mortally

wounding Sir Henry, Captain Wilson, deputy-assistant-adjutant-

general, receiving a contusion at tlie same time. Colonel Inglis, wlio

succeeded to the command at Lucknow, in his despatch, dated

September 1857, thus describes the last moments of this brave

* For an account of the resolnte defence of Lncknow, the daring exjiloits and

devoti'd sacrifice of the men, and of tlie patient eiuUu'ance and terrible sulferiiigs

of tli(> women and children, the reader is referred to Mr Giibbiu's account of the

mutiny in Oude.

IV. G Ir.



commander :

"
Knowing that his last hour was rapidly approaching, he

directed me to assume command of the troops, and appointed Major
Banks to succeed him in the officer of chief commissioner. He lingered in

great agony till the morning of the 11th of July, when he expired, and
the Government was thereby deprived, if I may venture to say so, of

the services of a distinguished statesman and a most gallant soldier.

Few men have ever possessed to the same extent tlie power whicli lie

enjoyed of winning the hearts of all those witli whom he came in con-

tact, and thus insuring the warmest and most zealous devotion for him-

self and the Government which he served. The successful defence of the

position has been, under Providence, solely attributable to the foresight
he evinced in the timely commencement of tlie necessary operations and

the great skill and untiring personal activity which he exhibited in

carrying them into effect. All ranks possessed such confidence in his

judgment and his fertility of resource, that the news of his fall was re-

ceived tliroughout the garrison with feelings of consternation, only
second to the grief which was inspired in the hearts of all by the loss

of a public benefactor and a warm personal friend. . . In him every

good and deserving soldier lost a friend, and a chief capable of discrimi-

nating and ever on the alert to reward merit, no matter how humble
the sphere in which it was exhibited."*

Another writer says :
" A nobler soldier, a more devoted public

servant, a more benevolent and large-hearted man, never died."

Of his wisdom and practical benevolence a lasting memorial survives

in the noble institution which bears his name " the Lawrence

Asylum'' which was established for the reception of the children of

European soldiers in India. The necessity and utility of this institu-

tion were soon so fully recognised by the Indian public, that on the death

of the estimable Lady Lawrence, the English in India, who knew her

high qualities, subscribed a very considerable sum in augmentation of

the funds of the Asylum, thinking that there could be no testimonial

more worthy of the deceased, or more respectful to the memory of her

husband. The Government, too, have accorded it a liberal support.
For many years Sir Henry devoted a portion of his leisure from official

labours to literary pursuits. His contributions to the Calcutta Revieio

in the years 1844-56 have been collected since his death, and were

published in London in 1859 as "
Essays, Military and Political." Two

of these essays are especially remarkable
; they were written in the

year preceding the mutiny, and prefigured with extraordinary foresight
the terrible calamity that was then impending.

In recognition of Sir Henry's services, his eldest son has been created

a baronet.

THE RIGHT HON. ABRAHAM BREWSTER, P.O., EX-LORD-CHANCELLOR
OF IRELAND.

BORN 1796.

The Riglit Hon. Abraham Brewster was born at Ballinamulta, in the

countv Wioklow, in the year 179G. He was the eldest son of tlie

*
See also Mr Gubbin's account of the mutiii}' of 1857-
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late Williani Bagenal Brewster, Esq. of Ballinamuha, by Miss Bates,

daughter' of Mr Bates of Killenure, county Wicklow. His grand-
father William was the second son of Samuel Brewster, Esq. of

Ballywilliam Roe, county Carlow, and was descended from a branch
ot the East Anglian family of Brewster. He received his early educa-
tion at Kilkenny College, graduated A.B. 1817 at Trinity College,
Dublin, and was called to the Irish bar in the year 1819. In 1835
he was promoted to the inner bar, where he enjoyed a most distinguished

practice as a leader until his elevation to the bench in 18G6. He was
law adviser for many years to successive Lord-Lieutenants of Ireland.

In 1846 he became Solicitor-General under Sir Robert Peel's Ministry,
but filled that post for a few months only, namely, from February to

June of that year. In the same year he was elected a Bencher of the

Honourable Society of King's Inns. On the formation of Lord
Aberdeen's Ministry in 1852, Mr Brewster was made Attorney-General
for Ireland, and held that office until March 1855. He was added
to the Privy Council on becoming Attorney-General. During Lord

Derby's second administration, in 1866, Mr Brewster was appointed
Lord-Justice of Appeal in the room of Mr Blackburne, who resigned
that office to accept the Great Seal for a second time. Early in 1867
Mr Blackburne, owing to his failing health, retired from the Cliancellor-

ship, and Mr Brewster was promoted to the office of Lord Chancellor,

which he vacated on the retirement of the Derby administration in

December 1868.

When Mr Brewster was promoted to the most exalted position open
to him in the law, there was no one who could dispute his title to the

highest honours which the country could confer upon him ; nor could

any one deny that if merit had been made the ground of preferment,
he should have been advanced to the foremost place many years before

he was. Nothing but the consciousness of this could have sustained

him during a long servitude to the arduous labours of professional life.

For a period of twenty years, from the time he was Solicitor-General in

1846 until he became Lord- Justice of Appeal in 1866, he was doomed
to plead before judges in the Courts of Law and Equity, whose claims

to judicial honours were in nearly every instance much inferior to his

own. But it is creditable to him that he always bowed with respect to

the offices, if not always to the men, and never evinced, in public at

least, any symptoms of jealousy or bitterness towards his more fortunate

legal brethren.

In Ireland there is not, as in England, the same division of legal
labour ; and a junior barrister in the former country must be ready to

plead in every court, whether of Law or P^quity, at tlie .'shortest notice.

The result of these multifarious demands upon Irish barristers is suffi-

ciently obvious in the fact, that few of them have time to attain that

high excellence in any one department which distinguishes their more

fortunate brethren on the other side of the water, as lawyers, authors,

and judges, and has been unfairly ascribed to the difference of race. If

to this state of things which is to a great extent the necessary conscr

quence of the dearth of business in Ireland, as compared with England-^
be added the pernicious system of making political agitation and

parliamentary services the passport to advancement, it seems more



reasonable to conclude that Irish lawyers could never have been as

successful as they have been, but for their superior natural quickness
and versatility of talent. With this latter difficulty, the distractions of

political and parliamentary life, Mr Brewster had not so much to con-

tend ; although, of course, as law adviser to the Castle, and as Solicitor

and Attorney-Greneral, and especially as a Privy Councillor, there were

considerable demands upon his time in relation to the political questions
of the day. With the former difficulty, arising from the distracting claims

of his profession, his extraordinary powers, physical as well as mental,
enabled him to contend more successfully than any man at the Irish

bar. He was equally at home in the Courts of Common Law, as he

was in those of Equity. But in self-defence he was for many years

obliged to refuse accepting a brief in tlie former courts, unless under a

special fee. His services, however, were so highly esteemed, that he has

appeared in all the important cases which have occupied those tribunals

up to the time of his elevation to the bench. As a cross-examiner he

was never surpassed. His natural shrewdness and powers of discrimin-

ation, developed by long training and close observation, gave him a

profound insight into human nature and the springs and motives of

human action, never possessed by any other advocate in a higher degree.
Hence his weight with judges and juries was immense. He never

attempted lofty -flights of eloquence ; but there was always a force in

liis words more impressive and more lasting tiian the most brilliant

feats of impassioned declamation. In the Courts of Equity, there was

no case, great or small, in which he was not engaged as counsel. His

knowledge of the law and practice of the Court of Chancery was so

perfect that he could never be taken by surprise. His influence with

the successive Chancellors who presided over the Equity Courts in his

days was naturally very great ; and when the balance of intellectual

power was to some extent disturbed by the withdrawal of Mr Christian

and Mr Fitzgerald, this influence may have unduly affected the judg-
ments of these courts. In using the word "

unduly," we do not mean
to attribute anything like an improper use of his great powers in dis-

charging his duty for the best interests of his clients ; but that there

was abroad the impression that his advocacy was at that particular time

more than ever worth securing is clear from the anxiety evinced in

every case by practitioners to retain his services, the moment a suit was

duly constituted and fairly in court. This impression, however, was of

very short duration, as the great abilities of Mr Lawson, Mr Sullivan,

and otlier eminent men, soon became so fully recognised, that there

was little ground for apprehension that the Equity judges should go
far astray in their decisions from not being fully advised as to the law

and facts on both sides of every case which came before them. In tlic

Court of Probate, too, from the time of the establishment of that most

important tribunal in 1857, until his retirement from professional life,

Mr Brewster figured conspicuously in every celebrated trial. As a

case-lawyer he held the highest reputation in England as well as

Ireland ; and his opinions have been frequently sustained against the

opinions of some of the most eminent lawyers of both countries. His

appointment to the high post of Lord-Justice of Appeal was as credit-

able to Lord Derby's Ministry as the appointment of Mr Blackburne to
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the same office on its institution in 1857 was creditable to Lord
Palaicrston's administration. Both were fairly made from a regard
to merit independently of party considerations. When Mr Brewster

was first named as the probable successor of Mr Blackburne as Lord-

Chancellor in 1867, there were some objections urged against his

appointment, on the ground that the Chancellorship was essentially a

political office as nmch as the Lord- Lieutenancy, and that his elaims on

the Conservative party were not as strong as those of others ; but those

objections were soon silenced, when Lord Derby announced his inten-

tion of regulating his choice on the broad basis of merit, apart from

political services. Of the manner in which Mr Brewster discharged the

duties of Lord-Justice of Appeal and of Lord- Chancellor, it would be

presumptuous to attempt any criticism. The rule of reticence and

reserve, which is generally observed in the case of living judges, may
not be strictly applicable in the case of an ex-Lord-Justice or an ex-

Lord-Chancellor. But as the right lion, gentleman may again be

called upon to fill the latter high office, it seems better taste to observe

than break the rule on the present occasion, so far as his Chancellor-

ship is concerned. We have, however, no hesitation in giving the

following extract from TJie Irish Law Times and Solicitor's Journal,

as showing the opinion entertained of Mr Brewster's qualifications in

legal circles, both in England and Ireland: " The recent legal

appointments consequent on the resignation of the Right Hon. Francis

Blackburne have been already very fully discussed both liere and in

England ; and it is gratifying to us to be able to congratulate the

public and the profession upon the satisfacti<jn with wliich the leading

journals, representing every shade and variety of political opinions, have,

with one voice, expressed themselves as to the selection made by the

Government. This singular unanimity of opinion is the best proof
that can be given that these appointments have not been bestowed as a

reward for mere political services, without regard to the merits or

peculiar suitability of the individuals upon whom they have been con-

ferred. The Right Hon. Abraham Brewster, as Lord- Chancellor of

Ireland, is unquestionably the right man in the right place. A writer

in an English Review, alluding to Irish legal appointments consequent
on the change of Government, speaks of our Irish establishments as

affording
' a safe and lucrative retreat for ex-politicians ;' but in

reference to Mr Brewster's elevation to the office of Lord-Justice of

Appeal, the same writer says,
'

Here, it must be confessed, was a rare

instance of promotion by merit ; of his appointment no complaint can

be made, except by those extreme politicians of a class, by no means

extinct in Ireland, who regard party services as alone, worthy of being
estimated.' We feel it would be simply a piece of impertinence to tlie

readers of this journal to expatiate on the subject of Mr Brewster's fit-

ness for the high and important duties which he is now at length called

upon to discharge. It must, however, be admitted, that some feeling of

disappointment was produced among many members of both branches

of the profession immediately upon Mr Brewster's entering upon his

duties as Lord-Justice of Appeal. But we feel confident that tliis

feeling, if it still exists, will be very soon effiiced, and that there will

be no ground to apprehend that the advantage to be derived l)y the
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public from ability of the highest order, vast experience, and profound

learning, shall be marred by anything resembling an exhibition of

impatience during the progress of a cause. Many great judges have at

first forgotten that ' 'Tis excellent to have a giant's strength ; but it is

tyrannous to use it like a giant,' and that great mental acuteness often

generates a ' liabit of interruption by frequent questions, and of inti-

mating a decided opinion during the progress of an argument.' It is.

to be remarked of Mr Brewster, when at the bar, that it was almost

impossible to take him by surprise. His great learning was always

ready at his command, and any interruption from the bench or bar

seemed only to give him additional strength. His very style was indi-

cative of liis great powers, and his arguments wore the appearance of

expositions of the law, drawn, for the time, from his great resources,

rather than of systematic preparation for the particular occasion.

Hence he never experienced any inconvenience from any sudden

derangement of a line of argument elaborately arranged." We will

only add, in reference to the feeling of disappointment above referred

to, that the condition of the Chancery bar at the time of his appointment
was well calculated to produce something like an exhibition of petulance
or impatience on the part of a man of Mr Brewster's calibre. Its

ranks had been so thinned by the promotion, or the absence on parlia-

mentary duties, of some of its most eminent members, that a considerable

share of the Equity business devolved on men who never could attain

the rank of even respectable mediocrities. Men of this class, no doubt,
felt it highly inconvenient to be " hauled up" occasionally, and were onlv

too slad to attribute their own discomfiture to the hastiness of the Lord-

Justice of Appeal. The platitudes of counsel become simply intolerable

in Appeal cases. The issues between the parties are reduced to

writing ; the cases have been previously argued, and decided upon, and
there is ample time for preparation; so that it is utterly absurd to expect
the same amount of indulgent forbearance from the bench to tlie bar

that is usually extended to counsel when arguing a case brouglit for

the first time before the consideration of a court.

In concluding this brief and imperfect sketcli of Mr Brewster, the

first on our list of living celebrities, we are forced to repeat the remark,
of wliich we have been recently reminded, that "

though dead men are

supposed to tell no tales, their memoirs are generally more amply pro-
vided for than tliose of the living." Most public men, it is to be

presumed, would rather wait for the benefit of the " nil de mortuis"

doctrine ;
and memoir writers are released from all feelings of reserve

and delicacy in descanting upon departed virtues, as well as from all

terrors of consequences, if they should happen to defame the " noble

dead." Envy, too, is supposed to be buried with them on true philoso-

phic principles :

' ' Urit enim fulgore suo, qui prregravat artes

Infra sepositas ;
extinctus amabitur idem."

Mr Brewster married in 1819 Miss Gray, daughter of Robert Gray,

Esq. of Upton, county Carlow.
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3AK0N MARTIN.

BORN 1801.

Sir Samuel Martin, one of the present Barons of the English Court
of Exchequer, is second son of the late Samuel Martin, Esq., of Cal-

inore, in the county of Londonderry, and of Arabella his wife. Born
on September 3, 1801, he received his education at Trinity College,

Dublin, where he obtained the degrees of A.B., 1821 ; A.M., Nov.
1832; and LL.D., Sept. 2, 1857.

He at first entered as a student in Gray's Inn in May 1821, but in

December 1826 he transferred himself to the Middle Temple, by which

society he was admitted to the bar on January 29, 1830, having in the

interim practised for two years as a special pleader. He joined the

Nortliern Circuit, where he speedily won a high reputation by the

ability he exliibited in the conduct of his cases. In thirteen years he

acquired such a leading position on Circuit and in London that he was

promoted to the rank of Queen's Counsel in 1843. At tiie general
election of 1847 he was elected on Liberal principles M.P. for Ponte-

fract. That borough he represented till 1850, when he was promoted
to the Bench of the Exchequer, receiving the usual honour of knight-

hood.
In 1838 the Baron married Frances, the eldest daughter of Sir Fre-

derick Pollock, afterwards the Lord Chief Baron of the Exchequer.
His reputation for high legal attainments and judicial excellence stands

deservedly high.

In alluding to Baron Martin, an eminent English writer * makes the

following remarks :

" The fairness with which judicial honours are

allotted, and the absence of all national prejudice in their distribution,

is exemplified in the fact that in each of the three courts there is a

judge who honestly prides himself in being a native of our sister isle.

Sir Samuel Martin, one of the present Barons of the Exchequer, is not

only of Irish extraction, but was also born and educated in Ireland, and

by his learning and acquirements encourages the expectation that manv
another representative of his country will be welcomed on the bencli."

The other judges referred to were Sir William Shee, Justice of the

Queen's Bench, and Sir James J. S. Willes, Justice of the Common
Pleas, both since dead. The writer might have also referred to Sir

Henry O. Keating, Justice of the Common Pleas, who is still alive. It

was not till some years after tlie above remarks were published, in 18G4,

tliat Lord Cairns became Lord-Justice of the Court of Appeal in

Chancery in 18G6, and in March 1868 Lord-Ciiancellor. He had lilled

the office of Solicitor-General in 1858-9, and Attorney-General in

1866.

* Mr Foss, F.S.A., of the Inner Temple, author of
" The Jiulges of England."
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THE HONOUKABLE SIR HENEY SINGER KEATING.

BOSN 1804.

Sir Henry Singer Keating, one of the present judges of the Com-
mon Pleas, was born in Dublin in 1804. He is the third son of the

late Lieut.-General Sir H. S. Keating, K.C.B., who highly distinguished
himself in the West Indies and other parts of the world, and of the

daughter of James Singer, Esq., of Annadale, in the county of Dublin.

He was educated at Trinity College, Dublin, where he graduated A.B.

1828, and A.M. 1832. He was called to the bar by the Inner Temple
in 1832, and in 1834 joined the Oxford Circuit, and soon obtaining a

first-rate practice, he became a leader after Serjeant Talfourd's elevation

to the bench in 1849. In the same year he obtained a silk gown, and

was elected a Bencher of the Inner Temple. He edited, jointly with

his distinguished fellow-countryman, Mr Willes (afterwards Mr Justice

Willes), the well-known legal work,
" Smith's Leading Cases," which

will ever remain a monument of their industry and legal attainments.

The first edition of that celebrated work appeared in 1841). It has

since gone through several editions. In 1852 he entered Parliament

as member for Beading, on Liberal principles. Supporting the Liberal

party in the House, he was appointed Solicitor-General in May 1857,

and knighted during the first ministry of Lord Palmerston, on whose

defeat in the following February he retired, but was replaced in June

1859 on the return of Lord Palmerston to power. Only half a year
had elapsed before he succeeded Mr Justice Crowder as Judge of the

Common Pleas, in which Court he has sat from December 14, 1859,

till the present time. Amongst the measures of legal reform with which

his name is associated, the one best known to the general public, if not

the most useful, was the Bills of Exchange Act, 18 & 19 Vict. c. G7,

enabling the holders of bills and notes, not more than six months over-

due, to get judgment summarily when there were no legal grounds of

defence.

He married in 1843 a daughter of Major-General Evans of the Ar-

tillery.

THE RIGHT HONOURABLE JOSEPH NAPIER, BART, LL.D.

BOEN 1804.

The Right Hon. Joseph Napier, a younger son of William Napier,

Esq., a descendant of the Merchiston branch of the Napier family.

by the daughter of Samuel M'Naghten, Esq., was born in Belfast

on the 26th of December 1804. At an early age he was placed under

the private tuition of the great dramatist James Sheridan Knowles,
who afterwards was master of the department for teaching the English

language in the Belfast Academical Institution, in which young Napier
became a pupil, and continued for several years under the care of
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tliat accom|)li:,lied preceptor. To tlio training whicli he thus under-

went, during tliis iinportant portion of his educational career, may 1)6

justly ascribed thj^t purity of taste and true appreciation of our noble

English literature for which all through his aftcrdife he has been so pre-

eminently distinguished. He ne.xt studied classics under Dr O'lieirne,
afterwards master of the Royal School of Enniskillen, and subsequently
under the Rev. William Neilson, by whom he was prepared for

Trinity College. He also enjoyed the advantage of studying mathe-
matics under the special care of the late Dr Thomson of Belfast,

the father of the celebrated professor in the Universitv of Cambridere.
In November 1820 he entered Trinity College, Dublin, uiuler Dr
Singer, late Bishop of Meath. During his undergraduate course,
while he attained a high reputation for classical scholarship, he was
more especially distinguished as a mathematician. Before the termina-

tion of his first year, lie published a demonstration of the Binomial

Theorem, which brought him under the early and favourable notice

of his fellow-students and some of the leadinsr fellows of the CoUese.

Among the latter was the well-known Mr Charles Boyton, whose
influence was destined to have such a marked effect on the political
views of the young student. In |82o he graduated as Bachelor of

Arts, and his first intention was to read for a fellowship a distinc-

tion to which he was fully justified in aspiring by the success of his

undergraduate career. After prosecuting his studies for this purpose
for some time until after he became a resident master, he was induced

to abandon his original intentions, and apply himself to study for the

bar. During the intervals of repose from severer labours, he culti-

vated his taste for polite literature, and was an occasional contributor

to some of the principal periodicals of the day. While residing
within the college, he formed an intimate acquaintance with the late

Dr William Cooke Taylor, Lord Chief-Justice Whiteside, and other

assqciates, with the aid of whom Napier energetically set to work in the

endeavour to revive the College Historical Society, and their joint
efforts succeeded so far as establishing an Oratorical Society without

the walls of the college. Looking now at the long roll of illustrious

names which have since that time been honourably associated with

the revived College Historical Society and have shed a bright lustre

on their country and its university, we believe there is not one of

the many brilliant triumphs of their lives to which those two great

living Irishmen can now look back with more justiliuble feelings of

pride.
In 1828, while yet a student of law, Mr Napier made his first essay

in the arena of politics. In this year the Brunswick Constitutional

Club was formed, of which Mr Boyton was one of the leading mendjcrs.

The establishment of local clubs throughout the country soon followed ;

and on the 28th of October, a meeting of the graduates of the uni-

versity was held at Morrison's Great Rooms, for the purpose of

forming a College Club. On this occasion, Mr Nai)ier, in a speech of

great promise, reviewed the early constitution of Eni,dand and the

Protestant institutions of the country, from the period of the Reforma-

tion, and contended with great force and eloquence that the safety

and welfare of the kingdom depended on maintaining in its integrity
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the constitution as then established. In adopting and warmly urging
these views, he was only following the leaders of the great body of

the Irish nobility and gentry. It was not, therefore, to be expectetl
that the young orator, in liis first essay on the platform, should have
been more temperate in his tone than the majority of his associates

of double his age and experience. The inspirations of Mr Boyton
a politician not of the mildest type working on a youthful mind,

naturally energetic and impulsive, the violent agitations of party
strife, and the traditions of a long-established ascendancy, should

be all taken into accoiuit in passing judgment on his first appearance
in the great struggle of that eventful period. We believe, however,
tliat the part which Mr Napier then took in opposition to the Catholic

Emancipation will never be forgiven or forgotten by many of his

countrymen. That he has since that exciting period considerably
toned down in his political views, whether from choice or necessity,
there can be no reason to doubt ; but the hostility which he tiien excited

has not altogether subsided, and, like many otlier great jHiblie men, he

has been often most unfairly assailed, and his motives and cliaracter have
been grossly misrepresented and traduced. Shortly previous to this

time, Mr Napier, as before stated, had abandoned his intention of

reading for a fellowship, and turned his attention to the bar. lie

went to London with tliis object, and commenced his legal studies

under Mr Amos, the professor of Common Law at the London University,
and the author of many learned books, and the successor of Macau-

lay in India. He afterwards became a pupil of the late Sir John

Patteson, the most eminent special pleader and rising lawyer of

the dav, and haviiijr gained an accurate' knowledge of the then abstruse

science of pleading, he commenced to practise in London as a special

pleader, soon after the elevation of Mr Patteson to the King's
Bench in 1830. Yielding to the urgent solicitations of his friends at

home, he returned to Ireland in 1831, and was called to the bar in

the Easter Term of that year. The following year he joined tlie

North-East Circuit, and speedily got into good practice, establishing
for himself the reputation of a sound lawyer and an accurate pleader.
In those days when venues were local, and not transitory as at the

present time, a much larger amount of business was done on the

several circuits, and a good connection once gained on circuit was
sure to bring a large business in Dublin. Accordingly we find Mr
Napier soon taking a foremost place among the rising juniors of

the metropolis. A good deal of his success no doubt was due to

the training he received under Mr Patteson in the technical niceties

of special pleading. His attachment, however, to " the mysterious art,"

of which he was such an accomplished master, was not so blind as

to prevent him, in after years, from cooperating with Mr White-
side in sweeping away the whole system, and introducing in its

stead a more simple mode of procedure in the superior Courts of

Common Law in Ireland. But long before this period we find

him in the character of a reformer, earnestly engaged in introducing
an improved system of legal education in Ireland. In 1841 Mr Napier,
with some other members of the bar, originated the Law Institute, and
so laid the foundation of that more enlightened provision for legal



education whicli has since been made, and of wliioh the trood fruits are

now so apparent. At the period wo speak of, when Mr Napier aiKl

his friends took up the subject, all that was required for admission t()

the bar was the production of certificates of having kept a certain number
of terms in England and Ireland. Those terms were kept by eating
five dinners at least out of seven paid for, in each term students of

the universities were, by a special grace, allowed to keep tlieir term^
on eating three a privilege for which they never appeared to have

been sufficiently grateful, as they generally took the full vulue of their

money by eating seven dinners in each term, unless, indeed, prevented
by illness or other unavoidable causes. There were no lectures, no

examinations, no test of qualification before admission to the bar. But
this state of tilings no longer exists, and to the exertions of Mr Napier
and his associates in founding the Law Institute in 1841 may justly be

ascribed the institution of the present admirable system of legal educa-

tion in Ireland.

The dinner-eating probation, it is true, still survives, and, so far a-i

Ireland is concerned, there appears to be no great hardship in retaining
it ; but it is not easy to perceive the advantages whicii candidates for

the Irish bar derive from the mere luxury of feasting periodically in

the dining halls of the Temple or the otlier English Inns of Court,
"
pursuant to the provisions of the statute in sucli cases made and pro-

vided." Some attempts, no doubt, have been made to redress this

truly Irish grievance. The most recent, we believe, vyas made in 1872,
when Sir Coleman O'Loglilen introduced a bill to remove tliis apparent

injustice. But the Hon. Society of the Benchers qf the King's Inns

immediately convened a special meeting to consider what action they
should take upon the matter. Of the secret deliberations of that

august conclave we can give no account, save that they decided on

calling on Sir Coleman to withdraw his bill, and the bill was accords

ingly withdrawn. Whether Sir Joseph Napier was present during the

discussion of that momentous question we are also unable to say,

though we confess we should like to know his opinions on the subject.
There seems to be only one argument in favour of leaving things as they

are, namely, that by the proposed change, the Irish students would

be deprived of the privilege of competing for certain studentships
at present open to them while members of tiie English Inns of Court.

This, no doubt, appears at first sight a most important consideration,

but there are so many causes to discourage Irish students from entering
the lists with English competitors, that the privilege has been seldom

taken advantage of. It is only just, however, to state that in nearly every

instance in which Irish students did compete, their efforts were rewarded
with success. Wiien speaking of the Law Institute of 1841, we omitted

to state that Mr Napier, Mr Whiteside, and others who took an

active part in its educational objects, delivered gratuitously a series of

lectures on several branches of the law, which were highly popular and

instructive, and mainly contributed to the success of the movement
from which such important benefits have since accrued to the bar and

the public at large.

In 1843 Mr Napier wa.^ first brought into notice in England by his

arguments at the bar of the House of Lords in the case of " The Queen
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V. Gray." In that case, wliich was tried before Mr Justice Perrin at

the spring assizes of that year at Monaghan, tlie prisoner, Samuel Gray,
was indicted for firing a pistol at one James Cunningham, with intent

to kill him, or do him grievous bodily harm. The offence was declared,

by the 1st Victoria, cap. 85, to be a felony, and punishable with trans-

portation for life, or for any term not less than fifteen years, or

imprisonment for any term not exceeding three years. When the jury

panel was called over, Mr Na]ier and Mr Whiteside, who were assigned

by the judge to defend Gray, challenged one of the jurors peremptorily,
and the Crown demurred to tlie challenge, relying on the law being,
as had been more than once decided by the Irish judges, that in cases

of capital felony alone such a right existed. The challenge was dis-

allowed, and the trial proceeded and terminated in a conviction. The

question so raised at the trial was put on the record, and subsequently

argued by Mr Napier and Mr Whiteside before the Queen's Bench.

The Court ruled in favour of the Crown, Mr Justice Perrin alone

dissenting. The prisoner's counsel advised an appeal to the House
of Lords, and after an elaborate argument, in which the law staff of

both countries were engaged in upliolding the decision in favour

of the Crown, Mr Napier, single handed, succeeded in reversing
the decision of the Court below. The argument of Mr Napier
was spoken of in tlie most favourable terms by high judicial persons and

legal authorities in London.
About the same time, tlie case of "The Queen v. O'Connell and others"

was brought on a writ of error before the House of Lords, Mr Napier

appearing as one of the counsel for the Crown. It appears that, at the

first, retainers from the Crown and the traversers were sent to his house

in Dublin on the same day, and forwarded by the same mail to him at

Belfast, wliere he then was ; but while the retainer for the Crown
arrived in due course of post, that of the traversers, which was made

up in a parcel, did not reaeli Mr Napier for many hours later, and

after Mr Napier had accepted the retainer for tlie Crown, and posted
his acceptance in a letter to the Crown Solicitor. A discussion thereupoii
arose between tlie respective agents of both parties, and ultimately the

matter was referred to Mr Holmes, the head of the bar, who decided

that Mr Napier was for the time the property of the Crown.

On his return to Ireland, after the decision of these two celebrated

cases, he received a silk gown from Sir Edward Sugden, then Lord
Chancellor of Ireland, and at once took a place amongst the leading Com-
mon Law practitioners. In the following year (1844) lie again appeared
before tlie House of Lords, in the great case of "

Dungannon v. Smith,"
and completely established his fame by liis masterly argument, which

called forth the highest eulogiums from the Lord Ciiancellor (Lord Lynd-

hurst), Loi'd Brougham, and Lord Campbell; among the judges in at-

tendance on tlie House, ]\Ir Baron Parke (afterwards Lord Wensleydale)
and Mr Justice Patteson adopted the argument of Mr Napier. The
decision of the House was adverse to his noble client, but Mr Napier
had tlie satisfaction of receiving the highest acknowledgment from

Lord Dungannon, as well as from those who were among the best

qualified to give an opinion on the subject. In a letter from Lord

Dungannon, that nobleman writes :

" Mr T. told mo that Baron



Parke had stated to him on tlie circuit, that tlie argument was one of

the most able and masterly he had ever listened to ; and sucli, he

added, was the opinion of Lord Lyndhurst." Another eminent person
observed on the same subject,

" I (.-ertainly never read a more able and

intellectual appeal, showing great talent and acuteness, with a |)erfect

knowledge of his subject ; and his arguments are powerfully backed by
cases which must have occupied immense labour and industry to have

collected together ; moreover, Ids language is really classically beau-

tiful." lie also received the most flattering tribute from Mr Ilolmes,

the leader of his own circuit, and the father of the bar.

Mr Napier's professional eminence was so fully established in

England that he was frequently engaged in Irish appeals to the House
of Lords, and he always commanded the marked attention of that high
tribunal.

Mr Napier now began to turn his attention to the House of Com-

mons, and after the dissolution of Parliament in 1847, he contested

the representation of the University with Mr Shaw. Tliough on that

occasion unsuccessful, lie was in the following year, upon the resigna-

tion of Mr Shaw, returned without opposition.

Early in March 1848 Mr Napier took his seat in the House of

Commons. On the i4th he spoke briefly on the debate upon the

punishment by death, and in a few days afterwards upon the proposi-

tion for extending the income tax to Ireland, a measure which he

strenuously opposed. But his first speech of any importance was on

Mr Sharman-Crawford's "
Outgoing Tenants' Bill." His next great

speech was on the debate on the relief of the distress in Ireland, which

took place early in the ensuing year. After reviewing the condition

of Ireland from the time of the Union, in a most exhaustive and telling

speech, he continued :
"
Upon the passing of the Emancipation Act^

wliat remained for the Government and Parliament to do, but to take

the social evils of that unhappy country into their serious consideration,

and to apply a remedy for the correction of them ? They were now-

paying the penalty of their long-neglected duty. Instead of taking

the course which was so clearly pointed out to them, they made Ireland

the battle-field of party. A systeni of policy was pursued, fomenting
discord and division

;
it curdled the charity of human hearts, wasted

the energies, and augmented the social miseries of the people. Let

tliem, however, now learn wisdom from tlie experience of the past.

He admitted there was nothing more unwise towards Ireland than to

hold out to her the prospect of removing all her evils by legislation,

evils which no legislation of itself could remedy. He often remarked

that this induced a class of people to look forward to the most romantic

benefits from legislation. In the face of all the evils that atHicted

Ireland, there was not one measure of a statesman-like character pro-

posed to save the country. He had certainly supported with all

ins heart the Government in the measures tliey had brought forward

to secure that peace and repose. Let them have some measures for pro-

moting the cmjiloymeiit of the people. Society in Ireland some

portion of it at least must be reconstructed ; and lie firmly hclieved

that there never was a nobler opportunity for doing so, and placing it

upon a permanent and peaceful footing, than the present."
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It would be impossible, within the narrow limits allowed us in these

pages, to notice, even in the most cursory manner, the many very able

and admirable speeches which he delivered during his brilliant Parlia-

mentary career. His industry and resources were perfectly marvellous.

In every important debate he took a prominent part, and in everv

instance he appeared to be thorougldy master of liis subject, and never

failed to command the marked attention of tlie House. Out of such a

muhitude it is very difficult to make a selection ; we venture, however,
to give a few further specimens of his great debating powers. In the

debate on the Habeas Corpus Suspension Act, Mr Roche, one of the

members for Cork, asserted of the Protestant Establishment, that
" that gross and intolerable monopoly stood at the head and front of

Ireland's grievances." Mr Napier, though he had not intended to have

spoken on tlie matter before the House, thus replied,
"
But, after the

cliallenge made that night with regard to tlie Irisli Established Church

by the hon. member for Cork, he felt called upon, as one of the

representatives of that Church, to rise and meet the challenge with as

much boldness and firmness as it had been given. He never wished to

be ostentatious of his religion, but he trusted he should never be tlie

man to be ashamed of it. He was ready to meet the challenge against
the Church upon every ground upon the ground of its antiquity; the

truth of its doctrine, as being conformable with Scripture ; the correct-

ness of its discipline ; the unbroken succession of its spiritual leaders

from the earlier ages down to the present times ; all its long catalogue
of bishops, many eminent for their piety and their learning, could

trace their descent from the days of St Patrick. Mr Napier upheld
the creed of that Church, on which his humble but immortal hope

depended. He admitted that others differed from him ; but let

them show him one point of toleration upon wliicli their liberty
was pressed, and he would help to remove their ground of

complaint. Nine-tenths of the property of Ireland belonged to

Protestants, and support of the Church was a tax on property;
no personal tax was exacted in Ireland from any man to pay foi'

a religion of which he did not approve, save and except, indeed,
so far as funds were regularly taken from tlie national exchequer to

keep up Maynooth, and for other similar matters. Tliere was a charge
on the property, and those who took that property surely ought not to

refuse to pay tlieir creditor what they had engaged to pay him, merely
because he differed in religion. But he would go from tlie south to

the north of Ireland, and trace in all its territorial extension the benefits

and advantages of Protestantism, which contained the germs of every-

thing that could make a people prosper for time and for eternity."
Tlie important question of the rate-in-aid came before the House in

March 1849. It involved a principle of great importance to many
parts of Ireland namely, the justice of making the solvent unions bear

rlie defalcations of those tliat were insolvent. Against this proposition
Mr Napier contended in a speech of great research and remarkable

ability. He insisted that neither the law of Elizabeth nor that of 1838

recognised the principle of responsibility beyond the limits of tlie parti-
cular union, much less could the Poor-Law Extension Act be con-

sidered to do so. He urged two main objections to the applicability of
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the measure, first, that it was uiijust ; and, secondly, tliat it was un-

wise. "Was it wise," he asked, '"or generous for this great cuuntry,
whose resources and power enabled it to throw down the gauntlet to

the rest of the world in defiance, to fasten upon a few parties in Ireland

the burden of this race, wiio had already been almost exclusively taxed

under the Poor-Law for the support of the destitute in their island,

which was an integral part of the British Empire ? The calamity under
which Ireland was suffering was providential, and the charge consequent
upon relieviny her from it outiht to be borne bv the kint'doiu irenerallv.

Upon a matter of this description and magnitude, they ought
to take a large and comprehensive, as well as wise and generous view

of the policy to be pursued. There were three things Ireland wanted
in order to promote her welfare. The first was repose, a cessation of

political differences and angry feelings and disputes ; secondly, capital ;

thirdly, the exertion of private individuals for the purpose of agricul-

tural improvement. Any policy that would insure even one of those

three things ought, in his opinion, to meet with favour on the part of

the House ; and any course of action which was likely to have a con-

trary effect ought to be discouraged. Now, let him for a moment test

these three subjects by the feeling of the people of Ireland, and a

large proportion of them were perfectly capable uf forming a judgment

upon them. The House must be already aware that the majority of

the Irish people had expressed opinions unfavourable to the measure,

and that in some instances threats had been held out with respect to

obedience to the law. His own hope was, that if the bill should pass,

its provisions would be quietly obeyed ; but, at the same time, he was of

opinion that obedience might be purchased at a very dear price. Prom
the opinion which was known to prevail upon the subject of the measure,

he thought that it would tend to weaken the affections of the loyal

portion of the people of Ireland towards England, and that it would

engender feelings of animosity towards British legislation

With regard to the question of capital, if it was considered advisable to

make advances of the public money, could they not be made under

ordinary circumstances, and not by diminishing the shattered remnant

of the capital wliich remained in tlie country ? The constant .system of

taxing property in Ireland it was that deterred men who had capital

from employing it, and thus private enterprise was paralysed
With regard to the financial argument in respect of Ireland, if it were

the real sound feeling of England ^not that unhealthy feeling whicii

induced a desire to shift a burden from their own to other shoulders

if the sound feeling of this country were that Ireland ought to bear

any additional taxation, he would not put forward a mere financial

argument against such a feeling, because he was very anxious that there

should be good feeling on both sides ; ill-feeling on either or both

sides could only be injurious to both countries; therefore, he thought it

both unwise and ungenerous to press such a measure. There ought, in

conmion justice, either to be local rating and local taxation, or, tliat

failing, then the appeal for aid ought to be made to the iiiiperi:d

treasury."
Sir Robert Peel followed Mr Napier, anil spoke in terms of high

eulogy of his speech an eulogy all tiie more valuable, as the riglit
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honourable baronet was always chary of his commendation. Mr Napier
was contjjratulated on every side ; and as he passed through the lobby
of the House, shortly afterwards, he met Sir James Graham, who said,
" I congratulate you on your most able and eloquent speech it was

\vorthy of the best days of old Ireland, the days of Pluuket eloquence."^
]Mr Napier opposed the measure introduced by Lord Jolin Russell in

1849 for the admission of Jews into the Legislature. He also spoke
in the debate on the ministerial measure for legislation of marriage with

a deceased wife's sister, and gave it his most strenuou.s opposition.
The next important measure which he most ably opposed was the bill

introduced by Lord John Russell in May 1850 for the abolition of the

Lord-Lieutenancy of Ireland. He also vigorously resisted Mr Hey-
wood's motion for a commission to inquire into tiie state of Oxford,

Cambridge, and Dublin Universities. On the sudden and melancholy
death of Sir Robert Peel in 1850, Mr Napier paid an eloquent tribute

of respect to the lamented baronet.

At the opening, of the year 1851, the Papal aggression ferment was

at its height. Lord John Russell, on the 7th of February, moved for

leave to bring in a bill (the Ecclesiastical Titles Bill) for counteracting
the aggressive encroachments of the Church of Rome. Mr Napier,
with other eminent men, supported that measure, and his speech on

that debate showed great research and ability.

Upon the sudden resignation of Lord John Russell in the month of

March 1852, and the accession of Lord Derby, Mr Napier was appointed

Attorney-General for Ireland a post which he held till the defeat of

the Derby Ministry in December of the same year. One of the most

pressing questions at this time was the settlement of the relations be-

tween landlord and tenant in Ireland. Mr Napier at once addressed

himself to this most difficult and critical question. He accordingly in-

troduced for this purpose four land bills : 1st, a Land Improvement
Bill; 2nd, a Leasing Power Bill; 3rd, a Tenant's Improvement Compen-
sation Bill ; and, 4th, a Landlord and Tenant Law Amendment Bill. It

would be useless now to comment on tiieir scope and merits. On so deli-

cate and vexed a question, it was a bold attempt on Mr Napier's part to

endeavour to grapple with the difficulty. And whatever opinions may
have been expressed in approval or dissent, it is only just to give Mr
Napier credit for the manly and honest manner in wliich he laboured to

make a satisfactory adjustment of the relations between the owners and

occupiers of land in Ireland. The bills were referred to a committee,
and it is now needless to discuss their merits and demerits. The recent

Landlord and Tenant (Ireland) Act has attempted to remove the griev-

ances, real or imaginary, of the Irish occupiers, and although it has been

in operation now for some time, the opinions as to its success or failure

are so various and conflicting that it is not easy to form a correct esti-

mate on the subjeet.

When Lord Derby resigned the seals of office at the close of 1852,

Mr Napier was remitted to non-official life. We find him next in his

place in Parliament, taking part in all the important discussions of

the dav. Among the principal measures brought forward by the

' Dublin University Mkgaiitics fo'r 1853, p. 312.
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Government were the " Canadian Reserves Bill," and the " Conventual

Establishment Bill." The former measure he opposed vigorously, hut

ineffectually ; of the latter he disapproved only on tlie grounds of the

inadequacy of its provisions. In the Formoy Peerage Case (1856) he was

selected l>v the Committee of Privileges in the House of Lords as their

Counsel, the Attorney-General having declined to appear, in his cha-

racter of ex-officio adviser to the Committee of Privileges, as officially he

had approved of tlie Patent of Peerage. At the general election of

1857, Mr Napier was again returned for Dublin University, with his

old colleacrue, Mr Geors-e Alexander Hamilton Mr Lawsoii, afterwards

a Justice of the Common Pleas, having unsuccessfully opposed him.

On the sudden breaking-up of Lord Palmerston's Ministry in Marcli

1858, Lord Derby returned to power, and Mr Napier was raised to the

highest office in his profession, being appointed Lord Chancellor of

Ireland. It appears that the arrangement first completed by the

Government was to the effect that Mr Blackburne should be Lord

Chancellor, and Mr Napier should take his place as Lord Justice of

Appeal. Mr Blackburne, however, declined to do on that occasion

what he consented to do in Lord Derby's third administration, and Mr

Napier, it is said, much against his wishes, accepted the seals, which he

held until the resignation of the Derby Ministry in 1859. Gn the first

day of Easter Term (15th April 1858) Mr Napier took his seat as Lord

Chancellor of Ireland. On the manner in which he discharged the

duties of his high office we do not intend to make any comment, fur-

ther than to say that, though short his tenure of it, he acquitted himself

in every respect in a manner worthy of his antecedent career. To at-

tempt any minute criticism of the numerous decisions whicii he pro-

nounced in that period would be impertinent, if not absurd. They
are all to be found collected in a volume entitled "

Drury's Cases in

Chancery" temj). Napier. Legal critics must judge for themselves ;
we

believe they exhibit evidence of extraordinary industry, research, and

learning. Tiiere were only two appeals from his decisions of tiiese

one was affirmed and one reversed.

In the year 1858, Mr Napier (then Lord Chancellor) was elected

President of the department of Jurisprudence of the Social Science

Association, and was to have delivered the opening address in that sec-

tion at the meeting held at Liverpool in the October of that year. He

was, however, unable to attend the Royal Warrant to sanction his ab-

sence from Ireland not having arrived in sutticient time, and his

address was read by Lord John Russell, who expressed his regret for

the Chancellor's absence, and the loss which "
they would all feel dur-

ing the week of so able a man."

In 1861, Mr Napier was again selected to preside over the same de-

partment at the Social Science meeting held in that year in Dul>lin.

His addresses on both of these occasions evince great learning and re-

research, and fully sustain Mr Napier's reputation as an able and

zealous law reformer.^

^ These addresses will be found in the volumes of tlie proceedings of tlie Asso-

ciation for those yccars. The addresses delivered at the Liverpool nieetin,!; are

jiublished in a cheap pamphlet form by Partridge & Co., Paternoster Row,
London.

IV. II Ii*.
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We can only refer by name to a few of the other numerous literary

performances of Mr Napier. Lectures :
" the increase of Knowledtre"

(18.31) : "Kichard Baxter and his Times" (1855) ; "Edmund Burke"

(1862) ;

" W. Bedell
"
(1863) ;

"
Opening Address at the beginning of

the 2nd session of the afternoon lectures on Literature and Art "

(1863) ;

" Old Letters
"

(afternoon lectures 1863) ; introduction to
" Seven Answers to the Seven Essays and Reviews," by the Bev. John
Nash Grifiin ; the "Facts and Fallacies of the Sabbath Question"

(1856); '-Things Old and New" (a lecture before the Church of Eng-
land Young Men's Society, 1856) ; a pamphlet entitled ' The Education

Question" (1860) ;

" Addresses on the Church in relation to the State

in Ireland" (186G) ; "Answer to the Speech of the Dean of St Paul's

against subscription to the Articles of Religion
"
(1865) ;

"
England or

Rome, which shall govern Ireland, a reply to the letter of Lord Mont-

eagle
"
(1851) ; "Labour and Knowledge,"

" Labour and Rest" (two
lectures, 1859) ;

" Lectures on Butler's Analotry, before the Young
Men's Christian Association, Dublin" (1864) ;

" Butler's Argument on
Miracles explained and defended, with observations on Hume, Powell,
and Mill

"
(1863), and many others.

Sir Joseph Napier also rendered invaluable services in the work of

reconstruction of the Irish Church. In 1873 he wrote a |)amphlet on
the proposed changes in the Ordinal, his arguments against them being
able and conclusive.

The following are among the numerous distinctions that have been
conferred upon him : Tlio honorary degree of LL.D. of Dublin Uni-

versity, and D.C.L. of Oxford. He was chosen President of the College
Historical Society in 1856. In 1866 he was offered the high office of

Lord Justicesiiip of Appeal, but declined it. He was created a baronet

by Lord Derby, 9th April 1867, and was appointed Vice-Chancellor of

the University of Dublin in the October of the same year. In 1863 he

was made a Privy Councillor of Great Britain, and was subsequentlv
in the same year constituted a member of the Judicial Committee of the

Council.

Sir Joseph marrit^l, 20th August 1831, Charity, second daughter of

John Grace, Esq. of Dublin a member of the ancient family of Grace.

At the centenary dinner of the Oxford and Cambridge Unions he was
invited to represent the Historical Society of the University of Dublin
at the banquet, and was the guest of the Vice-Chancellor of the Univer-

sity of Oxford,

THE EIGHT HON. EICHARD KEATINGE.

BOKN A.D. 1793.

The Right Hon. Richard Keatinge, second son of the late Maurice

Keatinge, a meml)er of the Irish Bar, was born in Dublin in 1793.
He married in 1814 tlie third daugliter of tlie late Samuel Joseph,

Esq., of Bedford Square, London. He was educated at Trinity College,

Dublin, where he graduated A.B., 1810, LL.B. and LL.D., 1818.
He was called to the Irish Bar in 1813; appointed King's Counsel,
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1835; Queen's Serjeimt, 1842. He was raised to the Bench in 1843,
as Judge of the Prerogative Court in Ireland, whs sworn a Privy
Councillor in the following month, and elected a Bencher of the King's
Inns, Dublin, in 1843. He was Judge of the Probate Court in Ireland

from Jiuiiiurv 1858 to October 1868. He never held a seat in

Parliament.

During the fifteen years he presided over the Prerogative Court he

maintained the high cliaraeter he won at the bar; but it is chiefly in

connection with tlie Court of Probate that his name is most favourably
known. There are not, perhaps, to be found in the history of legal
reform instances of measures more sweeping in their character, or

more productive of beneficial results, than those introduced into England
and Ireland by the Probate Acts of 1858. The provisions of the Irisli

Act were identical with those of the Englisli, mutatis mutandis. But
the difficulty of administering tlio new law was far greater in Ireland,

owing to the disturbing elements of religious prejudices excited

in every case, involving a question of undue influence, alleged to have

been exercised by persons in ecclesiastical positions. It is, however,
creditable to the independent spirit of tlie jurors called upon to serve

in the Irish Court of Probate in cases of this nature, that tliey almost

without an exception returned verdicts satisfactory, not only to the

judge, but to all classes of the community having no interest in

I he issues except the furtherance of justice. To the judicious but

fearless manner in which the judge discharged his duties are mainly to

be attributed these satisfactory results. He possessed, perhaps in a

higher degree tlian any of the ablest or most experienced of the Com-
mon Law Judges, the power of presenting the most complicated cases

in the clearest and most exhaustive manner to a jury But wliile he

fuUv reviewed the evidence on both sides in all its bearings, he never

hesitated to indicate his own impression. As a natural consequence of

this tendency, it was only to be expected that his charges should have

been sometimes censured by disappointed suitors and their counsel as

too one-sided, and usurping the proper functions of the jury. This,

however, is an objection which has been made at some time or other

against the ablest Judges of the benches of England and Ireland ; but

there are occasions when it seems proper that a judge should give a

decided opinion on questions of fact, rather than add to the bewilder-

ment of a jury by a vague and uncertain charge.

Judge Keatinge's knowledge of the Law of Evidence was only sur-

passed by his knowledge of Testamentary Law ; and it always seemed

hopeless to move for a new trial on the ground of the improper recep-
tion or rejection of evidence, or of misdirection on questions of law by
this learned Judge. But it was not alone as a judge presiding at a

trial before a jury that he gained his high reputation in contentious

business of every kind his knowledge of Probate Law and practice was

equally remarkable.

When Lord Derby's Adndni-strations of 1858 and 18GG were in course

of formation, Judge Keatinge was confidently named for the Chancel-

lorship ; and there can be no doubt that his a[)pointment to the higliest

office in the profession would have been hailed with the greatest satis-

faction on the part of the legal and general public.



THE EIGHT HON. DAVID RICHARD PIGOT, LORD CHIEF BARON OF

THE COURT OF EXCHEQUER IN IRELAND.

BORN 1796 DIED 1873.

The Right Hon. David Richard Pigot, son of a physician at Kilsvortli,

county Cork, was born in 1796. He was educated at Trinity College,

Dublin, and took the degrees of A.B. in 1819, and A M. in 183'2,

and was called to the Irish bar in 1826, and made King's Counsel in

1835. He was Solicitor-General for Ireland in 18";9, Attorney-
General from 1840 till September 184.1, and was appointed Cliief

Baron of the Exchequer in Ireland in 1846. He sat for Clonmel in

the Liberal interest from 1839 till 1846. He was appointed one of

the visitors of Maynooth College in 1845. He was sworn a Privy
Councillor on becoming Attorney-General for Ireland in 1840. He
became a member of the Senate of the Queen's University in Ireland,

and a Commissioner of National Education. He was elected a Bencher

of the Hon. Society of King's Inns in 1839, and elevated to the Bench

as Chief Baron in 1846, in the room of Chief Baron Brady, appointed
Lord- Chancellor of Ireland.

Mr Pigot, as Solicitor- General for Ireland and member for Clonmel,

entered Parliament at a very stormy period in the history of Irisli

politics. The murder of Lord Norbury in January of the year 1841

had produced the greatest excitement among the nobility and landed

gentry throughout the country. On the assembling of Parliament,

Mr Shaw, one of the members for Dublin University, brouglit forward

his celebrated motion for returns on the criminal statistics of Ireland.

On this debate the Irish Solicitor-General made his first appearance,
and created a most favourable impression in the House. He next took

part in the adjourned debate on the same motion, which was renewed

after the recess with increased vigour on both sides. On this occasion

Mr Pigot added considerably to his reputation as a debater, and as an

able representative of the Government, All through his subsequent

Parliamentary career he took part in all the principal debates on Irish

questions, and carried many important measures ot reform, affecting the

administration of the law in Ireland. Few Irish law officers have

been more fortunate in gaining the respect and high opinion of all

parties in the House of Commons, and his elevation to the Bench on

Lord Russell's return to power in 1846 was justly considered the well-

earned reward of his services to the Government as Solicitor and

Attorney-General, and to his party as a private member in the interval

between the end of the year 1841, when he resigned the post of

Attorney-General, and the end of the year 1846, when he was created

Lord Chief Baron.

From that period till his death on the lf2nd of December 1873, he

maintained the highest reputation as a learned and upright judge. For

sound legal erudition his name stands deservedly high, both among
his Irish brethren and the English Judges and Law Lords.

As a Nisi-Prius Judge, the Chief Baron w^as accused of over-

scrupulousness in taking down the testimony of witnesses : but after a
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judicial career of twenty-seven years, it may be said tliat an extreme

anxiety to do justice was the onlj' fault that could be laid to his charge.
As an amiable and accomplished gentleman, there were few men more

highly esteemed. He is interred at Kilworth, his native place.

BAEON FITZGERALD.

EOKN A.D. 1805.

The Hon. Francis Alexander Fitzgerald, second Baron of the Court of

Exchequer in Ireland, was the second son of Maurice Fitzgerald, Esq.,
M.D. He was born in 1805, and received liis early education at

Middleton School, in the county Cork. After a brilliant under-

graduate career. he took the degree of A.B. in Trinity College, Dublin,
in 1827, and of A.M. in 1832. He was called to the bar in Ireland
in 1834 ; appointed a Queen's Counsel in 1849 ; and a Bencher of the

King's Inns, Dublin, 1857. He was raised to the Bench in 1859 as

fourth Baron of the Court of Exchequer.
Mr Fitzgerald while at school gave early indications of those brilliant

abilities which secured his fame and advancement in after life. His

brother, the present Bishop of Killaloe, so favourably known in the

literary world, was also educated at Middleton, and Mr Turpin, the

master of that celebrated school, and one of the most distinguished
scholars of the day, truly foretold the destinies of the two brothers

when he declared that the elder should be a bishop, and the younger a

judge. Having carried off the highest honours in College, Mr Fitz-

gerald graduated in 1827, and commenced to study for the bar. Soon
after his admission in 1834, he selected the Equity Bar, and was a

constant attendant in the Court of Chancery and the Rolls. It was
some time, however, before his abilities became known, and it has been
said that he seriously determined at one time to abandon the profession
iu disgust. But wiser counsels prevailed, and he persevered until he

got the wished-for opportunity of proving his extraordinary capacity as

a lawyer. In a very few years afterwards his abilities were publicly

recognised, and his reputation for industry and learning became fully
established. His progress was now so rapid that he became a Queen's
Counsel in 1849, and took rank beside the great leaders of the Equity
Bar. He never took any active part in politics, and his preferment
was the reward of his acknowledged ability.
Mr Christian, who was brought into constant rivalry with Mr Fitz-

gerald, although junior in years, had a considerable start, having bee.n

called to the Inner Bar in 1845. The latter, however, quickly made

up for this disadvantage, and it soon became a moot question to which

of the two eminent and accomplished lawyers the higher rank should

be assigned. On this nice point a good deal of eloquence and inge-

nuity was expended by the junior Bar and the Solicitors of the Court
of Chancery. The result of this competitive examination appears to

have been that in point of legal learning they were considered nearly
on a par ; tliat Mr Fitzgerald posse.ssed a somewhat higher order of

intellect ; aad that their respective styles, though widely ditlcrent, were
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equally effective. Mr Fitzgerald's manner was more natural and

energetic, and occasionally impassioned. Mr Christian's, on the otlier

hand, was artificial, elaborate, and calm, and derived its .force rather
from the vigour of language than the vigour of elocution. It is not

easy to determine whether this comparison affords a just appreciation
of the characters of the two men, but if their merits are to be mea-
sured by professional success, they stand on an almost perfect equality.
Mr Fitzgerald, so far as we can ascertain, never practised in the

Common Law Court, his first and only appearance before one of those
tribunals being in O'Brien's case, when he acquitted himself in a

manner worthy of the high estimate formed of him by his client.

Since his elevation to the bench Mr Baron Fitzgerald has exhibited
all the requisite qualities of a good judge clearness of intellect, in-

tegrity of purpose, urbanity of manner, strict impartiality, and a total

absence of religious or political bias. His advance in dignity had not
the common efiiect of rendering him either proud, formal, or reserved.

In the sacred seclusion of private life he commands the admiration and
affectionate esteem of all.

THE EIGHT HON. JAMES HENRY MONAHAN, CHIEF-JUSTICE OF THE
COMMON PLEAS IN IRELAND.

BORN A.D. 1805.

The Right Hon. James Henry Monahan was born at Portumna, county
Galway, in 1805. He was educated at Trinity College, Dublin, where
he obtained the gold medal of 1823 in science. He graduated A.B.
in the same year, and in 1860 took the degrees of LL.B. and LL.D.
He was called to the Irish Bar in 1828; and he was made a Queen's
Counsel in 1840. He was Solicitor-General for Ireland in 1846-7,
and Attorney-General in 1847-50, when he was appointed Chief-

Justice of the Common Pleas. He was elected a Bencher of the Hon.

Society of King's Inns in 1847, and appointed a Commissioner of

National Education in 1861. He was one of the members in the

Liberal interest for Galway from February to August 1847. He was
sworn a member of the Privy Council on becoming Attorney-General.
As Solicitor and Attorney-General Mr Monahan discharged his

duties to the Crown most efficiently during a very trying and critical

period in the history of his country. His reputation as a sound and
able lawyer always stood deservedly high Since, his elevation to the

Bench he has enjoyed the entire confidence of the Bar and public as an

upright and conscientious judge. The very opposite of his contempo-

rary, the Cliief Baron, he has been accused of erring occasionally by an

over-expeditious method of disposing of Nisi-Prius business. His

career in Parliament was very short, and requires no particular com-
ment. His public services were so fully recognised at that period
that he was [iromoted to the first vacancy, vvhicli occurred a few months
after he entered Parliament as the representative of his native county.
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THE KIGHT HONOURABLE JAMES WHITESIDE, LL.D., D.C.L- P.O.,

LOKD CHIEF-JUSTICE OF IRELAND.

BORX A.D. 1806.

Chief-Justice Whiteside is one of the most distinguished living

Irisliinen, whether we look to the part wliich he has borne in the

home politics of Ireland, with which he was connected in a leading
but chiefly professional capacity, or to his position in the House of

Commons, in which lie was one of the principal Conservative debaters.

It has been truly said that he is
" the only survivor of the old eloquence

at tlie Irish bar," and in Parliament he was on several occasions put

up asjainst Mr Bright, Sir James Grrahara, Mr Gladstone, Earl Russell,

and Lord Palmerston, as an antagonist of similar calibre. He is one of

those whose great speeches are each in itself a title to fame. He could

brace himself up for some grand occasion, and erect to himself a monu-
ment of speech. If it must be admitted that on slight occasions Chief-

Justice Whiteside, when at the bar, was too fond of sporting with his

subject, such Samson-like sport was counterbalanced by Samson-like

feats of intellectual strength when a great occasion demanded. He
was born at Delgany, in the county of Wicklow, in August 1806, and

was a son of the Rev. William Whiteside, and brother of the late Rev.

Dr Whiteside, vicar of Scarborough. He married, in 1833, Rosetta,

daughter of William Napier, Esq., of Belfast, and sister of Sir Josepli

Napier, Bart., ex-Lord-Chancellor of Ireland. During his university

career he was a highly distinguished member of the Historical

Society which preceded the present. We have not been able to find

his name as an office-bearer, but he gave brilliant and showy promise
of a great oratorical success. He was a contemporary of Mr Butt,

wiio was twice auditor, or president as the office was then called, Dr

Ball, Archer Butler, M'Cullagh, and other eminent men, since become

remarkal)le in politics and letters. He graduated with honours in

1827, having obtained many classical honours and a scholarship in

his undergraduate course. The honorary degree of LL.D. was con-

ferred on him by his own university, and he was created D.C.L, at

Oxford in 1863.

After obtaining his degree in Dublin, he proceeded to London,

and commenced the study of the law, to which he apj)lied himself

with srreat assiduity. The next three vears of his life were spent

at the Temple ; during this period he belonged to the first Law Class

of the London University, and obtained honours in it. lie had the

advantage of studying under Professor Amos, the author of several

legal works, a Fellow of Trinity College, Cambridge, and successor

of Macaulay in India. During his London life Mr Wliiteside made

a remarkable figure at a public deba-ting club in which he maintained

his practice as a speaker. He also studied from the living models

of the English law-courts; and his "
Early Sketches" of Denman,

Macintosli, Sfarlott, Wetherell, and Wilde, and of Earl Grey as a

statesman, show him to iiave been a keen observer of the men who
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then occupied the public stage, as well as master of an original and

characteristic style. Some of these sketches were published in an

Irish periodical called The National Magazine, one in the Dublin

University, and the others in Englisli periodicals. They have recently
been republished in a collection edited by Mr W. D. Ferguson, and

strongly remind the reader of the similar sketches by Shell and

Curran. It is no little credit to the compositions of the youthful
student that they bear out the brilliant reputation of the man whose

fame has been won as an advocate and debater. It is a proof of

individuality of style to find the same characteristics which appear
in maturity developed in such early productions ; and especially it

ihows that the peculiarities which we notice are not affectations.

To give an instance of the opposite, there is a discreditable differ-

ence between the dull prose of the Life of Schiller and the German

mysticism of the Life of Frederick the Great, in which ideas too

vast for words, even though these be sentences strung together, struggle
in vain to evolve themselves ; and this difference is damaging evi-

dence of affectation and obscurity of style wilfully and deliberately

adopted. Mr Whiteside, on the contrary, writes in the same style

when a student of the Temple as, many years later, in his "Vicissitudes

of Rome."
We shall have occasion further on to notice his literary performances

in relation to his oratory. In 1830 he was called to the Irish bar,

and the expectation was not disappointed which had been raised

by his debating society career. His [)rogress was rapid, though
laborious atid severe. Business soon flowed in abundantly on the

north-east circuit, and frequently on other circuits where he was

specially retained, and in the Four Courts of Dublin. His reputation
in 1842 was so deservedly high that he tlien obtained a silk gown,
and from this period he was employed in every important case that

occupied the Irish law-courts. But it was in tlie trial of Daniel

O'Connell and others that his abilities were brought into the most

prominent relief. Here he stood in a group with two of the greatest
orators of his day, but his eloquence, instead of'paling in contrast with

Sheil's or losing in manly power beside O'Connell's, both in respect
of brilliancy and power eclipsed the efforts of both. It has been said

without exaggeration that this speech was "
among the most successful

efforts of modern times." Mr Whiteside is not, and never was,

a "
patriot" in the Irish sense of the word, but no man was able to

sweep with more overpowering effect on the chords of Irish national

feeling ;
and his speech on this occasion excited a sensation that was

novel even in the Celtic capital. His contrast of the present with

the past, his allusion to the deserted Parliament House, his splendid

passage on free discussion, made the audience feel that they listened

to one of the great orators of whom they had read, but never in their

generation heard. The closing passages each day, it has been said by one

who was pi esent,
" witliout any abuse of language, electrified the court."

It is aliiiOst an injustice to quote from this great speech ; we doubt

if really great speeches ought ever to be printed. A speaker may be

able to lilt up his audience from the earth, and carry them whither he

will, but the magic is lost in the printed report his speech is only a
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corpse from which the life is quenched. It is therefore suhjected to

a dangerous test ; for no beauties remain but those of form, and these

are but a small part of the qualities of great eloquence. Form alone

cannoc enable the reader to believe what he has heard ; he possibly
finds in the leading article of tiie same public journal that contains

the reported speecli greatly better composition, regarding the speech

only in that ligiit. Besides, the speaker's intellectual fibre can then be

subjected to the analysis of the critics ; he can borrow no help from
the impressive occasion, from elocution, from the speaking eye, from

the countenance commanding sympathy, from the passion of the mo-

ment, the rapidity of thought and expression, wonderful in itself, the

tear-accented delivery of pathetic passages, the rising and falling of

tlie voice, the action that flasiies out, anticipating the roll of the elo-

quent sentence. Of how^ much of all this liad Mr Whiteside to divest

himself when he spoke from the expressionless face of paper ! No man
had more to lose. The pliant figure, the face so free and large-expres-
sioned, the confident moutii, the eyes rather small, but with a peculiar

grey power and sagacity, the perfect voice, elocution, and action, all

this he lost in a printed report. Yet to one who had heard him often,

Mr Whiteside has always spoken so characteristically tiiat we can re-

habilitate what we read ; we read it off" his countenance, and give
to it the appropriate action and elocution. Such is the modification

of wliat we have said of printed speeches, so far as regards the great
audience that, from time to time, has heard and seen a public speaker.
Mr Wiiiteside's 'personnel was remembered with facility. No one came
oft' himself more easily. Even to those wlio had no frontispiece of

him iu their 'memory to illustrate the j)rinted speech, there was a pecu-
liar quality or flavour in it strongly suggestive of the man. An im-

portant spring of this was probably the buoyant spirits which Mr White-
side was so fortunate as to possess. A day of the severest drudgery in

court did not diminish the sportiveness with which he would astonish

those who had only seen him previously in harness. His sport was
like Leviathan's; it was not awkward, because there was power and

agility proportioned to the bulk ; but it was sometimes of a nature

wliicli, however diverting to Leviathan himself, obliged the looker-on

to get well beyond the reach of his gambols. This cliaracteristic is ob-

servable in'his reported speeches; and even on the gravest parliamen-

tary occasions he could never wholly restrain this sportive disposition.
One consequence was, that Mr Whiteside never had the valuable power,
which conduces so much to the character and reputation of a statesman,
of being at times protractedly dull. Not having had opportunities of

observing, we cannot say if this characteristic has been lost upon the

Bench ; but we should be surprised to find that the Chief- Justice of

Ireland had been able to hide his light under tlie judicial busliel.*

The 'following passage may serve as a specimen of Mr Whiteside's

humour ; but it is necessary to premise that it was a skilful attempt to

laugh oft' a serious part of the case, and that Judge Burton, "the

shrivelled-up oracle of black-letter law," looked very like the somewhat

* Since the above was written, we have heard that the Chief-Justice has wonder-

fully controlled his humorous proclivities.
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mythical personage described as Ollani Fodhla :

"
I next come to tlie

volunteers' card ; and were it not for the valuable assistance which I

am sure I sliall receive from your lordships in the interpretation of
it,

I should approach the task with fear and trembling. My lords, I find

a likeness faithful, I am to presume of a celebrated Irish legislator

who rejoiced in the appellation of 011am Fodhla. I confess with shame

my incompetency to treat of the merits of this gentleman ; but my
Lord Chief-Justice (Pennefather), who is deeply read in Irisli lore, is

conversant, no doubt, with his writings, and will state to you, gentle-

men, the laws which were propounded by the illustrious Solon. He
will explain to you the principles which were inculcated by this wise

legislator, and the nature of the wicked, abominable, and seditious

crime of putting the somewhat formidable name of Ollam Fodhla, and
his exceedingly handsome face, drawn by Mr Tiiacker, on this card.

But, gentlemen of the jury, I am sorry to inform the Attorney-General
tliat the judges of the Queen's Bench are parties to this conspiracy;
for if you take the trouble of looking up as you pass through the hall,

you may see the bust of Ollam Fodhla gazing on the angry litigants

below, pointing and directing those who look for justice to the Queen's
Bench. You may give credit for purity of intention to those who

thought that Ollam Fodhla ought to be a model of uprightness and

purity ; but I do not see why the members of the Repeal Association

are to be held to be conspirators because they have placed his likeness

on their card. Here is a name which I confess puzzles me a little; and 1

must certainly apply in this case to Mr Justice Burton for assistance. It

is tlie next name on the card Dathe ! Did you ever hear of such a name
as Dathe? Why, there is a conspiracy in the verj' sound of it. But
who he was, what were his thoughts and opinions, and how he con-

ducted himself, whether conformably to or against law, I am not com-

petent to say ; and I feel therefore that my only course is to apply to

some person acquainted with the antiquities of Ireland to throw some

light on the matter; and if there was anything particularly wicked in

his conduct, I leave it for the learned judge to explain to you how tlie

people who put his name on this card are conspirators. All I have been

able to discover about the gentleman is that he was a pagan, and Mr
Moore says he was killed at the foot of the Alps by a flash of lightning.
But why his name was put on the card along with Ollam Fodhla I can-

not discover. The learned Attorney-General forgot to prove to you
that such persons as Dathe or Ollam Fodhla ever lived." This grave

humour, so irresistible as it was spoken, can scarcely be made intelligiblw

to the reader who does not know the expressions of Mr Whiteside's

face, and has not heard the inimitable tones of his voice. Another pas-

sage will give an idea of the higher eloquence of the speech :
" The

glorious labours of our gifted countrymen within these walls have not

been forgotten. The works of the tnulerstanding do not quickly perish.
The verses of Homer had lived 2500 years without the loss of a syllable
or a letter, while cities, and temples, and palaces have fallen into decay.
The eloquence of Greece tells us of the genius of her sons and the free-

dom which produced it. We forget her ruin in the recollection of her

greatness; nor can we read even now without emotion the exalted senti-

ments of her inspired children, poured forth in their exquisite language,



to save the ex|)iriiig liberties of tiieir eouiitry. Perliaps tlieir genius
liad a resuirectioiiary power, and roused tlietn from tiie letliargy of

slavery to the activity of freedom ? We too have liad amongst us, in

better times, men who approaelied the greatness of antiquity. Tlie im-

perishable record of that eloquence will ever keep alive in our hearts

a zeal for freedom and a love for country. Tlie comprehensive genius
of Flood, the more tlian mortal energy of Grattan, the splendour of

Bushe, the learning of Ball, the noble simplicity of Burgh, the Demos-
thenic fire of Phuiket, and the eloquence of Curran, rushing from the

iieart, will sound in the ears of then- countrymen for evei-. Tliev toiled

to save the ancient constitution of Ireland; but wit, learning, eloquence,
and genius cast their power over the souls of men. With one great

exception, our distinguished countrymen have passed away ; but their

memories cannot perish with them. Their eloquence and their names
will be remembered by the grateful patriot while genius is honoured
or patriotism revered.

" The Irish
' the mere Irish

'

have been described as creatures of

impulse, without a settled understanding, a reasoning power, a moral

sense. They have their faults, I grieve to say it ; but their faults are

redeemed by the splendour of their virtXies. They have rushed into

this agitation witli ardour, because it is their nature, when they feel

strongly, to act boldly and speak passionately. Ascribe their excesses

to their enthusiasm, and forgive. Recollect that same enthusiasm has

borne them triumphantly through fields of peril and of glory, impelled
them to shed flieir dearest blood and offer their gallant lives in defence

of the liberties of England. The broken chivalry of France attests the

value of that fiery enthusiasm, and marks its power. Nor is their high

spirit useful only in the storm of battle : it cheers their almost broken

hearts, and lightens their load of misery when it is almost insupport-
able sweetens that bitter cup of poverty which thousands of our coun-

trymen are doomed to drink. Without enthusiasm, what that is truly

great has been won for man ? The glorious works of art, the immortal

productions of the understanding, the incredible deeds of heroes and

patriots for the salvation of mankind, have been prompted by enthu-

siasm, and nothing else. Cold and dull were our existence here below

unless the deep passions of the soul, stirred by enthusiasm, were sum-

moned nito action for groat and noble purposes, the overwheln;ing of

vice, wickedness, and tyranny the securing and sustainment of the

world's virtue, the world's hope and freedom. The hand of Omnipo-
tence, by whose touch this island started into existence from amidst

the watci's by which it is surrounded, stamped upon its people noble

qualities of the intellect and the heart. Directed to the wise purposes
for which Heaven has designed them, they shall yet exalt, redeem, and

regenerate Ireland."

It was an extraordinary compliment for so young a man, and a poli-

tical opponent, to be selected by O'Connell to conduct his defence ;

nor could any man have made a more splendid return for the compli-
ment than Mr Whiteside. It is said that the peroration of his speecli

moved to tears even the occupants of the bench. On the conclusion

of the first dav's address,
" a cheer, such as was never, we believe, heard

in a court of justice, arose from the entire bar, and from the thronged
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galleries, without distinction of sect, politics, or sex ; for the court and
even the judgment-seat was thronged with ladies. It was taken up in

the hall without, and found a gigantic echo in the crowded avenues of

the court. It was so intense and general that neither the officers of

the court nor the judges attempted to check it. The Chief-Justice

expressed his disapprobation the next morning.*
Mr Whiteside did not gain this triumph, on which so much depended,

and which was sure eitiier to make or to mar his future reputation, with-

out expending upon it considerable labour and anxiety ;
and in conse-

quence of overwork he was driven to Italy for health. During his

sojourn in Eome he wrote into a book what passed naturally through
the mind of a visitor so capable of appreciating the associations of the

place, "Vicissitudes of the Eternal City." He also wrote a translation

of Canina, with notes, and a more elaborate work, in three volumes, on
"
Italy in the Nineteenth Century."| The Vicissitudes show much

original classical thought and considerable scholarship, and suggest how
dift'erent such a place as Rome is to the ordinary visitor and to one who
can not only see it in its wonderful poetical aspect, but to whose eyes
the past so distinctly unrolls itself, and who can walk the streets amid the

Roman Republicans, or hear the Caesars passing by. In "
Italy in the

NineteenthCentury,"iMrWhite3ide shows the same influence of mediaeval

history on his mind that forms tlie haunting spirit of the provinces asi

the classical history does of the capital. He is an admirable and in-

structive companion in visiting famous localities, and seeing the events

of that most important period at which he wrote his book. Of course

he looks from a Conservative point of view at Italian politics, and from
a strongly Protestant conviction at the religious aspect of aftairs in,

Italy ; this causes curious cross-currents of sympathy and dislike to

appear.
Mr Whiteside was an admirable lecturer : in 1840 he was elected

to deliver lectures at the Dublin Law Institute, then in its second

session, and in his inaugural address he alluded to the benefit which

he had derived from attending law lectures at the London University
as the origin of his conviction that such a system ought to be introduced

into Ireland. He expressed his conviction of the necessity of master-

ing the principles of law more than was customary with Irish lawyers,
whose practice was to live from hand to mouth, examining isolated

statutes as necessity arose, but not taking them with a general course

of reading, or endeavouring to master the philosophy of law. At a

later period Mr Whiteside delivered an interesting course of lectures

to the Dublin Young Men's Christian Association, which was published

by the committee in a separate volume, revised and amended by the

author, in 18G8. The first of these contains an outline of Irish Parlia-

mentary history, written in a most entertaining style, full of interest-

ing facts and striking historical generalizations.
" The City of Rome

and its Vicissitudes
"
contains, we believe, a compression of Mr White-

side's larger work. The volume also contains essays on "The Homely
Virtues," and "The Church in Ireland;" but the essay which will be

*
Gartlan's Sketch of an Irish State Prosecution.

t Bentley, 1848. This work has gone through three editions.



read with most pleasure is that upon Oliver Goldsmith and his critics.

At the time it was delivered a statue was about to be erected to the

memory of tht- poet outside the gates of 'J'rinity College, Dublin,

which he had so often passed and repassed. We will quote the

admirable short speech delivered by Mr Whiteside on the occasion of

unveiling tlie statue. It breathes the spirit uf the essay :

" It would be bad taste in me to attempt to follow the example
which his Excellency (the Earl of Carlisle) lias set, and to descant on

the merits of Cjioldsmith as a jioet, a novelist, and a man ; but tlie

nature of the ceremony in which we are engaged may suggest a reflec-

tion. We wag ethe battle of life in these busy times so fiercely that

the living allow but little leisure to recall the memory of tlie dead.

The light of genius is sometimes suddenly extinguished amung us.

A Thackeray will be struck down in the ])ride of his intellect, and in

the possession of fame, and his friends and admirers assemble to niuuru

over liis tomb. At the same time, in tlie quick succession of events, the

claims of the living will sometimes prevent us from recollecting sulH-

ciently the virtues of the dead. And, on the other iiand, it often

happens that an unobtrusive genius in life is depreciated, his labours

are derided, and his merits are forgotten ;
but in death the same man

will be respected. Then his merits are discovered, and his labours

felt and acknowledged by posterity for ever.

' Urit enim fidgore suo, qui prregravat artes

Infra se positas : extiuctus amabitur idem.'

The fame of Goldsmith is now confessed wherever the English lan-

guage is spoken throughout the world. The fame of the orator, unless

it be entwined with the history of his country, is written on sand. The

fame of the politician is limited to his time, to his party, and periiaps

to tlie kingdom he protects. The fame of the historian will last only if

the facts he records are worthy of remembrance ;
but the fame of the

true poet is universal and immortal. Tlie verses of Homer have lived

for 2500 years and more, without loss of a syllable or a letter, while

cities have fallen and commonwealths have perished. The poetry of

Goldsmith has rejoiced the heart of the solitary emigrant in our

remotest colonies; it has gladdened the fireside in civilized life; it

has enchanted and instructed the rich and the poor, the ignorant and

the learned, the peasant and the king. This is the true test of poetic

genius. It commands the homage of mankind and sits enthroned in

their affections. I have read within the last few days a pleasing

criticism on a new edition of Robinson Crusoe. The critic, with excel-

lent effect, argued that each successive year added to the fame of

Daniel Defoe, and added to the charms of that incomparable work. I

bought the new edition ; refreshed my eyes with the well-remembered

picture of Robinson Crusoe and his man Friday. I felt the force of that

criticism, that a work of genius never dies ; but can that tale- be com-

pared with the incomparable work to which his Excellency has so

happily referred, the 'Vicar of Wakelield ?' No. The. deep pathos,

the exquisite simplicity, the sympathy with suffering virtue the picture

of the man of God, in his misfortune overcoming vice, subduing w'wk-

edness, and reforming tlie jail present a picture that will be felt,



honoured, admired, and loved, everA'where and for ever. It has been

objected to us that Irishmen have not been sensible of the merits of

their great men, and it has been said tliat this statue comes too late.

To the first objection I answer, we live now in happier times, and we
have learned to understand that the erentness of our country consists

mainly in maintaining the fame of her poets, her philosopliers, and her

patriots. Nor does the statue of Goldsmith come too late. He is still

as warmly clierished in the heart he is as high in our esteem, he is as

heartily loved as he was on that day when his friends of the Literary
Club laid his mortal remains in the churchyard of the Temple. He
grows in reputation ; he grows day by day ; and wherever an Irish-

man throughout the world lives, he will repeat with affection and

respect the name of Oliver Goldsmitii. Sir, we have a model for the

course we pursued to-day. All tlie exemplar states of antiquity
raised to the memory of their great men the tall column, the triumphal

arch, the graceful statue. They still point in Home to the statue of

him who fulminated over Greece, and in this practice there is a deep

significance. Those nations believed tliat by acknowledging the merits

of tlieir famous men by paying homage to illustrious talent they

might encourage the youth of the country to walk in their footsteps
and emulate their fame. Let us not fall short of that noble example ;

and, as his Excellency has truly observed, in this same university
where Goldsmith learned, and struggled, and suflered where he

showed his foibles which are now forgotten, his failings which are now

forgiven tliere struggled and learned with him another Irishman

Edmund Burke. As they were friends in life, let it be our pride and

privilege to place them here, side by side, before the university thej'

adorned, and in the country wliich they loved. Thus we show our-

selves worthy of that country by honouring our great dead men, and

by proving that we know how to appreciate that genius which, it has

been often said, lias been elswhere more keenly appreciated than

amongst us. Nor do we fail to find a sculptor who can exhibit his

own genius while he portrays for us the life, the genial good humour,
the intelligence, and the character of Oliver Goldsmith."

The state trial of 1848 again brought out Mr Whiteside on an occa-

sion worthy of liis powers as an advocate. He was associated with

Mr Fitzgerald in the defence of Smitli O'Brien, charged with high
treason before the special commission sitting at Clonmel. The presid-

ing judges were Dolierty, Blackburne, and More, and the prosecution
was conducted by the Attorney and Solicitor General.

Mr Whiteside made a determined eflort to obtain the names of the

witnesses against his client, but it was decided that this right, con-

ceded to tlie accused by the law of England, did not exist in Ireland.

He used this injustice in his powerful defence of the prisoner, showing
the disadvantage it placed liim under of being unable to bring forward
evidence against the ciiaracter or veracity of the witnesses for the

Crown.
The facts of the treason were too obvious to admit of success in

grappling with th-em ; but Mr Wliiteside's pathetic appeal for Mr Smith

O' rien produced a marked sensation in tlic court. He called M.ijoi-
General Napier, the historian of the Peninsular war, as a witness, to
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show that in England the agitation previous to tlie Eeforin Bill was
carried on with equal violence and elements of conspiracy as tlie

rising in Ireland, but that no one had thought of accounting it

treason.

As a cross- examiner Mr Whiteside had no rival at the Irish bar.

We quote the writer of a clever sketch in the Temple Bar Magazine
(No. 50) for a description of his examination in the trial of Dobbyn the

approver:
"

I think I see the withered, wretched-looking little deceiver trem-

bling and shivering, growing smaller and smaller, until he appeared
to shrink into his miserable tortoise or snail-like shell; while \\"hite-

side drew liim forth as a ferret would a frightened rabbit, or a dog
an agitated and bewildered badger. 1 could not leave the court

(iurin<f the cross-examination; had I been eno^aged in takins notes for

the press, I should not have been sufficiently calm and indili'erent to

have written out the evidence correctly. The auditor was carried

away by its quick, electrical, overwhelming sensations; and he felt

at once that the scene then being enacted was the chief one of the

drama. Tiie little palsied informer, the quaking, sneaking spy, covered

with the sudden fit of ague brought upon him by the uncongenial

region into which his turpitude had tlirown him, sat, or rather wriggled
and shifted perpetually upon his unsteady chair, mesmerised by tlie

eye of Whiteside. When I read the cross-examination in the volume
of the trial, compiled so accurately by Mr Hodges, I wondered in what
its effect had upon me consisted. It appeared to me, on reading it, to

be one of the ordinary efforts of an able cross-examiner; and 1 perceived,
on reflection, that the effect had entirely ai'isen from the two characters

that were before me. The expressive faces, so full of contempt on one
side and terror on the other, ilie thundering vitupei-aiion of the advo-

cate, the broken voice and quivering limbs of the discomfited spy, were

wanting in the printed report."
The following graphic and faithful description, by the same writer,

will enable the reader to understand how such efleets could be pro-
duced :

" The character of Whiteside's face is entirely Milesian
; it is pale,

or rather the colour of that material upon which he has so often written

as an able conveyancer parchment, and his face is as free from a

blush as it is from a beard : he strides or stalks across the hall with tlie

bustling air of a man of business, and the port of a self-reliant and
able man 'Who dare oppose me? who shall enter the lists with me?
who shall resist me in my client's cause?' This is his look: there

is nothing mean, insignificant, crouching, cringing, sneaking, or dodging
about him; he does not slope along, sneak along, simper along; he

stalks or strides, the Right Honourable James Whiteside! He has

some peculiar tones that arrest attention deep guttural notes, harsh,

grating, short, rougli grunts or snarls, that have a singular eifect in his

mode of rendering some passages. His scorn is withering ;
his sarcasm

bitter, blighting, blistering; his love of the ridiculous irrej)ressible.

He is, witliout doubt, the wittiest and most humorous man at present
at the bar of Ireland."

Exclusive of his great speech in the O'Connell case, in defence oi
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Duffy, Mr Whiteside's greatest triumph as an advocate was in the

Yelverton case in 1851. Major Yelverton, son of Lord Avonmore,
contracted an irregular marriage with a Miss Theresa Longworth, wlio

was extremely prepossessing in appearance and skilled in the arts by
which men are won ; indeed, it was questioned whether her capture of

Major Yelverton was not almost as irregular as the mode by which he
submitted to be captured. Having tired of this lady, Major Yelverton
married once more, the widow of a professor, and this time in earnest.

Popular sympathy in Ireland was, of course, enthusiastically in favour

of Miss Longworth, or the Hon. Mrs Yelverton, and the trial of the

case rose to the highest level of public interest and excitement. Mr
Whiteside was engaged for the lady, and threw himself into the cham-

pionship of her cause with a chivalry and fervour which reminded one
of Hamilton Kowan's famous espousal of a similar case of wrong ; and
his gallantry procured for him a large share of the enthusiasm felt for

Miss Longworth herself. His cross-examination of the Scotch advo-
cates who were produced for the defence to prove the state of t)ie

Marriage Law in Scotland, was a masterly performance ; the knowledge
which he displayed of that most difficult subject astonished bench and
bar alike, and, perhaps, none more than the learned advocates them-
selves. It showed what extraordinary powers he possessed in being
able to master, in an incredibly short time, tha most subtle questions
of law *

"* It is often difficult in a country like Ireland to form a true estimate of public
men. There are so many conflicting influences at work, and, unfortunately,
sectarian bitterness is imported into every question, great or small, and poisons
the channels of public opinion. The critics are divided into hostile camps, and
make it a point of religion to disagree on every subject ;

hence it hajipens that
men who take a decided part in the questions of the day are as heartily abused

by one section as they are lauded by the other. It is sometimes hard to know
wliich side to believe

;
and though an impai'tial man, by steering between the

extremes, may generally arrive at the truth, it not unfrequently happens that he
is misled. Abuse is always more adhesive than praise, and according to the laws
of the critics, the judgment usually leans to the side of censure. As for the

legal critics, they seldom, if ever, allow any man who has figured conspicuously
in the political arena to depart therefrom in peace. They are generally men who
have plenty of time to devote to their censorial functions, and seem to think that

the great mysteries of the law are locked up in their own exclusive bosoms. It

was then scarcely to be expected that Mr Whiteside, on his elevation to the

bench, should entirely escape the attentions of this vigilant body, anymore than

many other eminent men who had passed through the same ordeal before him.
His popularity, however, was so great with all classes, without distinction of

creed or p'oHtics, that he was never assailed, so far as we can learn, unless,

perhaps, by the insignificant gossips of the Librar}'. Of course there is no deny-
ing tiiat, in the case of barristers who have got into large Nisi Prius business

early in their career, they have little time to devote to the general study of the

law, and are obliged by necessity, to a great extent, to prepare themselves

specially for every case involving difficiilt legal questions, as the occasion arises.

Mr Whiteside, fortunately for himself, had been, as we have seen, a most dili-

gent student, and improved the interval (short as it was) between his call to the
bar and the accession of extensive Nisi Prius practice on circuit and in Duldin ;

otherwise he could never have been so successful as he was. As a Term lawyer,

any one familiar with the law reports of his time cannot fail to recognise his high
legal attainments. The instance above referred to shows how a man of quick
perception and retentive memory can become equal to any emergency, and rise to

the occasion. Another small incident, tending in the same way, is wortliy of
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The trial was a long and exciting one, and a nioiuber of Mr White-

side's family fell dangerously ill on the very eve of his address to the

jury. It was rumoured that he could not appear in Court, and that

the notes of his speech were to be read by one of the other counsel.

Fortunately, however, the danger of a sad domestic calamity abated,
and he was able to appear, though evidently suttering from the efi'ects

of anxiety and want of rest. The Court was crowded to its utmost

capacity, and every nerve of the auditory was strained with excitement

wlien the champion rose, and in a voice which wanted its usual tide of

volume and force, but made up for tliis lack in the intensity of its sup-

pressed feeling, commenced the defence of his client's honour. Through
the day he kept his audience enchained to his lips, and even the

Chief-justice did not attempt to disguise his emotion when Mr Wlute-

side drew a picture of a woman's love and betrayal ; and when he

described the defendant as a man with "a forehead of brass, a heart

of iron, and the morals of a monkey," every eye turned to the place

occupied by Major Yelverton. If old Barry Yelverton, first Lord

Avonmore, could have resumed his judicial seat once more, to have

beheld his grandson's position, tlie old Chief-Justice's wrathful eyes
could scarcely have been more terrible than the withering look and
action of the speaker.
He next proceeded to describe the ravages of sorrow on the once fair

form of his client, and skilfully glossed over in a few words the indis-

cretions on which Serjeant Armstrong had dwelt so much. "You
cannot," he said,

" restore the bloom to her fa'ded cheek, the lustre to

her tear-dimmed eye, or the buoyancy to her heart, crushed down by
the weiglit of her multitudinous sorrows. But you can restore that

which she holds dearer than life itself you can set her right before the

world, as she stands right before Heaven you can by your verdict to-

day declare her to be the true and lawful wife of the man who now
would cast her off the husband of her young and ardent atl'ections.

Her love for him was great too great for words to tell perhaps it

was unwise. Ah ! it might have been better for her, before she had
tasted the bitter cup of sorrow, when she was bereft of a tender mother's

care, if the cold hand of death had touched her, and she had been

borne to a happier sphere, to join the spirits of the 'just made perfect,'

throughout the countless ages of eternity."
As evening drew on, and in the twilight, the speaker approached iiis

peroration, tlie pale earnestness and power of that one face, lined round

the eyes with traces of fatigue, seemed to stand out with unnatural dis-

tinctness from the gloom, and every movement of his lips was watched
with strained intentness. Perhaps it was not very much in the words

tliat the extraordinary power of Mr Whiteside's speech lay a power
wliich became painful as the last words were rung out; but a tre-

mendous spell seemed broken as he concluded ; and never, even in an

being recorded. In the important case of Corry v. Crcmorne, in the Court of

Chancery, Mr Whiteside appeared as one of the counsel I'oi- Lord Creniorne
;
and

on that occasion an eminent and profound lawyer, who is now a most distin-

guished judge, in reply to an observation made in his hearing, warmly retorted

(using one of those strong expletives in which he occasionally indulged),
" Wliite-

side in Chancery ! Whiteside is fit to go anywhere."
IV. I If.



Irish Court of Justice, certainly not since the great O'Connell speech,
was such a burst of cheering lieard. Mr Whiteside was at the time a

prominent Member of Parliament, and when, a few days after this trial,

he walked into the House of Commons, the wliole House, by a single

impulse, rose at his entrance in admiration of the man and the speech.
Of all tlie other great civil cases in which Mr Whiteside added to his

laurels it would be simply impossible to attempt anything like a de-

tailed account. Though it is almost an injustice to him to refer to any
of them in particular, we cannot resist mentioning a few of the most
remarkable that occur to our recollection viz., the Mountgarret Peer-

age case, tried in 185i and 1855 ; the Colclough Will Case, in which
he eminently distinguished himself ; Kelly v. Dunbar, which afforded

full scope for the play of his humorous and sarcastic powers ; Fitz-

gerald tf. Fitzgerald, in which case he succeeded in setting aside the

will of Sir Edward Fitzgerald, though there was arrayed against him

Brewster, Butt, and Ball.

On Lord Derby's accession to power in 1852, Mr Whiteside was

appointed Solicitor-General for Ireland, in the March of that year, and
held that office till January 1853, when he went out with his party.
He was elected a Bencher of the King's Inns in 1852. On the forma-

tion of Lord Derby's Administration in March 1858, he became Attor-

ney-General for Ireland, and a Privy Councillor, resigning office in

June 1859; and upon their re-accession to power in 1866, he again
became Attorney-General, and filled that office until July 1866, when
he was appointed Lord Chief-Justice of Ireland in the room of Chief-

Justice Lefroy, who had retired.

The Parliamentary life of Mr Whiteside dates from 1851. In that

year he was returned for the borough of Enniskillen, for which he sat

till 1859, wlien he resigned, and was elected one of the members for

the University of Dublin, which he continued to represent until his

elevation to the bench in 1866. As already remarked, Mr Whiteside

soon attained the highest position in the House as a debater, and a

prominent position was always assigned to him in all the great debates.

Among the greatest of his parliamentary successes may be mentioned
his speeches on the Crimean War in 1854 ; his reply to Mr Gladstone,
in May 1855; his speech on the Kars debate, in April 1856; his

speech on Mr Cardwell's motion on the Government of India, in Alay
1858 ; that on the afl'airs of Italy, in July 1859 ; on Education
in 1861; on America, in 1861; and on the Irish Church debate,
in May 1863. His speech on the amendment proposed by Sir

F. Baring (now Lord Northbrook) to Mr Disraeli's motion on the

prosecution of the war (delivered May 1855), is one of the best

specimens of Mr Whiteside's debating powers. He opened his

speech with a withering fire on Mr Gladstone and Earl Russell,

pointing out wdth great force and telling efleet the gross incon-

sistencies between the views taken by them in their speeches on that

occasion. He next drew a picture of Mr Gladstone as he appeared at

the beginning of the war, and after the Conference at Vienna ; pre-

senting in strong contrast the warlike utterances of the hon. gentleman
a few years before with the pacific tones of a spirit once so terribly
bellicose. Perhaps one of the happiest hits that he made was wlieu
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lie said he would take the liberty of continuing the quotation wliich

Mr Gladstone made in tlie course of his speech. The quotation was

from Virgil, and the remaining portion, as supplied by Mr Wiiite-

side, was about the most appropriate quotation tliat could have been

used against the Ministry by its bitterest assailant.
"''

Tiie speaker next proceeded to give a masterly sketch of Russian

intrigue and aggression from the earliest times, and arguing with

almost irresistible force that no faith was to be placed in llussian trea-

ties, he concluded one of the most magnificent speeches tliat he ever

delivered in Parliament with a burst of eloquence seldom if ever

surpassed.
For the benefit of our readers who have not " ITansard

"
at their

command, we give two short extracts from tiiis remarkable speecli.

Speaking of the inconsistencies between the views taken by Earl

liussell and Mr Gladstone in their speeches on this occasion, Mr White-

side said :
"
Tliey had the advantage of listening to the noble lord

the member for London, and the right hon. member for the University,
each of whom expounded his views with great ability, but with the

mosi marked contrariety. Indeed, any impartial hearer of those two

eminent men must have been struck with tlie proofs of inconsistency of

opinion and uncertainty of conduct, not upon a minor subject, but upon
the weightiest matter that could occupy the minds of statesmen, whicli

were exhibited in their speeches. And one could not help asking him-

self, when he listened to the strange evidences of discrepancy between

them,
' Did these two gentlemen sit so lately in the same Cabinet ?

Did they meet and deliberate together on the awful questions of peace
and war, and on the negotiations which might affect the one or the

other ? Did they guide the destinies of the nation at a moment when
it was above all things indispensable that a united and powerful com-
bination of statesmen, acting on a common principle, should direct the

energies of tliis country in a manner correspondent with its duties and

obligations as a first-rate Power?' A Ministry whose individual

opinions in such a crisis were diametrically opposed, contradictory, and

discordant, could not fail to bring about the signal misfortunes which

had recently befallen our country. Let the House not be fascinated

with the eloquence of the right hon. gentleman or misled by the

authority of tlie noble lord, but attentively examine the substance and
tenor of their arguments. The noble lord's views appeared to be bent

on war, but the right hon. gentleman's tlioughts were turned on peace.
Tiie right hon. gentleman said the terms conceded by Russia would

* The quotation by Mr Whiteside is as follows :

" Cur indecores in limine primo
Deficimus ? Cur ante tubani tremor occupat artiis ?"

The line immediately preceding runs thus :

" Sunt illis sua f'unera, parque per omnes tempestas."

"VVe presume this was tlie quotation referred to. It does not appear in Mr Glad-

stone's speech as reported in Hansard, but from Mr Whiteside's remarks it must
liave been the one used by Mr Gladstone in reference to the losses sustained by
both sides, when lie elo(|Uently described the horrors of the war, and argued

against its further prosecution. The lines occur in Virgil's "iEneid," Lib. xi.

vv. 423-6.
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give us a safe and durable peace ; while the noble lord the negotiator
in person maintained that those terms would give us a mockery. Ac-

cording to the right hon. gentleman, a treaty with Russia might be

sufficient; according to the noble lord, we ought to have substantial

guarantees. The revision of the treaty of 1841, said the right hon.

gentleman, would be of much value in the settlement of this vital ques-
tion. That revision would amount to nothing, said the noble lord,

because (he added very truly) without any fresh treaty the Sultan

might cry out for help when assailed. The right hon. gentleman held

that, should we accept the terms proposed, England would have been
successful in the result of the struggle in which her blood had been

profusely shed and her treasure lavished. The noble lord, with a little

more patriotism and truth, maintained that, if we acceded to those

terms, we sliould be confessing in the eyes of the world that we, and
our chivalrous ally France, had been defeated. The right hon. gentle-
man said that by the adoption of the terms proposed tlie safetv of

Turkey would be secured; and the noble lord, that the danger to

Turkey would be thereby increased. The right hon. gentleman in-

sisted that England and France would have gained their end, and estab-

lished a European peace ; the noble lord insisted that the preponder-
ance of Russia would be greatly augmented, not only over Turkey, but

over Europe. Such were the discordant opinions, on a grave question,
of two able and thoughtful men, who expected from the Parliament of

England an unanimous conclusion upon their conjoint counsels."

After expatiating at great length, and with rare argumentative

power and eloquence, on the other topics already indicated, Mr White-
side thus concluded this brilliant and masterly speech :

" There should

be no ambiguous speeches, and no delusive schemes of peace. If the

management of the war had been in the hands of men capable of con-

ducting it to the honour and advantage of this mighty nation, what

might not have been the results ! Behold the difference between the

Ministry and the nation. On the one hand, timid negotiations, feeble

I^olicy, and divided counsels. What a contrast with the energy, enter-

prise, courage, and enthusiasm of a gallant people ! For wdiat are we

fighting? For the supremacy and greatness of England, a cause which

cannot be deserted or betrayed. You are not fighting for the mere
interests of commerce, though I do not wish to be understood as under-

valuing the advantages of commerce, for it spreads civilisation and

gathers wealth ; but you are fighting for something higher, nobler,

grander the greatness, the supremacy, and glory of the country for

bomething nobler than the interests of commerce, or the acquisition of

territory. I believe that the object of this great contest is to establisii

the authority of eternal justice, to vindicate the outraged laws of

nations, and to promote and advance, I ardently hope, the liberties of

the world."*

* We have given the above extracts not without some compunction our only
consolation being that the injustice so done to Mr Whiteside is not much greater
than the injustice done to him in the extended reports of his speeches as already
remarked, no speaker ever isufiered so much as he did by being transferred to

paper. For this and his other great speeches we must refer our readers to
" Hansard's Parliamentary Debates," mider the dates above mentioned.
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But it was not alone as a consummate debater and a brilliuut orator

that Mr Wliiteside distinguistied himself in Parliament ;
his name is

most favourably associated with many great and salutary measures of

legal reform. Poreiiiost amongst these may be mentioned the Common
Law Procedure Amendment Acts of 1853 and 1856. The object of

these Acts was to simplify and amend the course of procedure as to the

process, pi'actice, pleading, and evidence in tlie Superior Courts of

Common Law in Ireland, so as to make it less dilatory and expensive,
and to prevent substantial justice from being defeated by tlie variety of

forms of action, the tecluiicality of pleading, and the length of records.

Tills, no doubt, was a very ambitious scheme of reform, but it must be

gratifying to Mr ^Yhiteside to find that these Acts, although they
had to encounter much opposition, arising from the old prepossessions
and prejudices of the bench and bar, have worked most satisfactorily

for suitors, and conduced to the ends of substantial justice. Many of

the clauses of the Bill as introduced by Mr Whiteside were rejected by
Parliament at that time ; but it must have been satisfactory to him to

tind that most of his proposals were on further consideration adopted,
first for England, in the Procedure Act for 1854, and afterwards for

Ireland, by the Procedure Act of 1856. These Acts have, from their

passing up to the present, a period of nearly twenty years, regulated
the practice and procedure of the Common Law Courts in Ireland. Of

course, Mr Whiteside's legislation did not escape hostile criticism from

those who loved technicalities, and felt their craft was now in danger.
The new code of procedure was denounced as a huge legal

" Brad-

shaw," which, while it professed to make everything simple, created an

utterly hopeless state of confusion. However, during that long period
there has been only one attempt at improved legislation. In 1865, a

Bill was prepared with the object of assimilating the law in Ireland to

the law in England ; but it has been allowed to slumber quietly ever

since ; although the sister Bill for amending the practice of the Court

of Chancery was promptly advanced, and became law on the 1st of

November 1867. It has been significantly remarked that the former

Hill involved little or no patronage. Mr Whiteside's able statement,

when introducing the Act of 1853 into the House of Commons, proved
him thoroughly qualified for the difficult task of legal reform. He
showed himself thoroughh^ versed in the law as it then existed, in all

its inti'icacies, and having exposed its defects and absurdities with

unsparing hand, he unfolded in a clear and masterly manner the

measure of reform which he proposed to introduce. His speech, too,

was, in portions of it, one of those happy efforts of his humour on grave

subjects of dc^bate. We quote for the reader the following passages,

where, with affected gravity, he ridiculed the absurdity of the numerous

forms of action :

" The value of retaining these forms would be dis-

covered by the recollection of the great case of the Squib. A party at

a fair fired off a squib it fell on some gingerbread another party at

hand took it uj) and threw it at a third it struck him in the eye, and

he lost his sight. He brouglit his action of trespass against the party
who fired off the squib; the jury gave him a verdict for damages, but

a question arose upon the form of the action. A reasonable person
would have supposed that the substantial question was whether the



plaintiff had lost his eye by the act of the defendant ; but no, said the

lawyers, that is immaterial ; the real question is, whether it should be

called an action of trespass vi et armis, or an action of trespass on the

case, because the squib had first touched the gingerbread. That was

an English case, 1 will now give an Irish case of the same nature. A
priest was travelling outside a stage-coach, a collision took place be-

tween that and a rival coach, and the coach on which the priest was

seated was about being overturned. The priest was alarmed he

threw himself ofi' the coach and broke his leg ; he brought an action

for the injury, but the pleader unluckily called it by the wrong name
he called it trespass. It was argued that it was an act of necessity
that the priest threw himself ofl^' to save his life. On the other side, it

was said he had not been struck that the act was his own ; and be-

cause he would not remain on the coach and lose his life, to setile the

point of law, his action was held to be wrong, and he not only lost his

leg, but his damages also."

It was, we believe, chiefly owing to Mr Whiteside's powerful opposi-
tion that the Bill, already referred to, for Amending the Practice and
Procedure of the Court of Chancery in Ireland was thrown out on its

introduction byt he Attorney and Solicitor General for Ireland (Mr
Lawsou and Mr Sullivan). The division on that occasion was so close

that the Bill was lost by the accident of an Irish member (Sir C.

O'Loghlen) going by mistake into the wrong lobby. The same measure
was afterwards brought forward during the last Derby administration,

by Mr Chatterton, the Attorney-General, and became law from and
after the first day of Michaelmas Term, 1867, save as to Part I., which

appointed Mr Chatterton Vice- Chancellor of Ireland, and took effect

from the 1st day of August previous. After many years' trial of tliis

Act, Mr Whiteside's opinions do not seem to have been far astray when
he said that things went on most satisfactorily under the Chancery
Regulation Act of 1850, and no change was desirable ; and that the

measure then proposed, under the pretext of establishing uniformity of

practice in the English and Irish Courts, was in many respects
unsuited to Ireland. Of the other legal measures which he intro-

duced or helped through Parliament it would be impossible here

to attempt to give an account. In justice, however, to Mr White-

side, we must allude to a well-known enactment with which (whether

rightly or not we cannot now say) his name has been associated.

We refer to the Jude:ment Mortgage Act of 1850. Owine' to the

carelessness of practitioners, and the narrow construction put upon
the Act by the judges, and not to any fault of the draftsman or the

members whose names were on the Bill, sad losses were occasioned to

creditors who had imperfectly registered their judgments as mortgages.
The fatalities were due, not to any difficulty or defect in the Act of

Parliament, but to the conduct of the practitioners, who relied on the

printed forms of affidavit issued by the law-stationers, and never

troubled themselves to look at the words of the statute. The decisions

of the Common Law and of some of the Equity Judges which were in-

fluenced by previous decisions on similar language in another statute,

brouffht no small discredit on the administration of the law. Finallv,

by a decision of the House of Lords, the Irish Judges were released



from their fetters, and left i'mr to decide accordiiiij to justice and com-
mon sense. It was therefore utterly unfair to visit on Mr Whiteside
the sins of others, for which he was in no way accountable ; but this is

one of the risks which all public men must run.

When Mr W hiteside was raised to the bench, a strange feeling pre-
vailed amongst a large section of the Dublin community. Not that any
one grudged the right hon. gentleman any lionours, however great,
which the country could confer upon him

; but people, somehow,
seemed to look on him as a species of public j)roperty, and to be

aggrieved by his withdrawal to the bench, as if they had been ousted
of some valuable ancient right. It was not so much the loss of an able

advocate which, whether actual or prospective, atfected comparatively
tew as the loss of an established favourite, who delighted the multi-

tudes by his brilliant wit and eloquence, which caused something like

feelings of disappointment and regret at his elevation. It certainly is

no exaggeration to say that his popularity was immense, and nothing
could exceed the public admiration of this gifted and extraordinary
man. And the mania (as it may be truly called) was not confined to

the mere liahitues of the Four Courts, who, during the Nisi-Prius sittings,
followed him from Court to Court wherever there was a cliance of

hearing Whiteside. In the Courts, at public meetings, the lecture-

halls, or elsewhere, crowds were sure to be attracted to the spot.

Strangers from all parts visiting Dublin were taken to hear him as a

special treat. He was, in fact, one of the great
' lions

"
of the Irish

metropolis, and it was now pronounced to be " a sin to cage him
"

within the judicial precincts of Her Majesty's Court of Queen's Bench.
We believe it is not too much to say, that no one who ever heard him
was disappointed. But he should be heard and seen to be thoroughly
appreciated. Whiteside on paper and Whiteside in the tlesli were two
different beings different as night and day. He was never dull or

uninteresting, and on every occasion, ordinary or extraordinary, he

astonished and delighted his hearers. His exquisite humour, which

never verged on coarseness or vulgarity, was perfectly irresistible ; and
the most accomplished actor that ever appeared on the stage never

charmed an audience as he did by the natural sallies of his inexhaustible

wit. But it was not the outside public alone that was attracted by the

charms of his wit and eloquence. The bar, too, busy and briefless

alike, succuml)ed to the general fascination. To those men who had

chosen tlie learned profession
" otiandi haud negotiandi causa,''' for

enjoyment, not employment, his elevation to the bench was really

nothing short of an irreparable loss ; the great charm of their legal life

was gone. It was no uncommon occurrence in the library of the

Four Courts, when the cry was heard,
" Whiteside is on," to see the

busy men flinging away their briefs, and rushing off, after the manner
of the briefless, clients and attorneys to the contrary notwithstanding.
The same scene exactly was repeated in the House of Commons, and

hon. members rushed from all quarters to the House when " Whiteside

speaking
" was announced. It was no wonder, then, that people said

it was a pity
" to cage" him on the bench ; and we liave no ilout>t, if

the truth were known, that the Bight Hon. James Whiteside himself

somewhat shared the popular sentiments, and that it was with no
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ordinary pang of regret he left the exciting scenes of his brilliant

triumphs for the comparative seclusion of the bench. We now come

briefly to consider him in his new sphere of Lord Chief-Justice of

Ireland. It was, no doubt, a trying change for one of his peculiar

temperament, whose whole life was one long uninterrupted scene of the

hottest strife and agitation, to be suddenly transplanted into tlie

cliilling atmosphere of the Queen's Bench. The new Chief-Justice took

his seat between two judges who had been on the bench for many
years, and were cool from experience, if not "

by nature placid, and of

gravity severe." We intend no disparagement of those most excellent

judges, who stand deservedly high in the estimation of the bar and the

public. Of one of them, indeed, it has been often said (and we men-
tion it in no invidious contrast), that for dignity, learning, and in-

tegrity, he could not be surpassed by any judge on the Irish or English
bench. But in one point, at least, there was nothing in common
between them and the new Chief-Justice. If they were possessed of

brilliant wit and a keen sense of tlie ridiculous, no one certainly ever

accused them of showing any indications of these qualities on the

bench. This was, indeed, strange company for Chief-Justice White-

side ; and the legal prophets foretold that his irrepressible humour
would ere long disturb the judicial composure of his sober-minded

brethren. Such, however, has not been the case, and, with the excep-
tion of some few pardonable outbreaks, the seemingly incorrigible Chief

has wonderfully controlled " the unruly vein," and given no occasion

for scandal or offence. But that high tone and dignified bearing of a

polished and courteous gentleman, for which he was all tlirough his

previous life so distinguished, have followed him to the bench, and in

these respects he thoroughly becomes his high position. As an honour-

able and upright man there never was a spot or blemish on his

reputation ; and though he lield strong views, and took a decided part
in the religious and political questions of the day, he was always honest,

manly, and free from guile ; and since his elevation to the bench

we believe his uprightness and impartiality as a judge has never been

suspected or impeached, unless, perhaps, in the columns of some Ultra-

montane journal. But in this respect few of the Irish judges who
ever took a ])rominent part in politics have entirely escaped. In the

celebrated case of '- O'Keefe v. CuUen." any suggestions that could be

made as to his charge are met at once by the fact that a mixed jury of

Protestants and Roman Catholics found a verdict for the plaintiff. It

is true that a new trial was granted in that case on the ground of mis-

direction by the learned judge, but this, of course, was purely on a

question of law ; and if the case ever goes before the Exchequer
Chamber or the House of Lords, it remains to be seen whether the

Chief-Justice was right or wrong in his view of tlie law.

Of all his legal decisions, indeed, it may be truly said that they
evince creat learnins: and researcli, and are reasoned out witli much
force and perspicuity. Of course, Chief-Justices are not infallible more
tiian other men, but we believe that his judicial career will prove no

unfitting sequel to the matchless achievements of his earlier life.
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I I

SIR ROBERT JOHN LE MESURIER M'CLURE, C.B.

BORN 1807 DIED 1873.*

8iR Robert John Le Mesurieh M'Clure. son of Captain M'Clure
of the 89tli Itcgiinent, was born in Wexford, January 28tli, 1807. lie

was born after the tleatli of his fatlier, and at the earlv aire of four

years was received under the care of his godfather, General Le Mesurier,
Governor of Aldernev, wliere he remained till twelve vears of acre,

when he was sent to Eton, and afterwards to Sandhurst. Abandoniui;

* The death of Sir Robert M'Clure occurred shortly after our memoir was
written. In the obituary notice which appeared in all the leading journals

throughout the kingdom, he was described as the "Discoverer of the North-West

Passage." This led to a long and rather angiy newspaper controversy, in which
one side denied as strongly as the other side affirmed that M'Clure was entitled

to claim priority of the discovery of the North-West Passage. It will be seen
that we quoted on this subject a note from Captain Osborn's book, in which he

gives the credit of the discovery to Franklin's expedition. We now gladly append
an article from a notice of Sir Robert which appeared in the "Athenajum" of
the 1st November 1873. It was wi'itten after the controversy ha-d closed, and
thus deals with the question at issue :

" In the following year M'Clure per-

formed, probably, the most wonderful feat of ice navigation on record, passing
round the south and west sides of Bank's Land, between the shore and the stu-

pendous ice-fields of that -inland sea, until he reached the '

Bay of God's Mercy
'

on the northern coast. The two winters passed in this cheerless spot well nigh
exhausted the provisions, and M'Clure had made all his preparations for aban-

doning the ship, when, on the Gth of April 1852, a party from the '

Resolution
'

eajne to his relief. The comparatively short march from the Bay of Mercy to the
'

Resolution's' position off Melville Island comjdeted the North-^yest Passage ;

and M'Clure and his '

Investigators
'

are the only men who have ever passed froni

ocean to ocean round the northern side of North America. It is, therefore, much
to be regretted that any atte-m]jt sliould have been made, especially at such a

time as this, to diminish the fame of Sir Eobei't M'Clure's glorious achievement.
Sir John Franklin made an equally gallant attempt to solve the problem of three

centuries, and fell a martyr to the cause of science. Ail honoul' to liis memorv
and that of his brave companions ! But the fact that M'Clintock found a skeleton
a short distance beyond Simpson's Cairn is insufficient to justify a claim to dis-

covery ;
for the poor fellow was probably unconscious of his position, and, iudeed,

never could have reported it. iloreover, the discoverer of tho North-West Pas-

sage must be one who has made it by sailing, or walking on the ice, from ocean
to ocean. This was done by M'Clure and his

'

Investigators,' and b)' them alone.

The discoverer's commission as Post-Captain was dated back to the day of his

discovery, and he received the honour of knighthood. It never was more worthily
bestowed. A select committee of the House of Commons reported that Sir

Robert M'Clure and his companions 'performed deeds of heroism, which though
not accompanied by the excitejnent and the glory of the battle-tield, yet rivalin

bravery and devotion to duty the highest and most successful achievements of

war.' Accordingly, a reward of 10,000 was granted to the officers and crew of

H.M.S. '

Investigator' as a token of national approbation.
"Sir Robert M'Clure, while in command of H.M.S. 'Esk,' afterwards did

excellent service during the Chinese war. This was the last time he was actively

employed. When lie died somewhat suddenly on the 17th of last October, he
had obtained the rank of Vice-Admiral, and he received a Companionship of the

Bath for his services in China.
"The funeral of the brave discoverer took place in Kensal Green Cemetery on

the 25th, when many brother Arctic explorers assembled round his grave." In this generation there are very few men who have achieved more lasting
fame than Robert M'Clure. Wo earnestly hope that the nation will sec that his

widow receives a pension in proportion to the services of the illustrious dead."



the military profession as distasteful, lie was placed in the naval service,

and served on board the "
Victory,"' the "

Hasrinffs" (home station), the

"Niagara
"

(on the lakes of Canada), and the "Pilot" (coast of North

America and the West Indies). In 1836, having attained the rank of

lieutenant, he volunteered to join the expedition then setting out to the

Arctic Seas, under kSir George Buck. On his return he was made
lieutenant of the "Hastings," which conveyed Lord Durham to Canada,
where M'Clure signally distinguished himself by successful operations

against a strong band of freebooters, which he completely dispersed,

having taken prisoner their notorious leader Kelly, for whose capture
the British Government had offered a reward of 5000. This reward,

however, M'Clure never received, the Government declining to pay, on

the grounds, as it is alleged, that the capture was made on the American

side of the frontier. He was next employed as superintendent of the

Quebec Dockyard, subsequently in the Coast-Guard Service, in the

command of the "
Romney," which he retained till 1846. In 1848 he

joined Sir J. Ross's expedition in search of Sir John Franklin. On this

expedition the "Enterprise," of which M'Clure was first lieutenant, and
the "Investigator" sailed on the 12th June 1848, but were obliged to.

return from their perilous operations without success in November

1849, when M'Clure was promoted to the rank of commander in con-

sideration of distinguished services. In 1850 another expedition tu

resume the search having been determined upon by Government, he

was appointed to command the "
Investigator," Captain CoUinson, C.B,

commanding the "Enterprise" as senior officer of the expedition. On the

20th of January 1850, tliis Arctic squadron sailed from Plymouth.
Tlie two ships kept together for some time, but were at last finally

parted by a gale in the Straits of Magellan. The "Investigator" pro-
ceeded alone, and the narrative of her voyage, edited by Captain
Sherard Osborn, C.B., is one of the most interesting that has ever

appeared in the annals of Arctic exploration. On the 31st of June
M'Clure met Captain Kellett, of the "Herald," in Behring's Straits, and
the former having given up all hope of meeting the "Enterprise," it was

decided that the "Investigator" should part company and proceed alone.

They reached Cape Bathhurst on tlie 31st of August, and Cape Parry
on the 6th of September. Here new land was discovered, whicli was

named "
Baring Island," after the then First Lord of tiie Admiralty,

Sir Francis Baring (Lord Northbrook). The supposition that it was

an island, however, was afterwards found to be erroneous, as it

turned out to be connected with Bank's Land. Thence they passed

up a strait which was named Prince of Wales's Strait, the land on the

other side being named after Prince Albert. When within twentv-

five miles of Barrow Strait, a north-west wind drifted the ice upon
them, blocking up their passage. A floe grazed the ship, and it finally
drifted back many miles, till it was frozen in on the 30th of September,
having accomplished, in the words of Sir Edward Parry, "the most

magnificent piece of navigation ever performed in a single season, and
which the whole course of Arctic discovery can show nothing to equal."
From the 10th to the 21 st of October preparations were made to

despatch a sleilge-party to the northward to reach Barrow Strait, and

positively to assure themselves of their having discovered a north-west



passage. Having
" housed over

"
tlie ship, and left her in charge of

Lieutenantllaswell, Captain ]\I'Clure,on 2 ist ofOetol)er 1850, started with

a sledge manned by six men for Barrow Strait. On the 26th of October

Captain M'Clure and his party pitched tlieir tents on the shores of Barrow

Strait. Having started before sunset they ascended a hill GOU feet

above the sea-level, and patiently awaited the increase of light to reveal

the long-sought-for North-West Passage.
" As the sun rose, the pano-

rama slowly unveiled itself. First the land called after H.R.H. Prince

Albert showed out on an easterly bearing ; and from a point, since

named after the late Sir Robert Peel, it evidently turned away to the

east, and formed the northern entrance of the channel upon that side.

" The coasts of Bank's Land, on which the party stood, terminated

at a low point, about twelve miles further on, thus forming a part of,

and connecting itself with, that land, the loom of which had been so

correctly reported and so well placed on our charts by Sir Edward

Parry's expedition, more than thirty years before. Away to the north, and

across the entrance of Prince of Wales's Strait, lay the frozen waters of

Barrow, or, as now called, Melville Strait ; and raised, as our explorers

were, at an altitude of 600 feet above its level, the eyesight embraced

a distance which precluded the possibility of any land lying in that

direction between them and Melville Island.

" A North-West Passage was discovered ! All doubt as to the

existence of a water communication between the two great oceans was

removed ;
and now alone remained for Captain M'Clure, his officers

and men, to perfect the work by traversing a few thousand miles of

hnoivn ground between them and their homes."

In a note to the above extract from Captain Osborn's book, he thus

writes in reference to Sir John Franklin's expedition ;

" The subse-

quent recovery, by Captain Sir Leopold M'Clintock, of the relics and

records of the expedition under Sir John Franklin, proved that his ill-

fated crew, coming from the Atlantic, did in the year 1848 perish on

the coast of America, on or about the mouth of the Great Fish River.

That position has been long known to communicate directly with tho

Pacific Ocean by way of Behring's Strait. The priority of the discovery

of the North-West Passage clearly, therefore, belongs to Franklin's

expedition ;
but the credit of discovering two other water communica-

tions, ice-choked tliough they be on either side of Bank's Land, be-

tween the waters of the Atlantic and Pacific, belongs to Sir Robert

M'Clure."

On the 31;5t they had returned to the ship, having travelled 156

miles in nine days. For ten months the "
Investigator" was ice-bound.

In July 1851, M'Clure blasted the floe with gunpowder, and was once

more free ;
but the northern passage was still closed with ice, so he

retraced his way southwards, and turned northward round the western

coast of Barrow Island, and, after innumerable perils, reached Mercy

Bay, where they were again frozen in on the 24th of September. The

privations endured by M'Clure and liis crew till their final reliei in

Ai)ril 1853 were almost unparalleled in the history of Arctic explora-

tion. Their rescue from what seemed inevitable death was due to the

fortunate discoverv by jNI-Ciintock of a notice left by M'Clure on

Melville Island. M'Clure was still unwilling to abandon his ship,

I
I



hoping yet to be al)le to accomplish the passage with her. Part of his

crew returned with Captain Kellett, and eventually M'Clure, having
lost all hopes of extricating the "

Investigator," left her to her fate and

returned home. His reception in England was such as was due to a

man who, by one of the greatest Arctic achievements on record, had
secured to the Royal Navy and to Great Britain the imperishable
renown of having successfully accomplished an enterprise long attempted
in vain. The well-merited honour of knighthood was conferred upon
him, and the substantial reward of 5000. He afterwards served in

the Chinese Seas, as stated in the note on page 137.

THE RIGHT HON. SIR JOHN LAIRD-MAIR, BARON LAWRENCE.

BORN A.D. 1811.

The Right Hon. Sir John Laird-Mair Lawrence, Baron Lawrence of

the Punjab, and of Grately, Ha-nts, in the Peerage of the United

Kingdom, G.C.B., G.C.S.L, P.O., and a Baronet, Chairman of the

Metropolitan Board of Education, and formerly Governor-General of

India, was born March 4, 1811. His Lordship is the sixth son of the

late Colonel Alexander William Lawrence, son of William Lawrence of

Portrush, county Antrim, some time Governor of Upnor Castle, Kent (who
died in 1835), l)y Letitia, daughter of the late Rev. George Knox, Rector

of Strabane, county Tyrone. He received his early education at Foyle

College, Londonderry, and at the East India College, Haileybury,
where he highly distinguished himself, carrying off tlie law medal, the

history prize, and three prizes for proficiency in Oriental languages.
He oljtained his nomination to India as a civil servant in 1829 ; and
in 1831, he became Assistant to the Chief Commissioner and Resident

at Delhi. He subsequently filled a variety of offices, chiefly in connec-

tion with the ccdlection of the revenue in the north-west provinces,
until February 1840, wheii he proceeded to Europe on furlough. In

December 1842 he returned to India, and was appointed Commissioner
of the Delhi Division. It was not until 1845, when Mr John Lawrence
was thirty-five years of age, that he first attracted the special notice of

the Governor-General. The first Sikh war had broken out, and Lord

Hardinge, who was marching through the Delhi Division towards Sikh

territory, duly appreciated the energy and promptitude with which

supplies were furnished to his camp by Mr John Lawrence. Mean-

time, great powers of administration and organisation were being dis-

played by the Commissioner* and at the conclusion of the campaign in

1846, he was appointed by the Governor-General to the important post
of Commissioner of tlie Trans-Su.tlej provinces. In this trying position
he displayed administrative powers of the highest order. By tlie exer-

cise of great ability and perseverance, he succeeded in reducing the pro-
vinces under his charge into a state of order, political and social, from
an almost hopeless condition of anarchy and confusion. But his efibrts

were interrupted by the general insurrection in the Punjab, which
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followed on the assassination of the English envoys, Mr Agnew and

Lieutenant Anderson, April 18, 1848. After the final defeat of the

Sikhs by Lord Gough at Goojenit, February 21st, 1849, their territory

was surrendered into the hands of the British, and was declared by
Lord Dalhousie to be thenceforth annexed to our Indian empire.

Accordingly a Board was formed for the administration of the Bunjal),

consisting of throe members, namely, Sir Henry Lawrence, jNlr John

Lawrence, and Mr Charles Grenville ManseJ. The Board worked on

till 1853, when Lord Dalhousie abolished it, and appointed Mr John

Lawrence to ha Cliief Commissioner of the Punjab. From 18-33 lie

rule-d the Punjab alone until 1858, when he returned to England, and

obtained a Baronetcy as a reward for his services during the mutiny of

1857. He was then ajjpointed to a seat in the new Indian Council,

and on the death of Lord Elgin in 18G3 he was created Viceroy and

Governor-General.

We now proceed to fill up in detail the foregoing brief outline of

Lord Lawrence's career, and we approach the task with no ordinary

feelings of diffidence. In a country of such vast extent as IJritisli

India, embracing, as it does, a population of over two hundred millions^

differing in race, religion, and customs, it is not unreasonable to expect
a great diversity of opinion on all questions of social and political im-

portance. This not unnatural diversity of opinion, sufficiently per-

plexing in itself, is considerably increased by the inveterate hostility

which has at all times prevailed, and will never, perhaps, be entirely

extinguished, between the two rival sections of which the administra-

tive machinery has been, and is still to some extent, composed. The

military section, clingi-ng devotedly to the old regime, denounce their

civilian riyals and supplanters as '" the curse and bane of the country."
The civilians, on the other hand, no less bitterly hurl back defiance ;

they seem, in fact, to have complacently adopted the " Ceda?it

arma for/ce
" motto of the great Roman citizen, with all his vanity, and

with little of his just pretensions. But the evil goes further still, and

the spirit of discord manifests itself in their own ranks ; and for want of

more legitimate foes, civilians and military alike do battle amongst
themselves. The other classes of society, too, not nicluded in the

civilian section or paid servants of the Crown, lawyers, merchants,

tea, and indigo planters, et hoc genus or/me, seem to agree on one

point only, namely, to differ most inconceivably on every conceivable

subject. Amid this general chaos, it is not to be expected that much

harmony should prevail amongst the different organs of public opinion;
and although the press of India has been and is generally conducted

with great ability and independence, it is not easy at all times to arrive

at any certain conclusions amidst its conflicting utterances on tiie

merits and demerits of tlie men and measures of the day. It was no

wonder, then, that Lord Lawrence, when Viceroy, declared that it was

utterly impossible to please everybody, or give anything like general
satisfaction in the government of India. Lord Mayo's success may, in-

deed, be attributed mainly to the fact that he examined everything foi

himself, and exercised an independent judgment on all important ques-

tions of foreign and internal policy. One great advantage he certainly

enjoyed over his predecessor the advantage of long training in ati
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imperial school of statesmanship. His Parliamentary and official ex-

perience gave him an insight into men as individuals and in parties, the

want of which was, perhaps, the chief defect in Lord Lawrence's quali-
fications for the high post of Governor- General of India. But, though
venturing to give this opinion, we must again and again impress on
our readers the great difficulty of forming a correct judgment on any
question of Intiian politics. Too much stress cannot be laid on the

foregoing considerations, trifling as they may appear at first sight ; and
before leaving the subject, we cannot resist the temptation of repro-

ducing here a portion of Dr Russell's witty but truthful sketch of

Anglo-Indian pundits in his "
Diary in tiie East," especially as it is

expressly connected with the subject of this memoir :
"
Already my

Indian difficulties comriience. There are pundits on board, and learned

ones. They have spent their lives in Hindoostan among the people.

They have mastered their languages tliey have administered justice
from the day when, very babes in the Company's swaddling-clothes,

tliey began their lives in India. Do they agree on any one point con-

nected with the mutinies or with the character of the people? Not
one. There is one man who has been the annual historian of the Pun-

jab, who believes that the only salvation for India is the application
of the system of the Punjab and John Lawrenceism to all India.

There is another who has passed a long career of active governmental
life in Bengal, who declares that the attempt to introduce such a Law-

renCeciatic, irresponsible, and arbitrary rule, would convulse his "beloved

province to the very centre. One man ' hates the rascally Mahome-

dans/ and says there will be no safety for us till they are '

put down,'
but whether into the earth, or by what process, he does not indicate.

Another thinks that, after all, the Mahomedan can be made some-

thing of, if a career is opened to him ; but that those slimy, treacherous

Hindoos, with their caste, and superstitions, and horrid customs, con-

stitute the real difficulty of the Government. Our American friend,
'

tliough opposed to slavery in general terms,' thinks the system of

slave labour could be introduced with advantage into your British

possessions in the East, and quotes a few passages in support of his

views from the Old Testament. Meantime, sitting almost apart from

the I'est of the passengers, a few Englishmen, whom no one noticed,

shook their heads as they listened, but the civilians took no thought of

them. They had the brand of wicked, interloping, jealous Cain upon
them. They were traders, merchants, indigo planters, and such like,

who viewed with as much prejudice and antipathy the servants of the

Government under which they lived, as the latter exhibited in their

demeanour for men who were undoubtedly developing the resources of

tiie country in which they were passing the best part of their lives, and

making fortunes. All the evils that afflict India were and are,

according to tiiese gentlemen, the direct results of the rule of the Com-

pany. Why should they not be permitted to bring in their capital,

and purchase the soil of India ? Wiiy should they not be magistrates,
and sit on tlie bench, and adjudge disputes between themselves, or

their representatives, and the native land-holders or labourers ? Why
should they, as Englishmen, not be exempted from the operation of

the ordinary tribunals of the land in which they lived, and have
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special courts of their own, as being peers and nobles of a natural

aristocracy, placed among serfs and ignobles?''
*

When the mutiny was fairly oscr, and order was restored in the

country, Mr Lawrence rcturnud to Enghuid amidst general acchvniation,

to receive the rewards whicli were justly due to one of tlie saviours of

India. It was, no doubt, owing to his services during tlie mutiny that

Lord Lawrence gained tliat high reputation whicli earned for him the

title of "Saviour of Lidia;" but it would be unfair at the same time

not to give him full credit for Ins wise and vigorous administration of

the Punjab during a period of nine years before tlie mutinies ; and as

his administration when Viceroy has been chietly judged by ids mea-

sures in that province, it will be necessary to take a brief survey of the

early portion of his service, and the influence it is supposed to have had
on his views and policy wlien he was appointed to adnunister the

affairs of the Punjab, and of the condition of that province at the time

of its annexation.

It will be seen, from our introductory sketch, tliat for nearly twenty

years of his earlier career, Lord Lawrence was chiefly engaged in the

revenue department of the nortli- west provinces, and the line of policy
which lie adopted in his government of the Punjab has boon ascribed

to the ideas which he imbibed from his early training under what has

been called the " north-west provinces system." The nature and

results of this sj-stem have been stated at great length and with much

ability by a writer in the Calcutta Reclcw, iov tlie year 1SG9; and

although we do not adopt his views as to the impolicy of the system,
his account of its objects and effects may be accepted as accurate and

impartial, so far as we are able to judge, on tin's much-vexed question of

Indian politics. The importance of the subject in connection with

Lord Lawrence's subsequent career, and his character as a statesman,

will be the best excuse for giving a few extracts from this Review,
which was written after the close of his Lordship's Viceroyalty :

" The revenue settlement of the north-west provinces is, perhaps,
an obsolete question now-a-days ; but without attempting to revive the

discussions of a past generation, it may be advisable to indicate very

generally the great social revolution and practical transfer of landed

property from one class to another which were involved in what has

been familiarly known as the north-west provinces' system; inas-

much as it was the notions which Sir John Lawrence imbibed during
his training in the north-west provinces that ultimately damaged his

reputation as a statesman, and led to those personal detractions and

aspersion:: with wdiich he was assailed by the Indian ])ress during a

considerable part of his viceregal career.' The writer, then, in

support of his views, proceeds to give a sketch of the landed aris-

tocracy of Ilindoostan, which he maintains was an aristocracy re-

spected by the people, and capable and willing to render good
service to the British Government, which had delivered them from

the tyranny and oppression of the Mahrattas. After drawing a

picture of the state of atfairs in the north-west provinces during the

period of lawless anarchy which characterised the days of JNIaiiratta

* "My Diary iu ludia, in the year 1858-59," vol. i., chap. 4. By W. H.

Russell, LL.D.
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ascendancy, and alleging that the landlords held their lands by the

same right that the British Government held their territories, namely,
that of the sword and the sword alone, the reviewer thus describes

the objects and results of tlie north-west province system:- "The
north-west settlement was undertaken and carried out some thirty

years after the campaign of Lord Lake. It simply ignored the rights
of the sword, and attempted to settle the country by the light of land-

tenures, which belonged to an obsolete order of things. It was carried

out under the idea tliat a landed aristocracy was a mistake, and tliat it

was better that British officials should perform the part of landlords,
and be brought into direct contact with the cultivators. The rights
and wrongs of this policy have been discussed ad nauseam. The
result of the investigation and settlement was that the aristocracy was
shorn of its possessions, and the famine of 1837 completed the good
work which the settlement had begun. In a word, we abolished the

landlords, and encouraged and fostered the money-lenders, and intro-

duced all the tender mercies of law and regulation. We are told,

however, that the country has prospered from this date, but we hold

that this proposition proves nothing. Lord Macaulay tells us that

after a large proportion of the population of Ireland had been literally
massacred by Oliver Cromwell, the country began to prosper ;

but he
does not thereby leave his readers to infer that the massacre of the

Irish was a justifiable measure. The fact is, that any foreign inter-

ference with existing institutions, such as land, marriage, or religion,
is always dangerous, and frequently productive of evil. Such institu-

tions form part of the natio'.ial growth, and are often essential to the

national being. The result of the destruction of the aristocracy by our

settlement operations has deprived the British Government of the loyal

support in the hour of trial of the most influential class of the native

community, and has rendered the extension of British empire obnoxious
to the popular sentiment, because it has been accompanied by the rapid

disappearance of the old landed nobility." Wiiether this be a true

account of the "north-west province system" or not, it is not easy
even at the present time to determine.

On the wisdom of that policy we offer no opinion ; but, whether

right or wrong, it seems to have been the policy adopted by Mr Law-
rence in his administration of the Punjab, and to have been productive
of the most salutary results. When that country became annexed to

our Indian empire, its condition dift'ered in no material degree from the
old state of things which prevailed in the north-western provinces. It

is alleged that Sir Henry Lawrence, who had been resident in Lahore
since 1846, and was President of the new Board of Administration,
wished " to deal tenderly with the old Sikh aristocracy ; whereas Mr
John Lawrence, who had been imbued with the north-western system,
was apparently prepared to wipe it away altogether." Lord Dalhousie,
the Governor-General, was a statesman of tlie thoroughly English type.
He had little faith in Asiatics, and no sympathy with their ideas and

aspirations ; and although a member of the aristocracy of Great

Britain, he entertained but small respect for the aristocracy of India,
and failed to perceive the important part it might be called to play in

the extension and colisolidatiun of the English empire in the east. He
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was a profound believer in modern European civilisation, as the grand

panacea for all political and social evils ; and inspired witli this belief,

he did more towards developing the resources of India and of pro-

moting the national pros|)erity of her people than any otlier statesman

had ever done before. The Punjab was a new province, and it was tlie

ambition of Lord Dalhousie tliat it sliould be a model province. Under
such circumstances, the Board at Laliore could scarcely be ex|)ected to

work well. The three members undertook separate brandies of tiie

administration, but were actuated by different principles and ideas. Sir

Henry Lawrence conducted all the political business with the Punjab
chiefs, wliile Jolui Lawrence superintended the revenue administra-

tion; and some clashing was, therefore, to be expected, and seems to

liave taken place. Ultimately, Lord Dalhousie appointed John Law-
rence to be the Chief Commissioner of tlie Punjab, and provided for Sir

Henry Lawrence elsewhere.*

It is not intended here to offer any opinion as to the relative merits

of the two brothers in point of statesmanship ; it is sufficient to sav

tliat Lord Dalhousie decided in favour of the policy advocated by Mr
John Lawrence, and that in carrying out the views of the Indian

Government, nothing could have been more successful than the efforts

of the Chief Commissioner of the Punjab from 1853 until 1858. It

may be true, for all this, that Sir Henry Lawrence was by far the

greater and wiser statesman of the two, and that (as the reviewer

ah-eady referred to contends) had his counsels been followed, annexa-

tion to the British empire would have been a popular aspiration

throughout India, and the mutiny of 1857 would never have attained

the importance of even a military revolt. But we have to deal with

facts, and not theories, and the verdict of the country has been given
in favour of Lord Lawrence, and completely vindicated his character

from the strictures of some of his Anglo-Indian critics. Some slight

idea of the labours of the Commissioners on their appointment in 1849

may be formed from the fact tliat the superficial area of the country is

50,400 square miles, and that it contains a vast population, partly

military and partly agricultural, of various races and religious creeds,

who ail
" hated every dynasty except their own, and regarded the

British as the worst, because the most powerful of usurpers." Under
their former sovereign, Runjeet Singh, the administration was in the

most deplorable condition; there was scarcely a crime for which immu-

nity could not be purchased by bribes; while the oppressive exactions

of the provisional governors who farmed the taxes were unchecked.

The first labour undertaken by the Commissioners was to organise
" a

comprehensive system of law and justice, and of social and financial

improvement throughout the Punjab. It was found necessary to dis-

band the Sikh soldiery, though many of them afterwards entered the

British service; and an irregular force, consisting of ten regiments, was

raised for the protection of the western frontier." In consequence of

tliese measures, at the end of two years, the Board was able to report
to the Governor-General,

"
tliat the entire British system and its insti-

tutions were thoroughly introduced into the Punjab." Such triumphant

IV.

The "Calcutta Review," 1869.

K Ir.
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results in so sliort a time seem almost incredible, but the statements of

the Commissioners' Report as to the desperate condition of affairs in

1849, and the improvement accomplished in 1851, are fully borne out

by the fact that in the mutiny of 1857 the province remained faithful

to British rule, and mainly contributed to the preservation of our

Indian empire. As before stated, Lord Lawrence was appointed Chief

Commissioner and agent to the Governor-General for the north-west

frontier in the year 1853, and held this position until 1858. Tiie

part which Lord Lawrence took in the terrible crisis of 1857 has long
been a familiar matter of history. kSoon after the telegraph brought
him the intelligence of the success of the mutiny at Dellii, all tele-

graphic communication with Calcutta was interrupted, and he had to

act on his own responsibility altogether, and nobly he performed his

work. A movable column was formed to march on any point of the

Punjab where any attempt at an outbreak might occur ; suspected
Hindoostanee regiments were removed to the frontier, and replaced by
local irregular troops ; mutinies at Peshawar and Lahore were promptly
crushed.

Larcje loans were effected in an incredibly short space of time, and a

new Sikh army, consisting of 60,000 men, was raised and despatched

fully equipped, under the gallant Nicholson, to aid in the recapture of

Delhi. All these measures were carried out with an amount of promp-
titude and decision which was worthy of the master mind with whicii

they originated. For these signal services the "Saviour of India" was
rewarded with well-merited distinction. He was created a baronet,

August 6, 1858, on his return to Entrland, having been previously
advanced in 1856 to the dignity of K.C.B. for his services as Chief

Commissioner of the Punjab, and in 1857 to the dignity of a G.C.B.
for his services during the mutiny. In 1858 he was sworn a member
of the Privy Council, and on the creation of tlie Order of the Star of

India was made a G. C.S.I. He also received the thanks of Parlia-

ment, and a pension of ^2000 a-year from the East India Com|iany.
On the construction of the new Government of India he was appointed
a member of the new Indian Council. In December 1863, he suc-

ceeded the late Lord Eltiin as Governor-General of India. Arrivins:

at Calcutta in January 1864, the new Viceroy was received with a

more universal demonstration of welcome than had been accorded to

any previous Governor-General. Immediately on his arrival, he set

himself vigorously to work to clear off the arrears which had accumu-

lated in consequence of the sickness of his predecessor. Endowed with

an immense capacity for dealing with details, he soon gained a high

reputation as a "
working

"
Viceroy. His great experience as Cliief

Commissioner of the Punjab gave him a special qualification to discharge
the most laborious, though not, perhaps, the most important duties of

his high office. He exercised the most salutary supervision over all the

public departments, and his administration in this respect was most

complete and thoroughly efficient. No branch of the service could

now complain of inattention or want of sym])athy at Government
House ; and Lord Lawrence could not be accused, as Lord Elgin was,
of outraging experienced officials by declining to discuss with them any
question of Indian administration. So far things worked smoothly
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enouij;li, but tlie unollicial portion of the comnuiiiity soon began to

express their dissatisfaction. A true viceroy, in tlieir opinion, should
have a soul above figures and dry details, and the military croakers

indignantly asked. What could be expected from tlie stupid attempt of

Sir Charles Wood and other liome-bred politicians to make a Governor-
General out of a mere civilian ? To this inquiry we vouclisafe no
answer. The suggestions already made may be of some help in esti-

mating the true value of opinions emanating from such a quarter.
What a viceroy ought to be, so as to give general satisfaction, it is not

very easy to determine. An eloquent writer in a Calcutta paper gives
us his idea on the sulyect :

" A viceroy of India should be a states-

man educated in imperial views, endowed with iiigh moral courage and
intellectual sagacity, grave and deliberate in council, but prompt and
resolute in action, dignified and gracious on all occasions, and ever

forgetful of all private and personal considerations, whilst performing
the arduous but liunourable duty of representing our Sovereign Lady
Victoria, in the Government of the empire of India, and control of its

various principalities." This seems a standard, in all conscience, sufli-

ciently high; and we will merely observe in connection with it, that "the
head and front" of Lord Lawrence's oti'ending was that he had not

been duly initiated into the mysteries of St James's, and was not

endowed with the true imperial spirit of a British statesman. It has

also been urged against him by some of his critics that he w;is too inde-

cisive and vacillating, and overcautious in action. Others blamed him
for being too determined once he had taken a notion into his head.

In the " Oude unsettlement question," as it was called, he was censured

for pernicious activity, while others characterised his viceroyalty as a

period of "
masterly inactivity." His hesitation in granting a subsidy

to Shere Ali Khan, and so interposing an efi'ectual barrier against
llussian attempts on British India, was made tlie subject of the most

liostile criticism and denunciation. Not that the Calcutta oracles were of

one voice on the subject of " Central Asia," nor were the boarding-house

politicians and old ladies of Chowringhee at all agreed that, if the viceroy
liesitated much longer in stopping the gap on the western frontier, the

Itussian bear would ere long be reclining under a punkah in Govern-
ment House. Tliat there were not occasional mistakes in his adminis-

tration it would be absurd to maintain, but in the spirit of fair play,

we must protest against the indiscriminate censure which has been pro-
nounced on many portions of his viceregal career. He might, no doubt,
liave more promptly interfered for the relief of the Orissa famine, and

his action with respect to the Bombay Bank is perlia})s open to the

same remark. But it still remains a difiicult question to determine

who was responsible for these sad disasters, which brought so mucii

obloquy on the British Government in India. His foreign policy was

cautious, but ultimately successful. The jiernicious results of Lord

Auckland's interference in the aflairs of Afghanistan were naturally

calculated to make liim careful in his dealings with Afghan princes ; but

liaving once accepted the recognition of Shere Ali as the legitimate

ruler of Cabul, he steadily adhered to that policy, and finally granted
him a subsidy. In his dealings with the native states witliiii the fron-

tier during the five vears of liis administration, he maintained sound
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and healthy relations between them and the British Government. In

the Public Works Department he exerted himself vigorously to correct

abuses, and initiated important measures of reform, which were after-

wards so successfully carried out by Lord Mayo. Lord Lawrence
devoted himself with great zeal and success to the advancement of

education. The as'ricultural and commercial interests of the country

also received his most careful attention. The relations between revenue

and expenditure were favourably adjusted, and although the outlay was

liberal the condition of the finances was satisfactory. The military

administration, too, was most successful. We now proceed to Lord
Lawrence's measures in Oude. Although we have not been able to

discover any evil consequences flowing from the viceroy's interference

with the land tenures of that province, which had been settled by Lord

Canning in 1856 and 1858, it seems to have been impolitic, under the

circumstances, to have disturbed a state of things with which, so far as

we can learn, all parties in Oude were satisfied. Few questions, how-

ever, excited such an amount of political ferment at the time ; and the

press generally condemned Lord Lawrence's interference as uncalled

for, and likely to produce the most pernicious results. The " Calcutta

Review "
for 1869, appears to give the fairest account of the question,

and we give a brief summary of its remarks on this important subject.
When Sir John landed in India in 1864 there had been two landed

settlements in Oude, one in 1856 and the other in 1858. The settle-

ment of 1856 was carried out immediately after the annexation, much
in the same spirit as that which had been made in the North-West
Provinces and the Punjab. The settlement of 1858 made by Lord

Canning, as Governor- General, immediately after the mutiny, seems

to have worked well during the last four years of his administration ;

and again, during the government of Lord Elgin, in 1862 and 1863,
the question of land tenures seemed at rest for ever. All parties,

Talookdars, sub-proprietors, and village occupants, if not in all cases

satisfied with the extent of their holdings, were at any rate under the

full impression that their status was final, and never would be disturbed.

This was the settlement which Sir John Lawrence deliberately upset,
on the ground that the rights of inferior zemindars and village occu-

pants had not been sufticiently recognised by the settlement made six

years before in 1858. It was urged upon him that no complaints had

proceeded from the classes he sought to benefit, and that the settlement

had been fully accepted by the people of Oude. A special commis-
sion had reported that no such rights as those proposed to be established

ever existed in the country ; but in the face of these facts Sir John

Lawrence, true to his old North-West Province ideas, adhered to his own
convictions, and for two years, namely, from 1864 to 1866, the " un-

settlement of Oude " was the great question of the day. At length in

1866, a so-called compromise was eft'ected ; .... but whether
this compromise would continue to stand, or whether it would ultimately
be found necessary to modify it, or set it aside, the reviewer would not

venture to say.*
In his social arrangements, Sir John Lawrence took little pains to

gain popularity with the residents of Calcutta; and his triumphs in
*

Calcutta Keview, 1869.
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Government House were of a very different order from those of society.
If loft to his own inclinations, he would, perhaps, have gladly dispensed
with all that i)omp and display, which have from time immemorial been

expected from the representatives of the British Crown in our Eastern
dominions. On his return to England he was raised to the Peerage,
with the title of Baron Lawrence, of the Punjab, and of Grately in the

county of Southampton. lie also received the honorary degrees of
D.C.L. and LL.D. from the Universities of Oxford and Cambridge.

His lordship married, in 184:1, Harriott Kathorine, daughter of the
Rev. Richard Hamilton, rector and vicar of Culdotf, in the county of

Donegal

THE DUKE OF ABERCORN.

BORN A.D. ISll.

Sir James Hamilton, K.G., P.O., Duke Chatellerault in France, heir

male of the house of Hamilton, was the eldest son of James Viscount

Hamilton, by the second daughter of the late Honourable John Douglas.
He was born on 21st January 1811, and succeeded his grandfather as

Marquis of Hamilton in 1818 ; he married, in 1832, Lady Lousia Jam;

Russell, second daughter of John, sixth Duke of Bedford. He was
educated at Christ Church, Oxford, and created an honorary D.C.L. of

that University in 1856. His Grace, who held the office of Groom of

the Stole to H.R.H. Prince Albert, was, on the accession to power of

Earl Derby's administration in 1866, appointed Lord-Lieutenant of

Ireland, which office he retained till 1868, when he was created Duke
of Abercorn. He was created an honorary LL.D. of Trinity College,

Dublin, in 1868, and was Grand Master of the Order of St. Patrick

during the same period. He is Lord-Lieutenant and Custos Rotuloruni

of the County of Donegal, Colonel of the Donegal Militia, and Major-
General of the Royal Arcliers (the Queen's body guard of Scotland).
The title of Baron of Paisley was created in 1587; Baron of Aber-

corn, 1603 ; Baron of Hamilton and Earl of Abercorn, 10th July

1806, in the peerage of Scotland; Baron of Strabane, kc, 2d De-

cember 1701, in the peerage of Ireland ; Viscount Hamilton, 1786 ;

Marquess of Abercorn, in Great Britain, 18th October 1790 ; Marquess
of Hamilton and Duke of Abercorn, in the peerage of Ireland, 10th

August 1868.

The noble family of Hamilton is said to be descended from Sir

William de Hameldon, one of the youngest sons of Robert de Bello-

mont, third Earl of Leicester; Sir William de Hameldon's son. Sir

Gilbert de Hamilton, having expressed himself at the court of Edward
II. in admiration of King Robert Bruce, received a blow from John de

Spencer, which led the following day to an encounter, in whicli Spencer

fell, and Hamilton sought security in Scotland, about the year 1323.

Being closely pursued, however, in his flight, he and his servant

changed clothes with two wood-cutters, and taking their saws, were in

the act of cutting through an oak tree when his pursuers passed by.

Perceivinir his servant notice them, Sir Gilbert hastily cried out to
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him, "Through !

"
which word, with the oak and saw through it, he

tooic for his crest, in commemoration of his deliverance. This is the

account which lias been transmitted through tradition ; but Sir Bernard

Burlve thinks it more probable that the ancestor of the family of

Hamilton was one of tlie youngest sons of Robert, second Earl of

Leicester, who was the son of Robert de Bellomont, first Earl of Leices-

ter in England, and Count of Mellent in Normandy, by the daughter
of Hugh, Count of Yermandrois, son of Henry I., King of France.*

Sir Gilbert de Hamilton, the immediate ancestor of this great

family, lived in the reign of Alexander IL of Scotland, and he married

Isabella Randolph, sister of Thomas Randolph, Earl of Moray. His

son, Sir Walter Fitz-Gilbert Hamilton, swore fealty to King Edward I.

in 1292-1294. Attaching himself to King Robert Bruce, he had

divers grants of lands ; among others the Barony of Kenel (Kinniel)
and that of Cadzow (Hamilton), which became the chief lordship
and seat of the Hamilton family.

Sir David Hamilton, second Lord of Cadzow, was made prisoner at

the battle of Durham in 1346. In 1361 he was a benefactor to the

see of Glasgow. He was one of the Magnates Scotise wlio consented

to tlie settlement of the Crown in 1371. Sir James Hamilton, fiftii

Earl of Cadzow, being one of the principal nobles of Scotland, was a

liostaQ:e for tlie ransom of King James I. from England in 1424. Sir

James Hamilton, the sixth Earl of Cadzow, was created a Lord of

Parliament, by Royal Ciiarter, 28th June 1445, as Lord Hamilton.

He married in 1474 the Princess Mary, eldest daughter of James II.,

and relict of Thomas Boyd, Earl of Arran. His son, James IL, Lord

Hamilton, obtained a charter of the lands and earldom of Arran, dated

lOtli August 1503. This nobleman, who took a prominent part in the

affairs of Scotland, was constituted lieut.-general of the kingdom,
warden of the marches, and one of the lords of the regency in 1517.

His son James, second Earl of Arran, on the death of James V., in

1542, was unanimously chosen Regent of Scotland by the nobles

assembled for that purpose, the public voice applauding their choice ;

the next year he was declared by Parliament heir presumptive to the

crown, appointed guardian to Queen Mary, and governor of the realm

during her Majesty's minority. In 1548 his Lordship was invested

with the French Order of St. Michael, and made in 1549, by Henry II.

of France, Duke of Chatellerault, in Poictou.f This dukedom, with a

considerable pension, was, according to Sir Walter Scott, conferred

upon him by the French king, in order to induce liim to consent to the

projected match between Mary, tlie infant queen of Scotland, and the

Dauphin of France. James III., Earl of Arran, upon the arrival of

Queen Mary in 1561, openly aspired to her hand, "but opposing the

Queen's free exercise of her religion, and entering a protestation

against it, his lordsliip entirely forfeited her favour." His love, how-

ever, inflamed by disappointment, and his impatience exasperated by

neglect, gradually preyed on his reason, and after many extravagancies,
broke out at last in ungovernable frenzy. He was inconsequence

*
Burke's Peerage and Baronetage (1873;.

t J>urke's Peerage and Baronetage (l873).
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declared to be in a state of insanity by the cognition of an inquest

passed on a brief directed out of the Court of Cliancory, and tlie estates

of liis deceased father devolved on his brother, Lord Jolin Hamilton,
who with his younger brother, Claud, was banished from Scotland in

1579, but returned in lo85, the Act of forfeiture which had been

passed being annulled. He was elevated to the peerage, in loOd, as

Marquess of Hamilton. This nobleman remained fast in his allegiance
to the unliap|)y Quec^n !Mary ; and so conscious was the unfortunate

princess of Ids fidelity, that one of her latest acts was to transmit to

him a ring (which is still treasured in the family) through the medium
of an attendant. His son, James, the third Marquess, was created in

16-43 Duke of Hamilton. His Grace, actively espousing the cause of

Charles I., was defeated and taken prisoner at the battle of Preston,
and was beheaded in Old Palace Yard, 9th March 1G49. He was
succeeded by his brother William, who received a mortal wound
in the service of Charles II. at the battle of Worcester, Ey Cromwell's

Act of Grace, passed in 1654, he was excluded from all benefit thereof,

and his estates were declared forfeited, save as to a sum of 400 a

year for his duchess for life, and after her death, 100 a year to each

of his four daughters and their heirs for ever. At the death of ^Villiam,

second Duke of Hamilton, the male representation of the great house

of Hamilton devolved on his grace's kinsman and next male heir,

James Hamilton, second Earl of Abercorn. This nobleman had been

previously advanced to the Peerage of Ireland, 8tli May 1617, by the

title of Lord Hamilton, Baron of Strabane, Claud Lord Strabane,
fourth Earl of Abercorn, attended King James II, after the

Revolution from France, and was sworn of the Privy Council upon
his arrival in Dublin. His Lordship, after the battle of the Boyne,
liaving embarked for France, perished on the voyage. In

1691, he had been outlawed, and forfeited the estates and title of

Strabane ; but the earldom of Abercorn devolved on his brother

Charles, who succeeded likewise to the title and estates of Strabane,
the attainder having been reversed. Charles, the fifth Earl, having
died without issue, the honours and estates devolved on his kins-

man, James Hamilton, who declined assuming the title of baronet, but

was known as Captain Hamilton. He was in the military service of

James II. ; but espousing the cause of William, took a distinguished

part at the seige of Londonderry against his royal niaster. Succeeding
to the earldom of Abercorn, he took his seat in virtue thereof as a

member of the Scottish Parliament. Ireland, however, was the usual

place of his residence, and of that realm he was created Baron Mount-
eastle and Viscount Strabane, He married, in 16S6, Elizabeth,

daughter and heiress of Sir Robert Reading, Baronet, of Dublin, by
whom he had issue nine sons and four daughters. His eldest son,

James, was the eighth Earl, who died without issue, and was succeeded

by John James as ninth Earl, who was created Marquess of Abercorn,
and subsequently installed a Knight of the Garter. His son James
was the father of James, the present Duke of Abercorn.

During his short tenure of office as Lord-Lieutenant of Ireland, the

duke of Abercorn won the respect and confidence of all classes. As a re-

sident nobleman, he was intimately acquainted with the country he wa?
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called on to rule as viceroy, and on all public occasions he expressed him-

self not as the mere mouth-piece of the party to which he belonged, but as

one who had the true interests of the country alone at heart. In dispens-

ing the patronage of his office, he was obliged, of course, to consult the

wishes of the Conservative section of the community ; but he endeavoured

even in this, as in all other respects, to act on his own independent

judgment, his sole object appearing to be to benefit his countrymen,
and not to win popularity for his political chief. We have no doubt

that it was the success of his administration which suggested the idea

recently advanced by a very eminent man of making the viceroyalty

independent of the changes of party. Whatever may be thought of

this theory, one thing is certain, that the termination of the Duke of

Abercorn's Irish administration, in 1868, was universally regretted

throughout the length and breadth of the country. Dublin, of course,

had especial reasons beyond the general good for regretting his depar-
ture from the Castle, where he dispensed his hospitalities with princely

magnificence.

Amongst the many honours and marks of respect which were shown
to his Excellency, there was one which deserves especially to be recorded.

It may seem to some comparatively insignificant ; but it was regarded
at the time as a rare tribute to the merits of the Irish Viceroy, and a

convincing proof, if proof were required, of the high appreciation in

which he was universally held. We allude to the grand entertain-

ment given to him by the Benchers of the King's Inns on the occasion

of his being created a member of their honourable Society. The great
Dining Hall of the Inns was filled to overflowing bv the members of

the legal profession of both branches, and amid that vast assemblage of

men, representing every shade of political feeling, there seemed to l)e

but one opinion as to the distinguished guest of the evening.
As a landowner, it has never been necessary to remind his Grace

that "
property has its duties as well as its rights." It would, indeed,

be well for Ireland if all her landed proprietors possessed a like
"

fixity of tenure
"

in the hearts and aflPections of the occupiers of the

soil.

On the return of the Conservative party to office in February 1874,
His Grace again became the Viceroy of Ireland.

THE EIGHT HONOURABLE JONATHAN CHRISTIAN, P.O., LORD-JUSTICE
OF THE COURT OF APPEAL IN CHANCERY IN IRELAND.

BOKN A.D. 1811.

The Right Honourable Jonathan Christian, son of the late George
Christian, Esq., Solicitor, of Dublin, by Margaret, daughter of

Cormick, Esq., was born at Carrick-on-Suir, Tipperary, in 1811. He
was educated at Trinity College, Dublin, where he graduated B.A.

1832. He was called to the Irish bar in 1834 ; made a Queen's Coun-

sel in 1846 ; Queen's Serjeant in 1851. He was Solicitor- General for

Ireland 1856-7, and a Justice of the Court of Common Pleas in Ire-

land 1858-67. He was appointed Lord-Justice of the Court of Appeal
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in Cliancery in Ireland in 1867, on wliich occasion he was added to

tho Privy Council in Ireland. Tie married, in 1859, Mary, daughter
of T. E. Thomas, Esq., late of Newton Park, county Duhlin.

Immediately on his call to the bar, IMr. Christian sclectiMl tlie Equity
Courts as tin; most congenial and promising field for his operations.

Like his distinguished compeer, Mr Fitzgerald, he remained for many
years almost, if not altogether, unemployed. But this "

weary time of

waiting," so unfruitful in one sense, was in reality a period of ines-

timable gain. lie became thoroughly acquainted with tlie practice of the

Courts, and added largely to his stores of legal learning, thus sowing
the seeds of that rich harvest which eventually rewarded his industry

and perseverance. Conscious of his powers and attainments, Mr
Christian studiously kept aloof from politics, and devoted himself intently

to the requirements of his profession, confident of success, once he got
the opportunity of exhibiting his great and brilliant abilities. In this

lie was not deceived. When the opportunity did arrive it found him

thoroughly prepared. It is said that in the first case of importance in

which he was engaged, he displayed such masterly skill and ability

that he was complimented in the highest terms by the Chancellor, Sir

Edward Sugden. A flattering notice from such a quarter produced the

effect that might be expected. Business thenceforth set in so rapidly,

that within a few years he was called to the inner bar, where he took

his place at once amongst the foremost men.

About Mr Christian's merits as a lawyer there can be but one opinion.

It would indeed be presumptuous to attempt here any minute criticism

or analysis of his unrivalled powers. Combining legal research with

clearness of intellect, sound judgment, and practical ability, he displayed
from the very start a union of the rarest forensic qualities. His argu-

ments were models of clearness and logical arrangement, and his

elocution was singularly graceful and effective. Every sentence was

so perfectly constructed as to create the impression of the most careful

and elaborate preparation. But the immense amount of his business

did not admit of such preparation, and the marvel only remained how

he could have gained such a command of language and a mastery of

elocution as to speak as if naturally, in a style so highly polished and

exquisitely wrought. The written judgments which he has pronounced
since his elevation to the bench are not more remarkable for their

elaborate construction than his arguments at the bar. Tlie reader can

find many specimens of his peculiar and marvellous style in the " Irish

Common liaw Reports," from the year 1858 to 1867, and in " The

Irish Chancery Reports," from 1867 to the present time. Some idea

may thus be formed of Mr Christian's rare accomplishments as an advo-

cate. Whether his speeches at the bar, or his judgment from the beneli,

are models of the best and most perfect style of composition others

must determine. It has, we have heard, been remarked no doubt

since the learned judge has given such umbrage in certain high quarters

that Mr Cliristian at the bar "
spoke on stilts," and his utterances

from the bench were overspread with an "extra-judicial froth." But in

spite of every detraction, it must be acknowledged that he obtained his

elevation by qualities more solid, and accomplishments more valuable,

than a stiff and stilted style or frothy declamation ; and his decisions
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in the Common Pleas and the Exchequer Chamber, and in the Court of

Appeal in Chancery, must be held in the highest estimation by all un-

prejudiced persons as sound and masterly expositions of the law as it

prevails in those high tribunals.

As already remarked, Mr Christian took no part in the political con-

troversies of his time ;
and like his eminent rival, Mr Baron Fitzgerald,

he owed his advancement altogether to his superior merits as a lawyer.
It seems not quite unnatural that a man who won his high position by

steadily pursuing the legitimate duties of his calling, should entertain

something like a feeling of contem])t for a class (so numerous at the

Irish bar) whose political services constitute their chief, if not their

only claims to advancement. Whether such a feeling did or did not

exist, it would be extremely difficult to say ; this, however, was abun-

dantly clear, that Mr Christian, while at the bar, had little time or

inclination for close fellowship with his contemporaries, and there was

none of that interchange of feeling or sympathy between them whicli

exists between men who are constantly thrown together in the more

social engagements of political life. Solely intent on the faithful and

efficient performance of his professional duties, the all-absorbing claims

of business were well calculated to isolate him from the world whicii

lay outside his briefs and the precincts of the Court of Chancery. To
the isolation tlius occasioned may be traced that bold and uncompro-

mising spirit which he has always evinced since his elevation to the

l)ench, and which has been applauded by some as a spirit of manly and

wholesome independence, and decried by others as an undignified

exhibition of intemperance, and of want of proper consideration tor the

feelings of his judicial brethren. Into the merits of this controversy it

is not intended to enter in this brief notice ; it is sufficient to say, that

in assuming the office of a public censor, the Lord-Justice of Appeal
created a strong prejudice against himself, and his interference to cor-

rect certain abuses or irregularities which were creeping in under the

new practice and constitution of the Court of Chancery, however

justifiable, on the score of a conscientious discharge of his duty, pro-

duced the inevitable efliect of making him unpojjular with the judges
and officers of the Court, who felt the sting of his polished sarcasm, or

came under the lash of his vehement invective. It would, however, be

idle to deny that a large majority of the practitioners in the Equity
Courts fully endorsed the opinions expressed, on one memoral)le

occasion at least, by the Lord-Justice of Appeal, however mucli they

may have regretted that the disagreeable task undertaken by him in-

volved personal reflections on the Chancellor, whose courtesy and

urbanity had rendered him deservedly popular with both branches of

the profession. In deprecating the assumption of judicial functions by
the chief clerks, liis lordship was only enunciating the clear and

unmistakable provisions of the Chancery Act of 1867, which expressly

enacted that no business of a judicial nature should be transacted by
those officers. There was a case before the Court, where one of the

clerks had clearly exceeded his minist;erial functions, and in the teeth

of the statute, had taken upon himself to decide a question of a

purely judicial character. So far the Lord-Justice was clearly in the

ri<'ht. Tlio inference which he drew, that what had ooeurroci once was
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remarks lay in the allusion to the al)senee of the Chancellor and Vico-

Chancellor at a time when, according to the legal day lists, there was

a large amount of business attached to their Courts, which was left to

be disposed of by the chief clerks, although it was inn)Ossil)ie tliat

questions requiring the decision or direction of a judge should not

arise in many cases before them. Such a])pears to have boon the simple
facts of this episode in the High Court of Appeal in Chancery. We
would have gladly abstained from all allusion to the subject, except
for the prominence and notoriety given to it by Mr Gladstone's

remarks on the conduct of Lord-Justice Christian. There was no

doubt that the Premier felt deeply aggrieved at the oflonce given to

his Irish Chancellor, whose advancement to the highest honours was

fondly cherished as one of his darling schemes for making Ireland "
a

happy land." The Lord-Justice, too, had given umbrage to Mr Glad-

stone by commenting severely on a flaw in the Land Act. But it

seems to have fallen within the proper scope of his duties to make
the comments he did, and the flaw had to be remedied by a special

Act of the Legislature, introduced and carried through the House of

Lords by Lord Cairns, Such seems to have been the head and front

of his offending ; and if the removal of the obnoxious Lord-Justice de-

pended on the pleasure of the head of her ^Majesty's Government, the

strong remarks of Mr Gladstone sufficiently indicated the course he

would have adopted, and Lord-Justice Christian, and, we suppose, Mr
Justice Keogh, would have been consigned for the term of their natural

lives to some state reformatory provided for refractory and incorri-

gible Irish judges. But, happily for the independence of the Irish

bench, the tenure of the judicial office does not depend on the ploa-
sure or caprice of the Minister of the day, and the good or ill

behaviour of our judges must be determined in a manner more con-

stitutional.

The following brief extracts from some of the judgments of the Lord-

Justice of Appeal will convey some idea, both of his style, and of his

manner of dealing with what he considered blunders of the Legislature
with respect to Ireland. The judgment in Tottenham's Estate was

delivered in February 1869 ; and the same bold and fearless criticism

with which be commented on the Encund)ered Estates Act is as ap-

parent in that judgment as it is in his judgment in Lord AVatorford's

Estates, where his comments on the Land Act of 1870 excited the ire

of Mr Gladstone. Our first extract is from his Lordship's judgment
in re Tottenham's Estate, Irish Keports, 3 Ecjuity Series ; our second

from his judgment in re the Marquis of Waterford's Estates, Irish

Reports, 5 Equity Series, 43o :

" The Landed Estates Court is the immediate successor of the

Encumbered Estates Commission. The Encumbered Estates Act was

passed at an abnormal time, with certain objects, political and social,

which need not here be dwelt on. Towards those objects the first and

indispensable necessity was this, to sweep from the land of Ireland, at

one strokp, that incubus of complicated title and encumbrance which

had been a terror or a snare to intending purchasers, and by which a

large i)art of the island was practically withdrawn from the land market.
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With this object a special (originally a temporary) tribunal was

constituted, with powers hitherto vinknown to the law, and especially

shocking to the prepossessions of the British jurist. It was to be a

great manufactory of brand-new titles. The grant of the Commis-
sioners was so to work, that, by a sort of conveyancing magnetism, it

would draw out, not merely from the owner whose estate was under

sale, or from whatever other persons might intervene as parties in the

proceeding, but from the absent, the helpless, the infant, the married

woman, the mentally imbecile, nay, even the unborn, every particle of

estate and interest, legal or equitable, present or future, known or

unknown, patent or latent, in tiie land expressed to be conveyed, and

would concentrate the whole in the purchaser, freed from everything
that the conveyance itself did not save. He was told that he would

go forth with a title regenerated, purified from antecedents, and which

itself would be the starting-point for future derivation. And to dispel
all misgiving as to the impregnability of his position, there was added
that wholly unique provision in the 49th section, till then without a

narallel, I believe, in our law, by which, if there was anything to be done

or consented to by any human being, by which wrong could be turned

into right, all Courts were enjoined to presume conclusively that such

act had been done, or that such consent had been given.
"How this prodigious measure was received in this country, when it

was brought forward twenty years ago, many of us are old enough to

remember. Revolution confiscation a new Cromwellian settlement

experimentum in corpore vili insult, wliich no Government would

dare to offer to any other part of the empire, nor even to this if men
of weight or authority were in its high places. These are the things
which were thought and freely spoken at the time. Lord Brougham,
no timid legislator in legal change, opposed the Bill by reason of this

very aspect of it its menace to unguarded rights. But the Bill be-

came law. The Commission held its way. It was well and ably

administered, as the political engine it was meant to be ; not, however,
without much havoc among encumbrancers and owners

To apply to cases of individual grievance, wrought in the working of

such an engine as I have sketched, sentiments and language which

might have been appropriate if confiscation had not been legalised,

and to do so for the sake of setting up a jurisdiction for the redress ol

such grievances though the distinctive policy of the measure required
that if unhappily permitted to occur, they should be absolutely irre

mediable, is simply to blind one's self alike to the legislation and to the

history of the period.
" The present case brings out in strong relief the features of what 1

have ventured to designate as legalised confiscation."

In the Marquis of Waterford's case the Lord-Justice tlius concluded

his judgment :

"
I must now, before concluding, record my most earnest protest

against the position in which the statute lias placed the judges of Ire-

land, from the county chairmen upwards, and of which the case now
before this Court afl'ords a signal example. The Act bears a modest

and unassuming title ; it is,
' An Act to amend the Law relating to

the Occupation and Ownership of Land in Ireland.' Many Acts directed
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to those subjects have preceded it from time to time ; and in all of

them, as in all legislation of that character, the ends aimed at, if not

always attained, have been perspicuity and completeness the produc-
tion of a finished measure, which would leave nothing to the tribunals

but their own proper duties of interpretation and enforcement. But a

wholly new method has been struck out in this Bill. It is a sketch in

outline. All life-giving details are left to be tilled in by the judges.
The case before us presents, in the impossible task which the Ist

section has thrown on the Landed Estates Court, one example the

statute is full of them throughout. Look especially at the astonishing
18th section. In fulfilling this duty the judges will be in the position
of judges in primitive times, who were making the laws as fast as they
administered them. But we would have a very inadequate notion

indeed of what the judges will be exposed to when striving to dis-

charge this task of supplementing legislation, if we looked merely within

the four corners of the statute. We must allow ourselves a glance at

its external bearings, its history, and the expectations that are based

upon it; and when we do so, we no longer recognise what its title would

indicate, merely a measure of law reform, but one essentially of party

politics. It was the subject of one of the fiercest Parliamentary contests

that we have seen in our time. It has embittered the antagonism of

classes. It is being eagerly watched in its working by opposing factions

the one bent on seeing in it nothing but good, the other nothing
but evil. It is the measure on which the existence of a Government
still in power was staked, and on the success or failure of which now

trembling on the balance will depend the future prestige and fame of

the Minister who conceived it. Placed between these aroused and

hostile faces, the chairmen are called upon to take up, as it were, the

thread of a but half-knitted legislation ;
and they will have to do it

unsup|)orted by any body of intermediate and impartial opinion, for,

unhappily, nothing of that kind has existence in Ireland. This is what

may be called the judicial phase, and a sinister and ill-boding one it

is, of the stage whicli seems at last to liave been entered upon in the

politics of these countries, in which that institute in which it is our

s[)ecial function to watch over here an institution that, till lately, was

tiiought to stand high above or wide apart from the strife of parties

Property has begun to be chosen as the battle-ground on v.-hich they

struggle with each other for power. By this Act, for, as I believe, the

first time in British history, the judges of the land are invited to be

the quasi legislating helpers-on of a measure by which property is to

be confiscated without compensation, in order to carry out the views

of a particular school of controversial politics. T hold that to be un-

constitutional, injurious to judicial independence, and such as would

not, as yet at least, be ventured upon for either of the other branches

of the United Kingdom. And with what strange infelicity (for I put
it no farther) is the 63rd section made to seem to fall in with this.

[The Lord-Justice read that section.] Was it wise, was it thoughtful,

was it decent, that, considering the vital interest of the Government,

this measure should be started with a certain bias, and that it is

in the Courts of those very chairmen that are being now adjust-nl,

once for all, tlie tone and spirit and impulse according to whicli the
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statute will be for all time administered, those judges should be kept
before the eyes of a suspicious and cynical people and a deeply-injured
and discontented proprietary in a position of pecuniary expectancy at

the hands of that very Grovernment? Why were not those additional

salaries named in the Act, and thus the judges launched on their new
and extraordinary duties in that position of absolute independence of

the executive in which judges sliould always be placed, and which the

nature of those new duties so exceptionally enjoined ? It was said, 1

believe, 'Wait till you see how much new business they will have.'

I don't remember that any one added,
' and till you see how they will

do it.' Did any human being doubt but tliat their business would be

enormously and most irksomely and oppressively increased ? W^hy, 1

repeat, were they not at once, and according to the whole course of

precedent in the constitution of judicial oftices, endowed beforehand

with adequate salaries, and so made independent of all Governments
whatsoever ? Why are they to this hour, being, as they are, among the

most important, if not the very most important, of Irish judicial officers,

kept in so invidious and unprecedented a position ? I fear there is no

lack of people sufficiently cynical and evil-minded to be capable of

insinuating that this is but a clever contrivance for swaying those

judges towards the direction it was wished they should take. It is

little to the purpose to say tliat we, the instructed, would but laugh at

such a notion, for we know that there is not a man among the three

and thirty chairmen of Ireland wlio is not high above the reach of

any such contamination. Nor, indeed, do I believe that the idea

ever occurred to any one connected witli the Bill. I regard it as simply
an unlucky piece of thoughtlessness, unless, perchance, it be an example
of tliat sort of supercilious indifference which is so prone to show itself

in the dealings of English officialism with merely Irish affivirs.

" To the full realisation of the judicial aspect of this measure there

is yet one fact more which it is necessary to signalise. Although the

questions which may come before those Land Courts might afl'ect in

value hundreds of thousands of pounds, the common right of appeal to

the House of Lords is in no case allowed. The control which would

be exercised over the native tribunals (more expedient in this jurisdic-

tion than any other they were ever charged with) by the mere existence

of the power of invoking, in the last resort, English justice and exac-

titude of thought, has been deliberately withheld I think

the framers of the first clause, in their endeavour to clothe confisca-

tion in the garb of conservation, have baffled their own purpose, and

produced insensible self-repugnancy There are three

distinct classes of persons who are legislated for by this Act, first,

the tenantry ; second, the bad and grasping landlords ; third, the

good and indulgent landlords. Those classes have always had their

distinctive rules of conduct. The methods of the first have been

agitation and turbulence, to use no stronger word ; the methods

of the second have been close and strict exaction of legal rights ; the

ways of the third have been ever those of peace and good-will, quiet,

considerate, tolerant non-interference. We are now told by this Act,

that the order of the favour with which those three classes and their

methods are regarded by the Imperial Parliament is the order in whii-h
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1 liave uaiued tlieni, the agitating and clamorous tenantry first; tlie bad
and exacting landlords next* and the kind, indulo-ent forbearing land-

lords last !

"

LORD HAGAN, LORD-CHANCELLOR OF IRELAND

BOUX A.D. 1812.

The Right lion. Thomas Baron O'Hagan, Lord-Chancellor of Ireland,

was born in Belfast A.T>. IS 12. The chiefs of the O'Hagan clan in

ancient times were lords of Tullaghogue,near Dungannon, county Tyrone,
and here was the stone chair of the kingly O'Xeills, and hither each

monarch came in succession, for the O'Hagans of Tullaghogue had the

hereditary right of performing the ceremony of inaugurating the chief-

tains of Tyrone. But in the reign of King James I. the power of the

O'Neills and other clansmen of Tyrone was utterly overthrown. Tiie

Earl fled, and the broad lands of Ulster were planted by Scotch adlierents

of the Stuarts. The O'Hagans shared the fate of their chief, and to

Kobert Lindsay of Leith, Scotland, Chief Harbinger and Comptroller
of Artillery to the King, was granted by patent, in IGIO, the territory

of Tullaghogue, which was declared forfeited "
by Hugli O'Neill, Earl

of Tyrone, and his rebel followers. Thus driven forth from their

ancestral homes, many of the Irish sought distinction in foreign

lands, while others remained in the land of their birth.

Edward O'Hagan, father of the Lord-Chancellor of Ireland, was a

merchant in Belfast, and married in the year 1811, Mary, daughter
of Captain Thomas Bell. The first olfspring of the union, the subject
of this memoir, was born on the 29th of May 1812. A daughter,

Mary, was born some years later. She embraced a religious life,

and became Abbess of the Convent of St Clare, Kenmare, county

Kerry.

Brouglit up in principles of piety and love of country, Thomas

O'Hagan from his youth manifested those patriotic feelings wliich he

has publicly displayed in after life. He was educated chiefly at the

Belfast Royal Academical Institution, where he became acquainted with

several Belfast youths, who, like himself, gained distinction. Among
tliem were the Rev. W. Gordon, Sir James Emmerson Tennant, and

Sir Joseph Napier. O'Hagans ability and attention won him the

esteem of the learned classical master of the Institution, the Rev. Doctor

Dix Hincks.

Mr O'llagan's powers of oratory, while yet a mere youth, caused him

to be elected President of the Academic Debating Society of Belfast,

and he delivered an inaugural address on National Literature, in which

he displayed not only the national feelings of his heart, but nuich of

tiiat copiousness, and grace of language, and felicity of expression,

which distinguished him alike at the bar, in the senate, and on the

bench. He also evinced an early disposition for literary composition,
and many of his youthful productions display great promise.
As soon as he was sulliciently prepared to study for a profession,
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Mr O'Hagan entered his name on the books of the King's Inns, Dublin,

as a student for the Irish bar.

While keeping his terms in London, Mr O'Hagan was a pupil of the

celebrated special pleader, Thomas Clutty, and may be numbered

among the very eminent lawyers who acquired a knowledge of the

principles and practice of Common Law pleading under the same com-

petent instructor. Among them we may"enumerate Lord Cairns, the

late Mr Justice Willes, Sir William Hannen, and Baron Bramwell.

Having completed his terms, Mr O'Hagan was called to the Irish

bar in Hilary Term 1836, and joined the North-East Circuit. It

was then almost entirely composed of Protestant barristers, and had

amongst its members such distinguished lawyers as Robert Holmes,
Mr Gilmore, Q.C., Sir Thomas Staples, Bart., Q.C., one of the sur-

viving members of the Irish Parliament which sat in College Green.

O'Hagan gives the following accoinit of his success on the circuit:*
" I belonged to a circuit which used, par excellence, to be designated
the Protestant circuit of Ireland. I fought my way to its foremost

ranks, necessarily, almost exclusively, sustained by those who had no

sympathy with my religious convictions, and carrying with me their

respect and kindly feelings."

In the year of his call to the bar Mr O'Hagan was married to Miss

Teeling, and shortly after became editor of the Neicry Examiner. This

journal was distinguished for the fearlessness of its tone; but it liad been

before O'Hagan's connection with it rather limited in circulation, and

subjected to some legal proceedings, which told severely on an attenuated

exchequer, so that it did not hold out very encouraging prospects to the

new editor. But Mr O'Hagan was hopeful, and knew his own

strength. He made the journal pay its way, and while he conducted the

paper he steered clear of all legal shoals and quicksands. His writings

possessed considerable litei'ary ability, and were faithful expositions of

the national aspirations. A residence in Newry w^as not deemed advis-

able for one seeking distinction at the bar, and Mr O'Hagan ventured to

resign his connection with the press, and devoted himself thenceforward

exclusively to his profession. A complimentary farewell banquet was

given to him before leaving Newry, which was attended by the Roman
Catholic bishop and most of the gentry of the town and neighbourhood.
With the high anticipations of his friends, wliich his subsequent career

fully justified, the young barrister settled in Dublin. For some years after

being called to the bar, the career of Mr O'Hagan was not distinguished

by any very remarkable event. He diligently attended the Pour Courts

during each term, and went his circuits. He had many qualities that

made him popular with the bench, with his brethren of the bar, and
with that important body whose support is essential to a barrister

the attorneys. With the bench he was a favourite, because he was

always well prepared with his work, entirely reliable, and candid.

With his professional brethren he was most popular, from the amiability
of his disposition, his kindness to all, his desire to sustain the honour
of the profession, and his readiness to assist when help was needed.

The attorneys liked his aftiible manners, as well as the attention lie

*
Speech ou being elected M.P. for Tralee.
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bestowed oii every case intrusted to him, from tlie modest guinea
motion to the most arduous service; each was sure to receive exactly
the proper amount of attention.

Although Mr O'llagan never nn'xed mucli in the arena of politics,
on some rare occasions, when lie felt the wrongs which he believed done
to his country or to his creed required him to protest, he never hesi-

tated to display his adiierence to natiotial democratic o])inions and tin-

Church of Rome. When, in 1843, the magistrates were removed from
the commission of the peace for identifying themselves with the cause
of Repeal, Mr O'Hagan, with many other members of the bar, alike

Protestant and Catliolic, became members of tlie Loyal National Ile])eal
Association, though he never attended any of the monster meetino-s.

O'Connell and his immediate disciples were prosecuted at the bar
in the Court of Queen's Bench for conspiracy in 1844. At this State
trial O'Hagan was one of the counsel for the traversers, and he
attended in London on the argument of the writ of error before the
House of Lords, when the judgment which consigned O'Connell and
the other Repealers to Richmond Bridewell was reversed. He broutrht
the joyous news of the decision that opened the doors to the gi-eat
Irish agitator.

When the chairmanship of Quarter Sessions for the county Long-
ford became vacant in 1846, the then Attorney-General for Ireland, the

Right Hon. Richard Moore, wished to bestow it on Mr O'Hagan, and
called personally to request his acceptance of it. 0"Hagan was from

home, so the Attorney-General saw Mrs O'Hagan and informed lier of
tlie object of his visit. It was readily accepted, and Mr O'Hagan
continued to discharge the important duties of Assistant Barrister of

Longford for some years. On his retirement from that countv, con-

sequent upon his promotion to the chairmanship of the county Dublin,
he received a most complimentary address from the magistracy, sessional

practitioners, and inhabitants of the county Longford. While chair-

man of the county Dublin, he took an active share in establisliing the
excellent convict system in Ireland, and also the reformatories for

juvenile offenders.

In 1849, when but thirteen years called to the bar, he received the
silk gown of Queen's Counsel from Lord-Chancellor Brady, and at once
obtained a fair share of leading business at the Common Law Courts.
His position was now very high at the b-ar, and his masterly speeches
on trials of great public interest, as the case of the Belfast Vindicator,
his defence of Fatlier Pecherine, accused of burning a Bible, and other

causes, were sufficient to stamp him as an able speaker. His address
on the inauguration of the statue of Moore was far too good for tlie

bronze monster which it inaugurated. The Viceroy, Lord Carlisle,
wrote him a letter expressive of his admiration of the eloquent speech.
An amusing anedote relating to the event is worth preserving. While
the proceedings were going on, some birds hovered high in air above
^Moore's statue, so high as not to be easil}' distinguishable.
"What birds are these?" demanded his Excellency.
"How can you ask on this occasion, my Lord?" was the reply.

" Do you not see they are a couple of Lalla Rookhs waiting to gaze on
the Veiled Projiliet."

IV. L Ir.
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In 1859 Mr O'Hagan was elected a bencher of the King's Inns,

Dublin, and on the promotion of Solicitor- General Deasy to the rank

of Attorney-General for Ireland in 1860, he succeeded to this office.

Mr Deasy became a Baron of the Exchequer tlie following year,
and Mr O'Hagan was appointed Attorney-General for Ireland in 1861,
and sworn a member of the Privy Council.

It is always very important for the Government to have the first law-

officer in the House of Commons, to take charge of the measures before

Parliament, and Mr O'Hagan was willing to become a member. An
application was made, but without apprising him of such application,
to tlie Right Rev. W. Keane, Roman Catholic bisliop of Cloyne, a

prelate in the confidence of a large number of the electors of the county
of Cork, to ascertain the chances of the Attorney-General in case he

became a candidate. The Bisliop's reply was, that as Lord Palmerston's

Attorney-General he could not represent the county of Cork. On
the retirement of Mr O'Connell from the representation of Tralee in

1862, O'Hagan was elected member, and delivered a speech on his

election, which was much applauded by his admirers.

JSIr O'Hagan's experience of the practice of the Civil Bill Courts of

Ireland enabled him to attempt improvements, and on the second

reading of the Civil Bill Courts (Ireland) Billon the 17th of June 1863,
he very forcibly pointed out the abuses in the previous Act : "The

plaintiif, at his own peril, had been allowed to appoint the bailiff to

execute the decrees of the Courts, and this led to great abuses. The
bailiffs were frequently men of no property and of bad character ; not

being responsible to the Court, they extorted money from the plaintiti

for the execution of the decree. The bailiff thus obtained a large

portion of the money for which the decree was issued. It happened
also that the bailiff', having no character to lose, after extorting money
from the plaintiff", betrayed him to the defendant. Having got a large
sum from the plaintiff' to execute the decree, he took a sum of money
from the defendant to neglect the performance of the duty for which
he had been so highly paid. Tlie bailiff" also very often did his duty

thoughtlessly and recklessly, and consequently a large proportion of

the criminal business of the Courts of Ireland was composed of cases

of assaults and rescue, in consequence of the employment of such men.

The remedy he proposed was, that, as in the case of the English County
Courts, a high bailiflf should be appointed in each Irish County Court
for the purpose of executing faithfully the processes of the Court."*

This very useful suggestion was adopted, with modifications, in the Act
of the 27th & 28th Vict. cap. 99, which came into operation on the

1st of March 1865.

On the debate on the estimates for the National Schools of Ireland,

18th June 1863, Mr O'Hagan strongly advocated the national system.
He said he felt that in acting as a Commissioner, and in sustaining the

national system, he had acted for the real good of Ireland. He
adverted to the circumstances under which the Earl of Derby, when
Mr Stanley, introduced tliat system, and said tliat his doing so would
be one of tiie highest titles of that nobleman to a foremost place in the

*
Hansard, clxxi. p. 1022.



history of his country. Mr O'Hagan delivered a long speech on tlie

occa--ion, and thus concluded,
"
Considering tlie matter then in the

double light of an Irishman, anxious for tlie peace, the union, and the

prosperity of the country, and of a Roman Catholic, anxious to main-

tain in its integrity the faith which he professed, he believed that the

preservation of the system as it existed with such changes as upon full

consideration ought to be made was, both for religion and for the

country, at this moment the best. Tiiey were still in a transition state

in Ireland, and in the very infancy of her social progress. For twenty-
five short years only had they been free from the withering blight of

sectarian ascendancy and religious disability. He devoutly hoped there

was a good and fair future still in store for Ireland. That it might be

realised, it appeared to him essential that there should be cultivation,

sound intelligence, social harmony, and mutual trust among all the

people of Ireland; and in his simple judgment these results would be

best secured, maintained, and perpetuated, by the operation of the

national system of education." *

On the 25th of April 1864, Mr O'Hagan, then Attorney-General,
moved the first reading of a bill to alter the constitution and amend the

practice and course of proceedings in the Court of Chancery in Ireland.

He sketched briefly the alterations which had been from time to time

effected in England and in Ireland. The practice of both countries

continued very much alike until 1850, when the Irish Chancery Regu-
lation Act, 13 & 14 Yict. c. 89, was passed. This Act virtually abolished

the old pleadings of bill and answer, and established the system of

cause petitions, which resulted in the multiplication of affidavits, gave
no machinery for joining issues, and in many other respects worked

injuriously. lu 1854 a royal commission issued. It consisted of

the Lord-Chancellor of Ireland (Brady), Lord-Justice of Appeal

(Blackburn), Chief-Justice Monahan, Mr Justice Fitzgerald, Judge
Longfield, Mr Brewster (from Ireland), the Lord Chancellor of England,

(then Sir Richard Bethell), Lord Romilly (Master of the Rolls), Sir

Hugh Cairns, and the report of this commission recommended an

assimilation of the system of equity in England and Ireland. Nothing,

however, was done upon the recommendation of that commission. In

1862 a new commission issued. Upon it sat Lord Romilly (Master
of the Rolls in England), Vice- Chancellor Page Wood, Lord Cairns

(then Sir Hugh Cairns), Sir Roundell Palmer, Sir William Atherton,
Mr Justice Willes, Mr GifFord, and Mr Foliett ; while the Irish members
of the commission were, Lord-Justice Blackburn, ex-Lord-Chancellor

Napier, Right Hon. Abraham Brewster, Chief-Justice Monahan, Baron

Hughes, Right Hon. Thomas O'Hagan (then Attorney-General
for Ireland), the Solicitor- General for Ireland, and Sir Richard

Orpen, who represented the Incorporated Society of Solicitors and

Attorneys in Ireland.

Their report recommended :

1. That the practice and procedure of the Courts of Chancery in

England and Ireland should be assimilated as far as practicable.

2. That the English practice was preferable to the Irish.

'
HaiLsarJ, clxxii. p 1102.



3. That demurrers should be allowed for want of equity or for multi-

fariousness only.
4. That the Irish rule of not requiring an attachment, and a return

of non est inventus, in order to obtain a sequestration, should be

extended to England.

Changes in the officials such as abolition of the Masters in Chancery
save the Receiver Master ; the appointment of a Vice-Chancellor, with

chief clerk and two assistant clerks were also recommended. These
alterations formed the subject of the Attorney-General's speech,* which

led to some discussion, but the measure was postponed for several years,
and ultimately carried by the party that was in opposition when it was

first introduced.

When ]\Ir Vincent Scully, on 27th May 1864, moved an address to

the Queen for a commission to inquire and report as to the best method
lor registering titles to land in Ireland, Mr O'Hagan, then Attorney-
General, strongly supported the motion. He believed that the

establishment of a system of land transfer in Ireland, making the con-

veyance of land simple, speedy, and cheap, was a great necessity.f
When Mr Pope Hennessey, M.P., moved on behalf of Mr OMalley
Irwin, that the Queen might grant her fiat to a petition of right in

his case, tlie Attorney-General resisted the application. He went

very fully through the details of this complicated case, which had

occupied the attention of several Attorneys-General for Ireland Black-

burn, O'Loghlen, Greene, Pigot. He agreed with Cliief-Baron Pigot
in thinking the case was not one for a petition of right.| The motion

was negatived. The death of the venerable Judge Bali in 1864 left

a vacancy on the Common Pleas bench, whicli the Attorney- General

elected to fill. When tlie Whigs succeeded to office in 1869, Mr
Justice O'Hagan was selected by the Premier to hold the Great Seals of

Ireland as Lord Hic^h Chancellor.

One of the first public utterances of Lord Chancellor O'Hagan was

his addressing the subjoined letter to Lord Charlemont, grandson of

the first Earl, and General of the Irish volunteers of 1782 :

EuTLAND Sqtjabb West, Jail. 9, 1869.

"My dear Lord Charlemont I enclose a cheque for L. 100, in

aid of the fund for the erection of a statue to Henry G rattan, as I learn

that you fitly tak:- a leading part in the movement for that good

purpose, which has been so generously and hopefully begun.
" I tender you my humble co-operation, because it is not the move-

ment of a party or a sect, but of a nation, offering its grateful reverence

to one of its worthiest sons.
" I remember the feeling with which, long years ago, I stood in

Westminster Abbey, beside a shattered slab, bearing the name of

Henry Grattan, and thought it a symbol of the broken fortunes of the

land for wliich he lived and died. It seemed to me a national reproach
that his dust should have been left in English earth, with no better

monument, by the people to whom he rendered such loving service ;

*
Hansard, clxxiv. 3d Series, p. 1570.

+ Hansard, clxxv. 3d Series, p. 742.

X IlaoLsard, clxxvi. p. 2113.^
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and now I rejoice that we are at last uniting, in a time ot hu|)e and

progress, to put away that reproach for ever.

"We may hold various o|)inions with reference to Grattan's policy
and conduct ; but we can have no dissension as to liis pure and earnest

life his public virtue his indomitable courage his true and un-

changing devotion to his country the achievements by which he

lighted up the fairest page in our dismal story the genius which made
him matchless amongst the orators of the modern world.

" The Irish Protestant will not hold unworthy of his homage the

chief of the great men, of his own faith, whose labours and sacrifices

for Ireland have given lustre to their race. The Irish Catholic will

be emulous to honour him who, in evil days untainted by corruption
and unawed by power was the dauntless champion of religious

liberty.
" The fame of Henry Grattaii is the common and the proud inherit-

ance of all good Irishmen. It is no longer clouded by the mists and
heats of faction. It sutlers no more from the insolence of authority or

the fickleness of the crowd. It lifts him high on the roll of names
which live through ages. And we are bound one and all, of every
class and creed to demonstrate, according to our power, how dear it

is to the memory and the heart of Ireland. Believe me, dear Lord

Charlemont, vours faithfully,
" Thomas O'Hagan.

" The Earl of Charlemont."

In June 1870 the Gazette announced Mr U'Hagan's elevation to

the peerage as Baron O'Hagan of TuUahogue. The claim to the title

was asserted in virtue of the rights already stated ; but it called forth

a letter of complaint from the descendant of the Scotch patentee, who
deemed it improper in the noble lord to take his title from TuUahogue
without Mr Lindsay's leave.

In June 1871, the Trinity Yacation having left the Lord- Chancellor

free from judicial duties, he went to London, and the Great Seal of

Ireland was placed in custody of commissioners. These were the Ilight
Hon. Judge Fitzgerald, the Right Hon. Baron Deasy, and J. J. Murphy
(Master in Chancery). Lord O'Hagan had lost his wife shortly after

his elevation to the Chancellorship, and the object of his visit to England
was to contract a marriage with Miss Alice Towneley, youngest daughter
of Colonel Towneley of Towneley, in Lancashire.

The Towneleys had been Lords of Towneley long anterior to that

date when the memory of man "runneth not to the contrary." They
had been distinguished for their rigid adherence to the ancient faith.

From Towneley went forth many a priest to the altar, and many a nun
to the convent cell. They had fought for the Stuarts when " 'twas

treason to love them, and death to defend." No less than two of the

Towneleys had been beheaded for preferring the House of Stuart to

that of Hanover. In the long line which the erudite genealogist.
Sir Bernard Burke, traces from the days of Alfred to our own, many f

the race held places of honour in their native land. The rank of High
Sheriff, chief executive officer within his shire, was theirs many a time.

They were famous in the field, and not undistinguished in the closet.

Hichard Towneley, of Towneley, born in 1628, was an eminent mathe-
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matician. Another was tutor to the son of James II., and distinguished
for his transhxtion of TIadihrrxs into French, by no means an easy tasli,

considering the peculiar style of the poem. Charles Towneley was the

collector of the antique statues now known in the British Museum as

the "
Towneley Marbles."

Colonel Towneley was a true type of an English gentleman. He
was a great lover of field sports, and one of his race-horses won the
" blue ribbon of the turf." He was also a very successful exhibitor at

the great agricultural shows of the kingdom. He married in 18-36

Lady Caroline Harriet j\Iolyneux, daughter of the Earl of Sefton, Lady
Caroline became a convert to the Roman Catholic faith, and emulated

her husband in acts of piety and deeds of charity. Three daughters
were the offspring of this union. One married Lord Norreys, eldest

son of the Earl of Abingdon; another Lord Grordon Lennox, brother of

the Duke of Eiehmond ; the youngest, Alice Mary, Lord O'Hagan.
The year 1872 had been one of great political importance in the

British Empire. The Alabama claims had been settled by the Con-

gress of Geneva. The ballot was made the law of the land, and its

doubtful effects were looked forward to with interest. In Ireland the

decision of the Galway Election Petition against the return of Captain
Nolan excited popular commotion, and the language used by the

judge, Mr Justice Keogh, was so calculated to excite the Irish people,

always remarkable for their love of tlieir priests, that it set the country
in a blaze. Lord O'Hagan attended to his important political duties

with diligence,* and was considered by his friends to discharge his

judicial functions with due efficiency. Severe attacks, however, were

made upon him by his associate in the Court of Appeal, Lord-Justice

Christian, who, although no doubt actuated by a sense of public duty,
and equally courageous in attacking the legislation of a Government
or the efficiency of a brother judge, was not generally supported in this

instance by public opinion. In addition to open attacks in court, which

it must have been painful for the Lord-Justice to make, and in which,

indeed, it could not be doubted that he was only actuated by conscien-

tious motives, he was reputed to be the author of a pamphlet handling
the Lord-Chancellor with great severity. The fact that this pamphlet
was withdrawn from circulation shortly after its appearance relieves us

from the unpleasant necessity of going at any length into its contents ;

the personal criticism we must altogether pass by. We are of opinion
that compilers of memoirs of the living and the dead must reverse the

maxim de mortuis nil nisi honum, and leave tl>e faults of the living,

of whom during their lifetime we will say nothing but good, to be set

forth when the mention of them can no longer give pain. It may be

objected that this is not a noble rule, but it is the rule of all civilised

society to be courteous to those who are present and to abuse them, if

necessary, in their absence. We uphold it as a good and beneficent

* In the Session 1871, the following Irish subjects appear under Lord

O'Hagan's name : Charitable Donations and Bequests ;
Fenian Prisoners, Release

of; Juries; Lunacy Regulation. In Session 1872 : Bankruptcy Amendment;
Courts of Quarter-Sessions; O'Keefe, Rev. R., Case of ; Galway Election. Session

1873 : Government of Ireland ; Juries Act
;
Landlord and Tenant Act ;

Mar-

riages ;
Public Records Act.



canon. With respect to Lord O'Hagan's acts, the pamphlet accused
him of evading and overriding Acts of Parliament referring to the
Court of Chancery in Ireland. These charges came upon the public
with surprise, and in the legal profession met witli almost universal

disapprobation as violating professional etiquette. Of course, it was

impossible for the Chancellor to answer a pamphlet which did
not bear the distinguished name of its reputed author, but to

those attacks which were made upon him in open court he replied,
not without dignity, and witli comely moderation. Nor was he with
out a champion with the pen, although unable to enter the lists per-

sonally with an opponent who showed no recognisance. An Irish

barrister wrote a reply entitled,
" In Cliancery the Lord Justice's

Pamphlet." It was divided into forty-one sections, and went seriatim

tlirough the allegations of the pampldet, purporting to show their

injustice. The two chief charges against the Lord Chancellor were,

first, delay in bringing out the revised Chancery orders; and, secondly,
the alleged encroacliments of the chief clerk on the powers of the

judge. The reply to these two charges was the chief object of the

Irish barrister.

The spring of 1873 witnessed the first rude shock to the stability of

the Gladstone administration The Premier had passed two of the three

great Irish measures which he had promised to the constituencies. He
had disestablished the Irish Church, and had given the farmers a measure
of Tenant Rights, and now he approached the difficult question of Uni-

versity Education. He prepared a bill which had the singular infelicity
of pleasing no one. He sought to conciliate the Roman Catholics by

placing the University of Dublin in the hands of a governing body to

be appointed by the Government, with representatives from affiliated

colleges, and by closing tiie Queen's College in Galway, and providing
a University where no danger to the Catholic faith could arise,

because there were to be no Professors of Modern History and Philo-

sophy. This did not please the Protestants, because they objected to

the nomination of the governing body of the Dublin University by the

Government, and the suppression of the professorships ; they also

objected, that by the proposed system the Roman Catholics in course of

time would be a majority in the governing body of the university. The
Dissenters opposed the bill ; the Irish members, Catholic and Protestant,

with a unanimity seldom shown, went into the lobby against the

Ministry, and placed the Government in a minority of three. Mr Glad-

stone and his colleagues tendered their resignation, which the Queen

accepted, and Mr Disraeli was sent for and asked to form a Ministry.

On the evening, in the month of Marcii 1873, when Mr Gladstone in

the Commons and Earl Granville in the Lords announced the resigna-

tion of Ministers, Lord O'Hagan was in the House of Lords. Tiie

bill for leaalisino: marriage with a deceased wife's sister was to be

read a second time, and when Lord Houghton proceeded to move the

second reading, a question was raised as to whether this could be done

when the Ministry had resigned. A case in point for the affirmation was

quoted, and the debate went on. Lord Lifibrd having stated that
" the

bill excited no opposition in Ireland, and that such marriages there

vrere sanctioned by the Catholic Church," Lord O'Hagan said,
' he



would have given a silent vote on the measure, but he wished to

correct the noble Lord Litibrd. So far from such marriages being looked

upon with favour in Ireland, he could say they were the very reverse.

Those who contracted them were considered to have acted wronglv.

Though they were allowed by the Catholic Church, it was under a

dispensation from the Pope, and the fact of this dispensation being

necessary showed they were not consonant to the spirit or the practice
of the Catholic Church." He opposed the bill. On the question having
been put, the majority were against the second reading, and the bill was

lost. Mr Disraeli refusing to take office in the face of a hostile majority,
ISIr Gladstone and his Ministry resumed their various offices and Lord

0'EIa2;an returned to Ireland as Lord Chancellor*o'

TEE EIGH' HON. EICKARD DEASY, P.O., THIRD BARON OF

THE COURT OF EXCHEQUER IN IRELAND.

BORN A.D. 1812.

The Eight Hon. Eickard Deast, second son of Eickard Deasy,

Esq. of Clonakilty, county Cork, by the daughter of Cotter,

Esq., was born at Clonakilty in 1812. He was educated at Trinity

College, Dublin, where he graduated A.B. 1833, A.M. 1847, and

LL.B. and LL.D. 1860. He was called to the bar in Ireland in 1835,
and became a Queen's Counsel in 18-19. In 1858 he was appointed
third sergeant-at-law, and became Solicitor-General for Ireland in

1859, from which post, in 1860, he was promoted to the Attorney-

Generalship, on which occasion he was made a Privy Councillor. He
was raised to the bench in 1861 as fourth Baron of the Court of

Exchequer in Ireland. He represented the county Cork in the Liberal

interest from April 1855 to January 1861. He married in 1861 the

youngest daughter^ of the late Hugh O'Connor, Esq. of Sackville

Street, Dublin.

Erom his early years Mr Deasy was a most diligent student, and

applied himself sedulously to master the theory of the law. Having
attended the chambers of some of the eminent pleaders in London, he

came to the Irish bar in 1835 fully qualified for immediate business;

and his great legal learning was not destined to lie shut up in " the

nooks and chambers of his brain," but was soon in great request. A
member of the Munster circuit thus describes him soon after his

admission to the bar :
" He possesses a most sensitive disposition, and

the eagerness with which he advocates the case of his clients proves
the anxiety of his mind. He never abandons his case while an inch of

debatable ground remains to be defended ; and when he does yield,

argument and legal skill are alike exhausted. For some years after

being called he confined his practice very much to Equity, and was a

laborious reporter in the Court of Chancery. When he joined the

Munster circuit he did not soon get into practice. The distinguished
men then on the circuit were the tried and trusted leaders and juniors ;

iut as soon as an open was made, Eickard Deasy stepped in, and once

placed, his orogres? was sure. His ready and extensive learning, his



clearness and precision, his well-known assiduity, were at once the

passport to practice."
He received the honour of a silk gown in 1849, and soon was

established in loading business in the Court of Chancerv.

On the elevation of liis friend and relative, Mr Burke Roche, M.l'.,

to the peerage as Lord Feruioy, a vacancy occurred in the representa-
tion of the county Cork, and I\Ir Deasy was induced by his lunnerous

friends and admirers to put iiiniself in nomination. His election, liow-

ever, was contested, but he was returned by a considerable majority.
It is highly creditable to INIr Deasy that when he was asked at a large

meeting at Cork, if he would ])ledge himself not to accept place under

the Government of the day, he boldly refused to enter into any obliga-
tion on the subject.
"As a member of Parliament," observes the same writer already

referred to,
" he is greatly respected, and I doubt much if tliere is any

Irish member on the Liberal side of the liouse who commands more

attention for the moderation of his views, the cogency of his reasoning,

and the fairness with which he combats the arguments opposed to him,

than this distinguished lawyer."
On the promotion of Mr Sergeant O'Brien to the seat on the Queen's

Bench, vacant by the death of Judge More, the Irish Government

selected Mr Deasy as her Majesty's tliird sergeant-at-law.

During his tenure of ofhce as Solicitor- General in 1859, and as

Attorney-General in 1860, he conducted the business of the Crown
most efficiently, and gave satisfaction to all parties in Ireland.

On becoming Attorney-General he was obliged to seek re-election

for the county Cork ; but his conduct in Parliament had so disarmed

the hostility of the Conservative party that he was allowed to resume

the representation without a contest.

As a judge he enjoys the confidence of all classes; and in the

circle of private life he is highly esteemed.*

ISAAC BUTT, Q.C., M.P.

BORN A.D. 1813.

Isaac Butt, only son of the Rev. Robert Butt, incumbent of Stranorlar,

county Donegal, was born in 1813, and claims descent from the

O'Donnells, the ancient Irish chiefs of Tyrconnell, and from Berkeley,
the celebrated Bishop of Cloyne. He received his early education at

the Royal School^ of Raphoe, and subsequently at Middleton Endowed
School. After a brilliant course in Trniity College, Dublin, of which

he was a scholar in 1832, he graduated with high classical and mathe-

matical honours in 1835. In 183G, after a close and interesting

* Lord-Justice Christian, in his recent pamphlet on "The Coming Court of

Appeal for Ireland," pays the following high tribute to Baron Deasy : "Tliere

is not a gentleman in Ireland Catholic, Episcopalian-Protestant, Presbyterian,
or Free-thinker but would have acclaimed the appointment [to the Chancellor-

ship] of that practised etpiity lawyer, approved judge, and true gentleman, Barou

Deasy."
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examination of otlier candidates, he was appointed to the Whately
Professorsliip of PoUtical Economy, and two years later he was called

to the Irish bar, joined the Minister circuit, and was made a Q.C.
within six years after his call. When of only two years' standing he

appeared at the bar of the House of Lords as the advocate of the

Dublin Corporation, and so highly distinguished himself that he was
afterwards employed in every case of importance that came before the

Irish courts. He figured conspicuously in the State trials of 184:8,

when he was one of the counsel for Smyth O'Brien and the other

prisoners ; and in the Fenian trials of 18G5-6 he eloquently pleaded
the cause of the prisoners then tried for treason-felony. He was
elected for Hardwick in the Conservative interest in May 1852, and
in the same interest represented the borough of Youghal from 1862
to 1865. It September 1871 he was returned without opposition

by the city of Limerick in the " National and Home Rule
"

interest.

Commencing his political career as an extreme Conservative, he is said

to have offended his party by supporting Lord Aberdeen's coalition

Ministry, and thus to have lost his just claims on Lord Derby's Govern-
ment.

Shortly after he entered Parliament he gave up the Irish bar, but

having reappeared on the scene of his former triumphs in the great

"Leopold Lewis" case in the Court of Exchequer, there was sucha
rush made by the Irish practitioners on their old favourite, that he was
induced again to buckle on his forensic armour, and resume the practice
which he had abandoned for the more attractive pursuits of Parlia-

mentary life. He is also a member of the English bai', but never

sought for business in the Englisii courts.

Mr Butt was, we believe, one of the original projectors, and for

some time editor, of the " Dublin University Magazine," to which, under
the name of Edward Stephenson O'Brien, he contributed "

Chapters of

College Eomance," which have been republished in a separate shape.
A novel,

" The Gap of Barnsmore," is also believed to bo from his

pen. The following list will give some idea of the nature and extent

of his literary labours :

Berkeley : a Discourse on his Character and Writings. Afternoon
Lectures on English Literature, 3rd series. 1863.

An Introduction to D. M. Martin's " Venice in 1848-9."

Ovid's Fasti Translated. 1833.

The Liberty of Teacliing Vindicated. Reflections and proposals on

the subject of Irish National Education. With an introductory letter

to W. E. Gladstone. Dublin, London, 1865.

Cliapters of College Romance, 1st series. London. Guilford, 1863.

The History of Italy from the Abdication of Napoleon I., with

introductory references to that of earlier times. 2 vols. London, 1860.

An Introductorv Lecture delivered before the University of Dublin

in Hilary Term 1837. Dublin, 1837.

Irish Corporation Bill: a speech at the bar of the House of Lords in

defence of tlie city of Dublin. London, 1840.

The Irish Peo|)leand the Irish Land: a letter to Lord LifFord. With
comments on the publications of Lord Dutierin and Lord Rosae.

Dublin, 1867
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The Poor Law I5ill for Ireland examined. London, 1837.
A Practical Treatise on the New Law of Compensation to Tenants in

Ireland, and the other provisions of the Landlora and Tenant Act,

1870; with an appendix of the statute and rules. Dublin, 1871.
The Rate in Aid : a letter to the Earl of lloden. Dublin, 1849.

Speech delivered at the great Protestant meeting in Dublin, Feb-

ruary 13, 1840. London, 1840.

The Transfer of Land by means of a Judicial Assurance : its practica-

bility and advantages. A letter. Dublin, 1857.
A Voice for Ireland. The Famine in the Land. What has been

done, and what is to be done, lleprinted from the ' Dublin University

Magazine." Dublin, 1847.

Zoology and Civilisation : a lecture delivered before the Royal

Zoological Society of Ireland. Dublin, 1847. (Forming No. 3 of

Popular Papers on Subjects of Natural History).
It will be seen from the foregoing brief sketch that it was exactly

thirty-four years ago that Mr Butt made his first appearance on the

political stage, being then a stripling agitator barely in his 27th year.

The sensation which he produced at the great meeting held in the

Mansion House, Dublin, in February 1840, was nothing short of mar-

vellous. His previous successes in college, and in the mimic warfare

of the old Historical, of which he was a gold medallist and twice

president, and afterwards as Whately Professor of Political Economy,
iiad prepared many for the triumph of his first great essay on the plat-

form ; but his eftbrts surpassed the expectations of his most intimate

friends, and electrified the vast assembly collected on that memorable

occasion. When one reads at the present moment his great ^lansion

House speech, many feelings naturally arise, but none, perhaps, more

strongly than feelings of wonder and regret that the promising young
orator of 1840 should still be tossing on the troubled sea of political

agitation. Like the great orator of ancient Rome, to whom the gifted

and accomplished subject of tliis memoir has many striking points of

resemblance, he, too, has no doubt often longed for an honourable

retirement from the turmoils of public life. Plunged from his earliest

years into the vortex of political and forensic strife, Cicero tolls us that

he hoped a season of dignified repose would one day come, and tlie

toils of advocacy and ambition should for ever cease. All know how
vain were the hopes of the ill-fated orator of Rome. The mighty

powers of his intellect and his eloquence proved the instruments of

ills doom. Mr Butt has now embarked on a perilous and momentous

agitation, and has taken upon himself a grave and terrible responsibility.

We fondly trust that the closing years of a stormy life shall bring peace
to himself and his distracted countrymen. The English press deride

the "Home Rule" movement as visionary and contemptible, but it

casts no doubts on the earnestness and ability of its great leader.

Whether its estimate of the movement itself be correct or not, it does

not come within our province to oiler an opinion. Its estimate of Mr
Butt seems pretty accurate, and all best qualified to judge give him

credit for honesty of purpose, and it is only with his motives that this

memoir has properly to do.

Leaving for a while the "Home Rule" agitation, we return to the
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point from wliicli we digressed. Before, however, entering more fully

into the details of Mr Butt's first essay in the arena of political life, Ave

cannot avoid making a few extracts from a short memoir of him which

appeared in the Dublin Universit)/ 3Iagazine of November 1840. Our
first extract deals with the subject of memoirs of living men, and in

this view alone is interesting. It will, too, be read with peculiar in-

terest at the present moment, when the changes which time has effected

in the purposes and convictions of the remarkable subject of that

memoir must force themselves on the reader's view. The extract is as

follows :
" In one of the loveliest of his many lovely passages, Words-

worth has depicted the peculiar feelings with which the memory lingers

on the image of the dead. The seal is then alone finally set ; not till

then can our impression of the object fix in absolute repose ;
for not

till then can it never be lessened or contradicted by subsequent changes,

faults, or failures. This is true indeed ; yet it would be a poor thing
were we universally compelled to adjourn the fulness of our feelings

to such a period. If our own illustrious dead, our Burkes and our

Berkeleys, have this peculiar stamp set upon their unchangeable glory,
there is a charm, the very opposite indeed, yet scarcely less elevating, in

the anticipations that gather round the opening stages of a career which

men already feel to brighten with indications of a higher destiny to

come. Shadows of uncertainty, of purposes interrupted, of possible

change, must indeed cloud the view, and these cannot affect the calm

and settled fame of departed greatness. Yet even these, perhaps, add
in another way to the interest of the subject ; they enliven, animate,

diversify our speculations as to its ultimate fortunes ; and hope becomes

only the more truly and dearly Jioj^e, when, even in its highest vivid-

ness, we are not permitted to change it for certainty." Our second

extract professes to give a pi'ecis of Mr Butt's opinions at that period

(1840). It sounds peculiarly significant now, when, with the co-opera-
tion of the Ilomish hierarchy, his efforts are being directed to effect a

severance of British connection. It runs thus :
" He believed that in

the Romish party in Ireland, as represented and governed by its

priesthood, there exists an unsleeping antipathy to Protestantism as a

religion and as a government, as something to be hated and as some-

thing to be feared. He believed that this antipatliy has never yet
failed of practical realisation, except from exhaustion, or from dread, or

from despair. He believed that in this ineradicable enmity is more or

less included everything tliat is English, both because it is Protestant

and because it is ascendant ; because it is alike odious for its religion
and envied for its supremacy. Against this fearful hostility, thus two-

fold in its object, he held that our forefathers had fixed and fortified

two citadels, each commanding and awing its respective foe. These

are, these were, the Church and the Corjjorations ; the Protestant

Church to fortify the religious, the Protestant Corporations to guard
tlie civil ascendancy ; the one to represent British truth, the other to

represent British power. These, and these almost alone, have moored
us to the British anchorage ; and with the surrender of these the

British connection inevitably ceases to he practicable.* These institu-

The italics are ours.
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tions thus hold a totally distinct office in Ireland froiu what they hold
in England or in Scotland ; nor, therefore, can any argument be drawn
from the eliantres in tlie latter to clianges in the former portion of tin;

empire. In England and Scotland they are (politically considered)
ordinary institutions for ordinary purposes ; in Ireland they are,
besides this, the solitary fortresses of a threatened and detested autho-

rity. To sacrifice eitlier to the other is miserably to mistake the

objects of both. It is yet more, it is to weaken the very institutions

for whose security the sacrifice is made. To give up the Corporations
for the Church is to desert the Chnreh, as really (though not of course
in the same degree) as to disestablish the Church in England would be

temporally to abandon it ; it is to sacrifice the State that the Church
of the State may prosper ! And so surely as the one has fallen, so

surely are its ruins to be erected into the rampart from which the

enemy will storm the other. Short-sighted, inexcusably short-sighted,
is that policy whicli could promise the Romanising of Corporations to

buy a few additional years of disturbed tranquillity for the Church ;

purchasing the postponement of hostility by subsidising its forces and

securing its eventual success !

" We have extracted this passage not
for the purpose of charging the learned gentleman with inconsistency, and
with an utter abandonment of the principles of his youth, but rather to

show the immense sagacity he displayed in his views of the situation

some thirty-five years ago. To the sacrifice of the old bulwarks of

British connection, and this reconstruction of their materials into strong-
holds for the very disloyalty they were meant to control, Mr Butt from

the first steadily opposed himself. With an energy and an ability
never surpassed, he denounced tlie Corporation Bill, notwithstanding
the lofty authorities by which it was accredited. This is amply proved
by his Mansion House speech of the 13th of February 1840, and his

speecli of the 15th of May following at the bar of the House of Lords.

The Church and the Corporations are gone in spite of Mr Butt, and the

question only remains whether he considers the severance of British

connection (be it partial or total) a matter of such inevitable neces-

sity that he is justified in promoting the result he so ably deprecated
at that time. The course events have taken since 1840 may have so

changed or modified his opinions, that he may believe his scheme of

Home Rule (whatever it exactly means) a thing of justice as well as

necessity. But as our province is only to state facts, we make no

comment, and gladly leave the explanation to others, if explanation
be required.
As Mr Butt's speech in the House of Lords on the Corporation Bill

was one of the greatest performances of his life, no apology is required
for alluding to it more in detail. One writer, speaking of the skill and

power with which the honourable duty was executed, thus writes :

"Mr Butt's speech on Friday, !May IJth, will long be remembered in

an assembly richer than any in the world in matters of legal and

political rhetoric. The eflfect of this appeal was beyond all doubt signal;

nor probably was there ever delivered a speech at the bar of Parlia-

ment which impressed even predetermined members so powerfully.
The withering exposure of the devices of the Corporation Commission

was peculiarly successful ; the justification of the criminated exclusice-
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ness of tlie Dublin Corporation since 1793, from the history of tlie

times, broiiglit conviction to every candid listener; and the descriptions,

repeated and forcible, of the inevitably perilous result of investing with

unlimited power a body whose choice should necessarily lie between

insignificance and mischief arrested the attention of even the most

determined and most distinguished abettors of the Bill." The whole

Conservative press was also loud in its praises of Mr Butt's speech.
One short notice by the Standard must suffice :

" The House of Lords

was last night occupied during the whole of its sitting in hearing the

argument of Mr Professor Butt against the Irish Municipal Bill.

Perhaps no argument delivered at the bar of either House of Parliament

ever produced so manifest and extraordinary an impression. The learned

gentleman was loudly cheered in the progress of his address, and still

more enthusiastically at its conclusion ; a great number of Peers hurry-

ing to the bar to thank and to congratulate him upon his success in

exposing the true character of the measure under consideration. The
unusual animation of the Duke of Wellington, the proof of which will

be seen in our extracts borrowed from the Times, was, perhaps, the

highest compliment that could be paid to the speaker in the House.

It has never been our practice to withhold praise where praise is due ;

and we truly tender our tribute of admiration to the eloquent advocate

of the city of Dublin. It needed, perhaps, the powers of a consum-
mate orator to tear away the veil which has hitherto shrouded this

frightful measure; but the veil once removed, an extraordinary revulsion

of feeling was a necessary consequence."
It is scarcely necessary to add that Mr Butt's reputation as an orator

was now completely established ; the only wonder seems to be that the

compliments and encomiums bestowed on all sides had not the efiect of

turning the head of a stufi'-gownsman of two years' standing at the bar ;

but he was gifted with sound common sense and practical sagacity

strangely beyond his years, and seldom met with in combination with

immense enthusiasm and brilliant rhetorical talent. The humble esti-

mate which he then had (and still has) of his own powers was, perhaps,
one of the great charms of this gifted man; and this quality, added to

genial agreeable manners and great kindness of disposition, have made
him most popular with every member of the Irish bar, and, indeed, with

every one else that has ever enjoyed familiar intercourse with him.
We next find him, soon after ids speech in the Lords, a member of

the Dublin Corporation, and encountering O'Connell in the memorable
debate on the Eepeal of the Union. We have no doubt that he em-

ployed arguments on tliat occasion which he would find it very difficult

to answer at the present moment, if it is to be assumed that Home
Rule means ^^

Repeal and somethiny more."*'

His next remarkable appearance was on the boards of Drury Lane
Theatre as the great gun at a Protection meeting. It is scarcely neces-

sary to add that he did his part most successfully, and frequently
brought down the house. The Times was not over complimentary to

any of the speakers on that occasion, and the " Irish great gun
" was

especially assailed. It thus wound up its thunders against Mr Butt;

* We use a definition of "Home Rule
"

attributed to Mr Butt himself at a
recent meetinsr at Limerick.
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" Of all tiie ranters that ever ranted on the boards of Drury Lane, Mr
Butt was verily the greatest." This criticism is of course unworthy of

notice, but it leads us to say a word on his characteristics as a speaker.
A very able writer has said on this subject,

" The characteristics of

his manner are vigour, decision, and argumentative cogency. He illus-

trates onhj to illustrate ; and never loses the substance in tlie accidents,
or forgets the go;d in the way that leads to it. No speaker ever talked

less for talking's sake." It has been said of him at the bar, that he is

too candid and admits too much, and that he has often raised difficulties

against himself, wliich the opposite side or the bench would, perhaps,
never have seen. This, if a fault, is the fault of a great thinker and
a master mind. There was one obvious result of his candour, that no
one ever enjoyed so thoroughly the confidence of the bench. The

judges felt assured that they were safe from any imposition or trick so

far as Mr Butt was concerned. But though he always dealt fairly
towards the bench, he was never cringing he was ever manly and

independent. His recent fearless castigation of some of the justices of

tlie Common Pleas in the case of Barry and the Youghal Election

Petition will remain ever fresh in the memories of lesal practitioners.
Some idea of the severity of his remarks may be formed from the

manner in which he concluded his argument :

" Be Kent mannerly
when Lear is mad."

When in Parliament as member for Hardwick and Youghal, Mr Butt
was not a frequent speaker ;

but whenever he took part in a debate,
he spoke most effectively, and commanded the attention of the House.

It is needless to say that he was a debater of the first order. His ready
elocution, his easy mastery of details, his bold and practical sagacity,
were qualities that eminently fitted him for such work.

Since he entered Parliament as member for Limerick, his most re-

markable speech was on the "
Keogh impeachment," as it was called.

The House was filled in every part to hear him, and he did not disap-

point the expectations formed of him on that occasion.

In the next session 1874 he is likely to have a busy time. The
land question, the Fenian amnesty, the Catholic University, and Home
Rule form a pretty formidable programme. During the past year he

has been incessantly at work on most of these questions, and has in-

vaded England to preach the blessings of Home Rule ; so there appears
to be little hope of peace from Ireland for the coming administration.

THE RIGHT HON. JOHN THOMAS BALL, Q.C., M.P.

BORN A.D. 1815.

The Right Hon. John Thomas Ball, eldest son of Major Benjamin
[Marcus Ball, formerly of the 40tli Regiment of Foot, was born in

Dublin in 1815. He was educated at Trinity College, Dublin, of which

he was a scholar in 1833, A.B. in 1836, and LL.D. in 1844. In 1870 the

University of Oxford conferred on him the honorary degree of D.C.L.

He was called to the Irish bar in 1840, and was advanced to the rank

of Queen's Counsel in 18o4. He was appointed Queen's Advocate for
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Ireland in 1865, and was Vicar-General of the province of Armagh,
and judge of the Consistorial Court, until the offices were abolished by
the Irish Church Act in 1870. He was Solicitor-General from March
1867 to November 1868, when he became Attorney-General under Mr
Disraeli's administration, on the promotion of Mr Warren to the bench

of the Court of Probate. At the general election of 1868, he was

returned to the House of Commons, in the Conservative interest, by
the University of Dublin, which he still represents, being reelected

without opposition at the general election of the present year (1874).
He was elected a bencher of the Hon. Society of King's Inns in 1863,

and was added to the Privy Council on becoming Attorney-General.
He married in 1852 Catherine, daughter of the Kev. Charles K.

Elrington, Fellow and Regius Professor of Divinity in Trinity College,
Dublin.

In 1814, having taken the degree of LL.D., Dr Ball commenced to

practise in the ecclesiastical courts, and soon attained the foremost

rank as an advocate. When the Probate Act of 1857 abolished all

the technicalities of process and practice which theretofore prevailed in

the Prerogative Court, to the great terror of the uninitiated, and the

new tribunal became accessible to the legal profession at large, many
of the old advocates and proctors of Henrietta Street notoriety felt

that their craft and occupation were gone. Not so, however, Dr Ball.

Having joined the Home Circuit soon after his call to the bar, he had

obtained considerable practice as a common-law lawyer both on

circuit and in Dublin. Accordingly, when the trial of issues in testa-

mentary causes was put on the same footing as the trial of issues

from the Common Law Courts, the change did not find him unprepared,
and he came forth from the comparative seclusion of the Prerogative
Court into the open field of Nisi Priiis, as fresh and as vigorous as if

the earlier years of his professional life had been passed in perfect
innocence of the civil law and its mysterious processes. When the

Court of Probate began to hold its sittings at the Four Courts, and the

great guns of N'isi Prius were planted amongst the learned doctors,
John Edward Walsh, late Master of the Piolls, Dr Townsend, the

present eminent judge of the Court of Admiralty, Dr Ball, and a

few others, were able to hold their ground against all comers ; and

although Mr Whiteside, in his inimitable falsetto, would occasionally
have a sly hit at " those eminent civilians," his playful satire fell harm-

less upon them, and they were employed in nearly every case that came
before the newly-constituted tribunal as counsel on one side or the

other.

The Probate Act of 1857 preserved intact the practice of the

abolished Court of Prerogative, except so far as the Act itself or the

rules made under its provisions expressly interfered with it. Hence
Dr Ball's previous experience was of immense advantage to him still,

and, apart from his intimate acquaintance with the principles of testa-

mentary law, it gave him a decided superiority over his new rivals in

conducting the pleadings and proceedings preliminary to a trial under
the new practice and procedure. Under the changed system the

business increased almost a hundredfold, and Dr Ball's practice grew
large in the same proportion. He had now an open field for the
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exliibition of his superior powers, and fully preserved his undisputed
ascendancy amongst the foremost advocates of the Irish bar. With
tlie distinguislied judge who presided over the Court of Probate un
its institution Dr Ball had immense weight, and he contributed
valuable aid in shaping its proceedings into that course wliich has
raised it to so pre-eminent a rank among the judicial tribunals of the

country. Ilis sijeeclies on every occasion were models at once of sound

legal learning, accurate and effective reasoning, masculine sense, and

elegant and appropriate language. Next, perhaps, to Sergeant Arm-
strong, though i)arvo itUermUo, he was one of the most judicious cross-

examiners at the bar. His tactics with a hostile but honest witness

were most admirable. He had the happy talent of knowing where to

stop, and he never made the too common mistake of helping his

opponents by injudiciously pressing a witness. He also proved himself

a searching incpiisitor of a dishonest witness, without resorting to the

heroic treatment so frequently adopted by some of the bullying and

browbeating celebrities of iV/ii Priut^. On all questions relating to

the church and the clergy he was regarded as the highest authority,
and in the discharge of his judicial functions in the Consistorial Court
he commanded the approbation of the bar and the public. His opinion
too on the construction of wills was highly estimated

;
for although the

Court of Probate is not a court of construction, and has to deal only

(so to speak) with the paper on which a will is written, and pronounce
for or against its validity as the last will and testament of a competent
testator, there is a mistaken impression abroad that an eminent
Probate lawyer must of necessity be the best authority on that most

difficult branch of Equity jurisdiction. However, there was no mistake

in consulting Dr Ball on such questions, and indeed it would be difficult

to name any branch of the law in which he was not deeply versed.

Such being the reputation he had deservedly established, it was not

surprising that his own University should have been ready to place him
in the proud position of its representative in Parliament at the most

critical period of its existence. How he justified the opinions enter-

tained of his peculiar fitness for that high and responsible position is

now a matter of history, and this leads us to take a brief survey of his

Parliamentary career.

From the time he entered Parliament in 1S6S until the close of the

session 1872-3, Dr Ball delivered many remarkable speeches, taking a

prominent part in all the numerous debates on Irish questions during
that eventful period. His first great speech was on the Irish Cluircli

Bill, and his last on the Judicature Bill. Of the many effective speeches
which he delivered in the interval, our limits will permit us to jiar-

ticularise only a few of the most important.
The Irish Land Bill, Mr Fawcett's (Dublin University) Bill, and Mr

Gladstone's Education Bill, chiefly engaged his attention, and gave him

the greatest scope for the display of his debating powers. But his

first, if not his most signal triumph, was achieved on the adjourned
debate on the Irish Church Bill. His high reputation as an ecclesi-

astical lawyer, coupled with the fact that he had been recently api)ointed

by Lord Derby's Government to inquire into the revenues and ad-

ministration of the Established Church, and had thus become familiar

IV. M Ir.
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with its financial and statistical condition, pouited to him as the ablest

man to open the debate from the Opposition benches. How he

executed the high trust reposed in him on that impressive occasion is a

matter so well known that further comment on the subject must seem

superfluous, however easy and agreeable the task may be. From first

to last Dr Ball was listened to with the most marked attention, and
his brilliant performance produced an effect in the Commons equalled

only by the effect produced in the Lords on the same question by his

distinguished countrymen, the Bishop of Peterborough and Lord Cairns.

The speech was greeted all through with an amount of enthusiastic

applause that was not accorded in a greater degree to any of the other

speakers on the Opposition, not even excepting Mr Gathorne Hardy.
The eloquent tribute paid to Dr Ball by Mr Sullivan (the Irish Attorney-

General), who was put up to reply, was, we believe, the true and genuine

expression of what he felt, and not dictated merely by the policy of

running for a wiiile with the current, which he knew it would be

dangerous at first to stem. Li presenting to the reader a few extracts

from this remarkable speech, and a summary of its leading topics, we
cannot help feeling that it would be more judicious simply to refer to

the Parliamentary reports.* There is, however, some consolation in

the thought that it would be impossible to damage the reputation
which Dr Ball so deservedly earned on that occasion, and wiiich he

has ever since so thoroughly maintained. In the first portion of his

speech he vigorously assailed the principle of the bill. Having
referred to the three great religious denominations existing in Ireland

the Protestant Episcopalians, the Presbyterians, and the Roman
Catholics he observed that the first alone of the three possessed

separate property derived from public sources ; the second derived an

income accruing from an annual grant from Parliament ; and the Roman
Catholic Church had no income of any kind from property derived

from public sources, but merely pecuniary assistance towards the

instruction and education of its clergy. The bill proposed to deal

with all these three various rights, and to withdraw them. He denied

what was contended for by Mr Gladstone, that these grants to the

Presbyterians or to tjie
Roman Catholic clergy at Maynooth were in

any way connected with the property or maintenance of the Established

Church in Ireland. The Regium Donum owed its origin to King
William III., who granted it to the Presbyterians because tliey adhered

to him in his contest with James. The grant to Maynooth, which

was originally made five years before the Union, was made on the

ground that the Roman Catholic clergy were educated abroad. Pitt,

Castlereagh, and tlie Government of the day, feared to expose them to

the contamination of Republican principles, and it was this fear, and
not the protection of the Protestant Episcopalian Church, that was the

cause of the grant. The bill before the House deprives the Protestant

Episcopal Cliurch of its property, and the Presbyterian and Roman
Catholic Cliurches of their grants, and affirmed, witliout qualification,

Voluntaryism as the principle of its arrangements. He then proceeded
to consider tlie wisdom of such a policy, and pointed out what he con-

*
Hansard, March 1869.
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tended with extraordinary force and eloquence were tlie failings of the

Voluntary system. Having expressed Ids intention of divesting the

question at issue of any considerations connected with the preservation
of life interests, as proposed by the bill, on the grounds that he could

not admit that the Government was entitled to claim the slightest

acknowledgment on tlie score of generosity because of the preservation
of life interests, he reminded the House that the question to be answered

was, not whether the question of the Irish Church demanded legislation,

but whether they would introduce Voluntaryism as the guide of their

eeclesiastical arrangements. He referred to the endowments of the

Kirk of Scotland and of the English Church, and the tendency in

legislation to move in a path once entered upon.
" Do not," he said,

"
imagine that vou can confine your views to Ireland. Everywhere

this is a period of transition, and the future must depend upon the

])rinciples you now adopt, and in which your example will inevitably

educate the public mind." He next proceeded to examine the bill in

detail, and objectionable as he endeavoured to show it to be in principle,
he contended that its character was not palliated or softened by a

single wise or statesmanlike provision to modify or qualify it. Putting
aside life estates, what was left for the Church ? What was given to

the Establishment ? the churches, which, as sliown by the report of

the Ecclesiastical Commissioners, had absorbed within a few years

upwards of 600,000 of private money, irrespective of grants from the

Commissioners, and irrespective of the sum expended on the restoration

of St Patrick's Cathedral. Considering that those churches were con-

fessedly unmarketal)le for any purpose, it was easy to estimate what

tiiere was of bounty and beneficence in this gift. As for the gift of

the glebe-houses with their curtilages, supposing their value to be

32,000 a year, the total charges upon them amounted to ,232.325.
"
Pay that charge, and you shall liave the houses. He (Mr Glad-

stone) proposes merely to give us the houses and curtilages for a sum

they could be bought for in the market; and where was the generosity
of giving that for which you take an equivalent ? Then the private

endowments are left ; but the most rigid tests must be applied to prove
them. They must be dealt with according to the strict rules of the

Court of Chancery; and no private endowments prior to lOGO wore to

be included." On this point why this date had been fixed Dr Ball

entered into a most elaborate and exhaustive examination of the relation

of the Church of Ireland to the doctrine and discipline of tiie English
Church. He next considered the capitalisation scheme of the bill, which

he contended could not succeed. He also condemned the clauses relating

to the constitution and self-government of the future Church, and

cliaracterised them as not sufficiently enabling and atfirmative.
" 1

believe," said Dr Ball in his fervid and eloquent peroration,
" that a

great shock is given to tiie feelings of the community in respect to

property by this measure. The reverence for its sacred inviolability is

rudely touched. I am aware of the distinctions between private

property and property public in its sources and objects which have

i)een drawn by Sir James Mackintosh, Earl Russell, and llallam.

Are you yourselves quite satisfied with those ilistinctions ? Even it

vou are, neither Sir James Mackintosh, nor Earl Russell, nor Hallam



were ever consulted by the mass. It is idle to tell them of those

theories. It is idle to say that corporations are different from

individuals, or that tenure is other than an individual tenure. These

ingenious distinctions are too subtle are immeasurably too subtle for

tlie Irish farmer or peasant. The plain facts suffice him. The
Protestant Church acquired its property by the act of Elizabeth, by
tlie grants of James and Charles ; the Protestant landlords acquired
their property by the Acts of Settlement and the patents of the same
James and the same Charles. A breath has made both, and a breath can

unmake both. The consequence will be, that he will better understand

the instruction given him, and, fortified by the precedent set him, he

will demand to be restored to those lands which he will believe to

have been unjustly taken from him. Sir, it is tor these reasons tliat I

oppose this bill, no message of peace and conciliation, no source of

harmony and agreement among all classes, rather the fountain of dis-

content, of dissension, of general dissatisfaction, and a precedent for

organic changes of even more dangerous consequence. But while I

oppose it, I disclaim any want of sympathy witli my Roman Catholic

and Presbyterian brethren. I disclaim the slightest disrespect to their

systems of religion. I believe the maintenance of an Established

Church consistent with the most liberal appreciation of their claims,

I derive assurance for that belief when I find it shared by every great
statesman of the past. Yes, ours is no new policy, born of the exigency
of the moment. The marvellous wisdom of Burke, the presiding and

commanding genius of Pitt, the vast political experience and sagacity
of Peel, have alike sanctioned it. Supported by their authority, feel-

ing confident that the principles by them transmitted are as just as

they are expedient, we defend the institutions which they upheld, and
refuse to abandon the most sacred and venerable of them all in the

hour of its danger and its need."

We now pass on to 1870, when the Irish Land Bill, which stoofi

next to the Church Bill in Mr Gladstone's programme of Irish

measures, was introduced to the House of Commons.
The most remarkable speech in opposition to the bill was made by

Dr Ball on the first day of the debate.* His argument was throughout
based upon the assumption that " free contract

"
is the highest form of

tenure which the intellect of man has yet been able to devise, and
that in legislating to restrict such freedom, Britain was relegating
Ireland to a lower civilisation. He held that as regards Ulster tenant

right, the bill perpetuated and fixed a custom which varied with

every estate, which was in itself an evil, making as it were a distinct

law for every separate holding; as regarde<l compensation, it was fixed

too high, the maximum amounting to one-third the fee simple. Hed id

not, however, object to the principle; but as regarded future tenancies

he thought the bill utterly bad. He held that the English were never
content with less than the best arrangement; that they had fixed on
free contract as the best; and that to keep the best to themselves and

give Ireland an inferior one was to repudiate the great idea of the

union, which was to permit all Irishmen to rise to the English level.

* Annual Register, 1870.



' My objection to your system
"

(as proposed in the bill), lie said,
''

is

tliat it is not tiie best, and, wiiat is more, you know it is not the best.

For here you are in Enghmd arrived at the iiighest pitch of civilisation ;

you claim for yourselves that you are models to the world; you hold

out your social relations to the admiration and envy of Europe; and

you insist that the relations between landlord and tenant shall be on
tlie footing of contract. What have you been doing? You have been

working ever since the day that Latimer denounced the landlords who
drove out the tenants, telling them that the divine vengeance would
come upon them for it, you have been working, I say, to make land-

lord and tenant not ascertain their rights by litigation, but have tliem

establisliod on tlie solid basis of contracts ; so that every landloid in

England knows for what he contracts, and every tenant in England
knows for what he has to answer I say you have got the

best system, and I believe it to be tlie best, because I believe that

Englishmen, having set their hearts on the best system, would be

content with notliing else. What do I ask for my country ? I ask

the right to rise to the same standard as yourselves. I demand that

you will not lay down a rule of this kind, and say, This is good
enough for Ireland. The Irish people ditfer from the English. Tliere

is a positive incapacity in the Irish landloi'd to deal with his tenants

by contract, and in the Irish tenant to take care of himself by contract.

The Scotch and English are able to do it. Therefore the true system
shall be reserved as in, jprivileglum for them, but the Irish shall not be

able to attempt it ; because we shall put a clause in an Act of Parlia-

ment to prevent it."'

But although the results of the debates on these extraordinary
measures were unfavoural)le to the Conservative party, Dr Ball did not

relax his etibrts. He struggled still during- tiie progress of the bills

through committee to modify and palliate what he considered their

iniquitous provisions, and make the best of evils he was powerless to

avert. Under the Ministry of Mr Disraeli in IST-I he accepted the

appointment of Attorney- General for Ireland.

SIR JOHN GRAY, M.D., J. P., AND M.P.

BORN A.D. 1815.

Sir John Gray, third son of the late John Gray, Esq. of Claremorris,

in the county of Mayo, was born in 1815. He was educated at Trinity

College, Dublin, and took the degree of doctor of medicine. He is a

magistrate for the city of Dublin. He has been for many years a mem-
ber of the municipal Council of Dublin, and has taken an active part
in favour of every Liberal measure, and is proprietor and cliief editor of

the Freeman's Journal. In reward of his jjublic services, more espe-

cially in arranging for the supply of Dublin with water, the honour of

knighthood was conferred upon him in 1803 by the Lord-Lieiirenant of

Ireland, the Earl of Carlisle. Sir John was returned to the House of

Commons for Kilkenny at the general election in July I860, and sriU

represents tliat constituencv. He declined the office of Lord Mayor
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of Dublin tar 1868-9, to which he was elected during his absence in

London by a vote of 38 to 7.* In the recent general election (1874)
he has been re-elected witliout opposition for Kilkenny as a " Home
Ruler." Like the late John Francis Maguire, he is not only an able

journalist, but can speak as forcibly as he writes on all the leading

topics of the day. Hence he always commands the attention of the

House of Commons.
In 1873 Sir John was appointed President of the General Govern-

ment Board in Ireland. Though he took the degree of Doctor of

Medicine, we are not aware tiiat he ever gained or sought for practice
in that profession. His early connection with the press seems to sug-

gest that his youthful aspirations were not firmly set upon the prizes

usually proposed to themselves by the medical novices of Dublin
visions of a stately mansion in Merrion Square with all its appurtenances,
chariots and horses a la mode. The awe, if not the admiration, of

humble pedestrians had, it seems, no charms for Dr Gra,y. He
no doubt, would rather see the former noble occupants, or their repre-

sentatives, reinstated in their ancient habitations in Merrion Square.
For that matter, indeed, we believe the present residents, one and all,

would gladly clear the way for a consummation so devoutly to be wished

for. We accordingly find the young physician turning his attention to

the disorders of the "
body politic," and prescribing with great clever-

ness and ingenuity for the complicated maladies of Ireland, Many of

the doctor's infallible nostrums have been already tried, but with little

success as yet. The Irish Church, that great incubus, which, according
to him, impeded all healthy circulation, has been removed ; Trinity

College is open wide to all ; and there is a Land-Law, going beyond
anything that was ever seriously hoped for by Sir John Gray a few

years ago. But all in vain ! There remains yet one chance more.

Home E,ule alone can cure the ills of Ireland. To attempt here to

follow Sir John Gray as he appeared in all the changing scenes through
which the " national cause

"
has passed since he first devoted his great

talents to its service, would simply be as hopeless as to attempt to give
a history of the " national cause

"
itself in all its multitudinous phases.

It may, however, be safely said that with tongue and pen he advocated

with extraordinary ability and zeal every scheme or measure that tended
in his estimation to promote the welfare of Ireland. His political

creed is, of course, an utter abomination to some, while to others it

seems intolerably mild. But that there is an intermediate class that

still believes in the Freeman and Sir John is amply attested by the

large circulation of that journal, and the return of its proprietor on
two occasions to Parliament as member for Kilkenny.

It would be idle at present to speculate on the probable position of

the Home-Rule League in the coming session of Parliament. Is the

old "
Independent Opposition

"
rising again from its ashes more beau-

tiful tlian ever, and shall it live again to die another day? But what-

ever its ultimate fate may be, we believe that Sir John Gray and Mr
Butt, with all their dexterity and common sense, will find it difficult,

in the turn events have taken, to acquit themselves to the satisfaction

* " Men of the Time," 8th edition.
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of exacting and unreasonable constituencies, and at the same time

avoid making themselves exceedingly disagreeable and vexatious in the

House of Commons, and exceedingly ridiculous in the eyes of all tiie

world out of Ireland.

THE EIGHT HONOURABLE JOHN DAVID FITZGERALD, P.C,

THIRD JUSTICE OF THE QUEEN'S BENCH, IRELAND.

BORN A.D. 1816.

The Right Hon. Jolin David Fitzgerald, son of the late David

Fitzgerald, Esq. of Dublin, merchant, by the eldest daughter of

the late David Leahy, Esq. of London, was born in Dublin in 1816.

He was educated at Trinity College, Dublin, where he graduated
A.B.

He was called to the bar in Ireland in 1838 ; created a Queen's

Counsel in 1847. Having led the Munster circuit for some years, he

was admitted a benclier of the King's Inn in 1853, and in 1855 he

became Solicitor-General for Ireland, and was Attorney-General from

April 1856 to March 1858. He was reappointed Attorney-General
in 1859, and made a Justice of the Queen's Bench in Ireland in I860.

Mr Fitzgerald represented Ennis in the House of Commons from July

1852 tilt February 1860, when he was raised to the bench. He is a

Commissioner of National Education in Ireland, of Charitable Dona-

tions and Bequests, and of Endowed Schools. He married, first, in

1846, the second daughter of the late John O'Donoghue, Esq. of Fitz-

william Square, Dublin; secondly, in 1860, the Hon. Jane Mary,
sister of Viscount Southwell. He became a member of the Privy

Council in 1856.

As a student, Mr Fitzgerald was remarkable for great industry, and

on his call to the bar in 1838, at the age of twenty-three years, he

appeared to be deeply versed in most branches of legal learning. His

progress at the bar is distinguished for rapidity. Heaving gained an

opportunity early in his career of showing his abilities and learning,

business flowed in so rapidly that his great powers of application were

soon tested to the utmost. A writer, who joined the Munster circuit

about the same time as Mr Fitzgerald, thus speaks of his industry and

rapid success: " I have constantly met him entering the hall of the

Four Courts about eleven o'clock, when most of the bar wouhl com-

mence their labours, having already performed a hard day's woik for

any other man ; and those who knew his industrious habits on Circuit

need not be told of his intense ap|)lication. The result might be easily

anticipated. His progress at the bar was unexampled for rapidity ; but

can any one say it was undeserved ? His promotion was such as his

diligence merited. He retained by his professional conduct the respect

and confidence thus early reposed in him. Ever fully master of his

case, he was never at a loss either for facts or law. AH brunches of

jurisprudence, law, equity, pleading in every form, tlie laws of baidi-

ruptcy, criminal law, nothing was too minute to escape his vigilance, or
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too large for his comprehension. He soon rose to eminence in the Four

Courts, and from the first start got into Circuit business."*

He was only nine years at the junior bar when he was made a

Queen's Counsel. This rapid advancement is, we believe, unsurpassed,
if we except the case of Mr Butt and of the Hon. David Plunket, who
obtained the like distinction within a period of six years.

On the promotion of the Attorney-Greneral, Mr Keogh, to the Bench
of tlie Common Pleas, Mr Fitzgerald became Attorney-General, being
then not more than eighteen years at the bar.

While he represented Ennis in the House of Commons he proved
himself a most excellent and efficient member of the Liberal party. He
never spoke for the mere sake of speaking ; he was always master of liis

subject, and invariably commanded the highest respect from the most

fastidious assembly in the world.

Since his elevation to the bench his course has been marked by the

same characteristic industry, accuracy, and erudition ; and, as we had

occasion before to remark, there is not one amongst the occupants of

the English or Irish Bench that possesses in a higher degree all the

essential qualities of a good judge.

SIE CHARLES GAVAN DUFFY.

BORN A.D. 1816.

Sir Charles Gavan Duffy was born in 1816, in the county of Mo-

na2:han. His father was a respectable farmer in poor circumstances.

Enjoving no educational advantages, young Dufty was thrown alto-

gether on his own resources. So great, however, was his natural genius,

that he triumphed over the difficidties of his early life. In his eighteenth

vear, relying solely on the acquisitions of self-culture, and guided by the

instincts of genius, he repaired to the Irish metropolis, where, though
friendless and unknown, he succeeded in obtaining employment on the

press. Passing through the several minor stages of journalistic life

with unusual rapidity, he appeared more prominently before the public
as tlie editor of an influential newspaper at Belfast.

In 1841 he returned to Dublin, and connected himself with The

Alountain, the organ of the O'Connell party, and in 1842 started The

Nation, as an educational journal
"

to create and foster public opinion in

Ireland, and. to make it racy of the soil." In 1844 he was a fellow-

])iisoner with O'Connell in Dul)lin for "sedition," and acted in concert

with him until 1847, when he left the Repeal Association, and was one

of the founders of the Irish Confederation.

Being tried for treason-felony in 1848-49, the prosecution was

abandoned by the Gi)vernment, and he revived The Nation, which had

been suspended, modifying his policy, and ])romising to limit it to

social reforms, such as landlord and tenant right, in support of which

was formed the "
Independent Irish Party

"
in Parliament.! Mr Dufly

was elected in 1852 member for theboiongh of New lloss, but resigned

* Law Magazine and Review, voL v.

+ Men of the Time, 1872.



his seat in 1856 on proceeding to Australia. He held office twice in

the Government of Victoria, as ISIinister of Public Lands and Works,

and was requested by the Governor to form an Adniinij-tration during

a severe Ministerial crisis of 1860, but declined, because he was refused

the power of dissolving Parliament. In 1871, however, he became

Prime Minister of the colony. Mr Dutly, who on his arrival in

Victoria was presented with a handsome estate by the Irish of that

colony, has been twice married. Though he has been called to the

bar, he has never ])ractised.

In 1872 Mr DuH'y ceased to be Prime Minister, but his public ser-

vices were admittedly so great that his present title was conferred upon
him. It is now rumoured that he intends returning to his native

countrv, and will asxain seek a return to Parliament in the " Home
Rule "interest. Outside the field of journalism, Sir Charles is most

favourably known in the literary world.

THE EIGHT HONOURABLE WILLIAM KEOGH, SECOND JUSTICE OF

. THE COURT OF COMMON PLEAS IN IRELAND.

BORN A.D. 1817.

TiiE Plight Hon. William Keogh, eldest son of William Keogh, Esq.
of Corkip, county Roscommon, by the daughter of Austin Ffrench,

Esq. of Rahoon, Galway, was born at Galway in 1817. He was edu-

cated at Trinity College, Dublin, where he obtained tirst-class honours

in science, the Hebrew prize, the Vice-Chancellor's prize, and the

Historical Society's medals. He entered as a student of Lincoln's Inn,

and was called to the Irish bar in 1840, and in the short period of nine

years became a Queen's Counsel. He was returned to Parliament as

member for Athlone in 1847, and on the formation of Lord Aberdeen's

Coalition Ministry in 1852 he vatis appointed Solicitor-General for

Ireland, and held that post till March 1855, when he became Attorney-
General. He was raised to the bench in April 1856 as fourth Justice

of the Common Pleas in Ireland. He represented Athlone from 1847

to 1856. He married, in 1841, the eldest daughter of the late Thomas

Roney, Esq., surgeon.
Mr Justice Keogh's rapid elevation is, so far as we can ascertain,

without a parallel. Within sixteen years from the date of his admission

to the bar, he was raised to the bench at the early age of thirty-nine.

Mr Justice Morris nearly accomplished a similar feat, having won the

judicial prize at the age of fortv, and within eighteen years after! his

call to the bar. But though Mr Keogh's advance was so rapid, his

pathway was not always strewn with flowers. Naturally impulsive, and

of a highly ardent temperament, he threw himself body and soul into

everything he undertook, whether great or small. Always moving at

full speed, and under high pressure, it was not to be expected that he

should escape occasional checks and serious collisions. Hence in all

liis engagements in college, at the bar, on the platform, in Parlia-

ment, and on the bench the same tiery spirit and indomitable energy
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have been the cause of all his troubles, as well as of all his triumphs.

To his enemies it must be some comfort to feel that a better-abused man

does not exist at the present day ; while his friends must be gratified

to see that the abuse seems to sit very lightly on his judicial shoulders.

If the learned judge deserved it, he has been amply chastised; if he

did not, he is a deeply injured man; so that in either case we are not

much inclined to rake up the history of the early sins he has committed,

or the wrongs which he has sufi'ered.

" The Gal way Judgment," his last and greatest offence, will be

noticed further on. Of his early transgressions the chief one appears
to have been his desertion from the ranks of the "

Independent Opposi-
tion." It seems that Mr Keogh and several other aspirants for Parlia-

ment solemnly pledged themselves to oppose every Government which

would not repeal the " Ecclesiastical Titles Act," pass a satisfactory

Land Act, and disestablish the Protestant Ciuirch; in other words,

those gentlemen were forced bv their constituents into a league to

impede the legislation of the whole country until they extorted their

demands from the Government of the day. Whether such an obligation

would not have been more honoured in the breach than the observance,

is a matter for the consciences of those concerned ; but the fact remains

that it was violated by all, with one or two exceptions. Amongst those

who remained true to their pledges was the late John Francis Maguire,
and we refer the reader to our memoir of that lamented gentleman for

an account of the position which the "Independent Opposition
"
occupied

in the House of Commons a position so intolerable that desertion

would seem to have been desirable, if not excusable.

We now pass on gladly to a point on which there can be no difference

of opinion the extraordinary ability of the learned judge. His college

career, as we have seen, was highly distinguished. In the Historical

Society that little world of young and ardent spirits he was conspi-
cuous for that free and fearless expression of opinion for which he was

so remarkable in after life. He had also the distinguished honour of

winning the medals of the society. In this school, too, he acquired that

promptitude which established his fame as a debater in the House of

Commons. His eloquence was of the Demosthenic type, and rushed

like a torrent, sweeping everything before it. But it was not a mere

torrent of words there was always a vigour and freshness of thought in

everything he said. It was not, therefore, surprising that a man of his

calibre preferred the exciting arena of politics to the tame pursuits of a

mere lawyer's life. As a debater he had few equals in the House of

Commons, and his encounter with Mr Roebuck, the " Sheffield blade,"

as he called him, will ever be memorable. Even the Times, with all its

anti-Irish tendencies, spoke of him as " that great young Irish orator."

He was held in the highest estimation by Lord Palmerston, and became
his Attorney-General in 1855, and in 1856 was promoted by his Lord-

ship to the Bench of the Common Pleas. At the bar, too, he made
some speeches of extraordinary power ; for example, his speech in the

celebrated case of Birch v. Somerville. In the great divorce case of

Talbot V. Talbot he fully maintained his character as an advocate of

the first rank. It was a mistake to suppose that he had no pretensions
to sound legal learning. His decisions since his elevation to the bench,
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both in the Common Pleas and the Exchequer Chamber, must at once

dispel any fidse impression that may have existed on this point.
In 1840 he wrote, in conjunction witli Mr Miciiael J. Barry, an

admirable treatise on the Practice of the Court of Chancery of Ireland;

but a complete change of the Chancery rules occurring immediately
after its publication, rendered the work useless. Amongst his otlicr

literary performances may be mentioned several political tracts of groat

merit, and a lecture on " Milton's Prose," delivered at the afternoon

lectures in Stephen's Green, Dublin. This lecture caused a great sen-

sation at the time, and his vindication of William III. gave considerable

umbrage to many high personages, who were never impressed with feel-

ings of admiration for the character of William "of the pious, glorious,
and immortal memory." The Judge's vindication of His Majesty's
character horrified some of his audience as much as if he had attempted
to vindicate the character of his Satanic majesty. It is said that several

reverend gentlemen near the door beat a hasty retreat, leaving tlie

more favoured gentry in the reserved seats to sit it out in a state of

exquisite torture. This famous lecture is printed and published, and
the curious reader can satisfy himself on its merits.* We have

merely to record that the portion referred to electrified a large section

of his hearers as much as his defence of the character and Irish policy
of Oliver Cromwell astonished his hearers in his judgment in the Galway
Election Petition.

Since las elevation to the bench, the judicial conduct of Mr Justice

Keogh was never impeached or questioned until he delivered judgment
on the trial of the Galway Election Petition. It is quite true that he

often charged a jury in a very decided manner, and he has been some-
times accused of "

running away
"
with a case.f But this was a fault

arising from his superior ability and peculiar temperament, and was
never ascribed to any motive excejit a wish to give the jury the benefit,

of his keen knowledge of the woild and his great experience as a judge,
to help them in arriving at truth upon the evidence before them.

We now proceed to the celebrated Galway judgment, and will en-

deavour to dispose of it as briefly as possible.
The petition was presented by Captain Trench against the return

of Captain Nolan for the county of Galway, on the grounds of intimi-

dation, and the petitioner claimed the seat although in the minority.
The inquiry lasted fifty-one days, and the judge delivered his judg-
ment oa the 27th of May 1872. The judgment occupied nine con-

secutive hours, with an interval of a quarter of an hour only, and
unseated Captain Nolan on the ground that his election was obtained

bv undue influence and clerical intimidation. After reviewinor the

state of things in the county and the circumstances preceding the

* The Afternoon Lectures on Literature and Art, delivered in the Theatre of the
Museum of Industry, St Stephen's Green, Dublin, in April and May 186.^.

London : Bell & Daldy, 186 Fleet Street. DubUn : Hodges k Smith and W.
M'Gee.
t It is told as a Circuit story that on one occasion an eminent leader on tlie

Munster Circuit, after Judge Keogh had delivered a strong charge to a jury, com-

pared the charge to the Charge of Balaklava, and suggested that, for the futin-e,

it would only be fair that, after his Lordship's charge, one counsel at least oil the

oilier side sliould be allowed to address the jury.
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recent election, the learned judge deals witii the question of treating
and the question of the undue influence of the Roman Catholic clergy.
To the latter question the principal portion of his judgment is devoted.

Setting out with the general statement that tiie Galway election pre-
tented " the most astonishing attempt at ecclesiastical tyranny whicli

the whole history of priestly intolerance afforded," the learned judge
])roceeded to examine the conduct of a number of priests, whose names
were mixed up with the election, of whom some had appeared and
been exannned before the Court, and others had not appeared. He
wound up his'judgment with the following declaration :

" I shall state

to the House of Commons the result of all the evidence that 1 have

now investigated as regards the organised system of intimidation which

lias pervaded this county in every quarter, in every direction, in every

barony, in every town, in every place ; I shall report to the House
of Commons that the Archbishop of Tuam, the Bishop of Galway,
the Bishop of Clonfert, all clergymen whose cases I have gone through,
and who have not appeared (with one exception which I tore out of

my paper lest I should make any mistake about it), and all the clergy
who have appeared, with, I think a few exceptions which I will look

most carefully into (I observe that the English judges have frequently
reserved that power as to particular cases), have been guilty of an

organised attempt to defeat the free franchise and the free votes of

the electors of this county, and that Captain Nolan by himself, and
Mr Sebastian Nolan, his brother, as his agent, in company with all

those Episcopal and clerical persons whom I shall 'set out byname,
have been guilty of these practices ; and I will guard the franchises

of the people of this county for seven years at least, for the statute

will not allow any one of these persons to be again engaged in con-

ducting or managing an election or canvassing for a candidate aspiring
to be tlie representative of Galway."

The excitement aroused in Ireland by the delivery of this judgment
was unbounded, and furnished a rare theme to the journalists. Never

was a |)ublic man, not to say one of the judges of the land, an object
of such unmeasured abuse as Mr Justice Keogh. It poured upon him

in torrents from all the Roman Catholic journals, whether professing

Liberal, National, or Fenian politics. Their differences were for the

time forgotten, and they all joined with hearty zeal in a chorus of

execrations. All the old stores of vituperation which they had kept
in reserve for special occasions were searched for epithets to express
their rage and fury.* The Freeman''s Journal complained that neither

prelate nor priest escaped
" the torrent of vituperation which foamed

in increasing volumes from the judgment-seat," and contrasted "the

courtly plirases applied to the aristocratic prosecutor of the prelates
and priests of Galway, and the insolence of judicial insult indulged
in against the prelates of the people." It even asserted, as a matter

of fact, that " the organised attempt of the bishops and priests to

put down freedom of election, which the most learned judge asserts

to have been proved before him, and on which he bases his judgment,
existed only in the extravagant harangues of the lawyers and the excited

fancy of the judge." The cry of the Freeman was caught up in the
* Annual Register, 1872.



provinces, and repeated with all the vehemence of the weekly press.
Some of the journals ongaced in this exercise every day, and devoted
not one hut several articles to the sultjeet. The Nution was especially

profuse in its invective. It said the "scandalous speech "of the

learned judge
" has excited throughout the length and breadth of

Ireland feelings of the most profound disgust and indignation;" that
"

tlie blood boils in the veins of honest men as they read his villainous

diatribe against the clergy of Ireland, and some of the most illustrious

and venerated members of tlie sacred order." There is
" no good

Irishman living," it said,
" who does not feel like a personal wound

and insult the outrage offered by that swaggering upstart, the pledge-
breaker of Athlone, the wliilom friend, companion, and political con-

spirator of John Sadlier, to the great and good Archbisliop of Tuam."
It described the whole proceeding as " the Galway plot," got up by the

Gal way landlords to have revenge of the bishops and priests to ruin

Captain Nolan by piling up the costs of a deliberately protracted

inquiry. The Irishman described the rhetoric of the judge as "
plainly

modelled after that of Jeffrev." In addition to these manifestations

of fury. Justice Keogh was burned in effigy in many parts of the

country. At Harold's Cross, situate near the southern suburbs of"Dublin,
a figure representing the judge was brought out on the back of a donkey,
and "a deatli warrant

"
having been read, it was dismounted and

set on fire amidst the cheers of the populace. At the same time a

rude efligy of the judge was burned in the main street of Kingstown
in presence of a large crowd. In Bray a similar attempt was made,
but the constabulary prevented it. A tar barrel, supposed to repre-
sent the judge, was lighted in Pill Lane, close to the Four Courts, as

a manifestation of popular feeling. The police having arrested one
of the ringleaders, were pelted with stones by the mob.

On the other hand, many leading Roman Catholics openly avowed
their assent to the principles of the judgment ; and the learned judge,

going on circuit shortly afterwards, received strong addresses in his

favour from the Grand Juries of several counties. "We desire," said

tlie Graiid Jurors of the North Riding of Tipperary, "to express, at

this the earliest opportunity afforded us, and in language that cannot

be mistaken, tlie indignation we feel at the accumulated insults that

have been heaped upon one of Her INIajesty's judges for the upright
and feeling manner in which he has discharged a most arduous

and difficult duty imposed upon him by Her Majesty's Government.
From town to town tliroughout the length and breadth of the land, the

judgment of Mr Justice Keogh has been made the excuse for holding

public meetings, at which every effort has been made to bring the

authority of the law into contempt. We desire at the same time to

express our approval of the conduct of a judge who has not Iiesitated

to prefer the honest and uncompromising discharge of his duty to

every other consideration tliat could be brought to bear upon him,

and who has been compelled in his own language to perform his duty
under the most terrible denunciations, public and private." The same
tone was adopted by the Grand Juries of Cavan, Meath, Monaghan,
Enniskillen, and Tyrone; and by public feeling in England the judge
was strongly supported. The Government even accepted the resig-
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nation of the lieutenancy of his county by Lord Granard, who liad

publicly professed his sympathy with the popular clamour.

Meanwliile, the learned juda^e had lodged in the Court of Common
Pleas a case, submitting the following questions, which had been argued
at tlie hearing and reserved for the consideration of the full Court :

ist. Were the electors who constituted the majority of the respondent

(Captain Nolan) fixed with sufficient knowledge of the disqualification

of the said respondent, and should they have actetl upon such disquali-

fication, and refrained from voting for said respondent ? 2d, Was the

petitioner, there being no disqualification on his part, entitled to be

declared elected for the said county of Gal way ?

The judgment of the Court was occupied with the legal question of

the right of a candidate, who had only obtained a minority of votes, to

be seated under the circumstances set forth in the judge's report of the

case. Upon the question, whether the electors had sufficient notice of

tiie disqualification of Captain Nolan, there was a disagreement in the

Court, three judges being of opinion they had, and the Chief-Justice

that they had not. In stating the grounds of his dissent, the Chief-

Justice took occasion to say he had no doubt as to the truth of the

allegations of undue influence and intimidation by Captain Nolan and

his agents, consequently he could not question the propriety of unseat-

ing him. Mr Justice Keogh, who spoke last, gave judgment as fol-

lows :

" It now becomes my duty to express my opinion on this case.

I gave no opinion on the matter in the Court at Galway. There the

questions were most ably argued by the counsel on both sides, especially

by Mr M'Dermott, junior counsel for the respondent. I have not given

an.y opinion upon these questions since. I regret there should be any
division in tlie Court, but I cannot see this great case by the lights of

tlie authorities which my Lord Chief-Justice has brouglit to bear upon
it, and I am happy to be fortified in the conclusions at which this

Court has arrived by the authority of that great jurist and magistrate,
Lord Denman, Chief-Justice of England, who, wlien he believed the

liberties of his country were in danger, knew how to use words fit for

the occasion, and calculated to rouse the attention of the people of

England. I stated in the case submitted to the Court, and for the

purpose of the questions I reserved, that the electors of the county of

Galway had been intimidated by threats and denunciatious of temporal

injury and spiritual punishment. I, now sitting on this bench, which

I am warned that I occupy at the will of and in subordination to

powers other than my Sovereign, here declare that I have been obliged
to consirier this case and deliver this judgment namely, that Captain
William Le Poer Trench is entitled to be declared the member for the

county of Galway, under many terrible denunciations, public anil

private."
Before proceeding to Mr Butt's motion ni the House of Commons,

the indignant manifesto of the lloman Catholic Clergy is deserving of

a short notice. The Roman Catholic clergy, under the presidency of

Cardinal (^ullen, published a long protest, in the shape of an address to

tlie Catholics of the Archdiocese of Dublin. The meeting of the clergy
at which it was adopteil was held with closed doors. We must content

ourselves with a few extracts :
" A great scandal has come upon us.
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A judge a professing Catholic, clotlied in tlie ermine of calm reason

and matured wisdom is reported to have uttered from the judgment-
seat words of fiercest insult words which have roused up the sleeping
monster of bigotry throughout the empire, which have been echoed

back to us from England in menaces of renewed jiersecution, which

have brought disgrace on the cause of justice, and filled the friends of

discord and disloyalty with unutterable joy." It then alludes to the

wise policy of modern English statesmen, which " had done much to

rear up a throne for justice in the affections of the people of Ireland,"

and states that tlie events of the past few days have well-nigh shattered

that tlirono by
"
rousing into almost unprecedented indignation the

feelinirs of a whole nation." For centuries the bench was resrarded bv

the people as tlie stronghold of their oppressors until better times came

round, and they began to look at it as the seat of impartial justice ;

but the words of passion which have lately come from it have done

much to awaken the memory of wrongs which they were willing to

forget. Only those who are conversant with their inner feelings can

sound the depths of their indignation. They feel that "the laws of

decency have been violated, in order that their reverence for religion

might be wounded," that "by the unjustifiable language of a public

officer, paid by their industry to administer justice, their religion had
been blasphemed throughout the empire." The address goes on to

say that the clergy do not feel called on to canvass the merits of the

decision at which the judge arrived, and leave to others the task of

criticising it, if criticism be called for ; but they enter their " solemn

protest against the outrage on all propriety implied in the most unbe-

coming language which the reports of the public journals put into his

mouth." They,
" with unfeigned indignation, repudiate the calum-

nious misrepresentations by which it is attempted to be established that

the priesthood of Ireland was prepared to prostitute the most sacred

institution of religion to the unworthy purposes of low political in-

trigue." In the strongest terms which the sanctity of the place in which

they stood would allow they resented the tone of the "
harangue,"

which was full of " insults to the religion and honour of the peo-

ple." Tliere was nothing so sacred that it could hope to escape the
"
sacrilegious invasion of tins wild effusion." The "

Holy Fatlier was
sneered at, the national priesthood maligned, the discipline of the

Church distorted, the unhappy cleric who was dragged before the

tribunal was mimicked to cause amusement for his enemies." It next

proceeds to say
" It is not our business to defend the political actions

imputed to some of our clerical brethren, neither is it our right to sit in

judgment on their conduct. Indiscreet zeal may have carried a few of

them beyond the line of decorum. . But surely it is a question open for

discussion, which of the two is more pardonable the priest in the heat
of an angry contested election, in which he believed that the indepen-
dence of his flock was assailed, yielding to an impulse, unbecoming if

you will ; or the eminent judge, in the delivery of a solenni judgment,
surrendering himself to almost a paroxysm of vituperation ? If tlie cas-

sock is judged to be defiled, surely tlie ermine is not quite unstained?
If the priest is to be relegated to obscurity and political silence for liis

indiscretion, is the judge to go unquestioned ? If altar denunciations
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are censurable as most uucjueslioiuible tliey are is the temple of

justice exactly the place to hear the foulest epithets hurled from the

very seat of justice on the heads of men to whom the people look with

respect, and in whom they repose their entire confidence ?
" The

address concludes thus : "Although this judgment has for the mo-

ment wrought mischief, good, great good, will come forth from it. It

has aroused already the indignation of the whole kingdom against the

insult offered to the national pride, and to the religious convictions of

the people ; and when tlie great battle of Irish education is to be

fought, our countrymen will then remember that one of their own flesh

and blood and religion, through the withering curse of a hostile uni-

versity, was prepared to act a part from which, we firmly believe, the

honest instincts of a Protestant-born man would make iiim shrink. We
must not conclude without putting on record our firm conviction that

the Courts of Justice in Ireland will not retain the respect, or command
the confidence of our people, if men capable of thus insulting all they
hold venerable and holy are allowed to preside on their benches."

Our space will only allow us to notice a few of the most remarkable

passages in the address which gave the greatest offence to the Roman
Catholic clergy. The learned judge defended Cromwell from the

abuse to whicli his name had been exposed
"
by the vile tongue of that

audacious and mendacious priest. Father Conway." He spoke of an

agent of Father Loftus as a man called upon to "
vamp up the de-

bauched evidence of that priest." He spoke of Captain Nolan's great

crowd of 2800 supporters as "mindless cowards, instruments in the

hands of ecclesiastical despots."

On the 25th July 1873 Mr Butt moved for a committee of the whole

House to consider the report of the address delivered by Mr Justice

Keoffh on the occasion of delivering judgment on the trial of the

election petition for the county of Galway, and the complaints that had

been made of the partisan and political character of that judgment. In

an elaborate and effective speech the member for Limerick commented

on the judgment of the learned judge; admitting at the outset that if

tlie judgment were right in law, its language ought not to be lightly

questioned, he maintained that it might be fairly excepted to be so, if it

were violent, and intemperate to such an excess as to bring odium on

the judicial bench, and to weaken public confidence in the administra-

tion of justice. But further than this, he maintained that the decision

was wrong. It was threefold in its character it unseated Captain

Nolan, it gave the seat to Captain Trench, and it declared a certain

number of persons guilty of undue influence and intimidation. With

the first part of the decision he did not quarrel, though he thought the

grounds insufficient ;
but he arraigned the other two as unconstitutional,

and contrary to the evidence. After a narrative of the events of tiie

Galway election, Mr Butt went on to compare the judgment and the

evidence, reading numerous passages from both, interspersed with dis-

cursive comments. Its leading idea, he contended, was that the land-

lords and not the priests should control the votes of the Galway
electors. The judge had set himself to prove this, and not that certain

persons had been guilty of undue influence. It was carrying out tliis

avowed intention that he used language which he (Mr Butt) charac-



tensed as partisan, intemperate, insulting, and licentious. It was

remar-kable, Mr Butt said, that the judge always abused those most

heartily who had censured his own career. He complained, too, that

the judge had incriminated persons, against whom the four law officers

were agreed there was no evidence, and that there was no condemnation
in the judgment of landlord influence. He wound up with a fervid

appeal for the removal of a judge who could no longer be trusted in

his judicial capacity by any Roman Catholic.

Mr Henry James (since Attorney-General), came forward as the

defender of Mr Justice Keogh, who for months, he complained, had

been assailed by garbled statements, and in explaining the circum-

stances under which the judge had acted, he charged the Roman Catho-

lic clergy of Galway with intimidation, and with having determined to

break the common law, the statute law, and the ordinances of their

own Church, in order to seize on the representation of the county. In

proof of this Mr James exhaustively reviewed tlie evidence as to the

interference of the Archbishop, the bishops, and the priests ; and he

read, too, many of the most striking of the altar denunciations, whicli

were received with unmistakable expressions of disapproval by the

House. Though he did not approve all the language in which it was

expressed, though he pleaded tliat the judge was an Irishman speaking
to Irishmen, Mr James declared that if he had been in Mr Justice Keogh's
place he should exactly have delivered the same judgment, and he

concluded a powerful and much applauded-speech by calling on the

House by its vote to teach a "
proud priesthood

"
that it would permit

no allegiance to be paid except to the Sovereign, and no obedience to

be exacted except to the law.

The debate was adjourned, and resumed on the 8th of August, when
the House having divided on the motion, the numbers were Ayes, 23;

Noes, 126. Thus, by an overwhelming majority, the House of Commons
gave a clear expression of opinion that the conduct of Mr Justice Keogh
in the famous Galway judgment did not call for the interference of the

Legislature, however indefensible in some respects it may be in point
of taste and judicial propriety

THE RIGHT HON. JAMES ANTHONY LAWSON, LL.D., P.C.

BORN A.D. 1817.

The Right Hon. James Anthony Lawson, son of James Lawson, Esq.
of Waterford, by Mary, dauohter of Joseph Anthony, Esq., was
born at Waterford in 1817. He was educated at Waterford Endowed
School, and at Trinity College, Dublin. Among other high collegiate

honours, he obtained a classical scholarship in 1836, and the gold
medal in Ethics in 1838. He took the degrees of A.B. in 1838,
LL.B. in 1841, and LL.D. in 1850. He was appointed in 1841 to

the Whately Professorship of Political Economy in his university, a

post which he held for five years. He was called to the Irish bar in

1840, made a Queen's Counsel in 1857, and a bencher of the King's
Intis Dublin, in 1861. He was appointed law adviser to the Crown

IV. N Ir.



in Ireland in 1858, and on the formation of Lord Palmerston's second
administration in 1859 be became Solicitor-General. He succeeded Mr
O'Hagan as Attorney- General in 1865, from which office he retired on
the fall of Lord Russell's second administration in July 1866. On the

formation of Mr Gladstone's administration he again became Attorney-
General, ^nd held that post until he was appointed fourth Justice of

the Court of Common Pleas in 1868. In 1857 he was an unsuccessful

candidate in the Liberal interest for the University of Dublin, and was
first returned for Portarlington at the general election in July 1866.

He was made a member of the Privy Council in 1865. He has

written " Lectures on Political Economy
"
(1844), and has contributed

frequent papers on Law Reform and other subjects to the Dublin Sta-

tistical Society, of which he is vice-president. He married in 1842

Jane, eldest daughter of Samuel Merrick, Esq. of Cork.

Erom the foregoing brief sketch of Mr Lawson's career, it will be
seen that the high distinctions which he was fortunate enough to obtain

in college were not unfairly considered as the pledge and earnest of

future success. The year after his call to the bar he was the successful

candidate, in a competitive examination, for the professorship of Politi-

cal Economy in Dul)lin University. In the same year he undertook
the laborious office of reporter in the Court of Chancery, in conjunc-
tion with Mr Henry Connor. The results of their united labours have
been published in several volumes, the first appearing in 1842, under
the title

"
Reports of Cases Argued and Determined in the High

Court of Chancery during the time of Lord-Chancellor Sugden." The
work of an authorised reporter of legal cases and arguments is not, as

is often vulgarl}' supposed, a mere mechanical operation of recording
verbatim the proceedings as they take place before the Court. The
exercise of sound judgment and discrimination, coupled with a con-

siderable amount of legal learning and acumen, is almost invariably

required in order to present a succinct, but adequate statement of the

facts material to the issues to be determined, and of the arguments on
both sides addressed to the law as applicable to the facts of each case.

The satisfactory manner in which Mr Lawson and his fellow-labourer

discharged their difficult and exacting duties is best attested by the

high estimation and authority always conceded to the reports which
bear their name. It was, no doubt, to this early training under that

great judge, and the eminent men then at the Chancery bar, that Mr
Lawson owed the acquisition of his sound knowledge of the law and

practice of the Court of Chancery, which in after years raised him to

the foremost rank as an Equity lawyer, and thence to his successive pre-

ferments, until Jie reached the bench. But while he was engaged in this

hard, though wholesome, discipline, he did not neglect the duties inci-

dent to his professorship. For the five years, during which he held

that honourable and responsible post, he laboured actively and success-

fully in the consideration of those social and economic questions upon
the true understanding of which the prosperity of a country mainly
depends. In 1844 Mr LawsOn publisjied a short course of lectures on
Political Economy, which he inscribed to Archbishop Whatelv, to

whose liberality tlie professorship owed its existence and support.
These lectures, although forming part of a series, are complete in them-
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selves. Tliey are written in a clear and attractive style, and the sul)-

jeets discussed in them are presented in such a way as to be easily

understood by the general mass of readers. The learned ])rofessor, at

the outset, admits that while, like many others, he only viewed tiie

science at a distance, he was disposed to regard its pretensions with con-

tempt, but adds, that the result of a nearer view was " to remove those

prejudices, along with the ignorance which gave them birth, and to

show him the value of what he once slighted." We believe that all

persons similarly biassed will derive much benefit from the perusal of

these able and admirable lectures,* which still hold their place as valu-

able contributions to the science of political economy.
The high reputation which Mr Lawson thus established for himself

must have done him good service in his earlv eftbrts at the bar ;

although it not unfrequently happens that collegiate distinctions are

not the best letters of recommendation to practice in the Irish Courts.

As a general rule, a large number of that highly intelligent body,
which has the disposal of business favours in its hands, contrary to the

maxim,
" Omne ignoium pro magnifico,'^ are not impressed with feelings

ofdiigh admiration for the profound learning which emanates from the

chairs, either of Law or Political Economy. No doubt many learned pro-
fessors of law have failed as practical lawyers ; and political economists

as well as lawyers have notoriously proved bad and impracticable legis-

lators.t Mr Lawson, however, proved an exception to the rule, and in

spite of every prejudice against learned professors, he succeeded in

winning the golden opinions of the attorneys and solicitors of the Irish

Courts, and subsequently the " sweet voices
"
of the free and indepen-

dent electors of Portarlington.

Of his success in Parliament there cannot be two opinions. In short,

it may be truly said, that in every phase of his career in college, at

the bar, in the senate, and on the bench he presents a noble example
of the triumphs of patient industry, and well-directed talent. It was a

faithful description which "he gave of himself in his speech from the

I'latform to the electors of Trinity College in 1858, when, availing him-

self of the freedom allowed men in speaking of themselves on such

occasions, he said " 1 first came to your college as a student, having
no patrimony except those talents which God has committed to my
charge. I went from this place to a profession, where, bv patient and

diligent industry, apart from the turmoil of the political world, I have

achieved an honourable position, which makes me independent of the

favours of any government. I delight in the exercise of that profes-
sion. By it I am able to satisfy every wish, and I enjoy there that

which I value more than anything else the love antt esteem of my
brethren of the bar."

In 1857 Mr Lawson unsuccessfully contested the representation of

* "Five Lectures on Folitical Economy," delivered before the University of
Dublin in 1843, by James A. Lawson, LL. B. Loudon: J. W. Parker, West
Strand. Dublin : A. Milliken, Grafton Street. (1844.)
t This opinion was once unintentionally expressed by an Irish M.P., who was

afflicted with the "dis and dat
"

jieculiarity of speech. Dilating on the merits
of John Stuart Mill, ho thus delivered himself "

I consider Mill one of de

greatest political t(h)inkers ol' de day."
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Dublin University. A feeling had been long growing up among the

electors that it was disparaging to the university that she should be

represented by any other than one who had been educated within

her walls, and received his degree at her hands, and thus became

acquainted with her requirements, and attached to her system and in-

terests. In 1842 public expression was first given to this sentiment; and
an opposition was organised against Mr George Alexander Hamilton on
the ground of his being a graduate of Oxford. The same objection
was again relied on, and without success, in 1847, when Mr Napier
came forward to contest the representation. Similar objections, and
with a similar result, were urged by Mr Lawson's supporters in 1858.
His honourable connection with the university, and the bold and able

manner in which he stated his views on the leading questions of the

day, would have probably insured his success, but for the stumbling-
block of the Majnooth Grant, the withdrawal of which he opposed on

grounds of expediency, and as sure to inflict a deadly blow to the

Irish Church Establishment. The prejudice thus excited against him
was so strong in certain quarters, that all attempts to vindicate his

views proved ineffectual. Mr Lawson and his assailants on that occa-

sion had then little idea that the withdrawal of the Maynooth Grant
was to follow and not precede the disestablishment of the Irish Church,
or that the converse of Mr Lawson's position would prove the truth, and
the destruction of the Established Church in Ireland would inflict a

death-blow to the grant to Maynooth.
Mr Lawson declared him.se'f on that occasion to be strongly attached

to his Church as it then existed in connection with the State, althougli
he indicated certain reforms as to the distribution of its revenues, and
other matters of internal economy, which he would wish to see effected.

His opinions on disestablishment and the voluntary principle are inter-

esting at the present moment, when the new organisation is on its trial.

In this view, as well as from a wish to do justice to Mr Lawson, we

give the following short extract from his speech on the hustings in

1858 :

" Mr Whiteside said here that I spoke of the Church being-

injured if the withdrawal of the grant to Maynooth was pressed. My
conviction is, that if all tlie property of the Cluirch was taken away to-

morrow, her religious efticiency would not be one whit disturbed. I

believe we have still the virtue and energy amongst us, if these endow-
ments were taken away, to send out our clergy and our missionaries

through the length and breadth of the land to spread the knowledge of

the truth. But I tell vou what we would lose. We would lose the

benefit of a resident clergy ; and when you consider how the character

of the clergy of our Church has vtithin the last half century improved
when you consider the position which the ministers of the Church

now occupy in our country parishes when you see the minister the

centre round which every kindly and social feeling of the parish gathers
when you see him the temporal succourer and adviser, even of those

who belong not to his own communion, I ask, who would be the man
to raise his hand to destroy the system from which spring such glorious
results? And, gentlemen, when I recollect those disastrous times

which recently passed over this country when I recollect how that

noble. band of ministers then stood between the living and the dead-



liow, \\k\\ energy, which could only be supplied from on liigh, they
struggled witli all their niiglit to mitigate the horrors of that visitation

wlicn, though their own clieeks were often blanched with want,

though they saw the tender frames of their wives and daughters sink-

ing into tlie grave under the accumulation of woes was any man ever

i)eard to say that their feet were absent from the house of death, or

that their liands were not stretched forth to minister and to save ?

Many of these men, we know, perished under the sufferings of that

visitation. No liuman pen can write their epitapii ; it is written in

characters of everlasting life But while thus a supporter
of the Established Church, I am warmly attached to the Voluntary
principle, too. If we were sitting down like Plato, to plan a republic
of our own, we might be led to tiie conclusion that tiie Voluntary sys-
tem was the best; it affords the widest scope and range to healthy
individual action; but as in the British Constitution the most desirable

results are brought about by the combination and joint action of prin-

ciples apparently adverse and oi)posed to each other, so it is my belief

that tlie perfection of religion and Church government is brought
about when the Voluntary principle aids and supplements tlie existence

of the Church Establishment. While the Establishment provides a

barrier against infidelity by keeping the standard of religious truth fixed

and ascertained ; while it discourages the undue multiplication of sects,

and induces moderation in religious opinion, the Voluntary system, by
its individual energy, supplies an amount of vigorous action wliich is

wanting in the other, and affords an opening for the exercise of the most
active and ardent piety

'

utrumque per se indigens, alterum alterius

auxilio eget.' Such an union has worked with eminent success in our

country. Look at the societies which now spread out their arms to send
the gospel through every part of the world ; look at those organised to

give tem[)orary succour at tlie bedside of the poor at home ; look at the

Churches which have sprung up in populous districts founded upon those

principles; look upon the ministers who fill their pulpits, and the manner
in which they proclaim the truths of the gospel to their congregations ;

look at tliis, and you will agree with me that our Establishment would
be weak indeed, if it were not sustained by tlie Voluntary principle."
We have given tins extract from his speech on the hustings at Trinity

College in justice to Mr Lawson. It has been charyed airainst him
that the attachment which lie then professed for the Established

Church had cooled considerably in the interval between the years lSy8
and 1868. But it is oljvious that in 1858 he had a strong liankering
after the Voluntary principle, and all due allowance being made for the

growth of opinion in the meantime, tlie language which he used in his

speech in Parliament on the Established Church debate was not so

violently inconsistent with his language in 1858. He thus concluded
his speech on the Church question :

" Tiie Establishment was asso-

ciated in the minds of the people with jiersecution, conquest, and con-

fiscation, and nothing couid be more calculated than such a feelin<r to

impede the spread of Protestantism. The House had been warned to

beware of alienating the affections of the Protestants of Ulster ; but

surely this consideration was not entitled to any weight, unless it could

be shown that the uiaintenance of the Establishment was consistent
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uith justice and expediency. If he might venture to address his Pro-

testant fellow-countrymen, he would exhort them not to embark in a

struggle which could have but one result. Let them not excite the

anger and animosity of rival creeds, but let them have confidence in

the religion of which they were adherents, and fling aside the artificial

supports which, instead of sustaining their Church, had really hindered
its healthy and vigorous action. Let them be satisfied with a fair

field and no favour ; and for his own part, he felt convinced that, when
these supports were withdrawn, the Church would be maintained with-

out difficulty by its own members, and be in a more efficient state than

it was at present. Tiie duty of Parliament was clear, and the maxim
it was bound to adopt with reference to all religious denominations in

Ireland was
" ' Tros Tyriusque mihi nullo discrimine agetur.'

Until we acted on that principle, we could never expect loyalty and
contentment to prevail among the Irish people."

Before we proceed with Mr Lawson's Parliamentary career, this seems

to be the proper place to make some further allusion to his literary

performances. It would be impossible within our limits to do justice
to the many valuable services which Mr Lawson has rendered to the

cause of liberal and enlightened progress in the respective fields of

education, law, and politics. Amongst the many able and instructive

lectures delivei'ed from time to time before the Dublin Young Men's
Christian Association, his lecture on " The Duties and Obligations in-

volved in Mercantile Relations" deserves an especial notice. Althougli
an impression seems to prevail that such institutions are often taken

advantage of for the purpose of self-glorification by men who have no

legitimate pretensions to assume the office of public instructors, it will be

found that there is no just foundation here for this impression, as every

impartial reader and student of the lectures delivered before this asso-

ciation, and of the " Dublin Afternoon Lectures," must admit that they
form most valuable contributions to our literature, and throw much

light on some of the most interesting questions of social science.

Many men of ability and learning, who are deterred by certain obvious

objections from communicating their thoughts to the public througii

the ordinary channels, are encouraged to give to others the benefit of

their acquisitions in this easy and unpretentious form. Furthermore,
what has been said of Lord St Leonard's "

Handy Book," that it con-

tributed more to his fame than all tlio great standard works whicii

emanated from his pen, may be said of the performances of the many
illustrious men who have laboured in this, as well as in the more am-

bitious arena of tlie literary world. We append the following extract

from IMr Lawson's lecture, which was received with marked approba-
tion by the young men of the mercantile classes in Dublin. Tlie

approval of such sentiments evidenced a state of feeling utterly

opposed to the communistic doctrines of the Fenian conspirators, as

they were some ten years afterwards unfolded by Mr Lawson in his

capacity of Her Majesty's Attorney-General, before the Soecial Com-
missioners in Dublin in 1866.*

Duties and Ohli;rations involved in Mercantile Relations :" A Lecture by
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"Let me here pause to say a few words upon tlie pursuits of busi-

ness. Most of those whom I address are engaged in them. It is the

lot of few to inherit, without exertion on their part, the wealth accu-

mulated for and transmitted to them by others ;
few they are nor,

indeed, would I call them tlie happy few, for labour is the lot of man,

and when the necessity of labouring is not imposed upon him he either

languishes under an indolence, which is a more grievous burden than

the severest toil, or creates for himself care and trouble from wliich the

life of the day-labourer is exempt. It is the lot of most of us to work

our way through life by hard toil and unceasing exertion in those

various callings of business in which Providence has placed us, and

this is a lot with which we should not only be contented, but in which

we ought to feel, and I trust do feel, a just and honourable pride.

Business is, indeed, honourable and ennobling, if pursued in the true

and right spirit of workers. Tlie progress of opinion on this subject is

remarkable. In days when there was little light and little truth

ditiused throughout the world, the pursuits of business or handicraft

were regarded with contempt ; even among the generation which pre-

ceded us in this country, business was too often looked on by those

who had some pretensions to gentility as a degradation to which they

could not submit their children. Experience and increase of know-

ledge have taught a different lesson ; and amongst the men of business

and the working men in these lands, there is to be found a spirit of

devotion, of generosity, and of honour, which would do c^-edit to the

boasted chivalry of our ancestors. Daily instances of self-sacrifice, of

self-denial, of generous devotion, are to be found amongst the hard-

lianded sons of toil. England has been called in contempt a nation of

shopkeepers, and history can attest what a nation of shopkeepers is able

to perform. 1 believe the true secret of our national greatness is, that

we are, to a great extent, untrammelled by the fetters of caste and

rank, that all occupations are free to those who choose to engage in

them, and that there is no station in the country so high as to be

beyond the reach of those who have talents and energy to attempt and

achieve great things ; and although, of course, the instances are not

very numerous in which a pauper becomes a peer, yet we see that there

is a wholesome circulation through all the ranks of society that the

highest class have their numbers recruited from those just beneath, and

so on down through all the gradations of society. Ttius every man is

encouraged by the hope of bettering his condition, and of raising his

children to a higher place than he liimself occupies ; this it is whicli

prevents the life-blood of our social system from stagnating, and en-

sures vigour and vitality in every part."

We believe the same sentiments would still be approved of by the

mercantile classes in Ireland. The Fenian conspiracy was maiidy, if

not altogether of foreign growth, and never possessed the sympathies
of the Irish people at large. The socialistic schemes of the brother-

hood found favour only with the most indigent and reckless portion

of the community, and the utter demolition of the social fabric was

never seriously contemplated or encouraged by any except the

J. A. Lawson, dtliveicd before the Young l\[en's Christian Association, in the

JBotunda, Jau. 16, 1855. London : I'arker & Son.
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dupes of penniless and desperate adventurers. The reception very

recently given to the delegates of the "International" in Dublin and

Cork affords a convincing proof that Fenianisra had not the effect of

destroying all respect for religious or civil authority in Ireland. The
fact of convictions having been obtained in nearly all the Fenian trials

lias been already adverted to as evidence that the conspiracy was con-

demned by every man of intelligence and property in Ireland. The

Special Commission for the trial of the Fenian prisoners was opened in

Dublin on the 27th of November 1865, before Mr Justice Keogh and

Mr Justice Fitzgerald. Stephens, the " Head Centre," had effected

his escape from Eiclimond Prison on the 25rh of November, and

tlie trial of Thomas Clarke Luby, the proprietor of tlie Irish

People newspaper, was first proceeded with, Mr Lawson as At-

torney-General, and Mr Sullivan as Solicitor-General, conducting
the prosecution. The prisoner, although ably defended by Mr Butt

and Mr Dowse, was found guilty, and sentenced to penal servitude for

twenty years. The trials of the other prisoners, O'Donovan Rossa,

and other minor celebrities, followed in quick succession, and with

similar results in nearly every case, and Mr Lawson and his colleagues

were kept pretty busy until the close of the Commission.

Mr Lawson's first speech in Parliament was in reply to Tlie

O'Donoghue, who moved an amendment to the paragraph in the

Address which related to the disaffected state of Ireland. Mr Lawson,
as Attorney-General, opposed the amendment.

He admitted that it was the duty of the Government to inquire into

.the causes of whatever disaffection might exist in Ireland, and that

duty, he said, they would perform without reference to the Fenian

conspiracy. He showed, however, how the adoption of the proposed
amendment would imply that the conspiracy had been produced by the

existence of grave causes of disaffection, and that he denied to be the

case. He quoted from the Irlsli Pcoyle to prove that the object of

Fenianism was the total overthrow of all the institutions of the country,

and pointed out that it had spread among the Irish in America and in

England, who were exempt from the misgovernment of Ireland. He
concluded his effective and well-reasoned speech by denying that the

British Parliament had ever shown itself unwilling to entertain any
measures devised for the benefit of Ireland.

The reputation which preceded Mr Lawson into the House of Com-

mons was soon confirmed, and in all the debates on Irish questions in

which he took part in the years 1866-67 and 1868, he showed great

debating powers, and proved himself a remarkable exception to tlie

rule tliat lawyers generally fail in the Legislative Assembly of the

nation. It must suffice here to mention some of the principal debates

in which he took a prominent part under the following lieads : 1856.

Speech in answer to the Amendment of the Address, Catholic Uni-

versity, Cattle Disease, Law Officers, Union Eating, Admiralty Court

(Bill), Court of Chancery (Ireland), Chief-Justice Lefroy, Drilling of

Tenants, National Education (Motion for a Committee), Escape of

Stephens, Queen's University, Tenure Improvement of Land, Ecclesi-

astical Commissioners, Fenian Prisoners. 1867. Court of Chancery

(Ireland),
Dublin University Professorships, Habeas Corpus Suspen-
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sion Act, Industrial Scliools, Court of Exchequer (Ireland), liuiiways

(Ireland), Trinity College (Dublin), Waterford Elections, Joint-Stock.

Companies, Offices and Oatlis, Petty Juries (Ireland). 1868. Election

Petitions and Corrupt Practices, Estal)lished Cluu'ch (Ireland), Fines

and Fees (Ireland), Libel, Comm. Registration (Ireland), Representa-
tion of the People (Ireland), Sea Fisheries.

It is evident from this list of debates in which he took part, that Mr
Lawson's industrious habits followed him into Parliament. The ser-

vices to his party were considered so valuable tliat on the first vacancy

occurring on the Irish Bench the choice fell on him.

It will be remembered that the Bill introduced by him and !Mr

Sullivan, the Irish Solicitor-General and M.P. for Mallow, was thrown

out by a ludicrous mistake. An Irish member, who warmly supported
the measure went into the wrong lobby on the division, and so the

Bill was lost. Mr Lawson would, of course, have been the first Vice-

Chancollor of Ireland had the Bill then passed into "law. It was no
doubt very trying to his feelings to see his bantling soon after in the

hands of a Tory Attorney-General, and carried triumpliantly througli a

committee of the House. It was, indeed, a painful case of " Sic vos

non vobis;
"

but the mortification was not of long continuance. In

1868 he was raised to the' Bench of the Common Pleas, a post for

which he was well qualified, as he had acquired a high reputation and

large practice at the bar as a Common Law lawyer, although he was

lately obliged, from pressure of business, to confine himself altogether
to the Court of Equity.
As a judge, he performs his high and responsible duties ably and

fearlessly, and enjoys the full confidence of the legal and general

public.

LORD CAIRNS.

BOKN A.D. 1819.

The Right Hon. Hugh MacCalmont Cairns is the second son of

the late William Cairns, Esq. of Cultra, county Down. He was born on

the 27th of December 1819. He graduated A.B. in Trinity College,

Dublin, in 1838, having throughout his undergraduate course obtained

first classical honours. He received the honorary degrees of LL.B and
LL.D in 1862. He was called to the bar at the Middle Temple in

January 1844, and soon attained so prominent a position in tiie Court
of Chancery that he received the honour of a silk gown in 1856, and
was at the same time elected a bencher of Lincoln's Inn. His official

life began under Lord Derby's first administration, when he was

appointed Solicitor-General, and received the ,honour of knighthood.
He was Solicitor-General from February 1858 to June 1859. Under
Lord Derby's second administration, he became Attorney-General, and
held that post from June to November 1866, when he was promoted
to the important office of Lord -Justice of Appeal in Chancery, and
was added to the Privy Council, and in February l867 was raised to

the Peerage as Baron Cairns of Garmoyle, in the county of Antrim.

In March 1868, he became Lord Chancellor ; and after nine months'
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tenure of that high office, he retired on Mr Disraeli's resignation
in December 1868, and became the leader of the Conservative party
in the House of Lords. He received the honorary degrees of LL.D
of Cambridge in 1862, and of D.C.L. of Oxford in 1863, and was

elected Chancellor of the University of Dublin in 1867. He repre-
sented Belfast in Parliament from July 1852 till his elevation to the

bench in October 1866. He married, in 1856, Mary Harriet, daughter
of the late John M'Neile, Esq. of Parkmount, county Antrim.

The above is a short outline of the many important phases in the

life of this distinguished Irishman. Since he commenced his public
career on his call to the bar in 1844, it would be impossible to find

grouped together in so short a space of time such an accumulation of

high honours enjoyed by any one man of the present day. "Within
three years," writes Mr Foss, in his Judges of England, he (Lord

Cairns) passed through three legal offices Attorney-Greneral, Lord-

Justice of Appeal, and Lord Chancellor rising from a practising bar-

rister to the highest seat in the law ; from a simple member of the

House of Commons, to the Speakership of the House of Lords ; and

after less than ten months' enjoyment of that honourable office, he has

been intrusted with the still more responsible position of the leader-

ship of the Conservative party in the House of which he had been so

short a time a member. Such a rapid advance as this has never been

before witnessed -such proof of confidence is almost unparallelled."
On Lord Cairns' entrance upon official life as Solicitor- General, the

highest tributes that were ever paid to a public man were paid to him

bv the press of both countries, as well Liberal as Conservative. The
Times (March 2, 1856) observes: "Mr Cairns, the Solicitor- General,

is a Chancery barrister, who has won his way at an early age to the

first rank in his profession, and may look forward to the highest legal

distinction." After announcing his appointment, the Belfast Mer-

cury says :
" Politics entirely apart, such an appointment is a most

eloquent tribute to the character Mr Cairns has achieved for himself

at the English bar. He is undoubtedly one of the most eminent men
of his standing in Chancery practice, to which he has principally
devoted himself. Li England no minister dare promote a barrister

to a high office merely on account of any personal or political predilec-

tions. The appointment must carry with it the sanction, the appro-

bation, the plaudits of the bar, else it dare not be made
It is an honourable recognition of the high standing and character

Mr Cairns has achieved for himself at the English bar, his appoint-
ment to so dignified an office as that of Her Majesty's Solicitor-General

for England. We do not agree with him politically, but this is no

reason we should be blind to his merits, or less rejoice that a Belfast

man has earned for himself by studious application and mental great-

ness, an honourable reputation and high official distinction." The

Morning Post (Lord Palmerston's organ) also spoke of the elevation

oi Mr Cairns as one that was "
unexceptionable in all respects."

" The
short but brilliant career of Mr Cairns," stiys the Morning Heraid,
"affords an almost unparallelled example of the triumph of genius in

that walk of life, which more than any other is beset with obstacles

to advancement. The honours of the law courted with so much assi-
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diiity are very coy, and slow to be won. It is barely fourteen years
since Mr Cairns was called to the bar, and he is now Solicitor-General.

Ireland may with reason be proud of her sons. In promoting such

men as these the Premier has done wisely." It would be easy to

multiply complimentary notices from the various organs of public

opinion, but we will only quote one passage more on the subject. The
London corres|)ondent of the Freeman's Journal writes thus :

" The

appointment of Mr Cairns, member for Belfast, to be Solicitor-General

has given unqualified satisfaction to the members of the legal profession

on this side of the Cliannel. The rapid advancement of Mr Cairns

to the foremost ranik of Equity lawyers in this country is almost with-

out precedent in the annals of the English bar. The honourable and

learned gentleman had been employed during the last five years in

all the most important cases that came before the public, and the

amount of business brought to his chambers when a stutV-gownsmau
exceeded that of many members of the inner bar of double his age and

experience. Two years ago his name, with those of a dozen other

Equity lawyers, was submitted to the Lord Chancellor for the honour

of silk ; but Lord Cranworth selected Mr Cairns and Mr Selwyn only
as the candidates entitled to that distinction."

The foregoing extracts are intended to show that Lord Cairns has won
his high reputation by his eminent abilities as a lawyer, and that his

progress at the bar was the result of great intellectual superiority,

untiring industry, and unceasing application and study of the science

of his profession.
Since his elevation to the Peerage Lord Cairns has taken a most

active and distinguished part in the public and judicial business of tlie

House of Lords. Soon after he became Lord Chancellor, he was called

on to preside at the Judicial Committee of the Privy Council in a cele-

brated Indian appeal case. The Tluics, of the 5th of March iSGS, thus

alludes to the appearance of the new Chancellor on tliat iniportant
occasion :

" The occasion was one well fitting the debut of a new
Lord Chancellor, in whose person the country recognises the elevation

to the woolsack of one of the ablest lawyers that has hitherto adorned

the bench ; for the value of the property in dispute in tliat case was,
as stated at the bar, about 300,000 sterling, while the political issues

involved were of proportionate magnitude, and in their interest for

Indian princes one probably of the highest importance to the stability
of our Indian Empire."

Thus, in the highest office in the law. Lord Cairns' superiority in

legal and judicial attainments was fully acknowledged; and it must be

peculiarly gratifying to him to feel that all his distinctions were

achieved, not by any back-stair influence, any political intrigues or

political subserviency, but solely by his own endowments and superior
talents. h\ the House of Commons he was distinguished for the clear-

ness of his statements as much as for his effective reasoning powers
and brilliant eloquence. By the same qualities and by a more remark-

able solidity of judgment, and a straightforward consistency of con-

duct, he lias acquired the respect of the Peers. Thus clear-sighted,

eloquent, forcible, and convincing, there is no other member of the

Upi)er House better qualified to expose the fallacies of an opponent.



or unravel the tangled sophistries of orators of a certain type, and

effectively denounce what he considers the dangerous doctrines of tlie

extreme political school. We shall not in these pages attempt to

particularise the many great incidents of his Parliamentary career with

the minuteness of regular biograpliy ; they come, indeed, more properly

within the province of the historian. The part he has recently taken in

the great debates on the Irish Church and Land Bills, the Judicature

Bill, and otlier great measures, have already passed into the domains of

history, and will be better estimated by the calm and dispassionate

criticism of later times. At the present moment, when he has been

again called to the high ofKce of Chancellor of Great Britain, the rule

of reticence which is usually observed with respect to living men, must

especially prevail in the case of one who is thus discharging the

highest judicial functions ; and we conclude our short and imperfect

sketch of this distinguished Irishman with an humble but just tribute

to his moral worth. We sincerely and fearlessly say that a man of higher

|)rinciple and greater integrity it would be difficult to find, whether in

the capacity of an advocate, a legislator, or a judge.
We append the following extract from a biographical notice of Lord

Cairns, which appeared in The Hour of the 6th of March 1874. After

giving a short preliminary sketch of the leading events of his lordship's

life up to that period, the writer goes on to say :

"
Such, when told in the briefest manner possible, was the career oi

one of the most remarkable barristers during the first forty-nine years

of his life ; and what would this career have been had it not been for

the Union which it is the object of the Home Rulers to repeal ? If

Ireland had been governed by an independent legislature. Lord Cairns'

ambition would have probably prompted him to obtain a seat in the

Parliament of Dublin. He could not, certainly, have gained admission

to the English House of Commons through an Irish borough, which

would not have been entitled to return a member to St Steplien's. If

confidence in his own ability and ambition had induced him to turn his

back on the Irish Channel, his position at the bar might possibly have

led to his introduction to Parliament through an English constituency.

He would then, probably, have attained the same eminence which he

has reached now. But what a commentary would such a state of

thinffs have aftbrded on Home Rule ! Tlie most brilliant Irishman of

the day. Lord Chancellor of England, and an Irish Parliament witli

the most brilliant Irishman bearing no part in it!

" Tlie most striking portion of Lord Cairns' career was, probably, that

durint; which he filled the office of Solicitor-Greneral. The Treasurv

bench was at that time peculiarly strong. The present Prime Minister,

the present Lord Derby, the late Lord Lytton, and Sir Hugh Cairns

were orators of almost unequalled power; and, though the Opposition
had a superiority in numbers, they had rarely, if ever, an advantage in

debate. Sir Hugh Cairns was certainly not the least able of these four

great advocates ; and he, probably, took a more prominent part in the

proceedings of the House of Commons than any other recent law officer

lias done. Tlie circumstance was, no doubt, due to Sir Hugh Cairns'

peculiar disposition. Lawyers are usually charged with taking a narrow

view of political matters. Their legal training has accustomed them to



criticise minute defects in an argument or case ; and tliey are frequently
unable to brush away mere technicalities from their path, and rest their

arguments on broad cousideratioiis of policy alone. Sir Hugh Cairns,

at any rate, could not be charged with any such narrowness. He
habitually merged the lawyer in the statesman, and, in consequence,

occupiu'd a position on the front bencli which has rarely been secured

by any mere law officer.
" Lord Cairns' career in the House of Lords has been no less extra-

ordinary. From 1868 till 1870 he combined the duties of a chancellor

and ex-chancellor with those of a leader of the Ministry and of the

Opposition. On certain subjects his authority has been very great
indeed ; lie has been even charged by his opponents with ainn'ng at

something like omnipotence. His intervention last year compelled tlie

Ministry to alter their Judicature Bill, and to abandon the intention

which they had rashly originated in the Lower House, of transferring
Irish and Scotch appeals to the new A])pellate Court which it was the

object of the measure to constitute. But Lord Cairns' intervention,
effective though it was, was not prompted by any desire to prejudice a

measure of law reform. The extended provisions which Mr Gladstone
desired" to introduce in the Commons were objected to, not because they
were in themselves undesirable, but because their introduction in the

Lower House would Iiave eft'ected the position of the House of Lords,
and have consequently involved a breach of privilege. It rests with

Lord Cairns now to show that his objections then were based on a

purely technical ground. He can only do so by himself completing the

great work of law reform of which Lord Selborne has given us a small

instalment.
" There is, in fact, good reason for hoping that Lord Cairns' second

chancellorship may be memorable for some very comprehensive measure
of this description. Lord Cairns, like all Irishmen, is a strong poli-
tician. He is a Conservative, and therefore a strong Conservative.

But he has always displayed a considerable readiness to redress any
real evil, or to remove any practical blot. The instalment of law
reform which was carried last year could not by any possibility have
been passed without Lord Cairns' assistance. It would have been
of less value than it has proved if it had not been subjectetl to

ills criticisms. The situation is now reversed. The critic of 1873
will have to frame law in 1874 ; the framer of the Judicature Act of

1873 will be this year's critic. But there is no reason for supposing that

the cause of law reform will be retarded because the players have

changed sides. Lord Cairns, Lord Selborne, and Lord O'Hagan have,
on this subject, proved that they can rise above mere considerations of

party, and that they can join hands in simplifying a costly and com-

plicated system. The country could obtain no greater boon than a

real measure of law reform ; Lord Cairns has thus enhanced Ids already
great reputation in successfully carrying this most important measure
of law reform.
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SIR FKANCIS LEOPOLD M'CLINTOCK.

BORN ,\.D. 1819.

Sir Francis Leopold M'Clintock was born in Dundalk, July 9,

1819; entered the royal navy in 1831, and attained the rank of lieu-

tenant for distinguished services rendered by him in rescuing H.M.S.
"
Gors:on," which had been stranded in that vear at Monte Video.

Three years later he signally distinguished himself in the voyages
of Sir James Ross, and Captain (afterwards Admiral) Austin, and

especially in his extensive journeys on the ice when associated with

Captain Kellett. It was in one of these journeys, which he made
from Griffitli's Island to Melville Island and back (having travelled

- over 960 miles in sixty days), that M'Clintock deposited on the latter

island, in June 1851, a record which was discovered in the following

year, and ultimately led to the rescue of M'Clure.

In 1851 the "
Assistance," of which M'Clintock was first lieutenant

under Captain Austin, returned to England, to be despatched in the

following year as one of the squadron commanded by Sir Edward
Belcher. On tliis expedition he sailed in command of the "

Intrepid"

steamer, attached to the "Resolute," under Captain Kellett. Two suc-

cessive winters were passed by these ships in the Arctic regions. During
this period M'Clintock proved himself evidently well- constituted for

these peculiar and trying services required in Arctic exploration. Pos-

sessed of rare powers of endurance, active, adventurous, and farseeing,

he estal)lis]iod for himself a reputation, which caused him to be selected

in 1857 by Lady Franklin to command the expedition in a final search

for Sir Jolin and his companions. On the 1st of July 1857 the "
Fox,"

a yacht of 170 tons, purchased by Lady Franklin, under the com-

mand of Captain M'Clintock, sailed from Aberdeen.

A misfortune befell the " Fox" during the first summer. The pre-

ceding winter having set in earlier than usual, the "Fox" was beset in

the ice of Melville Bay, on the coast of Greenland, and after a dreary

winter, various narrow escapes, and eight months of imprisonment, was

carried back by the floating ice nearly 1200 geographical miles. When
liberated in 1858 M'Clintock retraced his course, entered Lancaster

Sound, and wintered in Port Kennedy, at the east entrance of Bellot

Strait. In the spring of 1849 the search was commenced. Leaving
the "Fox" in her winter quarters, sledge journeys of great length
were organised and attended with great success. On the north-west

shore of King William's Land a record was discovered, announcing that

the "Erebus" and " Terror" had been deserted on the 22d April 1848,

five leagues N.N.W. of that place, having been beset since 12th Sep-
tember 184G ; that the ofiicers and crew, consisting of lUo souls, under

the command of Captain F. R. M. Crozicr, landed there on the 25th

of April 1848; that Sir John Franklin died on the 11th June 1847.

A note attached to this document stated that the party intended start-

ing on the next day (the 26th) for Back's Fish River. The discovery
of skeletons, a boat, and other relics, and the report of the Esquimaux,
U'ave no doubt that they also perisiied. Shortly after the return of



che " Fox" to England, in tlie autumn of 1859, M'Clintock published
a narrative of The Voyage of the "Fox" in the Arctic Seas in

Search of FranMin and his Companions. A perusal of this simple
narrative of bold adventure alone can enable us duly to appreciate the

services of M'Clintock and his brave companions in successfully reveal-

ing the last discoveries and tlie fate of Franklin, and adding largely to

geographical knowledge. In recognition of these services he received the

well-merited honour of knighthood soon after his return home. In the

following year he was [presented with the Queen's gold medal of the

Royal Geoirra|)hical Society of London, as well as with addresses from

the Royal Dublin Society, of which he was made an honorary member,
and from the corporations of the cities of Dublin and London ; honorary

degrees were also conferred on him by the Universities of Oxford,

Cambridge, and Dublin. In 1860 he was appointed to command the

"Bulldog," to take soundings of the Atlantic Ocean between the Faroe

Isles, Greenland, and Labrador. In May 1861 he was appointed to

command II.M.S. "Doris," serving on the coast of Syria. In the

autumn of 1864 Sir Leopold commanded the screw-frigate
"
Aurora,"

which escorted their Royal Highnesses the Prince and Princess of

Wales to Copenhagen, on the occasion of their visit to Denmark and
Sweden. YLq was made a Rear-Admiral of the Fleet in October 1871.

THE RIGHT HONOUEABLE EDWAKD SULLJVAN.

BORN A.D. 1822

The Right Hon. Edward Sullivan, eldest son of Edward Sullivan,

Esq. of Raglan Road, Dublin, formerly of Mallow, in the county of

Cork, was born at Mallow in 1822. He married in 1850 Bessie

Josephine, daughter of the late Robert Bailey, Esq. of Cork. He
received his early education at Midleton School, county Cork, from

which he entered Trinity College, Dublin, where, having obtained first

place at entrance, and double first honours in science and classics

several times, he graduated B.A. in IBM. He is an ex-scholar of the

university, and was auditor of the College Historical Society in 1845.

He was called to the bar in Ireland in 1848, and joined the Munster

Circuit. He was promoted to the rank of Queen's Counsel in 1858;

appointed third Sergeant-at-law in 1860. He filled the post of law

adviser to the Castle in 1861
;

of Solicitor-General for Ireland from

1865 to March 1866. In December 1868 he became Attorney- General,
on Mr Lawson's elevation to the bench, and was added to the Privy-

Council in the January following. On the death of the Right Hon.
John Edward Walsh, Mr Sullivan became Master of the Rolls in January
1870. He represented Mallow in Parliament from July 1865 until he

was raised to the bench.

In his distinguished university career Mr Sullivan gave full promise
of future eminence. Having obtained the first place at one of the great
entrance-examinations of the year in which he matriculated, ho followed

up his first triumph bv a brilliant undergraduate course, carrying oflp

first honours in science and classics at every term-examination. In his
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third year he obtained a higli classical scholarship on distinguished

answering, and graduated as a respondent in 1844. In the College
Historical Society his eloquence and rare debating powers won for him

such a high position that he was unanimously selected to fill the

honourable post of auditor, and delivered the opening address in the

first session of the Society in 1845. Having completed his legal
studies in London with a success tliat augured well for his after career,

lie was admitted to tlie Irish bar in Michaelmas term 1848, and soon

after joined the Munster Circuit. Having come to the profession

thoroughly proficient in the difficult and abstruse system of pleading
which then prevailed, and well versed in the common law and the

practice of the superior courts, he turned his first opportunities to such

good account that, in a very few years, business flowed in rapidly, and
he took the foremost place amongst tlie juniors of the Irish bar. Few
men possessed in a higher degree all the essential qualities for a sue

cessful lawyer. With sound legal learning he united all the necessary
elements for success, unflagging industry, immense powers of applica-
tion and endurance of hard work, indomitable energy, and determina-

tion. Such a rare and happy combination of valuable qualities could

not fail to secure for their possessor an unusually rapid advancement ;

and accordingly we find Mr Sullivan, within ten years from his call

to the bar, so overwhelmed with junior business in tlie Courts of Law
and Equity that he gladly accepted the profiered honour of a silk gown,
and thenceforth devoted himself almost exclusively to practice at the

Chancery bar, refusing to appear in the Common Law Courts except
under a special fee. In the Equity Courts the Rolls, the Courts of

Chancery, and Chancery Appeal he was engaged in every case, both

great and small ; while in every important case, involving large interests,

in the Common Law Courts and the Court of Probate, he was specially
retained as counsel. In 1860 he was appointed third Sergeant-at-law,
on the promotion of Sergeant Eitzgibbon to a Mastership in Chancery.
In virtue of his precedence as sergeant, he led Mr Wliiteside in the

great case of Thelwall v. Yelverton. His opening statement of the

plaintiff's case was a masterly effort of skill and eloquence. The cross-

examination of the defendent, Major Yelverton, also devolved on the

learned sergeant, and he fully maintained his reputation as one of the

iblest cross-examiners at the Irish bar, in a long and desperate encounter

with one of the cleverest and most imperturbable witnesses that ever

ippeared in a witness-box. With this passing allusion to the Yelverton

3ase all attempts to particularise any other of the many great cases in

which Sergeant Sullivan was engaged must be abandoned in despair.

Suffice it to say that, from the time of his call to the inner bar till his

elevation to the bench, he figured conspicuously in every great case

tliat came before the Irish courts. In England, too, he was most

favourably known, having appeared, on more occasions tlian one, before

the House of Lords in cases of appeal from the Irish courts, when he

acquitted himself worthily of his reputation at home, and received from

that high tribunal a marked acknowledgment of his ability and attain-

ments as a lawyer. As a case-lawyer his reputation stood deservedly

high, and his opinions have been more than once sustained against the

opinions of the most eminent law^yers of the English and Irish bar.
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We now pass on to a brief consideration of his Parliamentary career.

In 1865 he became Solicitor-Geiioral for Ireland, and JNTember of Par-

liament for his native town. In 18G8 he was re-elected for Mallow on

accepting the office of Attorney-General, to which he was promoted on
Mr Law-son's elevation to tlie bench. During his tenure of those

offices he proved himself at all times a most efficient officer of th(?

Crown, and commanded the entire confidence of his political chief, and
the marked respect of the House of Commons. As a ready and effec-

tive del>ater, and a clear, vigorous, and eloquent speaker, he, too, proved
himself a notable exception to the general rule, that great lawyers are

great failures in Parliament. Always well informed, accurate, and

impressive, he was listened to attentively whenever he was called upon
to address the House. He w^as frequently put up against Mr Wiiite-

side and other formidable opponents, and never failed to render good
service to his party. In conjunction with Mr Lawson, his name has

been associated with many important Irish measures. Reference has

been already made to the Bill framed and introduced by Mr Sullivan

and his colleague to alter the constitution and amend the practice and

procedure of the Court of Chancery in Ireland. By an unlucky mis-

take it was thrown out, and the country lost the valuable services of

Mr Lawson as Yice-Chancellor of Ireland. Before the Bill could be

again presented to the House there was a change of Government, and
Mr Chatterton, Attorney-General for Ireland under Mr Disraeli's ad-

Tninistration, succeeded in passing a Bill exactly similar in its provisions
in 1867, and became Vice-Chancellor of Ireland in the August of that

year. On the return of Mr Gladstone to power in 18G8, Mr Sullivan

resumed office as Solicitor-General, and rendered valuable assistance to

the Premier in framing the Irish Church Bill, and carrying it through
the House. In the several great debates on this Bill Mr Sullivan

proved a perfect deMs ex macJiiud to Mr Gladstone. Thoroughly
master of its details, the Irish Solicitor-General seemed quite at his ease

when dealing with the difficult questions and complicated interests

involved in one of the most daring and desperate measures that had
been brought before Parliament in modern times. In this arduous and
delicate work he had the advantage of Mr Lawson's able co-operation
for a short time. In the following year, in his capacity of Attorney-
General, tlie Irish Land Bill was introduced, and passed rapidly into

law under his direction. The framing of this measure was attributed

to Mr Sullivan ; and it may be truly said that a more delicate or in-

vidious task was never imposed on an Irish law officer, not even except-

ing the Church Disestablishment Bill. Between the fear of doing
injustice to the landlords on the one hand, and the fear of not satisfying
the tenants on the other, it seemed almost hopeless to attempt legisla-
tion. A man less bold and determined than Mr Sullivan would have
shrunk from the efibrt in despair. But an Irish Land Act there should
be at any cost ; it was the second great measure in Mr Gladstone's

jirogramme for the pacification of Ireland, and Mr Sullivan was about
the best man that could be selected to lead the forlorn hope. Though
a consistent Liberal in

jiolitics, it is but justice to him to say that

he had wholly escaped the taint of revolutionary doctrines, and iiad no

sympathy wliatever with the socialistic tendencies which at tiiat period
IV. O If.
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extensively prevailed in Ireland. No one, we believe, more thoroughly

disapproved of Mr Bright's mischievous Dublin harangue, which ex-

cited the wildest and most extravagant expectations amongst the Irish

occupiers of land, and more than anything else rendered the attempt to

satisfy them with any measure stopping short of wholesale confisca-

tion utterly hopeless. But the attempt was made, and with what result

every one knows. The landlords denounced the Act as a grievous

injustice to them, and regarded it as nothing less than legalised con-

fiscation, and in such terms it was likewise denounced by no less a

personage than the Irish Lord-Justice of Appeal. The tenant class

were still more dissatisfied with its provisions in their favour, as being
defective and illusory ; and during the past year a continual agitation
for new legislation has been going on in the farmers' clubs throughout
tlie country, and in land conferences held at Cork, Limerick, and all

the principal towns in Ireland. So, too, at the recent elections " a new
Land Law "

stands side by side with " Home-Rule" in the addresses and

speeches of the aspirants for Parliamentary honours, and is one of the

pledges insisted upon by a large number of the constituencies. It is,

however, abundantly clear to every impartial observer that the Land-

lord and Tenant Act of 1870 went sufficiently far in favour of the

tenant class, and that even in spite of the ignis fatutis held out before

their eyes in Mr Bright's mischievous harangue, they would have been

generally satisfied with its provision but for the popular conviction,

founded on his own admission, that the scare of Fenianism had extorted

Mr Gladstone's "
message of peace to Ireland," and reduced the Pre-

mier and his followers to such an abject state of submission, that further

concessions, however extravagant and unjust, would be made to con-

ciliate the rebellious, and " exorcise the demon of disaifection."

Under all these circumstances, it is not fair to throw altogether on the

Irish Attorney-General of the day the odium connected with the Land

Act of 1870. The flaw discovered in the case of the Waterford

estates, and so promptly remedied by Lord Cairns, could not have been

easily foreseen even by so astute a lawyer as the author of that most diffi-

cult piece of legislation. To other measures of legal reform introduced

or promoted by Mr Sullivan in Parliament our limits will not permit us

to refer. Of his whole Parliamentary career it may be truly said, that

few Irishmen have been as fortunate as he in securing the high opinion

of all parties in the House of Commons. By Mr Gladstone he was

lield in the highest estimation, as well for his great personal merits as

for the invaluable services he rendered him during a most critical period
in the history of the country.

In 1865-6G Mr Sullivan, as Solicitor-General, took a prominent part

in the prosecution of the Fenian prisoners tried for treason -felony.

Mr Sullivan was highly and deservedly popular with his brethren of

the Irish Bar. The juniors always found in him a true and valuable

friend. He took a deep interest in their early struggles, and helped
and encouraged them in the prosecution of their studies. He was pre-

sident of the Law Debating Society, and annually gave handsome prizes

for the best essays and dissertations on subjects of deep legal interest.

Towards the close of his career at the bar his business engagements
in Dublin were so absorbing, that he was obliged to give up going on



Circuit. His absence was universally regretted by the Munster liar,

who felt they had lost one of tlieir ablest and most estimable members.

LORD CARLINGFORD.

BOUN A.D. 1823.

The Right Hon. Chichester Samuel Fortescue, Baron Carlingford in

the Peerage of the United Kingdom, is the youngest son of the late

Lieut.-Col. Cliichester Fortescue, M.P,, of Dromisken, in the county of

Louth, by the daughter of Samuel Hobson, Esq., of the city of Water-

ford, and brother and heir presumptive of Lord Clermont. He was

born in 1823, and educated at Ciirist Church, Oxford, where he

graduated B.A. in 1844, .taking first-class honours in classics, and

obtained the Chancellor's prize for the English essay in 184G. He
married in 1863 Frances, Dowager Countess Waldegrave, daughter of

John Braham, the celebrated vocalist. Miss Braham married, 1st, John

James Waldegrave, Esq. of Navestock, Essex
; 2d, in 1840, the seventh

Earl Waldegrave, who died in 184G ; 3d, in 1847, George Granville

Vernon-Harcourt, Esq., who died in 1861 ; 4th, in 1863, the Bight
Hon. Chichester Samuel Fortescue. Mr Fortescue was a Lord of the

Treasury from January 1854 to April 1855 ; Under-Secretary of State

for the Colonies, under Lord Palmerston's Administration, from June

1857 to March 1858, and again from June 1859 to November 1865 ;

he was Chief Secretary for Ireland from the last date to June 1866,

when he retired wirh the Russell Administration. He was sworn a

Privy Councillor in 1864, and again became Chief Secretary for Ireland,

and a member of the Cabinet in Mr Gladstone's Government in Decem-
ber 1868. He was appointed President of the Board of Trade in

January 1871. He is Lord-Lieutenant of Essex; and represented the

county of Louth in Parliament from 1847 till the general election of

1874, when he was defeated by a "Home Rule" candidate. On Mr
. Gladstone retiring from office, Mr Fortescue was raised to the Peerage,
with the title of Lord Carlingford.

While Chief Secretary for Ireland, Mr Fortescue was credited with

great administrative ability, even by his most bitter political opponents.
His social arrangements gave the greatest satisfaction to the pleasure-

seeking residents of the Irish metropolis. Under the skilful direction

of his accomplished Countess, the Chief Secretary's entertainments pre-
sented a favourable contrast to the hum-drum stale performances at

Dublin Castle and the Viceregal Lodge. In Parliament he rendered

good service at all times to the Liberal party, and gave invaluable help
to Mr Gladstone in shaping and carrying his great Irish measures. It

was, accordingly, no surprise to the public to see Mr Fortescue's name
foremost in the new batch of Peers, and no exception has been taken

to his elevation, which has been regarded as only a just tribute to his

merits as a statesman and a minister.

I
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BARON DOWSE,

BORN A.D. 1824.

The Eight Hon. Richard Dowse, fourth Baron of the Court of

Exchequer in Ireland, is the son of the late William H. Dowse, Esq.
of Dungannon, county Tyrone, by Maria, daughter of the late Hugh
Donaldson, Esq. of tlie same place. He was born in June 1824, and
received his early education at the Royal School, Dungannon. He
graduated as A.B. in 1850 in Trinity College, Dublin, where he was a

first classical honour man, and a scholar (1848). In 1852 he was
called to the bar in Ireland, and appointed a Queen's Counsel in 1863.
Ho was returned to Parliament in the Liberal interest as member for

Londonderry at the general election of November 1868, and in the

following year was made third Queen's Serjeant in Ireland. In

1870 he became Solicitor-General, on Mr Barry being promoted to

the Attorney-Generalship; and Attorney-General in 1872, on Mr
Barry's elevation to the bench. In November 1872 he was created

a Baron of the Court of Exchequer, on which occasion he was added
to the Privy Council. He represented the city of Londonderry from
December 1868 until his elevation to the bench. He married, in 1852,
Kate, daughter of the late George Moore, Esq., Analore, Clones.

Mr Dowse was highly distinguished in college, having obtained a

classical scholarship and first honours in classics during his under-

graduate course. In the debating societies he gave early indications of

those rare qualities for which he was so remarkable in after life.

Great versatility, inexhaustible natural wit and humour, readiness

in reply and repartee, genial banter, combined with effective reason-

ing powers, and keen observation and knowledge of the manners
and motives of men. Having graduated, he applied himself with great

assiduity to study for the bar. He joined the North-East Circuit, and
in a very short time got into large practice. From the very outset,
he proved himself a sound common-law lawyer, with a special aptitude
for iV/s/ Prius business. Like most young men who have no interest

or connection to back them, but have to rely solely on their own wits

and exertions, he was ready for work in all the various fields that are

open to an Irish junior, and in every one of which he is expected to

show himself perfectly at home.*

* An eminent barrister humorously alluded to this subject on one occasion
when commenting on a letter in which a junior paraded his business engage-
ments. "Such," said the learned gentleman, "are a few of the multifarious

engagements of an Irish junior, reminding one of Juvenal's descrijjtion of the

hungry Greekling ;

"Omnia novit

Grseculus esuriens, in cselum jusseris ibit,"

which Johnson, in his London, renders
"

I3icl tiim go to hell, and straiglit to hell he goes.'

Now if one of you, gentlemen, wanted to find a young barrister friend that

is, if you are lucky enough to know one in that capacity only you present your-
self at the library door, and apply to Mr ])lack, the crier, for your friend Mr
Brown Jones.

'

IVlr Ijrown Jones
'

shouts Jlr Black with the voice of a stentor.



Although ^Jr Dowse had a very high reputation as a skilful pleader
and a sound lawyer in every sense of tlie phrase, it was principally
as a Nisi Frius advocate that he won his proudest triumphs. As a

cross-examiner, he took his place beside the ablest at the bar. Great

common sense and knowledge of human nature, coupled with con-

summate tact, were the leading characteristics observable in him, next

to his extraordinary wit and iiumour. Although, as in the case of Mr
Whiteside, crowds flocked to hear him on every occasion in the

Dublin Courts, as afterwards in the House of Commons, his wit was
of an order essentially different from that of Mr Whiteside. The
latter borrowed much help from variations of voice, expression of

countenance, and gesture. Mr Dowse's wit was in the thing said,

and the words in wiiich it was said, rather than in the Tnanner of

the speaker. The drollest ideas imaginable came to him, as he went

along, without any apparent effort on his part ; they were never fan-

tastic or far-fetched, and the language in which they were expressed
was easy and natural. When a case was to be laughed out of Court
Mr Dowse was retained at once, and no one made greater havoc of

sentimental grievances. In breach of promise cases he was almost

invariably found on the side of the " base deceiver." But he never

seemed to have any qualms of conscience on that score, or to believe

much in "
injured innocence." He was the terror of rogues and

humbugs, no matter in what guise or form they appeared. It is

not, however, to be supposed tliat the faculty of wit was possessed

by him to the exclusion or prejudice of other important faculties.

In matters requiring serious treatment his skill and ability were almost

equally remarkable. He could rise, too, on occasions to the highest

eloquence ; and the weapons of strong, severe invective and scathing-

sarcasm were wielded by him as readily and effectively as the lighter

weapons of ridicule and raillery. Such, indeed, was his versatility,

that the description he once gave of Mr Whiteside would seem to

be quite as applicable to himself. "
Only last week," said Mr Dowse,

But Brown Jones will not listen to the voice of the charmer, and does not
come and appear. Mr Black consults his list, and in a serio-comic tone reads

ofif the results of his scrutiny
' Mr Brown Jones Chancery, Kolls, Master

Fitzgibbon, Judge Dobbs, and the Admi-ralty.' You leave in despair of find-

ing }-our distracted young friend. Don't suppose, however, that the Legal
' Black List

'

always tells lies. The multitudinous demands on an Irish lawyer
are at times almost incredible. How lie manages to satisfy all if he ever does
so is a mystery. Sir Boyle Roche, or some other great man, tells us ' a man
cannot be in two places at once, barring he is a bird.' It is clear that the

ubiquitous being, an Irish lawyer, was never dreamt of in the philosophy of

this great authority. After arguing in the Court of Chancery some abstruse

question of real property law, with a long face and all the gravity of an old

J'!(|uity mummy, lie runs oft' with a big bag on his back to address a jury in

the '

Consolidated Nisi,' thence to the Kolls and all the ramilications of

the Court of Chancen' Master Murphy, Master Litton, Master Brooke, and
Master Fitzgibbon. He next tortures a fraudulent debtor in the Hankruj:)tcy
and In.solvency Courts. He now ascenrls to the pure atmosphere of tlie
' Landed Estates,' that great manufactory of brand-new titles, -where one some-
times gets an indefeasible title to a slice of another man's land which he
never bought never will pay for never restore. Taking the Probate Court
in his way, he next hastens to the Courts of Common Law, to enlighten the

judges in banc assembled
;
and winds up by boxing the compa.ss before the

Honourable Judge Kelly in Her Majesty's High Cjurt of Admiralty."



" Mr Whiteside was thundering in St Stephen's, and to-day he is

electrifying a jury in a paltry case in the Irish Common Pleas. So
versatile the talents, so comprehensive the genius of the right honour-

able gentleman, that he reminds one of the elephant, which is said

to be equally capable of weighing an anchor and picking up a pin."
In the general election of 1868 Mr Dowse was returned for London-

derry after a sharp contest, and on taking office under the Crown
he was re-elected, though ;igain vigorously opposed. Mr Barry, the

Attorney-General, having failed to obtain a seat in Parliament, Mr
Dowse, as Solicitor-General, took a prominent part in ali the debates

during tlie session 1870 and 1871, and rendered valuable services to

the Government in the defence of their legislative measures aftecting
Ireland. When Attorney-General in 1872, he served his party with

equal efficiency, and was rewarded with a judgeship, on the death of

Mr Baron Huglies in the November of that year. As a ready and
effective debater, he establislied himself from the very outset in the

good opinion of the House of Commons; and since Mr WHiiteside's

time, no one so enlivened the debates by extraordinary displays of

wit and humour.

EAEL OF DUFFERIN, VISCOUNT CLANDEBOYE.

BORN A.D. 1826.

Sir Frederick Temple Hamilton-Blackwood, K.P., K.C.B., only
son of the third Baron, by Helen Selina, eldest daughter of the late

Thomas Sheridan, Esq. (afterwards Dowager Countess Gifford), was

born in June 1826. He married, on the 23rd of October 1862, Harriot

Georgina, the eldest daughter of the late Captain Archibald liowan

Hamilton, Esq. of Killyleagh Castle, county Down, and assumed the name
of Hamilton by royal licence (1862). He succeeded his father in the

English barony and Irish honours on the 21st of July 1841. He was

educated at Eton and Christ Church, Oxford ; was a Lord-in-Waiting
to the Queen from 1849 to 1852, and from 1854 to 1858. He was

attached to Earl liussell's special mission to Vienna in February 1855.

He was sent by Lord Palmerston as British Commissioner to Syria in

relation to the massacre of Christians in 1860, and was created a K.C.B.

in recognition of his services in this capacity in 1S61 ; and appointed
Lord-Lieutenant of the county of Down in 1864. He was Under-Secre-

tary of State for India from November 1864 to February 1866 ; and

Under-Secretary for War from February 1866 till the June following.
He was Chancellor of the Duchy of Lancaster and Paymaster-General
from December 1868 to April 1872, when he became Governor-

General of the Dominion of Canada. He is the author of Narrative of
a Journey from Oxford to Skihbcreen during the Year of the Irish

Famine (1847-8); Lettersfrom High Latitudes; Irish Emigration and
the Tenure of Land in Ireland; Air Mill's Plan for the Pacification of
Ireland Examined ; Inquiry into the State of Ireland" &e. This

))eerage (with the exception of the earldom and viscountcy of the

United Kingdom) was conferred on the first Baron's mother, with



remainder to her issue, by Sir John Blackwood, Bart. His Lordship
was sworn of the Privy Council in December 1868.

THE HONOURABLE DAVID ROBERT PLUNKET, M.T.

BOKN A.D. 1839.

Mr Plunket is the third son of the Honourable John Plunket, who,
on the death of his brother, the Bishop of Tuam, succeeded to the title

of Lord Plunket, and Charlotte, tliird daughter of Chief- Justice

Bushe. He was born at 30 Upper Fitzwilliara Street, Dublin, and

educated at Dr Flynn's academy in Harcourt Street, from which he

entered Trinity College, and in his university, course took honours in

classics, logic, and English literature. He obtained his degree as a mode-

rator in English literature, but his greatest successes were won in tlie

Historical Society, in the transient career of which he made a greater
fame than any member since the revival of the society under the

auditorship of Dr Magee, Bishop of Peterborough. Many a great debate

in the Dining Hall of Trinity College has left no record in Hansard,

but was elevated into importance by the speeches of " the grandson of

two of Ireland's greatest orators Bushe and Plunket" a title to fame

which was always duly alluded to in the compliments of the chairman

for the evening. In those days we cannot exactly say whether Mr
Plunket's politics were Liberal or Conservative, but our impression is, that

they were Liberal as regards the past, Conservative as to the present
and future. In 1859 he was elected Auditor of the Historical Society,

a post similar to that of Speaker of the House of Commons, but more

apt in the nature of the duties implied to the functions of the latter

than of the former, as the auditor is expected to be a frequent speaker,

and to be always ready to enter the field whenever the debate flags.

Mr Plunket's early oratory was distinguished by great force, and in the

best passages, simplicity of language; great earnestness and a quality

of indomitableness hard to define,which insisted upon victory, and pleaded
for it with a determination which it was difticult for an audience to resist

or an opponent to counteract ; a grasp of the subject from which he

worked out his own view, sometimes with labour but always with suc-

cess, striving if anything too much to elucidate ; a power of the

most genuine humour, which was easy and unuflected, and drew every
one along in its strong and broad stream ; these were some of the

attributes of Mr Plunket's college eloquence. But he possessed also

the highest personal gifts for an orator, of eye, action, and elocution;

his voice was agreeable and pervading, and most suppressed in passages

where earnestness and passion grew intense, sinking into a whisper with

strong feeling, but always distinctly audible. His action was weighty
and powerful, like his grandfather's, and born in him, not copied. We
transcribe from memory so far as relates to his speeches in the His-

torical Society, which resembles, and is affiliated to, the Oxford and

Cambridge Unions. Practice has no doubt enhanced the powers which

Mr Plunket possessed in college days. He has since been complimented

by England's greatest Liberal orator and statesman in the House of
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Commons; liis name in Ireland is that of the most popular Irishman;
as a speaker at public meetings he is facile princeps. His merits as a

speaker can scarcely as yet be said to be appreciated at their worth
out of his own country, but there he has singular honour. No man
was more loved by his college companions, whether they shared his

intellectual or his muscular pursuits, for he was terrible as a swift

round-arm bowler, to whom it was necessary to put on two long-stops,
and irresistible whenever to pitch and pace he added precision. Now,
risen up into public life, he is popular with both sides, although, or

perhaps we ought to say, because, he is most honourably attached to

his own. Tiie pride that Irishmen take in the second of the name of

Plunket who has reflected honour upon his country, was shown in a

way which perhaps surprised English political circles on the formation

of Mr Disraeli's Ministry. We are, however, anticipating the brief

account which we must give of liis intermediate cnreer.

In 1862 Mr Plunket was called to the bar, and soon obtained a fair

amount of business. His speeches upon several occasions won the

highest encomiums from the bench ; but Mr Plunket being possessed
of more brilliant qualifications, never paid much attention to law, and
he did not therefore derive that satisfaction from the practice of his

profession which would have arisen from the union of his own elo-

quence with the erudition of men in other respects infinitely his

inferioi-s. He did not find himself as thoroughly master of the posi-
tion as either of his grandfathers, in whom that union was so complete ;

nevertheless he succeeded in fulfilling the duties of a law lecturership, to

which he was appointed by the Benchers of King's Inns, with credit ;

and when a Conservative Government came into power in 18G6, he

was appointed Law Adviser to the Castle. But from boyhood up he

had looked forward to a purely political career as the real object of his

ambition, and this, perhaps, was a latent cause of his comparative

neglect of law. He had never looked with the pleasure of most young
lawyers on the quiet haven of Irish judges and chancellors, where, after

one or two short voyages to St Stephen's, they lie moored together,
the lightships and hulks of the law. As there is, or was, a place for

one of every three Irish lawyers, Mr Plunket might have looked for-

ward to an early subsidence into this blissful stagnation. He had

only been six years at the bar when he received a silk gown, being,
with the exception of Mr Butt, the youngest Queen's Counsel on

record ; but to such a man the desire of being anything ill was not

only distasteful, but incompatible with honour and ambition, and Mr
Plunket, in turnins: away from the prizes of his profession, also gave

up its practice. This was not, however, for a considerable time after

his election as member for the University of Dublin a constituency
which he had long desired to represent, as it had returned his grand-

i

father to Parliament for a period of twenty years. He was elected at

a time when the interests of the University were in great peril, the

Church had fallen, and the same stern enemy pressed on to storm her

(Utadol in the University. ]\Ir Plunket was chosen as the youthful

champion of his Alma Mater, and most successfully and eloquently diii

he fulfil the trust. We must own to the opinion that it was greatly
due to Mr Plunket's speeches, writings, and indomitable force of will
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that the attack was averted and at hist completely defeated. Some

change in the position of the Irish University was necessitated by the

disestablishment of the Irish Church, and the Board instructed Mr
Plunket to su|>port Professor Fawcett's bill for throwing o[)en Trinity

College to all comers without distinction of creed. This was, of course,

only to trim and conlh'm with a Parliamentary sanction what Mr Glad-

stone had promised to cut down. It was a task which suited well with

the strong feeling which tlie junior member for tlie university had im-

bibed in his pleasant college days so recently ended, and especially
in the College Historical Society, where religious subjects were strictly

prohibited, of the value of unsectarian education in such a country as

Ireland. The case of Ireland entirely differed from that of England,

because, in the former, religion was the great subject of discord and

civil war ; and while Mr Plunket would have been the last to take up
the principles of a secularist, or to exclude religion where it could be

studied in harmony, he natui'ally thought, where men held such opposite
views upon it, and where it was impossible to study theology

together, it was better not, for the sake of it alone, to keep Irishmen

from childhood up divided into opposite camps.
Some of Mr Plunket's friends in college were of a different religious

persuasion ;
he felt, as it were, a personal hatred to the idea of sever-

ing the youth of Ireland by liard and fast religious lines, which would

prevent such liberalising friendships from being formed in early life,

and perpetuate the unhappy divisions of the country. In advocating
this view of the question he gained the sympathy of several liberal

members of high intelligence ; while, at the same time, he may have

puzzled the thick-and-thin advocates of denominationalism on his own

side, who could not clearly see the broad line of demarcation between

the questions of English and Irish education, and, on the other hand, had

a true perception that what might be good for the University of Dublin

would be bad, as a precedent, for those of Oxford and Cambridge.
Mr Plunket's maiden s])eech on this question was received with great

interest, and was highly successful. He brought up the Prime

]\Iinister to reply to him, and called out one of his most eloquent and

intellectually athletic performances. Mr Gladstone had the dithculty of

seeming to argue, in a Tory sense, against the Tories ; while Liberal

arguments proceeded from the opposite benches, and were echoed by

applause from below the gangway on his own side. In one of his most

successfid efforts Mr Gladstone complimented the young man, whom he

had honoured by tlius engaging in single combat, as having proved that

he possessed the hereditary qualities of an orator. Mr Plunket made

several successful speeches on the same subject, and although pre-

vented by illness from taking part in the last great debate upon the

Irish University question, in which the Gladstone INIinistry was over-

thrown for the moment, and by its overthrow fatally injured, it was

in no sli'dit degree by his previous speeches and iidluence that this

result was brought about ; and it was believed also that one of the

most telling Conservative manifestoes on the question was from his

vigorous pen, which was employed, not alone upon this occasion, in

the service of his party. He had the good fortune to inflict another

defeat upon the Gladstone Goveriunent, which rtfused to give ear to
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the appeals of the Irish civil servants, Mr Plunket, in spite of the

Ministry, carried a motion for an inquiry into their undoubted griev-
ances. On the recall of Mr Disraeli to power with a substantial majority
in 1874, it was confidently believed that Mr Plunket would be included

in the new Ministry, and the universal feeling in Ireland was that he

was, of all men, most fitted to be Chief Secretary for Ireland,

It was well known by his personal friends that, having for some time

ceased to practise at the bar, Mr Plunket would not, like some of the

omnivorous tribe of political lawyers, accept a legal office. How-
ever this may be, it is no secret that he was offered the Solicitor and

then Attorney-Generalship, and declined both. Some indignation was

expressed in the Conservative press of Ireland, and equal surprise in

the leading journals of England, at the omission of his name from the

Ministry, and much notice was attracted to his claims, so that Mr Plunket

may be said to have benefited by the omission, and to be spreto Jionore

splendidior. Nevertheless, it was used as an argument by the Home
Rule party that such a man should be passed over, because, as it was

said, he was an Irishman, Mr Parnell was started against Colonel

Taylor in the county of Dublin, on the strength of the strong reaction

which this treatment of their favourite had caused in the Conservatives

of that city and county. Nothing, however, could have been in better

taste than the way in which Mr Plunket came forward to disclaim all

sense of injury, and gave his hearty support to the new Chancellor

of the Duchy of Lancaster. By tliis course Mr Plunket was certain

to be no loser in the end, for no Government, however powerful, can

afford to have no really strong man behind its back.

The Times, as well as the leading Conservative journals in England,
have done full justice to Mr Plunket's claims on his party and his

motives for declining the offers of the Government, and with one voice

have foretold for him a just and speedy reward. Thus, in acting up to

his family motto,
^'- Festina Le^ite," he has, we believe, accelerated his

advancement to a position more congenial to his tastes, and one in which

Ills rare talents can be made more usefully available for the public

service.

Mr Plunket was first returned to Parliament in 1870 for Dublin

University, which he still represents, having been re-elected without

opposition at the general election in 1874.



II. ECCLESIASTICAL SEEIES.

JONATHAN SWIFT, DEAN OF ST PATRICK'S.

BORN A. D. 1667 DIED A.D. 1745.

The family of Swift had for some generations been settled in York-
sliire. The family pedigree begins so far back as 1569, in wliieli his

ancestor, in the fifth remove, is mentioned to have been " collated to the

territory of St Andrew Canterbury." The grandson of this person,
Tliomas Swift, vicar of Goodrich, left several sons, of whom one, whose
name was Jonathan, married Abigail Erick of Leicester, by wliom he
left a son and daughter. The son, also named Jonathan, was the well-

known person of whose life we are to give an account. In a short

memoir which he has left of his family history, Swift mentions some

very interesting particulars of his grandfather's life. Having lived in

the time of Charles I., he experienced his share of the troublesome
adventures of that calamitous interval, having been repeatedly
plundered by the Parliamentary soldiers. The house in which he
lived remains, or (at least till comparatively recently) remained in the

possession of his decendants. A note upon Swift's narrative mentions
that there is still shown a secret vault under the kitchen, in which
the family concealed their provisions from the plunderers. The
anecdotes of his escapes, and of his courage and loyalty, are curious
and romantic.

On his death, his son Jonathan came to Ireland, where he is related

to have obtained some employments and agencies. But the most
authentic fact seems to be his nomination, in 1665, as steward to the

Society of King's Inns, Dublin.

In April 1667 he died, leaving one daughter, and his wife was soon
after (November 30th) delivered of a son, who is the subject of our

history. This event occurred in No. 7 Hoey's Lane, a small house, on
which Scott remarks :

" The antiquity of its appearance seems to

indicate the truth of this tradition." His mother's condition was not
such as to afford more than the most cheap and coarse subsistence, as

she is said to have obtained the expenses of her husband's funeral from
the bounty of the Society ; this account is indeed materially qualified

by some statements in Counsellor Duhii,'g's history of the King's Inns
in Dublin, from which it would seem that the Society was considerably
in her debt, and not very prompt to pay. There can still be no doubt
of the poverty of her condition. She was, however, enabled to commit
her infant to the care of a nurse, who seems to have contracted a warm
attachment to her charge. This was exhibited in an eccentric and
decisive step, which would induce a suspicion that Swift was indebted
to her for some principal traits of his disposition. The story is not
without interest. It runs that this woman, having been a native
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of Whitehaven, was recalled by some reladoii, perhaps (if
this part of

the statement has any foundation) by her husband, and not wisliing to

part with the child, she carried him off clandestinely, and for a con-

siderable time no trace could be obtained of them. We are inclined

to think, tliat one capable of courses at the same time so decisive and

inconsiderate, was little likely to liave been induced by any duty to

leave a good nursing, and that this strange woman had balanced the

discomforts of her situation against a natural instinct, and provided for

both by one bold act ; tlie reason given is evidently that which after-

thought would adopt to excuse an indiscretion, or perhaps to conceal

the poor circumstances of Mrs Swift. When the nurse was traced, the

family considered the delicacy of the infant, which it was feared might
not well bear the risk of a second passage across the Channel, and

taking into account the strong attachment of the nurse, it was thought
fit to leave him in her care. He continued thus in Whitehaven for

three years, during which his health improved, and his mind was not

neglected ; when he was brought back to Dublin he could spell. At
five years of age he could read any cliapter of the Bible.

The circumstances of his motlier were, as we have stated, in a state

approaching destitution, and she was compelled to look to her husband's

family for the means of rearintr and educating her two children. Of
the brothers of iier husband, WiHiam Swift sliowed active kindness and

sympathy ; but Godwin Swift, whose means are supposed to have been

more affluent, contributed chiefly to tlieir maintenance.

Godwin Swift was the elder brother of Swift's father; he had studied

the law, and having been called to the bar, was by the Duke of

Ormonde appointed attorney-general to the palatine of Tipperary. His

success had induced the removal to Ireland of three of his brothers,

William, Adam, and Swift's fatlier. Godwin acquired considerable

wealth, and might have laid a respectable foundation for the fortunes

of his house, had he not given way to a speculating disposition, and

sunk his resources upon projects which ended in nothing but loss. To
this Scott attributes Swift's great dislike to projects of every kind

;

adverting very probably to the part he took in relation to Wood's pro-

ject. Tiie actual embarrassments of Godwin Swift are indeed im-

portant here, as tending to explain the narrowness of his contributions

to the family of his brother's widow. His nepliew, who appears not to

have been till a later period of his life fully aware of the circumstances,

is known to have always entertained angry recollections of tlie supposed

parsimony of his uncle ; and though he became afterwards acquainted
with the truth that necessity alone had stinted tiie kindness of this

relative, tlie impression never lost hold of his tenacious mind. The
native and deep-seated pride, wliich occupied so large a place in his

temper, began at an early period of his youth to feel and be imbittered

by the painful sense of dependence ; and it is indeed hard to conceive

a position more galling than that dependence, wliicii at the same time

that it lowers and oppresses a proud temper, is inadequate to the

purposes for the sake of wliich it is borne. It is not diihcult to con-

ceive that Mr Godwin Swift may have from time to time compensated
for the deficiencies of his liberality by advice which was not approved,
or by some assumption of authority not acquiesced in. In circumstances
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of dependence there are few things more offensive than such counsel as

seems to carry with it tlie stamp of neglect or slight, while it is

enforced by a claim of authority. And it is not unlikely that Mr
Godwin Swift, who does not seem to have had any superfluity of

wisdom in the management of his own concerns, may have shown this

ordinary propensity by interfering vexatiously upon tiie education,

breeding, or destination of liis sensitive or irritable nephew. In after

years, when Swift was Dean of St Patrick's, he is said to have been

accosted at a visitation dinner by Dr Wliittingham with the question,

"Pray, Mr Dean, was it not your uncle Godwin who educated you?"
When the question had been reiterated with great rudeness of manner,
the Dean answered abruptly, "Yes, he gave me the education of a dog."*
Yet, after all, to judge from the prominent facts, his uncle acted at

least efficiently ; at six he was sent to Kilkenny School, and as Mr
Godwin Swift was upon terms of friendship with the Duke of Ormonde,
who had been his patron, and was the patron of this eminent school, it

is to be conjectured that it was by this connection that a provision so

important was obtained. At tlie Kilkenny School, we are told by Scott,

his name cut upon the form is yet shown. He remained tliere until

his fourteenth year, and then entered as a pensioner under Mr St

George Ashe, in the University of Dublin. His name was entered on

the books of the senior lecturer, 24th April 1682, At the same time

liis cousin, Thomas Swift, son of an uncle of the same name, also

entered ; and this coincidence has embarrassed the researches of learned

antiquarians, who have found no small difficulties in the archives of the

l)uttery and other collegiate accompts and documents, in their endea-

vours to allocate correctly the several honours of the cousins, and to

trace the incidents of their academical career. Of these discussions,

the ample scope of Sir Walter's volume, with the help of a full and
valuable appendix, oft'ers an ample abundance. We are liere reluctantly

compelled to make a brief selection.

It is generally admitted by Swift's biographers, and stated also by
himself, that he did not apply himself to tlie studies prosecuted in the

university ; yet it is also as satisfactorily known, that at an early age
lie had made a remarkal)le proficiency in many of the most useful

branches of general literature. Ilis neglect of his studies has been by
himself attributed to the depression caused by ill-treatment from his

friends, and by poverty. Sir Walter Scott gives the following explana-
tion ? "When Swift wns entered at the university, the usual studies

of the period were required of him ; and of these some were very ill

suited to his genius. Logic, then deemed a principal object of learning,
was in vain presented to his notice ; for his disposition altogether re-

jected the learned sophistries of Smiglecius, Kneckermannus, Hurgers-

dicius, and other ponderous worthies, now hardly known by name ;

nor could his tutor ever persuade liim to read three pages in one of

them, though some acquaintance with the commentators of Aristotle

was absolutely necessary at passing examination for his degrees.
Neither did he pay regular attention to other studies more congenial to

* Scott ^ves the anecdote of which the above is a part, upon the authority of

Theoi)Lilus Swift.
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his disposition. He read and studied rather for p.inusenient, and to

divert nielanclioly reflections, than with the zeal of acquiring know-

ledge. But his reading, hoM'ever desultory, must have been varied and

extensive, since he is said to have already drawn a rough sketch of the

Tale of a Tub, which he communicated to his companion, Mr Waryng.
We must conclude, then, that a mere idler of the 17th century might

acquire, in his hours of careless and irregular reading, a degree of

knowledge which would startle a severe student of the present age,"
In point of fact. Swift was not a mere idler : negligent of the studies

which presented themselves in the shape of duties, and at best could

place him on a level with youths whose understandings he scorned, he

perused with keen, and even ambitious assiduity, volumes more adapted
to his own peculiar tastes, and more generally appreciated by. the vul-

gar. His keen sagacity early saw its proper sphere, and looked with

longing up tlie broad and crowded highway of worldly advancement.

He knew that little wit could be exercised on the properties of lines

and numbers, and that the " solar walk, or milky way," was not the

way to preferment or popularity. Tliough a student in the university,

his eye looked abroad with youthful desire upon the pleasures, vviiims,

and humours, the collisions, intrigues, and busy play of the world ;

and so he eagerly fed his tastes, liis hopes, and as]>irations, witli the

elements of his chosen pursuits. Indeed, an acquaintance with the

youth of all universities would sufilciently illustrate and confirm

these remarks that is, to a certain extent, for in our own times, a

change has come over the public tastes great discoveries, and a splen-
did combination of the scientific genius and tastes of Europe, have en-

larged, exalted, and illumed the sphere of science ; and ambition itself

maybe won to seek honour and advantage in studies no longer circum-

scribed within the narrow range of "
deducibles," which were accumu-

lated like conundrums, and led to nothing.

Among the habits, at this time acquired by Swift, may be numbered

that remarkable closeness in matters of expense which will be observed

sliowing itself tlirough every period of his after years. The bitterness

of his temper was now roused, and kept in continual play by the low-

ness of his finances. The death of his elder uncle, Godwin, appeared
to cast a momentary prospect of total destitution ; but anotlier uncle,

not richer, but more gracious in temper, and of more attractive man-

ners, stept into the gap, this was Dryden William Swift, whose kind,

but still scanty contributions were gratefull}' acknowledged by Swift

throuijh life. He was also verv much assisted in the same interval by
one of his cousins, wlio was settled as a Lisbon merchant. The inci-

dent, related on his own authority, is curious enough.
"
Sitting one

day in his chamber, absolutely penniless, he saw a seaman in the court

below, wlio seemed inquiring for the apartment of one of the students.

It occurred to Swift that tliis man might bring a message from his

cousin Willoughby, then settled as a Lisbon merchant, and the thouglit

scarcely had crossed his mind when the door opened, and the stranger

approaching him, produced a large leathern purse of silver coin, and

poured tlie contents before him as a present from his cousin. Swift,

in liis ecstasy, oiFered tlie bearer a part of his treasure, which the honest

sailor cfenerouslv declined ; and from that moment Swift, who had so
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deeply experienced the miseries of indigence, resolved so to manage his

scanty income, as never again to bo reduced to extremity."
In conformity with this prudent temper, it miglit be inferred that,

notwithstanding his real dislike for the course of studies then pursued
in the university, and his afi'ected defiance of its authorities, there ap-

pears evidence enough upon tlie college books that he had still "wit in

his anger," and took due care to keep witliin the letter of the law.

But many of these entries on the university books, which have been

traced by the research of Dr Barrett, are such as rather to manifest the

truth of the statement, that he was even unusually endowed with a

perverse and refractory dislike to authorities ; for his liabilities in that

respect were far greater than was consistent witli a prudent and saving

temper. These records are important here, so far as they serve to

lectify the mis-statements of some of his contemporaries. It has been

believed, on the authority of Mr Richardson, that he had been expelled
from the university, and, that having obtained a "

discessit," he got his

his degree at Oxford. The occasion of this severity is thus mentioned

by Mr Richardson " Dr Swift made as great a progress in his learning
at the University of Dublin, in his youth, as any of his contemporaries,
hut was so very ill-natured and troublesome, that he was made terrce

filius, on purpose to have a pretence to expel him." This singular

absurdity, equally unjust to both parties supposed to be concerned, is

clearly refuted by the facts : Swift was not expelled, was not terrcB

filius, and obtained his degree from Dublin university. It is only here

necessary to refer to the proofs which can be found in Dr Barrett's

Essay, in the most satisfactory form of extracts from the college
books.

From these authentic documents it has been ascertained, that after
he had commenced A. B., he was admonished for notorious neglect of

duties, and for frequenting the town ; and that he was almost con-

tinually under some punishment. We also learn that he was prominent
in a small knot of the most dissolute and turbulent youths in the

university, among wliom he is thus enumerated in one of these records:
" Constat vera Dom. Webb, Dom. Sergeant, Dom. Swift, Maynard,
Spencer et Fisher, huic legi contravenisse, tarn seditiones sive dis-

sensiones domesticas excitando, quam juniorem decanem, ejusque mo-
nita contemnendo, eUndemque minacibus verbis, contemptus et con-

tumaciaj plenis lacessendo, unde gravissimis poenis commenti sunt," &c.

For these causes the sentence follows, of a suspension of the culprits
from every degree ; it then proceeds to pronounce, that as Swift and

Sergeant had been more insufferable than the others, they were con-

demned to ask pardon on their knees of the junior dean. This humi-

liation, amply merited as it was, left a lasting impression on the proud
heart of Swift, who from that moment regarded the university with

all the bitterness of his implacable spirit. This was, nevertheless, the

utmost extent of his punishment. The public pardon eltiiced the

breach of discipline, and the certificate of his degreee, yet extant,

plaiidy contradicts the erroneous statement of Mr Richardson on this

head. The point of most difficulty has been seized on by a correspon-
dent of Scott's, from whom he gives an extract, in which it is stated

tliat Swift obtained his degree a vcar before tiie usual time, and infers,
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that this must have been by special favour. The inference micrht be

allowed to have some vreight ; but the fact is so entirely inconsistent

with the institutions and precise discipline of the university, and so

irreconcilable with all that is known of Swift's academical character,
that it cannot be admitted without the most authentic proof. On look-

ing at the document given by Scott in his appendix, the cause of the
mistake appears. Swift's entrance is stated to have been in April
1682; the college certificate fixes his degree in February 1685; and
the interval would thus be less than tliree years. But any one who is

accustomed to the method of dating then in use, must be aware that

the _^rs^ months of 1686 would have been reckoned into what is now
considered as the previous year. This fact reduces the difficulty to one
of small weight, as we have only to assume that Swift was allowed to

go on with the class of 1682, the year in which he entered, and this

we believe to be an occasional practice conformable with the rules

of the university: the sizar, who enters at a more advanced period
of the year, is expected to fulfil this condition, and it may be op-
tional witli the other classes of students. That this degree had been

obtained, speciali gratia, is stated on tlie authority of Swift himself,
and accompanied by explanations, which leave no doubt as to the
nature of the distinction : the ambiguity of the term has occasioned
some laughable anecdotes, perhaps invented by tlie dean himself; cer-

tain it is, that he mentions himself as having obtained his degree in

this disreputable manner, more near to special charity than to special

favour, and signifying a grace vouchsafed for no merit. The circum-
stance of this fact, not appearing on the testimonium, has been thought
to throw some doubt upon the statement, but in fact such a disqualifV-

ing testimony as would make the certificate unavailing for any use but
to attaint the reputation of the bearer, is not in any case stated.

The story of the Tripos is equally discredited, as Dr Barrett proves
it to have been actually delivered by a Mr Jones, three years after

Swift's graduation ; but at the same time concludes, tliat it was the

composition of Swift. His reasons for this supposition are the charac-

teristic vein of humour and severity which run through this composi-
tion ; tlie direction of some of the personalities against those whom
Swift disliked, and the intimacy which subsisted between Jones and
him. But granting that the inference might be correct, these pre-
mises are rather overstated; neither the wit nor tiie malice is sufficient,
or so directed as to bear out its force ; the humour is nothing beyond
that of the most ordinary pleasantry or ridicule, or than the merest
effort to to be pointed, and such as the excitement of dog-Latin and

burlesque would suggest to one not absolutely dull. At the same time
we think that the actual inferiority of the composition cannot absolutely
be regarded as having conclusive weight in tiie opposite scale. Everv
voluminous writer affords specimens enougli of the inequalities of

genius ; and though it may be risking something to say it, we can find

eff"usions of Swift's not more bright than the Tripos ; of which it is

however to be allowed that its indecorum and scurrility offer more

legitimate signs of the ascribed paternity than its wit. It is, indeed,
not unlikely, that the person who was selected for the office of buff"oon

to the pageant must have had some pretension to tlie necessary qualifi-
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cations. Swift's companion was not likely to be wanting in either

humour or ribaldry ; but indeed the intimacy is not satisfactorily ascer-

tained, and tlie MS. is said to exhibit no marks of Swift's writing.
From the protracted residence of Swift, tlie same correspondent

infers that he must have obtained the scholarship. We see no reason

to admit the inference. Tlie university was the most economical resi-

dence for a poor young man, who at the time had no other home, and
most convenient for both the purposes of study and companionship. His

mother had for some time returned to Leicestershire, and the town was

then comparatively incommodious, unquiet, and ill-appointed in its

streets, houses, anil civil order. It is not many years since we were

acquainted with men of considerable standing within the walls of the

university, where there is no law to prevent a graduate from residing

while his name is on the books. The notion that Swift could refuse
to submit to the sentence of the board, is inconsistent with the strict-

ness of collegiate discipline ; he may have been let off, yet we cannot

see any ground for the supposition. We have, indeed, given too raucli

space to questions of such trivial importance; but must add, that even this

is negatived by the vindictive animosity with which he afterwards assails

Dr Owen Lloyd, who was the junior dean, to whom he was compelled to

apologise. Such a supposition would, therefore, reflect as little credit

on Swift as on the board. After all, it would be easy enough to recon-

cile the whole of this relation with the aflirmation that he had obtained

the scholarship, were it not for the decisive consideration that this

cannot have been, without some distinct record of the fact.

We must now, ere turning to another distinct train of incidents,

endeavour to sura the inferences, and trace their general relation to the

after years of his life. To assume lofty patriotism, unswerving in-

tegrity, elevated virtue and generosity, as the features of the picture, on

the evidence of one class of facts, or to draw a portrait of all that is

rei)ulsive and degrading on the evidence of another class, is the common
method of the party writer, and the effect of not tracing the first forma-

tion of unusual dispositions of character. A course of years, darkened in

their progress by all the annoyances which a proud and quick spirit feels

in entire dependence, had inevitably the effect of fixing into habits the

acrimony, the susceptibility of insult, the rancorous hate and "
study

of revenge," which wounded pride never fails to collect aljout itself.

When too long subject to humiliation, the proud youth will arm him-

self with scorn, and find exaltation in the disparagement of mankind :

and in the history of Swift these elements will often enough be seen

like a sulphureous ore, glaring out upon the loftier heights, and min-

gling with the growth of better soil. Another principle will serve as

the key of many passages in this memoir. A course of virtuous deeds,
while it may be attributed by some to its ostensible motives, is fre-

quently traced by others to some baser origin ; hence, the unqualified
extremes with which biography is so often disgraced. Now, the fact

which meets the error is this, that in the mixed impulses of our nature,
tliere is place for both; the primary impulse is often evil, the secondary
good and vice versa. When an angry man finds a course of good
essential to his revenge, that course will not fail to exercise good feel-

ings as he proceeds. And in a course of good deeds it is hard to keep
IV. P h:



down the suggestions of inferior motives ; as charity may be flattered

into ostentation, or pulpit eloquence into personal vanity, so may the

disappointed partisan be fired into patriotism, and the misanthropic

spirit be enlightened with humanity.
In 1688, wlien the wars were breaking out in Ireland, and imme-

diately after meeting with a galling humiliation in the university. Swift

resolved on a removal to England ; he had no prospect of advancement
where he was, and both the university and the country which had been
to him the scene of every misery and degradation, were hateful in his

eyes. England, the birth-place of his family, the seat of honourable

recollections, and of those associations which his pride loved best, pre-
sented to his thoughts the way to elevation ; and the success of those

talents of which he had a proud consciousness. Under these consoling
impressions he went to reside with his mother in Leicestershire. She
was related to the lady of Sir William Temple, whose family had been

acquainted with that of the Swifts, and Tliomas Swift had resided there

as chaplain. It was, therefore, soon suggested to Swift by his mother
to apply for patronage to Sir William. He took this advice, and was
retained in the family as amanuensis at 20 a-year.

Sir W. Temple, though possessed of a small income, and without

ostensible power, was one of the few" most deservedly respected persons
of this day. He had attained the respect of Europe by the rare com-
bination of honest integrity and candour with efficient ability, in the

character of a diplomatist. He was no less conspicuous for the excel-

lence of his writings, both in style and matter, on a variety of useful and

interesting topics; and his essays are yet read for their graceful ease

and perspicuous style, as well as for the pithy vigour of the maxims
and reflections which are scattered through them.* In the course of

his political employments, he had formed an intimacy with the Prince of

Orange, whose good opinion and confidence he had gained, and this

was now become a circumstance likely to increase his influence as a

patron. Lady Temple was not less to be loved, admired, and respected
than her husband; and though kept by her duties and a wise spirit

within the private sphere of wife and mother, had in a pre-eminent de-

gree those talents for which far inferior persons have been named illus-

trious, and was looked up to with wonder and admiration by many-

competent observers who knew her in private life.

It would not be easy to conceive a concurrence of circumstances

more favourable to the prospects of a person of Swift's conspicuous
talents. But it is worth while for any young person of high endow-

ments, who has to encounter the same upward struggle, to reflect well

upon tlie natural infirmities, which even in the most favourable cases of

tliis nature, may be found most likely to interpose. In Swift's peculiar
case they present themselves in the most aggravated form of disease.

Still flushed with the fever of long resentment, and shaken with the

convulsive pangs of a great and recent shock to liis pride, he entered

upon a new scene with a fiery and irritable sense of wounded self-

importance, and a fiercely strung spirit of self-assertion. Every man

* His Essays have been republished in Sliarpe's Collection of the British prose
writers in 1821.
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who, with the consciousness of inward power, has had to force his way
out of obscurity, and to be liourly affronted by tlie pretensions of

exalted inferiority, will at once feel tlie force of this impression; ])ride

was, perliaps, the master spirit of Swift's nature. As yet undisciplined

by the keen pursuit of self-interest, and unchecked by that opposite

species of self-importance, w hich can be derived from a flattering sense

of influence with superiors, he could not so far restrain tlie salient

impulses of his temper as to maintain tliat quiet and unpresuming de-

portment which the great have a just right to expect from those who
serve them in any inferior capacity. In such unequal alliances there is

mostly imposed a self-suppression which would impart an apparent in-

ferioritv to the most commanding cenius. Such a disadvantaire will

be lessened in proportion to the real intellectual eminence of the patron; it

is not likely that the mature understanding of a man like Temple would

hedge itself in adventitious dignity. His superior sagacity must have

early discerned the mind of Swift, and Swift must have been conciliated

and won by the dignified amenity of his manner, and the attractive

wisdom of his conversation. But it can be inferred, with a force ap-

proaching to certainty, that among the household, he would find

enous^h of food for the morbid s:rowth of harsher feelinss ; he must

have been taught to feel and to imagine daily slights, and have conducted
himself so as to excite dislikes and resentments. These facts have no

actual record, but there is something very nearly approaching to it in

a letter quoted by Scott. The writer's informant was a nephew of Sir

William's, jNIr Temple (brother to Lord Palmerston). Among other

tilings, he mentioned that Sir William " never favoured him (Swift)
with his conversation because of his ill qualities, nor allowed him to

sit down at table with him." The " outlines of this unfavourable state-

ment are probably true," adds Sir Walter,
"

if restricted to the earlier

part of Swift's residence at Moor Park;" he, however, observes, "that

the enmity which was known to subsist between him and all the de-

scendants of Sir William, may account for Mr Temple's placing his

conduct in a disreputable light." Partly, we admit ; but this enmity
is itself in some measure illustrative of the point of view in which we
have been placing his condition at Moor Park. A great and good man
like Temple would sooner or later discern and do justice to tlie charac-

ter of one whose infirmities are so counterbalanced by great qualities ;

his pretensions, at first unestablished, would gradually come to be

admitted by the wise and discerning. But the vulgar, the dull, and
the small-spirited, will not see or allow, save through the eye of the

world ; and to these the superiority of one whom their little pride
desires to look down upon, is an injury for which after success of tiie

most splendid kind cannot atone. There is, however, enough of ascer-

tained incident in the life of Swift to give a colour of reality to the

statements of Mr Temple. As Scott i emarks,
" Tlie polished states-

man, and polite scholar, was probal)ly, for a time, unreconciled to the

irritable habits, and imperfect learning of his new inmate." But Swift,
with all his irritable pride, and ui.disciplineil frankness of spirit,

was
himself eminently observant and sagacious; he was also prudent, his

impulses, too, were all on the side of virtue and generosity ; so that,

upon the whole, there must have been a balance of kindness and good-
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will in his favour. This must also have been much increased by the

sobriety and steadiness of his conduct. He had cast away the besetting
errors of his youth, and was preparing for his part on tlie stage of life.

It is probable, that from the conversation of Temple, he received a

strong impulse to self-improvement, and at this time he entered upon
an assiduous course of study, to which he devoted eight hours a day.
This severity of application was injurious to his health. He had also

become subject to an attack in the head and stomach, which was first

brought on by a surfeit of fruit, and which never ceased to return at

intervals through his whole life. To this he traces much of his subse-

quent ill-health. In the relation of this fact, Scott cites and argues

very conclusively against the opinion of Dr Beddoes, who derives mucli

of Swift's conduct and ailments from the assumption that his constitu-

tion was exhausted by habits of profligate indulgence in the earlier part
of his career, when he is known to have led an idle and irregular life,

and kept dissipated company. We shall not here enter on an argument
which we think decided by Sir Walter ; and it must be involved in the

observations, to which some part of his history uiuct necessarily conduct

us. We think it only essential here to remark, that in Swiff, the intel-

lectual faculties, together with those virtues and infirmities which are

called moral, were so developed and predominant, that his animal nature

was (as it were), diverted and overruled by mental excitements and by
impulses which were in constant and excessive operation. For good or

evil, in wisdom or folly, in him mind was always prevalent, a first

principle, to which we shall refer much of his life.

After two years' residence at Moor Park, his health gave way to

the labour of his studies; and he paid a visit to Ireland in the hope of

deriving some benefit from his native air. He was, however, disap-

pointed in this hope, and after a short absence returned. He had in

the previous interval won upon the esteem of his patron, who must have

begun to derive the pleasure which always arises from the intercourse

of talent and knowledge; and probably missed him in his absence. He
was received with marks of regard, and now rapidly grew in the favour

and confidence of Sir William.

At this time, the king was frequently a visitor at Moor Park, to

confer privately with Temple on the conduct of his aft'airs. It is men-

tioned, that Swift was allowed to be present at the confidential inter-

views which took place; and, as Sir William was frequently confined

with the gout, he was deputed to entertain the king. Such a fact un-

equivocally marks the sense of his merits entertained by Temple; and
there is also reason to infer that the sagacious monarch was pleased
with his conversation. He oflfered him a troop of horse, and taught
him how to cut asparagus in the Dutch way. He also seems to have

given him, either by precept or example, a lesson in the way to eat the

same vegetable, which Swift retained through life, and sometimes in-

flicted upon his guests, whom he compelled to eat the stalks of their

asparagus, with the assurance,
"
Ay, Sir! King William always ate the

stalks!"*

* This occurred to George Faulkner, the bookseller, who told the story to Dr
Leland.



More suitable liopes were at the same time lield out. A letter to liis

uncle William, 29th November 16!)2, mentions, "I am not to take

orders until the king gives me a prebend." The promise must be in-

ferred, we think ; and the hope was more fully warranted by circum-

stances inmiediatcly ensuing; a bill for triennial Parliaments was at the

time in warm agitation, and Swift was commissioned by Sir William to

state to the king his reasons in favour of that measure : he is said to

have added new force to the views of his employer. The king was not

persuaded. Swift was thus for the first time introduced upon that

scene which was so peculiarly the object of all his tastes. This first

trial was neither auspicious nor flattering ; and like most persons who
do not succeed, he moralised sensibly, and said it had helped to cure

iiim of vanitv.

In 1692 lie went to Oxford, to apply for his master's degree, to

which he was admitted 5th July, having been admitted ad eundem
in Hart's Hull upon the 14th of the previous month. He was received

with much courtesy in this university. The natural and obvious effect

was a bitter comparison to the disadvantage of his own college upon
which Sir Walter has observed, that " the favour of Oxford necessarilv

implies genius and learning" a remark of which we cannot question
the justice, but which we would rather not meet in connection with an

unfair comparison. This favour was experienced by Sir Walter him-

self, and the fact is no less honourable to Oxford than to its illustrious

object. Swift neglected to call to mind under what very difi'erent

circumstances his pretensions appeared in either of these two seats of

learning. It would have been unfair to tell him that he was most

favourably appreciated where he was least known, because he had un-

doubtedly undergone a great and favourable change ; but it would be

absurd to assume, that riotous and offensive disregard for the laws,

riutliorities, and studies of his college were to secure favour, and be

received as the indications of genius and learning.
He had already entered upon that course of discipline to which

literature has been indebted for some of the most masterly models of

style. In 1691 he informed his friend Mr Rendal, that he " had

written, burned, and written again, upon all manner of subjects, more
than perhaps any nian in England." His first ascertained essay in

verse was a translation from the odes of Horace, of which tlie versifica-

tion is easy and idiomatic, without being inornate or slovenly, and
there are several turns of his own cliaracteristic habits of thousjht. He
also made attempts of a kind which mark that he had not vet fullv

attained the knowledge of his own genius, which was assuredly little

tinctured witii poetry: these were Pindaric odes, "the only kind of

writing," observes Scott,
" which he seriously attempted, without attain-

ing excellence." The attempt is said to have been pressed upon him

by Sir W. and Lady Temple : on showing his odes to Dryden, they
elicited the just and pithy sentence,

" Cousin Swift, you will never be
a poet!" We should, however, here say, that these verses dis])lay far

more poetical power than any one would anticipate from the perusal
of those witty and spirited doggerels for which he is best known in

poetry.
It is far more important to the right comprehension of Swift's chai'-
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acter, to dwell for a moment upon the resentment which he never

ceased to cherish against Dryden for the foregoing comment. As it

marks a peculiarity frequently explanatory of his conduct, we think it

worth while extracting some remarks of Mr D'Israeli, which Scott

gives in a note :
" The enraged wit, after he had reached the maturity

of his own admirable judgment, and must have been well aware of tlie

truth of the friendly prediction, could never forgive it. He has in-

dulged the utmost licentiousness of personal rancour ; he places Drydeii

by the side of the lowest of poets; he even puns miserably on his

name to degrade him as the emptiest of writers ; and for that spirited
translation of Virgil, which was admired even by Pope, he emplovs
the most grotesque sarcastic images to mark his diminutive genius
'for this version-maker is so lost in Virgil, that he is like the lady in a

lobster ; a mouse under a canopy of state ; a slirivelled beau witliin the

penthouse of a full-bottomed periwig.' He never was generous enough
to contradict his opinion, and persisted to the last." We trust it is

not necessary to do more than say that we embody this stricture in

our text from no wish to depreciate the character, which many able

pens have toiled to draw in the most softened or favourable aspect.
But a portraiture is nothing if not true, and this vindictive tenacity of

ill-will, which never could forget or forgive the injury of wouude<l

pride, is absolutely essential to be well weighed by any one who woukl

iiave a thorough feeling of the character indicated in many of the most

important passages of Swift's life.

But it ouglit to be observed, that Swift's genius, which at this time

was soon to be made known, was itself, to a great extent, a develo|i-

ment of the "
splendida lilis" the pride, scorn, and bitterness, of his

aspiring and most haughty temper ; to which his keen sagacity and vast

powers of intellectual apprehension were, with all their prominence,
but tributaries. It would be a deep injustice not to add to these re-

flections, that pride has its virtues as well as its infirmities, and these,

too, we shall have to trace with no illiberal hand. A poem, written by
him on the illness of Sir William Temple, displays much of the charac-

teristic of a fiery spirit turning on every side to break from obscurity,

and impatient of those obstacles which poverty must for a time at least

throw in his way. Addressing his muse, he tells her

" To thee I owe that fatal bent of mind,
Still to unhappy restless thought inclined

To thee, what oft I vainly strove to lade

The scorn of fools ; by fools mistook for pride."

The fools, if such was really their opinion, were assuredly not very

far from having made a lucky hit; and such is tlie common sophistry of

pride; a defence which inadvertently admits tiie charge; for scorn

implies the sense of superiority and the want of cliarity. The same

lines unfold, and we think with truth, a more favourable glance into

tlie interior of tlie author's mind:

"
Stoop not to interest, flattery, or deceit;

Nor with hired thoughts he tliy devotion paid ;

Learn to disdain their mercenary aid,

Be that thy sure defence thy brazen wall

Know no base action
;
at no guilt look pale ;



And since unhapjty distance thus denies

To expose thy soul, clad in this poor disguise,
Since thy few ill-presented graces seem
To breed contempt where thou hast hoped esteam."

These last lines are considered by Scott to allude to the coldness of

Sir W. Temple, and a disagreement which had begun to interrupt their

growing cordiality. Notliing is more likely. But we should also

notice the just and lofty expression of the high and independent tone

of the author's spirit, and of that nobler direction of pride which

spurns at baseness. We must also observe, that it is impossible not to

feel the impatient sense which pervades the last lines of that lower-

ing constraint of mind which we have already described as incidental

to his situation at Moor Park.

He conceived, however, that he had reason to complain ; Sir William

appeared too dilatory in providing for him, and this he attributed to a

selfish desire to retain his assistance. Temple, with at least equal in-

justice, considered his impatience as a proof of ingratitude. He offered

iiim an office worth 100 a-vear, in the Rolls Court in Ireland, of

which he was Master. The reply of Swift is a very striking display
of the independence of his character, and the strictness of his adherence
to his own rule of rectitude. Such an offer, he observed, might be

pleaded against the charge of entering the church from mercenary
motives ; and he would at once proceed to Ireland to enter upon holy
orders. We give him credit for the higher motive ; but the keen
innuendo is too much in the satirist's style to be quite inadvertent.

Temple felt the biting reproof. They separated in anger.
Swift came over ; and, on applying for ordination to the bishops,

found himself involved in a difficulty, of all others most galling to a

spirit like his. Orders could nut be obtained without a recommenda-
tion from Sir W. Temple.
He took five months to digest the gall of this humiliating exigency.

The case was, nevertheless, urgent, and at length he obtained the
j [

|

liardest of all conquests, and wrote a most humble letter, remarkable
j

for the admission which it clearly implies, of indiscretions of temper,
'

which must have to some extent justified the coldness of Temple. It i

j

j

was found afterwards endorsed,
" Swift's penitential letter," in the i

writing of Lady Temple, an injustice, if there had not existed grounds
for penitence in his previous conduct. Scott remarks, however, upon j

it
" It is a painful circumstance to reflect how much the haugiity

mind of Swift must have been bent, ere he could humble himself to

solicit an attestation of good conduct from a patron so seliisli and cold-

hearted as, in this instance. Sir W. Temple unfortunately approved
himself." We must confess we do not quite agree with iliis charge.
Sir Walter could not divest himself of the strong sympathy which he
is known to have felt with genius, and had before him the mature

reputation of Swift; but to Sir W. Temple, he was but a very clever

young man, of great indiscretion, whom he employed for his own service,
and had pledged himself to promote. After a period of service not
more than adequate to its remuneration, and after meeting with mucii

offence and vexation, which a common amanuensis would not have
been allowed to ofter a second time. Swift's offensive impatience was
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met with an otilr of 100 a-year all that his patron is likely to have

had in his gift. Those who rely on the patronage of the great are

numerous; they are seldom persons who know anything of the world,

and very apt not only to form unreasonable, but absurd expectations.

If Sir W. Temple had retained any feelings of offence, he was

appeased by this letter ; and, in a few days after its date, Swift

received an answer so satisfactory that all his obstacles were removed.

He obtained deacon's orders in October 1694, and those of priesthood
in the following January. It is inferred that he must have also

received from Sir William some recommendation to Lord Capel, then

lord-lieutenant of Ireland ; for immediately after he was presented with

the parish of Kilroot, in the diocese of Connor. Of his residence in

this place there is nothing known of sufficient importance to detain

our narrative ; but Swift soon grew sick of the rural wilderness. Sir

W. Temple had, it is thought, in the mean time felt the want of the

literary associate who could appreciate his conversation and writings.

It is, indeed, not unlikely that he had in view the arrangement for

posthumous publication which he after effected in his will. He wrote to

invite Swift's return, in terms which held out a more favourable position
in the family than he had formerly held. Swift was happy to seize

upon the invitation, and again returned to Moor Park.

It may here be mentioned that his residence at Kilroot was made

the ground of a scandalous story, in the highest degree improbable in

itself, and subsequently ascertained to have had an origin in the insanity

of the narrator, and to have received a doubtful support from the

coincidence of the initials of some names. It is also said that Swift

generously divested himself of his living in favour of a poor clergyman
with a large family. Mr Mason has disproved those particulars wliich

give all its character to the narration. But it is by no means impro-
bable that Swift, finding the very evident expediency of giving up this

small preferment after he had tried his ground and felt it secure

at Moor Park, actually made a generous exertion to obttiin it for one

whose merit and poverty, and perhaps some personal civility, may have

been a reconmiendation. Every one knows from what small incidents

a story can be blown out into an imposing compass. Certain it is, that

Svvift did not resiicn Kilroot until he had been some time at Moor Park,

which he must have quitted to retain it.

At Moor Park he was no longer a retainer, but a confidential friend,

a change which operated favourably on his entire relation with the

family. He was no longer under the hourly necessity of vindicating

pretentious incompatible with his position ; and the native frankness of

Ids manner came with a less inappropriate character from the guest
and humble friend than from the hired amanuensis. Owing to this

seemingly slight distinction his entire position at Moor Park was

altered, and he continued on terms of the utmost kindness with Temple,
till the death of the latter deprived him of the most truly worthy of

his great protectors.
It was during this interval that he formed an acquaintance of which

the history is strangely interwoven through his life. Among the

inmates at Moor Park, there was a Mrs Jolmson with her two daughters,

of whom one, Esther, seems to have been the general favourite of the
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fiunily, on account of her beauty and promising disposition. They all

felt strong interest in lier education; and Swift himself, induced by a

species of attraction to which he was in a peculiar manner liable, soon

became the instructor of hor mind, and, we should feel inclined to say,
won her childish affections bv those engaging attentions of which no

%j COO
man was more the master. Such romances occur but as episodes in

the life of a spirit so restless, excitaV)le, and engrossed as Swift's, and
rather serve to amuse and feed the natural cravings of vanity and fond-

ness than to fix and fill the heart. More alive to sentiment than to

passion, and like all the proud and susceptible, dependent on that

tenderness and wholeness of devotion which women only can give, he

could, without calculating consequences, win an affection which, while

it solaced his restlessness and gratified his pride and tenderness, might
involve the peace of its unhappy object. This is one of the crimes

commonly attributed to the most unfeeling selfishness. We should be

very sorry to say a word in its favour, but truth compels us to say it

frequently indicates a want of thought, though it may, and too often

does arise from the most detestable want of every principle of humanity
and honour. But, in Swift's case, this growing attachment was
untainted by any design, and had assumed no form ; it was no more
than the innocent but perilous tenderness which is rendered doubly
insidious by the high and pure feeling which it develops and exercises

in its growth. It was, as we have said, an episode, and it appears
that at the very time Swift was actually engaged in a treaty more
serious in its objects. The history of this may throw some light on
after events.

Miss Waryng was the sister to a person who had been Swift's chum

(or chamber-fellow) in college. He had formed an attachment to her

with less reserve tlian would have been consistent with the coldness

and circumspection, as well as the prudent and peculiar tastes of a later

period of his life. He had not as yet contracted unfavourable impres-
sions with regard to matrimony, nor a temper ill suited with its

reciprocacy and mutual indulgence. At the age in which the mind is

always most accessible to female influence, he was desirous to please,
to make strong impressions, and to appropriate. Either the impulse of

affection, or the entanglement of a sense of honour, or reluctance to

disappoint expectation, or the oversight of an indiscreet moment, must
have impelled a declaration. Whether actuated by one or all of these

motives, it is certain that he proposed marriage. Miss Waryng seems

to have returned his atiection, but to have demurred on the grounds of

ill health and prudence. It appears that her medical adviser had repre-
sented marriage as likely to prove dangerous to her life ; and she also

objected to the smallness of the income they should have her own
fortune being stated by Swift himself to be about i'lOO a-year, while

his was perhaps about the same. Two of his letters to this lady are

published in his epistolary correspondence, and some written at the

same time to other persons contain allusions more or less applicable to

the same subject. They strongly confirm the view which we have
taken ; and when considered together, they seem to imjily that he was

hurried from a friendship of a very usual nature into a proposal which

he could not well avoid. When once engaged, his mind underwent a
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revulsion to the tie which he had thus contracted, but his pride, as well

as his restlessness, made him desire to hasten a course in which he was

embarked. His urgency was such as rather to show his temper than

his love, and more directed by a wish to conquer an obstacle than

to gain a wife. He was nevertheless in earnest, and had no design of

retracting from an engagement of whicli the accomplishment still

seemed as a matter of course.

Long before this incident, he had written a letter to the Eev. Sir

Kendal,* in which he affords a strong clue to the inferences here

arrived at. He speaks in this letter of his " cold temper and uncon-

fined humour ;

"
of marrying he says,

" Tlie very ordinary observations

I made with going half-a-mile beyond the university, have taught me

experience enough not to think of marriage till I settle my fortune in

the world, which I am sure will not be in some years. And even then

itself I am so hard to please that I suppose I shall put it off to the

other world." Having given some description of the exceeding rest-

lessness of his spirits, which, as Lord Berkeley had remarked to him,

was like a confined spirit, that would do mischief if he did not give it

employment ; he adds,
"

it is this humour which makes me so busy when
I am in company to turn all that way ; and since it commonly ends in

talk, whether it be love or common conversation it is all alike. This is

so common that I could remember twenty women in my life, to whom
I have behaved myself just the same way, without any other design
than that of entertaining myself when I am very idle, or when some-

thing goes amiss in my affairs." After several further remarks of this

nature, he turns to assure his friend that he is not very liable to be

seduced into the kind of engagement then suspected by his mother ;

and adds,
" and truly if you knew how metaphysical I am that way,

you would little fear that I would." We only quote so far as is

required by our purpose to elucidate the combination of physical cold-

ness with ambition, sentiment, and excessive animal spirits. For in

this may be seen the clue to all that otherwise appears least explicable
in the conduct of his amours. An excessive readiness to follow and to

raise the excitement of a sentiment led him on until he had reached the

natural terminus of such dispositions; objections and demurs arisinsr

from different tendencies then came into play. To these we shall

hereafter advert.

It is now to be considered, that till Miss Waryng had been led on

so far as to give a full sanction to his addresses, Swift had acted the

part of a strenuous suitor, while his natural love of conquest over

the affections led him on to solicit ; but, when the point for which his

inclinations tended was actually obtained, and his possession of the

inclinations appeared to him complete, he then, perhaps, to his own

surprise (for it is experience tiiat shows man to himself), found that

he had been striving for a toy which he did not care to possess. The

interest of pursuit was over, and his "free humour" recoiled at the

sight of a tie. But Miss Waryng was by this time placed in a different

position, so conuiionly and thoroughly recognised in society as to require

no comment : it had become her interest to preserve the tie of an en-

* Vicar of Thornton, in Leicestershire.
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gagement wliich is generally an obstacle to any other ; and to Swift it

was necessary to break this tie by address, not force.

The means were not inexpertly chosen. Having till then combated

her fear and prudence, he now addressed laniself to affront her pride.

Assuming a tone which seemed to place her in the position of one

soliciting his reluctant consent, he asks her,
" Are you in a condition

to manage domestic affiiirs, with an income of less (perhaps) than

three hundred pounds a-year ? Have you such an inclination to my
jierson and humour, as to comply with my desires, and way of living,

and endeavour to make us botli as happy as you can ? Will you be

readv to engage in those methods I shall direct for the improvement
of your ndnd, so as to make us entertaining company for each other,

without being miserable when we are neither visiting nor visited ?

Can you bend your love, and esteem, and indifference, to others, the

same way as I do mine ? Shall I have so much power in your heart,

or you so much government in your passions, as to grow in good
humour upon my approach, though provoked by a ? Have you
so much good nature as to endeavour by soft words to smooth any
rufsed humour occasioned by the cross accidents of life ? Shall the

place, wherever your husband is thrown, be more welcome than courts

or cities without him ? In short, these are some of the necessary
methods to please men, who, like me, are deep-read in the world; and

to a person thus made, I should be proud in giving all due returns

towards making her happy. These are the questions I have always
resolved to propose to her with whom I meant to pass my life ; and

whenever you can heartily answer them in the affirmative, I shall be

blessed to have you in my arms, without regarding whether your person
be beautiful, or your fortune large."

Swift had now approached witlun the limit of a new attraction, of

the full force of which he had not yet become quite conscious he only
felt that a want of his nature, was supplied by a new and fairer attrac-

tion. His desire to gratify his affections, and appropriate those of the

young and lovely, could not resist the fresh and artless graces of the

youthful pupil who repaid his care by respect and devotion. The

question here occurs to the reader, did he at this time, while medi-

tating the breach of an engagement, by means the most offensive to

female pride, delicacy, and tenderness at the same time plan the pro-

gress of such another unprincipled romance ? Was he even now dress-

ing the unconscious victim for the perfidious altar ? W^e say clearl}'.

Not : he was like all young persons who follow a wrong direction, in

the delusion that he would go right in the end. Matrimony, to some
more attractive as the termination of a long and glittering path of ex-

citements, than as a present good, danced afar before his imagination
as the conclusion of life's romance, a thing only thought of as a sanc-

tion for a thousand little vagaries which would, without such an end,
be either criminal or absurd. It was but a chapter of the book of

human fallacies, which includes all the aims of human life. We have

dwelt strongly on this subject, because it is the key to the least intel-

ligible and most interesting portion of Swifc's history; and it will be

important, as we proceed, that the reader should bear in mind a clear

sense of these considerations, as the grounds of interpretation wiiich we



shall apply to the solution of his intercourse witii the two unhappy

persons who were the victims of his regard.

During the immediately succeeding events of Swift's life, as involv-

ing little of characteristic importance, we may pass summarily. During
the four years which he lived at Moor Park, being the interval between

iiis return and Sir W. Temple's death, he continued his studies witii

the most intense assiduity. He also exercised his pen in the discussion

of every question of public importance which occurred, and it was his

liabit for several previous years, to write, burn, and re-write ; thus

disciplining his style into that ease, purity, and perspicuous simplicity

of construction, which has obtained for him the most permanent part
of his literary reputation. He was also careful of his health, and

adopted the practice of daily exercise, by running half a mile up and

down a hill every two hours. Among the labours of this period, he is

mentioned to have studied the writings of SS. Cyprian and Irenseus.

It is also mentioned that he was accustomed to pay an annual visit

to his mother in Leicestershire, travelling on foot, unless when tlie

severity of the weather compelled him to seek shelter in a waggon.
On these excursions, he slept at some "penny lodging" we presume
the waggoner's inn where he paid sixpence for clean sheets. " This

practice," Johnson observes,
" Lord Orrery imputes to his innate love

of grossness and vulgarity. Some may ascribe it to his desire of sur-

veying human life through all its varieties ;
and others, perhaps, with

equal probat>ility, to a passion which seems deeply fixed in his heart

the love of a sliilling." The second of the motives here assigned is

that which was most proper to Johnson himself; the first and last have

some apparent foundation in the habits of Swift. But all seem to over-

look the facts of his situation and circumstances, which were at the

time such as to render any other course inconvenient, perhaps im-

possible. Swift possessed no income, and must then have found

it hard enough to keep himself in the necessary articles of wearing

apparel.
In 1699, this period of peaceful and studious preparation was ter-

minated by the death of Sir W. Temple. Swift had hitherto lived in

expectation of a prebend of Canterbury, or Westminster, of which

Sir William had obtained a promise from the king. He was now left

in possession of Sir William's literary remains, together with a hundred

pounds, by a codicil to his patron's will, added eleven months before

ins death. The literary portion of this bequest must have seemed to

one whose hopes were mainly founded on ins talents as a writer, to

offer a favourable occasion for coming before the public under the

most favourable auspices. It also furnished him with the best oppor-

tunity for reminding King William of a promise. Swift combineil

both olyects by publishing the remains thus committed to his care,

with a dedication to the king. A petition, claiming the promise, was

at the same time forwarded through the Earl of Romney, who has been

accused by Swift of having suppressed it. Whatever may have been

the cause, it does not appear to have met with any notice. Swift con-

tinued to linger about the Court for a long time, improving, we have

no doubt, the edge of his satirical acrimony, and storing the fund

of deep insight, of party address, of political passions, and of concen-
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trated bitterness and scorn which so deeply tinctures all his writings,
and known conduct. During this probation, his abilities became
well known ; and his powers of conversation, as well as the keen

sagacity of his observation on public measures, not only attracted

great notice, but largely extended his acquaintance and gained him

many friends.

A person with such advantages could hardly miss of finding some
desirous to serve him, or to use liis talents. Lord Berkeley, on being
appointed to the government of Ireland, offered to make him his

private secretary and chaplain ; he accepted these offers, and came
over with tliis nobleman. Lord Berkeley's lady, and his two daughters,
the ladies Mary and Elizabeth Berkeley, were accomplished, cultured,
and amiable ; and his residence at the castle was made agreeable to

Swift. It was soon, however, interrupted. Another person who held

some official station about Lord Berkeley, and possessed that high sort

of influence ever attained in courts by the useful instruments of dirty
work, conceived the post of private secretary to be far more suited to

himself ; he was probably so far right, and we are inclined to suspect
that the intimation originated from some higher source. Swift was no
convenient confidant for a certain class of State secrets ; though neither

very nice nor delicate in his principles or moral taste he was honest
and rigidly upright, to the best of his judgment. He was induced to

accede to the loss of his secretaryship, by the promise of the first rich

living that should fall vacant. The deanery of Derry soon offered, and
he claimed the promise ; but was informed by the gentleman who had

stepped into his place, that it was necessary that he should pay a thou-

sand pounds first to himself. Swift's reply is said to have been, "God
confound you both for a pair of scoundrels;" after which he at once

quitted his apartments in the castle. It is mentioned by Lord Orrery.
however, that he would have been appointed to this preferment, but
for the opposition of King, then Bishop of Derry. The opposition of

Dr King is very likely, but does not destroy the probability of the

above story.
The satirical powers of Swift were by this time known and feared ;

and we should think that the above-mentioned simoniacal demand must
also have been felt to be a dangerous weapon in such hands. The Lord-
lieutenant took the speediest opportunity to make liis peace, and dis-

armed a powerful and long-breathed enmity by the rectory of Agher,
with the vicarages of Laracor and Eathbeerffan, in the diocese of Meath.
The combined emoluments of these, with the prebend of Dunlavin,
which was soon after added, amounted to something very small, not

together amounting to 200 a 3'ear. An account of his expenses, dur-

ing the year 1701, is given by Scott in a note, and it appears that this

income was nicely managed, his expenses, not including household

economy, amounting to 100; of which 12 or 15 were expended in
"
charity and gifts." He seems to have lost 5 at cards.

The quarrel with Lord Berkeley did not intercept the kindly inter-

course between Swift and the ladies of the family. He retained his

chaplaincy, and much of his time was passed in their society. Lady
Elizabeth, better known as Lady Betty Germaine, continued one of his

most friendly correspondents tiirougli life. Their private circle was
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often animated by his wit: Scott mentions that it was here he first

^ave way
" to the playfulness of his disposition in numerous poetical

jenx d^esprit, which no poet ever composed witii the same felicity and

spirit." Among these playful efl'usions, he mentions " the inimitable

petition of Mrs Frances Harris;" of which he afterwards observes in

Ids annotation upon the piece: "In this petition, Swift has bound
his powerful genius to the tliouo^ht, sentiments, and expressions of a

chamber-maid ;" a feat which, it ought here to be added, was very
characteristic of all his humorous compositions. He was a keen ob-

server of every shade of manners, as well as course of conduct : in

these two fields of experience, most of his intellectual range will, upon
critical examination, be found. An amusing story is told of one of

these sallies : he was employed by Lady Berkeley, more frequently than

was agreeable to his taste, to read aloud for her from the Meditations

of the Hon. Mr Boyle. In imitation of the style of these, he composed
a meditation upon a broom-stick, which, when next called upon, he

read out with a grave countenance and solemn tone, as a portion of the

book.

During this time, his sister married a person of the name of Fenton,
a currier in Duldin. Swift was enraged at the match, and, it is said,

offered her 500, the whole of his existing property, to break off tlie

match. The offer was not taken, and he ever afterwards showed a

coldness towards his sister : though it is much to his praise that he con-

tributed out of his small income to her support, a needful act of

generosity, for her husband became a bankrupt immediately after his

marriage.
In the year 1700, after having discontinued his residence in the

castle, he repaired to his living at Laracor on foot. Several anec-

dotes of this journey are told. These are not sufficiently authentic for

this brief sketch : we shall confine our narrative to one which is

extremely characteristic. On his arrival, he went to the curate's

house, where he bluntly announced himself " as his master," and

was received with all the deference which such a claim seemed to

imply. The curate's wife was ordered to lay aside his only clean

sliirt and stockings; and he raised much alarm in the breasts of the

simple pair, by those airs of stern and commanding superiority which

he was so fond of assuming in sport, and so addicted to in reality.

On tliis point, Scott has some happy remarks, which we must ex-

tract :
" Tins was the ruling trait of Swift's character to otliers ;

his praise assumed the appearance and language of complaint ; his

benefits were often prefaced by a prologue of a threatening nature :

liis most grave themes were blended with ironical pleasantry ; and, in

those of a higher nature, deep and bitter satire is often couched under

the most trifling levity."

At Laracor his life was regulated by the most exact method of eco-

nomy, and his conduct as a clergyman exemplary. He read prayers
twice a week, though on the week day his cliurch was thinlj' attended.

The story, so well known, of his addressing the service to his clerk,

'Dearly beloved (Roger"), on one of these occasions, is, on grounds
which we think conclusive, rejected as a fable of Lord Orrery's inven-

tion. It has been discovered in some jest-book of older standing. It
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is atKiiued that his church was uiiusuall}' frequented by the surroundino-

gentry.
He is mentioned to have expressed strong indignation at the dilapi-

dated condition of his churcli and vicarage, and to have expended con-
siderable sums in tlie repair and improvement of both. He added, at

his own cost, nineteen acres to the glebe at Laracor till then con-

sisting of but one acre and laid out the whole in the taste of the age,
which the reader is aware was very different from the modern style of

landscape gardening. He planted a garden converted a little stream
into a caual, and adorned it with a bank of willows. He purchased
the tithes of EfFernock, which by his will he bequeathed to his suc-

cessors so long as " the Established Church" should last, and " to the

poor in case it should be exchanged for any other form of the Christian

religion, always excepting from the benefit those of Jews, Atheists,
and Infidels."

Swift, though not very earnest in his wishes to enter into the ties

and obligations, and the various real and imaginary restraints of matri-

mony, was yet in the highest degree inclined to the indulgence of

those tender sentiments and that refined intercourse which can only
exist between the sexes. As we have fully explained, the remote intent

of a nearer tie was sufiicient to sanction and give a purer and more
cordial tone to the attentions and endearments of such an intercourse.

Of such a dangerous understanding, his former pupil, Miss Esther
Johnson was destined to become the victim, and it was at this time that

their very peculiar connection commenced. Miss Johnson's affections

had early become engaged to her admirer, and his (such as they were)
were not less won by her beauty, talent, and goodness ; and we have
no doubt of the fact that both contemplated marriage at some future

period, as the ultimatum of their hopes and wishes : for this we shall

presently ofter our reasons. Sir W. Temple had bequeathed to Miss
Johnson a leasehold interest which he held in the county of Wicklow ;

and it readily occurred to her lover and herself, that the care of her
little property required that she siiould live in Ireland. Swift planned
the execution of tiiis resolve, so as to meet his own wishes, and in a

fatal hour for this unfortunate lady, whom we shall henceforth call

Stella the name by whicii she is so well known she came with her
friend and companion, Mrs Dingly, to reside in the county Meath.
The following plan of life was adopted, to guard against the scandal
which su'ih an an'aiigement might otherwise excite, Stella took up her
residence at Trim, where she lived when Swift was at Laracor ; but

always removed to that vicarage when he was absent. It is evident,
also, that Swift's anxious care on this delicate point had another
motive of no slight weight; fearful always of being hurried into a

marriage to which he had yet an unconscious dislike, he was aware that

any serious calumny would necessitate marriage. He was, therefore,
actuated by a watchful anxiety to maintain the safety of a tie which
he desired to keep up for a long time at least. Poor Stella could not
conceive any cause of delay but the one ostensible and expressed reason

often, tliough perhaps indirectly, insinuated by her admirer his

ambition would deter him from marriage until his fortune should be

equal to support the burther. in a style suitable to his taste. This



point was sedulously impressed. But to Stella this prospect did noc

appear remote ; the same talent and influence which had so far ad-

vanced him, could not fail to carry him further, and hope looked con-

fidently forward to the result so earnestly desired. A careful perusal
of the letters, which he not long after wrote to her from London,

places it beyond doubt, as they abound with intimations which admit
of no other construction, without assuminof him to have had the desisfn

of cheating his victim by the equivocation and this will be assumed

by no one who considers the character of Swift. Of this curious and

interesting correspondence we must take some notice presently, when
it will become a portion of our materials ; we shall, therefore, only
further add here, that the terms of endearment in which Stella is ad-

dressed, such as, "Dearest," "Love MD. ten thousand times beyond his

life," have but one signification to a young woman, and but one intent

when used to such by a man of common sense. While in speaking of

his expectations and fortunes, he now and then intimates that his

anxiety on this head is all for her sake. It should indeed be observed

that the peculiar style of a pet language, in which everything is said

in a half playful manner, seems to have been adopted to prevent the

language of endearment from generally assuming too serious a direc-

tion ; but the whole is too evidently accommodated to one, and only

one, state of feeling between the parties concerned, to admit of any
doubt.

Not looking to the imprudent character and unhappy result of this

connection, it was calculated to throw a transient glow of happiness
over the life of Swift. Having succeeded in colouring his conduct

with the plea of good intentions, he was enabled to enjoy the society
which was essential to his temper, and to possess all that Tie much
cared for of matrimony, divested of its peculiar cares, encumbrances,
and ties. But such a felicity was evidently liable to interruptions of a

very trying and imbittering character, such as with any one more im-

passioned, and less absorbed than Swift, must have soon compelled the

adoption of a securer tie. Stella, at this time young, beautiful, and

engaging, was the object of general admiration ; and when it was un-

derstood that she was disengaged, she accordingly met with a respect-

able suitor in the person of the Rev. Dr William Tisdal, a neighbour-

ing clergyman, who was living in habits of intimacy with Swift. The
circumstance was in a high degree embarrassing. On her part, Stelhi

must have felt the impossibility of appearing to assume intentions yet

undeclared, although she had no doubt that a little time would bring forth

such a declaration. And, indeed, there can be little reasonable doubt

that she must have looked on this incident as oti'ering a happy occasion

to bring her lover to this act of justice. Swift had strong ati'ections, but

his pride and ambition were far stronger ; he also saw too keenly into

the afliictions and motives of others. Instead of being carried from

his course, lie had resort to manojuvre ; atfucting to consider the

address of Mr Tisdal on the general views of prudence, he took the

part rather of a common friend and guardian than that of one person-

ally interested as a rival. Of this position he dexterously availed him-

self to throw every impediment in the way. To Stella he contrived

to appear to speak fairly of his rival in the language of approbation;
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but while his praise amounted to nothing, it was accompanied and
coloured by satire and tiie intelligible but indirect intimations of dis-

like and di.sapproval. Stella felt disappointed ; but with the ordinary
infatuation of female devotedness, she soon repaired the broken tissues

of a baffled expectation, found reasons for her lover's conduct, and trusted

still. Swift was reproaclied by Tisdal for his insincerity, and that

tiiere were ample grounds for this accusation, is to be proved from the

published correspondence of Swift.* It will be unnecessary to go
further into a subject which we can here notice only for its general

bearing on the history of Swift's intercourse with Stella. Mr Tisdal

made his formal proposals, and was refused ; after which there must
have been a general understanding that Swift and Stella were en-

gaged to eacli other.

Swift's mind in the midst of tliese arrangements, so laden with

future ill, was far less subject to tiie influence of social and domestic

ties than to the earnest ambition wliich is so strongly excited by tlie

consciousness of great and untried powers, his extensive reading
liis keen insight into life and its concerns his expert power of com-
bination his commanding and ready elocution his mastery of satire,

with all its keen and glittering weapons and the power of winning
his way by address, appearance, and nerve. This rare and powerful

array of distinguished endowments could not be willingly devoted to

the retirement of Laracor. He had a keen sense that it was not his

vocation to "
play witli the tangles of Nersea's hair," and burned to

tread the arena for which his whole nature was constituted. A mind
with so many strong springs of action was likely to have formed de-

terminate views of questions, and to be little tied by the conventions

of party
' he would be apt to judge from reason, or the prepossessions

of his uwn mind, rather than be ruled by the prejudices of opinion.
He might be in error, but he was too proud to be the follower of

crowds. Accordingly, we find that he had his own political views

composed out of those entertained by botli of the great parties then

|)rominent in pul>lic affairs. He was a Tory in religion, and a Whig
in politics. Tliese well-known political distinctions liad tiieir origin in

this reign ; but in the circling course of social opinions it lias so liap-

pened that tlie parties wlio respectively bore these names are now
understood to have changed sides. Tlie proposition must be received

with a very important modification. Tiie Whigs 'carried tlieir Liberal

ideas of civil government into ecclesiastical polity; and in their zeal

for freedom they incurred the reproach of latitudinarianism. Tlie Tories,
on the other hand, carried the same tenacity of ancient institutions

which characterised their politics to the support of ecclesiastical rights
and government. Tims the Whigs were wliat vA-as called Low Church,
and the Tories were in like manner distinguished by tlie designation of

High Church. Both parties remain to tiiis day ; and, notwithstanding
the assertions of most iiistorians and politicians who iiave spoken of

them, tiiey have, through all, severally retained their identity in prinei|)le.
Tiie changes have been in the times and circumstances ; and it could

be shown how the same principles consistently and invariably pursued,

*
Scott's Edition, vol. xi.

l^- Q I.
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may, in the course of a few generations, carry any party over to most

opposite ground.

Leaving for the present these general considerations, it will be easy
to understand the grounds upon which a Churchman of independent

temper and clear understanding might adopt the just views, and reject
the errors of either party, and agree with one in supporting sound

principles of civil government, and with the other in preserving the

constitution and immunities of the Churcii of England. This inde-

pendent election of political opinions, inconsistent with the thorough-

going spirit of party, was probably felt as an embarrassment for a time

by Swift in taking his direction. But in this respect he was to be

governed by circumstances. Whatever might have been the principles
of Swift, he had a sense of communion with both sides. He was in

reality far more a politician than a churchman more bent on fame and

preferment than devoted to either Church or State ; and whichever

party could best promote his objects, or was readiest to conciliate his

ruling pride, he could join without self-reproach, and quit with a fair

excuse. Accident first impelled him towards the Whigs.
In the end of King William's reign the contests between the

two Houses of Parliament rose to a pitch of violence and animosity,
which was in no small degree calculated to endanger the authority of

both. The lower House from its more popular constitution, ever in

those ancient times more liable to inflammable impulses having exerted

a factious authority to harass and impede the counsels of the king,
extended its hostility to those noblemen who had been his confidential

servants and advisers. In 1701 impeachments were preferred against

Somers, Halifax, and other lords, who had been concerned in a treaty
for the partition of Spain. The lords, opposed to these proceedings,
endeavoured to restrain them within the bounds of law and of par-

liamentary privilege. With the results we are not concerned; it is

enough to say that the contest rose to a height sufficient to carry
alarm to sober minds. Swift saw these violent proceedings through
the light of Grecian history ; he recollected those civil convulsions in

the nations of antiquity, in which the dissensions of the upper classes

exposed tliem to the assaults of the democracy, elevated by their dis-

cords to an unnatural position in the state, and thus let in despotism.
Tliis application of the precedents from antiquity was the peculiar taste

of a time wlien politcal science had not taken an independent form, and
the works of the ancients formed a considerable portion of literature.

He published a pamphlet upon the contests and dissensions between
the nobles and commons in Atiiens and Rome.

This dissertation, in material and method, harmonising with the

intellectual bent of the age, and set off by a style peculiar to its author,

simple and nervous beyond any other then or perhaps since known,
could not fail to attract general attention. It was at once ascribed

to Somers, and, when denied by him, to Burnet. The bishop was
forced to disown it publicly to escape the resentment of the commons.
Swift happened to be in company with the Bishop of Kilmore when
this report became the subject of conversation, and on denying its

truth, was assured by the bishop that he was "a young man." On
repetition of his denial, the bishop called him " a positive young man.*'
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The temptation was too strong to be resisted by Swift's temper, and

he acknowledged the production to be his own. In the following year,
when the accession of Queen Anne effected a great change in the rela-

tive position of parties, bringing in those great Whig Lords wlio had

courted her during the late reign, and fixing for a time their party by
the commanding favouritism of Sarali, Duchess of Marlborougli, there

was now no motive for concealment of tlie authorship of a pamphlet
which could have been attributed to Somers and Burnet. The reputa-
tion thus acquired gave at once a stamp of distinction to his character,

and introduced him to Lord Halifax, to Somers, and to the Earl of Sun-

derland, with whom he had already a slight acquaintance. At this

time, we are informed by Swift himself, he had several conversa-

tions with Lord Somers, in an after-recollection of which he says:
" I

told liim that, having been long conversant with the Greek and Latin

authors, and therefore a lover of liberty, I found myself much inclined

to be what they call a \Yhig in politics, and that, besides, I thought it

impossible, on any other principle, to defend or submit to the revolu-

tion ; but as to religion, I confessed myself to be a High Churchman,
and that I could not conceive how any one who wore tlie habit of a

clergyman could be otherwise."

During tliis interval he also formed acquaintances and friendships
with the most eminent literary persons of the time. A passage in

Sheridan's Life of Swift contains some curious particulars of his first

appearance among the wits, and is also descriptive of the species of

intercourse and habits usual among literary men in his day, for which
reason we shall extract the whole. "

Thoucfh the afreatness of Swift's

talents was known to many in private life, and his company and con-

versation much souglit after and admired, yet was his name hitherto

little known in the republic of letters. The only pieces which he had
then published were. The Battle of the Books, and The Contests and
Divisions in Athens and Rome, and both without a name. Nor was
he personally known to any of the wits of the age, excepting Mr Con-

greve and one or two more, with whom he had contracted a friendship
at Sir William Temple's. The knot of wits used at this time to assemble

at Button's coftee-house, and I had a singular account of Swift's first

appearance there from Ambrose Piiillips, who was one of Addison's

little senate. He said that they liad for several successive d.iys ob-

served a strange clergyman come into the cotiee-house, who seemed

utterly unacquainted with any of those who frequented it, and whose
custom it was to lay his hat down on the table, and walk backward
and forward at a good pace for half an hour or an hour, witiiout speak-

ing to any mortal, or seeming in the least to attend to anything that

was going forward there. He then used to take up his hat, pay his

money at the bar, and walk away without opening his lips. After

having observed this singular behaviour for some time, they concluded
him to be out of his senses, and the name that he went by among them
was that of ' the mad parson.' This made them more than usually
attentive to his motions ; and one evening, as Mr Addison anil the rest

were observing him, they saw him cast his eyes several times on a

gentleman in boots, who seemed to be just come out of the country,
and at last advanced toward him as intending to address him. They
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were all eager to hear what this dumb mad parson had to say, and

immediately quitted their seats to get near liim. Swift went up to

the country gentleman, and in a very abrupt manner, without any

previous salute, asked him, 'Pray, sir, do you remember any good
weather in the world ?' The country gentleman, after staring a little

at the singularity of his manner and the oddity of the question,

answered,
'

Yes, sir, I thank God I remember a great deal of good
weather in my time.' ' That is more,' said Swift,

' than I can say.
I never remember any weather that was not too hot or too cold, too

wet or too dry; but, however God Almighty contrives it, at the end of

the year 'tis all very well.' Upon saying this he took up his hat, and,
without uttering a syllable more or taking the least notice of any one,

walked out of the coftee-house, leaving all those who had been spec-
tators of this odd scene staring after him, and still more confirmed in

the opinion of his being mad." To this most valuable, because most

characteristic anecdote, we might add others taken from the same

source, but that we have been already too much tempted to exceed tiie

^ ale of our space.
The Tale of a Tub, which was published in 1704, gave the last

stamp to the character which he in tiiis interval began to acquire

among the wits of his time. Tliis very ])eculiar production is supposed
to have been first sketched out at an early period in the University of

Dublin. Its style is formed upon tliat of Rabelais, and, in the judg-
ment of Scott, displays all his humour, without his extravagance. The

design is to trace tlie several histories of the Churches of Rome, the

Cliurch of England, and of the Presbyterian, under the allegorical fic-

tion of three brothers Peter, Jack, and Martin who are severally
made to represent, by their conduct and actions, tlie main incidents

afieeting those divisions of the Cin-istian Church. It was published for

the service of the High Church party, and is said to have been very
effective in promoting its interests. It had, however, an unfortunate

eftect upon the writer's fortunes, as this service was not so much felt

by those whose approbation was most to be desired, as tlie injury in-

flicted upon religion by the characteristic levity with which sacred

things are treated. This gave oflfence to the pious of every sect,

and was eventually tlie obstacle to Swift's promotion. At the bar

of liuman opinion there is, however, something to be said for the autlior.

It was a day of form and profession rather tlian of genuine piety. The
sacred writings were held in decent reverence, and considered as title-

deeds in the depositary of the Church; but a tissue of human ethics

had insensibly crept into their proper place. Puritanism had made the

language of Scripture as offensive to the taste as the licentiousness which

followed had made blasphemy and ribaldry to the sense of decorum.

In such a state of the times it is easy to feel how an overflowing wit, a

mind not very reverent by nature, and a temper addicted to levity,

would have been betraj'ed into tlie facile and tempting indiscretion of

burlesque, for wliich the most grave and solemn truths afford the

readiest scope. Answers were written by eminent divines and scholars,

wlio all agreed in marking with severity tlie inconsistency of such a

profane satire with tlie profession of the author. And this oj)position
and censure were justified by the fact tliat Voltaire and his execrable
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school, which made wit, bhisphemy, and buft'oonery answer those infidel

purposes to wliich reason lias ever been found an unsafe ally, hailed Tlie

Tale of a Tub with acclamations. One thing may be added the work

was not pul)licly acknowledged by the author. Though fully recog-
nised as his production among the literary and ecclesiastical circles,

he i)rosorve(i a prudent but inetiectual reserve upon the subject through
his whole life.

The High Cluu-ch party, in the course of time, admitted that this

production had done them service. But long before this Swift had

been received as a friend among the Whigs, who were far less liable to

the species of offence which we have explained. He was become the

intimate and social companion of Addison, Steele, and other celebri-

ties among the literary, and was not less distinguished by the notice and
favour of such men as Somers, Halifax, and Pembroke.

Between Swift and Addison there soon was nurtured a friendship

worthy of two such men ;
and we ought here to say, what we have too

much neglected in our anxiety to trace some of his less understood

peculiarities, that iev! men have been more worthy of praise for those

engaging qualities which can attract tenderness or gain esteem in

private life than Swift. A dignified person and countenance a most

clear, unfailing, appropriate, and nervous flow of language a thorough
command of his faculties and acquirements an overflow of gay, spark-

ling transitions from the most unequalled vein of humour to the most

refined and classic wit ; -with this there was a fervour in the expres-
sion of his sentiments and afiections to which the occasional bluntness

and pungency of his manner and style of expression gave the tone of

sincerity. These particulars may be collected from anecdotes, from

his correspondence, and from the very deep and permanent impression
which he appears evidently to have made on all who came within the

scope of his familiar acquaintance. At this period Addison appears
to have filled the first place in his regard. Wiien they were together,

they wished, it is said, to escape the interruption of any other acquaint-
ances.

Notwithstanding the warmth with which he was cultivated, still it is

very likely that some dissatisfaction was perceptible among his political
friends at the peculiar combination of opinions which he freely ex-

pressed. Such avowals of the creeds of opposite parties were under-

stood, as they still are, to constitute political inconsistency ; and he

was soon taught to feel that some change must take place in himself or

his friends before his path to consequence and preferment could lie

smooth to his feet. With this view he began by efforts to unite the

parties, or more probably to recommend to the Whigs the Cluirch prin-

ciples of tiieir opponents. The fruits of this effort were not brought
to maturity, as he appears not to have succeeded in satisfying his own
fastidious judgment, and burned in the mornings what he couqiosed at

night. One pamphlet alone was suffered to appear, TJie Sentiments of
a Church of England Man ivith respect to Religion and Government.
It was published in 1708, and contains, says Scott,

" a statement con-

cerning the national religious establishment, fair, temperate, and manly,
unless where it may be thought too strongly to favour the penal laws

against nonconformity. The final conclusion is, that ' in order to



preserve the constitution entire in Cliurch and State, whoever has a

true regard for both would be sure to avoid the* extremes of Whig for

the sake of the former, and the extremes of Tory on account of the

latter.'
"

The effect of such a temperate and independent course will be readily
conceived. Scott observes that the pamphlet above mentioned was
but a preliminary step to the desertion of the author's party. Another

pamphlet soon followed, which must have been considered as placing
such a conjecture beyond doubt, though it must still be admitted to be

strictly consistent with his known and declared opinions. This was
his celebrated Letter upon the Sacramental Test, in which all the

weapons of reason and ridicule are exhausted to maintain* the principles
of the High Church party. He concealed the authorship for a time,
but it was soon traced ;

and from this commenced a coolness between
him and the Whigs.

It was about the same time that Swift was first employed by Arch-

bishop King to solicit for the tenths and first-fruits. We have already,
in a previous volume, related the main particulars of this commission.*

The attempt at this time tailed, as this concession, having been made to

the Englisli clergy, was thought to have been ineffective in conciliating
them to the Government ; and for the more obvious reason, that being
considered as Tories, they could expect nothing from a Whig adminis-

tration. This administration was indeed little inclined to favour the

Church, for it was as latitudinarian in religion as it was liberal in

politics.

Swift was too sagacious not to see that his favour with the Whies
was no longer to be relied upon. He left town, and having spent
some months in Leicestershire, returned to Ireland. Lord Wharton
was at this time the lord-lieutenant. Swift had a letter to him from

Lord Somers ; but instead of availing himself of it, he passed without

delay through Dublin, and retired to meditate other efibrts at Laracor.

He was indeed prevailed on, by the importunity of friends, to deliver

his letter; but having done so, withdrew, and seldom after visited

town during the government of Wharton. Previous to his return,

some slight efibrts for his advancement had been made, and failed ; and
he had been led to indulge a vain expectation that, through the interest

of the same friends, something was likely to be obtained from this

nobleman. The truth seems to be, that Lord Somers had pressed for

his appointment as chaplain to Wharton, and tliat this application was

defeated by the hostility of Archbishop Tenison and other bishops,
whom Mr Monck Berkeley, with as much courtesy as good taste and

gentleman-like feeling, terms "
right reverend blockheads." It is

also made apparent that Swift expected, but did not apply for the

cliaphdncy.
We must now sum up very briefly the incidents of this interval which

remain. In 1709 he published a Project for the Advancement of

Religion, which made an impression of the utmost importance : in the

next year, fifty churches were built in London avowedly on its sugges-
tion. It must, however, be added, that, like all human projects of any

* See Life of Archibald King.
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extent, it contained much that would be impracticable, and something
that would be pernicious. It is the common fault of projectors to

overlook tlie imperfections of means, the effects of accident, and

the vices and follies of men. A system of censorial commissioners, to

inspect and guard the morals of society, might itself not display the

purest example quis ciistudiet ipsos custodes might be a question not

easy to resolve ; assuredly the administrations of Harley and Walpole
would ill brook the existence of a court of moral inspectors. But we
are carried away from our purpose. Under the assumed name of

Isaac Bickerstatf, he published Predictions for the Year 1708, in

which the style of that class of quackeries which it was its design
to ridicule, is assumed with admirable adroitness. Among other

waggisli announcements for the year he prophesied the death of an

eccentric person, a Mr John Partridge, who was popularly known in

that day as practitioner in physic and astrology. He fixed the event

upon the 29th of March, at the hour of eleven at night. Partridge
was enraged, and in his almanac for 1709 did not fail to assure the

public that he was still
"

living, and in health, and all were knaves

who reported otherwise." Partridge had the ill-fortune, in the efforts

which he made for his own protection, to fall into the hands of per-
sons who readily lent their aid to keep up the joke. A letter, which

he addressed to a friend in Dublin, was transmitted to the junto of

wits of whom his tormentor was one, and soon after appeared in the

Tatler. Isaac Bickerstaff replied, and insisted on his decease in

several amusing pieces in the dry irony of Swift's style. At last poor

Partridge became so annoyed, that he had recourse to Dr Yalden, who
lived near him. Yalden affected to enter seriously into his case, and

published a pamphlet, entitled Bickerstaff Detected; ov the Astro-

logical Imjjostor Convicted, in which, in Partridge's own name, he

gives a most ludicrous narration of his sufferings from the prediction
of Bickerstaff. The Inquisition in Portugal took Swift's predictions
as seriously as Partridge, and treated the predictions of Bickerstaff

as doubtless they would have treated the autlior, having sentenced

them to be burned. This joke was sustained for two years, and was

carried on by the aid of Prior, Kowe, Steele, &c. It is said to have

given rise to the Tatler, and consequently to that series of British

periodical writings which are now among the classics of our lan-

guage.
Swift's mother died in 1710. Of this event he says "I have now

lost my barrier between me and death. God grant I may live to be

as well prepared for it as I confidently believe her to have been ; if

the way to lieaven be through piety, truth, justice, and charity, she is

there."

In the same year, he was once more commissioned to solicit for the

remission of first-fruits and tenths, on, we believe, the suggestion and
interest of Arciibishop King, and arrived in London upon the 7th of

September. In a letter to the archbishop, dated on the 9th of the same

month, he gives an account of his reception. He was caressed by the

principal men of both parties ; the Tories had periiaps calculated on

receiving him into their party, as they were generally aware that his

opinions were in some important respects favourable to such a change ;
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it was also not unknown that he was discontented with the neglect which
he had experienced from the Whigs. These considerations are hinted

strongly in the letter in which he writes "
Upon my arrival here, I

found myself equally caressed by both parties ; by one [tlie Whigs],
as a sort of bough for drowning men to lay hold of;* and by the other,
as one discontented with the late men in power, /or not being tliorough
in their designs, and therefore ready to approve present things." By
Lord Godolphin alone he was coldly received, and felt it with charac-

teristic bitterness of spirit ; his mind had been already made up, but

we cannot doubt that the affront went to increase the sum of motives,
and give additional decision to his conduct. He afterwards took his

revenge in a satire, entitled Sid Hainefs Bod.
A brief retrospect will be necessary for a clear insight into the posi-

tion in which he now stood. There had for some years existed a

slow reaction of popular feeling against the Whigs. The decline of

the Whig party can be in some measure traced to a violent reaction of

popular feeling against the patrons and supporters of low church prin-

ciples. There had also for some years been widening and enlarging
a deep and dark mine under their feet, by secret intrigues, carried on

between the Tory leaders and the court. Tiie Duchess of Marlborough,
who had hitherto been tiie presiding genius of tiie Whigs by the abso-

lute ascendancy which her wit, spirit, and cleverness preserved over

the feeble though tenacious temper of Queen Anne, had early committed
a fatal error by the introduction into the liousehold of the princess, of

Mrs Abigail Hill, a poor relation whom she had taken under her pro-
tection. Mrs Hill had an understanding of her own, and a spirit many
degrees more suited to gain the favour of the princess, who feared the

haughty duciiess, and was won by the art and well-assumed aifection

and subserviency of the bed-chamber woman. This the duchess was
too proud to suspect ; it was thus kept profoundly secret for several

years, and the mystery of a clandestine intercourse, which has so much
charm for small minds, strengthened and confirmed the inliuence thus

acquired. Abigail Hill was also related to Mr Harley, who soon, by
her means, became a party in these secret gossipings. The fear and
dislike which the queen entertained against the Wrings, and her strong
desire to break the bond by which they held her in subjection, which

she wanted spirit to resist, became the well-selected groundwork of

this intrigue. Harley was admitted to private audiences by a back-

stair entrance to tlie queen's closet, and soon won the favour of the

queen by the hopes he held out of breaking the power of the Whigs,
and setting her free from their tvrannical authoritv. This intercourse

was discovered by the duchess some three or four years before the time

at which we are now arrived ;
and from that moment she was perhaps

aware that her authority was in danger. The duchess was too proud
to strive successfully against the influence of such low arts ; she was so

accustomed to command that she could hardly bring home to her mind
that such was the actual state of facts ;

she still continued to pursue
the same course of lofty self-;issertion, and it required much time and

persuasion to strengthen the feeble Anne enough to make even an etibrt

* He uses the same expression in his journal to Stella.
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to shake off the liigh and stern ascendancy by wliich slie was lield in

awe. Tliree years of whispering, persuasions, exhortations, and pro-
mises were scarcely sufficient to loosen these ties. The duchess, at

last giving way to her own haughty impulses, openly assailed the queen,
who quailed before her, and even denied the secret practices ; from

which there issued a succession of slights, oftences, and tart collisions,

which gradually operated first to loosen affection, and then to wear

away respect. Thus, at last, the queen grew hardened against remon-

strances, and irritated by reiterated insults into courage ; the obstinacy
of her temper was summoned to her aid, and her small "stock of amity,"

which, according to Swift, was not sufficient for more tlian one, was

entirely transferred to a more convenient union. The spell that had
bound her was dissolved, and with her hatred to the Whigs, who had so

long hekl her in constraint, her hopes of freedom grew. In the mean-

time, the Whigs were crippled by jealousies and dissensions, which we
ilo not think it necessary to notice. Under these circumstances, tiiere

had been for some years a fierce struggle, in which each party gained
occasional or seeming advantages, until an incident, apparently slight

in itself, for a moment threw the kingdom into a flame, and gave rise to

a strong reaction of high church zeal, which shook from its already in-

secure foundations, and precipitated the Whig administration to the

dust. Tins incident was the famous sermon of Sacheverel, whose

inflated eloquence might have been comparatively ineffective, had not

the desperation of the Whigs raised him at once to popularity by an

impeachment. We cannot enter into details ; England soon resounded

with the cry of "
High Church and Sacheverel." Harley was not

remiss to avail himself of the juncture; the time had arrived for tlie

dismissal of his enemies ; and all that was wanting was to secure a

Tory Parliament. He therefore advised the dissolution of Parliament ;

and, in the heat of tlie agitation which had been set in motion, a Tory
election became a matter of certainty. Harley now carried matters as

he thought good, and brought in a cabinet of his own, in which, with

his characteristic artifice, he retained several Whigs, lest his party
should escape from his own control.

It was not long after this event that Swift commenced the most in-

teresting period of his life. Besides his strong affection to the church,
he had been discontented with his Whig friends. It is needless to

analyse the substance of his complaints; we shall only say, that to our

eyes the^' seem not very well founded. Ho was known to be a doubt-

ful ally, and it cannot be said that he had fairly awaited the ordinary

probation of the best earned court patronage ; Somers had done all

that ought to be expected, and Halifax might well exact some further

and less equivocal support than his letter On the Sacramental Test

implied. Swift was himself impatient and vindictive, and having taken

offence at some, was little disposed to enter into those minutiae of

which such questions are mostly composed. He saw tlie condition of

a party which had at best been cold friends, and he consulted his duty
as a churchman, not more than his obvious interest, in stepping over to

the ascending scale.

These points being understood, the proceedings of the following few

years will demand no lengthened narration. The business of soliciting,



upon which he was employed, gave him a ready introduction to Harley,

by whom he was received in a manner which plainly shows how much
his accession was coveted. The aftair of the Irish 20ths and first-

fruits was soon and easily despatched ; but a close and familiar inter-

course, such as we believe can find no parallel in history, was established

between Swift and Mr Harley. By this minister he was introduced to

St John, and from tliat they appear to have between them left nothing
undone to secure his afiections to themselves, and his invaluable co-

operation in their service. For this end they conciliated and won his

haughty independence of spirit by submitting to the tone of equality,
often bordering on dictation, which was the result of his pride ana

conscious importance. In this respect they had indeed no choice ; for

the talents and temper of Swift could not fail to assume their level;

and it may be added, that the brilliancy of his conversation, his high

spirit, and the evident indications of a noble and generous temper, could

not be without their appropriate influence. Without these considera-

tions, it is indeed one of the many difficulties to be found in Swift's

life, to comprehend the species of importance, so rapidly acquired by
a person entirely destitute of those claims which are commonly recog-
nised in the higher political circles. The reader has only to imagine

any one whom he conceives to be the foremost political partisan of the

present day, placed in precisely the same circumstances with a modern

prime minister, to bring home to his mind the nature of the obstacles

to be surmounted by the most trauscendant powers. There were, at

the same time, some facilities which do not now exist ; the public mind

was then mainly accessible by the instrumentality of the pamphleteering
tribe and of this class Swift was the facile pju'ncejjs, or only to be

approached by the very first writers of the Whigs. Standing on this

ground, the rest may be ascribed to the ascendancy of genius and

character ;
but it should be observed that the same powers, in the pre-

sent day, would not tend to place tlieir possessor in a similar position.

Tiie rise and singular progress of Swift's intimacy with Mr Harley is

marked in the journal which he regularly transmitted to Mrs Johnson ;

and in which the slightest incidents of his personal history were recorded

from day to day. To this journal the reader, who desires such infor-

mation, may be referred for much curious display of character, and

many details too minute for a sketch like this. We may observe that

we have attentively perused it, and that many of the decisions to

which we have come upon the character and conduct of the writer

have been mainly founded upon the gleams of himself to be found in

this, and in his correspondence ; not, indeed, from any intentional

disclosures, which are seldom of any value in the appreciation of cliar-

acter, but from the due estimate of the general value of those indica-

tions always to be detected in the private intercourse of life. We are

compelled to confine our narration to the main incidents.

Swift, as we have related, was admitted at once to the most familiar

intimacy with Mr Harley, and the secretary, Mr St John, with both of

whom he contracted a close and permanent friendship. It is doubted

that he was ever admitted to their* confidence. This doubt originated

with Lord Orrery, and was repeated by Johnson. Sir Walter quotes

the passage from Orrery, and replies to it at length, and decisively.
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Lord Orrery, liowever, was not t'uHy possessed of tliose details wliich

time has since placed on record, and which satisfactorily prove that

there was no reserve so far as related to the actual conduct and business

of the Government. The several papers written by Swift, and above

all his HiKtorij of the Peace, manifest a thorough and documentary ac-

quaintance with all the main transactions of this administration ; and

the letters at a later period of his life, between himself and tlie princi-

pal parties concerned, fully confirm this impression. A man like Swift

could not well have been duped by such men as Harley and St Jolui ;

but it is evident that Lord Orrery was deceived by want of duly dis-

tinguishing between their public and private views. As tlie history of

these persons is strongly interwoven with that of Swift, it may be

advantageous to form some distinct idea of their characters. Harley

appears lo have possessed considerable scholarship and literary taste,

with a sufficient range of those inferior talents which are available in

debate, or in the routnie of official business. He was, in a higher

degree, master of the tact and address essential to the consummate

intriguer ; but in him these qualities were neutralised by an indolent

habit, and a wavering and procrastinating spirit. He was a man to

play out his game in a falling house. He had many kindly and amiable

atiections, a moderate temper, with an inclination to right, but a greater

zeal for his own personal aggrandisement. He was placed in a doubt-

ful and difiicult position, and compelled to act in opposition to his own

political views against a party which he respected and feared, and with

a party which he distrusted and disliked. He, therefore, often acted

equivocally, and always manifested an indecision which gave great dis-

content to his party, and to which they finally attributed their decline.

He had at his back a most violent party, strongly heated with feelings

unfavourable to the Act of Settlement, and, as the mob of a party ever

will be, anxious to precipitate extreme measures. Of these he was

more fearful than of his declared enemies, and was forced to take refuge
in delays and reserves, and, where he dared not avow motives, to

raise secret impediments. The party of which he was nominally the

leader contained a large infusion of Jacobites. In the course of events,

the possibility of a restoration of the exiled race became an object of

contemplation to many observant politicians, and to Harley among the

rest. Hence arose a trimming, cautious, and unprincipled correspond-
ence of a clandestine character, which to some extent enfeebled, and

rendered additionally inconsistent, the deportment of this amiable, but

not very strictly principled man. Though we should in fairness add,

that the reproach must be qualified by a consideration of the state of

afiairs, which offered motives not now easy to estimate fully ; for, be-

tween the House of Hanover and the Pretender the event was for

some years seemingly very doubtful; and it must have been, with many,
a question on which side the accommodating virtue of loyalty would be

found to fall. It oueht to be recollected that an attachment to the

Stuart race had not yet become a disgrace. But it was, in truth, the

fault of Harley to be devoid of political affections. Like many of both

parties, he only looked to his own interest, and desired to be prepared
for whatever might fall out.

Mr St John, to whom Swift was at once introduced, compared with
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Harley, was a person of far more brilliant powers, but inferior in good
sense and virtue. A libertine as to morals, a latitudinarian as to prin-

ciple, and a free-thinker on religious subjects, lie was endowed with

matchless eloquence, and a consideral)le mastery of the resources of

intellectual power. He was a man of brilliant powers, of warm-affec-

tions, and engaging manners. Like all who feel the proud conscious-

ness of intellectual power, and the juster tastes to which it gives birth,

he could, with the most fascinating ease, place himself on the same level

with a companion whom he desired to win or for whom he felt a

respect ; and hence the spell which attracted and bound the heart of

Swift. Profound as was Swift's sagacity, for which we do not think

Sir Walter's expression,
" the most keen and penetrating of mankind,"

too strong, his sincere and faithful regard for his friends blinded his

perception of these defects ; and notwithstanding the many things in

his conduct which no biographer has satisfactorily explained, we are of

opinion that the respect he seems to liave retained throughout for this

most unworthy person is the greatest mystery of all. Human aflfec-

tions are clinging in their nature, and when they have any reality, will

survive respect this is an infirmity of mankind, andVnot character-

teristic of the worst. But, in the latest portions of Swift's correspond-

ence, the prestige of this splendid mountebank dwelt upon his under-

standing.
Such were the two great persons who occupy so large a space in

Swift's life, and to whose friendship and confidence we believe him to

have been fully admitted, notwithstanding the comment of Lord

Orrery. On Lord Orrery's motives for a representation* the tone of

which is not friendly, we have not left ourselves si)ace to dwell. Sir

Walter Scott, speaking of Lord Orrery's remarks, says
" This is the

language of one who felt that the adventitious distinctions of rank

sunk before the genius of Swift ; and who, though submitting to the

degradation during the dean's life, in order to enjoy the honour of

calling himself his friend, was not unwilling, after the deatli of that

friend, to indemnify himself for the humiliation which he liad sustained

in the course of their intercourse." Of Swift's most peculiar and char-

acteristic manner of asserting an independence, bordering on, and often

transgressing, the limit of equality among his superiors in rank and

station, we may ofter some illustrations.

The following extracts are from his journal to Stella :
" Feb. 6,

1710. Mr Harley desired me to dine with him again to-day, but I

refused him ; for I fell out with him yesterday, and will not see him

again till he makes me amends." Feb. 7.
" I was, this morning, early

with Mr Lewis, of the secretary's office, and saw a letter Mr Harley
had sent him, desiring to be reconciled ; but I was deaf to all en-

treaties. I have desired Lewis to go to him, and let him know that I

expected farther satisfaction. If we let these great ministers pretend
too much, there will be no governing them. He promises to make me

easy, if I would but come and see him ; but 1 won't, and he shall do it

by message, or I will cast him oft'. I will tell you the cause of our

quarrel when I see you and refer it to yourselves. In that he did

*
Orrery's Remarks on the Life of Swift.
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soniethiiit; wliich liu intended fur a favour, and 1 have taken it quite
otherwise, disliking botli the thing and the manner, and it has heartily
vexed me

;
and all I have said is truth, though it looks like jest ; and

absolutely refused to submit to his intended favour, and expect farther

satisfaction."

In a subsequent part of the journal he acquaints Stella with the
cause of the quarrel, which was the ofi'er of a bank-note of fifty pounds.
He also refused the situation of chaplain, when offered to him by the

same statesman.
*' My Lord Oxford by a second hand proposed my being his

chaplain, which I, by the second hand, excused. I will be no man's

chaplain alive." *

In his journal to Stella, April 1, 1711, he says, "I dined with the

secretary, wlio seemed terribly down and melancholy, which Mr Prior

and Lewis observed, as well as I perhaps ; something has gone wrong
perhaps there is nothing in it."

April 3. "
I called at Mr Secretary's to see what the d ailed

him on Sunday. I made him a very proper speech, told him I ob-

served he was much out of temper, that I did not expect he would
tell me the cause, but would be glad to see he was better. And
one thing I warned him of, never to appear cold to me, for I would
not be treated like a school-boy ;

that I had felt too much of that in

my life already (meaning from Sir William Temple), that 1 expected

every great minister who honoured me with his acquaintance, if he

heard or saw anything to my disadvantage, would let me know in

plain words, and not put me in pain to guess by the change or cold-

ness of his countenance or behaviour, for it was what I would hardly
bear from a crowned head. And I thought no subject's favour was
worth it ; and that I designed to let my Lord Keeper and Mr Harley
know the same thing, that they might use me accordingly. He took

all riglit ; said I had reason ; vowed nothing ailed him, but sitting up
whole nights at business, and one night at drinking ;

would have had
me to dine with him and Mrs Masham's brother, to make up matters,
but 1 would not ; 1 don't know, but I would not. But, indeed, I was

engaged with my old friend, EoUiston
; you never heard of him

before."

Sir Walter quotes. from a tract, which we .have not seen, a most
curious and graphic account of what he terms one of Swift's levees ;

he considers it as likely to be accurate enough, and if so, it is most

valuable, as it leaves not a shade of doubt upon the extreme height to

whieli he could be transported by his natural arrogance of temper.
This extract describes him "

charging Patrick, his footman, never to

[iresent any service; giving notice that all petitions to him be delivered

to him on the knee; sitting to receive them like a Triton, in a scene
of wreck, where, at one view, according to Patrick's fancy, in dis-

posing of them you might have seen half-shirts, and shams, rowlers,

decayed night-gowns, snuff swimming upon gruel, and bottles with
candles stuck in them, ballads to be sung in the street, and speeches
to be made from the throne; making rules of his own to distinguish

Swift's Works,
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his company, which showed that he was greater than any of them

himself. For if a lord in place came to his levee, he would say

"Prithee, lord, take away that damned ch mb r p t, and sit

down." But if it were a commoner only, or an Irish lord, he would

remove the implement himself, and perhaps ask pardon for the disorder

of his room, swearing that he would send Patrick to the devil, if the

dog did not seem to be willing to go to him himself."

While with Sir Walter we admit the general truth of this singular

portraiture, we should observe that that is not unlikely to be the

truth which belongs to a good caricature. But even a caricature has

no effect when it represents nothing ; we may fairly take this story
with the statements of Swift himself, and consider all as illustrative of

the towering pride of his nature. The concurrence of a great variety
of statements, among which many are his own, seems to leave no evi-

dence wanting of this. Its importance may excuse our extracting one

more narration, which, though from one who was no admirer, has yet

every claim to credit. It occurs in the diary of Bishop Kennet, and

has been cited by most of Swift's biograpiiers who have written since.
" 1713. Dr Swift came into the cotfee-house, and had a bow from

everybody but me. When I came to the anti-chamber to wait before

prayers, Dr Swift was the principal man of talk and business, and
acted as a master of requests. He was soliciting the Earl of Arran to

speak to his brother, the Duke of Ormonde, to get a chaplain's place
established in tlie garrison of Hull for Mr Fiddes, a clergyman in that

neighbourhood, who had lately been in jail, and had published sermons

to pay fees. He was promising Mr Thorold to undertake with my
lord treasurer that, according to his petition, he should obtain 200

per annum as minister of the English Church at Rotterdam. He

stopped E. Gwynne, Esq., going in with the red bag to the queen,
and told him aloud that he had something to say to him from my
lord treasurer. He talked with the son of Mr Davenant to be sent

abroad, and took out his pocket-book, and wrote down several things
as memoranda to do for him. He turned to the fire and took out his

gold watch, and telling him the time of the day, complained it was

very late. A gentleman said ' he was too fast.'
' How can I help it,'

said the doctor, 'if the courtiers give me a watch that won't go right.'

Then he instructed a young nobleman that the best poet in England
was Mr Pope (a Papist), who had begun a translation of Homer into

English verse, for which he must have them all subscribe; for, says he,
' the author shall not begin to print till I have a thousand guineas
for him.' Lord treasurer, after leaving the queen, came through the

room, beckoning Dr Swift to follow him ; both went ottjust before

prayers."
On the subject of these narrations Scott offers several just and

admirable retiuctions, which are not, however, directed to the same
end for which we have here adduced them. Among other remarks, he

observes the apparent inconsistency of a contempt for rank with the

manner in whicli it was ostentatiously displayed, and infers (we think

justly) a keen sense of the value of those advantages which he so

strenuously all'ected to depreciate. While he atfected to treat his

superiors as equals, it is shown plainly enough that he would willingly
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look down in contempt on tlie rest of mankind. And the fact seems

additionally contirmed and illustrated, when we recall to mind the

small claim to respect of many of the most respected of his patrons and

patronesses at this period. It is evident that Lady Masham and her

husband derived a lustre and dicrnity in his eyes from tiie reflection of

the beams of royal favour ; the same is plain in the case of Mrs Howard
in a subsequent reign. Upon the entire of Swift's communication with

courts and courtiers, the same sentiment of respect and jealousy is ever

peeping out, like a purple vest concealed under the rags of a cynic.
Scott adverts to an incident which we shall here present in Swift's own
statement: "I dined to-day with Mr Secretary St Jolin ; I went to

the Court of.Requests at noon, and sent Mr Harley into the house to

call the secretary, to let him know I would not dine with him if he
dined late."* It is, indeed, plain enough that, however hard it may have
been to deceive Swift in otlier matters, it was no difficult matter to fool

him to the top of his bent in this. But pride itself, with all its over-

weening insolence and infirmity, undoubtedly bears a near relation to

some of the highest of the social virtues. Swift's pride, however, was

entirely founded on the importance which he attached to his intellec-

tual power ; there was in it nothing of that refined sentiment which
consists in what is becoming and fit, which discerns on all occasions the

most delicate claim to respect, and is prevented by self-respect from
intrusion.

But Swift'had in reality not overrated his importance a species of

importance not now very easily comprehended. The war of faction, in

modern times, conducted through the full and overflowing channels
of public discussion and the daily press, had then but one elective

resource. The business of the newspapers was then mainly performed
by tracts'and pamphlets, which were anxiously looked for, and eagerly
read. Under such conditions it may well be supposed that one pos-
sessed of the wit, satire, mastery of style, and political intelligence of

Swift, was likely to feel confident of his hold on ministers who stood
so much in need of him. It is but reasonable that he should set the

just value on his abilities, and resolve to exact the fullest return. Nor
can it be considerately said that his exaction was greater than the real

importance of his services. A war had been undertaken to check the

growing greatness and inordinate pretensions of the House of Bourbon;
and the formidable encroachments of Louis XIV., which had already
broken down and menaced entirely to destroy the balance of Europe,
had been arrested by the victories of the allies under the command of

Marlborough. Louis was beginning to be as anxious for peace as he had
been ambitious of conquest. This anxiety was yet, however, tempered
by his desire to retain as much and sacrifice as little as possible, and
with this view attempts were made from time to time to set on foot a

negotiation in which the English were sure to lose the advantages
whicli they had gained in the field.

To carry the war to the successful termination which seemed now
witlun the range of certainty, was unquestionably the most expedient
and honourable course. It was also the interest of the Wliigs, and,

* Journal to Stella. February 1711.



above all, it was the interest of the Duke of Marlborough, whose

avarice and grasping ambition afforded too ready a handle to his

enemies.

To bring about a speedy peace, and to throwa character of unpopu-
larity upon the war, and all who had been connected with it, was the

interest and main policy of the Tory leaders. And Swift's pen was

the principal weapon in their hands. In a succession of periodical

papers and pamphlets, of the most consummate skill and dexterity, for

which his materials were aflbrded from those official sources at the

command of his employers, he strengthened his party with every

argument that wit, sophistry, and sagacious insight could supply; and

the eflects of eloquence and argument were extended and heightened

by talents of a more popular description, humour and satire, circu-

lated in every form of prose or doggerel verse, that malice or invention

could suggest.
The whole, or, at least, the greater part of those compositions are

now to be found in his works. It will be enough here to describe the

general outline of the view which he put forward. Putting out of

view the great and necessary objects of the war, with the real im-

portance of the advantages which had been gained, he dexterously

presented tiie representation of a war carried on to preserve the

interests and indicate the territorial rights of tlie allies, and in which

the Dutch, who were to be the sole gainers, contrived to throw the

entire burthen upon England ; so that while they urged the English

Government, as if England alone were the party concerned, beyond
the stipulated supplies in money and men, they themselves fell short

of these engagements. In treating this argument he did not fail to

dwell upon the exactions and the insulting arrogance of the Dutch,

and on their uniform assumption of superiority over England in all

their treaties ;
with this he painted the internal suti'ering and financial

exhaustion of England, in consequence of a war which led to no useful

end, and which would have been long before happily ended, but for

the avarice and private ambition of Marlborough, who, he insinuated,

was the only gainer by the contest.

Those and such views, disseminated through numerous channels,

eflfucted a considerable change in the feelings of the people, ever sure,

when successfully turned, to go on with mechanical acceleration in the

direction of the force impressed. The ministers were in consequence

enabled to assume by degrees a bolder tone, and the peace which they

had so much at heart was concluded, after many negotiations, in which

tiie anxiety they had betrayed was taken advantage of by the French,

who would have been, in one more campaign, forced to submit to any

erms.

During this anxious course of ministerial difficulty and intrigue,

Swift gained an ascendancy due to the importance of liis services. On
his part, he laboured with the most unremitting zeal, and may well

have felt that he had earned the right to be free and independent
whatever they could eventually give was not, he felt, more than he had

earned. That such freedom as he insisted upon maintaining with the

ministers who thus profited by his abilities was in any way accessory

to the disai)pointment of his ambition, we do not believe ; for such is
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not the result which it wouM liave had the effect of producing. All

ranks and classes of men quickly conform to whatever convention they

habitually act upon; and by admitting Swift to a level of confidential

and familiar intimacy, a person endowed with his spirit and capacity
soon filled the place of a friend and companion; those writers who have

doubted the sincerity of this, have failed also to make due allowance

for the influence of character. The claims of Swift were rather felt to

rise than suffer any diminution from the privilege of intimacy, a truth

perfectly understood by himself. His jealousy upon the subject of any
offer of pecuniary reward did not, in fact, arise either from disintested-

ness or friendship, but from his sense of tlie importance of not suffer-

ing the existence of any understanding which might interfere with such

expectations as belonged to this position. Conscious of services which

he was not likely to underrate, he took the position which most dis-

tinctly fixed the true rank of his pretensions, and felt that the assent

of his patrons was the admission of his claim. He refused fifty pounds,
but hoped for a bishoprick. That Harley and St John fully entered

into the same view, there can be no doubt. But through the whole of

this administration they laboured in vain to bring him into favour with

Queen Anne.

During the first years of this intercourse, while the Tory administra-

tion was in its greatest strength, the life which Swift led in London
was one of extreme and unceasing business and excitement, and more

adapted to call forth all his powers and gratify all the ruling propen-
sities of his nature, than any interval he had ]n-eviously experienced, or

was ever to know again. With the high prospects to which his aspir-

ing temper looked, the friendship of the noble, and the favour of the

powerful, which gratified his fierce self-importance, the regard and

esteem of the most gifted men of his age, and the general admiration

and respect of tlie large circle of acquaintances to which he was thus

favourably introduced, it was fully as much as his time afforded to

satisfy the pressing invitations of friendship, and the flattering impor-
tunities of the great men who needed liis service and counsel. From
Ids journal we can, through the whole time, with a precision not to be

found in more important things, trace all his movements, and tell the

distinguished or noble house where he dined or refused to dine. But
on days of state consultation, when the measures of government were

to be privately discussed, he seldom was absent from the lord treasurer's

to meet there the trusty few. And from his note of these meetings,
we learn how seldom anything of importance was transacted. Mr
Harley was accused of being dilatory, and of suffering the interests of

his party to be risked for want of promptness and attention to business:

it is well ascertained that the defect was inherent in his constitution

and habits ;
but at that time his fault was subservient to his purposes,

as by that course of loitering policy he was endeavouring to maintain

his own ascendancy in the cabinet. St John, while he exerted his

whole energy upon those main lines of policy on which his party de-

pended for power, had also his secrets. And whatever were the

causes. Swift often found that he was himself the only person who
seemed to be quite in earnest upon the business in hand. At first and

for a time he was only a party to those afiliirs in which it was thought
IV. R Ir.



necessary for him to make some representation to the public, and when
it was indispensable that he should be furnished with facts and heads

of argument and reply, or that his pamphlet should be discussed pre-

viously to its being published. And on these occasions his representa-
tion of the difficulty of bringing his great friends to a due hearing,
reminds the reader of two pupils and their pedagogue, who is more

willing to teach than they are to learn. By degrees, frequent consul-

tations, and the necessary confidences attendant upon such, naturally
extended his knowledge of state affairs, and at the same time increased

his influence over the two statesmen whose confidence he had thus

obtained. The dissensions which very quickly arose between these

ministers much increased this influence : though ostensibly labouring
for common interests, they soon began each to have a secret object of

his own, and to move in different orbits round their common centre in

Mrs Mashara's closet. We shall further on have occasion to go into

the detail of their animosities ; it is here only necessary to observe, that

in proportion as their mutual regard changed into enmity of the most

rancorous kind, their common regard for Swift increased.

But though we see every reason to believe that Mr Harley omitted

no opportunity to serve Swift's interests at court, nothing seemed

likely to be effected in his favour ; the queen was prejudiced against
him beyond the powers of any effort of entreaty. This discouraging
circumstance was also the means of largely increasing his influence

with the minister ; other compliances were thought due to so useful an

ally whom they found it too difficult to reward in his own person ; his

requests in behalf of others were seldom refused, and he was thus

enabled to exercise the patronage of the crown for tlie benefit of his

friends, and the advantage of literary men and deserving persons of

every class and party.
Such is the general description of Swift's position during this im-

portant interval of his life. In habits of intimate and friendly inter-

course with a large circle who were distinguished for wit and literature,

or who were of political importance in the Tory raidvs ; with the

ministers he possessed a confidence, which, though it belonged in some

measure to the mode then employed by administrations, was yet un-

paralleled in degree. Elated with this double importance and the

flatteries which attended upon it, and arrotrant by his nature, he

assumed a tone of dictatorial and often insolent superiority, such as

has been graphically described in some of tlie extracts which we have

already given, and which equally manifests itself from beginning to

end of his journal, though of course in the more mild and subdued tone

belonging to such a record. In the excitement of a flattering circle, a

vain man is not fully conscious of the airs and graces of self-import-

ance ; but when he sfeahs of his own feelings, his language is subdued

and chastened by his judgment and taste, and all that would offend is

softened down into remoter intimations and more moderate tone. Yet

in the perusal of this journal an impression grows upon the reader

whicli is not much increased by the most extravagant of the foregoing
anecdotes.

Among the friendships which he now formed many were those whom
his influence was instrumental to serve ; of some he laid the first fouu-
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dation of their fortunes, for others he obtained relief from distress.

Pope was at that time emergins: into notice, and was indebted to his

active and spirited exertions for a large increase to the subscribers for

his translation of the Iliad then in progress. With Addison and Steele

he had formed an earlier intimacy during his intercourse with the

Whigs : his alliance with the Tories, and the prominent part he took,

now very much tended to alienate them from him. Addison was

offended by the political infidelity of his friend, and these sentiments

were increased by the extreme virulence and animosity, as well as the

personal rancour, with which Swift attacked those whom a little before

he had professed to regard and follow. He did not perhaps think

much allowance due to Swift's complaints of the neglect and insincerity

of those great men, which was his real motive for turning against them,

or for his High Church principles which was his justification in his own

eyes. And as Swift must have fallen i i his esteem, a coolness was

likely to arise their meetings must have been embarrassed by the sense

that there were subjects to be avoided on which they had ever been

free, and that their common friendships and enmities had become in-

verted, so that no one could be praised or censured, or indeed men-

tioned between them, without a difterence of opinion. Addison, little

as he must have thought of the consistency or political integrity of his

friend, yet saw his valuable qualities, his generosity, afi'ection, and his

vast and' unrivalled powers, and not having himself much party fervour,

avoided coming to any open or deciiled breach with him. With this

feeling, perhaps, it was that he gave up the Whig Examiner, upon
Swift's undertaking the Tory paper of the same name, which pre-

viously ran to thirteen numbers, and was continued by him from the

2d November 1710 to June 14, 1711. The reflection with which

Swift's first paper commences appears to have been suggested by some

sense of the probable consequences on the feeling of his friends.

By his change to the Tory party he made, however, some valuable

friends, and some of whom it is not easy to understand the value,

farther than as they might be supposed to offer some immediate pro-

spect of advantage. Among the first may be reckoned Arbuthnot and

Atterbury, among the latter the Mashams. Prior was at the time in

the emplovment of his patrons ; Parnell he was the means of relieving

from embarrassment; Dr Freind and Dr King were principal Tory
writers, and had both preceded him in the Examiner. The illustrious

dramatist Oongreve, though a staunch Whig, was protected by Swift

from the deprivation of his post. Berkeley was indebted to him for

those favourable introductions which eventually led to his advance-

ment.

There is perhaps nothing which may set his real importance in a

more strong light than the club which was during these eventful years

formed by his means among some of the higher Tories, consisting of

Lords Oxford, Bolingbroke, Ormonde, Orrery, and other lords and

commoners, who were the principal supporters of the ministers to the

number of nineteen ; they adopted the title and style of brethren, and

met once a fortnight at a dinner provided by some one of the party.

Among these Swift himself was not the least important, and as may be

easily supposed, the most in earnest and authoritative ; of this the fol-
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lowing extract from his journal gives a curious illustration :
"

I walked

before dinner in the .Mall a good while with Lord Arran and Lord

Dupplin, two of my brothers, and then we went to dinner, where liie

Duke of Beaufort was our president. We were but eleven to-day,
"We are now in all nine lords and ten commoners. The Duke of

Beaufort had the confidence to propose his brother-in-law, the Earl

of Danby, to be a member, but I opposed it so warmly tliat it was

waived. Danby is not above twenty, and we will have no more boys,
and we want but two to make up our number. I stayed till eight, and

then we all went away soberly. The Duke of Ormonde's treat last week
cost 20, though it was only four dishes, and four without a dessert,

and I bespoke it in order to be cheap, yet I could not prevail to change
the house. Lord-treasurer is in a rage with us for being so extrava-

gant ; and the wine was not reckoned good neither, for that is always

brought by him that is president. Lord Orrery is to be president next

week ; I will see whether it cannot be cheaper, or else we will leave

the house." The details concerning this union may be found through-
out the journal, in which he not only speaks of the members as brothers,

but carries the fanciful tie into all its consequences, mentioning their

children as his nephews, &c. Nor is it less amusing to find him pro-

testing against the increase of their number, and in one instance exert-

ing himself against the adn)ission of a nobleman of high rank.

Among the acquaintances whom he chiefly cultivated at this period,

there were none who exercised a more strong or dangerous influence

over his real affections than one of which he did not, it is probable,

himself fully estimate tlie power. Hurried as he was among tlie

current of earnest, laborious, and absorbing interests and expectations
whicli belonged to the position which he held, his moments of relaxa-

tion were soothed and rendered cheerful by that species of companion-

ship which had of all others the most attraction for him that of a

young girl of considerable spirit and talent, who seemed fully to appre-
ciate his wit and the charm of his tongue, and to manifest all the signs

of the liveliest admiration of his person. As he was at this time

advanced to his forty-fourth year, this preference had the most irre-

sistible claim upon his vanity. All that we have said with reference to

his first attachments may, with little modification, be applied to this.

It was without any express design that he now entered upon the task

of forming Miss Esther Vanhomrigh's mind, as he in former years
had undertaken the improvement of the not less unfortunate Miss

Johnson ; and it was doubtless by the same imperce|)tible transitions

that familiarity stole into attachment. Tliere were some differences

Swift was always cautious, he was now grown doubly so but Miss

Yanhomrigh was far more impressible and passionate than Stella ; a

little friendly rebuke, not very strongly expressed, or very sincerely

intended, had only the eff'ect of kindling her fervid temperament, and

on her part a violent attachment was formed, which only ended with

her life. Such is the outline of a course of intimacy which occupied
more of Swift's leisure than is at first sight very apparent. In his

journals to Stella, in which he never fails to mention the place where

he dines, Miss Vanhomrigh's house frequently occurs in a manner

which indicates the close and almost domestic intimacy, yet at the
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pis oiler when other engagements failed, that the continual recurrence

of the same slight intimation must have soon suggested a c?use to the

jealous acuteness of Stella, and the more, as there were not wanting
occasional incidents expressive of very close and intimate ties of some

kind, which a knowledge of the writer might not fnid it dittlcult to

interpret.

During the whole of this interval between 1710, and the time of his

preferment in 1713, there can be no reasonable doubt that one main

object must have been present to the mind of Swift. Considering

either his character or the rightful expectation due to his labours, or

the professed regard of the ministers, his hopes must have been kept in

a state of earnest activity. As the time went on, and added to these

o-rounds of expectation, his anxiety increased, and many slight circum-

stances were discernible l)y
his close and keen insight, which must have

awakened uneasy reflections on the uncertainty of party ascendancy,

and on the possibility of his great and laborious exertions being not

merely lost, but leaving him to the mercy of a host of enemies. At

first, he might with some complacency have assumed the part of dis-

interested friendship or patriotism, without the fear of being taken at

his word; and there can be no doubt that he occasionally received such

intimations, as must have quieted his anxiety, and led him on in the

confidence which his opinion of the truth of his patrons was calculated

to inspire. In conformity with these suggestions, we find him at first,

in several letters to his correspondents, assuming the tone of indifference

and of disinterestedness, and after a time expressing himself in the

language of disappointment. He occasionally, too, remonstrates with

his patrons, yet still rather assuming the tone of one who felt that

derogatory imputations must arise from their neglect, than of one very

solicitous in his own interests, a sentiment which doubtless he must

have also felt. When they called him "Jonathan" and "brother

Jonathan," he now began to hint that he supposed they would leave

him " Jonathan as they found him." In his journal to Stella, he speaks

cautiously in terms, but significantly enough, and tells her that he

hopes his labours will "turn to some account," by which, he adds, "I

would make M D [Stella herself] and me easy, and I never desired

more." This, by the way, is one of those expressions to which we have

generally referred as helping to govern our construction of the under-

standing between himself and Stella. Again he mentions "
I have

been promised enough," and after,
"

to return without some mark of

distinction would look extremely little, and I would likewise gladly

be somewhat richer than I am." We should also infer as to the

quantum of his expectations, that he did not desire to accept of a mere

living, as he mentions that he was given to understand that he could

have one whenever he pleased from the Lord-keeper. It may, there-

fore, be not without foundation concluded that he set his mind upon
a bishopric, and tliat his friends said nothing to lower such a liope.

Whatever may have been the amount of tlieir promises or his expec-
tations, an incident, in the beginning of 1713, served to cast a more

precise and less encouraging light upon his prospect. The bishopric

of Hereford became vacant, .and ollered a fair trial of the truth or
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power of his friends. That it was their sincere desire to obtain this

preferment for him, is not to be doubted, and is the conclusion of Sir

Walter, who infers it from the coincidence of difierent notices whicii,

though vague in point of expression, can yet be referred to nothing
else. A letter from Bolingbroke, which seems to imply some previous
communication, begins thus :

"
Thursday morning, two o'clock, Jan. 5, 1712-13.

*'

Though I have not seen, yet I did not fail to write to Lord-

treasurer. Non tua res agitur, dear Jonathan. It is the Treasurer's

cause, it is my cause, it is every man's cause, who is embarked on our

bottom," &c.

In a note on this letter. Sir Walter observes " About this time it

would seem that Swift was soliciting some preferment, and also that

he thought the Lord-treasurer negligent of his interest." This remark
was probably made in the body of Swift's works (vol. xvi p. 44), before

the writer had formed the specific inference, from which he quotes in

the introductory memoir. Both inferences are however valuable, and

may be combined in the assumption, that Swift had put in his claims

to the See of Herefordshire, the "
foregone" conclusion to which this

letter seems to point. It is just to mention that in one of his journals
of nearly the same date. Swift says "1 did not write to Dr Coghill
that 1 would have nothing in Ireland, but that I was soliciting nothing

anywhere, and that is true ;" but such a fact merely amounts to tlie

very common evasion of those who desire to conceal the precise state

of their afi'airs from strangers. There was a settled understanding
which rendered direct applications superfluous, and Swift's adroitness

could well seize on all occasions to spur the' good-will of his friends,

without being importunate. This journal occurs in January 24th,

1713, and is dated one day earlier than that of Lord Bolingbroke,

already cited. The vacancy of the bishopric is likely to have occurred

long after the letter to Dr Coghill.
There seems to be no doubt that Mr Harley immediately applied to

the queen, whose prejudices against Swift led her to refuse; but it is

related that she was induced, by the earnest solicitations of Swift's

friends in court, to comply against her own inclination. But Swift

had a powerful enemy at court ; he had given mortal offence to the

Duchess of Somerset, who at this time held divided influence with Mrs
Masham over the royal favour, and she is supposed, through the entire

interval of his sojourn in England, to have been the main impediment
to his making any way at court. She now interposed her entire

weight, and used every effort of suggestion and entreaty, to persuade
the queen to retract. The effort was successful, and from this time

it is not difficult to perceive the effect of disappointment in Swift's

demeanour and communications. The history of this enmity, and of

the manner in which it was shown in this instance, deserve a more

particular detail. About two years before, Swift and his friends

were alarmed by the influence which this duchess appeared to be

acquiring at court ; she was not amicably inclined to themselves, or to

their party, and had been in fact advanced by the queen with a view

to balance the influence of the Toiy favourite, through whoui she
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feared being again reduced to tlie species of thraldom which she

had already escaped from. Swift had the indiscretion to think of

opposing this by ridicule, and wrote The Windsor Prophecy, in

which he reproaches her with connivance at the murder of her former

husband,* and ridicules her for having red hair. "It may be doubted,"
writes Sir Walter,

" which imputation siie accounted the most cruel

insult, especially since the first charge was undeniable, and the second

only arose from the malice of the poet." To a court lady of that period,
the vindictive recollections, memores tree, of personal disparagement
would be wronged by the comparison. Tiie "

prophecy" was printed,
and on the eve of publication, when it was stayed by the earnest re-

monstrances of Mrs Masham, wlio better understood tlie eifect which
it would have. The impression was, however, brought to the club of

brothers, and each took twelve copies for distribution, so that a circu-

lation of nearly 200 copies, in tlie most public circles, must have had
ail the effects of a publication. The consequence is depicted by Scott

in his peculiar manner. From this time, by the effects of the enmity he
had thus raised,

" he remained stationary, like a champion in a tale of

knight-errantry, when, having surmounted all apparent difficulties, an

invisible, but irresistible force prevents him from the full accomplish-
ment of- the adventure." And Swift, fourteen years after, in a letter

to Mr Tickel, adverts to it in a manner which tends to confirm this

account ; it
" shows how indiscreet it is to leave any one master of

what cannot without the least consequence be shown to the world.

Folly, malice, negligence, and the incontinence of keeping secrets (for
which we want a word), ou^ht to caution men to keeo the key of tlieir

cabinets."t

As we have already mentioned, the growing insecurity of an admin-

istration, in which the most bitter enmity and distrust had been for

a-<iong time gathering in secret, could not fail to be known to so clear

and vigilant an observer, so intimate with the parties ; and his assumed
tone of dignified independence was compelled at last to give way to

the more sincere anxiety, which he had so well suppressed. The re-

verse to which he might be exposed by the casualty of a day, was too

alarming to one who had assumed so high a style of conduct and bear-

ing.
" 1 will contract," he says,

" no more enemies ; at least I will not

imbitter worse those I have already, till I have got under shelter, and
the ministers know my resolution." Of Lord Oxford he writes "He
chides me if I stay away but two days together what will this come
to ? Nothing. My grandmother used to say,

" More of your lining,
Less of yom' dining."

At last three English deaneries became vacant, and Swift justly re-

garded the occurrence as offering a conclusive test of the ability of his

friends to provide for him. It was on the I3th of April, that Swift re-

ceived the intelligence from his friend Mr Lewis, of which the whole

* She was daughter and sole heiress to the Fjarl of Northumberland. She was
first married to Lord Ogle, and next to Mr Tliynne, who was murdered by Count

Coningsmark's instigation, with the design to obtain her hand.
t Swift's Works, xix. 356, ed. 1814.
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purport, with his reflections upon the occasion, may best be told in his

own language.
" This morning, my friend Mr Lewis came to me, and

showed me an order for a warrant for three deaneries ; but none of

tliem to me. This was what I always foresaw, and received the notice

of it better than he expected. I bid Mr Lewis tell my Lord-treasurer,

that I take nothing ill of him, but his not giving me timely notice, as

he promised to do, if he found the queen would do notliing for me.

At noon, Lord-treasurer hearing I was in Mr Lewis' office, came to me,
and said many things too long to repeat. I told him I had nothing to

do, but to go to Ireland immediately ; for I could not with any reputa-

tion, stay longer here, unless I had something honourable immediately

given to me. We dined together at the Duke of Ormonde's. He then

told me he had stopped the warrants for the deans, that what was done

for me, might be at the same time, and he lioped to compass it to-

night ; but I believe him not. I told the Duke of Ormonde my
intentions. He is content Sterne should be a bishop, and I have St

Patrick's."* As this entire passage was written on the evening of

the very conversation to which it adverts, we can with certainty infer

that the plan here mentioned was first proposed at this meeting. It

is also evident, from the following part of the same entry, that Swift

was in some measure disappointed by the arrangement, whicli, instead

of advancing him to one of the English deant-ries, transferred him to

Ireland, and at the same time made a distinction not very gratifying

to his pride, by the promotion of Sterne,t whom he very wrongfully
considered to have treated him with some slight, and to have inferior

claims. The plan was perhaps mainly the suggestion of Harley. The
duke had himself some objections which he afterwards waived in behalf

of Swift. The point was, however, still to be settled with the queen, and

in the interim every expression which Swift has left is such as to indi-

cate affected equanimity and inexpressible impatience. On the next day
he writes to say, tliat he would leave that end of the city (where he

lodged to be near the court), as soon as the warrants of the deaneries

should come out; and adds, "Lord-treasurer told Mr Lewis that it

should be determined to-night ; and so lie will say a hundred nights,"

concluding with his plan of travelling on foot to Chester, on his way
home. The following day he writes " Lord Bolingbroke made me dine

with him to-day; I was as good company as ever; and told me the

queen would determine something for me to-night. The dispute is

Windsor or St Patrick's. I told him I would not stay for their disputes,

and he thought I was in the right." This extract strongly indicates a

state of mind bordering on exasperation, and it also dimly shows, what

we are inclined to believe, that nothing would be more satisfactory to

the subtle liypocrite with whom this conversation occurred, than Swift's

going off' in a fit of childish petulance, as it would be the best means of

effecting a breach between him and Lord Oxford, and securing his

powerful alliance for himself, iu the collision for which he was then

* Journal to Stella.

t Sterne had been on terms of the most friendly intimacy with him np to the

time of his departure for England, and had but a very little before made him an

offer of his purse tluougli Stella, which Swift scarcely condescended to ackuow-

ledge. (See Journal.)
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])reparing the way. The whole narration of the intervening days is

equally full of significance ; but we pass to the 18th, when tiie question
was decided. From tlie remarks which dropped from Swift on tliis

occasion, we shall only add one very expressive of the nature and form

of his expectations "Neither can I feel joy at passing my days in

Ireland; and I confess I thought tlie ministry would not let me go."*
After all appeared settled the Duke of Ormonde objected to the pro-
motion of Dr Sterne ; witli him Swift then exerted liis i)Owers of per-

suasion, and the duke, who perhai)s desired no more than to place him

under some obligation, consented. On the 23d all the warrants were

signed, and Swift was placed beyond the suspense which had tortured

him through the interval ;
for as Scott, in a note on this part of his

journal, observes, that he had become at this time fully aware of the

mortal enmity he had provoked.
The remaining incidents are unimportant. He was annoyed to find

that heavy deductions were to be made between the claims of Dr Sterne

and the deanery house, the first-fruits and the patent, in all amounting
to a thousand pounds. We have only here to add, that in the short

interval between this preferment and his departure for Ireland, Lord
Oxford and Mrs Masham made anotlier strenuous but unsuccessful

eftbrt to obtain something more suited to his expectations. The fact

was denied by the insidious Bolingbroke, whose authority we should

receive with many scruples, and whose dislike for Oxford amounted to

perfect hatred. We shall have quickly to return to the difterences

between these rival politicians, and the circumstances which attended

the decline of their power; these, though to some extent interwoven

with the incidents of previous transactions, we have reserved for a short

statement.

After a long and wearisome journey Swift arrived in Ireland.

There are difterent statements as to his reception, which Lord Orrery
mentions as unfavourable in the extreme, and is contradicted by
Sheridan and Delany. We must refer the curious to their accounts ;

the first wrote in no kindly spirit, the others were his most attached

friends ; the truth is probably between them. Swift was certainly then

unpopular; there was no class for whose dislike some reasons miglit
not be given. With the Whigs he was an apostate; with the Dissenters

a High Churchman ; among the clergy, if any were spiritually minded,
his character was marked by many obvious defects ; to such, his libels,

levity, grossness, haughtiness, and eccentricity, together with the

public reputation of an ambitious and worldly disposition, would render

his elevation unacceptable ; among the crowd of ecclesiastical persons,

mostly then composed of men of small understandings and moderate

attainments, either in piety or knowledge, most would look with an eye
of jealousy on the rapid elevation of the poor vicar of Laracor ; for

men of mean understanding are apt to be affected by a strong wish to

think slightly of the powers which they do not possess, and cannot
even fully comprehend ; thus, if we could even venture to imagine
sucli a thing as a bishop not very adequately provided with brains,

there can be little doubt that he would look with supreme contempt on

Works, iii. 208.
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a very clever curate, and feel highly scandalised if some inconsiderate

minister should lift him above his humble level to a deanery.
But Swift met with far more k'gitimate dislike from those with

whom his promotion brought him into contact. We have, we trust,

dwelt long enough on his haughty and imposing manner, to enable the

reader to feel at once how such a high and authoritative address as

was become natural to him, would be likely to please persons over

whom he came to claim authority, or to exact rights ; the allowance

of his superiors or friends, or the partiality of those whom his wit

pleased, and his attentions flattered, might overlook much rudeness and

petulance, which was not likely to meet the same tolerance from the

prebends and official functionaries with whom he had now to cope ;

there is always a wide dift'erence to be found between those who con-

ceive themselves to be c< ndescending to their acknowledged inferiors,

and those who, in dealing with a haughty superior, have a little

dignity of their own to support. Such a beginning was pregnant with

annoyances, and Swift spent a harassing fortnight in arrangements
connected with the entrance upon his new preferment, which he after-

wards, in an epistle in imitation of Horace describes to his patron Lord
Oxford.

all vexations,

Patents, instalments, abjurations,
Fii'st-fruits and tenths, and cliajjter treats,

Dues, payments, fees, demands, and cheats,
The wicked laity's contriving
To keep poor clergymen from thriving.

There is also some evidence of the public opinion at the same time

existing, as to his merits, in a ballad which Scott quotes from the

works of Jonathan Sraedley, and mentions that it was fixed on the door

of the cathedral on the day of his instalment.

"
To-day, this temple gets a Dean,
Of jjarts and fame uncommon,
Used both to pray, and to profane
To serve both God and mammon.

"WTien "Wharton reigned, a "WTiig he was
;

Wlien Pembroke, that's dispute. Sir
;

In Oxford's time, what Oxford pleased,

Non-con, or Jack, or neuter.

This place he got by wit and rhyme,
And many, was most odd

;

And miglit a bishop be in time,
Did he believe in- God."

&c. &c.

To these vexations Swift opposed a haughty and scornful front of

resistance, and provoked a strong spirit of opposition in the chajiter,
who were joined by the Archbishop of Dublin. He was thus thwarted

and baffled in many of the arrangements which he endeavoured to

make for the promotion of his friends. After a fortnight thus spent,
he retired with feelings of gloom and dissatisfaction to Laracor, from

which place he wrote to Miss Vanhomrigh
"

I stayed but a fortnight
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in Dublin, very sick, and returnod not one visit of a hundred that

were made me ; but all to the dean, and none to the doctor. I am

hiding liere for life, and I think I am something better. I hate the

thoughts of Dublin, and prefer a field-bed and an earthen floor before

tlie great house there which they say is mine."* In tlie same letter

he mentions,
" I design to pass the greatest part of the time I stay

in Ireland, here in the cabin where I am now writing ; neither will I

leave the kingdom till I am sent for, and if they have no farther service

for me. I will never see England again. At my first coming, I thought
I should have died witti discontent, and was horribly melancholy while

they were installing me ; but it begins to wear oft' and change to dul-

ness." The dean retained Laracor and Rathbeggan, which he had at

first some intention of resigning, and also designed to recommend Dr

Raymond as his successor. Upon a nearer view, however, and under

the influence it may be supposed, of the various exactions attendant on

his promotion, he changed his purpose.

Among the numerous small vexations which depressed or disquieted
his gloomy and irritable spirit, there was one which must have been

deeply felt ; he was inextricably entangled between two ladies, for each

of whom he entertained a strong aflTection, and who both, as he was

well aware, reckoned on him as a future husband. How such a sense

must have corroded his better feelings, the reader can easily conceive ;

and it must be evident enough that the reunion with Stella must have

been attended with feelings more nearly allied to remorse than satisfac-

tion. Such meetings are the happiest incidents which human life

affords; but Swift had abjured all the ways of peace, and the blessinirs

of tliat home intercourse of affections which is the only infusion of sun-

shine upon the clouds and tedious trials of life.

In this gloomy retirement it was with joy that the dean received a

summons from the Tory administration, many of the members and

friends of which were urgent for his instant return to London, where

the dissensions between Oxford and St John had arisen to a height
which threatened to shake their party to the foundation.

We have already given a sketch of the character of Swift's two great

friends, so far as was necessary to possess the reader with a more full

sense of his remarkable progress in their regards. We must now
revert to the consideration of their several histories, and of their mutual

intimacy and opposition, as best explaining much of the following

events which we are obliged to notice. Mr Harley (at tliis time the

Earl of Oxford) had been bred a dissenter, and had first attained notice

under the auspices of the Whigs ; and after having filled the office

of speaker in tlie House of Commons, was made secretary of state by
the Duke of Marlborough. He was, however, soon found to be an

unsafe and perfidious ally, and as the underhand intrigues which he

carried on with the Tories could not long escape the penetration of his

own party, he was dismissed from office ; on which ho vvent over to

the Tories. At that time he was deeply engaged in that system of

practising upon the feebleness and the resentments of the queen, by a

secret intercourse contrived between himself and Mrs Masham, which

Letter dated Laracor, 8tli July 1713, Works, vol. xix. p. 410.
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was in tiie coarse of a little time, and with the help of circumstances

which we have already mentioned, the means for bringing in that partv,
with himself at its head.

Mr St John may here be briefly described as the eleve of Harley,
and as the companion of the conduct and clianges here described.

Like him he was bred up among tiie dissenters; like him he availed

himself of their influence, and turned against them when they had
served his purpose ; like him he was moderate in his party feelings,
because he was like him devoid of sterling principle ; and he followed

liis steps through the crooked ways that led to court favour and political

power. But here the parallel ends. Mr Harley had been designed by
nature to ornament private life, and to be the companion or patron of

men of genius and virtue. Circumstances had led him into unclean

paths, where he degenerated into an intriguer and a courtier, and rose

to power by the only means available to mediocrity. His vices were as

moderate as his virtues, and those virtues had in them a reality ;
his

small craft and political meanness were set off by social affections ; and
even in his selfish aims, tliere were lengths at which he felt himself

cliecked by the very principles which he had overlooked ; there were
some lengths in profligacy to which he was reluctant to go. He still

would keep within the bounds of self-justification, which must indeed

lie admitted to be pretty spacious. St John was from the beginning
indiflerent to all human considerations, but the attainment of that

advancement wliich his vast and splendid capabilities entitled him to

expect. His principles, his opinions and rules of conduct, his virtues

and vices, demand no refined analysis to appreciate their respective

measure, or their mutual relation ; he was a thorough profligate, and

alike devoid of private or public virtues. We need not take the trouble

to weigh some indications of kindly feeling toward Swift and Pope, or

his French wife, to whom we believe he was not unkind. He respected
wit and genius, which it was his interest to have on his side; he was

not without some animal aftection for tliose whom he thought fit to

cultivate
;
and this is allowance enough. Within our own times he has

been made the theme of some very severe invectives, in the full sense

of which we believe all riglit-minded persons agree, and also of some

panegyric, of which we have been unable to apprehend any foundation

in reality, unless great and powerful abilities can be allowed to obtain

the respect only due to superior goodness ; of his powers we have

already said 'enough. Having been mainly introduced to public life,

under the countenance of Mr Harley, he quickly became distinguished

by powers far superior to his master, and iiaving been mainly instru-

mental in the conclusion of a dishonourable treaty, which was more
conformable to the interest of his party than to the honour of England,
he began to feel that he might take an independent course, and sup-

plant Lord Oxford in the favour of Queen Anne and her waiting-
women. This respectable ambition was additionally stimulated by
motives full as worthy. When Lord Oxford obtained his earldom, St

John put in his claim to a similar elevation ; for this, neither the dura-

tion nor the amount of his services were felt to be adequate, and Lord
Oxford would have refused, if lie did not stand too much in need of

his abilities, and in fear also of his fierce, intriguing, and vindictive dis-
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position. Tlie rank of a viscount ratlior seemed an aJniission tlian a

satisfaction of his claim. His pride was irritated rather tlian appeased,
and he was evidently roused to seek matter for additional discontent.

Lord Oxford received the Order of the Garter ; and as there were

some further vacancies, Bolingbroke insisted on one. It was as a

matter of course refused, and he at once gave way to his aiumosity.
From this he pursued the design of overturning the administration of

Lord Oxford, and obtaining the government of the cabinet into his own
iiands.

Such is a very general outline of the history of this ministry. Swift,

who never was made privy to the private baseness of his friends, and

who gave them credit for the ostensible motives, attributed their dis-

agreements to motives and resentments far less deeply seated than the

actual ones ;
in the short sketch which he has left of their quarrels, he

assigns a rather slight occasion. After relating 'at some length the

account of Guiscard's attempt to assassinate Mr Harley in the privy

council, he writes " I have some very good reasons to know that the

first misunderstanding between Mr Harley and Mr St John, which

afterwards had such unhappy consequences upon tlie public afiairs, took

its rise during the time that the former lay ill of his wounds, and his

recovery doubtful. Mr St John affected to say in several companies
'that Guiscard intended the blow against him,' which, if it were true,

the consequence must be that Mr St John had all the mint, while Mr

Harley remained with nothing but the danger and the pain."* Such

insinuations must certainly have rankled in Mr Harley 's mind, and not

the less that they perhaps had some foundation in truth ; but before

this he had probably felt that St John was to be feared and distrusted,

and distrust was no small portion of Mr Harley's genius. Swift, too,

was long aware of the repulsion wliich operated between them, and he

had experience of Mr St John's eftbrts to prejudice his rival with him-

self. The enmity which had long been partially suppressed by pru-

dence, at last forced its way. Bolingbroke had completed the mine

under his adversary's feet, and was prepared to fire the guilty train.

Oxford felt the wliole danger. Their friends, who knew nothing of

the reality, attril)Uted their quarrels to ]>ique and temper. Swift had

an intuition of the truth, but it was no more; became over in the hope
of eflfecting a reconciliation on the ground of mutual interest and com-

mon danger. It is supposed that his influence was at first successfully

exerted ; but we are disposed to think it was only because the crij^is

had not come, they had yet some common points of interest, and their

common enemies were watching them with unremitting vigilance. The
scale of their destinies was suspended on the favour of the queen and

Lady Masham. Swift brought them together, and exacted exterior

courtesy, while he once more entered into the field of party politics and

fought their battles with his usual spirit and efiect. With this view he

wrote several papers of great efiect, one of which contained an attack

on the Scottish peers, so very offensive, that they took the matter up
with considerable animosity, and the printer and bookseller were taken

into custody. The bookseller declared his ignorance ; the printer

* Memoirs relating to the Change in the Queen's Ministry, Works, vol. iii. 251.
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refused to answer. Tliis latter was Mr Joliii Barber, who afterwards

became eminent as lord mayor of London, and is known by his long
correspondence with Swift, which was continued through their lives,

and is to be found in the published correspondence of Swift. Every
one well knew who the real author was, and the implacable hate of

Wharton took the occasion for revenge ; he exclaimed that the house had
no concern with these persons ; that the only object was the discovery
of the " villanous author," and proposed that the printer should be set

free from the consequences of any self-crimination. This having been
Mr Barber's plea, the finesse of Harley warded the well-aimed blow,

by directing a prosecution, which of course disqualified Barber as an
evidence. The Scottish peers, justly indignant at this frustration of

their resentment, went up to the queen, headed by the Duke of Argyll,
and demanded a proclamation for the discovery of the author

; <300
were offered by the queen's command, and Swift was for some time in

suspense and danger ; he relied, however, on the fidelity of Barber,
and the protection of Oxford. This minister indemnified the printer
and bookseller with 150, sent through the hands of Swift himself.

As it is our anxious desire to preserve our limits, we shall here, as in

the former interval, abstain from the detail of his political labours,
which would demand copious digressions into English and continental

history. His angry correspondence with Steele is to be found among
the rest of his published correspondence ; and as Steele is on our list,

may be brought forward again to less disadvantage. Swift had also to

contend with Bishop Burnet, whom he attacked in a paper, entitled a

Preface to the Bishoj) of Sarum's Introduction to the Third Volume of
his History of the Reformation. This is described by Sir Walter as

an ironical attack, and as treating the bishop as one whom the author

delights to insult. Tlie description is substantially just, but the irony
is not sustained through a single paragraph ; the intent is evident

enough ; but Swift's eagerness to find fault and to fling imputation,

quickly alter his purpose ; the ridicule resembles that of a wit, who
becomes angry and throws off" the mask of playfulness, to exchange
smart sayings for abuse.

In the meantime, there was a rapid progress of incident and event,
which contributed to weaken the Tories, and to accelerate the disgrace
of Lord Oxford. Many circumstances had contributed to propagate
fears for the Protestant succession ; the underhand negotiations of most
of the Tory leaders, and even of some of the Whigs, with the Pretender,
were too numerous to be quite concealed, and it would be difficult to

prove beyond further question that these private intrigues were not
countenanced by the queen. It is placed beyond doubt that both

Oxford and Bolingbroke took part in them ; the former cautiously and

insincerely, and rather for his own security ; the latter thorouijhly and

devotedly. Oxford, whose entire conduct was dilatory, and a per-

petual observance of the wind of accident, was so far betrayed by
appearances, that although he was by principle for the settlement, he
not on\y transmitted his advice to the Pretender, but took some daring

steps which contributed very materially to his own defeat. Of this

nature was his motion,
" for tlie further security of the Protestant suc-

cession, by making it high treason to bring any foreign troops into the
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kingdom." The real drift of such a motion, unnecessary against the

Pretender, and only efficient against friends to the succession, was at

once detected ; and the oversight was taken advantage of by Boling-
broke liiniself. The consequence of many such indications was, a large
secession from the strength of tlie Tory party.

If Lord Oxford was thus weakened by the imputation of Jacobitish

designs, he was not less so, by a more just accusation of tlie contrary

disposition. It was early discovered by the emissaries and friends of

the Pretender tliat he confined liimself to vague promises, and that he
no less kept up a secret understanding with the ministers of the
Hanoverian court. He thus became an object of contempt and suspicion
to every party. His conduct as to the scliism act in which lie sacrifice<l

the interest of the dissenters, his only remaining friends, left him bare
to the tempest of party enmity and scorn he had the folly or the

honesty to incur the enmity of Lady Masham, by refusing a grant of

public money in her favour, and when there was no one to say a word
for him, when his finesses were understood by all, when his delays,
demurs, and hesitations, were traced to incapacity and want of purpose
or honesty, when his obstinate reserve was recognised as jealousy of

power and love of artifice, it was easy for his equalh cunning, but
far bolder and more able rival, to shake to dust the hollow structure
of his favour.

But to Swift, the whole of this concatenation was not apparent :

he was unacquainted with the private pei-fid>' of Bolingbroke, or the

doubling play and impotent finesse of Oxford : he saw their power was

crumbling, and that it demanded vigour and union to make head against
the leagued hostility of the Whigs, and those who were daily added to

their ranks ; and he saw, with feelings bordering on despair, the grow-
ing enmity of those on whose cordial understanding he considered

all to be dependent. Under these circumstances, his conduct was

generous, and as far disinterested as can be supposed, where his own
interests were in point of fact involved. His friendship with his first

patron increased with the decline of his power, and with the dangers
by wliieh he was surrounded : as he had not been servile in prosperity,
so he was incapable of falling off in adversity. In vain Bolingbroke
endeavoured by every art of insinuation to detach him from his friend,

and to win him to his own service, Swift would only understand what
was honest, and laboured to promote a union which was already dis-

solved. A letter written many years after to Oxford's son and suc-

cessor, gives an interesting account of the last effort which he made
it may serve here as a summary of the whole affair. He writes upon
the subject of his history of the last four years of the queen, which
introduces the following narrative :

" Your lordsliip must needs have

known, that the history you mention of the last four years of the

queen's reign was written at Windsor, just upon finishing the peace;
at which time, your father and my Lord Bolingbroke had a mis-

understanding with each other, that was attended with very bad con-

sequences. When I came to Ireland to take this deanery (after the

peace was made), I could not stay here above a fortniglit, being
recalled by a hundred letters to hasten back, and to use my endeavours
in reconciling those ministers. I left them the history you mention.
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which I liad finished at Windsor, to the time of the peace. When
I returned to England I found their quarrels and coldness increased.

I laboured to reconcile them as much as I was able. I contrived to

bring them to my Lord Masham's at St James's : my Lord and Lady
Masham left us together. I expostulated with them both, but could

not find any good consequences, I was to go to Windsor next day
with my Lord- treasurer. I pretended I had business that prevented
nie, expecting they would come to some But I followed

them to Windsor, where my Lord Bolingbroke told me that my
sclieme had come to nothing. Things went on at the same rate

they grew more estranged every day my Lord-treasurer found his

credit daily declining. In May, before the queen died, I had my last

meeting with them at my Lord Masham's. He left us together ; and

therefore I spoke very freely to them both, and told them,
'

I would

retire, for I found all was gone.' Lord Bolingbroke whispered me,
'I was in the right;' your fatiier said, 'all would do well.' I told

him,
' that I would go to Oxford on Monday, since I found it was

impossible to be of any use.' I took coach to Oxford on Monday,
went to a friend in Berkshire, there stayed until the queen's death ; and
tlien to my station here, where I stayed twelve years. I never saw my
lord your father afterwards."

Swift, according to his determination, left London on a visit to

a friend, the Reverend Mr Gery, at Upper Letcombe, where he
remained for some weeks, not perhaps without some hopes of being
recalled by some favourable occasion, and filled with fears, anxieties,

and expectations which, to some extent, may have rendered him insen-

sible to the gloomy and monotonous frugality and seclusion of his

host's abode. At no time, had his own prospects appeared to such

advantage, or dressed in more hopeful array, than in the little interval

that consigned him to Dublin and discontent for the remainder of his

life. His friendship with Oxford had grown to the most perfect aifec-

tion and even confidence to the fullest extent that Oxford's character

admitted; and he was the counsellor of his private, as well as his

public aftairs. There could be, indeed, no doubt that if aft'airs were

restored, and the queen's life continued, but that all the obstacles to

his further promotion must have given way ; as the first effort of

Swift's friends would have been to reconcile him with the queen and

her favourites. We should also have observed what Sir Walter men-
tions upon the most sufticient authority, that all the most important
affairs of Ireland were entirely transacted according to his advice.

But the tide of his prosperity was already on the ebb : a new con-

junction of events and circumstances, most of which were already
within the reach of conjecture, was fast approaching to consign the rest

of his life to a voyage,
" bound in shallows and in misery." He did

not, however, know the full sum of evil circumstances which affected

the prospects of his party ; the real designs of Bolingbroke the

secret intrigues with the Pretender, in which all his principal friends

were more or less involved were yet secrets to him : he only was
enabled to perceive dissensions and divisions which appeared still

capable of being reconciled, only because he attributed them to causes

more slight and transient in their nature than those from which they
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actually proceeded. Ignorant of the deep and fatal mine whicli the

perfidious BoUngbroke was actually on the point of exploding under

the feet of Oxford's administration, he only saw the madness and folly

of a disunion in which he perceived the ruin of their common party, and

could not believe that they would be the fools to persist in so destruc.

tive an error. He also saw the rapidly rising influence of Boling
broke ; but not being aware of its real direction, he only looked upon
him as the remaining stay and support of a declining cause : and thus

indulging himself secretly in the hope of daily hearing that matters

had assumed a more Tavourable turn, he flattered himself still with the

expectation of being called to town to fight the battle of his party, and

to receive the reward of his exertions. In the mean time, however,

his best feelings were tormented by daily accounts of the actual course

of affairs. The dissensions between his friends grew more virulent

from day to day : their party was weakening by divisions, while the

precarious condition of the queen's health gave a fatal importance to

these discouraging symptoms. In the midst of all this darkness and

dismay, the star of Bolingbroke alone seemed to increase in magnitude
and light; and while his rival, Oxford, grew more dilatory and despised,

he appeared to advance in favour and influence, and to grow in vigour
and promptitude. The struggle between them was not at this time

many days protracted : while Swift was thus oscillating between hope
and fear, and waiting the event of circumstances, he received the

afflicting intelligence that his friend Lord Oxford was insulted by the

queen and Lady Masham, and compelled to resign.
" On the next

day," Mr Lewis writes to Swift,
" the queen has told all the lords the

reasons of her parting with him ; that he neglected all business ; that

he was very seldom to be understood ; that when he did explain him-

self, she could not depend on the truth of what he said ; tliat he

never came to her at the time slie appointed ; that he often came drunk ;

lastly, to crown all, that he behaved himself towards her with bad

manners, indecency, and disrespect."* On the night of the 27th, a

cabinet council was held, to settle who were to be the commissioners

for the treasury the queen and Lady Masham having, it is supposed,
formed the scheme of governing for the future without a minister, a

plan encouraged by Bolingbroke, who would thus have the real

control of everything. The council could not agree, and the discus-

sion was carried on with such violence till a late hour of the night, that

the queen's head became affected with a complaint which terminated

her life in a few days. In this interval, Bolingbroke's activity was

not asleep; and he entered with tlie vigour and talent of his character

into measures which, if the queen should but have held out only a

few weeks, would in all probability have restored the Stuart line.

His plan for a ministry was as follows : he was himself to retain the

seals, to continue secretary for foreign affairs, and put the treasury
in commission ; a set of known Jacobites were to fill the other cabinet

offices, the Duke of Ormonde and Buckingham, Atterbury, Lord

Harcourt, and the Earl of Mar, all of whom he hoped to find subser-

vient to his aims, and wlio were deeply engaged in the.same plot which

*
Swift's Works, vol. xvi. 191.
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was the main end of his entire policy. During the few da^'s which

he continued in office, he showed an activity and address which

would soon perhaps have put the expectations of the Jacobites in a

prosperous train. Among other acts, he at once obtained for Swift

the order for a thousand pounds, about which Lord Oxford had trifled

so long. He was most eager in his efforts to bring back to town the

most able of his supporters ; and the most pressing but seemingly

undesigning letters from him, appear among those which poured in

at this time on the dean's retreat at Letcombe. But an unseen arm
was raised already to dash all those cobwebs of state policy : the queen
was on her deathbed; and some extracts from these letters may show
the anxious working of the breasts of those about her, and throw some
added light on those topics on which we have too slightly and super-

ficially glanced. On the 29th of July, Lady Masham wrote a letter to

the dean, in which she says of Lord Oxford,
" I was resolved to stay

till I could tell you the queen had got so far the better of the dragon

[Lord Oxford], as to take her power out of his hands. He has been

the most ungrateful man to her, and to all his best friends, that ever

was born. I cannot have so much time now to write all my mind,
because my dear mistress is not well, and I think I may lay her

illness to the charge of the- treasurer, who for three weeks together
was teasing and vexing her without intermission, and she could not

get rid of him till Tuesday last
"

[the 27th]. She then remonstrates

against his expressed intention of returning to Ireland, and adds,
" I

know you take delight to help the distressed, and there cannot be a

greater object than this good lady, who deserves pity. Pray, dear

friend, stay here, and do not believe us all to throw away good advice,

and despise everybody's understanding, but their own," &c. Among
these letters there are some from Mr Lewis, who appears to have

formed a more just estimate of the conduct of the persons chiefly

concerned, than most of the other correspondents : he speaks with

affection and tenderness of Lord Oxford, while he sees the entire little-

ness of his conduct, and mentions that he had oft'ered to serve on any
terms, and that he had met the insults of the different classes of low

people about the queen with fawning servility ; adding in one place
his conviction that his intellect was gone

" I have long thought his

parts decayed, and am more of that opinion than ever."* He also,

a little after, shows the impartiality of his judgment in speaking of

his rival " But sure the earth has not produced such monsters as

Mercurialis [Bolingbroke]." On the 31st, letters came informing
Swift of the queen's death, and the successive accounts followed of

all the numerous and minute circumstances of the break-up that

followed. It is impossible for us to enter on tliis detail so as to

preserve the almost romantic interest of the crisis ; for such it was.

The whole of the real movements of the late administration had been

to favour the Pretender the most active of the Jacobite party had

been in the possession of the whole efficient powers of the realm the

queen was not disinclined to the promotion of the same objects, but

simply endeavoured to keep her own conscience free by a little flimsy

Swift's Works, xvi. 195.



self-disguise the best affected of the Hanoverian party had no direct

power of interference ; and many who might have exerted a salutary
influence were rendered so doubtful of the issue of events, that some
were repressed by fear of being involved in the uncertain result, and

some endeavoured to make friends of both sides. The death of

Anne was the moment of decision : though the whole feeling of the

nation was for the Settlement, the Jacobite party were up in array,

and at their posts a feather might have turned the scale.

But happily the recent struggle in the very bosom of the Tories

had spread doubt and disunion among tiiem. Suspicions of tlie truth

had sprung up, and as Jacobitism was only the disease and not the

element of that party, the tainted portion found itself in a measure

severed from the sound ; the Jacobites could not rely on the ranks in

the strength of which they had prospered. The leading Whigs had

been on the watch they were men of ability, and their decision and

promptitude prevailed. It does not belong to our present purpose
to describe how the Jacobite leaders met, unprepared for the emer-

gency for which they had long been laying their trains ;
how some

doubted and some recoiled, and none, in their first surprise, knew what

to do ; or how, before they had time to look round and avail them-

selves of their position, the Whig leaders stepped in, and by one

bold and decided move, which none had the courage to gainsay, took

tlie reins out of the hesitating hands of Bolingbroke and his faction ;

and gave the word to which the whole nation responded with a readi-

ness which silenced the meditated treason. The perusal of the cor-

respondence, published as an appendix to Lord Mahon's history, has

decided all the opinions which we have expressed as to the baseness

and dishonesty of every one of the Tory ministry. And those writers

who have asserted that Swift was never entirely in their confidence,

though it was invidiously said, and with something of a different intent,

are after all no moi'e than just. While his writings clearly establish

liis claim to a thorough acquaintance with all that concerned those

measures of administration on which the Tory policy rested as its

basis, the ministers had individually an internal system of motives

and designs connected with their private hopes and aims, which they

strictly concealed from one whom tliey knew too well, to hope that

he would countenance an undisguised departure from the most common

principles of political honesty.
One circumstance must not be here omitted. During the brief

interval of Bolingbroke's triumph, while he was soliciting the return

of Swift to London, and opening new hopes of promotion to tempt him

to come to his assistance, the genuineness of Swift's friendsliip, and

tlie independence of his spirit, were shown to great advantage. He
liad sent up a pamphlet, designed for the service of the tottering

administration, to Barber this Lord Bolingbroke obtained possession

of, and unceremoniously proceeded to retouch it for his own special

purposes ; but on hearing tlie circumstance. Swift peremptorily insisted

on the return of the manuscript. In the same trying moment, Avhen

ambition and Bolinffbroke were invitins' liim again into tliat field

where all his hopes yet lay, lie received a letter from his friend the

fallen Oxford, inviting him to "
liing away some on one who loves
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you ;" Swift without hesitation chose the nobler and less alluring
track, and immediately prepared to follow his friend into his retire-

ment. The events which followed thickly upon each other, inter-

rupted his intention, and consigned his unfortunate patron to the

tower, where he continued till he was released by another turn among
the currents of political faction.

We may now follow Swift into Ireland, and trace his conduct in

scenes of a very diflerent kind. Ignorant of the extent to which his

friends had really implicated themselves, he urged them up to the

fatal breach, and offered to stand forward boldly in their cause. As
Dr Arbuthnot, who better knew their real condition observed,

" Dean
Swift keeps up his noble spirit ; and, though like a man knocked

down, you may still behold him with a stern countenance, and aiming
a blow at his adversaries."

In Dublin he had now to face a heavy storm of insult, menace, and

persecution. The Whigs had completed the overthrow of their oppo-
nents by a sweeping imputation of Jacobitism, and the followers were
involved in the disgrace of their leaders. The nearest friend and
adviser of Oxford who was imprisoned on such a charge, and of Boling-

broke, a fugitive and delinquent confessed, could not but* be. looked

on by the Irish Whigs with horror and suspicion. In Ireland, from

the frequency with which the worst results of disaffection had been

made familiar, the fears and jealousies of party ever took a more active

and excited form. The same events which in England might have but

changed a set of men, in Ireland would have deluged the country with

massacre
;
and hence the violence of the Irish Protestants with them,

it was not an affair of policy, but of personal safety and property. In

Ireland political sentiments were always liable to be carried to the

most violent extremes of personal animosity. It was enough that he

came over with the suspicion of a leaning to the Pretender, to render.
Swift the object of dislike and animosity. He could only be seen

as the friend of Bolingbroke, who had thrown off all reserve and

resigned himself to the Stuart schemes, with a publicity that showed
an utter disregard of the safety of those friends he had left in these

kingdoms. All the resources of libel and calumny were now exhausted

on the dean his enemies took the occasion to insult him in the streets

his former friends deserted him. It will be, if not the most concise

at least the most interesting* way of exemplifying these circumstancesj

to ofi'er an instance which may be given in his own language, being a

petition which he made to the House of Lords, upon a most wanton
insult from Lord Blaney.

" The humble Petition of Jonathan Swift, D.D., and Dean of the

Cathedral of St Patrick, Dublin,
" 3Iost humbly sheiveth,

" Tiiat your petitioner is advised by his physicians, on -account of

his health, to go often on horseback; and there being no place in winter

60 convenient for riding as the strand toward Howth, your petitioner
takes all opportunities that his business or the weather will permit,
to take that road : That in the last session of Parliament, in the midst

of winter, as your petitioner was returning from Howth, with his
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two servants, one before and the other behind him, lie was pursued

by two gentlemen in a chaise, drawn by two high-mettled horses in

so violent a manner, that his servant, who rode behind him, was forced

to give way, with the utmost peril of his life ; whereupon your peti-

tioner made what speed he could, riding to right and left above fifty

yards, to the full extent of the road ;
but the two gentlemen driving

a light chaise, drawn by fleet horses, and intent upon mischief, turned

faster than your petitioner, endeavouring to overthrow him : That

by great accident your petitioner got safe to the side of a ditch, where

the chaise could not safely pursue ; and the two gentlemen stopping

tlieir career, your petitioner mildly expostulated with them; where-

upon one of the gentleman said,
' Damn you, is not the road as free

for us as for you?' and calling to his servant who rode behind him,

said 'Tom' (or such other name), 'is the pistol loaden with ball?'

To which the servant answered,
'

Yes, my lord,' and gave him the pistol.

Your petitioner often said to the gentleman,
'

Pray sir, do not shoot,

for my horse is apt to start, by which my life may be endangered.'

The chaise went forward, and your petitioner took the opportunity

to stay behind. Your petitioner is informed, that the person who

spoke the words above mentioned is of your lordship's house, under

the style and title of Lord Blaney ; whom your petitioner remembers

to have introduced to Mr Secretary Addison, in the Earl of Wharton's

government, and to have done him other good offices at that time,

because he was represented as a young man of some hopes, and a

broken fortune. That the said Lord Blaney, as your petitioner is

informed, is now in Dublin, and sometimes attends your lordship's

house. And your petitioner's health still requiring that he should ride,

and being confined in winter to go on the same strand, he is forced

to inquire from everv one he meets, whether the same lord be on

the same strand ;
and to order his servants to carry arms to defend

him against the like, or a worse insult, from the said lord, for the

consequences of which your petitioner cannot answer.
" Your petitioner is informed by his learned counsel, that there is

no law now in being, which can justify the said lord, under colour of

his peerage, to assault any of his majesty's subjects on the king's high-

way, and put them in fear of their lives, without provocation, which

he humbly conceives, that by happening to ride before the said lord,

he could not possibly give.
" Your petitioner, therefore, doth humbly implore your lordships,

in your great prudence and justice, to provide that he may be per-

mitted to ride with safety on the said strand, or any other of the king's

highways, for the recovery of his health, so long as he shall demean

himself in a peaceable manner, without being put into continual fears

of his life, by the force and arms of the said Lord Blaney."

We might add many anecdotes relating to the same time we have,

however, only afforded space to this, on account of the strong exem-

plification it gives of the author's general style and habits of mind.

We do not think it necessary to defend him here from the charge of

Jacobitism. The imputation had for a time the effect of narrowing iiis

intercourse with the better classes of society, and reducing him to
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move in a more narrow and less refined circle than he had been accus-

tomed to for some years. Some persons of very high respectability,
character, and talent, still superior to the prejudices of the crowd,
rallied round him; and though destitute of that artificial charm which

power and high rank can ever impart to insignificant minds, cannot be

supposed to have wanted the main qualifications of the best society,

wit, learning, refinement, and good-breeding, with as much of the

social aftections and more sincerity and worth than his regretted

patrons and court friends. Among these were the Grattans (a large,

influential, and highly accomplished family), Dr Helsham, Dr Delany, Mr
Sheridan, and numerous other names, less generally known to posterity.

But in this circle his breast reverted ever to the friends and com-

panions of that brilliant season of pride and hope, which was now over ;

they were wanderers and exiles, or awaiting the dangers of prosecu-
tion for state oft'ences. With a spirit superior to inconstancy or fear,

he continued openly to correspond with them, and pressed to be per-
mitted by his friend. Lord Oxford, to attend him in the tower. Sir

Walter Scott quotes from one of his letters to Pope, the following

passage :

" You know how well I loved both Lord Oxford and Lord

Bolingbroke, and how dear the Duke of Ormonde is to me. Do you
imaaine I can be easv while their enemies are endeavourina: to take

ofi" their heads ? / nunc et versus tecum meditare canoros." In

another passage which we quote from the same letter, Swift gives a

graphic sketch of his manner of living :

" You are to understand that

I live in the corner of a vast unfurnished house ; my family consists of

a steward, a groom, a helper in the stable, a footman, and an old maid,
who are all on board wages ; and when I do not dine abroad, or make an

entertainment (which last is very rare), I eat a mutton pie and drink

half a pint of wine ; my amusements are, defending my small dominions

against the archbishop, and reducing my rebellious choir. Perditur

inter hcec misera lux." From a letter written several months before

that to Bolingbroke, it would appear that he had at first some thought
of retiring to live for a time at Laracor, but had been deterred by
meeting annoyances in that vicinity, from some litigious neighbour, as

also by the disrepair into which his glebe-house had fallen. " I would

retire too [he alludes to Bolingbroke's retirement before his flight into

France], if I could ; but my country-seat, where I have an acre of

ground, is gone to ruin. The wall of my own apartment is fallen

down, and I want mud to rebuild it, and straw to thatch it. Besides,
a spiteful neighbour has seized on six feet of ground, carried oflf my
trees, and spoiled my grove. All this is literally true, and I have not

fortitude enough to go and see my dominions." *

Some letters which passed, in the spring of 1716, between him and

Bishop Atterbury, contain the precise particulars of the dispute with

his " rebellious choir," alluded to in one of the foregoing extracts. In

one of those letters he consults the bishop as to the regulation of other

cathedrals. He first says
" I am here at the head of three-and-twenty

dignitaries and prebendaries, whereof the major part, differing from

me in principles, have taken a fancy to oppose me upon all occasions

*
Works, xvi. 24j.
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in tlie chapter liouse ; and a ringleader among them has presumed tc

debate my power of proposing, or my negative, though it is what the

deans of this cathedral have possessed for time immemorial, and what
has never been once disputed. Our constitution is taken from that of

Sarum ; and the knowledge of what is practised there in the like case,

would be of great use to me." The answer of Atterbury was strongly
adverse to the dean's notions, as it gives the very lowest statement of

the power of the deans in the older deaneries; and advises him to

avoid the precedents which he proposed, and to pursue a discreet and

forbearing caution to avoid stirring questions on the foundations of

his authority. Swift, in promising to comply with tliis counsel, at the

same time enumerates the special privileges of the dean of St Patrick's,
with their high and ancient* authorities, so as to show that he was not

convinced ; and we may add, such as also to make it apparent, that he
had at least much strong ground to go upon.

While the dean was thus entangled in conflicts, little adapted to

compose his irritable temper, or to assuage the deep and painful recol-

lections and anxieties which he felt for those friends with whom all

his generous feelings rested, they were passing through trials, atlver-

sities, and scenes of reverse and privation. At the coronation of

George I., the several actors on that stage, from which Swift.had so

reluctantly retired, took their places in the scene with difierent degrees
of a|)prehension, or confidence, as they had been difierently involved
in the late events. They had each already received intimations of the

several degrees of disfavour in which they were involved ; Oxford
had been coldly received, because he had been a cold and equivocal
friend, and was yet affected by suspicion ; but he had been too cautious

in his movements to have much to apprehend; and having been

rejected and spurned by the Tories, he was even taken into the new
cabinet; he was aware that these circumstances would not prevent
the hate of.his enemies from the endeavour to place him on his trial ;

but he was endowed with passive courage, and under worse risks

would have braved them for the preservation of his estates and honours ;

he had made no friend among the Jacobites, and was by principle

opposed to them. Ormonde was constitutionally sanguine; he had

large interests at stake, and could not resolve, without one trial, to

sacrifice his fortune to a cause. Against him the king was in the

highest degree prejudiced ; he had been, under the authority of Boling-
broke, made the agent of a truce, perfidious with respect to the allies,

disgraceful to the British arms. When on his wav to meet the king
at Greenwich, he was met by a message to apprise him that he was
forbidden to apjjear in the presence. Bolingbroke, too deeply dipped
in perfidy and treason to have a reasonable hope, did not brave the

contumely of the new court ; he measured his danger with a clear and

sagacious judgment, and calculated with precision the interval during
which he might brave appearances, and try wiiat the high reputation
of abihty and eloquence, or what fortunate contingency might work
for him in the mean time. On the meeting of Parliament, these several

parties were not long allowed to continue in suspense. Ere this, the
Pretender had issued a declaration which tended to implicate the entire

administration of the late queen. This cruel and perfidious oversight
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commenced the war of party ; the Whigs seized on the implication,
whicli was indeed too obvious for doubt

; the Tories defended them-
selves ; and ere the session commenced, a fierce reciprocation of

pamphleteering attacks, defences, and recriminations, prepared the

way for heavier weapons.
The old Parliament was dissolved, and another, more constituted for

the meditated views of the ascendant party, succeeded ; the Pre-

tender's manifesto was noticed in the king's speech ;
in the address,

both houses stigmatised the dishonourable peace, and expressed their

sense of the delinquency of the late ministers. "
It shall be our busi-

ness," was the language of the Commons,
" to trace out those measures,

in wliicli he [the Pretender] places his hopes, and to bring the authors

of them to condign punishment." Such an intimation was plain

enough. Bolingbroke, in a few evenings after, appeared publicly at

the theatre, and bespoke the play for the following niglit ; he then

retired, and disguised himself as the lacquey to a French courier, under
whose protection he thus made his way to Calais. Ormonde indulged
for a little longer in that confidence which was constitutional to a spirit
rather ostentatious than great. Oxford had mucii to hope, and com-

paratively little to fear; he firmly and calmly stood his. ground, dis-

playing in the trials which followed, that however unfit to meet and

cope with the emergencies and difficulties of public life, he was not
devoid of the courage and fortitude which can grace adversity. A
long and able report was brought in by Walpole, detailing the charges

against the late administration. When it was ended, Bolingbroke was

impeached of high treason ; the impeachment of Oxford followed.

Ormonde might have been overlooked, but his indiscretion provoked
the doubtful blow

; the motion for his impeachment followed, but he
was suffered to escape.

In about a month after, Oxford was committed to the Tower. We
have entered into this detail, as the meet preface to a letter which is

so creditable to Swift, that it should not be omitted in this memoir :

" To the Earl of Oxford. Juhj 19, 1715.
" My Lord, It may look like an idle or officious thing in me to

give your lordship any interruption under your present circumstances ;

yet I could never forgive myself, if, after being treated for several years
with the greatest kindness and distinction by a person of your lord-

ship's virtue, I should omit making you at this time the humblest
offers of my poor service and attendance. It is the first time I ever

solicited you in my own behalf; and if I am refused, it will be the

first request you ever refused me. I do not think myself obliged to

regulate my opinions by the proceedings of a House of Lords and Com-
mons ; and therefore, however they may acquit themselves in your
lordship's case, I shall take tlie liberty of thinking and calling your
lordship tlie ablest and faithfullest minister, and truest lover of your
country, that this age has produced ; and I have already taken care

that you shall be so represented to posterity, in spite of all the rage
and malice of your enemies. And this I know will not be wholly
indifferent. to your lordship ; who, next to a good conscience, always
esteemed reputation your best possession. Your intrepid behaviour



under this prosecution astonishes every one but me, who know you so

well, and how little it is in tiie power of human actions or events to

discompose you. I have seen your lordsliip labouring under great

difficulties, and exposed to great dangers, and overcoming both by the

providence of God, and your own wisdom and courage. Your life

has been already attempted by private malice : it is now pursued by

public resentment. Nothing else remained. You were destined to

both trials ; and the same power which delivered you out of the paws
of the lion and the bear, will, I trust, deliver you out of the hands of

the uncircumcised.
"

I can write no more. You suffer for a good cause ;
for having

preserved your country, and for having been the great instrument, under

(iod, of his present majesty's accession to the throne. This I know,

and this your enemies know, and this I will take care that all the

world shall know, and future ages be convinced of. God Almighty

protect you, and continue to you that fortitude and magnanimity he

has endowed you with. Farewell, Jon. Swift."

We learn from a letter which Swift soon after received from

Arbuthnot, that Lord Oxford was greatly pleased with the generous

proposal thus made; and that he intended to write an immediate

answer. This answer appears to have been postponed from the

extreme indolence and the procrastinating habits of this lord. His

incarceration had, on the plea of sickness, been deferred, and he

had gone to pass the sliort interval thus allowed at one of his

seats.

Many of Swifts more humble associates had not been in any way
involved, and several enjoyed the immunity belonging to their inferior

and simply official connection with the recent set of men or measures

which had now become the mark of increasing clamour and prosecution.

On the decline of the Club of Brothers already noticed, another had

been formed, far inferior in rank, wealth, and the splendour of social

distinctions, but still more superior in the pretensions of a more truly

elevated and permanent description. Of this the members were no

more than six, and of these were Pope, Swift, Gay, Arbuthnot Har-

ley and Bolingbroke completed, and gave an imposing character to the

union. This union is immortalised in the works of Pope and Swift, as

the Scriblerus Club. Its members now became his chief correspondents,

and in their letters published in his works, their own history, and the

literary history of their time is to be found.

While thus harassed by anxiety for his best loved friends, and

immersed in harassing dissensions with his chapter. Swift had not, like

most persons who have to meet the distresses and labours arising from

their commerce with the world, a refuge in the afiections and confidence

of home. In this great source of the best and purest human enjoy-

ment, he must be regarded as the most unfortunate of men: his home
hours were but a duller variety of the feverish dream of life, dependent
on casual hospitality, or purchased servility, for some faint mock gleams
of the love and personal regard to wiiieh all right minds turn for rest

and peace. Tliere was for him no endearing tie, no holy and cloudless

union of love and perfect confidence. The want alone connected hin>
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with his kind : and he vainly tried to fill the aching void by cultivat

ins: affections which had neither the wholeness nor the faith of those

he missed. The subject of Swift's intimacy with the two most unfor-

tunate ladies, Miss Jolinson and Miss Vanhomrigh, of which we have

already related the commencement, was at this time beginning to

bring forth its fatal fruits.

Many of Swift's friendly biographers, in their extreme zeal to repel
the malignity of others, and to elevate the character of one whom they

venerated, have been led to conmiit the mistake of overlooking the

common facts of human nature, and the numerous moral indications

of Swift's mixed and somewhat complicated character. They perha|)s

felt that the tenderness, the generosity, and the scorn of vice which

were very prominent features of his temper, could not be consistent

with the motives and conduct of an opposite nature and tendency,
which so much of his history seems peremptorily to force upon the

conviction, and have thought it necessary to exert very considerable

ingenuity in constructing for him a character adapted to reconcile those

opposites, but altogether out of nature. Now it is true with regard to

Swift, of all men of whom there is any distinct record, that every one

incident of his life is strongly and prominently stamped with the

common vein of mixed motive, fine-spun self-deception, adulterated

virtue, and dignified infirmity, whicli is a known condition of human
nature. A full view of this nature leads to much toleration : they
who have clearly viewed what it is at best, will not be inclined to

refuse to Swift's virtues, genius, and sufi'erings the degree of venera-

tion, respect, and compassion which really is their due, because they
were compounded with those infirmities, which are the conditions of

humanity, and which in too many cases expand and develop with its

powers and capacities. And we may declare (for our own part), that

we are more anxious to guard against fallacious theories, than to, set

right the character of Swift or any other subject of these memoirs.

The assumption that Swift and Stella, from the beginning, entertained

no further understanding than a platonic attachment, commits not one

but several errors. We may point out a few : it sets wholly aside the

ordinary and well-known law of human character, as commonly observ-

able in the intercourse of the sexes; it supposes that a man must be very

profligate and cruel, before he will be tempted to tamper with female

affections without just and honourable intentions ; it then, to redeem
Swift from so black a charge, thinks it necessary to assume that the

most keen and fastidious observer of others that ever was, and the most

severe analyst of motives, one too, remarkable for the tact by which

he almost governed female hearts, was, in tliis one respect, a witless

simpleton ; and Stella, who is always mentioned as a person of talent

and common sense, not wiser than a school-girl in her teens, befooled

with bad novels. Were there distinct evidence that a platonic friend-

ship, to exclude all further ties for life, was expressly entered upon
between Swift and Stella, our inevitable inference would be unfavour-

able to the virtue of both ; we have no faith in such ties every one
knows too well what they mean. It is the true vindication of Swift's

head and heart, that his intentions were honourable and natural, and

Stella's, that she so understood him. This will not acquit him of
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much cruelty and much dishonourable conduct ; but it will leave us

free to find some extenuations and allowances. .

The same considerations will, with certain modifications, apply to

Vanessa, It", in Stella's case, he silenced the scruples of his better

nature, by an indefinite prospect of matrimony, in that of Vanessa,
he was satisfied to keep his own conscience clear, by giving warnings
and exhortations, which were neither calculated nor intended to have

any effect. This is too palpable to waste words upon it ; but the path
he took is curious for a dexterity of which he was not distinctly con-

scious. He saw the inflammable temper and sanguine spirit, and while

he played with her passions by alternations of gallantry and reproof,
he selected and suggested to her sanguine and romantic fancy the

very delusion which was wanting to lead her inadvertently on till it

was too late to return. He ottered objections which were not con-

clusive, and suggested the plutonism which no woman believes sincere,

but which served well to ward off for a while distinct and decided

explanations. Swift was a man of the world : no poet cloud-capt in

the heaven of fancy, no abstracted metaphysician, but one who had

worked his way to male and female favour with an address, which his

fierce pride and irritability could not defeat. The esteemed and

admired friend of the high-bred countess the artful court favourite

the intriguer the statesman the morbid and keen-eyed satirist the

subtle and dexterous reasoner commanding in a word the elite ot

every class, and holding a petty tyranny in the female woi'ld ; he

cannot be defended from the imputation of seeing through his own
thin disguise of platonism. We must conclude these remarks, which

we have carried beyond our intention, with a few very short extracts

from the journal to Stella, the language of which can only be under-

stood as expressive of an intention to marry or to deceive. " Fare-

well, dearest beloved, MD. and love poor Presto [himself] wlio has not

had one happy day since he left you, as hope to be saved ; it is the

last sally I will ever make, but I hope it will turn to some account.

I have done more for these, and they are more honest than the last ;

however, I will not be disappointed, I would make MD. and me easy ;

and I never desired more." Again,
" You are as welcome as my

blood to every farthing I have in the world ; and all that grieves me
is, that I am not richer for MD.'s sake, as hope to be saved

To return witliout some mark of distinction would look extremely
little ; and I would likewise gladly be somewhat richer than I am.

I will say no more, but beg you to be easy, till fortune take her course,

and to believe that MD.'s felicity is the great.end I aim at in all my
pursuits." All this is plain as any woman would require ; but for a

slight tone of equivocation, which too uniformly appears in his protesta-

tions, as if he wished to impress the obvious inference without com-

mitting himself. And this we suspect to be the fact. As he advanced
in life, and as the gay background of the prospect approached, it came

upon his eye in more sober and less attractive colours ; the attractions

faded, and the less-pleasing features started into prominence : he felt

himself to be in a position from which, if he could, he would recede ;

and he endeavoured to glide imperceptibly into a new understanding.
Even while the journal was in its progress, events had been occurring
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to make the old tie less pleasing ; and it is impossible not to notice

the gradual alteration of tone, -which marks, as he proceeds, the

transfer of his affections. Miss Vanhomrigh was youtiiful, interesting,

personally attractive, and fascinated by his wit and graceful insinua-

tion. As he had made his first advances to Stella in the guise of a

Mentor, a favourite approach since the days of Abelard, and before

them ; so he also in the same way caught up the reins of Vanessa's

more brisk and impulsive fancy, and guided her into the path he knew
so well. His inclination was amused his pride gratified ; and in

the spell of the moment, he committed to oblivion, as men ever will,

the danger attendant on such gratification. Too habitually shrewd not

to perceive the more than usually fast progress of his pupil's passion,
he thought to set himself right by a little good advice, which he

knew would not be taken ; for when did a few sage precepts ever act

otherwise than as an excitement, when coming fr^m an object of

pursuit ? All these considerations are plain enough in the correspond-
ence between Swift and Miss Vanhomrigh, to which we must refer

any one who would verify our reasoning.
How then, at this time, stood the dean's afifections ? We confess

that we can do no more than conjecture upon the same broad grounds,
where they apply with diminished certainty. We should say that his

regard for each of these ladies was in diflerent. stages of progress, and

tlierefore that strictly there can be no comparison. Perhaps his

inclinations leaned to Vanessa, who was the younger, the more brilliant,

and the more flattering ; but that the better and more tender affections

of his breast recognised the claims, and symj)athised with the feelings
of Stella. To Stella he had pledged himself: there had been no

express contract, but there was an understanding which he felt

thoroughly ; for he is ever in his journal speaking upon such an

understanding.
On his first arrival to take possession of his deanery, he took lodg-

ings for Stella and her companion, Mrs Dingley, on Ormonde quay,
the other side of the Lifley, and resumed his usual intercourse with

them an intercourse of which it must be observed, that it absolutely
involved the species of understanding which we have explained. In

every circumstance, of which we find any record, as well as in all

his language, the same distinction may be observed : Stella was

neither by him, nor by herself, regarded as a mere intimate friend,

but as appropriated. AH her arrangements were perceptibly included

as a part of his.

Soon, however, the death of Mrs Vanhomrigh was the occasion of

those embarrassing occurrences for which we have endeavoured to

prepare our readers. Her son survived her but a short time, and

lier two daughters became the heiresses to a small property in Ire-

land, near Celbridge. Their circumstances were, notwithstanding,
much embarrassed, and it cannot be doubted that Miss Esther Van-

homrigh, whom we may call Vanessa, was too happy to sieze an

excuse to come over to reside upon their own estate. Vanessa had

no apprehension of a rival. Swift, in his communications with each

of these ladies, had been most guarded. Occasional hints, which

dropped now and then in such a manner as to imply a nearer intimacy
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for some time awakened tlie most painful suspicions in the mind of

Stella ; but if such incidents occurred in his intercourse with Vanessa,

the ardour of her temper was more likely to overlook them. Stella

was more calm, prepared, and trained to endurance : hope deferred,

while it depresses the springs of life, has the tendency to create that

painful sense which will be most readily understood by calling it a

presentiment of ill. The arrival of Vanessa could not fail to awaken

this unhappy sensation ; and Stella, if she possessed the good under-

standing for which siie has credit, must have had at this time some

definite sense of Swift's character and mode of thinking and feeling.

The dean himself 'was become fully alive to the perplexity of the

position in which he was entangled ; and here we feel compelled to

observe, that some biographers, who take a different view of the

whole of this part of his history, dwell with unwarranted stress on

the language of some of his letters and communications, which plainly

manifest his own anxiety to repel the unfavourable impressions created

in the minds of others ; to extricate himself from the embarrass-

ment arising from the expectation of both ladies, and which also

indicate that, as his inclinations changed, and the period had arrived,

when it was no longer possible to amuse himself with good inten-

tions, he had laboured, as most men do on similar occasions, to shift

tlie character of the existing relation between him and the victim of

his love. He had always used equivocal language ; and, between play-
fulness and irony, had contrived to suggest whatever he pleased,

without committing himself : it was easy for him to persuade him-

self that he had no serious pledge to forget much overlook inferences

and alter meanings ; he could also assign meanings to that lan-

guage which proceeds from female pride and reserve, and give it a

sense which it was not designed to bear. He could thus make' a

case for himself. Swift was at this time possessed of an invincible

repugnance to matrimony ; but his happiness not the less depended

upon the whole possession of some tender and devoted breast he

loved Stella, and he pitied her. He may have had more inclination

towards the comparatively youthful Vanessa, but in him such inclina-

tions were not a governing principle, and he was (we are persuaded),
more affected by disinclinations. His moral sentiments, friendship,

pity, and remorse, were more potential in his nature ; and every-

thing indicates a full allowance of the superior claims of Stella.

Vanessa's letters are extant, breathing the most ardent passion, and,

taken together with his answers, make it quite clear that her whole

heart was bent on a union which he was equally resolved against.

The terms on which their intercourse now proceeded are forcibly

depicted in the following portion of one of her letters, written from

her retirement in 1714: "You bid me be easy, and you would see me
as often as you could. You had better have said, as often as you could

get the better of your inclination so much ; or as often as you remem-
ber there was such a one in the world. If you continue to treat me
as you do, you will not be made uneasy by me long. It is impossible
to describe what I have suS'ered since I saw you last. I am sure I

could have borne the rack much better than those killing words of
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yours. Sometimes I have resolved to die without seeing you more;
but these resolves, to your misfortune, did not last long. For there is

something in human nature that prompts one so to find relief in this

world, I must give way to it ; and beg you would see me, and speak
kindly to me ; for I am sure you'd not condemn any one to sutfer

what I have done, could you but know it. The reason I write to you
is, because I cannot tell it to you should I see you; for, when I begin
to complain, then you are angry ; and there is something in your looks

so awful, that it strikes me dumb. O ! that you may have but so much

regard for me left that this complaint may touch your soul with pity !

I say as little as ever I can
; did you but know what I thought, I am

sure it would move you to forgive me, and believe 1 cannot help

telling you this and live."

From such a spirit there was, it is evident, no escape, without tlie

most cruel inhumanity ; he could not refuse, even liad inclination

been altogether silent, to visit and correspond with her ; he could not,

if he would, have acceded to her wishes for a nearer union. Of his tie

to her rival, we have said enough ; and it is quite apparent, that a mar-

riage with either was likely to be a death-blow to the other. To marry
eitlier was not his desire, and he had a painful and embarrassing course

to steer between them.

Under the fatal impression which this condition of circumstances

must necessarily have made upon Stella, her health had begun at last

to be visibly impaired ; she, as Sir Walter says impressively,
" had

forsaken her country and clouded her reputation, to become the sharer

of his fortunes when at their lowest." She must, indeed, have bowed
beneath the withering wrong, much aggravated, instead of extenuated,

by the evasions and indirect courses, which only made her condition

the more humiliating, and left her no room for remonstrance. Her
obvious depression alarmed the tenderness of Swift; and at this point
a serious controversy arises on the conduct he pursued. Scott, follow-

ing the tradition of evidence from the Bishop of Clogher through

Berkeley, and of Sheridan through Mr Madden, and Dr Johnson,
confirmed by Dr Delany, Mrs Whiteway, and other intimate associates

of the dean, relates that, Swift seeing Mrs Johnson's depression, com-

missioned Dr St George Ashe, who had been his tutor in college, to

inquire the cause. The answer was such as must have been antici-

pated that "
it was her sensibility to his recent indifterence, and the

discredit which her own character had sustained from the long
subsistence of the dubious and mysterious connection between them."

According to that account. Swift strongly stated his own resolutions,

formed, as he alleged, at an early period 1st, not to marry without

having first an adequate fortune; and 2d, to marry so early as to have

time to push the fortunes of his children and settle them in the world.

He had not yet attained the first of these conditions, and the second

was already past. But to satisfy Mrs Johnson's mind he would
consent to a marriage which was to be merely a ceremony, and to be

kept strictly secret, and that they should live on the same guarded
terms as previously. To this most laughably absurd proposal it is said

Mrs Johnson consented, of course (if the story have any truth) in

the hope that one step might lead on to another. In consequence, it
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is said, that they were married in the garden of tlie Deanery in 1716.

Against this narration, founded on hearsay evidence, we have to

balance the opposite testimony, collected by Dr Lyon, which is brought
forward on the authority of Mr Mason. This testimony is wliolly
dift'erent'in its nature from the former; the one being, so far as it

goes, positive, the other negative.
We shall state such of Dv Lyon's arguments as we admit the force

of, in his own words ; the reader will then have before him all that

can now be said to any purpose on this curious question. Having
mentioned an assertion of the dean's, made to one of his friends, Dr

Lyon goes on to say :
" The same gentleman, who was intimate with

Mrs Dingley for ten years before she died in 1743, took occasion to

tell her that such a story was whispered of her friend (Mrs Johnson's

marriage with the dean), but she only laughed at it as an idle tale,

founded only on suspicion. Again, Mrs Brent, with whom the dean's

mother used to lodge in Dublin in the queen's time, and who was his

own housekeeper after he settled in Dublin in 1714, and who, for

her, many good qualities in that situation was much confided in, never

did believe there was a marriage between those persons, notwithstand-

ing all that love and fondness that subsisted between them
;

she

thought it was all platonic love, and she often told her daughter

Ridgeway so, who succeeded her in the same office of housekeeper.
Slie said that ^Irs Johnson never came alone to the Deanery, that Mrs

Dingley and she always came together, and that she never slept in

that house if the dean was there, only in time of his sickness, to attend

him, and see him well taken care of, and during this course of generous
attendance, Mrs Dingley and she slept together, and as soon as he

recovered they returned to their lodgings on Ormonde quay. These
ladies slept other two times at the Deanery, at an pleasant

house, and near his garden called Naboth's Vineyard, and that was
for those months in 1726 and 1727 which he spent in England. It

chanced that she was taken ill at the Deanery, and it added much to

his affliction that it happened at the Deanery, for fear of defamation

in case of her dying in his house, whether he was at home or abroad.

Had he been married, he could not have lived in a state of separation
from her, he loved her so passionately; for he admired her upon every
account that can make a woman amiable or valuable as a companion
for life. Is it possible to think that an affectionate husband could first

have written, and then have used, those several prayers by a dying
wife with whom he never cohabited, and whose mouth must have been

filled with reproaches for denying her all conjugal rights for a number
of years, nay, from the very period (171 G) that is pretended to be the

time of the marriage? Would he have sullere.l his wife to make a will

signed Esther Johnson, and to demise 1500 away from him, of which

1000 is enjoyed by the Chaplain of Steven's Hospital for the Sick,

and accept of a gold watch only, as a testimony of her regard for him ?

If he could direct, or rather command, her to leave the fortune as he

pleased, it is probable he would have directed the application towards
the future support of lunatics, which was the species of charity ho

thought most worthy the attention of the public. Is it not prol)able
that two gentlemen of honour and fortune, still living, who knew them



both intimately, and who were lier executors, would have known of a

marriage if there was one ? And yet they always did, and do posi-

tively declare they never had cause to suspect they were married,

altliough they were in company with both one thousand times
; they

saw proof of the warmest friendship, and any love but connubial love.

If she made him a ))resent ot a book, you may read in the titlepage
these words and so she distinguished every book she gave him,

"Esther Johnson's gift to

Jonathan Swifr, 1719."

Would he deny his marriage with a woman of good fortune at that time,
when he says, "She had a gracefulness somewhat more than human, in

every motion, word, and action."

This is tlie view of Dr Lyon, to whom tiie care of Swift in his last

state of imbecility had fallen ; it seems to place the side which he adopts
of the question in the strongest light of which it probably admits. It

may be observed that a marriage, accompanied by the condition said

to have been proposed by Swift, was in tlie first instance so perfectly

nugatory as to be unworthy of the lowest senseior feeling to propose;
it was not a secret salve for a secret,distress of conscience that Stella

wanted ; it was a wounded reputation that was to be repaired ; for such

a purpose the alleged offer was a most cruel and absurd mockery.
We cannot, without better proof, admit it to have been made. But we
do not quite concur with Dr Lyon in the stress he lays upon Swift's

concurrence in the will of Stella, or in the name written in the books

as in the above extract. If there was any marriage, it is still evident

with how strong a feeling the secret was guarded by Swift ; and, to

any one wlio has duly appreciated the vindictive tenacity of his temper,
and considered his time of life, and the peculiar eccentric equity which

pride will maintain, and wliich in him so often appears as a character-

istic humour, these instances will not seem to have very great weight
on the negative side. It is hardly to be supposed that he would seek

to derive benefits or claim rights from a union, of which he would not

permit her to obtain the only advantage which she liad sought, or could

liave expected from it ; the name, which he would not allow her to

wear, could not appear in her will or on her gifts. To draw any
inference on the other side, from her not being allowed to bear that

name, is simply to beg the question ; we cannot, therefore, allow much

positive value to the facts of Dr Lyon's statement. As for the general

arguments as to what Swift would or would not do, drawn from notions

of his moral character, they simply sho^^ that Dr Lyon's perceptions of

human character were by nature very obtuse, or that, as often occurs,

the near intimacy with such a man as Swift imposed upon his under-

standing.
We have now gone tnrough the main, points on each side of a

question so doubtful and so interesting ; and we think the result to be,

that there are no satisfactorv grounds for a decision. This much we
consider clear, that Stella must have expected a marriage, and that

Swift encouraged such an expectation ; that he was sincere in those

intimations, wliich gave rise to such an expectation ; but that, having
some repugnance to enter into such a union, he continued to put it off.



and, as most persons do in a variety of duties, to find reasons, shift liis

views, and malce corresponding changes in liis statement to otiiers on

the subject. All this is broadly written on the surface ; the rest is hid

in doubt. He may have made up his mind against the step, and forti-

fied himself with reasons wliicli were fallacious, and averments which

were not strictly true ; wliile some well-meaning friends may, in pity
for poor Stella, and zeal for his character, have persuaded themselves

to believe or invent a secret marriage. Again, on the other side, the

dean, in pity and remorse, may have yielded to a strong and earnest

wish ; or, as is more probable on this supposition, feeling that he could

not refuse, may have reluctantly consented and imposed conditions

which wliolly neutralised it; while Stella, on her part, may have still

hoped for some further relaxation, which might at least release her

from her unhappy position in society. In a secret marriage she would

have secured herself against a rival ;
while Swift, whose whole moral

temper is not ill-described in a line which was applied to him by some
of his intimate friends :

Impiger, iracundus, inexorabilis, acer,

Jura negat sibi nata, nihil non arroget armis ;

held to his conditions with the vindictive force of his acrimonious and

unbending spirit. To this, were we to assume his marriage, might be

added an additional motive of great force, which is thus stated by Sir

Walter " Terror for the effects the news of his marriage might produce
on the irritable feelings of Vanessa, and a consciousness that his long
concealment of the circumstances which led to it, placed his conduct

towards her in a culpable point of view, must be allowed as one chief

motive for the secrecy enjoined upon Stella." Swift was, it must be

allowed, placed under circumstances of extreme embarrassment : it is

a perplexity by no means uncommon ; he found a way of his own to

escape it.

This tragedy had a double plot : we must now for a moment
return to conclude the history of Miss Vanhomrigh. Her arrival in

Ireland was embarrassing in the extreme : Swift would have deterred

her from coming, but in vain : there remained no longer for him

the same strong attraction which gave interest to her conversation in

London ; he also more clearly saw the result to which her precipitate

temper was drifting. During the interval she remained in town he

is said to have visited her as rarely as he could without offending her

irritable feelings. During this time he introduced to her some persons
of respectable fortune and pretensions as suitors, each of whom she

rejected not without some display of the irritation caused by such a

step. Her intercourse with Swift seems to have been by no means
such as to offer much attraction : she became exacting and petulant ;

and, we should infer from numerous hints in the letters on both sides,

continued angling for the proposals which she never ceased to expect,
and showing displeasure at not receiving them. At last, in 1717, she

returned, with her sister, to reside at Marlay Abbey, her place near

Celbridgo. From this there was an epistolary corre.sjiondence between

them, but it appears that they never met except wlien slie came to

town, until 1720, when she began to be visited by him occasionally.

IV. T Ir.



It is said that she always planted a laurel with her own hands when-

ever she expected one of those visits. It was their wont on such

occasions to sit in a summer-house in the garden, with a table spread
with books and writing materials between them ; and, it may be pre-

sumed, that the conversation was entirely on subjects of criticism and

philosophy : from the character of both it is easy also to infer with

considerable certainty that Vanessa was ever availing herself of such

topics as arose to press her own private views of their position, and
that Swift was no less adroit in evasions and warnings, similarly urged.
The correspondence which passed between them during this interval is

preserved, and has been given to the public in the edition of Swift's

works published by Sir Walter Scott : it ofi'ers the very clearest insight
into all the recesses of Vanessa's mind, and leaves no doubt as to the

whole spirit and character of their intercourse. We must now pass at

once to the close of this romance of indiscretion and woe. For a Ions:

time she seems to have been sustained by the hope which is slow to

desert enthusiasts the verv concessions, so forcibly extorted, were still

added to the fatal pile of her illusions she was kept within the bounds

of due restraint bv the awe which she entertained towards her fancied

lover
;
but still it is probable that she reversed in her fancy the actual

state of affairs, and tliought that a reluctant entanglement with Mrs
Johnson alone withheld his hand. She is supposed also to have been

impressed with the idea that this lady was rapidly declining in health,

and could not long continue to be an obstacle to lier wishes. At last

she felt that her years were stealing away, while these wishes appeared
as far as ever from their object. The buoyant spirit of youth had

sunk, and continued disappointment imparted perhaps the resolution of

despair ; she took a decisive, and, as it eventually proved, a fatal step.

She wrote a letter to Mrs Johnson, requesting to know the truth of

the report tliat she had been married to the dean.

Of the effect of this letter there are, of course, two opinions, and

must be two ways of telling the story. If we conclude that such a

marriage had actually taken place, Stella must have handed this letter

to the dean, as one which she could not answer consistently with the

understanding which existed between them. If the marriage had

not occurred, it was a happy occasion to convey to the dean, without

incurring his anger, the real character of the injury she was herself

receiving at his hands. In either case her conduct was likely to have

been the same. If, however, it was merely the secret that was risked,

it is not so easy to understand the extreme violence of Swift's resent-

ment in this case, nothing had occurred which could not be remedied

by an explanation, except the shock which poor Vanessa must have

received there was just enough to excite the irritability of his temper.
But if we assume the contrary supposition, the whole becomes intel-

ligible enough ; for then Vanessa's indiscretion must have placed him

in a position of the utmost embarrassment with Mrs Johnson ; it at

once rent asunder the nice web of illusions which he had so long and
so dexterously kept up; it placed unequivocally before both, in abroa<l

and glaring light, what her delicacy and pride had recoiled from utter-

ing, and his sophisticating ingenuity concealed. Tiiis was, he must have

felt, too much fmni one wliose weakness he had so long treated witli
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indulgence, and whose petulance and unauthorised expectations he had

met witli pity and consideration : it was a crime to be bitterly avenged.
Sir Walter Scott, in his relation of these occurrences, says

"
Stella,

in reply, informed her of her marriage with the dean." If such a reply
has any record whatever, it ought to be produced ; it would at once

put an end to the question on which so much valuable ingenuity has

been wasted. But it is, we should suppose, only inferred from the

assumption that such a marriage had actually taken place. If so, one

consideration is strangely overlooked. Such a reply would have been a

breach of confidence, made on grounds so slight, that if it be admitted,
it is not easy to suppose that the secret could have been at all kept.
W^e assume, therefore, that Stella wrote no reply, but contented herself

with sending Miss Yanhonirigh's letter to the dean. Infuriated by the

indiscretion, he rode straightway to Marlay Abbey; the rest we must
tell in the language of Sir Walter: "As he entered the apartment,
the sternness of his countenance, which was peculiarly formed to express
the fiercer passions, struck the unfortunate Vanessa with such terror

that she could scarce ask whether he would not sit down. He answered

by flinging a letter on the table, and, instantly leaving the house,

mounted his horse and returned to Dublin. When Vanessa opened
the packet, she only found her own letter to Stella. It was her death

warrant. She sunk at once under the disappointment of the delayed

yet cherished hopes which had so long sickened her heart, and beneath

the unrestrained wrath of him for whose sake she had indulged them.

How long she survived this last interview is uncertain ; but the time

does not seem to have exceeded a few weeks. In the meanwhile she

revoked a will made in favour of Swift, and settled her fortune, which
was considerable, upon Mr Marshal, afterwards one of the judges of

the Court of Common Pleas in Ireland, and Dr Berkeley, the celebrated

philosopher, afterwards Bishop of Cloyne. A remarkable condition is

said to have accon)panied her bequest that her executors should make

public all the letters that had passed between the testatrix and Swift,
as well as the celebrated poem of Cadenus and Vanessa." But, as Sir

Walter innnediately adds, in reality no such injunction was made
in the will, and if made at all, it must have been in some private com-
munication. The letters were suppressed, it is supposed, from an
honourable sense of delicacy by Berkeley, and by Marshal from fear of

Swift. It was also supposed that Berkeley destroyed the letters; but

a full copy of them was retained by the judge, from which some muti-

lated extracts found their w^ay to the public. Sir Walter adds that

he has himself been enabled to "
fill up this curious desideratum in

Swift's correspondence, which gives him the more pleasure, as any
sinister interpretation of the former imperfect extracts, which, as natural,
were taken from those passages which expressed most warmth of passion,
will be in a great measure confuted by the entire publication," We
quite assent to the truth of these and all the very forcible comments of

Sir Walter, with the slight exception of his remark as to the tone of

feeling appearing lowered, by the more i'ull and perfect restoration of

the sense. On the jjart of Swift it is clearly so; and it is also per-

fectly evident that there is no room left for any scandalous construc-

tion. But the reader must not imagine that Vanessa's passion was
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in any degree less glowing, impulsive, and extreme than it has been

represented. The letters, as published in Sir Walter's edition, contain

passages enough which are too expressly the language of passionate

infatuation, softened by no context, and capable of no interpretation
but the literal frenzy of amorous folly and despair. It would, however,
be extreme injustice to quit this topic without one more sentence from

Sir Walter. " It would perhaps have been better had their amours
never become public; as tliat has, however, happened, it is the bio-

graplier's duty to throw such light upon tliem as Mr Berwick's friend-

ship has enabled him to do, in order that Swift's conduct, weak and
blameable as it must be held in this instance, may at least not suffer

hereafter from being seen under false or imperfect lights." On this

topic Scott has offered many just reflections, well worth much atten-

tive consideration ; but for tliese we must refer to his Life of Swift.

In a note on tliis part of Ids subject he gives a very curious proof how
much Swift must have been the object of female admiration, in a letter

from a lady who signs herself Sacharissa. It breathes the whole

fervour and fire of tlie most devoted passion, and, what seems difficult

to conceive, refers it to the perusal of his writings, wliich slie assures

him gave birth to her passion before she saw his "
godlike form." This

assuredly opens a curious side view into the female fancy ; and perhaps
into the spirit of that age. According to the refinements of modern

feeling and taste, it would be hard to conceive writings less calculated

to awaken " love's young dream
"

than anything ever published by
Swift ; it can liardly be imagined that one so young as Sacharissa

seems to have been, could be inflamed by grossness, or softened by dry
humour ; though we can well understand the efi^ect of these and such
otlier additions in certain stages of life and disposition, and when set

ofl' by address and personal appearance. But poetry was in a low state,

and perhaps the ardent fancy of Sacharissa was won by the cold and
stinted gleams which adorn Sviift's verses: his reputation for genius,

wit, and female favour would be enough to complete the impression.
She represents it as her " misfortune to be in the care of persons who

generally keep youth under such restraint as won't permit them to

publisli their passion, tlioui;h ever so violent."

On the death of Miss Vanhomrigh, Swift retired into the north of

Ireland, where he remained for two montlis. in gloomy seclusion.

Of his occupations in the same interval there are abundant notices,

as also of his habits and manner of living. As we have made more
than usuallj- free with the very limited space at our command, we
shall here endeavour to bring together a few details and extracts

which may help readers to form more distinct conceptions of the

man. It is believed that he devoted much of his time to study. In
the notes of his Life by Scott there is a long list of books noted by
himself, taken from Faidkner's catalogue of his librarv, and such as

to display a very considerable extent of reading, which comprised
most of the principal ancient and modern writers, as well in the learned

languages as in French and Englisli. It is also mentioned as pro-
l)able that it was in this period that he sketched the first outline of
*' Gulliver's Travels ;" and many circumstantial confirmations of this

opinion are pointed out.
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His domestic economy was in some degree characteri^^tic of the

extreme precision and frugality which, partly from early habit and

partly from better motives, he uniformly preserved tlirough life;

something, too, is to be attributed to the single state in which it was

his will to continue. He boarded with Mr Worral, a clergyman
who lived in his vicinity ;

but kept two public days at the deanery.
So far as we have been able to discover any distinct notice of these

entertainments, they appear to have .been sufficiently ample for the

dean's fortune and circumstances ;
but it is known that tlioy were

tlien unfavourably compared with tlie more affluent hospitalities of

his predecessor, Dean Sterne. The age was one of extreme and

open hospitality in Ireland ; and as the dean did not keep house

at home except on these formal days, the poorer clergy, who were

in the custom of making visits of business, could not fail to miss

and feel the want of the certain welcome they had always hitherto met

at the deanery.
" His best defence," says Sir Walter,

"
is, that he

received his preferment on such terms as involved him considerably
in debt, and that his parsimony never interfered with the calls of

justice or benevolence." But, as the same writer observes, the strife

between parsimony and hospitality sometimes betrayed him into

' instances of ridiculous accuracy." The stories illustrative of this are

known as popular anecdotes, and have a place in so many jest-books

that we need not repeat them here. It was a habit, which there is

reason to think he continually observed, to allow many of his visitors

at the deanery a small sum to provide entertainment for themselves ;

and when he chose to visit any of his poorer friends, he always insisted

on paying for his board.

There was a small inner circle of friends with whom he was most

in the custom of living, and with whom he kept the most unreserved

intercourse. Among these Sheridan and Delany may be chiefly men-

tioned of each of whom we shall give some separate account. Their

entire intercourse appears to have been an interchange of wit and gaiety,

of which the extant remains would fill a volume. Swift also was a

frequent guest with Chief Baron Rochfort, at whose house he frequently

passed considerable intervals. This judge was opposed to the existing

government, and his house was a centre of all sorts of Tory wit.

Among his prebendaries and the officers of his cathedral he soon

acquired the most entire ascendancy. His unpopular manner, and the

high tone of authority which he had from the very beginning assumed,

combined with other prejudices already mentioned, had roused a con-

tumacious temper among them ; they soon began to see that he not

only kept right on his side, but that their own privileges and immuni-

ties had acquired in him a spirited and uncompromising defender.

Of his manner among them, a notion may be formed from some lines

of a poem written by Dean Percival.

"He sometimes to a chapter goes,
"With saucy strut and turned-up nose,

Leans on his cushion, then he '11 Ind ye
Hearken to what all know already.

Perhaps he '11 sneer or break
a^ jest, i

But (leil a bit to break your fast.
|
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Go when you please, let the clock strike

What hour it will, 'tis all alike.

Some country preb. comes just at one.
In hopes to dine, and so begone ;

The dean appears,
'

I 'm glad to see you
Pray tell what service I can do you ;

Be quick, for 1 am going out.
'

The hungry Levite's vexed no doubt
To be thus baulked

;
tucks up his gown,

Makes a low scrape, and so to town
;

Is welcome there, so makes a shift

To drink his glass, and rail at Swift."

This is the language of satire, but, as we have already noticed, the

point of satire consists in the truth of its aim. The subject of such

verses could not well be a favourite with the "
country preb.," but

he was not the less respected and honoured by the more sterling and

higher classes of his associates ;
small minds are only to be repelled

or attracted in the interchange of little things, which are mostly over-

looked in the estimation of genius and virtue. It must be confessed

that the satire of Dean Percival displays enviable powers of satirical

description ; but he had been severely mauled by the relentless pen of

Swift ; and we cannot help thinking that among the many fragments
of description wliich are to be found scattered among his biographers,
there will be found nothing so true as the language of Dean Percival.

The following sliglit touch conveys a picture :

" As for himself, with draggled gown,
Poor-curate like, he'll trudge the town.
To eat a meal with punster base," &c.

Of the occasionally boastful tone of Swift's conversation the same

poem gives no unlikely specimen

" But let's proceed from these poor tricks

0' the kitchen to his polities.

They stare, and think he knows as well

All dejjths of state as Machiavel.
It must be so, since from him flows

Whate'er the Earl of Oxford knows.
He swears the project of the peace
Was laid by him in Anna's days ;

The South Sea ne'er could have miscarried

As he contrived, but others marred it.

Thus he goes on two hours and more.
And tells the same thing o'er and o'er

;

The darkest plots he can unravel,
And split them ope from head to navel

What dire effects o'er bandbox hovered,
Venice Preserved," &c.

It asks no reflection to perceive from these lines how much Swift

must, in his graver conversational moods, have been in the habit of

reverting frequently and at length to his political acliievements.

But it was in politics, and in the cherished dream of political impor-
tance and influence, that all his more serious thoughts found their

appropriate object. For this the whole frame of his heart and head

were cast. And while he dwelt with melancholy fondness, or still

rankling irritability, on those busy and ambitious seasons in which
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liis hopes found tlit'ir object and disap]ioiiitrnent, it is easy to con-

ceive the relief of an occasional free breatliiiig of the fulness of his

pent-up and impatient spirit. Such a spirit could not fail sooner or

later to find scope and a field of action for itself: Swift could not

contentedly subside into the quiet insignificance of an Irisli deanery,
or avoid entering with his stormy or over-wakeful temper into the

scene of party strife which surrounded him. Unconnected with

the existing government, opposed to it in the line of views he had

adopted, and not less so in his friendships and hostilities, it is easy to

see into what current he must have been carried by the preposses-
sions of his mind. He could not therefore have failed to adopt the

popular side in Ireland. We are anxious to call attention to this, and

to some other seemingly trifling considerations, because it has appeared
to us that very exaggerated views have been taken of his conduct and

character, upon the ground of tlie part he took at this time in the

politics of Ireland, He has by some of the most respectable English
historians been represented as a demagogue who endeavoured to obtain

political importance by popular agitation; while his Irish admirers have

exalted his conduct and motives beyond the realities of human character.

It is true, however it may be extenuated, that Ireland was at that

time looked upon with the most thorough contempt by the members of

the English Government, and, consistently with such a sense, treated as

a country not entitled to any consideration when English interests were
in the least concerned. And those who have assailed the memory of

Swift on political grounds, have been deceived by their want of

acquaintance with Irish aft'airs.

A man of genius and therefore endowed with the more expansive
and liberal sentiments of humanity; a spirit too elevated and proud to

mix itself with tlie low aims of subordinate partisans; too just to look

with indulgence upon national wrongs and flagrant acts of oppression;
too irritable and too sore to look upon them without exasperation may
well be acquitted of base or merely factious motives. In entering on
the field of Irish politics, Swift could have taken no other ground.
The lengths to which he was carried were the result of the energy and
talent which he brought to bear upon the main questions of the hour.

If some English nobleman liad risen in his place in the English Privv

Council, and advised that some regard should be had to the commercial

interests of Ireland, and that no attempt ought to be made to encroach

upon the privileges which at that time she possessed, it would scarcelv

be attributed by the historian to any factious motive. Yet it is only

necessary to suppose such an adviser in Ireland, and something more
in earnest and better acquainted with the facts and consequences, to

have the whole case of Dean Swift. There is, we grant, some discredit

reflected on the course he took, by the means and from the conse-

(juences ; but even this is only specious, as we shall presently see.

We have already had occasion to relate that after the revolution

some important changes took place in the general administration of

Irish affairs: previous to that event, however ill-administered the affairs

of this kingdom might have been, there is yet uniformly to be traced in

the policy of the English Cabinet a general beneficence of intent, shown

by a disposition to promote the civilisation of the people and the com-



mercial interests of tlie country. And thus, though abuses were rife in

the official administration, yet there was never wanting a rectitude of

intent, and a fair regard to the independent privileges of the kingdom.
The respective consequences of these two facts were, that while there

existed mucli internal malversation and corruption, and wliile individuals

were heavily oppressed, there was a rapid advance in the general pros-

perity of the country. But the wars of the revolution, and, still more,
the circumstances by which they were preceded, called up the memory of

those former rebellions, massacres, and internal agitations, which seem
to have had a periodical return in Ireland. In consequence, severe

measures were had recourse to for the secm'ity of the kingdom, and a

most unfortunate sense sprang up, that a country which was the centre

of so many disorders fatal to internal prosperity and dangerous to the

empire, was not to be treated with any further consideration than what
was just necessary to keep the people quiet.* Such impressions

operated with a sense of self-interest to lead the English Commons to

attempt encroachments on the independence of the Irish parliament,
and also to deprive this country of some of its most important com-
mercial advantages. In the reign of William JII. they prohibited the

exportation of the Irish woollen manufactures except to England and
Wales. The double wrong an injury and an insult were not allowed

to pass in silence at the time ; but the stunning influence of recent con-

vulsions was still upon the mind of all ; the winners were yet distrust-

ful, and the losers still depressed and terrified. The British Govern-

ment, still under the sense of dangers not altogetlier visionary, adopted
the notion that it was necessary to maintain its power with a strong

hand; and in Ireland the remembrance of a still recent period of

horror and destruction operated to depress the spirit of resistance.

There was, in consequence, an interval of torpid acquiescence which

lasted through the following reign.
This silence was first to be broken by the voice of Swift. A Whig

as he was now in his political creed, and in no way disposed to favour

the turbulent and flagitious spirit which dwelt in the hopes of rebellion,

and looked to the enemies of England as friends to Ireland, but, on

the contrary, strongly and explicitly drawing the distinction in favour

of the English interest, he yet saw, with the strong indignation of a

humane and liberal mind, the stagnation of national interests resulting
from misgovernment and injustice. His resentment was not the less

that he felt a dislike and contempt towards the agents of this malad-

ministration ; and he entered with all his power and energy into the

field of political contest once more. " Do not the corruptions and
villanies of men eat your flesh and exhaust your spirits," he said to his

friend Delany ; who, answering in the negative, the dean became

exasperated, and angrily answered,
"
Why, how can you help it?"

"
Because," said the other,

" I am commanded to the contrary,
' Fret

not thyself because of the ungodly.'
"

Swift was not slow to find occasion for his meditated appeal ; he

* We cannot too strongly impress on the reader, that we are here only stating
the general nature of an imjtression ojierating at a distance. We have no hesi-

tation in condemning the policy to which it gave rise, so far as it is here con-

sidered.
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began by a short pamplilet, publislied in 1720. It was entitleti,
' A

Proposal for the Universal Use of Irish Manufactures, &c." Consider-

ing the temper of Enghmd, as we have described it, it may be easily

conceived how such a pamphlet would be taken in that quarter.

Indeed, considering the substance of his representations in this

pamphlet, together witli the severe measures of prosecution adopted by
the Crown, it offers a very striking evidence of that state of contempt
into which Irish affairs and interests must have sunk. It is perfectly

free from the slightest hint that could by any force of language be

construed into disaffection, or into an attack on any existing authority

or law. To any one who reads it now it will appear deficient in force,

matter, and argument ; but it spoke an intelligible language, and gave
a voico to strong existing discontents ; the representations it held forth

were not merely practical, but couched in the most familiar forms, and

framed in that stvle of playful severity and irony which has everywhere,
but most of all in Ireland, so much popular effect. It reads like a

happy selection from the common talk of the day, here and there pointed

with the keenest shaft of Swift's wit. He tells the story of Arachne

turned into a spider, and forced to spin and weave out of her own

bowels; after which he proceeds: "I confess that, from a boy, I

always pitied poor Arachne, and could never heartily love the goddess,*

on account of so cruel and unjust a sentence, which is, however, fully

executed on us by England with further additions of rigour and

severity. For the greater part of our bowels and vitals is exhausted,

without allowing us that liberty of spinning and weaving them." He
then follows the subject on into a strain of very happily couched irony,

in which he makes a person complain at some length of the wrongs
sustained by poor England, in consequence of certain impositions prac-

tised by Ireland, such as digging their own ground for coals, &c.; and

proposes a project to transport our best wheaten straw to Dunstable,

and oblige
" us by a law to take yearly so many tons of straw hats for

the use of our women, which will be of great use to the manufacture of

tliat industrious town." To appreciate the boldness of Swift in the

publication of a tract that spoke a language which might appear exceed-

ingly moderate in our own times, it will be necessary to recollect that

neither the liberty of the press nor of the people had, even in England,
attained those uttermost lengths of freedom which now press so often

on the extreme bounds of license and confusion. As political intelli-

gence was less, so the effects of popular excitement were far more

sudden and dangerous. It is also justly observed by Sir Walter Scott,

that " we must remember he was himself a marked man, intimately

connected with the measures of that Minister whose period of power
was now usually termed the umi-st of times." He also observes the

strong feeling that must have been excited upon a question affecting

the interests of many powerful persons ; a feeling which extended to

those on whom it would devolve to be the judges in case any state

prosecution should be instituted. Great prai.^e was undoubtedly due

to one who, having always asserted his rooted aversion to the country,
was yet content to take up its wrongs from no other sentiment than

disinterested patriotism. It will not be any detraction from Swift to
*

Pallas,



attribute liis conduct to somewhat more common and natural feeliiig's ;

there is a strong sense of justice, and a sympathy with those who are

the subjects of undeserved wrongs for the benefit of selfish, unjust, and
inconsiderate oppressors, wliich, even in a well-told tale, and in an

imaginary country, would be enough to kindle the passions and excite

the spleen. To Swift such a statement would be peculiarly directed,
and would kindle the fury of his irritable spirit. But against the

existing government, and against their official representatives and agents
in Ireland, he entertained feelings of contempt, dislike, and jealousy;
the very fact that he was himself a " marked man "

was a motive to

one like him, more vindictive than timorous more desirous to obtain

importance and show power, than apprehensive of consequences.
A prosecution was quickly put in motion ; the law officers of the

crown prosecuted the printer ; and the grand juries found that the tract

was a "
seditious, factious, and virulent libel." The printer (Waters)

was arrested, and forced to give bail under large securities. The trial

came on, and the result was, in all appearance, likely to turn out dif-

ferently, as the jury, who had perliaps been better instructed by the

etiect of public discussion, brought in tlieir verdict of acquittal. Chief-

Justice Wliitshed was, however, determined, and had recourse to threats,
which in more recent times would not be dared, or listened to by the

bar ; but the imputation of disaffection was then an object of no vain

terror : and after daring to resist for eleven hours, the courage and
firmness of the jury gave way so far as to bring in a special verdict,*

by which the case was left in tlie judges' power. The arbitrary temper
of Wliitshed had carried him too far, and it was felt necessary to treat

the matter with caution. The further proceeding was postponed until

the arrival of the Duke of Grafton, at whose desire a nolle prosequi was
t'ntered. Swift pursued Whitshed with inexorable vengeance, and
showered lampoon and epigram on his devoted head.

Many singularly ridiculous projects had at that time amused the

credulity of tlie world, and Swift's strong and early hatred of such

schemes had been continually excited. It was an unluckv time for

the proposal of a national bank; for such an establishment the com-

merce, the intelligence, or the independence of the country were not

yet ripe. It was pro])osed by persons who, it was suspected, would
have made it the engine of large frauds upon the public ; and it was

perhaps still more evident, that it could be made use of by the govern-
ment to the prejudice of the country. Swift attacked it so effectively
with ridicule, that the project was rejected by the Irish parliament.
We pass a variety of minor incidents and tracts which filled the same

interval, to state the particulars of a contest which terminated in giving
Swift more popularity than has been attained in Ireland, from his time

to the present generation, by any individual.

There had for some years been felt a great want of copper coinage
for the transaction of tlie retail trade; so that a person, having money
in his pocket, was in small bargains necessitated to depend on the

credit lie might find in the wareliouses. a deficiency most felt among
* A siiccial verdict is given when the jury, doubting tlie law of the case, chose

to leave the qm^stion open to the decision of the court
;

this they do by a state-

ment of the facts and finding, upon a condition to be decided by the judge.
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the lower classes, whose wants were chiefly tiuch as to incur tliis incon-

venience. A necessity so evident seemed alike to demand tlie inter-

position of the crown, and at the same time to hold out a temptation
to the speculation of adventurers. A person of the name of Wood
was induced to avail himself of the circumstance to obtain from

George I, a patent for the coinage of ^108,000, in halfpence, to

supply the Irish circulation. He succeeded in this by the influence

of the Duchess of Kendal, the king's mistress ; and the patent was

passed without recourse to the usu;d formalities of consent in the

privy council and the Irish parliament, which latter was required
to give legal currency to a coinage of base metal. This measure was
looked on by Swift as an infringement of the legislative independence
of the kingdom. He sounded the alarm in three letters, signed M.B.

Drapier, in which he avoided the dangerous considerations of privilege
and national independence, which, if too early put forth, might cause

his design to be effectively resisted at the outset, and appealed to

the apprehensions of the vulgar by a most dexterous selection of argu-
ments. These were founded upon an assumption of the exceeding
adulteration of the copper; proceeding on which, he showed the losses

to be sustained both by individuals and by the country ; from which

he showed that the gold and silver would be entirely drawn away in a

little time. He also dwelt on the inconvenience which must ensue

when this base copper should become the only existing medium, and
on the tyrannical extortions of which it might be made the means.

All these suggestions he put forward with a curious adaptation of

manner and language to the classes who were chiefly to be agitated.
the small casualties of their dealings, the phrases to which tliey were

accustomed, and even the very emphasis which fear and ignorance

give to trifles, he contrived to infuse by means of the italic characters

which ran through every paragraph, giving an impressive significancy
to his hints and affirmations. The whole was strongly seasoned with

characteristic humour, admirably adapted to the supposed writer and
those on whom it was designed to tell. It is unnecessary to state at

length arguments and representations which were not sincere, and

only pursued for the purpose of exciting those to whom the real objects
of the writer would have been unintelligible. The arguments used in

these celebrated letters were all illusory, as the pretence on which

they were founded was untrue
;

in fact. Wood's copper had been care-

fully assayed at the mint, and no precautions which could be under

any circumstances taken were neglected by the government to control

the issue of his halfpence ; so that, in point of reality, the measure was
in itself most beneficial in its tendency. This being considered, the

reader of the Drapier's Letters will be amused by the grave humbug
with which the rabble of every class is cajoled, in a manner whicli

reminds one of tlie species of banter sometimes used with ctiildren. A
specimen will convey the most distinct idea. After explaining that

they were not obliged to take this coin, and having made a statement,
with all the specious precision of numbers, to show the exact extent

of the loss, he goes on " Therefore, my friends, stand to it One
and All

; refuse th'xv, filthy trash ; it is no treason to rebel against Mr
Wood. His Majesty in his patent obligeth nobody to take these lialf-
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pence ; our gracious prince hath no such ill advisers about him ; or if

lie had, you see the laws have not left it in the Icing's power to force us

to take any coin but what is lawful, of right standard, gold and silver.

Therefore you have nothing to fear."
" And let me in the next place apply myself particularly to you who

are the poorest sort of tradesmen. Perhaps you may think you will

not be so great losers as the rich if these halfpence should pass,

because you seldom see any silver, and your customers come to your

shops or stalls with nothing but brass, which you likewise find hard to

be got. But you may take my word, whenever this money gains foot-

ing among you, you will be utterly undone. If you carry these half-

pence to a shop for tobacco or brandy, or any other thing you want, the

sliopkeeper will advance his goods accordingly, or else he must break,

and leave the to/ loider the door. Do you think I will sell you a yard
of tenpenny stuff for twenty of Mr Wood's halfpence ? No, not under

two hundred at least
; neither will I be at the trouble of counting, but

weigh them in a lump. I'll tell you one thing further, that* if Mr
Wood's project should take, it will ruin even our beggars ;.for when

I give a beggar a halfpenny, it will quench his thirst, or go a good

way to fill his belly ; but the twelfth part of a halfpenny will do

him no more service than if I should give him three pins out of my
sleeve."

A popular ferment was soon excited ;
and as the Irish parliament

and privy council had previously addressed strong remonstrances on the

infringement of the legislative independence of Ireland, and tiie insult

which they felt it to convey, counter-representations began to be circu-

lated in different forms. One in Mr Harding's newspaper was sup-

posed to be Wood's own defence of himself ;
in reply to this Swift's

second letter was written. In this he repeats most of the former argu-

ments with increased speciousness, and replies with great wit and dex-

terity to those advanced in the newspaper. His third letter is addressed

to the nobility and gentry of Ireland, and consists of observations on a

report of the English privy council, consequent on the remonstrances of

the Irish council and parliament. This report he pretends to believe to

be an impudent fabrication of Mr Wood's, and replies by representations

adapted to irritate and excite the Irish parliament. On this occasion

he adopts a more cautious style of affirmation, as to the baseness of the

coinage, but replies to the various arguments offered to establish the

opposite assertion. But he dwells more upon the questions of legality

and of usage, and enters on the history of coinage in Ireland to meet

the argument derived from supposed precedents. This letter is an

admirable specimen of advocacy, equally remarkable for the dexterity
with which it misrepresents, and the promptness with which it -seizes

and overturns fallacies. The fourth letter is addressed to "the whole

people of Ireland, and enters more directly and undisguisedly on those

points which in the previous letters he had cautiously and indirectly

introduced. Here he entered on the immediate object which we have

already stated.

These letters were accompanied by numerous squibs of satire, ballad,

lampoon, and epigram, of which he now poured torrents from the press,

and circulated in every shape. They told with immense effect upon
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every class. Tlie gnind jury and principal inhabitants of the liberty of

St Patrick's entered into an association to refuse Wood's coin. " The
timid were encouraged, the doubtful confirmed, the audacious inflamed,
and the attention of the public so riveted to the discussion, that it was
no longer sliocked at the discussion of the more delicate questions
which it involved ; and the viceroy and his abettors complained that

any proposition, however libellous and treasonable, was now published
without hesitation, and perused without horror, provided that Wood
and his halfpence could be introduced into the tract."

*

The Duke of Grafton found himself unequal to such an emergency,
and even Walpole admitted that there was a necessity for retreat. To
avoid compromising the dignity of the government, he proceeded to

retract the measure by degrees. But his dexterity was shown in one

expedient. Lord Carteret, a man of great abilities, a favourite at court,
his enemy, and one of his cabinet, whom he both feared and vainly
desired to get rid of, had been suspected of originating the entire affair,

and of having secretly supplied the information of which the Drapier
had made such tremendous use. Him Walpole determined to send over
as lord-lieutenant, to encounter a storm of his own raising. He was
directed to give effect to Wood's patent if possible, but permitted in

the contrary case to put an end to it. It was in the interval between
this appointment and his arrival in Ireland that the fourth letter of the

Drapier appeared, and gave a turn to the conflict which might have
relieved him from much of this delicate entanglement, as it left no

longer a doubt of the course expedient for the English government.
But even in the moment of retreat another difficulty presented itself.

A tract which daringly discussed the rights of the Irish legislature and
the limits of the royal prerogative, the independence of Ireland, and all

the dangerous popular questions arising from these topics, in a manner

equally bold and inflammatory, could not be allowed to brave the

authorities without question ; and Lord Carteret had scarcely set his

foot upon the shore, when he found himself under the necessity to offer

a reward of 300 for the Drapier. Harding, the printer, was at once
arrested and thrown into prison; and for a time the dean had reason

to apprehend a discovery. That courage, which was a high attribute

of his character, did not quail. He went straight to the first levee,
" burst through the circle by which he was surrounded, and in a firm

and stern voice demanded of Lord Carteret the meaning of these seve-

rities against a poor industrious tradesman, who had published two or

three papers designed for the good of his country." Carteret, to whom
Swift was personally well known, and who could have no doubt of his

being the author of the Drapier's Letters, evaded the expostulation by an

apt quotation from Virgil :

" Res dura, et regni novitas, me talia coguut
MoUri.".

Another anecdote on this occasion, related by most of Swift's bio-

graphers, is very illustrative of his character. We may give it best in

the language of Scott. " A servant named Robert Blakeley, wlioiii he

intrusted to copy out and convey to the press the Drapier's Letters,

*
Scott.



chanced one evening to absent himsell' without leave. His master

charged hiiu with treacherv ; and upon his exculpation, insisted that

at least he neglected his duties as a servant, because he conceived his

master was in his power.
'

Strip your livery,' he commanded ;

' be-

gone from the deanery instantly, and do the worst to revenge your-
self that you dare to.' The man retired, more grieved that his master

doubted his fidelity, than moved by his harsh treatment. He was

replaced at the intercession of Stella; and Svvift afterwards rewarded

his fidelity by the office of verger in the cathedral of St Patrick's."

Another anecdote may be taken from the same page,
" that while Hard-

ing was in jail, Swift actually visited him in the disguise of an Irish

country clown, or spalpeen* Some of the printer's family or friends,

who chanced to visit him at the same time, were urging him to earn

his own release by informing against the author of the Drapier's Letters.

Harding replied steadily that he would rather perish in jail before he

would be guilty of such treachery and baseness. All this passed in

Swift's presence, who sat beside them in silence, and heard with

apparent indifference a discussion which might be said to involve his

ruin. He came and departed without being known to any one but

Harding."
It will be unnecessary to follow up here the minute detail of the

consequences of this transaction. The trial of Harding came on, and

the grand jury ignored the bill, in opposition to Cliief-Justice Whitshed.

They were by him dissolved ; and the new grand jury took the further

step of passing a vote of thanks to the author of the Drapier's Letters

in a presentment, in which they brought in Wood's scheme as a fraud

upon the public. Wood's patent was surrendered, and he received an

indemnity of 3000 a-year for twelve years.
From this the popularity of Swift rose to a degree of enthusiasm

which has no parallel in our history, as it was not merely that of a

demagogue acquiring an influence by the propagation of popular delu-

sion, but pervaded all ranks alike. The "
Drapier's Head became a

sign ;
his portrait was engraved, woven upon handkercliiefs, struck

upon medals." A club was formed, calling itself the Drapier's Club ;

to which was due the first collection of the letters published in his

name. Though, as Sir Walter observes, his faults and infirmities

were of a description peculiarly obnoxious to the Irish people, this did

not in the least interfere with the enthusiastic veneraticm in which he

was held. Unpopular beyond all men in his habits of thought and

action ; proud, arrogant, and presumptuous ; uncompromising in small

thino-s, and devoid of both the will and the manners to conciliate ; he

was followed as an idol in the streets ; and if he travelled received like

a prince in the towns. When Walpole talked of having him arrested,

some one present, who knew something of Ireland, asked him if he

could spare ten thousand men to execute such a writ. This exaggera-
tion at least indicates the truth.

In the height of the popularity thus won, Swift retired for a while

* We suspect that Sir Walter is mistaken as to the meaning of the word

"spalpeen;" a term indicative of contempt, used by the "country clown" to

designate a particular class of people who are in the custom of emigrating towards

harvest in search of work.



to his friend Sheridan's, near Trim, with Stella and Mrs Dingley. Ot

this retirement, and of the way of living there, we shall speak more

particularly in a memoir of Sheridan himself A short extract from

Scott's memoir will now Ix'tter suit the brevity we must observe :

" Dr Sheridan, highly respectable for wit, learning, and uncommon
talent for the education of youth, and no less distinguished by his

habits of abstraction and absence, and by a simplicity of character

which ill suited with his worldly interest, had been Swift's friend of

every mood, and of all hours, since the dean's fatal retirement into

Ireland. A happy art of meeting and answering the raillery of his

friend, and of writing with facility verses on domestic jests or occa-

sional incidents, amused Swift's lighter moments ; while Sheridan's

sound and extensive erudition enlightened those which were more
serious. It was in his society that Swift renewed his acquaintance
with classical learning, and perused the works wliich amused his retire-

ment. In the invitations sent to the dean, Sheridan was always
included ; nor was Swift to be seen in perfect good humour, unless

when he made part of the company." To which Sir Walter adds some

mention of the influence which his wit and good humour had in turn-

ing away the dean's violent fits of irritation, and tranquillising his

temper; and mentions Swift's great regard for him.

In this retreat, his main occupation was the correction and tran-

scription of "
Grulliver's Travels." When this was completed, he came

to the resolution of once more paying a visit to England, whither he

accordingly went soon after, in 17-6.

The particulars of this visit have a deep interest, but an interest not

by any means to be conveyed in any summary relation. They are to

bo found at length in a variety of separate narrations, and are vividly
illustrated in tlie volumes of published correspondence which form a

part of his works. Many of his former friends were still in London,
and were happy to receive him. Bolingbroke had returned to live in

England ; restored to his estate, but not to his honours. Pope had
advanced to the meridian of his reputation. Between their homes he

lived, dividing ins time chiefly between Twickenham and Dawley.
Immediately after his arrival he dined with Walpole, by whom he

was received with all courtesy ;
and obtained an audience soon after,

for the purpose of stating his views of Irish affairs. Walpole heard
him with patience and attention ; and when he had finished ids state-

ment, explained his own views of the questions on which he had been
addressed. Tiiey differed very much from those of the dean. After
the conference, they separated with mutual courtesy. The dean

immediately after wrote to Lord Peterborough, who had obtained

his audience for him, a letter, in which he gave a full and minute
account of what passed on both sides, and concluded by a request that

his lordship would give it to Sir Robert Walpole, and desire him to

read it. Tliis letter may be found among his correspondence,* and
contains a full account of Swift's sentiments on the affairs of Ireland
at the time. We may refer to it again, but cannot afford space to

notice it further at present.

During the eight years of seclusion which the dean had passed in

*
Works, vol. xvii. p. 68.



Ireland, many changes had been taking place, both in himself and in

the scene to which he now returned, as one come home from exile.

With respect to his friends, as Pope writes, a little previous to his

arrival
" After so many dispersions and so many divisions, two or

three of us may yet be gatliered together." The Earl of Oxford had
died a little before, and Bolingl)roke had but recently returned : Ar-
buthnot was just recovered from a dangerous and distressing malady :

Gay was retained in the court of the prince, and with seemingly good
hopes of preferment. They were the chief representatives of those

brilliant days of importance and expectation wliich had passed never

again to return. Of these. Pope had been in the interval steadi-lv

advancing in fortune and fame : he still not the less retained a deep-
seated remembrance of*the dean's early and efficient kindness, in lay-

ing the first foundations of his success : he now became the most

attached and best loved of Swift's friends, and had the happiness to

have him for his guest during the time that he remained near town.

They were in some respects ill-sorted, being both nervous, fretful, and

dependent on the care and attention of others. Pope's extreme feeble-

ness of frame and constitution are universally known ; the dean was

subject to fits of giddiness and deafness ; and, what was far more preju-
dicial to companionship, to paroxysms of the most furious rage on very

slight occasions. It is, however, easy to feel, that with one so kind

and so weak as Pope, a strong sense of delicacy and of aftection must
have operated to constrain tliis latter infirmity, of all others the hardest

to reconcile with unbroken attachment. Bolingbroke had endeavoured
to obtain tranquillity from study, and dignity from the aftectation of

philosophy, while engaged in meditating a secret blow at Christianity,
which he wanted spirit to strike. He sought refuge-in the sententious

morality of heathenism, though the history of both his previous- and
after life indicate no more sincere regard to virtue, about which he has

written well and even truly, than about religion, of which he was

altogether ignorant. He was, nevertheless, possessed of strong affec-

tions, governed and directed by good taste
; and, in despite of the

deserved admiration which some of his writings have received from men
of letters, the better part of his fame is preserved by his friendship
with Pope and Swift. He was now restored to his estates by the

generosity of Walpole, whom he repaid by all sorts of libels, lampoons,
and epigrams, which money or hospitality could purchase, or his O'wn

ever active genius produce. He received Swift as one whom he

respected and loved, and whom he might in some turn of aff'airs find

useful; but he knew too well the haughty and intractable spirit of the

dean to admit him to the inner mysteries of his heart. It is hard to

say to what extent Swift was imposed on. We know that his real

respect for rank and distinguished re|)utation were in some cases liable

to influence liis judgment; and' it must undoubtedly be admitted as a

practical maxim in the intercourse of tlie world, that it is unnecessary
to pry too far into the secret frailties of those with whom we happen
to be ioined in the bonds of regard and nmtual kindness. The limit

to such a maxim is evident enough, but few can fairly apply a test

which but few can bear; and the spirit of life is, after all, mutual

toleration. It must, in the case before us, be remembered, indeed, how
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little, comparatively, of the cliaraeter of Bolingbroke could have been

known to Swift, and how many ])lausible grounds there were for one

who wished to look favourably. It is, indeed, amusing to read some of

Pope's expressions of veneration, to be found in his letters, or in those

noble linos of immortal poetry addressed to the philosopliie genius of

St John, and to reflect at the same time on the known character of the

man. "
Here," says Pope to Swift,

"
is one who was once a powerful

planet, but has now (after long experience of all that comes of shining)

learned to be content with returning to his first point, without the

tliought or ambition of shining at all."

But for the aspiring spirit of the dean, the scene had still an attrac-

tion of that nature which is least likely to have any immediate or direct

indication. The Prince and Princess of Wales kept their court at

Leicester House, where they collected about them a party of distin-

guished persons, who were discontented with the government, and

aimed to cultivate an interest of their own in opposition to the court.

The princess was herself a woman of great amiability, talent, and

address. She was extensively acquainted with books, and cultivated

the conversation of learned men, by whom it was her pride and plea-

sure to be surrounded. Her " favourite science" seems to have been

the metaphysical ; and she kept up a correspondence with Leibnitz,

and discussed abstruse questions in speculative divinity with Clarke.

Her apartments re-echoed the voice of controversy, or resounded with

tlie sally of wit. Over her husband she possessed the most unbounded

influence; and, without the assumption of authority, occupied his

entire confidence, so that he was almost wholly governed by her advice.

He kept a court mistress, rather in compliance with the vicious fashion

of the time, than from any disposition to inconstancy ; but the queen
still was as much the object of his inclination as of his esteem and

respect, and kept the mistress completely in subjection to her will. As

this lady occupied a distinguished jtlace among the friends of Swift, wo

must say a word or two on her history. She was tlie daughter of

Sir Henry Hobart, for whom she obtained a title, and afterwards the

earldom of Buckinghamshire. She married a Mr Howard, who after-

wards succeeded to the earldom of Suflolk. Soon after their marriage

they went to Hanover, in the hope to obtain the good-will of the

electoral family, in whose favour all expectation then began to centre.

Mrs Howard, who possessed a pleasing exterior, much address, and a

considerable share of good sense and observation, became soon a

favourite with the electoral princess Sophia, then, according to the Act

of Settlement, heiress to the English throne. After the accession of

George L, Mrs Howard was appointed bedchamber-woman to the

Princess of Wales, and in this station soon attracted the fancy of

the prince. The virtue of Mrs Howard was not proof against the

prestige of royal attention, the seduction of expected wealth and influ-

ence, or the low ambition which is known in courts, and out of them

is not easily understood. Her husband was disagreealde, and indifferent

alike about her person and his own honour ; but such an opportunity
of obtaining some improvement of his straitened means was not to be

let pass : he made as much of the matter as he could. One evening
lie rushed with pretended fury into the court-yard of the palace, and

IV. u Ir.



called for his wife so violently, tliat he was turned out by the guards.
He then had recourse to more formal means, and contrived in diflferent

ways to keep Mrs Howard in a state of alarm, until at last he obtained

what he wanted ; and, after a regular negotiation, he sold his claim to

her for a pension of 1200 a-year.
It does not very much exalt the characters of Swift and his eminent

friends, to trace in their correspondence the too evident connivance at

all the baseness and immorality of such a career. They seem to have

affected to overlook the real character of her intercourse with the king:
but the plain interest expressed so often in their letters in the success

of a criminal and dishonourable treaty, is incapable of being strained

into such ignorance. The truth is, that they were all committing a

most signal mistake. They liad in view the precedents of court favour:

they were thinking of the Duchess of Kendal, and the old ascendancy
of mistresses and favourites. But the case was reversed : the princess
not only kept the bedchamber-woman within her province, but she set

herself against those wlio appeared to seek for anything through her

influence. This was really the error of Swift and his friends Pope,
Arbuthnot, and Gay, and ended in their being disappointed in all their

aims and wishes. It is mentioned to the praise of Walpole's sagacity,
that he early discerned the real state of these nice and delicate sound-

ings, and afterwards paid his court directly and adroitly to the queen,
with an entire disregard of Mrs Howard. Many curious stories con-

cerning Mrs Howard have been preserved by Horace Walpole in his

Reminiscences.

Among the many notices of this visit to be found in the correspon-
dence between the dean and his friends, the following passage occurs in

a letter from Pope :
" Since then, I had a conference with Sir Robert

Walpole, who expressed his desire of having seen you again before you
left us. He said he observed a willingness in you to live among us ;

which, indeed, I did not deny." To this Sir Walter appends a note:
"
Walpole perhaps foresaw an approaching union between the dean and

Pulteney, and was probably not unwilling to give opening to a recon-

ciliation which might prevent such a coalition ;" but he goes on to

say that he was late, as a correspondence between the dean and Mr
Pulteney had already commenced. The dean was introduced to the

Princess of Wales at her own desire by Dr Arbuthnot, whose note

apprising liim of her royal highness's appointment is among the other

correspondence, and dated April 5, 1726.
The dean was, however, for the present interrupted in this temporary

renewal of his intercourse with the great world by the distressing

intelligence of the illness of Stella, who had for some time been in a state

of rapid decline. The letters which he now received from Sheridan
and others were so alarming, that he became exceedinylv asritated and

restless, and left Mr Pope, with whom he lived. He first took lodgings
in London, where he seems to have been in daily expectation of

receiving accounts of her death. Sheridan's account was on July l9th ;

on the 4th of August, in a letter from London to Pope, we find him
"
gathering up his luggage," and preparing for his journey. On the

17th he set out; and from the letters written in the interim there is

perceptible much reluctance to depart a part of which may be set
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down to an unwillingness to be on the spot, in case the death which he

so apprehended should occur.

On tlie 1st of September there is a letter from Dublin to Mrs

Howard, which clearlv indicates that she had obtained in his afiections

the place formerly held by Lady Masham. He thus addresses her :

"
Madam, being perpetually teased with the remembrance of you, by

the sight of your ring on my finger, my patience at last is at an end ;

and in order to be revenged, I have sent you a piece of Irish plaid,"

&c. " I must likewise tell you, to prevent your pride, my intention is

to use you very scurvily ; for my real design is, that when the princess

asks you where you got that fine night-gown, you are to say that it is

an Irish plaid sent you by the dean of St Patrick's ; who, with his most

humble duty to her royal highness, is ready to make her such another

present, at the terrible expense of eight shillings and threepence a-yard,

if she will descend to honour Ireland by receiving and wearing it; and

in recompense, I, who govern the vulgar, will take care to have her

royal highness's health drunk by five hundred weavers, as an encourager
of the Irish manufactory." The latter part of this extract we have

made, because the incident it mentions was afterwards frecpiontly

reverted to with some bitterness by the dean, when he found himself

neglected by the queen.
In the interval of his stay in Ireland, nothing occurred of sufficient

importance to detain our narrative. A letter from Mr Pulteney hints

at some secret project, which Sir Walter, in a note, conjectures to be

relative to the Craftsman, an anti-ministerial paper which he set up, and

to which Swift lent his occasional aid. A letter from Arbuthnot con-

veys the sentiments at this time expressed by the princess concerning
the dean :

"
I had a great deal of discourse with your friend, her royal

highness. She insisted on your wit and good conversation. I told her

royal highness that was not what I valued you for, but for being a

sincere, honest man, and speaking truth when others were afraid to

speak it." Another, of a later date, mentions the fate of the plaid sent

to Mrs Howard :

" The princess immediately seized on your plaid for

her own use, and has ordered the young princesses to be clad in the

same. When I had the honour to see her, she was reading Gulliver,"

&c.; and, after some very amusing anecdotes, which we exclude with

regret, the doctor goes on to say
" Gulliver is in everybody's hands.

Lord Scarborough, who is no inventor of stories, told me that he fell in

with a master of a ship, who told him that he was very well acquainted
with Gulliver ;

but that the printer had mistaken that he lived in

Wapping, and not in Rotherliithe. I lent the book to an old gentle-

man, who went immediately to his map to look for Lilliput." A letter

from Mrs Howard follows, in which the dean is commissioned to send

over more plaid for the princess. The measure is given in terms which

appear to have emanated from the princess herself " the height of the

Brol)dignag dwarf, multiplied by 2h." For a " short method, you may
draw a line of 20 feet, and upon that, by two circles, form an equilateral

triangle ; then, measuring each side, you will find the proper quantity
and proper division." The goods were to be carefully sent, so as to

escape the vigilance of the custom-liouse ;
and the money was to be

ready against their arrival. In his replies to this and other letters ia
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which Gulliver is alluded to, the dean aftects mystery and misunder-

standing, in his own peculiar vein of playful irony.
The immense and instantaneous celebrity of GuUiver''s Travels, pub-

lished in the November of this year, needs no description. It was read

by every class, and afforded appropriate interest for all. For the higher
ranks, its keen political satire gave an added zest to the strange mixture
of wit, irony, and burlesque, to which the writer contrived to impart
a tone of reality, and the interest of a traveller's tale. Sir Walter gives
a long and most interesting critique upon it, in which are explained

many of the allusions which it contains to the persons and events of

his time
; but this occupies no less than twenty j)ages of his memoir,

and can neither be compressed nor quoted consistently with our present
limits. It will be enough here to mention that his description of

Flimnap, the premier, which alludes to Sir Robert Walpole, is supposed
to have been a bar to the further promotion which he had reason to

expect on the accession of George II.

Stella's health soon appeared to recover
; and in March 1727, the

dean once more returned to England. He spent the summer partly
at Mr Pope's and partly rambling about in his company to the country
seats of his friends, the Lords Oxford, Bathurst, &c. ; and also in

improving his acquaintance with Pulteney and other rising men, whose
success might on a future day be the means of his own advancement.

Bolingbroke had entered into a coalition with Pulteney, and showered
a storm of abuse against the impassive front of the minister

; of whom
Swift complained that he set no value on genius, and had " none but

beasts and blockheads for his penmen." Towards the close of summer,
the dean had formed the intention of passing two months in Prance,
where his reputation had obtained great celebrity. On this occasion he

received a letter from Voltaire, enclosing a letter of introduction to the

Comte de Morville, secretary of state ; and explaining other provi-
sions he had made to secure him a satisfactory reception. But just as

lie was ready to set out, the death of George I. opened other prospect n

and interrupted his journey. Here the aftectation of h"a,ving nothing
to ask, probably led tiie dean to assume the appearance of being

guided by the advice of Mrs Howard, who strenuously urged it upon
him not to stir. This view of his motives will find support if the

reader has before him tlie nearly childish frowardness which he showed
at the time of his preferment by Lord Oxford, which displays the same

indications described by himself in liis letter to Sheridan on this occa-

sion. "
I was just ready to go to France when the news of the king's

death arrived, and I came to town in order to begin my journey. But
1 was desired to delay it, and I then determined a second time ; when,

upon some new incidents, I was with great vehemence dissuaded from

it by certain persons whom I could not disobey." The same letter

atibrds a much stronger view of the writer's mind, though not so suited

for extraction, as being more scattered into broken hints. A "million

of schemes
" * which busied liimself and his friends are incidentally

mentioned, and their hopes of improving their position plainly stated.

'It is agreed," he says, "that the ministry will be changed, but tiie

* Swift did not, however, enter with any of his usual spirit into those schemes
which he considered injudicious.
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others will have a soft fall
"

although tiie king must be excessive

generous if he forgives the treatment of some people."

Sir Robert Walpole had, nevertheless, secured himself; and he

appears to have been favoured by circumstances. When he waited

on the prince witii an account that the king had died upon his journey,
he asked " to whom it was his pleasure to entrust the drawing up of

the address to the council." The king replied,
" To Sir Spencer

Compton." This was decisive ;
and Walpole, considering his reign

over, waited on Sir Spencer with the king's commands. Sir Spencer
was not equal to the occasion : he was paralysed by a seeming emer-

gency, and in his perplexity turned to Walpole himself for aid. Wal-

pole drew up the address. He immediately after, while matters were

yet unsettled, had a conference with the queen, who was anxious on the

subject of her own settlement which Walpole engaged to have raised

to 100,000, while Compton would only undertake 60,000. The
interference of the queen quickly re-established Walpole, to the vexation

and astonishment of those who were hoping to rise upon his ruin.

In August, while residing with Pope, the dean was visited by an

attack of the deafness to which he was liable, and resolved to leave his

host, whom he thought "too sickly and complaisant."
"

I believe," he

also says,
" this giddiness is the disorder that will, at the last, get

the better of me." In a letter to Mrs Howard, he says of this com-

plaint :
" About two hours before you were born, I got my giddiness

by eating an hundred golden pippins at a time at Richmond."

On the 19th of August^ he received from Sheridan an account of

Stella's last illness. We must give one short extract from his answer.

"I have had your letter of the 19th, and expect before you read

this to receive another from you, with the most fatal news that can

ever come to me, unless I should be put to death for some ignominious
crime. I continue very ill with my giddiness and deafness, of which

I had two days' intermission, but since worse ;
and I shall be perfectly

content if God shall please to call me away at this time. Here is a

triple cord of friendship broke, which hath lasted thirty years, twenty-
four of which in Ireland. I beg of you, if you have not writ to me
before you get this, to tell me no particulars, but the event in general :

my weakness, my age, my friendship, will bear no more." He imme-

diately removed to his cousin Lancelot's house, in New Bond Street.

There he received another letter from Sheridan, which he was afraid to

open, and kept for an hour in his pocket before he could collect resolu-

tion. The event he feared was, however, protracted. He returned

soon after to Ireland, where he found Mrs Johnson alive. She lan-

guished until the following January 1728, in which month she died, in

the 44th year of her age.
We have already had occasion to notice the peculiar circumstances

relative to her will ; but Sir Walter Scott, in a note on the passage in

which he mentions the circumstance, brings forward a statement from

Dr Sheridan, in which it is alleged that she made her will during her

last illness in a vindictive spirit.
" But soon after, roused by indig-

nation, she inveighed against his cruelty in the bitterest terms, and

sending for a lawyer, made her will, bequeathing her fortune in her own
name to charitable uses." The act took place in Dr Sheridan's pre-



sence, and therefore Scott admits tliat it is good authority ; though he

prefers Mr Theopliilus Swift's, and mentions some very strong consi-

derations which lessen the value of Sheridan's statement. We notice

it here simply to observe that Sheridan's statement loses whatever value

it might otlierwise have, when compared with a statement made by the

dean himself in a letter written from London in the previous year,

July 15, 1726, on the first account of her illness, in which he says, "I
wish that it could be brouglit about that she might make her will.

Her intentions are to leave tlie interest of all her fortune to her mother
and sister during their lives, and afterwards to St Stephen's hospital, to

purchase lands for such uses there as she designs."
* This reduces the

authority of Dr Shei-idan to a very small value indeed, and shows that

he had in some way been misled by a false assumption, or that his

memory betrayed him. The existence of such an inconsistency also

tends to diminish very much the force of all the statements on the same

side, as they indicate a very strong leaning to a conclusion.

From this point of time the incidents of the dean's life become far

less important. In Ireland there was nothing that could give Swift's

intellect and passions the full excitement of which they were suscep-
tible, and which was a want of his nature ;

he was the inhabitant of

some broad element cooped up witliin a narrow cell ; growing in-

firmities, and the sense of the approach of old age, rendered such a

state more gloomy by cutting off the last consolation of hope. With a

temperament irritable, and perhaps inclined to discontent, it may be

easily conceived that these inclinations must have been sadly aggravated
under the present circumstances. Among those intimates with whom he
maintained a friendly intercourse, there were a few whom he loved, and
a few more whose society just helped to keep off the demon of loneli-

ness from a spirit which preyed upon itself; but in these intimacies there

was also a sad want of tliat equality which is required for the full and
healthful exercise of the social powers and capacities, and of that

respect which is necessary to give interest to conversation. It cannot

be concealed that, generally speaking, among his intimates the dean had
no companion. His former companions, the associates of his better

days, were Pope and Bolingbroke, Gay and Arbutlinot, and those who
formed their brilliant circle and though jealous, irritable, and froward
in his intercourse with courts, the dean loved to breathe within the

atmosphere sunned by the beams of royalty. Deprived of these gay
and proud excitements and that congenial intercourse, he dwelt in a

gloomy home uncheered by any tie. His life from henceforth is marked
with uniform gloom, discontent, and irritation, and with occasional

excitements, which were sometimes an intermission and sometimes but

tlie delirium of his malady. Of this last-mentioned description might
be regarded much of his intercourse with the inner circle of intimates who
were in the habit of collecting round him twice a-week in the deanery
house, to dispel its sombre atmosphere of dark dreams by extravagant
mirth and humour, carried far beyond the limits within which thev are

usually tolerated. In those meetings tlie order of the day was prank
and practical humour and boisterous hilarity, difl'ering from the up-
roarious abandonment of wild children in no way but that there was a

*
Vol. xvii. p. 77
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little more mischief of design and a little less equality. Swift who, in

liis moments of excitement, lost ail sense of the dignity or self-respect

of others, was in some respects unsafe to trifle with, he iiad no dislike

to meet the coarse humour which he could repay ; but in the wildest

flow of folly the heedless wit who might be tempted to infringe a hair's

breath upon tiie pride or the feelings of the dean might as well have

trodden upon a viper. Such a circle, nevertheless, kept up the cold

excitement of his weary and monotonous existence, which probably

appears invested in memoirs with an interest that did not really belong
to it, because inevitably in these records it is only those marked passages
of life which form the exceptions that are brought together and made
to fill an apparent space, while the slow and weary stages between

these stirring or lucid intervals are not and cannot be represented.

During the lieutenancy of Carteret, the dean exercised a private
influence with this nobleman in behalf of his own friends ; for some
of whom he was so fortunate as to obtain small preferments : but in

the efforts which he made to be admitted to any station of trust, which

might enable him to serve the interests of his country, he was uniformly
refused. The following narration is taken from "Swiftiana" by Scott,

from whose note we extract it :

" He never could prevail upon Lord

Carteret to nominate him one of the trustees of the linen manufactory,
or even a justice of the peace. His lordship always replied,

' I am sure,

Mr Dean, you despise those feathers and would not accept of them.'

The dean answered,
'

No, my lord, I do not, as 1 might be serviceable

to the public in both capacities ; but as I would not be governed by

your excellency, nor 'job at the board, or sufter abuses to pass there,

or at a quarter-session assizes, I know that you will not indulge me,
for the good of this unhappy nation ; but if I were a worthless member
of parliament, or a bishop, would vote for the court and betray my
country, then you would readily grant my request.' Lord Carteret

replied, with equal freedom and politeness,
' what you say is literally

true, and therefore you must excuse me.'"

As might be presumed, his spirits often found their more congenial
and healthful exercise in efforts for the public good; he endeavoured to

rouse the peo|)le to a sense of their just rights, and impress those in

office and station with a sense of what was due to justice, humanity,
and good policy. In this vocation he published numerous tracts of

various descriptions, of which Sir Walter distinguishes one as an
" inimitable piece of irony," in which he proposes a plan for the relief

of distress, by causing the rich to feed upon poor people's children.

In this, the method and style of a real speculation are so gravely kept

up, the circumstantial details and calculations so precisely stated, and

the usual tone of the earnest projector so critically supported ; that it

completely imposed upon some foreign economist, as a proof of the

extreme destitution of Ireland.

Such conduct exasperated the government party in Ireland, and
confirmed the prejudices of the court. He on his own part became

gradually more and more vicflent in his dislike to the queen, the pre-

mier, and even to Mrs Howard, It was not until a little after his

return to Ireland, that the actual inefficiency of this lady was made
manifest by many circumstances, among whicli, that which came most
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prominently before the dean and his friends, was the fate of Gay, who
liaving a promise of preferment from the princess, had in his simplicity

thought fit to devote himself to her bedchamber- woman, and accord-

ingly, after the accession of his ostensible patron to the crown, the

claim which could not be set aside was satisfied by a preferment which
marked more slight tlian favour, and Gay had the spirit to refuse it.

This incident excited the indignation of his friends and was made
the thesis for much severe reflection. But tlie dean had his own sense

of injury treasured within his angry recollection
; he secretly felt the

derogatory position in which he had been placed, while he had worship-

ped an imaginary influence in the person of Mrs Howard ; this lady,
he felt, had, by the illusion of her smiles, abetted by his own mistake,
diverted him from the true source of court favour; and the thought,

too obvious to be missed, and too mortifying to be confessed, must
have risen, clothed in all the gall of bitterness, to his heart. This

spirit breaks out in many of his letters to herself and to her friends,

in which the heedless reader is surprised at the mixture of irritability

and want of candour ; while a moment's reflection shows the true

temper of the writer, moved by a silent anger and quarrelling about

straws.

The remainder of Swift's life is little diversified by marked events ;

though it would be an ea,sv task to collect a volume of amusing and

characteristic anecdotes. But having in this memoir endeavoured to

discuss with some fulness those points of prominent interest which

have continued from Swift's time to the present to be discussed as

doubtful and curious, we shall endeavour to come more briefly to a

conclusion.

To the very latest period during which he retained the possession of

his understanding, he continued to exert himself, according to his own
views, for the advantage of Ireland ;

with the native independence of

his character, combating alike the opposite pretensions or corruption
of different parties.

As dean of St Patrick's, his conduct was, according to every account,

exemplary. He paid the most strict attention to the affairs and tem-

poralities of the cathedral ; watched with the most unremitting vigi-

lance the conduct of all who were placed under his jurisdiction, and

was not less constant and careful in the faithful discharge of his own
duties. He preached in his turn, and administered the sacrament once

a-week. From that peculiar scorn of afl'ectation and hypocrisy which

was a part of his character, he rather suppressed the appearance of

piety ; and this error (for such we must regard it)
was apparently

aggravated by other peculiarities of manner, already known to the

reader ; it is nevertheless well ascertained that he was both assi-

duous and fervent in his private devotions, for which he had regular

hours, and a private closet to which it was so much his habit to retire,

that in the very latest moments, during which he showed any signs of

recollection, this liabit still asserted itself.

In the perusal of his correspondence throughout this latter interval

of his life, the reader may witli melancholy interest trace the departure
of earthly desires and ox]iectations ; the diminution of all enjoy-

ments, the increase of infirmities, and the seemingly slow, but ever
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swift and sure passing away of the vain illusions of life. In Swift, a

morbid tone, which was constitutionally inherent in his character,

threw a shade of more than corainon oloom over those prospects of declin-

ing life which disease can hardly exasrgerate, and which our healthful

spirits only conceal ; for many years he awoke each morning possessed

by the contemplations of deatli; and though easily excited to momentary
mirth, yet his habitual mood was one of suffering, and unhappy reflec-

tion and recollection.

Yet through a long interval of increasing infirmity he continued to

retain the powers of his intellect ; and several of his most bright and

spirited effusions belong to a late period of his life : the anecdote of

his quarrel with jNIr Sergeant Bettisworth, occasioned by a rhyme, is

well known, and would lose by being briefly related. His attack on

the Irish Commons, under the denomination of the "
legion club," as

it was the last, so it is among the most spirited of his satirical produc-
tions. In the transcription of this poem, he was seized with a violent

fit of the giddiness to whicli he had all his life been subject, and

never entirely shook off its effects. The composition here mentioned

was chiefly provoked by an effort of the House of Commons to oppress
the Irish clergy.

About the same time he strongly resisted a plan of Primate Boulter's

for diminishing the value of the gold coin; this we shall state in our

notice of that ])relate : it is mentioned as the last instance of his

interference in public affairs.

He nevertheless was not unoccupied by the avocations of literature,

but had in 1737 formed a strong desire to publish his history of the

peace of Utreclit. His friends soon obtained a knowledge of his

intention, and the Earl of Oxford became very anxious to have the

manuscript submitted to his revision, before it should be published.

Several letters passed between them in consequence, and the proposal
was also urged by Mr Lewis and others who felt a deep and personal

interest in the representations which the dean might be led to make.

The dean knew very well that he had not in this work uniformly con-

suited tlie private prepossessions of his friends, and was reluctant to

have the trouble and irritation attendant upon such an inspection, and

he evaded the request of his friend for some time, but at last gave

way. Many strong objections were made, among which the chief was,

the danger to be incurred by the severity with which the cliaracters

of several of the leading Whigs were drawn. The consequence was,

tliat the history was suppressed at the time; the original copies were

lost, and a publication ap[)eared from some surreptitious copy in 17.o8.

It seems to be a curious circumstance, that the anonymous publisher
was violent in his opposition to the politics of the work a fact dis-

played in the preface.
The dean also at this time meditated the publication of his " Instruc-

tions to Servants," a fragment on which he is said to have bestowed

great pains, and which is amongst the most characteristic of all his

productions. It seems also to have been the result of an experience,

arising from the dean's peculiar habits in his domestic life: this con-

nection is easily traceable in a variety of very curious stories, which

are very generally known, having for the most part found their way
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into iiunierous collections of anecdotes. They uniformly indicate the

despotic temper and the peremptory decision of his mind, combined

with, and often controlled by, his love of frolic and humoui; ; nor are

there wanting in them pleasing instances of the interposition of a

benevolent temper. There is a peculiar vindictiveness marked at times

in the exercise of singular fun and drollery, so as in some degree to

remind the hearer of some of those monsters of fiction which exercise

a cat-like playfulness upon the terrors of their victims. The same

stories, also, as well as the instructions, mark the curious precision
of the dean in observing the habits of servants. One of the eflects of

this habit and temper was the mixture of great occasional familiarity
with his usual severity. In several instances it also appears that his

own ways were no less keenly observed, and his own spirit caught by
the intelligence of the servants. One case we relate for its extreme

singularity :
" He and some friends resolved to celebrate a classical

saturnalia at the deanery, and actually placed their servants at table,

while they themselves attended upon them. The butler, who repre-
sented the dean, acted his master to the life. He sent Swift to the

cellar in quest of some particular wine, then ati'ected to be discontented

with the wine he brought, and commanded him to bring another sort.

The dean submissively obeyed, took the bottle to the sideboard and
decanted it, while the butler still abused him in his own style, and

charged him with reserving some of the grounds for his own drinking.
The dean, it was observed, did not relish the jest, but it was carried on
as long as it gave amusement : when the rabies were removed, the scene

reversed ;
an entertainment was served up for the proper guests, and

everything conducted by the very servants who had partaken of the

saturnalia, in an orderly and respectful manner."

Swift, though his infirmities confined him to Ireland, never ceased

through the whole of this long interval to look with a gloomy longing
to England. The peculiar nature of those infirmities was such as to

require that he should have about him those who would accommodate
themselves to his humours, and submit to his caprices, rather than the

more congenial and more distinguished circle in which habit, and the

dift'erences of rank, would render such concessions less to be looked

for. Among his English intimates, the wish was also cherished for his

presence among them. So late as 1732, Bolingbroke succeeded in

negotiating an exchange between the deanery and the English living
of Burfield, in Berkshire. But it was now late to satisfy any favourite

object of Swift's, and would have exacted a sacrifice both of rank and

income, which at his time of life would be only attended by its obvious

inconveniences. At the same time, the circle of his friends began to

be broken by deatli : Gay died in 1732, and Arbuthnot in 1734, and
the shock is apparent which these events gave to one who was himself

fast descending into the shadows of decay.
" The death of Mr Gay

and the doctor," he says in one of his letters,
" have been terrible

wounds near my heart. Their living would have been a great comfort

to me, although I should never have seen them ; like a sum of money
in a bank, from which I should receive at least annual interest, as I i

do from you, and have done from my Lord Bolingbroke." And thus,

one after another, in the common progress so uniformly repeated in



every human history, light after light faded and dropped away into

the silence of the tomb. Bolinghroke and Pope wore the last survivors

upon the scene ; and the fast increase of their infirmities soon began
to diminish, and finally terminate tlio intercourse between them the

most painful circumstance of human friendships in this transitory
scene.

The symptoms of decay were rapidly accumulating power in the

dean, and giving no uncertain indication of tlie course which tliey were

likely to take. His excessive irritability of temper, and the increasing

frequency of those fits of vertigo to which he had so long been subject,

appeared to show the chief point to which the progress of his diseases

approached, and he had, it is known, himself always entertained a

melancholy foreboding of insanity. Every reader may recollect the

well-known story told by Dr Young, who mentioned that he was one

of a walking party with the dean in 1717, and when the dean was

missed at some part of their walk, he returned to look for him ; he

found him standing in silent meditation before an old elm tree, and
when he accosted him, the dean pointed up to its summit which was
in a state of decay, and said, "I shall be like that tree, I shall die at

the.top."
How far the disposition which he made of his property may have

been influenced by this presentiment, is a question not to be distinctly

ascertained; yet we can entertain but little doubt that it must have

mainly operated to decide him. In 1732 he applied to the corporation
for a plot of ground called Oxmantown Green, for the purpose of

founding there an endowment for fools and lunatics ; a request which
was at once complied with. Some time after, there was a bill intro-

duced into the parliament of Ireland, to prevent the disposition of pro-

perty by will for religious or charitable uses, and the dean petitioned
for an exception in favour of his meditated plan, and stated, that

unless it were complied with he intended to remit his fortune to be

applied to similar purposes in foreign countries. The mortmain act

was not, however, brought in. Among the latest of his letters we find

some upon the subject, chiefly relative to a plan for the investment of

such monies as he possessed under several securities and in small sums,
in some one secure and profitable estate; in this object he met with

some impediments, and did not pursue it to any conclusion.

During the last years of his life the dean was chiefly taken care of

by his cousin, Mrs Whiteway, a lady of great goodness, and very con-

siderable talent, as appears from the numerous letters which are to be

found in the published correspondence of the dean. Her care and
tenderness had become essentially necessary to his health, and the ease

of his declining age. He was exposed to the knavery and malignity
of intimates of a difl'erent description. A Mr Wilson, one of the pre-
bends of the cathedral, had succeeded in winding into his favour by
flattery and sycopliancy, and made use of the opportunities thus

obtained for the most base and infamous purposes. Among other

things, it was observed that he always came to the deanery with an

empty portmanteau, which was full on his departure, and suspicion

being excited, it was soon found that large quantities of the dean's
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books were beginning to disappear. He some time after endeavoured

to compel the dean by intimidation to nominate him sub-dean of the

chapter; and when Swift refused, had recourse to the most disgraceful

acts of violence. On one occasion he prevailed upon the dean to visit

him at his glebe-house, and it was while on their way in the dean's own

carriage that a most disgraceful scene occurred ; the dean's servants

interfered, and Wilson was turned out upon the road. He endeavoured

to justify himself by a statement made on affidavit, in which he ascribes

the struggle, which, says Sir Walter,
"
certainly took place, to a fit of

i'renzy on the part of the dean."

To such aggressions the infirmities and the failure of memory must
at this time have exposed tlie dean, wei'e it not for the continual and

solicitous vigilance of Mrs Whiteway. Her influence was not, how-

ever, always successful to shut his door against the worthless parasite,

who, by flattering his infirmities of temper, sometimes obtained an

ascendency. Upon one occasion, seeing that her efforts were to no pur-

pose, after a long altercation, Mrs Wliiteway stood up and said, with a

courtesy,
"

I'll leave you sir, to your flatterers and sycophants," and left

the deanery in anger ;
for which, considering the known coarseness of

the dean, she had perhaps abundant reason. Tlie dean, whose anger
was confined to the moment, quickly repented, and took means of a

very characteristic nature to set all right between them. " For two

days," as Scott tells the story,
" she kept her resolution ; and in that

time had more than a dozen visitors at her door, who inquired with

great concern for her health, after the unhappy circumstance that had

befallen her. The fact was, the dean had gone round to his friends,

and with a serious face deplored the misfortune that he himself had

witnessed, that Mrs Whiteway had been suddenly seized with a fit of

madness, and had been taken home in a most distracted state of mind.

When he thought the deception had sufficiently worked, he called, and

making her a silent bow, sat down. Mr Deane Swift was in the room,

being at that time on a visit at Mrs Whiteway's. The dean conversed

with him about ten minutes, without interchanging a word or a look

with Mrs Whiteway. He then got up, looked kindly at Mrs Whiteway,
and turning to Mr Swift,

' half this visit was to you, sir.' In uttering
the word iialf he glanced his eye at Mrs Whiteway, bowed to them both,

and witlidrew. Their cordiality was instantly renewed."

Such is, perhaps, a sadly faithful portraiture of Swift's declining

years. The morbid irritability of his temper was rapidly increasing in

frequency and violence ;
and the fits of vertigo, to whicli he had during

the greater part of his life been subject, were also becoming of more

continual recurrence. A letter, wliich is said to be almost the last

document wiiich remains of him as a rational and reflecting being, is

dated July 2G, 1740, and is remarkable for the awful distinctness of

the link which it supplies in the history of his closing years. It is

written to Mrs Whiteway :
" I have been very miserable all night,

and to-day extremely deaf and full of pain. I am so stupid and con-

founded, that I cannot express the mortification I am under both in

body and mind. All I can say is that I am not in torture, but I daily

and hourly expect it. Pray let me know how your health
is,

and your



family. I hardly understand one word 1 write. 1 am sure my days
will be very few ; few and miserable they must be.

"
I am for those few days, yours entirely,

'J. Swift.
" If I do not blunder, it is Saturday

"
July 2G, 1740."

He shortly after fell into that state, the most dreadful that can be

conceived among the most numerous and complicated ills of humanity.
To assign remote causes for the disorders to whicli the intellect may
become subject, is perhaps presumptuous and empirical : too little can

be known of the mysterious combinations of the elements of mind and

matter, to speak upon the subject without language which must contain

some fallacy, or some unwarranted assumption. But in the contem-

plation of Swift's life there is a well-marked uniformity in the deeply
traced lines of character and conduct, which seemed to converge to

the actual result of insanity ;
there seems, when viewed, with refer-

ence to such a notion, some degree of this to have been transfused

through all the courses of his life, appearing like some black under-

texture that throws its saddening tint up through gay hues and glitter-

ing images. Of this complexion was the morbid prejudice ; the

exorbitant exaction of pride ; the frenzied irritability ; the splenetic

and satirical indignation ;
and the inexplicably eccentric courses of

conduct which he pursued towards Stella, as well as generally, in all

that we have recorded of his domestic life.

The first form in which his disease appeared, was that of raging and

frantic insanity. Trustees and guardians were immediately ap])ointed

for his estate and person. He was placed under the care of Dr Lyons,
a clergyman, whose argument we have already noticed on the subject

of his marriage. The following account was written by Dr Delany
we transcribe it entire :

" In the beginning of the year 1741, his

understanding was so much impaired, and his passion so greatly

increased, that he was utterly incapable of conversation. Strangers
were not permitted to approach him, and his friends found it neces-

sary to have guardians appointed of his person and estate. Early in

the year 1742, his reason was wholly subverted, and his rage became

absolute madness. The last person whom he knew was Mrs White-

wav ; and the sight of her, when he knew her no longer, threw him

into fits of rage so violent and dreadful, that she was forced to leave

him ; and the only act of kindness that remained in her power, was to

call, once or twice a-week at the deanery, inquire after his liealth, and

see that proper care was taken of him. Sometimes she would steal a

look at him when his back was towards her, but did not dare to

venture into his sight. He would neither eat nor drink while the

servants who brought him his provisions staid in the room. His meat,

which was always served up ready cut, he would sometimes suffer to

stand an hour upon the table before he would touch it : and at last,

he would eat it walking; for, during this miseralde state of his mind it

was his constant custom to walk ten hours a-day. In October 174?,
after tliis frenzy had continued several months, his left eye swelled t<)

the size of an egg, and the lid appeared to be so much inflamed and

discoloured, that the surgeon expected it would mortify. Several large
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boils also broke out on his arms and body. The extreme pain of this

tumour kept him waking near a month ; and during one week it was,
with difficulty that five persons kept him, by mere force, from tear-

ing out his eyes. Just before the tumour perfectly subsided, and the

pain left him, he knew Mrs Whiteway, took her by the hand, and

spoke to her with former kindness : that day, and the day following,
he knew his physician and surgeon, and all his family, and appeared
so far to have recovered his understanding and temper that the sur-

geon was not without hopes that he might once more enjoy societv,
and be amused with the company of his old friends. This hope was,
however, but of short duration ; for, a few days afterwards he sunk
into a state of total insensibility, slept much, and could not, without

great difficulty, be tempted to walk across the room. This was tlie

effect of another bodily disease his brain being loaded with water.

Mr Stevens, an ingenious clergyman of his cliapter, pronounced this to

be the cause during his illness ; and, upon opening his head, it appeared
he was not mistaken ; but, though he often entreated the dean's

friends and physicians that his skull might be trepanned, and the

water discharged, no regard was paid to his opinion or advice.
" After the dean had continued silent a whole year in this helpless

state of idiocy, his housekeeper went into the room, on the 30th of

November, in the morning, telling him it was his birthday, and that

bonfires and illuminations were preparing to celebrate it as usual to

tl)is, he immediately replied 'It is all folly, they had better leave it alone.'
" He would often attempt to speak his mind, but could not recollect

words to express his meaning ; upon which he would shrug up his

shoulders, shake his head, and sigh heartily." We pass some portions
of Dr Delany's interesting narrative, to the last instance of any attempt
of the dean's to express himself by language. "In the year 1744, he

now and then called his servant by his name, and once attempted to

speak to him, but not being able to express his meaning, he showed

signs of much uneasiness ; and at last said,
'
I am a fool.' Once after-

wards, as the same servant was taking away his watch, he said,
'

bring
it here ;' and when the same servant was breaking a hard coal, he

said,
* that is a stone, you blockhead !

'

" From this time he was perfectly silent, till the latter end of

October, 1745, and then died without the least pang or convulsion, in

the 78th year of his age."
This account, from the hand of Delany, may be best closed by the

language of Scott :
" It was then that the gratitude of the Irish

showed itself in the full glow of national enthusiasm. The interval

was forgotten, during which their great i)atriot had been dead to the

world, and he was wept and mourned, as if he had been called away in

the full career of his public services. Young and old of all ranks

surrounded the house to pay their last tribute of sorrow and affection.

Locks of his hair were so eagerly sought after, that Mr Sheridan

happily applies to the enthusiasm of the citizens of Dublin, the lines of

Shakspeare :

"
Yea, beg a hair of him for memory,
AtuI dying, mention it within their wills,

Bequeathing it as a rich legacy
Unto their issue."
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An extract from Mr Mason gives the most graphic sketch of the

alieoting incidents connected with this event :

" A person, who resides

in my family is one of the few persons, perhaps the only one now

living, who witnessed this melancholy spectacle.
' She remembers him

as well as if it was but yesterday ;
he was laid out in his own hall,

and great crowds went to see him. His coffin was open ; he had on

ids head neither cap nor wig ; there was not much hair on the front

or very top ; but it was long and thick behind, very white, and was

like flax on the pillow. Mrs Barnard, his nursetender, sat at his head ;

but, having occasion to leave the room for a short time, some person

cut a lock of his hair from his head, which she missed upon her return
;

and after that day no person was admitted to see him.'"

It is on good grounds sui)posed that the executors intended to bury
him with a privacy so strict as to involve an unsuitable obscurity.

But they were deterred from such a course by the remonstrances of

Mrs Whiteway. His remains were, however, interred privately, accord-

ino- to his own express desire, in the aisle of his cathedral, with the

following inscription, from his own pen :

HlC DEPOSITUM EST CoRPUS
Jonathan Swift, S.T.P.

Hdjus Ecclesije Cathedralis
Decani :

Ubi s^va indignatio

Ulterius cor lacerare nequit.
Abi Viator

Et imitare, si poteris,
Strenuum pro virili libertate vindicem.

Obiit Anno (1746) ;

Mensis Octobris die (19),

^TATIS anno (78).

JOHN STERNE, BISHOP OF CLOGHER.

BORN A.D. 1660. DIED A.D. 1745.

The father of the worthy and eminent prelate here to be noticed, was

himself a man of no inferior note in his day for learning and talent :

his motlier was sister to Primate Usher, at whose house he was born.

He obtained a fellowship in the University of Dublin, had the honour

to be ejected by the Earl of Tyrconnel, and reinstated at the Restora-

tion. He was professor of physic in the University, but is said to have

been more addicted to theology than medical science. He died early,

and was interred in the College Chapel, where a monument was raised

to his memory.
His son John received also his education in the University of Dublin,

where he was, most probably, under the tuition of his father. He was

first preferred to the Vicarage of Trim, and became afterwards Chan-

cellor and then Dean of St Patrick's. At this point we are enabled to

trace his course in a variety of sources of authority, especially from the

journals and correspondence of Dean Swift, with whose fortunes the

main events of his life were in some degree interwoven. These notices
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do not amount to anything very distinct; but in truth the records of a
life spent in good deeds, and in the quiet pursuits of study, demand no
lengthened space.

While he was Dean of St Patrick's, Sterne expended large sums on
the deanery house, which he entirely rebuilt. He was a large collector
of books, and formed a valuable and extensive library. He is no less

celebrated for his hospitality, and won universal kindness among the
inferior clergy by his open-hearted beneficence. He lived on terms of

nearly domestic intimacy with Swift, to whom, it can be ascertained,
his house was a constant resource in town, and his purse was freely
oftered at a moment when it must have appeared important. While
Swift was in London anxiously cultivating the prospects of preferment
which were held out to him by the friendship of the Tory ministers,
Sterne's house was the main resource of his female friends in Ireland.
But through the whole of this intimacy (so far as it can be traced),
there is perceptible in Swift a splenetic recoil from the friendship of

Sterne; for which, in the absence of any distinct incident, we can onlv
account by referring it to some characteristic antipathy. Whatever
we may have thought of the genius and of the strangely alloyed virtues
of Swift, there can be no hesitation in asserting that, as a test of re-

putation,* his dislike must be far outweighed by the friendship and
confidence of a man like Archbishop King. This testimony may be
found in King's letter to Swift himself, when he was appointed to tlie

deanery, as well as in his letter to Sterne on the same occasion. The

Archbishop mentions Sterne as one in whose prudence and ability
he h;id found the most efficient counsel and assistance in the respon-
sible and difficult duties of his station; and expresses his strong con-

viction that he would be tlie best qualified person to succeed himself

in the metropolitan see. This, considering the stern and severe truth

of King, who was far above mixing a particle of flattery with his

approbation, was high praise, and may now be called an honourable
memorial.

Sterne, during the interval of his holding the deanery, expended
also a large sum on tiie cathedral; and on his promotion, left 1000
to build a spire. He was successively raised to the sees of Dromore
in 1713, and of Clogher in 1717. In both he rebuilt the episcopal
residences. His benefactions to tlie Church were considerable, botli

during his life and at his death, which occurred in June 1745, in his

eighty-fourth year.
Honourable mention is made of Sterne for his scrupulous caution

in the examination of candidates for holy orders, whom he examined

tlioroughly for a week his examinations being conducted in the Latin

tongue, in which he had the reputation of being a proficient of the

first order.

Sterne's bequests to the public and to the Church are his noblest

monument ; they enumerated by Bishop Mant, and we shall avail

ourselves here (as we have often already) of his industry: "The
Episcopal mansion-house of Dromore and Clogher, as well as the

deanery-house of St Patrick's, were entirely rebuilt by him. Towards

finishing the Cathedral Church of Clogher, if not finished by himself in

* See his letter to Stenie in his works, vol. xiii., or in ]\Iant's Hist. ii. 54f>.
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his lifetime, he bequeathed <loOO or 2000, to be determined by his

executors; and towards building' a spire on the steeple of St Patrick's

Catliedral lie left 1000, provided the work should be seriously under-

taken within six years of his decease. To explain the catechism twice-

a-week in the city of Dublin, he bequeathed an annual sum of 80

for a catechist, to be chosen three years by the beneficed cleriry, and

40 for a clergyman to officiate regularly in Dr Steven's Hospital.
To these may be added, a donation of 400 to the Blue- Coat Hos-

pital for tlie education of poor children; and a bequest of 100 a-year
for apprenticing cliildren of decayed clergymen. Ten exhibitions of

50 a-year, entrusted to the provost and senior fellows of Trinity,

testifvins: his desire of encouraging education in sound religion and

useful learning, which was further shown by a donation of 100 to

the university for building a printing-house, and 200 more to the

purchase of types. To tlie university also, of which he was vice-chanr

cellor, he presented his valuable collection of manuscripts. His books

such as were not already in Primate Marsh's library he left to in-

crease that collection; and the remainder to be sold, and the purchase-

money distributed among the curates of the diocese of Clogher ; at

whose request, however, the books themselves were, by the bishop's

executors, divided amongst them. To purchase glebes and impropria-
tions for resident incumbents he gave 2000 to the trustees of the

first-fruits, providing against the entire waste of the principal sum, l)y

allowing only one-tlurd of the purchased tithes to the incumbent, until

the residue had replaced the principal sum expended."
His publications were composed in Latin, and obtained high con-

temporary praise for their utility. His treatise on the ''Visitation of the

Sick" was published in Dublin in 1697, and is characterised by Nichols

as " short but comprehensive and valuably useful." The Clarendon

press have republished it in 1807 ; and this will be allowed no inferior

test of its merits.

EDWAED SYNGE, ARCHBISHOP OF TUAM.

CONSECRATED A.D. 1714. DIED A.D. 1741.

Edward Synge was son to Dr Synge, Bishop of Cork. Bishop Mant
mentions some curious particulars concerning the family, the name of

which seems to have been first conferred by Queen Elizabeth on one

of her choir for the sweetness of his voice. The original name appears
to have been Millington.
Of this family, two brothers, George and Edward, became bishops in

Ireland. The subject of this memoir was son of the latter. In 1714,
he was promoted to the see of llaphoe, when in the 55th year of his

age ; in 171G, he was translated to Tuam.
He is to be distinguished as an antagonist of Toland, to whose

infidel work,
"
Christianity not Mysterious," he wrote a reply.

He is also to be recollected witli honour for having resigned in

favour of the clergy of his diocese the fourth part of the tithes of most

of the parishes of whic4i he possessed the title. Tiiis right, we are

IV. X Ir.



informed by Bishop Mant, the Archbishop of Tuam possessed from

very early times ; it was a heavy imposition on the clergy, who were

deprived of two other parts by the claims of lay proprietors. As this

evil had been observed long before any attempts were made for its

remedy, owing to the interference of the rebellion of 1641, the measure
failed with regard to Tuam. After the restoration, the three succeed-

ing archbishops were allowed to retain possession of their fourth part ;

and there was no reason to suppose that any effectual interference
would be further attempted. The justice and liberality of Synge
freely relinquished what the petitions of the clergy and the wishes of
Government had not won from his predecessor. In the parliament
next after his translation, he obtained an act divesting himself and
his successors for ever of the fourth parts hitherto claimed, and settlino-

them on the incumbents of the respective parishes from which thev
were payable.

In a letter from Archbishop King to the Archbishop of Canterbury,
he says, after describing the wretched state of Clonfert :

" The neigli-

bouring diocese of Tuam was much in the same condition by the negli-

gence of the former archbishops ; but by placing Dr Synge in it, it

begins to change its face. His Grace has gone a great way in build-

ing a manse-house, which has already cost him about 2000, and will

cost him, I believe about 1500 more before he finishes it. He has

given up the quarta pars Episcopalis held by all his predecessors, and

yet, by prudent management, has very little lessened the yearlv
revenue ; and, I am persuaded will, by the methods he prosecutes,
leave it as good, if not better, than he found it; and all this without

lawsuits, and with the consent of the tenants. He has also got several

new churches and cures, and is projecting more. I pray God pre-
serve him to finish his good designs."

In 1720, when the infirmities of Archbishop King prevented him
from holding his visitation, he had recourse to the aid of Synge.
Holding the same political principles, they were equally distrusted by
the government. But the Arclibishop of Dublin, not willing to expose
his brother prelate to the necessity of pronouncing, on his own autho-

rity, sentiments which might draw down the displeasure of the Irish

government, wrote him a letter, expressive of the representations he
wished to make to the clergy of the diocese. In this letter he begs to

have his clergy reminded " of the late act of parliament, by which a

full liberty is given to all sects to set up their meetings, and propogati-
what doctrines they please. By this neither the civil nor the ecclesi-

astical courts have any power over them ; so that we can neither help
ourselves, nor call for any assistance from the civil magistrate. Tiiis,

with several other statements, in opposition to the policy then pursued,
was put forward by the Archbishop of Tuam in his charge, and he was
in consequence called before the council, when, according to King,

" a

mighty business was made of it ;" but Synge pleaded for himself so

well that the matter was let drop.
A letter of Archbishop King, which Bishop Mant refers to the year

1722, gives an account of the great improvements made by S\nge in

his diocese.

In 1730, the Archbishop had the satisfaction of consecrating hia
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eldest son for the Bislioprick of Clonfert, when the consecration

sermon was preached by his second son, afterwards Bishop of

Killaloe.

Tlie Archbishop died in 1741, and was interred in the churchyard
of his own cathedra.

His writings, though not such as to demand a lengthened comment,

were, nevertlieless, worthy of the reputation which he maintained

tlirough life, of a scholar and a Christian. Bishop Mant says of them :

"
They consisted, for the most part, of small tracts written in a sensible

and easy manner. A list of them amounting in number to fifty-nine, is

given in Mr Nichol's "Literary Anecdotes of the Eighteenth Century ;"

and they are stated to have been again and again printed in large num-
bers by Mr Bowyer. Collected they form four duodecimo volumes. Of
the author it has been said, that his life was as exemplary as his writings
were instructive ; and, that what he wrote he believed, and what he

believed lie practised.*

HUGH BOULTER, PRIMATE.

BORN A,D. 167L DIED A.D. 1742.

Hugh Boulter was born in London, in 1671. He finished his

education at Magdalen College, Oxford, where he was elected a demie
at the same time with Dr Wilstead, Dr Joseph Wilcox, and Addison.
The distinguished learning and ability of the four obtained for this

election the name of " the golden election." Boulter obtained a fellow-

ship in his college. On leaving it he was successively cliaplain to

the archbishop of Canterbury ; rector of St Olaves, Southwark ; arch-

deacon of Surrey ; chaplain to Greorge L, and tutor to his grandson
Frederick, prince of Wales. He was next consecrated bishop of

Bristol in 1719, and at the same time obtained the deanery of Ciirist

Church, Oxford.

In 1724 he was promoted to the archiepiscopal see of Armagh,
which he accepted with reluctance, at the strongly expressed desire

of the king. From this period his life, together with the general
history of Irish afiairs, may be traced in his letters, from which, never-

theless, we are under the necessity of drawing rather more sparingly
than we should wish. His appointment was altogether a measure of

government policy, with the purpose of having a person on the spot
on whose advice they could prudently rely, ami to whom they nn'ght
trust the weight and sanction of government influence and authority.
The following extract from a letter to Lord Townsend is suflicient

to give the clearest conception of Boulter's political views, and of the

understanding which subsisted between him and the English cabinet:
"But whatever my post is here, the only thing that can make it agree-
able to me, who would have been very well content with a less station
in my own country, is, if I may be enabled to serve his majesty and

my country here, which it will be impossible for me to do according to

my wishes if the English interest be not thoroughly supported from
*
History of the Irish Church, ii. 561.
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the other side. When I left England, I did not doubt but your lord-

ship was sufficiently sensible how much this had been neglected for

many years, and of the necessity there was of taking other measures
for the future." After adverting to a few particular appointments, he

goes on to say, that the Englisli in Ireland think " the only way to

keep things quiet here, and to make them easy to the ministry, is by
filling the great places with natives of England ; and all we would beg
is, where there is any doubt with your iordsliip about the consequence
of a place here, that you would have the goodness to write liither to

know its weight before it be disposed of." On this, one comment of

bishop Mant's will save us some trouble :
" With respect, indeed, to

appointments in tlie church, with which our subject chiefly connects

us, it can hardly be supposed but that regard was had to the profes-
sional qualities of the persons advanced to its stations of dignity, emolu-

ment, and trust ; tlie rather because, in the performance of his own

])astoral duties as a parocliial clergyman, he is related to have been

distinguished for his zeal ; and to have discharged the duties of his

high office, when bishop of Bristol, with the most unremitting atten-

tion. But it is remarkable, and it is calculated to excite a sentiment

of dissatisfaction and disapprobation on perusal of the primate's letters,

that very little is, in fact, said of the religious, the moral, the theolo-

gical, the literary characters of those who are forward in supplying
vacancies in the episcopate, and that their recommendations rest in a

prominent degree on political and secular considerations." *

The reader has already had occasion to observe the opposition of

sentiment in this respect which existed between the primate and arch-

bishop King, who frequently expressed in very strong terms his

jealousy on the suiject of English appointments. But while the chief

aim of his episcopate was political, the primate was far from being
insensible to the duties proper to his office, and" is entitled to our

grateful recollection of labours and sacrifices for the benefit of the

Irish Church. He was not yet settled in his new station when he

noticed, and endeavoured to find a remedy for, the poverty of the

Irish clergy. Tiie fund available for the relief of the poorer clergy

being both miserably inadequate and at the same time heavily encum-

bered, primate Boulter conceived the idea of relieving it from its

encumbrances by a subscription among the bishops and clergy. This

plan obtained the consent of most of the bishops ; but after very
considerable exertions, it Mas found impracticable, and accordingly

dropped.
In the state letters of the primate, which are our chief materials for

this notice, there may be found a very detailed view of Irish affairs

through the close of this period The primate was iiiipressed with
a sentiment of prepossession against the Irish and the principles of

the popular party, and a jiroportional sense of the importance of the

English interest, and carried this sense to its utmost length in his

endeavours to preserve the ascendancy of the latter. This is in no

way more displayed than in tlie vigilant circumspection with which he
watched over appointments a subject wliich curiously pervades all his

correspondence.
*
Hist, of the Irish Church, ii. 424.



The primate was not many months in Ireland when he gave his

careful and sagacious attention to the affairs of the excise, and pointed

out, as one of the causes of tlie deficiency of the Irish revenue, the

"fall of the customs by vast quantities of goods being run here from

the Isle of Man, which is the great magazine of goods intended to be

run." He proceeds to propose the remedy, which was forty years

afterwards adopted against this evil.
" And the only remedy we talk

of here for this evil is,
if his majesty were to buy the island of the

earl of Derby."
The disturbances already related in consequence of the patent

granted to Mr Wood, for the coinage of halfpence, took place at this

time : and the primate expressed very strongly, in several communi-

cations, his anxiety to have the public mind quieted by the revoca-

tion of the measure. His advice must have had weight with the

English cabinet. A little after, when Wood surrendered the patent,

and a resolution for an address was proposed in both houses of the

Irish parliament, there was a sharp struggle in the lords on some

words in the address : the combat was led, and chiefly maintained,

on the part of the government, by the primate. The popular leaders,

in thanking the king for putting an end to Wood's patent, wished at

the same time to convey their sense of its merits, by carrying the point

that the words, "great wisdom," should be added before the words,
"
royal favour and condescension ;" thus, according to the primate's

view, which was confirmed by their speeches, casting a censure on

the English cabinet. The obnoxious words were, however, rejected

by a majority of twenty-one against twelve. Archbisliop King was

the leader of the opposite party on this occasion, and tlie mover of

the objectionable amendment. The primate's victory was solemnized

by the burning of " an impudent poem on these debates," which

came from the pen of Swift. Besides the direct advantage of having

repelled an attack, the primate considered it advantageous as a fair

trial of strength, of which the result would secure a peaceable session.

Among the chief subjects of interest which at this time occupied the

attention of primate Boulter, were the regulation of the coins, and the

occasional difficulties which occurred on questions affecting the revenue.

The difficulties in the management of the House of Commons, on all

questions of this nature, appear to have been greater than upon any
other. There seems, in 1725, to have been a heavy arrear due to the

army, and ?, great reluctance to make it good, otherwise than by an

application for the purpose of the ordinary revenue. The opposition
who proposed this expedient were, with difficulty, induced to consent

to a different arrangement, which having passed the house, was fac-

tiously impeded by the personal exertions of the opposition members.

The agreement was, that debentures should be issued to the army, and

to tlie officers on half-pay, for the interest of their claims : these were

to pass on the security of parliament, which was to make good the

payment to a certain amount. The opposition members, however,
exerted themselves to deter the bankers from giving money upon these

warrants.

It may be of more interest to mention, that in the course of these

struggles the primate had occasion to observe, and urged strongly on
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government, the mischief of buying off opposition with places and other

favours an imprudence then much resorted to, notwithstanding the

obvious effect of making opposition more profitable than service, and

also giving sanction to the inference of a secret leaning on the part of

government against its avowed policy. This error is the more wortliy
of special notice, because it is the first expedient which at all times

presents itself to the fears of weak or incompetent administrations. If

such compacts did not necessarily involve fraud as their very basis, and

were not therefore ineffective, yet it is obvious that their first real effect

must be to raise a fresh and increased horde of clamourers, still more

loud, to be silenced by the same means. On the other hand, we cannot

equally approve of the primate's desire to visit with the displeasure of

government those gentlemen who gave trouble to government in their

place as members of parliament.
Tliere was, in truth, no legislative wisdom in the Irish parliament

adequate to the government of a country of which the condition was

anomalous, and of which the political elements were discordant. It

was considered essential that they should be in some way overruled ;

but the high privileges which had been, it was believed, prematurely
established in favour of the Irish parliament, gave an appearance of

illegality, oppression, and encroachment to steps which were thought
to be necessary. Political knowledge is of tardy growth, and it was

not possible that a system which involved stretches of power among its

necessary resources should not, at times, approach too near the limit

of despotism. An apology for such resources may be found in the

history of the efforts of the primate, through many years, to remedy
the state of the currency in Ireland. The case was tliis : there was a

gross inequality in the relative prices of gold and silver
; while the gold

was current at a rate above that of English and foreign excliange, that

of the silver was considerably below the same standard. The conse-

quence was that the gold, which brought a high profit in Ireland, was

used by bankers and agents to buy up the silver, on which a profit was

again made in England and elsewhere ; and all remittances to and from

this country being made on the same principle, there was no silver left

sufficient for the ordinary purposes of trade. As it was not possible to

carry on any business without this medium, it became necessary to pay
a high premium for it, being not less than eightpence in the pound a

deduction, from the nature of the occasion, liable to an indefinite

increase. To increase the evil still more, the operation of this circum-

stance brought with it an inundation of light gold ; and as there was

a reduction of value for the deficiency of weiglit, it was found tliat the

consequent loss was diminished upon coins of tlie higher denominations ;

for the defect upon one guinea being supposed equal to that on a piece
worth four, it will at once be understood that three-fourths of the loss

must be saved by paying with this inconvenient coin. The primate

proposed, as a remedy for tliese evils, the raising the value of silver to

nearly the same standard with that of England, and lowering the price
of gold. With this proposal most sensible persons privately agreed ;

but it was highly disagreeable to tlie money-dealing classes, whose

weight in the Commons was preponderant. Among the mercantile

classes there was, indeed, an experience of the disadvantages arising
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themselves in favour of the measure. Tlie House of Lords, too, was

favourably disposed ; but their first demonstration of this temper had

the effect of producing a violent excitement in the lower house. The

result was a long interval of delay. In some years after, the question

was again taken up by the primate, and the measure which he perse-

veringly pressed was at length carried into effect. It was considered

by himself and his friends as the most honourable and praiseworthy

of his services to Ireland. It should be added, that he was fiercely

resisted by Dean Swift and his party. It was, indeed, alogether impos-

sible to carry any measure of real utility, without having to meet a

factious opposition from the Commons, who seemed to consider the

entire object of their existence to be the assertion of constitutional

privileges, and the raising impediments of every sort to the interests of

peace and order. Among the many incidents of this nature which the

political character of Boulter brings under our notice, was their furious

opposition to a bill for preventing riots in Dublin and the liberiies, a

measure of which the necessity was at the time universally felt ; the

chief objection was, that the bill had its origin in the Privy-Council

a mere pretext, when no other reason could be found ; for the authority

had been fully recognised, and continually exercised without question.

More in accordance with the aims proper to his holy office, primate
Boulter liad the honour of being associated with the first educational

movement for tiie benefit of the Irish peasantry. It appears to have

been the suggestion of Dr Maule, who was successively dean and bishop

of Cloyne.
" In the year 1730, in concurrence with a parochial clergy-

man of Dublin, the Rev. Mr Dawson, curate of St Michan's, he put
forward ' an humble proposal for obtaining his majesty's royal charter

to incorporate a society for promoting Christian knowledge amongst the

poor natives of the kingdom of Ireland.'
"

The proposal was favourably received by the king. "And the

primate of Ireland, who greatly approved of the undertaking, collected

at his house in Dublin a large assembly of persons of raidv and dis-

tinction, in order to concert measures for forming and forwarding of a

petition to the king," The petition describes at length tlie destitute

condition of most parts of tlie country in regard to the knowledge of

the first principles of religion and loyalty, and suggests, as the most

effectual remedy, the establislunent of a number of English Protestant

schools. It next adverts to the efforts already made by the parish

ministers to effect the same purpose, and mentions their failure, whicli

it ascribes to tlie reluctance of the richer papists, and the poverty of

the poorer, who were unable to pay the small stipends essential to the

support of such an undertaking while it remained in private hands.

The petition concludes by praying for a charter of incorporation,

enabling such persons as might seem fit to accept of gifts, benefactions,

&c., for the purpose designed, of erecting schools for the gratuitous

education of the cliildren of the poor. Conformably with the prayer
of this petition, in 1733, letters patent were issued by which the lord-

lieutenant, chancellor, primate, &-c., were constituted into a corporate

body by the title of the "
Incorporated Society in Dublin, for promoting

English Protestant schools in Ireland." The thread of bigotry inter-
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woven with the petition is of course to be expected ; but the zeal for

the enlightenment of the peasantry is laudable, and throws a ray of

light on the career of the much-abused primate Boulter.

The progress of this measure was slow ;
it met with insufficient

liberality and zeal in its promotion, and was encountered by a great

amount of prejudice and party feeling. Among the country gentlemen,
there was then no wish for the improvement either of the mind or

condition of tlie people. The power- of exaction, and of local oppres-

sion, were best served by ignorance and barbarism ; and it was too

well understood, that the same qualities which made the peasantry for-

midable to peace and order, also placed them at the mercy of domestic

tyrants. However the lawless multitude, when it rolls together like a

mighty wave, may bear down all before it, it is law and settled prin-

ciples only that can protect the individual. The primate's great and

persevering eflbrts for this design are to be traced in his letters, and

indicate both wisdom and patriotism.
Primate Boulter, if a dangerous enemy, was also a warm friend. It

was by the earnest solicitation of several years that he obtained the

advancement of his college friend, Mr Stephens, to a prebendal stall in

Winchester. The generosity of the primate was yet more strongly
shown towards Dr Wilstead, who had been his fellow-student, and had

been elected demie in Oxford at the same time with him. "Wilstead

having fallen into low circumstances in his declining years, the primate
allowed him 200 a-year for the remainder of his life. After his

death, he supported his son as a commoner in the university of Oxford.

With a liberal regard to the protection of learned men, he retained

Ambrose Philips, whose name is still remembered from his quarrel and

imaginary rivalry with Pope, as his secretary, tliough we know not

how far he may have merited the sarcasm,
"

still, to one bishop Philips

seems a wit."

The primate was in the highest sense a man of business through
the whole nineteen years of his primacy the real weight of the cabinet

policy with regard to Ireland rested on his prudence and activity.

The selection of public officers, and the filling up of the vacancies

which occurred upon the judicial or the episcopal bench, was mainly

governed by his counsel, and according to the principle which he

proposed and kept in view. With this principle we have expressed the

extent of our agreement and disagreement, but entertain no question
as to the perfect sincerity of the primate.
The character of Boulter is more favourably seen in the honourable

munificence of his disposal of a large part of his fortune for the

advantage of the country. The account of his good deeds in this

respect is so well summed up by bishop Mant, that we may abridge
our labour by extracting it.

" In one respect," writes the bishop,
" he evidently is entitled to high commendation ; namely, that the

property which he derived from the church, he employed freely,

bountifully, and beneficially, for the church's purposes, besides

numerous other charitable uses of a secular kind, to which he devoted

it, both in England and Ireland ; the following ecclesiastical bene-

factions especially call for notice in the present work. The cure of

the city of Armagh being too burdensome for the regular ministerial
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provision, he placed in it an additional curate, with an especial obliga-

tion that he should celebrate divine service every Sunday afternoon,

and read prayers twice every day. To several of his clergy, who were

ini'a]>able of giving their children a proper education, he supplied

means for maintaining their sons in the university, and thus qualifying

tliem for future ])referment. Both at Armagh and at Droirheda, he

built houses for the widows of clergymen, and purchased estates for

endowing them with annual allowances. To the protestant charter

schools, which, although he did not institute them himself, he wns

mainly instrumental in establishing, he contributed considerable

pecuniary assistance during his life; though the fact of his having
made his will before their institution and, in the end, his sudden

dissolution, prevented his conferring on them any post-obituary bene-

factions. The bulk of his proj)erty, after a suitable provision for his

widow during her life, and a few testamentary bequests, was appro-

priated, to an amount exceeding 30.000, to the purcliase of glebes

for the clergy and tlie augmentation and improvement of small bene-

fices ;
an appropriation which as it has been most usefully employed

under the direction of the act of 29 George II. c. 10, enacted for the

purpose, so has it contributed to the comfort and respectability and

usefulness of many of the clergy, and deserves to be cherished in

perpetual and grateful remembrance by every member of the church

of Ireland.

Boulter died in September, 1742, in London, in the 71st year of

his age.

THOMAS PARNELL, ARCHDEACON OF CLOGHER.

BORN A.D. 1679 DIED A.D. 1717.

Parnell's family is traced by his biographers to Cheshire, whence

his father, who had been a republican in the civil wars, came over

to Ireland at the restoration, and being possessed of considerable

wealth, purchased some property in Ireland. He also possessed an

estate in Cheshire. Both of these estates descended to the son : but

though we must presume them sufficient to raise him above want, yet

they were not enough to set at rest a laudable desire to add to his

usefulness and respectability by professional occupation.

Having entered the university of Dublin at the early age of thirteen,

he took master's degree in 1700, when he was in his twenty-first year.

In the same year, though deficient in age, the canonical age being

twenty-three, he obtained a dispensation from the primate for this

purpose, and was ordained to deacon's orders by archbishop King. It

is to be inferred that his conduct was such as to elicit unusual approba-
tion, as in no more than six years afterwards he was oft'ered the vicarage
of Finglass, worth 400 a-year, by so strict a prelate and so able a

divine as King ; this he refused in order to take the archdeaconry of

Clogher from Dr St George Ashe, who had been a fellow of college,

and had probably taken into consideration his merits as a scholar

when in the university.
On this occasion, we are informed by bishop Mant, that he received
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" an excellent letter of advice on his professional and future conduct,
from his friend and patron, archbishop King, in whose unpublished MS.
correspondence in Trinity college library the letter may be found
under date of March' 6, 170G."

At the end of Queen Anne's reign he went to London, in the hope
of obtaining distinction and preferment, by means of his literary and

professional abilities ; and at this time we find many notices of him
in Swift's journals and letters. Here he not only exerted himself

as a preacher and as a political writer, but obtained ready notice

as a poet, in which character he is best known to posterity. His

introduction to the earl of Oxford is among the most honourable of

Swift's acliievements. In his journal to Stella he mentions,
"

I con-

trived it ,so that the lord- treasurer came to me, and asked (I had
Parnell by me), whether that was Dr Farnell, and treated him with

great kindness."

The loss of his wife in London, and the depression consequent upon
it, led Parnell into a fatal habit of intemperance, which would in any
case have interfered with iiis advancement in the Church ; but tlie

death of Queen Anne, and the consequent dismemberment of the Tory
party, put an end to his expectations from government patronage,
and he set out for Ireland, but died in 1717, at Ciiester, on his

way home.

A selection of his poems was made by Pope, who published and
dedicated them to the earl of Oxford. Several of them are distin-

guished for their praise by his countryman, Goldsmith
; and we may

express our concurrence with Dr Johnson, in saying, that " Gold-

smith's criticism is seldom safe to contradict." Goldsmith bestows

praise which Johnson terms "just," upon the "Rise of Woman,"
tiie

"
Fairy Tale," the "

Vigil of Venus." Other compositions,
honoured with a more qualified praise, may be enumerated : The
" Battle of the Frogs and Mice," a translation from Homer ; the
"
Bookworm," paraphrased from Beza ;

" The Night Piece on Death,"
much admired by Goldsmith ; an "

Allegory on Man," mentioned by
Johnson as the "

happiest of his performances;" and, "The Hermit,"
best known to the modern reader.

Of Parnell's style, the most prominent merit seems to be felicity

of diction. His verse dances on in a flow of the simplest and most

appropriate words, aptly placed for both harmony and sense. The
efl'ect is pre-eminently that of a musical terseness, to wliich we cannot

recollect any parallel. Johnson says,
" in his verses there is more

happiness than pains; he is sprightly without eftbrt, and always

delights, though he never ravishes, everything is proper, though
everything seems casual. If there is some appearance of elaboration

in tlie
' Hermit ;' the narrative, as it is less airy is less pleasing. Of

his other compositions, it is imposssible to say whether they are the

productions of nature, so excellent as not to want the help of art, or

of art so refined as to resemble nature."
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DR THOMAS SHERIDAN.

BORN A.D. 1684. DIED A.D. 1738.

The birth-place of Sheridan is not accurately known, but it is stated

by some authors to have been in the county of Cavan, where his

parents, who were in rather depressed circumstances, subsequently

resided. He was born in 1684, and spent the early years of liis life

under the roof of his parents, who were unable to give him more than

the common advantages of a school education. A friend of his family,

however, perceiving indications of a more than common intelligence,

under what he himself describes as not a very prepossessing exterior,

sent him to the University of Dublin, and contributed liberally to his

support while he remained there. He afterwards entered into holy

orders, and established a school in Dublin, which obtained much cele-

brity, not only from Dr Sheridan s higli literary attainments, and his

attention to the morals of iiis pupils, but from the many distinguished

characters that were educated there. He early formed a close intimacy
and friendship \iith Swift, which commenced in the following charac-

teristic manner : Swift, who had heard much of Slseridan, as a man
of wit and humour, desired a common friend to bring them together.

They passed the day much to their mutual satisfaction ; and, when the

company broke up at night, Swift, in his usual ironical way said,
"

I invite all here present to dine with me next Thursday, except Mr
Sheridan," but with a look which expressed that the invitation was

made wholly on his account. They felt a mutual attraction towards

each other, and had in many respects a similarity of taste and talent ;

and the points in which they differed made each of them still more

necessary to the other. The sagacity, energy, and strong worldly
sense of the dean, were invaluable adjuncts to the weaker, more ami-

able, and unadulterated character of his friend, and were the means of

often extricating him from difficult and embarrassing positions into

which his own inadvertence and uncalculating simplicity betrayed him.

The dean's acquanitance being chiefly amongst those high in rank and

station, he naturally wished to form around him a circle in which he

could be more completely at his ease, and yet one in which his various

powers would be equally valued and appreciated. To such a circle

did Sheridan introduce him. His son (Swift's biographer), in writing
of the period, says, that being

" the first schoolmaster in the kingdom,
an intimacy with those fellows of the college, whose acquaintance he

chose to cultivate, followed of course, and there happened at that time

to be a greater number of learned and ingenious men in that body
than ever had been known before at any given period. An acquain-
tance naturally commenced witli such families of distinction as intrusted

their children to his care. Besides, as he was looked upon as one

of the most agreeable companions in the world, his society was much
courted by all persons of taste," With a select set of these did Swift

j>ass most of his festive hours for many years ; but in the round of

entertainments, care was always taken to engage Sheridan before a
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party was fixed, as the dean was never known to be in perfect good
huniour but when he was one of the company.
As many of tlie evening parties were made up of this chosen set in

the college, where subjects of literature were often the topics of con-

versation, Swift, who could not bear to be considered in an inferior

liglit by any society into which he had entered, found it necessary to

revive his knowledge of Greek and Latin, which, in the hurry of politics,

and bustle of the world, he had so long neglected. With this view
he invited Dr Sheridan to pass his vacations with him at the deanery,
where an apartment was fitted up for him, which ever after went by
his name; and, assisted by him, he went through a complete course

of the Greek and Roman classics. This gave him a full opportunity
of seeing the profound knowledge which Sheridan had of those lan-

guages ; and he ever after pronounced him to be the best scholar in

Europe. Thus living together frequently in the same house, in a

communion of the same studies and the same amusements, a closer

connection and more intimate union followed than Swift had ever

known with any person except Stella. As Sheridan was tlie most

open undisguised man in tlie world, it did not require much time or

penetration to see into his whole character, in which Swift found

many tilings to admire, many things to love, and little to offend. He
had tlie strictest regard for truth, and the hiohest sense of honour ;

incapable of dissimulation in the smallest degree ; generous to a fault ;

and charitable in the extreme. Of a proud independent spirit, which
would not sutler him to croucli to the great ones of the world for any
favour, nor to put on even the ajipearance of flattery, he had a heart

formed for friendship, in wdiich Swift had the first place. He pos-
sessed also a lively fancy, a ready invention, and a great fund of

humour. He and Swift entered into an engagement that, for an entire

year they sliould write to each other in verse every day, pledging
themselves that the time of composition should not exceed five minutes.

In the vast variety of jeiix d'esprit, riddles, &c., to which this gave rise,

it may be imagined that they were not all of equal merit ; but there

are few of those that remain that do not evince some ingenuity,

fancy, or humour. The well-known inventory he drew up of Swift's

possessions of Laracor, beginning,
" An oaken broken elbow chair,"

&c., is a good specimen of this playful style of composition, which
cheered many a gloomy hour of Swift's later life. Subject as he was
to violent fits of passion on small occasions, Sheridan frequently turned

them aside by dexterously giving a playful direction to the subject,
and compelling him to laugh, so that common friends used to say, he
was the David, who alone could play the evil spirit out of the Saul.

When Swift was disengaged, he was in the habit of constantly calling
about the hour of dinner at Dr Sheridan's, and establishing himself in

a small parlour wliere the two friends dined, tete-d-titc, supplied
with slices of meat sent to them from the common table. One
of Sheridan's infirmities was a total disregard for money, and his

reckless expenditure of it often involved him in painful and perplex-

ing difficulties. Swift, finding all advice and argument upon the sub-

ject fail, sought to diminish the evil by energetic efibrts to increase his

income. The school of Armagh, which was richly endowed with lands
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besides producing a large annual income, becoming vacant, lie applied

to tl>o primate (to wliose promotion he had formerly contributed), to

grant liim tiie nomination, liioli being acceded to, he at once otiered

it to Slieridan, who, with the infatuated pertinacity which marred all

his prospects, refused to accept of it, being unable to relinquish the

enjoyments of the society witli wliicli he was surrounded. The superior

strengtii of Swift's character was strongly evidenced in this transaction,

as he, dependent as he was upon the cheering influence of Siieridan's

society, would have been a far greater sufferer by his removal than Dr

Sheridan, with his numerous ties and engagements, could possibly

have been.

On the appointment of Lord Carteret to tlie government of Ireland,

Swift, who was already intimate with him, wrote as follows :
"

I liave

only one humble request to make to your Excellency, which I had in

my heart ever since you were nominated Lord-lieutenant ; and it is in

favour of Mr Sheridan. I beg you will take your time for bestowing
on liim some church living, to the value of ^150 per annum. He is

agreed on all hands to have done more public service by many degrees,

in tlie education of lads, than any five of his vocation; and has much
more learning than usually falls to the share of those who profess

teaching, being perfectly skilled in the Greek as well as Latin tongue,
and acquainted with all the ancient writers in poetry, philosophy, and

history. He is a man of good sense, modesty, and virtue. His greatest

fault is a wife and four eliildren ; for which there is no excuse, but

that a wife is thought necessary to a schoolmaster. His constitution is

so weak that in a few years he must give up his business ; and pro-

bably must starve, witliout some preferment, for which he is an ill

solicitor. My lord bishop of Elphin has promised to recommend this

request to your Excellency; and I hope you will please to believe that

it proceeds wholly from justice and humanity; for he is neither a

dependent nor relation of mine."

Lord Carteret at once nominated him as one of his chaplains, and

being himself an excellent scholar, soon distinguished his merit in that

line. He equally appreciated his conversational and social powers,
often inviting him to his private parties, and sometimes,

"
laying his

state aside, he would steal out from the castle in an hackney chair, and

pass the evening at Sheridan's with Swift, and the select set which

used to meet there."

The Iiord-lieutenant quickly bestowed upon him one of the first

livings which fell into the gift of government ; it was in the south of

Ireland, and worth about 150 a-year, and would probably have been

but the first step to a rapid advancement in his profession, had it

not been for a strange act of inadvertency, which with him seemed

almost constitutional. Being in Cork, where he went for the purpose
of being inducted into his living, he was requested by Archdeacon

Russel to preach for him on the following Sunday, which happened to

be the 1st of August, the anniversary of king George's birth-day, and he

unfortunately and unconsciously selected for his text,
" Sufficient unto

the day is the evil thereof." The oversight was slight, but the current

of faction ran high, and tlie long-eared zeal of party could not fail to

catcii at so apparently significant a coincidence. As Swift said "he
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, I

shot his fortune dead by chance-medley with this single text." The
report was immediately carried to the Lord-lieutenant, who, though he

clearly perceived its absurdity and malice, was not in circumstances to

give oftence to the dominant faction, or to create suspicion by passing
over the supposed offence : Swift also exerted his mediation to the

utmost, but to no purpose. The unfortunate preacher was struck out

of the list of chaplains to the Lord-lieutenant, and he was forbidden to

appear at the castle. Swift, writing to condole with him upon the

suliyect, says, "If you are, indeed, a discarded courtier, you have
reason to complain, but none at all to wonder

; you are too young for

many experiences to fall in your way, yet you have read enough
to make you know the nature of man Too mucli adver-

tency is not your talent, or else you had fled from that text as

from a rock. For, as Don Quixote said to Sancho,
' what business

:

j

had you to speak of a halter in a family where one of it was hanged?'
i

1 And your innocence is a protection, that wise men are ashamed to rely

j

on further than with God. It is, indeed, against common sense to

j

think that you should choose such a time, when you had received a

favour from the Lord-lieutenant, and had reason to expect more, to

discover your disloyalty in the pulpit. But what will that avail ?

Therefore sit down and be quiet, and mind your business as you should

do, and contract your friendships, and expect no more from man than

such an animal is capable of, and you will every day find my descrip-
tion of Yahoes more resembling. You should think and deal with

every man as a villain, without calling him so, or flying from him, or

valuing him less." Though not agreeing with the maxim of either

Kochefoucault or Swift, we give it as characteristic of the writer ;

and the remaining portion of the letter is worth transcribing, as it

contains a good picture of the uncalculating and simple-minded
man to whom it is addressed: "You believe every one will acquit

you of any regard to temporal interest ; and how came you to claim

an exception from all mankind ? I believe you value your temporal
interest as much as anybody, but you have not the art of pursuing
it. You are mistaken. Domestic evils are no more within a man
than others; and he who cannot bear up against the first, will sink

under the second, and in my conscience I believe this is your case ;

for, being of a weak constitution, in an employment precarious and

tiresome, laden with children, a man of intent and abstract thinking,
enslaved by mathematics and complaint of the world, this new weight
of party malice hath struck you down like a feather on a horse's back,

already laden as far as he is able to bear. You ought to change the

apostle's expression and say, I will strive to learn ' in whatsoever state

I am, therewith to be content.' I will hear none of your visions."

He then, with his characteristic point, lays down a set of regulations
for his future conduct, for tlie care of his health, the limitation

of his expenses, &c., and adds,
" You think the world has now nothing

to do but to pull Mr Sheridan down, whereas it is nothing but a slap in

your turn, and away. Lord Oxford once said to me on an occasion,
' these fools, because they hear a noise about their ears of their own

making, think the world is full of it.' When I come to town we will

change all this scene, and act like men of the world. Grow rich, and
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you will have no enemies; go sometimes to the castle; keep fast Tickle

and Balaguer (the private secretary) ; frequent those on the right side,

friends to the present powers; drop those who are loud on the wrong

party, because they know they can suffer nothing by it." In a subse-

quent letter he says,
" Have you seen my lord ? Who forbade you to

preach? Are you no longer ciiaplain? Do you never go to the castle?"

and adds,
"

I should fancy that the bishop of Limerick could easily satisfy

his Excellency, and that my Lord-lieutenant believes no more of your

guilt than I, and therefore it can be nothing but to satisfy the noise of

party at this juncture that he acts as he does." He then warns him not

to act like the man "who hanged himself, because, going into a gaming-

house and winning 10,000, he lost five of it, and came away with only

half his winnings.'
Sheridan subsequently exchanged this southern living for that of

Dunboyne, in the neighbourhood of Dublin; but by the tricks and

deceptions practised upon the subject of tithes, both by gentry and

farmers, on his unsuspicious nature, it became very unproductive, and

scarcely yielded more than 80 per annum. He kept up a constant cor-

respondence with Swift, full of wit and drollery on both sides, and during

the period of the severe illness which closed Stella's life, he was her con-

stant attendant and friend, and the medium of communication between

her and Swift during his absence in England, when she was unable to

write. He was also a witness of the last melancholy scene between

Swift and Stella; of her "unspeakable agonies;" and was in the chamber

when she breathed her last. His son says of hira (in his Life of Swift),

"His grief for her loss was not perhaps inferior to the dean's. He
admired her above all human beings, and loved her with a devotion as

pure as that which we would pay to angels. She had early singled him

out from all the dean's acquaintance as her confidential friend. There

grew up the closest amity between them, which subsisted without inter-

ruption to the time of her death. During her long illness, he never

passed an hour from her which could be shared from business; and his

conversation in the dean's absence was the chief cordial of her droop-

ing spirits. Of her great regard for hini Swift bears testimony in the

close of one of his letters to him from London, where he says, 'I fear

while you are reading this you will be shedding tears at her funeral:

she loved you well, and a great share of the little merit I have with

you is owing to her solicitation,' No wonder, therefore (adds his son),

if the doeior's humanity was shocked at the last scene which he saw

pass between her and the dean, and which affected him so much, that

it was a long time before he could be thoroughly reconciled to him."

Sheridan, as unstable in the conduct of his affair as he was steady
in his affections, changed the living of Dunboyne for the free scliool of

Cavaii, his native county, where, from its extreme cheapness, he migiit

have lived well on his salary of 80 a-year with the profits derived

from his scholars ;
but the air, he complained, was moist and unwhole-

some, and having taken a strong antipathy to some of the persons
resident in the neighbourhood, he sold his school for about 400, and

having soon spent the money, he fell into bad health, and died in 1738,
in the o5th year of his age.
The closing scene of his life is marked by a melancholy occun euce,
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whicli, with a sudden wrench, snapped the friendship that had existed

througli so many years of painful vicissitude between him and the dean.

We shall give the detail nearly in the words of his son : Swift had

long been weary of the world, and all that was in it. He had no

prospect of relief but from death, for wliicli he most ardently wished,

even when his state was not so bad. For some years before, he never

took leave of a friend in an evening without adding, "Well, God bless

you ; I hope I shall never see you again." In this hopeless state,

deprived of all the comforts of life, it is little wonder if he was dead

also to the feelings of friendship. Dr Sheridan had been for some time

confined by illness at the deanery. Wlien he had sufficiently recovered

to go out, he was apologising to tlie dean for the trouble lie had

given him, saying, "I fear, Mr Dean, I have been an expensive lodger
to you this bout." Upon which Mrs Whiteway, a relation of the

dean's who then cliiefly managed his affairs, and who happened to be

present, briskly said, "It is in your power, doctor, easily to remedy this

by removing to another lodgincr." Swift was silent. The poor doctor

was quite thunderstruck. As tliis lady had always professed great

friendship for him, and lay under considerable obligations to iiim, he

quickly inferred that this must have been done by Swift's direction, in

which he was confirmed by his silence on the occasion. He immediately
left the house in all that anguish of mind which a heart possessed of the

warmest friendship must feel upon the abrupt breach of one of so long
a standing, and so sincere on his part; nor did he ever enter it again.

He lived but a short time after this. His complaint was a polypus
in the heart, which terminated, as was expected, very suddenly. His

last words were on some observations being made respecting the wind,
" Let it blow east, west, north, or south, the immortal soul will take

its flight to the destined point."
He married Miss Macfadin, and was father to Thomas Sheridan, the

biographer of Swift, whose gifted wife (Miss Chamberlaiiie), was the

authoress of Sydney Biddulpli, Noitijahad, &c. Dr Sheridan him-

self published a prose translation of Persius, with notes, both by
himself and former editors. Lord Cork, in writing of him, says,

" He
was deeply versed in the Greek and Latin languages, and in their

customs and antiquities. He had that kind of good nature which

absence of mind, indolence of body, and carelessness of fortune pro-

duce; and although not over-strict in his own conduct, yet he took

care of the morality of his scholars, whom he sent to the university,

remarkably well grounded in all kinds of classical learning, and not

ill-instructed in the social duties of life. He was slovenly, indigent,

and cheerful. He knew books much better than men ; and he knew

the value of money least of all.

" This ill-starred, good-natured, improvident man, returned to

Dublin unhinged from all favour at court, and even banished from the

castle; but still he remained a punster, a quibbler, a fiddler, and a wit.

Not a day passed without a rebus, an anagram, or a madrigal." He
tlien quotes some playful lines written by Dr Sheridan, complaining
how little srood had resulted from all this

" strenuous idleness." Two
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of them (conveying the answer of Apollo), suggest some idea of his

personal appearance :

" Honest friend, I've considered your case,
Nor dislike your unmeaning and innocent face.'

Unsuited both by habits and disposition for his lioly profession, he was

yet, in many respects, high-minded, amiable, and disinterested, and
his defects belonged rather " to his darkened age

"
than to himself.

GEORGE BERKELEY, D.D., BISHOP OF CLOYNE.

BOEN A.D. 1684 DIED A.D. 1753.

George Bekkelky was tlie son of William Berkeley, and was, March
12, 1684, born at Desert Castle, near Thomastown, in the county of

Kilkenny the county of Flood, Langrishe, Bushe, and other names
not to be forgotten in the roll of honour. He was the eldest of

-seven children, of whom one only was a daughter.
. We are not enabled to give any detail of the history of his ancestors.

It is mentioned in the memorial written by Dr Stock, and appended
to tlie collection of his writings, that his grandfather came over to

Ireland after the Restoration, his family having been great sufferers from
their loyalty in the civil wars; and that he "obtained the collector-

ship of Belfast." His ancestor is elsewhere mentioned as a younger
branch of the Earls of Berkelev.

Berkeley received the first part of his education at Kilkenny school,
from which so many scholars of the first eminence have come. Swift
had left it for Trinity College in 1682; Berkeley followed in IG99.
Of the pecular indications of his schoolboy years no notice has been

preserved. He entered as a pensioner in tlie University of Dublin in

liis fifteenth year, under the tuition of Dr Hall; and in 1707, when
al)Out twenty-three, he obtained a fellowship. The same vear he

publislied an essay on mathematical science, which iiad been written
liefore he was twenty, and was probably the fruit of his studies for the

fellowship. Tliis was an attempt to demonstrate arithmetic without

algebra or Euclid. As we intend to conclude this memoir with a dis-

tinct notice of his writings, we shall only here observe the evidence
which such an attempt contains of a moral feature in hischaracter, which,
we are fully convinced, had a very considerable eft'ect in determining
tlie nature of all his writings, and some parts, at least, of his conduct.
This was a freedom from the influence thrown over the mind bv the
settled conventions of human opinion, and a consequent disposition to

take novel and eccentric courses at the real or apparent dictate of
reason or duty; a temper of which one of the results was a very
unusual simplicity and singleness of character; another, a boldness

equally remarkable, though we think far less fortunate, in the highly
adventurous career of his philosophy.

llis Theonj of Vision came out in 1709, and the Principles of
Human Knowledge, wliich gave the ultimate stamp to his philosophi-
cal cliaracter, in tlie following year. In 1712 he was induced to enter

upon the discussion of those questions of political theory which then
IV. T Ir.

/^
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mainly interested the public. The reader is already aware of the con-

nection of the questions upon the rights of kings, and the doctrine of

passive obedience, with the history of the revolution which placed the

family of Hanover on the British throne. Locke's celebrated treatise

turned the attention of Berkeley to the controversy, in which he

delivered three commonplaces in the college chapel ; these he after-

wards printed. And as he undertook to maintain the exploded doctrine,
which was supposed to be connected witli adherence to the banished

family of the Stuart princes, he was afterwards represented as a Jacobite,

by Lord Galway, when recommended to him for preferment by the

Prince and Princess of Wales. Mr Molyneux, who had been Berkeley's

pupil in college, and had introduced him to these royal personages,
took care to remove the impression, by showing from the work that

the principles of the writer were thoroughly loyal.
His system of materialism, as a matter of course, attracted a very

high degree of attention among that class of persons who delight in the

barren perplexities of metaphysics. The controversial opposition which

it excited was more shown in the general opposition of eminent men,
sucli as Winston, Clarke, and others, than by any express attempts at

refutation. Of this, the following extract from Winston's memoir of

Clarke may give a notion sufficient for our present purpose :
" And

perhaps it will not be here improper, by way of caution, to take notice

of the pernicious consequence such metaphysical subtilties have some-

times had, even against common sense and common experience, as

in the eases of those three famous men, Leibnitz, Locke, and

Berkeley (the first, in his pre-established Harmony; the second,
in the dispute with Limborch about human liberty) ; and as to the

third named, Berkeley, he published A.D. 1710, in Dublin, the

metaphysical notion tliat 7?K(rter was not a real thing; nay, that the

common opinion of its reality was groundless, if not ridiculous. He
was pleased to send Dr Clarke and myself, each of us, a book. After

we had both perused it, I went to Dr Clarke, and discoursed with him

about it to this effect, that I, being not a metaphysician, was not

able to answer Berkeley's subtile premises, though I did not at all

believe his absurd conclusion. I therefore desired that he, who was

deep in such subtilties, but did not appear to believe Berkeley's

conclusion, would answer him ; which task he declined. I speak not

these things with intention to reproach either Locke or Berkeley.
I own the latter's great abilities in other parts of learning ; and to

his noble design of settling a college in, or near the West Lidies,

for the instruction of natives in civil arts and in the principles of

Ciiristianity, I heartily wish all possible success. It is the pretended

nit'taphysic science itself, derived from tlie sceptical disputes of the

Greek ))hilosophers, not those particular great men who have been,

unhappily, imposed on by it, that I complain of. Accordingly, when
the famous Milton had a mind to represent the vain reasonings of

wicked spirits in Hades, he described it by their endless train of meta-

pliysics, thus :

"Others apart sat on a hill reth'eJ," &c. Par. Lost, ii. 557-561.

"Many years after this, at Addison's instance, there was a meeting
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of Clarke and Berkeley to discuss this speculative point; and great

hopes were entertained from the conference. The parties, hovv(;ver,

separated witlioiit being able to come to any agreement. Berkeley
declared himself not well satisfied with the conduct of his antagonist
on the occasion, who, though he could not answer, had not candour

enough to own himself convinced. But the complaints of disputants

against each other, especially on subjects of this abstruse nature, should

be heard with suspicion."
In 1713 he went over to London, and there publislieil a defence

of his philosophical theory, in Three Dialogues between Hylas and
PhUonous. The ingenuity and the singular acuteness of intellect

displayed in these writings attracted the admiration of scholars and

literary men ; and his acquaintance was sougiit and cultivated by tlie

most distinguished persons of the time; Steele and Swift, especially
tlie latter, were active in introducing him to those who might be service-

al)le to his advancement. Steele had just commenced The Guardian,
and secured Berkeley's contributions on the easy terms of one guinea
and a dinner each. At Steele's house he frequently met Pope, and

formed an intimacy with him, whicligrew into a lasting friendship. He
was introduced to the celebrated Earl of Peterborough by Swift, whose

influence with this nobleman was very great. At his instance the earl

took Berkeley with him as chaplain and secretary when, towards the

end of the same year, he was appointed ambassador to the king of

Sicily and the other Italian states.

He was left for three months at Legliorn by the earl, while he went
on by himself to Sicily, to discharge the functions of his embassy.

During his absence, a really trifling incident gave Berkeley a fright, to

wliich he was afterwards used to revert with pleasantry among his

friends. At that period, it is stated by Dr Clarke, that the onh^ place
in Italy where the service of the Protestant church was tolerated was

at Legliorn a favour then recently obtained by queen Anne from the

CJrand Duke. It happened that Dr Kennet, chaplain to tlie English

factory, asked Berkeley to preach for him one Sunday. Berkeley com-

plied with the request. On the next day, as he was sitting alone in

his chamber, he was surprised and startled by the apparition of a train

of surpliced priests, who entered his apartment in ghostly array, and

walked round, muttering some form of prayer or exorcism, without

seeming to notice his presence in any way, and then walked out again.

Berkeley's first apprehensions suggested some connection between this

solemn visitation and his sermon of the previous day ; it could be, he

thought, nothing less than some demonstration from the Inquisition,
which mu^^t have been informed that he had preached without license

to a heretical congregation. When he recovered from his astonish-

men, he made cautious inquiries, and to his great relief learned that

it was the solemn festival set apart for blessing the houses of all "good
Catholics" from rats and vermin.

In 171-1- he returned with Lord Peterborough to England. The
fall of the Tory party appeared to terminate all immediate prospects
of preferment ; he was, therefore, not dissatisfied at tiie occurrence of

a favourable opportunity to extend his travels. The Bishop of Clogher,
Dr St George Ashe, proposed to him to accompany his son, who was
hcii- to a large property, on a tour through Europe.
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His stay at Paris is rendered memorable by an incident of some
interest his interview with the celebrated philosopher Malebranche,
of whicli, we have to regret, that no detailed account remains. Male-
branclie was jirominent among the great speculative inquirers of his

age, and held opinions very nearly approaching those of Berkeley's

tlieory. His opinion, that all our volitions and perceptions are pro-
duced by the immediate operation of tlie divine will working on the

frame, appears by a brief and very obvious train to lead to tlie inferences

of the non-existence of external things. From this not very sane

result, the French philosopher was deterred by an argument which
should have had a similar influence on Berkeley, whose theory w^is

invented with a direct view to oppose a scepticism fashionable in his

day. Malebranche justly considered the existence of the external

world to be affirmed in the befrinnino: of Genesis, and therefore con-

eluded that the inferences of speculation could not be carried so far as

to deny it: although it is clear he removed all evidence for it but

that supplied by Scripture. When Berkeley paid him a visit, he was

labouring under inflammation of the lungs; and, at the moment,

engaged in the preparation of some medicine, which he was watching
as it heated in a small pipkin on the fire. It was an unfortunate situa-

tion for the encounter of two philosophers who had such a point of

difference to contend for. Malebranche had become acquainted with

Berkeley's tlieorv of non-existence of the external world : and imme-

diately entered, with all the interest of a philosopher, and all the

impetuosity of a Frenchman, into a discussion upon it. Berkeley was
soon heated with controversial ardour ; and they who best know the

zeal of metaphysical disputation, will not hesitate to admit the pro-

bability, that the trifling considerations of form and circumstance

must soon have been forgotten by both in the keen debate. The
actual incidents are no further known than by the event. The Frem-li

pliilosopher spoke so nuicli and so loud, that it brought on a violent

increase of his disorder, which carried him off" in a few days.*

Upwards of four years were, at this period, spent in travelling among
other places, less upon the common track of tourists : he travelled over

Apulia, Calabria, and Sicily. He had collected materials for a natural

* De Quincey, in his paper
" On Murder considered as one of the Fine Arts,"

gives tlie following amusing version of this celebrated controversy :

"
Malebranche, it will give you pleasure to hear, was murdered. The man M-ho

murdered him is well-known : it was Bisho]:) Berkeley. The story is familiar,

though hitherto not put in a proper light. Berkeley, when a young man, went
to Paris, and called on Pere Malebranche. He found him in his cell cooking.
Cooks have ever been a genus irrUahile ; authors still more so

;
Malebranche was

both : a dispute arose
;
the old father, warm already, became warmer

; culinary
and metaphysical irritation imited to derange his livvv : he took to his bed, and
died. Such is the common version of the story : 'So tlie whole ear of Denmark
is abused.' The fiict is, tliat the matter was hushed up in Consideration of

Berkeley, who (as Pope remarked) had '

every virtue under heaven :

'

else it was
well-known that Berkeley, feeling himself nettled by the waspishness of the old

Frenchman, stpiared at him
;
a tnrn-u}) was the consequence ;

Malebranche was
lioored in the first round

;
the conceit was wholly taken out of him

;
and he

would perhaps have given in
;
but Berkeley's blood was now up, and he insisted

on the old Frenchman's retracting liia doctrine of Occasional Causes. The vanity
of the man was too great for this, and he fell a sacrifice to the impetuosity of

Irish youth, combined with Ids own absurd obstinacy.



history of Sicily ; but they were unfortunately lost in the passage
to Naples. Some very curious and interesting sketches of his visit

to Ischia, in the bay of Naples, and a description of an eruption of

Vesuvius, which he witiiesssed, and was enabled to observe very

accurately, have caused ids biographer to regret this loss as an injury
to the ''

literary world." And notwithstanding the bright reflection

whicli Berkeley's fame, as a metaphysical writer, throws on his country,
and still more on his universitv, we are rather inclined to regret that

his genius had not earlier received a direction favourable to the exer-

cise of talents with which he was pre-eminently endowed by nature.

The world might have spared those writings which have in no way
contributed to human wisdom, and are rather to bo regarded as essays
and examples of high intellectual power than as leading to results, witli

perhaps one slight exception, which it will be time enough to notice

when we come to the separate consideration of his writings. There is

a remarkable freshness, vigour, and graphic power about his descriptions
of places, and an inquisitiveness of research which would, with the

addition of his profound intelligence, have given to the world the most

instructive and delightful history of the nature and social peculiarities
of the countries and people whom he visited. From the habitual inter-

course with realities his understanding would have acquired a practical

turn, the want of which was his main defect, and with his universally

accomplished, exploring, and enthusiastic mind, he would have been

the Humboldt of his age. There is a singular combination of poetic
effect and of accurate observation in his description of the island of

Inarime, and still more of its ancient mountain, Mons Epomeus, rising
from its centre, and overlooking the scenery of the ./Eneid,

" from the

promontory of Antium to the cape of Palinurus." Though we are

amused with the entlmsiastic simplicity which, after describing the

Arcadian innocence and simplicity of the inhabitants, who, as they
" are without riches and honours, so they are witiiout the vices and
follies that attend them :" in the verv next sentence he informs us that
"
they have got, as an alloy in their happiness, an ill-habit of murder-

ing one anotiier on sliglit oflences." One is apt to suspect that the

philosopher had in his mind the Arcades amho of Horace, rather than

the "
poetical notions of the golden age ;" but Berkeley's mind is too

earnest and high-wrought for the frivolity of a joke. He immediately
after tells his correspondent that "

by the sole secret of minding our

own business, we found a means of living safely among this dangerous

people,"'a lesson wiiich he might have easily learned at home. Still

more full of interest must have been his descriptions of Mount Vesu-
vius. In his letter to Arbuthnot, in which he describes three ascents, he

says of the first,
" With much dilliculty I reached the top of jNIount

Vesuvius, in which I saw a vast aperture full of smoke, which hin-

dered the. seeing its depth and figure. I heard within that horrid

gulf certain odd sounds, which seemed to proceed from the belly of the

mountain; a sort of murmuring, sigliing, tlirobbing, churning, dasliing,
as it were, of waves, and between whiles a noise like that of thunder
or cannon, which was constantly attended with a clattering like that

of tiles falling from the tops tif houses on the streets," &e. On this

ascent he obtained but imperfect and occasional glimpses of the awful



doings below in tliat vast and hollow gulf. A momentary dispersion of

the smoke displayed two furnaces, almost contiguous, throwing up a

"very ruddy flame" and vast discharges of red-hot stones. On the

8th of May he ascended a second time, and saw a different aspect of

things. The air was calm, and a column of smoke ascended straight

up, so as to leave clearly visible the boiling and bellowing chasm

beneath, in which the two furnaces' burned more fiercely than on the

former day,
"
throwing up every three or four minutes, with a dread-

ful bellowing, a vast number of red-hot stones, sometimes in appear-
ance about a thousand, and at least three thousand feet higher than

my head, as I stood upon the brink." The other furnace was equally
remarkable in a different way, being "filled with red-hot liquid matter,
like that in the furnace of a glasshouse, which raged and wrought as the

waves of a sea, causing a short abrupt noise, like what may be imagined
to proceed from a sea of quicksilver dashing among uneven rocks."

Between this ascent and the 20th of June, he continued to make excur-

sions in the vicinity, during whicli he continued to observe with interest

the varying appearances of the mountain, sometimes pouring from its

summit bright and glittering streams of liquid lava, of which the burn-

ing course was traceable by the "
ruddy smoke " which overhung it

"
along a huge track of sky." On other nights, a tall column of flame

shot up the heavens from the smoky height, and disappeared in sudden

darkness after a moment, as if
" the jaws of ilarkness had devoured it."

But on the 10th the scene appears to have put on all its terrors to at-

tract the imaginative ])hilosopher. He descril)es its distant sound to his

friend: "You cannot form a juster idea of this noise in the most

violent fits of it, than by imagining a mixed sound made up of the

raging of a tempest, the murmur of a troubled sea, and the roaring of

thunder and artillery all together. It was very terrible as we heard

it in the further end of Naples, at the distance of above twelve miles.

This moved my curiosity to approach the mountain. Three or four ot

us got into a boat, and were set ashore at Torre del Greco, a town

situate at the foot of Vesuvius, to the south-west, whence we rode four

or five miles before we came to the burning river, which was about

midnight. The roaring of the volcano grew exceedingly loud and

horrible as we approached. I observed a mixture of colours in the

cloud over the crater green, yellow, red, and blue; there was, like-

wise, a ruddy dismal liglit in the air over that tract of land where the

burning river flowed ; ashes continually showered on us all the way
from the sea-coast ; all which circumstances, set-off" and augmented by
the horror and silence of the night, made a scene the most uncommon
and astonishing I ever saw, which grew still more extraordinary as we
came nearer the stream. Imagine a vast torrent of liquid fire rolling

from the top down the side of the mountain, and with irresistible fury

bearing down and consuming vines, olives, fig-trees, and houses, in a

word, everything that stood in its way. This mighty flood divided

into different channels, according to the inequalities of tlie mountain ;

the largest stream seemed half-a-mile broad at least, and five miles

long. The nature and consistence of these burning torrents have been

described with so much exactness and truth by Borellus, in his Latin

treatise on Mount jEtna, that I need say nothing of it. I walked 30
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far before mv eompanions up tlie mountain, along the side of the river

of fire, tliat I was obliged to return in great haste, the sulphureous
stream having surprised me and almost taken away my breath. Dur-

ing our return, which "was about tliree o'clock in tlie morning, we con-

stantly heard the murmur and groaning of the mountain, which between

whiles would burst out into louder peals, throwing up huge spouts of fire

and burning stones, which, falling down again, resembled the stars in

our rockets. Sometimes I observed two, at others three distinct columns

of flames, and sometimes one vast one that seemed to fill the whole

crater. These burning columns and the fiery stones seemed to be shot

one tliousand feet perpendicular above the summit of the volcano."

The eruption continued, with various changes of appearance until the

18th, during which he continued to watch it with unwearied interest,

and to note every incident that occurred. As may be anticipated, he

formed a theory to account for volcanoes. He supposed a vacuum to

be made in the "bowels of the earth, by a vast body of inflammable

matter taking fire, the water rushed in and was converted into steam ;

which simple cause was sufficient to produce all the wonderful efleets

of volcanoes^as appears ifrom Savery's fire-engine for raising water, and
from the jEolipile."

* We believe the great question, thus hastily

solved, remains yet to exercise tiie research and skill of geologists.
Whether the irruption proceeds directly from the great reservoir

of molten elements far down towards the mass of central heat, or

the infusion of water upon some local accumulation of similar materials,

is not, and perhaps cannot be, ascertained with the certainty of

ssience. Nor can we here dwell upon a question so far beyond our

knowledge.
On his return to England, Berkeley.composed at Lyons an essay

upon a question proposed by the Royal Academy of Paris. The sub-

ject was on the principle and cause of motion ; the tract is in Latin in

his works: he published it on his arrival in London in 172L In this

tract he arrives with much art at the same conclusion which he had

already put forth in his great metaphysical theory. f As we propose to

give the reader a full account of this, it will be unnecessary to antici-

pate it-here.

From such speculations he was happily diverted from time to time,
and at last altogether, by the active benevolence of his disposition. Li

1720 the country sustained great suffering from the South Sea scheme.

Berkeley wrote and published a tract, in which he endeavours to point
out the sources of the national suffering and its remedies. His dis-

course displays all the character of a humane and elevated spirit, with

much sound thinking on the general principles of social welfare. There

is, at the same time, perceptil)le in it a tone of observation remote from
the actual temper of human life, and a want of perception of the more
detailed workings of society; he soars into a lofty region of primary
truths and general principles, and seems to consider a great moral

reform, and something like a system of sumptuary regulations, to be
the great remedy for the existing evil.

* Clarke's note.

t See from sect. 34 to the end, Works, 8vo, vol. ii. p. 385.



Shortly after his return, Berkeley was introduced by Pope to the

accomplished Earl of Burlington, whose name is so familiar to the

architectural student. Berkeley had himself cultivated this art, and

during his travels had become extensively and accurately acquainted
with the best existing specimens, ancient and modern. His knowledge
of the subject, set off as it must have been by his discursive talent and
liis ingenuity and enthusiasm, attracted the admiration of the noble

earl, who introduced him with strong encomiums to the Duke of Grafton,
then about to come over to Ireland as Lord-lieutenant. The duke took

him witli him as chaplain in 1721, when he had been six years away
from his native country. He had, in tlie meantime, become a senior

fellow, and now took (Nov. 14th) his degree of doctor in divinity.
In the next year he obtained a large bequest from Miss Hester

Vanhomrigli, amounting to about 4000. We have already had to

state tlie particulars in our memoir of Swift. It is asserted on good
authority, that he had only once met this unfortunate lady at dinner.

But he must have been well known to her by reputation ; and, besides,

the high admiration which liis singularly pure character was likely to

make on one so alive to impressions, many influential causes were not

unlikely to have intervened, though of so slight a nature as to leave no
record .

In 1724 he was preferred by the Duke of Grafton to the deanery of

Derry, on v^hich he resigned his fellowsliip. The deanery was worth

1100 a year; but the heart of Berkeley was high above the lower in-

fluences of life. The same spirit which impressed him with a notion

tliat the state of the nation might be bettered by lofty expositions ot

general truths, operated on him as a governing influence. While he

had been on his travels, his imagination had been captivated by the

splendour and beauty of foreign scenery, with which he naturally asso-

ciated visions of human happiness. The notion of a purer and better

form of society, founded on the basis of Christianity, was a natural

fruit of such a mind, and it became his favourite project. For him
tlie splendour and tlie luxury, the pomp and vanity, which are so

much of life to common minds, were utterly devoid of charms ; in

these there was nothing to resign. A course of conduct, hard to

the conception of ordinary mortals, was, with these dispositions,
natural ; his heart, in which no sordid feeling had place, was filled witli

the lofty and holy design of "converting the savage Americans to

Christianity, by a college to be erected in the Summer Islands, other-

wise called the isles of Bermuda." We shall offer no extracts from the

proposal which he published on the occasion, because, as was to be

expected from one of his earnest and sincere temper, the reasons which
he would himself feel the weight of are all obvious enough. It is not

until a man doubts the efficacy of the main reasons that he will think

it necessary to look for new and deep arguments for the recommenda-
tion of good deeds. A poem, otherwise of no value, will offer some
view of the irapressio s of Jiis own mind.

"The muse, disgusted at an age and clime,
Barren of every glorious tlieme;

In distant lands now w'aits a better time

Producing subjects worthy fame.



In happy climes, where from the genial sun
And virgin earth such scenes ensue;

Tlie force of art, by nature seems outdone,
And fancied beauties by the true.

In hnppy climes the seat of innocence,
Wlu'i'e nature guides and virtue rules;

Where man sliall not impose, for truth and sense.
The pedantry of courts and schools.

There shall be sung another golden age,
The rise of empire and of arts,

The good and great inspiring epic rage,
The wisest heads and noblest hearts.

Not such as Europe breeds in her decay.
Such as she bred when fresh and young.

When heavenly flame did animate her clay

By future poets shall be sung.

Westward, the course of empire takes its way.
The four first acts already past ;

A fifth shall close the drama with the day.
Time's noblest oll'spring is the last."

To this testimony of Berl^eley's muse, we shall here add dean Swift's

very remarkable letter to Lord Carteret, 1724 :

" There is a gentleman of this kingdom gone for England it is Dr
George Berkeley, Dean of Derry the best preferment among us, being
worth 1100 a year. He takes the Bath in his way to London, and
will of course attend your excellency, and be presented, I suppose, by
his friend Lord Burlington ; and because I believe you will choose out
some very idle minutes to read this letter, perhaps you may not be ill

entertained with some account of the man and his errand. He was a

fellow of the university here, and going to England very young, about
thirteen years ago, he became the founder of a sect there called the

Immatei-ialists, by the force of a very curious book upon the subject.
Dr Smaleridge and many other eminent persons were his proselytes.
I sent him secretary and chaplain to Sicily with my Lord Peterborough,
and upon his lordship's return, Dr Berkeley spent about seven years in

travelling over most parts of Europe, but chiefly through every corner

of Italy, Sicily, and other islands. When he came back to England
he found so many friends that he was eflectually recommended to the

Duke of Grafton, by whom he was lately made Dean of Derry. Your

excellency will be frighted when I tell you this is but an introduction,
for I am now to mention his errand. He is an absolute philosopher
with regard to money, titles, and power; and for tliree years past has

been struck with a notion of founding a university at Bernuulas, by a

charter from the crown. He has seduced several of the hopefullest

young clergymen and others here, many of them well provided for, and
all of them in tlie fairest way of preferment ; but in England his con-

quests are greater, and I doubt will spread very far this winter. He
showed me a little tract which he designs^ to publish, and there your
excellency will see his whole scheme of a life academico-philosophical
I shall make you remember what you were of a college founded for

Indian e^^cholars and missionaries, where he most exorbitant! v proposes
a whole 100 a year for himself, 10 for a fellow, and 10 for a
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student. His heart will break if his deanery be not taken from iiiui,

and left to your excellency's disposal. I discouraged him by the cold-

ness of courts and ministers, who will interpret all this as impossible
and a vision ; but nothing will do. And, tlierefore, I do humbly
entreat your excellency either to use such persuasions as will keep one
of the first men in this kingdom, for learning and virtue, quiet at home,
or assist him by your credit to compass this romantic design, which,
however, is very noble and generous, and directly proper for a great

person of your excellent education to encourage."
To raise funds for his project, in which he was joined by three junior

fellows of his college, Berkeley sent a proposal to the king, George I
,

stating the value of certain lands in the island of St Christopher's,
which were then about to be sold by Government, and proposed that

the proceeds of the sale miglit be applied to the foundation and

building of his college. This was conveyed to the king by the Abbe
Gualtiere, an eminent Venetian, with whom Berkeley had formed an

intimacy during his travels. The king laid his commands on Walpole
to introduce and conduct the proposal through the Commons, and

granted a charter for its institution, by the name of St Paul's college.
Tlie fate of this proceeding may be partly followed out by extracts from
tliose letters in which it was mentioned by Berkeley. The college was
to consist of a president and nine fellows, at 100 and 40 per annum

respectively, and to educate the Indians at the rate of 10 per scholar.

The first president and fellows were to retain their preferments in

England or Ireland for a year and a-half from the date of their arrival

in Bermuda. The matter was accordingly moved in the House of Com-
mons, and on the 11th May, 1726, a vote was carried,

" That an humble
address be presented to his majesty, that out of the lands in St Chris-

topher's, yielded by France to Great Britain by the treaty of Utrecht,
his majesty would be graciously pleased to make such grant for the use

of the president and fellows of the college of St Paul's in Bermuda as

his majesty shall think proper." The king answered favourably, and

20,000 was promised by Walpole in advance, on the security of the

expected grant.
While matters were in this state Berkeley married Miss Anne Foster,

eldest daughter to the speaker of tlie Irish House of Commons. This

marriage occurred August 1st, 1728, and in the following month he
sailed with his wife for Rhode Island. He was also accompanied by a

Mr Smilert, an artist ; two gentlemen of fortune, Messrs James and
Dalton

; and a young lady of the name of Hancock. He had also

raised a considerable sum of money from means or property of his own,
and brought out a considerable library. It was his design to purchase
what lands he could, on the nearest part of the continent, for the endow-
ment of the new university ; and these were to be paid for from the

grant, which he was assured should be fortlicoming as soon as the lands

were selected and the agreement completed for them. He took up his

residence at Newport, in Bliode Island, where he continued two years,

during which time he occupied liimself in preaching for the clergy-
man there.

Of the dean's arrival in Newport, Bhode Island, we have an account
in the " New England Journal," wliich publishes a letter from a person
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from Newport :
"
Yestenlay, arrived here Dean Berkeley of London-

derry, in a pretty large ship. He is a gentleman of middle stature, of

an agreeable, pleasant, and erect aspect. He was ushered into the

town" by a great number of gentlemen, to whom he behaved himself

after a very complaisant manner. 'Tis said he proposes to tarry, with

his family, about three months." In Peterson's "
History of Rhode

Island" we are told that the pilot brought to Newport a letter from

Berkeley to the clergyman, ISIr Honyman, and a statement that a great

dignitary of the Church of England, called a dean, was on board the

vessel, and that the letter was handed to Mr Honyman, who was in tlie

pulpit. He read it to the audience; and as it appeared that the dean

might land at any moment, the congregation was dismissed forthwith,

and all, clergyman, vestrymen, wardens, male and female, hurried down

to the wharf to receive the great man with their benediction and

welcome.

From the correspondence of Berkeley with Prior, it first appears with

what cost and exertion tlie charter had been obtained. By the time it

had passed all the offices it had cost him 150 in fees,
" besides expedi-

tion-money to men in office." He was, at the same time, encumbered

with some obstacles and delays about Miss Vanhomrigh's bequest,

which appears to have been managed for him by Prior, and after urging

him to increased exertion, he adds " I thank God I find in matters of

a more difficult nature good effects of activity and resolution I mean

Bermuda, with which my hands are full, and which seems likely to

thrive and flourish in spite of all opposition." On May 12, 1726, he

alludes to the debate in the House of Commons, in which none spoke

against his motion but two mercantile men ; and among other incidents

of the question, he mentions that the fear entertained by the mercantile

interest was, lest America might become independent by the advance of

civilisation.

Berkeley, in his single-minded enthusiasm, thought all difficulties

over in a single stage of his proceedings, when no person could have

said or done otherwise than to approve of a measure, the advantages

of which could not be denied on any public ground, without first

advancing reasons which would be both unpopular and untrue. But on

the part of practical politicians (too generally'men of a very inferior range
of knowledge and views), no large or decided plan for the promotion of

human welfare, unconnected with some immediate interest, was likely

to be sincerely entertained. To men like Walpole the Summer Island

scheme was a chimera of speculation, and its author an amiable vision-

ary ; 20,000 was a serious outlay on a dream of Utopia, and to an

experienced observer of the world, its frustration might have been pre-

dicted. To Berkeley's simplicity, the address of the house was a deci-

sive incident ; the opposition of the Council, which was silenced, and

apparently set at rest by it,
went for nothing. Everything seemed for

a while to prosper ; meetings and conferences were held to adjust the

manner of the grant, and the legal difficulties were easily obviated. It

was arranged to settle it by a rent-charge payable on all the lands,

redeemable on the crown paying 20,000 for the use of the president
and fellows of the college of St Paul, and their successors. As the

time drew nigh, Berkeley expressed great anxiety to pass three months
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in perfect seclusion in some lodging near Dublin, and the reasons are

not explained ; but it may possibly have been to avoid the press and

interruptions of society, -while he transacted the necessary preliminaries
with his associates. His position was at least peculiar enough to make
such interruptions peculiarly troublesome and jarring. Tlie death of

George I. for a moment threw a passing cloud over his sanguine
impatience ; the broad seal had not been annexed to the grant ; a

new warrant had to be made out, and several tedious delavs had to

be encountered. These delays were overcome, and in February he
writes to Prior,

" I need not repeat to you what I told you here, of

the necessity there is for my raising all the money possible against

my voyage, which, God willing, I shall begin in May, whatever you
may hear suggested to the contrary." At last, in September, he writes,
"
To-morrow, with God's blessing, I set sail for Rhode Island, with

my wife and a friend of hers, my Lady Hancock's daughter, who
bears us company. I am married, since I saw you, to Miss Foster,

daughter of the late chief-justice, whose humour and turn of mind

pleases me beyond anything I knew in her whole sex." He then

mentions that he shall want 300 before the income of his deanery
was to become due. His next communication is a letter from New-

port, in Rhode Island, in the April of the year 1729. He at some

length describes the place, and mentions that the inhabitants con-

sisted of a great variety of sects, each of which allowed the Church of

England to be the "second best." He expressed strong anxiety about

the punctuality of his remittances, but does not yet appear to entertain

any misgivings about the good faith of the Government. His friends

iiad gone to live at Boston, while he and his own immediate family, pre-

ferring domestic quiet to the bustle and noise of cities, lived on a small

estate which he had purchased.
"
Among my delays and disappoint-

ments," he says, on March 1730,
" 1 have two domestic comforts that

are very agreeable my wife and son both which exceed my expecta-

tions, and answer all my wishes." On May 7, 1730, he writes,
" I

must tell you that I have no intention of continuing in these parts, but

to settle the college his majesty hatli been pleased to found in Bermuda,
and I want only the payment of the king's grant to transport myself
and family thither," He adds, that his friend Dr Clayton was at the

time engaged by his desire to negotiate, and that he had written direc-

tions to him to go to the Treasury, with the letters patent in his hands,

and there make the demand in form." He goes on,
"

1 have wrote to

others to use their interest at court ; though, indeed, one would have

thought all solicitation at an end, when once I had obtained a grant
under his majesty's hand, and the broad seal of England. As to my
going to London, and soliciting in person, I think it reasonable first to

see what my friends can do ;
and the rather because I have small hopes

that my solicitations will be regarded more than theirs. Be assured

I long to know the upshot of this matter ; and that, upon an explicit

refusal, I am determined to return home, and that it is not at all in my
thouirhts to continue abroad and hold my deanerv. It is well known
to many persons in England that 1 might have had a dispensation for

holding it in long absence during life, and that I was much pressed to

it, but I resolutely declined it; and if our college had taken place as
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soon as I once hoped it would, I should have resigned before this time."

After some furtlier remarks of the same general pui'port, he goes on to

mention,
" I have been at great expense in purciiasiiig land and stock

here, wiiich might supply the defects of Bermuda in yielding those pro-

visions to our college, the want of which was made a principal oltjection

atrainst its situation in tliat island," Among other tilings, it appears

that letters took in general, at the least, half-a-year, and oftener twice

that time, in reacliing him from Ireland. Talking of himself and his

wife, who had at tlie time sustained a miscarriage, he says,
" Our little

sou is great joy to us ; we are such fools as to think him the most per-

fect thing in its kind that we ever saw."

It is mentioned by Dr Clarice that the settlement of affairs respect-

ing the will of Miss Vanhonu-igh with his joint executor, Mr Marshal,

and with a Mr Vanhomrigh, involved Berkeley at this time in great

trouble. From the extracts which Dr Clarke has given from his letters

to Prior on the subject, it appears that, while all sorts of delay were

caused by the refractory temper of Mr Vanhomrigh, all the creditors

of the testatrix were importunately pushing their claims. One of these

extracts will serve our purpose liere. "November 12, 1726. I have

sent to you so often for certain eclaircissements, which are absolutely

necessary to settle matters with the creditors, who importune me to

death, you have no notion of the misery I have undergone, and do daily

undergo on that account. For God's sake, pray disentangle these

matters, that I may once be at ease to mind my other affairs of the

college, wiiich are enougli to employ ten persons." He mentions in the

same letter,
" I have spent here a matter of 600 more than you know

of, for which I have not yet drawn over."

Berkeley in this interval had exerted himself with all the vigour of

his mind and body to bring the projected plan to a completion. At

last all the arrangements were effected, and nothing remained but to

give effect to the agreements he had entered into, by the necessary

payments. But in this lay an obstacle not to be surmounted by

industry, talent, and enthusiasm. Walpole had from the first been

unfavourably inclined to the project ;
and it was probably by the exer-

tion of his influence that the money which had been allotted for the

grant was turned to some other use. The lands sold in St Ciiris-

topher's brouglit 90,000; of this 80,000 went to pay the portion of

the princess royal; tlie rest was ol)tained by General Oglethorpe for

his new colony in America. Bislioj) Gibson, on Berkeley's part, ai)i)lied

to Sir Robert Walpole, and at last received the following answer :

" If vou put this question to me as a minister, I trust, and can assure

vou, tliat tlifi money shall most undoubtedly be paid as soon as suits

with public convenience; but if you ask me as a friend whether Dean

Berkeley should continue in America, expecting the payment of

20,000, I advise him by all means to return home to Europe, and to

give up his present expectations." This plain s|)eaking had the effect of

exposing to Berkeley the entire futility of the dependence on whicli he

had thrown away so much good money and irretrievable time; and,

after seven years of vain labour and expectation, he prepared for his

return. He distributed his books among the clergy of Uliode Island,

and was soon on his way to London. We learn from an American
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writer that " To Yale College, Berkeley, presented 880 volumes ; to

Harvard Library valuable donations of Greek and Latin Classics, and
liis Whitehall estates, of 100 acres, to Yale and Harvard Colleges, for

three scholarships in Latin and Greek. This endowment has become

very valuable. The sojourner at the beautiful town of Newport, will

find inscribed on tiie organ in the venerable "Trinity Church" the

inscription,
" The gift of Bishop Berkeley." His first act on his return

was the repayment of the various subscriptions he had received for the

advancement of his plan. It was in the interval immediately succeed-

ing his return that he composed the most useful of his writings the

Minute Philosopher ; in which he adopted the ancient method of the

Socratic and Platonic dialogue, of which he gives the happiest example
known in modern literature ; and follows all the windings of scepticism

through the difierent fields of fallacy, in which it has taken refuge at

ditierent times, according to the state of human opinion and knowledge ;

or, as Clarke writes, pursuing the " freethinker the various characters

of atheist, libertine, enthusiast, scorner, critic, metaphysician, fatalist,

and sceptic ; and very happily employs against him several new weapons
drawn from the storehouse of his own ingenious system of philosophy."
We cannot, indeed, agree with Dr Clarke in attaching any value to

arguments drawn from a system of philosophy so baseless as that of

Berkeley ; but on this we must reserve our comment.
We have already had occasion to give some account of the court of

the Princess of Wales, and of her love for the society of the learned.

Berkeley had the good fortune to hold a place in her esteem ; and it

is mentioned that Clarke and he were the principal persons in the dis-

cussions whicli frequently arose on those days which were devoted by
her highness to these learned colloquies. Berkeley had indeed good
need for all his ability to support his character for discretion and
common sense, against some unfavourable impressions occasioned by
his Bermuda scheme. In the discussions to which we have adverted,
it is mentioned that Bisiiop Hoadly mostly took part with Clarke, while

Sherlocke took Berkeley's side: when the " Minute Philosopher" was

printed, he took it to the queen, and suggested that such a work could

not be the production of one who possessed an unsound mind.

With the queen he soon became a favourite, and his preferment was
a determined point. Neither was he long kept in suspense; though
a disappointment was the first result, it was only the means of securing
his further elevation. The deanery of Down fell vacant, and he was

named to succeed to it ; but the Duke of Dorset is said to have taken

otience at such a step having been taken without his concurrence, and
it was thought proper not to press the nomination. The queen, how-

ever, at once declared that if they would not sutler Dr Berkeley to

be dean (this, however, he alreaily was) in Ireland, he should be a

bishop. She kept her promise. In 1736 Cloyne fell vacant, and he

was, by letters patent, dated March 17th in tliat year, preferred to that

see; and in the May following- he was consecrated in Dublin, at St

Paul's church, by the Archbishop of Cashell, with the bishops of Raphoe
and Killaloe.

This account, which is that of the biographer from whom almost all

our materials arc; drawn, is yet in some slight pai ticulars at variance
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witli the account contained in the bisliop's letters written upon the same

occasion, though it is to be admittcMl tliat tlie difference may be only

apparent, and consequent upon tlio different aspect in whicli the facts

appeared at different times. By the bishop's account the recommenda-

tion came from tlie Duke of Dorset, who was probably, nevertheless,

but a consenting party to the wishes of tiie queen. The following is

an extract from the letter written by Berkeley upon the occasion :

"
January 22, 1734. On the 5th instant the duke sent over his plan,

wherein I was recommended to the bishoprick of Cloyne : on the 14th

I received a letter from the secretary's office, signifying his majesty

having immediately complied therewith, and containing tlie Duke of

Newcastle's very obliging compliment thereupon. In all this I was

nothing surprised, his grace the lieutenant having declared, on this

side tlie water, that he intended to serve me the first opportunity ;

though, at the same time, he desired nie to say nothing of it. As to

the A. B. D. (Archbishop of Dublin, Dr Hoadly), I readily believe he

gave no opposition. He knew it would be to no purpose, and the

queen herself had expressly enjoined him not to oppose me," &c. After

which he says,
"
Notwithstanding all of which I had a strong penchant

to be dean of Dromore, and not to take the charge of a bishoprick

upon me. Those who formerly opposed my being dean of Down have

thereby made me a bishop ; which rank, however desirable it may seem,
I had before absolutely determined to keep out of."

Cloyne was let for il200 per annum at the time, and had a demesne
of 800 acres to the see house. With this accession of wealth and

dignity came, as if by virtue of a title, the gout, which paid its first

visit in the beginning of February, about ten days after his appoint-

ment, and the bishop received, the ordinary congratulations on both

incidents together.
" With my feet lapped up in flannels, and raised

on a cushion, I received the visits of my friends, who congratulated me
on this occasion as much as on my preferment."
The charges of his see were so considerable as much to diminish the

immediate benefit of his promotion ; and, upon the whole, he calcu-

lated that, after satisfying demands of every kind, his income would
be less than 1000 per annum.

We may pass the sliglit circumstances attendant on his removal to

Cloyne. He received many recommendations from friends or persons
in power, of those upon whom they wished that his patronage should

be bestowed. To these he resolved to pay no attention, but to confine

his services of that description to "
ingenuity, learning, and good

qualities."

His time, and that of his household, ap])ears to have been divided

and disposed to produce the greatest amount both of profit and jilea-

sant recreation. He rose at a very early hour, and summoned his

family to a lesson on the bass viol, from an Italian, whom he retained

for the purpose. The still more suitable devotion of the morning, in

the house of a Christian prelate, cannot have been neglected, though
not considered unusual enough to be recorded by his biographer. From
that his day was spent in study. Of his ordinary avocations at Cloyne,
a few incidental notices occur from time to time in his correspond-

ence, which is, however, mostly engrossed with matters which were then
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of more importance, tliougli now of far less. We easily ascertain that

lie gave time, thouglit, and money for the health and comfort of the

poor in his diocese, and took a leading part in every plan of usefulness.

Tliere were vast numbers of the peasantry carried off by a fatal epi-

demic in 1741, and the bishop was active in his endeavours to mitigate
the evil. He was no less attentive to the public intei-ests in every

question that attracted attention by its weight; and the fruits are yet
to be found in several compositions extant among his works.

He had no desire to advance his circumstances by change. In 1745
the Earl of Chesterfield offered him the see of Cloglier, which was

double the value of that of Cloyne, and fines to the amount of 1,0000
were then due; but the bisliop declined the offer, remarking to Mrs

Berkeley,
"

I desire to add one more to the list of cliurchmen who are

evidently dead to ambition and avarice." In 1747, when the primacy
became vacant, and several of the bishops were earnestly advancing
their claims, he was strongly urged to make application for himself;

but this he resolutely refused. We extract a few lines from one of his

letters :
"

I am no man's rival or competitor in this matter. I am not

in love with feasts, and crowds, and visits, and late hours, and strange

faces, and a hurry of affairs often insignificant. For my own private

satisfaction, I had rather be master of my time than wear a diadem."

Another letter to the same correspondent says :

" As to what you say,
that the primacy would have been a glorious thing for my part, I

do not see, all things considered, tlie glory of wearing the name of a

primate in these days, or of getting so much money a thing every
tradesman in London may get, if he pleases I should not choose to

be primate, in pity to my children." About the same time an article

was inserted in the public papers, which, being also found among the

bishop's papers, and seeming to relate incidents of his history, has been

attributed to him. It was written upon the recent shocks of an earth-

quake, felt in London, and is remarkable for the narration of several

curious particulars, communicated to the writer in Catania, by Count

Fezzani, who was a witness and sufferer in the frightful earthquake
that destroyed that place, and more than three-fourths of its popula-

tion, in 1G92. Of tiiese one may be here mentioned: " The count

was dug out of the ruins of his own house, which had overwhelmed

about twenty persons only seven whereof got out alive. Tliough he

rebuilt his house with all its former accommodations, yet he ever after

lay in a small adjoining apartment, made of reeds plastered over.

Catania was rebuilt more regular and beautiful than ever : the houses,

indeed, are lower, and the streets broader than before, for security

against future shocks. By their account, the first sliock seldom or

never doth the mischief; but the rcpUche, as they term them, are to bo

dreaded."

In July 1746, we ascertain that Berkeley's picture was painted by
his wife, and sent as a present to Prior. The bishop thus mentions it :

"
It is an offering of the first-fruits of her painting. She began to

draw in last November, and did not stick to it closely, but by way of

amusement, only at leisure hours. For my part, I think she shows

a most uncommon genius; but others may be supposed to judge more

impartially than I. My two younger children are beginning to employ
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themselves in the same way. In short, here are two or tliree families

in Imokilly bent on painting; and I wish it was more general among
the ladies and idle people, as a tiling that may divert the spleen,

improve the manufactures, and increase tlie wealth of the nation. We
will endeavour to profit by our lord-lieutenant's advice, and kindle

up new arts with a spark of his public spirit." The picture here

mentioned, after Mr Prior's death, in 1751, went into the possession

of the Kev. Mr Archdal, of Dublin, and is now, we believe, the same

that hangs in the hall of the University of Dublin. From these,

and some further notices among these letters, it is evident that, in

addition to what active and useful benevolence maintained in the

external economy and occupations of the bishop and his household,
their hours of domestic leisure were filled by pursuits of improvement,
and ruled by culivated taste. We also trace in such notices the first

impulses of the school of British art, at the same time, or soon after,

beginning to arise, when, in the following reign, our countryman Barry,
with West and Reynolds, Wilson and Grainsborough, led the van, and

dispelled the reproach of English genius. Similar interest appears also

to have been taken in the cultivation of music. Considerable efforts

were made to procure the best instruments, among which the bass viol

seems to have occupied a principal share of the bishop's care. A
musical teacher was taken into the family, to instruct all the children;

so that, as the bishop wrote, they were "
preparing to fill my house

with luirmony at all events," Mrs Berkeley adding to her other

accomplishments that of song, and, in her husband's opinion,
" inferior

to no singer in the kingdom." In a letter of invitation to Mr Gervais,

he says,
' Courtiers you will here find none, and but such virtuosi as

the country aflbrds I mean in the way of music, for that is at present
the reigning passion at Cloyne. To be plain, we are musically mad."

In those portions of the bishop's correspondence which we have

seen, there is transfused the happiest vein of all tlie best afiections of

human nature, combined with an easy and graceful wit, and a polished
refinement of thought and style, hardly to be found united in the same

degree in any other letters we can recollect.

From time to time he continued to write and publish pamphlets on

various topics of public concern, which had very considerable efliect.

His Queries were printed in 1735; a Discourse addressed to Magis-
trates in 1736; Maxims concerning Patriotism in 1750; all, now col-

lected in his works, remain memorials of his wisdom and zeal for the

public good.
Towards the end of his episcopate he addressed an appeal to

tlie Roman Catholic clergy of Ireland, entitled "a Word to the Wise"

(1794), exhorting them to preach the gospel of work and self-reliance

to their flocks. They returned publicly, in the Dublin Journal of the

day, their " sincere and hearty thanks to the worthy author ; assuring
him that they were determined to comjily with every particular recom-

mended in his address, to the utmost in their power." They add that

"in every page it contains a proof of the author's extensive cliarity;
ills views are only towards the public good; the means he prescribetli
are easily complied with ; and his manner of treating persons in their

circumstances so very singular, th;it they plainly sliow the good man,
the polite gentleman, and the true patriot."

IV. Ii
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In 1744, was published his celebrated treatise on the Virtues of Tar-

water, under the title of Siris. It is remarkable for the proof it con-

tains of vast and various knowledge, and of a curious and imaginative
intellect. Commencing with tar-water, he ascends, by a connected
series of reflections, to the utmost reach of thought.

In 1752, he put into execution a design which had for many years

occupied his mind. As his health began to give way from a sedentary
habit, unsuited to his robust frame of body, and his enjoyments began
more to depend on the communion of learned society ; and when,

perhaps, he began to feel a sense of diminished capability for the

important duties of his station, a wish began to grow for the retire-

ment of a university. To such a mode of existence he always had a

strong inclination. The entry of his son in Oxford University seems
to have given the determining impulse to his resolution. He had,

indeed, fallen into a very distressing state of health
; a colic, which

" rendered life a burthen to him "
for a time, had given way to sciatica;

and when he landed in England he was compelled to travel in a

horse-litter to Oxford.

As he was deeply sensible of the obligations of a bishop to his dio psp,

he endeavoured to obtain an exchange for some canonry at Ox
When that failed, he wrote to the secretary of state for leave to ri.^.^.i

his bishopric. The king was astonished at so unusual a petition ; he

declared that Berkeley should die a bishop in spite of himself, but

gave permission that he might live wherever he pleased.
The last act of Berkeley on leaving Cloyne was, to sign a lease of

the demesne lands of the see, in the neighbourhood of his dwelling,
for i:200 per annum, of which he directed the distribution among th

poor housekeepers of Cloyne, Youghal, and Aghadoe, till his return.

His residence in Oxford was not long. On Sunday evening, Jan.

14, 1753, as he was sitting among his family, and engaged in listening
to a sermon of Sherlock's, which Mrs Berkeley was reading to him, he

expired so quietly that the fact was not perceived till some time after,

when his daughter approached to hand him a cup of tea, and perceived
that he was insensible. On further examination, he was found to be

cold and stiif. The disease is stated by his biographer to have been

a palsy of the heart.

He was interred in Christ Cliureh, Oxford, and a marble monument
erected by Mrs Berkeley, for which an inscription was written by Dr

IMarkliam, the head master of Winchester and afterwards archbishop
of York. It is as follows :

Gravissimo prsesuli

Georgio, Episcopo Clonensi :

Viro,
Seu ingenii et eruditionis laudem,

Seu probitatis & beneftcentiaj spectemus
In primos omnium retatum iiumerando

Si Cliristianus fueris,
Si amans patrise,

Utroque nomine gloriari potes
Berkleium vixisse.

Obiit annum agens Septuagesimum tertium

Natus aimo Christi M.bC.LXXIX.
Anna Conjux

L. H. P.
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There is, it is observable, an error of ten years in the statement of

his age. Having been born in Marcli, 1684, lie died in January, 1753,
which gives nearly 69 years of age at his death.

The moral character of Berkeley, if not sufficiently indicated in the

foregoing memoir, is universally known to all who take any interest in

iiterary history.

He is described as " a handsome man, with a countenance full of

meaning and benignity ; remarkable for great strength of limbs
; and,

till his sedentary life impaired it, of a very robust constitution."

It remains to offer some account of his principal writings, which

must always fix his place high among that class which has taken to

itself the title of philosophic.
The estimate of Berkeley as a metaphysical writer, is attended with

those difficulties which must needs belong to questions which have no

real data, and on which human opinion and subtlety can be exercised

without limit. To see his intellectual character rightly, and to form

some estimate of the tendencies so strongly and curiously displayed in

his most eminent compositions, it may be useful to keep in view the

peculiarities already pointed out in this memoir ; his disposition to

reject the conventions and received notions of society, and to turn

with fearless, but not always prudent or fortunate independence, to

seek new methods and inferences for himself. This tendency, com-

mon, we are inclined to suspect, to a large class of reasoners, is pre-

eminently characteristic of Berkeley. With the keenest perception
of logical fallacy, he was in some measure the slave, rather than the

master, of a boundless ingenuity in the invention of reasons. All that

could be said for or against any opinion which it was his will, or which

he considered it fit and right to maintain and contest, seems to have

been before him. But, far less sagacious in selecting than in main-

taining, it depended on the previous truth or fallacy of his proposition
whether his reasoning was to be just or the contrary. To the result

his understanding appears comparatively indifferent : in the selection

of data not scrupulous ; but in the chain of intermediate reasoning he

is perhaps unmatched. The subtlety, the invention, and intellectual

daring which rendered him a formidable opponent to all other sophists,
were always ready to betray himself into error. Upon the whole, he
affords a remarkable instance of the danger of maintaining truth by
those weapons which have usually been employed in the propagation
of error a range of subtlety and specious invention wliich are not fit

to be employed upon realities that, so far as human apprehension can

go, are too gross and palpable for such nice and insubstantial instru-

ments.

Of these remarks, Berkeley's philosophical writings offer the very

aptest examples. We shall begin with some notice of his celebrated

immaterial theory ; but for this (according to our view of the ques-
tion) a brief digression is required.
The origin of the entire class of reasoners among whom Berkeley is

to be numbered, may, perhaps, be referred to the conception of a pure
intellectual science, by which mind and its laws might be reduced to a

system, reasoned out from assumed definitions, as in geometry. Tliis

at least will, for the present serve our ourpose, as it is involved as a
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primary assumption in all tlie theories of Berkeley, Hume, and others;

and is a main consideration, often essential, in tracing their errors and
fallacies.

Mr Locke, who, in point of fact, is the great antagonist of all meta-

physical assumj^tions, and wiio, in his attempts to reason from observa-

tion alone, fell into some errors of method, which were in a measure

incidental to such a daring innovation ; justly estimating the import-
ance of unambiguous language as an instrument of communication,
failed to notice and guard against the error which was then, and

is still, liable to result from the use of definitions, in an inquiry upon a

subject so little known as that upon which he was engaged. To define

the fundamental assumption on which a theory is to be constructed, as

in pure geometry, is an essential law of right reason; but in the a

])osteriori way to the analysis of existing facts, it is a most preposterous
inversion of the only available process ; this must begin by the observa-

tion of actual phenomena, which are the only admissible principles.
In metaphysical science the definition must be the end, not the begin-

ning ; and it is to be observed, by the way, that all the vague and
inconclusive writing of this class of writers since Locke, has arisen

from their anxiety upon the subject of a precise nomenclature. To the

distinct notice of such an error, there was in fact nothing to lead Mr
Locke he did not himself fall into it, but he did not guard against it,

and his followers were misled by an imagined precedent. It had till

his time been the universal custom to define for the purpose of theory
he defined, but it was only for clearness ; and the consequence has,

unhappily, been confusion. But in Mr Locke's reasonings no error

was thus risked, because, in fact, he did not make any use of the

definition thus laid down, but proceeded to exercise his sagacity upon

phenomena alone.

He was soon followed by a succession of genuine metaphysicians,

who, for the most part, misunderstood his language so far as it had

direct meaning, and adopted his error as a foundation tor their re-

searches. His definition of a simple idea false in terms, was not

so in the intent of Mr Locke. While he availed himself of it no

further than it was true, thej' seized upon it in its verbal sense, in

wiiich it was a most extravagant assumption, and followed it out

with a fidelity irrespective of facts, which, as it were, stared them in

the face.

Mr Locke has, we should observe, been subsequently mistaken by
both critics and students who were far from falling into the errors of

Berkeley and Hume. Of these all have agreed that his definition is

ei roneous ;
but many have committed tlie oversight of insisting that he

meant the error it contains, because the same error frequently appears
involved in his language ; while some very justly if they went but a

little further have observed that this language is frequently inconsis-

tent.

But such was the result of having an unguarded definition and a

louse language, while not a single stage of his reasoning ever depended
on either, but upon a very close observation of tlie inrellectunl pheno-
m(;na. It was only that he might be understood that he defined ; but

not designing any system constructed out of the use of words lie
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neglected to perceive to what consequences his definitions exposed him.

And to those who are under the impression that lie meant more tlian is

here assigned, we must suggest that, although he obviously endeavours
to use the same words in the same sense, yet he never in any one
instance attempts to theorise upon this definition. From tliis defini-

tion, indeed, the consequences are so plain, that it must have led him

very mucli into Berkeley's view. How, then, is it it may be asked
that Locke has fallen into an error seemingly so gross? We think

it obviously thus: the elementary phenomena of the mind are, so far

as they can be explained, referred to no genus, and cannot he

defined. The attempt involves some assum])tion for which there can

be no warrant, and therefore involves a theory which is unlikely to be

true, and impossible to prove.
But Locke actually did not intend a logical definition

; he fell into

such inadvertently in the attempt to give a meaning. This was the pro-
cess of his mind "As this book is to be about ideas, I must begin bv

telling what I mean by an idea ; for though it is a word which every

person of common sense understands very well, yet the philosophers,
whose extreme penetration is too great to understand anything, may,
as they have done, object or assign some scholastic sense conformable
with old theories. By an idea, I mean no more than the thought
which passes through the mind when thinking, whatever it may be ;

that is to say, the object of the mind in thinking." This unhappy peri-

phrasis for the word thought was liable to an obvious construction, by
simply turning an idiom of speech into scientific precision. Had Locke

said, "the act of the mind when thinking, or the state or process," this

error would have been escaped, though other fallacies might have been
devised by human ingenuity. But it was easy to see that this object of

the mind must be something distinct from the mind itself, and it was

easy to prove it to be distinct from any external thing.
But let us now turn to the consequences deduced by Berkeley from

this fruitful error.

If a simple idea is the object perceived by the mind, and if it can

be shown that it has no ascertainable relation to the external thing of

which it is the supposed, representative, it becomes plain that there is

no certain evidence of the real existence of the thing of which such

uncertain representations are thus presented to the mind. Li this point
the entire of Berkelev's argument will be found. Anions- the various

fallacies which are comprised in it, besides that which we have noticed

at length, there are others also worth observation. Were we to grant
the unwarrantable definition, the argument, at most, but goes to prove
what should in common sense have been seen at the outset, that

the actual existence of external things cannot be demonstrated from
the mere fact of our perceptions. Of this Berkeley had a full sense ;

and, consequently, his conclusion is afterwards stated by himself to be,
not that the external world does not exist, but that we have no direct

perception of its existence, and that this existence is in the mind of

God, in which we perceive it that is to say, that those ideas which
are the actual objects of the mind in thinking, are ideas in the mind
of God.

Now, it is curious with what narrow precision Berkeley has, in the



course of this argument, excluded on every side every portion of fact

whicli did not suit his reasoning. For, granting the idea to be a dis-

tinct object, still those very variations of appearance, and that want of

unchanging coincidence between the idea and the thing, from which he

disproves the evidence which the senses are supposed to give oi such

things, are so far from correctly leading to such a conclusion, that thev
are absolutely the very best proof tliat can be found of the reality of
external phenomena. They are the demonstrable and calculable results

of the properties of external phenomena distance, motion, magnitude,
&c. ; insomuch, that a much better argument can be constructed from
the same considerations for, than against, the direct evidence of our

perceptions. We do not mean to affirm that this would amount to a
deujonstration ; but it would certainly destroy the force of any oppo-
site inference from the same premises. And, what is equally curious,
were those variations and ditferences wanting, the fact would lead with
far more conclusiveness to Berkeley's theory. Could we perceive no
difterences of degree in operations and processes, it is evident that we
could not perceive them at all : it would imply a contradiction in

terms. If we could see a house at the distance of a mile, and at twenty
yards, so as to give precisely the same image, we should have demon-
stration against the evidence of sight.
As for our perception of ideas in the mind of the Supreme Being,

it seems to contain a strange oversight. It is indeed evident to what
an extent Berkeley, and all the reasoners of his class, have reasoned

exclusively on certain words and definitions, so as entirely to shut out
the ordinary conditions inseparably connected with all knowledge. If

tills proposition were simply to be confined to a certain limited class of

ideas, which are those evidently contemplated by Berkeley, it would
be diflficult to deal with his assertion. But what is true of a simple
idea, is universally true of every idea on tne very same ground; and,

consequently, the whole farrago of human folly, sin, error, and contra-

diction, must be the substance of the divine thoughts even the doubts
of his existence must be among the heterogeneous mass.

When he affirms or attempts to prove that things can have no real

existence distinct from their being perceived, it is quite plain that

his asserting that he does not deny their real existence, amounts to

nothing ; for such is not the meaning of real existence. The aigu-
ments by which he reduces things to ideas absolutely destroy tlieir

real existence, in any sense but that of a fleeting succession of con-

tradictory thoughts.
To pursue this question farther is beyond our limits, and the design

of this work. Berkeley was accused of overlooking the statements of

the Scripture with respect to the creation the consideration which

stopped Malebranche. But, indeed, it is easy to see how Berkeley
could dispose of such an objection. It would be no long step to

transfer Scripture to the mind from which it came; yet the answer,

too, is ready Scripture is not merely a train of ideas, but of affirma-

tions and negations about an external state of things, and these must
be true or false.

We must now pass to another Essay of less importance, did it not

curiously illustrate all the same dispositions of the mind the zeal that
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would maintain truth by any power of sophistry, or even at the sacri-

fice of reason itself. As arguments drawn from tlie properties of

reason for the denial of the existence of matter; so, as an eminent

mathematician had thouofht it reasonable to assail Christianity on the

ground of its mysteries, Berkeley made an attack on an important
branch of mathematics on the same ground.

There is, indeed, in the very conception, a singular oversight in

Berkeley's Analyst. To answer the alleged intention of his argument,
it should run thus, You affirm that Ciiristianity is untrue, because it

consists of certain mysteries ; I will show you that there are similar

mysteries in mathematics, lohich true are nevertheless. Now, if this argu-
ment should be conducted by shoiving the fallacy of these mathematical

mysteries, it simply rejects them as false mathematics, or at best leaves

the objection of the deist untouched ; for. to complete the analogy in

which the answer consists, the mysteries of Christianity should also

be given up. If, howevei', Berkeley had shown that such contradic-

tions, or such inconclusive reasonings as he points out in the fluxion-

ary calculus are such but apparently, and by reason of the fact that

the secret of the intellectual process had not been found out, he would

then have precisely done what he proposed; for, the mysteries of

divine truth are nothing more in this respect than facts, of which but

part is known, and which are not within the limits of human know-

ledge.
When we first clianced to look at the Analyst, we were under the

impression that such was actually the design of Berkeley, and tliat his

controversial tone and allegations of sophistry were but the trick of

reasoning to set the point in its broadest light. But, in fact, he is

bitterly and angrily sincere, and seems altogether to lose sight of his

purpose in the heat of controversy. The argument, however, exhibits

both the acuteness of his reason, and may we venture to say it ?

the unsoundness of his judgment. To grant his conclusion and take

the question in its most difficult aspect, a certain process, one of the

steps of which is a false assumption, leads, by some ])rocess not

intelligible, to a result uniformly correct. Now, what is the objection ?

briefly and. substantially it is this, the conclusion is not attained

by any known process of logic. This would be fair enough if any
known process of logic could, from the same conditions fairly used,

prove the possible fallacy of the conclusion : to do this, however, we
have to observe, not only the ascertained process must be tried by
this test, but the secret condition must be included. This is, by the

hypothesis, impossible. Next, it is to be considered that if Berkeley's
view be correct, the true result is obtained by a compensation of errors.

It is evident that there can be no fallacy in the reasoning of the pro-

cess, unless this compensation can be shown also to be accidental;

this is not alleged, and the argument correctly stated on his view

would be this, there is a certain method of reasoning which discovers

truth by the compensation of opposite errors. The fact is this, the

initial statement makes an omission, which the conclusion rectifies by a

necessity arising from the hypothesis itself. But if the compensation is

just, and the uniform result of a process, there is no fallacy ; it is

simply one of the processes of reason in the discoverv of truth. It is



eitlier a new law, or reducible to an old law of logic; but tiie argu-
ment, which when correctly used leads to a true conclusion, is not a

sophism. It is curious enough that Berkeley's objection to the calculus

is, in fact, the principle into which Carnot resolves it.

But indeed it is not difficult to perceive that the errors supposed are

merely resources of calculation the actual logic contains no contra-

diction, which is really to be found in Berkeley's mistake as to the

intent and real process of the argument. Berkeley's main objection

may, for clearness, be resolved into two. That the reader, who is not

conversant with such questions, may understand these, a simple state-

ment of the nature of the reasoning to which he objects will be neces-

sary. If certain variable quantities are so related to each other, that

as one of them is taken greater or less, the other will also increase or

diminish according to some ascertained law, and that it is desired to

ascertain the state which is the limit of tiiose changes. A statement

of the known conditions is made in a form called an equation, which is

supposed to represent the variable quantities, together with their

supposed increments and decrements. This equation is not, as in

common algebra, a statement in which all the values are supposed
fixed, and serving to ascertain the^^reme value of the unknown from the

given quantities. It is, in fact, the statement of a hypothesis essentially

implying the contrary^ and made for the purpose of reasoning on a state

of continued change; consequently, it represents an initial state, from

wliich a final state is to be deduced: therefore, it is evident that the

very law of reason to which Berkeley objects, is the accurate logic of the

question; for a hypothesis must be made in the first equation, which

must disappear in the last. The question is, if such increments go
on continually lessening, and may be assumed therefore indefinitely

small or nothing, what will be the consequence ? But there is in the

objection, to which this is the answer, another sophism : Berkeley

attempts to show that the equation is false, and, strictly speaking, it

is so, according to the laws of common algebra; tried by the assumed

test it would bo found to want certain quantities. But these are the

very quantities which must necessarily go out by the very principle

above stated terms which would add much complication in the reason-

ing, and have no effect in the conclusion, and have, therefore, by a

universal rule of reason, been omitted in a compendious process, which

does better without them. Now, one of Berkeley's arguments consists

in a calculation by which he makes these quantities appear, which the

ordinary method of fluxions does not exhibit. He thus appears to

falsify the ordinary process. But the reply to this objection is, that

the omission of certain considerations, lor the convenience of an argu-

ment, in which it is essentially implied that they are unimportant, is

not a fallacy. The equation, in its first form, is a statement of the

effective conditions of a question; and all Berkeley's objections could be

met by simply adding et cetera. So far relates to the algebraic method:

the answer is, however, completed by a consideration which will lead to

the other point. The reason why the omission is of no importance is

this : that the variables being supposed to pass through all the succes-

sive states of magnitude, while the increments, or decrements, diminish to

a certain state, in which they cease to exist the question is, to deter-



mine or prove this state. And this is determined by assuming the

symbol expressintj the increment to be = 0, the equation must then be
such as to indicate tlie souglit limit; and the quantities whicli were
involved in the omitted part of the difference, must have ceased to

exist. If the question were, wliat wouhl be tlie result, supposing the
variables to stop halfway all Berkeley's reasoning would be conclusive,
so far as it applies. Against the conclusion itself he offers another
curious cavil. But the mathematical reader does not require this

exposition ;
and for the reader unversed in such considerations, we

have perhaps gone to the utmost limit of clearness. Berkeley's objec-
tion to any conclusion being founded on a ratio, of which the quanti-
ties are evanescent, has been anticipated by Newton, in a scholium,
contained in the first section of the first book of his Principia. We
shall, therefore, here conclude with the observation, that Newton's
own statement of the intent of his method should have set Berkeley on
a juster course of reasoning.

" But because the hypothesis of indi-

visibles appears more hard, and, therefore, that method has been con-
sidered less geometrical, I have thought fit rather to found the demon-
strations of the following propositions upon i\\e first and last sums and
ratios of nascent and evanescent quantities ; that is, to the limits of

those sums and ratios."* It is, if just, curious enough, that Berkeley's

objection to what he calls an erroneous equation, might be obviated

by the addition of an " &c."

If the reader should desire to see Berkeley's powers to advantage,
he must look for them in his attacks upon the sophistry of others in

the Minute Philosopher, and in portions of his Theory of Vision,
We have, in this memoir sufliiciently noticed the first of these excel-

lent compositions.
His new Theory of Vision is curious for the mixed evidence it gives

of the disposition of his understanding to the illusions of his own
subtlety, and the clearness of his apprehension when judging of the
fallacies of others. It indeed seems not a little curious how much of

the sounder portion of his conclusions, seems to be the result of

unsound reasonings. In his disproof of the external world, he dis-

sipates the erroneous doctrines of abstract ideas. His Theory of

Vision, evidently composed for the same purpose, also draws from
him the most admirable details and the rectification of old fallacies.

But the subject would lead us too far from any purpose connected
with these memoirs.

* " Bed quoniam dnrior est indivisihilium hypothesis, et proi)terea minus gcn-
metrica; censetur

; malui demonstrationes reruin sequentium ad ultimas quantit;i-
tum evanescentium gummas et rationes. primase nascentium, id est ad limitts
summaium et rationum deducere.'
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DR PATRICK DELANY.

BORIT A.D. 1686. DIED A. D. 1765.

Dr Delany, the friend of Swift, Gay, Bolingbroke, and of the other
wits of his time, was himself a man of wit and learning, and possessed
of higher moral attainments than most of his gifted associates. His
ancestors were of low extraction; his father having served as a domestic
in the family of Sir John Eennel, an Irish judge ; and he afterwards
rented a small farm, by which he was enabled to give his son the

education of a gentleman. Having made a good proficiency at a

common grammar-school, he entered Dublin college as a sizar, and
obtained a high reputation both for good conduct and learning. He
was justly celebrated as a preacher, though his compositions were
more remarkable for a brilliant and excursive imagination, than for

close reasoning. He was early noticed by the chancellor, Sir Constantine

Pliibbs, for his "
learning, virtue, discretion, and good sense ;

"
but,

being then a fellow of the college, the chancellor could not prevail on
him to leave its quiet seclusion, or offer him any equivalent for the

advantages he possessed. On the arrival of Lord Carteret as lord-

lieutenaiU, Swift, who had long been in habits of the closest intimacy
witli him in England, introduced his friend with a strong recommenda-
tion for his advancement in the church ; and his recommendation was
countenanced and supported by that of the archbishop of Dublin.
Lord Carteret himself, a man of refined taste and high acquirements
or as Swift says, possessing the same " fatal turn of mind for heathenism
and outlandish books and languages

"
fully appreciated the charm and

value of Dr Delany's society and friendship ; and he quickly became
almost domesticated at the castle. At tliis period he was a senior

fellow, and between his pupils and fellowship, possessed an income of
about 1000 a-year. His social and intellectual tastes were unsuited
to the monastic restraints and engrossments of a college life, but met
their fullest encouragement, gratification and development, in the re-

fined and polished circle of tlie court. An unfortunate dispute in which
he took part, and sided with the aggressors, respecting college discipline,
made, his residence there still more irksome; and having given per-
sonal oflence to the provost, by very unadvisedly alluding to the sub-

ject in a sermon preached in the college cliapel, his subsequent prefer-
ment was thought to have been materially obstructed. h\ 1725, he
was presented by the chapter of Christ's church to the parish of St

John, in the city of Dublin ; and it became necessary to obtain a royal

dispensation, in order to hold this along with his fellowship. Primate
Boulter and the archbishop of Dublin interfered, and the dispensation
was refused. For this interference the primate assigns political reasons ;

and, speaking of Dr Delany, says, in a letter to the Duke of Newcastle:
" He is a great tory, and has a great n)fluence in these parts ; and

it were to be wished for his majesty's service that he might be tempted
by some good country living to quit the college; but, if he has St
John's with his fellowship, there can be no hopes of his removal
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1 must, therefore, desire your Grace that if any application be made on

the other side of tlie water, for his majesty's dispensing with the statute

of the college, relating to the value of a living that may be held with a

fellowship, that your Grace would get it stopped." In a letter to the

archbishop of Canterbury, after tlianking him for refusing the faculty,

and asserting that it was not out of any "ill-will to the person he opposed

it," he adds,
" but I am now a little surprised with what I did not then

know, that his application was not to be dispensed with from the

obligation of any statute, but of an oath he had taken never to hold

such a benefice." The chancellorship of Christ's church becoming

subsequently vacant, and being offered to his acceptance, he was in-

duced to resign his fellowship and take it in conjunction with a small

college living the combined income of both scarcely exceeding 200

a-year. He, of course, calculated on certain and immediate preferment

considering the personal regard evidenced for him on all occasions

by the Lord-lieutenant, along with the high recommendations he

brought, a sufficient warrant for such an expectation. He had, how-

ever, vet to acquire that lesson so seldom learned, not to "
put trust in

princes, or in any child of man ; for there is no help in them." Party-

spirit at this time ran very high, and moderation or neutrality was not

tolerated. From not publicly and boisterously espousing the side of

government, lie was at once considered as belonging to the opposite
ranks. A political under- current was working against him, upon which

he had not calculated, and which he scarcely understood. Accustomed

to a free expenditure, and being of a very benevolent disposition, he
j

j

became quickly embarrassed ; and though a prebend in St Patrick's

Cathedral was added, it did little to extricate him contributing scarcely
more than 100 a-year to his very limited means. He still continued

an attendant and guest at tlie castle,
"
wasting good days that might be

better spent ;

" admired and complimented, but not provided for. In

1729 he addressed a poetical epistle to Lord Carteret, in which he

strongly and playfully puts forward his claims and necessities, and

supposes a conversation to take place between himself and the Lord-

lieutenant, when
" His brow less thoughtfully iinbends,

Circled with Swift and his delighted friends.
"

He then shows how hard it is to have his

" Titles ample ;
but his gi-ain so small,

That one good vicarage is worth them all.

And very wretched sure is he that's double

In nothing but his titles and his trouble.
"

He concludes in answering to a supposed question as to the extent of

his expectations :

" Excuse me, good my lord, 1 won't be sounded,
Nor shall your favour by my wants be bounded.

My lord, I challenge nothing as my due,
Nor is it fit I should prescribe to you.
Yet this might Symmachus himself avow,
(Whose rigid rules* are antiquated now).

My lord ! I'd wish to pay the debts I owe
I'd wish besides to build, and to bestow."

*
Symmachus, bishop of Rome, 499, made a decree, that no man should solicit

for ecclesiastical prefeinjcnt before the death of the incumbent.

i
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Neither this epistle, nor S^vift's caustic " vindication of Lord Cartaret
from the charffe of favouring none but tories, high churchmen, and
Jacobites," in the year following, appears to have had any effect.

In this defence he says,
" but since the Doctor has not in any of his

writings, his sermons, his actions, his discourses, or his company, dis-
covered one single principle of whig or tory ; and that the lord-
lieutenant still continues to admit him, I shall boldly pronounce him
one of us ; but, like a new Freemason, who has not yet learned all the
dialect of the mystery. Neither can he justly be accused of any tory
doctrines ; except, perhaps, some among those few, with which that
wicked party was charged during the height of their power, but which
have been since transferred, for the most solid reasons, to the whole
body of our firmest friends."

In 1731, archbishop Boulter furnished him with the following letter
of introduction to Dr Gibson of London, to whose opinion' he sub-
mitted a theological work, entitled " Revelation examined with Candour;
or, a fair enquiry into the sense and use of the several revelations

expressly declared, or sufficiently implied-, to be given to mankind,
from the creation, as they are to be found in the Bible,"

" My Lord, The person who waits upon you with this is Dr
Delany, minister of one of the principal churches in this citv, and one
of our most celebrated preachers. He has, of late, employed his

thoughts and pen in the vindication of our most holy religion, and has
some thoughts of printing what he has written, if it should be thought
to be of service. I knew of no person to whose judgment it was more
proper to submit his performance than your lordship, who have so

happily engaged yourself in the controversy, and seem to have the
conduct of tlie defence of our most holy cause against the present most
audacious insults of unbelievers. He comes over with a disposition
to submit his writings, and the printing of them, to your lordship's
opinion."

The work was considered at the time calculated to be useful to the
cause of religion, but it was too fanciful and speculative for such a

purpose. His style, also, was too florid and declamatory, more likely
to dazzle than to convince

; and while his writings show great ingenuity
and learning, the reasoning is frequently unsound and inconclusive.
In one of Lord Bolingbroke's letters to Swift, he says

" It happened
while I was writing this to you, the Doctor came to make me a visit

from London, where I heard he was arrived some time ago: he was in

haste to return, and is, I perceive, in great haste to print. He left

with me eight dissertations, a small part as I understand of his work,
and desired me to puruse, consider, and observe upon them against
Monday next, when he will come down again. By what I have read
of the first two, I find myself unable to serve him. The principles
he reasons upon are begged in a disputation of this sort, and the man-
ner of reasoning is by no means close and conclusive. The sole advice
I could give him, in conscience, would be that which he would take ill,

and not follow."

Pope adds in the same letter, and on the same paper,
" Dr Delany's

book is what I cannot commend so much as Dean Berkeley's, though
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it has many tilings ingenious in it, and is not deficient in the writing

part : but the whole book, tliough lie meant it ad populum is, I think,

purely ad denim."

While in London, he married a widow lady of Irish family, possessed
of a very ample fortune, by which he was enabled to exercise his gene-
rous dispositions, to gratify his taste, and indulge both his literary and

hospitable inclinations. During the next ten years, he wrote and pub-
lished a variety of works, amongst which was the " Life of David, King
of Israel," in which he shows much learning and critical skill, combined

with great defects of style and judgment.
He had a small villa about a mile from Dublin, where he was in the

habit of collecting around him a select circle of literary friends of the

liighest order, among whom were Swift, Mrs Pendarves, &c. This

lady writes to Swift :

" The cold weather, I suppose, has gathered

together Dr Delany's set: the next time you meet, may 1 beg the

favour to make my compliments acceptable ? I recollect no entertain-

ment with so much pleasure, as what I received from that company :

it has made me sincerely lament the many hours of my life that I have

lost in insignificant conversation." This lady, who, ten years after,

married Dr Delany, was the widow of Alexander Pendarves, Esq., a

gentleman of large property in Cornwall ; and she subsequently became

remarkable for the close intimacy and friendship with which she was

honoured by King George III. and Queen Charlotte. Her name
was Granville she was the neice of Lord Granville. In 1735
Dr Delany was promoted to the deanery of Down, in the room of

Dr Thomas Fletcher, who was advanced to the bishopric of Dromore.

He secluded himself much from society, and withdrew from those liter-

ary meetings which had been productive of so much enjoyment to all

their members. In writing to Swift, Mrs Pendarves says :

" I cannot

help lamenting Dr Delany's retirement. I expected his benevolent

disposition would not have sufi'ered him to rob his friends of the

pleasure and advantage of his company. If you have not power to

draw him from his solitude no other person can pretend to do it. I

was in hopes the weekly meetings would have been renewed and con-

tinued. Mrs Doiinellan is much disappointed, and I fear I am no longer
a toast." Her friendship for Dr Delany ripened, after the death of his

wife in 1741, into d still higher regard ; and after nineteen years of

widowliood, she was married to him in 1743. Her first marriage had

not been happy ; but this one, which lasted twenty-five years, was one

of uninterrupted enjoyment. Her friend Mr Keate says :
" She had

every virtue that could adorn the human heart, with a mind so pure
and so uncontaminated by the world, that it was matter of astonish-

ment how she could have lived in its more splendid scenes, without

being tainted with one single atom of its folly or indiscretion. The

strength of her understanding received in the fullest degree its polish,
but its weakness never reached her. Her life was conducted by the

sentiments of true piety."

Swift, in writing of Dr Delany, says : He is one of those very few
witiiin my knowledge on whom an access of fortune hath made no
manner of change." After Swift's death, when Lord Orrery's ungene-
rous lil)el was given to the public, Dr Delany became its zealous
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and successful refuter ; and his noble and devoted fidelity to the out-

ratted memory of his friend makes a happy contrast to the malig-

nity of nis traducer. It may be worth mentioning here, on the

authority of Mr Monck Berkeley, son to the bishop of Cloyne, the

anecdote which is supposed to have given rise to this unlooked-for

attack. Lord Orrery having one day gained admission to Swift's

library, discovered a letter of his own, written several years before,

lying still unopened, and on which Swift had written,
" This will keep

cold." From such trifling incidents do the bitterest enmities frequently

arise ;
and life and character have been sacrificed to appease wounded

pride, or avenge ridicule.

During this period of his life, he suffered much annoyance from a

protracted lawsuit respecting the property of his first wife, which, after

nine years' suspense, was decided against him in the Irish Court of

Chancery ; but, on an appeal to the House of Lords in England, that

judgment was reversed, and the doctor was secured in his possessions.

His income was, for the last twenty years of liis life, about 3000 per
annum

; yet he left little behind him besides books, plate, and furniture.

He lived in a handsome and expensive style, but never left himself

without the means of relieving distress, or rewarding merit. His sim-

plicity of character was as remarkable as his generosity. An amusing

example of this is given by his biographer. In the reign of George XL,

being desirous of preaching before his majesty, he obtained from the

Lord-chamberlain, or dean of the chapel, the favour of being appointed
to that office on the fifth Sunday of some month, being an extra day,

not supplied ex officio by the chaplains. As he had not been informed

of the usual etiquette on the occasion, he entered the royal chapel

after the prayers began, and not knowing whither to go, crowded into

the desk beside the reader. The vesturer soon after was at a loss for

the preacher, till seeing a clergyman kneeling by the reader, he con-

cluded him to be the man. Accordingly he went to him, and pulled

him by the sleeve. But Dr Delany chagrined at being interrupted in

his devotions, resisted and kicked the intruder, who in vain begged of

him to come out, saying
" There was no text." The doctor replied

that he had a text ;
nor could he comprehend the meaning, till the

reader acquainted him that he must go into the vestry, and write down

the text (as usual) for the closets. When he came into the vestry, his

hand shook so much that he could not write. Mrs Delany, therefore,

was sent for; but no paper was at hand. At last, on the cover of a

letter, the text was transcribed by Mrs Delany, and so carried up to

the king and royal family.
Dr Delany died at Batli, in May 17G8, in the eighty-third year ol

his aiio.
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PHILIP SKELTON.

BORN A. D. 1707 DIED A.D. 1787.

This very able writer in support of revealed religion was born in 1707,
and received his education in the Dublin University. Some time after

taking his degree, he obtained the curacy of Monaghan, in which his

conduct as a Christian clergyman was no less worthy of distinction

than the talent and industry with which, in a very infidel age, he main-

tained the truth of revealed religion. With a salary of forty pounds
a-year, he allowed ten for the support of his mother.

From this curacy he was removed by Bishop Clayton to the living
of Templecarne, a wild and extensive parochial district on the borders

of Fermanagh and Donegal. Here he found a population entirely

ignorant of Christianity, and exerted himself with tlie most devoted
and exemplary diligence in their instruction. During this interval of

his life, he wrote a tract proposing
" the revival of Cliristianity," which

attracted public notice, and was attributed to Swift. It was, perhaps,
while engaged in the arduous labour of a Christian teacher, in a scene

pervaded by the deep spiritual obscurity which then prevailed in every
class, that his mind was deeply impressed with a strong sense of the

scornful discountenance which religion met from the upper classes of

country gentlemen. The able and effective work which he wrote to

expose the infidelity of his time, seems to be strongly impregnated
with such a sentiment. His arguments are stated in the form of con-

troversial dialogues, with all the force, though without the refined skill

and eloquence, of Berkeley. The argument proceeds on the fiction

that a man of large property, a lawyer, and a deist, visits the neigh-

bouring parish church with his ward, a young gentleman whom he is

desirous to preserve from all taint of religious belief. Oflfended with

the preacher for bringing forward some arguments in favour of religion,
he invites him to a controversy ; the clergyman assents, and the argu-
ment is continued for several days in succession. Mr Skelton, in the

management of his argument, displays powers both of statement and

reasoning of a high order, and a most extensive acquaintance with a

subject of. great variety and" extent. He is greatly to be praised for

the fairness with which he states the arguments of the deist, and as

much for the conclusive force with which he replies.

The popular value of such a work is not, however, quite equal to its

merits. While the evidences of revealed religion must alwavs. con-

tinue the same, every age has brought forth some form of unbelief

peculiar to itself; infidelity is always changing its shape to escape from
its slayers.

In Mr Skelton's lifetime such a work was of importance. He went
to London to look for a |)ublisher, and by his own account, the person
CO whom it was committed for an opinion was Mr Hume, who advised

the publisher to print it. This work is, we believe, now scarce: it is

entitled Ophvdcns, or Deism Revealed.

He was no less distinguished for his strenuous and well-directed



labours as a Cliristian pastor than as a writer, though the latter was in

his time more rare.

A complete edition of his works in six volumes was
j
ublished by

R. Baynes.

THE REV. DR LELAND, F.TC.D.

BORN A.D. 1722 DIED A.D. 1785.

Thomas Leland was born in the city of Dublin, in the year 1Y22.

He was placed at the school of the celebrated Dr Sheridan. In his

fifteenth year he entered the University of Dublin as a pensioner, and

obtained a scholarship in 1741. In 1745 he first sat for the fellow-

ship, without success ; but the next year was unanimously elected. He
entered into holy orders in 1748 ; and it is mentioned by one of his

biographers, that his deep sense of his spiritual obligations was mani-

fested in an essay, then much admired, though not now extant, on

Tlie Helps and Impediments to the Acquisition of Knowledge in

Religious and Moral iSuhjects. A few years after, he is said to have

been commissioned by the University to publish an edition of Demos-
thenes. It was in 1756 that he publislied the first volume of his well-

known translation of Demosthenes, wliich was completed in three

volumes, between that time and 1770. This, with the critical and

historical capability displayed in his notes, raised and extended his

reputation among the learned men and universities of England. Not

long after tlie publication of the first volume of liis translation, he pub-
lished (in 1758) his liistory of Philip, king of Macedon ; and having,
in 17G3, been appointed professor of oratory by the Board, he obtained

no less distinction by a dissertation upon eloquence ; which having
been attacked by Warburton and Hurd, he replied in two successive

publications, and obtained, according to the opinions of the ablest

critics and scl)olars of his time, a decided victory over both. We shall

not here enter upon this curious controversy, as it could lead to no

useful end. Tiie position of Warburton was, like many of his opinions,

absurd, and ably maintained. Leland's next undertaking was a history

of Ireland, written in the model style of the best ancient or modern

histories, and yielding to none in the highest merits of the historian

a lucid and masterly arrangement a judicious selection of matter

a clear and simple, yet critically elegant style and a thorough freedom

from the influences of party, from which it is so liard to escape any-
where, but nearly impossible in Ireland. Such qualities place him

high among historians, so far as regards the intrinsic merits of his

work. The historian of Ireland, however, is little likely to be placed
in the same scale with the historian of Europe or of England, whatever

may have been the success or the real difiiculties of his undertaking.
Leland had the grave fault, as it is reckoned in Ireland, of being
too fair. When writing his history, the well-known abilities of Leland

induced many to look to his work, as sucli works are ever looked to,

as an instrument of faction ; and he was much urged by several men
on both sides to adopt those opinions and tones of statement most



favourable to their own views.. Such advice, however urged, he

steadily rejected ; and the consequence is, that his work does not
meet the wants of any section of the public. But it may be safely
recommended to the sober-minded student of iiistory as tlie History
of Ireland, which may be studied with advantage. We should not

here say so much, even though deeply indebted to Dr Leland, were
it not for the flippancy with which his work is commonly noticed by
the collectors of biographical notices. The comparatively scantv

notice which he has taken of the more ancient history of Ireland

has been charfjed as a fault. We cannot concur in such a charije.

The antiquarian had not cleared the ground for the historian
; and

the collection of myths which, in Dr Leland's time, would have been
the only early history possible, would be valueless to the modern
student.

While thus remarking on the writings of Leland, we may refer to the

well-known praise of Dr Johnson,* and quote the following less

known extract, supposed to be written by Dr Parr :
" Of Leland, my

opinion is not founded upon hearsay evidence, nor is it determined

solely by the great authority of Dr Johnson, who always mentioned
Leland with cordial regard and marked respect. It might, perhaps,
be invidious for me to hazard a favourable decision upon the History
of Ireland, because the merits of that work have been disputed by
critics. But I may with confidence appeal to writings which have

long contril)uted to public amusement, and have often been honoured

by public approbation ; to the life of Philip, and to the translation cf

Demosthenes ; to the judicious dissertation upon eloquence, and to the

spirited defence of that dissertation." t

These works had been before the public, and the reputation of Dr
Leland, both as a writer and as a very highly admired preacher in

Dublin, had been fully established when Lord Townsend came over

as Lord-Lieutenant. As he was fully informed as to the merits and

public character of Leland, there was as usual a very considerable

though not very well-founded expectation of his immediate preferment.
This was of course owing to the public ignorance of the political prin-

ciple then adopted in the disposal of preferment. The promotion of

the interests of the existing Grovernment by the disposal of its patron-

age, to a certain extent essential to the existence of a government, is

carried to an extreme when made the ground of ecclesiastical promo-
tion. It necessarily led to the evil of promoting Englishmen to the

government of the Irish Church a great injustice for which tliere was
no excusable motive. Not that the actual selections were in themselves

objectionable, but that the not inferior talent, wisdom, learning, and

piety of Ireland were passed over with neglect. The expectations of

Leland's admirers expectations in which he was probably too wise to

share were disappointed. He could not without discredit be wholly

neglected, and thus he obtained some small preferments which could

be held with his fellowship. The prebend of Ilathmichael, with the

vicarage of Bray, was conferred upon him in 1 768. J
*
See Boswell's Life of Johnson.

t Quoted in Maut's History of the Irish Church.
t Mant.

iv. 2a '
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THE REV, WALTER BLAKE KIRWAIT.

BORN A.D. 1754 DIED A.D. 1805.

Dean Kirwan was descended from a highly respectable family in

the county Galway. He was born in the year 1754, and brought up
for the priesthood, in the communion of the Church of Rome ; and in

consequence, according to the custom of the time, received his educa-

tion at a foreign university, the college of the English Jesuits at St

Omer.
At the age of seventeen he was induced, by the invitation of a near

kinsman, to go out to the Danish island of St Croix, in the West
Indies, where his relation had considerable property The strong

sensibility of young Kirwan rendered the scenes of cruelty and tyranny
which he witnessed there insupportably disgusting, and he soon

made up his mind to return to his first destination. Having returned

to Europe, he repaired to the University of Louvaine. There he soon

rose to so much distinction that he was appointed to the professorship
of natural and moral philosophy. Previous to this, however, he had
obtained priest's orders.

In the year 1778 he obtained the appointment of chaplain to the

Neapolitan embassy in London. Having left the embassy, he came
over to see his Irish relations ; here, circumstances soon occurred to

alter his views in religion, and he conformed to theChurcli of'England.
The change was, as was then customary, ascribed to unworthy motives.

Mr Kirwan's professed reason was probably near the truth he thought
he could do more good as a Protestant preacher ; and if the secret

impulse of ambition mingled, it will not be set down as unworthy of

a man still young, and conscious of high and effective powers. But,

considering the moral and intellectual character of the dean, gathered
from all that is known of the subsequent life of a very public man,
we may confidently say that it is quite improbable that he could for

a day have entertained the notion of such a change, unless the reasons

by which it might be warranted and justified had first occupied his

attention. However unexpected by his friends, it is not to be pre-
sumed that tlie conversion of this eminent man was either sudden

or without the maturest deliberation.

He was first introduced to the pulpit of the Church of England

by the rector of St Peter's Churcli, in Aungier Street, Dublin, in

June 1787. Great numbers were attracted by curiosity. It was

whispered by some that he would display a vindictive enmity towards

the church he had left ; by otliers it was expected that he would

endeavour to recommend himself by denouncing it. All such antici-

pations must have been disappointed : lie made no allusion to the

subject.
It is needless to trace the steps of the rapid progress which Dean

Kirwan made in public opinion. The effects produced, both from the

matter and manner of his discourses, must have been very unusually great.

It was a time when oratory was the prevailing taste. Always powerful
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in its eflects on popular assemblies, it had in Ireland acquired a more

peculiar power over public feeling, by its long-established use as the

instrument of political agitation : a taste had thus been diffused, which

had been improved and fostered by the influence of such men as Flood,

Grattan, Curran, and other eminent orators, on the public taste ; as

vrell as generally by the native rhetorical temper of the Irish nation.

Mr Kirwan was not inferior to the highest standard of the Irish taste;

if second to any, it was to Mr Grattan alone. He did not possess
the copious fertility of point, metaphor, or the ornamental play of

fancy which gave a force and novelty to the sentences of that eloquent
man. But he possessed an ample store of the most powerful and
eflfective turns of thought, highly-wrought pictures, and forcible

appeals, both to feeling and imagination, drawn from his extensive

ethical reading ;
and above all, from the discourses of the fervid

school of Massillon, and other orators of the French pulpit. All their

deep and splendid conceptions he reproduced in English, with a

power of manner, eye, countenance, action, and tone, which could,
we are led to believe, only have been paralleled by men like Garrick,

Kemble, or Kean.

In one respect he had a great and signal advantage. It was a

time when the pulpit was at the very lowest ebb, both of dulness and

ineflicacy. The infidel character of the age was more than countenanced

by a style of preaching which had in it nothing to remind the hearer

of Christianity, but a dull and frigid echo of its moral system. The

preacher endeavoured to enforce the moral virtues on grounds exclu-

sively prudential ; and if any allusion to Christian doctrine was

introduced, it was too evidently formal to be understood as a thing

really intended. The religion of society was that which the world

is always endeavouring, by a nearly unconscious tendency, to work
out for itself a purely secular system of ethics, which was called

Christian, to satisfy the forms of a church and content the conscience

of a multitude. But the commonplaces of the ethical schools were

quite inadequate for any purpose of eloquence : the maxims of pru-
dence were too low the abstract rules of right too cold and heart-

less for the popular appeal. Mr Kirwan, whether from a sense of

duty or the dictates of a sound judgment, saw the necessity of a

truer and more effectual groundwork. He sought and found it in

the main truths of revealed religion.
It is not, however, to be supposed that he went to the full extent

of the doctrinal teaching of the gospel, to which the humblest teacher

of the Christian church has since arrived. This we do not mention
in any spirit of censure. It was something to have made a single

step in advance. It was something in that unbelieving time to point,
however remotely, to the Cross, and to arraign the intense secularity
of the church-going multitude. If he did not advance the full efficacy
and the true foundation of the gospel, he still went so far as to bring
prominently forward those great practical facts and results which can-

not be seriously entertained without a desire to look further for a

refuge than to human merits. The brevity of life, the transitory nature
and the uncertainty of its objects, the illusions of which it is constituted,
the nearness and certainty of death, and the terrors of the day of



judgment ; these solemn and awful truths afforded the powerful and
effective ground of his weighty and heart-moving appeals.

It must be observed that it is only from twelve of his charity
sermons that we can form any opinion as to the matter of his dis-

courses. It would therefore be unfair to conclude as to the extent

of his dogmatic teaching. He was probably tlie precursor of the

evangelical school in Ireland, in the direct establishment of which men
like Mathias and Koe, with far humbler powers, diffused wider and
more permanent effects. One thing is, however, certain. Kirwan
" disturbed the repose of the pulpit." He introduced a new and
true principle into the religion of his day.

It is to be admitted that Mr Kirwan derived success from a method
of delivery which we apprehend would scarcely be tolerated in our

times, unless in its more appropriate practice on the stage. Sir Jonah

Barrington has left a few descriptive sentences, which perhaps give
the nearest idea of the orator :

" His manner of preaching was of the

French school ; he was vehement for a while, and then becoming, or

affecting to become, exhausted, he held his handkerchief to his face ;

a dead silence ensued ; he had skill to perceive the precise moment to

recommence ; another blaze of declamation burst upon the congrega-
tion, and another fit of exhaustion was succeeded by another pause.
The men began to wonder at his eloquence ; the women grew nervous

at his denunciations. His tact rivalled his talents, and at the con-

clusion of one of his finest sentences,. a 'celestial exhaustion,' as I

heard a lady call it, not unfrequently terminated his discourse in

general, abruptly." The result was proportional to the means. The
collections which followed his discourses were profuse beyond any-

thing before or since known ; frequently amounting to twelve hundred

pounds at a sermon. Those who came to give their half-crowns left

their rings and watches in pledge for their full value. The reputation
of the preacher rose in proportion to such success. He was addressed

by parishes and corporate bodies, and painted by eminent artists.

The Archbishop of Dublin recognised his merits by appointing him
to the prebend of Howth, and the parish of St Nicholas Without,

amounting, together, to 400 a-year. Lord Cornwallis afterwards, in

1800, preferred him to the deanery of Killala.

He died in 1805, at his house in Mount Pleasant Avenue, near

Dublin, leaving a widow and four children. As he had not been

enabled to make any provision for them, King George HI., with his

wonted humanity and good taste, provided for them by a liberal pen-
sion of 300 a-year to Mrs Kirwan with a reversion to her two

daughters.

THOMAS PERCY, BISHOP OF DROMORE.

BORN A.D. 1728. DIED A.D. 1811.

For this eminent scholar and excellent man we are indebted to England.
The long-established usage of transferring learned men to Irish sees

from the English universities, while it has tended much to depress the



Church, and suppress many a bright light, has occasionally made amends
in men like Bedell and Taylor, Percy and Berkeley men whose

names are splendid ornaments to learning, as their lives and actions

were examples deserving of record for all that could grace their

stations. Of some of those illustrious persons we are far from

adequately supplied with any account proportioned to their merits or

the places they filled. For those who lived in former periods history
itself has aftbrded the materials, as there were few persons of any
eminence who did not, as actors or sufterers enter largely into the

current of events. We are now compelled to trust to the gleanings
of literary notices and to incidental recollections.

Thomas Percy was descended from the ancient Percies of Northum-
berland. Boswell asserts that he was the heir of that family. This

would, we suspect, be hard to prove ; nor was the occasion wanting or

unlikely to be suggested, as the heirs of that race appear to have been

extinguished with the eleventh Earl, and the honours to have passed
with his daughter into another ancient Norman family. He was born

in Bridgenorth, in Shropshire, in 1728. The first rudiments of learn-

ing he received from the Rev. Samuel Lea, head master of Newport
school, in that shire. From this he entered Christchureh, Oxford.

Having completed his academical terms, he was preferred by his college

to the vicarage of Easton Maudit, in Northamptonshire, in 17o6. In

1765 he accepted the office of chaplain to the Duke of Northumber-

land ; and in 1769 he received the appointment of chaplain to the king.

On this latter occasion he took his degree of D.D. at Cambridge,
for which purpose he was admitted a member of Emanuel College.

During tlie interval, of which the main incidents are thus summarily
stated, the character of Dr Percy for literary powers and extensive

scholarship had been rising into public eminence. In 1761 he had

published Han Kion Chonan, a Translation from the Chinese Mis-

cellanies ; in the year after, some Runic poems, translated freely

from the Icelandic. A version of the Song of Solomon appeared from

his pen in 1761, translated from the Hebrew, with a commentary. In

1768 his celebrated work, by which his rank is fixed in literary history,

made its appearance.
At the same time, his reputation in the distinguished literary circle

of London was extended and established. He was an original member
of the celebrated Literary Club, and his name occurs in its annals with

those of Johnson, Burke, Groldsmith, and Reynolds. With Johnson

he had long been on terms of the most friendly intimacy ; and in the

well-known Memoir of Boswell his name frequently occurs ; and his

authority is often cited by subsequent editors, as conveying the most

accurate and authentic notices of that great and worthy man. Dr
Johnson's opinion of him is handed down in a letter, on which Dr

Percy himself has said,
" I would rather have this than degrees from

all the universities in Europe. It will be for me and my children and

grandchildren." Such a testimony is not to be omitted.

It was in 1778, the same year that Dr Percy obtained the deanery
of Carlisle, that he happened to give a dinner to a small party con-

sisting of Boswell, Dr Johnson, and Mrs Williams. In the course of

conversation. Pennant was warmly praised by Johnson. Dr Percy.
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who recollected resentfully that Pennant, in his mention of Alnwick

Castle, had used languas:e which he considered not sufficiently respect-

ful, eagerly opposed. Johnson retorted ; and a colloquy ensued, which
was mixed with much sarcasm on the part of Johnson, who at last was

violently excited by a very harmless personality. Percy had said that

Pennant was a bad describer. Johnson replied,
"

'I think he describes

very well.' Percy 'I travelled after him.' Johnson 'And I

travelled after him.' Percy '

But, my good friend, you are short-

sighted, and do not see as well as I do.' Johnson said nothing at the

time ;
bat inflammable particles were collecting for a cloud to burst.

In a little while, Dr Percy said something more in disparagement of

Pennant. Johnson (pointedly)
' This is the resentment of a narrow

mind, because he did not find everything in Northumberland.' Percy

(feeling tlie stroke)
'

Sir, you may be as rude as you please.' John-
son '

Hold, sir ! Don't talk of rudeness. Remember, sir, you told

me '

(puffing hard with passion struggling for a vent)
' I was short-

sighted. We have done with civility. We are to be as rude as we

please.' Percy '

Upon my honour, sir, I did mean to be civil.'

Johnson ' I cannot say so, sir ; for I did mean to be uncivil, think-

ing you had been uncivil.' Dr Percy rose, ran up to him, and, taking
him by the hand, assured him, affectionately, that his meaning had
been misunderstood; upon which, a reconciliation took place."* We
need not stay to point out the amiable and Christian temper shown
on this occasion by Dr Perc}' : it would be still more apparent could

we venture to extract the irritating dialogue from the beginning. But
it is here quoted only to retain as much as possible the interest of

the following letter to Boswell :

"
Sir, The debate between Dr Percy and me is one of those foolish

controversies which begin upon a question of which neither cares how
it is decided, and which is, nevertheless, continued to acrimony by the

vanity with wliich every man resists confutation. Dr Percy's warmth

proceeded from a cause which, perhaps, does him more honour than

he could have derived from juster criticism. His abhorrence of Pennant

proceeded from his opinion that Pennant bad wantonly and indecently
censured his patron. His anger made him resolve that, for having
been once wrong, he never should be right. Pennant has much in

his notions that I do not like ; but still I think him a very intelligent
traveller. If Percy is really offended, I am sorry ; for he is a man
whom I never knew to ofiend any one. He is a man very willing
to learn, and very able to teach a man out of whose company I never

go without having learned something. It is true that he vexes me
sometimes ; but I am afraid it is by making me feel my own ignorance.
So much extension of mind, and so much minute accuracy of inquiry,
if you survey your whole circle of acquaintance, you will find so

scarce, if you find it at all, that you will value Percy by comparison.
Lord Hailes is somewhat like him ; but Lord Hailes does not, perhaps,

go beyond him in research ; and I do not know that he equals him in

elegance, Percy's attention to poetry has given grace and splendour
to his studies of antiquity. A mere antiquarian is a rugged being.

BosweU's Johnson, vol. vii. Ed. 18-35.
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"
Upon the whole, you see that what I might say in sport or petu-

lance to him, is very consistent with full 'Conviction of his merit. I am,
dear Sir, your most, &.c. " Sam. Johnson."

Among the many notices of Dr Percy which occur in the corre-

spondence of Johnson, we learn that, for some time after his promotion
to the deanery of Carlisle, he continued to occupy an apartment in

Northumberland House. Here, sometime in March 1780, a fire broke

out, by which he sustained some small losses ; but his papers and
books were preserved.
Some coolness arose between him and Johnson, which has been

ascribed to the circumstance of a parody upon the style of his versions

of some of the relics of English ballads.* This incident was, however,
at the time of its occurrence, far more harmless than it was afterwards

made to appear. It was an unpremetlitated elfusion, in the natural" flow

of conversation at the tea-table of Miss Reynolds ; but having been

retailed, circulated, and getting into the newspapers, it assumed a

character which was never intended. That, under this point of view,
it must have been felt painfully, can be inferred from the way in which
it is mentioned by contemporaries who were not aware of all the

circumstances ; and soon after, Johnson complains that Dr Percy
went off to Ireland without taking leave of him.

It was in 1782 that Dr Percv became connected with this country

by his promotion to the see of Dromore. Some accounts of his con-

duct, and of the character he sustained in his diocese, are brought
together by Bishop Mant in his history. We cannot oifer these more

satisfactorily than by extracting the brief account of the bishop :

"
Bishop Percy resided constantly in his diocese, where he is said to

have promoted the instruction and comfort of the poor with unremit-

ting attention, and superintended the sacred and civil interests of the

diocese with vigilance and assiduity ; revered and beloved for his

piety, liberality, benevolence, and hospitality, by persons of every rank
and religious denomination."f
The retreat of one who held a place so eminent in tne most refined

circles of scholarship and cultivated taste could not but be followed

by the most kindly recollections ; and he still continued to be sought

by the gifted and the learned. When Sir Walter Scott was engaged
on his Border Minstrelsy, a work similar in material and design to

the bishop's, he constantly consulted and kept up a correspondence
with him. His opinion of the bishop's literary merit we shall presently
notice.

Bishop Percy lived to a great age, and saw many changes in Ireland.

He was deprived of sight some years before his death ; and under this

afliicting privation we are told that he showed the most entire and
even cheerful resignation ; with the true temper of a Christian, always
expressing his deep thankfulness for the mercies of which he had,

through his long life, been the continual object. His last painful ill-

ness was borne with the most exemplary resignation. He died in

It was a parody on " The Hermit of Warkworth.
t History of the Irish Church, vol. ii. p. 683.
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September 1811, at his episcopal mansion, and was buried in a vault

adjoining his cathedral.

Among the most popular literary remains of Bishop Percy may be

mentioned the beautiful ballad,
" O Nannie, wilt thou fly with me,"

to a no less beautiful Scottish air. But the fullest justice to the

literary recollection of the bishop may be only done by reference to

the notices whicli he has received from one who was the most qualified
to appreciate him justly. In his introductory remarks on popular

poetry, Scott says
" The task of collecting and illustrating ancient

popular poetry, whether in England or Scotland, was never executed

by a competent person, possessing the necessary powers of selection

and annotation, till it was undertaken by Dr Percy, afterwards bishop
of Dromore, in Ireland. The reverend gentleman, himself a poet, and

ranking high among the literati of the day, commanding access to

the individuals and institutions which could best aflbrd him materials,

gave the result in a work entitled Reliques of Ancient English Poetry,
in three volumes, published in London, 1765, which has since gone
through four editions. The taste with which the materials were chosen

the extreme felicity with which they were illustrated the display
at once of antiquarian knowledge and classical reading which the

collection indicated, rendered it difficult to imitate and impossible to

excel, a work which must always be held the first of its class in point
of merit." This high praise admits only of the one exception which
the modesty of its author would not have admitted.

Tlie bishop was savagely and unfairly attacked by Ritson, who to

an irritability not quite clear of the limits of insanity, added the fierce

animosity of a fiery polemic. His objections, partially correct, were

urged with a fierceness and acrimony quite beyond the utmost delin-

quencies of literature.

MATTHEW YOUNG, BISHOP OF CLONFERT.

BORN A.D. 1750. DIED A.D. 1800.

Matthew Young, among the most eminent persons to whom Ireland

has given a birth-place for learning and talent, was born in the county
of Roscommon in 1750.

Having entered the University of Dublin in 1766, he was elected to

the fellowship in 1775, after which he entered into holy orders. He
is said, at the examination for the fellowship, to have obtained great
credit for the knowledge which he had acquired in the Newtonian

philosophy, which he cultivated with the ardour of high scientific

genius. The period during which he lived in college was, in that seat

of science, pre-eminently distinguished for talent and literary taste. It

was the time when the first impulses of that scientific advance which

began to show itself in the civilised world, were more or less felt in

every literary body ; and though it had much to depress it, both in

the state of the kingdom and the constitution of the university, was

yet entertained by the leading minds of the place and time. The

University of Dublin was, in its other capacity as an institution



for tlie promotion of literature and sc-ience, retarded and depressed by
the severe drudgery of the junior fellows who were condemned to

labour in a treadmill of rudiments during the more active years of life.

They were compassed without by a sea of bigotry and political pre-

judice, party exasperation, and democratic agitation. To cultivate

learning demanded a singular devotion and a happy insensibility to

the distraction and menace of the time. There was, indeed, another

grievous want : science had no public. There was no concert in

the pursuits of investigation, and none of that happy community among
the varied branches of knowledge, and their students, which now
carries the slightest thought througli the civilised world. Men like

Matthew Young found little sympathy outside the walls of a laborious

university.
The engagements of his fellowship admitted little relaxation, and

left less of that energy essential to his favourite studies. There was
indeed a provision for such men in the arrangements of the institu-

tion ; but at that time it was imperfect and insufficient. There were
a few professorships, neither sufficient in number or endowment, which
were from time to time filled by men competently qualified for their

appropriate paths of investigation. When we affirm that they do
not appear at that time to have been employed to the best advantage,
it is necessary in all fairness to add that this disadvantage has been

long removed. Men who were worn out by the severe routine of

university labour, as well as by years, were raised to professorships,
which, so far as lecturing is considered, they filled with exemplary
learning and competency ; but the years of invention, and intense and
concentrated research, which draws deepest on the vital powers, were

gone. And thus it was that men like Young far from few in the
Dublin University have so often passed, and left no trace of what

they were. Young toiled twenty years as a junior fellow before a

vacancy in the professorship of natural philosophy, to which he was
elected, placed him in his appropriate seat.

In the interval, he had, by the very unusual industry of a mind
which never wearied in the application of the highest intellectual

powers, continued to acquire vast and varied treasures in every branch
of study, and made considerable and curious advances in speculative
science enough, indeed, to prove the higli place he must have filled

in the scientific world of a later time. He produced several works,
which manifested high powers of invention, some of which have been
rendered unimportant by the subsequent progress of science ; and
others, perhaps, have never had their deserved reputation.

But first is to be mentioned, that the scientific progress which
has of recent years so honourably distinguished the university of

Dublin, received its earliest impulse from Dv Young. Mucii addicted
CO intellectual conversation, and hardly more remarkable for genius
than for his social virtues, he uniformly exerted himself to promote
the intercourse of the better minds in tiie university. Amou"- otliur

results of this nature, he brought together a society for the promotion
of sound theological learning. It was composed of the best aiul ablest
men in college, and lasted many years. As its members were for the
most part men eminent in scientific learning, it gave birlli to another



society, of which Dr Young was also the main spirit. The members
of this constituted afterwards the Royal Irish Academy, now among
the scientific centres in the civilised world, emanating and receiving
its main intellectual life from the university ; from which, like some
main artery of the heart, it communicates with and sends life into

the best minds of the country. Of this Dr Young was, during the

latter years of iiis life, the most distinguished member ; and the early
volumes of the Transactions are adorned by numerous proofs of his

talent and varied research.

On his appointment to the chair of natural philosophy he devoted
himself to its duties. A new and improved system of philosophical
instruments gave aid to his lectures, which were soon raised to a

reputation till then unknown.
To the firmness and independent spirit of Dr Young is primarily

due one of the most important benefits to the university, conferred

in the abatement of a flagitious and destructive abuse. For a lonar

succession of years anterior to 1791, the provosts of the university had
been accumulating an unconstitutional control the natural effect,

perhaps, of the influence of station and authority when acting on a

very narrow compass. The fellowship, according to the statutes, and
to the practice before and since, was the attainment of successful com-

petition, awarded by the majority of the senior fellows ; but, for

some time, the provost had asserted a right of nomination. On all

other questions a veto was pretended to. The consequences need not

be detailed. Dr Young drew up a memorial on the subject, which,
Dr Magee has remarked, would do honour to " the ablest and best-

informed legal understanding." The attention of the university was
thus awakened ; and the next year the question was formally brought
before the visitors. Happily, the vice-chancellor of that day was a

man of the most uncompromising firmness and integrity of principle
Lord Fitzgibbon ; himself one of the most distinguished students

in the undergraduate course the university ever produced ; and these

abuses were put a final stop to by a judicial decision.

His treatise on the " Phenomena of Sounds
"
had been published in

1784, two years before. He was engaged on, and had nearly com-

pleted, his favourite work on the Newtonian calculus, when the see of

Clonfert became vacant. Earl Cornwallis was at the time Lord-Lieu-
tenant. He nobly and wisely set aside the claims of many a courtly

aspirant, and asked for the most deserving : the most deserving was Dr
Young.

It is needless to dwell upon the few incidents of two years, in which
he laid aside his great work to fulfil his still more important duties as

an overseer of the church. It was an interval painfully illustrative

of the uncertainty of all worldly success. " His consecration took

place on the 3rd of February ; and nearly at the same moment,
the dreadful malady, which terminated so fatally, made its appearance.
At first only a small ulcer on the tongue, it occasioned little alarm ;

but the duty to which he was called at the primary visitation of his

diocese, of giving a public exhortation to his clergy, produced such

an exaggeration of the complaint as gave serious cause for apprehen-
sion. Its horrid progress was henceforth continual. His utterance
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became painful, and gradually inarticulate. The disorder spread to

the throat. To the dreadful pain attendant upon cancer was added

the torture arising from the application of the violent remedies which

were judged necessary. Hopeless of relief from regular practitioners,

he went to seek it at Whitworth, in Lancashire ; and there, after

near five months of extreme sutl'ering, he expired, on the 28th of

November 1800, in the fiftieth year of his age.*
The same writer mentions further :

" It will hardly be credited,

that during the rapid progress of this deplorable malady, he drew up
from his lectures his Analysis of the Principles of Natural Fhilosophi/,

and superintended the publication with accuracy and correctness

scarcely to be equalled laboured in the improvement of his comment

on the first book of Newton's Principia wrote an essay on sophisms,

collecting examples of the several species from the works of the

deistical writers, thus at the same time serving the causes of science

and religion made himself acquainted with the Syriac language, and

completed a translation of the Psalms, of which before his illness he

had done little more than sketch out the plan and drew up a demon-

stration a priori of the attributes of the Deity. These last two works

occupied his attention as long as he could hold a pen, and were the

subject of his correspondence till within a very few weeks of his death.

The axioms which he assumed as the foundation of his proof of the

existence of a God are discussed by him in a letter to the provost,

dated the tenth of last October !

"
f

The scientific labours of Dr Young have not met their appropriate

recompense; in part, because they were not adequately brought before

the public ; partly, because at the time there was (properly speaking)
no scientific circle beyond the walls of the universities ; and, most

of all, from the rapid development which every branch of scientific

investisration has since received. Hence it occurs that in the historical

notices of science, in which far inferior men are named, tlie name of

Dr Matthew Young has not its place. It is now too late to repair

the omission. The following is a list of his works : The Phenomena

of Sounds and of Musical Strings ; The Force of Testimony ; The

Number of Prismatic Colours in Solar Light ; On the Precession of the

Equinoxes ; Principles of Natural Philosophy.

IIEV. ARTHUR o'LEARY,

DIED A D. 1802.

Arthur O'Lkary is now recollected for his wit, humour, and social

qualifications. But he was a man of great worth and sterling practi-
cal sense and integrity. He was born in Cork, and went in early life

to France, where he studied at the college of St Maloes. In due
course of time he became a Capuchin friar of the order of St Francis.

He obtained an appointment as chaplain to the English prisoners

during the Seven Years' War, with a small stipend from the French
Government.

*
Appendix to Dr Elrington's Funeral Discourse. t lb
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On his return to Ireland he distinguished himself by his well-

directed eftbrts to dispel the prejudices of the people on points essen-

tially connected with their welfare and the peace and improvement
of the kingdom. There existed at that time a strong and general
desire for the relief of the people of Ireland from the severe pressure
of the penal laws affecting the Roman Catholics. The difficulty was

very considerable, and the question was perplexed on either side by
objections nearly insuperable. On one side was the illegal and extra-

constitutional authority of the Pope ; on the other, the absolute im-

pediment to national progress presented by such a state of law. It was
evident to every sound understanding that the existence of a secretly

working foreign jurisdiction over the conscience of a people impera-

tively demanded the counterbalance of a stringent system of control and
exclusion. It was no less certain that no kingdom could have peace or

attain civil prosperity, with divisions and inequalities, distrust and

animosities, pervading and poisoning its entire system. Such was the

question, of which, as usual in all such questions, some saw one side

and some another ; while few indeed seem to have perceived its real

difficulty or actual merits.

O'Leary, with the practical good sense of his character, spoke and
acted with courage and clear discrimination. He endeavoured to

prevail on his countrymen to take advantage of the favourable dis-

position of their rulers, by conforming themselves to the essential con-

ditions of the constitution, and showed them the contradiction of asking
for the innnunities and privileges of a State the authority of which

they rejected.
In a tract entitled "Loyalty Asserted" he endeavoured to main-

tain that the Roman Catholics might conscientiously swear that the

Pope had no temporal authority in Ireland. In this he was strenuously

opposed by his brethren. It is now superfluous to discuss the value of

the proposed concession.

It is evident, from all the writings of O'Leary, that he was a man
of a clear and liberal understanding, who saw the real position and
wants of his unfortunate country, and did all that lay in his power to

breathe peace and right-mindedness. His efforts were on some occa-

sions successful in repressing the spirit of grievous outrage ; and it

was admitted by the Government that he did much good and prevented
much mischief.

But the cloud of prejudices, the irritation of discontent, and the

excitement of republican agitation, grew beyond the power of human
influence. A man like O'Leary could not, in such an interval as the

period of the Tones, Russells, &c., hope to maintain any authority
with the Irish people. He retired to England. There he acted for

several years as clergyman to the Roman Catholic chapel in Soho

Square, aud lived peacefully, and respected by every class and com-
munion.

He died at an advanced age in 1802.

His writings have been published in one volume. They indicate

all the clear good sense for which he was remarkable. O'Leary's

literary style is the most perfect crystallisation of pure English con-

ceivable, and, now when his writings have lost all living interest, they
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will richly repay perusal for tliis merit alone. Some of his sayings are

preserved, and have passed into the common stock of social humour.
One specimen at least has preserved the name of its author. Some one
who attempted, with great petulance, to draw him into a dispute on

purcratory, was told with quiet humour by O'Leary,
" You may go

farther, and fare worse."

REV. SAMUEL MADDEN, D.D.

BORN A.D. 1687 DIED A.D. 1765.

Dr Madden was born in 1687, and graduated in the University of

Dublin. He acquired a high reputation, in his own day, for learning
and talent ;

but liis claim upon tlie memory and the gratitude of posterity
rests on benefits of an extensive and permanent kind, which are widely
and effectively felt, though they convey no adequate recollection of

their promoter.
The notices of Dr Madden are sufficiently numerous. It would,

indeed, be impossible that a name so connected with the most useful

institutions of Ireland should be overlooked in any portion of our civil

history ;
but we have not been so fortunate as to discover any notice-

able details of his personal history. His monuments are thick around

us, and present themselves on every side
; our arts, agriculture, and

literature, and all that has contributed to the best interests of Irish

civilisation, are stamped with honourable recollections of Dr Madden.
Such a man, whose fortune and understanding appear to have been

mainly instrumental to the civil and intellectual progress of his country,

should, it might be thought, occupy a far more considerable place in

I

its history and recollections. But a beneficent institution like the

Dublin Society, breathing a quiet influence upon the private j)ursuits of

individuals ; entering into the workshop, the study, the laboratory,
to suggest improvement, and propose reward ; and, in something more
than a figurative sense, shedding a quiet fertilising dew over hill and

valley, operates like the growth of vegetation, only to be seen by
sober, thoughtful, and. reflecting observation, though happily felt

through all the recesses of social beins:. When the statue of the

warrior whose victories have fortunately been effaced by time, or the

laws and policies of statesmen have been outgrown, or repealed, or

stultified by experience, the results of quiet industry, usefully en-

couraged, enlightened, and matured, will continue to be the blessing
of millions, though not perhaps to bear the founder's or promoter's
name.

In 1738 Dr Madden led the way to the most considerable step that

ever was made for the civilisation of this country by a pamphlet
entitled " Eeflections and Resolutions proper for the Gentlemen of

Ireland." In this most able tract, with a solid and sterling judgment
and sagacity, and. a force and even elegance of style not often sur-

passed, he suggested and impressed the real importance of the polite
and useful arts ; after which he stated and proposed liis plan :

" At as

low an ebb as these arts are in Ireland, I am confident, if reasonable



salaries were appointed by the public to two or three foreign architects,

or if the Linen or Tillage Boards, or the Dublin Society, had funds

assigned to them to give premiums annually to the three best pictures,
and the three best statues made here, or to the architects of the three

best houses built annually in this kingdom, we should in time see sur-

prising improvements in them all." The next year he again called

attention to the subject in a letter to the Dublin Society, in which he
makes an offer of 130 per annum for a premium-fund for the same

objects.* Dr Madden's suggestions were adopted ; his noble contribu-

tion to improvement accepted ; and he lived to see the confirmation of

his opinions and the fruit of his munificence in the beginning of a course

of rapid improvement.
It was on Dr Madden's suggestion, too, that a great impulse and

incentive was given to the ambition of university students in Dublin.

In 1734 the system of premiums at the quarterly examinations was

adopted. The effects of this fortunate expedient for the encourage-
ment of youthful industry, by substituting immediate for remote

results, is known to all who have received a university education, and

may be understood by all who know anything of human nature. " The
Madden Premium "

is one of the most honourable distinctions in the

university, and ranks next to the attainment of a fellowship.
Nor did the honourable deeds here commemorated emanate with-

out literary pretensions of his own, though on this head there re-

mains but slight indication of what this eminent man really was. A
very considerable literary scheme, and which would probably have

2;iven a high celebrity to his name, was for some reason recalled and laid

aside after its completion. The title of the work may explain the

reason. In 1732 he published the first volume of " Memoirs of the

Twentieth Century, or Original Letters of State under George the

Sixth." Five others were to follow. The public attention was roused,
and a rapid sale commenced, when suddenly the edition was called in

and cancelled. We have not been able to find a copy of this curious

work, which probably proved unpalatable to the powers that were ;

but of this we have no information. Dr Madden cultivated poetry,
and his productions were not despised by Ireland, to whose life of

Philip, a copy of his verses was prefixed. The verses of Dr Madden
are mostly astonishing for their want ef everything which constitutes

poetry. A poem entitled " Boulter's Monument," written by him, was
revised by Dr Johnson, then young in his fame. It is mentioned in

his life. Dr Madden is also said to have published a drama, entitled
" Memistocles." He lived in one of the darkest intervals of English

poetry, when the debased classic style was in vogue, and it was im-

possible for a conventional versifier to have any excellence. In an age
like the present, when the poetic convention is high, Dr Madden might
have comjiosed nice verses. He held in the Church of Ireland the

living of Drummully, and is said to have been promoted to a deanery ;

but what deanery we are not informed.

* Mr Foot's address in 1843.
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The ancestor of Archbishop Magee was among those Scottish loyalists

who came over to Ireland in the great rebellion of 1640. He seitled

in Fermanagh, where he transmitted a good property to his descendant,
Mr William Magee, whose second son John was father to the imme-

diate subject of this memoir. John Magee married a lady of the

Presbyterian Church, wlio was endowed with very considerable talents,

piety, virtue, and prudence, which probably laid the foundation of

the character and success of her son. In leaping a wide ditch, Mr
Magee received a hurt, the consequence of which was the amputation of

his leg. This severe casualty forced him to retire from agricultural

pursuits, and sell his farm. His generous and unsuspecting nature was

taken advantage of by an acquaintance, who induced him to put his

name to some security, and then dishonestly left him to bear the

responsibility. The security turned out fraudulent, and the responsible

parties absconded. Mr Magee was lefc to meet tlie liability ; but

his well-known high character warded off all imputation. The creditors

showed their sense of his integrity by allowing him ^'100 per annum
out of the wreck of his property. After this event, he removed with

his family into Enniskillen. His third child, William, was born in

1764. He was the only surviving son of his father. In his fifth

year he was sent to a day-school, from which, in two years after, he

was removed, at his own earnest wish, to the endowed school then

conducted by Dr Noble. His mother's half-brother, the Rev. Dr

Viridet, a highly distinguished scholar,* soon observed his early

development of intellect, and took liim from school, with a view to

ensure full justice to his talents, by his own devoted care and cultiva-

tion, a purpose which he nobly fulfilled. He entered college as a

pensioner, 30th June 1781, under Dr Richard Stack. His under-

graduate course was marked by the highest honours the college could

award. In addition to the January premiums, which, according to

the old system, implied beating every competitor ; in the succeeding

examinations, he obtained each year every certificate, which proved
the uniform maintenance of the same superiority. In 1784 lie obtained

his schola'-ship. He took his degree of A.B. in 1785, with signal
marks of honour ; among these was the gold medal for uniform good
judgments.

The fellowship was of course his next object, and to him the severe

course of study, which was the essential preliminary, was a labour of

love ; for his talent was not more distinguished than the deep and
earnest thirst for knowledge which is always the best earthly security
for success. The extent and difticulty of the fellowship course in the

Dublin University is generally known comprehending the whole
extent of every branch of human knowledge, and combining the several

* This gentleman obtained a scholarship in Trinity College in 1769. In

1778, he was instituted into several preferments in the diocese of Tuam, whioh
he resigned in 1804.
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ranges of the other universities ; while tliis trial is rendered far more
arduous by the principle of competition. The fellowshipman has not

only to master an extensive course, but, to gain the object of his

severe studies, he must beat several other able candidates, all well

versed in the same course. Of this course, we can only now delay
to remark, that though it has since been greatly improved and extended,

yet in point of difficulty and severe exaction of intellectual effort, there

is by no means a proportionate increase. To an intellect like that of

Mr Magee the depths of science and the intricacies of theory were
little more than the amusement of a studious temper, that served to

exhaust the waste powers of a mind of perhaps excessive activity.

With a temper eminently mercurial, he was as industrious as the dullest

drudge ; and with an overflow of animal spirits which would have

turned weaker brains and a less prudent spirit into the proclivities

of vice, folly, and dissipation, he held his steady and exemplary course,

equally remarkable for his regular and unrelaxing industry, and for

the innocent hilarity and pure cheerfulness which made him the orna-

ment and delight of society. In him the flame of life seems to have

burned brightly he appears to have been only impatient of rest. His

day of hard study was relieved by the gaieties of the drawing-room,
the laugh, the music, the dance, or the pleasant and lively conversa-

tion ; and wherever he came his appearance was as fuel to the fire,

and gave the impulse to renewed animation. From the scene of

gaiety it was his wont to retire late to his college chambers, where he

renewed his labours through a considerable portion of the night. To
these general statements we shall only add that he uniformly avoided

all intercourse with the idle and dissolute, and formed his intimacies

and attachments among those who, like himself, did honour to the

university. Among these was Mr Plunket (afterwards Lord Plunket),
who was his companion from infancy ; for it is a curious fact that the

parents of these two distinguished men lived in Enniskillen, in houses

under one roof, and separated only by a party wall, as afterwards, in

the period of their elevation, each to the head of his respective pro-

fession, they themselves lived in houses similarly situated in Stephen's
Green.

Mr Magee's success on the fellowship bench may be regarded as too

much a matter of course to retard our progress with details. On
the attainment of his fellowship in 1788 it was his earnest desire to

enter upon holy orders. He found a temporary obstacle in the wishes

of his affectionate uncle, who was anxious to have him called to the

bar, then the great object of ambition in this country. But a nobler

impulse than human ambition can give had obtained possession of

his breast; and with all his reputation, the higli expectation of his

numerous admirers, and his own lively social temperament, he formed

a strong desire to take holy orders. Such a wish was hardly reconcil-

able, indeed, with any of the influences with which we must assume

liim to have been surrounded at that time. But it is not hard to

understand the strong constraining impulse which is ever felt by
minds obedient to the sense of duty and ruled by ])rinciple. Mr Magee
had already been impressed with a deep sentiment of spiritual self-

devotion ; and notwithstanding the bright prospects of temporal ambi-
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tion which opened so fairly before him, he privately set his heart on

the then thorny and unpromising walk of the ministry. Had he been

a man of lower reputation and duller mind, this might be less favour-

ably interpreted, for at the time the church was little more than

the retreat for those who were least fitted for more active callings ;

it offered a humble competency to many who could hope for nothing

higher, and a handsome provision for a few whose family interest

was sufficient to secure its wealthier endowments. But Magee belonged

to neither of them. His talent was enough to secure tlie first success

in any profession ;
his family commanded no interest adequate to

such expectations. A college living must then have appeared as the

ultimate prospect before him, after the years of severe drudgery to

which the junior fellows were then condemned. But there is indeed

a serious reflection belonging to any just view of the man, the time,

and the eventful result, whicli we cannot without a lapse of duty omit.

It is a common mistake of historians to overlook the main considera-

tion essentially following from the admission of Scripture truth .

that there is an overruling mind at work in all things, but more

especially in ordering the succession of events which must affect the

state of the church. This is a truth which can only be denied by
the infidel, and may be safely assumed. When, therefore, we consider

the effectual and comprehensive consequences of Magee's writings
and administration, in reforming a vicious state of the church, and

arresting the progress of a dangerous infidelity, which advanced under

the insidious character of a Christian sect, we cannot, for our part,

avoid the inference of a special calling for a special end. This will,

we trust, be placed in a broader light when we shall presently have

offered a faithful description of the state of the church at that period.

But first we must state the incidents connected with Mr Magee's
clioice of the ministerial office. It was the earnest desire of his uncle

that he should be called to the bar, and such was the zeal of this

excellent parent, and such the grateful affection of his nephew, and

his deep sense of many obligations, that he did not feel himself at

liberty to refuse. Hence there was an interval of great perplexity,

during a part of which Mr Magee felt compelled to give way, and

arrangements were in progress for his terms at the Middle Temple.
These were intrusted to the care of Theobald Wolfe Tone, then saving
terms for himself in London, and Mr Magee was to have been repre-
sented in the needful qualifying law dinners by Tone's brother. Among
other documents relative to this period, for whicli we have not space
in this memoir, we have before us an amusing letter from Wolfe Tone

himself, in which he urges the immediate remittance of a sum of money
for the purpose of lulling the vigilance and purchasing the integrity
of the cook, chief butler, and their subordinates. Happily, a decisive

obstacle frustrated the meditated course ; the provost refused his

dispensation, and Mr Magee was not unwilling to give way. At
this disappointment of a favourite wish his uncle was at first very

indignant, but anger soon passed away from a most benevolent and

affectionate nature, and he only remained sensible of the great sacrifice

of inclination which his nephew had shown his readiness to make for

his pleasure

IV. -. Ir.
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He was ordained deacon on 25th May 1790, in St Kevin's Church,
Dublin, by the celebrated Bishop Percy. While yet in deacon's orders,
he preached his first sermon in the College Chapel, on the martyrdom
of King Charles. At the time, as most of our readers are likely to

be aware, revolutionary opinions pervaded the world ; they were
rendered more pernicious by an infidel philosophy. It was Tom
Paine's day ;

and some of the brightest intellects among the students

had imbibed his tenets, and recommended them by powerful and
deductive eloquence. The results were afterwards to appear in their

own unhappy careers. A painful sense of this hapless condition of

the time had probably no small share in determining Mr Magee's
course : there is no doubt that he strongly felt the call to resist it.

He was grieved to meet impiety and error in the seat of religion and

learning, and eagerly braced on his keen and shining armour for the

combat. So far, indeed, we have his own statement before us, and

only refrain from direct quotation, because our authority is a private
memorandum with which his sermon is endorsed, and which mentions

more than he would willingly have communicated to the public. This

sermon was his first : it went boldly and with unshrinking force and
directness into the discussion of the errors and perversions of the

day. We have full means of knowing that the effects were very

decided, and that to this very sermon the public may be still said to

be indebted for some of its most valuable men. Mr Magee was

applied to by the senior board to publish a discourse which had made
so strong and salutary an impression. This, however, he declined.

We should add here, and it is on the best authority, that in the

dreadful crisis, when those evil impressions which soon after menaced
the civil existence of the kingdom, had found their way into the

very citadel of true knowledge and virtue, Mr Magee was eminently
active and successful in resistance, and that his exertions were unremit-

ting in private to disabuse the simple and to convince perverted
talent ; and considering the real power of the man, it is not too much
to presume that he must have saved many (of some we are aware)

worthy persons from the frightful contagion of that troubled time.

We must pass far more rapidly than we would wish over this period
of our memoir. It is yet well remembered, and has often been

variously commemorated, how deservedly his uniform conduct and

ability were respected by his cotemporaries, for the remarkable union

of efficiency in the promotion of the studies and the maintenance of

the discipline of the university, with a kindness and prompt benevo-

lence that won every heart. We have before us ample records of the

spirit and firmness with which he stood ever foremost in resisting the

encroachments and usurpations of power ; and numerous witnesses yet
remain to testify to his ready support of every indication of youthful
talent. All who cultivated lettei's earnestly looked to him, and never

looked in vain. His ready word of encouragement and assistance was

no less at the call of the laborious students for the fellowship. His

purse was open to all who required and merited pecuniary aid. The
readiness of his acquaintance to draw upon his slender means (often

curiously attested), is indeed itself such as to indicate the kindliness

of his affections. We cannot with propriety, ofi'er instances, which
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might not perhaps be pleasing to many ; but we may mention that

it v>as to Mr Magee that the unfortunate Tone chose to apply for aid

when pressed by difficulties in London. It should be mentioned that

all among his cotemporaries who have since risen to eminence in life

were then his friends and correspondents ; and that in all their concerns

and exertions for advancement there remain proofs that he took part
and was consulted. His apartments in college were the centre of

resort to the ablest youths, afterwards the most eminent men in every

profession. It would be great injustice to illustrate these statements

by a meagre selection from a large correspondence in our possession ;

but we may be allowed to say that this part of his character has come
to us through the medium of the fullest light which private records

and confidential communications can aftbrd.*

While holding the office of junior dean, he was, by the combined
exertion of courage and influence, enabled to introduce a measure -of

academical reform which had till then been attempted in vain. The
students of that day partook of the dissipation of their elders, and the

ordinary bonds of academic discipline only served to band them

together for mischief. On some of these occasions the energy and

courage of Mr Magee were signalised. It was, it will be remembered,
the day of the hard drinking and gambling jld school of country

gentlemen, the bullying and swearing generation whose open hospitality
allowed all to enter and none to depart sober whose glory and plea-
sure was the overflowing bowl so often mixed with blood. | The

consequence was necessarily manifested in their children. The most

influential part of early culture was that infusion of the vices taught

by parental example with the help and admonition of the stable and

kitchen. If the son was less depraved than the father, his vices were

professed with more zeal and less discretion. From the insufficient

yet disagreeable constraints which accompanied the presence of their

parents, or the more stringent control of the public school, it was

a welcome emancipation to emerge into the comparative independence
of a university. In the university, it will at once be seen how small

an infusion of such an element must have been enough to taint the

mass, and it cannot fail to be understood how difficult must have been

the duty of the junior dean, and how numerous must have been the

inducements to slackness in its performance.
" What a situation this

must be," writes Mr Magee at this time, "surrounded by eight hun-

dred restless, and many of them, mischievous blades, continually mix-

ing in one mass, you may form a conjecture, but that conjecture will

be far short of the reality. I M-as not two days in office when I was

obliged to sally out at eleven at night, from a warm room, and under a

heavy cold, to put a stop to a battle between a party of our sanctified

youths and a body of the police. After plunging through the.dirty
streets on a very wet night for more than an hour, I raked them all

* We regret to say that, with the exception of a .few Jetters, some of which
are now printed for the first time, the invaluable collectior alluded to hy Dr
Wills was all destroyed in a fire. F. W.
t We think it right to mention that wo have transcribed a few sentences from

the Dublin University Magazine without the usual murks of quotation, as

both memoirs are from the same hand.
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into the college, some out of the watchhouse and some out of the
kennel."* The students were, in fact, the cream and flower of the
dissolute generation which we have faintly attempted to describe.

Fully versed in the mysteries of Bacchus and Venus, and little encum-
bered with any rudiments of sager discipline ; and the very restraints

employed to counteract this vicious condition of the time, in some

respects served more to aggravate it, by compressing together and

giving aggregation to the passions of youths too inexperienced for men,
yet too mature for schoolboys.

The junior fellowship has always been a post of the severest duties

that can be supposed to attach to the occupation of a seat of learning.
After having mastered the entire circle of human knowledge, the fellow
is compelled to pass back into the treadmill of rudiments, and to run
an annual period of grinding the dulness of each successive race of

freshmen into a moderate intelligence; and thus during those active

and efficient years, in which talent could not fail in some degree to pro-
duce its fruits, the best men were doomed to labour on in the beaten
round and grow unprofitably gray. Such a condition was but ill-suited

to the strenuous temper and vivid intelligence, always prompt to grasp
a wide scope of views, and by nature fertile of projects. Though nearly
from the first, Mr Magee began to meditate the extensive course oi

sacred literature which he afterwards accomplished ; yet for some years
his strenuous disposition was chiefly distinguished by the alertness and

diligence which made him the leader and main as;ent in the concerns
of the University. The Provost was then an alien, forced on the

University by a stretch of authority exerted for the cultivation of part}
interests, and in entire disregard of all other considerations. Mr Hut-

chinson, on his part, looked on the college with no parental regard ; it

was simply a field for the exercise of an arbitrary and encroaching

temper. To the fellows he would, if he could, have been a master ;

and by them he was in turn regarded with no kindly disposition, and
little respect. He was, however, a man of talent, in favour with govern-
ment, and little likely to be wanting to himself. Between this gentle-
man and the junior fellows there was a frequent succession of contests.

Of these, one which occupied much of Mr Magee's time and industry,
and the most memorable, was a dispute concerning the disposal of the

pupils of the outgoing fellows. On this subject, a right which till then

had been allowed to drop into deserved neglect by that gentlemanly

courtesy which has always tempered the administrative authorities

of this enlightened corporation, was revived by the despotic self-asser-

tion of a provost, who, having no feeling in common with the fellows,

was always prompt to prove his power by harsh acts. A strong senti-

ment of opposition was naturally awakened among the junior fellows,

who lay most within the scope of this oppressive temper; but as ever

is the case, there was among them a reluctance to encounter the em-
barrassments and risks of a contest against the odds of influence and

power, a dislike to the labour, and a fear of the annoyances which
active resistance might bring with it.

When any of the junior fellows died or went out on a college liv-

ing, it had been long customary to distribute his pupils among the
* MS. letter.
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remainder, according to the option of the pupils or their parents, and
this option was naturally guided by the counsel of the tutor himself,
when such could be supposed to obtain ; when no such option existed,
it became the duty of the provost to assign tutors. Mr Hutchinson
claimed the absolute right to dispose, in all cases, of the pupils: whether
such was the law, or not, is not now worth discussion a custom had

grown up, and there can be no doubt that his motive was not to

vindicate an absolute law. Some instances of the exercise of this

harsh claim had been sutFered to pass in silence remonstrances arose

and were roughly responded to by the trampling temper of the Provost,
when the resignation of Dr Richard Stack, in 1791, who retired to the

living of Killileagh, left a large chamber of pupils to be disposed of.

Mr Magee had been the favourite pupil of Dr Stack, who regarded him
with a parental affection, which never ceased through life ; and to him,

therefore, the larger portion of his pupils was expressly committed by
the influence of the doctor. The provost peremptorily interposed, and
made a different distribution, in which nearly the entire were given to

Messrs Phibbs, Stopford, and Ussher. Mr Magee at once determined

upon trying the right ; and, when upheld by his strenuous and unyield-

ing energy, others of the juniors agreed to resist. But Magee was

doomed to meet in succession all the penalties prepared for those who
are wiser for the public than the public for itself : to resolve on resist-

ance was a little thing, and all would have rejoiced to throw off" an un-

righteous yoke ; but to resist, to " bell tlie cat," was a different affair :

tliere was heavy toil to be endured, and a dangerous enmity to be out-

faced ; the superior aptitude of Macgee for business, and the inward

might which could, without quailing, endure the tyrant's eye, caused

the main burthen of the proceedings to be thrown on him. It was also

at an unseasonable period while he filled the troublesome office of junior
dean. With all the vexatious cares of this post, and the heavy labours

of a tutor, he had to sustain the entire toil of searching for the authori-

ties and precedents upon the question, for the preparation of cases for

counsel. After an interval of labour, wliich few could have endured,

and fewer still accomplished within the time, the question was brought on

before the visitors in 1791. We shall not here enter on the question,

nor have we even clearly formed an opinion ; but of this we are satis-

fied, that it was not fairly decided on its merits. The inquiry was brief

and scornful, and the decision hasty, peremptory, and contumelious ; it

was too evidently the maintenance which one authority is ready to offer

to another in support of a stretch of power. The provost's claim was

affirmed, and the resistance rebuked as insubordination. The fervent

temper of Magee was deeply mortified by the sense of injury aggravated

by insult. In this statement we have forborne, for reasons already

mentioned, from details ; but we should say that our assertion of the

severe and able exertions made on the occasion by Mr Magee, is not

the result of either mere inference or mere authority ;
we have before

us the ample proofs of both, in a mass of papers compiled by his hand,
from a multitude of complicated searches and inquiries. Had not this

been the case, we should have passed the incident without notice. We
have also evidence of the stress of spirit which he laboured under during
this heavy trial in the correspondence which remains. The lady to
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whom he was then affianced was, happily, endowed with a noble spirit
like his own, and with a degree of cultivated talent which made her the

fit confidant ol his cares and anxieties : to her it was his resource to

unburden the overflow of his feelings, and to look for the balm of

sympathy. From the letters thus written, many of which are still

extant, the pure and lofty sincerity of his conduct is beautifully revealed

in the least suspicious form ; and while the course of duty involves him
in the exercise of the sterner parts of his nature, a soft and bright
manifestation of the tenderest and kindliest aflections is shown with

rare fulness and depth an. observation which, let us add, applies to

every period of his life, to the very close.

We must, for the present, pass some instances of the spirited and
successful efforts made by Mr Magee to improve the discipline of the

university.* A display of more attractive qualities contributed to make
him the object of regard and affection ; as the stronger quality of respect,
his social talents, wit, the flow of thought in the most striking language,
the most kindly address, and the prompt sympathy with tlie pain or

pleasure of all whom he could esteem, rendered him dear to his friends,

and loved by those whom he controlled. The following just and

discriminating sketch is from a letter written in 1791, by one who
knew him well :

" His playful liveliness and wit," writes a correspon-

dent,
" made him the life of the company, wherever he was ; and to

use the words of one who knew and loved him, such were his moral

feelings and pure tastes, that he never uttered a jest that was not con-

formable to the feelings of delicacy and religion. For this he was

remarkable in youth ; and in later years the writer has often admired

the innocence and simplicity of his extraordinary and agreeable wit.

Disposed to the utmost cheerfulness, he made others happy in his

society. He had," continues our correspondent,
" a peculiar talent for

making others pleased with themselves." In common with every man
of sense and honour, he was alive not only to the interest and character

of the community of which he was a member, but he entered with

warmth and zeal into the interests of every fellow-student who came
within the range of his circle of intercourse. Among his intimate

friends were to be chiefly reckoned those whose names were afterwards

best known for any high virtues or brilliant talents. Plunket, Bushe,

Burrowes, &c., were among the most intimate. The following accidental

sketch, taken from one of his letters to the lady who afterwards became

his wife, may give some idea of his very considerable popularity at that

early period :
" Just after I received your letter, I was unlucky enough

to get my leg scalded by a kettle of boiling water. The pain of this

was for some time excessive. However, when this abated, and nothing
seemed to remain but confinement for a few weeks, I looked upon the

accident as fortunate, since it gave me an opportunity, as I thouglit, of

employing my time as I wished, witliout the interruption of business.

But as soon as my misfortune became known, my friends, both from

college and town, flocked in upon me, from a compassionate wish to

alleviate my sufferings ;
and as, like poor Macheath,

'
tlie captain was

always at home,' I was ne\ er left for one moment to myself. My doors

* A striking instance may be found in the Dublin University Ifagazine, already

cited, p. 487.
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were obliged to be continually open ; and I went to bed every night

(and not even then did my friends leave me till a late hour) more

fatigued than ever I had been by the most laborious exercise."

In 1790 he had formed an acquaintance with Miss Moulson, niece to

Dr Percival of Manchester ; and their future intimacy quickly matured
into a strong and enduring attachment. But the peculiar circumstances

in which he was placed were not such as to admit of an immediate union

with this lady. Some time was to elapse before the income to arise

from his fellowship could offer an adequate provision for the married

state. A house, or, at least, expensive lodgings, and a distinct estab-

lishment, were indispensable. At first, indeed, it was evidently (as we
can collect from his letters) his impression that the attainment of his

wishes could only be effected by the acceptance of a living ; and for

some time, it is certain, he felt himself reduced to await the falling in

of a college living. In this object he was, however, impeded by his

strong sense of what was due to the object of his affections. He could

not bear the thought of bringing her from a most respectable and happy
home, in a civilised country, into some quarter remote from her friends,

and the scene of her previous life, to the poor establishment of a country

parson in Ireland ; and he resolved to wait for an adequate living.

During the interval a correspondence took place, of which there exists

considerable remains, and which has given us much interesting infor-

mation respecting the time, and still more of the persons engaged in it.

From his letters we have the most authentic proof of the real character

of one whose severe and arduous duties, followed with unswerving per-
severance and firmness, have exposed to misconstruction, and displayed
to the world only in the stern aspect of a polemic, and a firm and strict

enforcer of the discipline of the church. From these affecting records,
we iearn to feel that there was no taint of a cold or harsh character in

the private nature of the man, and are impressed with the manifestation

of a spirit overflowing with charity and active kindliness, and we are

thus enabled to refer the unbending decision, so often manifested in his

public conduct, to his sense of duty, his strict principle, and unflinching

courage. In this earlier stage of his life, before his mind was placed
under the strong control of severe and difficult duty, there was an im-

pression made in the university, which, long after his departure, rendered
him the object of affectionate and enthusiastic remembrance and regret,

the spirited and intellectual companion, the champion of the common
rights, the patron and promoter of every branch of literature, and the

resource of unsuccessful or indigent merit. In this last mentioned
character his purse vas open, and his earnest and alert co-operation
and counsel were prompt and free. If, at an earlier period, we find

the unfortunate Tone drawing on his generosity, we trace him after-

wards, witli steady friendship, liberally supplying the wants, and smooth-

ening the course of one of the fellows of Trinity College, named Phelan,
who was distinguished as a divine.* But it is in his correspondence
with his ^intended wife that his whole mind is ever poured out on all

occasions without reserve. Tiie long wished for union at length took

* On this point, we have our information from Mr Phelan's own correspondence
with Mr Magee, between 1815 and 1830, in which freiiuent references are made to

the acts of 23 years.



place in 1793. In the interval, such livings as had fallen were not

allowed to come as far as Magee, or were inadequate in point of income.

But it seems probable that Magee came to the conviction that the re-

tention of the fellowship, while it would be little inferior in point of

income, offered many advantages of not less importance. To Magee, as

well as his wife a woman of considerable talents and attainments the

refined and civilised circle of the university and the metropolis, was

more than wealth could otlierwise compensate. There was also evi-

dently a fairer scope for the hopes of future distinction, which could

not be wanting to a man like Magee. The college statutes alone pre-

sented an obstacle to the marriage of its fellows ; but the rule had long
become inoperative. Mrs Magee was a woman of the strongest and

soundest understanding and spiritual piety, fully capable of entering

into the numerous and pressing cares which so often agitated and

harassed the mind of her husband
;

she was a sympathising com-

panion, on whose tenderness he could rest when harassed and dis-

turbed, and with whom he could take counsel in many trials. In

those concerns of ministerial duty, which can be so effectually promoted

by Christian zeal, and which require but the application of knowledge
and practical intelligence, Mrs Magee displayed a pre-eminent example,

and was to her husband a most efficient helpmate. Entering with an

earnest devotion into the welfare of the Irish Church, her mind went

wholly with his
;
and some writings of no small ability remain in print

and manuscript to attest her merit in this respect.

Among the various transactions of the college life of Magee, the

university elections hold a prominent place. On these occasions he

always took a foremost part ; and, so far as we can judge, he appears
to have been remarkably efficient. His politics at that period were, in

the main, those of a constitutional whig ; but in some degree affected

by certain opinions, over which the events of after years have at least

thrown much doubt. These were, however, the opinions of the ablest

men of that day 'Well warranted by the condition, aspect, and lights

of the time on points involved in workings on which time only could

throw clearer light. In our memoirs of Bushe and Saurin, we have

already dwelt on this consideration. With these and other illustrious

men Magee saw the immediate evil consequences of the Union, together

with the corruption exercised to effect that measure ;
in common with

them, he saw no further. Time, which has withdrawn the curtain

from nearly half a century, has not yet disclosed the event. Where
statesmen were thus perplexed, divines and scholars had no claim to be

infallible, Mr Magee then thought, felt, and acted with some of the

best and ablest leading men of the day. Gradually, however, as he

became more wedded to his profession, his sympathy with the liberal

party diminished. He perceived, perhaps, the latent hostility to the

church which existed in whiggism. Hence he began insensibly to

walk apart from his earlier associates, witli whom he began to feel that

he had little in common. In course of time he ceased to be a whig,
and had no other political party than the cliurch.

Mr Magee soon obtained great distinction as a preacher; and as he

was frequently engaged for charity sermons, considerably before he was

known as a theologian, his eloquence became the object of general



attraction. On these occasions the amount of the collection was

generally regulated by the merit of the preacher ; and though
he did not avail himself of the theatrical resources, then so fashion-

able and so effective in the pulpit, or come forward attired in the

feathers of Massillon and Bourdaloue, yet he did not fall short of

the highest success then attainable. The plain and simple energy of

his delivery was well adapted to a style at tlie same time vigorous and
refined ; and it is no small test of power that he made his debut at a

time when the public had acquired a strong taste for the sounding

periods, the soaring flights, the epigrammatic point, and all the elaborate

rhetorical artifice of the schools of Grattan and Kirwan. With far

more rhetorical skill than either, Magee did not then avail himself of it,

but enforced the practice and doctrine of the gospel with a strong and

feeling simplicity, far more adapted to its purport and the serious and
awful realities which it involves. We have already in these volumes

spoken of the great pulpit orator of that time ; some remarks on the

same topic will oft'er an advantageous viev/ of Magee. The style of

Kirwan was like the popular oratory of the Irish Parliament, in a high

degree ornamental and dramatic. That of Magee had a power resulting
from an opposite cause ; it was the language and manner of a mind
framed for the investigation of truth and the communication of know-

ledge. Hence, however rich might be the turn of his phraseology, it

carried no semblance of working up for effect ; it was pre-eminently the

style of wli.it Johnson calls "a full man," a style too rapid, with a

flow of mattter too solid and copious to stop for the dallyings of mere
art. He possessed that gift, which is the least common and most
eflfective in public speaking the power of conveying the sense and
sentiment to be impressed upon the hearer, without diverting the

attention to the manner or to the speaker. He carried with him the

faculties, and conducted them to the desired result. These observa-

tions are in part the result of the perusal of numerous manuscript
remains, in part of our recollection of the man in latter periods. But
we have before us many authentic records of the actual fruit of several

of his numerous sermons for public charities, and the strong public

testimony of gratitude they obtained. His sermon, in 1802, for the

Female Orphan House, brought 702 to the charity, and others not

less ; and we possess a large mass of written proofs that his aid was

very much looked for on all such occasions.

We have now to relate the main occurrences of his history as a

theologian. He soon began to gain a higher and more durable reputa-
tion than popular eloquence, even in the pulpit, can earn. Some time in

1795, he was appointed Donellan lecturer for the year. His attention

became in consequence attracted by a subject which has frequently won
the attention of the ablest divines and historical antiquaries. Having
arrived in the course of his studies at some peculiar views upon Daniel's

prophecy of the Messiah's coming, he was thereby led to a revision of

tiie entire course of the prophecies of the same event, from the earliest

intimation to the first parents of mankind to the last of the prophets.
On this most important and interesting subject he preached, in difl'erent

years, twenty-two discourses, of which the fame was soon spread abroad
in both countries, and the publication was anxiously looked for. But
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while engaged in preparing them for the press, his attention was called

aside by the impulse which the Socinian heresy had then recently
received in England. This impulse was mainly due to the revolu-

tionary opinions propagated by the same writers. Rash and daring

speculations in religion came aptly from the same temper of lawlessness

and revolt, which had invaded the political world. The extraordinary
zeal and industry with which the heresy was propagated, and the talent

engaged in its dissemination, called for unusual promptitude and more
than ordinary power to resist. It has ever been the order of Providence

that such should not be wanting, and it is worthy of the most honour-

able record that it was the University of Dublin which thus gave to the

cause of truth a champion, of whom it is not too much to say that he

stands unequalled in modern times. The Donellan lectures were laid

aside, and two sermons on the doctrine of the atonement preached in

the College Chapel. They were published in 1801. While they

passed through the press, Dr Magee began to feel that the mere affirma-

tion and proof of truth was not of itself sufficient to meet the effective

demand of the time. All the arts of misrepresentation and fallacy

had been exhausted, and the poison had been presented in every
insidious disguise. He saw that a far more extensive treatment was

required, and that the enemy should be met on his own ground. With this

view, he postponed the publication, until he rapidly poured forth that

copious mass of profound learning, criticism, and refutation, now in the

hands of most theologians. A work which is scarcely more eminent for its

triumphant success in the great argument against the Unitarians of

every sect, than for the standard of method and style it may afford to

the studious, and the illustration it gives of the real resources of

language as an instrument of reason. It may perhaps surprise many
who have reflected with wonder and admiration upon the industry and

copiousness of this work to learn that nearly as much more remains

unpublished, but written out in a clear hand for the press. Of
the Donellan lectures, which he never was permitted to give to the

world, we shall, if space permit, offer some account at the close of this

memoir.

In 1797 he was compelled to leave Dublin, by an attack of a ten-

dency of blood to the head. This tendency was perhaps constitutional,

but aggravated by his habits of severe application. The advice of his

friend, Dr Plunket, caused him to take a house and small farm within

five miles of Dublin. From this he came daily to his academic duties

at an early hour, and returned late at night ; and as the routine of his

avocations as a junior fellow left no pause for study, he sought to repair
this want by giving up a considerable portion of the night to his favourite

studies. It was mostly between two and tliree hours after midnight,
when he had " outwatched the Bear," that he retired, worn out, to his

bed, from which he was to rise before five in the morning to his daily
round of labour. Such a course would havebeen too much for strongermen;
but there is a more permanent and elastic vigour in an active spirit, which,
in him, seems long to have resistv.J the wear of so much strenuous and
continued exertion. We have the best authority for saying, that during
the period of restless exertion thus described, no marks were to be de-

tected, either in the intercourse of society or of business, of this wear-



ing course of labour : in the family circle his conversation was animated
and overflowing with innocent pleasantry, which relieved and lightened
serious but not severe instructicn. Full of curious information, and

prompt to communicate, he had singularly the gift of winning and

eliciting the fire of youthful minds. It was, at this period of our

history, his custom to take a cup of strong tea ; and then, after family

prayer, he retired to his studious vigil.

In this retreat, during some years, his father lived near him, and

gave useful aid and advice in his farming concerns. In 1799 he was

deprived of this valuable and worthy parent by death. He had the

consolation of recollecting that he had done all that the most untiring
atiection and duty could effect to shed comfort on his declining years ;

and it was the well-known expression of this parent, that the attention

and tenderness of his son appeared to him " almost supernatural."
In the meantime, the ordinary events of time brought him nearer to

the head of the junior list of fellows, and during the later years of the

century, the rotation- became more than usually rapid. In 1800, he
became a senior fellow, and was appointed to the professorship of

mathematics. We have not had the good fortune to find any papers

directly connected with his mathematical pursuits in the immense mass
of literary remains. From numerous passages in his correspondence
with Dr Hales and other eminent men, as well as from the character

which, in our own recollection, he bore as a professor, he was, for the

state of science at that time, no inferior mathematician. The other

subjects that occupied his mind can have left little for study in

mathematics. Still, from various sources, we learn that Magee had

already entered upon the field of research, and begun to discover new
methods, and point the way to that new and brilliant course of improve-
ment afterwards effected by succeeding professors. Mathematical

science, then, as since, has ever held the chief place in the election of

the fellows ; and was always cultivated in the university with industry,
and with such success as, under the circumstances, was possible. If the

form in which the science was then studied, was far less adapted for

investigation, we are inclined, notwithstanding the violent reclamations
of Dr Lardner, to insist that it was more fitted for the discipline and
trial of the higher intellectual powers than the more comprehensive
but more technical methods of modern analytical science. Tlie prepara-
tion for fellowship examinations now began to occupy a considerable

portion of his valuable time, and materially interfered to interrupt and

postpone the labour required for the preparation of the subsequent
editions of the Atonement and the Donellan Lectures. His amazing activity
of mind, nevertheless, continued still to accumulate for both, and he
doubtless looked forward to a period of leisure which never came. The
most elaborate, and not the least important of his writings are yet in manu-

script, and this to an amount far exceeding that of his published works.
The discourse on the seventy weeks had, as we have said, begun to

raise much ex|)ectation, and had been read in MS. by several eminent
divines. We give one letter, written about this time, by the Bishop of

Connor, as it conveys the impression of a respectable biblical scholar:

" Deau Magee, I am to return you many thanks for the pleasure
and information which I have derived from your very excellent sermon



on the seventy weeks. It has given me that satisfaction which no

interpretation that I had ever before seen has afi'orded me not even

that ingenious one to which you have so handsomely alluded, and which

I have read over with yours. The original will certainly bear out your
translation (punctis deletis); and one wonders that it did not occur to

some of those who reject the points, or to some of those great men who
went before you; but this confirms me in the opinion which I have long

entertained, that the sacred Scriptures would, to the end of time, aftbrd

matter for investigation, and that they were not intended by providence
to be fully comprehended in any one age, though holding forth to

every age sufficient light and information. Give your interpretation to

the public as soon as you can, and I will venture to predict that it will

meet with universal approbation. I return the sermon. Yours, &c.,
" J. Connor."

It was in 1802 that he preached his well known sermon on the death

of Lord Clare. It was immediately published, and attracted very great
notice. In one of the notes there occurred a comparison between that

great man and his no less eminent contemporary, Mr Grattan, in their

competition for collegiate honours, during the undergraduate course,

when they were class-fellows in the university. The note drew forth a

most unjust attack, which was productive of that annoyance to his feel-

ings, which such attacks have power to inflict upon those who least

deserve them. It is indeed a curious matter of reflection how the

mere circumstance of being anonymous seems to give some mysterious

authority to the dicta of the most shallow and insignificant fool how

absurdities, which no one would heed if vented with the name of their

author, grow oracular to the public ear when they come from the authori-

tative secrecy of the press. A sympathetic and able letter to his friend,

Mr Plunkett, expressed the high feelings of Magee, and did full justice

to the illustrious person whom he was accused of treating with slight.

The limited space of this memoir must prevent our dwelling upon
the lesser events of this interval of his life. It may be mentioned

generally, that, independently of his severe labours as a professor, and

still more arduous researches in divinity, he was also engaged in a very
extensive correspondence, which included many pious and learned men.

With his old tutor, Dr Richard Stack, a man of great learning and

ability, he maintained a reciprocity of aflection and kindness, of which

it is gratifying and affecting to read the remains. Tlie letters of this

worthy old man testify the exceeding activity of Magee in serving the

interests of his friends, and the reliance which was placed on his good-
ness and efficiency by those who knew him best. With Dr Hales of

Killeshandra his correspondence is also full of lively interest, from the

nature of the topics discussed, and the manner of discussion on both

sides. In brief, Magee's opinion was freely asked, and freely given,
on every point of importance or difficulty that arose among those who,
in either country, were engaged in any investigation connected with

theological literature. The free and masterly outpouring, and facile

digestion and combination of his vast treasures, of every branch of

literature, is one of the most striking and characteristic qualities mani-

fested in his letters, his conversation, and in the numberless notes and

memoranda which lie heaped among his papers, as well as in his
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published writings. On this point a mistake has been made, which we
should not think it necessary to notice, but for the respect we bear

for the ability and general fairness of the writer. Mr Dalton, in the

brief sketch which he has given of the archbishop, observes of his work
on the atonement, that it shows " more erudition than genius." We
shall not stay to consider how far the term "

genius
"

is precisely

applicable to works involving no invention ; but the skilful choice and

crystallising of arguments, the conception which, embracing all, can

apportion the exact place to each, and can give life and eloquence to a

subject naturally dry, if not proof of genius, prove something better

adapted for such a purpose. The erudition is indeed enormous; but

the archbishop's fancy, argument, and graceful eloquence move on under
this load of"matter, and this exertion of the utmost powers of reason, as

freely as if it were the flow of voluntary thought, the suggestion of the

moment; and convey the notion of high intellectual power sporting
with gigantic ease under the cumbrous load of libraries. There is

in our possession still,* a list of the works consulted in the composi-
tion of his work on Daniel, which occupies many pages. Such a man
was undoubtedly raised up by God to meet a crisis of the most extreme

danger to the faith. Unitarianism was advancing in the Presbyterian
North with enormous strides; it firmly established itself in Ulster,

where it still divides the ground with the " Orthodox Presbyterians,"
None but such a giant in mind, learning, and energy could have been

successful in trying to stop its progress.

Meanwhile, the great work to which he owed so much of his reputa-
tion had been circulated far and wide, and attracted universal notice.

In the church it had been received with one feeling of approval and

admiration, and repeated editions were called for. A consideration of

a personal nature, having regard to the dedication, and to which we
do not wish further to advert, retarded, and ultimately prevented the

appearance of a sixth edition, so that this valuable work had become

scarce, when a people's edition was published in 1841. One honour-
able public testimony to the efficient value of this great work was given
in 1813, by the application which he received from thg Glasgow
Religious Tract Society, for permission to print some portion of this

work in a separate form, for the counteraction of the Socinian heresy,
which had been for a time much on the increase in that quarter. The

permission was of course given freely, and he afterwards received strong
testimonials of the effectual working of this publication.

Among the many demands upon his time and active energies, the

college elections engrossed no small part. He had, in all his engage-
ments, uniformly maintained a strict understanding with whatever
candidate he supported, that he should be regarded as free to support
Mr Plunket, should he become a candidate. Mr Plunket does not

appear, by the college calendar, or by the published reports of the

vlections, to have stood for the college before 1807, though in some
MS. memoranda we find it so set down ; but there is no doubt that

in 1803 Dr Magee was, with Mr Plunket, on a tour of investigation
for precedents in the Englisli universities on the subject of elections,

* Part of a remnant of the archbishop's correspondence and writings have, by
accideutally remaining; in the present editor's hands, escaped.
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with a view to contest the election of Mr Knox. This gentleman had

represented the University before the Union, and was, at the occurrence

of this event, appointed by a provision of the act. He was re-elected

in 1803, and succeeded, in 1807, by Mr Leslie Foster, who was, in

1812, succeeded by Mr Plunket. The most immediately important
incident in this tour, was the honourable reception of Dr Magee at

Oxford and Cambridge, as well as from the most eminent among the

English divines and scholars. We also find, in a minute, but somewhat

hasty collection of memoranda, curious evidence of the rapid and accu-

rate observation of the writer, which seems to have comprehended every

object worthy of notice, whether for utility or ornament, with a rapid

intelligence, and fine eye for picturesque effect. In looking over the

memorials of this and other such excursions, we are often led to regret

that we cannot alFord to offer many affecting proofs of the steady supre-

macy in his breast of an affection, which might, but for its permanence,
be called enthusiasm. The following was written on the seventh anni-

versary of his marriage :

" On this day, which more particularly reminds me of that which

constitutes the greatest blessing of my life, accept these few hurried

lines, and the trifle which accompanies them, as a memorandum for

some future day, that the seventh birth-day which my beloved wife has

seen since her fate and mine have been united, has found her the object
of the undimished affection of a fond and admiring husband ; that it

has returned to witness on her part, an unabated tenderness, with an

unwearied indulgence to his many failings ; and on his, the most grate-
ful sensibility to her goodness, the most sincere respect for her many
estimable virtues, and the most ardent desire to promote her happiness
as the only foundation of his own."

Such is the tone of all his private letters, the frank overflow of a fer-

vent nature; we do not remark it for style or sentiment; but a life

given to high and stern duties, requires the justice of some illustration

of the softer qualities which adorned his private life ; and which appears

though all that remains of the occasional correspondemce with his wife.

The esteem in which Dr Magee was held in England, is exemplified by
the following letters on the occasion of a vacancy in the provostship :

Fkom Mr Wilberporce.

"
Elmdon, Waewickshire, Oct. nth, 1811.

"
Sir, Most truly I assure you, that could I without the grossest im-

propriety interfere in the disposal of the provostship of Trinity College,
Dublin, I should most strongly espouse your cause. But I have long
been under the necessity of making it a rule not to ask favours of govern-
ment, except (though it is scarcely to be deemed an exception) some

very few situations, almost extremely inconsiderable in value, to which

by long custom the M.P. for the county has been used to recommend,
and in disposing of these, I always name to the treasury the person
who has been recommended to me by the acting magistrates' commission,
and who on such occasions appear to me to have a fair claim to the
attention of government. In your instance, surely, there can be no
need of parliamentary influence. I think too well of Mr Percival and



of his zeal in the cause of religion, not to be persuaded that any such

interest as you allude to, will be overborne by such a claim as yours.
"

I assure you most sincerely, that I heartily wish I could with pro-

priety render you any service. But my presuming to apply to Mr
Percival on the occasion, would be worse than impertinence, at the

same time that it would be utterly without effect. I am sorry not to

be in the neiglibourliood of London wlien you are come over to our

capital. If you stay till my return home, it shall be one of my first

businesses after my arrival to pay my respects to you. I cannot doubt

your having stated to Mr Percival tlie duration and labours of your aca-

demical life. Certainly it would be right to do tliis, and I really believe

him to be a man who would not be insensible to such considerations ;

and I even shall be surprised as well as concerned, if I do not hear tha

you are made provost. I am, Sir, yours faithfully,
" W. WiLBERFORCE."

"Elmdon, Warwickshire, Oct. 16th, 1811.

" Mt dear Sir, No apology was needful for your application, especi-

ally as it is in favour of one whose success would, in various points of

view, be a public benefit. I regret, however, that I could not, without

the grossest impropriety, take any part relative to the disposal of a

piece of preferment so entirely removed from my sphere. Indeed I

ought to state to you, that I have long made it a rule not to ask favours

of government. I could only, therefore, on the ground of pointing out

Dr Magee to Mr Percival's notice, that is, pointing out to him a per-

sonase, his beins: isrnorant of whose character and merits would be a

disgrace to him. I am but too well aware of the predominence of parlia-

mentary influence," but really I cannot help hoping that in the present
instance Dr Magee's merits will outweigh any considerations of that

species.
" I am truly glad to hear that you are comfortably settled in Dublin,

and particularly tliat "you are enjoying domestic happiness, the best I

believe of this world's blessings. I remain, my dear Sir, your faithful

servant, W. Wilberforce.
" Edward Percival, Esq."

In 1812, the death of Dr Richard Stack occurred. It cannot be

doubted that Dr Magee must have been for some time anxiously look-

ing out for a retreat from tlie varied occupations attendant on a college

life; and the occasion which this offered, could not be well allowed to

pass. His family had increased, so as to render the step desirable ;

there was a hope that he niiglit thus be enabled to forward the impor-
tant works to which he stood so strongly pledged ; but, above all, he

felt that there was an important call for his service in tlie active minis-

tration of the church. Indeed, of such a man, we may, without hesita-

tion say, it was so ordered. He took the vacant livings of Killyleagh
and Cappagh, and entered on arrangements to remove to the latter

place. As miglit have been anticipated, Dr Magee entered on his pas-
toral duties with the energy and zeal which distinguished him in every-

thing he undertook.
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Dr Magee had been for some time anxious to engage in active minis-
terial duty. So far as the college was concerned, there were others he
knew adequate to the work of spiritual education, but the church was
in want of faithful servants. This view is supported by the fact that,
in 1811, he had been for some time on the look out for a living. Re-
luctant to await the fall of a college living, he had applied to govern-
ment, but was discountenanced on the professed score of his support of
of Mr Plunket in the college : this, at least, was the reason intimated
to his friends by Mr Foster. Another reason is likely to have been the

uncompromising temper he had shown, on several occasions, in censur-

ing and denouncing the court profligacy of the day. We shall exem-

plify this furtlier on. But, as we have stated, the encumbencies of

Cappagh and Killyleagh fell vacant in 1812, and he availed himself of
the opportunity. The faculty for these livings bears date September
23, 1812.

The following letter shows the state of the country in 1812 to havr
been very distressing :

To THE Bishop of St Asaph (Cleaver).
" My Lord, I cannot reconcile it to myself to permit your lordship's

letter of the 4th, which contains so much interesting' matter, to pass
without my best acknowledgments. Tlie information it conveys con-

cerning the number of churclies compared with the population of Eng-
land is truly important, and proves the necessity of'prompt and vigorous
exertions. The treatise which your lordship mentions as the production
of young Mr Rennell, I had, from my acquaintance with and great

regard for his father, read with considerable interest and satisfaction,

for, although his name is not annexed to the work, I had been early ap-

prised of its being the produce of his pen. Then your lordship is pro-

bably aware that when very young, he had distinguished himself at

Eton, and given promise of a talent not unworthy of the stock from
which he sprang. I shall take care to prefix to the volume what your
lordship does me the honour to transmit, the motto contained in your
lordship's letter. It is with the purest satisfaction that I find from

your lordship's account of the archbishop's health, that it is in a pro-

gressive state of improvement. There is no man that regards the wel-

fare of the Church of Ireland, that must not (independent of all private

regards) wish most anxiously for its complete re-establishment. I am
sorry to have to tell your lordship, that discontent amongst the catholic

body in this country is begining to show itself under symptoms of a

more alarming kind, and such as threaten a recurrence of some of the

sad scenes that this island has already witnessed. Great scarcity of

the lowest necessaries, even potatoes, presses upon the poorer classes

also at tliis time extremely. The canals which supply the metropolis
have, in consequence of this, received considerable damage from the un-

discerning rage of the peasantry, who foolishly imagine that they will

thereby retain the provisions for the use of the country districts, and
thence possess them in greater plenty. The more intelligent complain
loudly that government have not exercised the privilege in stopping
the distillation from corn. In truth it is lamentable on many accounts

that the consumption of spirituous liquors should present so profitable



and tempting a source of revenue. I have the honour to remain, my
Lord, with very great respect, your lordship's most obliged and most
obedient humble servant, W. Magee.
"March 10, 1812.*"

He went with his family to reside at Cappagh, in the diocese of

Derry ; and here we first find liim, from the very outset, entering on
tiie fullest discharge of his ministerial offices and duties, with a zeal

and wholeness of mind, a preparation and efficiency, such as manifestly
to confirm our foregoing statement, tliat it had long been the subject of

his earnest thoughts. Dr Magee presented a most illustrious model of

the conduct which he was soon after called to enforce in the church.

At Cappagh he entered, as we have said, on a diligent and laborious

round of ministerial service. The parochial scliools obtained his dailv

supervision, and in their care he also engaged the interest and assist-

ance of his own family. Above all, he was strict in enforcing instruc-

tion in the Scriptures. He did not allow of the erroneous notion which,
since his time, has been so largely received, that education, under any
condition, would tend to ameliorate the condition of the poor. He did

not fall into the absurdity of imagining that a smattering of vulgar
books, and popular publications, must needs do for the labouring poor
what they have never done for the political agitators and theorists,

conduct them to saving truth, or even secular wisdom. He knew that

the few years which the labourer can give to learning ought to liave no
serious object but that of inculcating, at an early period, the principle
which should govern his life aright, and keep him in the way of salva-

tion; and that, if this is not obtained, all he acquires is a more ready
introduction to the pernicious rubbish of lewdness and disloyalty, and
to the anti-social theories, so industriously dressed for all tastes and
circulated with such activity. A strict, uncompromising precision was,
in this respect, the rule of Dr Magee; and tliis did not prevent multi-

tudes of the Roman Catholic peasantry from flocking to his school. All

were taught on the same scriptural model, and no distinction made.
On Sundays, the Church Catechism, which contained more peculiarly
the doctrinal statements of tiie church, was taught to the Protestant

children alone. From these latter a selection was made for the forma-

tion of a choir, and this, with the addition of the ladies of his own

family, gave an important addition to the services of his church. A
still more important change was soon effected in his congregation. We
have described the laxity of the time, and Cappagh church was no

exception. The church was then viewed as a Sunday lounge for well-

dressed idlers, where all came to sport their dress, and none to pray.
Dr Magee soon realised the beautiful description of his countryman,
with his simple, powerful, and earnest statements, and impressive exhor-

tations and remonstrances, as well as by the force of a deportment and
conduct illustrative of his calling

"Truth from his lips prevailed with double sway,
And those who came to scoff remained to pray.''

*
Copy of letter in Archbishop's handwriting. There could not be a greater

proof of his energy and power of work, than the voluminous masses of copies of

his owii letters. It seems to have been his practice to copy every letter, even the
least important.

IV. 2 C Ir.
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The conscience of many was awakened, and zeal spread with convic-

tion; the report went round, and the church filled. The lounger was
no more to be seen leaning against the pillar, but all adopted the

example which they saw in the doctor's pew, kneeling to pray, and

joining in the responses aloud. The glebe-house being three miles from
the ciiurch, this distance was walked on Sundays by himself and the

youthful part of his family.
He gave the same careful heed to the temporal wants of his pa-

rishioners; and a considerable portion of his means was laid out in

food, clotliing, and fuel for the poor.
He had been but a year in Cappagh when he was appointed to the

deanery of Cork. On this appointment, he resigned Killyleagh, and
retained Cappagh. He was, however, under the necessity of trans-

ferring his residence, on account of the extensive duties of the deanerv.

There, his efforts were similar to those we have already described, and,
in the main, attended with great success. We shall not, in this place,
detail the incidents of this brief period. He did not find the duties of

Cork quite so unmixed with circumstances of an unpleasing kind; nor

could he as satisfactorily introduce his system of schools. A more ener-

getic attention was paid by the Roman church to their own cliildren,

and a more determined resistance sliown to any effort to give scriptural
instruction. The dean resolved not to be a party to any education

without this; but still anxious to promote the welfare of the poorer
sort, he and Mrs Magee opened a spinning school. Prayer, and one

chapter in the Bible, was still insisted on, and complied with, though
not without as much opposition as could, on such grounds, be ventured

upon.
He was enabled to give more unqualified attention to the charitable

institutions which fell within his jurisdiction. The Widows' House
became more especially the object of his careful superintendence, and
was weekly visited, with most vigilant attention to the comforts of the

inmates.

Many circumstances tended to make his residence at Cork unsatis-

factory. The necessary attention to his northern parish of Cappagli,
which the distance rendered laborious

; his duties as a chaplain to the

lord-lieutenant ; with the various calls to Dublin on account of his sons,

then passing through college, under Dr Wall. The climate of Cork also

disagreed very sensibly vtith his health. Other circumstances of a dis-

tressing or disagreeable nature arose. The church of Kome was more

prevalent at and about Cork than elsewhere ; and at that period there

pervaded the laity of that church a temper of angry spiritual zeal, which

afterwards, in a great measure, subsided,^under the influence of various

causes, which we shall presently explain. The dean was placed occa-

sionally in positions which were far from pleasing. Such was the

occasion of the funeral which was interrupted in the city of Cork, in

consequence of a standing order to the sexton of the church. We do
not mean to enter on the question, and shall not lose space with further

statement than our comment requires ; and, as similar incidents occurred

afterward in Dublin, we must dismiss both with the same remarks. We
do not, in the slightest degree, mean to impute blame to the Roman
Catholic priests or people on either of those distressing occasions ; we
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only repel ull blame from tlie cliurch. Tlie law was explicit against

any rites of the Roman church being performed in a Protestant church-

yard. While stern, and taking the severest line of consistency in his

public duties, the dean was tender-hearted and forgiving in private
relations. Another instance of this will occur further on; but we must
here insert a letter relative to a coolness with his friend, the Hon.

George Knox.
Letter to Mr Plunket.

'Jan. 12, 1815.

"My dear Plunket, You can testify for me that the feelings

expressed in Knox's letter to you only correspond to those that I

have long since entertained towards him. I can truly say that, even

at a period so early as not to have allowed time for the remembrance
of the unpleasant circumstances of our diiference to have passed away,
the predominant feeling in my mind was sorrow that any difference

had ever occurred; and now, and for years back, it is, and has been,
the only one I have been conscious of on that subject.

" I need not, of course, say with what satisfaction I embrace the offer

of reconciliation. The recollection of our former cordial intercourse

brings it home to my heart with the sincerest pleasure. I am grieved
to find, by the same letter that announces what has been so gratifying
to my mind, that his has been afflicted by circumstances of domestic

distress. I sympathise with him most truly. Assure liim of my best

wishes and of my affectionate regard. Always, my dear Plunket, yours
most truly, W. Magee."

In the year 1817, his family, while in Dublin, on their return from

Cappagh, was visited by severe typhus fever; and, as his duties retained

him in Cork, the extent of his suffering can only be conceived by those

whose depth of family affections resemble what his were. At that

time the dean was exercising his fortitude and humanity in attendance

on the dying bed of Mr Trotter, the well known secretary of Mr Fox.

This gentleman was now destitute of friends, and of the common neces-

saries of life. The dean supplied his last wants, and nursed his last

moments with the humanity of a man, and the charity of a Christian

minister. He found him without a servant or nurse, and, to some

extent, supplied the place of both, until he had succeeded in procuring

proper. persons about him, and had the melancholy task of closing his

eyes at the last moment.
In the same year the dean was attacked by liver complaint, which

had long, perhaps, been latent in his system, and, as is so likely to

happen with men of his intense character of mind, had been allowed,

imperceptibly, to gain strength in the unremitting pressure of occupa-
tion. Mrs Magee, whose strong intelligence had been improved by that

tact and experience which careful and affectionate parents have so much
the means of acquiring in disease, by her well directed care, now enabled

her husband to rally under tiiis insidious attack, but twelve years

elapsed before it was ultimately conquered. The locality did not agree
with her health, more than with that of the dean, and he began to feel

that any change must be for the better, from a place where his health,

and that of his beloved wife, were evidently sinking, and where his

utility was painfully circumscribed.
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The desired change did not fail to come. In 1819 he was promoted
to the see of Raphoe. The circumstances immediately leading to this

event are not important enough to detain us in this summary narrative.

We shall only dwell on the more important or illustrative incidents.

His character was at this time so universally known that his promotion
had long been looked for in both countries ; and from tlie prevalence of

habits of extreme laxity among the rural clergy, considerable apprehen-
sions of the enforcement of discipline, which would, it was anticipated,

be a consequence, did not fail to be manifested on the report of liis

appointment. We cite an authority not likely to be mistaken. " The
moment his appointment was ascertained every hound was dismissed

and card-table banished. His well-known vigilance had travelled before

him .... his just sense of the importance of discipline, order, and

method, added to his experience as a parish minister, combined to fit

him for the immediate exercise of the episcopal functions with efficacy.

He entered on his new station like one long accustomed to authority.

He had himself learned, in subjection, to use the powers entrusted to

him with firmness and gentleness." While he acted towards individual

weakness and error with perfect charity, he stood forth against the pre-

valent vices and abuses with a degree of resolution and efficiency that,

in the course of a little time, drew upon him no slight measure of con-

tumely.
In other important respects, the state of the diocese was one of the

utmost disorganisation; and as this was probably applicable to every

part of the Irish church at the same period, it may be interesting to

many to have a more detailed account. This we can give on the

authority of the bishop, whose statement we extract from a private
letter to the primate, dated 1820 :

" The plain truth, my lord, is, tliat

discipline has been unknown in this diocese for full forty years. Of
this I have found abundant proofs ; and were not its clergy, in them-

selves, a well-disposed and respectable body of men, the confusion

would be extreme. Respecting the records of the diocese, your grace
will be surprised when I state, that there is not a single existing incum-

bent who has his title registered, and some have not possession of

them and cannot find them. Some, I have reason to believe, have

never read their assent and consent, or known that any such step was

requisite. For seventeen years but four entries have been made in

the registry book, &c Your grace will scarce believe me
when I tell you, that on my first coming here, the registrar (-

-)
declared he never saw a registry book, and that he did not

believe there ever had been one for the diocese," &c. After a further

statement, from which it appears, that a deputy-registrar had purloined
the books, charged all fees, and made no entries, the bishop goes on :

" From this fellow I with great difficulty recovered the present registry

book, and a preceding volume, tlie existence of which he steadily

denied, until I brought such proof to bear, as took him by surprise, and

compelled him to surrender them." This vicious condition of things,

the bishop set himself to remedy, that he might protect his clergy from

any consequence of deficient titles. He had also found similar disorder

in the accounts of the charities, and exerted his well-known talents for

business, to bring all into order. Among the disorders which he found



deficiency of curates. On this point, his efforts were incessant; and
we find the remains of an active correspondence with the incumbents
of the diocese, such as to make it plain how close and comprehensive
was the intelligence and the care he bestowed on all. The same docu-
ments no less illustrate the considerate regard for individual rights and

feelings which seems to have tempered all his actions. Among them,
we have before us letters which minutely refer to the circumstances of

his contest with one refractory and ill-advised clergyman.
In the more strictly spiritual concerns of the diocese, his care was

not less alert, and far more etfectual. It was the beginning of a great
spiritual revolution, which had been for several years in slow prepara-
tion. The minds of numbers had been touched; but it had, under the
divine blessing, rather originated from the teaching of individual clergy-
men than from the uniform ministry of the church. There was a wide
diffusion of spiritual zeal, unresponded to, that seemed to find no fitting

place, and threatened to overflow. The congregations appeared in

advance of their teachers; and those of the teachers who pressed for-

ward, appeared to be taking the lead of those who should have been
their leaders. There was a delicate and difficult part to be taken.

The slack and secularising temper of a large portion of the ministry
was to be corrected, controlled, and enlightened, without administering
to a popular movement (for such it was) which was rapidly assuming
characters of a divergency from the soberness, humility, and charity of

the Gospel; and that undisciplined zeal was to be reduced in the regular
channels, without quenching its purer spirit, by simply clearing and

enlarging those channels. The bishop saw that the time demanded a

peculiarly sober and self-restraining vigilance. Beginning with the

discipline of the rural clergy, he saw that nothing short of a zealous

and spiritual ministry could be expected to diffuse regulated, equable,
and general influences in the church; and in no other way, strictly ad-

ministrative, was it open to a bishop to work eftectually. Were he, for

example, to place himself at the head of the evangelicals, he could only
have had the influence of an individual, much abated by the general
action of a somewhat unregulated zeal; the bishops would have been his

opponents, and a secular ministry would have raised a full cry against
him. For equally plain reasons, he could not take the opposite" part,
without uprooting the corn along with the tares. With great and
strenuous labour he girded himself to his task, for which the time had
come. Dr Magee was the originator of a reform in the church of Ire-

land similar to that achieved by Bishop Doyle in the Roman Catholic
communion. He was the hinge of a great change, his moderate high
churchmanship had nothing kindred to the religious life which followed,
and yet it was the precursor of it.

His first care was to establish an intimate individual communication
with every part of his diocese. With such a view, he made a tour of

confirmations, in which he visited the clergy and the churches, and
made himself acquainted with tlie neglect which long immunity had
oonfirmed into custom. Irregularities in the mode of administering
divine service were frequent, and were rectified by mild interposition.
The bishop was sensible, that the circumstances which would appear
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to justify such deviations are, in their nature, more obvious to com-
mon understandings than the general principle, which renders all such

departures from the established rule so very dangerous. He corrected

the error, and explained how essentially principles are endangered in

the breach of rules. On this point, his sentiments will be found in his

primary charge; and as an idea of conciliation lay very much at the

root of the error, he exposes, in the same discourse the practical

absurdity of this most visionary of all delusions. Among the great

leading rules which he applied iiimself with the most persevering zeal

to enforce, was that of professional consistency in the maintenance of

the character of ministers of the gospel message of salvation; he strongly

reproved the conformity to the world, then so lamentably observable

in those who but too much followed the multitude to do evil, instead

of conducting them to the foot of the cross. On this subject, his

first address in his primary visitation was most powerful, and, we have

reason to know, produced great and lasting impressions, for which he

had well prepared the way by those colloquial admonitions, in which

he excelled all men. No description can, indeed, convey any adequate
idea of the power which the simple and fervid eloquence of his style,

in private conversation, possessed over the hearer; and, as it was,

under Providence, a main, though not so observed an instrument of

his ministration, it may be desirable to possess some testimony of its

character and power.
We found no difficulty in recalling deep impressions, made by

the clear, easy, and uninterrupted flow of language, at the same time

copious, forcible, and select; the mild energy, the easy and graceful
entrance on the topic, and the striking combination of familiarity, with

impressive earnestness of purpose. The occasions were, indeed, slight

an official communication or reproof, or one of those digressions from

the book matter of a lecture, which an overflow of information, and

a communicative temper, lead to. Such were the powers now, at the

period of our narrative, brouglit into efficient action, among the rural

parishes of Raphoe; exhorting, encouraging, reproving, and persuading,
with a zeal and diligent intelligence which pervaded every spot. Of its

eff"ects, no reader who has considerately read the foregoing pages can

entertain a doubt or form a low estimate. One anecdote, ilkistrative of

his strenuous activity, and of the gentle temper in which he exerted an

eff'ective control, must conclude tiiis portion of his history. It was his

habit to visit every part of the diocese, and, from the nature of the

country, lie was often compelled to ride through wild and solitary dis-

tricts. But his Sunday visits were most connnonly to those churches

which lay within a ride of his dwelling, on wliich occasions he was

generally an unexpected visitor. On one of tiiose occasions, he found a

closed cliurch, and no appearance of Sunday preparation. He sent for

the sexton, who came presently,
"
Wliy does not the bell toll ?

" was

the bishop's question.
" The clergyman's away, sir," was the reply.

" Will you do your duty ?" " No use, sir ; no person to do tlie duty."
" Do as I desire you." The sexton sin-ugged Ins shoulders, looked

askance at the peremptory stranger, and went reluctantly to his task.

Tlie bell soon brought a goodly congregation, and tlie strange gentle-
man performed the dutv of the day, called for the preacher's book,



entered his signature, and quietly rode off. When the parson returned,
he soon heard of the incident, and, doubtless, with no idle curiosity,
called for the preacher's book, in which he found the entry

" W.

liaphoe." Seriously alarmed, he repaired to the bishop, meditating,

perhaps, some lame exculpation by the way, and anticipating a severe

rebuke. He was kindly received, not a word on the unpleasant subject

spoken, and he was invited to dine. The bishop knew that he had
done enough, and did not even mention the subject to his family. It

was spread by the clergyman himself; and the first intimation the

family received of the incident was on learning that the bishop was
tailed " Mr H 's curate," among the clergy. We may add, that,

while in Raphoe, he practised the most liberal hospitality towards his

elergy, and had apartments in his palace always ready. Once a-week,

according to episcopal law and usage, he kept open table for them.
The following letter shows that the bishop was still consulted on the

affairs of Trinity College, and is in itself too amusing to be omitted,

although of course we suppress names :

Letter fkom a Senior Fellow.
" My dear Lord, I hope you will not think me selfish or conceited

on account of what I am just going to write. A second vacancy on the

Episcopal Bench has just occurred by the death of the Bishop of Cloyne,
and E has sailed for England, deputed by the Board, his pre-
tence an address of congratulation or condolence his purpose to fish

for one of the bishoprics. Before he sailed, he cried Peccavi to Plunket,
of which circumstance no doubt he will make a merit with the ministry ;

and this added to there being two vacancies, may possibly give him a

chance. Now I am afraid you will think me presuming in what I am
going to say; but I give you my word it never came into my own head,
but has just been suggested privately to me by two of my friends, S
and P

,
who have eacli separately come to me to recommend my

taking (S advised and P begged, but as S spoke confi-

dentially and is a hot fellow, I would not wish his name to be mentioned
for fear of oftending him) out the degree of D.D., this time not to let

that want interfere with my pretensions. Were poor Davenport well,
I should on no account put myself into competition with him, to whom
I think every one in this place was inferior in character as to talent and

integrity combined ; but the question is, he being out of the way, who
should 3ucceed to the provostship. The persons you know generally
talked of are M , G ,

L
,
all three, between ourselves, un-

principled jobbers. K is also spoken of through the interest of

J
, and that empty creature H has actually followed the

j^rovost to England on the aforesaid deputation. By this time you may
guess the drift of my letter, which, upon my word, I would be ashamed
of, even in thought to myself, were Davenport qualified for the post.
But as to the others, if. integrity and attention to collegiate discipline
are to be brought into consideration as well as talent, I don't see to

which of them I need shrink from being compared with. After you
have laughed at this modest observation of mine, consider, I beg of you,
whether you can do anything for me at the other side of the water, or
whether you tliink the thing at all possible, and the idea not altogether



ridiculous. I should much rather the opportunity were to occur a few-

years onwards, and after I had given some proof to the public that I

was not totally destitute of talent; but if I miss the present I may never

get such an opportunity again. I know, if the thing be at all practi-

cable, your friendly disposition to do me every service in your power
and to set me in the right way how I am to proceed. I know if I am
mentioned that E will do evervthing he can against me. In the

first place, he would hint I was not orthodox, perhaps a Calvinist, which is

a lie. In the next place, he would hint, if he had an opportunity, that

I am a rebel on account of my speech last election ; but this every one

who knows me could equally declare to be a lie ; and after the heat of

the election was over, I was sorry for having said anything that could

be considered as disrespectful to any branch of the royal family, which

I never would have done had I deliberately prepared a speech before-

hand; but the fact is, I got up on the spur of the moment, actuated with

no other feeling but indignation at the dirty scene laid open before me,

my blood boiling with fury at such a frog as Croker puffing himself

into comparison with Plunket's gigantic character for both talent and

public virtue, and to dwindle the frog into his natural size was all I

tliought of at the moment. I have not said a word to Plunket on the

subject. Now that he is so busily engaged about his own business it

would be selfish in me to obtrude my concerns on him, though I am in

hopes he will have very little trouble this time. Owing to his own
honoural)le conduct in parliament, the party that had been formed here

against him, and had been yearly gaining strength by a corrupt election

of scholars, is now completely broken down. What a glorious issue for

him to own this victory entirely to himself, and to his own noble con-

duct in parliament. However, there is a fragment of the party still

together, on whom no generous feeling can operate, who are '

showing
their teeth when they can't bite,' and setting up North as their cat's

paw. L
,
with his two creatures S and Gr ,

and M'D
,

and as L is restrained by no principle (as I well know) in his voting
for scholars, this party is not to be entirely overlooked, but must be

watched. I had just written this far, when Plunket called on me to

tell me that North had signified to him that he would give him no

further trouble, so P walks over the course. Had I time I think

I would have spoken to him on the subject of this letter ; but he was

oif like a shot, and said he had not a moment to stay. Perhaps it is

better for me to get your opinion first, and if you think anything can

be done, you can communicate with P on the point more efi'ectu

ally than I could. If you think otherwise, I shall drop it."
*

We must here omit much interesting matter,f to devote some fair

proportion of our pages to his Dublin administration. We shall, there-

fore, summarily observe that, during the two years and a half of liis

occupation of Raphoe, he eff"ected great and salutary changes ; and that

it was his undcviating study and labour to fulfil his office according to

* MS. letter in our possession.
t Our materials afford interesting information on his able and successful man-

agement of the schools, and the very striking and instructive results in the in-

stances which came under the immediate management of himself, and of his own
family.
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the instructions of the apostle. A spirit like his must have been called

for a larger sphere of action, and such was the event. It was an event

unlooked for and undesired. In Raplioe, he had tlie gratification to

feel the rapid success of his ministration to see piety increased and

diftused and the etficacy of a bounteous attention to tlie happiness and

improvement of" every class and sect show itself in the advancement of

the town and its vicinity in comfort and order. Here, too, liis health

had become restored, and he found enjoyment in the society of many
talented and estimable friends, tlie well-known companions of his aca-

demic life. Stopford, Maturin, and the Usshers, wlio had been in his

own time fellows, renewed their old habits with him ; and "
it was

really cheering," writes Mrs Hunter,
" to see the glow of enjoyment on

his intelligent countenance, as he conversed upon former times, or en-

gaged in the deep and important topics of eternal interest." The

bishop also, here, as afterwards in Dublin, collected about him a circle

of young men of piety, who may be regarded as the beginning of tlie

race of clergymen who were to constitute a new and improved state of

the church. And though, in the beginning, he found some cause for

vexation among the clergy, this, too, began to pass away, and he was

generally looked on amongst them with a sentiment of veneration.

Upon the whole, his intercourse among them approached more nearly
a parental and filial character than is, or can be often realised, until

bishops shall be more uniformly chosen for the same clear superiority
of every qualification.

In 1821, George IV., it will be remembered, paid his visit to Dublin.

Among the earliest wislies his majesty expressed, was his desire to hear

the author of the discourses on the atonement. The king, if not a reli-

gious man was an intellectual ; and even King Herod, to whom we
would not however compare his majesty, had a religious curiosity. It

was no doubt, however, more than a courtly form that he should express
his desire to hear one who was then admitted to stand at the head of

theological literature in both countries, and not less high as a preacher.
The bishop received but one day's notice,* and accordingly prepared
at some disadvantage. He took for his text,

" What must I do to be

saved?" and treated the question, equally momentous to kings and

subjects, without forgetting that he stood as the messenger of Christ,

and under the roof and presence of the King of kings. The king was
struck with the power of the preacher, and not less, perhaps, with a

bold departure from a bad custom. Such occasions had been most pre-

posterously considered fit for an unseasonable display of loyalty ; and a

bold and simple declaration of tiie gospel seemed contrasted strongly
with strains of that idolatrous adulation to earthly ears which his

majesty's good taste must have despised as unmeaning and out of

place. As the bishop proceeded, the king rose, and coming forward to

the front of his pew, appeared to be under a deep impression. When
all was over, he eagerly expressed his feelings, and emphatically desired

that tlie sermon should be printed. When this request was conveyed
to the bishop, he replied that, having been suddenly called on, he had
collected the matter of his discourse from a series of discourses on the

The correspondence is in our possession.
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subject which he was preparing for publication a design which would

be interfered with by printing the discourse which he had preached.
In his anxiety to do honour to the bishop, the king proposed to make
him dean of the castle chapel. The bishop pleaded the distance of his

see, to which the king replied,
" We can bring you nearer," a saying

then supposed to refer to the see of Meath, to which it had been long
understood that the bishop was to be the next appointed.

In the spring of 1822, while the bishop was in town, as dean of the

castle chapel, the archbishop of Cashel died. He was immediately
offered the appointment, which he unhesitatingly declined.

' He was

content with Raphoe, and would not cliange for mere advancement.

While, however, he was engaged in conversation with the marquis

Wellesley, an express came in from London. The bishop was about to

withdraw, but the marquis said,
"
Stay, my lord, there may be some-

thing you may like to hear." The dispatches were opened ; they
announced the death of primate Steuart, and contained these words
" The king wished to appoint Dr Magee, bishop of Eaphoe, to the

primacy ; but I think your excellency will agree with me, that it is

better to do what is useful than brilliant ; and that lord J. G. Beres-

ford, archbishop of Dublin, shall be appointed to the primacy, and Dr

Magee be appointed to succeed his grace." The bishop assented,,and

on this understanding the conversation terminated, and the bishop was

requested to announce the intended changes to the personages con-

cerned. Another change of counsels had, in the meantime, occurred.

At a late hour of night an express had reached the castle, and the

bishop was requested to attend. He complied, and found the marquis
in his night-gown and slippers. Lord Liverpool suggested a fear that

it might be unsafe to place Dr Magee in Dublin, on account of his con-

nection with the university, and the known influence he possessed with

that body ; that therefore it might be wiser to carry out the king's

original suggestion, and make him primate. To this proposal, -the

bishop, regardless of the advanced dignity and emolument, but wounded

by the implication of distrust, answered,
" My lord, if I am not con-

sidered worthy of confidence, allow me to remain where I am, I desire

not to change." "Well, well, my lord," replied the marquis, "forget
what has passed, and let the former arrangement be pursued."
The change was one to which, had he merely consulted his taste and

inclination, Dr Magee would not have acceded. The entire circum-

stances connected with Raplioe had been satisfactory to all his wishes
;

with a few exceptions the clergy had shown themselves amenable to

his discipline, and ready to second bis efforts for the spiritual renova-

tion of the church. Here, too, he was surrounded by a circle of friends,

and had some prospects of attaining that studious leisure necessary for

the completion of the extensive works to which lie felt pledged. To
all his family the change was still more the subject of regret. But

there was one motive which, to the mind of the bishop, was enough to

outweigh all earthly considerations. He now, more fully than at first,

was aware of the necessity of a decisive course of reform, and Dublin,
while it would give him increased authority to effect this great object,

was also the place where a governing and controlling hand was most

required.
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The diocese of Dublin had fallen into much disorder ; a lax discip-

line, together with other influences already described, had co-operated
with the corruptions of a gay metropolis to secularise the clergy ; while

a strong reaction, which had set in among different circles of the laity,

threatened to ramify into all sorts of irregular forms of spiritual dog-
matism. Deprived of their regular teachers, the congregations began
to be agitated by opinion : the most profound and difficult questions
were introduced as subjects of tea-table discussion, and not considered

too difficult for young ladies to decide. As is usual when unauthorised

teachers come into the church, the most fluent talkers and the least

scrupulous thinkers took the lead ; and enthusiasm, which loves the

mystical, threw aside the plain and simple elements of the gospel to

find food for zeal not according to knowledge in every point in wliieh a

question or a difficulty could be found. The more right-minded and
faithful of the pastors found themselves led and driven by the flocks

committed to their care ; while the carnal and self-seeking minister

treated them with a mistaken scorn. The rural clergy of the diocese

had in several instances allowed their benefices to grow into perfect

sinecures, and divested themselves of every concern but their farms.

The fact was, that for twenty years there had, properly speaking, been
no bishop, as archbishop Cleaver had been afflicted by a disqualifying
disease ; and his immediate successor had hardly taken possession when
he was removed to Armagh.

It was a season of vast movement in and about the church. The

religious excitement described above was evidently a rich vegetation of

Christianity which demanded the care and guidance of a kinilly yet
firm and delicate hand. The bishops, many of them not chosen for

their spiritual qualifications, and prejudiced against all that wore the

aspect of change, turned away from the emergency, and did not at once

perceive the true line of conduct which the time required. They
looked too exclusively to the evil of irregularities, and suffered others

to take the lead in drawing the good results. The position was, it is

true, difficult; and it is their excuse that they were not equal to it.

A man of genius, unbending resolution, sound discrimination, and

uncompromising fidelity, was wanting to mediate among conflicting
forces : to awaken the slumbering conscience of some, and to moderate
and satisfy the excitement of many.
One effect of the polemical disputes was, that the assertion that the

Bible was suppressed on one side, and its denial upon the other, led to

the circulation of the Douay Testament among the Koman Catholics of

Ireland. ^

The archbishop's conduct in this peculiar conjuncture was the most
effectual that could be applied : he encouraged the discussion of which
he most probably discerned the remote effects. More he had not
within his power without placing himself in opposition to the Bench of

Bishops, wlio looked on the proceeding with a regard to secular expedi-
encies. A fear of causing useless exasperation was the justification of

those who held aloof. The strong disapproval of such discussions by
bishop Doyle, who has written very sensibly on the subject, probably
led to an impression that his side was receiving real injury, and that it

was a duty to press on the attack. Tlie archbishop looked with more



than passive approbation upon the growth of discussion, considering that

it was the only human instrumentality for the establishment of truth. It

has been always (and on very just grounds) the disposition of our pre-
lates to discourage strong movements among the clergy, knowing well

the temper of man towards extreme courses. But the archbishop
thought he discerned an exception in this controversy. He was not,

therefore, content to aiford a mere tacit sanction, but resolved upon an
active part : he directed that sermons should be preached for the pur-
pose from all the pulpits in town, and showed the example liimself.

In his primary charge, the archbishop seems to have left no doubt
of his course of action. A great outcry was raised by his enemies ; nor
was he treated with much fairness by his natural supporters, when, on
this occasion, he described to the assembled clergy of his diocese the

position in which the church then stood, in order that he might explain
the course of conduct they were bound to pursue. He delivered a

strong sentence, which, as a two-edged sword, wounded both Eomans
and dissenters a sentence of which the prudence might be questioned
in the House of Lords, or in a work written for the public at large ; not
so much for the matter as for the pointed manner. But from a prelate
to the body of his own clergy, it was not more in matter, or ditierent

in manner from what was naturally to be expected. It was on this

occasion, that following his usual inclination to antithesis, he spoke of
"a church without a religion, and a religion without a church." He
considered, that notwithstanding a few very eminent Christian teachers,
there was yet much of that secularity which loves to conciliate the mul-
titude by the tone of false liberality. But on this occasion the popular
character of the archbishop weighed against him; it brought multitudes
to listen, and gave something more than their due publicity to his words.
It has always been a part of the policy of those who use abusive

language to resent and denounce the slightest hint of discourteous

import from those they seek to victimise. English statesmen, who
were desirous of pursuing a policy of conciliation, were displeased
to find an archbishop dealing in fire ratlier than in the cold water

proper to his office; and a terrible opponent was raised up to him
in J. K. L., whose vindication of the civil and religious principles of

the Irish Catholics was a severe counterblow. The archbishop, how-

ever, was regardless, and followed the course which he tliougiit the

time called for, and his duty enjoined. We may mention here, to avoid

reverting to the subject, that a few years after, wiien considerable

progress had been made in what was called tlie Second Eeformation bv
the magniloquent, and not a few converts were gained, the archbishop
came forward openly to countenance and sanction this result by a

sermon in Christ Ciiurch Cathedral, on the occasion of a clergyman of

the Roman Catholic Church with several others appearing to change
their religion. The cathedral was on this occasion crowded to excess,

by members of both persuasions, and tlie discourse was founded on
1 Cor. iii. 11,

" Other foundation can no man lay than that is laid,
which is Jesus Christ." In discussing the subject thus taken, he
showed a discriminating sense of the mixed cliaracter of his congrega-
tion by the line he adopted ; putting forward those views of doctrine
and discipline in which the plainest points of transition might be found



from the Roman to the Anglican Church. He told his audience that
"
the Scripture alone is to constitute that rule whereby we are to walk

the Scripture riijhtlv and soundlv interi)reted. This is to form tlie

rule worthy of a rational being, subject to a provincial government,
inasmuch as it secures to us, at the same time, the guidance of those

two great lights which our Heavenly Father has graciouslv placed in

the moral firmament for our direction, the lights of revelation and of

reason, of which neither was designed to supersede the other ; much
less was it ever intended by Him who is the Father of these lights, that

we should abdicate the benefits of both. We are neither with the

Socinian to enslave Revelation to i-eason ; nor yet with the enthusiast

to reject reason in judging of Revelation ; and least of all, are we with

the followers of the Church of Rome, to close our eyes against the

light both of one and the other. But we are, by the sober use of a

cautious and well-informed reason, to authenticate and interpret the

word of Revelation. We are, in truth, to govern ourselves by the prin-

ciple on which our Reformed faith has been erected ; we are to build

on that foundation, which we are told is the only true foundation which
can be laid the foundation of Jesus Christ." He then proceeded
to endeavour to prove that this foundation is only to be found in the

teaching of the Scriptures,
We cannot enter upon many of the discussions and controversies

concerning which the archbishop became much occupied, their interest

having in a great measure passed away.
Among the incidents which occurred to give the archbishop much

trouble in the early part of his administration, tliere was one, appa-

rently trival in its origin, which led to much calumnious animadver-

sion ; and which may be selected as very well illustrating the unfair

spirit in which he was then assailed. A Mr Taylor, one of the assist-

ants in a Mr Jones's academy, being in holy orders, w as engaged
by the incumbent of Rathfarnham to officiate for him during his

absence. It quickly became apparent to the congregation that Mr
Taylor's discourses were substantially inconsistent with a belief in

revealed religion. Representations had been made in consequence to

Dr Magee, while yet bishop of Raphoe, to seek his interpo sition, by
persons not likely to be mistaken in such a matter. As the cause of

complaint was renewed, at the period of his accession to the see, he

immediately took steps to ascertain the fact, and was satisfied of the

truth of the complaint. Mr Taylor was instantly superseded and sum-
moned before the archbishop. He attended ; and a conversation ensued,
which is strangely misrepresented by Mr Taylor in his pamphlet, pub-
lished immediately after. Professing to give an accurate report of a

dialogue which, according to his statement, could not occupy thirty

seconds, he afterwards states that it took up ten minutes. A statement,
not only inconsistent with the tone of violent interruption ascribed to

the archbishop, but with the actual matter of Taylor's circumstantial

relation of minute particulars. Tliat the archbishop appeared summary
and authoritative on the occasion is very likely, he probably wished
to avoid charging Taylor with Deism, and Taylor misconceived his

motive ; but this eccentric and wrong-headed young man also, perhaps

unconsciously, used disrespectful language, and we know not why such
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conduct should be complacently taken by one who was in the actual

exercise of a judicial function. And we must add, that the language
ascribed by Mr Taylor to the archbishop is wholly inconsistent with

his mind and character, wliile, as quickly became apparent, misrepre-
sentation was an essential of Mr Taylor's. What we mean is, that it

very remarkably appears from the substance of the same pamphlet, in

which he professes to give a precise account of the entire transaction.

Taking up the ground of a Christian minister, wrongfully interrupted
in the lawful exercise of his calling, he concludes his statement of the

circumstances by a statement, in the broadest and most unequivocal

language, of opinions which amounted to the plainest assertion of

those tenets known under the name of Deism, involving a denial of

Christianity in any sense not wholly nugatory ; thus fully vindicating
in every respect the conduct against which his book was professedly

published. This did not save the archbishop from the vituperation of

the hostile portion of the press. His bigotry and persecuting temper
were assailed for excluding a professed infidel from the pulpit, of

which it was his grace's most especial duty and essential obligation to

guard the purity. Another point of Mr Taylor's grievance, for a while

fiercely clamoured about, was his exclusion from Nutgrove, in conse-

quence of the previous proceeding. On this point we have to mention,
that the archbishop remonstrated with Mr Jones, and in a letter ex-

pressed his opinion that Mr Taylor ought not to be dismissed from the

school simply because he thought fit to exclude him from the pulpit on

grounds of diocesan regulation. The very humanity of the archbishop's
line of conduct was seized on as a topic of abuse ; unwilling to brand

the unfortunate yourrg man with the infamy of his real ofience, he took

the more questionable ground of jurisdiction. Had the matter gone no

furtlier, it would have left the question in an unfortunate position. Mr

Taylor's pamphlet, which contained the most plain self-exposure, did

not circulate to the extent of the misrepresentations, which were put
forward with industry. Besides a considerable section of the press,

there was a noisy and querulous party then up in arms against the con-

straints and rebukes of authority. Tlie archbishop was proclaimed as

an austere disciplinarian, and this incident was trumpeted as a high act

of arbitrary power. Mr Taylor himself did not leave the matter long
to the babble of paragraphs and tea-tables. Confident in the presump-
tion and fallacy of his own self-confident temper and heated intellect,

he resolved on a decided course ; partly with a view to the assertion of

his tenets, and more with a vindictive feeling, he engaged the theatre

in Fishamble Street, and gave lectures to a motley concourse, attracted

by curiosity, and perhaps in some degree by a love of fair play. In

the disquisitions wliich he delivered, he took the ordinary well-known

ground of those Deists who endeavour to reduce Christianity into a

system of moral philosophy, and denied the fact and necessity of Revela-

tion. In the course of his lecture, he proceeded so far in the assertion

of the pernicious and absurd dogmas of the several deistical schools,

with so little regard to consequences, inconsistencies, and contradictions,

tliat the surprise and indignation of liis motley audience was excited,

and the tumult grew until the proprietor of the theatre saw the neces-

sity of interfering for the safety of his property. It is to be added,
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that this scandalous scene occurred upon a Sunday, and tlie interrup-

tion lie met is the more indicative of the extreme ciiaracter of his

dogmas, as the more respectable part of the community was not likely

to have been there. During the whole of his outrageous proceedings,

which continued for many months, Mr Taylor continued writing letters

and memorials to the archbishop; among these there is one in which

he entirely retracts the statement of facts contained in his pamphlet,
which he admits to be rash and unwarrantable, with a curious disregard

to the utter want of truth he thus laid bare. Meanwhile he continued,

with a perseverance that looks like insanity, to press his admission to

the duties of his sacred profession; and what is equally strange, he

composed a petition to the House of Commons, in which he at the same

time insisted at some length on his infidel tenets, and complained of

the grievous injury of being excluded from the functions of a Christian

teacher. These facts might well be dismissed as the eccentricities of a

madman, were it not that even this mingled tissue of blasphemy and

folly did not fail to find its appropriate organs in parliament. An
honourable member got up to read and back the prayer of a petition

which denounced the Christian religion, spoke of its founder as an im-

postor, and abused its prelates under the appellation of muftis. The
seasonable opportunity was thus afforded to stigmatise the cruelty and

bigotry of a prelate who had dared to set up the narrow rules of his

profession against tliose larger laws of universal toleration, which dis-

tinguish our illustrious legislature, and that justice to which even the

Adversary of God would not have applied in vain. In the meantime,
Mr Taylor, honourably desirous to justify his parliamentary advocates,

and relying on the philosopliic temper of London literature, began a

course of lectures, in which he delivered large commentaries on the

text of Toland and Chubb, and Tom Paine, &c., divesting them of

the thin dissuises with which these more artful infidels had endea-

voured to win souls from God. On three successive Sundays he was

listened to by assemblies which were not unfriendly to his design, but

were disgusted by the inadvertences which disgraced tlie cause of

deism, and the indecencies which outraged tlie conventions of decorum.

He was found too indiscreet and daring even for the libertinism of the

mighty Babel, and there was no one to stand up in his behalf when he

was suppressed by the civil authorities. We trust this lengthened
narration of an incident wiiicli might seem trifling, may be excused.

It is here so far important, as it fairly exemplifies the factious temper
of which the archbishop was then the object.

The revenues of the see of Dublin are rated at 7000 a-year. Of
this income the archbishop appropriated 2000 for charitable and bene-

ficent ^purposes. He contributed freely to the maintenance of a useful

and efficient ministry, allowing 100 a-year to several curates, and

contributing in several instances in which the incumbent of a parish
could not well afford the curate's salary. We are, indeed, from the

correspondence and various documents in our possession, enabled to

state the details of numerous proposals for the most useful designs of

benevolence, of all of which the basis was a large subscription from the

proposer.

Among the expedients which he adopted for the furtherance of his
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main design, of raising a faithful and effective ministry in the Church,
a system of the most careful and searching examination of the candi-

dates for holy orders was foremost. This, indeed, was the most need-
ful preliminary, from the want of which the main defects and abuses of

the previous century had originated. It was the severe and merited

reproach of Cowper to the English prelates, that they were not careful

enough in this respect, not to lay their hands on heads " that could not

teach, and would not learn." The archbishop promptly set himself to

repair this evil, and was ably followed by other prelates ;
and the

university, always prompt to take its place in the foremost advance of

every improvement, expanded the theological portion of its system, and
instituted courses of reading, which made the requisitions of the bishops
far from impracticable. In the latter years of the immediately preced-

ing period, a religious movement in society had brought forth, under

Providence, an improved disposition in the candidates for orders, and,
in consequence, they came with a better preparation than might other-

wise have been presumed. But there yet existed a vicious system, and
it was always easy for every sort of incapacity to find its way into the

Church. And whatever might have been the wish of the bishop, tliere

did not exist in several dioceses either the learning or talent for the

application of any adequate tests. The archbishop saw and acted upon
the necessity of a severe and strict course of trial

; he engaged the best

and ablest scholars in Trinity College to examine the candidates who
came to him for orders. Three days were set apart for this examina-
tion ; he took his place at a small table in the circle, and took notes of

the answering, from which, on the fourth day, which he reserved for

himself, he sifted the candidates severally, as his previous observation

directed. It was with a deep sense of its future value that the arch-

bishop contemplated his work ; it imparted always a benign and happy
cheerfulness to his countenance and manner, at the end of the four

days, when all the candidates for holy orders had pleased him by their

intellectual and spiritual preparation. It was the thankful anticipation
of success in the highest cause.

The archbishop's conduct was in general fairly appreciated by the

clergy of his diocese, and found a very general spirit of co-operation;

though a few survivors of an elder school, a few men of secular temper
and latitudinarian opinions, felt and expressed offence at a course of

procedure which was felt to be inconvenient. He was alert in visiting

his churches, and he sometimes stumbled unseasonably on a rural church

when the incumbent was unprepared to preach. He was slow to admit

the apology of no congregation, as he had but too often found reason

to impute this evil to neglect.
Another cause of more considerable embarrassment and anxiety arose

from a state of things to whicli we have already adverted. The religion
of the Protestant crowd took a turn of enthusiasm, and witli the uni-

versal tendency of enthusiasm rushed into tlie depths of theological

metaphysics. The doctrine of election became the favoured doctrine,

and was interpreted in disregard of the simpler and more practical
doctrines of tlie New Testament.

It was the same community that was awaking from the low pru-
dential morality of the previous generation that was betrayed into



the depths of the doctrine of election. Tlie consequence was, that a

fatal confusion took place between the two. The doctrine of the cross

was confounded with the mystical doctrine of Calvinistic election. One

party denounced everything beyond the sermon on the Mount as Cal-

vinism ; and the aggregate of the so-called religious world giving, as

usual with human reason, the predominance to the deep and difficult,

confirmed the assumption. With one section of society, to be a scrip-

tural Christian was to be a Calvinist : with the religious, to reject their

view of election was to reject the gospel. To this, other minor theories

arose on every side : nice questions, on the nature of Christ, were pro-

posed and commonly discussed by the most ignorant persons with the

least conceivable application of reason.

The bishops seeing, as they could not fail to see, these disorderly
movements but not as clearly seeing the spirit which really troubled

the stagnant waters of the Church showed a very natural, but not a

very enlightened, inclination to direct their authority and influence for

their suppression. It became, in consequence, a matter of some diffi-

culty for a really religious young man to obtain orders
; and it became

with many of them a rule to refuse to ordain any one professing what

were called Evangelical opinions.

The archbishop thought differently : he saw these demonstrations in

their true light. He believed he recognised the hand of God, and

knew that all the earnest devotion, the large mixture of genuine faith

working by love, was not to fall to the ground; and though his own
views were not at all identical with those called Evangelical, he not

only did not reject, but even preferred those young men who held

them. He saw that they had in them all the zeal that was then to

be found in the Church, and that they had at least the spirit of true

religion.

Governed by these views, the archbishop, in his endeavours to correct

doctrine and enforce discipline, did not fail to encourage and protect

genuine piety, without which the Church, with its doctrinal system,
would be no more than a " whited sepulchre." And when he could

not open the pulpit, his hand and heart were never shut. The pious

separatist found a seat at his table, and found his zeal seconded and his

charity reflected. Kelly the Christian lyrist was there, and Matthias ;

and it was to the instructive discussion of points of difference that

the return to the Church of the latter, an able preacher and genuine

Christian, was due.

We shall not here go at length into the question respecting the views

that governed the archbishop, in common with other prelates and

eminent divines, towards the Bible Society. It may be here enough to

state the principles out of which their dissent arose. On one side it

was manifestly a great instrumentality for the propagation of the gospel ;

it was, therefore, to be met without opposition, lest the hand of provi-
dence might be resisted; neither was it possible for a faithful servant

of God to look with indifl'erence on some of its operations. But there

was at the same time in its constitution, and manifested in some of its

working, that which rendered it more than doubtful how far a prelate of

the Church should take a part in it. It was considered that the enemies

of theEstablisliment availed themselves of its instrumentality for purposes
IV ^ 1) Ir
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hostile to its liturgy and articles. That while the members of the Irisli

Cliurch adhered to the adopted rule, to circulate the Bible without note
or comment, they took care to circulate such tracts along with it as were
calculated to render the whole subservient to objects which no churchman
could conscientiously recognise. But much unqualified good was mani-

festly to be expected ; and the Rotunda meetings brought together many
of the best and ablest Christians of every Protestant sect. The arch-

bishop was also deeply sensible of a truth which must always be felt to

apply in the mixed workings of all earthly concerns, that all must

finally work for good, and that whatever be the complexion of human
designs the purposes of the Supreme must alone be worked out in the end.
As to tlie Bible Society, it was an association of good men for good pur-
poses ; but among them there existed large differences as to what was

good. The archbishop, while he felt a deep interest in all the proceed-
ings, and rejoiced at much that was good, did not consider it consistent

with his views of liis duty to takf^ any direct part. He has left on record
the description and the motives of his own conduct, in his evidence in

tiie House of Lords' committee, to which we refer the reader. To one,
the Reformation Society, he gave his direct countenance, and took the

strongest interest in its proceedings. He was wont to say that its very
name was pleasant to him, that there was in it no ambiguity, no doubt-
ful or expedient designation under which persons of different religious
or political designs could shelter." He took the chair at its first meeting
in the great room of the Rotunda, and his presence was greeted witli

enthusiasm by upwards of 2000 persons by whom the room was filled.

During the first six years from his elevation to Dublin his health

continued very good. But the multiplicity of demands upon his time
allowed no leisure for the prosecution of his extensive literary projects.
His vast collections of materials and accumulated notes, the produce of

years of extensive research and active thought, lay neglected. He
was meanwhile not only severely pressed by the weight of his episcopal
duties, and by the many subjects of anxious interest to which we have
adverted in the foregoing pages, he had also to cope with the oflficial

authorities with whom his station placed him in connection. His politics
had given disappointment to the whigs, who, having considered him to

be of those views which the l^titudinarian world is pleased to term

liberal, were much mortified to discover that he attached any import
ance whatever to the interests of the Christian Church, and that he

gravely insisted on the principles of religion in opposition to their notions

of temporal expediency. In consequence, some of his friends were
cooled, and others turned against him. It was, they admitted, very
laudable to show his powers by a clever book against the enemies of

Christianity, but it was no light matter, they thought, to obtrude such
interests upon the weighty concerns of party. Some thought it must
be pride, some prejudice ; and others could only account for so much
gratuitous zeal by the suspicion of incipient madness. It could not be
for a moment imagined by the keen-witted traffickers of oftice, that so

alert and able a man of business could be sincere in such indiscreet and

unworldly notions. It was impossible for them to see what he could

expect to get, or who was to pay him.

it was also observed by many sensible persons, that having a very
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large family, three sons and two sons-in-law in the Church, all of them

more or less distinguished for zeal and efficiency some eminently so

he neglected the opportunities wliich his patronage afTordod to provide

for them. To his sons he gave so little that it was obvious he could

not have done less. And he was nine years an archbishop before their

labours and their social advantages had secured for them the means of

supporting their families. It at last, of course, happened that others

who wished to please the archbishop, and who had set a just value on

tlie conduct of these good men and devoted ministers, took pleasure in

advancing their interests.

The archbishop uniformly refused to solicit patronage for any one ;

and on one occasion, when he was much importuned by a gentleman
whom he was unwilling to refuse, he settled upon him an annuity equi-

valent to the place he was begged to solicit.

In 1825 he was, by the will of providence, visited with an affliction

which clouded and eventually shortened the remainder of his days,

this was the death of his wife. From this affliction the archbishop

never rallied.
" Old age seemed to fall upon him" instantaneously;

and were it not that his mind was sustained by his firm principles, and

by the spirit of a still holier love, he would hardly have ever again gone
forth from his house of mourning. But while the awful stroke told with

deadly efiect upon his body, he did not for a moment forget his high

and bounden duty, but with the gentle sternness of a firm and steady

Christian under "tribulation, he reminded his children of the duties

which lay upon them, and recommended the conduct which would, he

said, have been the wish and counsel of her who had departed from

them.

The proceedings of the legislature became at the same time a source

of the most painful anxiety to the earnest spirit of the archbishop. He
was deeply alive to the revolutionary tendency of the time, and saw

that the Emancipation measure, and the Reform Bill must, when fully

carried into effect, bring with them momentous changes, all of which

were not likely to be for good.
The course" which the archbishop felt it his duty to adopt at this

time was one not only tending to alienate friends and to elicit hostility

in the circle of his former associates, and among the leading political

men of the hour, it also made him, for a time, the object of animosity

among the lower ranks, from whom he began to receive occasional

insults in the streets. Of these we recollect several instances, in all of

which the calm and dignified composure and firmness of the archbishop

were remarkably shown ; and, on some occasions, the effect which they

had in repressing the turbulence of the crowded street was no less

worthy of remark.

In 1825 he was summoned to give his evidence before the select

committee of the House of Lords on the state of Ireland. The evidence

which he gave on the occasion was published : it offers tlie amplest

views of his opinions on all the topics of ecclesiastical policy to which

we have had occasion to advert ;
and as, together with his charges, we

have mainly referred to it as the expositor of his motives of action, anil

of his general system of Church administration, we shall not dwell upon
it more specially. We mav observe that it is full of the best historical
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matter, and of the clearest and most authentic details of the state of the

Church. Of the various controverted questions respecting Ireland, tliea

agitated in political circles, the reader may also find explanatory notices

more satisfactory than he will be likely to find elsewhere.

It was believed that his health suffered from his stay in London.
Towns were generally hurtful to his bodily health ; and we should

imagine that the fret and labour of' his attendance on parliament was
little suited to his strength. He was one day taken so ill in the House,
as to cause a day's interruption. . He met M'ith some insolent treat-

ment from a few Radical Peers, who questioned him in a style not

more discourteous than ignorant. Such conduct he bore with the most

perfect composure, and afterwards observed,
" Thank God I never felt

even tempted to lose temper." The general impression made by his

whole bearing and communications was answerable to the high expecta-
tion which had been entertained from his character; an impression of

the more importance, because a rumour was at the time propagated by
his enemies that his intellect was beginning to break down, a mis-

chievous calumny, often renewed with as little foundation.

The following letter from Mr Wilberforce quotes an expression of

the archbishop's, showing the painfulness of the ordeal which he under-

went in these examinations.

"
N-- UxBEiDGE, May 20th, 1825.

"My dear Lord. I have been from day to day hoping for the

pleasure of a line from you with the greater longing from the idea

of its announcing the still greater pleasure of a visit. I am too well

aware, however, of the innumerable claims on the time that London
must supply independently of the dissecting-rooms, as you so well describe

them, not to be able to account for your Grace's silence. Forgive my
requesting one ray of light you may be able to cast on the probable
time of your Grace's kind visit, because I have had other engagements

kept in suspense awaiting your Grace's superior claims. Can you

judge, my Lord, whether you are likely to be able to favour us with

a visit any day in next week or before Friday in it. In short any
information your Grace can give me will be a great convenience. I

truly hope that after the kind expectation your Grace has created, you
will not ultimately disappoint us. I remain always with cordial re-

spect and regard. My dear Lord, Your Grace's obliged and faithful

servant,
" W. Wilberforce.

" His Grace, The Ahchbishop of Dublin.

" P.S. Could your Grace spend a quiet Sunday with us in our Cot-

tage (Saturday, of course), and honour Iver Cliurch and its excellent

pastor, Mr Ward, with a sermon to-morrow, and Sunday se'nnight?"

In 1827 he took a summer residence in the county Wicklow, pro

bably in the liope of obtaining strength from the repose and pure air,

and from the scenic influence of that delightful county. But the

intense anxieties of a mind wholly engrossed by the cares of his high
station of duty accompanied him : the headlong tendencies which were

beginning to manifest themselves in tlie legislature, and the dangers
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which he thought menaced religion, disquieted the retirement of one
who might as easily leave himself behind as his care for the good of

souls and the stability of the church.

This year he succeeded with much difficulty in persuading the Irish

bishops to join in a petition to the king, that he would not violate his

coronation oath by assenting to the Emancipation Act. He was

apprised bj"^
an eminent physician that a journey to London to present

this would seriously endanger his life. He was at the time confinetl to

his chamber, and subject to a debilitating course of medical treatment ;

but he would not be dissuaded from what he regarded the service of his

Master by any consideration, and left his room to travel to London.

Happily the journey had a reviving effect, such as, doubtless, is generally
incidental to persons of much activity of mind when relieved from the

suspense of inaction by the beginning of some decided course. In

London a delay of four weeks occurred : the members of the govern-
ment, unfriendly to the object of his journey, interposed such delays as

they could invent. The deputation was, however, at last reluctantly

admitted to an audience : it was headed by the archbishop, as at the

time appointed the primate was otherwise occupied in the same cause.

The bishops were graciously received, the king requested them to sit,

and placed the archbishop by his side. The archbishop addressed him
with his usual force, clearness, and elegance of style; he was heard with

attention and interest; and, when he had concluded, the king replied
with great earnestness. Having laid his hand on the archbishop's knee,
he " thanked him and the Irish bishops for their effort to strengthen his

hands. They had done their duty," he said; "he knew how his

revered father would have acted
"

[he shed tears in referring to his

father] ;

" but what," he added,
" can I do ? I cannot command a

ministry capable of conducting matters in the difficult position in

which we are placed. There is, indeed, my old friend Eldon; and a

star has arisen in the Commons (Sadlier), but beyond those I know
not to whom I should turn I have not the steadiness of my
father, and I am weakened with illness." This was the last public
effort of the archbishop, who returned home, dejected and broken in

spirit; for he thought he foresaw nothing but ills to come.

During the following year we still find him residing in the county
Wicklow; and from the correspondence in our possession we ascertain

that, although from time to time suffering in health, and much impaired
in bodily ;:trength, the strenuous care for the interests of the church
and country was still uppermost. The various and often complex and
difficult questions which demanded his attention are discussed ear-

nestly, and with both fulness and elaborate attention to details. Among
the marks of his constant and faithful care for the university, we find

a rough draft of his answer to a letter from the bishop of Chester,

complaining of a very serious abuse, then imagined to be sustained

by the English church, from the practice of uneducated young English-
men coming over to enter and keep terms by means of a merely
nominal attendance in Dublin. The archbishop sent his lordship a full

statement of the course of study, which would iiave been necessary in

order to the alleged practice. We should both say more, and offer

extracts, did we not believe that so great an error could not now be
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committed, as to imagine the university of Dublin inferior to any-

other in Europe.
In October 1829 the archbishop had an attack of blood to the head

which severely shook his already sinking constitution, and eventually
led to his last illness in the following year. During this long and for-

midable trial, his temper and powerful intellect were unshaken in

the smallest degree though occurrences were in progress which

frequently depressed his spirits, and led him regretfully to wish for the

energy and spring of spirit which he had irretrievably lost. The

following portion of a letter from the Bishop of Elphin shows the state

of things which existed in Ireland, and the uneasiness caused by the

illness of the most capable man in the Irish Church :

"Eli'HIN, Novemher 13, 1829.

" My Dear Lord, ]\Iost truly am I concerned to hear of your
Grace's illness, which I did apprehend, from the langour which seemed

to oppress you at the Board of First Fruits, might have been impending.
I trust in God it will not prove serious, and that He will be pleased
to restore you speedily to perfect health. This is a time when your
Grace's exertions and aid in behalf of our oppressed church can be

very ill spared. In this diocese there seems to be a deep-laid plot to

drive away or to exterminate the Protestant clergy, at least such of

them as devote themselves with unwearied zeal to the concientious

discharge of their duties. Your Grace, no doubt, heard of the attack

which was made some weeks ago upon Mr Shaw, the Vicar of

Kilmactranny, in this diocese. On Wednesday evening last, about

half-past five o'clock, as Mr Day, the curate of Roscommon, was

returning into that town, after paying a visit to a sick person, he was

waylaid by a fellow who fired a pistol at him as he passed him. The
ball lodged in his shoulder. Mr Day had strength enough to put spurs
to his horse and gallop home. He dropped from his horse as he got to

the door. The wound has been probed, and it is pronounced that no

mortal part is touched, yet it is a dangerous wound. So late as last

night the bullet had not been extracted, and he is much exhausted.

I have serious apprehensions about him. A more inoffensive, charit-

able, benevolent man never existed ; but he was active, pious, and

indefatigably zealous in the discharge of his duties. He had established

a flourishing Sunday-school and infant-school in the town, which the

people would send their children to in spite of the denunciations of the

priests, who, from their altars openly cursed him and the schools,

and all who frequented them. For this it seems Mr Day was doomed

to destruction, at least no other cause can be assigned

(Signed) "J. Elphin."

In 18.30 we find him still with the same mind, but changed, alas, in

powers of exertion, taking the same anxious interest in the events

which affected the interest of the church, and affording his advice and

aid when they were looked for. He this year received a proposal from

Oxford, expressing the desire of Dr Burton to have an edition of the

work on Atonement reprinted at the Clarendon press for the use

of Oxford ; Dr Burton also stronslv recommended the book in his
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public lectures, and lamenteil that it was not to be found at the

booksellers.

We now return to the narration, with the brevity our space pre-

scribes, of the closin;^ scenes of the archbisho|)'s days. There is,

indeed, mueli reason for the opinion, that he fell a victim to his rest-

less zeal. Immediately after tlie attack which preceded his last illness,

his daughter (Mrs Hunter) asked Dr Cheyne to tell her candidly what
was the nature of his illness, and whether he considered his mind to be

in the least weakened ; the doctor replied as follows :
" The Arch-

bishop's attack is a determination of blood to the head, and I will pledge

my medical character to this, that if he can be induced to go abroad

beyond tlie temptation to engage in business, and for three years re-

main quiet and free from care, he will, in all human probability, live to

a good old age and enjoy very tolerable health, though he never again
can be the man he was ; and as to his mind, his intellect is as clear

as ever it was. His powers of calculation are impaired, and any
severe exertion of his brain or agitation will renew the attack and

eventually destroy life. But with care he may enjoy a very agreeable
and lengtliened life." When this opinion was repeated to the arch-

bishop, he replied,
" The Lord, who has employed me, has given me

my allotted portion of work, and will enable me to perform my duties

until he shall no longer require my service ; I will not run away from

them." His recovery left him with much diminished strength, no

longer able to ride, or walk without assistance up or down stairs. But
he still entered with lively interest into the news of the day.
An aftecting incident occurred about this period. It was immediately

after the election of Mr Lefroy, and college lads were chairing their

representative. U[)on the archbishop being caught sight of, the pro-
cession stopped before his window and all took off their hats and gave
a cheer worthy of the hearts from which it rose.

His bodily feebleness continued meanwliile increasing ; for the last

two years it had been very apparent that he continually expected
death. He was induced to try the eft'ect of a visit to Wales, and re-

moved to Bangor ; but finding no benefit, and it is probable, feeling
some impatience for home, and the sphere of duties in which he still

felt a lively interest, he returned with his family. During this time it

has been ascertained that an infamous underhand proceeding was in

agitation to supersede liim in.his diocese, on the ground of incapacity;
but the unworthy means resorted to only served to bring to light the

plainest proofs of his intellectual competency.
He showed much annoyance at the efforts of his family to conceal

from him such incidents as, it was apprehended, would communicate

pain. It is mentioned that upon an occasion when one of his family
showed much dejection, after reading a very scurrilous article against
the archbishop in a popular journal, he calmly read the article, and
with a smile asked, "Does tiiis give you pain, dear ?" "Indeed, it does,

Sir," was replied ; to which the arclibishop answered,
"
It miglit annoy

me if it were true."

He was on his deathbed, wlien his inveterate enemies, whose enmity
receives a stamp, and whose slanders are disarmed by their conduct or

generally known principles, chose the characteristic opportunity to dis-
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serainate malignant reports, and bring forward accusations founded on

dishonest misconstructions. He had for some time now been compelled
to transact the most laborious and public affairs of the diocese by the

agency of others ; and although (as we can amply prove), the interven-

tion of his own control, so far as it was necessary, was never wanting ;

yet as his ostensible presence was thus withdrawn, advantage was

immediately taken to scatter whispers for the most part merely such as

to indicate the base temper from which they came. Amongst these

the most prominent were the reports of dotage, imbecility, and violent

derangement. For these, the letters now on our table, and, with slight

intervals, filling the last two years of his life, afford the clearest refuta-

tion. Of such attacks he was regardless; it was only when the church

was unfairly assailed, through his side, that his heart was deeply
wounded, and he felt painfully the visitation that tied him down to his

sick-bed. In February 1831 a petition was presented in the House of

Lords, containing a charge against this illustrious prelate for having

misrepresented the value of the vicarage of Wicklow to the Privy
Council. The petition was itself the offspring of the malignant spirit

which was at that time roused by designing persons against the church,
which the hand of persecution and spoliation was on the start to strike

and plunder. The true temper of the petitioners was shown by their

selection of an advocate, in the person of a Socinian peer. But the

dastardly slander was met by an able statement from Lord Farnham,
who " succeeded in disproving to every member of the House, I believe

(writes the archl)ishop of Canterbury), who was not unwilling to be

convinced, the charge of misrepresenting to the Privy Council tiie

value of the vicarage of Wicklow."

After his return from Bangor he was ordered by his physicians to the

country, where he spent three months, and then returned to Dublin.

From this his strength appears to have been continually on the decline.

He drove out every day, but complained that the slightest motion

pained his side. Thus lie became gradually reduced to a condition

of inactivity, painfully opposed to his busy habits and the energy of

Ids nature. It was painful to one who had always been frugal of

minutes, to find himself seated perforce on the banks of the rushing

stream, and counting unprofitable days. As his muscular tone relaxed,

the power of articulation became enfeebled, but this was more an incon-

venience to himself than observable to others. He, nevertheless, was

impressed with a sense that others were distressed by his infirmity, and

he became reluctant to converse; but through the whole duration of

this (to him) severest trial, he not only never manifested the least

impatience, but on the contrary, continued to show the most exemplary

proofs of humble and holy resignation.

Among tlie subjects which much engrossed his thoughts at this time,

the most anxious was the consideration about his successor. He caused

one of his family to write to Dr Burgess, acquainting him with his

dying condition, and begging of him to apply in time. This letter was

not forwarded the physicians still considered that he might recover.

He also expressed a desire that his MS. on Daniel should be published,
after receiving adequate revision. It was his desire that this office

should be urtdertaken by Dr Brinkley; and he mentioned that if two
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dates could be satisfactorily fixed, the discourses would be of im-

portant value. We shall return to the subject presently. Mrs Hunter,
to whom his wish was communicated, having proposed to him to allow

her to send the MS. at once, lie replied,
"
What, whilst I am alive

no!" The progress of his decline, which went on witliout inter-

mission, was accelerated by an attack of the epidemic wliich prevailed
in the summer of 1831. His sufferings were on this occasion sadly

aggravated by the illness of his daughter Margaret (Mrs Hunter),
whose unremitting tenderness and care of his declining health for a

year and a half, had left her ill prepared to sustain so trying a com-

plaint. But her life was in danger, and in a state of helpless prostra-
tion she was removed to Lucan, where six weeks elapsed before she

regained her feet. On her return he had been much shaken, and his

nervous system appears to have been wholly shattered. We forbear to

follow out the slow and wearing succession of indications which he fully

understood, and none could mistake, which for a few weeks marked liis

course. He was sent to the country; and his daughter had purchased
a Bath chair, in which he was pushed about the grounds by one of his

sons, while she walked by his side. He refused to suffer a servant

to perform the task of a horse, and his children gladly took the duty
on themselves. It was on one of those excursions that he seemed to

receive a fright from some noise, and desired to return home. They
had reached the house when they perceived him to have become speech-

less, and immediately sent for medical aid. He never spoke again.
But with the exception of some intervals of delirium for a week, he

seemed to possess his faculties to the last.

We have endeavoured to convey our estimate of the man in the fore-

going pages; if we have failed in this endeavour, we are not likely to

repair the defect by any formal summary; nor shall we attempt it.

The necessity of being brief has only permitted a slight and inade-

quate selection of the varied information and profuse abundance of

documents placed at our disposal by Mrs Hunter. And we feel that

duty ought to have been fulfilled on a broader scale, both of composi-
tion and material. This is now, we fear, rendered impossible.
We shall conclude with a slight notice of those unpublished writings

to which allusion has been frequently made. The Donnellan lectures

consist of a series of discourses preached in the College chapel. They
contain a full and connected discussion of the entire series of intimations

and premises concerning the coming of Christ, from the beginning till

the very period of their actual accomplishment. On this far reaching
chain of research he follows the statement and enunciations of the

Sacred record with as much precision and sagacity, and as little depar-
ture from the strict sobriety of probable inference as we recollect in

any work of profound investigation. Pursuing the several succes-

sionsof periods, the Patriarchal, the Mosaic, the Kings, and the Pro-

phets, he traces most satisfactorily the harmonious unity of desisn
and of characteristic spirit and significance in the whole. He also marks
the divine economy preserved throughout these disclosures, both as to

the choice of the times in which they were communicated, and as to the

adaptation of their substance to those times; proving, for instance, how

they came in seasons of afiliction or of national depression, wlieii adverse
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the national expectations; and still more, demonstrating the uniform

growth of the fulness and distinctness of the prophetic indications of

the time and characteristics of the Messiah, in proportion as the period
drew near. Such is the general scope of these discourses. They are

written with the utmost simplicity of style, quite free from that affec-

tation of eloquence so much in use at the time they were composed; all

through manifesting and communicating the deepest interest in the

subject. Nor can we, considering the primary importance of their sub-

ject, the impressive manner, and the clear and abundant command of

the matter, conceive any writing so likely to have been received as im-

portant to the Christian Church. They did not, indeed, receive from

the archbishop the editorial preparations which would have accompanied
their delivery to the press. This his devotion to a special part of the

same subject, the Prophecy of Daniel, prevented; and the remains of

his labour on this latter indicate what his zeal and industry would have

efl'ected, and what his scrupulous judgment would still have considered

insufficient. In fact, we have before us these lectures as they were
first written for the college pulpit, without a note, and scarcely a cor-

rection, but strongly imbued with the pervading mind and power of

the author, to which we might without flattery apply Bernouilli's praise
of Newton ex ungue leonem !

On the subsequent lectures on the Prophecies of Daniel, if we are

compelled to speak more doubtfully, it is not from any apprehension
that the subject is less ably treated, or that it is deficient in interest.

But from the doubts which every one should naturally entertain on any
solution of a difficult chronological question which has so long con-

tinued to divide and embarrass the wisest and ablest men. We never-

theless must say that the archbishop's solution appears to us convincing,
and fully escapes the great and (as we think) insurmountable objections
which occur against Meade, Ussher, Marshall, Lloyd, and Newton, and
others we have read upon the subject. The archbishop's view is sus-

tained by vast accumulations of the most far-sought materials relative

to every point. These materials are also before us, but we have

not found leisure for the continued and laborious application which

would be required to master them. One thing is however, clear, that

whether the archbishop's solution be true or not, it must, in the present
state of the inquiry, have the utmost value to chronology ; for, until

the point of failure shall have been ascertained, it must at the lowest

stand as a valuable piece of research, and, it may be, of approximation;
for as all the leading inquirers have hitherto added their respective

portions of light, so it is not to be presumed that the long devoted

attention and research of the author of " The Atonement
"
can have

left no results.
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DR JOHN BARRETT.

BORN A.D. 1746 DIED A.D. 1821

Of Dr Barrett's early history we have not been enabled to learn many
particulars. Neither does the still tenor of a life passed rather with

books than men admit of much variety.
He was the son of a clergyman at Ballyroan, Queen's County. When

he was yet only six years old his father died ;
and his mother, left in a

poor and struggling condition, removed to Dublin with her family.

Young Barrett early began to show the studious and retiring habits

which characterised his life. He entered college as a pensioner; obtained

a scholarship in 1773, and a fellowship in 1778. In 1807 he was elected

vice-provost. His uniform life demands no detail of intermediate inci-

dents. He was reputed by those who had the means of observation to be
the most extensive general scholar of his time. And this indeed seems

but a consequence of his peculiar habits and the intrinsic character of his

intellect. With a retentive memory, his whole time was devoted to

study: and his entire stock of ideas was derived from books. The
effects of this exclusive range were (as might be supposed) very remark-

able. But to appreliend them rightly, some allowances are required
for the peculiar cast of his intellect. The fellowship course in Trinity

College demands a well developed reasoning faculty; but this, possibly,

may exist with the least conceivable degree of the comparing, judging,
and observing faculties: and such is the combination to which we would
refer the curious simplicity and ignorance of the living world whicii

appeared to distinguish the doctor from all other men. The strangest
stories have been long in circulation of his uncouth simplicity, but they

mostly so far surpass any of the same kind usually heard of, that their

relation would only raise incredulity. Some of them are, doubtless,

fictitious; but this we can answer for, that the true stories are fur more

strange than the false. The odd peculiarity which gave rise to the most
comical incidents in the doctor's life, was (we rather think) a tendency
to arrive by logical inference at those ordinary facts which others learn

by the use of their senses. We dismiss as fiction the elaborate orni-

thological research by which he is said to have one day ascertained a

swallow which found its way into the library to be a stork ! But we
were present at dinner when he rated one of the attendants for not

inferring correctly, from his calling for mustard, what meat he intended

to eat with it.

Dr Barrett was accounted penurious in his habits. The poverty of

his early life, together with the isolation of his pursuits and the sim-

plicity of his mind, must, without the aid of any miserly temper, have
contributed to produce the same effects. The doctor had no concep-
tion of many of the uses of money. We cannot think of any temptation
to expense to which he was liable but one, and tliat the college library

supplied.
His literary labours are fewer than they might have been, had he

been urged by any community of feeling with men and opinions. He



read for the gratification of his own tastes. His most important
achievement was the recovery of an ancient MS. of fragments of the

Gospel of St Matthew. These he discovered on an old Greek manu-
script in the library. The reader may be aware that, on account of
the high price of materials on which books were written before the
invention of printing, it was very customary to cancel old manuscript
volumes for the substitution of other matter. This appears to have
been the case in the instance of the doctor's discovery. The previous
writing had been erased, the manuscript reversed and cut into a new
volume or scroll, and a new MS. written across the former. Now the
latest of these is judged to have been eight hundred years written : the
first must have been far more ancient; for, considering the enormous
value of books at the time, none but a most old and worn copv is

likely to have been so handled. The copy thus recovered by the doctor's

skill was published by the university.* It is the only copy in the old

Greek character that contains the two first chapters of St Matthew.
Odd and peculiar as the doctor's notions were on ordinary matters,

he was said to be a pleasing and instructive companion when books
were the subject of conversation. It is also said that his foreign cor-

respondence was very extensive.

He was the author of a curious theory on the Signs of the Zodiac,
which is marked by great ingenuity, supported by vast learning, but

which, we suspect, must be admitted to show as remarkable a deficiency
of sound judgment and that sense of probability, without which intel-

lectual activity can only go the further astray. Indeed, the doctor's

theoretical tendency seems to have revelled without control : out of

the Signs of the Zodiac he conjured the whole history of the Bible,

translating the first six into the history of the Creation, the second into

the Fall of Man ; and, with the ordinary facility of theoretical ingenuity,
which of all other talents is the most accelerative, viresque acquirit eundo,
he goes on to extract from this apparently narrow scope, the entire

history of the world.t

*
Evangelium secundum Matthoeum, ex codice rescripto in Bibliotheca Collegii,

St Trinitatis juxta Dublin, 1801. 4to. In the Prolegomena he discusses at con-
siderable length and with much ability the Gospel genealogy of our Lord
An elegant facsimile of the work is given in Mr Home's introduction

;
and an

excellent critique on it will be found in the third Tolume of the old series of the
"
Eclectic Review," pp. 193 and 586. See " Orme's Bibl. Bib.," and the works

referred to.

t An Enquiry into the Origin of the Constellations that compose the Zodiac,
and the uses they were intended to promote. 1800. 8vo.

The " London Monthly Review," in a notice of this work, remarks " As several

authors have given an explanation of the signs of the Zodiac, it was to be pre-
sumed that Dr Barrett would attempt to demolish their theories before he advanced
his own ; and, accordingly, his first pages contain an examination of the systems
of Macrobius, La Pluche, and La ISIauze. In opposing these hypotheses, Dr B.

is more happy than in estabHshing bis own
;

for though endowed with much
learning and qualified by much research, he has fallen into the wildest and most
fanciful conjectures.

"

Dr Barrett also wrote " An Essay on the earlier part of the life of Swift," to

which are annexed several original pieces ascribed to Swift ; two of Swift's original

letters, and extracts from his remarks on Bishop Burnett's History. London,
1808. [This essay is also annexed to Nichol's edit, of Swift.]
The following brochures are attributed to Dr BaiTctt

' '

Ireland Disgraced : or
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He seems, indeed, to have been gifted with a degree of this species
of dexterity, which, had it been governed by a more just and broader

understanding (no ordinary combination), might have performed won-
ders in the department of literature to which it was appHed. Anotlier

proof and example of the same prompt combination on a minute scale,

was his interpretation of an ancient medal, found somewhere in Ireland,
and of whicli Dr Quarry of Cork had given an account. It had a

head of Christ on one side, on the other a Hebrew inscription. When
it was shown to the doctor, he commenced his interpretation, which,
after his usual manner, he intermingled with a running commentary
upon Dr Quarry's qualifications, observing that he could not tell a
" resch from a daleth, or a ram from a dam." His own interpretation
consisted in combining his comments on the translation of the words
with the symbolical sense which he assigned to the number of the letters

which composed them.* It is not, perhaps, the least curious feature of

these visionary displays of learned ingenuity with what unhesitating
self-reliance, and with how much entire confidence, the doctor seems to

have regarded them himself. This we would point out, as strongly in-

dicating a broad but yet not distinct tendency of the doctor's mind,
and of all such who are like him possessed by the solitary zeal of some
secluded research, whether it be for the grand arcanum or the half-

cancelled letters of a coin or MS. a kindling enthusiasm which becomes

stronger as it is more confined, and which seems to absorb those portions
of humanity which are turned away from the noise and bustle of their

common stage in the world. To a person in this state of mind the

partition is easily broken between reality and the remote and dim
visions which conjecture may descry among the shadows of the past.

Nothing is too vague to satisfy the eager grasp of a reason refined and
attenuated into fancy, and moving in a region in which common sense
lias but little application, because its sphere is the world of common
things. The ordinary observer will readily apply these remarks to the

poetic dreamer ; to Dr Barrett the application is not so easy, though
full as just. But let it be recollected that he was only to be met in

scenes to which (virtually) he did not belong, and of which he neither

the Island of Saints become an Island of Sinners, clearly proved in a Dialogue
between Doctor B tt and Doctor B ne, in Dublin." (London, 1768.)
"To all Prime Ministers, Chief Governors, Deputies, .Justices, and Secretaries,

that are or may be. By C R n, D B n, G E H
,
and the Rev.

Doctor B tt. (Dublin, 1755.)
"
Queries to the people of Ireland.

"
(Dublin,

1754.)
There are also two letters from Dr Barrett to Bishop Percy, preserved in the

"
Percy correspondence." In the first, dated May 26, 1787, he thanks his lordship

for a valuable copy of the Gothic Gospels, which enabled him (amongst other

ingenious discoveries) to detect several errors in "Westein's Collation,
"
as well as

to observe a great conformity in the readings of this version, and of the College
MS., the greatest difference between them being in the Lord's Prayer. In the
second letter (dated Jan. 31, 1788), he thanks the bishop for a rattle-snake just
received, which, he says, will make a valuable addition to their collection of
Natural History. The remainder of the letter is taken up with a learned account
of a transcript of a certain MS. of the 4th century. These interesting letters are

^iven in full in "
Nichol's Lit. Illustrations of the Literary History of the 18th

Century," vol. viii. pp. 252-3-4.
* We must refer the reader to the " Dublin University Magazine," for a full and

very curious account of Dr Barrett's interpretation.
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understood the ordinary habits nor shared in the common feelings;
hence his most incredible blunders and sallies of more than infantine

simplicity ; his surprise at the first sight of living mutton, in a flock of

sheep; his neglect of most of the minor decencies of social life ; and all

the whimsical peculiarities which made him the storyteller's butt for

invention, and caused his rare appearances in the courts or college park
(unless at certain stated hours) like those of the owl when he flies at

noon-day chased by little birds. The doctor's appearances were (it will

be supposed) not likely to pass without sometimes eliciting demonstra-
tions which would draw summary castigation from any other man. But
he had no more of the worldly sense of dignity than a child; he only
saw the infringement of academic laws. Had he had the ordinary por-
tion of gall it might have made him a different man a stronger taint of
human nature would have early steeped him in the stream of life ; but
his spirit was in old books and the thoughts of obsolete life. After
some rude encounter of thoughtless insolence which would have dis-

turbed the thoughts of wiser men for the next twenty-four hours, the
doctor would move on his way in perfect calm of mind ; if the shade of

Salmasius or Scaliger could rise and taunt him in his garret, he might,
we doubt not, quail or fling back the erudite vituperation with a dignified

hitinity that would have done honour to Alrmi Mater; but the pranks of

exuberant freshmen had no power to move Iiim from his lettered mood.
And we should observe, that if in some respects he appeared sordid in

the world's eye, it was because its great and little things were not very
clearly distinguished in his apprehension ; he did not use its standard,
or speak its language or its thoughts. It is a curious consequence,
indeed, of these circumstances, that although the doctor was master of
a very good English style acquired from books, still, from want of

intercourse, his ordinary dialect was that which he had acquired when
a schoolboy ; hence the strange medley of oaths and provincialisms so

unprecedented in the university ; of this the instances are sq numerous
that no story of the doctor is unmixed with these uncouth character-

istics. We forbear from examples, for no theoretical exposition can
divest the best of these recollections of a gross and ludicrous character;
of these some most amusing collections of which have been at various

times given to the public we can only say, that whether actually true
or false, they are not exaggerations.

Happily for learning and the academic character such eccentric com-

pounds are rare, because they are not the efi'ects simply of any error of

discipline but deviations of nature from her common standards. Like
the dwarf with proportions so dissimilar as to seem like a cut down
giant, the natural frame of the doctor's mind was ill assorted and hete-

rogeneous. A sufficient development of tlie mere discursive faculty,

great activity of fancy, and of the power of combination, seem to have
constituted his strength ; a defect of judgment, a still more considerable

deficiency in the moral and sensual tendencies, whicli are the main links

between the inner man and the external world, impaired and narrowed
his perceptions, and left him devoid of the ordinary tact and habit of

observation, from which more of the cultivation of the mind proceeds
than seems to have been fully noticed or at least explained. The
understanding early "begins to draw the best part of its range of ideas
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from the numberless lights of sense, by which all its tendencies are at

every single instant attracted and exercised. Take awav or deaden
these tendencies and it is the same as if the lights themselves were

quenched the heart is still, and the brain darkened. The doctor's

mind was, except on these points on which it. was wholly turned, only a

piece of logical mechanism, and imposed on itself with the false pre-
mises of imperfect observation. His notions of the intercourse and of the

realities of life were syllogisms ;
he saw everything real with the micro-

scope of an antiquarian, and inferred upon the little he saw by a sophism
or a partial induction. But we are entering upon a needless analysis
which for any useful purpose should be followed on a broader scale.

He died in November 1821. It is said that he resisted until nearlv

the last day medical advice upon the sole grounds of its expensiveness.
Some humane person remonstrated with him ; his answer was. He could

not afford the doctor's fee.
" This matter," said the friend,

"
presents

itself to me in a light in which it does not probably strike you. I take

it that you are worth thirteen guineas a-day. I am quite sure a doctor

will save you ; and if he only lengthens your life one day for one guinea,

you will be a clear gainer by twelve guineas !

" " Do you see me now,"

replied the old doctor,
" T did not take that view of the case. I agree

with you, send for the doctor." The Gentleman's Magazine (1821),
after recording his death on November 15, in Trinity College, Dublin,
states that he died while he was communicating to the elderly female

attendant of his chambers that two of the judges had delivered judg-
ment in favour of the right of Trinity College to present to Clonfeacle.

By his will Dr Barrett left about 80,000 to Dr Kyle, then provost, and
Dr Lloyd, one of the senior fellows, in trust for charitable uses without

any specification; 200 a-year to tlie chief porter, who was present at

the making of his will shortly before his deatli ; while but 25 a-year
each was left to his four nieces, who were in poor circumstances, and
with whom he maintained an intercourse during life (for him) con-

sidered amicable. It is told that he greeted his attentive nieces, when-
ever they ventured to visit him, with the practical inquiry, "Eli! do
ve see me now? What do ye come after me for till I'm dead?"
One of his neices was not mentioned in the will at all, and proceedings
were instituted on her behalf which resulted in favour of the doctor's

next of kin; the residuary bequest in trust " to feed the hungry and
clothe the naked

"
being declared void for uncertainty

THOMAS LEWIS BEIRNE, D.D.

BORN A.D. 1748. DIED A.D. 1823.

This learned prolate was born in the county of Longford. His family
was of the Church of Rome, and together with a brother, he was intended
for that Church. With this view, he repaired to study at St Omer's,
but while th.ere, was led to a renunciation of the creed of Home, and
in consequence, sought for, and obtained ordination in the English
Church. He sailed with Lord Howe, as chaplain to the fleet, in the

commencement of the American war. In 1782 he returned to Ireland
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as private secretary to the Duke of Portland; from his patron he
obtained two valuable benefices in England. After which he was ap-

pointed chaplain to Earl Fitzwilliam, when he was lord-lieutenant of

Ireland. This nobleman promoted him to the See of Ossory. Though
we have neither space nor matter to trace the particulars of such a

course, it must be apparent from the mere facts, that there was some-
what extraordinary in the character of the person who was thus favoured

by men of rank and high station, men, too, as will be recollected,
eminent themselves for abilities and knowledge of mankind. So indeed

it was; O'Beirne was a distinguished member of the same brilliant

circle of which we have already had to notice so many first-rate men
He bore an active and respectable part in the polite literature of their

day: a very small literature, we grant, but marked by the high powers
of the men to whom it served as a recreation. There was then one of

those great periodical fits of depression, which so constantly follows a

great exaltation of the mind's productive powers, the day of Johnson
and Goldsmith, themselves lights from the decline of a brighter day,
was past, and the ideas of the age had been absorbed in produce.
A generation of scholars and literary dilettanti followed, but with

talents drawn forth and sharpened by the strife and collision of political
ferment. There was among these a constant fire of jeux d'esprits,

ballads, epigrams, imitations of Horace, and copies of verse, kept up by
Bushe, Ogle, Langrishe, Ned Lysaght, &c., the wits of their day.

Among these O'Beirne was not the least. He was a fine Latinist, and
a copy of verses in that language written by him, is among the best we
can recollect on the death of Burke; it was no less beautiful in an

English dress from the hand of Bushe.

On the death of Dr Maxwell, Bishop O'Beirne was translated to the

See of Meath.

It has been mentioned, and we believe truly, that Bishop O'Beirne's

brother became also a bishop in the Church of Rome.
Dr O'Beirne died Eeb. 15, 1823. He was the author of numerous

publications, both professional and literary, of which the principal
are: "The Crucifixion," a poem, in 4to, 1776; "The Generous

Impostor," a comedy, 1780; "A Short History of the Last Session

of Parliament," Svo, Anonymous ;

" Considerations on the Late

Disturbances," by a consistent Whig, 8vo ;

" Considerations on Naval

Discipline and Courts-Martial," Svo, 1781 ; and several sermons and

charges on various occasions.

JOHN THOMAS TEOY, D.D.

DIED A.D. 1823.

Dr Trot, the titular Archbishop of Dublin, through one of the most

eventful periods of Irish history, was born at Porterstown in the

county Dublin; he was early designed for the church, and at fifteen

went to Eonie for tlie usual studies. Having assumed the Dominican

habit, he gradually rose till he became rector of St Clement's parish
in Bome. In 1776 he was sent over by the Pope as Bishop of Ossory.



On arriving at Kilkenny, his first act was the revival of ".the religi-

ous conferences on cases of conscience, which had," writes Mr Dalton,
" been widely prescribed by tlie statutes of the churcli, but from

necessity -liad been discontinued for some years;" among the arrange-
ments which he made for this purpose, he prescribed that " in order to

elucidate and explain such subjects, the truth should be souglit from

the Holy Scriptures, the decrees of the Popes, the councils, and the

constant and general practice of the church."

In 1779 the wisdom and right-niinded patriotism of Dr Troy was

clearly and honourably shown by the decided and uncompromising

vigour of his proceedings against the Wliite boys, against wlioni he

first issued spirited circulars, which were followed by excommunication.

The same judicious and beneficent course was followed up in 1781, in

consequence of these deluded men having become very troublesome in

his diocese, in which, as Mr Dalton explains, the numerous coal mines

afforded concealments. On tliis occasion his judicious and spirited con-

duct drew forth the thanks of Government.

Even in the management of the internal concerns of religion in his

cliurch, this prelate manifested a wise and prudent spirit. He probably
felt and deplored tlie wide-spread spirit of infidelity which, commenc-

ing on the Continent, was rapidly establishing itself in the British

dominions. Dr Troy was deeply sensible of the truth so apt to be

overlooked by Christians, that infidelity, the taint of human nature, is

favoured by a predisposition, and is consequently the most contagious
of epidemics. To meet this invading evil, he directed the discussion

of the most prominent deistical writers, at the conferences of his

clergy.
In this year (1786), he also prohibited the patrons, which,

*'
al-

though," writes Mr Dalton,
"
they originated in the piety of the faith-

ful," were become at the time rather conducive to riot and intemperance,
and the exercise of the vices and crimes to which the peasantry of that

barbarous period were addicted. At the end of the year Dr Troy was

translated to Dublin.

In the end of the following year (1787) he issued pastoral directions,

in which he prohibited
"
midnight masses," and enjoined several other

wise regulations for the enforcement of order, and the preservation of

sanctity. Of these, it must suffice here to remark, that they were all

unequivocally indicative of tlie purest intentions, and many were most

hapily timed for public utility. The following statement we tran-

scribe from Mr Dalton. " On the 15th of May 1792, he and the clergy
of his diocese signed a declaration, solemnly disavowing, and condemn-

ing as wicked and impious, tlie opinions, that princes excommunicated

bj"^
the Pope and council, or by any ecclesiastical authority whatsoever,

might be thereupon deposed or murdered ; that any ecclesiastical power
could dissolve subjects from their allegiance; that it is lawful to murder
and injure any person under the pretence of his being a heretic; that

an act in itself unjust, immoral, or wicked, can be justified under pre-

tence of being done for the good of the church, or in obedience to any
ecclesiastical power; tliat no faith is to be kept with heretics, or that

the Pope has, or ouglit to have any temporal or civil jurisdiction within

this realm."

IV. 2 B Ir.
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From the uniform tenor of Dr Troy's conduct, as recorded by Mr
Dalton, we would infer that he was a man of eminent practical wisdom,
of high principle, and of very great courage, and considering him with

regard to his church and office, as one who was far in advance of

his time. In 1798 he denounced those who should rise in arms against

Government, in consequence of which his life was menaced by a con-

spiracy.
On the 11th of May 1823 he died, leaving an eminent example

to the prelates of his church of what they ought to be.

THOMAS ELRINGTON, D.D., BISHOP OF FERNS.

BOKN A.D. 1760. DIED A.D. 1835.

Thomas Elkington, successively Fellow and Provost of Trinity

College, and Bishop of Ferns, was born near Dublin in 1760. He was
an only child, and from an early age, we are informed, his motlier

devoted herself wliolly to his education; a task for which she was

qualified by virtues and attainments not usual in her time.

At an early age, the desire of his youth was to go to sea; this wisli

was counteracted by affection for his widowed mother. But the dis-

position remained, and continued to manifest itself through life in a

remarkable interest for everything connected with maritime affairs.

The tendency is deserving of remark; in him it was perhaps indicative

of the qualitv of his vigorous and alert understanding, and the firm and

manly texture of his wiiole mind, qualities exemplified in his writings
and conduct.

At the early age of fourteen he entered college under the Rev. Dr

Drought. His progress there was even to an unusual degree honoured

by collegiate successes. It will be proof enough of this to mention,

that, for his answering in the most important and difficult branch of

science, then taught in college, under the title Natural Philosophy, he

obtained an optinr.e; a judgment wiiich has been given but three times

from the foundation ; and which has been guarded with so much vigi-

lance against abuse, that the examiner who should bestow it, would be

probably obliged to vindicate its justice before the board ;
a result

which has occurred in one at least of the known instances.* Dr

Elrington could not have long passed his sixteenth year wlien he ob-

tained this signal mark of eminent attainment. To confirm the infer-

ence which seems to result from such a proof of superior mathematical

talent, v. hen at the age of twenty he sat for a fellowship, his success was

rendered memorable by a distinction still more rare ;
an honour, indeed,

which may be termed singular, having been the only person who, it is

believed, ever answered every question in matliematics.

The same sagacity that simplified his previous studies, and im-

parted a mastery in answering, rarely attainable, qualified him for a

task at that time much called for. Every one that has happened to

have toiled through Tacquet or any of those older works on the ele-

* That of the late Mr North, who obtained it for his answering in astronomy.
The third iiistnuce is that of the late Sir AV. Hamilton, M.R.I.A
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merits of geometry then in tlie hands of mathematical students, must

have a recollection of their cumbrous, and soniotiraes perplexed methods

of demonstration, which made an important and interesting pare of

education tedious and needlessly difficult. To give clear, orderly, and

unembarrassed demonstrations of the first six books of Euclid amid the

heavy and responsible avocations of a junior fellow of that period, was

no light attempt. Dr Elrington's edition published for the use of the

university, has been justly termed " a model of elementary demonstra-

tion."

In 1792 ne engaged in a controversy on the subject of a charge put

forward by Dr Troy. We cannot here enter upon this subject, but

may state the results from a brief memoir in our possession.
" This

controversy, carried on at intervals, was terminated in 1804 by a

pamphlet, under the signature S. N., so vigorous and decisive, that,

as it has since appeared, a consultation was held, whether or not Dr

Clinch sliould reply, and the Right Hon. Henry Grattan recommended

tliat the controversy should be dropped, an advice which was fol-

lowed."

In 1795 Mr Elrington became a senior fellow, being then but in his

thirty-fifth year ;
and in the same year was appointed to the Erasmus

Smith's professorsliip of mathematics, having been Donegal lecturer

from 1791. In 1794 he was appointed Donnellan lecturer, and de-

liTered a series of lectures on miracles, of the merits of which we can

only speak in the form of an extract, which mentions them as a " work

wliich was never known as its merits deserved, tlie author not having

taken any steps to bring it into notice, or to overcome the disadvan-

tages which invariably attend a book published in Dublin."

In 1799, when Dr Young was preferred to the See of Clonfert, he

was appointed as his successor in the chair of Natural Piiilosophy. It

was a tribute to claims of unquestionable superiority in a branch in

wliich he had already, it may be recollected, won unprecedented honour.

But the reputation of Dr Erlington was not sufficient to damp the

courage of two men far down on the list of juniors, but since, both dis-

tinguished for surpassing attainments in physical science. Those gentle-

men claimed the right of competition, which existed by a law that had

been suffered to fall into long disuse. But notwithstanding this oppo-

sition, and the arduous trial of strength which followed, Dr Elrington

gained, by superior answering, what had been already conceded to his

approved reputation.
In 1806 he resigned his fellowship for the living of Ardtrea, in the

diocese of Armagh. There he continued four years, during which

he won the affection and respect of every class of his parishioners by
that conduct which might be anticipated from a sound practical intelli-

gence, combined with tenacious rectitude, and a deep sense of duty ;

and it was afterwards mentioned by one of the fellows, that he had

visited the parish many years after,
" and had found the memory of

their loved pastor still fresh among the people."

During this period Dr Erlington was by no means occupied in paving
the way to his promotion. Tlie course he took was of that determined

resistance to the proceedings by which the party then in power were

beginning to undermine tlie church. This combination against the
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Irish clsrgy met in him one of its ablest opponents.
' He exposeu,"

writes our principal authority,
" the insidious attempts that were then

making to deprive the Irish clergy of tithes. He put forward in true
colours the character of Dr Milner, the then recently appointed agent
of the Roman Catholic hierarchy in Ireland ; but, above all, he vindi-

cated the orders of the church to which he belonged from the calum-
nies of Ward, published after the slumber of a century; a vindication

which, in the opinion of Dr Parr no bigoted churchman was justly
rewarded by that pastoral office whose claim to apostolical succession

he had so ably maintained."

On the promotion of Dr Hall to the See of Dromore, he recommended
Dr Elrington as the person most qualified to fill his place as Provost in

the University. A report was spread that the appointment was politi-
cal ; it would be needless to notice it were it not that it is exposed by
a fact itself worihy of relation. Dr Erlington was at the time about to

publish his controversial work, and it was felt by his friends that the

publication must be likely to interfere with his promotion, he was

accordingly advised not to publish under- the circumstances. Dr
Erlington rejected the proposal of compromise, and published to the

risk of his promotion. But the Duke of Richmond stood high above
such influences. "

Through the whole transaction," writes the same

authority,
" the Duke appeared only anxious to find out the fittest

man, and on no occasion was disinterested firmness ever exhibited

more strongly than by the object of his choice."

On Dr Elrington's appointment, he had to encounter formidable

difficulties. A strong effusion of radicalism had found its way into the

university. The spirit of independence had indicated itself most

unequivocally amongst the yDung and ardent spirits of the Historical

Society. This institution, now grown to maturity, was fast acquiring a

corporate existence, distinct from the university, and jealously sensitive

to its interference. Was this to be permitted 1 The results were not

dependent on the honour or discretion of the respectable youths who

composed that body, but on the common courses of human nature. All

who can remember the angry' feelings which ran so high among them,
the factious temper of their after-debates, and the parties to which they

gave rise, will now admit that this is no vague theorising. But the

society had a popularity both in town and college, it had also advan-

tages of a nature to be generally recognised, and more especially in

Ireland, where oratorical talent has been rated at least at its value. It

was a disagreeable task to cope with the strong impulse, tlie esjii^it de

corps and popular sense which was sure to be offended and noisy.
There could be no doubt that the charge of bigotry, illiberality, and
the whole vocabulary of abuse, would be showered without stint or

discretion. The Provost adopted a moderate course, he was satisfied

to impose conditions exclusively directed against the excesses and
hurtful tendencies that had begun to appear; tlie principle of the reform

wliich he proposed was simply the reduction of the society to its proper
and ostensible object, that of practice and improvement in speaking and

composition, by depriving it of its separate character of aspurious cor-

poration. But like every association that acquires an integral unity
of character and the more when animated by the ardour of young
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men the society had a pride to be hurt; it was not a debating school,

but a class (and in this lay the root of the evil), it considered tlie re-

strictions not with respect to their fitness or expediency as aflecting

their objects well or ill, but as an insult. It was not their interests, but

their honour, that was felt to be affected ; they met, and in the enthu-

siasm of a resentful feeling, they voted themselves out of existence.

We will only add, injustice to Dr Erlington, that the governing body
of the university in after years confirmed his judgment by the precau-

tions which they used in the re-establishment of the Historical Society.

The government of the university, encumbered, as it was, with diffi-

culties little to have been antici|)ated within the walls of an institution

devoted to intellectual culture and the interests of science, tliough in-

volving far more than ordinary care and circumspection, was not yet

enough to engross the active mind of the provost : but remarkable as

it may appear, he was the acting manager of almost every public board

in Dublin.

In 1820, on the translation of Dr Warburton to Cloyne from the

See of Limerick, the lord-lieutenant, in despite of the determined re-

sistance of the then secretary, nominated the provost ; a nomination not

less due to his character than to his station.

The provost looked for repose, and soon repaired to his diocese.

There he found but a change of laborious duty. On this point we can-

not do better than quote the language of the Memoir which has supplied

the entire materials of this sketch :
" Never did any city, or any dio-

cese, want more the superintendence of an active bishop. No man
fitted for such a station had been promoted to that see for upwards of

a century, and the charitable institutions of the city wanted some guide
to direct and animate individual exertion. The bishop remained but

two years at Limerick, and one of these was a year of disturbance, the

other of famine. In the dreadful winter of 1821, his firmness and in-

trepidity were of signal advantage ; the English military officers gladly
availed themselves of the bishop's advice, when such a panic had seized

the magistracy that, in their application for the Insurrection Act, they
endeavoured to shelter themselves under the protection of a Round
Robin. The bishop soon gave a practical proof of his courage ; for he

set out on a tour of visitation before the disturbances had terminated,

lest he might increase the panic in the country by putting off what had

been long officially announced. In this tour
'

he visited parts of the

united dioceses where a bishop had not been for sixty years. In the

time of famine, not only his personal exertions, but his purse, was

ever ready to give assistance, with a liberality which considerably

entangled him ; for now what he studiously concealed may be told

he expended in the two years at Limerick more than 3000 above the

income of his bishopric."
After two years he was translated to Ferns, where his conduct won

the respect and affection of every class. During his remaining life in

this diocese, his admirable combination of strict discipline, with the

kindliest intercourse of hospitality and personal kindness with his clergy,
was such as to conciliate their affection and reverence. And tlie same

prompt alacrity to promote the best interests of all classes, with the

liberality of his munificence and the wisdom of his counsel, made liim
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no less the object of regard and respect to all.
" How he conducted

himself," writes our chief authority,
"
may best be proved by the> dis-

may which the account of his death occasioned." This event occurred

in consequence of a paralytic stroke, at Liverpool, on the 12th of July
1835.

REV. ADAM CLARKE, LL.D.

BORN A.D. 1762 DIED A.D. 1832.

Adam Clarke was born either in the year 1760 or 1762, most probably
the latter, in the obscure village of Moybeg, in the county Londonderry.
The family of Clarke was originally English, and of high respectability.

According to the family tradition, it first appeared in Ireland in the

17th century, and held part of what were called the Debenture Lands,
and settled in the county of Antrim, about Larne, Glenarm, and Grange,
where t!ie Clarkes held considerable estates. It became connected by

marriage with the Higgisons, Strawbridges, Courtenays, and Boyds,
the latter of whom deduce their origin in uninterrupted descent from

the celebrated Boyds of Kilmarnock in Scotland.* William, the grand-
father of Adam Clarke, married into the Boyd family, and is described

as an intelligent, religious man, a builder by trade, and the eldest- of

six brothers, who chiefly settled in the vicinity of Magherafelt. Tlie

youngest of these brothers chose a military life, and was slain with his

general, Wolfe, at the battle of Quebec. John, the eldest son of

William, and father of Adam, was intended by his father for the

church, and accordingly, received a good classical education, having
studied successively at Edinburgh and Glasgow, and afterwards at

Trinity College, Dublin, which he entered as a sizar. His stay here

was short ; a severe fever, and afterwards a premature marriage, termi-

nated his studies, and forced him to adopt the profession of a parish

schoolmaster. Mrs Clarke, who was a Scotch lady, and descended

from the M'Leans of Mull, is described as a most amiable and excellent

woman, by whose pious example and instructions the mind of young
Clarke was impressed at an early period with a sense of the importance
of religion, which was cultivated under the ministry of Mr Breedon,

one of Mr Wesley's earliest coadjutors.
The circumstances of the family at this time appear to have been in

a very depressed state. The income derived from the school must have

been very inconsiderable in a small village, according to the following
scale of charges :

"
Reading, l^d. per week ; writing, 2d. ; writing

and accompts, 4d.
;
and Greek and Latin, 7s. per quarter." From this

it will appear tha,t Mr Clarke required something to help out the defi-

ciencies of his school, for the support of a numerous family.
"
Agri-

culture," we are told,
" was that to which he had recourse. Before and

after school hours was the only time in which he could do anything on

his little farm; the rest of the labour was performed, with very little

* "An account ol' the lufancy, Religious and Literary Life of Adam Clarke,

LL.D., F.A.S., &c." Edited by the Rev. J. B. B. Clarke, M.A., Tiin. Coll.,

Cambridge. London 1833. 3 vols.
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other assistance, by his two sons. This limited their education; . . . .

the two brothers went day about to school, and he who had the

advantage of the days' instruction gained and remembered all he could,

and imparted on his return, to him that continued in the farm, all the

knowledge that he had acquired in tlie day." .... Their father, who
was a great admirer of the Georgics of Virgil, without particularly calcu-

lating that the agricultural rules in that elegant work were, in many
respects, applicable only to the soil and climate of Italy, lat. 45^ applied

them, in a widely different climate, to a soil extremely dissimilar, in

lat. 55. N. This course was not likely to bring about the most bene-

ficial results. However, this was the general plan on which Mr Clarke

carried on his agricultural operations; and, it must be confessed, how-

ever injudicious this must liave been in several respects, his crops were,

at least, as good as his neighbours." We have made these few extracts

from the account already referred to, which is taken from the manu-

scripts of Dr Clarke himself. It relates, with the same fulness and

simplicity, all the incidents of his life; and such of our readers as take

pleasure in tracing the history of great men, and estimating the effect of

early associations in the development and formation of character, will

be highly gratified by a perusal of these interesting volumes.

About the age of fourteen, Adam Clarke was placed in the establish-

ment of a Mr Barnett, linen-manufacturer, for the purpose of learning
that business. This employment proving distasteful, he returned home
in a few months. Soon after this he was recommended to the notice of

the Rev. John Wesley, who, without seeing him, invited him to become a

pupil in Kingswood School, Bristol. Whilst there he purchased out of his

scanty pocket-money, and of his own accord, a Hebrew Grammar, which

led him to cultivate an acquaintance with Oriental literature, in which

he attained great proficiency. It was not long before Mr.Wesley visited

Kingswood, and made the acquaintance of his unknown protege. Mr
Wesley asked him,

" Was he willing to become an itinerant preacher ?"

Tlie answer was,
" I should be willing if you thought me worthy."

Within a few weeks he appointed him, though only nineteen years of

age, to the circuit of Bradford, Wilts. This event occurred in the

year 1782, and for^twenty-six years after Mr Clarke continued to travel

in various circuits. In 1805 he settled in London, and assiduously
devoted himself to literature and bibliography. During the several

years of his residence in London, Dr Clarke was closely engaged upon
his "

Commentary on the Old and New Testament," but at the same
time he fulfilled, with eminent piety and zeal, the duties of a preacher,
and took part in the management of various associations for literary,

scientific, and benevolent purposes. In 1815 he retired to an estate in

Millbrook, in Lancashire, purchased for him l)y some generous friends.

In 1826 he visited the Shetland Isles, to examine the condition of the

Methodist Mission, established by the Conference, at his suggestion, in

1822. In 1823 Dr Clarke disposed of his residence at Millbrook and
returned to London ; but finding his health impaired, he removed to

Haydon Hall, in Middlesex, about seventeen miles from London, where
he resided until his death in 1832,

The earliest mark of public distinction that was conferred upon him
was his election to be a fellow of the Society of Antiquaries. In
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1805 he received the honorary degree of M.A., arid in the followiiK'

year that of LL.D., from the University of St Andrews, and he was sub-

sequently chosen to be a member of the Royal Irish Academy. He
was also enrolled as a member of several American literary associations

and other learned bodies. In 1807 he was appointed one of the sub-
commissioners of the public records, and in the following year prepared
a long and luminous report on the best method of revising and formino-

a supplement continuation to Rymer's
" Fcedera." After consideration

of his report, the commissioners came to the resolution that the work
would best be executed by a consolidation of all the old and new mate-
rials in a chronological series, and Dr Clarke was directed to prepare
materials for a first volume of a new edition. In this great work he
was assisted by his eldest son, J. W. Clarke, and Mr Holbrooke.
Volume i., and the first part of volume ii., bear his name. Only three

volumes of the work have been published. But the great work, which
will carry his name to the remotest generation, was his " Commentarv
on the Bible." The work was commenced during his residence in

London, broucfht nearly to a close at Millbrook, and concluded on the

17th of Apriri826, at Haydon Hall.

In 1818, the third year of his residence at Millbrook, he received

into his house, at the request of the Wesleyan Missionary Committee
and of Sir Alexander Johnston, two Budhist priests, whom that gentle-

man, at their own request, brought over from Ceylon, that they might
be instructed in the English language and the principles of Christianity-

With the object of helping them in their studies he compiled his
" Clavis Biblica," which was published in 1820. During twenty months
the priests were carefully instructed by him in the English language
and literature, and in the evidences of Christianity, at the end of which

time, being
"
fully convinced that they were sincere converts, at their

own earnest request he admitted them publicly into the Church of

Christ by baptism, conferring on one of them his own name. No one
doubted the sincerity of these supposed converts, but, on returning to

Ceylon, they resumed the functions of Teerunanxies, or high priests.
It is said, however, that one of them is now acting as interpreter to the

Supreme Court of Judicature in Ceylon."*
Dr Clarke died of cholera at Bayswater, on the 26th of August 1832,

in his seventieth year. On that very day he was to have preaclied
an anniversary sermon at Bayswater. On the day previous he had
an attack of dysentery, but no apprehensions of danger were then
entertained. Before five, however, on the morning of Sunday, Dr
Clarke had risen, and, still suffering from his malady, had dressed, and
was in readiness to leave with his friend Mr Hobbs. Becoming: sud

denly worse, he requested to be taken immediately to his own home.
A carriage was accordingly sought, but prior to this a doctor was called

in, who pronounced his case to be one of cholera. Other medical gentle-
men attended, and various remedies were tried, but to no purpose.
Soon after eleven at night he breathed his last.f

Dr Clarke's first publication was,
" A Dissertation on the Use and

Abuse of Tobacco" (Lond. 1797). His next work was an undertaking
* Annual Ecg., 1832.

t Annual Register and Gentlcnmn's Magazine, 1832
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of a far more laborious character,
" A Bibliographical Dictionary," con-

taining a chronological account of the most curious books in all depart-
ments of literature, from the infancy of 'printing to the beginning of

the nineteenth century ; to which was added an Essay on Biograpliy,
and an account of tlie best English translations of each Greek and Latin

classic. This book was printed in Liverpool and Manchester in 1802
in six volumes. It includes the whole of the fourth edition of Har-

wood's " View of the Classics." One hundred copies of the " Disserta-

tion on Polyglot Bibles" were published separately in 1823. In 1804
he published Baxter's " Christian Directory," abridged, in two volumes ;

in 1805 a new edition of Claude Fleury's
"
History of the Ancient

Israelites" (translated into English by Farneworth) ; the " Succession

of Sacred Literature" in 1807, new edition in two volumes in 1831;
" The Eucharist," in 1808; a new edition of Shuckford's "

Connexion,"
in 1803, in four volumes; "Illness and Death of Bichard Person ;"

Sturm's " Reflections on the Works of God and His Providence," trans-

lated from the German ;

" The Holy Bible, with a Commentary and
Critical Notes," in 1810-26, in eight volumes, 4to. An improved edi-

tion of this great work was published in 1833-34, and a new edition in

sixty parts, or six volumes, in 1851. A supplementary volume, entitled

"The Biblical Companion," by another hand, followed this edition. Dr
Clarke's "

Commentary" is now too well known to require comment in

this place ; it has received the highest commendations from the most

competent critics up to the present time. Mr Allibone, in his "
Critical

Dictionary" (1859), states that Dr Clarke culled his materials from

more than 2000 books in various languages. The same writer has

given extracts-from the works of several well-known Biblical scholars,

all bearing the highest testimony to Dr Clarke's erudition and perse-
verance. " It is assuredly a wonderful performance," writes Arch-

bishop Lowndes, "carried on as it was in the midst of journeyings and

privations, of weariness and painfulness, of care and distraction ; and
carried on, too, -by an unaided and single-handed man, for he himself

affirms that he had no mortal to afford him the smallest assistance."*

Dr Clarke's other publications were, Harraen's "
Observations, with

his Life" (5th ed. 1816, 4 vols.) ;

" Clavis Biblica, or a Compendium
of Biblical Knowledge," 1820

;

" Memoirs of
the_ Wesley Family ;"

" The Gospels Harmonized," arranged by Samuel Dunn, 1836 ; and the

new edition of Rymer's
"
Fcedera," already referred to. His miscel-

laneous works were published in thirteen volumes, 12mo, in 1836. Dr
E. Williams speaks of them as "

worthy of a place in every theological

library."
A review of " The Memoirs of Dr Clarke," edited by the Bev.

J. B. B. Clarke, to which reference has been already made, will be

found in the Quarterly Review
^

li. 117.

*
See also Orme's "

P>ibl. Bib.;" Home's" "
Bibl. Bib.;" Dr E. Williams'

"Clinstian Preacher;" Bickersteth's "Christian Student.'
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REV. RICHARD GRAVES, D.D.

BORN A.D. 1763 DIED A.D. 1829.

This ahle divine, and worthy man, was born at Kilfinane, Limerick,
in 1763 ; he was the youngest son of a beneficed clergyman of the

Church of England, and received his education under the eye of- an

elder brother, Thomas Graves, afterwards Dean of Connor.

He entered college in 1780 with a declai-ed intention to read for the

fellowsliip ;
his collegiate career was suitably passed ;

he won all the

honours of every kind with more than usual eclat; and obtained his

scholarship with distinction, in 1782, together with Miller and Lord
Plunket.

In 1786 he obtained his fellowship ; having, in the brief period thus

given to that arduous course, acquired with very distinguished reputa-
tion the three medals given by the Historical Society.

Soon after obtaining his fellowship, Mr Graves married a daughter
of the Rev. Dr Drought, who was Regius Professor of Divinity.

In 1799 he obtained the professorship of oratory.
In 1813 his father-in-law was superannuated, and in the next year

Mr Graves was appointed his deputy. He afterwards, in 1819, on the

death of Dr Drought, became his successor. Long before this latter

appointment, he had attained to a very high reputation for piety and

eloquence in the pulpit.
In 1797 and the following year, he was appointed Donnellan Lec-

turer. It was a period unhappily distinguished for a wide and

speading diffusion of those infidel opinions and tendencies which then

accompanied and heightened the etfect of the revolutionary mania of

the day. The dreadful influences of these unsettling notions upon the

mind of that generation are matter of history, and even the university

could not entirely escape the general taint. The able men who were

then providentially in charge of its interests were not inactive or

inefiicient ; the late Dr Whitley Stokes published a pamphlet which

first met, and in a measure arrested, the growing evil. Mr Graves

was happily called to the discharge of an office which enabled him to

complete the repulse and overthrow of the error and fallacy which had

begun to assail truth and sound knowledge in their citadel. The

result was the production of his lectures on the Pentateuch. In this

admirable work he performs the same task for the Mosaic history,

that Paley, Leslie, and other able reasoners had executed for the

gospel history. His undertaking was, however, incalculably more

arduous, in proportion to the remoter distance of time, the greater

obscurity of the collateral evidence, and the speculative rubbish with

which theoretical divines had in no small measure entangled the sub-

ject. The lectures on the Pentateuch are now so extensively known
that we shall not need to enter further on their merits. When first

published this able work, like all works of sterling erudition or close

reasoning, when unconnected with any great popular opinions, had

slowly made its way ; the first edition was exhausted. He was, how-



ever, disappointed by finding the publishers reluctant to enter on the

hazards of a new edition. This was increased by the commercial

circumstances of the day. But the reputation of the work was steadily

on the increase, and in two years after Messrs Cadell & Davis saw good
reason to induce them to the undertaking.

In 1813 he was oftered by Mr Peel the deanery of Ardagh. His

fellowship being more valuable, and involving better church prospects,
he declined this ofter. It was, however, pressed upon him, and an

arrangement being proposed which enabled him to exchange the fellow-

ship for the Regius Professorship of Divinity he willingly acceded.

It was his hope to render this office more available than it liad been till

then for the instruction of the students. He was not disappointed in

this desire, as many important improvements well testify. Among the

principal of these may be mentioned the institution of a yearly

examination, in a well selected course, comprising the main branches of

theological literature. We have already entered to some extent on the

great attempt at a forward movement of the ISTatioual Church with

respect to qualifications ; it will now be enough to add, that much of

this must be traced to the efforts of Dean Graves while he occupied
tlie Divinity Chair.

In the years 1816 and 1817 he was tried by some heavy afflictions,

on the details of which we will not enter. Of these, the first is

but obscurely alluded to in his memoir ; we believe it arose from

the death of his son-in-law within a short time after his marriage. The

loss of his son Hercules was a heavier blow. The account of this

worthy and most distinguished young man, and of the circumstances of

his death, is given with much deeply affecting detail in the memoir of

his father. It reminds the reader forcibly of the history of Wolfe in a

similar situation. They were friends and fellow-students.

In March 1823 the dean was elected to the parish of St Mary by
the Chapter of Christ Church, a preferment which dissolved j,his long
and affectionate connection with St Michael's. He entered on this new

sphere of activity with an ardour and zeal undamped by years, and

with all the exertion and efficient ministerial diligence for which he had

been uniformly known by those who had occasion to meet him in this

walk of duty.
In 1825 he published his last work on the doctrine of Calvinistic

Predestination. This work is in the hands of the public ; the subject

is one upon which, in volumes meant to be strictly unsectarian, we desire

not to enter, and we cannot venture on any comment which would not

have the effect of embarking us in a lengthened discussion. We have

already, more than once, noticed the manner in which the discussion

has ever been conducted, and we shall only add, that our views receive

much confirmation from all that we read upon it in the memoir of

Dr Graves.

In 1827 he received the severest visitation to which a man of his

strong and deep affections is liable in tliis earthly state, by the death

of " the judicious and faithful partner" who had contributed to his

happiness through many years. He bore his affliction with the patience

and resignation consistent with his Christian profession and character ;

but nevertheless it soon became apparent that this and other trying
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visitations wiuoh seem to have come in quick succession at this period of

his life, while they exercised and illustrated his faith, had their effect in

breaking down his constitution. His friends perceived the change before
he became himself aware of it ; and it was pressed upon him to change
the scene for a time. In compliance with the suggestion, he set out

upon an excursion to the north of England.
He had reached Lancaster, when he was attacked by paralysis ; and

it is mentioned that he lay for three hours under this seizure in full

consciousness of his state, before he would awaken his son who slept in

the same room. From this first attack he recovered sufficiently to return
to Ireland ; after which his entire conduct seems to have been a succes-

sion of steps preparatory to the final change; a course which it would
be vain to attempt to describe in the common places of a summary. The
path of all true Christians is the same, the varieties are but diversities

of incident only communicable in detail; it would not be easy to find a

portraiture of the end of a Christian life more beautifully complete and
true than that contained in the memoir published by his son, Dr Eichard
Graves.

In 1828 Dean Graves spent the summer near Dublin, as it was con-
sidered unsafe to remove too far from medical aid. During this period
he suffered much from the condition of his health, and more from the

severe remedies, which he endured without a murmur. Through all

he continued to maintain his mental composure, and the childlike fresh-

ness of his tastes for nature. His decline nevertheless went on with a

progress apparent to his family; and, in March 1829, he was released

from earthly tribulations by a sudden and severe attack of his complaint.

REV. DE MILLER.

BORN A.D. 1764. DIED A.D. 1848.

George Miller was born in Dublin on the 22nd of October 1764. His
father was a wine-merchant in that city, and enjoyed a high reputation
for integrity and soundness of judgment. The first instructor of young
Miller was a half-mad teacher, named Nixon, who evinced a strong

partiality for his youthful charge, and would, had he remained under
his care, have done him much harm by pushing him forward prema-
turely. He was, however, removed from him just in time to avoid this

serious disadvantage, and placed under the tuition of a dull, plodding
fellow named Craig, who gave him the drilling which he required, and
laid the foundation of the scholarship for which he was afterwards dis-

tinguished. Amongst his schoolfellows, while he remained with Mr
Craig, were Charles Kendal Bushe, afterwards Lord Chief-Justice of

Ireland, and Theobold Wolf Tone. Of the latter, the doctor has been
often heard to say that even in his school-boy days he evinced the

vivacity of a Frenchman, with great acuteness, which was, however,
counteracted by a levity of character which disqualified him for any
continuous effort of attention.*

In July 1779, George Miller entered the university, being then in his

* " Dub. Univ. Mag." xvii. 674.



fifteentli year; and we learn from the same authority that he obtained

but little distinction at entrance, being ranked as the fifth of thirty.

John Sealy Tosvnsend, afterwards Master in Chancery, obtained first

place; and William Conyngham Plunket, afterwards Lord- Chancellor

of Ireland, obtained the third or fourth. In Miller's division Town-
send took the lead, which he maintained until the fourth examination,
when it was taken by the subject of this memoir, who continued to

hold it until the second examination of his fourth undergraduate year,
when Plunket stopped his certificate upon equal answering. In the

Historical Society, of which Plunket and Bushe were tlien the great

lights. Miller devoted himself chiefly to composition, and carried off

several of the Society's prizes. He also attained a high rank as a

debater, although his time was almost wholly absorbed in preparation
for the fellowship-bench upon which he was shortly to appear. In his

first trial for fellowship he was unsuccessful. On this occasion he

freely acknowledged the superiority of Whitley Stokes, the successful

candidate. On the second trial he was beaten by Magee (afterwards

archbishop of Dublin). Whether justly so or not, Miller felt himself

aggrieved, and in high dudgeon withdrew his name from the college

books, to enter as a student of the Middle Temple. He immedi-

ately addressed liiraself vigorously to the study of law, and spent
the summer which succeeded his last failure in the soothing dulness

of studying Blackstone. But in the October of that year a vacancy
occurred amongst the fellows, and he became reconciled to his Alma
Mater.

While he was preparing for the final struggle an incident occurred

which calls for more tlian a mere passing notice. As Miller was

engaged one evening in his studies, he was surprised by a visit from a

Mr Adair, then a private tutor in the provost's family, and to him a

total stranger. After expressing a strong resentment at the former

injustice with which Miller had been treated, Mr Adair told him that

the provost was deeply interested in his success at the approaching

trial, and would, if necessary, use his power of nomination to defeat

the hostile machinations of the senior fellows ; that, to make Miller's

position the more certain, the provost was willing to furnish him with a

list of the questions he intended asking in moral philosophy. Adair's

visit was repeated twice afterwards, and with the same object. On one

of those occasions he improved his original ofler by assuring Miller that

tlie provost would use his influence with the Government, and procure
for him a professorship of moral philosophy to be founded with a salary
of 100 a year. That Miller rejected these tempting overtures there

can be no doubt from what occurred at a subsequent visitation, when
he publicly denounced Adair as having made the ofiers which have

been described. On that occasion the provost solemnly denied that he

had ever authorised tliose oflers, and having condemned Adair in the

strongest terms, he dismissed him from his tutorship, and had him

excluded, by order of the visitors, from the precincts of the university.
The facts respecting the corrupt ofler made by Adair were afterwards

deposed to by Miller in the year 1790, before a committee of -the Irish

Mouse of Commons appointed to try a petition lodged by Sir Lawrence

Parsons, against tlie return of one of the sons of Provost Hutchinson, as



member for tlie university. His evidence produced at the time a great

sensation, and tended to swell the general outcry, already loud and

furious, against the Hutchinson family.

A visitation with a view to the preferring of charges against the pro-
vost had long been anxiously sought for, and it was not without con-

siderable difficulty that it was at last obtained. Lord Clare, at that

time Lord Chancellor of Ireland, and vice-chancellor of the university,

was the individual chiefly to be consulted ; and of him almost all the

fellows were more or less afraid. An application to him, however,

having been resolved on, Miller was chosen to make it a striking proof
of confidence reposed by his seniors in the address and firmness of so

young a man. Nor were they disappointed.* Mr Miller accordingly
waited on Lord Clare in proper form. Lord Clare received him with

marked courtesy, addressed him in a long and plausible speech intended

to cushion in the most approved method of courtly tactics the unplea-
sant visitation. But Miller would not " listen to the voice of the

charmer ;" he modestly replied that his commission extended no farther

than to ask his lordship to name a day for the visitation.
" The eflect,"

it is said,
" was electrical upon the haughty and clioleric peer, and he

started from his seat, and thumping the table with his fist, said,
'

Well,

then, let it be next Wednesday !'"

On Wednesday, accordingly, the visitation opened. An indictment

of twelve heads, upon each of which some one of the fellows was selected

to enlarge, was duly prepared. The visitation was limited to three

days. Of the fourteen hours devoted to business, the provost con-

sumed nine ; and when the clock struck four on the third day, the

learned fellows had not exhibited one half their heads. The visitors

rose to sit no more on Provost Hutchinson, who, thus by a stroke of

Fabian policy, scotched this many-headed monster.

Towards the close of 1793, Hutchinson was expected to resign the

provostship, and Wolfe, at that time attorney-general (afterwards Lord

Kilwarden), was spoken of as his probable successor. In tliis posture
of affairs the old controversy was renewed under a new form. Tlie

Hutchinson scandals were revived as the basis of operations to prevent
a recurrence of the mistake of making the provostship a political ofliice

witliout any regard for the interests of learning. A petition was pre-

pared under the auspices of Doctor Miller, praying the government to

exercise its patronage in future in a manner more in accordance with

tlie popular wishes, and the requirements of the university. The peti-

tion was taken to London for presentation by four deputies, Doctors

Young and Hall of the senior fellows, and Messrs Hodgkinson and
Miller of the junior. The interest of the Marquis of Abercorn was
secured by an arrangement wliich pledged the petitioning fellows to

support Mr Georj^e Knox as his nominee at the next election for the

university ; and the favour of Edmund Burke was enlisted- by a recom-

mendatory letter from Lord Charlemoiit, which the deputation had the

honour of presenting to their illustrious countryman at Beaconsfield.

After much delay and discouragement, the deputation were told to be

in attendance at the next levee. " On the next levee day they were,

accordingly in attendance, when, after the usual formalities their peti-
* "Dub. Univ. Mag." ut siijyra.



tion was jjresented. Pitl was present, but showed the deputation no
attention. To the prayer of their petition no answer was at tlio time

returned ; but it was taken very seriously into consideration at court,

and the resolution, it is supposed, was then formed, whicli was after-

wards, and has ever since, been acted upon by the executive with

respect to tlie government of the university.
In the following year the provostship became vacant by the death of

Hutchinson ; and Hodgkinson was sent simply to make a representation
to the Duke of Portland respecting the necessity of appointing to

that office a clergyman, and not a layman. He received a most satis-

factory answer. The noble personage to whom he addressed himself

was fully sensible of the importance of acting u[)on his suggestion. He
also conversed with Edmund Burke, who in a question peculiarly Irish

and literary, would at that time be very likely to be consulted by the

men in power, and he used these memorable words,
"

if you separate

learning from religion, learning will destroy religion."*
Thus far the object of the petitioners was attained, and there was no

longer any danger of the chief place in their body being handed over

to a mere lawyer or statesman. But still, they had not accomplished
all they desired. "

They sought not only that a layman and a stranger
should not be appointed to preside over them, but that the office should

be conferred upon some one who either was or had been a member of

their own body ; and they now learned with dismay, that it was in the

contemplation of the Government to supply Hutchinson's place by Dr
Bennet, then Bishop of Cloyne."

Bishop Bennet, as a divine and a scholar, was perfectly unexception-
able. The sole objection to his appointment was grounded on the fact

that he was not a member of their own body. The action of the fel-

lows in this matter does not indeed appear to have been wholly dic-

tated bv an unselfish regard for the interests of learninsr. Dr Bennet
would have unquestionably proved a great acquisition to the university
in spite of the accident that he was not in one respect a man after their

own heart. But, whatever opinion may be entertained of their exclu-

sive tendencies on this occasion, the tactics they adopted to gain their

object are not altogether worthy of admiration. Bennet was known
to be a man of timid and retiring disposition. Having the terror of

Hutchinson's fall before his eyes, he was likely to make large sacrifices

for the sake of peace. Accordingly, a resolution was adopted by the

whole body of fellows to send two delegates to represent their views to

the bishop ;
in other words, to remonstrate with him on his intolerable

intrusion, and to give him to understand, that if he should persist in

becoming provost, he might bid adieu to peace for the rest of his life.

With such a prospect before him, it need scarcely be told, that the

peace-loving Bishop of Cloyne was not ambitious of becoming a martvr

to,science, and on this occasion, at least, said "Nolo," from the bottom
of his heart.

Thus the prize was secured for one of themselves, and Dr Murray,
then vice-provost, was advanced to the dignity, much we are assured,

against his will. Ever since the appointment has been conlined to

members of the university
* ' '

Dub. Uuiv. Mag.
"
ut antea.
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In 1793 a bill was introduced into the Irish House of Commons,
making important concessions to Roman Catholics. The bill was in-

troduced or seconded by the Hon. Arthur Wellesley, then member for

Trim, and afterward Duke of Wellington. By one of its provisions
tl>e elective franchise was to be conferred on the Roman Catholic free-

holders ; by anotlier, students of that persuasion were to be enabled to

graduate in the university. To both these objects Dr Miller was

favourable. A petition against this latter clause had been prepared,
and the whole body of fellows was summoned to the chambers of the

vice-provost to subscribe their names. Miller on that occasion invited

a discussion on the merits of the question, but being told tliat he had

only to choose whether he would sign the petition or not, he withdrew

to his chambers, and prepared a counter-petition to which the signatures
of eleven fellows were affixed, and as this number constituted one-half

of the body as it was then composed, the result was that both petitions
were abandoned, and the clause was suffered to remain in the bill.

Tliere was, however, another difficulty to be encountered. As the law

stood, before the statute just passed took effijct, two things were re-

quired. A declaration against popery prescribed by Act of Parlia-

ment, and an oath to the same effect prescribed by the statutes of the

university. The former alone was removed by the recent Act in a

conditional clause, which presupposed that the king would make a cor-

responding change in the college statutes. But though the clause was
intended to be conditional, Mr Miller saw that the enactment was posi-

tive, for it ordained that after the first day of the following June, it

should not be lawful to^require the declaration. The day of commence-

ment, however, arrived before any change had been effected in the col-

lege statutes, and the result was looked forward to with much anxiety.
Lord Clare, as vice-chancellor of the University, seemed determined to

show to the last his bitter opposition to the policy of emancipation.
The office of senior non-regent happened during that year to be filled

by Mr Miller. The office had long been regarded as one of mere

form, and the holder was supposed to assent as of course to the pro-

ceedings of the commencement, althougli he was in strict right entitled

to exercise a co-ordinate negative with the vice-chancellor and the pro-

vost. Mr Miller determined to assert to the full the prerogative of his

office, and when the proctor was proceeding, as usual, to recite the

declaration against popery, .he immediately interposed and informed

the -vice-chancellor tliat "the declaration had been abrogated by the

law of the land ; and that if it were then required, he would by virtue

of his authority as senior non-regent, suspend the comitia." This an-

nouncement came like a thunderbolt on the vice-chanceltor. He first

threatened to adjourn the visitation, but on consulting for a while with

the attorney-general, Wolfe, he demanded a copy of the recent Act.

Mr Miller immediately accommodated him with his copy ; and it was

soon perceived that the clause in question, although conditional in the

preamble, was peremptory in its enactment. The commencement was

accordingly allowed to proceed without requiring the declaration to be

read. From that time Roman Catholics graduated freely in the

university.
We now proceed to Miller's fracas with the Historical Society. At
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the time of which we write, he was junior deau, and as sucli specially

charged with the discipline of the university. A full account of the
occurrence by which Mr Miller lost much of his popularity will be
found in the number of the " Dublin University Magazine

"

already re-

ferred to. It may be briefly stated that Dr Miller as junior dean, re-

ported to the board a very serious oflence against discipline which came
within his own observation, and an order was made excluding the three
individuals implicated, from the precincts of the college. A few
months after, happening to attend one of the meetings of the Ilistorical

Society, he saw there one of these very offenders. He applied first to

the auditor and then to the chairman to have the obnoxious individual
removed ; but neither of them interfered for that purpose. He then

spoke personally to the gentleman himself, and requested him to with-
draw. Upon this, that gentleman at once withdrew, and Miller thought
that the subject would be heard of no more. But the temper of the

society was roused ; a committee was appointed to consider the con-
duct of the junior dean. Miller, however, was beforehand with them,
and denounced them to the board as a body, by whom, in thus presum-
ing to question the propriety of his conduct, all college discipline was
set at nought. The board, thereupon, prepared a series of regulations,
a strict compliance with which was required, if the society were any
longer to be continued within the walls of college. These rules

were rejected ; and the consequence was, the exclusion of the society
from the room in which they were accustomed to meet, and their re-

moval to William Street, where they continued for some time to hold
their sittings. Such is the sum and substance of the affair, and one
seems at a loss to conceive how it could have excited such an amount
of prejudice against Dr Miller as it did. One among many unpleasant
results, was the interruption of an early friendship which had sub-

sisted from their school-boy days, between him and Charles Kendal

Bushe, who warmly espoused the cause of the society, and keenly re-

sented the conduct of the board. The truth appears to be that there

was little sympathy between the fellows and the society. In short, the

fullovvs looked down on the Historicals, and the Historicals did not
liiok up to the Fellows. In such a state of feeling it was not surprising
tliat Miller's conduct, though strictly right, and within the scope of his

duty, was attributed to a spirit of vexatious interference, and regarded
as an invasion of their independence.

In 1792 Miller travelled through England with Dean Burrowes,
and was brought into the society of the choicest wits and philosophers
of the day. It is recorded that at one dinner party at Sir Joshua

Reynold's, he met Burke, Malone, Bishop Percy, Brocklesby, Morgan,
with Kemble and his wife. We are told, however, that Miller was

disappointed on this occasion, and "
all the party separated without

having a better opinion of each other than they had before."

In 1794 Dr Miller married, and he became at once more determined
in his studies than he could boast of being at any previous period.
Ho endeavoured to obtain the professorship of mechanical philosophy,
but was defeated by the competition of Dr Elrington, afterwards Bishop
of Ferns. " Nor have the public any reason to regret that such was
the case, as otherwise he might never have meditated the work by

IV.
"

2 F Ir.



which he achieved an undying fame." About the year 1800, we learn

from the preface to his work, some unforseen arrangements phiced
the author in the situation of assistant to the professor of modern

Iiistory. In this department little had been at any time done, and

latterly nothing. He was urged by the provost to render his new
situation effective, and encouraged to deliver a course of public lectures,

though not properly the duty of his subordinate station. Prepossessed
in favour of no system, in truth not having thought of any, he sought

merely for the combination of order ; but in seeking for this, he was

gradually led to perceive a real combination of events, as the parts of

one comprehensive plan of providential government.
For four years he continued to deliver six or eight prelections a year ;

l)ut at length found it quite impossible to persevere, without abandoning
his other academic duties. He accordingly, in the year 1804, resolved

to resign his fellowship and accept a college living then vacant, in the

hope that he might continue his work as a book, if he could not prevail
on the board to continue him as a lecturer. But by the influence of

Dr Kearney, by whose advice the subject was originally undertaken, it

was determined that he should receive an annual payment of one hundred

pounds (the customary salary at that time for a professor), until his

course should be completed. Now devoting his undivided attention to

a subject with which he was daily becoming more familiar, he attracted

such numbers to his lectures that the Law School could no longer
contain them, and it was found necessary to remove to the Examination

Hall, where he had the gratification of "
enchaining the attention of as

distinguished an assemblage as had ever on any previous occasion been
collected within its walls." In 1811 the lectures were completed, but
it was not until 1816 that his two first volumes appeared. They were
followed at intervals of two or three years by the remaining volumes in

pairs, until the eight were published. An edition, which contained

the author's latest improvements, condensed into four volumes, was
afterwards published at Murray's suggestion. A third edition, revised

by the author, was published by Bohn in 1848.
In 1817 Dr Miller, finding his family increased to the number of

fourteen children, was induced to seek an accession to his income by
asking for the mastership of the school of Armagh, which was immediately
conferred on him by the Primate.

The office of surrogate to the diocese of Armagh was also held by
him in addition to his other preferments. His decision in what was
known as the " Home Mission Case," and in the celebrated cause of

Lemon v. Lemon, displayed extraordinary vigour of judgment, immense

research, and accurate knowlege. The legislature has since interfered

to put the law of marriage on a more satisfactory footing than it was
when the profound and able judgment of Dr Miller in Lemon v. Lemon
brought the unsatisfactory state of the law before the public. His

judgment, too, extorted the admiration of some of the leading civilians

in the sister kingdom as a masterly exposition of that most difficult

branch of the civil law.

For the last forty years of his life, Dr Miller subsisted entirely on

vegetable diet, and he enjoyed health of mind and body to the close



of his long and honourable career. He died in 1851 at Armagh, in

his 84tli year.
To the following list of his works we have appended a few short

extracts from the principal reviews of liis "Philosophy of History,"
and a letter from Dr Miller to Archbishop Magee, explaining the principle
of his system, and now for the first time published.

Papers on intellectual and natural philosophy, in " Trans. Irish

Acad.," 1793, and " Nic. Journal," 1801 ; a letter to Dr Pusey in

reference to his letter to the Lord-Bishop of Oxford, 1840; a second

letter to Dr Pusey, 1841 ;

" Lectures on the Philosoj)liy of Modern

History from the Fall of the Roman Empire to the French Revolution,"
Dublin 1816-28, 8 vols. ; second edition, with author's latest improve-
ments, 1832, 4 vols. ;

third edition, 1849, 4 vols.

We subjoin the following extracts from reviews of his "
Philosophy

of History:
" " Dr Miller assumes as the basis of his system that all the

events of this world have an intrinsic connection, which gives them the

coherence and the unity of a moral drama. A single event or period
taken by itself is as a grain of dust in this mighty balance

Human history being thus a drama of Divine Providence, all its parts

are, with a strict unity of action, supposed to be made subordinate and
conducive to the result.' Edin. Rev. i. 287-344.

" Dr Miller advances and establishes his great principle that God

reigneth in the afiairs of men, and that the end of the divine govern-
ment is man's improvement." Duh. Univ. Mag. xiii. 571.

" His work possesses a unity of subject, harmony of proportion, and
connection of parts that render it not merely the best modern history
in our language, but the only one from which a student can obtain a

systematic view of the progress of civilization. Another merit of

Doctor Miller's work is that it necessarily leads to the consideration of

the important historical problem to which we have more than once

referred the operation of opinion upon action." Foreign Qiiar. Rev.
" What Montesquieu accomplished for the laws of Europe, Dr Miller

has done for its history. We know of no text-book which would be

more essential to the college lecturer, no general view of facts which

is likely to be more valuable to the student, and no elucidation of the

mysterious ways of Providence which ought to be more gladly welcomed

by the Christian." Lokc?. Lit Gaz., March 24, 1832.

"^'The Dublin University Magazine" (No. 77, for May 1839), con-

tains a full review of these lectures. In the preface to the second and
third editions of his work, Dr Miller gives an account of the manner in

which he was led to discover the principle by which the events of

history appeared to him to be harmonised as a system of divine and

providential administration. The following highly interesting letter

(of which the original is in our possession) addressed by Dr Miller to

Archbishop Magee, explaining the principle of his system, has never

before been published.
"
Armagh, 2Qth March 1824.

" My Lord, I have been gratified by your acknowledgement that

you are not yet satisfied of the truth of the principle of my system,
because I think that I can in a very few words render it satisfactory to

a theologian, whereas the details of the application must speak for them-
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selves. My principle, then, is in politics that which in religion is

Armiiiianism. Tlie Arininian holds that God, agreeably to his fore-

knowledge of the free actions of his intelligent creatures, determines

the future condition of each in another life. I hold that, agreeably to

the same foreknowledge, he forms his combinations for the temporal

improvement of the same creatures in the present. Tlie difterence is

only that in the former case the determinations of God are retributive,

in the latter administrative. The administration in the latter case I

hold to be exercised by selecting agents to be sent into existence as

they may be required.
" The proof of my system is to be collected by an induction from a

vast variety of particulars, and I freely confess that a single instance

plainly contradictory, and yet important, would be fatal to the conclu-

sion. That it should be inexplicable would not be sufficient ; or what

would astronomers say to the ring of Saturn ? My principle, however,

I hope I have sufficiently illustrated. Your Grace's very faithful

servant, George Miller.

"His Grace The Archbishop of Dublin.

THE REV. JOHN WALKER.

BORN A.D. 1767 DIED A.D. 1833.

Of the early life of tliis eminent scholar and singular divine, we have

no information beyond the fact of his birth in 1767, as contained in

tlie announcement of his deatli on the 25th of October 1833, in his

sixty-sixth year. The bare outlines of his distinguished university

career, are thus recorded in the Dublin Universitv Catalogue : Scholar

1788; B.A., 1790; Fellow, 1791; M.A., 1793'; B.D., 1800.

A short and burlesque obituary notice in the "Gentleman's Magazine"

(1833, ii. 540), states that he was expelled from the University of

Dublin some thirty years before his death, for the heterodoxy of his

opinions on subjects of Church government and doctrine ; and set up a

chapel of his own in Staflbrd Street in that city, where he preached
the strongest doctrines of Calvin without the slightest qualification.
" But that which attracted most attention to his chapel was a schism

upon a point of discipline, which vexed the body, about eighteen years
before. St Paul, at the conclusion of one of his epistles, says,

' Greet

one another with a holy kiss ;

' and Mr Walker upon this slight war-

ranty, introduced the promiscuous practice of lip-worship into his con-

gregation, every member of which at entrance and exit, saluted the

person who happened to occupy the next seat. This practice went on

tsmack-smooth for some time, until a newly-married lady not of the

initiated, was greeted after the usual form by a blacksmith ; a terrible

liubbub ensued, in which the kisses took one side and the anti-kisses

another. Ultimately the latter had to go to the wall. After that

Walker went up to London, where he got up a small retinue of dis-

ciples ; but not possessing any of the qualities of a popular orator, he

failed to gather a mob after his heels. He had some followers, how-

ever, most of them wealthy persons, and possessing sufficient influence



to procure an Act of Parliament to be passed exempting them from the

taking of an oath. They are styled 'separatists' iu that bill, but in all

their private acts and edicts, they modestly entitle themselves ' The
Church of God.' . . . The Board, to make amends for the severitj'
with which he was treated by their intolerant predecessors, lately

granted him a pension of 600, but he did not live to enjoy the first

year's stipend." The Annual Register of the same year gives the

same account almost verbatim; and, indeed, so far as oral traditions go,
the caricature does not seem extravagant. Fortunately, however, for

the character of Mr Walker, there is abundant testimony in his own

writings, and in the controversial publications of his time, to show that

he was not the contemptible visionary one would suppose him to have
been from the serio-comic treatment he has thus received.

A collection of Mr Walker's essays and correspondence was published
in London in 1838, and the editor thus excuses himself for not giving
a memoir of the author :

" My inclination would have led me to

accompany these works with some memoir of the author. It would
have been a gratification, however imperfectly I might have done it, to

record the talents, the learning, the work of faith, and labour of love,

of one whom I most highly esteemed, and whose memory I cherish in

enduring veneration. But I am warned by his own language and

example to refrain from thus mixing up human character with divine

truth, and diverting the reader's mind from subjects of the highest im-

portance to him, to the examination of what does not at all affect

them. Some highly interesting particulars of the author's life may be

collected from these volumes, to which I shall only add its happy ter-

mination. After having walked with the Church for thirty years in

all humility of mind, assuming no official distinction among his

brethren, but with unwearied zeal fulfilling the part of a watcliful and
faithful brother ; after a course visited by many and sore trials and

afflictions, yet abounding in the joy of the Holy Spirit, he threw ofl'

his earthly tabernacle, died in the faith on the 25th October 1833,"

entering into the joy of his Lord, of whom he was a highly favoured
servant.

Mr Walker and his opinions have been noticed in several contro-

versial publications, of which the following may be mentioned, as

deserving special attention. " Sermons on the nature and effects of

Faith
"

(London, 1833).
" The remains of Alexander Knox, Esq.,"

(London, 1835).
" A brief account of the people called Separatists

"

(Dublin, 1821). From the last named work it appears that about

eighteen years before its publication, a few Christians in Dublin, most
of them at that time connected with the religious establishment of the

country, had their attention strongly directed to the principles of

Christian fellowship, as it appeared to have subsisted among the first

disciples in the Apostolic churches. They perceived from the Scriptures
of the New Testai lent that all the first Christians in any place were
connected together in the closest brotherhood ; and that as their con-

nection was grounded on one Apostolic gospel, which they believed,
so it was altogether regulated by the precepts delivered to them by
the Apostles, as the divinely-commissioned ambassadors of Christ.

They were convinced that every departure of professing Christiana
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from the course must have originated in a withdrawal of their allegiance
from the King of Zion in the turning away of their ear from the

Apostolic word ; and that the authority of this word being divine,
was unchangeable ; that it cannot have been annulled or weakened by
the lapse of ages, by the varying customs of different nations, or bv
the enactments of earthly legislators.

Under such views, they set out in the attempt to return fully to the

course marked out for Christians in the Scriptures of the New Testa-

ment ; persuaded that they were not to make any laws or regulations
for their union, but simply to learn and adhere to the unchangeable laws

recorded in the divine word. Their number soon increased; and for

some time they did not see that the union which they maintained with

each other, on the principle of Scripture, was at all inconsistent with

the continuance of their connection with the religious establishments of

the country, or other religious societies difterently regulated. But in

about twelve months from the commencement of their attempt, they
were convinced that these two things were utterly inconsistent

; and
tiiat the same divine rule, which regulated their fellowship in the

gospel with each other, forbade them to maintain any religious fellow-

ship with any others. From this view, and the practice consequent
thereon, they were distinguished by the name of "

Separatists."
"
Tliey are," to use the modest language of the same writer, Mr

Walker, we presume,
" a very small sect ; very little known, and less

liked
; nor do they expect ever to be numerous or respectable upon

earth. Their most numerous Church (assembling on the first day of

the week, in Stafford Street, Dublin) consists perhaps of about one
hundred and thirty individuals. They have about teii. or twelve

smaller churches in different country parts of Ireland ; and recently a

church in the same connection has appeared in London, assembling in

Portsmouth Street, Lincoln's-Inn-Fields."

With respect to their tenets and practices, we can only glance at a

few of the most remarkable. They hold that the only true God is

made known to men exclusively in the gospel of his Son, so that those

who believe the divine testimony there revealed, know the true Grod,
but all others however religious, and under whatever profession

worship they know not what, an idolatrous fiction of their own minds.

Tiiey never therefore speak of religion or piety in the abstract as a

good thing ; conceiving that false religion, particularly under the

Christian name, forms one of the most awful displays of human
wickedness.

They further hold that the distinguishing glory in which the only
true God has made Himself known, consists in the perfection of

righteousness, and the perfection of mercy exercised by him in the

closest combination and fullest harmony, as the Saviour of sinful crea-

tures, and the justifier of the ungodly. As a consequence of this, they
consider that all efforts of the sinner himself to make peace with

God must originate in the ungodliness of his mind, arrogating to him-

self that work which the Son of God came into this world to perform,
and which it is declared He had finished. Forgiveness, in their view,

comes to the guiltiest of sinful men, as such, and is assured in the

divine word to every one, without distinction, who believes the testi-
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mony there delivered concerning Christ, and salvation is brought to the

sinner with tl>e discovery of divine truth ; not by any enquiries of liis

own after it, or endeavours of his own to obtain it, but in opposition to

all his own ignorance of God and rebelliousness against Him. They
consider the revelation made in the Gospel, not as any means afforded

to sinners for enabling them to save themselves much less as any in-

strument designed to moralise and reform all the world ; but simply as

a divine testimony of that salvation, wherewith God Himself saves

those whom He has ordained to eternal life out of a sinful world : as

well as the instrument whereby He calls them to the knowledge of

His name. The sinner's only sure hope was derived from the belief of

this testimony concerning salvation ; and faith was understood to be

nothing but the belief of tlie things declared to all alike in the Scrip-

tures, and repentance nothing but the new mind which tliat belief

produced. They acknowledged God as the sole author and agent of

everything that was good, and maintained that everything that came
from the sinner himself, either before or after his conversion, was

essentially evil. They wholly rejected the idea of Apostolic succes-

sion, or of any change in the laws of Christ's kingdom as utterly anti-

Christian. They had, therefore, no such thing among them as any
man of the clerical order, and abhorred the pretensions of the clergy
of all denominations, conceiving them to be official ringleaders in

maintaining the anti-Christian corruptions, with which Europe had
been overspread under the name of Christianity.

They regarded each other as all one in Christ, and on a perfect

equality in the concerns of His kingdom. The expression of this

brotherly affection, tliey held to be essentially connected with the most
stedfast opposition to everything contrary to the purity of tlie truth,
which might at any time appear in their brother ; as well as with the

freest communication of their worldly goods for the supply of his real

wants. They acknowledged it to be utterly inconsistent with this, and
with the most express precepts of Christ, for any of them so to lay by a

store of this world's goods for tlie future wants of himself or his family,
as to withhold what he possesses from the present necessities of his poor
brethren.

Their manner of assembling and form of worship are thus described by
the writer already referred to :

"
They come together on the first day of

the week, the memorial day of Christ's resurrection, to show forth His

death the one ground of all their hope by taking bread and wine, as

the symbols of His body broken and His blood shed for the remission

of sins. In their assembly (which is always open to public observation)

they join together in the various exercises of praise and prayer in

reading the Scriptures in exhorting and admonishing one another as

brethren, according to their several gifts and ability, in contributing
to the necessities of the poor, and in expressing their fraternal affeo-

tion by saluting each other with an holy kiss. In the same assembly
they attend, as occasion requires, to the discipline appointed by the

apostles in the first churches, for removing any evil that may appear
in the body ; in the first place, by the reproof and admonition of tlie

word addressed to the offending brother ; and ultimately, if that fail

to bring him to repentance, they cut him oil' from their fellowship."
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The office of elders they conceive to be nothing like that of adminis-

tering ordinances to their brethren; but mainly that of persons specially

charged with the watchful superintendence over them, and peculiarly
called to be examples to the rest. The authority of the divine word

is the only authority, in matters of faith and practice, which they

acknowledged. While repudiating all connection with other religious

persuasions, they consider themselves bound to obey the temporal

powers and all human ordinances which did not interfere witli their

submission to their heavenly king.
" Their principal suiferings," writes

the same authority,
"
(besides the general obloquy under which they

lie) have hitherto arisen from their refusal to take any oath, in accordance

with the express injunction of Christ."

As the tenets and practices of the Separatists have been fully dis-

cussed in the works already mentioned, it is unnecessary to enter into

a critical examination of them in these pages. We deemed it but a

matter of justice to the memory of Mr Walker, to give an authoritative

statement of the origin of the sect, and its peculiar doctrines. Occa-

sional notices of Mr Walker and his followers will be found in the

Diary of the Rev. Peter Roe.* Alluding to Walker's " Address and

Letter to the Methodists," Mr Roe remarks "
They are unanswerable

and invaluable. The truth is luminously set forth in it." Another

entry runs *' On Sunday night I heard Walker preach the most open
Calvinism. Surely such doctrine will not be found effectual in the

conversion of sinners." There is also to be found in Mr Madden's
Memoir of Mr Roe, a very interesting letter from the Rev. Dr Quarry
of Cork, to Mr Roe, which shows that the Separatist movement was re-

garded with strong feelings of apprehension by many eminent protes-

tant divines of that jjeriod.

Amongst Mr Walker's published works may be mentioned The 1st

and 2nd Books of Euclid's Elements, demonstrated in general terms,

Dublin, 1808. Supplementary annotations on Livy, designed as an ap-

pendix to the Editions of Drakenborch and Crevier, Grlasgow, 1822 :

New Edition, London, 1844. Edition of Livy (7 vols.) by authority of

the University of Dublin, Dublin, 1800. Lucian's "Dialogi Selecti Gr.

et Lat." 1822. " Plain Geometry and Trigonometry ;

" new edition,

London, 1844. "The Philosophy of Arithmetic," Dublin; anil

"
Murray's Logic, with a commentary."

"
Essays and Correspondence,"

by W. Burke, London, 1838.

THE REV. CESAR OTWAY.

BORN A.D. 1768 DIED A.D. 1842.

Op the Rev. Cesar Otway, we have no means of tracing the early life.

He was descended from an English family of rank and property.
The branch to which he immediately belonged had, in a former gene-

ration, settled in the county Tipperary.

Having passed through Trinity College he, after a time, took holy
' Memoir of the life of the Rev. Peter Koe, by the "Rev. Samuel Madden.

Dublin 1842.



orders, after which he was seventeen years curate of a country parish ; but
we have not any means of distinctly ascertaining the particulars. When
he first began to be generally known as one of the principal preachers
in Dublin, he filled the post of assistant-chaplain to the Maffdalen

Asylum Chapel in Leeson Street. And, not long after, it became
known to the more intelligent of those who took interest in church
literature that he took a principal part in the writing and manage-
ment of the " Christian Examiner," in conjunction with his friend Dr
Singer. In this important work he sunk the powers of his able and
well-stored mind for many years, working for the public, for religion
and tlie church, but not for himself. So far from this indeed, that we
are persuaded the neglect with which he was treated was a result o

'

the efficient place he held among those who were then toiling by every
means to raise the Church to a high position.

His preaching was as plain and sober in sense and doctrine as it

was effective in style and manner. Even in this he gave the plainest

proofs that he was not seduced by the praise of eloquence. Consider-

ing justly that his first object was to obtain a hold of the attention for

Christian truth, he rejected the flowing garniture of language and fancy,
of which no man possessed more, for a shrewd and simple style, often

colloquial, always placing the most important points in the most striking

aspect. It is also to be observed that Otway's character, as a writer

holding a very high place in Christian literature, gave the weight ot

authority to his teaching, and they who knew him'either in private life

or in his ministerial capacity, found added influence arising from the

thorough sincerity and whole-heartedness preserved in all his conversation.

Mr Otway is likely to be most known to posterity as a tourist.* On
this subject we shall take an extract from the pages of the Dublin

University Magazine, for the fidelity of which we can vouch :
" The

peculiar characters of C. O. are the power he possesses of making liis

readers partake in the deep feeling he has for the natural beauties of his

native land, and the humour and tact with which he describes tlie

oddities and amiabilities of the Irish character. And, while depicting
with no mean effect the absurdities of poor Paddy, there is no sourness

in his satire. He even treads tenderly upon the heels of Popish priests,

and would if possible, by his playful hits, rather improve the profession
than hurt the individual.

"
Beginning late in life to write for publication, we have heard that

till his fortieth year he was not aware that he could handle a pen;

occupied, too, for seventeen years as the curate of a country parish,
he had not the time, even if he had the desire, to be an autlior; he

therefore exhibits both the faults and excellencies of one who has late

in life come for the first time before the public He seems full

of multifarious observations, he is fraught with practical knowledge,
and having observed almost as much as he ha? seen and read, lie can

adorn with legend, anecdote, and story, almost any place or thing he

attempts to describe, and we verily believe he would give a pleasant

description of a tour round a broomstick." t

* His chief works aro 1. Sketches in Ireland; 2. Tour in Connaught, 1839;
3. Sketches in Ems and Tyrawly.
t Dublin University Magazine^ Oct. 1839.



Among the numerous literary projects that were entertained bv

the active and busy mind of Mr Otway, there was, we have reason

to believe, one for which his powers and attainments were eminently

adapted, a history of Ireland. No man was more fitted for this per-

plexed and delicate undertaking than one whose sagacity, justice, and

honesty were unclouded by prejudice and party feeling, and uncliecked

by fear or influence. He also had projected an edition of Ware.

Among the literary publications to which Mr Otway was an effective

contributor, may be mentioned the Dublin Fenny Journal, first planned
between himself and Mr Petrie. A combination of talents which must
be allowed to have conveyed a high promise to the public, for between
these two able and highly endowed men may fairly be said to have

lain the best part of the materials for Irish history. As it was,

during the brief period of their occupation in this paper, it was the

vehicle of information far beyond the humble name and form under
which it appeared. But it did not prosper; -all such undertakings
must for their success be dependent upon certain trade economics.

A large and increasing sale of the Penny Journal was insufficient to

compensate the cheapness of its price. And the parties concerned

could not well afford to be losers for a period or amount suflicient to

establish it. The one volume which was thus put forth will always be

a valuable collection in the hands of the historian.

In the last two or three years of his life Mr Otway suffered much
from attacks of a rheumatic nature, so very severe as to compel him to

visit some of the German spas, from which he derived benefit, and

appeared for a short time renewed in health. But early in the spring
of 1842 his constitution gave way under the severity of a similar disease,

and he died, leaving many attached friends and an affectionate family
to lament his loss. The adepts in Irish literature are fully aware and

will long feel the extent of that loss to his country.*

THE REV. WILLIAM BRUCE, D.D.

BORN A.D. 1757 DIED A.D. 1841.

William Bruce is said to have been a descendant of Robert de Brus,

who accompanied William the Conqueror in 1060. He was succes-

sively a minister of the Presbyterian Church in Lisburn, Dublin, and

Belfast, and for nearly half a century he filled the post of principal of

the Belfast Academy. He served as a volunteer; and in 1783 sat as

a delegate at the celebrated national convention in Dublin. He was a

most popular preacher in the body to which he belonged, and is said to

have been extremely impressive, dignified, and solemn in his pulpit

delivery. Besides many other publications, he was author of an excel-

lent " Treatise on the Being and Attributes of God,"
" A Treatise on

Moral Philosophy,"
" A Commentary on the New Testament,"

"
Essays

on Church Government and Non-Subscription,"
" The State of Society

in the Age of Homer," &c. Dr Bruce was, we believe, of the Uni-

*
See Athenceum and Gentleman's Magazine, June 1842.
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tarian branch of the Presbyterian Cliurch, which holds so strong a

position in the north of Ireland, and is, apart from its doctrines, so

much to be commended for liberality towards otiier churches.

THE REV. BARTHOLOMEW LLOYD. D.D.

BORN A.D. 1772 DIED A.D- 1837-

DoCTOR Lloyd was born in the year 1772. He was descended from

an ancient Welsh family, which had settled in the county Wexford.
His grandfather, the Rev. Bartholomew Lloyd, of the Abbey House of

New Ross, left four surviving children, the eldest of whom, Humphrey
(the father of Doctor Lloyd), died in the year 1786, leaving a young
and numerous family. During his father's lifetime, Bartholomew was
taken under the protection of his uncle, John Lloyd, Rector of Ferns

and Kilbride, and placed by him under the instruction of the Rev.

John Alexander of Ross. At the early age of fourteen he was doubly

orphaned in the loss of both his father and his uncle. He was thus

thrown almost completely on his own resources.

He entered the university in 1787, under Dr Burrowes, afterwards

Dean of Cork. In 1790 he obtained the first scholarship, a distinction

rendered all the more remarkable by his brilliant successes as a science

scholar. He was elected a fellow in 1796, on answering never sur-

passed in the history of fellowsliip examinations.

On the resignation of Dr Magee (afterwards Archbishop of Dublin)
be was appointed to the vacant chair of Mathematics, while yet a junior
fellow. This acknowledgment of his high scientific attainments, though
made out of the usual course of proceeding, was amply justified by the

results. Some allusion has been already made in these pages to the

important reform that was effected at this time under the auspices of

Dr Lloyd. On this subject we shall now merely add the testimony of

DrLardner: "There is something wortliy of notice in the circum-

stances attending the introduction of what is called the ' new science
'

into this university. Great changes in the literary and scientific

arrangements of an extensive institution are generally slowly eft'ected,

and produced by a combination of the industry and talents of a number
of individuals co-operating for the attainment of one end. In this

instance, however, the revolution was great, rapid, and the work of

one man. About the year 1813 Dr Bartholomew Lloyd, then a junior

fellow, was elected to the professorship of mathematics." After

describing the condition in which Dr Lloyd) found mathematics in

the university at this time, Dr Lardner continues: " Such a course of

study might have been very proj)er in tlie University of Dublin in the

year 1712; but in the year 1812, with the accumulated discoveries of

a century, the various scientific establishments of Britain and the Con-
tinent all actively cultivating physical and mathematical science in

their most improved state, the continuance of such a system must have
been disgraceful. Deeply impressed with this feeling, Dr Lloyd, singly
and unassisted, conceived and executed the most important and rapid
revolution ever effected in the details of a great public institution,"*

* Dr Larduer's Algebraic Geometry, Preface, xxxvi.
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In the year 1822 Dr Lloyd was promoted to the chair of Natural

Pliilosophy, vacant by the death of Dr Davenport. It was wlule lie

filled this important position that he gave to the world his well-known

treatise on Mechanical Philosophy. The Quarterly Review (No. Ixxviii.

Art. 6) devotes a long and able article to this work, and concludes in

these terms :

" Dr Lloyd unites the highest claims to our gratitude for

liis bold and successful effort to supply, in an important part, this de-

ficiency. His work appears to us to be, as far as it goes and to pro-
mise in its progress still to be the most considerable work of our day ;

it effectually rescues us from all suspicion of our inferiority of ability to

pursue these high subjects by the highest means; it exhibits powers of

intellect not second to the ablest of our foreign contemporaries; and it

cannot, we think, fail to exalt our scientific character abroad, and to

extend the influence and progress of such studies at home
The style unites the perfections of philosophical precision and classical

elegance, and exhibits a clearness, a simplicity, and a harmony which

bespeak a mind that can lift itself from its subject and view its bearings
with a comprehensive glance There is judgment displayed in

the selection of the materials which are likely to be of most value to the

student; skill generally exhibited in their disposition and development,
and originality in moulding them so as to harmonise with the whole.

We need, therefore, scarcely add, that we shall hail the appearance of

the second volume as completing the most valuable treatise on mechanics

which has yet appeared in our language."
In the year after his promotion to the chair of natural philosophy,

Dr Lloyd published a volume of sermons, first delivei'ed in the College

Cliapel. Tle subjects treated in these discourses are the " nature

and offices of faith; the want of faith; spiritual influences; the value of

the Holy Scriptures as means of grace; the rules of interpretation to

be applied to the Holy Scriptures ; the doctrine of predestination ; the

doctrine of the atonement; of Christ's mediation; on prayer as a means

of grace ; on good works as a means of grace." These discourses have

been highly commended for the soundness of their principles, and the

great depth of thought and argument displayed throughout in the ir^iat-

ment of these subjects.
In 1831 Dr Lloyd was elevated to the provostship, on Dr Kyle's pro-

motion to the bishopric of Cloyne.
He was now placed in a position in which he could add all the force

of authority to the development of the views on which his active mind

had so long been intent. His first efforts were directed to the

advancement of the mathematical school in the university. The pro-

fessorships of mathematics and natural philosophy had always been held

in conjunction with a senior fellowsliip. Dr Lloyd proposed to separate

the offices of these professorships from every other collegiate duty, and

to elect the professors from among the junior fellows. In this project

he met with the cordial co-operation of the senior fellows, and thus a

most valuable reform was effected quietly and quickly by the command-

ing influence of the new provost. The fellowship examinations were

also improved under this change ; a statute having been obtained

enabling the board to summon either of the professors to assist in those

important examinations. A part of the arrangement took immediate
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effect by the appointment of Mr Lloyd to the professorsliip of natural

philosophy; and it was completed in 1835 by the election of Mr
M'CuUagh to the chair of mathematics. Tiie scientific public are

already well aware of the advantages which resulted from securing the

labours of these distinguished men.*
The school of theology next occupied the provost's attention. In

the year 1833 the board determined that the divinity course should

extend through two years, durina: the first of which Archbishop King's

lecturer, with his assistants, and during the second, the Regius Pro-

fessor, with his assistants, were to direct the candidates' studies. In

order to carry out this arrangement the Archbishop King's lectureship
on divinity was placed upon the same footing with the professorships of

mathematics anil of natural philosophy, of which we have already spoken.
l)r O'Brien, afterwards Bishop of Ossory, was the first to fill the lec-

tureship under the new arrangement.
The next reform effected under the same happy auspices was the

remodelling of the entire undergraduate course, and the mode of con-

ducting the periodical examinations. A new statute was obtained by
the provost, with the concurrence of the board, in the beginning of

the year 1833, by which the terras were declared to be three in num-

ber, and were fixed in reference solely to the time of the year the

examinations to be held at the opening of eacli term. This alteration

necessitated a corresponding change in the distribution of study. The
nature and the value of these comprehensive changes are too well known
to require comment or discussion in these pages. A full account of

them will be found in the University Magazine already referred to. We
must also refer to the same authority for particulars of the architectural

improvements contemplated by Dr Lloyd, which were under the actual

consideration of the board when death removed him from the- scene of

his labours. His death took place in November 1837, and he was

succeeded in the provostship by the late Dr Sadleir.

Of the many eloquent tributes paid to the memory of Dr Lloyd by
Dr Lendrik, Regius Professor of the Practice of Physic; Dr Barker,
Professor of Chemistry; Mr Butt, Professor of Political Economy; and
the Rev. W. Archer Butler, Professor of Moral Philosophy, our space
will only allow us to give a short extract from the touching and impres-
sive remarks from the last-named of these eminent professors :

' I can

scarcely resume mv labours without a moment's sad recurrence to the

cause which suspended them. That we can assemble at all in this place
for these high purposes of reflective science is mainly due to the enlarged
and liberal views of him whom you have lost; and though all the

departments of collegiate instruction may claim, and though their con-

ductors, as I am pleased to perceive, have already claimed, their respec-
tive rights to join in the public grief upon the present occasion, yet this

one which was peculiarly his creation may jierhaps with melancholy
jiride demand the place of chief-mourner in that sad procession of the

sciences which laments his departure. Himself no undistinguished
cultivator of these pursuits, he was eminently capable of knowing their

value; he felt of what importance it was that the busy analysing spirit
of the age, instead of being idly neglected or arrogantly contemned,

*
Dublin University Magazine, Jan. 1838, llo.
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should be met and directed in the seminaries of education. With
tliese sound and comprehensive views, his characteristic activity at once

organised the means for attaining them; and the only misconception he

betrayed in the arrangement of this invaluable machinery was in an

estimate too kind and flattering of him whom he selected to work it !

The leading members of the university have already to their own
credit as to his decided upon public, permanent, and striking memo-
rials of their sense of the loss which we have all sustained. But all

Athens was said to have been the monument of Pericles; and of this

academic legislator I would add, that you yourselves can supply even a

nobler, a more enduring, a growii\g monument, in the progressive im-

provement of your own powers of thought, under the influence of his

institutions. Forget not, that however you may attribute to causes

more secondary and immediate the advancement of your faculties, you
will still be the pupils of him who gave these causes being. Forget
not this, and it will add to the feeble efforts of your present instructor

the powerful motive of exertion, contained in the conviction that every
successful struggle of yours for mental perfection is contributing to the

height and splendour of the monument of the most devoted, the most

enlightened, and the most energetic governor your university ever

possessed."
'

In confirmation of these expressions of regret and respect, the

members of the university placed a bust of Dr Lloyd in the College

Library, and founded mathematical exhibitions called after his name.

Dr Lloyd's chief publications were: *' An Address delivered at the

Third Annual Meeting of the Geological Society of Dublin," 1834;
"An Elementary Treatise of Mechanical Philosophy," Dublin 1835;

"Discourses, Chiefly Doctrinal, delivered in the Chapel of Trinity

College, Dublin," London 1822; "A Sermon preached on the occasion

of the lamented Death of George the Third," Dublin 1820.

THE KEY. WILLIAM NELSON, D.D., M.R.I.A.

BORN A. D. 1774 DIED A.D. 1821.

William Nelson was born in the county Down in 1774. His family
were of the Presbyterian persuasion, and having been educated for the

ministry of that Church, he was appointed minister of Dundalk in 1799
an important post for so young a man. He established a high reputa-

tion as a linguist, not only in the ancient language of the country in which

he preached, in Dundalk and other localities, in days when a knowledge
of Irish was a rare accomplishment for an educated man to possess,

but he was also a distinguished Hebraist, when Hebrew scholars were

ie-w. In 1816 he was appointed Professor of Hebrew and Principal of

the Classical Department in the Royal Belfast Academical Institution.

Among his publications were an Irish Grammar and Exercises; also, a

Greek Grammar and Exercises; and, conjointly with his elder brother,

James Nelson, D.D., of Downpatrick, he contributed many articles to

the "Classical Journal." He and his father, Moses Nelson, D.D., his

eldest brother James, and his younger brother, the Rev. Arthur Nelson,
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were, for more than half a century, the educators of most of the pro-

fessional men of all denominations in the county Down. Among Dr

James Nelson's pupils were Dr CroUy, Roman Catholic Primate; Dr
Denvir and Dr Dorrian, Roman Catholic Bishop of Down and Connor.

The subject of this memoir died in 1821.

JOHN JEBB, BISHOP OF LIMERICK.

BORN A.D. 1775 DIED A.D. 1833.

The family of the Jebbs have been distinguished for their literary

talent.* They are traced to ancestors for many generations inhabiting

Mansfield in Nottinghamshire. Richard Jebb, the eldest son of Samuel

Jebb of Mansfield, settled in Ireland. His son John became an alder-

man of Drogheda ; he had two sons, the late Mr Justice Jebb and the

subject of this memoir, who was born (1775) in the city of Drogheda.
Two years after his birth, his father fell into commercial embarrass-

ments, and he was taken under the care of his aunt, Mrs M'Cormick.

Under this most excellent lady the bishop has commemorated his early

training to piety.
When he reached his seventh year, he rejoined his father's family at

Leixlip, where he continued until he was sent to Celbridge academy
in his eleventh. At this school the delicacy of his moral and perhaps

physical constitution for a time exposed him to the rude and rough

handling of his more coarsely moulded schoolmates ; but from this his

natural prudence and firmness of temper gradually set him free. Here
also his literary tendency was early shown by the composition of a tale

in conjunction with another boy. They supposed themselves travellers

somewliat after the manner of Robinson Crusoe, and wrote " the adven-

tures of Thomas Curtis and John Jebb ;

"
the master was pleased to

celebrate this juvenile achievement with a holiday.
In 1788 his brother succeeded to the estate of Sir Richard Jebb, and

thenceforth took upon him the cost of his education, and removed him
to the endowed school of Londonderry. This change he always looked

upon as most happy in its consequences, and providential in all respects,
l)oth on account of his studies, and the associations to which it led with

those who were the friends of his life ; amongst others, his friend

Alexander Knox. Here he acquired decided literary tastes and habits

of voluntary study. His play-hours were spent apart over such books
as he could procure, while it was observed that his sympathy and

liumanity were shown by his loving to sit with any boy who was sick.

In 1791 he entered college, and went to reside with his brother, the

late Mr Justice Jebb, who continued to maintain him in college until

the death of their father. At this period Mr Jebb had reached his 21st

year. He then received 2000 from his brother in lieu of a much less

amount to which he was entitled.

In college he was successful in obtaining premiums, and this rather

l)y means of his natural turn for application than from any ambitious

Some interesting particulars respecting the Jebb family will be found in
Nichols Lit. Annec., and in the London "Gent. Mag.," Feb. 1834.



desire for these honours. He also, in due time, obtained a scholarsliip

in the most honourable manner, with best marks from every examiner.

He obtained three premiums for Englisli verse from the college, and two

medals from the Historical Society for the same species of composition.
With the highest reputation for ability, lie was still more respected and

regarded for his fine moral qualities, his kindly affections, his freedom

from selfishness, emulation, and every ungenerous failing.

For a time he turned his attention to the Fellowship course, but

after a spring and summer devoted to mathematics he relinquished tlie

study, though pressed by his tutor, Dr Magee, to persevere.
He continued to reside in college until the expiration of his scholar-

ship in 1799, devoting himself chiefly to theological studies.

He had, two years before, received a promise of interest with the

bishops from his early friend, Mr Alexander Knox. Mr Knox in the

interval became secretary to Lord Castlereagh, and Mr Jebb, from a

delicate sense of reserve, did not now remind him of his promise.

They met in the streets, and Mr Knox himself introduced the subject.
Tiie consequence was, an introduction to the bishop of Kilmore, who
consented to receive him into his diocese. In February 1799, he re-

ceived deacon's orders from Dr Young, bishop of Clonfert, an illus-

trious prelate already commemorated in these pages.

By the kindness of Dr Elrington, he was recommended for a curacy
to Dr Cleaver, then bishop of Ferns, with an understanding that he

was to be specially "under the eye of the bishop." But he had already
formed his engagement with the bishop of Kilmore, and in July 1799
he received, through Mr Knox, an invitation to accept the curacy of

Swadlinbar in that diocese.

We are compelled to abridge this memoir by passing over his exem-

plary conduct in this interval, and shall only observe, that here he

formed his acquaintance with Mr and Mrs Latouche of Belview, then

frequenting that place, which, being famed for its medicinal waters,

was much resorted to. In many respects, the accounts of his life in

this place for four years, and the description of the place itself, both

very much remind us of similar circumstances in the life of Wolfe.

And there was to some extent a similar result ; for though the eminent

scholar now under our notice survived to be an ornament to his pro-

fession, it is considered that his constitution received a lasting injury
from the severity of his labours, and his exposure to weather and

fatigue.
In December 1799 he received priest's orders from the Bishop of

Kilmore, and in 1801 he took his degree of A.M., and, by the invitation

of Dr Magee, preached in the College chapel. By tlie same kind and

affectionate interest he was, in the following year, invited to preach the

annual sermon before the Lord-Lieutenant and members of the Dublin

Association. About this period the Bishop of Kilmore was removed to

Cashel, and it was agreed that he should take the first opportunity to

follow him. This change was soon effected ; he was in the following
December summoned by the archbishop to fill the curacy of Mogorban,
a parish of the bishop's near Cashel.

In the brief interval between these appointments, we have it on his

own authority, that a change had taken place in his views both as a
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Christian and a minister ; and lie considered it an advantage that it

should have thus occurred previous to the outset of his ministry in

the new j)arish.

So far as personal advantage was to be regarded, this change of

place was fortunate ; his duties were considerably lightened, his time

for study increased, while the public library of Cashel gave a new
and wide field to his love of literary research. This library was the

bequest of Archbishop Bolton, and preserved from ruin at the expense
of Archbishop Broderick.

During this period, the most interesting account is given by Mr
Forster of the bishop's studies, of the several pursuits and avocations

by means of which his knowledge was extended and his judgment
formed. Amongst these, may be specified his readiness to instruct

others and aptness to communicate the results of his reading. His

correspondence with Mr Knox is also mentioned, and to those who are

acquainted with that gentleman's correspondence, it may be indeed

very obvious to what an extent they influenced the opinions of Mr
Jebb.*

In 1805 he was employed by the archbishop to examine the candi-

dates for ordination, the examination lasted three mornings. He was

to preach the ordination sermon, but on Saturday evening he found

himself very ill, and' without a page of his sermon written. After a

few hours' sleep he was called at twelve, and sat up till morning at

his task : the sermon thus composed in a few hours attracted general

approbation, and was afterwards published at the request of the bishop
of Kildare.

It was during this period that his attention was accidentally turned

by Mr Knox to the subject of parallelisms in the New Testament ; the

theological reader is aware of the peculiar interest of the subject and

of the able essay published many years after by Mr Jebb, presenting
the result of his critical labours upon it.t

In 1809 his health suffered, and he became subject to nervous depres-
sion. By Mr Knox's desire he joined him in an excursion to England.
In this tour he became acquainted with Hannah More, Wilberforce,

and other persons of the same spiritual stamp.
In the summer of this year he was appointed to the rectory of

Abingdon. Among other studies that then soothed and adorned his

intervals of leisure, the Greek dramas are mentioned. In addition to

the necessary labours of his sacred calling, he engaged in laborious

translations from the Greek philosophers and fathers, and extensive

criticisms and extracts from the graver of our English writers.

In 1812 he sustained a dislocation of his left shoulder, occasioned

by the overturn of a gig in which he was travelling with his brother-

in-law, Mr M'Cormick. His shoulder was first set by a blacksmith,
to whose cabin he was removed. From the ignorant and clumsy

handling of this village bone-setter he endured the most protracted

anguish with "
his characteristic firmness and patience." The opera-

*
See life of Bishop Jebb, by the Rev. C. Forster, 3rd. ed. 1851.

t "Sacred Literature," by IJisliop Jebb. 1820, 1828, 1832. See T. H.
Home's Introduction to the Scriptures. Orme's Bibl. Bib. Boy's (Thos.)
Tactica Sacra., and Bickersteth's C. S.

IV. 2 G Ir
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tion was but apparently completed, and on being submitted to surgical

iskill, it was discovered that the joint was yet out of place ; the opera-
tion thus required was impeded by the inflammation, and it took the

strength of two persons, successively applied for more than an hour, to

reduce it. From the effects of this accident he was long recovering.
In 1818 Mr Jebb was chiefly occupied in preparing his sermons for

the press, and superintending their publication, for which purpose he

repaired to London, where he was received as a guest by Mr J. H.
liutterworth of Fleet Street. The publication of this volume was

undertaken by Messrs Cadell and Davies, on the recommendation of

Dr Magee.
In 1819 his great original wort on Sacred Literature, which had for

many years occupied so much of his time and thoughts, was at length

brought to a conclusion. The papers had long lain in his desk

neglected, as their composition had failed to satisfy his own taste : an

impulse communicated by his chaplain led to their resumption and com-

pletion in "somewhat less than five months ;

"
and in 1820 he proceeded

to London to superintend the publication. It would appear, from an

incident mentioned by Mr Forster, that this severe exertion was pro-
ductive of some detrimental effect on Mr Jebb's health, which led to his

subsequent paralytic attack.

The publication of this work extended and confirmed his high repu-
tation. It sold well was favourably noticed in reviews, and, what
was more important in every sense, was copiously analysed in Home's
introduction to the study of the Bible.

After his return to Ireland, he was presented to the archdeaconry of

Emly. In the next year he took his degrees of B.D. and D.D. at the

February commencements.
On the visit of George IV. to Ireland, his works were presented

at levee to the king by Lord Talbot, who introduced him.

In the formidable popular disturbances which succeeded, his discre-

tion, firmness, and ability were amply tested ; and were, under provi-

dence, the means of arresting th& progress of insurrection within the

scope of his parish and vicinity.

Mr Jebb's parishioners had come to an understanding, which proves
how well they were guided. The attack of the rector's house was to

have been the signal for a levee en masse of his parishioners, to repel the

assailants and cast them out from the parish. Resolutions drawn up

by Mr Jebb were universally signed, and firmly adhered to.

From the king and parliament these truly meritorious services met
with the notice they so well deserved. His conduct was referred to,

and his resolutions cited in parliament and by the public press.

In the next year he was appointed to the see of Limerick ; and it is

gratifying to read of the demonstrations of sincere and heartfelt joy
Avith which the people received tiie news. Among liis first arrange-
ments on entering upon the duties of the diocese, one claims our more
immediate notice; his care to provide that the candidates for holy orders

should be adequately prepared for the duties of their momentous and

hijrh calling:. We have onlv now to observe, that Jebl), in unison with

Magee, took the most efiectual steps to secure this due and needful

preparation, by the care they took at these examinations. But the
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Bishop of Limerick mainly contributed to tliis desirable end by arrang-

in<>- and making universally known a course of authors. He adopted

from his own experience a maxim, wliich he used to repeat, from Dr

Anthony Tuckney, who, when "
according to the cant of his times," he

was called to elect none but " the godly," replied, that he " would

choose none but scholars, adding, very wisely,
'

they may deceive me in

their godliness; they cannot in their scholarship.'"' He printed his

courses for circulation, and they were soon adopted by other prelates,

so far as was possible. The particulars of his arrangements may be

seen in Mr Forster's memoir (pp. 237-243) ; they quickly influenced

the studies of tliose who were reading for orders ; and Mr Forster

notices that several valuable works on sacred subjects had their rise in

the studies thus occasioned.

In the second year of his episcopate he was summoned to parliament.

It is needless to dwell at length upon the noble stand wiiich he then

made against a great and powerful faction, of which it was the imme-

diate object to overthrow the Irish branch of the church.

To face this impending storm, the bishop repaired to London ; Mr
Forster presents a pleasing picture of his reception, the friends he asso-

ciated with the best minds of the day and the mode of life he led.

On the 10th of July the Tithe Commutation Bill was brought forward

by the Earl of Liverpool. Of the bishop's speech on that occasion we

cannot conveniently speak in the detail which it deserves ; and to

convey a just impression of it we must have recourse to abler pens than

our own, and for this shall refer to opinions recorded in the bishop's

memoir by Mr Forster.

Mr Knox, who measured the coming storm with the eye of a philo-

sopher, while lie felt its approach in the spirit of a true son of the

Church of England, thus conveys the impression made upon him by
the bishop's able speech: "The subject was continually before me;
and I saw not how the multifarious falsehoods which were gaining

more and more the blind acquiescence of even well-meaning persons,

were to be competently met and refuted. It was lamentably obvious

tliat too many did not care, and none thoroughly knew anything about

the matter. This desid&'aium your speech has supplied, and if the

clergy and friends of our Irish branch of the anglican church do not

feel tliemselves more obliged to you than to any other individual for

the last hundred years, I can only say they see the business with eyes

differing from mine."

One of the last survivors of the Augustan age of British oratory,

himself a brilliant model, as well as a veteran judge of parliamentary

eloquence, Mr Wilberforce, in a letter to a common friend, has happily

left on record the estimate which he had formed of the varied merits of

this speech, and of the raTik to which it stood entitled in the annals of

parliamentary debate. Writing in the following September, Mr Wil-

berforce asks,
" Have you read the Bishop of Limerick's speech ? It is

t>ne of the most able ever delivered in parliament ; and I cannot but

feel some indignation, when 1 remember the coldness with which it was

spoken of by many who ought to have felt its excellencies with a

keener relish. But they did not expect a debate, and were in a hurry
to get away to their dinners."



We now come to the last period of this good man's life, a period full

of instruction were it permitted us to enter into the details of its affect-

ing course. A sudden stroke of paralysis at once ended his active

labours in the church, and sent him to strive for the remainder of his

days with a complaint which, though to him it was providentially

lightened in an unusual degree, never ceased to press upon the powers
of life, till in a few more years it put a period to his useful course.

Slowly after a severe struggle, during which the best medical advice

was obtained, he recovered so far as to be considered out of immediate

danger, and what was more important, in the full possession of reason

and speech. To this merciful disposition of providence, he owed the

comfort and utility of his remaining years.
The bishop was removed to England, where he pursued his studies

with an assiduity not often equalled by the most diligent students in

unbroken health. It seems during this period to have been his aim

chiefly to bring such theological writings into notice as he considered

most practically useful; and Dr Townson's discourses gave an agree-
able occupation to his mind. He also entered with earnest zeal into

the political questions which at that time affected the church. He
wrote a remarkable letter, and also joined the clergy of his diocese in

a petition on the same subject, in which the same view is uncompromis-

ingly conveyed. In 1829 he suffered a second attack of paralysis,

which fell on the limbs which had been previously attacked : and

though the symptoms were less severe, yet they left him additionally

disabled ; he became more exclusively confined to his chair. A striking

mark of his frame of mind, still regarding life but in relation to its

useful employnient, is mentioned by his biographer. On the day of

his attack, he was heard to say with a cheerful countenance, "Well,
Townson is done at any rate."

In the previous year he published these discourses,* and entered on

the preparation for the press of his sermons on the liturgy, which he

afterwards published in 1830. He had been chiefly resident at Leam-

ington, but finally removed to the vicinity of London, and took up his

abode at East Hill, near Wandsworth. His decline seems to have been

j)rogressively hastened by successive attacks of illness, and by the con-

stant repetition of bleeding to guard against paralysis. All this was,

liowever, not suflicient to arrest his zeal and his literary diligence ; and

lie was efficiently watched over, and kept in the best condition that

nature would admit, by the friendly zeal and skill of Sir Henry Halford.

In 1832 he published the remains of the Kev. William Phelan, with

a memoir, amidst the increasing returns of his distressing languor. In

this yeur he received a trying shock in the death of his friend Alex-

ander Knox. He still, in every interval that could be gained from his

infirmities, endeavoured with a conscientious feeling of responsibility

to dispose of his strength for the advantage of the Church. His labours

were chiefly bestowed on the revival of such old English divines as he

considered likely to be serviceable in the promotion of piety.t

In the same year he was attacked with jaundice, which rose to an

* " Practical Discourses," by Thos. Townson, D.D., with a Memoir, 1828.

t
"
Bishop Bui-net's Lives, Characters," &c., with an introduction and notes,

1833.
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alarming height. It was overcome for a time, but is considered to

have been the forerunner of his death. He had regained his ordinary

spirits, and was even projecting larger labours than ho had been for

many years engaged in. The death of Wilberforce seems to have

drawn a strong expression of this feeling. He nevertheless was, with

his wonted activity of mind, meditating a new edition of Berkeley's
" Minute Philosopher," when he received an intimation that he was
soon to rest from his labours. We shall not attempt to convey the

affecting impression of his death-bed scenes, because we cannot afford

to follow the details of Mr Forster's statement, which we should only
mutilate to no effect. It was, indeed, the lively exemplification often

found in the Christian's death-bed, and nowhere else, of all that

humanity can be under the renewing power of grace. His departure
took place in December 1833, in the fifty-ninth year of his age. His

lordship was never married.

THE REV. CHARLES WILLIAM WALL, D.D.

BOKN A.D. 1777. DIED A.D. 1862.

Charles William Wall, D.D., Professor of Hebrew and Vice- Pro-

vost of Trinity College, Dublin, died on the 3d of August 1862, at the

International Hotel, Bray, at an advanced age. We have not been able

to ascertain the exact time of his birth, nor indeed to discover any
record of his early life. It appears from Dr Todd's Catalogue of

Graduates in the University of Dublin, that Wall was a scholar in 1798,
and took the degree of B.A. in 1800. He obtained a fellowship in

1805, and proceeded to the degrees of B.D. in 1819 and D.D. in 1820.

Dr Wall held a very higli rank amongst Oriental scholars. In 1848,
the year after he was elected vice-provost, he founded five scholarships
of L.20 per annum each, for the encouragement of Shemitic and
Hebrew learning. He is, however, best known as the author of the

following works: "Examination of the Ancient Orthography of the

Jews, and the Original State of the Text of the Hebrew Bible" (Lon-
don, 1837); "An Essay on Egyptian Hieroglyphics; an Inquiry into

the Origin of Alphabetic Writing;"
" Proofs of the Interpolation of the

Yowel-Letters in the Text of the Hebrew Bible, and grounds thence

derived for a Revision of its Authorised English Version" (Dublin,

1857); "A Prophecy respecting the Divinity of our Lord and His Atone-

ment, and Recovered from the Corruption with which its meaning was

perverted by the Jews of the Second Century" (Dublin, 1845). As
the field in which Dr Wall almost exclusively laboured possesses few

attractions for general readers, it would be unsuitable, if not futile, to

attempt any comment here of the nature of a critical estimate. We
have, however, been at some pains to collect such references as may be

useful to those who would desire to examine for tliemselves.*

Dr Wall was never married, and resided within the college until near

* Edin. Rev., Ixiv. 82; Dubl. Univ. Mag., xvi. 130; Brit. Mag., Jan. 1836;

Athenaeum, 1844, 821; Westminster Review, Oct. 1857. See also Vale's Early
History of Egypt, from the Hieroglyphics of Dr Wall (,1857).



the close of his life. Though much respected for his learning, and the

kind and generous interest he always took in the welfare of his pupils,
he was generally regarded by the students as a species of literary

curiosity in fact, a second edition of "
Jacky Barret." Confirmed old

bachelor as he was, and spending the best part of his life in the library

amongst old books and manuscripts, or in his musty chambers in
"
Botany Bay," it was not to be expected he should be altogether free

from eccentricities. It is, however, extravagant to speak of them in

comparison with Barrett's; yet it is hard to repress a smile when reading
the following complaints of Wall about the former's peculiarities. Our
extracts are from original letters from Wall to Magee, then Dean of

Cork. Under date of July 2, 1814 he writes: "This list, imperfect
as it is, of the two junior classes of scholars, I was not able to get for

you till this day, as Barrett has been continually putting me off, and

even to-day, when he allowed me to look at the book, he was every
moment teasing me to know what it was I was about, and whether I

was not done yet, so that I was obliged to fill up my list in the greatest

hurry; and though I am sure I did not detain him above half-an-hour,he,

before I had finished, got quite unruly, and swore violently he would

not stay any longer, so that I was unal>le to look over a second time

for the names I had at first overlooked in my hurry, or perhaps they
were of earlier classes, and had dropped down into these. The fellow

is grown quite disobliging, and it is shockingly disgusting to be under

any sort of obligation to him. Don't lose this list, as I might not be

able to get another soon for you. I must defer getting you a complete
list till the next senior lecturer comes into office." In a letter dated the

I2th of the same month he writes: "I found Barrett at six o'clock

chapel this morning, and I stuck to him till I got the rest of the list

as follows."

Dr Wall was reputed to have amassed great wealth. We are not

aware of his having made any extraordinary disposition of it, as Dr
Barrett attempted to do by his will, or that the law had to be invoked

in favour of the natural olyects of his bounty.
It is said that in the scholarship and classical honour examinations,

" Old Charlie," as he was profanely called, was the terror of all comers

who were not well versed in the Greek particles. If an unlucky can-

didate neglected the claims of the very minutest amongst a host, and

failed to render it appropriately into English, he had no chance of a good
mark from the Doctor, however excellent his performance might have

otherwise been. It would, of course, be absurd here to discuss the con-

troversy between his beloved particles and suggested interpolations and

the ^olic digamma. His faith in them was so strong that one miglit

believe Pope's Homer would have been condemned, if on no other

grounds, for its utter disregard of those precious expletives in which the

soul of Homer did mostly dwell. In this res]>ect Wall was supposed
to be only following, and may have been confounded with, Barrett;

but however that may be, the tradition prevails that in the matter

of the Greek particles Vice-Provost Wall did not recommend himself

to the pious remembrance on all occasions of the Alumni of old Trinity.

It was said, too, that he took a malicious pleasure in putting horribly

contracted Greek into the hands of his victims. But whatever his
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peculiarities may have been in these respects, he got tlie credit of beiiiLC

amiable withal tind good at heart. To his cliaracter as a scholar sufii-

cieut allusion has already been made.

THE REV. PETER ROE.

BORN A.D. 1778 DIED A.D. 1842.

A FULL memoir of the life of this exemplary minister and eminent

preacher has been written by the Rev. Samuel Madden, from infor-

mation mainly derived from the diary and correspondence of Mr Roe.*

The materials collected from these sources and from the personal recol-

lections of the compiler himself, present a highly interesting picture of

the labours of a zealous and able divine at a very trying and critical

period in the history of the Protestant Church in Ireland. The state

of the Church at the close of the last century is described as having

been very low indeed. " The latter part of the eighteenth century,''

writes Bisliop Mant,
" was perhaps on the whole a season of supineness

and inaction as to religion in these kingdoms; and the Irish clergy in

general may be judged to have partaken of this character, though the

revival of the office of rural deans may be regarded as a sym])tom of

increasing care for the discipline of the Church in her governors; and

the institution of the Association for Discountenancing Vice and Pro-

moting the Knowledge and Practice of the Christian Religion indicates,

both in them and in the clergy at large, and in the lay members of the

Church, a disposition to encourage spiritual improvement. For such

improvement no doubt there was ample room in the interior of the

Church herself." f Another witness, too, of no mean authority, the

Dean of Ardagh, in his "
History of the Catholic Church in Ireland,"

describes the lifeless condition of the Church at the same period. He

says
" It is true indeed that after the many struggles which at difterent

periods the Irish Church was destined to sustain, and which have been

briefly adverted to in the foregoing pages, that recovering from tem-

poral pressure, she appeared, like the Jewish Church of old, to forget

for a season the hand that fed her, and to settle down in a cold quiescent

employment of her increasing prosperity."
The Rev. Peter Roe was one of those that took a conspicuous part

in the work of rousing the clergy from their listless indifterence to a

true sense of their duties. "
Placed, by the providence of God, at the

very outset of his career, in the very same parish in which he ministered

until his death, he maintained for above forty years a character for

zeal, aft'ection, prudence, and Christian consistency, which have rarely if

ever been excelled." |
Mr Roe was born in the town of Gorey in the county Wexford,

on the 11th of March 1778. His father, Henry Roe (who married

* Memoir of the Life of the Rev. Peter Roe, with his Correspondence, by the

Rev. Saml. Madden. Dublin, 1842.

t History of the Church of Ireland, by tlic Right Rev. Richard Mant, D.D.,
Lord Bishop of Down and Connor, vol. ii. p. 779.

:J: Memoir by Rev. S. Madden. All quotations not otherwise specially acknow-

ledged are to he understood as made from the same admirable biography.
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Ann daughter of Eichard Woodroofe Esq., of Grorey), was a physician
of high reputation in that neighbourhood, where he resided for many
years, until he was forced to remove to Dublin after the attack on

Gorey in the rebellion of '98.

Of Mr Peter Roe's early and schoolboy days, few records have been pre-
served. He entered Trinity College, Dublin, in 1793. From his corre-

spondence it appears that he did not fail to distinguish himself for dili-

gence and attention to his studies and good answering at the examina-
tions. He won a first rank science premium at the Trinity term of the

year 1795, and at other examinations obtained excellent judgments in

logic, astronomy, physics, ethics, as well as in Greek and Latin. There

seems, however, to be good reason for concluding that his universitv

career would have been more successful if he had been better grounded
in the classical languages before he entered college. To remedy his

deficiency in this respect he was obliged to devote too much of his time
in college to the study of those languages. He was a distinguished
member of the College Historical Society, of which he was elected

librarian in Noveml)er 1791, an honour in which he appears to have
taken a just and natural pride as a high mark of confidence and popu-
larity amongst his contemporaries. To judge from the constant allusions

in his letters to the affairs and debates of the Society, he must have been
a very active and eflicient officer, as well as a determined aspirant for its

literary prizes. He seems withal to have been troubled by the fashion-

able tendency of the times towards French ideas, which manifested

themselves even in the College Historical Society. He writes in Feb-

ruary 1798: "The Society is getting on most famously; five new
members took their seats last night, and seven are to be balloted

for next meeting. I am sorry, however, to say that we have gotten
some lads of very democratic principles, over whom it is necessary to

keep a strict hand. They have crept imperceptibly into the Society,
and we must be careful not to admit any more."

But there was another college society of a very different nature

with which Mr Roe became connected. The government, alarmed at

the threatening aspect of affairs in 1796, invited all loyal subjects to

embody themselves into yeomanry corps. It was hardly to be expected
that this proposal, embraced as it was with much alacrity in many
parts of the country, should not rouse the martial spirit of the young
blood of old Trinity. After one unsuccessful attempt to obtain the

necessary consent of the college authorities to the enrollment of a

college corps, the young and ardent loyalists achieved tlieir object; a

committee was appointed to examine and give a return of all those who
were able and fit to bear arms; and we are told " the return made was

210, none of whom were under 5 feet 6 inches. There were about ten

represented to the meeting as being under size, but able for any ser-

vice. These, by a vote of tlie meeting, were elected members of the

corps." Officers and the uniform were next cliosen. There were four

captains and eiglit lieutenants. All of the former, and two of the

latter, were Fellows of the university. The corps selected as their

uniform "scarlet faced with blue, without any lace, and plain gilt

buttons, white Kerseymere waistcoat and breeclies, with black leg-

gins." Of tliis corps Mr Roe was an original member, and took his
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place in the third company, wliich was under the command of Mr
Phipp, a Fellow. Tiieir motto was " Tarn marti quara Minervce." We
fear Mars was in the ascendant, and that Minerva, so tar at least as

the peaceful side of her character was concerned, was thrown into the

shade. The drill-serjeant certainly was not for dividing their alle-

giance when he told them that "
it was a pity sucli fine young men

should be wasting their time upon books." There is abundant evidence
from his letters to home that young Roe entered with great spirit into

the business of the college corps. He does not seem to have been
deficient in courage at all events, as he bravely defended himself airainst

an attack made on him one night about this time in Fitzwilliam Square.*
His letters abound with allusions to drills, marches tlirough tiie citv,

parades, reviews, and sham fights. Wlien the time for real fighting
came soon after in "

'98," it is not recorded by Mr Roe's pen what part
the college corps took in that sanguinary struggle. His father and

family, as already mentioned, had to fly from Gorey to Dublin, and this

event, by bringing the whole family together, put an end to Mr Roe's

correspondence with his family during that eventful period.

Having completed the necessary studies in divinity, Mr Roe was
nominated to the curacy of Kilkenny by the Rev. Ed. Pidgen, the

minister of St Mary's in that city. He was ordained soon after by the

Bishop of Cork, and on the last day but one of the year 1798 " he

broke the ice," as he says himself,
" in doing duty at St Barry's even-

ing service." Mr Roe did not complete his twenty-first year till the

following March. He was afterwards admitted to tiie priesthood in

Kilkenny by the Lord Bishop of Ossory, Dr Hugh Hamilton, on the

2l3t December 1799. He took his degree of A.B. at the spring com-
mencement of 1798 and proceeded to A.M. in the year 1801.f

The events of Mr Roe's ministration at Kilkenny for a period of
* Mr Roe gives the following account of the affair:

"
I was going home from

the Historical Society about twelve o'clock; and when I had gotten about five

yards into the street going up to my uncle's, I was accosted by five men, who told me
they were manufacturers, and wanted charity. I told them I had no money, and
desired them to be gone. Before I could utter another word, one fellow collared
me by the back of the neck, upon which I immediately called ' Watch !

'

They
then stopped ray mouth, and caught hold of my arm, endeavouring to wrench the

bayonet from me, which they were not able to effect. They then began to kick
the backs of my legs, upon which I fell upon one knee, in order to protect myself a

little, still holding a fast grip of the bayonet. At length after a struggle of about
three or four minutes, I by some means, how I know not, slipped from them,
drew my bayonet, and, as I was recovering, hit one of them in the face by a back-
handed blow, which felled him instantly. Two fellows immediately went to his

assistance, and carried him otf In the meantime I got my back against the wall,
and kept parrying with the other two. 1 did not choose to leave the wall, as I

feared I might be again surrounded. After hitting them a few smart blows, they
ran one into town, the other towards the canal the former of whom I pursued,
and on his turning the corner I found myself within his reach, and made a thrust
at him, and drove the bayonet into his back, which rather increased than retai\led

his progress. After pursuing him for some little time, I was obliged to give over,
as lie escaped me through the darkness of the night, and by running through by-
lanes. Thus ended the affair, and without any unpleasant circumstances more
than that my legs and ribs were very sore for two or three days."
t These dates are taken from Mr Madden's memoir. In the "Catalogue of

Dublin Graduates, from the Earliest Recorded Commencements to December
18G8," edited by Dr Todd, we find Roe (Peter), A.B., 1811 A.M. November
1832.
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forty years, when presented to the reader m tlie order in which tliev

occurred, and in their connection with the religious feelings of the

time and well-known names, produce a vivid and striking delineation

of the life and character of a pious and faithful clergyman. Many of

them are trifling in themselves, and few of them are of unusual

importance. It would for this reason be unfair and disappointing
to select (as if for commemoration) a few isolated passages from a

career which must be viewed as a whole in order to be duly appre-
ciated. The name of the Rev. Peter Roe is still remembered with

the liveliest feelings of reverence and affection by many in Dublin and

Kilkenny ;
and yet, if they were required to assign a reason for such

feelings, the reply would be a tribute in general terms to his useful-

ness and devotion as a faithful minister of God and his fame as a

popular preacher. He preached his first charity sermon in Dublin in

July 1801, at St Thomas's Church, in behalf of the Royal Hospital
School. From that time forward he became an establislied favourite

in the metropolis, and was engaged in preaching there at two different

periods in the following year. He also preached and lectured in other

places, and always to large congregations.
In 1805 he was again called on to plead the cause of charity in

Dublin, and he preached, in the March of that year, a remarkable

sermon in St Catherine's Cliurch, in aid of the parochial school. The

governors of the school passed him a vote of thanks, in which they

speak of his services in the following terms; '' The successful result

of his animated zeal and eloquence was a contribution of i'322, &c., a

sum unexampled in this part of the metropolis." At this time The
Mirror newspaper regularly devoted a column under the heading
" Clerical Strictures

"
to notices (not always complimentary) of the

Irish clergy. A review of Mr Roe's sermon at St Catherine's appeared
in due course. It was in general highly eulogistic, and wound up as

follows: " Mr Roe is a preacher of the school of Romaine; and we
fear not to hazard the expression, of the school of his divine Master

fervid, yet rational; elegant, yet simple; although the Bible forms his

system of oratory, he does not contemptuously tread either Cicero or

Demosthenes beneath his feet." A friend of Mr Madden's writes on the

same subject: "The interest excited by his preaching was of the

most extraordinary description, and only exceeded by that called forth

by Dean Kirwan. Bride's Church used to be crowded to such excess

that the very windows were filled even outside, and not one spot in

tlie whole church left unoccupied. St Peter's Church also, and St

Catherine's, with others which I do not recollect, were likewise over-

flowing. When he was in Dublin, his father's servant was obliged con-

stantly to stand the whole 'day in the hall to answer the never-ceasing

inquiries of where he was to preach."

Early in the summer of 1805 Mr Roe visited England. His diary
contains many interesting remarks on some of the most eminent clergv
of London, Bath, Bristol, and other places which he visited on that

occasion. Mr Wilberforce was the last acquaintance made by Mr Roe

during his sojourn in London.

On his return to Kilkenny he became rector of St Mary's, in the

room of Mr Rogen, who resigned from ill health. About this time.
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too, Mr Roe lost a steady and valuable friend by the death of Dr
Hamilton, Bishop of Ossory.

In February 1806, Mr Roe married Mary Anne, daughter of Arthur

Gore, Esq., of the city of Kilkenny. In the same year he was again
induced to visit Dublin, and The Mirror was highly complimentary on

this occasion also :

" An honour has fallen to the lot of this young
and eloquent preacher which would doubtless have been bestowed on

the lamented Kirwan, had he been living to have claimed it, viz.,

preaching the first charity sermon before the lord-lieutenant, &c
Mr Roe's manner throughout the sermon was solemnly impressive,

modestly animated, yet powerfully commanding. His delivery of the

just tribute of praise to the memory of the dean, and the effect it pro-
duced on the numerous congregation, proved how deeply impressed on

the minds of the Irish nation is the remembrance of a man, the lustre

of whose astonishing abilities is almost absorbed in the good he pro-
duced among his fellow-mortals The peculiar excellence of the

oratory and preaching of this young and exemplary divine appears to

us to be in impressing the memory and improving the heart; and we
venture to say, that he recommends the Saviour rather than himself,

and seeks the salvation of souls more than vain glory."
" Such was the estimate which was formed of Mr Roe's character,

preaching, and objects by those who only knew him as the occasional

visitant to the capital, and as the most popular advocate of charities in

that day. Could they have followed him to Kilkenny could they
have traced him labouring among the people committed to his charge
could they have heard his private exhortations from house to house and

his public ministrations in the pulpit could they have accompanied
him on his tour of itinerant preaching throughout the neighbouring
counties could they have witnessed the anxiety and zeal with which

he laboured to turn to the spiritual advantages of the people among
whom he was occasionally placed, those visits to watering and sea-

bathing places which his own or Mrs Roe's health rendered necessary
could they have witnessed these things, they would have seen

stronger and additional reasons for the opinion so justly formed and so

well expressed, that he ' recommended the Saviour rather than himself,

and sought the salvation of souls rather than vain glory.'"
In 1810 Mr Roe again visited England, and his diary abounds in

allusions to the eminent men of that period. He seems on the whole

to have been much gratified with his tour. Some things, indeed, dis-

pleased him. Amongst them may be mentioned the applause bestowed

on favourite speakers at religious meetings, a practice it seems supported

by some very old and respectable authorities referred to, but not ap-

proved of by Mr Roe's biographer.
Of Mr Roe's political opinions it is scarcely necessary to say that they

were strongly imbued with the then prevailing spirit of hostility against
Catholic emancipation. On this subject he contributed, under the signa-
ture " Amicus Hibernicus," .several papers to The Instructor, a London

newspaper, and The Christian Guardian, a well known periodical of that

time. They were afterwards published in a collected form in 1816.

Mr Roe was a warm friend and steady supporter of the Bible Society,
and in 1812 he was enabled, after much ditliculty, to form an auxiliary
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in Kilkenny. Other associations too, such as the Jewish, the Irish,

the Sunday School, and the Church Missionary Society, found in him

a steady supporter. The following address will attest the feelings of

his congregation at this time:

" Rev. and dear Sir, We, citizens of Kilkenny, deeply impressed
with a sense of your eminent services in the cause of religion, take this

opportunity of publicly expressing our heartfelt approbation of your
conduct during a long residence amongst us. The unwearied and dis-

interested affection with which you have watched over the religion
instruction of the rising generation has not been unnoticed by us ; and

as a trifling testimony of our gratitude, we beg your acceptance of a

piece of plate, upon which we have caused to be inscribed a feeble

memorial of our sincere attachment and regard."
"Kilkenny, October 20, 1814."

About this time more than one system of separation sprang up in

Ireland, and dissent soon found its way from Dublin to Kilkenny. It

was at this juncture that the " Evils of Separation," consisting of a

series of letters from clergymen in England and Ireland, with preli-

minary observations by Mr Roe, was sent forth to the public. A
review of the work will be found in The Christian Guardian for Sep-
tember 1818.

In 1815 Mr Roe visited Harrogate for the benefit of his own health

as well as that of Mrs Roe, which had been much impaired by domestic

afflictions. During his stay in England his preaching at various places
made a most favourable impression. He was ofi'ered a benefice of con-

siderable value in the neighbourhood of Harrogate ; but his attachment

to the sphere of his labours in his native country were too strong, and

he declined the tempting offer. Another living in Yorkshire was also

offered to him, but was in like manner declined. In 1837 he was strongly
but inefiectually urged to offer himself as a candidate for St George's

Church, Leeds, the income of which amounted to about 1800 a-year.

The Private Theatre of Kilkenny was opened in 1802, and it closed

in 1819. From the very first Mr Roe and some other zealous clergy-

men made war on what they considered the " unhallowed and ungodly
amusements of the theatre." But tlie philippics from the pulpit were

met by epilogues from the stage, and Mr Roe was made the subject of

many unbecoming attacks, of which the following is a specimen:

Epilogue, October 22, 1802.
*' But could we think it possible that we,

Honest confederates in charity,*
Should wake the vigilance of pious spleen,
To spoil those sports, and mar the good we mean;
Yet Doctor Cantwell lifts his eyes to heaven,
And hopes such crimes may be at last forgiven.
' Such impious means to give the poor relief,

Is adding want to want, and grief to grief ;

Better all starve than crimes like these commit.
Audience and actors, all shall smart for it.

When alms are given, let me dispense the boon ;

Heaven smiles upon my works and mine alone,'

As if the canting hypocrite should say,

There 's but one gate to heaven, and I 've the key."

The (ostensible) object of the plays was charity. iI/Mfcie?i.'sJ/ejoir.
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Mr Roe's sermons were printed for himself in Dublin; but our limits

will not allow us to give any extracts. Mr Madden remarks tliat his

sermons were better heard then read. There was something in the

man a deep solemnity of manner an earnestness and an affection,

combined with an apostolic and latterly a venerable aspect, which won

and secured attention. The most thoughtless and profane were awed

into attention by the very tones of his voice; and the solemnity, the

earnestness of his manner, as he reproved, rebuked, or exhorted, sobered

the minds of the most careless of his hearers.

In 1826 Mr Roe was presented by the Crown, through the interest

of Mr Canning, to the Rectory of Odogh, a parish within four miles of

tlie city of Kilkenny. He continued to hold at the same time tlie per-

petual curacy of St Mary's.
From this period until his death, his life presents, with little varia-

tion, the same features for which it had been heretofore so remarkable.

We subjoin from the Dublin Statesman and the Kilkenny Moderator,

the following extracts from notices of his death and funeral in April
1842:

" The remains of this universally lamented minister and ornament of

our Church left Kingstown on the 28th of April at an early hour, and

proceeded tlirough the city en route to Kilkenny. In Baggot Street

the procession was met by a number of the clergy who were personally

acquainted with the deceased during the period of his vigorous exer-

tions, or who, having admired the godly simplicity and sincerity of his

character, were desirous of paying their last tribute of respect to his

remains. On the following day at three o'clock, the funeral cortege

reached its destination."
" Mr Roe was during thirty six years minister of the parish of St

Mary, Kilkenny, and for seven years previous to his incumbency, curate

of the same parish. Never do we remember such a tribute of respect

paid to the memory of any individual as was paid to his remains on that

solemn occasion. The procession extended from beyond Sion Gate to

the very porch of St Mary's Church. All ranks and classes seemed to

forget their private and political feelings in anxiety to honour the

memory of the departed."
A tablet was erected to his memory over the door of the vestry-room

in St Mary's by his numerous friends and admirers.

THE REV. CHARLES ROBERT MATURIN.

BORN A.D. 1782 DIED A.D. 1824.

Maturin was a descendant of a French family of high respectability.
His immediate ancestors for some generations had been settled in

Ireland; and the name occurs among the lists of fellows and scholars

in the Dublin university calendar.* Charles Robert probably entered

college in 1795, as he obtained a scholarsliip in 1798.
On leaving college, or soon after, he was ordained on an appointment
*
Henry Maturin obtained a fellowship in 1792, and went ont on the living of

Clondevaddock. Gabriel Matuiin obtained a scholarsliip in 1787.
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to the curacy of Loughrea, which he soon changed for St Peter's parish,

Dublin, in which he continued through life.

He married Miss Kingsbury, the sister of the late archdeacon Kings

bury, and lived in York Street. Upon the details of his life we cannot

enter; but as he is here to be commemorated as an eminent dramatist

and novelist, and as indeed among the most distinguished literary

characters that Ireland has produced, we cannot omit some brief notice

of his writings. And as there seems some apparent inconsistency
between his profession and literary pursuits, we must first offer a few

remarks on this point. He was one of the curates of the most extensive

and laborious parishes in Dublin, of which he discliarged the duties with

conscientious zeal; but with the exuberant vivacity of a mind which was

endowed with far too much movement for any of the ordinary levels

of social life, he sometimes incurred the reprehension of more staid

and common spirits, and to some extent also fell under the misrepre-
sentations of that large class which judges of all by reference to a few

habitual standards, and can make no allowances when unusual cases

arise. It may be added, that his great and peculiar qualifications for

social intercourse, his prompt and ready wit, his abundant information,

his singularly dramatic mode of conception and expression, supplied

temptations which no one, merely human, has perhaps ever resisted.

A few brilliant years had passed over his head, during which there was

a perpetual struggle between two opposite forms of character going on

within his breast, and he was deeply and eflectively engaged in two

opposite services; and while the giddy and shallow circles of fashion-

able society claimed him with an eagerness whicli would have turned

ordinary brains, Maturin was drawn into courses of gay frivolity which

he could hardly have broken from if he would. Another state of

character was in tlie meantime slowly maturing; he never lost the

feeling that he was born and endowed for better things. His extensive

theological reading, his great controversial powers, his mastery in

the pulpit, and his instinctive and practised knowledge of human life,

were just obtaining the ascendancy, and on the eve of appearing in

their true light, when a lingering and painful disease removed him.

His early productions were such as to indicate plainly tlie cast of

character thus described. In the "
Family of Montorio" there is a vast

exuberance of all the impulses of humanity, the young passions, fan-

tasies, and aspirations, dancing and eddying like the waters of a gushing

fountain, and sparkling in the coloured light of romance. Plot, senti-

ment, character, and description, in an abundance that seems to mock

the anxious effort of ordinary genius, and to perj)lex the youthful author

with his own riches, mark the entire of this extraordinary production,
the extraordinary power of which is known to have called forth the

admiration of Sir Walter Scott.

We pass the more regular and successful productions, which followed

for some years, to the period of his successful debut as a dramatic

author.

Tiie tragedy of "Bertram" appeared in 18T6, at a period when

the drama had fallen into decay, and there is no doubt that a very
considerable impulse in the right direction was communicated to

the dramatic art by this effort of Mr Maturin's genius. We shall
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not here venture on tlie attempt to assign tlie |)Iace of this striking and

powerful piece in the critical scale of the British drama. It indi-

cated no degeneracy of power, either for the poetry or the stage effect;

and perhaps the skill and tact of the author is shown in the very depar-
tures from the more classical standard, as thus alone could the melo-

dramatic taste of the period of its production be conciliated. Sir

Walter Scott styled it "grand and powerful, the language most animated

and poetical, and the characters sketched with a masterly enthusiasm."

By the instrumentality of Lord Byron, then among the committee of

management in Drury Lane, it had the success it well deserved, and

ran for upwards of thirty nights representation. The effect on Mr
Maturin's fortunes was not satisfactory: the remuneration was not pro-

jwrtional to tlie success. If this were all, it would be comparatively of

small moment; but there were thoughts which did not obtrude, and

were not sought for. The tragedy of "Bertram" was no birth of a

day: it was a slow, careful, and deliberate work, on which the best

power and skill of its author had been lavished, a tale often to be told

of first works. While it was in hand, much of his force and energy
had ebbed; and the glare and wearing excitements of society accele-

rated this natural progress of human decline. When it came to the

point of trial, Mr Maturin soon discovered that the spontaneous fertility

of his youth had in a great measure declined. With these almost un-

observed and unconscious changes, the expectations by which he was

deceived, led to embarrassment of circumstances, many anxious cares

helped to distract his spirit and scatter his powers of concentration.

In place of the vivid conception he had indeed acquired a stock of new

images from life, and a certain command of the positions, groupings,

characters, and excitement which prevail in the haunts of society.

These, however, were rather the matter of the novelist than of the

dramatic poet. The consequence of the whole was a very considerable

diminution of intellectual power, though none of intellectual skill, in

the tragedies with which he endeavoured rather too hastily to follow

up his success. Had his efforts been more deliberate and spontaneous,
we do not doubt that his success would have borne some fair propor-
tion to his great powers, which after the first great effort were never

fairly tested. The tragedies which followed "Bertram" were

"Manuel" and "
Fredolpho." The former was spoken of by Lord

Byron as " the absurd work of a clever man." Sir T. N. Talfourd,

in the Neio Monthly Magazine, not less summarily disposes of its

merits and its fate " '

Manuel,' its
[' Bertram's'] successor, feebler,

though in the same style, excited little attention, and less sympathy."

"Fredolpho" was also unsuccessful. A fourth, of far more promise,
and indicating more of pure poetic imagination than we had ascribed

to the author, was never published, or (we believe) completed, and still

remains in manuscript.
Of Mr Maturin's novels we cannot now speak, unless from very

inadequate recollection. They largely display all his peculiar genius,
his romantic taste, his dramatic talent, and his command of the art of

grouping and costume. By the common crowd of novel readers they
were not truly appreciated; and perhaps the opinions commonly ex

pressed in educated circles arc not to be regarded so much as speaking
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the actual interest with which the tale is read, as the language of the

theory held by the speaker, or wliich may prevail at the moment.
In the height of his success Mr Maturin deeply felt that he was

not in his true position. His talent and the admiration of his circle,

as well as the circumstances in which he was placed, were to him as

the current of a mighty stream, a fatal necessity, from which he had
not the means of escape. He felt a bitter yearning to escape into the

studies and service of his profession. He often so expressed himself;
but he was not believed, because he was not understood. There seldom
indeed has been so little allowance made, but it could not well be other-

wise. There was in his manner somewhat of a forced gaiety, which
concealed a grave, earnest, and anxious mind : he disdained to con-

ciliate the opinions of the world, though he would gladly be allowed to
" win the wise."

From this temper of mind a struggle was sooner or later to be ex-

pected ; and such was indeed the result. He watched for the occasion,
which could scarcely be long wanting to a man of his abilities. In

1824 he published six controversial sermons, which told with consider-

able eflect, and displayed his powers as a pulpit orator, and his exten-

sive reading.
It was not however permitted that the course thus well begun should

be carried to a further issue. His bodily health had been exhausted

by the labour of nerve and mind. A lingering and painful illness set

in, and in a few months conducted him to a premature grave.
The following is a list of Maturin's works, with the dates of their

publication:
" Montorio ; or, The Fatal Revenge," 4 vols. 1804;

" The Wild Irish Boy," 3 vols. 1808; "The Milesian Chief," 3 vols.

1812 these novels bore the name of Dennis Jasper Murphy on the

title-page; "Waterloo," a Prize Poem, 1815; "Bertram, or The
Castle of Aldobrand," a tragedy, 1816; "Manuel," a tragedy, 1817
" Woman, or Pour et Centre," 3 vols. 1818;

"
Fredolpho," 3 vols. 1819

" Melnoth the Wanderer," 3 vols. 1820; " The Albigenses," 4 vols. 1824
"Six Controversial Sermons," 1824.*

THE REV. WILLIAM PHELAN.

BORN A.D. 1789. DIED A.D. 1830.

William Phelan was born at Clonmel. His father, Mr John Phelan,

though in depressed circumstances, and living by an humble craft, was

the representative of a family which, previous to the twelfth century,
had ranked high among the ancient inhabitants of Ireland. Possessing

* " The Universe," a poem in blank verse, 1821, was published in Mr Maturin's

name, and the following entry appears in the diary of Thomas Moore, under Oct.

12, 1821: "Called on Mrs Smith; told me that the poem of 'The Universe' is

not Maturin's, but a Mr Wills's, who induced Maturin to lend his name to it by
giving him the profits of the sale." The latter part of this statement is an error,

and is corrected in a note by Lord Russell in the second edition of the " Memoirs
of Thomas Moore" (18()0). Mr ]\Iaturin asked Mr Wills to allow him to publish" The Universe" as a favour to Mr Maturin. The matter will be further referred

to in our memoir of the Editor of
" The Irish Nation."
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the taste and feelings of a gentleman, Mr Plielan carefully cultivated

the moral nature oi his son.

In his seventh year William Phelan was sent to a day-school, kept

by Mr Michael Ryan, whom Bishop Jehb describes as an expert Latinist

a pedant, an amiable enthusiast, and a diligent instructor. He was

ignorant of Greek, but grounded his pupil so thoroughly in Latin, that

he afterwards confessed the great extent of liis obligations for his facility

and skill in that language.
At fourteen years of age he was removed to the school of the Rev. R.

Carey, a gentleman whose accomplished scholarship and most amiable

cliaracter are so attractively described by Bishop Jebb, that we regret
we cannot aftbrd to transcribe his account of this wortliy man and pro-
found scholar. Between him and his gifted pupil a warm and mutual

friendship grew, which naturally, under their wide disparity of age,
seems to have assumed a parental and filial form.

Tliis affection had, perhaps, its share in bringing about an important

change in Phelan's history.
Mr Carey was a Protestant clergyman. Phelan was, in common

"with all the members of his family, in the communion of the Ciuireii of

Rome. One day as he was walking with a young acquaintance, a

member of a lay fraternity of that Church, translating for him a por-
tion of the Breviary, Mr Carey rode by.

" What a pity," said liis

companion,
" that that good man cannot be saved." " I started," said

Plielan, who himself was the teller of the story;
" the doctrine of exclu-

sive salvation never appeared so prodigious, and I warmly denied its

truth and authority .... Was stubborn in its defence, and we each

cited testimonies in behalf of our respective opinions. I withdrew to

bed, occupied by thoughts whicli this incident awakened ; went over

again all the arguments, p'o and eon., which my memory could sup|ly;

weighed all the evidence which, in my judgment, might throw light on

the subject; questioned whether any evidence could induce me to

acquiesce in a dogma so revolting; and fell asleep in no good disposi-
tion to the creed which could pronounce Mr Carey's reprobation. In

the morning when I awoke it appeared that I had insensibly reasoned

myself into the belief of the riglit of private judgment; and thus I

virtually reasoned myself out of the Church of Rome."*
It was his father's wish that he should enter Maynooth and study

for orders in the Papal Church. Ho was induced to answer at an

examination held in Waterford for some vacancies in that seminarv,
and so pleased his examiners that he was chosen for one of them, but

tliis he declined to accept.
In 180G he had taken his part; he entered college in Dublin as a

sizar, and gave his name as a Protestant. Any doubts which may be

supposed to have lingered in his mind soon vanished witli the able

assistance of the tutor under whom it was his good fortune to enter.

This worthy and most able man was fully competent to appreciate, at

their just value, the goodness and tlie intellectual gifts of his pupil.
And during many years, until the attainment of a fellowship placed
Phelan at ease in circumstances, he found in his tutor a friend equally

ready to aid his studies or administer to his wants.
*
Jebb's Mumoir of Phelan, p. 11, Loudon, 1832.
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But there is a feature of his mind which, with most affecting con-

stancy and power, appears througli every part of Phelan's life the

devotedness of filial love. This virtue is, it is to be trusted, not un-

common; but its amount in the present instance, was peculiar. While

lie was in the poor and distressing condition, in which he had at the

same time to earn his bread by teaching, and to pursue an unremitting

and arduous course of study, his most earnest anxiety was to improve
the condition and add to the personal comfort of his parents; and

he was content to deny himself every advantage, if his industry could

enable him to make a substantial remittance home.

The highest honours that the college had to award, were to Phelan a

matter of course. He carried off the premiums in every branch of study.

At the usual time a scholarship made his condition comparatively one

of independence. And on ins taking his degree, he had entitled him-

self to the gold medal, then awarded for the very severe test of uniform

judgments at every examination, according to rather a nice and not

very secure standard, A still more satisfactory achievement was Law's

mathematical premium of 50 the candidates for this were usually

the best mathematicians of their class the examiners were Magee,

Brinkley, and Davenport.
The Fellowship was the next object of attainment to be looked for.

With a constitution already impaired by laborious application and

scanty resources, hardly earned by extra labour in teaching, Phelan

entered upon this arduous undertaking.
For three years after his Bachelor's degree was this heavy course of

exertion pursued. At the end of this term it became perceptible that

his health required some change, and his medical adviser ordered that

lie should relax his exertions, and sleep in country air. He took a

small lodging near town. Under these circumstances it occurred to

him to write an essay for the prize of 50 proposed by the Royal Irish

Academy. The very peculiar circumstances accompanying this exer-

tion are fully stated in the memoir from which we take our main

accounts. It was written in the hurried intervals of harder work, on

scraps of paper and backs of letters, and transcribed by his brotlier.

But it is a curious fact, that, having been long accustomed to Latin

composition,
" he felt so much difficulty in arranging his thoughts in

our language, that he resorted to the expedient of first mentally com-

posing in Latin." In Latin composition he possessed a skill and excel-

lence rarely indeed attained^ a skill which won the admiration of Dr

Hall, one of the most finished classical scholars of his time. Of one

of Phelan's essays this gentleman was heard to say, that " whole

passages might have been taken from it, and, without risk of detection,

inserted in the works of Cicero."

His essay was successful, though his competitor was a scholar well

known for an admirable style of English prose, and very superior

attainments in the dialectics of controversy John Walker, once a

fellow.* But Walker, with all his training, was not what Phelan

eminently was, and what is an essential to success in the discussion of

practical questions, a man of sound common sense. In the following

year (1814) Phelan obtained a second ])rize for a still superior com-
*

See Memoir of Walker.
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position, which has not been published, as the MS. was lost at the

Academy House.

In 1813 he sat for fellowship for the first time. His answering was

generally considered to place him second, and as there were three

vacancies, little doubt was entertained of his success. But the result

did not realise such expectations, for, from some defect in the Statute,
of which Bishop Jebb, who is our authority, does not sufficiently

explain the application to his case, Phelan lost by the casting-vote of

the provost. It is mentioned by the bishop, that, in expectation of

success, he had set apart nearly all his cash for remittance to his father.

In the moment of disappointment, when likely to feel most the want of

such relaxation as money only can procure, his words to his brother

are memorable,
"
Well, James, send tlie money nevertheless to its

proper destination , and, my dear fellow, have a good heart and a hope
fixed on high; we shall overcome, even this blow."

Another little incident connected with this occasion is not to be

omitted. " A few days after this disappointment he met Dr Graves,
one of his examiners, who, in his kind sympathising manner, said,
'

Phelan, I am sorry foi you, but I did my best, you had my vote,' he

bowed, smiled, and instantly answered,
' Victrix causa Diis placuit, sed

victa Catoni.'" The bishop mentions that on this occasion very hand-
some and liberal ofters of assistance came from Lord Plunket, who
advised him to study for the bar, and "

pressed on him an allowance of

300 a year," which Plielan thankfully declined.

There was no friend, however, more efficient in cheering, encourag-

ing, and assisting him than Dr Magee, who, says Bishop Jebb,
" was in

the constant habit of visiting his chambers, inquiring after his progress,
and entering into all the misgivings of his sensitive mind."

In the following year he again sat for the fellowship, but a new can-

didate had now come forward, with mathematical knowledge far above
the ordinary standard, and Phelan was once more disappointed. The
vacant fellowship was awarded to Dr Romney Robinson.
On this second disappointment he seems to have abandoned the hope

of obtaining a fellowship ; and became for a time the guest of the Rev.
Mr Stubbs, who had also been a candidate. In October 1814, on the

recommendation of Dr Magee, then Dean of Cork, he was appointed
second master of the endowed school of Derry, and entered into holy
orders. For two years he continued to officiate in the chapel-of-ease in

that city, during which time he had the happiness to become acquainted
with his worthy and venerable biographer, Mr Jebb, tlien rector of

Abingdon It is stated that at this time also, at the desire of this

friend, he published his well-known pamphlet,
" The Bible, not the

Bible Society;" which, his biographer observes, "gave a colouring

nearly to the whole of Mr Phelan's future life."

At this period he had been long in a very delicate state of health,
insomuch that his physicians recommended a visit to Mallow ; but a

favourable change appearing, this inconvenient advice was not fol-

lowed.

In 1817 Dr Wall strongly urged that he should once more try his

fortune on the fellowsliip bench. Dr Magee also strongly joined, and
after six weeks of close study, he took his seat in the Hall, without
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much liope of success. This time he was nevertheless the successful

candidate, and was enabled during the long vacation to seek the repose
which he so much required and had so well earned. In the following

year he was elected Donnellan Lecturer.

But in the interval of time previous to his election to the fellow-

sliip, Phelan had formed an attachment to the sister of his friend Mr
Stubbs, and, it will easily be conceived, that content was no more to be

looked for in the gown of a fellow, then accompanied by the monastic

condition of celibacy.* To escape from this undesired alternative,

Phelan endeavoured to obtain a royal dispensation, but without suc-

cess. In the meantime, tlie death of the parent of the young lady
decided his conduct, and on the 18th May 1823 he was married

to Miss Stubbs, by her brother the vicar of Kilmacahill. This step
made it necessary to resign his fellowship, which he did with an

understanding (the free concession of the provost and fellows) that he

should have his option of a living, when sucli should come down to his

standing. The junior fellows also relinquished in his favour all emolu-

ment from his chamber of pupils so long as they should remain on the

books. The amount thus secured was about ,900. This union con-

tributed to his happiness, and, from the language of Bishop Jebb, we
should form the most exalted estimate of the worth, the intellect, and

admirable qualifications in every way of the lady who thus contributed

to the welfare and contentment of such a man.

After his marriage, Phelan retired to the curacy of Keady, which had

been some time kept open for him by the Primate. The Armagh Pro-

fessorship of Astronomy having become vacant, he applied for it, but

Professor Robinson had been appointed two days before ; an appoint-

ment, the propriety of which must have removed all sense of disappoint-
ment from a mind so candid and just as Phelan's. And such is the fact

stated by Bishop Jebb, who tells us that " he was satisfied it did the

Primate much honour," and adds, in a note,
" The observations of Dr

Iiobinson have been more numerous, and have excited greater attention,

than those made at any other observatory within the same period."
The laborious duties of a curate were not suited to the delicate health

and deranged constitution of Plielan; but he was, in a very high degree,
effective and popular as a preacher : having, much to his praise, toned

down his elaborate and metaphysical style to the measure of the intel-

lects and spiritual wants of a simple country flock.

In the spring of 1824 he was appointed by the primate to the rec-

tory of Killyraan in the diocese of Armagh. The circumstances of this

benefice were in every respect satisfactory, in none perhaps more so

than in its vicinity to Armagh, by which his intercourse with the primate
was much facilitated. He became thenceforward one of the examiners

at ordinations held by this prelate. In the following year he succeeded

* This hard condition, relaxed, however, in favour of a certain number of the

fellows, continued in force down to a recent date, and the oath of celibacy was
still retained in the sacramental armoury of the College. The Editor can remem-

ber, by a mistake arising out of the confusion of the moment, which rendered
liiui oblivious of the awful significance of the Latin words, taking this oath,
either at liis matriculation or degree, instead of some other oath usually
administered.
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to the college living of Ardtrea, in consequence of his former arrange-
ment with the Board.

In 1826 he obtained his doctor's degree, and was appointed examiner

for faculties by the primate.
From this, during the brief remainder of his days, he is said to have

devoted himself in a considerable degree to study, and to have read

much of that circle of philosophers of the higher metaphysical schools,

to which it is not difficult to perceive, by the cast of his later style,

that he had a considerable tendency. But happily in him, this tendency,
otherwise liable to much abuse, was counteracted by his still more

thorough devotion to the study of Scripture.
But it had meanwhile become observable to his friends that his health,

never firm, was beginning to decline. He was directed to abstain from

intense study ; but he felt that an alarm about his own state, whieli

much increased this diseased affection, was only to be counteracted by

study. Between these two opposed conditions he felt much distress ;

but a very violent pleurisy decided the alternative, and he lay for five

weeks on a sick-bed, from which he rose in a state of utter debility. By
the primate's advice he removed to Dublin, where his health seemed to

amend, and he returned ; but no sooner did he reach home than the

chest complaint returned with aggravated violence.

In the following year he again visited Dublin, but we are not

informed that he received any benefit from the change; and early in

1830, the bishop mentions tliat his brother, the Bev. James Phelan,
observed in his appearance the signs of approaching dissolution We
cannot here, nor is it necessary, follow the melancholy gradation of

changes by which the accuracy of this anticipation was confirmed; he

expired without a struggle in June 1830, and was committed to the

grave in Killyman churchyard.
Of Dr Phelan's writings it is not so easy to offer decisive opinions

as we had anticipated. There is in his earlier productions a superiority
of style and composition, arising from the perspicuity of his under-

standing and the correctness of his ear ; in his later and more impor-
tant writings it appears that his metaphysical tendency, and perliaps
in some degree an excessive elaboration, has deprived his language of

that force and simplicity which gave effect to his earlier productions.
It should, however, be added that these latter are posthumous publica-
tions ; and it must also be said that they contain speculations of great
value, and passages of much eloquence.

They chiefly consist of his Donnellan lectures, of which the main

purpose is a statement of the arguments which arise from the moral

design and operation of the form, structure, and successive dispensations
of revealed religion. In surveying the course of his expositions, what-
ever may be the just critical estimate of his bold speculations on the

earlier institutions of religion (we shall not enter upon them, as they
call for prolonged discussion), there can be little diversity of opinion
upon the justness of his views of the adaptation of the latter dispensa-
tion to the wants of man, and to the declared purposes of God; and still

loss on the beauty and truth of his conception of our Lord's eharacttr,
which he illustrates with much and instructive application.*

* The reader is also referred to "Dublin Univ. Mag.," ii. 482; "Black-
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Op Dr O'Sullivan's early life little or no information has been afforded

us even by those who were best qualified to supply it. Much dis-

appointment has naturally enough been felt that there is no clear light

to be derived from such sources to help in solving the curious problem
involved in the fact that O'Suilivan came to the university a very young
man, and almost at once approved himself a writer and speaker of the

highest order of excellence. The introductory notice to his "
Remains,"*

published a few years after his death, makes no mention of his early

boyhood. Of his schoolboy days it discloses very little beyond the

fact that he had the rare advantage of receiving instruction under the

Rev. C. Carey, master of the endowed school of Clonmel, and a short

account of an incident which is supposed to have led to his first advance

towards Protestantism. Before, however, entering on this important

phase of young O'Sullivan's career, it may be more convenient to state

a few facts collected from other sources concerning his antecedent life.

Samuel O'Suilivan was born at Clonmel on the 13th of September
1790. He was the elder and only brother of the Rev. Mortimer
O'Suilivan. His father was said to have acquired competence and re-

spectability in the comparatively humble occupation of a rustic school-

master. His circumstances indeed seem not to have been materially
different from those of his friend Phelan ; for the O'Sullivans too, though
then of lowly estate, claimed descent from one of the ancient families of

Ireland. However ridiculous such pretensions may sometimes appear,
it might be admitted that family traditions of this kind exerted a

salutary influence on the young and ardent mind of O'Suilivan. In

our memoir of Dr Phelan we have ascribed to them such good effects

in his case, although a different conclusion might be drawn from an

incident in his life, narrated by Bishop Jebb. Phelan, when a little

boy, was pointed out the vast territories of which his ancestors had

been despoiled, and he thus describes his feelings
'' I never can forget

the impression. My young blood boiled in my veins. For the time I

was in spirit a rebel. And I verily believe if it had not been the good

pleasure of Providence to lead me into other circumstances, and fur-

nish me with instructors, I might have terminated my life on a

scaffold."

As already stated, O'Suilivan was placed under the care of the Rev.

C. Carey, master of the endowed school of Clonmel, who is justly
described in the notice referred to as one whose ripe scholarship and

highly-cultivated genius many an eminent scholar has eulogised, and

wood's Mag.," xxiv. 454, n
;

"
Digest of the State of Ireland" (written by Wolfe

in conjunction with the Rev. Mort. O'Suilivan, D.D.), 1826 ;

"
History of the

Policy of the Church of Rome in Ireland," 1827; "Scientific and Polite Literature ;"

"Trans. Irish Acad." 1811.

"Remains" of Rev. Samuel O'Suilivan, D.D., edited by Rev. J. C. Martin,

D.D., and Rev. Mortimer O'Suilivan, D.D. 3 vols. Dublin: M'GIashan. 1853,
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whose gracious manners unci aniiiible dis|iosition exercised a transform-

ing influence even on minds incapable of being profited by his intel-

lectual eminence.* "Under such a preceptor the mind of young
O'SuUivan expanded ; and it was not surprising that admiration for his

teaclier's critical comments on the class-books of the school, for his

felicitous translations and eloquent expositions, should have inspired
the desire to hear in the pulpit one who was so admirable in the study.
Mr Carey officiated at a little country church in the neighbourhood of

Clonmel; and as he rode one Sunday, mounted on a docile mule, and

moving at a walking pace, O'SuUivan walked at his side, and, proliably
for the first time, entered a Protestant church, and heard the service of

the Church of England. On subsequent occasions he was his father's

companion in visiting various places of worship. In this instance he

took the initiative." The writer next describes the impression pro-
duced on O'SulIivan's mind by different portions of the service;

and how, without an effort or a struggle, he became, by almost imper-

ceptible gradations, a proselyte to the Church of England. And
accordingly, when he entered the university of Dul)lin, where he matri-

culated a sizar under the tuition of tlie Rev. Dr Wall, the vice-provost,
he was registered as a member of the Established Cliurcli.

His next distinction in college was a scholarship, which he obtained

in 1814. His younger brother, Mortimer, as appears from the univer-

sity calendar, was a scholar in 1813, An original sketch of the two

brothers, as they appeared about the same time in the university, from
the pen of one who wrote from personal knowledge and observation, is

now before us. As it has never been puldished, a (ew extracts may
prove interesting :

"At an early period of the present century, perhaps about 1811, two
brothers had begun to attract consideral)le notice in the university of

Dublin, but chiefly among the members of the Historical Society.
This observation was not the result of any very extraordinary pro-

ficiency in academic attainment ; they attracted favourable notice

among the most distinguished students of their class by distinctions

* Dr O'SuUivan himself lias left a fine portrait of i\Ir Carey. We give it here,
as it reveals the inlluences which evirlently worked on the youthful mind of the

writer, and contains an allusion to his own father: "
I have his light and grace-

ful figure at this moment hefore me. His bare and revei'end forehead, slightlv
sprinkled with the snows of time; and liis mild countenance radiant with lu-nig-

nity, and sparkling with intelligence. The gentleness and suavity of his dispo-
sition, the polished courtesy of his mauTiers, his exact and discriminative judg-
ment, his various and profound harning, these were scarcely adverted to by his

friends, amidst the love and veneration which were insjiired by the richer
treasures of his moral nature; by his generous detestation of oppression; by his
noble scorn of everything mean or base; by his fervent piety, his steadfast friend-

ship, his rare disinterestednes.s, and his deep humility; by the charity whicli

prompted him to be liberal, often beyond Ins means; and by tin; singleness of

nature, which almost unconsciously realised the gosjiel rule, 'not letting his left

hand know what his right hand did.' My recollection of our first introduction
into Mr Carey's school is vivid, as though it took place but yesterday. The good
old man was at that period gradually withdrawing from active life, and his atten-
tion was limited to a very small numlier of piupils. He received, indeed, oidy tho.se

who were recommended by his personal 'friends. Of that nmnbcr, my father had
the good fortune to send me." O'SulIivan's Remains, vol. iii. Review of Bishop
Jcbh's

"
Life and Remains of Dr Phelan."
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more peculiarly their own. Though in nothing below the usual

standard of attainment in their classes, as must be inferred from the

scholarsiiips which they severally obtained in the usual course; they
were more remarkable for their more than usually advanced acquaint-
ance with general literature, history, and politics, and (in matters of

opinion) for generally displaying a maturity of judgment much beyond
their standing. This latter characteristic, however, belonged, or seemed
more especially to belong, to the elder, Samuel. Mortimer was some-

what less known. His appearance among his fellow-students was but

occasional, mostly after long absence; and his manner was (unlike that

of his brother) a little reserved.
" Samuel O'SuUivan, remarkable for his tall stature and for his

energetic manner, an action (afterwards advantageously subdued into a

more grave, but not less impressive, style of communication), was a man
of fervid mind, full of stored reflection, ever ready to catch the flame

of intellectual fire from orator or poet, to make the lofty conception or

splendid flight his own, he was full to overflowing with the fervour of

Chatham and Burke, their times, and political views. It seemed his

peculiar character to be ever under the possession of some powerful
mind, with which he identified himself, and which ruled iiis imagination
for the hour; and thus his style of thinking, and, to some extent, his

moral character was formed. He had early become conversant with

the poetry and criticism of his day, had selected all that was most

effective in the best writings of Southey, which he could recite with

effect, and was used to vindicate Wordsworth, then less recognised by
the taste of the time. Among the students of his class, with whom he

chiefly associated, he soon obtained an ascendancy proportioned to

these qualifications, by his command of speech and earnestness of

manner. He soon also acquired the added reputation of some critical

and political articles upon topics of interest in the public journals and

periodicals of the day.
" Like most young men of active intellect and ambitious temper, his

mind was then wholly set on public life on the study of law and

politics, and the cultivation of the arts of debate. He had not yet
entered college when he attracted considerable notice in " The Irish

Forum," a debating society which was one of the results of the popular
ferment of the time an off-set from the Corn Exchange meetings, and

the more stormy agitation of O'Connell and his associates. The

Forum, though mainly as popular in its spirit, was yet more neutral in

its design and choice of topics; it was frequented by all classes of party

opinion as a school of oratory; there the briefless barrister came to

acquire forensic assurance the embryo agitator to gather those flowers

of speech which then composed the staple of the so-called Irish oratory.
The purer, natural taste of O'Sullivan soon found a truer school and
more chaste style of practice. He had not, according to the rules of

the university, attained the standing required for the Historical

Society, when he contrived to bring together a few of his most con-

genial associates to form a small weekly meeting for extempore discus-

sion. It consisted of about eight from every class, most of whom were

reading men, and distinguished for some academic lionour. Among
them may be mentioned John Sydney Taylor, Joseph Lefanu, John
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O'Brien, and George Downes. These young men were tliere unwedded
to the opinions of any party -O'Brien was a Roman Catholic. As

mostly happens with young politicians, they were all inclined to

abstract theories, and what are called liberal notions. This tendency,

however, was, even at that youthful period, moderated by the influence

of academic discipline. Their debates were pursued with the freedom

and some of the light varieties of a social gathering. At these meet-

ings, and the numerous accidental reunions of the same little circle,

Samuel's mature attainment and more earnest mind made him in a

great degree the general moderator of the debate or the conversation.

In power of elocution he could only be approached by Taylor. Charles

Wolfe was not, properly speaking, amongst the society, but from his

intimacy with all its actual members, he occupied a very prominent

place in the circle; he was not an orator, though far superior to many
such in powers of intellect; readiness of speech was not one of his

gifts, but he possessed a grasp of mind which outwent his powers of

language, or perhaps arrangement. He was removed from the scene

too early for his fame."

This sketch supplies us with some facts to account for the otherwise

marvellous appearance of O'SuUivan in the character of an accomplished
writer and speaker at so early a period of his academic career. It

accords, too, with the notice referred to which represents him as

studious and diligent, but after a fashion of his own, and on subjects

which he himself had chosen. The bell, we are told, that rung for

a quarterly examination, has roused him from the task of abridging
Smith's " Wealth of Nations." And on the eve of competition for

scholarship, he was to be heard at every meeting of the Historical

Society contending for the oratory medal; and, consistent to the last,

in accepting guidance from his own inclinations, when the time for

graduating for a bachelor of arts was at hand, O'Sullivan's heart and

head, his nights and days, were given up to the elaboration of his first

essay, "The Agency of Divine Providence."

From a paper on Dr O'Sullivan's death, which appeared in the

columns of the Dublin Daily Express, and which is attributed to one of

the most distinguished of O'Sullivan's contemporaries, we extract a

description of what he was in the Historical Society:
" In the days

when Dr O'Sullivan was in college, the Historical, an institution in

which the students of college prepared themselves for professional life,

attracted every man of promise; and in an assembly of men, many of

whom were in after life greatly distinguished, how many of them are

now gone Wolfe, Taylor, Graves, Dickenson, Hamilton! the most

eloquent man, the man of all others most highly accomplished, the

person of all others most imbued with the spirit of our greatest
orators and our truest poets; the person in whose mind every most

beautiful thought, from whatever source derived, as if in him it found

something kindred, blossomed into yet more beauty, was the elder

O'Sullivan. We well remember the admiration with which he used to

repeat passages from the great poets; and long before Wordsworth
and Coleridge were known to the world of readers, O'Sullivan, with

the prophetic instincts of just taste, had already classed them with

Milton and the mighty minds of all time. Never was there a man



with more true feeling of all that was good: with him beauty and
truth were one."

The MS. already mentioned bears similar testimony to O'Sullivan's

early powers, and his readiness in debate displayed in the same classic

arena. It throws some light too on a period in the history of the

society that has been glanced at in our notice of Bishop Elrington.
Without pledging ourselves to its views on a much-vexed question, we
venture to extract a passage bearing on this subject, and in connection
with Dr O'Sullivan:

" The College Historical Society of that period had not obtained the

high place in public opinion now so justly held by that of the present.
It was forced to exist under restrictions, in a great measure due to

the memory of the preceding phase of its existence in the days of Tone
and the Emmets, and not less to the agitated state of the tenantrv,
under the influence of the Catholic Board. How far such influences

may have been over-rated, it is now late to inquire; the state of public

feeling and opinion has passed, and is passing, through a great change,
and the college authorities have, with some discrimination, accommo-
dated their discipline to the claim of the age. But making allowance
for former restrictions, the eloquence and general ability in that former

period was nothing less, as may be partly inferred from the many
eminent members of every profession who are, or have been, its wit-

nesses to the world. Modern politics and allusions to passing events
were proscribed; but, in compensation, well-selected historical ques-
tions, and economical, gave ample scope for the more important discus-

sions of those principles which belong to the politics of every age and
state of society. The society was also then led to the earnest practice
of serious debate, in the discussion of the private interests and arrange-
ment of the society. This practice, otherwise so likely to prove bene-

ficial, was carried too far some of the leading members saw the use

to which such discussion could be applied as a training for such cases

as they might have to meet in professional life and the unfortunate

conception of an impeachment arose from some accidental circumstances.

What began in play grew soon to earnest the seeming of crimination

and defence grew to reality, and led to quarrel and all the real results

of party division. It soon became apparent that the factious and

questioning temper thus awakened had begun to burst its narrow

bounds, and find a wider field in questions concerning academic regula-
tions and authority. Some restrictions were necessarily imposed by
the board, which were received in the same spirit which had provoked
them. By an unhappy but natural error, the society, instituted as a

school of oratory, had acquired a corporate individuality and a dignity
to be wounded, under the fatal influence of which it committed the

suicidal act of voting its own dissolution.

In this then brilliant institution the O'SulHvans rose to hiffh dis-

tinction, Samuel, who of the brothers first became a member, made
himself conspicuous for his unpremeditated speeches on the ques-
tion of tlie evening, upon which it was the invariable custom to be

prepared. On these occasions his brief and pointed addresses, evidently
grounded on the preceding speakers, were greeted with eager applause.
Mortimer, who was later, obtained equal distinction in the prepared
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debate, but not until the writer of these recollections had left the

scenes."

We should here add, that Samuel bore away from competitors who
in after life reached high honours the medal which the Society periodi-

cally awarded to the best speakers in their debates.

In the memorable contest which took place in 1818 for the repre-
sentation of the university between Lord Plunket and Mr Croker,
O'Sullivan took a prominent part. His admiration for the qualifica-

tions of the two candidates, and his estimate of their public services,

was very high
" There was not," he said,

'* one individual likely to be

opposed to Mr Croker for whom he would vote in opposition to him,
with the solitary exception of his great competitor." Though difference

of politics afterwards separated Lord Plunket from some of the friends

who then placed him in the position of representing the university, it

is said that O'Sullivan never spoke of this estrangement except to his

most intimate friends, and then in no terms of bitterness.

Before his ordination he had given to the world the only publication
with which his name was ever avowedly associated " The Agency
of Divine Providence Exemplified." The object of this essay was to

prove, by historical facts, that a special national Providence had raised

up the power and the constitution of England by directing successive

series of events in a manner so singular and often so contrary to all

human expectations, as to preclude the idea of mere accidental occur-

rences. " It states the facts of English history from the Reformation

to the Revolution, and seeks to educe from them a providential purpose

clearly indicated. The constitution as it exists, or as it existed in

Clmrch and State when O'Sullivan wrote, was the result of antecedents,

many of them seemingly accidental ; and such being the result, we
have a right to regard it as the design of Providence. We do not now
mean either to defend or to impeach this line of argument ; but in

whatever light O'SuUivan's theory may be regarded, there can be but

one opinion as to the great beauty of the style in which his work is

written the expression often singularly felicitous the arrangement
of facts everywhere lucid. From this work it would be impossible for

us to give any extracts, as the effect is produced, not by any single

passage, but by the whole ; each part is important, not separately, but

as a link in an argument. The work has been regarded, by those best

able to appreciate it, as one of considerable importance."
*

When O'Sullivan presented himself for the usual examination pre-
vious to ordination, we are told that the bishop's examiner declined to

examine the author of " The Agency of Divine Providence Exemplified."
The arguments relied on by O'Sullivan in his first work are re stated

with much force in two sermons which he preached for the degrees of

B.D. and D.D., entitled " Divine Pre-arrangements," and " Prohibition

of Idolatry." These sermons are published in Dr O'SuUivan's
"
Remains," and notices of them, and of most of his other works, will

be found in the number of the " Dublin University Magazine
"

already
referred to.

In the year 1814, as already stated, he obtained a scholarship;
before it expired he entered into holy orders, being ordained by Dr

* Dublin University Magazine, Sept. 1853, p. 352.
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Warburton, tlien Bishop of Limerick, in the cathedral of tliat city, in the

year 1818. His first employment in the church was in the curacy of

St Catherine's, in the city of Dublin, to which was soon after added
the chaplaincy of the Marshalsea. In 1827, upon the removal of Dean
Le Fanu to the rectory of Abingdon, he was elected chaplain of the

Eoyal Hibernian School for Soldier's Children, and in this office he
continued until his death. He owed this last appointment to the friend-

ship of Mr Goulburn. In his case it did not prove, as it did in the case

of his two immediate predecessors, a stepping-stone to higher advance-

ment. His politics were of a type too violent for the more moderate and

conciliating notions then prevailing, and proved a bar to his selection

for more prominent and responsible positions in the Church. But if he

thus lost the favour of those who had the disposal of the patronage of

the Irish Church, he was amply consoled by the friendships of many
distinguished persons with whom the opportunities of his chaplaincy

brought him into close converse. The duties of the position, too, were
of a nature well adapted to his kind disposition, and not too engrossing
to interfere with the indulgence of his literarv and social tastes.

Of his political views it is unnecessary to attempt any examination at

the present time. His writings on the passing events of his time,

though intended for the pages of the maijazines, must be taken as the

exponents of his own opinions. The editors of his "Remains" have
not thought it necessary to offer any exposition of his political creed,

except what may be contained in the following brief remarks on the

great question of Catholic Emancipation :

" The policy which he approved of with respect to the great question
of civil disabilities in the year 1818 was the same on which, had he

power, he would have acted in 1829. The principle of exclusion from

the legislature on the grounds of religious opinion having been aban-

doned, as it affected other denominations, he would not insist on retain-

ing it to the prejudice of Eoman Catholics. He desired rather that the

eftbrts of their wisest advocates should be successful, obtaining for

Roman Catholics the privileges of the constitution, and taking a security
tliat the constitution should not suffer from an abuse of the privileges

granted. His view, and the views of some who thought witli him, may
be learned from a chapter in the '

Digest of the Evidence on Ireland.'

He regarded Romanism, as distinguished from other dissents, by its

twofold character of a religious system and a political. In its anta-

gonism to doctrine he would leave it undisturbed, except by the influ-

ence of truth and reason. In its purpose to estrange conscience from

law, and to shake the subject's allegiance to the sovereign, he would
restrain it, and show why it was restrained. This, tlie greatest and
most successful advocate of emancipation, declared it his purpose to

accomplish, and Dr O'Sullivan had no reason to blame himself for

believing, that the great question of the day was safer in the manage-
ment of those who made such professions, than in theirs who, having
abandoned the principle of religious exclusion in other instances, main-

tained it, unsuccessfully and feebly, against the Church of Rome."
Dr O'SuUivan's death took place on the 6th of August 1851, after a

protracted illness. The immediate cause of death was the rupture of

a blood-vessel in the lungs. The governors of the Royal Hibernian
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School, on meeting to appoint a new chaplain, passed a resolution

recording
" their feelings of sincere condolence with Mrs O'Sullivan on

the sad bereavement which she and her family liave sustained in the

death of the late chaplain, who presided for so many years over the

religious instruction of the children in the institution, and whose worth

has been so highly appreciated by the governors."
A few days after his death the obituary notice already referred to

appeared in tlie Daily Express. As the accuracy of the facts on

which it rested, and tiie high authority of the testimony it bore to the

qualities and endowments of Dr O'Sullivan, have been since fully

recognised, we cannot close this brief sketcli more appropriately than

by transcribing the following passages :

" He was a man of the very strongest and most generous affections.

His genius and talents were of a very high order ; and we know no

writer whose views, though brought before the public in the most un-

ostentatious forms, were yet so influential in creating and guiding

public opinion. . . . O'Sullivan's was a mind essentially modest,
even humble, self-appreciation there was none. Of himself,

we believe, he never tliought. We liave witnessed bursts of indigna-
tion ; but it was always when some truth, which he had cherished,

seemed to him outraged or insulted. And in the remote world of

contemplation in whicli he lived, we can well imagine that he was often

offended by the contrasts which he was forced to witness between all

he hoped and all he wished, and the scene which actual life presented
to him, and has presented to every thinking man in every age. But
never was there a man more faithful to life's actual duties than he was.

Humble as the duties of the clergyman may seem to others, employed
as he was, in directing the instruction of the children of the poor, it

was a labour he loved ; and the sympathy of this most affectionate

man followed through after life every one of the poor children who
formed a great part of his entire congregation. ... Of the Church of

England Dr O'Sullivan was a faithful and realous minister. But he

was more than this he loved the Church. He felt and believed it to

be the truest, or rather the only true representative on earth of apostolic

Christianity. Every feeling of his heart, every conviction of his

understanding, united him with the Hookers, and the Taylors, and the

Usshers. Never was there a man more sincere in his convictions

never was there a man more tolerant of others never was there a

man, whose own opinions were so fixed, or so little of dogmatical. His

religious and theological views were in all things consistent with those

of that school of English divines who are oftenest designated by the

name of '

High Church ;' but in whatever school learned, there was, in

O'Sullivan's writings and yet more in his conversation exhibited a

power of analysis that, disentangling propositions which are often pre-
sented in a form most obscure and involved, aided his hearers essen-

tially in the perception of truth. His style was so perfectly lucid, and
the subjects of which he treated were proposed by him, one by one,
with such distinctness to the mind, that it would be scarcelv possible
for a sophism to escape detection when such a mind was engaged in

the examination of a subject. . . . The truths of Christianity, when
he spoke of them and of them he was fond of speaking when he found
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fit audience were dwelt on by him rather with reference to their

correspondence with man's nature and their adaptation to the great

purpose of restoring and strengthening it, tiian to their place in creeds

and articles of religion. In his writings and conversation, as in -the

works of Butler and of Erskine, the perfect adaptation of the great

scriptural doctrii)es to eflfect this, their peculiar purpose, by their influ-

ence on the mind, were dwelt on as of itself furnislnng evidences of

their truth. Every advance in knowledge, of whatever kind, made,

every advance in improvement that society gained, brought with it

new proofs of the truth of Christianity
" We regret that at no time Dr O'SuUivan had the charge of a

parish, as we can scarcely imagine a man more fitted for its best duties,

from his warm sympathies with all classes of men from the sincere

love with which he regarded the young from his singular power of

conveying information, free from the slightest trace of pedantry, and

in communicating which he almost seemed to be himself a learner and

from the aftection with which he was regarded by every one with

whom he came into any relation
" Dr O'Sullivan's writings were on every varied subject that suggests

itself to a man whose profession may almost be said to have been litera-

ture. His style was formed at an earlier period than that of most of

the writers who have of late years addressed the public ; and it more
often reminds us of Goldsmith in its trutli of delineation, or of Swift

in its purity of language, than of any modern author ; but his style

was, in truth, his own, and unborrowed from any model, the direct and

almost transparent medium in which the thoughts of a very contem-

plative and a very original mind were happily communicated. Like

Southey's earlier and better prose works, such as '

Espriella's Letters,'

and his papers in the Annual Register, there was in O'Sullivan's writings
a continued sparkling wit which brightened and gave life and anima-

tion to everything he said. You see that the writer is himself a man
of joyous spirit; and the diflference between him and an ordinary man

discussing the same subjects is as the diff'erence between such a book

as Fuller's ' Church History,' alive and brilliant everywhere with illus-

trations, and some ragged school comiiendium of barren facts, and

names, and dates. In the University Magazine many of the papers on

subjects of Irish history are his; and we believe that there is not any-
where the same amount of original and important information brought

together on a subject which, had it not been placed on record within

the last few years, must have altogether perished, as in his account of

the Emmetts, and Jones, and Sheares in 1798. Of the passing events

of his own times, the struggles of the Irish Church, the Free Church

movement in Scotland, and the position of the English Church witli

reference to its colonies and to America, the public have had no infor-

mation so valuable as that supplied by him from time to time in the

University and in Blackwood's, Magazines. . . . What one modest and

self-denying man can do for the literature of a nation, was shown in

what O'SuUivan has done. For the last eighteen years, the Dublin

University Mofjazine to the great honour of its successive proprietors,
Mr Curry and Mr M'Glashan has held a high place in the litera-

ture of the empire. That magazine may be almost described as created
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by Dr O'SuUivan. His was the first paper published in the magazine.
In the first number he stated the principles on which it would be con-

ducted, and honestly and independently has it since supported those

principles. Of O'SuUivan himself, and the articles which he con-

tributed, our recollection is more distinct of those connected with

literature tlian of his political articles; and in tliese we believe that

there is scarcely one writer of eminence, or one topic of paramount
interest, that has not been illustrated by him

; and through all his

writings there is a prevailing spirit of truth of purpose, sure always
to correct the effect of any errors into which he may have accidently
fallen. Of the works of such a man, no one can be a student without

being in every respect the better for it."

In the three volumes of his " Remains" all his writing are collected.

The first volume contains: " The Agency of Divine Providence Mani-
fested in the Principal Transactions, Religious and Political, Connected
with the History of Grreat Britain, from the Reformation to the Revo-
lution in 1G88;" "Divine Pre-arrangements, to Facilitate the Progress
and Diff'usion of the Christian Religion, and the Prohibition of Idolatry
Considered, in Two Act Sermons, Preaclied for the Degrees of B.D.
and D.D. ;" "An Imaginary Conversation, in the year 1828, between
Earl Grey and Mr Peel on the subject of the Roman Catholic Claims;"
" A Letter to His Excellency the Marquis of Wellesley, Lord-Lieutenant
of Ireland; occasioned by various publications reflecting on the conduct
and character of the Most Rev. William Magee, Lord Archbishop of

Dublin."

The second volume contains : Selections from Biographies and
Memoirs of the Duke of Ormonde, Grattan, Curran, Kirwan, Flood,
Charlemont, Lord Gough, Dr Miller, and John Sydney Taylor.

The third volume contains miscellaneous articles, literary and poli-
tical, from Blackwood's, Frasers, and the Dublin University, Magazines,
on the following subjects:

" Ireland in 1829 ;"
"
Report on Irish Mis-

cellaneous Estimates ;"
" The Life and Remains of Dr Phelan ;"

" Dis-

covery of Emmett's Insurrection ;"
" Lord Roden's Committee on the

State of Crime in Ireland ;"
" A Stipendiary Romish Priesthood ;"

"
Thuggee in India and Ribbonisra in Ireland ;"

"
Colquhoun on tlie

Present State of Ireland ;" "A Fishery Excursion into the County
Galway ;"

" An Excursion in the County Cavan ;"
" Ode to Fancy,

and other Poems ;"
" Knox and Jebb's Correspondence ;"

"
Oi)serv"a-

tions on a Proposal for the Reconciliation of the Protestant and Roman
Catliolic Cliurches."

THE REV. CHARLES WOLFE.

BORN A.D. 1791 DIED A.D. 1822.

It is a task we would, were it allowed us, most willingly decline, to

write a memoir of Wolfe. Were the fame of good and gifted men to

bear any real proportion to their powers of mind or worth of character,
none could justly claim a larger or fairer canvass than this admirable

scholar, poet, and exemplary Christian clergyman. But it pleased the
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Sovereign Disposer, who acts by laws different from the narrow-sighted
views of this world, to take him to himself before his bright genius,
confined to a narrow, humble, and laborious sphere of duties, had time

to produce those adequate results, according to which the fame of men
is measured in this transitory state of things. It is no slight aggrava-
tion of the difficulty we apprehend, that our recollections are those of

an acquaintance and friend ; and that it is impossible for us to pen a

sentence unimpeded by a host of bright and aifecting recollections, the

shadows of those departed thoughts, with which our readers can have no

communion, and which yet will scarcely be shut out or allow us to pro-
ceed with the tempered statement which it is our rule to preserve.

Charles Wolfe was the son of Theobald Wolfe, Esq. of Blackball,

county Kildare. He was born in Dublin, Dee. 14, 1791. Among the

descendants of his family, Archdeacon Russel reckons the hero of

Quebec, and the Lord Chief Justice Kilwarden. Wulfe lost his father

early, and was removed with his fauiily to England, where he received

the early part of his education at several schools, the last of which

was Winchester School, tliere, we are informed by his biographer,
he " soon distinguished himself by his proficiency in classical knowledge,
and by his early powers of Latin and Greek versification."

In 1808 he accompanied his mother to Ireland, and in the following

year entered Trinity college under Dr Davenport. There he rose at

once to tlie highest distinction, obtained all the honours at the disposal
of the university, and a still higher distinction by the style in which

they were won. In the large circle of liis friends, for to be his acquaint-
ance was to love him and to be loved, the moral impression of his

character was deep and lively. There was about his entire manner,

language, countenance, and minutest act, a spiritual elevation and a

buoyant exuberance of all the nobler moral elements of which the effect

was never for a moment doubtful. Among his associates some were

apparently of stronger intellectual power ; and high as was Wolfe's

genius, it was not this that made him the centre of regard and respect to

so many talented and informed men: but these were all more or less

clouded by the varied indications of self, which universally lower the tone

of human intercourse. Wolfe alone was haloed by a sphere of high and

pure enthusiasm, ever turned on all that was good and pure and noble

in word or deed, but never reflected upon himself.* And there was

then too apparent to be overlooked in the composition of his mind some-

what which may best be expressed in his own words, a "light unseen

before ;" he was not possessed of fluent eloquence, nor was he as prompt
in his command of knowledge in conversation as might be supposed; but

the deep and pregnant vein of new and beautiful conception ever forced

its way, and communicated a ciiarm which clever talk or overflowing
erudition never could possess.

In describing tlie characteristic ardour of Wolfe, Archdeacon Russel gives a just
and gi'aphic sketcli, to the truth of which we can personally bear witness, and which

ought not to be omitted. " Whenever in the companj' of his friends an}'thing
occurred in his reading, or to his memory, which powerfully affected his imagina-

[

tion, he usually started from liis seat, flung aside his chair and paced about the room, i

giving vent to his admiration in repeated e.xclaniations of delight, and in gestures
of the most animated rajiture."
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During his academic course, Wolfe, obtained several prizes for English
as well as Latin verse. The verses have been long before the world,

and require no critical notice. We shall perhaps find occasion for some
incidental remarks.

He obtained a scholarship witli the highest honour, being, as well as

we can now recollect, second on tlie list, and thereupon took-chambers

and went to live in college. The same year he was admitted into the

Historical Society, where he immediately rose to very prominent distinc-

tion in the prepared debate, for the tone of classic elegance which

distinguished the few speches he delivered, as well as for the pure and

refined character of conception and reasoning they displayed. He was

selected by the auditor * to open a session bv the usual address from the

chair. Of this speech the reader may find some remains in Arclideacon

Russel's Memoirs; they clearly manifest some of the peculiar powers and

qualities of the author.

It was during his college life that his poems were written. His heart

was full to overflowing of the purest spirit of poetry, and they came from

its exuberance, when the fire kindled, he spoke. He never thought of

verse-making as an occupation, nor was it his habit to sit down to that

deliberate manufacture of poetry, which is the reproach and vanity of the

rhyming tribe ; and all his lyrical effusions breathe the deep feeling
and truth of nature with a simplicitv of expression, and absence of

verbal trick, to which no mere expertness can reach. From this sim-

plicity they appear easier to have been written than they are; ausus

idem frvMra laboret; but for the same reason they are not likely

ever to receive from the crowd the full appreciation of their claim. As
a striking exemplification of these criticisms, we shall here present the

reader with one of Wolfe's songs, which is thus introduced by Mr Russel.

"Another of his favourite melodies was the popular Irish air ' Grama-
chree." He never heard it without being sensibly aflfected by its deep
and tender expression ; but he thought that no words had ever been
written for it, which came up to his idea of the peculiar pathos which

pervades the whole strain. He said they all appeared to him to want

individxiality of feeling. At the desire of a friend he gave his own con-

ception of it in these verses :

If I had thought thou could'st have died,
I might not weep for thee ;

But I forgot when by thy side,
That thou could'st mortal be

;

It never through my miml had past
The time would e'er be o'er.

And I on thee should look my last,

And thou should'st smile no more !

And still upon that face I look
And think 'twill smile again,

And still the thought 1 wUl not brook
That I must look in vain !

But when I speak thou dost not say
What thou ne'er left'st unsaid

;

And now I feel, as well 1 may,
Sweet Mary ! thou art dead .

* W. Brooke, afterwards a master in Chancery.
nr. 2 I Ir.
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If thou would'st stay, e'en as thou art,
All cold and all serene,

I still might press thy sUent heart
And where thy smiles have been !

While e'en thy chill bleak corse I have
Thou seemest still mine own

;

But tliere I lay thee in thy grave
And I am now alone !

I do not think, where'er thou art,
Thou hast forgotten me ;

And I perhaps may soothe this heart
In thinking too of thee

;

Yet there was round thee such a dawn
Of light unseen before,

As fancy never could have drawn,
And never can restore !

Besides the success which he liad in the prizes for poetry given by
the college, Wolfe also obtained two composition medals in tlie Histo-
rical Society. Of these we shall not speak ; they may be found in Mr.
Russel's Memoir, and with the memoir itself will more than repay the

perusal.

Having, after the attainment of his scholarship, turned his attention

more directly to the scientific branches of the undergraduate course,
Wolfe now began to show that his mathematical powers were not less

competent than his classical. Till then he had been a careful student,
and had kept pace with the standard attainments of the premium men.
But there was one mathematician, till then unrivalled in his class, who
had been praised by some of the ablest of the junior fellows for the

facility with which he could master and solve the most difficult ques-
tions. He had been uniformly the January premium man, and had

preserved his pre-eminence by certificates. In the January next after

his scholarship, an anxious interest was felt among Wolfe's associates,
as there was a growing conviction among them that there would be a

lively contest between Wolfe and * *
*. The competition came, and

after a long continuance of a marvellous display of intellectual resource,
Wolfe was the victor.

He was after this strongly urged to read for the fellowship, and after

some time consented. But there was in the constitution of his mind
much that was unfavourable to such an undertaking. He soon became
sensible of the tedious as well as weary toil and discouragement of the

undertaking, and began to turn his views to that more general path of

attainment and usefulness for which he was so eminently qualified.
In November 1817 he was ordained, not before

(it is believed) he
had received a severe and trying disappointment of the aftections, in

his attachment to a young lady with wliose family he had for some time
been on the terms of a very cordial and endearing intimacy. But as

his prospects were not at the time such as, consistent with prudence,
to justify the parental sanction of a mutual engagement wiiich mi"-ht
risk the happiness of both parties, it became necessary for a time to cease
from an intercourse in which both Wolfe and his friends had found
much enjoyment. This incident is mentioned as having for a consider-
able time weighed heavily upon his breast; and also as having probably
influenced to some extent the alteration in his plans of pursuit.
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His curacy was situated in the county Tyrone. For a descrip-
tion we may take an extract from one of his letters :* " I am now

sitting by myself opposite my turf fire with my Bil)le beside me, in

the only furnislied room of the globe-house, surrounded by mountains,
frost and snow, and by a set of people with whom I am totally un-

acquainted." His household consisted of an artilleryman with his wife

and two children, who attended and made a prey of him, as may well

be supposed.
In this lone and deserted place Wolfe found contentment. He did

not feel alone, for he walked with God in the full sense in which this

privilege is given to man. His path was the laborious round of a

curate's avocations, which occupied his whole time and strength. After

a short absence he writes to a friend " I am again the weather-beaten

curate ; I have trudged roads, forded bogs, braved snow and rain,

become umpire between the living, counselled the sick, administered to

the dying, and to morrow shall bury the dead."

He was soon removed from Ballyclog to Castle Caulfield, where he
had to encounter all the most grave responsibilities and trying difficul-

ties that can result from a large Protestant parish, composed of mixed
sectarian inhabitants, and consequently teeming with that controversial

spirit wliich so often assumes the character, and takes the place of.

Christian zeal. Here he had, in a sense more extensive than the

apostle's, to be "
all things to all men," and have his temper and zeal

put to every trial. In addition, he complained of being compelled to

take a cottage and land, and to " encounter all the horrors of house-

keeping."
His church was much attended by the Presbyterians, and fully

attended by the Methodists, and all agreed in their respect and good-
will to himself. He steered with successful ability through many diffi-

cult positions, and among others through the trying straits of a vestry,
and his efficiency in all respects became felt on every side.

In May 1819 he received one of those afflicting shocks which never

can be fully estimated but by spirits such as his. The sudden death
from apoplexy of his dear friend, Dr Meredith, seems to have deeplv
affected liis spirits. Having heard of the danger of his friend, he started

on foot for his residence, and having walked ten miles, arrived "
only in

time to see his dead body." His feelings upon this sad occasion

were expressed in a tone so characteristic of the ardent enthusiasm of

Wolfe's affections, that we must extract a few lines from the letter pre-
served by archdeacon Russel :

" One of my heart-strings is broken !

the only way I have of describing my attachment to that man is by
telling you, that next to you and D he was the person in whose

society I took the greatest delight. A visit to Ardtrea was often in

prospect to sustain me in many of my cheerless labours. My gems are

falling away; but I hope and trust it is because God is
'

making up His

jewels.'
"

In the meantime, his parochial labours were much on the increase,
from the effect of his own activity and zeal, and from the generally
favourable impression he seems to have made on every" class ot

* In Archdeacon Russel's Memoir.
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Christians. But the severe exertion of his unremitting and restless zeal

was perhaps too much for a frame which, though strong in apparent

conformation, and rendered active by the energy of his spirit, had never

been disciplined into muscular endurance by the bracing exercises of

the field ;
and which also may, witli much probability, be said to have

contained within it the fatal seed of premature decline. A habitual

cough, of which he was hardly conscious, had often alarmed his friends.

But in the following year it began to assume a threatening character.

He was slow to admit the expediency of relaxing liis parocliial labour ;

but at last the changes, which had become perceptible in his appear-

ance, communicated a sense of alarm to some of his parishioners. His

friends were written to ; and he was influenced by a neighbouring

clergyman so far as to pay a hurried visit to Scotland to consult a phy-

sician reputed eminent in consumptive cases. On his return he was

visited by Mr Russel, with the intention to urge a temporary suspen-

sion of his ministerial avocations. To this visit the reader of the arch-

deacon's memoir is indebted for a very affecting description of the love

of his parishioners for their pastor, and of the eftect its manifestations

produced on Wolfe, as also of the accurate knowledge he seemed to

have acquired of every individual.

The physician whom he had journeyed to consult had peremptorily

ordered his retirement ; but it was with difficulty he was persuaded to

follow the advice, and remove to Dublin. Once there, he resigned him-

self to the care of his friends and family. For some time, as frequently

happens in consumption, his health seemed to amend, and offer those

fair intervals which delude the hopes of sanguine friends. A change
of climate was advised; but having embarked for Bourdeaux, the

vessel was twice driven back by contrary winds, and he suffered so much

that the design was relinquished, and he settled near Exeter. While

liere he received an offer of the important curacy of Armagh, which he

accepted ; but without feeling enabled to name the period of his ab-

sence. His health seemed still to mend, and he began to look hopefully

forward to his return to active duty.

Early in spring he returned to Dublin. But his disease was found

to have rather gained upon him, and he was ordered a trip to Bour-

deaux and back for the benefit of the voyage. This benefit, though very

apparent, was but transient, and the fatal symptoms soon reappeared

with increased strength. About the end of November Wolfe was

ordered, as a last resource, to Cork.

We shall not protract this account by further pursuing the last stage

of this most admirable Christian's passage to the gate of life eternal,

tlirough that dark and narrow way, so trite, yet so awfully mysterious.

Suffice it to say, that his death-bed was cheered by that glorious and

beautiful spirit of faith and hope which seldom fails to visit the last

conscious moments of the Christian, and to convey to those who are

])rivileged to witness them an unquestionable proof of that victory

which alone can triumph over the grave.

Of Wolfe's poetry it is needless to write ; he has written little, but

he has his fame. The history of his few and desultory indulgences in

this way is indeed most interesting ; but this interest cannot be pre-

sented in so brief and cursory a narrative as this. They are happily
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well recorded by the hand of Archdeacon Kussel, in whose memoir the

poetry is all preserved.*
Wolfe had passed from the university into the laborious avocations

of a curate too soon to allow his broad understanding to have arrived

remotely at that stage of power and discipline wliich would, at a further

period, had such been his Master's will, h;ive worthily developed and,

brought into action its high natural endowments. In his sermons, and
still more in his casual notes, may be discovered amply the materials

and elements of the finest order of eloquence and profoundest Christian

philosophy.

THE REV. THOMAS DIX HINCKS, LL.D., M.RJ.A.

BORN A.D. 1767 DIED A.D. 1857.

He was the eldest son of Mr Edward Hincks, who had removed from
Chester to Dublin, a short time previous to the birth of his son and
was born in a house on Bachelor's Quay, June 24, 1767. The name
Dix was taken from his mother's family. When only five years old he
lost his father, who held a situation in the Custom House, which his

mother was allowed to retain, and the duties of wiiieh she appears to

have discharged for many years in a very efficient manner.
Thomas received his education partly at Nantwich in Cheshire, and

partly at a school kept by a Dr Mercer at Crumlin, near Dublin. His
first professional aims were towards medicine, and with the view of

prosecuting them, he was apprenticed for three years to M. A. Thwaites
a respectable apothecary, but before the term had expired he contracted
a dislike to a calling so familiar with the ills that flesh is heir to; his

indentures were cancelled, and he entered Trinity College in order to

prepare for the ministry. After spending nearly four years at College,
he removed to a dissenting academy at Hackney, at the time presided
over by Dr Richard Price; Dr Andrew Keppis,"and Dr Abraham Rees,
n.^mes known beyond the bounds of Nonconformity. Mr Hincks made
his first essays as a preacher by ofliciating as a temporary supply in
several pulpits in the neighbourhood of London ; but in 1792 he re-

ceived a call to settle with the Presbyterian congregation at Cork, and
was in that year ordained pastor according, to the forms of his church.

During Mr Hincks' residence at Cork, which continued until the

year 1815, he added to his other duties those of a tutor, and appears to
have taken an active and prominent part in promoting the various

literary and philanthropic institutions of the city. He was the founder
of what has since become an nifluential public library, and a course of
lectures which he delivered to his pupils led to a movement which re-
sulted in the establishment of the Cork Institution. In 1795, he wrote
a series of letters addressed to the inhabitants of Cork, in answer to
Paine's "

Age of Reason "
which at that time was attracting much atten-

See also for notices of Wolfe, College Recollections, 182.'5; Blackwood's Mag.,
xix. p. 323; Lon. Mon. Rev., 1825, ii. p. 364; Dub. Uiiiver. Mag., xx. p. 618;
Moir, D. M., Poet: Sketches of Lit., ed. 1856, p. 292; andMedwin's Conversations
with Lord Byron as to Wolfe's lines on " The Burial of Sir John Moore."
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tion. He gave lectures on chemistry and natural philosophy; he wrote

the article respecting Ireland, wliich appears in Ree's Encyclopsedia; and

in various other ways gave proof of the great ability and the high moral

and intellectual aims by wiiicli he was distinguished.

In 1815 Mr Hincks' removed from Cork to take charge of the Pres-

byterian congregation at Fermoy, where he laboured for six years, until

he was elected to fill the head mastership of the classical department in

the Belfast Academical Institution in 1821. In the following year he

was chosen to tlie Chair of Hebrew, in the college department, and

continued to discharge the duties of the latter with exemplary diligence

until the year 1842. Many of his old students in various parts of the

globe retain, amid all changes, an affectionate memory of their able

and amiable preceptor. Amongst his other works in Belfast, may be

mentioned a Greek Grammar, and a Greek and Englisli Lexicon, which

continued to be largely used, until superseded by the more elaborate

])roductions of later years. In 1834, the university of Glasgow con-

ferred upon him tlie degree of LL.D.

Dr Hincks' later years were spent in dignity and honour, surrounded

by friends who aifectionately esteemed him, and by the tender love of

his own children. He died February 24, 1857, in th.e ninetieth year

of his age; and was buried in the churciiyard of Killileagh, of which

parish, the late Rev. Dr Edward Hincks, well known as a distinguished

Orientalist, was the rector; and where the remains of his wife had been

deposited twenty-two years before. Her maiden name was Anne Boult;

they were marrried in the year 1791. The eldest son became a Fellow

of Trinity College, and afterwards Rector of Killileagh, County Down,
as already mentioned ;

the Hon. Sir Francis Hincks rose to a high

position as a colonial administrator, chiefly in Canada ; The Rev. William

Hincks became a Unitarian minister: was a tutor for many years at

Manchester College, York, and at his death recently, was a professor in

the Toronto University ; Rev. John Hincks was a Unitarian minister,

settled at Liverpool, and died in 1831 ;
and Rev. Thomas Hincks is

still (we believe) alive and rector of the parishes of Derryaghy and

Cairnecastle, country Antrim. The sons thus chose various paths;

but all were distinguished for their high gifts and culture in their

different vocations.

THE REV. WILLIAM HAMILTON DRUMMOND, D.D., M.R.I. A.

BORN A.D. 1778. DIED A.D. 1865.

Dr Drummond was born at Larne, County Antrim, in the month of

August 1778. His father, William Drummond, member of a respect-

able Presyterian family long settled in the neighbourhood, was by

profession a surgeon, who appears to have been for a short period in

the Royal Navy, but on being paid off at the peace of Paris in 1783, he

began to practice in the town of Ballyclare, where, in the discharge of

his professional duty, he caught a malignant fever of which he died in

the prime of life. His widow, left wholly unprovided for, removed, with

her three children to Belfast, where she commenced business, which she
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conducted witli such intelligence and integrity, that she was able to main-

tain herself and family respectably. William, the eMest son, received

his school education at the Belfast Academy, the principal seminary at

that time in the town, and presided over most efficiently for many years

by the Rev. Dr Bruce, of whom a notice will be found on another page.

When sixteen years of age, Mr Drummond proceeded to Grlasgow, the

chief training place at that period for students of the Irish Presbyterian

Church. He appears to have passed through the regular under-

graduate course, but left the university without taking his degree, not

from the lack of competent scholarship, but more probably, as his bio-

grapher and friend, the Rev. John Scott Porter of Belfast, suggests,

ifrom that res angusti domi which has pressed upon many Irish students

at the Scotch universities, and which has been an element of the hon-

ourable distinction attained in their after life.

After spending about two years in the capacity of a private tutor

whilst under the care of his Presbytery, Mr Drummond received

calls simultaneously from the congregation at Holywood and Second

Congregation, Belfast, and acceding to the latter, was ordained to the

pastoral charge August 26, 1800. In this responsible position for so

young a minister, he remained for fifteen years, zealously discharging

his professional duties, and added to them by opening a boarding
school subsequent to his marriage, at Mount Collier in the neighbour-

hood of the town, as well as by engaging in various literary and scien-

tific lectures at the Belfast Society. On receiving an invitation in

1815 from the congregation of Strand Street, Dublin, he thought it

prudent to accept it, having the prospect of less ministerial labour than

what for a length of time had been pressing upon him. In the metro-

polis he had a more fitting sphere for the exercise of those poetic and

literary gifts of which from a very early period he had manifested the

possession. When a student at Glasgow, he was the author of several

juvenile poems, and during the stirring year of the Revolution of 1798,

he came under the influence of the prevailing political excitement, as

appears in " The Man of the Age," a semi- revolutionary poem which on

one occasion nearly cost him his life. The mere list of his publications is

of considerable length, and shows the remarkable vigour and versatility

of his highly accomplished mind. Amongst his earlier productions were

his poem "Trafalgar," and that on "The Giants' Causeway;" also a

"Poetical Translation of the First Book of Lucretius." In 1817 appeared
the "

Elesriac Ballad," occasioned bv the death of the Princess Char-

lotte; "Who are the Happy.?" (1818);
"
Clontarf," a poem (1822);

"Bruce's Invasion of Ireland" (1826); An "Essay on the Doctrine of

the Trinitv," about the same period ; The " Pleasures of Benevolence,"
a poem (1835); The "Life of Michael Servetus, the "Spanish

Pliysician" (1848); The "Autobiography of Archibald Hamilton

Rowan," with additions (1840), besides a variety of essays, and con-

troversial sermons. He took an active part in the polemical discus-

sions of his time, and all his efibrts, whether social or literary, he held

to be tributary to the promotion of the religious views and the interests

of a free Christianity, which was supreme in his mind. In 1810, at

the intercession of his friend. Bishop Percy of Dromore, he received

the decree of Doctor in Divinity from the university of Aberdeen.
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Dr Drummond died October 16, 1865, at the ripe age of eighty-
seven.

He was twice married; and by his first wife had a son, Wilh'am Bruce
Drummond, Esq., of Dublin. His eldest son by his second marriage is

the Rev. Robert Blackley Drummond, now of Edinburgh, the learned

author of Erasmus; His Life and Character, 2 vols (1873); and his

younger son is the Rev. James Drummond, M. A., Professor of Ecclesi-

astical History, Manchester New College, and author of a volume

Spiritual Religion; Sermons on Christian Faith and Life (1870).

Shortly after Dr Drummond's death, a volume consisting of sermons
of a general and edifying character, and of a poem in three books, en-

titled The Preacher, was published, with a memoir prefixed by the Rev.

John Scott Porter
; from which we have taken the foregoing sketch,

and to which we refer such readers as seek fuller information respect-

ing our subject.

THE REV. C; DICKENSON D.D., BISHOP OF MEATH.

BORN A.D.I 792 DIED A.D. 1842.

TllR late Bishop Dickenson was the son of a Cumberland gentleman,
who had settled in the city of Cork. He was born in 1792. In his

early years he is mentioned by his biographer* as being remarkable for

docility, gentleness, and amiability of disposition. He early evinced

also a marked talent for computation. He was sent to school to a Mr
Finney, and was a favourite both with his master and school-fellows.

He was afterwards sent to other schools, in all of which he became

distinguished both for ability, diligence, and good conduct.

In 1810 he entered college as a pensioner under Dr Meredith. In

college his talent and industry continued to meet its due reward. He
obtained a scholarship in 1813, and was set down as a fellowship man

by public opinion in college : and such was the course he had selected

for himself. Urged
'

by his friends to a trial, which he himself con-

sidered premature, he went into the hall at the fellowship examina-

tions of 1817. He was the junior candidate: and he had against him

Gannon, who had already sat three times, Purdon, Hincks, and Plielan,

all considerably his seniors, and well known for attainment and ability

lo<ng before he obtained his bachelor's degree, and, indeed, some of

them before his entrance. Notwithstanding these disadvantages, he

came off with distinction, and with the praise of Brinkely itself no

light honour.

It may be viewed as a matter of course that more decided success

must have followed in the usual course. But before the next fellowship

examination, two years afterwards, he had formed an attachment and

entered into an engagement which was not consistent with a further

prosecution of a purpose of which years of celibacy was one of the con-

sequent conditions. His affections had become engaged to Miss Russel,

sister to Archdeacon Russel, his friend and class-fellow.

* The Rev. John West, DD., tlicn vicar of St Anne's, Dublin, and ctpplaii. to

Archbishop Whateley, afterwards Dean of St Patrick's.
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In consequence of this incident he entered into holy orders, and took

charge of the curacy of Castleknoclf, near Dublin, for one year. In

the following year he obtained the assistant chaplaincy of the Magdalene
Asvluin in Leeson-street ; and in the next, on the resignation of the

Kev. James Dunne, he filled his place as chaplain.

In 1820 his marriage took place, and in 1821 he resigned the chap-

laincy of the asylum, and soon afterwards accepted an offer of that of

the Female Orplian House.

As Mr Dickenson's increasing family required some addition to his

resources, he supplied the demand by taking pupils, a step facilitated

by his high college reputation. Of the manner in wiiicli he ac(juitted

himself of the duty thus undertaken, there is the best testimony in the

frequent acknowledgments of those who were so fortunate as to have

received tliat advantage.
We must now pass to the later period, when the change of men and

manners brought into office the Whig party, whose general views coin-

cided with those of Mr Dickenson. Archbishop Whateley, whose

highly endowed mind soon pervaded every institution connected with

his station and the church, quickly perceived the various moral and

intellectual qualifications of Mr Dickenson, and appointed him his

assistant chaplain. The principal chaplaincy was at tin's tinu' occupied

by Dr Hinds of Oxford, a gentleman well known to the literary public

by some able, interesting, and useful writings; and who had held the

place of vice-principal to the archbishop when he was principal of St

Alban's Hall in Oxford.

On the retirement of Dr Hinds (from ill health), in 1833, Mr Dick-

enson became principal domestic chaplain and secretary to the archbisiiop

in his place. In this honourable station it was remarked by the

numerous persons with whom it was oflicially his business to communi-

cate, with what ready kindness and efficiency he entered into their

feelings and interests, and with what entire absence of assumption.
In the same year, on the death of the Rev. Lord Harberton, Mr
Dickenson was preferred to the rectory of St Anne's parish, Dublin ;

but from this period we shall not follow the details of his history.

The occurrences in which he was concerned as an actor during many
following years, as well as the particulars of his writings on the various

public questions in which he is known to have taken an active and

effective part, are detailed by Dr West in a full and satisfactory

manner.

His connection with the archbishop brought him much into com-

munication with the members of the government, on whom his character

and qualifications made their natural impression, when they obtained

for him the respect and good opinion of those whose favour was at

the time the way to promotion. The Tory party, it is known, was

rich in first-rate men, but there was, in effect, no one on whom the

choice of a Whig government could then be supposed likely to fall,

whose real claims were not far inferior to his, On the death of Alex-

ander, Bishop of Meath, Dr Dickenson was appointed to fill his place.

His own feeling previous to this event is expressed in a private letter

to a sister at Kinsale. "
It is gossiped, however, among tlie Castle

people, that I am to be the person. I do not myself think it, and
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I am perfectly calm about it. It is an office I should tear to wish for;

and I am sure the matter will be controlled by the highest wisdom.

Many are putting forth political interest to secure the appointment, and

I am putting forth nothing at all. My course has been adopted with-

out any reference to my own advancement, and it shall not be changed
either by being appointed or overlooked."

In April IS-il, he took up his residence at Ardbraccan, and began to

make acquaintance with the clergy, and to acquire information upon
the state of the diocese.

In the midst of preparations and arrangements, which indicated the

exertive course he had laid down for his future conduct, and while

engaged in the preparation of a charge, he was seized with a feverish

cold. This at first seemed to offer no ground for alarm, and in a few

days was thought to have subsided. A sudden reappearance of the

symptoms, however, ensued with so much violence that two eminent

physicians were called in; the case was pronounced to be typhus fever,

and in five days he died, in his 50th year.

THE REV. HENRY COOKE, D.D., LL.D.

BORN A.D. 1788 DIED A.D. 1838.

Henry Cooke was the youngest child of John Cooke, a sturdy yeo-
man of the county Londonderry, of Puritan descent, and was born

on the 11th of May 1788, near Maghera, in that county. His mother,

who was his father's second wife, brought a small farm to the family,

which afterwards supplied means for educating to a higher position the

genius of the family. One of his ancestors, in the great rebellion a

hundred vears before Henry Cooke's birth, was rescued by his father

from his ruined homestead and murdered family, and carried, a little

infant, into the city of Londonderry, which King James was then about

to besiege. When his father mounted guard on the walls he hid the

child between the embrasures, where, in the language of Uster,
" the

cannons frowned defiance on James and slavery." When in after years

the boy was asked how he fared for shelter,
" Weel enough," was the

reply; "I had the shelter of my faither's gun," Henry Cooke's

mother was a woman of education above her class, and full of the

unwritten iiistory, traditions, and ballads of Scotland, whence her family

came, and of the Ulster settlers. No doubt her oral teaching gave
colour to the boy's mind, and root to his matured opinions.

The first elements of education were imparted to him in one of

those hedge schools for which Ireland was remarkable seventy years

ago, where Latin was taught in a mud cabiii, and the pedagogue
solved the religious difficulty, whatever were his own religious opinions,

by teaching the children of each denomination its proper catechism,

and instilling into his pupils, as sacred truths, the contradictory doc-

trines of Rome and Geneva. The schoolmaster of Ballymackilcurr was a

Scotchman, named Pollock, and he soon recognised the extraordinary

ability of Henry Cooke. From him he received his first grounding
in religious and secular knowledge; but his progress was so rapidly
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onward, tliat he was sent to several otlier teacliers in succession, and at

lust attained to a classical seminary which liad just been established at

Tobermore, five miles from his home. Here learning was pursued in

the midst of hardships and under difficulties wiiich would astonish

modern schoolboys. There was no glass in the schoolroom windows,

and the seats were stones. The boys came long distances to school

on foot. Henry Cooke walked ten miles every day in all weathers,

through a wild country infested with rebels, and where he sometimes

saw homesteads blazing to right and left of him, and the distant cries

of massacre were borne upon the wind. He had to ford a river, often

swollen with the rain and snow, and dangerously deep and rapid, on a

long pair of stilts ; and on one occasion when his stilts, whicli he had

concealed in the heather, were hidden by a heavy fall of snow which

had occurred during school hours, he was nearly drowned in endeavour-

ing to cross the river into which he boldly plunged, although he did

not know how to swim. Like Horatius,
" he saw the white porch of

his home," and thought nothing of the depth and the force of the

stream, and his brave heart bore him safely out, although on the wrong

side, and nearly dead with cold. At a late hour he arrived home after

a round of six miles.

The whole country was now in a state of rebellion, and many Pres-

byterians were infected with disloyalty. The Presbyterian minister

of Maghera was a United Irishman, so was Glass tlie Roman Catholic

schoolmaster of Tobermore. But the Cooke family were staunch

loyalists, and the boy Henry resisted all the arguments of his spiritual

pastors and teachers to make him a rebel. The consequence was that,

like other loyal families, they expected every night to be massacred,

and to have their homestead burned, and most nights were passed by
the family in concealment, when the weather was fine, in a liedge, or

the middle of a cornfield, while they watched the midnight sky for the

glare of their house on fire. In wet and cold weather they hid in some

cowshed or barn, or under the shelter of a rock. These troubles

passed away ; the Cookes were more fortunate than many of their

neighbours on both sides, loyal and disloyal : they got through the re-

bellion with whole skins, and without having the homestead bin-ned,

either by soldiers or croppies. At the age of fourteen (1802), Henry
Cooke went to Glasgow to matriculate at the university. He had to

walk sixty miles to Donaghadee, whence the packet sailed for Port

Patrick : thence he walked to Glasgow. This journey he performed

every year during his college course. The route was well-trodden

by poor Irish students who then greatly frequented this Scotch uni-

versity, and the Irish lads were received with generous hospitality

along the way by the good Scotch farmers of kindred nationality. Dr
Cooke in after years complained of the colourless theology of the pro-

fessors, and the absence of the distinct teaching to which he had been

accustomed from his mother. Probably, however, what he deemed a

defect, was really at least of negative service to him, and he had an

excellent elocution master who nearly cured him of his provincial accent

and phraseology.
He also derived great benefit from that mutual education which is

one of the most valuable parts of university training, and lost in those
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colleges which adopt the system of examinations without residence.

Robert Stewart and Henry Montgomery were amongst his college

companions, the former (Dr Stewart of Broughshane) was his close

friend. In vacation time, Cooke used to retire to an immense natural

amphitheatre under Cairntogher, and, like Grattan, declaim to an

imaginarv audience, or read aloud his favourite authors, a psalm, an

ode of Horace, or a speech from Shakspeare. He sometimes, his

biographer tells us, used to employ shepherd lads to stand at different

distances, and test his power to make himself heard. He was an

enthusiastic student of English literature ; and especially, was a great
master of Shakspeare. He had an extraordinary retentive memory,
and knew whole scenes oft' by heart. This was a great armoury
for a public speaker, and he was often able to launch a peculiarly

apt quotation at an opponent, which was far more effiective than an

argument. We learn, too, that he studied grammars and diction-

aries, and spared no pains to make himself master of the parentage
of words and their fine sliades of meaning and exact applicability.

In a much latinised age of literature, he had the discrimination to en-

deavour to confine his vocabulary in as great a degree as possible to

pure and simple Saxon. He thus acquired great strength and terseness

of style, and the peculiar ring of Saxon speech, whicli is so telling with

the multitude, and makes a speaker so intelligible. In 1808, when he

was not yet twenty years of age, he was licensed to preach by the

Presbytery of Ballymena. A few months later, in the same year, he

was ordained as pastor of Dunean, in the county Antrim. Here the

senior minister was an Arian, and his congregation were sunk in indif-

ference, having little religion of any kind, orthodox or unorthodox.

Mr Cooke at once took up the strongest position against Arianism,

and astonished the congregation by his eloquence and doctrine. On

many, however, and especially the senior minister, the effect was to

excite opposition and dislike; and not only were difficulties thrown in

his way, but he was left to starve on the bare income allowed to the

assistant minister, which was only 25 a year. Not being able to

subsist upon this, and finding himself in a false position, Mr Cooke

resigned the charge of Dunean in 1810, and became tutor in the

family of a Mr Brown, at Kells. Whilst at Kells an opportunity was

given him, by the sudden indisposition of the minister of Connor, upon
the Communion Sabbath, of using his great gifts for the benefit of tlie

largest and most influential Presbyterian congregation in Ulster; and

It was probably owing to the great impression which he produced here

that he was almost immediately appointed to the charge of Donegore,
near Templepatrick. In Donegore, he was the successor of an Arian,

and found much of that leaven in the rich and important congregation
of which he had become minister. He had now leisure, as he had

urgent occasion, in the state of his district, to enter upon the deep
course of reading necessary to enable him to combat the doctrines

taken up by the most intellectual ministers, and based upon questions
of learning and interpretation. The Unitarian Church of Ulster was

beginning to spring up in great strength; as yet there were only a

few non-subscribers, or "New Light" members of the Synod, but the

minority, though small in number, was strong in learning, in intellect,
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and in a negative position. Untarianism is ascribed by Presbyterians of

the elder brancli to the teachings of Dr Hutcheson, an Irishman, who
became Professor of Moral Philosophy in the University of Glasgow in

1729, tlie first of his countrymen that ever held a chair there. He
was a very remarkable man, as we shall have an opportunity of show-

ing in our literary series, and left a very decided mark u|)on the philo-

sophical opinions of Scotland, and by means of the many Irish students

who frequented Glasgow, sent forth his influence into Ireland also.

He died in 1747. During his professorship other professors imbibed

and taught his opinions, and, as already mentioned, those in Dr Cooke's

time did not disavow them. Tlie introduction of the New Light into

Ulster was very gradual; opinions first grew moderate, then hazy,
and then subscription to the Westminster Confession was objected

to, and little required. Subscription was an infrino^ement upon the

liberty of ministers to believe and to teach what they thought best

an infringement of the right of private judgment an intermeddling
in a matter for which they were only responsible to God. The laity,

liowever, towards the close of the eighteenth century, and the begin-

ning of the nineteenth, were disposed to turn back to the old paths.

Tliev generally chose ministers of the school that called themselves

"Evangelical" and opposed the "Gospel Light," to the "New Light."
Dr Cooke at Donegore was surrounded by a Presbytery in which the

latter prevailed. He afterwards lamented having for any time held

communion with them; but he did not yield himself an inch to their

opinions. He was arming himself for the conflict in which he was

shortly to be the principal champion. Meanwhile he was establishing

a reputation as a preacher. A sermon, which he preached for the

house of industry at Belfast, produced a great impression, and was

published by request. His son-in-law, Dr Porter, states that Dr
Cooke always wrote his sermons, speeches, and even prayers ; but

when published, they disappointed those who had heard them. Dr
Porter thus explains the reason: So long as the pen was in his hand

he was calm, acute, and logical. In his study he could analyse a text,

arrange a subject with wonderful skill, and illustrate with unequalled

fertility of imagination ; but in liis writings there is a certain degree of

stiff'ness and formality. When, however, he entered the pulpit, or

ascended the platform, and saw before him the eager faces of living men
when breathless attention, riveted gaze, and waves of emotion passing

over the audience, showed him that his words were telling, that they
were finding a response in the minds of his hearers then he cast oft' all

restraint; his frame appeared to dilate; his face lighted up with a halo

of enthusiasm ; his words flowed forth in an impetuous torrent, and

gave full play to the genius of oratory. Arguments that seemed, and

seem, cold and formal on paper now, like polished shafts, pierced every
conscience ; illustrations, sketched in fair outline, now flowed in the

gorgeous colouring of finished pictures; appeals issuing fresh from a

full heart, and delivered with all the impassioned fervour of manner,
look and voice, carried away both intellect and feelings with a force

that was absolutely irresistible. The auditors were overcome with

intensity of excitement ; they lost command of themselves
; they bowed

and swayed like the forest before the tempest's blast
; they sprung to
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; they laughed ; they wept. Reporters have been seen to

drop their pencils and sit, as if paralysed, gazing on the speaker. The

grandest pa-ssages were thus lost. The speaker himself could not recall

them. Frequently reports of his speeches were sent to him with blank

spaces here and there, and a request that Dr Cooke would "
fill up the

beautiful passages wanting."
As he came forward in public life, and occasionally into conflict with

the professors of the New Light, of whose learning and ability there

could be no doubt, and who, at this time, had the management of all

the business of the Presbyterian Synod in their hands, he felt more and
more that in point of learning he was still far behind the advance he had
made in oratory, and that he was not yet fit to trust himself in a conflict

where so much was to be lost by insufficiency on the part of those who
undertook the advocacy of faith. He accordingly obtained leave of

absence from the Presbytery, and returned to Glasgow in October

1815, having left his wife (for he had lately married Miss Ellen Mann
of Toome) under his father's roof. He attended a course of natural

sciences and moral philosophy, and gave great attention to the various

branches of anatomy and medicine. In 1816 he took an important

part in the aflairs of the Presbyterian Church, but again returned to

his studies in the winter. This term he devoted to theology, chemistr}',

geology, metaphysics, and medicine. There is something very sugges-
tive in tlie laborious mastery of such a course by one who had retreated

for a season from the battle with scepticism, in order to supply what
he had felt to be defective in his arms and armour. The New Light was

not to be grappled by rhetoric; and perhaps he felt prophetically tliat,

although the Arianism of Clarke, and the infidelity of Volney and

Voltaire, were the enemies to be encountered at the moment, the real

battlefield in whicli the decisive struggle would be waged was that

which he was studying the natural sciences. Li the following spring
he once more returned to Ireland, and as a member of the Synod's
Committee of Examination for the Belfast Institution, he assisted to

frame a law tending to the greater efficiency and thoroughness of the

preparation given to candidates for the ministry. He had seen in his

own case how important it is to complete the preparation before enter-

ing upon professional life at such a crisis of conflict. In 1817 Mr
Cooke entered Trinity College, being then in his thirtieth year. He at

the same time attended the College of Surgeons, and walked the

hospitals. He went thoroughly into medicine and surgery, studying
with tlie greatest ardour and success, and soon outstripped those wiio

were working for the profession. In Dublin he appeared as a preacher,
and made a great impression. He was asked to preach before the

Corporation for a city charity, and the collection amounted to 343.

He also went on a mission to Carlow, which resulted in the organisation
of a Presbyterian congregation in that town, the components of which

were no doul)t borrowed from the Established Churcli. He now
*'

accepted a call
"
(as the phrase is) from the congregation of Killy-

leagh, the seat of the Hamilton-Rowans. In this neiglibourhood most
of the gentry and farmers were at that time Presbyterian, although such

is not now the ease, most of the upper orders having joined what
was considered, previous to disestablishment, the aristocratic Church.
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Archibald Hamilton Rowan was a Unitarian ; but his son, Captain
Hamilton Rowan was a ruling? elder in the Presbyterian Church, be-

came a warm friend of Dr Cooke, and entirely sympathised with his

opposition to the New Light. Tlie time was now drawing nigh for a

direct collision and split between Unitarians and Trinitarians. The
former had hitherto practised reserve ; they had simply abstained from

preaching what they did not believe ; but they had not declared what

they disbelieved. There now began to be an opinion that they should

declare themselves openly, and the people should judge which form of

Protestantism to adopt, whether the more Protestant, or the more

Catholic. A Unitarian missionary, a Mr Smithurst of Exeter, was

brought over from England, who preached in the principal places, and

openly advocated the Unitarian view. He called the Trinitarians

idolators ; he declared his abhorrence of the doctrine of the divinity of

our Lord, and by his eloquence and liberal politics pleased and won the

people. This apostle at last came to Killyleagh, where among the first

of the auditors to appear were Mr Cooke and his ruling elder, the

Captain. Great was the applause as the lecture proceeded ; the Arians

were triumphant; the Trinitarians perplexed and crest-fallen. Captain

Rowan, however, at the conclusion of the meeting, said that Mr Cooke
wisiied to reply, and Mr Smithurst professed his willingness to meet

him on the moment. However, Mr Cooke adjourned his answer to tlie

following Sunday, and it was most cogent and eloquent.
The public discussion which Mr Cooke proposed should follow in

Belfast did not come off, the missionary having left the field, and gone
on with his round of visits, lecturing. However, his orthodox enemy
followed him wherever he went, and repeated the process of demolition.

Where Smithurst lectured. Cook preached, and the palm of victory was

generally awarded to the latter. Crowds came to hear him, and the

Unitarian cause decidedly suft'ered. Smithurst at last returned to

England completely vanquished, and Mr Cooke went back to Killyleagh,
with all the honours of war, to repose after his laborious but successful

campaign.
Another effort followed which was less successful. The Belfast

Institution had been recognised by the Synod of Ulster, and its cer-

tificates were to be received as equivalent to University degrees. A
Presbyterian Professor of Divinity had been appointed to complete the

course necessary for young ministers within the college ; but it was

feared that the prevalence of New Light in the institution would

infect the young students, notwithstanding all precautions. A com-

mittee was appointed to watch over this, but to little purpose. Mr
Cooke felt strongly the danger of this poison, as he considered it, at the

fountainhead of the Presbyterian ministry. It was impossible by any
weak precautions to prevent the youths from imbibing the fashionable

opinions which were held by most of the professors. He considered

tliat great weakness was shown by his ortliodox brethren in truckling
to the Unitarian party in this important matter, and believed that too

great sacrifices were being made to preserve the bond of unity. At
last a question arose which brought out this difi'erence sharply. A
vacancy occurred in the Cliair of Greek and Hebrew It is easy to see

the important bearing of this appointment; and it was given to a pro-
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fessed Arian, an orthodox candidate of high attainments being rejected.

At the Synod held at Newry (1822) Mr Cooke rose up and denounced

the apponitment in the strongest terms, declaring his resolve to hold

no communion with the Arians, and to assent to no compromise.

His audience was unsympathetic. Arianism was powerful. To side

with Mr Cooke was to divide the Presbyterian Church. Why should

tlie latitude of opinion essential to the united existence of a Protestant

Church, based upon the Bible and private judgment, be now for the

first time forbidden ? Why return to the old strictness of the letter,

and once more endeavour to bind reason with the fetters of subscrip-

tion ? How enforce it without persecution, obsolete and opposed to

the spirit of Christianity ? Why should not the tares and the wheat

grow comfortably together, until it should be decided which was the

weed? Why should one party in the Church extrude tlie other?

These were the questions which ministers asked themselves, and as yet

no one was prepared to support Mr Cooke in pushing their differences

to extremity. Consequently, he retired from the Synod, baffled for the

present ; and was violently attacked in one of the Belfast newspapers
for bigotry and unbrotherly feeling. But Mr Cooke had none of that

hesitation as to the righteousness and obligation of tlie course whicii lie

was pursuing, as would have made such attacks and reproaches alarm-

ing and painful to a dubious conscience. He was a man of strong

opinions, and what he believed he held without wavering. For him

there were no two sides to questions. He was fully persuaded, and he

never looked back when he had put his hand to the plough.
Men of tliis disposition are most likely to win converts, and Mr Cooke

had the support of a large majority of the Presbyterian laity of Ulster.

There were places, however, in which the New Light party were in the

ascendant, owing probably more to intelligence than to numbers.

Armagh happened to be one of these places; but when a vacancy

occurred, Mr Cooke was invited to compete for the charge of its

im|)ortant congregation. Although not particularly desirous of removal,

he consented to become a candidate, and the subject of his sermon was

the parable of the ten virgins. Mr Porter says
" Towards the close

the preacher touched on the question of the eternity of future punish-

ments, which was peculiarly objectionable to the New Light party. He
concluded one thrilling appeal by pronouncing, in tones which touched

every heart, the words of our Lord,
' And the door was shut.' In tlie

hush which followed, a hissing whisper was heard from the lips of the

leader of the New Lights,
'

Yes, the door was shut, and that shuts you
out of Armagh.'" The Unitarian party was successful in keeping out

the cham|)ion of orthodoxy.
In the same year, however (1824), Mr Cooke was elected Moderator

of the Synod of Ulster, the highest post in the Presbyterian Church.

He also published at this time a memoir upon the subject of education,

in which, for the benefit of the Commission then sitting, and the instruc-

tion of public o])inion, he gave a most startling sketch of the state of

education in Ulster. In the following year he was examined by the

Iloyal Commissioners, and his evidence created the greatest excitement

in Ireland. The Government subsidy of 1500 a-year had already been

withdrawn from the Belfast Institution in consequence of the disloyal
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tone adopted by some of its professors, and Mr Cooke was examined by
the Select Committee of the Lords with reference to this college espe-

cially, its connection with the Presbyterian Cliurch, and its Arian

proclivities. He represented it as a seminary of Arianism, and this

statement called fortli on every side the strongest denials. The Arian

ministers of Belfast, headed by the Rev. Henry Montgomery, forwarded

an indignant protest to Mr Spring Rice (Lord Monteagle); the managers
and visitors of the Institution declared his statements to be entire mis-

representations, and the professors denounced them as " a gross and

scandalous libel." All were united against him, the press, the ortho-

dox, and the unorthodox. The papers in general refused to print his

replies. Tlie Belfast News Letter, however, was fairer, and in tliis

journal he answered his assailants, showing that he had not arrogated
to himself a representative character, as had been asserted by his oppo-

nents; and he also cleared himself from the charge of being unfriendly
to Catholic emancipation. As to the charge of fostering Arianism,
which he had brought against the Belfast Institution, he fairly enough
assumed that the fact of the professors being Arians, and that they
excluded Trinitarianism on week days from their chairs, whilst they

preached against it on Sundays from their pulpits to those who were

naturally drawn to hear them by their teaching, was amply sufficient

to substantiate its truth. It was not enough, he considered, to have

orthodox professors in the chairs of theology ; for moral philosophy,

Hebrew, and New Testament Greek could not be treated of with-

out discussing the fundamental truths of religion. He also charged
the managers with mala fides in refusing to give the Synod an

influence over the election of professors; whereas it was upon this

understanding that the Synod had recognised the institution, and thus

enabled it to obtain a grant from Government. The defence was felt

to be successful, and it had tlie important effect of committing both

sides to a struggle. It added, however, new virulence to his opponents;
the Roman Catholics denounced him in Dublin for asserting that Pro-

testant opinion was unfavourable to their claim for civil and political

equality; the Unitarians attacked him with personal invective. To the

latter he was able to give back in kind; and a great burst of hearty
concurrence and earnest support was drawn out from both Presby-
terians and Churclimen. Dignitaries and clergy of the Established

Church joined in presenting him witli expressions of admiration and

approval; he received numerous addresses, and a handsome piece of

plate from the Presbyterians of Comber. But the real trial of strength
was approaching. He was to meet the Synod as moderator on the 28th

of June 1825, and he was promised a combined attack of the enemy,
which, considering the lukewarmness of his friends, and the little sup-

port he could expect from tlieir aid, it seemed scarcely likely he would

parry. His sermon at the commencement rose to the occasion; it was
the greatest effort of oratory and reasoning he had hitherto made; it

loosed tlie great banner of the Atonement, and rivalled some of the

discourses, in which Archbishop Magee attacked, from without, the

same heresy with wliich Mr Cooke contended, within the body. His

sermon produced a powerful effect in rousing and warming his friends,

and when the battle commenced in the Synod tlie result appeared in

IV. 2k
'

Ir.



unexpected support. The subject of contention was the ordinatiou by
the Presbytery of Armagh, contrary to Mr Cooke's advice, of an Arian

licentiate, on the recommendation of the Arian Presbytery of Antrim.
Mr Cooke concluded his speech with these words :

" Sooner shall I

permit this right hand to be severed from my body than sign an act

confirming the introduction of any man into the Synod who might
infect it with Arian principles. It has now come to this, we must put
down Arianism, or Arianism will put us down." A motion was carried

to the efiect that the conduct of the Presbytery of Armagh was repre-

hensible, and that the advice given by Mr Cooke was " well intended,

judicious, and salutary." But the great struggle was upon the evi-

dence which he had given before the Royal Commission and the Select

Committee of the Lords. A resolution was moved deprecating the

attacks which had been made upon him. It was opposed by Mr Mont-

gomery, and as a compromise a colourless amendment, avoiding the sub-

ject of dispute, and merely asserting the integrity and conscientiousness

of the late moderator, was proposed by a Mr Finlay. After several

ministers had spoken, Mr Cooke rose and made a most powerful speech

defending his evidence, and the appeal with which he concluded it was
full of eloquence and manliness. It carried with him the immense

majority, and was followed by enthusiastic applause. The amendment
was carried almost without a dissentient, and, as Dr Porter says,

" the

first fatal blow was given to Arianism." Resolutions were then carried

to secure the election of orthodox professors to the Belfast Institution ;

and Mr Cooke was subsequently able to recover the grant of 1500
which had been lost to the Institution, but which the confidence reposed
in him by Sir Robert Peel was the means of regaining. A code of

laws was passed in the Synod, by which the laxity that had admitted

Arianism was brought to an end; as a compromise, candidates were
either to subscribe to the Westminster Confession, or else congregations
were to satisfy themselves of their soundness by a searching examina-

tion. This was accepted by the Arian party, who took their own view

of "
soundness," but it did not, and Mr Cooke foresaw it would not,

give them any great advantage over a system of pure subscription. The

laity had also their view of "
soundness," and it coincided in the main

with Mr Cooke's. A presentation of plate by the inhabitants of Belfast,

and a severe illness, resulting from the excitement of the scenes he ^ad

passed through, we can only mention. He was for some time, during
his convalescence, the guest of Lord Mountcasliell and other distin-

guished friends. In 1827 he was quite restored to his usual health,

and in the Synod which met at Strabane in tliat year he had a fresl

and still fiercer struggle with the Arians. Mr Porter, clerk of tlie

Synod, had professed himself an Arian, and a motion was made for his

removal from the post which he held. In this debate Mr Cooke boldly
declared that the time had come for separation, and he proposed that a

resolution be framed to that effect. This, however, was rejected, and
Mr Porter, althougli his Arianism was censured, was continued in his

office, to prevent the imputation being brought against the Synod ot

persecuting for opinion. Mr Cooke and one-tliird of tiie meeting signed
a protest. They were not, however, satisfied with this. Porter had
asserted that there were more real than professed Arians in the Synod.
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On this Mr Cooke founded a motion, wliich, if carried, would necessi-

tate the vohiiitary withdrawal of the Ari;ins from the Synod. A
decided declaration, declaring belief in the Trinity, was proposed, and

after an able and excited debate, in which Montgomery and Cooke
were the principal speakers on both sides, the declaration was carried

by an overwhelming majority. The Venerable Archibald Hamilton

Ilowan of Kills leagh, who endeavoured to induce Mr Cooke to propose
to his congregation resolutions asserting freedom of judgment to be the

essence of Presbyterianism, declared that the resolution carried in the

Synod made him doubt if he was a Presbyterian. In fact, it gave very

good ground to all Unitarians not only to doubt, but to be henceforth

certiiin, that they did not belong to the body represented by the Synod
of Ulster. The lord of the manor of Killyleagh was not the only

opponent whom Mr Cooke had to encounter. The Synod of Munster
resented the imputation of Arianism and greed which, in his evidence,
he had brought against it to account for the rapid decay of Presby-
terianism in south and west. A violent correspondence appeared in the

public press. Mr Cooke, as usual, vindicated his character and. con-

founded his opponents.
At the next meeting of the Synod of Ulster the declaration of belief

in the Trinity was presented to those who had been absent on the pre-
vious occasion. The overwhelming majority accepted it; only three

ministers and two elders absolutely declined it. Two or three others

withdrew, or protested against the whole proceeding. Strict resolu-

tions were also passed, in spite of the brillant opposition of Mr Mont-

gomery, securing for the future the orthodoxy of the Presbyterian

clergy. There still remained the task of rooting out the thirty Arians
who sat in the Synod, and who would continue to preach and to prac-
tise those relaxations and lowerings of belief which they had themselves

adopted. Mr Cooke resolved that his opponents should have no rest

for their foot within the pale of the Church to which he belonged. He
accordingly gave notice of a motion which was understood to have this

intent. It was unopposed. His speeches, letters, and influence had
secured almost the undivided support of the laity. The waverers were
thus strengthened by their congregations, and obliged to render their

support to the champion of Presbyterian orthodoxy. The next meeting
in which tliis purge was to be applied was destined to be decisive. In the

meantime the Arians met in Belfast to draw up a " Remonstrance." Mr
Cooke, who attended, was assailed by Mr Montgomery with a violent

personal attack; but in the midst of enemies he turned the tables by a

speech of great courage and eloquence, and then left the meeting in a

very ruffled and discomfited state, to pass its Remonstrance against the

subversion of the right of private judgment. This document gave the

name of Remonstrants to the body which seceded in 1829, and their

Synod was called the Remonstrant Synod of Ulster. This nuist be
reckoned the great work of Dr Cooke's life, and makes him a remark-
able figure in the history of Ireland. It was, one may say, entirely due
to him that the Presbyterian Church did not wholly lapse into Arianism.
In the struggle against the talent and energy of his Church, which was

principally to be found upon the Arian side, and against the apatliy and
timid moderation of the Trinitarians, he siiowcd indomitable courage
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and resolution, and he put out in the struggle truly enormous ability.
He is one of those five or six planets by which the horoscope of Ireland

has been chiefly influenced for good or bad in the present century; and
in establishing the orthodoxy of the Presbyterian Church, Dr Cooke
did much to make Ulster a pillar of loyalty and conservatism. In Ire-

land, where differences are well marked, and he that is not for is

against, the religious census has not been objected to. In 1861 the

Arians did not amount to more than 4000; the orthodox Presbyterians
had above 100,000 families, or about half a million of souls in their

communion.
We must pass briefly over the remaining, though by no means unim-

portant transactions in the long life of Mr Cooke. His great reputation,
which probably exceeded that ever attained by a popular preacher in

Ireland, procured him the compliment of a unanimous call from the

congregation of St Mary's Abbey, Dublin. Mr Cooke did not, however,
think he would be justified in leaving the field of his victory, where the

Arian party still possessed considerable influence, and might reassert

itself, if not held in cheek. He was also in Belfast more than the leader

of a sect ;
such would have been his position in Dublin. This call

occurred in 1828. In the following year a Presbyterian church, the

largest and most expensive in Ireland, was built for him expressly in

May Street, Belfast. He now became a centre of attraction in that

great city, where his church was always filled with immense congrega-
tions. We have abstained from those frequent assertions of biographers
that their hero " electrified his audience," and from adjectives which

convey little information to the reader, and little picture of the man.

We may here however, once for all, introduce a flattering descrip-
tion of his oratory by Sir Joseph Napier, himself an orator, an excel-

lent judge in matters of taste, and impartial, as belonging to a different

denomination. " There he stands like a majestic cliff from which the

raging billows are thrown back with an angry surge, impotent and
crestfallen. As he ascends the pulpit stairs, you trace the lineaments

of a Cromwellian spirit, energy, determination, and vigour. The fore-

head is bold and fine ; the countenance sombre and solemn ; the pro-
nunciation slow and measured ; the method logical and copious ; the

eloquence great and vigorous ; the demonstration powerful and persua-
sive. There is an inclination to resort to fanciful analogies and quaint
conceits ; but withal there is a mighty pouring forth of gospel truth,

embellished with the graces of rhetoric and the power of logic. Have

you ever seen a lowering cloud, dark, heavy, and slumbering? now it rolls

with the peal of the thunder, now the lightning flashes from it, illumin-

ating and sometimes burning ; the rain descends ; the atmosphere is

purified, the sun again bursts forth with placid and genial warmth,
and the shepherd's heart is glad. This will illustrate the power which
Dr Cooke possesses over his audience. The most exquisite imagery
drops unconsciously from him. I remember hearing him discourse on
the unchristian passion of anger ; and as he was describing the tran-

quillity of the Christian's bosom, he proceeded thus ' The storms of

dissension may roar around him
; the tempest of unholy zeal may burst

over his head with raging fury, and roll on in awful violence, his spirit
remains calm, still and quiescent as the peaceful slumbering of some
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lovely lake embosomed in a valley, which the winds of heaven never

stop to ruffle !

' " We may also quote the following sliort descriptive

passage by Dr Witherow : "The force of the speaker's reasoning, the

vehemence of his utterance, the power of that full-toned voice, whose
lowest whisper could be distinctly heard in the most distant seat of the

gallery, and whose thunder peals the moment after made the ceiling

ring the contempt that he made the audience feel for the arguments
of his adversary, and his passionate appeals to the assembly, salislied me
that I had never heard an orator before, and that the one to whom I

then was listening was more than worthy his brilliant reputation. The
streams of irony, and eloquence and argument, that flowed that eve-

ning from the pulpit of May Street, and blended altogether in one

burning flood of fiery declamation, were as irresistible as a cataract

from the hills. In the midst of the sermon all the gaslights in the house

were simultaneously extinguished, whether from design or accident is

unknown to me, and for nearly fifteen minutes the church was in total

darkness, with the exception of whatever light emanated from four

candles that burned upon the pulpit, and that served only to make the

darkness visible. But the preacher did not stop, nor even falter.

Like a hurricane at midnight, on he thundered through the gloom;
and when the gaslights were relighted, he concluded with a splendid

peroration. Since that time I have had an opportunity of hearing

many able speakers from different parts of the kingdom, yet I must

confess, that never on any occasion have I met with one who could

command an audience, sway the passions of a multitude, or demolish

an antagonist, with the same facility as Dr Cooke." The comparisons to

the elements of nature which are used to describe the Doctor's elo-

quence, seem to imply at least that he had that essential of British

eloquence, enormous power of lung ; but there can be no doubt that

he also possessed in the highest degree the other qualities of an orator.

In 1831 Mr Stanley's famous letter upon National Education was
of course a subject of deep interest in the Presbyterian Church. It

was important for the Government to obtain its support upon this ques-
tion. Some concessions were made to the views of the Synod. More,
however, was demanded

;
and the right to read the Bible in school

hours was laid down as essential. After some correspondence, a depu-
tation, headed by Dr Cooke, presented to- the Government a modified

proposal, viz., that tlie patrons should appoint an hour in which it

should be read, none who had conscientious objections being compelled
to remain. This too was rejected, and a considerable discussion arose

upon the religious difficulty, in which Dr Cooke bore a prominent
part. The strongest exception was taken to the proposed register
which was to be kept in every school of the attendance of children on
the miscellaneous places of worship to which they might belong. A
law which would compel Protestants to see that Roman Catholic
children attended mass, was denounced as the most daring attempt
against Protestantism since the days when James II. sent an English
ambassador to Rome. Dr Cooke embarked on a decided course of

opposition to what he considered the Romanising tendency of the new
educational policy. la this, however, he was not joined by all his

brethren, nor was he successful as in the former great episode of his life,
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the battle with new Ariaiiism. The national system of education sur-

vived the opposition made to it; but the Presbyterian Synod, under the

Doctor's generalship, which overcame all internal opposition, broke off

negotiations with the Board of National Education. Dr Cooke was
led by this question more directly than during his former life into the

paths of politics, and was a great instrument, as we have already stated

in our memoir of Dr Drew, in establishing Conservative ascendency in

Ulster. In 1832 he led the fight in which the Radicals were turned

out of Belfast. The continued concessions of the Wiiigs to the Roman
Church in Ireland confirmed his attachment to Conservative principles.
At the great Hillsborough meeting, where forty thousand Protestants,

including the gentry and nobility of Down and Antrim, assembled, Dr
Cooke's speech was the event of the meeting. His wonderful voice,

and the early training which he had given it upon his native mountains,
insured him an advantage in addressing such an immense open assembly
which no speaker that we have read of, except Daniel O'Connell, pos-
sessed in the same degree. He was audible to the outer ring of the

crowd, and not one word or inflection was lost. It was undoubtedly
the greatest oratorical triumph of his life. This meeting, and its great

speech, contributed to the overthrow of the ministry. At a crowded

meeting in Exeter Hall, to which Daniel O'Connell was invited to do
battle with Cooke, M'Ghee, O'Sullivan, and other great Protestant

lights, the Doctor made a very telling speech, in which, in common
with the other speakers, he conjured up terrible visians of the machina-
tions of Rome. All the combativeness wliich had formerly been
directed against the Arians now assailed the Roman Church.

In 1834-5 Dr Cooke was employed in lecturing upon ethics in the

Belfast Institution. At this time a new opportunity arose for the

Doctor to gain an oratorical triumph. A propaganda in favour of

Voluntaryism visited Belfast. Dr Cooke succeeded in routing it with

immense discomfiture, and Dr Ritchie, the leader of this move, was

ignominiously driven from Belfast. The Presbyterian Churches of

Scotland and Ireland, both established, were brought into communion
at this time chiefly owing to Dr Cooke's defence of the principle of

Establishment. The part which he bore in the discussion upon that sub-

ject made him almost as popular in Scotland as in Ireland. Tiie Univer-

sity of Dublin recognised ids services by conferring upon him the degree
of LL.D. It is mentioned tliat the only other instance of this degree

being conferred, honoris gratia, by an Episcopal university on a Presby-
terian minister was a similar compliment paid to Dr Chalmers at Ox-
ford. An equally gratifying compliment was the presentation to him
of the freedom of the city of Dublin,

" in consideration," as the letter

presenting it said,
" of the zeal which he has long manifested in support

of true religion." This, we need scarcely say, was before the passing
of the Municipal Bill opening the corporations to Roman Catholics.

In 1839 Dr Cooke was examined before a Parliamentary Commission
on the education question ; a modification of the rules of the Board, in

accordance with the wishes of the Synod, resulted from this and his

other exertions to bring it about. The Church clergy, who still main-

tained their opposition to the Board, looked upon the peace which was

thus made as the defection of the Synod from the cause of scriptural
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education. Severe attacks were directed against Dr Cooke as a standard-

bearer who liad faile<l ; and altliough tliey did not lower him in the

estimation of the members of his own Church, they caused a ]ess friendly

feeling to arise in it towards the Church of England. In 1840 the

union of the Synod of Ulster with the Secession Synod of Scotland

took place under the conduct of Dr Cooke. It was a very important
event in the history of Irish Presbyterianism. The Secessionists were

the salt of the Scotch Church.

It was at the height of Mr O'Connell's Repeal movement that he

resolved on the invasion of Ulster. On hearing of this Dr Cooke

challenged the Liberator to a public discussion on the advantages or

disadvantages of repeal. The challenge was not accepted. Mr
O'Connell treated Dr Cooke in an insulting manner in a speech which

he delivered in Dublin shortly after. But he could not put off his

visit to Belfast, where he had advertised a triumphal entry of southern

Repealers. The attack upon Dr Cooke was an unwise prelude. Pla-

cards were posted about Belfast calling upon the Protestants of Down
and Antrim to resist; and the Repealers were obliged to abandon their

public entry. However, they arrived in the usual manner of travellers,

but under false names and in disguise. A dinner was given to the

Repealer, and a meeting in " The Pavilion Theatre" was held, to

which admission was by ticket only. The feeling of the meeting, not-

withstanding this precaution, was evidently so very unsatisfactory and

divided, that Mr O'Connell would not appear. He attempted to make
his speech from the hotel balcony, but it was in vain ^he could not obtain

a hearing. Dr Cooke's name was borne up on the cheers of the people ;

his challenge was borne like a banner by a band of stalworth artisans.

Mr O'Connell found that he had miscalculated the powers and popu-

larity of the man whose challenge he had jested at in Dublin as the

freak of a crazy minister. It was only under the protection of an over-

powering military force that he was able to leave Belfast without per-
sonal injury.
The collision between two such powers as Dr Cooke and Daniel

O'Connell was a remarkable event, and would, if the hostile bodies had
been permitted a contact, have been memorable as a single combat
between north and south. However, as we are told by men of science

that impact is never complete without their actually meeting, the lighter

body was repelled. Dr Cooke's name alone had won the victory; and
Mr O'Connell discovered, what few southerns distinctly realise until they
have breathed the air of Down or Antrim, that Ireland is two countries,

more sharply divided in race and character than England and Scotland,
and unlike the divisions of the sister island, antagonistic in religion and

politics. The grand position which Dr Cooke had now attained was
that of one whose great qualities had put him above the differences of

Churches, His struggle for the common truth and common loyalty
made him a connecting link between Presbyterianism and the Church.
The fact perhaps that he had been fighting all his life on the same side,

and that his political task had been to overcome the sectarian preju-
dices which prevented a combination between the Meeting-house and

the Church, made him singularly free from the sour anti-Church feeling
which is often heightened by social jealousy. He was received as a



friend and equal by the highest in the reahn, and enjoyed a position
not inferior to that which an Episcopal Church can confer. He was
the honoured guest of the Archbishop of Canterbury, and the yeoman's
son sat beside the Duke of Wellington. At the same time he did not in

any degree compromise his Presbyterianism, or receive such honour and
attention as one who would gratify the vanity of Churchmen by a cere-

mony like to that of kissing the slipper of St Peter. The favour wliich he

received was not the price of his independence, it was rather a homage
rendered than a return for homage received. It is only the man who

entirely respects himself, and is perfectly assured in his own position,
who is freed from petty jealousies, and can secure and reciprocate the

respect of other denominations or classes.

The name which had conjured away O'Connell was now restored

to all the honours which a ditference on the education question with

some bigoted Church clergy had for a moment seemed to diminish.

When, shortly after O'Connell's flight, Tresham Gregg, the mad bull of

Protestantism, came to Belfast to challenge Dr Cooke to a controversy
on the so-called Secession of the Synod of Ulster to the National Board,
Dr Cooke, who had never declined a fair fight, accepted the challenge;
but it was felt that it would be indecent to permit the valiant Doctor

to be drawn into such an encounter, and that all past differences ought
to be extinguished in the blaze of his recent triumph. Accordingly an

influential deputation was appointed to wait upon the would-be com-

batants, to represent how ill-chosen was the time for a division in the

ranks of Protestantism. The Rev. Tresham Gregg was inaccessible to

reason; but Dr Cooke agreed to abandon the discussion.

Although two great public tournaments were thus averted, in both

of which Dr Cooke was to have figured and broken a lance with

puissant mob orators, the Doctor had his fling at O'Connell at a great

anti-Repeal meeting in Belfast. The chair was occupied by the Marquis
of Downshire, and both in point of influence, numbers, and oratory, the

meeting was no contemptible rival to the monster meetings of the

Repealers. Shortly after a public subscription was opened to present
a testimonial to Dr Cooke for his great services; and the sum of 2000
was raised and invested in a life insurance, which would be a provision
for his family after his death. In 1841 Dr Cooke was raised to the

position of Moderator of the General Assembly.
We must pass lightly over the services which Dr Cooke rendered to

the Free Church of Scotland; the sacrifice of temporalities to the prin-

ciple which the seceders upheld of " non-intrusion
"

the appointment of

ministers by patronage, without consulting the people, being the matter

in dispute enlisted his sympathy and admiration. He endeavoured

to induce the Government to carry a measure to satisfy the Non-intru-

sionists; but their demands exceeded expectation; they required the

total abolition of the Law of Patronage; and Dr Cooke's efforts to effect

a compromise were frustrated by the determined opposition which this

demand excited. Dr Cooke, for advocating a moderate settlement, was

called an apostate by those whose cause he had chivalrously espoused.
The final result was a disruption of the Church of Scotland, in which

Dr Cooke took part. The roll of 425 protesters contained the "
greatest

and best of Scotland's ministers." More than thirty years after, Mr
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Disraeli's Government passed a bill which would have prevented this

disruption; justice was done at the same time by the leader of the

Liberal party to those who had gone out, like the patriarchs, at the call

of God, in faith, without eartldy possession; but he opposed the adop-
tion by the Established Church of the principle upon which the seceders

went forth, in order that they might be able to keep tlie tempo-
ralities which tlie denial of that principle had enabled them to mono-

polise. Mr Gladstone considered this doubling the wrong, for it cut the

ground from under the seceders' feet, and seemed an attempt to with-

draw their voluntary sources of supply by an admission, prompted by
the lowest motives, that after all they had been in the right. We do
not presume to offer an opinion upon this controversy, but merely record

its latest phase.
In 1843 Dr Cooke's fidelity to Conservative principles was put to a

severe test. A resolution was proposed in the General Assembly that

Presbyterianism should enjoy a more adequate representation in the

House of Commons. This was a claim wliich, as a religious body, the

General Assembly ought not to make. It was a claim for sectarian

representation ; and the intrusion of sectarianism into politics Dr Cooke
had ever opposed. It was impossible that he, as one of the chiefs of

Ulster Conservatism, should be a party to such a resolution
;
but in

spite of his opposition it was carried ; and those w1k> were too young
to remember his extraordinary services, treated his counsel with little

reverence. Dr Cooke was deeply grieved, and formally withdrew from

the General Assembly, -nor did he return to it for four years, until the

resolution had been rescinded. The fact of its being repealed in 1847
is a strong proof of the power which, time being allowed, his influence ex-

erted. Meanwhile it was determined to place one of the Queen's Colleges
in Belfast, and negotiations were entered into with the Presbyterian body.
A correspondence passed between Dr Cooke and Sir Robert Peel as to

the establishment within the new university of a theological college.

Finally, the General Assembly sanctioned Queen's College as a place
of training for the Presbyterian clergy, and the existing professors of

the Assembly's College, with four additional chairs, were formed into

a theological faculty. Dr Cooke who ought, it was felt, to have been

appointed president of the college, but was given, instead, the office

vacated by the new president, Dr Henry, of agent for the Regium
Donum (value .320) was given his choice of two of the new professor-

ships, viz., ethics and sacred rhetoric. He chose the latter, and when
the theological professors were incorporated into a faculty, he was
elected president of it. In accepting this appointment, he was obliged
to resign the emoluments of May Street Church, but by special permis-
sion of the Assembly, he retained the office of preacher at the earnest

wish of his congregation. In 1849 Dr Cooke was appointed by the

Crown Dean of Eesidence for the Presbyterian Church in the newly-
opened branch of the Queen's University. It may easily be sujiposed
that Dr Cooke was as successful and beloved in his university position
as he had ever been during his previous life. In 1862 he received tiie

honour of being for the third time raised to the moderator's chair. The
inevitable sorrows and bereavements of life, extended so long beyond
the appointed span, threw their shadows round Dr Cooke's closing
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days. A favourite daughter died. So great was the sympathy felt

for him in his affliction, that a testimonial was raised, consisting of a

cheque for sixteen hundred guineas, and presented in a public meeting,
at which the Marquis of Downshire presided, the address being drawn

up by Sir Joseph Napier. Many touching proofs did the venerable

old man receive of the filial love which, if his children left him, would

survive in the heart of the northern people. We cannot refrain from

quoting one instance from the interesting pages of Dr Porter :

" One morning it was announced to Dr Cooke that a stranger wished

to see him. He was engaged, and requested me to ascertain his busi-

ness. I found at the door a fine-looking young man of about twenty,

apparently a mechanic in holiday dress. I asked what he wanted.

His reply was,
'

I wish to see the Doctor.' ' Can I act for him ?
'

I

inquired. 'No,' he said, 'Nobody but the Doctor.' 'But,' said I,
' he is busy, and it is unusual for visitors to call at such an hour. We
are unwilling to disturb him. Can you not call at another time?'
'

No, that's impossible,' he said, with a strong Scotch accent.
' I

came from Greenock by last night's boat, and I must go back to-night.

I just came on purpose to see the Doctor. I have heard of him from

my mother; I have read of him in the papers ever since I was a lad; I

know all he has done, and I just want to see him and speak to liim. I

may never be here again in his time. Can I no' see him?' The last

words he spoke with intense earnestness. The appeal was irresistible.

So I took him in. I could scarcely believe the youtli was sincere,

though his mein and look were honest and straightforward. I remained

to watch the issue. On entering, he stood for a moment looking at the

venerable figure of the old man sitting in his chair, his long hair and

the full beard which he now wore, white as the snowdrift. Then he

advanced and took the outstretched hand, while I briefly explained the

cause of the visit. He raised the hand gradually and hesitatingly to

his lips, as if afraid to give offence.
'

I have come from Scotland to

see you,' he said at length.
' Then you see an old man going home;

you see a great sinner saved by Divine grace ; you see a frail mortal

about to put on immortality.'
' I am satisfied now,' the youth said.

'My mother will be satisfied; thank God for this!' Then, still hold-

ing the Doctor's hand, he put the other arm fondly round his neck,

stooped, kissed his forehead, muttered, 'God bless you! farewell!'

and walked out of the house, the tears streaming down his cheeks."

Once more Dr Cooke appeared upon a platform; it was where he had

gained a great oratorical triumph thirty-three years before ; another

great meeting was held at Hillsborough, for the clouds were gathering
round the Establishment, and the old Presbyterian leader, true to the

unsectarian and conservative principles of his life, was there to assist.

But his voice was gone, and he had strength only to say a few words;
most touching words they were. The length to which this memoir has

run forbids our transcribing them. The enthusiasm of the vast multi-

tude was so passionate, and the cheers so long and loud, that the

object of the demonstration was fairly unmanned, and burst into tears.

There is, in truth, somewhat very pathetic in an old man's triumph.

Shortly after he parted from his congregation. The bitterest parting
was one which he had hoped would haj)pen otherwise the death of his
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wife. This biow completely broke down his strength, and shortly
after he died in the eightieth year of his age, in a sure and certain

hope. His funeral was attended by the professors and students of the

Queen's College, the clergy of all denominations, and the nobility
and gentry of Down and Antrim, and other parts of Ulster. An
innumerable multitude of the people followed and filled the streets

for two miles. Among the pall-bearers were the Primate of Ireland

and the Bishop of the diocese. Such honour was indeed well deserved.

The words of Lord Cairns are strictly true :
" The life of Dr Cooke

was a large portion of the religious and public history of the last half

century."
Dr Cooke spent several years in compiling an Analytical Concord-

ance of the Bible. It was unfortunately burned with the hotel in

which he was staying in London, just as it was about to be put into

a publisher's hands. He annotated a new edition of " Brown's Family
Bible."

We quote this description of Dr Cooke from Frazer's Magazine of

1838: "He has a tall commanding figure, very spare, but firmly

compacted; short dark grey heir, a long thin face, an aquiline nose, a

projecting brow, deep set grey eyes, and a compressed mouth; his pro-
file altogether is not unlike that of the Duke of Wellington. His

appearance, when silent, is one of the most deceptive I ever saw. You
would think he had no more talent, or even intellect, than a dry tree

or a wooden statue. He sits motionless vvith one knee put over the

other, and his whole frame, as it were, doubled up; his eyes fixed on
the ground, or wandering over the audience, with an imperturbable

vacancy of expression, as though he had not, nor ever had, nor ever

would have, one single idea in his possession. While thus meditating,

many have been the guesses among the auditory as to who that dry-

looking old gentleman could be; and on the name of Dr Cooke being
announced, many a look of astonishment has been raised to see him rise

in answer to it. He coolly looks around, and begins his address in a

slow, hard, north Irish brogue, in which those who wish to imitate him
will succeed best in speaking with their teeth closed. He steps at

once into the arguments with which he is prepared to defend the posi-
tion which he has assumed as his subject matter. They are always
logically put, clearly illustrated, and triumphantly sustained. Whether
he most excels in argument, declamation, or description, I cannot say ;

he is as incontrovertible in the first as he is solemnly impressive in the

second, while few can surpass his dry, quaint humour, and striking

point in the third. None but Mr Beamish or Mr Stowell can contend
with him in the telling of an anecdote. Those of the former are

decidedly more pathetic, but less vivid in their reality ; the latter gives
a story with far more laughing zest and broad comedy, but wants the

irresistible ludrico-solemn slyness of Dr Cooke ; while no man but him-

self ever acted his facts with such perfect truth by one or two move-
ments. He has full possession of that secret of genius, the production
of the greatest quantity of elTect with the smallest quantity of means,
and nowhere does he manifest this more completely than in his action

while speaking. He uses very little of it, but that little is always

exactly of the right kind, and exactly in the right place ; moreover.
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two or three of his quiet gestures will convey as much meaning as

twenty from most other men.

" In debate and discussion he is said to be invincible ; and certainly,
to judge from his usual speeches, one would guess that at times, when

extraordinary exertion is required, his genius would rise with the

occasion. There is a unity of design, and a completeness of execution

in all his addresses, which invariably leave a satisfactory impression on

the mind; whatever his subject may have been, he has made you un-

derstand it, and (unless you be of the prejudiced class) he has made

you believe it also. Nor is he one of those cold, dry, reasoners, who

only convince the judgment without toucliing the feeling. He has a

fund of pathos at his command not the commonplace weeping sort of

pathos, but that deep, tragic kind, which stills the heart, and ends in

solemnity, not in mere transient emotion. Many of his appeals on

behalf of his country are of this class, and produce an unrivalled effect

wherever they are made."

We quote this opinion for English readers, as the verdict of an un-

prejudiced English writer upon this great man's oratorical ability.

THE EEV. HENRY MONTGOMERY, D.D.

BORN A.D. 1788. DIED A.D. 1865.

This celebrated Unitarian minister, like his great antagonist, Dr Cooke,
lived to a venerable old age, and was the son of one of those yeoman
farmers who, in Ulster, are so remarkable for worth, intelligence, and

independence of character. He was born at Boltnaconnell, in the parish
of Killead, county Antrim, on the 20th of January 1788. It was a

troublous time to enter the world. His father was a lieutenant in the

Irish volunteers, and as he had a part in establishing the shortlived

independence of Ireland, when Henry Grattan was the leading genius
of Ireland, so he had also a part in defending his country against the

armed rebellion of a section of the population. Henry Montgomery
received the best education that a rustic school, like that in which

Dr Cooke was educated, could give him, and proceeded to Glasgow

University, where he was a fellow-student with his orthodox rival.

We cannot describe the process of self-culture and difficult preparation
of which Dr Scott Porter gives his readers such an interesting account

in his memoir of Dr Cooke, as no detailed life of Montgomery has yet
been published, although we believe a very full one is almost ready for

publication.* He possessed the advantages of a handsome and com-

manding person, and the stentorian voice which is so essential for those

who take a leading part in great assemblies of men.

As a student of divinity in the University of Glasgow, Mr Mont-

gomery was placed under the charge of the Presbytery of Temple-

* " Memoir of Dr Montgomery," in 2 vols, in the press, hy his son-in-law, the

Rev. Mr Crozier of Newiy. From the prospectus of this work we believe that it

will contain much that is interesting in Church history, and correspondence with

distinguished personages.
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patrick, a non-subscribing presbytery in connection with the Synod of

Ulster. He was introduced to it on tlie 10th of May 1808 by tlie Rev.
Robert Campbell, then minister of Tem[)lepacrick, and |)Ut upon first

trial preparatory to license. On passing tiirough the recjuired stages he

was a candidate for Donegore against Dr Cooke, so that their rivalry

proceeded step by step, and in this instance, as in many more important
trials of strength later, Cooke was successful. In 1809, however, Mr
Montgomery received a call to the congregation of Dunmurry, near Bel-

fast; and here he held his post during the whole of his life, even when
he had obtained more important appointments. For some years after

his ordination he resided at Dunmurry, wiiere, fifty-six years after his first

appointment, he died. But in 1817 he was elected to tlie lucrative

post of headmaster of the English department of the Belfast Academical

Institution, and his congregation sanctioned the arrangement which
then became necessary, that he should reside in the Institution. Here
his culture, his knowledge and command of English literature, his

own excellent literary taste and ability, and power of making himself a

refined medium of conveying his own taste and culture to others, made
him a most popular teacher, and gradually extended his influence in

the more enlightened portions of the province of Ulster, the youth of

which he had under his instruction. In the Synod of Ulster he gained
a distinguished position so early as 1822, when he took part in the

synodical contests which then began to distract the Presbyterian Church ;

but his principal laurels were gained in the struggle with Dr Cooke on
the battlefield of non-subscription, from 1828 to 1830. In this contest

Dr Montgomery was the leader of a minority ; and, notwithstanding
his great controversial ability and command of language, he almost

made up for the disadvantage of being supported by a small and un-

popular party. His speech at the Synod of Strabane, in 1829, was a

most finished specimen of fervid and effective oratory. The length of

time for which he maintained the position of himself and his supporters
in the Synod against such a powerful opponent, supported by the whole
stream of popular feeling in the north country, is in itself a sufficient

testimony to his wonderful powers. We have sufficiently traced, in

our memoir of Dr Cooke, tiie important crisis in the history of the Irish

Presbyterian Church, which ended in the secession of the remonstrants.

We might easily cite from the reports of the time, and even hostile

biography, many instances in whicli Dr Montgomery's speeches were
described as "

electrifying" the audiences who listened to him; but, as

we have elsewhere observed, the mere assertion that such sensations

were produced is of little value, and does not convey much to the

reader's mind, the audience itself, the situation, and the subject, would
all be required as data to estimate the importance of this electrifying
effect. We have no doubt that Dr Montgomery was almost a match for

Dr Cooke, which is saying much. His preaching was equally eloquent,
earnest, copious in illustration, and impressive in delivery; he had,

perhaps, more refinement and intellectual light, but scarcely so much
fire and hot-heartedness as his antagonist. In manner he is described

as having been genial and captivating, and his social powers as a con-

verser and narrator were great. We are not aware of any product of

his pen save " The Creed of an Arian," a little book which ably set
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forth his particular views of Christianity, and which was favourably

received by those who could receive such views with favour. We may
observe, that the name of Arians has been entirely thrown off by the

small Church which followed Dr Montgomery into secession, and that

of Unitarian substituted. Tiie latter title covers far more than the

former; and Dr Montgomery never advanced to the length of those who
assumed the stronger denomination. This led to painful collisions with

those who were his former associates. In politics, also, he shrunk

behind those whom in early life he had led, as the years rolled on he

fell back from his early whiggism, although always a supporter of

Catholic emancipation. His convictions, in fact, bv remaining con-

sistent, became antiquated. He did good service to the religious body
to whicli he belonged, and was appointed to the offices of Government

agent for the distribution ot the royal bounty, and professor of pastoral

theology to the Irish non-subscribing Presbyterian Church. He was
an excellent diplomatist, and his services were most conspicuous and
successful in regard to the Dissenters' Chapels Bill in 1844, when he
formed one of the deputation to London. His great efforts resulted in

complete success the Unitarian congregations retaining their chapels.
In addition to the other distinctions which Dr Montgomery gained in

his long life, he had the honour of being an agriculturist of high pre-

tensions, and he was the founder of the North-East Agricultural Asso-

ciation, which has done so much to introduce new light on matters

connected with the culture of the soil in the thrifty north.

We should be glad to enter more fully into the life of this distin-

guished man, but are pleased to know that the want of a good memoir
of him is about to be supplied by one competent to the task. There is

much interesting information to be supplied on the subject of the for-

mation and history of the Remonstrant Synod. Mr Montgomery's
exertions in favour of Catholic emancipation, and his contests with

O'Connell in 1831 and 1841, the "New School Code," and "Re-
vival" controversies of his later years; and his correspondence with

Lords Plunket, Lyndhurst, Cottenham, Brougham, Carlisle, Russell,

Stanley, as well as with Sir Robert Peel, Sir James Graham, and other

distinguished men, must be a treasury of interest and information.

Dr Montgomery in early life married Eliza, daughter of Mr Swan of

Dunaghy, who survived him, as did three of his once large family.
The personal beauty and intellectual ability of both parents were well

marked in their children. The youngest daughter is now the wife of

the Rev. Mr Crozier of Newry. He died in his manse at Dunmurry,
December 18, 1865.

THE KEY. JOSEPH HUTTON, LL.D.

BOEN A.D. 1790 DIED A.D. 18G0.

The Rev. Dr Button* was born in Dublin on the 11th of June 1790.

The family to which he belonged had been settled in Ireland for 200

years. He received the first part of his education in the school kept by
liis father, the Rev. Joseph Hutton. This venerable man lived to tho

* The editor is indebted for this sketch to a distinguished friend of Dr Hutton.
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advanced age of ninety, and was for many years one of the pastors of

the Eustace Street Presbyterian congregation, occupying the same

pulpit that had been filled by the learned Dr Lelaiid, author of the

well-known work, namely,
" View of Deistieal Writers." Dr Button's

mother was a Swanwick, one of the wide-spread descendants of Philip

Henry, so that through both his parents he inherited the old Puritan

blood. He entered Trinity College, Dublin, and had for some time as

tutor Dr Meredith, and there he took his degree. From the same

learned body he afterwards obtained the degree of LL.D. About 1811

he went to the University of Glasgow, and studied moral philosophy
under Professor Mvlne. From Glasgow he removed to York, where

he continued for three sessions, and there formed many intimate friend-

ships with his fellow-students. His obligations to his honoured and

learned theological tutor, the Rev. Charles Wellbeloved, he never ceased

to acknowledge with affectionate gratitude. In October 1813 he

entered on his first ministry as assistant to the Rev. James Taylor,

pastor of the High Pavement congregation, Nottingham. Early in

1817 he succeeded the Rev. E, Cogan as sole pastor of the congrega-
tion at Waltham Stow, and ever afterwards reckoned the friendship of

that distinguished scholar and simple-hearted man as one of the bless-

ings and privileges of his life. In the same year he married Susannah

eldest daughter of John and Rachael Holt. He next removed to

Leeds, where he continued minister of Mill Hill Chapel for seventeen

years. With a view to the superior advantages for the education of his

children, in 1835 he removed to London, and on the first Sunday of

May opened his ministry in Carter Lane.

In London, as everywhere else, he added largely to his number of

devoted friends. In 1852 he accepted his last ministerial call to Derby,
and there he remained in the regular discharge of his pastoral duties,

in the quiet enjoyment of his books and friends, till his death. He

preached his last sermon on the 18th March 1860, with his usual

earnestness and animation. On Thursday the 22nd of that month he

was suddenly taken ill, and after a short period of very acute suffering,

passed to his rest on Wednesday the 28th. He had tlien reached

nearly his seventieth year, and was contemplating a final retirement

from the ministry before the close of the year. On the last day of

March his mortal remains were deposited in the cemetery near Derby.
Dr Hutton had fine intellectual gifts, richly cultivated, was retiring

in his habits, and of a sensitive nature. A marked feature of his mind,

intimately connected with his deep sensil)ility, was his taste, which was

at once refined and susceptible. Poetry, fiction, the higher produc-
tions of art, every genuine expression of humour when unmixed with

coarseness or malignity, natural scenery, the free and courteous inter-

change of thouglit and sentiment in the social circle, were to him sources

of the purest delight. He forgot himself in the enjoyment of them.

Dr Hutton published nothing, we believe, beyond the line of his pro-
fessional duties. He was not a sectarian always averse to theological

controversy and once only in his life did he engage in a controversy
with a fellow-townsman Dr Hamilton of Leeds, on the Calvinistic

question. His chief publications, twenty-five in number, all of which

breathe a pure and Christian spirit, consist mainly of sermons preached
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at ordinations and on particular occasions, charges, and funeral and

farewell addresses. At a meeting of the committee of the British and

Foreign Unitarian Association, held April 17th 1860, it was unani-

mously resolved " That the decease of the Rev. Joseph Hutton, LL.D.,
of Derby, is an event to call forth from the members of this committee

an expression of their deep sorrow and their profound respect for his

memory ; that by his consistent course as a Unitarian minister for more
than forty years; by his able defence from time to time of pure

Christianity; by his services for several years as an active member of

this association; by the unfailing urbanity and courtesy of his manners;

and, above all, by the purity and holiness of life by which he habitually
adorned the doctrine of his Saviour, he had endeared himself to a very
wide circle of religious associates and personal friends. That this

resolution be engrossed and signed by the officers of the association,

and forwarded to the widow and family of tlie late Dr Hutton, and

with the assurance of the deep personal sympathy in their bereavement

of every individual member of the committee."

THE MOST REV. JOHN M'HALE, D.D., ROMAN CATHOLIC ARCHBISHOP
OF TUAM.

BORN A.D. 1791.

Doctor M'Hale was born at Tubbernavine, in the county Mayo, in

the year 1791. Having received his early education at a school near

Castlebar, he entered as a student at Maynooth College, where he com-

pleted his studies with so much success, that he was appointed to fill

the chair of dogmatic theology. In this position he continued for nearly
twelve years, and his lectures and writings during that period won for

him a reputation without parallel amongst the home-educated theolo-

gians of the Irish Roman Catholic Church. From his professorship
he was called to the dignity of coadjutor-Bishop of Killala, cum jure

successionis, and consecrated with the title of Bishop of Maronia in

2xirtibus. On the death of Dr Kelly, Dr M'Hale was advanced to the

titular Archiepiscopal See of Tuam.
From the time Dr M'Hale made his first essay in religious polemics,

under the signature of "
Hierophilus," up to the present hour, he has

found ample work for his active and vigorous mind. Bible societies,

proselytism, Protestant ascendancy. Catholic emancipation, education,

repeal of the union. Church Disestablishment, land laws, denomina-
tional Education, and Home Rule, have all engaged the attention of
"
Jolni, Archbisliop of Tuam," as he styled himself, or " the Lion of St

Jarlath," as O'Connell designated him. All his letters, up to 1847, are

collected in one volume, and contain his opinions on all the events of

prominent importance in Irish agitation, from the year 1827 up to the

period of tlieir publication.
As a theologian, Dr M'Hale is best known as the author of a work

on the " Evidences of Doctrines of the Catholic Church," which has

been translated into the French and German languages.
As a preacher, he attained high distinction, not only in Ireland and
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Eiiijland, but in Italy; and his sermons, preached in Rome in the year

1832, were translated into Italian by the Abbote De Lucca, Apostolic
Nuncio at Vienna.

His patriotic efforts to save the Irish language from an ignominious

death, must command the respect and admiration of every Irishman

that knows anything of the ancient history of his native land. Dr
M'Hale translated into Irish and published above sixty of " Moore's

Irish Melodies
"

in the same metre as the original. In the opinion of

those most competent to judge, the difficult work has been done most

admirably in spite of the shackles (injudiciously, perhaps,) imposed upon
him by himself in a precise adherence to the original. In 18GI he pro-
duced a large octavo volume, comprising six books of the "

Iliad," with

a corresponding Irish translation in heroic metre. He has also pub-
lished the "

Pentateuch," in English and Irish Translations, with Notes

and Comments, forming the first volume of a Bible, to be followed by
other parts on the same plan.

THE KEY. HUGH M'NEILE, D.D.

BORN A.D. 1795.

The Very Rev. Hugh M'Neile, Dean of Ripon, was born in 1795, at

Ballycastle, in the county Antrim. He received his early education at

home, and entered the university of Dublin in 1810 as a pupil of Dr
Sandes, afterwards Bishop of Cashel. He graduated A.B. in Trinity

College, Dublin, in 1815, and proceeded to the degrees of A.M. in

1821. His university conferred upon him the degrees of B.D. and
D.D (honoris causa) in 1847. After graduating in Trinity College, he

entered as a student at Lincoln's Inn, intending to study for the bar.

According to some accounts, he was destined for the lower branch of

the legal profession. Mr Francis, in his portraits of living orators,

writes on this point :

" It would have been really a loss to his fellow-

countrymen had the talents of M'Neile been allowed to rust in an

attorney's office. Yet for that branch of the legal profession he was
intended ; nay, he was for a portion of his early life in an attorney's
office. But either his own consciousness that he was fit for a more
exalted sphere of activity, or the friendly counsels of some good genius,

persuaded him to break from the growing trammels of tlie law, and
betake himself to a study more congenial to the habits of his mind." *

*
Orators of the Age, "by G. H. Francis, Esq. Where Mr Francis got his in-

formation on these matters, it would be useless to conjecture. He lias probably
been followed by others in their accounts of this remarkable divine. A French
writer runs Air M'Neile very rapidly (if not suggestively) through the successive

stages of his career law-student, divinity student, university graduate tutor,
son-in-law of an archbishop, anti-Popery champion, fashionable preacher in

Liverpool orator in London, and author of sermons and controversial works.
As the account is very brief, we had better let it speak for itself:"Abandonna
I'etude du droit pour celle de la theologie et prit scs grades universitaires au

College de la Trinite a Dubliu. Apr^s avoir espouse la Idle du dernier archeve

que de cette ville, le Docteur Magee, dans la I'amillc du(]uel il avait doune des

le$ons, il se fit counaitre par ses attaques vehnicntes contre le clerge catholique,
et devint un des predicateurs les plus en vogue de Liverpool. II a preche a

^y- 2 L Ir.
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The DMin University Magazine pronounces this account of Mr M'Neile's

early life as "
ludicrously inaccurate." " He is represented as having

been in an attorney's office, as having then become tutor in the family
of Dr Magee, Arclibisliop of Dublin, and by his influence, having
become distinguished in Dublin as a preacher and speaker at the

Rotunda, until he transferred his talents to London Mr
M'Neile never was in an attorney's office never was tutor in the

family of Dr Magee, the Archbishop of Dublin, or any other family
never held any clerical situation in Dublin, and never preached in

Dublin, witli the one exception we have noticed, or spoke at a public

meeting in Dublin until years after he had been appointed to the

living of Albury."
*

Tiie writer in the University gives a very different account of Dr
M'Neile's early life. His father, Alexander M'Neile, it appears, was

descended from a family of Scotch settlers of that name who came
over with Lord Antrim in the time of James I. He acquired con-

siderable property in Ballycastle, enjoyed the intimacy of the nobility
and gentry, was a justice of the peace, and served as high sheriff.

His son Hugh was born in July 1795; his education, with a very in-

considerable exception, was at home. Amongst his contemporaries in

the university were O'Brien (afterwards Bishop of Ossory), Dickenson

(afterwards Bishop of Meath), and Hercules Graves ; and even amid
such competitors, M'Neile " was not without some proportion of

academic honours. The bias of his mind was towards the severe and
exact sciences, and its impress ever since has but exhibited a develop-
ment of that tendency. The bright models of ancient Greece and
Rome do not appear to have had sucli attraction for him as his subse-

quent career would certainly lead us to infer. Moreover, the fascina-

tions of the society of the Irish metropolis must necessarily have

abated considerably from that systematic regularity of labour, and

unbending severity of thought, which is indispensable at all times

to the attainment of the highest honours in our university. The
materials of which Dublin society was then composed seem to have

been very attractive. It was at that period, too, that John Kemble,
Mrs Siddons, and Miss O'Neill were in the zenith of their fame,
and young M'Neile evinced his partiality for dramatic representa-
tions by his frequent presence at the Dublin theatres. "Even at a

period of much later date," tlie same writer is at pains to assure us,
" we have known young men in the university, who resorted to the

tlieatre for intellectual improvement, studying Shakspeare, as they did

Sophocles or iEschylus, and finding in the personations of Edmund
Kean, Young, or Macready, commentaries more easily apprehensible
than the discursive expositions of Malone, or even than the pointed
and pithy glossaries of llunn."

The Four Courts next engaged his attention. He kept all his terms

at the King's Inns, and in due time transferred himself to Lincoln's

Inn, and all but completed his terms there also. About this time he

Loiidres, et Ton a beaitcoup rante ses talents oratoires. II a publie des Sermon.<f

et quelques ecrits de controverse." Didionnaire Universd Ves Contemporains,
par G. Vapereau.

* Dublin University Magazine, June 1847.
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frequently visited his uncle General M'Neile, at Bath, and spent the

chief part of his time during the years 1815 to 1819 in the agreeable

society of tliat fashionable resort. Tiie entire year 181G appears to

have been spent by M'Neile and his uncle on the Continent; and
the young attache seems to have availed himself fuUv of his oppor-
tunities for observation and improvement. It was during the summer
of that year, when they were staying at Ligniere, a small village on
the Lake of Geneva, that the incident took place which brought

Henry, afterwards Lord Brougham, and Dr M'Xeile together. Tlie

latter was taken suddenly and dangerously ill, far from any assistance,
at a village inn. At this juncture Mr Brougham arrived most oppor-

tunely, and hearing of the situation in which his countrymen were

placed, he offered his services, and prescribed
" some desperate remedy,

in the success of which, he assured the anxious uncle, lay the only hope
of his nephew's recovery." The advice was followed, and the result

issued in the providential preservation of Mr M'Neile's valuable life.

The incident also aftbrds another proof if such were needed of the

almost universal accomplishments of Brougham, of whom it has been
said that " had he known a little law, he would have known a little of

evervthing,"
Lord Byron, too, was among the celebrities to be met with at that

time in the same circle in which the M'Neiles, uncle and nephew,
moved. In short, we are told, ^ew young men ever enjoyed the

opportunity of seeing continental society, in Paris and elsewhere, under
circumstances more favourable, and few could be said to have turned
their opportunities to better purpose ; inasmuch as, even then, the

impression left on his mind, was rather a wholesome dread of the

fascinations than an ardent attraction towards the elegancies with which
it abounded.

The next three years of his life were passed principally at Bath,
where he mixed in society as before, and was much courted and
admired. Meanwhile, the study of the law was becoming daily more

distasteful, and theology gradually took firm hold of his attention. At
last, in the year 1819, the change in his intentions was announced to

his uncle. This is described as a death blow to all the General's fondly
cherished schemes for his nephew's advancement. The writer in the

University.) who seems to have been more accurately informed than Mr
Francis, puts a comjilexion on this important change in Mr M'Neile's

career, very diiferent from that which might be put upon it by the

version given by the latter writer, and afterwards adopted by other

biographers. In justice to Dr M'Neile, we quote his remarks:
" Without going so far as to affirm that for this Mr M'Neile sunk in

his uncle's affection, for which he must have risen in his esteem, since

the cordial intimacy between them never suffered a moment's interrup-

tion, we are borne out in stating, that for this he lost the bulk of his

uncle's fortune, which, otherwise, in all human probability, had been
his. Of the likelihood of this, moreover, he could not have been un-

aware, since many friends reasoned with him, he had ample time to

reflect, and the door of return was open to him to the last ; never-

theless, he persevered, thereby signally marking the disinterestedness

and singleness of his mind, with which from the verv outset he devoted
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liiinself to his holy calling, characteristics for wiiich every step of hia

course has been as remarkable up to the present hour."

In the early part of the year 1820 Mr M'Neile was appointed to the

curacy of Stranorlar, a village about seven miles from tlie Episcopal
town of Kaphoe. The circumstances of his appointment to this curacy
were singular. It was a perpetual curacy, and in the gift of Dean
AUott. The dean was then residing on the Continent, and having
heard of the death of Mr Butt, the incumbent of the living, he

offered to Mr M'Neile's uncle, who had been an old friend of his, the

living for his nephew; and with a letter from the dean communicating
this intention, Mr ]\I"Neile presented liimself to the Bishop of Raplioe.
The celebrated Dr Magee was then Bishop of Eaphoe, and thus became

acquainted with his future son-in-law. The nomination, however, was

premature. Mr Butt recovered from the dangerous illness which had

given currency to the rumour of his death; but was never able to resume

the discharge of his duties. The bishop proposed to Mr M'Neile that he

should recommend him for the appointment of curate, which the state

of Mr Butt's health rendered necessary, and Mr M'Neile became curate-

assistant at Stranorlar on tlie nomination of the very man whose place,
as incumbent of the living, he had come to fill.

In tlie spring of 1821 M'Neile went to London on a visit to his

uncle. Mr Henry Drummond of Albury Park was then looking out

for a suitable person as a successor to the rectory of Albury in Surrey,
then momentarily expected to become vacant. Having heard Mr
M'Neile preach at Percy Chapel, Mr Drummond was so pleased with

him in every respect that, as soon as the service was over, he went into

the vestry, introduced himself to Mr M'Neile, and made him the offer of

the living.

In May 1842, Mr M'Neile married Anne, fourth daughter of Dr

Magee, then Bishop of Raphoe. Inmiediately after his marriage he

removed from the curacy of Stranorlar to the living of Albury.

Shortly after this, Bishop Magee was translated to the archdiocese of

Dublin.

During the twelve years in which Mr M'Neile held the living of

Albury lie discharged the duties of pastor and preacher with faithfulness

and efficiency, and at the same time was enabled to lay up those stores

which have since served him to such purpose. It was during this time he

published his first volume of sermons. He was also a frequent preacher,
both inLondon and elsewhere; and his fame as a preacher was not confined

to the narrow limits of his parish of Albury. He preached for some
time at Charlotte Street Chapel, Fitzroy Square, London, and in St

Clement Dane's Church in the Strand. About this period of iiis life he

made the acquaintance of Edward Irving. Sympathising in many
points, they became friends; and towards the end of 1828 thoy took a

very prominent part in seeking to rouse the ))opular mind against
Catliolic emancipation. Their intercourse continued uninterrupted
until about tlie year 1830, when Mr Irving broached those peculiar
views vvith which his name afterwards became identified. Mr Drum-

mond, too, his old patron and friend, gave in his adherence to Irving's
views. From that moment, as Mr M'Neile tells us himself, he was

compelled to the alternative of breaking off all communications with
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men much beloved, rather than compromise his own convictions of the

truth of Grod.

Speaking of the period during whicli Dr M'Neile was located in or

near London, Mr Francis remarks " But the public opinion of the

metropolis is, fortunately, not so readily agitated as that of Dublin by
the breath of party passions; and tlie consequence was, that wliile the

talents of Mr M'Neile were universally admitted, tliey were considered

to be partially obscured by the extreme virulence of his anti-Catholic

opinions. The termination of his metropolitan mission was not exactly

flattering to his spiritual pride. He had a rival to contend against,
whose attractions at least, though not perhaps his sterling value,
exceeded his own. Edward Irving out-Heroded Herod in the exciting
stimulants he offered to the spiritual appetite; and the malicious will

have it, that one fine day, congregation, trustees, sexton, and all left

the exhortations of Mr M'Neile to throw themselves at tlie feet of his

erratic but brilliant antagonist. Of the truth of this statement the

parties concerned can be the only judges."
In the summer of 1834 he received the offer of the incumbencv of

St Jude's Clmreli, Liverpool, and entered upon it in tlie October of

the same year. From that time he has laboured energetically, through
evil report and good report, at home and abroad, in the pulpit and on
the platform, in what he believed to be the cause of truth and the inte-

rests of his Church. Amid all the various occupations in which he
was constantly engaged, he found time to contribute largely to the

literature of the Church, as the annexed list of his works will amplv
attest. It is needless to observe, that one who challenged public

opinion so often and so boldly as he did, has not wholly escaped rough
ment and angry reprisal.
Few men have been so enthusiastically admired or so vehemently

abused. His first great battle with the corporation of Liverpool

brought down on him the bitter hatred of a portion of the press, wliicli

has since lost no opportunity of attacking him. Into the merits of this,

or the many other controversies in which he was from time to time

involved, the limits we have proposed to ourselves forbid our entering.
It must suffice to state a few of tlie most prominent, facts in his exciting
career. The conflict with the Liverpool Corporation, just referred to,

occurred in the year 1836. The attempt made by the municipal
powers to remodel the schools under their control after the model of

the Irish National Board was resisted by Mr M'Neile, who put himself

at the head of the movement, and succeeded in raising an amount of

money sufficient for the erection and support of scriptural Church of

England schools to supply the place of those from which tiie Protestant
children were said to be practically excluded by the rule that inhibited
in school hours the free use of the Bible. This movement it was that

fii'st established Mr M'Neile's influence in Liverpool, and brought on
him the denunciations of tiie Liberal press. In 1S39 he was assailed

for an expression used in a speech delivered at Whitechurcli, in which
he was accused of applying the term Jezebel to the Queen. This

charge called forth one of his greatest speeches at a meeting at IMarket

Drayton, a short time afterwards. A sermon he preached on the



occasion of Prince Albert's visit to Liverpool veas also made the subject
of the most bitter comment.*

If a full church in Liverpool is to be taken as any proof of high

public estimation, Mr M'Neile had some consolation for all he suffered

in other respects. The crowded state of St Jude's Church was soon

felt to be a serious inconvenience, and after a few years the congrega-
tion of themselves built another church in the street adjoining, to

relieve the overflow of St Jude's. This was the first step in the

church-building movement, for which Liverpool has ever since been so

remarkable.

In the early part of 1843 the friends and admirers of Mr M'Neile,
both in Liverpool and elsewhere, were anxious to raise a testimonial to

him in recognition of his services, and as an expression of the estima-

tion in which they held him. At the distinct wish of Mr M'Neile, that

it should not be personally profitable to himself, the testimonial took

the shape of exhibitions and scholarships called by his name. They
are as follows :

" The M'Neile Scholarships," consisting of free pre-
sentations to the different schools in the Institution, and " The M'Neile

Exhibition of 50 a year, to be held for four years in any of the Uni-

versities of Dublin, Oxford, or Cambridge."
In 1845, when the question of permanently endowing the College of

Maynooth was brought forward, Mr M'Neile addressed some very

strong protests on the subject to Lord Sandon and the Duke of Wel-

lington. In the same year he received from his diocesan the appoint-
ment of lionorary canon in the Cathedral of Cliester. A few years
after it is stated that he was offered the living of Belfast by the Marquis
of Donegal, but declined tlie offer. A new church, dedicated to St

Paul, was erected in Liverpool specially for Dr M'Neile. In 1868, on

the recommendation of Mr Disraeli, he was appointed, by Her Majesty
the Queen, to the Deanery of Eipon.

Before concluding this short notice, it seems proper to add a few

comments on Dr M'Neile's leading characteristics as a preacher and a

platform orator. For obvious reasons, we prefer to quote the opinions
of writers who wrote expressly on the subject, after study and direct

observation.

Dr Tyng, Eector of St George's, New York, in his *' Eecollections

of England," thus speaks of Dr M'Neile as a preacher :|
" Were there

no attractions of manner, his subject and mode of discussing it, so

intellectual, spiritual, and adorned, would have made him the first of

preachers But great as was this attraction of matter and

subject, that of manner was not less. His voice, action, and power of

eloquence certainly transcend all that I had ever heard before. Tall,

dignified, elegant in form, with a full head of hair, nearly white, grace-
ful and commanding in [manner, with an unu; ual compass and variety

* On this Mr Francis remarks, "It roquii-cd no small amount of tliat

absolute reliance, amounting almost to adoration, vitli wliich he has inspired the

]ieople of Liverpool, to make them complacently endure a discourse with such a

title as this
'

Every eye shall see him
; or, Prince Albert's visit to Liverpool,

used in illustration of the second coming of Christ.
'"

t Recollections of England, by the Rev. Ste]rhen H. Tyng, D.D. London, S.

Bagster & Sons, Paternoster Row, 1847. See also Fish's Pulpit Eloquence of the

Nineteenth Century, Kew York, 1857
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of voice, under perfect command, he must have taken the very highest
stand as an orator in any walk of public life. As a preacher, combin-

ing the unrivalled excellences of subject, mind, and manner, I should
not hesitate to say, this is the very highest standard of preaching among
men."

On this subject Mr Francis, who, in spite of any mistakes he may
have fallen into as to the facts of Dr M'Neile's early life, must
be considered no mean authority, remarks :

" Mr M'Neile's elo-

quence is more distinguished for its power, energy, and declamatory
vehemence than for the more refined and graceful, though not

perhaps tlie higher quaHties of oratory. His natural advantages
have influenced his style. His commanding, even majestic presence,
and even magnificently sonorous voice, pointed out to him his true

sphere of excellence. But it must not be understood that Mr M'Neile
would therefore have been disqualified to shine in a difierent sphere.
Had he schooled his mind and trained his faculties for more deliberate

and artificial display, he possesses that natural ability and superiority
which would liave enabled him to achieve a success as powerful as any
he has yet attained, either in the pulpit or on the platform. But as it

is, his language is more forcible than choice ; his imagination is too

prone to that luxuriance which is the common fault of his countrymen;
and that torrent-like enthusiasm, which unfortunately is too often allied

to political passions and sectarian hatred, carries him on, as if by an

overpowering impulse, in a heat of declamatory vehemence, till he for-

gets to observe those nicer graces of style and language which form one
chief charm in the masterpieces of more cool, collected, and self-

restrained orators. But on the other hand, it is this abandonment of
the mental powers to his absorbing ideas -this ready yielding to

ungovernable impulses of deep feeling that gives to the eloquence of
M'Neile its originality, its grandeur, and its irresistible power."

In another passage the same writer describes the effect of his political
entliusiasm :

" His strong political feelings and his intense hatred as

an Orangeman of the Roman Catholics, made him an eager and vehe-
ment speaker at the Rotunda meetings in Dublin ; and it can easily be
conceived how his spirit-stirring tones would stinuilate those excitable
audiences when he spoke on a theme in which his passions were so pro-

pitiously sanctioned by his religious principles. The influence of the

archbishop was of course very serviceable to him in this career, his ex-
alted position in the Church lending a sanction to even the most violent

diatribes against Popery."*
His chief publications are: "An Ordination Sermon," published by

the request of the Bishop of Ciiester in 1825. Seventeen Sermons,
1825 3d edit., 1838. Three Sermons, 1827. "

England's Protest is

England's Shield," 1829. " Miracles and Spiritual Gifts," 1832.
" Lectures on tlie Sympathies, &c., of our Saviour." " Letters to a
Friend (the late Spencer Percival, Esq.), on Seceding from the
Church." "Lectures on Church Establishments." " Sermons on the
Second Advent," 1835 5th edit., 1842. "Lectures on the Pro-

phecies respecting the Jews," 4th edit., 1842. " Lectures on the
Church of England," 1840 8th edit., 1842. " Lectures on PassioB

* See the Dublin University Magazine, ut supra.
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Week," 1843 3d edit., 1845. " The Church and the Churches; or,

The Church of God in Christ, and tlie Church Militant here on Earth,"
1846. " The Adoption and other Sermons preached in Cliester

Cathedral in 1846;" and "Fidelity and Unity," a Letter to Dr Pusey
on his Eirenicon in 1866. Dr M'Neile has also published various

other discourses and controversial tracts against Romanism. He is

also one of the authors of " Uuitarianism Confuted," a series of lectures

in 1839.

THE REV. THOMAS DREW, D.D.

BORN A.D. 1800 DIED A.D. 1870.

Dr Thomas Drew, vrho deserves a place in our biographies for his

eloquence, his work, and his influence in the north of Ireland, was
born in Limerick, October 26, 1800. He passed a distinguished course

in Trinity College, Dublin, and was ordained in 1827 for the curacy
of Broughshane in the diocese of Connor. In 1829 he married Isa-

bella, daughter of John Dalton, Esq. of Dublin. Forty years ago
almost all the life and energy, the vigour and manliness of the Church
in Ireland was displayed by the representatives of the evangelical

school, of which Mr Drew soon became a conspicuous light. He was a

man, if we may be allowed the use of a strong expression, of volcanic

energy, both in speech and in business. In the crusade against deadness

and formality he was one of the foremost in days when penny papers
were unknown and provincial "dailies" undreamt of, and the clergyman
was supposed to be the great authority on all subjects, political and

literary, as well as religious. In later years his mind turned more to

Church principles; but in the prime of his ministerial life, he was re-

markable as an organising worker. While curate of Broughshane, he

already distinguished himself by building three schools, founded on the

principle of scriptural education, of which, to the end of his life, ev^en

when the fashion of opinion entirely changed, he was still a consistent

supporter. He also founded parochial institutions, then unknown in

Ireland, such as a dispensary, clothing club, &c. His influence with chil-

dren vi-as already displayed by raising the Sunday school attendance from

300 to 1200. It was while at Broughshane that he formed a friendship
and alliance of work and opinion with tlie great and liberal Presby-
terian divine, Dr Cooke, whicii lasted through life, and was honourable

to both. In 1832 Mr Drew was transferred to the incumbency of

Christ Church, Belfast a church wliich had just been built by the

exertions of the venerable Bishop Mant, for a dense and increasing

population of Protestants in a low part of the great northern town.

Here Mr Drew worked like a giant, not merely as an organiser and

a preacher, to the latter of which functions the majority of his school

have in latter days dwindled their ministerial work; but lie visited like

a true pastor from cottage to cottage, by his genial manner and

svmpathising enthusiasm, winning a wonderful way amongst the opera-
tives. It would be difficult to believe that any parish priest ever did

more in his own person of this noble work, which is the most unam-
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bitious and the most real. It is almost needless to say that Mr
Drew was a fiery Orangeman, and it was his boast that he did not

allow a single Protestant male parishioner to remain unconnected with

that body. We cannot be suspected of any sympathy with Orangeism,

but we can see in it as niucli to admire as to difter from; and Mr Drew

was the best specimen of an Orangeman, for, with whatever may be

the good qualities of the body, he was free from the hatred and bitter-

nesswhich disfigure too many of the rank and fde. Altliougli such a

man lived a life of perpetual antagonism, he was free from a single

personal enemy. The population in which he was the first labourer

was sorely in need of reformation. Tiieir religion was nominally Pro-

testant, but like those against whom the Psalmist prayed, their precious

balms broke the heads of their opponents. Education was at the

lowest ebb, public worship was never attended, the Bible wliich they

extolled was as unread among them as it is supposed to have been

before Luther made his famous discovery, or Josiah's workmen stum-

bled upon a copy of the law in the temple. The wine of the country,

which is the strongest whisky, had established a most potent influence

over tlie working men; and the manufactures, which long had their

seat in the centre of the Irish linen trade, had done the work of degra-

dation which is now so commonly apparent in great manufacturing

towns. Soon Mr Drew's ministrations began to tell.
" Foolish and

sinful practices were abandoned; order and decorum marked the Sab-

bath (Sunday); family worship prevailed generally in the families; the

Sabbath-day was honoured, and Christ Church district soon became

remarkable" for quietness and godliness. How patiently and perse-

veringly he laboured here ; how in school, in pulpit, by school-house

and cottage lectures, he sowed with no niggard hand the good seed

of the gospel ; how many thousand souls received from his ministra-

tion an inclination to heavenly things ; how many young people were

turned from the paths of the destroyer; how many deathbeds were

cheered by the knowledge of llim who is the resurrection and the life,

eternity alone can tell." He also made an effort for the fallen women
of Belfast, which resulted in the building of the Magdalene Asylum
Churcli. Looking back himself upon his past life, he felt most pleasure
in remembering his successful efibrts in church extension. It was by
his exertions that twenty churches were built in different parts of the

diocese, in districts where they were most wanted to meet the increase

of the population. He was the originator of the Church Accommoda-
tion Society, by which this work is still, we believe, promoted. It is

an appropriate monument to such a man that a church has been built

and endowed in Belfast to his memory, and there is no reason why the

ancient saints should have a monopoly of such dedications, sub Deo.

Although Dr Drew had a population of 30,000 under his pastoral

charge, and there were few houses in this immense i)arish into which

lie had not planted a root, he had superfluous energies to turn to the

public affairs of the Church. He laid a plan before the bishop for the

establishment of a clergy-aid society another name, in fact, for a home
mission in which those clergy who had less onerous duties assisted

those who had more than they could undertake. Forty mission stations

were established in the united dioceses of Down, Connor, and Dromore,
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which contain, with no extra proportion of clergy, one-third of the

entire Protestant population of Ireland. To these stations the clergy
who undertook the duty repaired to preach, conduct public worship,
and administer the sacrament. Out of the great wants revealed by
this effort, the necessity of building churches became apparent. Dr
Drew placed privately before merchants and gentry the need which

existed, and obtained many promises of help. At length, when matters

were ripe, a meeting was held in Christ Church, which accommodated

1700 people, and on this occasion was filled, as it was wont to be by
the operatives of Belfast and their families, by the gentry and mer-

cantile men of Antrim and Down, and more than 50,000 was sub-

scribed to meet the spiritual destitution which Dr Drew, under God,
was the means both of revealing and of meeting. If we see in Ulster,

under conditions very similar to those which exist in England, that the

population has not burst the bonds and become utterly infidel or hea-

tlien, there is no one to whom the honour of retaining the people in

the Clnirch is more justly due than to the subject of this memoir.

Dr Drew's reputation as an eloquent speaker travelled over many parts
of Ireland. At tlie April meetings held in the Kotunda of Dublin, he

was one of the principal and most welcome platform orators. He also

made yearly visits to England, and was tlie means of procuring much
material help for the societies wliich he advocated. In these visits he

became acquainted with the existence of a different kind of revival

from his own that promoted in the Church of England by the Tract-

arians ;
he could certainly have discovered no traces of this movement

in his native country, and therefore we infer that he must have learned

of its existence in some of his English rambles ; but he brought back

a violent spirit of opposition to the innovations which were then making
way so rapidly in the sister country. A society of "

Archseologists
"

having been started in the united diocese, whicii was supposed to be

germane to the terrible movement of the Tractarians of Oxford, was

attacked with very earnest energy by Dr Drew, who denounced its

objects and pursuits as a covert advance of the enemy. Whether
this was so or not, there is no doubt that the Arclijeologists, if not the

Tractarians, were completely scotched for the time being.
In 1841 the Board of Trinity College presented Mr Drew with the

degree of LL.B., and in the following year he obtained from the same

source the degree of D.D. In 184:4 he was admitted, ad eundem, to

the same degree at Caml)ridce. In 1841 and 1844 he served as chap-
lain to the lords-lieutenant Earl de Grey and Lord Heytesbury.

In politics Dr Drew was a staunch Conservative, and although Bel-

fast was Radical before the Reform Bill of 1832, he succeeded in the

election that followed in eccentric conjunction with the Presbyterian
Dr Cooke, in conquering the representation from the party which had

held it so long ;
and it was mainly through the inmiense influence of

tiie alliance of these two men that Ulster was so entirely won to Con-

servatism. In 1847-8 Dr Drew's exertions, as joint-secretary to the

Relief Committee, with Mr M'Clure, the late Liberal member for Bel-

fast, were such as might be expected from a man of such enormous

enthusiasm and energy; and his powers of working in that great cause

in perfect harmony with the Roman Catholic Bishop and other political
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and religious antas:onists, was a distinguisliing feature of the manliness

and chivalry of his nature, which bore no enmity, shook hands and

fouofht, and fought and fortrave.

We have said that Dr Brew was a staunch Orangeman ; he was

chaplain to the Grand Lodge of Ireland and to the imi)erial grand
master the Earl of Enniskillen. This connection, which he refused to

resign, debarred him from that promotion which could otherwise scarcely

have been denied him, and even obliged him to resign the chaplaincy
to the lord-lieutenant. It was impracticable for either party, Con-

servative or Liberal, to countenance the Orange Society, as doing so

would involve a plain departure from the neutrality which must be

characteristic of all government. Dr Drew's energy, like that of Father

Mathew, would have done a great work if he had been placed in the

position of a bishop ; but his promotion to the Episcopal bench was

at all times impossible.
It was creditable to the Bishop of Down, that, although differing

from Dr Drew in politics, he promoted him in 1859, after twenty-six

years of arduous labour in Belfast, and when his energies were failing,

to the rectory of Loughinisland and the precentorship of Down Cathe-

draL The remainder of his life was free from incident; his great
exertions had worn him out; there were the quiet and repose of

autumn, not without repinings, we have heard him say, for the immense

labours and interests left behind; but at last came "
rest in the Lord."

He died on the 26th of October 1870.

CARDINAL WISEMAN.

BOKN A.D. 1802 DIED A.D. 1865.

Nicholas Patrick Stephen Wiseman was the son of the late James
Wiseman of Waterford. The Irish family of Wiseman traditionally
claimed descent from a younger branch of an Essex family of consider-

able antiquity. The Cardinal's mother, Frances Xaviera, was daughter
of the late Peter Strange, whose family is still settled at Aylward-
town Castle, in the county Kilkenny. Mr James Wiseman was a member
of the firm of " Wiseman Brothers," which carried on an extensive trade

between Waterford and Seville ; and in the latter city he was residing at

the time of the Cardinal's birth, which took place on the 2nd of August
1802, and to this accident the historic capital of Andalusia owed the

honour of being the birthplace of this distinguished prelate the seventh

English Cardinal since the lleformation,
"
who, by his learning, piety,

executive ability, and tact, wielded an influence in favour of the

English branch of his Church, which neither priest nor laic since the

days of Pole and More has even approached." At the early age of

five years young Wiseman was placed at a boarding-school in Water-

ford, where he remained until he was sufliciently advanced to enter

St Cutlibert's College, Ushaw. His mother settled at Durham to be

near him ; and to her tender care and solicitude he seems to have been

largely indebted, for he wrote of her as " one to whom I owe all good
in life." In early childhood he had lost his father, but his mother
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lived to see him a prince of her Church, and, soon after, full of years,
she breathed her last on the 7th of February 1851, the very day, it

has been remarked, on which the abortive Ecclesiastical Titles Bill

drew its first breath in the House of Commons.
At Usliavv began the Cardinal's acquaintance with the Rev. Dr

Lingard, the well-known historian, at that time vice-president of St

Cuthbert's, and the acquaintance thus begun ripened in after years into

the closest intimacy and correspondence. Under this accomplished
scholar and others of like calibre the young student laid the foundation

of that extensive and varied erudition which made Cardinal Wiseman

conspicuous, even in an age when, among the holders of the same

dignity, were numbered such giants of intellect and learning as Cardinal

Mai and Cardinal Mezzofanti. But whatever advantages he may have
thus enjoyed at college, it is evident that he mainly owed his fame to

natural gifts, and the innate force of genius. Having completed the

usual course of studies at Ushaw, he was elected by the Superiors of

the College as one of six who were to be sent to Rome to revive the

English College, tlien recently re-established by Pius VII. and his

minister. Cardinal Consalvi. Accordingly in December 1818 he arrived

in Rome, and became one of the first members of the English College,
where his rare abilities soon attracted the attention of the Pope and
the Cardinals. In 1825, as soon as he was twenty-three years of age,
he received the priesthood, having in the previous year been admitted
to the degree of S.T.D. Two years later he was successively professor
of Oriental Languages and vice-rector of the English College. On
the elevation of Dr Grradwell to the episcopate, and his consequent
return to England, Dr Wiseman succeeded him as rector of the College
in 1829. About this period he published his " Horae Syriacae,"

cliiefly drawn from Oriental MSS. in the Vatican Library. It has been

pronounced a work of great learning, although its authority has been
called in question, and the Syriac quotations adduced in support of

transubstantiation have been differently construed by Professor Samuel
Lee in his Prolegomena to Bagster's Polyglott Bible.

Dr Wiseman's appointment to tlie rectorship of the English College,
and the passing of the Catholic Relief Act in 1829, have been specially
noted as determining his future career. Tliere was, however, another

event, insignificant at the time, which deserves consideration, as con-

taining tlie germ of that missionary spirit which Catholic emancipation
so quickly developed. In 1827 Dr Wiseman received an order from
the Pope (Leo XII.) to preach a course of sermons in English in the

Church of Gesu e Maria, in tlie Corso, for the benefit of English visitors,
and to be attended by all the colleges and religiocs communities that

spoke the English language. Such simply was the command upon
which Dr Wiseman has given us his own reflections. "

However, the

burden was laid there and then with peremptory kindness by an

authority that might not be gainsayed, and crushingly it pressed upon
the shoulders. It would be impossible to describe the anxiety, pain,
and trouble which tliis command cost for many years after. Leo could

not see what has been the influence of his commission, in merel}'

dragging from the commerce with the dead to that of the living one
who would have gladly confined his time to the former from books
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to men, from reading to speaking. Notiiing but tliis would liave done
it. Yet supposing that tlie providence of one's life was to be active,

and in contact with tlie world, and one's future duties were to be in a

country and in times where the most basliful may be driven to plead
for his religion or his flock, surely a command, over-riding all inclina-

tion, and forcing the will to undertake the best and ordy preparation
for these tasks, may well be contemplated as a sacred impulse, and a

timely direction to a mind that wanted both. Had it not come then

it never more could have come ; other bents would soon have become
stiffened and impliant, and no second opportunity could have been

opened after others had satisfied the first demand. One may therefore

feel grateful for the gracious severity of that day, and the more in pro-

portion to what it cost ; for what was then done was spared one later."

In Lent 1835, Dr Wiseman delivered his celebrated lectures on the
" Connection between Science and Revealed Religion," which were
first drawn up for private instruction, and read by him in the English

College, being intended for an introductory course to the study of

theology. In the same year Dr Wiseman appeared in England, and
delivered a course of lectures during Advent in the Royal Sardinian

Chapel, Lincoln's Inn Fields. In the Lent of 1836 he delivered, at St

Mary's, Moorfields, a course of lectures " On the Doctrines of the

Catholic Church," which were well known to English controversialists.

These lectures were speedily followed by his " Treatise on the Real

Presence," which produced the famous controversy with Dr Turton,
afterwards Bishop of Ely. I^ext appeared his " Lectures on the con-

nection between Science and Revealed Religion," a work of the highest

authority, and considered a text-book on the subject.
In the same year (1836) Dr Wiseman, in conjunction with Mr

O'Connell and Mr Quin, established the Dublin Review, and was for

some time joint-editor of that work, which at once took and has since

retained a high position among the leading reviews of the kingdom.
The various articles from the Cardinal's pen were reprinted in 1853 in

3 vols., imder the title of "
Essays on Various Subjects." He also

wrote for Mr Cliarles Knight the article on the " Catholic Church "

in the Penny Cyclopcedia.
In 1839 he again visited England, and went about preaching and

lecturing, chiefly in tlie Midland counties.

In 1 840 the late Pope Gregory XVI. increased the number of vicars

apostolic in England from four to eight, and Dr Wiseman was appointed

coadjutor to the late Bishop Walsh of the Midland district, having been
consecrated at Rome by the title of Bishop of Melipotamus, Btli June
1840. He was also at the same time appointed president of St Mary's
College, Oscott.

In 1847 he again visited Rome on matters relating to the position
of the Roman Church in England, and, it is believed, to advise tiie

Pope on the subject of the changes which were shortly after made.
In 1848, on the death of Bishop Griffiths, Dr Wiseman became

pro- vicar-apostolic of the London district, and was subsequently nomi-

nated coadjutor-bishop to Dr Walsh of the Midland district. On the

death of Dr Walsh in 1849, Dr Wiseman succeeded him as vicar-

apostolie of the London district.
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The next stage in his life is that which, as it has been more contro-

verted than any other, so also is that by which his name will be longest
remembered. On St Michael's Day (September 29), 1850, His

Holiness Pope Pius IX. issued letters apostolic, wherein he substituted

for the eight apostolic vicariates theretofore existing one archiepiscopal
or metropolitan and twelve episcopal sees; repealing, at the same time,
and annulling all dispositions and enactments made for England by
the Holy See with reference to its late form of ecclesiastical govern-
ment. Bishop Wiseman was appointed on the same day by the Pope
to the Archiepiscopal See of Westminster, with the administration of

the Episcopal See of Southwark. On the following day Archbishop
Wiseman was raised in private consistory to the rank of Cardinal priest
of the Holy Koman Church, under the title of St Pudentinia, a church
in Rome, in which St Peter is believed to have enjoyed the hospitality
of the noble and partly British family of the Senator Pudens. On the

7th of October the Pope himself invested the new Cardinal Archbishop
of Westminster with the pallium, the badge of metropolitan jurisdic-
tion. On the same day his Eminence issued a pastoral letter containing
these tidings from " out of the Flaminian gate of Rome," no one but

the Pope having the right to date his pastorals from the city of Rome,
Such were the arrangements for re-establishing the "

Hierarchy
"

in

England. They were defended as simple acts of change in the internal

government of the Roman Catholic Church, but were denounced

throughout the country as overt acts of Papal aggression. From the

very first the action of the Pope excited a storm of frenzy too violent

to last; and although the memorable "Durham Letter" and the

Ecclesiastical Titles Act added fuel to the fire, the popular fury

gradually subsided, and Punch wrote the history of Lord Russell's
" No Popery

"
fiasco in the famous cartoon of " the little boy who

chalked up
' No Popery,' and then ran away."

Of this important passage in his political life. Lord Russell has just

given to the world in his "Recollections"* the following naive

explanation :
" I do not think it necessary to enter into any minute

explanation of my reasons for introducing a Bill for the Prevention of

the Assumption of Ecclesiastical Titles by Prelates appointed by the

Pope. The object of that Bill was merely to assert the supremacy of

the Crown. It was never intended to prosecute any Roman Catholic

bishops who did not act in glaring and ostentatious defiance of the

Queen's title to the Crown. Accordingly, a very clever artist repre-
sented me in a caricature as a boy who had chalked up

' No Popery
'

upon a wall, and then ran away. This was a very fair joke. In fact,

I wanted to place the assertion of the Queen's title to appoint bishops
on the Statute Book, and there leave it. I kept in the hands of the

Crown the discretion to prosecute or not any offensive denial of the

Queen's right. My purpose was fully answered. Those who wished

to give the Pope tlie right of appointing bishops in England opposed
the Bill. When my object had been gained, 1 had no objection to the

repeal of the Act."

We have only to remark that, when Horace was taunted by his

* "Recollections and Suggestions, 1813-1873." By John Earl Eussell.

Longmans, Lon. 1875.



enemies with running away at Phillipi, his apology was more candid,
if not more effectual :

" Tecum Philippos, celerem et fugam
Sensi, relicta non bene pariuula."

And it is evident that the " Black Bill," as it was called, was not

viewed in the light now for the first time suggested as an ornamental

palladium of the Queen's prerogative. The repeal of the Ecclesiastical

Titles Act stood side by side in the programme of the Independent
Opposition with the Disestablishment of the Irish Church, and hence
it was that Mr Gladstone removed it from the Statute Book in 1872.

In 1854 Cardinal Wiseman was invited by the Bishop of Amiens to

preach on a great festival in his Cathedral, and he preached in French
before the elite of the French clergy with the same grace and facility that

characterised his sermons in Italian at the Sardinian Chapel in London.
In his preface to the Life of Cardinal Mezzofanti, the President of May-
nooth tlms speaks of the Cardinal as a philologist and a linguist :

" His latest writings show that through all the engrossing duties in

which he has been engaged he has continued to cultivate the science

of philology The Cardinal is, moreover, an accomplished linguist.

Besides the ordinary learned languages, he ij> master not only of the

Hebrew and Chaldee, but also of the Syriac, Arabic, Persian, and
Sanscrit. In modern languages he has few superiors He speaks with

fluency and elegance French, Italian, Grerman, Spanish, and Portuguese;
and in most of these languages he has frequently preached or lectured

extempore, or with little preparation."
In 1855 the Cardinal lectured, at the request of the Society of Arts

in connection with the Educational Exhibition, at St Martin's Hall, on
" Home Education of the Poor." These lectures were models of their

class, and were published by Koutledge in 1854. About the same period
he wrote "Fabiola, or the Church of the Catacombs," which passed

through several editions and as many languages. In 1858 appeared
" Recollections of the Four Last Popes, and of Pome in their Times."

These recollections embraced the latter part of the pontificate of Pius

VII., the whole of the pontificate of Leo XII. and Pius VIII., and the

early years of Gregory XVI. With each of these pontifi's he was a

favourite. In 1858, too, he composed a sacred drama in two acts,

entitled the " Hidden Gem," being an episode in the life of St Alexius.

In the autumn of the same year he visited Ireland, at the invitation

of the Bishop of Clonfert, to preach the dedication sermon of the new
Church of St Michael, Ballinasloe. His progress through Ireland has

been truly described as so many ovations. Among the many places
that claimed his atten4;ion during his short sojourn in Ireland, he did

not forget Waterford and Aylwardstown. On his return to London he

delivered a lecture on his "Impressions of a Recent Visit to Ireland,"
for the benefit of the Society of St Vincent de Paul, at the Hanover

Square Rooms.
In 1859 he visited the north of England, and delivered a lecture in

the Philliarmonic Hall, Liverpool, on the subject
"

Is the Education of

the Poor of a Sufiiciently Practical Character, or can this be Imparted
to it." In the following month he delivered a lecture at Greenwicli

on '*

Literary Forgeries." In tiie autumn of this year the Cardinal had
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the first serious attack of illness, which obliged him to leave England
for Rome, under the care of his physician. After undergoing two

surgical operations, he returned in the September of the following year
to England, and from this time he continued in a very precarious state

of health.

In June 1861 Cardinal Wiseman instituted the " Academia of the

Catholic Religion," and opened its meetings himself by an inaugural
discourse. In the spring of 1862 he visited Rome to assist at the

canonisation of the Martvrs of Japan. In the October of this year
he issued a famous pastoral, exhorting the London Irish to abstain from

taking part in what were called the " Graribaldi Riots." His next

remarkable performance was an address on " The Religious and Social

Position of Catholics in England," delivered before the Ci)ngress at

Malines on the 18th August 1863. On his return from the Continent,
he delivered a lecture on "

Self-Culture," at the Hartley Institution at

Southampton. Speaking of this lecture, the Times, under date Sep-
tember 2, 1863, says

" He is certainly one of the men of the day ;

he has attained a high position ;
he is a man of varied and wide powers

a literary man, a linguist, a man of the world, an ecclesiastical

leader, an orator."

Tiie last religious ceremony at which the Cardinal assisted was on his

fete day (St Nicholas) 6rh December 1864. On tliis day the religious
ladies of "La Sainte Union" opened their institution at Highgate
Rise, and there the Cardinal preached his last sermon, taking for his

text "
BVethren, be mindful of your prelates." A {ew days after this

fete he took cold, and thus began the illness which in a few months
ended in his death. He died at his residence, York Place, Portman

Square, London, on the 15th of February 1865.

After the requiem mass at St Mary's, Moorfields, Dr Manning
delivered the funeral oration, taking for his text,

" Let him be a long
time remembered, who raised up for us our walls that were cast down,
and set up the gates and the bars; who rebuilt our houses."

The Cardinal's remains were interred at St Mary's Cemetery, Kensal

Green. The funeral procession was one of the most remarkable ever

seen in London.
From the numerous notices which appeared in all the leading jour-

nals of the kingdom on the death of Cardinal Wiseman, it would be

impossible in our limits to give even short extracts. We take the first

of a number collected at the end of a memoir published by Washbourne
in 1867:

" We have dwelt upon the great political and religious crisis wliich

sprang up on tiie coming of Cardinal Wiseman, because it is mainly in

connection with that crisis that England will remember the distin-

guished ecclesiastic who now lies dead. He came in storm ; he has

passed away in quiet. We do not say that his manner of coming was

free from offence ; but once installed, it cannot be denied that he

demeaned himself so as to discourage the revival of ill-feeling in the

country. Despite the strange blending of nationalities represented in

ills parentage, birth, and education, Cardinal Wiseman was essentially

an Englishman at heart. He was indeed thoroughly a man of the

world, a courteous polished gentleman, a brilliant writer and speaker,
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an accomplished linguist. He was fond of society, and made friends

and intimates among men of all parties and creeds. He loved art and

the more elegant brandies of literature. He represented his Church

in her more showy, brilliant, and social character as she is when she

mingles with society and takes a quiet but active part in politics, and

patronises art and loves pomp, and sustains the idea of hierarchial

errandeur. , Protestants as well as Catliolics can well afford to bear

cordial testimony to the great abilities, the varied acquirements, the

high character, and, where private intercourse was concerned, the

entirely liberal sentiments of Cardinal Wiseman. It was ids misfortune,

and ours, tliat he sliould have been introduced to the British public as

the first Englisli Cardinal of our modern era. But all must alike admit

that he bore himself amongst us like a gentleman and a scholar ;
and

all must surely regret to hear of the death of one who had so many
splendid intellectual qualities and so many exalted and Christian

virtues." TAe Star*

* List of Cardinal Wiseman's Literary Works.

Horse Syriacoe seu Commentationes et Anecdota, Ees vel Literas Syriacas Spec-
tantia. Tomus I. Romce. 1828.

Two Lectures delivered in Rome. 183L
La sterilita delle missioni intraprese del Protestanti per la conversione del popoli

infideli dimostrata delle relazioni degli stessi iuterassati nella medessima
disertazione. 183L

Two Lectures on Some Parts of the Controversy concerning 1 John v. 7. 1835.

Twelve Lectures on the Connection between Science and Revealed Religion. 2

vols. 1836.

Lectures on the Principal Doctrines of the Catholic Church. 1836.

Letters to John Poynder, Esq., on his "Popery in Alliance with Heathenism."
1836.

The Real Presence of the Body and Blood of our Lord Jesus Christ in the Blessed

Eucharist proved from Scripture. 1836.

Funeral Oration on Cardinal Weld. 1837.

A Reply to the Rev. Dr Turton's "Roman Catholic Doctrine of the Eucharist

Considered," "Philalthes in Cantabrigiensis,
" " The British Critic," and the

" Church of England Quarterly Review." 1839.

Four Lectures on Offices and Ceremonies of Holy Week, as performed in the Papal

Chapels. 1839.

A Letter on Catholic Unity, addressed to the Earl of Shrewsbury. 1841.

The Lamp of the Sanctuary, a Tale.

Remarks on a Letter from the Rev. Wm. Palmer.

Lectures on Religious Subjects, chiefly Doctrinal, delivered at St Mary's, Moor-
fields. 1848.

A Sermon (on Luke x. 20), delivered on Sunday morning, 11th August 1850.

A Sermon (on Luke x. 23, 24), delivered on Sunday evening, 11th August 1850.

A Sermon (on Numbers i. 19-32), preached on behalf of the Aged Poor Society of

London, 12th December 1847.

An Ap]ieal to the Reason and Good Feeling of the English People on the Subject
of the Catholic Hierarchy. 1850.

Three Lectures on the Catholic Hierarchy. 1850.

The Social and Intellectual State of England compared with its Moral Condition.

A Lecture. 1850.

Essays on Various Subjects. 3 vols. 1853.

On the Connection between the Arts of Design and the Arts of Production. A
Lecture. 1853.

A Sermon delivered at Rome on the Festival of St Thomas of Canterbury.
29th Dec. 1853.

Four Advent Lectures on Concordats. 1855.

The Future Historian's Views of the Present War. 1855.

IV. 2 M Ir



THE KEV. JAMES HENTHOENE TODD, D.D.

BORN A.D. 1805. -DIED A.D. 1869.

Few of the fellows of Dublin University have done more in recent

times than Dr Todd to redeem their Alma Mater from the opprobrium
conveyed in the title of the " Silent Sister." Not only did he dis-

Fabiola, or the Chm-ch in the Catacoitibs. 1855.

On the Influence of Words on Thoughts and Civilisation. A Lecture. 1856.

An Account of some Explorations made in the Garden of the Great Convent
attached to the Church of Santa Sabina, Rome. Read before the Royal
Society of Literature, June 25, 1856, and published in voL v. jjart 3, of its

Transactions.
" The Perpetuity of the Faith." A Sermon. 1856.

On the Nature of an Inaugural Discourse. An Introductory Lecture. 1856.

On the Perception of Natural Beauty by the Ancients and Moderns. Two Lec-

tures. 1856.

Panegyric of St Philip Neri. 1856.

Recollections of the Four Last Popes, and of Rome in their Times. 1858.

The Hidden Gem
;
a Drama in Two Acts

; composed for the College Jubilee of St

Cuthbert's, U.shaw. 1858.

Tour in Ireland. Sermons and Lectures. 1859.

Hymn of St Casimir to the B. Virgin, Translated in same metre as the original.

Hymnus inhonorem Sti. Edmundi. 1860.

Inaugural Discourse pronounced at the First Meeting of the Academy of the

Christian Religion. June 29th, 1861.

A Few Flowers from the Roman Camyjagna, in Prose and Verse. 1861.

Rome and the Catholic Episcopate ;
in Reply to an Address of the Clergy to Car-

dinal Wiseman. 1862.

Points of Contact between Science and Art. A Lecture. 1863.

Judging from the Past and the Present, What are the Prospects for Good Archi-

tecture in London ? A Lecture. 1864.

The Religious and Social Position of Catholics in England. An Address delivered

to the Catholic Congress of Malines, August 21, 1863.

Sermons on our Lord and His Blessed Mother. 1864.

Sermons on Moral Subjects. 1864.

William Shakspeare. A Lecture. 1865.

Nearly One Hundred Pastoral Letters and Lenten Indults.

And the following, which had been prepared for the Press by the late Car-

dinal:

Sermons on the Doctrines of the Catholic Church.

Sermons on the Saints and Servants of God.
Meditations. 2 vols.

Cardinal Wiseman has left a large number of unpublished MSS., which it is

hoped will one day be given to the public.
Notices of Cardinal Wiseman will be found in "Blackwood's Magazine,"

xlvi.
"

Eraser's LI agazine,'' December 1859. "Gentleman's Magazine," 1861.

"Home and Foreign Review," October 1862. "London Reader,"" 1863, 1864,
and 1865. " Dr Wiseman's Popish Literary Blunders," by C. H. Colette, 1860.

"The Last Illness of Cardinal W^iseman," by John Morris, Canon Residentary of

Westminster, 1865. "Sermon in Memory of Cardinal Wiseman," by Rev. Jas.

Conolly, 1866. "Dublin Review," A]n-il 1865. " Cornhill Magazine," April
1865. "A Reminiscence of Cardinal Wiseman," by A Protestant (ascribed to

Lord Haughtoii).
" Authentic Memoir of Cardinal Wiseman "

(Richardson and

Son); Do. (Washhourne). "Allibone's Critical Diet, of Eng. Lit.," London,
Triibner, 1871. "A Biography of His Eminence," by John Francis Maguire,
M.P., had been anticipated ;

and Archbishop Manning has been for many years

collecting materials for a full and regular biography of his predecessor, but its

completion has not yet been announced.



charge the duties incident to the many important academic offices he

was called upon from time to time to fill with zeal and efficiency, but

he was also enabled by untiring energy to contribute largely to the

literary fame of the university by numerous and most valuable publi-

cations. His deep and varied researches, especially in the field of

antiquarian study, are in themselves an enduring monument of Ids

indefatigable industry and well directed talents.

Dr Todd was born in Dublin in the year 1805. He was the eldest

son of Charles H. Todd, M.D., an eminent surgeon in Dublin, and

brother of a no less eminent surgeon in London, the late Robert

Bentley Todd. He graduated A.B. in 1829, was elected a fellow in

1831, and became a senior fellow in 1850. He was Regius Professor

of Hebrew in Trinity College from 1852 up to his death. He had

also filled the important post of librarian to the University for many
years. He was treasurer and precentor of St Patrick's Cathedral,

and, for the usual terra of five years, President of the Royal Irish

Academy.
Dr Todd died on the 28th of June 1869. The Athenoeum, of

July 3, 1869, gave the following short obituary notice :

" James
Ilentiiorne Toild, the Irish antiquary, has passed away in his sixty-
fourth year. Though Todd was a clergyman, and even a doctor of

divinity, he was chiefly known in this country and on the continent of

Europe as a Celtic scholar, and a laborious writer. President of

the Royal Irish Academy, master-spirit of the Irish Archaeological

Society, and Regius Professor of Hebrew, he had a wide field of

activity, and he was never unequal to the demands made upon his

knowledge and capacity. The list of his published works is a con-

siderable document, if we include the papers on antiquarian subjects
contributed to various learned societies. Still his most important
labours were his editorial works. In this class are ' The Martyrology
of Donegal,' and the ' Book of Hymns of the Ancient Church of

Ireland.' More recently he was engaged in editing, for the series

published by Lord Romilly, an account of the Wars of the Danes and

Norsemen, from MSS. in the Libraries of Dublin and Brussels. His

original writings, which are all more or less controversial, as an

Anglo-Irishman's writings are apt to be, are the 'Memoir of St Pat-

rick's Life and Mission,'
' The Search after Infallibility,' and ' Anti-

christ.' He also edited some of the works of John WyclifFe, including
' The Last Age of the Church,' and his '

Apology for Lollard Doctrines.'

He subsequently devoted himself to the work of editing some of the

ancient records of Irish History, from original MSS. Dr Todd will

be greatly missed in the society of Dublin and in the literature of

Ireland."

Notes and Queries, under the same date, observes :
' Another

accomplished scholar, and a good man, has been called to his rest.

The Rev. Dr Todd, Senior Fellow of Trinity College, Dublin, and

Regius Professor of Hebrew in that University, who was, if not the

founder, the chief establisher of the Irish Archajological Society, and
President at one time of the Royal Irish Academy died on Tuesday
last, in the sixty-fourth year of his age. Dr Todd's various historical

writings and illustrations of early Irish history are too well known to
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require mention in our columns, to which he has been from its com-
mencement a constant and most valuable contributor. He was a man
much beloved and respected in Dublin says the Times; it might have

added, on both sides of the Channel where, as it truly adds, his loss

in literary and clerical circles will be deeply felt."

In the November of the same year a meeting was held in Dublin
for the purpose of deciding upon a suitable memorial to Dr Todd.
For many years, it was stated on that occasion, he had devoted a

large portion of his time to the elucidation of ancient Irish literature,

and had spared neither means nor exertions to promote the scientific

study of the Irish language, as well as the archjBology and history of the

country. Services distinguished by so much ability, were considered

deserving of public recognition ; and it was decided that the most

suitable memorial would be to endow a professorship for the Celtic

languages generally. It was proposed to call this foundation which

was to be connected with the Royal Irish Academy "The Todd

Professorship," and, while it would perpetuate his name, it would

greatly further the publication and translation of the numerous Irish,

Welsh, and Scotch manuscripts which are included in public and

private libraries, both here and on the Continent. As Dr Todd had
been long connected with the Society of Antiquaries, botii as a Fellow

and as Local Secretary for Ireland, it was accordingly resolved at the

meeting of the Council, that Sir William Tite, M.P., V.P.S.A., and
William Chappell, Esq., F.S.A., should be added to the Committee of

the Todd Memorial Fund on behalf of the Society of Antiquaries.
The following interesting particulars of the sale of Dr Todd's library

appeared in Notes and Queries, of the 4tli December 1869: "The
books fetched prices far higher than was ever known in Dublin. His

Irish MSS. realised 780 ; and his interleaved copy of Ware, richly
annotated by Dr Todd, produced no less than 450. It was bought
for the University library. O'Conor's "

Scriptores Hiberniae," fetched

36
; Fleming's

" Collectanea Sacra," 70 ; the " Ritual of St Pat-

rick's Cathedral," dated 1352, sold for 73, 10s.; the "Book of

Lismore," 43, 10s. ; and the *' Book of Clonmacnoise," 31, lOs.

Many of the MSS. were copied for Dr Todd from unique MSS. in the

public libraries of England, Ireland, and Belgium."
The subjoined list of his published works will give some idea of his

great literary activity: "Historical Tablets and Medallions," illustra-

tive of an improved system of artificial memory, 1828. "Discourses

on the Prophecies relating to Antichrist in the Writings of Daniel and

St Paul," Donellan Lecture, Dublin, 1840; 1842. " Six Discourses on

the Prophecies relating to Antichrist in the Apocalypse of St John,"
Donellan Lecture, 1846. " Remarks on tlie Roman Dogma of Infalli-

bility," 1848. " Ancient Missal ;" Transactions of the Irish Royal

Academy, vol. xxiii. part 2. " The Wars of the Danes in Ireland,"

written in the Irish language (Rolls. Pub.).
" Historical Memoirs of

the Successors of St Patrick and Arclibishops of Armagh," 2 vols.

1861-j62. " The Waldensian Manuscripts preserved in tlie Library of

Trinity College, Dublin ; with an Appendix, containing a Correspond-
ence (reprinted from the British Magazine) on the Poems of the Poor

of Lyons, the Antiquity and Genuineness of the Waldensian Litera-
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ture, and the supposed Loss of the Moreland MSS. at Cambridge;"
London and Cambridge, 1865.

Dr Todd was one of the founders of the Irish Archajological Society,
and edited the " Irish Version of the Historia Britonura of Nennius,"

Dublin, 1848 ;

" The Martyrology of Donegal,"
" The Book of Hymns

of the Ancient Church of Ireland," 1855, and many other Irish tracts.

He was also a frequent and valuable contributor to Notes and Queries.

He also aided Lords Talbot De Malahide, Kildare, Duiiraven ; Dr

O'Donovan, and others, in the preparation of a native Irish Dictionary

(see Athenceum, 18G0, ii. 58). This new edition of O'Reilly's Irish

and English Dictionary, edited by Dr O'Donovan, was published in

London in 1864. Dr Todd also edited the following works of

Wyclifte :

" The Last Age of tiie Church," then first printed from a

manuscript in the University Library of Dublin, with Notes; Dublin

University Press, 1840. "An Apology for Lollard Doctrines," then

first published from a manuscript in the Library of Dublin University,
with an Introduction and Notes, 1842. " Three Treatises I. Of the

Church and her Members; II. Of the Apostacy of the Church; III.

Of Antichrist, and liis Meynee," first published from a MS. in the

Library of Trinity College, Dublin ; with Notes and a Glossarv
;

Dublin, 1851.

In February 1867, Dr Todd published a Catalogue of Graduates
who proceeded to degrees in the University of Dublin, from the

earliest recorded commencements (1591) to July 1866, with a Supple-
ment to December 1868. The introduction contains much valuable

and curious information, derived from the records of the college and
other sources, in reference to the university and the halls or colleges

incorporated with it, and the several charters and statutes relating
thereto.

THE RIGHT HON. AND MOST REV. RICHARD CHENEVIX TRENCH, D.D.,

ARCHBISHOP OF DUBLIN.

BORN A.D. 1807.

In placing among our notices of living men a brief memoir of the

present Archbishop of Dublin, we do so on two grounds first, because
he is naturalised by his archiepiseopal office, which we have held as in

the case of many prelates from St Patrick down, including in modern
times Margetson, Bedell, Bramhal, Jeremy Taylor, Boulter, Whateley,
and others, to be a just claim of a country upon its spiritual rulers;
and secondly, because by both sides of his house Archbishop Trench
is closely connected with Ireland. He was born in September 1807, at

Botley, Hants, being second son of Richard Trench, Esq., and nephew
of the first Lord Ashtown, whose title is derived from Ireland, and several

l)ranches of whose family are established in that country. His mother,
of whom the Archbishop has written a most interesting memoir, was

grand-daugliter and heiress of Dr Chenevix, bishop of Waterford. He
entered Trinity College, Cambridge, and graduated in 1829, Ilavin?

spent some time in foreign travel, he was admitted to holy orders, and
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became perpetual curate of Curdridee Chapel, a district church close to

Bishop's Walthani, in Hants.* In 1841 he became curate of Alverstoke,

near Grosport, under Mr Wilberforce, afterwards the famous Bishop of

Winchester. After four years of this illustrious partnership, he was

a])pointed by Lord Asliburton rector of Itchenstoke, siiortly before Mr
Wijberforce was elevated to the Episcopal bench. In 1845-46 he

delivered the Hulsean lectures at Cambridge. His lectureship had

scarcely expired when lie was chosen Divinity Professor and Theological
Examiner in King's College, London. Dr Trench also held, until his

own elevation to the see of Dublin, the post of Examining Cliaplain to

Bishop Wilberforce. It is mentioned that the latter not only enter-

tained the warmest affection for his chaplain and former curate, but

placed the greatest reliance on his wisdom and force of character in

moments of difficulty. The davs were indeed coming when such

qualities would be sorely needed; but fortunately, for a time, Dr
Trench was able to devote himself to a great extent to those branches

of literature which his works have so much enriched. In 1856 he was

appointed to the Deanery of Westminster, and, for a period of eight

years, which we imagine must be the happiest in his Grace's recollec-

tion, he held this post, which entitles its occupant to be held as one of

the foremost men in the English Church, without the overwhelming
labours attached to a bishopric. The cloistereil repose of the abbey
was most suitable to the poet and the writer, and must have exercised

a happy influence on that class of mind which is so mucli affected by
outward circumstances. We will associate with this period a list of his

literary works. In poetry, Dr Trench has published four volumes,
"
Elegiac Poems,"

" Justin Martyr, and other Poems,"
" Poems from

Eastern Sources," and " Life's a Dream ; the Great Theatre of the

World, from Calderon." These volumes entitle their autlior to an

undoubted place among the poets ; but he has eclipsed his own fame
in this respect by the literary excellence, immense learning derived

from every source, admirable judgment, and noble tone of his works in

divinity. The notes on the parables and miracles of our Lord are

as useful works as a clergyman could have upon his shelves. Dr
Trench has a wonderful gift of striking out from the interpretations
of commentators a view of disputed points which seems to the reader

the end of controversy, and happily illustrates the moderation which is

the principal characteristic of English literature. The Hulsean lectures

sustain a iiigh reputation, and sliow how revealed religion was gradually
unfolded by a gradation suitable to the circumstances of times, by which

the Creator "
taught his vain worlds to bear his light." There are

several volumes of sermons which we cannot particularise, but which
are all full of beautiful lights of thought, and distinguished bv pure

graces of language. Mingling with tlie beauty of style and turn, we
have always felt in Dr Trench's writings a shade of gloom, which,
united witii gentleness and kindness, seems to us cliaracteristic of liis

Grace. A volume on tlie authorised version of the New Testament
treats of proposals for its revision, and '-The Synonyms of the New
Testament "

is a most valuable text- book for the student. The accurate

study of Greek words perhaps led tlie Archbisliop into a parallel path
* Dublin University Magazine, Nov. ]874.
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in the Entrlish language; and his vohime on tlie Study of Words,

Papers on Some Deficiencies in our EngHsh Dictionaries, Select Glos-

sary of Englisli Words, used formerly in senses dift'crent from their

modern use, and English Past and Present, are the result of Dr Trencli's

excursuses in Englisli philology. A small volume " On Proverbs and

their Lessons
"

is also an iustructive and interesting production of Dr
Trench's pen.

It would be out of place for us to offer in this brief notice a critical

analysis of the various literary works which we have here enumerated ;

we will, therefore, pass on at once to the appointment of Dr Trench to

the Archbishopric of Dublin in 1864. It was on the death of Arch-

bishop Whateley that tlie vacancy occurred, and it was not doubted

that, as usual, the head of the Irish Church would be imported from

England. When, however, it was stated in the public journals that Dr

Stanlev, author of the "
History of the Jewish Church," a well-known

Broad Churchman, and a supporter, although he could not be called a

disciple, of Bishop Colenso, was about to be nominated, there was, on

the part of the Irish Church, a universal outcry against the appointment,

which, so far as the trutlis of revelation are concerned, was and is

remarkable for its orthodoxy. So strong grew the clamour that, if the

appointment had been intended, it was immediately abandoned, and Dr

Trench, although reputed to be a moderate member of the High Church

party, was nevertheless received with approbation. Dr Stanley stepped
into the vacancy thus made at Westminster; but perhaps it would have

been happier for both those distinguished divines if the original inten-

tions of the Ministry had been carried out if Dr Trench had been left

at rest in Westnnnster, and Dr Stanley had been sent to ride the storm

in Ireland. Archbishop Trench was, however, in the interests of the

Irish Church, perhaps the best appointment that could have been made.

His fame and dignity, combined with fairness towanls all parties, enabled

his Grrace to prevent the wild departure from the principles of the

English Churcli, which it was expected would take place when the

Irish branch should be set free by disestablishment. The gloom of his

character, the awe which he impressed upon those not easily curbed,

or often shaken in their self-sufficiency, had a most wholesome effect

upon the deliberations of Irish Protestants. Archbishop Trench had

in the House of Lords to defend the Irish Church from the assault of

the Glailstone Ministry. His speeches were such as might be antici-

pated from a master of thought and language speaking upon a subject

of vital interest to himself ; but there was no departure from the

sombre moderation which is so characteristic of his Grace. The
measure was carried, but no man fell with more dignity than Archbishop

Trench; and his removal from the House of Lords was no doubt a

matter of sincere regret to those who succeeded in the policy of dis-

establishment. Mr Gladstone in one of the closing debates expressed

by a classical quotation his regret for the unmerited fate of the leader

of the falling Cluirch, In the reconstitution of the Irish Ciuu'cli,

Archbishop Trench performed most happily the office of moderator

between contending parties. The bishops unanimously rallied round

him, and formed, whilst the tide was flowing fastest in favour of a

policy of inward destruction fatal beyond all the outward destruction



that could be worked by parliaments and ministries, an unyielding
breakwater. There was a moment, however, wlien the Archbishop,
in view of changes which would, he considered, break the continuity
of the Irish Church with primitive Catholicity, as well as with all the

branches of the Catholic Church now existing, threatened to resign
liis see. Happily for the Irish Church, it has not been necessary for

his Grace to carry out this threat; and it now seems as if parties had
at last found their equilibrium discussion has educated the laity, the

Church has been saved by delay, and fundamental changes need no

longer be dreaded.

THE REV. WILLIAM ARCHER BUTLER, M.A.

BORN A.D. 1814 DIED A.D. 1848.

William Archer Butler was born at Annerville, near Clonmel, in

Ireland, about the year 1814. He was descended from an ancient and

distinguished family. His father was a member of the Established

Church, but his mother, for whose memory he is said to have enter-

tained the liveliest affection, was a zealous Roman Catholic. By her

solicitude her son was baptised and educated in the Romish faith. In

his early childhood his family removed to Garnavilla, on the banks of

the Suir, about two miles from the town of Cahir. The scenery of

this his new abode is described as very lovely, and of a nature likely

to stamp an enduring impression on his dawning genius. We find

him, accordingly, a poet almost in infancy, and his boyish effusions

were full of that pure, tender, and imaginative spirit which his maturer

poems ever freshly breathed. " Constant allusions to his early home,"
writes Dean Woodward, " are scattered through his poetry. I copy
the following sonnet, the first that is suggested to my recollection :

' Groves of my childhood ! Sunny fields that gleam
With pensive lustre round me even now !

Rivers, wliose uuforgotten waters stream

Bright, pure as ever frorri the rifted brow
Of hills, whose fadeless beauty, like a dream.

Bursts back upon my weeping memory, how
Hath time increased your loveliness, and given

-

To earth and earth's a radiance caught from heaven J

My soul is glad in floating up the tide

Of years ;
in counting o'er the withered leaves

That time hath strewed upon the path of pride :

Yes, glad, most glad ;
and yet the feeling grieves,

With peace and pain mysteriously allied,

That sway and swell my breast like ocean's stilly heaves.'
"

There are many other exquisite lines suggested by the same scenery
of his early home at Garnavilla, from which his first ideas of beauty
and earliest inspirations were derived. The few graceful fragments

given by Dean Woodward are enough to excite our regret that no

collection has yet been made of all his poetical works, which still lie
i

scattered over the pages of Blackwood, the Dublin University, and

other magazines. Though strong the temptation, our limits forbid the
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reproduction of even a few of the best known and most characteristic

efforts of liis muse.*

At the age of nine Butler was sent to the endowed school at Clonmel,
and soon became a favourite with the Rev. Dr Bell, wlio was not more

distinguislied for the many eminent scholars he sent forth to the world,
than for the strong attachment which his pupils had for him in after life.

His leisure hours were devoted to poetry as well as music, in wliich he

attained a high degree of skill. Indeed, the account generally given
of his studies and pursuits at school is so remarkable, that one is almost

inclined to suspect it overdrawn, except for the implicit faith that is due
to authority such as Dean Woodward's, which does not require to be

confirmed by the early and brilliant triumphs of Butler's subsequent
career. " He was very familiar with the philosophical writings of Lord
Bacon (of which he was an enthusiastic admirer), and of most of the

Scottish metaphysicians. He perused the classics as a poet rather than

a philologist, for verbal criticism was a branch of knowledge to which

he was never much attached. While still a schoolboy, he had pene-
trated deep into the profundities of metaphysics, liis most loved pur-

suit, and was most accomplished in the whole circle of the belles lettres.

His taste for oratory was fostered by the annual exhibitions for which
Dr Bell's seminary was so famous; and some of his youthful efforts are

still remembered as masterpieces of public speaking."
It was while at school at Clonmel, and two years before he entered

collea"?, that he examined the Roman Catholic controversy for himself,
and became a Protestant. For a minute analysis of his peculiar

temperament and frame of mind, and the particular circumstances which
are supposed to have contributed to this change in his convictions, we
must refer the reader to Dean Woodward's preface to his collection of

Butler's works. Having enjoyed the privilege of a long-continued

intimacy with the gifted man, who in the flower of youth and prime of

usefulness was so suddenly cut off, Dean Woodward was well qualified
for the task of giving to the public the remains of his deeply-lamented
friend. It was to him indeed a labour of love, and yet qualified as

he thus was and in all other respects also he seems to approach the

task with difiidence. The following passage expresses his feelings on
this point, but it possesses still a higher value as a sketch of Butler, as

he appeared in tiie inner circle of friendly intercourse; no longer in the

professor's gown, but still "a guide, philosopher, and friend:"
"
I cannot but be sensible how faint a transcript are these pages of

that master-mind, which could charm by the playfulness of its fancy,
while it astonished by the vastness of its intellectual resources. Tho>e
who knew the autlior may indeed here retrace his image; but how
little, alas ! can it convey to others an adequate conception of the

bright original. It was in the unreserved intercourse of friendly con-

versation that the faculties of Professor Butler seemed to find their

happiest exercise. His multifarious knowledge was communicated on
the most trivial suggestion, yet without efibrt or display. Tiie pro-
found reflection, the subtle analysis, the most pungent wit, dropped
from him in brilliant succession, while he appeared entirely unconscious

* See Blackivood's Mag., June 1835,
" The Even-Song of the Streams ;

"
Dublin

University Mag., July 1835,
"
Fragments written on the Banks of the Suir."



tliat he was speaking more than household words. Not a lew of his

collegiate contemporaries still retain indelible impressions of the instruc-

tion and delight wliich they experienced in intercourse with him ; not

a few, as they deplore that intercourse for ever closed on earth, will

recall these touching words 'Ejus sermone ita turn cupide fruebar,

quasi jam divinarem, id quod evenit, illo extincto, fore, unde discerem,

neminem :' whose conversation at that time I sought as eagerly as

though I already divined, what did in fact take place, that after his

death, there would be no one left to teach me."

Having entered Trinity College, Butler still followed the same line

of studies he had marked out fur himself at school. He read discur-

sively as well as deeply, and acquired a high reputation as a versatile

and accomplished scliolar. He never applied himself with much ardour

or success to mathematics. Indeed, he travelled into those cold regions

as seldom as he could, and then impelled by necessity and not by
choice. The classics, too, he seems to have enjoyed only in their sunny

aspects. Grammar and philology were too chilling for one whose

veins Avere full of the warm blood .of the poet and the orator. It is

not, however, to be supposed that his distaste for dry and subtle investi-

gations in the mathematical and physical sciences arose from any
defect in his intellect. We shall see further on that, once the duties

incident to his professorship led him into inquiries in which the highest

powers of the mind are called into play, there was none more competent
tlian he to tread his way with ease amid the mazes of the profoundest

metaphysical research. The subjects on which he employed his compre-
hensive genius ranged over widely distant fields, and in all the most

abstruse and most exacting he moved with grace and masterly facility.

He obtained a classical scliolarship in 1832, and about the same time

became a copious contributor to the periodical literature of the day.

We are told that, in the Dublin University/ Magazine alone, there

appeared from time to time during his college course enough of poetry,

and of essays on the most various subjects historical, critical, and

speculative to fill several volumes. His refined taste in criticism, and

his eloquent diction, naturally made him one of the most popular as

well as ablest of reviewers. " It would be hard," observes Dean

Woodward,
" to point to compositions which exhibit greater variety of

])ower in a single mind than tlie analysis of the Philosophy of Berkeley,

the articles on Sismondi, on Whewell's History of the Inductive

Sciences, on Oxford and Berlin Theology, and the playful effusions

entitled '

Evenings with our Younger Poets.' His poetical contribu-

tions to the same periodical, and to others, were frequent, and many of

them are of an extremely high class of merit."

In the College Historical Society he was highly distinguished. It was

an arena well calculated to bring out his oratorical talents, and nowhere

did the united powers of the poet, orator, and critic shine forth to

higher advantage. In the year 1835 he was elected President of the

Society, and delivered the address at the closing of the session. His

style was marked by a strong resemblance to that of his illustrious

countryman, Edmund Burke the deepest views enunciated in language

the most splendid and ornate. A good specimen of what the Professor

was himself as a public speaker is preserved by Dean Woodward in a
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passage in which the youthful President eloquently descrihes the pro-
vince and duties of the preacher : a description which he lived himself

to realise.

In November 1834, the first examination took place for the prize of

the Ethical Moderatorship, then just instituted by Doctor Lloyd, the

Provost of Trinity College, and the name of William Archer Butler

stands the first on the roll of Etliical Moderators. At the expiration
of his scholarship, Butler's connection with the University must have

ceased but for the exertions of Doctor Lloyd, who founded a Professor-

ship of Moral Philosophy in 1837. To tliis arduous and distinguished

post Butler was immediately appointed ; and thus the first Etliical

Moderator was also the first to fill the Chair of floral Philosophy.
The youthful Professor was now upon a field worthy of his endow-

ments, and his lectures were as remarkable for their glowing eloquence
as for their profound philosophy. A very able review of Butler's

h'Ctures will be found in the Dublin University Magazine of May 1842.

It is attributed to the pen of Doctor Ball, now (1875) the Lord Chan-

cellor for Ireland, and is in every respect worthy of the writer and the

subject on which he writes.

Simultaneously with his appointment to the Professorship of Moral

Philosophy, Mr Butler was presented by the Board of Trinity College
to the living of Clonehoska, in the county Donegal. This preferment
he held till the year 1842, when he was re-elected to the Chair of

Moral Philosophy, and promoted by the Board of Trinity College to

the Rectory of Raymoghy, in the diocese of Raphoe. Here he dis-

charged the duties of pastor with the same indefatigable zeal that he

displayed at all times during his sojourn in his former benefice.

Shortly after his promotion to Raymoghy, Professor Butler was
called upon to preach at the visitation of the united dioceses of Derry
and Raphoe. The sermon was printed at the request of the Bishop
and clergy, and is reproduced in Dean Woodward's collection. It is

entitled " Primitive Church Principles not inconsistent with Universal

Christian Sympathy." The sermon is indeed an epitome of his theo-

logical system, whose most striking feature was doubtless, to use his

own language, its
" effort to conciliate the contending parties of our

Church by oflfering some glimpses of such views as, without sacrificing
the real truth that each is especially given to see, might tend to

harmonise the theories of both,"

In the summer of 1844 Butler visited Westmoreland as the guest of

his friend the Rev. Robert Perceval Graves, curate of W^indermere.

It was here he first formed the acquaintance of the poet Wordsworth.
Archdeacon Hare and Sir William R. Hamilton were also among the

distinguished party invited to meet Butler on this occasion. Some

particulars connected with this visit were communicated by Mr Graves,
in a letter to Dean Woodward in March 1847. The letter is highly

interesting, hut it is too long to be inserted in full in this notice, and is

incapable of being fairly represented by extracts.

During the year 1845, the Roman Catholic controversy deeply

engaged Butler's attention, and the result was several books of manu-

scripts, with collations, on the subject. In December of that year he

published, in the Irish Ecclesiastical Journal, to which he was a con-
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stant contributor, the first of his " Letters on Mr Newman's Theory of

Development." These letters have, accordinsr to Dean Woodward,
been pronounced by some of the first living divines models and master-

pieces of polemical composition. They have been collected by the Dean,
and were first published in Dublin in 1850.

The famine of 1846-47 was felt with appalling intensity in Mr
Butler's parish. His exertions were ceaseless and untiring ; and all his

favourite pursuits literature, philosophy, and divinity were wholly
abandoned during that terrible calamity. The noble exertions of Mr
Butler in relieving the distress of his parishioners during this awful

visitation, necessarily brought him into constant intercourse with the

Roman Catholic poor. It is highly creditable to him that he depre-
cated "

all projects to associate together in any form relief of their

bodily necessities with attempts to alter the professed belief of a starving

population." His views on this sul)ject were expressed by himself in a

letter published February 10, 1847, in the Dublin Evening Mail.

During the latter part of 1847, and the first six months of the next

year, Mr Butler was mainly occupied with the preparation of a work on
Faith. His collections for this work contained a vast mass of materials

drawn from the Fathers, the schoolmen, the Continental Reformers,
and the Anglican divines. His labours were cut short by death, and
no clue is left to indicate the method which he intended to adopt.
On Trinity Sunday, 1848, Butler assisted at the ordination held by

the Bishop of Derry in the church of Dunboe, and was elected to preach.
He was then apparently in excellent health and spirits. On the follow-

ing Friday, while on his return home, he was seized with fever, and
died on Wednesday the 0th of July, at the early age of thirty-six years.

It has been well remarked that the words in which Professor Butler

closes his own masterly sketch of the life of Bishop Berkeley would not

be inapplicable to himself: "We have written of Berkeley as an
Irishman ; but we feel that such a man belongs not to Ireland, but to

human nature ; and never did the panegyric of epitaph lay by its

customary pomp of falsehood more sincerely, than when it called upon
every lover of religion and of his country to rejoice that such a man
has lived. So much for his earthly career; the rest is hidden from our

feeble eyes. But if we must leave the Christian, the philosopher, the

patriot, at the moment when all human biography must resign its task,

we may well believe that his subsequent life is taken up by the pen of

angelic recorders !

"

Butler's most important works were of posthumous publication. The
Rev. Thomas Woodward, who was appointed in 185G to the Deanery
of Down, edited a first series of "

Sermons, Doctrinal and Practical;"
Dublin 1849; 3rd ed. Lond. 1855; Philad. 1856. A second series was
edited by Dr Jeremie, canon of Lincoln, Camb. 1855 ; Philad. 1857.

Letters on the Development of Christian Doctrine ; a replv to J. H.

Newman, D.D., appeared under the editorial care of Dean Woodward,
Dubl. 1850, 1854, 185G. Letters on Romanism ; a reply to Cardinal

Wiseman, were also edited by Dean Woodward, Lond. 1854-1856.
Lectures on the History of Ancient Philosophy were edited, from the

author's MSS., with notes, by William Tliompson, A.M., Fellow of

Trinity College, Cambridge; 2 vols., Camb. 1856; Pliilad. 1867.
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All these works have been spoken of in terms of the highest com-

mendation. To some of them reference has been already made. We
will only add the testimony of Sir William Hamilton, Professor of

Loeics and Metaphysics in the University of Edinburgh. Speaking of

Butler's Lectures on Ancient Philosophy, Sir William remarks " I

have seen enough of them to be convinced of their great scientific value,

and am much gratified in finding so important a subject treated with

so much learning and acuteness."

THE YEN. WILLIAM LEE, D.D.

BORN A.D. 1815.

The Ven. William Lee, D.D., Archdeacon of Dublin, son of the Rev,

William Lee, rector of Emly, was born in 181 5. He received his early
education at the Endowed School of Clonmel, where he gave early
indications of the abilities for which he has been since so distinguished.
In his college career his successes were equally remarkable. At the

early age of nineteen he obtained the first classical scholarship, and in

a few years afterwards the first mathematical moderatorship and the

mathematical prize. Having graduated B.A. in 1837, he commenced
to read for fellowship, which he won on his first attempt in 1839, on

answering rarely surpassed. In 1857 he was admitted to the degrees
of B.D. and D.D., and in the same year was appointed Professor of

Ecclesiastical History. In 1863 he was elected Archbishop King's
lecturer on divinity. He has written " Three Introductory Lectures

on Ecclesiastical History," published in 1858 ;

" An Examination of

the Remarks of the late Professor Baden Powell on the Study of the

Evidences of Christianity," published in 1861 ; and " A Sermon on the

Consecration of Archbishop Trench," in 1864 ; and ' Strictures on a

Recent Attempt to Deny the Succession of the Hierarchy of the Church
of Ireland from the Ancient Just Church," in 1866. Dr Lee is best

known by his celebrated " Donnellan Lectures
"

for 1852, on the

"Inspiration of Holy Scripture, its Nature and Proof" (London,
1854). Of these discourses the Christian Observer remarks :

" This
is a book for biblical students for the ministry, and for readers who
can appreciate the ample fruits of patient study and extensive erudi-

tion on the nature and proofs of the inspiration of the Bible." Arch-
deacon Lee was appointed one of the company of distinguished scholars

selected for the revision of the New Testament ; and he has taken a

prominent part in the reorganisation of the Irish Church.

THE REV. WILLIAM AETHUR, M.A.

BOEN A.D. 1819.

The Rev. William Arthur, Wesleyan minister, was born at Newport, in

the county Mayo, eight miles from Castlebar, in the year 1819. He
was educated at Hoxton College, and at the age of twenty was sent to
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Goobbee, in Southern India, where he was engaged for several years in

missionary work in the Mysore. While tliere his progress in the

Canarese language is said to have been remarkable; but being threat-

ened with blindness, he was obliged to return to Europe, and was

employed for three years in advocating with much ability the Indian

missionary work of the AYesleyan Society. He acted in his ministerial

capacity in Paris from 1846 to 1849 ; since which time for seventeen

years he has filled the post of secretary to the Methodist Missionary

Society. In 1867 he was elected Principal of the Methodist College at

Belfast, and continued to fill that ofiice until -1871, when he resigned,
but still maintained his connection with the Conference as honorary mis-

sionary secretary. In 1866-67 he was President of the Wesleyan
Conference.

Mr Arthur is best known as the author of the following works :

" A Mission to the Mysore, with Scenes and Facts Illustrative of India,
its People, and its Religion

"
(1847) ;

" The Successful Merchant
Sketches of the Life of Mr Samuel Budgett" (1852) this has been
translated into Welsh ;

" The Tongue of Fire, or true Power of Chris-

tianity" (1856); "Italy in Transition: Public Scenes and Private

Opinions in the Spring of 1860, illustrated by Official Documents from
the Papal Archives of the Revolted Legations" (1860) ; and numerous

pamphlets.
His lecture on Systematic Beneficence gave the first impetus to that

movement ; and his own practice is a living example of it. His
intimate knowlege of India and its people has made his counsel valuable
to statesmen ; and it is universally acknowledged that he is a power
outside his own Church. Since Dr Adam Clarke, no one has exercised

so wide an influence in the promotion of unity of action in the further-

ance of the great schemes of Christian unity, and aggression on the
domains of heathenism, as Mr Arthur.

THE EEV. JOSIAS LESLIE POETEE, D.D. LL.D.

BORN A.D. 1823.

The distinguished author of " Giant Cities of Bashan," and other well-

known works, is a native of the county Donegal, and graduated at

Glasgow University in 1842. He attended the Theological Hall in

Edinburgh University and Free Church College. In 1845 he was
ordained as a minister of the Presbyterian Church in England at New-
castle-on-Tyne. In 1849 he went as a missionary to Damascus, where
he remained for a sufficient period to make himself thoroughly imbued
with the spirit of the East, and the literary result of his sojournings
was a most interesting work entitled " Five Years in Damascus "

(Murray, 1855). He was next employed by Mr Murray to utilise his

knowledge of the East in writing a " Handbook fur Syria and Pales-

tine," which possesses more than the ordinary literary merits of Mr
Murray's excellent guide-books. This work was published in 1858, and
has gone through several editions. Mr Porter ])ublishe(i in 1863 his

valuable work on the " Pentateuch and the Gospels," in which he views
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the construction and bearing upon each other of the five books ascribed

to Moses and the four books of the Evangelists. In the following

year he received the degrees of LL.D. from Glasgow, and D.D. from

Edinburgh ;
his great ability and erudition having already V)een recog-

nised by the Presbyterian Church in his appointment to the Chair of

Biblical Criticism in the General Assembly's College in Belfast in 1860.

In 1865 he published the book by which he is best known to the

general public^
" Giant Cities of Bashan," a most interesting work,

and a decided literary success. Dr Porter's merits received further

recognition in 1867, when he was appointed Dean of Residence in

Queen's College, Belfast His next contril)Ution to literature was " The
Life of Dr Cooke," which, as the son-in-law of that venerable Presby-
terian divine, he was peculiarly qualified to write. We have acknow-

ledged our indebtedness to his pages in our memoir of Dr Cooke.

It would be impossible to particularise here Dr Porter's numerous

contributions to periodical literature. He has been a contributor to

the "
Quarterly," the " North British," and the " British Quarterly

"

Reviews, as well as several other leading reviews and magazines in

England and America, and has contributed to Kitto's "
Cyclopaedia of

Biblical Literature," Smith's "Dictionary of the Bible," and tlie
" Encv-

clopaedia Britannica," besides a new edition, with additions, of Kitto's
*'
Daily Bible Readings."
Dr Porter still holds his appointment in Queen's College, Belfast.

THE EEV. JOHN SAMUEL BEWLEY MONSELL, LL.D.

BOEN A.D. 1811.

Dr Monsell, the present rector of St Nicholas, Guilford, was educated

at Trinity College, Dublin, where he obtained several distinctions,

including Hebrew premiums and Downe's prize. He took the degree
of B.A. in 1832, and of LL.D. in 1856. He was admitted to deacon's

orders in 1834, and priest's orders in 1835. He held for some time

the honourable post of examining chaplain to the Bishop of Down and

Connor, and shortly after became chancellor of that diocese, and was
next promoted to the living of Dunaghy, Ramoan, and Antrim. In

1853 tlie scene of his ministrations was changed, and he became vicar

of Egham in England. From Egham he was promoted in 1870 to the

rectory of St Nicholas, Guilford, in the diocese of Winchester. In

1871 he was appointed rural dean of Emley, and in 1872 honorary
chaplain to the Queen. He is brother to Lord Emley, formerly Post-

master General under Mr Gladstone's administration.

Dr Monsell is author of several works, including "Parish Musings;"
"
Spiritual Songs;"

" His Presence not His Memory;"
" Beatitudes;"

"
Hymns of Love and Praise;"

" The Passing Bell, and other Poems;"
" Our New Yicar;" "Prayers and Litanies;" "No Sect on Earth;"

"Litany Hymns;" "The Winton Ciiurch Catechist;" "The Parish

Hymnal;" "Nursery Carols;" "Simon the Cyrenian, and other

Poems;" "Lights and^ Shadows;" "The Doe, the Dog, and the Doctor."
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THE EIGHT KEY. WILLIAM CONNOE MAGEE, D.D., BISHOP OF

PETEEBOEOUGH.

BORN A.D. 1821.

The Right Rev. William Connor Magee, son of the late Rev. John

Magee, vicar of St Peter's, Drogheda, and grandson of Archbishop

Magee, was born at Cork in 1821. He was educated at Trinity Col-

lege, Dublin where he obtained a scholarship (1838), and other high
distinctions, including Archbishop King's divinity prize. He graduated
A.B. in 1842, and proceeded to the degrees of A.M. and B.D. in

1854, and D.D. in 1860. During his brilliant undergraduate course,
he took a distinguished part in the debates of the College Historical

Society, which was much indebted to his energetic exertions for its

flourishing condition at that period. In 1844 he gained one of the

Society's oratory medals; and amongst the many illustrious names
that are to be found in the roll of auditors, Dr Magee's stands out

with peculiar lustre. It heads the list of auditors, commencing from

the revival of the Intern Society, in 1843. It was in the same hall,

too, which, in his college days, was the scene of his early debating

triumphs, that, not many years afterwards, he appeared so favourably
before the public, and won that high admiration which soon after led to

more conspicuous fame and advancement. It was, we believe, during
a visit to Dublin that he was invited by the Society, as one of its old

and valued officers, to second the vote of thanks to the auditor at the

opening meeting of the session. On such occasions, it need not be

told, the divinity hall of Trinity College is thronged with all the

celebrities of the Irish metropolis.
On the evening in question this large and brilliant assembly was not

doomed to be disappointed. Dr Magee seems to have actually taken

his audience by storm. There was a breadth, a vigour, and a freshness

of thought, an impressiveness of manner, and an irresistible play of

humour pervading his address, which, even more than its eloquence,

captivated his hearers, and made them feel they were under the influ-

ence of no ordinary fascination. The associates of his earlier years
were warmed again by the old enthusiasm. Strangers eagerly inquired
his name, and all expressed surprise that one so evidently great should

have been hitherto so little known. The press, next day, re-echoed

the popular applause ; and from this time forth the future Bishop of

Peterborough was in constant request, and soon became an estab-

lished favourite. But we are anticipating his successes, and must
return to the year 1859, when he became honorary Canon of Wells.

His first post in the Church, after taking holy orders in 1844, was the

curacy of St Tliomas, Dublin. He afterwards held the curacies of St

Saviour's, and of the Octagon Chapel, Bath, lie was for a short

period perpetual curate of Quebec Chapel, London, until the year
1864, wlien he was appointed precentor of Clogher and rector of

Enniskillen. In the same year he became Dean of Cork. In I8G6, he

was appointed Dean of the Cliapel Royal, Dublin, an office he resigned
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on the change of ministry in the July following, but resumed in 1868,
on Mr Disraeli's return to power.

In 1868, on the death of l)r Jeune, he was consecrated Bishop of

Peterborough. In 1870 the University of Oxford conferred on him

the honorary degree of D.C.L. Dr Magee is author of numerous

T.orks, includins: "Lectures and Sermons on the Sabbath Question;"

"Lectures on Auricular Confession, Scepticism, Table-turning," &c. ;

" The Voluntary System and the Established Church," of which the

third edition appeared in 1861 ;

" The Church's Fear and the Church's

Hope," a Sermon, in 1864 ; and "
Rebuilding the Wall in Troublous

Times," a Sermon, in 1866.

As his speech in the House of Lords against the Bill for the Dis-

establishment of the Irish Church was one of the most remarkable of

the many great speeches delivered during that memorable debate, it

will be necessary to bestow on it something more than a passing notice.

For the speech itself, we must refer our readers to Hansard (June

1869). Our limits will not admit of extracts from it, or from the

numerous notices that appeared at the time in all the English and Irish

journals. Even a summary we should be unwilling to undertake on

our own responsibility. However, as an attempt has been already

made to represent it in that way though not without a consciousness

of the great injustice so likely to be done to such a speech, we venture

to reproduce it, as about the best and fairest summary we have seen :

" None of the speeches made in opposition of the Bill in either

House, afforded more delight to the hearers, or excited greater admira-

tion of the powers of the orator, than that of Dr Magee, the Bishop of

Peterborough, who next addressed the Peers. Even the order of that

dignified assembly was infringed by the loud outbursts of applause
winch the eloquence and ingenuity of the Right Rev. Prelate drew

forth from the stranger's gallery. Though it is a great injustice to

such a speech to represent it by a summary, it is the only shape which

our limits will admit of. Tlie Bishop began with a very candid admis-

sion to the supporters of the Bill, disclaiming the intention of opposing
it as necessarily a violation either of the Coronation Oath or of the

Treaty of Union, since both parties were in this case supposed to be

assenting to the change of the original compact, or even as itself an

attack on the rights of private property. Rather he warned the House

against letting the corporate property of the Irish Church be infringed

upon, for the very reason that it was corporate property, and that the

attack on corporate property, if yielded to, foreshadowed an attack on

private property, since sacrilege naturally preceded communism. There

were tliree main arguments whicli had been urged for the Bill, viz.,

those of justice, of policy, and of the verdict of the nation having been

pronounced in its favour. But he joined issue on each of these points.

The Irish Church was said to be an injustice, as being opposed to

religious equality, and because it was the Church of the minority. He
allowed it was an instance of inequality ; but so was the English

Church. The only justification for any State Church indeed was, not

the claims of the particular religious community, but that the State

believed its own work could be done better by one religion than by
another. As it was, this Bill, which pretended to be directed against

IV. 2 N Ir.
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religious inequality, did in fact establish it. As for the argument
that the Clmrch was the Church of a minority, he did not see how the

Bill would appease the popular feeling of old injustice, unless not

merely the inconsiderable part of the fruits of ancient injustice which

llie Clmrch employed, but, in course of time, also the infinitely larger

possessions of the lay minority were also to be restored to their former

owners. Then, secondly, the Bill was supported on grounds of policy.

But he was not sanguine of the effects of the measure, as a means either

of pacifying the Roman Catholic population, or of conferring on the

Protestant Church the apostolic virtues which were supposed to be

necessary accompaniments of poverty, in respect of which it did not

seem, however, to be remembered that if the apostles were poor, so

were their flocks. The Bill was, in fact, only another of the favourite

English specifics for dealing with Irish evils, viz., confiscations, except
tliat formerly the possessions of foes were taken, but now of friends.

Lastly, as to the argument that the national verdict had been delivered

against the Irish Church, he intimated some doubt how ftir it would

be necessary to feel bound by that verdict, even if admitted to have

been delivered, considering by what arts and misrepresentations of

the Irish Church it had been extorted. But he vehemently denied

that the national verdict had in truth been pronounced on this special

measure cruel, and harsh, and niggardly, if not worse as it was in

many particulars to which he referred, and utterly as it failed to redeem
last year's pledges of justice to Ireland. But the remarkable tiling

was, that the Bill placed the sackcloth on the Irish Church. In an

eloquent peroration, the bishop warned members of the House against

being moved by menaces as to the effect of an adverse vote. For him-

self, and he believed for tliem, important as was the verdict of the

nation, he was persuaded there were verdicts yet more momentous,
the verdict of the English nation of the future, and yet another and a

higher verdict. In obedience to them, he must resist the Bill."*

Dr Magee's more recent performances in the House of Lords are

fresh in the recollection of all, and require no special notice here,

except that his speech introducing a Bill to amend the law of simony,
and prevent the abuse of Church patronage, fully sustained his high

reputation in that august assembly. He has also taken a prominent

part in the debate on the Public Worship Eegulation Bill, which has

been variously criticised by the friends and foes of that much-vexed
measure.

THE RIGHT REV. WILLIAM ALEXANDER, D.D.,

BISHOP OF DERRY AND RAPHOE.

BORN A.D. 1824.

The Ilight Rev. William Alexander, D.D., was born at Londonderry in

April 1824. He was the eldest son of the late Rev. Robert Alexander,
rector of Aghadoey, and a prebendary of Derry, and grandson of

General William Alexander, who was brother to the late Dr Nathaniel
*

.tViinual Register, 1869.
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Alexander, bishop of Mcath, and nephew to the first Earl of Caledon.

Huving received his early education at Tunbridge and Winchester, Dr

Alexander entered Brasenose College, Oxford, where he graduated
A.B. in 1847. In the same year he was ordained, and began his

ministrations as curate of Templemore, in the diocese of which he was

destined to become bishop in about twenty years afterwards. In the

interval he was successively Kector of Termonamongan (I80O), Fahan

(18.'}y), and Camus-juxta-Mourne (1860). In 1863 he was appointed
Dean of Emly, and in 1867 succeeded the late Dr Higgin as Bishop of

Derry and Raphoe. Soon after his elevation to the episcopal bench the

University of Oxford conferred on him the degree of D.D., and in

1870 appointed him "select preacher" an office tenable for two years.

On Dr Alexander's appointment to the Bishopric of Derry and

Raphoe, the Irish Ecclesiastical Gazette of the 19th August 1867,

remarks " No better selection could be made, or one more likely to

give satisfaction to the members of the Church generally, both here

and in England." Since that time he has been chiefly remarkable for

the strong stand he has taken with the Primate and the Archbishop
of Dublin against the ultra- Protestant party's attempts to uncatholicise

the Irish Church. As a preacher he is only rivalled in the episcopate

by his distinguished fellow-countryman, the Bishop of Peterborough.
He is also no less favourably known as a public lecturer in London and

Dublin, and a frequent contributor of prose and verse to periodical

literature. In 1850 he won the "
Denyer Prize

"
at Oxford for the

best essay on the "
Divinity of our Blessed Lord and Saviour Jesus

Christ." Ten years afterwards he was awarded the Oxford Prize for

a sacred poem in English on the subject
" The Waters of Babylon."

In 1860 he closely contested the Professorship of Poetry at Oxford

with Sir Francis H. Doyle, author of the " Guards' Return,"
'' Don-

caster St Leger," and other poems. The latter was successful by a

small majority of votes.

Dr Alexander married in 18i9 Miss Cecil Frances, second daughter
of Major Humphreys of Milltown House, in the county of Down. Mrs
Alexander is well known as the author of " Moral Songs,"

"
Hymns

for Children," and " Poems on Old Testament Subjects."

Amongst Dr Alexander's published works the following may be

especially mentioned : A lecture on "
Popular Lectures and General

Reading," Dublin Young Men's Christian Association, 1861 ;

" The

Apocryphal Gospel a Lecture," Dublin Young Men's Christian

Association, 1864 ;

"
Specimen of a Translation of Virgil ;" "Victor

Hugo as a Poet," and " Mr Arnold's Poetry," the Afternoon

Lectures on English Literature, Dublin 1863; " Tria Mirabilia," Six

Lectures delivered in Exeter Hall, London 1867; sermons on the fol-

lowing subjects :" The Creation of Man," 1872;
"
Elisha," 1870;

" The Conquest of the Earth," 1873 ;

" Diocesan Synods," a Charge de-

livered to the Clergy of the Diocese of Derry and Raphoe, 1869 ;

" The
Divine Death," 1^871; "The Leading Ideas of the Gos])els," Five

Sermons delivered before the University of Oxford in 1870-1871,

London, 1872.
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III. SCIENCE, LITERATURE, AKD AET SERIES.

INTRODUCTION.

In the closing chapter of the "
Story of the Irish before the Conquest,"*

the writer of that admirable work remarks: "The historian of the

Conquest, and of the ages which have since elapsed, may have to regret
the rough and tedious process of transition through which the country
was now destined to begin its passage; but it will always be a satisfac-

tory reflection that among its results has been our admission to a larger

sphere of civilisation, to a share in many peaceful as well as warlike

glories, and to the general use of that noble language in which all the

gains of science and all the highest utterances of modern poetry and

philosophy have found a worthy expression
"

While leaving to others the task of tracing the growth of the litera-

ture thus newly planted in Irish soil, we felt that in writing the memoirs
of Irislniien who flourished since the period wlien the English language
liad been adopted as the sole vehicle of national thought, we should

regard the productions of their scholarship and genius however "racy
of the soil" as contributions to the common store, and as part and

parcel of the great body of English literature. True it is there are

striking features and characteristics bold and strong, both of thought
and expression, which well might claim some more special notice than

what they have already incidentally received at our hands ; but sucli a

notice would involve an inquiry into original or accidental peculiarities

of race which could only be conducted through the ancient vernacular

literature of Ireland ;
and no Celtic scholar lias, as yet, so far as we

have been able to discover, attempted a scientific examination of the

nature and tendency of such peculiarities in their special connection

with English literature. There has been, no doubt, increased activity of

late among Irish scholars, and new sources of information have been thus

laid open to the English reader all showing, in a general way, the obli-

gations which England, in common with the rest of Europe, has been

under to the ancient literature of Ireland all confirming the long-known
fact that it has exercised an extraordinary influence at home and abroad

on its own and succeeding times. In tliis knowledge there is perhaps a

satisfaction far hiirlier than could be jrained from tracini;: the vvorkinErs

of such early influences in the more recent achievements of Iri.sh genius;
for it is pardonable to point with pride to those ages when Ireland was
ihe chief seat of learning in Christian Europe, and the most distinguished
scholars wlio appeared in other countries were many of them eitlier

Irish by birth or had received their education in Irisli schools. But it

is not by such feelings alone we are induced to offer a few remarks on

tiie state of ancient Irish literature, but because tliey are a fitting intro-

* "The Story of the Irish Before the Conquest." By M. C. Ferguson.
London : Bell & Daldv. 1868.
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duction to the vast literary treasures peculiarly Irish, which lie before

us in the memoirs of such men as Petrio and O'Donovan, lately deceased,

and of great living Irish scliolars such as Ferguson, Reeves, and many
others.

We begin with the memorable testimony of the venerable Eede :

" There were," he writes,
" in that country (Ireland) at the time we

speak of, many of the nobility and also of the middle classes of the

English people ;
some of whom devoted themselves to the monastic

profession, while others chose rather to pay visits to the chambers of dif-

ferent masters, and so to carry on tlic'r studies; all of whom the Scots

received most cordially, and provided with daily food free of charge, as

likewise with books to read and gratuitous instruction." But we have

testimony which goes still further back, from which we learn that

among other British and Brito-Saxon youths educated at Armagh was

Aldfrid, son of Osway, who afterwards became King of Northumbria.

He recorded his experiences in a poem, which, we are assured,*
"
gives

a picture of early Irish society simple, pure, and joyous as pleasing

and instructive as it will be considered singular, having regard to the

time it was composed." The following traTisIation is from the pen of

J. C. Mangan, whom we shall have occasion to notice more fully

hereafter.
"

I found in Innisfail the fair,

In Ireland, while in exile there,

AVomen of worth, both grave and gay men,

Many clerics, and many laymen.

I travelled its fruitful provinces round,
And in every one of the five I found.
Alike in church and in palace hall,

Abundant apparel and food for all.

Gold and silver I found, and money,

Plenty of wheat, and plenty of honey ;

I found God's people rich in pity,

Found many a feast, and many a city.

I also found in Armagh the splendid,

Meekness, wisdom, and prudence blended,

Fasting, as Christ hath recommended,
And noble counciUors untranscended.

I found in each great church, moreo'er,
Whether on island or on shore.

Piety, learning, fond affection,

Holy welcome and kind protection.

I found the good lay monks and brothers

Ever beseeching help for others.

And in their kee]ing the hol> word

Pure as it came i'rom Jesus the Lord.

I found in Munster, unfettered of any.

Kings and Queens, and poets a many ;

Poets well skilled in music and measure,

Prosperous doings, mirth, and pleasure.

I found in Connauglit the just, redundance

Of riches, milk in lavish abundance
;

Hospitalitj', vigour, fame.
In Cruachans land of heroic name.

* " The Irish Before the Conquest," page 219.
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I found in tlie county of Counall tlie glorious
Bravest heroes, ever victorious

;

Fair complexioned men, and warlike,
Ireland's lights, the high, the starlike.

I found in Ulster, from hill to glen,

Hardy warriors, resolute men
;

Beauty that bloomed when youth was gone,
And strength transmitted from sire to son.

I found in the noble district of Boyle,

[lUS. here illegible.]

Brehons, Erenachs, weapons bright,
And horsemen bold and sudden in fight.

I found in Leinster the smooth and sleek.
From Dublin to Slewmargy's peak.

Flourishing pastures, valour, health.

Long-living worthies, commerce, wealth.

I found besides, from Ai-a to Glea,
In the broad rich country t>f Ossorie,
Sweet fruits, good laws for all and each,
Great chess-players, men of truthful speech.

I found in Meath's fair principality.

Virtue, vigour, and hospitalitj%

Candour, joyfuluess, bravery, purity,
Ireland's bulwark and security.

I found strict morals in age and j'outh,
I found historians recording truth

;

The things I sing of in verse uusmooth,
I found them all I have written sooth."

In this there may be, as Mrs Ferguson remarks,
" some interpolations

of a later age ; but the poem is a valuable proof of vrhat at an early

period was the popular belief in both islands regarding the condition
of Ireland during the generation which succeeded the defeat of Congal,
and form at once a commentary on, and illustration of, the authentic
statement of Bede."

We shall now merely add the testimony of another learned English-
man, derived from the " wider range of inquiry aflforded by the subse-

quently accumulated learning of nine hundred years." Camden,
speaking of the same period of Irish history, says :

" Our Anglo-
Saxons of that day used to flock togetlier to Ireland as a market of

learning ; whence it is that we continually find it said in our writers

concerning holy men of old, He was sent away to he educated in
Ireland. . . . And it would appear that it was from that country the

ancient English, our ancestors, received the first instructions in forming
letters, as it is plain they use the same character which is still used in

Ireland. Nor need we wonder that Ireland, wliich is now (i.e. in a.d.

1607) for tlie most part wild, half savage, and destitute of education,
should at that time have abounded in men of such holiness, piety, and

splendid genius, while the cultivation of literature elsewhere in the

Christian world lay neglected and lialf buried, since the providence
of the Almighty Ruler of the universe is pleased to scatter the seeds of

holiness and virtue in the different ages of the world, now among these

nations, now among those, as it were in so many beds and flower knots,
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thus producing blossoms which, as tiiey appear in one place and another

with fresh vigour, may thrive and be preserved for His o\,n glory and
the benefit of mankind."

But for a full account of this period the most flourishing epoch in

the history of intellectual progress in Ireland we must refer our

readers to the "
Story of the Irish before the Conquest," which in a

few pages contains an amount of research such as now can only be

made among the rich treasures of Celtic manuscript material accumu-
lated in the various public and private libraries of Dublin. The services

rendered by Dr Todd to Celtic literature have been already noticed,

and we shall have occasion to refer to him again when speaking of

other eminent scholars who laboured with him in revealing those long
hidden treasures, and thus nobly vindicating a race to which fortune

and the world have never been just.
In the last number of our literary series we had entered upon a period

very remarkable for sudden and great activity in dramatic literature.

The first theatre opened in Dublin in 1635. Prior to that period there

was, of course, no scope at home for the display of dramatic ability.
But how it happened that the drama was not imported at an earlier

period into a country so favourable for its cultivation, is a matter not

so easily accounted for. The true explanation will probably be found
in the unhappy condition of the country, and the fact that there were
no national traditions to accelerate its introduction. On this latter

point, Mr Hitchcock, in his "
History* of the Irish Stage," observes :

" At what time theatrical amusements first obtained footintj in the

kingdom (Ireland) has never yet been accurately ascertained; the general

opinion is, that the drama arose later in this than in most countries of

Europe. This peculiar exclusion of the stage appears the more singular
and extraordinary, as Ireland was so early celebrated as the seat of

learning, and the parent of a succession of bards, poets, and men of

eminent genius for several centuries. The Irish language is allowed

to be remarkable for harmony, music, and variety of modulation, and
the fame of their bards in the earlier ages spread over all Europe
Many of their compositions have reached us, which breathe all the

beauty and sweetness of eastern poetry, and reflect infinite honour on
their memories. But among all these, not a trace remains of any attempt
towards a dramatic composition: a circumstance the more to be regret-

ted, as those pieces which they have left us are in the highest estima-

tion, and aftbrd us every reason to believe that this subject would have

met with the most ample justice and support in such able hands. But
it is not this circumstance alone which gives us cause to wonder at the

want of dramatic entertainments in this kingdom; a custom, which in

those times was prevalent throughout Europe, might be expected to

have gained some establishment here likewise. The custom I allude

to is that of the mysteries or moralities, which were, with great popu-

larity, represented in most of the countries of Europe. Of these, how-

ever, the most minute investigation will not furnish us with the smallest

traces here; unless we deem a class of mummers who still stroll about
the country at Christmas to be the remains of that kind of entertain-

* "
History of the Irish Stage," by Robert Hitchcock. Dublin, 1794.
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ment.* .... The period generally agreed upon for its first intro-

duction into this kingdom (Ireland) is the early part of the reign of

Queen Elizabeth. But an abstract from the annals of this city (Dublin)
mentions the performance of some plays in Henry the Eighth's time,
before the Earl of Ossory, the lord -lieutenant, and several of the no-

bility, in Hoggin-green, now called College-green. . . . We have not,

however, any account of a regular theatre being then (tern. Elizabeth)
established here. Plays were occasionally exhibited, as was customary
in England, in the houses of noblemen and gentlemen. Some of them,
we find, were performed in the ball-room of the castle of Dublin, in

which the nobility were the principal actors We find little

relative to the stage till the year 1635, the tenth of King Charles I.,

when the first theatre in Dublin was raised." This theatre was built

in Werburgh Street, and established by John Ogilvy, Esq., who was
then Historiographer to His Majesty and Master of the Revels under
the Earl of Stafford, lord-lieutenant of Ireland. Little is known of

the companies that performed at this theatre, except that they played
with good success. In 1638 they produced a new play, called the

Koyal Master, written by a Mr Shirley. The next year brought forth

a "
tragi-coraedy

"
called Langartha, written by Henry Burnell, Esq., a

native of Ireland. This piece was for several years in possession of the

* From the first introduction of dramatic representations in England, probably
as early, at least, as the beginning of the twelfth century, down to the beginning
of the fifteenth, or perhaps somewhat later, the only species of drama known was
that styled the Miracle, or Miracle-play. The subjects of the miracle-plays were
all taken from the histories ol" the Old and New Testament, or from the legends
of saints and martyrs ; and, indeed, it is probable that their original design was
chiefly to instruct the people in religious knowledge. They were often acted as

well as written by clergymen, and were exhibited in abbeys, in churches, and in

church-yards, on Sundays or other holidays. It appears to have been not till

some time after their first introduction that miracle-plays came to be annually
represented under the direction and at the expense of the guilds or trading com-

panies of towns, as at Chester and elsewhere. (" Craik's History of English Litera-

ture ;" "Collier's Historyof Dramatic Poetry.") According to Mr "Wright (Chester
Plays, Introduction, pp. vii. viii), while dramatic performances representing the

legendary miracles attributed to the saints were properly caRe-d miracnla, miracles,
or miracle-plays, those which were founded on scripture subjects, and which were
intended to set forth the mysteries of revelation, were distinguished by the title

of mysteria or my.steries. There was one of these performances at Chester in 1327,
entitled "A Representation of the Old and New Testament." The first piece
exhibited was the Fall of Lucifer, the characters being personated by the Com-
pany of Tauners

;
the second, the Creation, by the Diapers ;

the third, the

Deluge, by the Dyers ;
the fourth, Abraham, Melchizedek, and Lot, by the

Barbers
;
the fifth, Moses, Balak, and Balaam, by the Carpenters ;

the sixth, the
Salutation and Nativity, by the Wrights ;

tlie seventh, the Shepherds feeding
their flocks by night, by the Painters and Glaziers ; the eighth, the Three Kings
of the East, by the Vintners

;
the ninth, the Oblation of the Three Kings, by the

Mercers
;

tlie tenth, the Killing of the Innocents, by the Goldsmiths
; the eleventh

the Purification, by the Blacksmiths
;
the twelfth, the Temptation, by the

Butchers ;
the thirteenth, the Last Supper, by the Bakers

; the fourteenth, the
Blind Man and Lazarus, by the Glovers ; the fifteenth, Jesus and the Lepers, by
the Corvesaries ;

the sixteenth, the Passion, by the Bowyers, Fletchers, and Iron-

mongers ;
the seventeenth, the Descent into Hell, by the Cooks and Innkeepers ;

the eighteenth, the Resurrection, by the Skinners
; the nineteenth, the Ascension,"

by the Taylors ;
the twentieth, the Election of Saint Mathias, &c.

, by the Fish-

mongers ;
the twenty-first, Antichrist, by the Clothiers

; and the twenty-second,
the Day of Judgment, by the Websteis.
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stage, and was afterwards printed with these words in the title-page,
'' as acted at the New Theatre in Dublin, 1641, with great applause."
But Langartha was the last play that was acted at Werburgh Street

theatre. Tlie rebellion breaking out in October 1G41, the theatre was

shut up by order of the Lords Justices and never afterwards opened.
After the lapse of twenty years, Mr Ogilvy, the manager of the first

tlieatre, returned to Ireland, having procured a renewal of his patent
from Charles the Second. The nobility and gentry having subscribed

towards the building of a new theatre, Smock-Alley, then called Orange
Street, was the spot selected, and the work advanced with such rapidity
that it was ready for representation in the same year, 1G62. A tragedy
called Pompey, from the French of Corneille, was then acted at this

theatre. The translation was by Mrs Catherine Phillips, the famed

Orinda, termed by contemporary poets the English Sappho. This lady
also produced another play, translated from the same author, called

Horace. Both pieces were acted two years later in England.
Smock Alley Theatre was said to have been a very elegant and

commodious building, and superior to the London Theatres of that

time ; but unfortunately it was as frail as it was fair. Built in haste

in 1662, the greater part of it fell in 1671 during a representation,
two persons being killed, and many severely wounded. This catas-

trophe put an end to dramatic entertainments for a long time. The

manager went to London in disgust, where he died in 1676. Next
came the troubles in the reign of James the Second, and it was not

till the restoration of tranquillity that the theatre was re-established.

Othello was produced in December 1691. It was chiefly acted by
officers belonging to the Castle ; Mr Ashbury, the only professional
actor among them, playing lago, and the celebrated Wilkes was Othello.

This famous comedian was born at Eathfarnham, near Dublin, in 1670,

and, having received a liberal education, he was placed as a principal*
clerk in the Chief Secretary's office. Here he became acquainted with

Mr Richards, an actor of great merit, who belonged to the Smock Alley

company before it was broken up, and in this way acquired a taste for

the stage. He was selected, as the best suited of all the Castle celebrities

who volunteered to play on this occasion, to take the part of Othello.

His success was so great, that he determined to throw up his post in the

Castle, and devote his abilities to the stage. The performance of this

pky, we are told, proved the means of "
reviving a spirit for dramatic

exhibitions in this kingdom, and offered a favourable opportunity of re-

establishing the theatre." Mr Ashbury, the new manager, opened with

Othello, March 23, 1692,
" the day of proclaiming the end of the

Irish war," and he continued performing for several seasons with great
success. Amongst the eminent performers during that period were

Wilkes, Keen, Elrington, and Dogget. The last named actor was the

famous Thomas Dogget, who, being a zealous Whig, left a sum of

money to provide a coat and badge to be rowed for by six watermen

annually on the Thames on the 1st of August, the day of the accession

of George I. He was born in Castle Street, Dublin, and made his

first theatrical attempt in his native city. Going to London soon after,

he became celebrated as a comic actor, and was for some time joint-

manager at Drury Lane with Wilkes and Gibber. The drama is
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indebted to him for a comedy called " The Country Wake," which

was afterwards altered to a farce called " Flora ; or, Hob in the

Well," a monument to his fame not so enduring as the "
Dogget Coat

and Badge." He died September 22, 1721. Barton Booth is the

next great name we meet with in connection with Smock Alley. He
arrived in Dublin in 1698. We must here also notice Mr George

Farquhar, who, though not a performer of eminence, was highly dis-

tinguished as a writer.* Being recommended by his friend Wilkes to

Mr Ashbury, he was engaged in 1695, and made his first appearance in

Othello, when he met with some applause. Having had the misfortune

to wound an actor by using a sword instead of a foil, he determined to

quit the stage. In 1704 he again appeared on the Dublin stage, and

acted Sir Harry Wildair for his benefit, but did not acquit himself to

the satisfaction of his friends. It was during the interval that he

acquired his great reputation as a writer. His plays of " Love in a

Bottle" and " The Constant Couple" are too well known to require any
comment here. He died in London in 1707.

On St Stephen's Day, 1701, the galleries of the theatre being over-

crowded, gave way, and though no lives were lost, yet several persons
were injured in endeavouring to get out. As this was the first time of

performing Sliadwell's "
Libertine," it gave occasion to foolish people

to say the disaster was a judgment on the spectators for going to so

improper a play. This circumstance occasioned the " Libertine
"

to

disappear for twenty years.
On the death of Mr Ashbury, in 1720, the management of the theatre

devolved on his son-in-law, Thomas Elrington, Esq., who at that time

was deputy-master of the Revels, and steward to the King's Inns. He
also held a post in the Quit Rent Office, and was made gunner to the

train of artillery by the influence of his friend, Lord Mountjoy. This

'accumulation of favours, Hitchcock tells us,
"
spoke fair for the success

of the theatre ;
nor were the expectations of the public disappointed."

All the new pieces brought out at the London theatres were now
exhibited in Dublin, and amongst others the Beggar's Opera, which

had been previously presented to a Dublin audience on a small scale

by Madame Violante's Lilliputian Company, of which we shall say
more hereafter in our notice of a celebrated Irish actress, the "

Polly
"

of that dav, but afterwards better known to the world as "
Peg

Woffington."
Our rapid sketch has now brought us to the times in which most of

the famous Irish actors and dramatic writers won their laurels. Memoirs
of some of them have been already given in the last number of our

literary series, and many still remain, so many, indeed, that we have

been obliged to reduce our notices to the smallest possible dimensions,
and to omit the memoirs of some who were remarkable in their time.

Among these we may mention Lacy Ryan (born 1694, died 1760),
author of the " Cobler's Opera

"
(1720), who, under the tuition of his

friend Steele, first acquired fame as Marcus in the drama of Cato, and
in London gained a reputation almost equal to tiiat of Quin. Henry
Mossop (born 1729, died 1773) who was ranked next to Garrick and

Barry in popular esteem, but was ruined in his management of Smock
* A Memoir of Farrjuhar has already appeared at jx 722, vol. ii.
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Alley Theatre by a mutually destructive opposition to Barry and Wood-
ward, M'Namara Morgan, a member of the Irish bar (died 1762), who
was author of the successful tragedy of "

Philoclea," acted at Covent
Garden Theatre. Charles MoUoy, born in Dublin (died 1767), who was
the author of " The Perplexed Couple" (1715),

" The Coquet
"

(1718),
and '-The Half-pay Ollicer

"
(1720).

" The Coquet" was revived by
Coleman, under the title of " Wives in Plenty." Delane, whose first

appearance on the stage was in 1728, and who became a favourite

actor on the London boards, and was placed in rivalry to Quin. He
died in 1760. We might easily add to this list of dramatic celebrities

whom we are obliged to omit from our memoirs.

We have already remarked, tliat since the conquest, Ireland herself

cannot be said to have possessed a national literature ; and that the

influences of her ancient literature upon native intellect, thenceforth

labouring in a new field, properly belong to the province of tliose who
would inquire into the history and progress of the new civilisation, and

study the new habits of thought and growth of opinion, and the forms in

which they have been gradually developed since that period. Assuming,
however, that such influences, whatever may have been their distinctive

efiects, were favourable to a progress more rapid than could be ex-

pected from a race suddenly ushered from a state of barbarism into a

state of forward civilisation, there were still some very obvious dis-

advantages with which Irish genius had to contend in the new arena,

and which must be always borne in mind if we would form a just

estimate of what it has achieved, or make a fair allowance for its short-

comings.
When Swift introduced Parnell to Lord Bolingbroke, he observed

in his journal,
" It is pleasant to see one who hardly passed for any-

thing in Ireland make his way here with a little forwarding." How
true a picture this presents of the condition and prospects of literary

aspirants in Ireland, the personal history of many commemorated in our

pages will amply attest. How many have we seen who, like the author

of the "
Hermit," left their impress on their own and succeeding genera-

tions, and yet would have passed for almost nothing in Ireland. We
have seen how it has been the invariable condition to literary success

that the man of intellect should expatriate himself, and labour

unbefriended a stranger in a strange land unless, indeed, he could

secure " a little friendly forwarding ;" and with all those great natural

resources at home so favourable to its birth and growth, it was the hard

lot of Irish genius to perish in obscurity, unless its beams could struggle
forth to the world in some more favoured land. The orator could,

perhaps, find at home a platform for himself, but the purely literary

man had virtually no hope of a hearing except through the tender

mercies of an English patron or an English publisher. Well might he

exclaim with the starving authors of ancient Rome,

" Et spes et ratio studiorum in Ccesare tantum,"
cuiu desertis Agauippes

Vallibus, esuriens migraret in atria Clio.

Such being the prospects of literature, it is easy to imagine the con-

dition of art. Of what avail were grand conceptions of ideal beauty,
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if there were no galleries to guide the painter's or the sculptor's taste

no schools to impart that mechanical skill essential to give their ideas

form ? Nor was there much encouragement in other respects, except
what arose from the patronage of a resident nobility. Tiiis is now a

thing of the past ; and at the present moment, when one might expect
to find some better fruits from the patriotic efforts of Dargan, Guinness,
and other munificent patrons of art, it is painfully evident that there

are as yet no adequate provisions for educating the taste and the hand
of the native artist, and as yet no fair field or encouragement at home
for native talent ; and so, under the same hard conditions as heretofore,
we must expect to find it struggling still to add fresh glories to Eiiglisli
art. Can it, then, be a matter for surprise that such hard-won triumphs
liave been comparatively rare, and that painters and sculptors like Barry,
Maclise, Mulready, Hogan, Foley, and in the sister art, men like Balfe,

Wallace, Sullivan, and many others who will come under notice in our

concluding series, do not appear in numbers more in proportion with

the host renowned in other fields ? But as it is, we have unmistakeable

proofs of genius ; and if it be true of England as of other lands, that

her social and political progress, her arts, sciences, and literature, have
received their impulse and direction from a comparatively few eminent

individuals, Ireland doubtless can claim, even amongst that few, ad-

mission for many of her sons.

1. POETS AND DEAMATISTS.

1700-1875 A.D.

Oliver Goldsmith* (born a.d. 1729 died a.d. 1774). The
family of Goldsmith is ancient and respectable, and is traced so far

back as 1542 in Ireland, when John Goldsmith held the office of
searcher in the port of Galway. A subsequent tradition states that a

Spaniard, travelling in Ireland, married a descendant of this person,
and that his children assumed their mother's name. They settled in

and on the borders of the county Roscommon. One of these, the Rev.
John Goldsmith, was one of the few who escaped from the massacre at

the bridge of Sliruel in 1641. He was the ancestor of the poet, whose
father was the fourth in descent from him.

The Rev. Charles Goldsmith, father of the poet, was educated at

Trinity College, Dublin, and entered into holy orders. He married,
in 1718, Annie, daughter of the Rev. Oliver Jones, master of the

* In presenting a sketch of one of the most liistinguished ornaments of English
literature, which seems out of all proportion to the greatness of the subject,
wo had to choose between it and a full memoir ready to our hand, conijiiled froii'i

the ]>iographies by Prior, Wills, Washington Irvine, Foster, and others. The
choice we have made has been influenced solely by the consideration that an
extended notice of Goldsmir'i would be a work of supererogation, and leave no
s])ace whatever for notices of many minor celebrities- of whom little or nothing has
been written, and whom it would be unpardonable wholly to ignore.
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diocesan school of Elphin. Not being possessed of competent means,

they accepted of a house at a place called Pallas, near Ballymahon, in

the county Longford, from Mr Green, uncle to the lady. Here they
lived for a period of twelve years, struggling with difficulties, and

increasing their family.
On the 20th of November 1'729, Oliver Goldsmith was born at Pallas;

^

ut two years after, on his father succeeding his uncle in the rectory of

Kilkenny West, the family removed to Lissoy,
" a respectable house

and farm on the verge of a small village standing in his own parish, on
the right of the road leading from Ballymahon to Athlone, and about

midway between these towns." That the poet's recollection of this

place suggested the principal local descriptions and characters in the

Deserted Tillage, has all the proof of which the matter admits.

At six years of age he was committed to the village schoolmaster,
Thomas Byrne. Under this person's care, he made no considerable

progress. But the earlier indications of poetry began to appear. His
sister's description of him at this period, is by Mr Prior stated thus:

that his temper, "though peculiar, was kind and affectionate; his

manner, for the most part, uncommonly serious and reserved; but
when in gay humour, none more cheerful and agreeable." This descrip-
tion shows in the boy the same temper and manners familiarly known
'n the history of his London life.

A severe attack of small-pox, which left its marks upon his naturally

plain face, and made his personal appearance unprepossessing, seems
also to have had a deep influence on his mind. He became the subject
of offensive ridicule, and for self-defence the weapons of retort were

sharpened in painful meditation.

Upon his recovery he was placed at school first at Elphin, in Ros-

common, then at Athlone, and subsequently at Edgeworthstown.
From his schoolfellows manv interesting recollections of him were
afterwards collected: we can only say of these, that they all tended to

confirm the sketch generally given of his youthful character.

We pass to his college history. He entered Trinity College as a sizar,

in 1745, in his sixteenth year a fact which, thougli it is to be added
that he was last on the list of eight successful candidates, seems to offer

proof of considerable attainment. It was the misfortune of Goldsmith,
that he was entered under the tuition of Mr Wilder a man known for

tlie irregularity of his own conduct during the earlier stages of his

college life, and for singular harshness and brutality after he became a

fellow. By this man, his proud and sensitive pupil was treated with

the most galling contempt, and had to endure insults which even a

firmer and humbler spirit could not easily have borne. Tliese affronts

lie retorted at times, and thus added to the animosity of his persecutor,
and made for himself a powerful enemy, where he should have found a

protecting friend; and if ever a friend and protector was essentially

needed, it was by poor Goldsmith, whose mind appears to have been

wholly destitute of all conducting sense, and who drifted at the random

impulse of his passions.
The condition of a sizar in the university has been humanely and

beneficially changed: it was then replete with humiliations; and these

were the more felt by Goldsmith, as the pretensions of his family were
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respectable. The income of his father was small, and rendered inade-

quate by improvidence so that he could obtain but scanty supplies
from home; and mortifying privations vrere superadded to exasperation
and humiliations.

But this was not all. In Goldsmith's disposition, the imprudence for

which his race have always been noted, seemed to attain the maximum
point. His small means were squandered on the impulse of the moment
that placed them within his reach.

He appears, nevertheless, to have been not entirely remiss in the

pursuit of the classical portion of the college course, as he was one of

the competitors for the scholarship; and though he did not succeed, he

yet obtained an exhibition then not worth more than thirty shillings

a-year.
In 1747 his father died, and his means of support, always scanty,

became still more so. The remittances from home were at an end, and
he became dependent on the kindness of such of his relations as could

spare an occasional contribution to his necessities. Amongst these was
his kind-hearted uncle, the Eev. Thomas Contarine, who was at all times

one of his most devoted and generous friends. As it was, he was
often reduced to great straits, but between borrowing, pawning his

books, and writing street ballads, he continued to struggle on. At one
time we find him taking part in a town riot, which brought him a smart

reproof from the college authorities. This had a good effect on him,
and soon after he secured one of the minor prizes of his class.

" This
turn of success and sudden influx of wealth proved too much for the

head of our poor student. He forthwith gave a supper and a dance in

his chamber to a number of young persons of both sexes from the city,
in direct violation of college rules. The unwonted sound of the fiddle

reached the ears of the implacable Wilder. He rushed to the scene of

the unhallowed festivity, inflicted corporal chastisement on the ' father

of the feast,' and turned his astonished guests neck and heels out of

doors."

From such a grievous indignity there was no refuge for the mortified

pride of the unhappy sufferer but absence from the scene of his mortifi-

cation. He came to the resolution of quitting college, and seeking his

fortune in some foreign country. With this view, he sold his books
and other disposable effects. Having thus obtained a small sum of

money, he yielded to the temptation to spend it, and remained in town
till it was reduced to a shilling. On this he starved for three davs,
and then sold his clothes, which did not sustain him long. Sobered by
suft'ering, he then turned homeward, and was met and relieved by his

brother Henry. Tins kind and affectionate brother, having clothed

him, brought him back to college, where he remained for nearly two

years longer, obtaining a premium in classics at the Christmas examina-
tion of 1748.

In February 1749 he graduated with his class, and quitted college

immediately, glad to leave behind a scene of humiliation and disap-

pointment. From the University, Goldsmith returned to his friends,
and passed two years in idleness. He went from place to place,

sojourning as a guest among his relations. For a while he gave assist-

ance in the school of his brother Henry at Lissoy, but from the dnidgerv
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of teaching he soon recoiled in disgust. It was now incumbent on him

to select a profession, and the Church, as the most immediately con-

nected with a college education, was thought of first. With this,

however, his love of pleasure and amusements, not altogether of a most

clerical character, interfered. At last, the urgency of his friends pre-

vailed, and at the age of twenty-three he was presented for ordination

to a bishop.
" He was' intended for the Church, and went to the

Bishop of Elphin to be examined for holy orders, but appearing in a

pair of scarlet breeches he was rejected."
*

But other reasons are assigned for his rejection. His studies had

not lain in theological literature, and besides, as his sister tells us,
" for

the clerical profession he had no liking." At all events, the bishop's

decision did not break Goldsmith's heart, for we find him returning to

rural sports and recreations with unabated ardour. Among his more

respectable associates in the vicinity of Ballymahon was a college friend,

Mr George Bryanton, at whose residence he was a frequent guest.

But this life could not last very long. Neither the means of his rela-

tions could afford to maintain an idler, nor could a decent pride endure

so total and helpless state of dependence. His good old uncle,

Contarine, interfered once more, and obtained a tuition for him in the

fainilv of Mr Flinn; but this situation was lost in consequence of a

quarrel with one of the family over a game of cards. On leaving his

tuition, he possessed a horse and thirty pounds. With this sum he

determined to seek his fortunes in America. Having proceeded to

Cork, he sold his horse, and made his bargain with a captain about to

sail, to whom he paid his freight and expenses. For three weeks the

vessel was detained by unfavourable weather; and at last, when it

became favourable, Goldsmith had absented himself, and gone on some

party of pleasure, so that the ship departed without him. Tlie rest

of this adventure is characteristically told by himself, and strongly

displays the reckless improvidence which was the cause of all his

misfortunes.

It was next determined in the family council that Oliver should try

tlie law, and his generous uncle again supplying the means, ho set out for

London with 50, which he lost at a gaming table in Dublin. Thus penni-

less, and reluctant to communicate his error and his loss, he remained in

much embarrassment in Dublin. The circumstances were at last made

known, and he was invited home. His uncle forgave him at once; and

his mother, after some time. He then went to live with his brother

Henry, and remained with him until some unpleasant difference between

them occurred.

The next attempt for his advancement was, after two years, now

made by the advice of the dean of Cloyne. The medical profession

was to be tried; and it was arranged that \.^ should go to study physic

at Edinburgh.
He was enabled to proceed to Edinburgh by the united contributions

of liis relations, who promised their continued effort for his maintenance

while on his studies. His love of natural history and his habits of curious

observation were favourable to the project, and he set off with more

than usual hopes of himself.

Dr A. Streau's letter.



We must pass briefly over this interval, of which the recollections

are far too indistinct for any purpose of so brief a memoir.

Arrived in Edinburgh, he soon became famous in social circles, which
he enlivened by song and story. Two winters were devoted to hearing
lectures, and the vacations were given to summer rambles in the country.
Near the end of his second term, burdened with debts, chiefly incurred

as a security for a fellow-student, he was relieved by two Irish students,
Mr Sleigh and Mr Maclaine, both of whom afterwards were favourably
known to the world.

He now determined to visit the Continent, with the double object of

completing his medical studies and gratifying his taste for travelling.
He accordingly made arrangements for his voyage to Leyden, then
one of the first in repute as a school for physic.
Two days after they put to sea, they were forced, by rough weather,

to gain the English coast, and landed at Newcastle-upon-Tyne. They
proceeded to refresh themselves at an inn, and were engaged in the

height of convivial merriment, when the whole party was surprised by
a Serjeant with his file of soldiers, and carried off to jail. They turned

out to be Scotchmen who were sent over bv the king of France for the

purpose of a secret levy of men in Scotland. Goldsmith was detained

for a fortnight; and there is reason to believe that he only extricated

himself by the aid of his Edinburgh friends. As it occurred to him
that such an adventure might interfere with his degree, he for some
time endeavoured to cover the transaction with stories of an arrest for

debt. This incident, though replete with inconvenience and vexation,

was, nevertheless, the providential means of saving his life; for, in the

meantime, the vessel had again put to sea, and was wrecked, with the

loss of crew and cargo. He now once more obtained his passage; and,
after nine days' sailing, was landed at Rotterdam, from which he made
good his way to Leyden.

With what diligence Goldsmith's studies were prosecuted at Leyden
we have no very certain means of judging. Whether from want of

money or want of qualification, he took no degree. When he had been
there about a year he came to the resolution of travelling, and in

February 1755, he left Leyden
" with a guinea in his pocket, one shirt

to his back, and a flute in his hand." Of the incidents of his travels

there is no satisfactory account. He kept no record, and general
recollections only remain from the statements which he made either bv
letter or in conversation. On such authority it is mentioned that he
travelled without money; that he made his way by his music, and by
the hospitality of the peasantry. The general results of his observation,
and, doubtless, much of the incident, is embodied in his poem,

" Tiie

Traveller." At Paris he attended the chemical lectures of Rouelle,
then in great reputation, and witnessed a brilliant concourse of the
learned and gay of the French capital.
He made the acquaintance of literary celebrities of the time, especially

Voltaire, by whom he was invited and entertained. From Paris he set

out upon an excursion to Switzerland. On this occasion he remained
for some time in Germany, of which he gives some curious accounts in

his Essay on Polite Literature. It was during this tour that he conceived
the idea of " The Traveller," of which the first rude sketch was trans-
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mitted to his brother from Switzerland. Having remained for some

time at Geneva, he went on to Italy; where having (we presume)
better resources, he saw more, and looked with attentive and diligent

curiosity into the general state of learning and manners. At Padua,
where he remained some months, he took the degree of Bachelor of

Medicine. While here, too, he received intelligence of the death of

his benevolent uncle. After two years had been spent in these rambles,

early in 1756 he landed at Dover, friendless and penniless. He made
his way to London, and " in the middle of February he was wandering,
without a friend or acquaintance, without the knowledge or comfort

of one kind face, in the lonely, terrible London streets." About his

first attempts to obtain the means of living there are numerous reports
and traditions. His first ascertained effort was to turn his classical

attainments to account. It is conjectured that he obtained a situation

as usher in an obscure school in Yorkshire ; but soon left it, and

returned to London. He was next an assistant to a chemist of the

name of Jacob, with whom he remained until, by the aid of an old

fellow-student, Dr Sleigh, he was enabled to establish himself in an

humble way as a physician, in Bankside, Southwark. It was about

the same time that he became acquainted with Richardson, and was

employed for a while as a reader in his printing office.

About the end of the year 1756, it was proposed to him to under-

take, for a time, the superintendence of the school of Dr John Milner,

at Peckham in Surrey, during the illness of this gentleman. He con-

sented ; and continued there for a period not precisely ascertained.

At the table of Dr Milner he became acquainted with Dr Griffiths,

at the time a bookseller in the Row, and the projector of the Monthly
Review. The result was an engagement, by the terms of which he

was to live for a year with the bookseller, at a regular salary. This

compact was, by mutual consent, dissolved in five months. Goldsmith

found the drudgery more severe than he had anticipated, having been

compelled to scribble daily from nine till two, and often the whole

day. When he left Mr Griffiths, he " made a shift to live," by joining

the literary with the medical profession. As a physician, he had no

cliance; but, as a writer, he could not fail to make his way: and,

though his productions were but hasty and little considered eflbrts

for daily subsistence, he was rapidly rising into notice.

During this interval he lived near Salisbury Square, Fleet Street;

but his chief resort was the Temple Exchange Coffee-house, where,

as was usual among the literary men of the day, he met his acquain-

tances, and sought the relaxation of his idle hours.

About this period he obtained an appointment as physician to a

factory on the coast of Coroniandel, and presented himself at an exami-

nation in Surgeon's Hall, where, to his great mortification, though

happily for the world, he was rejected. In the meantime he had been

preparing for publication his "
Essay on the Polite Literature of

Europe." While this work was on the eve of publication, Goldsmith

had, by iiis excessive improvidence, placed himself in a position of

extreme pecuniary embarrassment, and he drew on the purse and credit

oi' Griffiths more largely than he could repay. This affair ended in a

total alienation between them Griffiths' advances being repaid by a

IV. 2 o Ir.
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Life of Voltaire, hastily written for the purpose. A version of the

Henriade followed, and was published in the Monthly Review. His

next literary undertaking was "The Bee," a weekly periodical, which

possessed excellence of no ordinary character, but failed to command

iupport.
In 1760, and the following year, his writings are shown to have

been obtaining popularity A connection with Mr Newbery brought
him into a succession of engagements both profitable and creditable;

and the success of his Essay had introduced him to the literary world.

For the next following years, the same series of engagements proceeded
without material interruption, and with increasing reputation; though,
from the letters which he wrote to Mr Newbery (to be seen in Mr
Prior's memoir), it is plain that he was very inadequately paid. He
was also employed by Smollett, in the British Magazine.

His acquaintance with Dr Johnson originated in mutual respect and

high estimation, before any personal acquaintance. An invitation from

Dr Goldsmith first introduced them to each other. Every one who
has read Boswell's Life of Johnson is aware how intimate their inter-

course continued, until ended by Goldsmith's death.

It is hardly necessary to observe that Boswell failed to do justice to

the character of Goldsmith. Fortunately for the latter, his memory
has been cared for by more just and loving hands.

Other great names were soon enrolled in the list of his friends

Percy, Reynolds, Hogarth, Garrick, and Burke. " The Noctes

Ambrosianse" of the Literary Club were now partaken of by Goldsmith,
and he found himself the associate of men whom heretofore he had

long worsliipped at a distance.

About the period at which we must now suppose ourselves arrived

in Goldsmith's life, his health began to be shaken by the gloomy labours

which brought so little remuneration. However animated in society,

he had been taught, by long communion with adversity, to reflect

intensely when alone. He became subject to attacks of illness; and
a "

painful disease
"

is said to have been the eifect of continual drudgery
at his desk. His circumstances were, however, in other respects

improved; and he had recourse to occasional excursions to different

places of public resort, of which, we are told that his favourites were

Bath and Tunbridge. From the same cause, he removed to Islington
in the close of 1762, where he boarded with a Mrs Fleming. Mr
Newbery, his great publisher, resided in this neighbourhood, which

was an additional inducement, as this gentleman was always ready to

advance such sums as his expenses required. Here he continued till

1764. He was evidently treated with great respect and kindness by
his hostess, who was accustomed to make no charge for dinners given
to his visitors.

In December 1764 (by Mr Prior's correction of the date),
" The

Traveller" was published. Its success, though not equal to the expec-
tation of his friends, or to the transcendent merit of the piece, was very

great, and decisive as to the literary station of the author.

Among the wits its success was decided and immediate, but some
time elapsed before it became a favourite with the public at large.

Johnson pronounced it
" a poem to which it would not be easy to find
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anything equal since the days of Pope." Three months after its

publication a second edition appeared; the third and fourth soon

followed, and the ninth appeared in the year of the author's death.

In 1765 a number of his contributions to periodicals were published,
under the title of Essays by Mr Goldsmith. It was at this period,

also, that he wrote the beautiful balhid of Edwin and Angelina, "witliout

informing any of us at the Club," writes Sir John Hawkins, "he wrote

and addressed to the Countess, afterwards Duchess of Northumberland,
one of the first poems of the lyric kind that our language has to boast

of."

Towards the close of this year he engaged with Newbery for a work
which was not published till 1776, entitled "A Survey of Experimental

Philosophy considered in its Present State of Improvement."
But the " Vicar of Wakefield" now appearing, made a more efiective,

because a wider and more popular, impression than often happened
before his time, even to works of sterling power. Contrary to the

then established precedent for works of the same class, it enlisted the

sympathies on the side of honour, virtue, and religion, instead of

libertinism and vice; and produced as much effect in opposition to the

worst tendencies of human nature as Fielding and Smollett had pro-
duced by their aid. It has, indeed (unlike those glittering fabrications

of corruption), an advantage rare to moral fictions, the well-sustained

interest of romance, and may be recommended as a medicine more

palatable than luxury. The consequence was an admission into every

circle, a translation into every language, and a permanent popularity
in every civilised country.

During this interval Goldsmith was a resident in the Temple, which,

says Prior, was " a favourite abode then, as it appears, of several

men of letters." Here having, on the appearance of more promising
circumstances, taken more expensive apartments, on which he laid out

a sum of four hundred pounds, he enlarged his entire style of living,

and laid, it is thought, the foundation of those embarrassments which

embittered his latter years, and perhaps aided the work of disease by

lowering his constitutional health.

We have next to relate the main incidents of his success in another

department of fiction. We omit, in consideration of our limits, the

interesting train of circumstances previous to the appearance of ' Tiie

Good-Natured Man." It was first offered to Garrick, who evidently
failed to discern its merit, or was more probably actuated by an in-

vidious disposition against Goldsmith an inference to which wo are

strongly inclined, from the consideration of all circumstances. The
amiable simplicity of the author expected justice and friendship,
but his piece was kept in silence, until his temper was irritated by a

delay which he must have felt to be disrespectful. He withdrew it by
a very polite note, to which an answer equally courteous was returned.

It was then given to Covent-Garden ; and, after some short delays, was

acted in January 1768. Johnson furnished the prologue for the occa-

sion. The reception of this comedy was far from equivalent to its real

merits. It received the high preference of Burke and Jolinson. And

generally, though the play-going multitude seem to have given it but

a qualified approbation, ths critics were on his side. The success of the
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play of " False Delicacy," ia Drury-lane, was contemporaneous with

that of Goldsmith's; and the coincidences of time, plot, sale, the coun-

try of the authors (both Irishmen), led to comparisons; and an irritat-

ing sense of rivalry soon began to prevail between them.

The period of his life at which we are now arrived demands little

prolonged detail, in a memoir which pretends to be little more than a

brief and summary sketch. The struggles with poverty, prolonged by

imprudence, but in a considerable degree abated by transcendent

genius, still in some measure accompanied him. Compelled to maintain

himself by the journey-work of the trade, he could rarely command
those intervals of leisure from which any great result, commensurate

with his powers, might be fairly expected. His varied engagements
with the booksellers, demand here no special detail. He was now

engaged on that well-known work, his "Animated Nature;" remark-

able for the attraction which his simple elegance of style has given to

subjects, which the learning, extended research, and increased accu-

racy of later times and far more informed writers, have not rendered so

popular as they deserve to be. He was also engaged on an abridgment
of his History of England, perhaps the most deservedly popular book

that ever was written.

The labour of these avocations was pleasantly relieved by an exten-

sive intercourse with the best and most attractive society of the age. A
visit to France, with some ladies of the name of Horneck, occurred in

the summer of 1771. This excursion has been productive of at least

one letter of exceeding interest, which is printed in his life by Prior.

Some time after his return we find him lodging at the house of a country

farmer, and occupied in the composition of his comedy,
" She Stoops to

Conquer."
"
Every soul," he writes,

"
is a-visiting about and merry

but myself; and that is hard too, as I have been trying these three

months to do something to make people laugh. Thus have I been

strolling about the hedges, studying jests with a most tragical counte-

ance." This retreat was " near the six-mile stone on the Edgware
Road; and he finished several of the various compilations in which he

was engaged at the same period."
In 1773 " She Stoops to Conquer" was brought out, and met with

unequivocal success. Only twelve nights remained free for its repre-

sentation; on these it was received with all the strongest proofs oi

public favour. Goldsmith received between three and four hundred

pounds on the three nights allotted for the author.

In the meantime literary projects were not wanting to keep his pen
employed, or to excite his active industry to renewed efibrt. Among
these, a favourite one, was the plan of a Dictionary of Arts and Sciences,

which, it may be regretted, was not carried into execution, as it was de-

signed to contain contributions from Johnson, Burke, Reynolds, Burney,
and Garrick, on the several topics with which they were each most con-

versant. This, whatever may have been its intrinsic value, would have
been inestimable as an object of personal and historic interest. But
tlie time, expense, and the habits of the projector's own life and char-

acter, ofl'ered difficulties formidable in the eye of commercial prudence;
and the splendid plan fell to the ground. A Grecian history, on the

plan of his other works of the same description, was in the same
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year completed and sold to the booksellers. For this he received

250.

Notwithstanding the success of his pen, Goldsmith's embarrassments

were accumulating. He was utterly destitute of prudence ; credulously

good-natured and compassionate, and consequently the dupe of every

knave, and the prey of his own servants. His spirits gave way before

the prospect of distresses of which the recollection of his own experience
could present the most formidable shadows.

It was during this season of distress that "
Retaliation," the most

felicitous specimen of the class to which it is to be referred, was written.

It had become usual for most of the principal men of letters to dine

tosrether from time to time at St James's Cofi'ee-house. On some one

of these occasions, a question arose as to how Goldsmith might be men-

tioned by posterity. The conversation suggested to some one the notion

of an epitaph ; and for some time several of those present indulged their

wit in specimens of this species of composition, for which Goldsmith was

selected as the butt. Such is, with the highest reason, thought to have

been the origin of Goldsmith's poem. The poem, with all its singular

merit, was left unfinished. As the spring advanced, his health and

spirits continued to decline ; while he endeavoured to sustain his spirits

by dissipation, and indulged to extravagance in the expenses of pleasure

and a profuse hospitality. Having retreated to the country, he was

compelled by a painful disease to return to town, where his complaint

gave way to medical treatment ; but it left behind exhaustion on a

frame already debilitated, and a nervous fever soon set in. His death

was the result. It has been ascribed to the rash use of James's powders,
taken in defiance of his medical attendant. His sufferings continued

for a week, and it appears that mental distress was a chief cause of the

fatal termination. He breathed his last on the 3rd of April 1774, at

midnight, in his forty-fifth year. He was deeply lamented by the best

and ablest men of his day Burke, Johnson, and Reynolds ; men who

were capable of knowing what he was, and who felt what he could be,

and might have become, had his life been prolonged and circumstances

been favourable.

It was at first designed that he should have a public funeral ; hut the

embarrassment of his affairs altered the intention. It was estimated

that his debts amounted to nearly 2,000.

He was privately interred in the burial-ground of the Temple Church.

His monument is in Westminster Abbey, bearing the celebrated epitaph

by Johnson.

In attentively perusing the chief writings of Goldsmith, it will be

observed that, so far as they display views of life and of human char-

acter, much is derived from the experience of his own mind from his

own virtues and his own errors and that when the vices of the basest

and most heartless kind are to be delineated, that he displays no proof
of a thorough and internal acquaintance with the darker and colder

corruptions of the human heart. He can with his usual power describe

the actions of bad men, and their remits; but he has none oi that sym-

pathy by means of which the inward workings of wickedness are caught
for delineation.

With regard to the poetry of Goldsmith, the character of both the



genius and its produce is the same intense simplicity and singleness.

The whole of these thoroughly original compositions manifest, with un-

common force, the mind itself identified with the language; and this is

their peculiar and characteristic excellence, and the secret of their

power. Goldsmith felt and thought in verse, and thus expressed the

pure native suggestions as they rose. It is thus that, however he may
have corrected and adorned, he had first secured that which no skill can

give the pure expression which alone can awaken the sympathy of the

heart. This is the real charm of his verse, and it is also the true

reason why no one can be a poet but by nature.

To sum the whole of these reflections, Goldsmith was, in a peculiar

and eminent sense, the opposite of all that is understood by
" a man of

the world." He was a poet, a philosopher, a dreamer, a reasoner, and

a curious contemplator all that could be compounded from intellect

and sensibility : but as singularly deficient in the little arts and know-

ing qualities which govern all the smaller commerce of the world, and

the petty craft they generate.
His poetry has found its way to every heart, from the Irish cabin to

the mansion of refinement and luxury, for there is an echo to nature

through the entire compass of humanity. It can be understood by all,

and convey the same tenderness, purity, and harmony to every ear.

Poetry may be overlaid by glittering art, disguised by fantastic philo-

sopliy, and degraded by imitations and fabrications by triteness, non-

sense, and eccentricity; and, in the effort to exalt the spurious texture

of the trade of the hour, be huddled into neglect amid the confusion of

tongues in the Babel of 'modern literature: but all this must soon

pass away, because there is no substantial, permanent principle to

support it. One flimsy fabrication will be outshone by others, and the

equally shallow fallacies of rationalism and transcendentalism must be

cancelled by new follies, if not by natural wisdom : trutli and nature

will never want a place where there is sound sense, nor, it is to be

hoped, fail to bring back the public taste to the more true and standard

rules of judgment, in which the "Deserted Village" and "The Tra-

veller
"
must assert their claim to admiration.

Philip Francis (born a.d. 1719 died a.d. 1773), a poet and

dramatic writer, was the son of the Rev. John Francis, D.D., Rector of

St Mary's, Dublin, and afterwards Dean of Lismore. He was born in

Dublin in the early part of the last century, and educated in Trinity

College, Dublin ; graduating in 1728. After taking orders he went

to England about 1750, and settled at Esher, Surrey, where he set

up an academy, and for some time had Gibbon under his care. His

son. Sir Philip, also received his early education under him. The
" Letters of Junius

" were at one time attributed to him, as well as to

his son. By the influence of Lord Holland, Dr Francis obtained the

Chaplaincy of Chelsea, and the Rectory of Barrow, Suffolk. He
died 5th March 1773. His name is now best remembered as the

author of a poetical translation of Horace, on which Johnson remarked

"The lyrical part of Horace never can be properly translated; so

much of the excellence is in the numbers and the expression. Francis

has done it the best. I'll take his, five out of six, against them all."
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His next work was a translation of Demosthenes, whicli was not so

successful as his translation of Horace, though well executed and

favourably received. As a dramatic writer Dr Francis was not .so

distinguished, his two tragedies, Eugenia and Constantine, being both

coldly received. The former is said to be little more than a free

translation of a French tragedy bj"^ Grasigni, called Cenie. Frequent
notices of Dr Francis occur in Chesterfield's Letters and Miscellanies,
as well as in Boswell's Johnson, and he was satirised by Churchill in

his " Author."

Hugh Kelly (born a.d. 1739 died a.d. 1777), was born in

Killarney in the year 1739,* He was the son of a gentleman of good
family but reduced fortune, and after receiving a fair school education

he was apprenticed to a staymaker in- Dublin. On the expiration of

his time he settled in London in 1760. Finding it very difficult to

get employment he was reduced to the utmost distress. In this

forlorn state his natural wit and vivacity never deserted him. heer-

ful and humorous at all times, he soon attracted the notice of a
"
goodly company

"
that used to frequent a tavern in Russel Street,

Covent Garden. Amongst them was an attorney of higli reputation,
and Kelly, like his countryman Sheridan, seems to have had powers

"
to

soften the heart of an attorney." He gladly accepted a situation as

a copying clerk in this gentleman's office, and continued at this uncon-

genial work for some time, until an accidental acquaintance with a

bookseller opened a more promising field for his labours.

In 1762 he edited the "Lady's Museum," and subsequently the
" Court Magazine," and other periodical publications. For several years
after this period he continued writing upon a variety of subjects, and

produced several political pamphlets. About the year 1767 he pub-
lished a poem entitled "

Thespis," in imitation of Churchill's "
Rosciad,"

which gave great offence : but the great satirical powers displayed
attracted the notice of Garrick, who, in the next year caused Kelly's
first play,

" False Delicacy," to be acted at Drury Lane. It was received

with great applause, and from this time he continued to write for the

stage with profit and success. His comedy a,
" Word to the Wise," was

badly received, owing to a report then current that he was writing to

order under Government pay. It was performed soon after his death

for the benefit of his family, with a prologue by Dr Johnson. His other

works were "
Clementina," a tragedy, and " Prince of Agra," a tragedy,

and the " School for Wives," a comedy, performed, under the name of

Mr Justice Addington, at Covent Garden, in 1774. By this manoeuvre

he baffled the critics and regained his reputation.
Amid all these dramatic engagements, he found time for the study of

the law, and was called to the bar by the Benchers of the Middle Temple
in 1774. After this period he produced the farce of " A Romance of

an Hour," borrowed from Marmontel. This was followed by the

comedy of " The Man of Reason," which was not as successful as any
of his former productions. His prospects at the bar were said to have

been very promising ; but owing to his sedentary life his health broke

down, and he was cut off prematurely by an abscess in the side after a

few days' illness. He died on 3rd February 1777, at his house in Gough
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Square, in the thirty-eighth year of his age. A collective edition of

his works, with his life, was published in London in 1778.

William Havard (born ad. 1710 died a.d. 1778), was born in

Dublin in the year 1710. He was the son of a vintner in that city,

and took his diploma as a surgeon; but having an early inclination for

the stage, he went to London, where he was engaged first in Goodman's

Fields, and afterwards in the Theatre Royal. As an actor he was

held in very high estimation, and as an author he was no less dis-

tinguished. Grood sense was his chief characteristic both on the stage

and in the study. In his private character he was amiable, and

generally esteemed. He continued on the stage till the year 1769;

when finding the infirmities of age increasing, he formally took leave

in an epilogue written by himself, and delivered after the play of
"
Zara," in which Garrick acted for his benefit. He died on the 20th

February 1778, and was buried in Covent Garden Church-yard. His

epitaph was written by Garrick, as " A Tribute to the Memory of

a Character he long knew and respected."

Fielding held a high opinion of Havard's merits as an actor, and

wrote of him "
Except Mr Garrick, I do not know that he hath any

superior in tragedy at that house" (Covent Garden).
He wrote four plays

"
Scanderberg," 1733 ;

"
King Charles the

First," 1737 ;

"
Regulus," 1744;

" The Elopement," 1763. All, par-

ticularly one, were successful.

Kane O'Hara (born a.d. 1743 died a.d. 1782), was a cadet of

good family. He had considerable musical taste and a happy talent

of adapting verses to old airs. In the later part of his life he was

afflicted with the loss of sight, and employed an amanuensis, whom
he had constantly near him, as he was fond of making alterations

in his theatrical pieces, which are all burlettas or ballad operas. His

first production was "
Midas," acted at Govent Garden in 1764,

and extremely well received. His other works are " The Golden

Pippin," 1773;
" The Two Misers," 1775;

"
April Day," 1777; and an

altered version of Fielding's
" Tom Thumb," 1780. He died June

17, 1782.

Henry Brooke (born ad. 1706 died a.d. 1783), the son of a

clergyman, was born at Rantavan, in the county Cavan, in 1706. He
received his early education under Dr Sheridan, and next entered

Trinity College, Dublin, which he left at an early age without taking
his degree. While keeping his legal terms in London he formed an

acquaintance with Pope and Swift and other celebrities. He was after-

wards admitted to the Irish bar, but never regularly followed his

profession. Being appointed guardian to his cousin, he married his

youthful ward wlien she was no more than fourteen years of age. In

1732 he published in London a philosophical poem, entitled " Universal

Beauty," in which he was supposed to have been assisted by Pope.
His next work was a spirited translation of the first three books of

Tasso, published in 1737, which was soon followed by his tragedy of
*' Gustavus Vasa," which was considered the best of all his dramatic
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works. Its performance was prohibited for political reasons. This

disappointment, however, was compensated by a rapid sale of the play;
and the public, by an unexampled liberality of subscription, repaid in a

tenford degree the highest expectations of the author. Soon after-

wards ho returned to Ireland, where he received the appointment
of barrack-master from his Excellency Lord Chesterfield. But the

duties of his appointment did not interfere with his literary per-

formances, and he wrote several poems and plays of great merit.

He also contributed four fables to the collection published by Moore,
under the title of " Fables for the Female Sex." In 1749 his tragedy,
" The Earl of Essex," was performed at Dublin with great success.

As a political writer, too, he was no less distinguished, and his

" Farmer's Letters" on the plan of his friend Swift's "
Drapier

Letters" especially attracted public attention. In 1762 lie published
" The Trial of the Roman Catholics," which was intended as a plea
for the repeal of the penal laws. His next works were two novels,
" The Fool of Quality," and " Juliet Grenville," which, in spite of

many merits, excited much unfavourable criticism. In 1772 he pub-
lished his poem

"
Redemption." He died 10th October 1783. His

works, with the addition of some pieces collected by his daughter, were

reprinted in Dublin in 1792. Notices of Brooke will be found in

Johnson's and Chalmers' "
English Poets ;

"
Chalmers' "

Biographical

Dictionary ;" and
*'
Brookiana, or Anecdotes of Henry Brooke," London,

1804. The latter portion of his life has been thus described :
" The

political ingratitude of the times, and the violence of party spirit, as

well as the influence of a beloved wife, who was attached to the peace-

ful scenes of privacy, were probably the causes of this determination to

lead a secluded life. In his retirement Brooke courted the muses, and

though he found Garrick unwilling to support his merit by a represen-

tation on the London stage, yet he met with some success in Dublin.

But the generosity of his heart was too great for a limited income ; he

was profuse in his acts of friendship and humanity, and he was at last

obliged to sell his favourite residence. The declining health of his

wife, too, tended to lessen his comforts, and the death of that amiable

woman, after a union of nearly fifty years of uninterrupted domestic

harmony, put an end to his enjoyments. From the severity of this

blow his constitution could never recover ; he sunk into a state of im-

becility, and though nature sometimes rallied, the powers of his mind

never regained their wonted brilliancy. He, however, beguiled his

hours of affliction and melancholy by the sweets of literature, and while

at lucid intervals he wrote those unequal works, which are occasionally

tinctured with mysticism
' The Fool of Quality,' and '

Juliet Gren-

ville' he thus gained fresh opportunities of displaying the excellence

of his moral character, and the warmth of his philanthropy."
His daughter, Chablotte, was early attracted to the study of the

Irish language, in which she attained great proficiency. She is best

known in the literary world as the author of "
Reliques of Irish Poetry,"

consisting of heroic poems, odes, elegies, and songs, translated into

English verse, with notes explanatory and historical ; the originals are

given in the Irish character. Her chief works were "
Reliques of Irish

Poetry," translated into English verse, with notes, and " An Irish Tale "
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(Dublin, 1789);
"
Dialogue between a Lady and her Pupils, describing a

journey through England and Wales ;" "Natural History," &c. (1796);
" Emma, or the Foundling of the Wood, a Novel," 1803. A second

edition of her "
Reliques of Irish Poetry" appeared in 1816, in two

volumes, with a memoir of Miss Brooke by Aaron Crossley Seymour.
She also brought out an edition of her father's works, with a memoir of

himself. Her life, which is said to have been an uneventful one, was

passed in Ireland, where she died 29th March 1793.

Francis Gentleman (born a.d. 1728 died a.d. 1784), a soldier,

actor, and author, was born in York Street, Dublin, on the 23rd of

Oct. 1728. He received his early education in that city. At the

age of fifteen he obtained a commission in the regiment of which his

father was major; but making an exchange to a newly raised com-

pany, he left the service on his regiment being reduced, at the

conclusion of the war in 1748. On this event he indulged his

inclination for the stage, and made his first appearance at Dublin, in

the character of Aboan in the play of Oroonoko. Notwithstanding
an insignificant figure and great timidity, he seems to have succeeded

in his early efforts. About this time he went to London, in the

hope of establishing his title to some property of a deceased relative,

and, having spent his own small means in a vain attempt, he was

obliged to return to the stage. We find him next engaged at the

theatre in Bath, where he remained for some time. He next ap-

peared in Edinburgh, and soon after in Manchester and Liverpool.

Grrowing tired of this kind of life, he settled at Malton, near York,
where he married, having expectations of some provision through the

interest of the Marquis of Granby, in which he was disappointed by
the death of his patron. In 1770 he was engaged by Foote at the

Haymarket, where he played for three seasons. He then returned to

Dublin, where he remained till his death, which took place 21st Dec.

1784, in George's Lane. For the last seven years of his life he strug-

gled under sickness and extreme want. The following are some of his

numerous works: Sejanus, 1751; Oroonoko (altered), 1760; The
Stratford Jubilee; The Sultan, or Love and Fame, 1770; The
Tobacconist, 1771; Cupid's Eevenge, 1772; The Pantheonites, 1773;
The Modish Wife. He was also the author of the following pieces,
none of which have been published: Osman, 1751; Zaphira, 1754;
Richard II., 1754; The Mentalist, 1759; The Fairy Court, 1760;
The Coxcombs, 1771; Orpheus and Euridice, 1783. He was also

author of the Dramatic Censor, in 2 vols., 1770, and had the discredit

of producing an edition of Shakespeare which has been pronounced the
" worst that ever appeared." He also wrote "

Royal Fables" poetical

productions of very considerable merit and "
Characters, an Epistle,"

London, 1766.

Thomas Sheridan (born a.d. 1721 died a.d. 1788) was a native
of Quilca, in the county Cavan. His father, the Rev. Thomas Sheridan,
was rector of Dunboyne, and chaplain to the Lord Lieutenant. Lord
Cork characterises him as "ill-starred, good-natured, and improvident,
.... a punster, a quibbler, a fiddler, and a wit. Not a day passed
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witliout a rebus, an anagram, or a madrigal. His pen and his fiddle-

stick were in continual motion, and yet to no little purpose." He
was a friend of Swift, and through his influence he received a living
in the south of Ireland, which he exchanged for the rectory of Dun-

boyne. He lost his chaplaincy to the Castle by choosing for his

text on the anniversary of the king's birthday,
" Sufficient for the

day is the evil thereof." He subsequently took the free school of

Cavan, sold it shortly after for .400, and died in sickness and
destitution. He was an excellent classical scholar, and wrote several

translations of merit. Many of his letters will be found in Swift's

Miscellanies. His son Thomas, the subject of this notice, having
received the early part of his education at home, was sent at an

early age to Westminster school, where by pure merit he was elected

a king's scholar. Not having means to follow up this success he re-

turned to Dublin, and entered Trinity College as a sizar. He obtained,

amongst other distinctions in his undergraduate course, a scholarship
in 1738. Having graduated A.B. in 1739, he purposed reading for a

fellowship. But he abandoned this idea, and several other schemes in

their turn, finally fixing his choice on the stasre. He made his first

appearance in Smock Alley in January 1743, in the character of

Richard III. In 1744 he played at Covent Garden, and in 1745 with

Garrick at Drury Lane, and subsequently became manager of the

Theatre Royal, Dublin. For eight years he filled this trying post,

with credit and profit to himself; till at length in the summer of 1754
he unfortunately revived Miller's tragedy of Mahomet, which had tlie

effect of rousing a perfect storm of political rancour, in whicli Sheridan

eventually became the object of the popular fury. On his refusing to

make the apology demanded of him on a particular night, a storming

party attacked the stage, cut the scenery to pieces with their swords,

tore up the benches and boxes, and completely sacked the theatre,

concluding with a vow of vengeance on the offending manager.
Sheridan now thought it prudent to retreat, and accordingly went

to England for shelter. In 1756 he ventured back, and, having made
a public apology, he was once more received with the highest favour.

But another misfortune was in store for him, in the shape of an oppo-
sition theatre. His theatrical sovereignty, which had been thus dis-

turbed by an insurrection at home, was yet to undergo a second shock,

from an affair, if possible, more fatal, being no less than " an invasion

from abroad. Two mighty potentates from England, Mr Barry and

Mr Woodward, having sounded the feelings of tlie people of Dublin,

with whom the former, exclusive of his acknowledged tlieatrical merit,

had great interest, as being their countryman, and finding that a second

theatre in that city would be likely to meet with encouragement,

immediately raised a large subscription among the nobility and gentry,
set artificers to work, erected a new playhouse in Crow Street during
the summer season, and having engaged a company selected from the

two theatres of London, they were ready for opening by the beginning of

the ensuing winter. And now, at a time when Mr Sheridan needed

the greatest increase of theatrical strength, he found himself deserted

by some of his principal performers, who had engaged themselves at

the new house ; and, as if fate were determined to oppose him, some
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valuable auxiliaries whom he had engaged from England, among
whom were Mr Theophilus Gibber and Mr Maddox, lost their lives in

the attempt to come to Ireland, being driven by a storm and cast

away on the coast of Scotland."* This proved a finishing stroke to

the ruin so long impending over him, and he was compelled to throw

up the whole concern, and seek some other means of providing for

himself and family.
The great passion of his life from youth up was oratory, and the

exhibition of its supposed advantages to public audiences. Accordingly
in the year 1757, he published a plan for establishing an academy for

the benefit of the youth of Ireland, and as oratory was to be the

principal element in this design, he delivered two or three public
lectures on the subject, which gave the highest proofs of the abilities

of the proposer, if not of the soundness of his theory. The public
were convinced ; Sheridan's plan was put into execution ; but, strange
to say, the talented and ingenious author was excluded from a share

in its conduct.

He then went to England, where he composed an excellent course

of lectures on elocution and oratory, which he publicly read in the

theatres of the Universities of Oxford and Cambridge, very consider-

ably to his emolument, and still more so to his reputation. Thence
he went to London, where for several years his time was divided

between his old avocation and public readings and lectures. His last

appearance on the stage was in 1776. On the retirement of Garrick,
the purchasers of the share in Drury Lane (of whom his son, R. B.

Sheridan, was one) made him manager of the theatre, and this post he

retained for three years, after which he returned to his lectures and
his books. On the accession of George IIL he was honoured with a

pension, which disgusted his fellow-pensioner Dr Johnson, and elicited

an ungenerous and unjust exclamation, which Sheridan successfully
resented. He died at Margate, August 14, 1788. His dramatic works
were "

Captain O'Blunder," farce, 1754 ;

"
Coriolanus," tragedy,

1755; "Royal Subject," altered from Beaumont and Fletcher; and
" Romeo and Juliet," altered from Shakespeare. As an actor, if he did

not take a place in the very first rank, he deserved something above
the second grade. By his finished oratorical execution he more than

made up for defects in voice and person. As a scholar his merits

were acknowledged by all who judged him fairly. Of his numerous

literary performances we can only notice a few: British Education
;

Address on the Stage; Difficulties of English; General Dictionary
of the English Language, with a Rhetorical Grammar prefixed. This
work is noticed in the Preface to Webster's Dictionary, and it is con-

sidered at the present time as possessing more phonetic than philological
value. Besides numerous lectures and treatises on oratory, he wrote
on the reading of the Church Liturgy. Notices of Sheridan will be
found in Geneste's "History of the Stage,"

" Hitchcock's Irish Stage,"
and " Chalmers' Biographical Dictionary."
He married Miss Frances Chamberlayne, daughter of Doctor Philip

Chamberlayne, an Irish Church dignitary, who had the reputation of

being a great wit. He strictly forbade his daughters' learning to write,
* Bior. Dramat.



as he considered it an accomplishment which only led to " the multi-

plication of love-letters." It is not stated whether this prohibition was
a sly piece of the doctor's wit, or seriously intended ; the result, how-

ever, was that his daughter Frances acquired not only that secret, but

actually penetrated into classical regions, learning Latin and Greek.

After employing her pen first on a romance "Eugenia and Adelaide"

in two volumes; next in two sermons, she produced a pamphlet in

defence of Sheridan, then in the midst of his theatrical troubles in

Dublin, and in this way first attracted her future husband. Her

grand- daughter, Mrs Lefanu, has given memoirs of the life and writings
of Mrs Frances Sheridan. She has been already noticed in our memoir
of her son, R. B. Sheridan. Besides her well-known novel, "Sidney
Biddulph, The History of Nourjahad

"
(afterwards dramatised) this

accomplished lady wrote several successful plays. Her comedy,
" The

Discovery," was considered by Garrick, who played the principal part
in it, as one of the best plays he had ever read. She also wrote a

comedy called " The Dupe," and another play never acted or published,
called " Tiie Trip to Bath." We also find in Dyce's specimens of

British Poetesses, some verses of high merit composed by this lady.
The memoirs of her life and writings, by Mrs Lefanu, were published
in Dublin in 1824.

Charles Macklin (born a.d. 1690 died a.d. 1797). For the

life of Macklin the materials are abundant, and the interest of these is

also very great. His memoir would comprise the history of the stage
for the more considerable part of the last century. Tlie following

summary is all we can atibrd space for.

Charles Maclaughlin was born in 1690, in the county Westmeath.
He was respectably educated, and having a strong propensity to the

stage, changed his name to Macklin. He spent some years among
diflferent strolling companies, and about 1725 went to London, and was

engaged in Lincoln's-Inn-Fields theatre. In 173a he had the mis-

fortune to kill a brother actor by an unlucky blow given in the heat of

a dispute; for this he was tried and found guilty of manslaughter. In

17-il his performance of Shylock fixed his character as an actor. For
this part, his naturally harsh and sinister cast of features gave him

great advantages. From this time he was mostly sure of obtaining

engagements at the principal theatres on the most liberal terms, though
the caprice of his temper very frequently involved him in difficulties

which much neutralised his successes. To the talents of a first-rate

actor he added those of a dramatic writer of very considerable merit,
and produced several pieces, which, however tliey might fail to stand

the test of criticism, were proofs of very groat natural powers.
In 1748 he was, witli his wife, engaged by Sheridan for the Dublin

stage, at a salary of .800 a-year, for two years. His extreme captious-
ness soon brought this engagement to a premature conclusion. He
engaged next at Covent Garden, and played Mercutio during the

winter with a success which has perplexed criticism to account for, as

it was little suited to his appearance or presumed capabilities.
In 1754 he took formal leave of the stage, being then in his sixty-

fourth year, though still in the full possession of his powers. This step
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was occasioned by a speculation whicli was no less than the scheme of a

coffee-house and tavern in the piazza of Covent- Garden, where eating
and debating were to be conducted on the most scientific principles.

Macklin, as might be expected, made himself ridiculous, and exposed
himself to the terrible waggery of Foote, who seized every occasion to

draw him into farcical colloquies, in which Macklin was his easy dupe.
Meanwhile, an improvident scale of expense, insufficient attention to

economy, and the dishonesty of the servants to whom he trusted, soon

reduced him to ruin, and in 1755 he was declared bankrupt.
He next joined Barry and Woodward in a new theatre in Dublin,

which they built in Crow Street, in 1757. This partnership lasted

but a short time, during which his wife, an actress of some merit, died.

He returned to England, obtained a lucrative engagement at Drury
Lane, and brought out the farce of " Love a la Mode," the success of

which brought him both money and reputation.
In 1774, some discontent with his acting, and some with his con-

duct, arose, and was fomented into very considerable violence, which,
after lasting for some time, ended in his dismissal from the company. He
went to law, and obtained considerable damages, which he relinquished,

simply requiring his law expenses, and 200 worth of tickets to be

taken for his daughter's and his own benefit, with 100 similarly laid

out for the benefit of the theatre, on his reinstatement in the company.
He was at this time in his eighty-fifth year, and still from time to

time appearing on the stage both in Dublin and London. But on two
occasions he was suddenly deserted by his memory in the act of per-

formance, and in consequence gave up the stage soon after. His last

appearance was in 1789, on the Dublin boards, in the character of

Shylock; his memory failed in the middle of the play, and his part was
taken by another. He was then, if his birth be rightly dated, in his

hundredth year. He lived, nevertheless, for seven years longer, and
died July 11, 1797, at the great age of one hundred and seven, and
was buried in the chancel of St Paul's, Covent Garden.

There are ten dramatic pieces ascribed to him, but two only have

kept possession of the stage
" Love a la Mode," a farce, and the " Man

of the World," a comedy. His memoirs, by J. T. Kirkman, were pub-
lished in 2 vols., London 1799.

Thomas Dermody (born a.d. 1775 died a.d. 1802). Dermody's
father was a schoolmaster, first at Ennis (where his son was born in

1775) and afterwards in Galway. In his school, Thomas, the subject
of this memoir, received his education. Before he had attained his

tenth year he displayed poetic powers of no mean order. There is

also reason to believe that the same precocity showed itself in every part
of his conduct and disposition. His father, a man of talent and learn-

ing, was addicted to drunkenness; and the consequence was a disorderly
home and a vicious example. The son, without religion, prudence, or

virtue, thorougldy ignorant of life, and inflated by imagination, vulgar

flattery, and vicious reading, was, while yet a boy, inflamed with a

strong inclination to leave his home and follow the fortunes of an

adventurer. We cannot pursue the incidents of his peregrinations; he
arrived penniless in Dublin, and was soon glad to accept a tuition
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from the keeper of a book-stall. He became successively acquainted
with several persons of learning, who had the discernment to perceive
his extraordinary talents and scholarship, as well as the liberality to

relieve him, and to endeavour to put him in the way of doing some-

thing for himself. At last he was introduced to the notice of a

most worthy man, the Reverend Gilbert Austin, rector of Maynooth,
who, being himself well versed in every branch of literary and scientific

attainment, and endowed with a large spirit of charity, entered with

the zeal of his benevolent nature into the interests of a young and
friendless scholar and poet. At his own expense he selected and

published a volume of Dermody's poems; and, by means of a sub-

scription, collected a sufficient sum to place him out of the reach of

immediate want.

It was now that his vices began to assert the entire command over

his conduct. The most abandoned and flagrant impostures, without

any proportionable inducement, plainly indicated an utter disregard of

every principle of right or truth, or sense of honour or decency; and
the consequence was, that while by his genius he obtained patrons, he

lost their protection as fast, by conduct unrestrained by either shame
or prudence.

Having run through all the changes of a life few in years, but dis-

graced by profligacy and darkened by misery seldom experienced in the

longest, worn by diseases and privations, and impaired in intellect,

Thomas Dermody died at Sydenham m England, in 1802. His writ-

ings and his attainments were deservedly admitted as unquestionable
indications of talents and genius approaching a high order, bestowed to

no purpose except as a lesson too plain to require to be amplified or

enforced.

In 1806 Mr James G. Raymond published his Life, and his poetical

works under the title of the "
Harp of Erin."

Robert Jephson (born a.d. 1736 died a.d. 1803), was born in

1736. He was a captain in the 73d Regiment, and was a dramatic

writer of some ability. He was warmly befriended by W. Gerard

Hamilton, who obtained for him 600 a year on the Irish Establish-

ment. His tragedy of "
Bragauza

"
was admired by Horace Walpole.

His "Count of Narbonne" was eminently successful. He also pub-
lished a collection of poems, called " Roman Portraits" (1797). Notices

of him will be found in Malone's Life ofW. G. Hamilton, Horace

Walpole's Works, and in Davies' Life of Garrick.

Arthur Murphy (born a.d. 1727 died a.d. 1805), was the son of

a merchant, and born at Clooniquin, in the county Roscommon. His

father was lost at sea, and he was sent, at the age of ten, to St Omer's,
to be educated : there he acquired a masterly acquaintance with the

Greek and Latin languages. He returned home in 1 774 ; remained

for three years with his mother ; and was then sent to an uncle in Cork,
in whose counting-house he continued till 1749. He was destined for

business, but the vagrant temper, so often combined with the poetical

temperament, interfered, and, instead of going out to take charge of his

uncle's West India estate, he returned to his mother in 1751.



In October 1752, he entered on his long literary career by com-

mencing a periodical : it lasted two years ; and was the means of intro-

ducing him to actors and literary men in London. He contracted

debts on the hope of a legacy from his uncle ; but, being disappointed,
he took Foote's advice, and tried his success as an actor. His first

appearance was in Othello ; and, though wanting in the essentials for

distinguished excellence, by dint of judgment he rose to a respectable
rank. He was thus enabled to pay his debts, and clear 400. He
then resolved to quit the stage, and go to the bar.

He was refused admission in the Middle Temple, on the ground of

his having been on the stage; but was received at Lincoln'slnn. We
pass unnoticed his political writings. He mainly lived by writing for the

stage. His dramatic productions were in general attended with success.

He was called to the bar in 1762, and went the Norfolk circuit, but

without success ; and afterwards obtained but scanty employment in

London, where he now and then appeared to plead. He left the bar in

1788, in disgust, on a junior being appointed king's counsel.

Retiring to Hammersmith, he gave himself up entirely to literature,

and in 1793 published his translation of Tacitus, which he dedicated to

Edmund Burke.

By the interest of Lord Loughborough, he was appointed one of the

commissioners of bankruptcy, and soon after obtained a pension of 200

a-year.
His dramatic works entitle him to a high rank among the British

dramatists ; and his classical attainments obtained him no inferior place
as a scliolar. He edited a collection of his own works plays, poems,
and miscellaneous writings in London (1786), in 7 vols.

He died at Knightsbridge, in 1805.*

Ambrose Eccles (born a.d. 1743 died a.d. 1809), was born in

Dublin about the year 1743, and was educated at Trinity College,
Dublin, Being possessed of independent means he went to the Con-

tinent, intending to make the " tour of Europe." From France he

proceeded to Italy ; but ill health compelled him to forego the further

prosecution of his design, and return home. The rest of his life he

devoted to literary pursuits, the results of which appeared in his illus-

trated editions of Shakespeare's plays of "
Lear,"

*'

Cymbeline," and
the " Merchant of Venice." To each of these he added a volume of

notes, with the several critical and historical essays that had appeared
at different periods respecting each piece. He had also prepared an

edition of " As you Like It," on the same plan, but he died before

he could give it to the public. To his edition of "
Cymbeline," he

added a version of the ninth tale of Boccaccio's " Decameron." He
died in 1809, at an advanced age, at his seat of Clonroe, where, we are

told he had long resided, dispensing hospitality, ministering to the com-
forts of his surrounding tenantry, and exhibiting a model worthy of the

imitation of every country gentleman.

Edward Lysaght (born a.d. 1763 died 1810). This celebrated
* See Foote's Life of Murphy, 1811

;
Boswell's Life of Johnson

;
and Blackwood's

Magazine, ix. 283, xxxvi. 164.
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wit and song- writer took higher rank amongst bards than barristers,

though called to the bars of England and Ireland. His family were

highly connected, and long resident in the county Clare. From

the school of the Rev. Patrick Hare, Lysaght entered Trinity College

in 1779. He was called to the English and Irish bars in 1798. His

own estimate of his qualifications as a common law or equity lawyer
seems to have been correct :

" I have not law enough for the King's

Bench, and am too sprightly for Chancery." His fun was evidently liis

forte ; and popular songs and squibs, social and political, were more to

his taste than dry pleadings. He was more suited for Nisi Prius work,

and he gained a high reputation on circuit as a fluent speaker and able

tactician. He remained in practice in England until his marriage, wlien,

according to Sir Jonah Barrington, he discovered that his father-in-law,

whom he believed to be a wealthy Jew, was only a bankrupt Christian.

Lvsaglit's creditors, though equally deceived in this respect, did not

sympatiiise witli him as they ought, and " Ned "
retired to his native

land, joined the Munster Circuit, and the things that he did and said

for tlie rest of his strange life, are tliey not preserved amongst the sacred

traditions of the Munster bar ? Lysaght is now best remembered by

his songs" The Rakes of Mallow,"
" Kate of Garnasilla,"

"
Kitty of

Coleraine," and his spirited ballad in praise of Orattan *' Tlie Man
wlio led the Van of the Irish Yolunteers." It was suj)posed Lysaglit

was in the pay of the Government, who employed him to write against

the anti-Unionists, but this is not probable. His song in praise ot

Grattan contradicts this notion. He had an appointment early in 1810,

wlien he was made a divisional magistrate for the city of Dublin, but

his death took place in the same year, and prevented his fanlily from

deriving any benefit from the change in his position.

As Lysaght died in much distress, a subscription in aid of his widow

and two daughters was promptly and generously responded to. This

fund reached 2520, the greater part being the donations of the bench

and bar of Ireland. Many poetical tributes were poured forth to hi,s

merits. The following is the conclusion of one :

"If sterling genius, wit refined,

A sporting fancy, an enlightened mind,

A muse's tongue to breathe the seraph lay,

Could have opposed a premature decay,
Lysaght had lived ! nor had the hand of fate

To such endowment fixed so short a date,

Still would his wit delight, his humour flow,

And all his talents in full lustre glow ;

Nor would Hiberniu, bending o'er the urn,

The son of genius and of fancy mourn."

Mary Tighe (born a.d. 1774 died a.d. 1814) was born in Dublin

in 1774. She was the daughter of the Rev. W. Blanchford. Her

mother was a Miss Tighe of Rosanna, in the county Wicklow. She

married her cousin, Mr Henry Tighe, of Woodstock, in the same

county. She was remarkable for the refinement and delicacy of her

taste and sentiments. Her frame and physical constitution were, un-

happily, as delicate as her mind, and her health began early to give

way
" to steal before the steps of time." Family bereavements and

IV. 2 P Ir.
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afflictions contributed to hasten a premature decline, and she died,

deeply regretted, in 1814, after a long and distressing interval of

extreme debility.

Her principal poem is generally known. The sweet and often

pathetic composition of "Psyche" shows a mind of exceeding refine-

ment and elegance, though in some degree too languid to excite much
interest or convey permanent impressions. But it cannot be read

without awakening a^ense of tenderness and respect for the feeling

and lovelv authoress. Mrs Hemans has commemorated her in the
" Grave of a Poetess," and Moore, in his toucliing lyric, "1 saw that

form." Of her minor poems,
" The Lily," and the " Lines on Receiving

a Bunch of Mezereon," are the most popular. Sir James Mackintosh,
Mr D. M. Moir, and other competent judges, have spoken of her poems
in high terms of praise.

Eaton Stannard Barrett (^"born a.d. 1785 died a.d. 1820), author

of several poems, novels, and humorous effusions, was born in Cork,
in the year 1785. Having graduated A.B. in Trinity College, Dublin,

in 1805 he entered as a student in tlie Middle Temple ; but soon

forsook law for literature. His first publication was a satirical poem,
which appeared in 1807, called "All the Talents," in whicli he ridiculed

the Ministry known by that name. His next work was a mock news-

paper, called " Tiie Comet," published in 1808. His poem
"
\Yoman,"

with otiier minor poems all showing great natural genius and cultiva-

tion attracted much attention at the time. But the work by which

his name is now best known ap]ieared in 1815, under the title of " The

Heroine, or Adventures of Cherubina," a mock romance, in which he

satirised the absurdities of the works of fiction of the day with great

spirit and humour. In his zeal to expose the pernicious eiFects of

indiscriminate novel-reading, it has been said that lie sometimes ven-

tured too far iu his ludicrous parodies of scenes taken from some of

the best novels ; yet the adventures of Cherubina may be read with

profit and pleasure at the present moment. He also wrote " Six

Weeks at Longs," and several political pamphlets, all in the same

punffent and humorous vein. His last publication, which appeared in

1815, was a comedy called "My Wife! What Wife?"

He died on the 20th of March 1820, in Glamorganshire, of rapid

decline, at the age of thirty-five years.

Thomas Furlong (born a.d. 1794 died a.d. 1827) was born at

Scarawalsli, in the county Wexford, in 1794. He was apprenticed to

a trader in Dublin
; but having 'attracted the notice of Mr Jameson,

the well-known distiller of that city, he was appointed to a position
of trust in his establisliment. Here he remained till his death, which

took place in Julv 1827. Mr Furlong was author of " The Misan-

thrope," a poem (London, 1819, 1821); "The Plagues of L-eland," a

satirical poem (1824); "The Doom of Derenzie," a poem (London,

1829), and "Translations of Carolan's llemains," and other ancient

Lisii poems and songs in Hardiman's Irish Minstrelsy. He was also a

frt'quent and valiu'd contributor to the "New Monthly Magazine,"
the " New Irish Magazine,'' and the "Morning Register."
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Jeremiah J. Callanan (born a.d. 1795 died a.d. 1829). Tliis

distiiisfuislied poet was born at Cork in 1795, and died at Lisbon

in 1829. Being originally intended for the priesthood, he received

a portion of his education at Maynooth. Urged, however, by that

restless spirit which in after years became the bane of his existence,

lie left Maynooth in 1816. He now turned his thoughts towards the

medical profession, but quickly renounced it for the law. Accordingly,
with exalted hopes, and a zeal too short-lived, he entered Trinity

College as an out-pensioner. While there he produced two poems
one on the Accession of George IV., the other on the Restoration of

the Spoils of Athens by Alexander the Great which were awarded

tiie Vice-Chancellor's prizes. Leaving the University after two years,

he returned to Cork aimless and unstable as ever. The rest of his life,

before he went abroad, was passed, in the weary work of teaching,

partlv in private fimilies and partly in the school kept at Cork by Dr

]\Iaginn, father of the celebrnted Maginn, and in the Everton Scliool,

kept by Mr Lvnch. Meanwhile, he had contributed some pieces of

great merit to Blackwood and other periodicals. He had also advertised

a volume of poems for ])ublieation, and was projecting a collection of

Irish songs. In intervals of indolence he rambled through the glens
and mountains of west Cork, collecting a copious store of legendary

lore, of which he afterwards made so much use. At last, growing tired

of idleness and dependence, and in failing health, he accepted an engage-
ment as tutor in a gentleman's family at Lisbon. Here, we are told,

in a strange countrv, without the "light of familiar faces to cheer him,

he is forced in upon himself. He reads over the history of his past

mistakes, his vicissitudes, his disappointments, and grows wise and

good as he reads." The remainder of his story is brief, and easily

told. His residence in Lisbon did not conduce to his health. Society,

circumscribed as it must have been in his new situation, seems to have

lost all charms for him. Two short pieces were, all that appeared
durine the two years of his residence in Portugal. His latest anxiety

seems to have been about the success of these pieces, which he had

transferred to Mr Bolster of Cork. Callanan's illness now became so

alarming that he resolved to return to his native land. With this

intent he actually had gone on board a vessel about to sail for Cork,

when the symptoms of his disorder assumed such a hopeless aspect,

that he was obliged to return on shore, where he died a few days

after, on the 19th of September 1829. The date of his death was

almost simultaneous with that of the publication of his poems in Cork.

Of his poetic powers widely dift'ering estimates have been formed

by different critics. On this point the editor of his poems justly

remarks " His writings were originally given to the public in a very

imperfect and unfavourable manner, a circumstance in itself sufficient

to damn with judges of a certain stamp." However, the great test of

literary merit, permanent and general popu'arity, may be now faiily

referred to as liaving decided in favour of many of his shorter poems-

Gougane Barra, his translations from the Irish, and some of his verses

on sacred suijects. Had "ChiKle Harold" not been written before
it,

or

had another metre been adopted, there is writing in tlie
' Kecluse of

luchidony" that would entitle it to a high place amongst the poems of
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this century.
" The Accession of George the Fourth" is a beautiful

piece of poetry, but what poetry will not be drawn down into the

abvss by its subject? The "Restoration of the Spoils of Athens" also

is redolent of Byron. Donal Comm is decidedly the most original and

independent, and therefore the best of his long poems; but I am

persuaded that in national songs and legends, and in sacred poetry,

lay his forte. These subjects were nearer his heart, and in every line

he wrote liis heart was guide to his head. All his writings are cliarac-

terised by a liveliness of fancy, a beautiful simplicity of language, and

smoothness of verse. He composed rapidly, and without effort of

much thought, and rarely committed his verses to writing until some

purpose required."
Another critic, himself a well known poet,* writes of him "Callanan

was a true poet. Thoroughly acquainted with the romantic legends
of his country, he was singularly happy in the graces and power of

language, and the feeling and beauty of his sentiments. There is in

his compositions little of that high classicality which marks the scholar;

but they are full of exquisite simplicity and tenderness, and in his

description of natural scenery he is unrivalled. His lines on Gougane
Barra are well known to every tourist that visits the romantic region
of the south of Ireland, and liis longer poems possess great merit."

An eminent American critic (Mr Allibone) remarks "His most suc-

cessful pieces were lyrical. Tiie best are, 'The Virgin Mary's Bank,'
and the spirited ballad-ode called '

Gougane Barra,' commencing,
' There is a green island in lone Gougane Barra,
Where Allua of songs rushes forth as an arrow,'

the most perfect, perhaps, of all minor Irish poems in the melody
of its rhythm, the flow of its language, and the weird force of its

expression."

John O'Keefe (born a.d. 1747 died a.d. 1833) This cele-

brated dramatic writer was born in Dublin on the 24th of June
1747. At an early age O'Keefe attained great proficienev in French
and the ancient classics. A great natural taste for drawing was

diliffentlv cultivated under West, and his friends induiffed the most

sanguine expectations of ids future excellence; but "a defect in his

sight, and an early intercourse with spouters, joined with a most insa-

tiable thirst for reading, turned him from the pursuit chalked out for

him by his parents towards the drama." At the age of fifteen he wrote
a comedy of five acts, pronounced to be wild, but ingeuious. Accident
soon after introduced him to Mossop, who was so pleased with his reci-

tations that he engaged him at once for the Dublin Theatre. He played
in Dublin and in the provinces for twelve years, with marked approba-
tion. Tragedy was his first choice, but an accident discovered that his

forte was comedy, to which he accordingly devoted his attention, and
from the very first became a prime favourite. Now fully established in

his reputation as an actor, his ambition to figure as an author gradually

developed itself, and after producing some local trifles he gave the

world his "
Tony Lumpkin." This play, first acted in Dublin, was

sent anonymously to Colman, and played with great success at the
* John Francis Waller.
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Haymarket in 1778. Next followed " The Son-in-Law," wliicli became
a favourite piece in Dublin, Soon after this he left Ireland, and on his

arrival in London he applied for an engagement, but for some cause not

accounted for liis services as an actor were rejected. He then devoted

liiinself altogether to dramatic composition, and with almost fabulous

fertility produced some fifty pieces, which will be found in his collected

works, in 4 vols., published in 1798. They have been favourably criti-

cised in the "
Biosraphia Dramatica."

In the year 1800 the misfortune of blindness, being the more embit-

tered to him by pecuniary embarrassments, Mr Harris gave him a

benefit at Covent Garden, the performances being
" The Lie of the

Day,"
" Three Weeks after Marriage," and " Paul and Yirginia." At

the end of the second act Mr Lewis led O'Keefe on the stage, when he

delivered an address, in which humour and pathos were whimsiofllly

blended. It was recited with sympathy and feeling, and deeply
aftected the audience, and he was led away amidst the warmest testi-

monies of public sympathy and applause. He died in 1833. His
" Recollections of his Life" appeared in 1826, in 2 vols., and a small

volume of his poems, with autobiographical reminiscences, entitled
" O'Keefe's Legacy to his daughters," was published in 1834. A
review of his " Recollections" will be found in the London Mimthly
Review of November 1826.

Gerald Griffin (born a.d. 1803 died a.d. 1840) entered the world

in the city of Limerick, on the 12th of December 1803. His father

having been unsuccessful in business as a brewer, retired to that part

of the city called the King's Island, where Gerald's earliest school days

began, under Richard jSIacEligot, a character of some celebrity at that

time in Limerick. In 1814, being then about eleven years of age, he

was sent to Limerick, and placed at the school of Mr T. M. O'Brien,

who was one of the best classical teachers in the city.*

In 1820 the circumstances of his family were such that his parents

were easily induced to emigrate to America. One of Gerald's brothers

having completed his medical education, took up his residence in the

village of Adare, about ten miles from Limerick, and witli him Gerald

and his sisters were now to remain. At this time there was some idea

of bringing Gerald up to the medical profession, and he had even made

some progress under his brother's instruction, when that passion arose

which soon extinguished all other desires.

The circumstances in which he was now placed were very favourable

to the development of his taste for literature. The village of Adare,

beside the beauty of its scenery and its historic associations, had other

advantages. Its vicinity to Limerick aflbrded Gerald facilities of

meeting persons whose pursuits were similar to his own. There was a

Thespian Society established at the time in Limerick, which consisted

of several respectable young men of the city, assisted by two or three

professionals. They used to perform two or three nights a week, and

the receipts were applied to charitable purposes. Banim used to write

critiques on the performances, under the signature of " A Traveller,"

and it was in this way Grilfiu made his acquaintance. His passion for

The Life of Gerald Griffin, by his Brother. Dublin : Duffy, 1872.
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theatricals now became so strong that he began to write traeeiiies;

and with the assistance of some of his cousins he used to act selections

from his iuvenile store.

His services were also found useful in various offices connected with

the Limerick press. These engagements seem to have involved com-

pliances which were repugnant to his natural feelings and early instilled

principles of truth, and we iind the young unsophisticated journalist

unburdening himself to his mother in a characteristic letter, wiiich

describes the Limerick Advertiser as a '*

painted sepulchre
" "

though
a fine, large, well-printed journal, having a oashy appearance,

'

which,
while it professed a little liberality, was "in reality quite dependent

upon the Government." M'Donel, the editor, having gone on a trip of

pleasure for a month, entrusted the management of tlie Advertiser in

his absence to young Griffin, and with results which remind one of the

troubles of an American country editor in a similar dilemma, as touch-

ingly told by Mark Twain. Poor M'Donel's holidays were short, but

not sweet. Gerald in his absence had "pulled t!ie castle about his

ears." Tiie truant editor got a "
tap on the knuckles;" tiie

" Proclama-

tions" were to be withdrawn. Accordinsly we find two columns oi

the next Advertiser filled with " the life and character of His

Excellency the Lord Lieutenant, the Marquis of "Wellesley." This

penitential rhapsody was from the pen of the youthful culprit, and he
assures us it was his first and last step

" into that commodious versa-

tility of principle which is so very useful to newspaper writers." He
naively adds, that he could hardly consider it a compromise, for the

Marquis was in reality a worthy ciiaracter.

Tne letters to and from America at this period contain some of the

most interesting particulars of Griffin's early history, and must be read

by those who would wish to get a full insight into his nature and char-

acter, and to the memoir by his brother we refer the reader a memoir
which Miss Mitford, in her '"

Piecollections of a Literary Life," thus

worthily mentions " The book that above any other speaks to me of

the trials, the sufferings, the broken heart of a man of genius, is that

Life of Gerald Griffin, written by a brother worthv of him."

Gerald continued a few montiis more of his life at Adare in occa-

sional engagements with the press, and more assiduous devotion to

literature ; and at length one morning handed his elder brother, Dr
Griffin, a tragedy called "Aguire," which was founded on some Spanish

story. As this play was afterwards destroyed, no idea can be given ot

its merits, except that Dr Griffin on reading it was perfectly astonished
at so extraordinary a production from one then scarcely above the a^e
of boyliood. Mr Banim also thouglit highly of its excellence. Dr
Griffin, however, did not encourage him in the idea of a literary life ;

and one of his sisters, by dexterous allusions to the past history of

authorship and other judicious tactics, endeavoured to moderate the

violence of his passion. But all in vainj for in the autumn of 1823,
before he had completed his twentieth year, we find him in London
with his tragedy "Aguire," which, in the innocence of his heart, was
' to revolutionise the dramatic taste of the time." "

Aguire,' after

three months waiting, he got back rejected without comment,
wrapped in an old paper, and unsealed.
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At first he was unable to find his friend Banim, who was at this time

in London, but wlien his searcli was successful he experienced a heart-

warm welcome. His correspondence with liis brotlier and sisters at this

period is deeply interesting, full as it is of allusions to many eminent

names, and the writer's opinions and feelings witli respect to them. It

also exhibits his own character with a delicacy, vividness, and truth of

which no description can convey an adequate idea.

He now betook liimseli to reporting and writing for the newspapers
and periodicals. But liis privations were often great, so great indeed

as to seem almost incredible. As a parliamentary reporter he now
began to breathe more freely. The Literary Gazette and other distin-

guished periodicals were glad to avail themselves of his services. Yet
a great deal of drudgery was in store, and he often speaks of the heart-

breaking life of a young scribbler endeavouring to make his way in

London.' About this time he had some hope of getting a play of his

represented.
" There is a great actress here, who offered to i resent my

play, and do all in her power to have it acted." This play was his

tragedy of "
Gisippus," which was all written in '

coffee-houses, and on

little slips of paper." But "
Gisippus

"

(though performed after the

autlior's death at Drurv Lane with complete success) then met with no

better success than '

Aguire." With various mutations of fortune he

continued to write for the periodical press, and gradually acquired a

reputation as a brilliant magazine writer, which led him to venture on

distinct publications descriptive of Irish manners and characteristics.

He began in 1827 with "
HoUandtide," which led him at once up to

fame. He seized the opportunity of his success to revisit his relatives

in Ireland. The declining health of one of his sisters made him stiU

more anxious to reach home, and he arrived in Limerick in February
1827. But tlie very evening before he reached home she died, and a

messenger met him with the sad news that the wanderer had come

'back too late. His beautiful lines on this bereavement, commencing
" Oh ! not for eyer lost," kc.

are too well known to require insertion bere-

A passing coolness which now occurred between Gerald Griffin and

his friend Banim calls for no notice, except as showing the almost absurd

lengths to which Griffin carried his horror of anything like patronage.

A little explanation set all right, and their friendship became as fast as

ever.

The success of "Hollandtide" induced Griffin to make a second

attempt, and his ' Tales of the Munster Festivals
"

appeared at the

close of the same year, and were even more successful than " Holland-

tide." The first series consisted of three volumes, cortaining,
" Card-

Drawing," the "Half-Sir," and " Suil Dhuv." They were written in

the short space of four months, and were pronounced by persons of

judgment "to be equalled only by the author of '

Waverley
'

in their

national ]iortraiture and skerclies of manners." " The .Collegians
" was

published in the winter of the year following, and crowned his fame;

it was beyond all others the niost successful and popular of his works.

During the progress of the story his old passion for the drama seemed

again to take the lead, and he framed every passage that was at all of
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a dramatic character with a view to the efl'ect it would have in per-
formance.

Altliough "The Collegians" placed Griffin in the first rank of Irish

novelists, and its success was unequivocal, he had seen from time to

time such distinct signs of the fickleness of the public taste as tended to

shake that security he had begun to feel with regard to literature as a

profession, and from this time fortli we may date his growing distaste

for literature. Accordingly, he entered himself a law student under

Professor Amos, at the London University, and attended the lectures

focsonia. tinie with diligence, but soon lost all heart for them also.

Griffin had no sooner completed the Collegians, tlian he began to turn

his attention to the study of Irish history. The novel called the " In-

vasion," the result of tliese researches, in spite of its beauties, was not

appreciated by tlie English public. In 183-3 we find him one of a depu-
tation from Limerick to the poet Moore, with the object of soliciting the

bard to offer himself for the representation of that city. The lively

account he gives of his memorable visit to Sloperton is too long to be

inserted in full, and too good to be curtailed. Meantime liis mind

began to be directed more strongly to the ultimate tendency of his

labours, and as serious impressions grew stronger, the thirst for literary
fame abated. He seems, too, to iiave had a kind of presentiment of an

early death, which finds expression in several of his poems. It was
about this time that he wrote " The Christian Physiologist, or Tales of

the Five Senses," intended to describe in a popular manner the mechan-

ism and use of each sense, and to illustrate every one by the introduc-

tion of some appropriate moral tale. It was published in 1830. We
next have a visit to Scotland, chronicled in a light and joyous style,

and yet it was on his return from tiiat country that he announced to iiis

family his intention of embracing a monastic life. As a preparatory

step he destroyed all his unpublished manuscripts, divided his worldly

goods amongst his brothers, and on the 8th of September 1838 was

admitted into a Dublin Monastery under the name of Brother Joseph.
He removed to Cork in tlie summer of the following year, where he

died of ty])hus fever on the 12th of June 1840. He was buried in tlie

cemetery of the North Monastery, where a headstone with the simple

inscription,
" Brother Gerald Griffin," marks the spot where he lies.

For a full and faithful picture of this high-souled and enthusiastic

genius of his early hopes, his trials and his triumphs, his pure prin-

ciples, his deep sensibility and warm affections of his works of charity
and devotion, we must refer to the admirable biography by his

brother."
" A word of farewell," says one of his critics,

" about Gerald Griffin.

His character was a blending, not uncommon, we believe, of strength
and weakness, energy and sensibility, humility and pride, gloom and

liglit-heartedness. Some one says, it is the brightest sunsliine that

creates the deepest shadow, and it seems to have been so with him.

But let us speak reverently of the departed. He died young ; yet what
of that ? So do the great proportion of all our men of genius ; so did

the brightest spirits it has been our fortune to know during our weird

world-journey. They had too little clay. He died early ; and though
his works rather show what he could do than satisfy us with what he
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actually effected rather lead us to expectation than contentment yet
we feel he has given us sufficient for remembrance. The author of the

Collegians must live and as an able delineator of our national feeliiiirs

as an expounder of that subtlest of problems, the Irish heart he can-

not be forgotten; but with Carlton and Banim, and Miss Edgworth,
and one or two more, he will take his place in our Irish firmament, and
form a portion of that galaxy to which we are wont to look with wonder
and pride."

" Of Griffin as a novelist and a poet," observes another critic,
" there

can be but one opinion. In the former character he ranks amongst the

best of our modern Irish writers. . . As a poet he is true to nature
material and spiritual nature tender, melodious, and lyrical, and por-

trays the domestic affections with a master hand. But after all, his

true mission one alas ! unfulfilled was the dramatic. It was the

passion of his life, checked by circumstances, and thrown back upon his

heart; and thus, true to his first love, his soul was never satisfied with
his second, and to his disappointment may be, perhaps, traced his dis-

gust of literature and his retirement to a convent. ' I do not,' savs Mr
Foster, speaking of Gissipus,

' hesitate to call it one of the marvels of

youthful production in literature. The solid grasp of character, the

manly depth of thought, the beauties as well as the defects of the com-

position, wanted only right direction to have given to our English
drama another splendid and enduring name.'

"

The contents of the collective edition of his works, published in eight
volumes in 18i3 and again in 1846, are as follows : Yol. I. Life by
his Brother. II. Tlie Collegians. III. The Card-Drawing ; The Half

Sir; Suil Dhuv. IV. The Rivals; Tracv's Ambition. V. Hollandtide.
YI. The Duke of Monmouth. YII. tales of a Jury-Room. YIII.

Poetry. The last and best edition of his collected works is by
Duffy, Dublin 1857, in eight volumes, including the biography of his

brother already referred to. His tragedy of "
Gissipus," of which the

manuscript fortunately escaped destruction, has been higldy commended
by more than one competent authority. It was ultimately placed in the

hands of Macready, who brought it out at Drury Lane in 1842, and

subsequently at the Theatre Royal, Dublin. It was highly praised by
critics and applauded by audiences, but with all its merits, it did not

enjoy a long tenure of the stage.

William Maginn, LL.D. (born a.d. 1794 died a.d. 1824), one o.

the most eminent scholars of modern times, was a native of the city of

Cork. At an unusually early age he entered the University of Dublin.

Having graduated in 1811, he returned to Cork, and became an
assistant in his father's school, which after his father's death, in 1813,
he conducted for ten years ; varying his duties with fugitive writings
for several periodicals. His first performances made their appearance
in the Literary Gazette, to which he contributed for some time anony-
mously, at a period when that paper, under the management of William

Jerdan, was the leading literary organ of the day.
In the September of 1818, he commenced writing for Blackwood,

which was just then rising into eminence, with the assistance of Lock-

hart, Wilson, Hogg, and Hamilton. In 1819, he translated the old
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ballad of "
Chevy Chase" into Latin verse for Blackwood, and in the

same year ne received from his alma mater tlie lionorary degrees of

LL.B. and LL.D. His papers, contributed under tlie sobriquet of

Ensign Morgan O'Doherty, were sufficient of themselves to make the

reputation of tlie writer, and to establish the popularity of the magazine
in whicli they appeared. Amongst tliese the "Maxims" attracted the

most attention at the time, and for genuine humour and pungent
ridicule they will stand the test of comparison with the INIaxims of

La Rocliefouldcauld. It was on a visit to Edinburgh, in 1820, he first

became known personally by his real name to the publisher and leading
writers of Blackwood. To the same magazine, also, he contributed

some of those exquisite songs, which for facility of rhyme and rollicking

drollery have never been surpassed. In 1823 he married, and deter-

mined to make literature his profession. Going to London, he assisted

for a brief season Theodore Hook on the John Bull. In 1826, Mr
Murray started the Representative, and Maeinn acted as Paris corre-

spondent. On the failure of that paper, Maginn returned to England,

having, whilst in Paris, written a novel, still unpublished, in which
some of the most stirring scenes of the French Pievolution are said to

be vividly depicted. About the same time he wrote several stories for

annuals, and the political novel "Whitehall, or the Days of George the

Fourth." The"Noctes Ambrosianse" in Blackwood were due to liis

suggestion, and he wrote the whole of the fourth number of them, and
furnished various brilliant poems for them throughout; his last appear-
ance at the " Noctes

"
being in July 1829.

Al)Out 1828, Dr Maginn was appointed joint-editor with Dr Gifford

of the Standard, and he continued to be more or less connected with

that journal until close on his death.

In 1829, in consequence of a rupture with Mr Blackwood, he pro-

jected and established, in conjunction with Mr Hugh Frazer, Frazer's

Magazine, to which he was for several years the most remarkable con-

tributor. The brief, lively, and sarcastic descriptions which accom-

panied the series of portraits of the principal contemporary British

authors were, with one or two exceptions, written by him. The first

number of Frazer appeared in February 1830, and was distinguished

by a trenchant sarcasm which immediately enabled that periodical to

cut its wav to success. It was in the pasres of Frazer that Maginn
wrote the caustic review on a novel by the Hon. Grantley Berkley, en-

titled "
Berkley Castle," which so irritated the author that he committed

a violent assault on Mr Frazer. Maginn adopted the quarrel, and a

duel was the result, in whicii the parties fired three shots each, and left

the field without exchanging a word.
In the autumn of 1836, Mr Bentley projected his Miscellany, and

gathered together a host of celebrities, amongst them Father Prout,
Tlieodore Hook, Ciiarles Dickens, Maxwell, Peacock, Morier, Dr
Maginn, and the immortal Ingoldsby. With such a phalanx of talent

success was certain under the editorship of Ciiarles Dickens, and Dr
Maginn contributed some of his happiest papers to the earlier numbers.
Chief amongst these are the "

Shakspeare Papers," and the poems
'Our Opening Cliaunt," and "The Mockings of the Soldiers."

In 1838 the first of his sixteen Homeric ballads appeared, which
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earned for him the hii^'liest reputation for sehohirsliip. The remainder

of liis life was rendered uniiappy by habits of intemperance, to wliieh his

social and jovial qualities exposed iiim. Leaving London, he withdrew

to the country, and became for a siiort time editor of the Lancashire

Herald, a weekly journal in Liverpool ; but his articles had little of

their old attractive power, and the proprietor failed. He returned to

London in 1839, with a few chapters of romance, entitled " John

Manestv, the Liverpool Merchant," whicli was completed after his death

by Charles Oilier, and publisiied for the benefit of liis family. In 1840
he began a weekly issue of "

Magazine Miscellanies," which were badly

conducted, and extended only to ten numbers. Li the meantime he

was beset by creditors, and in 1842, being thrown into the Fleet, he

obtained his liberty by passing through the insolvency Court. But the

shock to his spirits and constitution was so great tliac he died of con-

sumption a short time after, in August 1842, at Walton-on-Thames. He
was interred in the churchyard there, but his grave is unmarked by a

stone. At the period of Ins deatli he was in extreme destitution, from

which the munificence of Sir Robert Peel came too late to relieve him.

With broken health, and with distinction as an able champion of

Toryism for quarter of a century, he was disappointed in not obtaining
an appointment when his party came into power. Some of his last

contributions were made to Punch, The Literary Souvenir, and other

annuals. His " Frazerian Papers,"
"
0"Doheity Papers,".

" Homeric

Ballads," and "
Shakespeare Papers," have been collected and edited by

R. Shelton Mackenzie (5 vols., New York, 1855-57). A collection of

the scattered papers of Maginn has long been a desideratum with the

reading public.
Dr Matjinn's knowledge of languages almost transcends belief. He

could speak and write German, Italian, French, Spanish, Portuguese,
and modern Greek, with as much ease as if each had been his mother

tongue; and he subsequently mastered Swedish, Russian, and the Basque
dialect, besides having some acquaintance with the Turkish and Magyar
tongues. He was so absolutely master of Greek and Latin that he

rhymed in them with the same facility as he did in Eiiglisli. Several

biographical sketches have appeared of Dr Maginn, but up to the

present time his works, which have often been called for in a collected

form, have not been issued in this country.

Maginn's spirits in his early days knew no bounds. In society he

was as agreeable and genial as he was brilliant and witty. It would be

easy to multiply testimonies to the extraordinary powers of Dr Maginn;
but one must suffice :

" One of the most remarkable of that group of

scholars and good fellows, ready writers, boon companions and wits,

who initiated the brilliant periodical literature of this age in the British

islands, was William Maginn, LL.D., the youngest doctor of laws ever

graduated at Old Trinity, Dublin Every English periodical of

mark for years oweil somewhat of its influence and its interest to the

prompt.'copious, erudite, and i'unny pen of Maginn. Now it was a parody,
and now a translation

; to-day a critique, to-morrow a letter from Paris;

one month a novel, and the next a political essay. Vi-rsatile, learned,

apt, and facile, tiie genial Irish doctor made wisdom and mirth where-

ever he went. Too convivial for his own good, too improvident for his
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prosperity, he was yet a benefactor to the public, a delight to scholars,

and an idol to his friends." *

As a poet Maginn lias left behind him writings that woula in them-

selves have been sufficient to immortalise his name. The specimens we

give afford to those who have not followed him in the pages of Black-

wood and Frazer a faint and imperfect idea of his brilliant and versatile

genius.

THE MOCKINGS OF THE SOLDIERS.
From St Matthew.

" Plant a crown upon His head,

Royal robe around Him spread ;

See that His imperial hand

Grasps as fit the scepti-al wand :

Then before Him bending low,
As becomes His subjects, bow

;

Fenced within our armed ring
Hail Him, hail Him, as our King !

" Platted was of thorns the crown.

Trooper's cloak was royal gown ;

If His passive hand, indeed,

Grasp'd a sceptre, 'twas a reed.

He was bound to feel and hear

Deeds of shame and words of jeer ;

For He whom King in jest they call

Was a doomed Captive scoff'd by all.

" But the highest crown of gold.
Or the robe of rarest fold.

Or the sceptre which the mine
Of Goloonda makes to shine.
Or the lowliest homage given
By all mankind under heaven,
Were prized by Hira no more than scorn,

Sceptre of reed, or crown of thorn.

Of the stars His crown is made,
In the sun He is airay'd
He the lightning of the spheres
As a flaming sceptre bears :

Bend in rapture before Him
Ranks of glowing serapihim ;

And we, who spurn 'd Him, trembling stay
The judgment of His coming day.'

Of Magimi's more serious lyrics, the following is a good specimen:

THE SOLDIER BOY
'
I gave my soldier-boy a blade.

In fair Damascus fashioned well ;

Who first the glittering falchion swayed,
Who first beneath its fury fell,

I know not, but I hope to know
That for no mean or hireling trade.

To guard no feeling base or low
I give my soldier-boy a blade.

*'
Cool, calm, and clear, the lucid flood

In which its tempering work was done,
As calm, as clear, as cool of mood,

Be thou whene'er it sees the sun
;

*
Henry T. Tuckerrnan.
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For country's claim, at lionour's call,

For outraged friend, insulted maid,
At mercy's voice to bid it tall,

I give my soldier-boy a blade.

" The eye which marked its peerless edge,
The hand that weighed its balanced poise,

^nvil and pincers, forge and wedge,
Are gone with all tlieir flame and noise-

And still the gleaming sword remains
So when in dust I low am laid.

Remember by those heart-felt strains,
I gave my soldier-boy a blade.

"

His extraordinary feats in Latin versification have never been sur-

passed by anything that Vincent, Bourne, or Father Prout ever

achieved.*

James Clarencr Mangan was born in Dublin in 1803, and died

in one of the public hospitals of his native city at the early age of forty-
six. In his ghastly poem,

" The Nameless One," he has left a picture
of his life and sorrows :

"Roll forth, my song, like the rushing river,
That sweeps along the mighty sea

;

God will inspire me while I deliver

My soul of thee !

Tell thou the world, when my bones lie whitening
Amid the last homes of youth and eld,

That there was once one wkese veins Tan lightning
No eye beheld.

Tell how his boyhood was one drear night-hour,
How shone for him, through his grief and gloom',

No star of all heaven sends to light our
Path to the tomb.

Roll on, my song, and to after ages
Tell how, disdaining all earth can give,

He would have taught men, from wisdom's pages,
The way to live.

And tell how trampled, derided, hated.
And worn by weakness, disease, and wrong^.

He fled for shelter to God, who mated
His soul with song

With song which alway, sublime or vapid.
Flowed like a rill in the morning beam,

Perchance not deep, but intense and rapid
A mountain stream.

Tell how the Nameless, condemned for years, long
To herd with demons from hell beneath.

Saw things that made him, with groans and tears, long
For even death.

Go on to tell how, with genius wasted,

Betrayed in fiiendship, befooled in love,
With sjjirit shipwrecked, and young hoi^es blasted,

He stni, still strove;

Specimens will be found in the Dublin Uuiv. Magazine, No. xxxiv. (1844).
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Till spent with toil, dreeing death for others,

And some whose hands should have wrought lor liim;

(If children live not for sires and mothers,)
His mind grew dim.

And he fell far through that pit abysmal
The gulf and grave of Magiun and Burns,

And pawned his soul for the devil's dismal

Stock of returns.

But yet redeemed it in Aajs of darkness,
And shapes and signs of the final wrath.

When death, in hideous and ghastly starkness,
Stood on his path.

And tell how now, amid wreck and sorrow,
And want, and sickness, and houseless nights,

He bides in calmness the silent morrow
That no ray lights.

And lives he still, then ? i^es ! old and hoary
At thirty-nine, from despair and woe,

He lives, enduring what future story
Will never know.

Him grant a grave to, ye pitying noble,

Deep in your bosoms ! There let him dwell !

He, too, had tears, for all souls in trouble,
Here and in hell.'

The same sad strain of passionate sorrow and complaint pervades
his ballad of " The Dying Entluisiast," and indeed most of his original

pieces. The Irish songs and ballads, too, which he selected for transla-

tion breathe the very
" soul of woe and desolation." Among these

we may mention his version of "
O'Hussey's Ode to the Maguire,"

the " Lament for the Irish Princess,"
"

Sarsfield,"
"
Kinkora," and

" Dark Rosaleen."

In his introduction to a selection from Mangan's Poems,* Mr John
Mitchell remarks :

" Of the original poems in one volume, whether

called translations or avowedly Mangan's own, the tone has this same

mournful cadence; like the splendid but ghastly
' Cahal Mor,' the

' Karamanian E.x:ile,'
'

Kinkora,' and those singular verses called
'

Twenty Golden Years Ago,' which blend the deepest pathos with

a sort of fictitious jollity. Mangan's pathos was all genuine, his

laughter hollow and painful. In several poems he breaks out into a

sort of humour, not hearty and merry fun, but ratlier grotesque, bitter,

fescennine buffoonery ;
which leaves an unpk'asant impression, as if he

were grimly sneering at himself and at all the workl; purposely marring
the effect of fine poetry by turning it into burlesque, and showing how

meanly he regarded everything, even the art wherein lie lived and had

his l)eing, wlien he compared his own exalted ideal of art and life with

tlie littleness of all his experiences and performances."
His translations from the German were collected and published in

Dublin in 1845, under the title of "Antliologia Germanica." A
few of these deserve the praise bestowed upon them,

" as perfect
works of art, wliether translations or not;" and as "perhaps never ex-

* Poems by James C. Mangan, &c. By John Mitchell, New York. P. M.

Haveity, 1859



ceeded for strength, sweetness, clearness, and beauty of finish." " Tlie

Dying Flower," from Riickert; tlie
"
Spectre Caravan," from Freili-

grath; and "Charlemagne and the Briilge of Aloonbeams," from Geibler,

have been instanced by Mr Mitcliell in support of his higli commenda-

tions, and they justify everything lie has said. In comparing Mangan's
translations with those of Baskerville, Buller, Longfellow, and others,

Mr ISlitchell has given parallel passages of their versions, and leaves the

reader to iud^e for himself. Maniran certainly does not sufi'er by the

comparison. True to the soul and spirit of the original, he translated

poetry into poetry; and, disdaining a servile adiierence to verbal

expressions, he contrasts most favourably in this respect with some of

his great rivals in this trying field. But some may think that at times

this freedom of rendering has exceeded due bounds, and degenerated
into unpardonable license.

Of Mangan's personal history very little is known. He was born in

Fisherville Street, Dublin, his father being then a grocer in failing

business. In a dismal quadrangle called "
Derby Square" he went to

school, and there received what scholastic training he ever had. Then

for seven years he laboured as an engrosser in a scrivener's office. After

that, for two or three years, he gained his living and maintained his

wretched household as an attorney's clerk. For some years after leav-

ing the attorney's office, there is a gap in his story
" an obscure gulf,

which no eye hath fathomed or measured into which he entered &,

briglit-haired youth, and emerged a withered and stricken man
A spare and meagre figure, somewhat under middle height, with a finely

formed head, clear blue eyes, and features of peculiar delicacy. His

face was pallid and worn, and the light hair seemed not so much grizzled

as bleached. From several obscure indications in his poems, it is ])lain

that in one at least of the great branches of education he had run

through his curriculum regularly. He had loved, and was deceived.

Into the dreary interval which followed there are but few

glimpses of light. One thing is plain, he could not afford leisure to

brood over the splinters of his dreams, by reason of the necessity ot

earning daily bread for himself and his mother and sister which

was also probably what saved him from suicide At home
he had no pleasure, nothing but reproaches and ill-humour. He
contracted a friendsliip, and the friend betrayed him at his need.

Baffled, beaten, mocked, and all alone amid the wreck of his world is

it wonderful that he sought at times to escape from consciousness by

taking for bread opium, and for water brandy? JNIany a sore and pitiable

struggle he must have maintained against the foul fiend, but with a

character and a will essentially feeble, he succumbed at last."*

About 1830 we find him contributing short poems, usually transla-

tions from the German or the Irish, to a small weekly illustrated perio-

dical in Dublin. Among the literary people of Dublin at that time

were two or three who appreciated Mangan, and would have saved him

if he had, permitted. P>y their influence he obtained employment in the

Library of Trinity College, on the preparation of a new catalogue. We
next find him writing for the Dublin and the Irish penny journals.

Afterwards he became a regular contributor to the Dublin Univoi'siiy
*

Mitchell's Introduction.
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Magazine. In 1842 his connection with the Nation newspaper began,

and continued for five years. Some of liis finest compositions appeared
in tlie columns of the Nation during that period. In 1847 Mr John

Mitcliell broke off" his connection with tlie Nation. Mangan followed

him, and wrote for the United Irishman during its short career. In

the political movements or associations of that time Mangan took no

ostensible part, although fully sympathising with Mitchell's sentiments.

He died in the Meath Hospital in June 1849, and was buried in

Glasnevin Cemetery.
Of all the mysteries of Mangan's life the greatest was how he became

the accomplished scholar he was. He was a thorough classical scholar,

and familiar with three modern languages besides his own German,

French, and Spanish. It has been said, too, that he was acquainted
with the Eastern tongues; but this at least is doubtful. It is singular

that he could not read a word of Irish, and his metrical versions of

Irish ballads were rendered from literal prose translations furnished by

O'Daly, Curry, and O'Donovan.

Thomas Moore* (ad. 1779 a.d, 1852), was born in Dublin, May
28, 1779, and died at Sloperton Cottage, Devises, Wiltshire, Feb-

ruary 26, 1852. His father was a respectable grocer and spirit-

dealer in Aungier Street, Dublin, where the future bard of Erin

first saw the liglit. He was brought up in the Roman Catholic faith,

and received the first rudiments of his education under Mr Samuel

White, one of the teachers of Sheridan. At an early age he exhibited a

taste for music, recitation, and dramatic performances, and gained the

enviable position of a "show pupil" in Mr White's academy. His first

attempts in poetry were given to the world in the Antliologia Hihernica

a respectable Dublin magazine which, Moore tells us, shortly after-

wards died, "as all such things die in that country, for want of money
and of talent ; for the Irish never either fight or write well on their

own soil."

In 1794 Moore entered Trinity College, Dublin, where he pursued
his studies with considerable success, and graduated B.A. in 1798. In

tlie next year he rejiaired to London, and became a student at the

Middle Temple. Here an unfinislied translation of the Odes of

Anacreon, commenced at college, engaged his first attention. It

appeared in 1800, dedicated to the Prince of Wales, to whom he had

been presented by Lord Moira. In 1801 he produced a volume of

poems, under the title of the " Poetical Works of the late Thomas
Little." W'ith much that was excellent, the volume contained many
questionable pieces, which were excluded from the collected editions of

his poems. In 1803, through the influence of the Earl of Moira, he

was appointed Registrar of the Admiralty in Bermuda, where he arrived

in January 1804. A few months of official life were enough for the

poet, and appointing a deputy, he made a tour in the United States and

Canada, and returned to England. In 1811 he was married to Miss

Bessi(! Dyke, who proved an estimable woman and a true wife. In

1817, and again in ]819, he visited the Continent on the latter oeca-

* This notice, as well as that of Goldsmith, has been abridged considerably,
and for the same reasons.
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sion residing in Paris until 1822. In tliis year he settled at Sloperton,
and there remained for the rest of his life. His latter years were

clouded with domestic affliction his children having all died before him

and with mental incapacity caused by softening of the brain. In 1835
a literary pension of 300 a year was conferred upon him by the Govern-

ment, and in 1850 an annual pension of 100 was settled on his wife,
" in consideration of the literary merits of her husband, and the infirm

state of his health." These provisions were absolutely necessary, as

Moore, like many of the sons of genius, was too generous and improvi-
dent for his means. After his death his Memoirs, Journal, and Corre-

spondence were sold for 3000 to the Longmans, who published them
in 8 vols. (1853-56) under the editorial supervision of Lord John Russell,
who undertook that duty in accordance with the testamentary desire of

the poet.
Moore's publications appeared in the following order :

" The Odes
of Anacreon, translated into English verse," with notes and three

plates; London, 1800.* "The Poetical Works of the late Thomas

Little, Esq.," 1801. The most objectionable poems were not included

in Moore's collective edition of his Poetical Works published in 1840-42.
" A Candid Appeal to Public Confidence ; or Considerations on the

Actual and Imaginary Dangers of the Present Crisis," 1803. "
Epistles,

Odes, and other Poems," 1806. This volume was severely handled by
Jeffrey, in an article in the Edinburgh Review, in which Moore was
called " the most licentious of modern versifiers, and the most poetical
of the propagators of immorality." Moore sent the reviewer a challenge;
and a hostile meeting took place at Chalk Farm, August 12, 1806,
which was interrupted by the police before a shot was fired. The sub-

sequent discovery that one of the pistols had no bullet, gave rise to the

story that Moore and JeftVey had fought with unloaded pistols ; and

Byron, in his "British Bards and Scotch Reviewers," made a ludicrous

allusion to "Little's leadless piatols," for which he was called to account

by Moore. A satisfactory explanation averted a second duel, and
thenceforth Moore was on terms of the warmest friendship with Byron.

Jeffrey, too, acknowledged that his review contained too much that was

exceptionable, and so established friendly relations with Moore.
His next works were "

Corruption and Intolerance ;

"
two poems,

1808. " The Sceptic, or Philosophical Satire : a Poem," 1809. "A
Letter to the Roman Catholics of Dublin," 1810. "M.P., or the Blue

Stocking; a Comic Opera," 1811. "Intercepted Letters, or the

Twopenny Post-Bag, by Thomas Browne the Younger," 1812. These

letters, like most of his similar pieces, were written in the interest of the

Whig party, and severely attacked the Prince Regent and his ministers.

Hazlitt, in his "Spirit of the Age," describes them as "essences" and
"
nests of spicery." . . . .

" His light, agreeable, polished style pierces

through the body of the Court, hits off the faded graces of an Adonis
of

fifty, weighs the vanity of fashion in tremulous scales, mimics the

grimace of aftectation and folly, shows up the littleness of the great,
an<l spears a phalanx of statesmen with its glittering j)oint as witli a

diamond brooch."

* For reviews of this work, see the Dublin University Magazine, xviii. 141;
and the Cambridge General Repository, i. 102

IV. 2 Q It.
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The " Irish Melodies," with sj'mphonies and accompaniments by Sir

John Stephenson, begun in 1813, were not completed until 1834. A
splendid edition of the "Melodies," with 161 designs on steel by
Maclise, was published by Longman in 1845.

"
Moore," says Lord Byron,

"
is one of the few writers who will sur-

vive the age in which he so deservedly flourishes. He will live in his

Irish Melodies. They will go down to posterity with the music; both

will last as long as Ireland, or as music and poetry." As might be

expected, the Irish Melodies became the rage, and they have ever since

maintained their popularity. They were followed by National Airs and
a series of Sacred Songs, words by Moore and music by Sir John Ste-

venson in 1815; and shortly after by a Selection of National Airs, with

symphonies and accompaniments by Sir H. E. Bishop, and "
Evenings in

Greece," a series of airs. In 1817 appeared
" Lalla Eookli," an Oriental

romance, containing
" The Veiled Prophet of Khorazan,"

" Paradise
and the Peri,"

" The Fire Worshipper," and " The Light of the Harem."
Of the many editions of Lalla Rookh, the most deserving of notice are

tlie edition of 1839, with thirteen illustrations by Cliarles Heath; the

edition of 1851, illustrated by Corbould and others; and the edition of

1856, illustrated by Corbould, Kenny Meadows, and others. Lalla

Rookh is the most laboured of Moore's works. " Its great charm," says
Moir,

" consists in the romance of its situations and characters, the

splendour of its diction and style, and the prodigal copiousness of its

imagery Indeed, its principal fault is want of repose- it is overloaded
with ornament ; you cannot see the green turf for roses ; you cannot
see the blue heavens for stars, and the narrative is thus clogsred, while

its interest is marred." So true, nevertheless, were its pictures of

Eastern life, that Col. Wilks, tlie historian of British India, could not
believe that Moore had never travelled in the East. No one acquainted
with Oriental imagery and the brilliancy of Asiatic thought would con-

sider those pictures too highly coloured. Jekyll used to declare that

reading Lalla Rookh was " as good as riding on the back of a camel;"
and the compliment paid to the poet by Luttrell, when he told him
that his

"lays are sung

By moonlight in the Persian tongue
Along the streets of Ispahan,'

was literally true-, the work having been translated into Persian, and
read with delighted admiration by many Oriental nations. " Lalla

Rookh," says Allan Cunningham,
" has been circulated over the world,

and Moore's name is known in the uttermost ends of the earth."* And
no wonder: he studied eastern scenery, manners, and customs, for nearly
twelve years before he wrote a line of this gorgeous romance.

Flushed with the success of Lalla Rookh, Moore accompanied Roo-ers
on a pleasure trip to Paris, where he obtained the materials for his
"
Fudge Family in Paris

"
This collection of poetical epistles was pub-

lished in 1818. It was in the same spirit as the "
Twopenny Post-

Bag," though considered inferior to it in many respects. In the same
'

For notices of Lalla Rookh, see Edin. Review, xxix. 1-35
; Blackwood's Mac.

i. 279-285, June 1817 and August 1817
; Cunningham's Biog. and Crit. Hist.
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year he published the dramatic works of the Eight Hon. R. B. Sheridan.
In 1819 " Tom Cribb's Memorial to Congress

"
was followed by

' Trifles

Reprinted,"
" Fables for tlie Holy Alliance," and some ballads and songs.

It was about this time that Moore, at the request of the Marquis of

Lansdowne, took up his residence at Sloperton Cottage, near Bowood,
the seat of that nobleman; but he had scarcely got settled there when
news reached hira that, owing to the defalcations of his deputy at Ber-

muda, he was involved to the extent of 6000. Moore was obliged to go
to Paris to avoid an attachment. The claim was ultimately reduced to

1000, which was discharged, and Moore was free again to return to

his cottage in Wiltshire. In this year appeared his "Loves of the

Angels," a poem founded on Oriental legends, but much inferior to

Lalla Rookh. After some miscellaneous poems appeared his " Memoirs
of Captain Rock, the celebrated Irish Chieftain; with some Account of

his Ancestors, written by himself" (1824).* In the following year he

published
" Memoirs of R. B. Sheridan," a work containing much valu-

able information, though generally considered " too figurative, brilliant

and poetical, for the sobriety of historical writing." It was followed by
that beautiful fiction

" The Epicurean," which was pronounced by Moir
a powerful and extraordinary performance, and worthy to stand on the

same shelf with " Vathek." His most important prose work, however, was
his "Notices" of the Life of Lord Byron, published in 1830, and
founded on the journals and correspondence of the poet. Ten years

previous Byron had entrusted to Moore an autobiography extending to

1820, to be published after his death, and which the latter disposed of

to Murray for 2000. On the death of Byron in 1824, the existence

of this manuscript became known, and Moore was persuaded into an

arrangement by which it was repurchased from Murray and burned, on
tlie ground that it contained disclosures affecting the character of many
persons living, or recently deceased. Moore has been severely censured

for his conduct in the matter. The objectionable passages, according
to Earl Russell, did not exceed three or four pages. His remaining
works comprise

" Tiie Life of Lord Edward Fitzgerald," which has been

variously censured and commended, and " Travels of an Irish Gentleman
in Search of a Religion." In this work Moore defends the tenets of the

Roman Catholic Church. " In writing the work, Moore is generally
considered to have been out of his element, and quite out of his

deptli.""f'

It elicited five responses, of which the titles will be found in Lownde's
British Library, 1100-1101. Moore's "Summer Fete" appeared in

1831, and his "
History of Ireland," written for Lardner's Cabinet

Cyclopaedia, in 1839.:}:

He now wrote little else beyond occasional verses for the periodicals,
and the prefaces and a few additions to the collected edition of his

poetical works.

The Memoirs, Journal, and Correspondence, edited by Lord Russell,
were published in 8 vols, in 1853. These volumes contain a memoir of

Moore's life written by himself, beginning with his birth and re;icliing

* See Dublin Un. Mag. ii. 105
;
Blackw. Mag. xvi. 97; and "

Captain Rock
Detected by a Munster Farmer," by Rev. Mortimer O'Sullivau.

t Brit. Chitic, 1834; see Dublin Un. Mag. ii. 101.

J See Dublin Un. Mag. v. 613, aud Westminster Review, xxiii. 169.
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to the year 1799, when he was about twenty years old; 400 letters,

extending from 1800 to 1818; and a journal extending from 1818 to

1847. The journal gives a good idea of his life and times, and the

letters display the most engaging traits of the writer's character.

Indeed, it has been truly remarked, that amid all the demands of the

society which courted and flattered him, and in which he perhaps passed
too much of his time, he preserved his domestic affections unchanged,
and was a devoted son, husband, and parent. To his wife he paid
" the homage of a lover," and was rewarded by an affectionate devotion

which ended only with his life.

Lord Byron spoke of Moore as " the poet of all circles and the idol

of his own," and it would be easy to multiply like tributes of admiration.

Whatever rank he may take generally as a poet, Lord Russell is justified

in concluding that " Of Englisli lyrical poets he is surely the first,"

Thomas O. Davis (born a.d. 1815 died a.d. 1845), of whom we
have already given a short sketch in our memoir of Thomas D'Arcy
M'Gee, was born at Mallow in the year 1815, and died in Dublin at

the early age of 30. His powers as an intellectual man, a thinker, and

a writer, were never fully recognised in his lifetime. Within a short

period he wrote much on politics and literature, as a poet and as a critic;

and however men may differ as to the political opinions he held, there

can be no second opinion as to the large resources, the capacity of

reasoning, the affluence of illustration, the untiring energy, and the

heart-sprung eloquence with which he enforced them. His poetry, it

has been truly said, was the spontaneous expression of a soul instinct

with high impulses and kindly feelings, and full of affection for all good-
ness and beauty in art, in nature, and in human life. What he did was

a mere promise of the things to come, had he been spared, but even so,

he has left beliind him abounding proofs of the great qualities of his

intellect. *

He was educated at Trinity College, Dublin, where, after winning

many distinctions, he graduated in 1836. He was called to the bar in

Michaelmas Term 1838, but was too much occupied in politics to attend

much to legal pursuits.
In 1842 the iVaiion newspaper was established, and its professed object

was " to create and cherish public opinion in Ireland, and make it racy
of the soil." Its chief promoters were Davis and Dillon, and its man-

jigement was entrusted to Charles Gavan Duffy. The Nation sought
to bring about the co-operation of as many sections as possible of Irish-

men on the common ground of nationality, and to avoid all questions
of sectarian controversy and mere party politics. Davis, a Protestant,
and brought up amid Tory surroundings, was the principal writer in that

journal. He contributed some of the most remarkable as well of the

poetic as of the prose compositions published in its columns. In a

sketch of the Young Irelanders of '48, which appeared rn the Gentle-

mans Magazine (May 1875), the writer has drawn from his own recol-

lections the following picture of their leader: " Davis had less nervous

vigour (than Duffy), less trenchant directness in his prose, but his in-

77w Natimi, Sept. 20 and 27, 1845, wlicre will be found tributes to Davis from
all the Irish journak.
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tensely sympathetic nature, his power of imparting to others, by a style
of writing sustained in the extreme but always simple, the feeling that

actuated himself, gave him, especially amongst a people so impression-
able as those he addressed, an unrivalled influence. For poetry, to the

time when he connected himself with the Nation, he had shown no

capacity. He attempted versification without any consciousness that

he possessed the gift of song, and solely because he was impressed with
its importance as a means of awakening popular emotion. But the

result was a collection of songs and ballads which number amongst
them some of the most stirring vigour, and others of the utmost grace,
tenderness, and beauty.

' The Sack of Baltimore
'

has hardly a rival

in its charm of description, its dramatic presentment of the most exciting
action, and its deep and touching pathos.

' The Geraldines
'

likewise,
and some of the verses of '

Fontenoy,' are very fine."

A collection of Davis' national and historical ballads, songs, and

poems forms part of Duffy's National Library. A new and revised

etlition appeared in 1869, with an introduction by the editor, in

which full justice is done to the character of Davis as a writer and
a man.*
The life, death, and work of Thomas Davis have been fittingly com-

memorated also in a short elegy from the pen of Dr Samuel Ferguson.
The article in the Gentleman's Magazine already referred to goes far

to dispel many of the false impressions which had commonly prevailed
with respect to Davis and the other remarkable men that composed the

Young Ireland Party of '48. Written by one professedly of their

number, and entirely identified with their policy, it may be deemed by
some too partial in its description of Davis. There is, however, one

testimony which must be above all suspicion ; and in justice to the

memory of departed genius we will endeavour to preserve it.

"
Strongly, and we hope not inefiectually, as the Warder has ever

opposed the view of the Nation newspaper and of the Repeal Associa-

tion, it is with the deepest sorrow that we have to announce the untimely
death of Thomas Davis, Esq., one of the ablest and most brilliant of the

many admirable political and poetic writers of his party. With a

scliolarship in general literature, as well as in history and in
politics, the

extent of which was absolutely prodigious, Mr Davis combined the finest

and the noblest natural endowments of mind and disposition ; he was a

constant, earnest, and guilelessly honest labourer in the cause of his

choice, and in its service he lavishe<i, with the unreserve of conscious

genius, the inexhaustible resources of his accomplished and powerful
intellect. Independence, sincerity, and honour were eminently his

characteristics ;
in all his plans and aspirations were apparent the same

generosity, and benevolence, and chivalric abandonment of self; his

ardour was genuine undebased by the scheming of ambition untainted

by the rancour of faction ; and if we pass by the errors of a wrongly
chosen cause, he was entitled truly to the noble name of patriot. Young
though he died, his life had been long enough to impress the public with

* Further notices of liiin will be found in the Hon. C. G. Duffy's intnxluctioii

to "The Ballad I'oetiy of Ireland," Mr H. Bernard's "
Life of Samuel Lover

"

(1874), Mr M. J. Barry's volume of the "
Songs of Ireland

"
(1869), and Mr D.

F. M'Carthy'5
" Book ol Irish Ballads

"
(1869).



a oonsciousnesb of his claims upon their admiration and respect; his

admirers were of all parties, and in none had he an enemy."

The Countess of Gifford (born 1807 died 1867). Helen Selina,

eldest daughter of the late Thomas Sheridan, grand-daughter of R. B.

Sheridan, and sister of the Duchess of Somerset and the Hon. Mrs

Norton, was born in 1807. Her ladyship married first, in July 182.5,

Price, third Lord Dufferin and Claneboye, by whom she had an only

son, the present Lord Dufferin. On October 13, 1862, she married,

secondly, the late Earl of Gifford, eldest son of the late Marquis of

Tweeddale, who died on the 22d of December following. Her lady-

ship was well known in the fashionable world for wit and beauty, and

like her sister, Mrs Norton, courted the muse successfully, having been

a contributor to several of the "
annuals," and to other periodicals,,

Of her many popular songs and ballads her " Lament of the Irish

Emigrant" is the best known, and will never lose its hold on the affec-

tions of the Irish nation. Her ladyship died at Dufferin Lodge,

Highgate, on the 13th of June 1867.

Samuel Lover (born 1797 died 1868). Poet, painter, dramatist,

musician, and novelist, Samuel Lover has established many titles to

fame. He was born in Dublin in February 1797, and his father, a

stockbroker of that city, intended him for the prosy pursuits of com-

merce, but fortunately for the world, his son's tastes lay in another

direction. A public dinner given to Moore in 1818, afforded him an

opportunity of displaying his varied accomplishments as poet, composer,
and vocalist. A song, composed for the occasion in honour of the bard,

charmed the audience and gained him the friendship of Moore. Soon
after he became a contributor to the magazines, and about 1820 pub-
lished a volume of Legends and Stories of Ireland, of which a second

series appeared in 1834. Shortly after his first appearance as an author

he adopted the profession of a miniature painter; and his success was

sufficiently marked to secure his election as academician of the Royal
Irish Academy of Arts, of which he became secretary in 1828. In the

meantime he did not fail to cultivate in turn every one of his endow-

ments. He produced in 1831 the operatic drama of " Grana Uile, or the

Inland Queen," which was completely succe.ssful. He now determined

to migrate to the great metropolis. In 1833 he exhibited at the Royal

Academy his poz'trait of Paganini, and in 1835, at the exhibition at

Somerset House, a portrait of the Ambassador of the King of Oudh.
He also painted admirable portraits of Lord Brougham in his official

robes, of Thalberg the pianist, and of Russell Moore, the youngest son

of the poet. Of his fanciful class of pictures, one of the earliest that he

exhibited in London was called "
Painting, Sculpture, and Archi-

tecture." Another, exhibited in 1838, was his " Connemara Kelp-
gatherer," whicli was followed soon after by

" The Rebellious Ward,"
and a portrait of "An Egyptian." As some evidence of the extent to

which his merits were already recognised, it may be mentioned that lie

was honoured with a place in the "
Gallery of Celebrities," published in

Fraser's Magazine,t\w drawings of which were executed by Maclise; and
further he was the subject of the following notice in Blachwood: ' A
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new poet in our day is a discovery worth recording, but a new poet who
is also a musician, painter, and novelist, is quadruply worth wondering
at. This is the case of Mr Lover, a young Irishman who has lately
made his appearance on this side of the Channel. He is an artLst of

such skill as to have produced the very best small portrait (that of the

Ambassador of the King of Oudli) at the last year's Exhibition at

Somerset House. He has written some short but witty dramas, and

some volumes of Irish Stories, which, we believe, are very clever, and

are worthily illustrated by some sketches from his own pencil. But
his songs are now the topic. We confess we have not been much

captivated by what has passed for Irish song-writing in England.
Those songs which profess to be humorous, the playhouse pieces

especially, are absolutely barbarous, the essence of vulgarity, unre-

lieved by anything that bears the slightest resemblance to humour, in

Ireland or any other country whatever. Even the amatory songs,
wliich have had their day among us, have not altogether stolen our

hearts. They have treated of love alternately like a schoolmaster and

a schoolboy. They have none of the intense feeling, the flush of

fever, the mixture of sadness and playfulness, the delight and also the

agony of true inspiration. In the songs of the present writer, we find

much of the rich caprice, and not a little of the force of passion."
*

His professional reputation now became fully established, while his

social and musical accomplishments gained him admission to the most

brilliant circles of the metropolis. It was at the close of 1835 that

Lover began his labours as a dramatist. He wrote a Christmas novelty for

Madame Vestris, under the title of " The Olympic J*icnic," which created

a most favourable impression. His next effort was a comedy,
*' The Beau

Id6al," written for Liston. In 1837 he adapted his novel of "Kory
O'More" for the Adelphi Theatre, in which Tyrone Power, as the hero,

gained one of his greatest triumphs. Soon after he produced
" The

White Horse of the Peppers," and " The Happy Man." The operetta
of the " Grreek Boy," brought out by Madame Vestris at Coveut Garden,
for which he composed both words and music, and "

II Paddy Whack
in Italia," brought out by Balfe at the Lyceum, were highly successful.

His last pieces were "The Hall Porter" and "
Macarthy More."

Amonsfst the merits of Lover's dramatic works there is one which

entitles him to the gratitude of his countrymen :

"
They accomplish

the same object for our drama that his stories do for our fiction, and

his comic love songs for our verse, they present the Irish peasant for

tlie first time with a whole coat and clean face; they place him before

the English public in all his vivacity and drollery, without a tinge of

the low vulgarity which had so long been his disgrace." t

Lover's career as an artist was doomed to an untimely end. His

sight, too severely taxed, became so impaired that he was obliged to

abandon painting almost entirely; and photography inflicted the final

blow by extinguishing altogether the miniature-painter's art.

Lover's published compositions number as many as two hundred.

His lyrics amount to two hundred and sixty-three, all of which were

* Blackwood's Mag. vol. xli. 1836.

t The Life of Samuel Lover, by Bayle Beruard. H. S. King & Co. : London,
1874.
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set to music. As a composer of song-music he has not often been sur-

passed; and as a song- writer he was second only to Moore.

In 1836 Lover's first novel, "Rory O'More," was first given to the

world. Its successor,
"
Handy Andy," was commenced in Bentleys

Miscellany; and his last production was " He would be a Gentleman,"

originally entitled " Treasure Trove."
*'

Simply facetious as are Lover's stories, it must be always borne in

mind, that they had a purpose under their merriment which bestows

on them some dignity. They had the purpose of his songs. They
were written, if not to advocate the rights or paint the suflFerings of the

peasant, at least to renovate his character, to divest him of vice

and coarseness, which had been so repugnant to English sympathy, and
so to do something to abate one of the prejudices against his country.
To this end Lover required only the endowments of taste and humour,
and these he possessed to an extent which partly placed him abreast of

the best men of his time."*

In 1844 he appeared before the public in a series of entertainments,
which were styled by him his " Irish Evenings," and achieved a com-

plete success. "Rory O'More" and the "Angel's Whisper" were
"
vehemently encored, and '

Barney O'Reirdon
'

and ' The Gridiron
'

in wliich lus assumption of the peasant character was something worthy
of Power himself as heartily laughed at and applauded." This per-
formance was continued to the close of the London season, when he

visited all the principal towns of England and Ireland, and met with an

enthusiastic reception.
lie visited America in 1846, and entertained large and delighted

audiences from New York to New Orleans. Returning to England in

1848, he resumed his entertainment, with additions from his American

budget.
Lover's first wife was a Miss Birrel, an amiable and cultivated

lady, the daugliter of an architect in Dublin. His second wife was a

Miss Mary Wandley, the daughter of William Wandley of Cobham Hall,

Cambridgeshire. Mr Bernard speaks of her as " a lady whose taste and

refinement were as capable of estimating his talents as her other higher

qualities could ensure his happiness generally." About this period
Lover devoted himself to the production of oil paintings among which

were Sault St Marie and Lake Georgian in America, Mont Orgueil in

the island of Jersey, and Sandfort Castle on the coast of Dorsetshire.

He seems to have himself regarded these efforts as merely tentative,

and rarely sought to give them publicity. He still continued to write

songs and to contribute amusing papers to the London periodicals.

He also produced some musical pieces : one, called " The Sentinel of the

Alma," for the Haymarket, in which Hudson admirably sustained the

part of the hero, an Irish soldier; anotlier for the Lyceum, called
"
Macarthy More," in which Drew took the leading character. He also

wrote the libretti of a few operas for Balfe. t

Lover's next work was a collection of Irish Lyrics. In 1859 he

published, under the pseudonyme Ben Trovato, his " Rival Rhymes,"
*

Bernard's Life of Lover.

t In 185G Her Majesty was pleased to bestow on him a pension, "in recog-
nition of his various seiTices to literature and art."
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after the manner of the "
Rejected Addresses." In the following year

he took an active part in the formation of tlie London Irish Volunteers,
and in vigour and punctuality set a good example to the youngest of

the corps. He wrote several volunteer songs, of which " Defence but
not Defiance," and " Two Barrels," were the most popular. With
those and other occupations, Lover's time passed agreeably along up to

his sixty-seventh year, when his good health suddenly deserted him.

Breaking up his home at Sevenoaks, he repaired to the Isle of Wight
and thence to Jersey, where he died, in his residence at St Helier's, on
the 6th of July 1868. He was interred at Kensal Green, his comrades
of the London Irish Volunteers following his body to the grave. A
tablet to his memory was put up in St Patrick's Cathedral, Dublin, with
a suitable inscription from the pen of the Rev. Edward Nelson of St

Stephen's, Regent's Park.

Lover left behind him a great number of unpublished writings, con-

sisting of dramas, entertainments, American sketches, and poetry, from
which selections have been made by Mr Bayle Bernard in the second

vol. of his deeply interesting biography.

TuE Ho:!^. Mrs Norton, daughter of Thomas Sheridan, and

grand-daughter of Richard Brinsley Slieridan, was born in 1808.

Her mother was daughter of Colonel and Lady Elizabetli Callendar,
and under her care Mts Norton and her sister, the Duchess of

Somerset and the late Lady GifFord, received every advantage of

education, intellectual and social. While still in her girlhood, Miss

Sheridan wrote verses and plays for a private performance.
" The

Dandies' Rout," written at twelve years of age, was intended as a

continuation of " Tiie Dandy Papers," which were the popular chil-

dren's books about that period. In 1827, at the age of nineteen, she

married the Hon. Geo. L. Norton (brother of the late Lord Gran by).
Her next essay in literature was published anonymously in 1829,
and entitled " The Sorrows of Rosalie, a Tale ; and other Poems."
This was followed by the " The Undying One, and other Poems," in

1830. In 1836 a separation took place between Mrs Norton and

her husband. On this unhappy event in her life we make no

comment, except that it caused no change in the feelings of esteem

and affection with which Mrs Norton had been regarded by many
who deplored the sad estrangement. In that year she published
"A Voice from the Factories," and in 1840 "The Dream, and other

Poems." In a review of this work in the Quarterly, H. N. Cole-

ridge writes :
" This lady is the Byron of our modern poetesses. She

has very much of that intense personal passion by which Byron's poetry
is distinguished from the larger grasps and deeper communions with

man and nature of Wordsworth. She has also Byron's beautiful

intervals of tenderness, his strong practical thought, and forcible expres-
sion." "The Child of the Islands" appeared in 1845. The real

character of this poem was a series of outpourings upon the condition

of the poor. It gave a picture of England, and the social condition of

her children, designed to remedy in some measure the want of com-

munication between classes, and impress the imagination of the future

ruler of the islands with a due sense of the wants, trials, and tempta-
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tions of his humbler fellow-creatures. The poem was spoken of in the

Quarterly as " the fairest wreath as yet won in the service of the graver

muses for the name of Sheridan."

Mrs Norton's other works are :
" Stuart of Dunleath ; a Story of

Modern Times" (1847); "Aunt Carry's Ballads for Children" (1847);
" The Martyr ;

a Tragedy
"
(1849) ;

" A Residence at Sierra Leone "

(1849); "English Laws^for Women in the Nineteenth Century" (1854);
" A Letter to the Queen on Lord Chancellor Cranworth's Marriage and

Divorce Bill" (1855). Mrs Norton has also contributed to several of

the annuals and to other periodicals, as well as occasionally to news-

papers. All her writings breathe a spirit of tenderness and truth ; and

there is a settled air of melancholy about them which indicates the pre-

vailing tendency of her mind. Her triumphs and her troubles have

gained her many tributes of admiration and sympathy, but her highest

claim to be loved and honoured will ever rest on her pleadings for the

poor.

William Allixgham was born in 1828, at Ballyshannon, where his

father was manager of the Provincial Bank. In 1850 he published his

first volume of "Poems," dedicated to Leigli Hunt. In 1854 his "
Day

and Night Songs" appeared, and an enlarged edition of them, illustrated

by Millais and other eminent artists, was published in the following year.

"Lawrence Bloomfield in Ireland," a modern poem in twelve chapters,

appeared in 1864. A review of Mr Allingliam's works, in which full

justice is done to his high merits as a poet, will be found in the Irish

Quarterly Review. Mr AUingham holds an appointment in the Cus-

toms.
' He was for many years a valued contributor to Eraser's

Magadiie, and became its editor upon Mr Froude's resignation in 1872.

John Anster, LL.D. (born a.d. 1793 died a.d. 1867), was the

eldest son of John Anster, Esq. of Charleville, in the county Cork, where

he was born in 1793. He entered Trinity College, Dublin, in 1810, ob-

tained a scholarship in 1814, and took the degree of A.B. in 1816, and of

LL.B. and LL.D. in 1825. He was called to the Irish bar in 1824, and

for several years went the Munster Circuit. In 1837 the Lord-Lieuten-

ant appointed Doctor Anster Registrar to the High Court of Admiralty,

an office he held until his death. He was elected Regius Professor of

Civil Law in Trinity College, Dublin, in 1850, and about the same period

was Vice-President of the Royal Irish Academy. He married in 1832,

Elizabeth, daughter of William Blacker Bennett, Esq. of Castle Crea,

CO. Limeiick, by whom he left two sons and three daughters. He died

at his residence, Gloucester Street, Dublin, on the 9th of June 1867,

and was buried at St George's Cemetery, Drumcondra, in the presence
of a numerous and highly distinguished assembly of friends.

In college Dr Anster was highly distinguished, not alone for those rare

classical attainments which won for him the highest academic honours,

but also for those brilliant poetic gifts which were soon to win for him

a world-wide reputation. While yet an undergraduate he published

son.e poems of great merit, and his efibrts in prose were equally success-

ful. Although he had no pretensions to be considered an eloquent

speaker, his speeches in the Historical Society possessed intrinsic
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excellence of a high order. He was awarded the society's prize for

composition, and had the lionour of closing the session of 1814- with a

speech which gained hini the gold medal for oratory.
In college, too, he manifested that love for German literature whicli,

in after years, became the master-passion of his life. In 1817, the year
after he graduated, he was awarded the prize offered by the University
for the best poem on the death of the Princess Charlotte; and in the

same year he published a small volume of poems, including the prize

ode, together with a number of short pieces, original and translated.

While in London in 1819 Dr Anster first met Samuel Taylor Coleridge,
who was then residing with Dr Gilman at Highgate; and the acquaint-
ance then formed afterwards ripened into the closest intimacy and

friendship.
Of his career at the bar there is little worth recording. On circuit

his wit, too quick and fine for the ready apprehension of ordinary

listeners, found an appreciating audience, and he was duly prized as one
of the most cultured and gifted members of the Munster bar. But his

nature was far too sensitive and refined for the rough work and prosaie

drudgery of a junior's probation. Indeed, the very qualities and attain-

ments which were soon to gain him European fame, were about the

poorest recommendations imaginable to the brief-dispensers of Cork
and Limerick. " He was never fitted," writes a member of his circuit,
" for the noise and bustle of practice at the bar, the contentions of the

forum, the badgering of witnesses, and lacked the ready knack of speak-

ing, so essential to success in the courts." And yet there were few men of

sounder learning and judgment in the profession, or more accustomed to

close research and patient investigation. But attorneys cared for none
of these things.

" Poet" and " dreamer" were convertible terms in their

philosophy, and youthful indiscretions with the muses were blots on a

junior's fame which nothing but a miracle could obliterate. As for

genuine legal acquirements, what chance had their modest and retiring

possessor against the veriest pretender who could shout his own praises?
In 1820 Dr Anster translated some extracts from Goethe's " Faust"

for Blackwood's Magazine. These fragments were the first rendering
of any part of that poem into English, and their vigour and truth were

recognised by the great German poet himself. They vvere highly

praised too by Coleridge and Mackenzie. The success they met with

both ill this country and in America encouraged Dr Anster to undertake

a translation of the entire poem. The complete translation of the first

part of " Faust" appeared in 1835, but the second part was unavoidably

delayed until 1864.
Tlie Edinburgh Review, speaking of the portion published in 1835,

pronounced it
' one of the few translations which, in any language,

hold substantial rank in their own country, and are admired, cited, and

emulated in lieu of the originals." Another writer speaks of the whole

work as a production of rare felicity and genius, and one of the few in-

stances in which translation attains to the level of original composition.
It at once attained the highest position, and notwithstanding the many
translations, both in prose and verse, that have since apoeared, retains

its popularity.*
*

Imperial Dictionary of Biog. J. F. ^Valler.
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Dr Anster's translation has been accepted in Germany as the standard

Englisii translation of Faust, and the first part lias been twice reprinted
there. At the time of his death he was engaged in preparing a third

German reprint, to be published by Baron Tauchnitz of Leipsic. As a

proof of the estimation in which his work is held in Germany, it may be

mentioned that soon after his death an address was presented to

Dr Anster's widow, by a number of Germans resident in Ireland,

distinguished for their literary position, who, while expressing their

sympathy with Mrs Anster, desired " to place on record their pro-
found sense of the important services rendered by Dr Anster, as an

eminent scholar and poet, in the promoting of German literature in this

country."*
The Dublin University Magazine of November 1839 contains a

portrait of Dr Anster. It says of his great work: " There is not in

our language a translation of any work of length which produces so

entirely the effect of original poetry on the mind, and this without the

slightest omission of any image in the original which could with pro-

priety be retained, and with little more of addition or expansion than

was absolutely necessary for the purpose of explanation. On the Con-

tinent the work is frequently quoted in the same way that Schubartli

and Ekermann are. But its value is far higher than that of any com-

mentary on the original can be. It is as an English poem that Anster's

Faust must be regarded ; and it is really astonishing with what felicity

thoughts the highest and deepest in German theology, and the subtlest

in their metaphysics, find adequate expression in our language ; and how
scenes which if we look at any other exposition of them seem shape-

less as the most misty reveries of the Swedenborgians, assume shape,

and colour, and life. . . . But it is not in the more serious passages
where the interest of the situation, and the reader's sympathy once suc-

cessfully awakened, are of themselves sufficient to sustain attention, that

we feel surprise at the triumph achieved by the translator of this won-

derful poem. The difticulties which we should have imagined insur-

mountable, and which yet have been completely overcome, are of another

kind. In the character of Mephistophiles there are constant touches of

humour, which are brought before the English reader with perfect

fidelity. When it is considered how difficult it is to communicate any

perception of the humour of one nation to another .... we sliall he

better able to estimate what has been accomplished by the translation

of Faust. . . And it is really curious, in comparing Anster's transla-

tion with the original, to see how nearly literal it often is, and by what

skilful touches wlien literal translation would have plainly destroyed
the effect of the original that effect is, in some different way, produced."
The article just quoted appropriately closes with the following

beautiful tribute of one true poet to the genius of another :

TO THE TRANSLATOR OF GOETHE'S " FAUST.

*' Enehanter ! thou hast made the spell thine own,
Buried in silence with the miglity dead

;

The weird light from the wizard's grave is shed.

Dancing ou rubied pane and piUared stone.

The Gentleman's Mag. August 1867.
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Hark ! throii<^h the haunted choir the swelling tone

That midniglit chaunt of dolour and of dread
A wailing I'roni death's cold and startled bed :

And now 'tis woman's broken-hearted moan
Margaret ! poor child, thy choking sob I hear,

And the fiend's laugh rings wildly through the pile.

Margaret ! forsaken one ! the spell hath stood,

And, in charmed might, Enchanter wins the ear,

Yea, and the heart of Siiakspeare's own proud isle,

To gi-ant, by Rhine's green wave, meet rivalhood."

In 1837 Dv Anster puV)lished a volume entitled "
Xoniola," contain-

ing translations from Scliiller and De La Motte Fouque, which fully

maintained his reputation. In addition to those works which bear liis

name, he was the author of many contributions to the Dublin University

3Iagazine, North British Review, and other literary periodicals.

In 1850 Dr Anster was elected Regius Professor of Civil Law in the

University of Dublin, and he ably filled that chair until his death. His

introductory lecture on the study of the civil law was ])ublished in 18.59,

and it amply sustained his reputation as an eminent " civilian." Pro-

fessor Webb, who succeeded to the chair of Civil Law on Dr Anster's

death, paid an eloquent tribute to his memory in his opening address.

Speaking of the great loss which not only the University but the country
had sustained by his death, Dr Webb thus truly described him :

" He
was emphatically a man of genius. That exquisite simplicity of char-

acter, than which genius has no more infallible characteristic, was his.

To no one could the familiar quotation be more justly applicable than

to him 'He was indeed in wit a man, and in simplicity a child.' In

his case, as in that of the kindred spirit whose statue stands before your

portals,* the limpid transparency of his character made an illusion which

disguised its depth. If there were any defect in that simple and un-

affected nature, it was the absence of the alloy of those harder, if not

baser materials, which is so requisite in the practical concerns of life.

The same causes which worked him injustice as a man, combined to work

him injustice as a lawyer. But he was a profound civilian in the eyes
of all who could estimate his depth. His mind was in constant associa-

tion with the great jurists of ancient and modern times. He had drunk

deeply at the fountain of the philosophy of law. But his admirers are

more numerous than the mere votaries of a science which attracts so

few. He was not only a profound lawyer but a poet. As a poet he

achieved a glory which, from the days of Dryden and of Pope, has only
been achieved by Coleridge and by him. In his marvellous rendering
of a wondrous work, he has made a German masterpiece a British

classic. He has proved that it is a poet only who can reproduce, re-

vivify, and recreate a poet's work; and men will cease to remember the
' Wallenstein

'

of Coleridge when they cease to be instructed and

entranced with Anster's Faust."

Dr Anster died of gout on the 9th of June 18G7. The following
brief extract from one of the leading Dublin papers is worthy of being

preserved:
" The public funeral of the learned and lamented Dr Anster took place

yesterday, at St George's Cemetery, Drumcondra. The Royal Irish

*
Goldsmith.
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Academy attended officially, and a large number of eminent and dis-

tinguished men assisted at the mournful ceremony, for Dr Anster was

beloved and valued in his own country by all who could appreciate

genius, learning, high culture, and the brilliant poetic gift, whilst

throughout Europe he was known and celebrated as the great inter-

preter' and translator of Goethe's ' Faust.' Happily he lived to publish

the second part of that remarkable work, a task to which he had devoted

many years of his life, thus completing his magnificent contribution to

English literature of that wonderful German work, transfused into our

tongue with all the magic beauty and sparkling brilliancy of the original,

"Dr Anster was also one of the chief lights and supporters of our

national literature; foremost amongst that splendid band of writers,

now scattered and silent, who founded and maintained the glory of the

Dublin University Magazine. We mourn in him the loss of a man

of brilliant and rare endowments. As a poet, a wit, a thinker, a talker,

and a writer, his place will not be easily filled up in the literary circles

of Dublin, or in general society, where, sometimes brilliant, or sometimes

sad, according to the electric influences that surrounded him, he was yet

always genial and gentle, and the best of conversationists on literary

subjects, over which his keen wit played, and flashed, and flickered with

strange eccentric lights, illun)inating all he touched by his logic, his rapid

fancv, and his playful irony, or the inexhaustible stores of his immense

erudition.
" His life passed quietly in the serene calm so dear to poetic natures,

apart from all the turmoil of public politics, or the faction cries of

bigotry and intolerance. It is fitting that Ireland should worthily
honour his memory, and show, by her sympathy with his sorrowing

family, the national appreciation of Dr Anster's eminent claims to the

title of a distinguished and gifted Irishman."

Amongst Dr Anster's papers are a number of letters and other docu-

ments of great interest. They will no doubt, in good time, be given to

the public whenever his life shall be written with the fulness of a separate

biography.
*

Denis Florence M'Carthy was born in 1820. He claims descent

from the ancient royal Irish sept of the Maccauras. His "
Ballads,

Poems, and Lyrics
" were published in 1850. This volume, which con-

tains translations from nearly all modern European languages, as well

as original compositions on Irish themes, gives him high rank as an

accomplished and elegant scholar, a most felicitous translator, and a

spirited and graceful poet. In 1853 he translated Cahleron's dramas
into English asonante verse, with a valuable introduction and notes.

He edited in 1846 " The Book of Irish Ballads," which was intended

as a seqjicl to " The Ballad Poetry of Ireland," and worthily found a

place beside that well-known volume. A second edition of this book

appeared in 1869, dedicated to Dr Samuel Ferguson, and with a pre-
face which forms a supplement to the able and interesting introduction

* For notices of Dr Anster, besides those already quoted, see Larou.sse's Dic-
tionnaire Universel du xlx. SiL-cle, torn. 1 (Paris, 1866) ; Valpereau's Dictionnaire
Universel dee Conternporains (Paris, 1870) ; Ripley and Dana's American Ency-
clopaedia (New York, 1868).
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to the first issue of "Tlie Book of Irish Ballads." He was a frequent

contributor to the Nation, and wrote many patriotic songs and ballads.

His "Under Glimpses, and other Poems," and his "Bell-founder, and

other Poems," were published in 1857. In 1871 he received a civil

service pension of 100, in consideration of his services to literature.

2. ACTORS AND MUSICIANS.

Margaket (better known as Peg) Woffisgton was born in Dublin

in 1719, and died near London, March 28, 1760. In 1728 a Madame

Yiolante, now no longer remembered but as the first instructress of Mrs

WoflSngton, formed a company of children, the eldest not above ten

years of age, whom she instructed in several small pieces. The
"
Beggars' Opera

"
being then the rage in London, Yiolante undertook

to bring it out in Dublin on a small scale with her little performers,

or, as they were called in the bills -of that day, "Lilliputian Actors."

In this novel representation Margaret Woffington, then only ten

years of age, made her first appearance on the stage in the character

of "Polly," and her marvellous talents at once became the great

theme, in and out of the theatre, of Dublin conversation. A com-

mencement so favourable secured her an engagement a few years

afterwards at Smock Alley Theatre, where she fulfilled every expecta-

tion that had been formed of her, and excited an enthusiasm which went

on increasing with her years and celebrity, until it reached its height

at last on the memorable night when, in the fulness of her fame, slie

was borne away fainting from the stage of Covent Garden never to

appear again in public. She did not long survive her retirement, for

on the 28th March 1760, in the forty-second year of her age, she died,

and was buried at Teddington. In this short interval she endeavouretl

to make amends for the past by the most exemplary piety and bene-

volence, for she was " one of those few penitents who condemn their

follies, but do not let their contrition corrode their amiable qualities."

Indeed, all through her eventful life, its trials and its triumphs, we get

glimpses of something that was good and sweet in her nature, which,

apart from the fascination of her wit and beauty, could win the staidest

amongst men, and make the purest of her own sex deal tenderly with

her failings.

Her chief merit in acting was in the representation of females in high

rank and of dignified elegance, Millament, Lady Townly, Lady Betty

Modish, and Maria in the "
Conjuror," were exhibited by her with such

happy ease and gaiety, and with such powerful attraction, that the

excesses of these characters appeared not only pardonable, but agree-

able. Nor did she confine herself to this line of acting. Davies

says she was excellent in Lady Plyant and Mrs Day in the " Com-

mittee." Sir Harry Wildair was her favourite character. Wilkinson

says "she was an elegant figure in breeches, and looked and acted

with such spirit, that she gave flat contradiction to what Farquhar
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asserted, that when Wilkes died, Sir Harry might go to the Jubilee."

She repeated this character with never-ceasing applause. She was

excellent also in Sylvia, Portia, and several other like characters. In

short, she aimed at universal excellence in her profession, and acted

several parts in tragedy, such as Jane Shore and Hermione, with

marked approbation. Mrs WofRngton's company was sought after by
men of the first rank and distinction, persons of the gravest character

and most eminent for learning were proud of her acquaintance and

charmed with her conversation. She frankly declared that she preferred
the company of men to that of women; the latter, she said, talked of

nothing but silks and scandals. She was possessed of a good under-

standing, which was much improved by society and books. There was

a most attractive sprightliness in her manner, and she was always
affable, good-natured, and charitable.*

In 1752 Mrs Woffington was engaged in Dublin, and in the Christ-

mas holvdays of that year she accompanied Sheridan, then manager of

the Dublin Theatre, to Quilca, in the county Cavan, for the alleged

purpose of meeting a clergyman, who was to receive her recantation of

the Roman Catholic faith, and admit her into the Protestant Church.

An estate of =200 a-year in Ireland had been left her by her old friend

and admirer Owen MacSwiney, which, as the account states, "she was

put in possession of by virtue of that recantation."

Murphy, in his Gray's Inn Journal for Jan. 20, 1752, gives an

extract from a letter, which he says in joke he had received from

Dublin: "Various are the conjectures concerning the motives which

have induced Mrs Woffington to renounce the errors of the Church of

Rome; but the most probable opinion is, that some eminent lawyer
advised her to this step, in order to qualify her to wear a sword in Sir

Harry Wildair and Lothario, which she could not safely attempt as a

Papist, it being highly penal in this kingdom for any of the Romish

communion to carry arms."

On referring to our memoir of Owen MacSwiney, the reader will

see that he did not die until the 2d of October 1754; nearly two

years after Mrs Woffington is said to have recanted, and entered

into possession of MacSwiney's Irish estates. Perhaps he gave them

to her by what lawyers call an act inter vivos, and this may account

for his being in rather straitened circumstances during the rest of

his life.

O'Keefe says Mrs Woffington was a good daughter, and did not

forget the comforts of her aged mother; and her sister, Mrs Cholmondely,
owed to her her education and subsequent high position in life. She

built and endowed a number of almshouses at Teddington.
Her portrait as Penelope was painted by Reynolds. In Leslie's Life

of Sir Joshua, there are many allusions to her, and to her more happy
sister; but one short extract must suffice: " or where Mrs Cholmondely,

by her badinage and her beauty, reminds those who knew her lovely
and witty sister. Peg Woffington, of that charming woman. By her

care, Mrs Cholmondely was educated, reared for fireside life, and

happily as well as highly married, before her sister died at forty-two,

Geneste's History of the Stage ;
Hitchcock's History of the Irish Stage.
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without a woman-friend but tlie poor creatures her charity had relieved,

or tlie fallen ones her tenderness had comforted." *

James Quin (born a.d. 1693 died a.d. 1766) was the son of James

Quin of Dublin, who graduated A.B. in the Trinity College in 1673,
and became a student at Lincoln's Inn, whence he was called to the

English bar ; but coming into a considerable fortune by tjie death of

his father. Murk Quin, at one time Lord Mayor of Dublin, he retired

from the bar and took up his residence in his native country. His

marriage was attended with circumstances which determined the future

destination of his son. The lady he married was a reputed widow
her husband being dead in law, though alive in fact. After an absence

unconscionably long he returned and claimed his wife. Young Quin,
the issue of this union, was placed at an early age under the care of a

Dr Jones of Dublin, with whom he remained until his father died in

1710, when lie became heir to a damnosa hcereditas in the shape of a

heavy and disastrous law-suit. Tiius stripped of the property he

expected, Quin went upon the stage, and after performing for a short

time in Dublin, he appeared in London ; acting at first inferior parts at

Drury Lane and Lincoln's Inn Fields, till by a happy hit his merits

became known and appreciated. An order had been sent by the Lord
Chamberlain to revive the play of Tamerlane for the 4th of November
1716. On the third night of its performance, Mr Mills, who took the

part of Bajazet, became suddenly ill, and Quin was called on to read

the part, which he did to the satisfaction of the audience. The next

night he made himself perfect, and performed it so successfully that he

was recognised at once as a man of great and early genius. From this

time he rapidly rose until he became the first tragedian of his day.
His brilliant career, however, had narrowly escaped a sudden interrup-
tion by an unlucky encounter between him and Mr Bowen, which
ended fatally to the latter. Mr Quin got ofi' with a verdict of man-

slaughter, and soon after returned to the stage. Many years after this

event, Quin fought a duel with the celebrated Mr Theophilus Cibber in

the Piazza, Covent Garden. Mr Cibber was slightly wounded in the

arm, and Mr Quin in the fingers. After having their wounds dressed,
we are informed,

"
they came into the Bedford coftee-house and abused

one another."

In the summer of 1741, Quin and other celebrities visited Dublin,
and on his return to London he found the theatrical public entirely

engrossed by Garriok, who in the October preceding had begun his

career, and was then performing with immense success in Goodman's
Fields. The fame of the new favourite afforded no pleasure to Quin,
who observed tliat

" Garrick was a new religion, and that Whitfield was
followed for a time ; hut they would all come to church again." In the

season of 1742-3, Quin returned to Covent Garden, where he opposed
Garrick at Drury Lane, but with very little success. A plan was then

proposed, in 1743, to bring them together in a performance for their

mutual benefit at Lincoln's Inn Fields. But the plan failed, and Quin
*

Leslie's Life and Times of Sir Joshua Reynolds, continued and concluded by
Tom Taylor (Loudon, 1865), vol. ii.

|i.
11. See also Charles Eeade's novel,

"
Peg

Woffington."
IV. 2r Ir.



returned to Dublin, but only to find the fame of Sheridan as great a

bar to undisputed celebrity as Grarrick's had proved in London. He
returned after some time in no good humour, and remained for a season

without an engagement. At last, in the season 1746-7, he was

engaged at Covent Garden with Garrick, and those two great actors

appeared together in the tragedy of " The Fair Penitent," and when

Horatio and Lothario met on the stage in the second act, the applause
was so great and so long continued that both of these great masters of

art were utterly disconcerted. Soon after this Quin retired on a com-

petency to Bath ; but the old fascination was so strong that he re-

appeared on several occasions, the last being in March 1753, when he

performed FalstafF for the benefit of his old friend Ryan. He died at

Bath in January 1766, and was buried in the Abbey Church, where a

monument was erected to his memory, with an inscription by Garrick.

SpranGtER Barry was born in St Werburgh's parish, Dublin, in 1719,

and died in 1777. He was brought up as a silversmith, but quitted
that business for the stage. He began his career on the Irish boards in

the character of Othello. In 1742 he joined the company of that year
in Dublin which boasted the great names of Garrick, Sheridan, Quin,

Woffington, and Gibber. In 1747 he appeared at Drury Lane, and

afterwards at Covent Garden. For many of his characters he established

an equality with Garrick, and in Othello and a few others contended

for supremacy. In 1758 Barry joined Mr Woodward of Drury Lane
in building tw^o theatres one in Dublin, the other in Cork. This

experiment did not prove successful, and Barry and his wife

appeared in 1766 in the Hayniarket under Mr Foote. Mrs Barry

(before that time known as Mrs Dancer, and after Barry's death as Mrs

Crawford) appeared as Desdemona, and was pronounced by Garrick an

actress of the first stamp. She afterwards became no less celebrated in

the tragic walk than Barry, and long continued an ornament of her

profession. Barry died a martyr to gout in 1777. His pleasing
manners and conversation made him a valuable acquisition in society.
He was fond of giving grand entertainments, and his ideas in general
were too extravagant for his fortune."O^

Miss Bland, betterknown as Mrs Jordan, was born in Waterford about

the year 1762. Her father was a captain in the army, possessed of

property in Ireland, and her mother was the daughter of a Welsh

clergyman. Owing to some informality in the marriage between her

parents, the property was lost, and Miss Bland was obliged to try the

stage for the support of herself and family. Her first appearance was in

Cork when she was only seventeen, and her success far exceeded her

expectations. Though not remarkable for beauty, her winning manner
and charming simplicity procured a willing recognition of her talents.

Having performed for a short time in Dublin, she went to England in

July 1782, with her mother, brother, and sister, and appeared at Leeds
as Calista in the "Fair Penitent." Her success was so great that Wil-

kinson, the manager, gave her every encouragement ; and she proceeded
with his company to York, where her great merits attracted Mr William

Smith of Drury Lane, and he engaged her for that theatre, and she
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appeared in 1785 in " Tlie Country Girl." "Mrs Jordan came to

town," says Mrs Inchbald,
" with no report in her favour to elevate her

above a very moderate sahiry, or to attract more tlian a very moderate

house when she appeared. But liere moderation stopped. She at once

displayed such consunmiate art with such bewitching nature, such

excellent sense and such innocent simplicity, that her auditors were
boundless in their plaudits, and so warm in their praises when they left

the theatre, tliat their friends at home would not give credit to the

extent of their eulogiums." Such is the account of Mrs Jordan's first

appearance in the metropolis ; and Mr Gait, in his " Lives of the

Players," remarks, that "perhaps no actress ever excited so much true

laughter as this delightful lady in the course of her subsequent career."

Her second part was Viola in " The Twelfth Night," which she acted

in November 1785. To Viola succeeded Imos'en in "Cvmbeline;"
but althou2:h in these delicate characters Mrs Jordan showed unrivalled

excellence, yet it was her comic vein that most attracted the playgoers
of the day, and establislied her in the good graces of the London public.

During the summer vacation she performed at Cheltenham and other places
with immense eclat. Next, on going north, she got a most flattering

reception at Edinburgh, for which she evinced her gratitude by reciting
a poetical address of her own composition, expressive of the apprecia-
tion she felt for the approval of so critical an audience. She thence

proceeded to Glasgow, and was warmly welcomed. Tiie playgoers oi

that city were determined not to be outdone by their classic neighbours
of Edinburgh, They presented her with a gold medal, bearing an

appropriate inscription, and accompanied with the following lines :

" To Mrs Jordan, Madam, accept this trifle from the Glasgow audience,

who are as great admirers of genius as the critics of Edinburgh."

Having returned to London, her regular career now commenced ; and
her life, now falling into the routine of her profession, aff'orded few

incidents worth recording. In 1780 her relations with the Duke of

Clarence began, and were made the subject of strictures in the press,

which excited a strong feeling against her. On the 10th of December
1790 an opportunity occurred which Mrs Jordan boldly seized, and her

spirited appeal to the audience restored her to public favour, and her

domestic situation was never again adverted to in public. Mrs Jordan

was warm and generous in her nature, and was ever ready to help the

needy and afflicted. Many anecdotes are told of her private charity,

and she often lent her professional services in aid of charitable purposes.
About 1811 a separation from the Duke of Clarence became expedient
for reasons of state policy. She had several children, and resided at

liichmond, where she died on the 3rd of July 1816. Besides her

merits as an actress, Mrs Jordan possessed great general talent. She
wrote verses with facility, and there was a graceful glow of sentiment

in her occasional effusions, which showed she was capable of better

work.

Miss Farren (Countess of Derby) was born in Cork in 1795, and

died in London in 1829. Her father was a surgeon in Cork, and

her mother the daughter of a brewer in Liverpool. She was very

young when she made her first appearance on the stage at Liver-
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pool in 1773, in the character of Rossetta, in tlie comic opera of
" Love in a Village." She then gave such promise of excellence that

she almost immediately became a favourite with the public, and
afterwards acted with increasing estimation in all the principal towns
in England. She appeared in London in 1777, at the Haymarket,
as Miss Hardcastle in " She Stoops to Conquer." She next essayed

tragedy at Covent Gaarden, but achieved no remarkable success. An
accident at last brought her into her appropriate sphere. It happened
that Mrs Abingdon, the popular favourite in her particular range of

character, thought fit suddenly to leave Covent Garden for Drury
Lane, and Miss Farren was selected to fill her place. Though exposed
to a severe test, she passed triumphantly through the ordeal, and as

Lady Townley, and in other characters of the same class, she was

entirely successful, and generally preferred to her formidable rival.

In the ladies of comedy, it was said, she had no competitor ; they were,

however, all much alike, and equally remarkable for that sensitive

delicacy which was considered her distinguishing characteristic.

She had not been long on the London stage when the propriety of

her private conduct won for her a welcome to the best society; and she

became the honoured guest of fashionable circles, where she attracted

the attention of her future husband, the Earl of Derby. When the

Earl first showed a partiality for Miss Farren, his countess, who iiad

long lived apart from her lord, was alive ; but the propriety of Miss
Farren's conduct repelled the idea of scandal, and every precaution was
taken to prevent occasion for offence in the eyes of the world, until at

length the only obstacle to their union was removed by the death of

tlie Countess of Derby. Miss Farren took leave of the public at Drury
Lane on the 7th April 1797, as Lady Teazle in the " School for

Scandal ;" and on the 8th of May following was married to the Earl

by special license at his lordship's mansion in Grosvenor Square. In

her real dignity she acquitted herself admirably, and thoroughly became
her position. Queen Charlotte received her with special marks of

lionour, and she was selected to make one in the procession at the

marriage of the Princess Royal. She died in London April 23, 1829,

having long enjoyed the distinctions of her rank, and thoroughly proved
the solid worth of her character.

Charles John Kean was born in Waterford on the 18th of June

1811, and died at Chelsea on January 2, 1868. His fatlier, Edmund
Kean, at the time of Charles's birth, formed one of the company attached

to the theatre in Waterford. His mother, Mary Chambers, was also a

native of Waterford, descended from the highly respectable family of

Cuffe, long settled in that county. When Charles Kean was born, and
for a considerable time after, the fortunes of his parents were at the

lowest possible ebb ; they had barely a subsistence for the present, and
were almost hopeless for the future. In Edmund Kean, then an undis-

tinguished country actor, none saw the future "
star before whose

brightness all rival influences were to become pale." In 1814 he

obtained tlie long sought-for opening in London, and success at once

established the great tragedian on the pinnacle of fame. His son

Charles was in due course of time sent to school, preparatory for Eton
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boating, cricketing, Latin-verse making, and fencing. He was with-

drawn at tlie age of sixteen, in consequence of the displeasure of his

father, who was at that time deeply embarrassed, and tried to force his

son to accept a cadetship in India. Charles refused to leave England
unless some provision was made for his mother, who was then living

apart from her husband in the utmost destitution. In this emergency
Charles Kean determined to adopt the stage as a profession, and on

October 1, 1827, made his debict at Drury Lane in tlie character of

Young Norval in Home's tragedy of *'

Douglas." The audience received

him throucjhnut with kind indulgence, and called for him when the

tragedy concluded. It was success, certainly, but not decided success.

The press, however, was unanimous in its condemnation, and for several

years he made no impression, but rather provoked unfavourable com-

parison between himself and his father. At length, almost heart-broken,
he left London for the provinces. During this tour, and while per-

forming in Glasgow, he visited his father, who was then residing in the

cottage he had built in the Isle of Bute. His reception was more cor-

dial than he anticipated. Tiiis led to the elder Kean's acting one night
in the Glasgow theatre for his son's benefit. They appeared as Brutus
and Titus, in Payne's tragedy of "

Brutus," and achieved a great success.

In 1829 young Kean returned to Drury Lane, but being discouraged

by the press and neglected by the public, he resolved again to try the

provinces. In the course of the summer he acted with his father in

Dublin and Cork, appearing as Titus, Bassanio, Wellborn, lago, Icilius,

and Macduff. In the October following he was engaged to play six

nights at the Haymarket. He acted Romeo to Miss E. H. Kelly's

Juliet, and on the fifth night appeared as Sir Mortimer in the " Iron

Chest." The play was repeated on the closing night, and the London

press for the first time afforded him positive praise. He next visited

Amsterdam and the Hague, and after a short and unprofitable experi-
ment of three weeks returned to England. He had now obtained a

mastery over the mechanical part of his profession, and began to feel

his strength. He therefore determined to visit America, and accord-

ingly appeared at the Park Theatre, in New York, a? Richard III., in

September 1830, and his reception was all he could desire. Returning
to England in 1833, he acted at Covent Garden for a few nights witli

moderate success, when his father was engaged by Laporte the manager,
and in the month of March appeared as Othello, Charles as lago, and
Miss Ellen Tree as Desdemona. This eventful performance was the

last appearance of the father on the stage. A graphic account of it is

given in Barry Cornwall's " Life of Edmund Kean." Shortly after this

Charles Kean played Leonardo Gonzago to Miss Tree's Mariana, in

Knowles' play of " The Wife." This piece had a great success, and
ran for the remainder of the season. In 1833 Kean performed in

Hamburgh, and on his return frequently visited Edinburgh and Dublin,
and always with increasing attraction and applause. In 1836 he played
in his native city, and tiie gentlemen of Waterford presented him with

a silver claret cup valued at 100, with an appropriate inscription.

Kean had now arrived at the culminating point of liis theatrical life.

Having triumphed in the provinces, he was resolved to achieve the
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crowning glory to which he aspired London success and in January
1838 appeared at Drury Lane as Hamlet, with a triumphant issue never

surpassed in the history of the stage. There was now no longer any
doubt as to the position he was thenceforward to fill. By his Hamlet,
his Sir Giles Overeach, and his Richard, he fairly took his position as

a tragedian of the highest rank. After a short visit to the provinces,
Mr Kean returned to act at the Haymarket, and again visited America.

Returning to London, he engaged at the Haymarket for three successive

seasons. It was during this part of his career, on the 29th February
1842, that he married the amiable and accomplished actress Miss Ellen

Tree. In the summer of 1845 Mr and Mrs Kean visited America to-

gether, and their success was everywhere immense. On their return to

England in 1847 they crossed to Ireland, to perform for the benefit of

Mr Calcroft, and reappeared at the Haymarket on the 17th January
1848, in Mr Loveli's play of the " Wife's"Secret." Their reception, and

the success of the play, were equally enthusiastic. At the commence-

ment of 1849 Mr Charles Kean was selected to conduct the " Windsor

Theatricals
'

a series of private theatricals adopted by the Queen and

Prince Albert, with the double object of gratifying their own tastes and

promoting the interests of the British drama. Her Majesty presented
him with a diamond ring in acknowledgment of his services. It was

in 1850 that, in conjunction with Mr Keely, he undertook the manage-
ment of the Princess's Theatre, and in the following year the sole man-

agement devolved on him. "The Merry Wives of Windsor" was the

first presented to the public of that gorgeous series of Shakesperian
revivals which made an epoch in the liistory of the stage.

" Those

productions," says the Times,
"
exposed him to much small satire, and

it was boldly stated that he rendered Shakespeare attractive by means,
not of poetry and acting, but of scenery and pageant." But he out-

lived the attacks of his detractors; and judicious critics were soon con-

vinced that his most sumptuous displays of stage-decoration were not

mere empty show, but refined and legitimate adjuncts suited to the taste

and temper of the age. Mr Kean's marvellous performance of Louis

XL, in Mr Dion Boucicault's version of M. Delavigne's play, effectually

proved that he could command success by his own merits, without false

or adventitious aid.

A banquet, over which the Duke of Newcastle presided, and at which

his school-fellow, Mr Gladstone, was the spokesman in presenting a

splendid testimonial from his old Etonian friends, signalised Mr Kean's

retirement from the Princess's in 1859. In the autumn of that year
Mr and Mrs Kean left London to fulfil a long round of provincial

engagements, but returned again in 1861, and shortly afterwards

appeared at Drury Lane their last appearance at that theatre being
on the 22nd of May 1862.

In 1865 they commenced their professional tour with a visit to

Australia, which was followed by a series of performances through the

United States. They came back to London in 1866, and again

appeared at the Princess's Theatre. Tiiis performance was followed by
another provincial engagement, and Mr Charles Kean's last appearance

upon any stage was on the evening of the 28th May 1867 at tlie Prince

of Wales Theatre, Liverpool, in liis celebrated character of Louis XI.
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On the following day he was seized with a lingering illness, which ter-

minated in his death, which took place on the 22nd of January 18G8, at

his residence, Queensborough Terrace, Chelsea, in the fifty-seventh year
of his age. All the London and provincial journals paid the highest
tributes to Mr Kean s private and professional worth. We quote a

short passage from the Morning Post: " Mr Charles Kean evinced

extraordinary capabilities for his profession, and won his way to the

foremost rank of art. His Shakesperian revivals proved that he pos-
sessed a high idea of the importance of the drama, and an ardent desire

to place it like a tine jewel in an appropriate setting. His efibrts in

this direction were greeted with well-merited applause, and his loss will

be deplored by the lovers of the drama in every climate of the globe.
To professional eminence Charles Kean added private worth, which

alone can entitle a man to love and respect. In him a wife has lost a

devoted husband, and an only daughter a fond father."

Mrs Charles Kean received a letter from the Queen upon the death

of her husband, which expressed in the most gracious terms the sym-

pathy awakened in Her Majesty's mind by the terrible loss she had

sustained.

Miss O'Neill (eventually Lady Becher) was born in Ireland about

the year 1791, and died at Mallow in September 1872. The following

interesting details concerning her career are extracted from Sir Ber-

nard Burke's "
Family Romance": "Her father, Mr John O'Neill,

was at the time of her birth the manager of a strolling company, whose

wanderings were pretty extensive, being bounded on the south by the

ocean at Kinsale, and on the north by the Giants' Causeway. Her
mother's maiden name was Featherstone, and to her care the future

tragedian was chiefly indebted for her education. She made her first

essay as the little Duke of York in Shakespeare's
'

King Richard the

Third,' her father playing tlie part of the crook-backed tyrant. Such
was the admiration excited by her talent, that she proved of no small

pecuniary advantage to her family. As Miss O'Neill grew, her fame

grew with her, and she was engaged in what was called the northern

circuit, comprising Belfast, Londonderry, and Newry. The consequence
of her success was an engagement at Dublin. At first Miss O'Neill

had some difficulties to contend with, the ground being much occupied

by established favourites. But she fought her way through all obstacles,
till at length she received the oti'er of a London engagement. Here, as

before with the Dublin manager, her dramatic family proved somewhat
of a stumbling-block. The committee of Drury Lane would gladly
have engaged Miss O'Neill herself at an enormous salary, but they hesi-

tated in engaging some members of her family to which her affectionate

nature made her devotedly attached. John Kemble happened at this

time to visit Dublin, and he has left the following record of his opinions
in a letter to his brother manager, Mr Harris, of Covent Garden:
* There is a very pretty Irish girl here, with a small touch of the brogue
on her tongue; slie has mucli quiet talent, and some genius. Witli a

little expense and some trouble, we might make her an "
object" for

John Bull's admiration in the juvenile tragedy. They call her hfre

for they are all poets all Tom Moores here I the Dove, in contradis-
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tinction to her rival, a Miss Walstein, whom they designate as tlie Eagle.
I reconmiend the Dove to you as more likely to please John Bull than

the Irish Eagle, who, in fact, is merely a Siddons diluted, and would

only be tolerated when Siddons is forgotten. I have sounded the fair

lady on the subject of a London engagement. She proposes to append
a very long family, to which I have given a decided negative. If she

accept the offered terms, I shall sign, seal, and ship herself and clan off

from Cork direct. She is very pretty, and so, in fact, is her brogue,

which, by-the-by, she only uses in conversation. She totally forgets
it when with Shakespeare and other illustrious companions.'

" The young
actress accepted John Kemble's offer, at a salary of fifteen, sixteen, and

seventeen pounds a week. The result fully justified the manager's

judgment. Miss O'Neill's first appearance before a London audience

was on the 6th of October 1812, as Juliet. So highly was she appre-

ciated, that when, upon the fall of the curtain,
" The Merry Wives of

Windsor" was announced for the next evening, the cry was loud and

general for the repetition of " Romeo and Juliet." The career of Miss

O'Neill was from this time one of perpetual sunshine, and she has left

behind her quite as brilliant a memory. She was decidedly one of the

greatest actresses and one of the best women (not even excepting Miss

Farren) that ever trod the English stage. In characters, such as Juliet,

Isabella, and Belvidera, where gentleness predominated, Miss O'Neill

never had a rival. Her own fine nature so completely entered into her

personification that it is reported she used to shed real tears while acting,
and to feel acutely the wrongs and sorrows of the heroines she repre-
sented. This excellent lady, in the midst of her public and social

elevation, could hardly be said to have been promoted by marriage
when she was united, on the 18th December 1819, to a gentleman of

high rank and repute William Wrixon Becher, Esq., M.P. for Mallow.
Mr Becher was created a baronet iu 1838, and died in October 1850.

His widow survived him just twenty-two years. Their eldest son is

the present Sir Henry Wrixon Becher, Bart, of Ballygiblin, county
Cork.

TuRLOUGH O'Carolan (born 1670 died 1738). In the restored

Cathedral of St Patrick, in Dublin, there has lately been erected, by the

will of Lady Morgan, a very beautiful bust, a blind but inwardly illu-

minated face, as a memorial of the last of a forgotten race. Turlougli
O'Carolan was born in the county Westmeath in 1670, and died in

1738. He was the most modern representative of the ancient Irish

bards. Being poor, and having lost his sight by smallpox in early

youth, he was thrown upon his own resources for a livelihood. In the

ear, however, he seemed to have received compensation from nature, and
his musical genius developed itself to a more morbid and sensitive pitch
from the attention to sound being undistracted by the exercise of vision.

Not only could he rep.-at an elaborate composition after once hearing
it, but his facility for composing new tunes was very great. On one
occasion he composed impromptu a lengthened piece for the harp, since

known as " Carolan's Concerto." He combined something of the Ger-
man and Italian styles of music with that of the native Irish. He
travelled about Ireland, composing as he went, and was always welcome
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as a bard at the hospitable houses of the gentry. Writing the words
of his songs as well as the tunes, he- indulged in ratiier exaggerated

flattery of the beauty and virtues of those who befriended him. O'Caro-
laii left one son and six daughters. The son, a harpist, published a

collection of his fatlier's music in 1747, with a very laudatory preface.*
In Hardiman's " Irish Minstrelsy" there is a portrait and memoir of

O'Carolan. It is there stated that O'Carolan became a minstrel by
accident, and continued it more througli choice than necessity.

" He
was above playing for hire," says his friend Charles O'Connor, who

always respected him as one of those reduced Irish gentlemen who were

plundered of their birtiiriglit during the troubles of tlie seventeenth

century.
" At the houses where he visited, he was welcomed more as a

friend tlian an itinerant minstrel." His father being obliged to remove
from Meath, settled at Carrick-on-Shannon, in the county Leitrim.

O'Carolan, then an interesting boy, attracted the attention of a Mrs
M'Dermott Roe, and soon became a frequent visitor at Alderford House.

This lady had him instructed with her own children, and he learned

to read his native language, which at that time was universally taught.
He also made some proficiency in English, and showed an inclination

for history. To this family the bard was attached through life, and
under their hospitable roof he breathed his last ; nor was he separated
from them in death, for his ashes mingle with theirs in their ancient

burial-place in the cliurch of Kilronan.

In his eighteenth year, as already stated, O'Carolan was seized with

smallpox, and totally deprived of sight. In this melancholy state he

expressed a desire to learn tlie harp, and Mrs M'Dermott procured a

harper to instruct him, under whom he soon became proficient.
" My

eyes," he used to say,
" are transplanted to my ears." His harp was

seldom unstrung, but in general he used it only to assist him in com-

position. Having finally determined to adopt minstrelsy as a profession,
Ids benefactress provided him with a horse and attendant, and in his

twenty-second year he began his avocation by visiting the houses of the

surrounding gentry, and thus Immbly commenced the career of the

most celebrated of the modern bards of Ireland.

Our limits will not permit us to follow O'Carolan in his wanderings,
and we must refer to Hardiman's collection for specimens of his songs.
He united the fourfold avocation of poet, composer, harper, and

singer. All his songs, with one trifling exception, were written in the

Irish language. He is said to have written as many as two hundred;
but although he died as late as 1738, Mr Hardiman has only been able

to collect a couple of dozen specimens. The Irish originals are given in

Hardiman's "Irish Minstrelsy" side by side witli translations by Furlong
and other eminent translators. The Gaelic spirit of the originals has,

we are assured, been well preserved in these renderings, and even tlie

English reader must regret that so few of the many similar compositions
of O'Carolan and other earlier writers have survived the vandalism of

the conquerors. "Unfortunately" (we quote the words of an English-

man), t
" as the harpers laboured to sustain the national spirit, they

were hated and hunted by their rulers,^
' a priest, a bard, and a wolf

*
Hiif,flisli Cyeloptcdia, Biog. Supp. 1872.

t Mr Boyle Bernard, in his Lil'e of Sam. Lover, vol. i. 96.
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being the field sports, I am afraid, of too many English governments.
Thus but few of their songs survived them."

The death of O'Carolan caused a chasm in the history of Irish music.

His successors, with one or two exceptions, were simply poets who were
forced to conceal in Gaelic the heat of their Jacobite devotion. They
were most of them hedge schoolmasters, whose poverty tested their

loyalty with no ordinary exactions. Oweu Roe O'SuUivan, wlio was
a ripe classical scholar, had to add potato digging to teaching; yet this

ragged son of Apollo, whether drudging in a furrow or under a hedge
without a dinner, could still call upon his countrymen to bear in mind
the Stuarts.* But composers and performers of the genius of O'Carolan
there were none. On this subject the writer already quoted observes:

" Here we are confronted with an enigma it seems impossible to solve.

Music, of all arts, one would think, must have been developed with the

greatest power on a soil that is called the 'Land of Song;' and yet,

extraordinary as it may seem, neither in quality nor in quantity has the

obligation been fulfilled." As a help to solve this enigma, we venture

to make a few suggestions. It will be admitted that the ancient

melodies of a country afford us the most unerring criterion by wliich

we can judge of the natural temperament and the characteristic feelings
of its people. True, music is but the language of the feelings, and so

the music of Ireland was the outcome and expression of national senti-

ment. The ancient bards, too, were almost without exception poet-
musicians. They thought and wrote in Irish, and the music was almost

invariably inspired by the sentiment. The harp was the national in-

strument, and used chiefly as a help to composition, or as an accompani-
ment to song. If all this be true, you have only to crush out the

characteristic feelings of the nation, stamp out the language, destroy
her harps, and then the decline of musical genius must follow as a

natural consequence. The reproach would come ill from the country

by which song has been thus persecuted and jiroscribed.

The language and literature of England superseded the language and
literature of Ireland, and Irishmen have worked well in the new field.

But English music there was none to take the place of the exter-

minated music of Ireland and thus there was no scope or field for the

display of Irish musical genius. In truth, there was nothing left for

Ireland but to cling more fondly to her older treasures, those glorious
native strains which, not even the best music of other countries, but

certainly not the so-called music of England, has despoiled of their

power and loveliness. Moore wedded them and generally by force

to English words, and so introduced them to the drawing-rooms of

England. But still, for new work and new creations, the soul of native

music was departed, and the harp of his country was, and still is, mute
as when Moore so proudly sung

'* Dear harp of my country, in darkness I found thee,
The cold cliaiu of silence had hung o'er thee long ;

When prou(ll\% my own native harp, I unbound thee,
And gave all thy chords to love, freedom, and song.

"

Of the various efforts that have been made in recent times to revive

*
Daly's

"
Reliques of Jacobite Poetry ;

"
Bernard's Life of Lover.
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the Irish harp, an interesting account will be found in Bunting's
" Ancient Music of Ireland."

That these attempts have failed, is all the more to be regretted at the

present time, when some vigorous etlbrts are being made to rescue the

ancient literature of Ireland from decay. It is tlie opinion of com-

petent men, that if the native language and music had been preserved
and improved up to the present, Ireland would still, as in older times,

be justly called the land of song. When Germans and Italians are

ready to admit this, there is some consolation for our shortcomings in

the opinion of Englishmen.
Mr Bernard boasts of Bishop, Purcell, and Arne, but we care not to

enter upon such a competition, and with this feeling we have disre-

garded many names highly thought of in this field, and which we had

intended to notice, such as Balfe, Dr Smith, the Robinsons, and Sir

A. Stewart. We retain Sir John Stephenson and Kelly, as they have

been expressly named by Mr Bernard, and do not seem to deserve the

half-contemptuous treatment they have received at his hands. He has

fully recognised the merits of Balfe, Brooke, and Wallace as the founders

of the English Opera. Catherine Hayes, too, is most favourably men-

tioned, and we will venture to add a few names more which are not

unworthy of being commemorated.

Michael Kelly, distinguished vocalist and composer, was born in

Dublin in 1762. After studying in his native city under Rauzzini,

and afterwards at Naples under Fineroli, he performed at the principal
Italian theatres with great success. From Italy he went to Germany,
and was one of the original singers in the " Nozze de Figaro." Having
accepted an engagement at Vienna, he formed a close friendship with

Mozart, and received special marks of favour from the Emperor Joseph.

Settling in London in 1787, he made his first appearance in Drury
Lane in that year, and from the very first he took the highest position
as a vocalist. At a later period he became director of the musical per-
formances at that theatre, and in that position he retained his popularity
until his retirement from the stage. He composed the music for Cole-

man's "Bluebeard," and for a great number of other popular pieces.
He died at Margate on the 9th of October 1826. His " Reminiscences"

(2 vols., 1820; 2d edit., 1826) is a most entertaining work, and has

been pronounced to be by far the best addition to our theatrical history
since CoUey Cibber's "Apology."

Sir John Andrew Stevenson, Mus.D. (born a.d. 17G0 died a.d.

1833). This distinguished composer, the son of an humble teacher of

music, was born in Dublin in the year 1760. He commenced his

musical studies under Doctor Woodward in the Cathedral of Christ

Church, Dublin, to which he was introduced in 1771, being then about

ten years of age.* In this situation he first acquired that taste for

sacred music which he afterwards cultivated so successfully. About seven

years after, his connection began with St Patrick's, of which he became
a vicar-choral in 1783. Some time before he had discovered an early

*
Fetis, in his "

Biogi-aphie Universelle des Musiciens" (Paris, 1865), says Sb
John commenced his studies mider Dr Murphy at St Patrick's Cathedral.



ffenius for composition, and composed most of the airs for O'Keeft'e'a

farce of "Dead Alive," being then not nineteen. His next efforts

were in the same line, and when O'Keeffe's farces of " The Son in Law"
and the "

Agreeable Surprise" were first brought out in Dublin, Steven-

son furnished the chief part of the music, which contributed not a little

to the great success of those pieces. He also wrote for the Irish stage

the music for the opera of " The Contract," written by Dr Houlton,

and for " Love in a Blaze," by Mrs Atkinson. In England Stevenson

became most favourably known as the composer of a great number of

songs, glees, and chants, which were published in London by Power.

The Hibernian Catch Club about this time presented him with a silver

cup of great value, in testimony of their esteem for his worth and

talents. He received the honorary degree of Doctor of Music from

Trinity College as a compliment to his professional fame.

A collection of his sacred music was published in London by Power,
under the title of " A Series of Sacred Songs, Duets, and Trios." His

most popular work is the arrangement of the " Irish Melodies,'' adapted
to Moore's words. This work was also published in London by Power,
and was entitled " A Selection of Irish Melodies, with Symphonies and

Accompaniments, and Characteristic Words, by Thomas Moore." He

composed also a fine oratorio, entitled " Tlie Thanksgiving," and

numerous other pieces of sacred music. He received the honour of

knighthood from the Earl of Hardwicke, then Lord Lieutenant, in

1802, in recognition of his eminent talents. He married Mrs Singleton,

a widow lady, a daughter of Mr Morton, of the Custom House, Dublin,

by whom he had several children. Sir John died at the seat of his

daughter, tlie Marchioness of Headford, in the county Meath, on the

14th of September 1833, aged 73. A writer in the Gentleman's

Magazine (1833) supplies the following particulars :
" In due course

he became a full vicar of St Patrick, and afrer some time was also

admitted to the chapter of Christ Church. His voice was a good bass,

which, amongst others, harmonised with fine effect ; but, like most

cathedral singers, he was not so successful in solo parts as when

assisting in combined harmony.
" But it was in composition that his celebrity was soon established in

a very exalted grade. His anthems, which were performed by the

choirs of both cathedrals, gave him the importance of a successful

author in the sublimest scale of musical creations, while some beautiful

glees, and the arrangement of several fascinating airs as solos, earned

for him the admiration and applause of those who were not acquainted
with his cathedral compositions. Sometimes he adopted the poetry oi

past ages, and sent it again before the public with his own lyrical

accompaniments. Several stanzas of Shakespeare's, which before had

been only recited to their own rhythm, now came forth associated with

his brilliant or solemn symphonies. Sir John Stevenson's talents and

social qualities admitted him to the aristocratic circles, and made him

the favoured object of them, and both his daughters were highly married.

Tliere have been few instances in Ireland of a similar self-elevation from

real merit. Alliances witli rank and fortune have been made by others,

but seldom through the same honourable course which distinguished Sir

John Stevenson. Nor did the brilliancy of such society withdraw him
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from the realities of more humble life; aud he mingled in the gaieties of

both with the ease and polish which distinguish the one, and the

affability and humour which belong to the other. He had a consider-

able fund of playful wit, and a slight pomposity of manner which

considerably enhanced it. His convivial habits accustomed him to late

hours, and his professional employment made him an early riser ; and

thus, between both, he had but few hours to devote to repose. He
often boasted that he required only three hours of the mental

oblivion afforded by sleep. He did nut retire from the social circle of

his friends until within a year of his decease, and his manners were

always so lively that he appeared to have discovered an elixir for perpetual

youth." Sir John Stevenson was left a widower more than thirty

years before his death. He had four children, of whom the eldest son,

John Andrew, entered the army, and went with his regiment to

Canada, where he settled, and died a short time before his father. The
second, Joseph, entered the church. His daughter Olivia was married,
rtrst to Edward Tuite Dalton, Esq., a gentleman of considerable literary

talents, who died at an early age ; and secondly, January 29, 1822, to

tlie late Marquis of Headfort. Anne, the younger daughter, married

Gustavus Lambert, Esq. of Bean Park, county Meath, about ten years
before her father died.

Shortly after Sir John Stevenson's death a meeting was held at the

Cathedral of Christ Church, the Bishop of Kildare in the chair, at

which it was resolved that a subscription should be entered into for the

purpose of defraying the necessary expenses of a testimonial, to be at

once worthy of the genius of him wliom it was to commemorate, an

encouragement to native talent, and an ornament to tlie sacred edifice

in which it should be placed. A monument was accordingly erected to

his memorv in Christ Church Cathedral.

Michael William Balfe was born in Limerick, May 15, 1808, and
died in London, October 20, 1870. From the age of five years he

manifested such delight in music that his father placed him under the

instruction of Mr Bourke, then one of the best composers and violinists

in Dublin. When seven years old the child played in a concerto of

Viotti's at a public concert. Other masters successively taught him,

among them Alexander Lee, who was his instructor in thorough bass

and composition. At the age of nine he wrote the ballad called *' The
Lover's Mistake," effectively introduced into the play of "Paul Pry"
by Madame Vestris. He lost his father in 1823, and soon after went
to London with Mr Charles Horn, the composer, as an articled pupil
for seven years. He soon became known, and was so highly appreciated
that he was engaged as principal violinist at the Drury Lane oratorios,

and in the Drurv Lane orchestra, under Mr T. Cooke. In 1825 he

went on the stage. His voice was a rich barytone, and well cultivated,
but he failed, from timidity, as "Casper" in " Der Freischiitz," at

Norwich Theatre. About the same time Count Mezzara,
" who fancied

that young Balfe resembled a son whom his wife had lost, took him with

him to Rome, where the countess received him very tenderly."
* Here

* M. Fetis (" Biog. dcs Musiciens ") gives a different account: "En 1825 11 fit

un voyage k Rome, avec une riche faiaille Aiiglaise."
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he remained for a year, studying under the best masters. After tliis,

still through the bounty of Count Mazzara, he had similar advantages
at Milan, where his first production of any pretension was performed
with great success. It was a ballet entitled " La Perouse," written for

the theatre of La Scala Passing on to Paris at the end of the year

1826, he appeared at the Theatre Italien, under the name of Balfi, in

the part of Figaro, in the Barber of Seville, with Sontag as Rosina.

The opera ran nine nights in succession. " His career as a dramatic

singer was triumphant in Italy as well as in France after this." M.

F^tis, however, writes differently :
" Sa voix de baryton mal timbree et

son inexperience de la scene etaient des obstacles trop serieux pour

qu'il piit reussir a cote des excellents chanteurs qui brillaient alors sur

cette scene." A short time after he returned to Italy. In the spring
of 1830 he was engaged at Piacenza, and sang there during the

season. He next went to Sicily, and sang at the theatre of Palermo,
where he produced his first opera, entitled "I Rivali." In 1832 he was

at Florence, where he performed in the opera bouiFe " Un Avvetimente."

At Milan he appeared in 1833, at the Tiieatre "
Carcano," where he

brought out his opera
" Enrico IV. al passo della Marna," in which

Mademoiselle Roser, who shortly after became his wife, was the prima
donna. After having sung at Boulogne, Balfe obtained an engagement
at the Theatre La Fenice, at Venice. It was here, according to M.

Fetis, that he conceived the unfortunate idea of mutilating the Crociato

of Meyerbeer, by introducing some pieces of his own composition, and

others of Rossini and Donizetti. "
L'indignation de I'ltalie contre cet

acte de barbaric obligea Balfe a s'eloiguer de ce pays." In 1835 he

returned to London, accompanied by his wife. He sang at the Ancient

and Philharmonic Concerts, and wrote " The Siege of Rochelle," an

opera in three acts,
" The Jewess," and Chiara de liosenberg, for Drury

Lane. His next work was " The Maid of Artois," written for Malibran,
and from which he obtained great celebrity. A variety of operas suc-

ceeded. In 1837 his "Jane Grey" was performed, but with moderate

success. In 1838, "Amelia, or the Love Test," next "
Falstaff," and

in 1839 " Joan of Arc " met with a more favourable reception ; but

however popular at the time, they were all written too rapidly to attain

a very high or permanent place as works of art. In 1839 Balfe made
the experiment of becoming manager of the English Opera House, but

it did not succeed, and he resumed the more congenial and profitable

work of composition. In 1840 and the following year he visited Ireland

and Scotland, accompanied by his wife and the celebrated pianiste

Thalberj?, and his concerts srained him evervwhere an enthusiastic

reception. On his return to London he produced the romantic opera
"
Keolanthe," which was fairly successful. In the summer of 1842

Balfe had the direction of the grand musical festival at Norwich. A
short time afterwards he went to Paris, where he composed

" Le Puits

d'Amour," which was represented at the Opera Comique in April 1843.

It had a successful run in France and in other Continental countries.

His "Bohemian Girl" was played at Hamburg under the title of La
Gitana, and at Vienna under that of Die Zigewierin. It showed a

marked improvement in Balfe's operatic workmanship. It was played
for the first time in London in 1844, at Drury Lane. In the same



year he brought out " Les quatre fils Aymou" at the Opera Comique of

Paris. It met with the most general success in France and in all the

chief towns of Germany and England. About the same period Balfe

wrote " The Daughter of St Mark," which ran through more than one

hundred consecutive nights at Drury Lane. A piece of plate was pre-

sented to him by his friends in commemoration of its hundredth

performance. "The Encliantress,"
" Tiie Bondman," "L'fitoile de

Seville," "The Maid of Honour," "Elfrida," "The Rose of Castile,"
"
Satanella," and "

Bianca," complete the list of his compositions, all of

which met with various degrees of success. His subsequent career is

well known. Besides assisting at most of the principal concerts, he was

appointed by Mr Lumley conductor at Her Majesty's Theatre, on Sir

Michael Costa's withdrawing to Covent Garden. In this capacity he

displayed great ability, intelligence, and taste. On the breaking up
of this company in 1852, Balfe visited Germany and America. As an

instructor in singing he took a very high position, and his " Indis-

pensable Studies for a Soprano Voice" are too well known to require
commendation here. "

Satanella," which appeared in 1859, obtained a

brilliant success, and was considered his best work, until "
II Talismano,"

in 1874 years after his death came by surprise on the musical

world, and was pronounced by the critics the greatest of all his numerous

triumphs. His second daughter, Mademoiselle Victoire Balfe, born in

1837, having won the highest laurels as a singer in England, Italy, and

at St Petersburgh, was married in March 1860 to Sir John P. T.

Crampton, Bart., K.C.B., when she retired from the stage. Some years
after she sued for and obtained a divorce from her husband. She next

married the Duque de Rees, a Spanish nobleman, and died in January
1871.

William Vincent Wallace was born in Waterford in 1815, and

died in London in 1865. He received his first instructions in music

from his father, who had been a military band-master. At the age of

fifteen he was sent to Dublin, where he perfected his studies on the piano,

the violin, and the clarionet. His first engagement was as a violinist

in the orchestra of the Theatre Royal, Dublin. In a short time his

abilities were recognised, and he was selected for the honourable post

of conductor by the Philharmonic Society. His health failing, he was

recommended by his physicians to take a long sea voyage. He accord-

ingly sailed for Australia, where he arrived in restored health, and

commenced a series of concerts, which brought him considerable profit

and reputation. After a sojourn of six months in Australia, he visited

professionally Van Dieman's Land, New Zealand, the East and West

Indies, Valparaiso, Mexico, and the United States of America. During
the years 1841 and 1842 he was conductor at the Italian Theatre,

Mexico. From 1843 to 1853 he lived at New York, but he paid a

visit in 1846 to England, Austria, and Belgium. In the same year he

composed for Covent Garden his romantic opera
"
^laritana," which

had a decided run in London, and afterwards in Vienna. In 1847 he

produced in the same cities, and with similar results, his " Matilda of

Hungary." A long interval now followed, during which Wallace gave
no new work to the world. In 1860 he broke silence, and won a
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brilliant success by his opera of "Lurline." In the following year he

produced at Her Majesty's Tlieatre " Tlie Amber Witch," which met

with the warmest applause. At the end of the year 1862 his " Love's

Triumph" met with an equally enthusiastic reception. He was one of

the most popular English musicians of the day, and his chief operas,

such as Maritana and Undine, have been revived from time to time, and

greeted with as hearty a welcome as they met on their first production.
Selections from his operas were published from time to time by Cramer

and Beale, and are established favourites with the public. Wallace also

published a large number of nocturnes, valses, studies, and other light

pieces for the piano. He is also no less favourably known as the com-

poser of songs solos, duets, and trios and ballads, with piano

accompaniments.

Catherine Hates (afterwards Mrs Bushnell), was born in

Limerick, Oct. 25, 1825, and died at Sydenham, Aug. 11, 1861.

From her childhood she exhibited a precocity of vocal power that

excited astonishment and admiration, and won for her the generous

patronage of the late Hon. and Right Rev. Edmund Knox, then Bishop
of Limerick. Shortly before Miss Haye's introduction to Bishop Knox,
a lady in Limerick a highly accomplished amateur took a great
interest in the gentle and thoughtful child, and imparted to her the

elementary knowledge of music, which gave her even at that early age
diose facilities of brilliant execution so fully developed by after instruc-

tion. Her parents were of humble station, and in poor circumstances,

and it was by the merest accident this gifted vocalist escaped the fate

which had befallen many of her less fortunate country-women. One

evening while singing in a woodbine arbour, on the bank of the Shan-

non, some of her favourite Irish airs, some pleasure parties on the river

were attracted by the clear silvery tones of her voice, and especially by
that marvellous, thrilling shake which in years to come was to excite

the rapturous applause of the world. The Bishop of Limerick

was one of those unseen listeners, and his correct taste and refined

discrimination at once discerned the germ of that talent, the matured

growth of wliich so happily proved the soundness of liis judgment. By
his kindness she was in 1839 placed under the care of Signor Sapio, a

singer and teacher in Dublin, in whose family she resided for three

years. With him she studied with so much success that she soon

rose to fame as a concert singer. Her first appearance in public took

place on the 3d of May 1839, just one month after her arrival in Dub-

lin, and the metropolitan critics spoke most favourably of the new

soprano. Her second appearance after this, December of tlie same

year, was at a concert of the Anacreontic Society, and the critics were

then also almost unanimous in their encomiums. After a short visit to

her birthplace she returned to Dublin, and pursued her studies unre-

mittingly, and occasionally sang in public. In 1841 her appearance
formed one of the chief attractions of a concert given by Mr P. P.

Knight. At this entertainment Miss Haves was introduced to Liszt, the

celebrated pianist, who was so greatly pleased with her voice and style

that he addressed a congratulatory letter to Mrs Knox, from wiiich the

following is an extract :
"

I do not know of any voice more expressive
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than that of Miss Hayes. I doubt, if amongst the singers of the day,
there is one equal in extent and volume to what hers will be. As to her

singing, it is easy and natural, and devoid of all false method." During
the remainder of the year 1841, Miss Hayes continued to be one of the

leading vocalists at the Anacreontic and Philharmonic and other Dublin
concerts ; and the attainment of the highest proficiency and jjopularity as

a concert singer appeared to be the summit of lier ambition, until the

visit of Grisi and Mario to Dublin afforded her the opportunity of wit-

nessing tlieir performance in Norma. From that event may be dated her

ardent desire to excel in the lyric drama. But there were ditiiculties

to be overcome, and obstacles of a kind which never seem to be taken

into account by those who deplore the dearth of Irish artists of the

highest order of executive talent. For England or Ireland there were
no schools ; and it was essential to her success that she should have

years of study and training abroad. Her relatives could not afford the

necessary expense, and her friends were not over anxious to consign a

girl of her age to the hard and unprotected life of a student in France
or Italy. But the anxious and incessant pleadings of the enthusiastic

girl prevailed, and it was ultimately arranged that she should be at

once placed under Signor Emmanuel Gafcia, the eminent master who
educated Malibran for the operatic stage. The necessary preparations
were then promptly made, and on the 12th of Oct. 1842, Catherine

Hayes arrived in Paris, bearing a letter of introduction to George
Osborne, the celebrated pianist, to the care of whose amiable and

accomplished wife she was warmly recommended. For six months
Miss Hayes pursued her studies under Garcia, and with so much suc-

cess that her tutor declared " he could not add a single grace or charm
to the then fully developed and beautiful organ she possessed, so richly

pure in tone, so extensive in compass, and so perfect both in the upper
and lower register." He advised her at once to proceed to Italy, as the

best theatre for obtaining the dramatic requirements indispensable for

success on the lyric stage. Miss Hayes accordingly proceeded to

Milan, where she placed herself under the instruction of Signor Felice

Ranconi, brother to the celebrated barytone, and then professor of

singing to the Conservatoire Royale. While studying under his tuition,

she added not a little to tiie attraction of several musical parties to

which she was invited. At one of these reunions she was introduced

to the once celebrated Grassani, aunt to Madame Grisi, who was so

much impressed in her favour that she wrote to Signor Provini, then

manager of the Italian Opera at Marseilles, and advised him to lose no

time in offering her an engagement. He immediately came to Milan,
and offered terras too tempting to be rejected. Accordingly, on the

10th of May 1845, Miss Hayes made her debut at Marseilles in / Puri-

tani. During the first part of the performance she seemed completely
unnerved, and was received with solemn silence. At last, in the eighth

scene, where the agitated Elvira sings the beautiful opening pollacca
" Son Vergin," her powers were awakened, and never, perhaps, was

that delightful air interpreted with such sweetness, tenderness, and

expression.
' The curtain fell amid the most enthusiastic plaudits,

renewed again and again, till the agitated but delighted girl re-

appeared, when numbers of the passionately music-loving audience,

IV 2 8 Ir.
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who had rushed en masse from the theatre, and returned

loaded with flowers, literally filled the stage with their offer-

ings, making a perfect garden around the embarrassed debutante." The
second appearance of Miss Hayes in Luda di Lammermoor, and her

third in Lucia di Egitto, confirmed the favourable impression her debut

created. Her popularity now increased so much that Signor Pavini

used every means to induce her to accept an engagement for the Opera
in Paris. However, she declined all his tempting offers, and returned

to Milan to resume her studies under Ranconi. Her next engagement
was at the La Scala Theatre at Milan. Tlie Linda di Chamouni of

Donizetti was the opera chosen, and some idea may be formed of her

reception from the fact, that on the falling of the curtain, she was

called before it no less than twelve times. Her second appearance was

in Otello, and it also was a perfect triumph. Her touching portraiture
of Desdemona won for her the flattering designation

" La Perla del

Teatro
"

a title by which she was known during the remainder of her

stay at Mi'an, having remained through the autumn of 1845 and the Car-

nival of 1846. She proceeded thence to Vienna, where her reception was

most flattering. There she appeared in a new opera expressly composed
for her by a young Italian nobleman, entitled Albergo di Romaiw. Her
next appearance was in iwcia, and the Venetian critics were most raptur-
ous in their praises. Her Linda produced an unprecedented demonstra-

tion. By the laws regulating theatrical performances at Venice, an

artiste is prohibited from appearing before the curtain more than thrice.

At tlie termination of Lucia the audience would insist on Miss Hayes

coming forward a fourth time, and as she hesitated to infringe the

police regulations, the excitement became alarming, and her admirers

threatened to tear down the theatre unless they were permitted to

repeat the compliment ad libitum. Permission was finally granted,
Miss Hayes came forward, and was literally covered with flowers.

After a short stay at Vienna, to which capital she was commanded to

return by order of the Emperor, she again proceeded to Italy, her first

stop being at Bergamo, where she received marked attention. A splen-

did banquet was given by the Podesta in her honour; among the guests
on that occasion she had the gratification of meeting the celebrated

Ilubini. He expressed the greatest astonishment at the marvellous

accomplishments she had acquired in so short a time. During the

remainder of her stay in Italy Miss Hayes was the object of the most

complimentary attention. At Florence Catalan's villa was always open
to receive her. At Genoa, on the occasion of her farewell benefit, tlie

proud patrician ladies left their boxes, and coming behind the scenes,

presented her with bouquets, and expressed the warmest wishes for her

sucl in England. Her career henceforth is too familiar to require any-

thing further than a bare record of her triumphs. On the lOth of April
1849 she appeared at the Covent Garden (with Sims Peeves), in Linda

di Qiamouni. The Times and other London journals were most

eulogistic in their criticisms, and in the fullest sense of the word her

London debut was a "
triumphant success." Her second appearance

in the part of Lucia confirmed the favourable imjjression made by her

debut, and all through the rest of the season Miss Hayes continued to

win golden opinions. Before the close of her engagement she sang at
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a private concert at Buckingham Palace, by command of Her Majesty,
and created a marked sensation, the Queen, Prince Albert, and the

Duke of Cambridge complimenting her on her " deserved success."

In November 1849 Miss Hayes appeared in Dublin, and the " Irish

Lind," as she was styled, met with a reception naturally and nationally
entliusiastic. Having first sung at the Philharmonic, she made her

second appearance at the Tiicatre Royal, when an extraordinary scene

occurred. Tlie opera announced was Lucia di Lammermoor, the Ed-

gardo of the piece being a Signer Paglieri, who ludicrously broke

down, and Miss Hayes was obliged to leave the stage. Mr Sims

Reeves, who had terminated an engagement the day of Miss Hayes'
arrival, occupied a private box, and being recognised by the audience,
shouts of "

Reeves, Reeves," arose from nearly every part of the house.

The lessee, Mr Calcraft, after a short interval, came forward, and

announced that Mr Reeves had
'

positively declined to come to the

rescue. Mr Reeves instantly sprang to his feet, leaned out of his box

and said, not in the blandest tones,
" Ladies and gentlemen, I will

sing to oblige you, but not to oblige Mr Calcraft." After the necessary

delay of dressing, the curtain again rose and the opera proceeded, Mr
Reeves performing Edgardo better than on any former occasion in

Dublin, and Miss Hayes singing and acting with undiminished power
and effect. After singing in Norma and /Somnambida. she proceeded to

Limerick and Cork, and everywhere met with a perfect ovation. In

April 1850 Miss Hayes accepted an oft'er from Mr Lumley, and made
her first appearance at Her Majesty's Theatre. The London critics,

without a single exception, spoke in the most laudatory terms of her

vocal and dramatic powers. The Dublin University Magazine of

November 1850, to which we are chiefly indebted for these particulars
of Miss Hayes' career up to that time, winds up with the following just
criticism on her vocal and dramatic powers :

" We have now briefly

traced the vocal career of Catherine Hayes, from that early period
when her first audience cheered the child songstress on the Shannon's

brink, till pronounced second only to Jenny Lind by the coldest and
severest critics in the world till described by one of their cautious

organs as certainly the sweetest, the most graceful, and the most in-

teresting representative of Lucia on the stage. Her professional

triumphs have been as brilliant as her private life has been pure
and amiable To Catherine Hayes have descended the deep

sensibility, the mournful pathos, the heart-speaking expression which

characterise her native music. Her voice is a clear and beautiful

soprano, of the sweetest quality in all its ranges, ascending with per-
fect ease to D in alto, and in its freshness, mellowness, and purity

giving no token of having at all suffered by the excessive severity of

her Italian discipline. ... As an actress, too, JNIiss Hayes, during
her career, has displayed dramatic genius of the highest order, repu-

diating the idea, to a great degree still existing, that in opera the

interpretation of the music alone was the essential of success."

Miss Hayes next proceeded to Rome, and thence to Naples. The

following season she returned to London, and having made another

tour in Ireland, she went to the United States, visited California, the

Sandwich Islands, and subsequently Australia and India. In these
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distant regions the fame she had won at home was turned to profitable

account, and everywhere triumphant she realised a handsome fortune.

On her return to England she sang at the concerts presided over by
the late M. Julien at Her Majesty's Theatre, and since that period
she made tours in the provinces, especially in Ireland, where her way
was said without exaggeration to have been "

paved with gold and

strewn with flowers." She was married in 1857 to Mr Bushnell, an

American gentleman who had undertaken the superintendence of her

professional business in the new world. Her domestic happiness, how-

ever, vras of very short duration, as she had for some time been a

widow when she was herself called away,
"
leaving behind her a name

alike respected in public and in private. Her world wide experience
of countries and people gave an inexpressible charm to her conversation,

which would have been interesting under any circumstances, while her

manners always remained sweet and fascinating quite unspoiled by
the life-long adulation she had received."*

SCIENTIFIC AND GENERAL WRITERS.

Sir Hans Sloane (born a.d. 1660 died a.d. 1752). Alexander

Sloane was the head of the Scottish colony in Ireland in the reign of

James I., and collector of taxes for the county Down. His son the

subject of this memoir was born at Killyleagh, in that county, April

16, 1660. His taste for natural history was early remarkable ; and his

disposition was so intensely studious that in his sixteenth year he

was attacked with a spitting of blood, which caused great fear for his

life, and confined him for three years to his chamber. On his recovery
he applied himself to the study of medicine, but especially to chemistry
and botany. To pursue these studies with more advantage he visited

London, where he remained four years. He there became acquainted
v.'ith Boyle and Ray, from each of whom he obtained much valuable

counsel and aid in his favourite studies.

From London he went on to Paris, where he obtained a considerable

accession to his knowledge from the lectures of Duberney and Tour-

nefort ; and perhaps still more from his botanical excursions with

Magnar, an eminent botanist of Montpelier.
On" his return his acquirements in his favourite pursuit were very

great, and he was enabled to communicate much both of information

and valuable specimens to Ray, who frequently acknowledges his obli-

gation in Sloane's "
History of Plants." Sloane now became acquainted

with tlie illustrious Sydenham, who took him into his house, and
endeavoured to advance his professional interests.

But Sloane's adoption of the medical profession was chiefly the

eflfect of his love of botany a branch of knowledge which seems to

require some very peculiar turn of intellect not easy to describe, but

easily observed in those who attain decided success in its pur&uit. He
* Gent. Mag. Aug. 11, 1861.
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abandoned his apparently fair prospects for the love of the favourite

and absorbing pursuit, and accepted the situation of physician to the

Duke of Albemarle, who was going out to Jamaica as governor. The

temptation was unquestionably at that time too great to be resisted.

The vegetable nature of America, and still more of its tropical islands

and shores, was an unexplored field, interesting for the rich promise
it offered to the curious zeal of inquiry, as well as for the questions
which were entertained upon the subject. The botanist had, till then,

confined his research to Europe, and the range, therefore, for Sloane's

more adventurous curiosity was vast, and necessarily profuse of novel

interest and discovery. There had been, till then, a doubt entertained

by the most learned botanists whether the vegetable productions of the

New World were not wholly different from those of the old continents.

The doubt was set at rest by a catalogue of plants collected in Jamaica

identical with European specimens. Sloane, in addition to eight
hundred specimens of West Indian plants, also brought home a rich

collection of animal specimens. His labours were eulogised by his

contemporaries for the astonishing industry they evinced, during his

short stay of fifteen months in Jamaica. On the death of the Duke of

Albemarle he returned to London.

In 1694 he was elected physician of Christ's Hospital, and must have

made a very rapid advance in his profession; for, in addition to the

inference to be derived from the fact of this preferment, it is known
that he was independent of its emoluments. These he received, but it

was only to return them to the Hospital for the extension of its advan-

tages, and for the relief of its poorer inmates.

In 1693 he had been elected secretary to the Royal Society, and by
liis exertion and influence revived the publication of its Transactions,

which had been for some years discontinued. To these he was himself

a frequent contributor.

In 1695 he married a daughter of Alderman Langley ; and, in 1697,

published his "
Catalogue of the Native Plants of Jamaica."

In 1701 he became possessed of a valuable museum collected by his

friend, Mr William Courteen. This collection greatly enlarged that

which his own industry had formed, and which at his death became the

foundation of the British Museum.
In that period the species of knowledge to which Sloane was devoted

occupied proportionally a higher share of public estimation than at any

subsequent period. It was still haloed round by the visionary lights of

alchemy and enchantment. Though these hallucinations of mankind
had been dissipated, there lingered an imaginary charm about the

objects in which they had been conversant; while at the same time,

the opposite impulse which has its origin in sober reason, gave no less

importance to researches which tended to restore the fields, skies, and

elements to the empire of reality. The higher and more intellectual

sciences had at that time been but recently developed by Newton and

his contemporaries. And the mere collections of curious research,

always valuable as materials for knowledge, had tiien a far higher

importance than the very sciences to which tliey have since given rise,

or been the foundation. The industry of Sloane had surpassed his

contemooraries, and his singular munificence had extended the results



of his industry ; his skill as a physician increased his intercourse, and

gave a more sterling value to his claims. The Transactions of the

Royal Society, in the publication of which he took an active part, and
to which he was a constant and useful contributor, placed him in

immediate contact with the ablest men of his day. Tlie consideration

of this combination of circumstances enables us to understand the

high consideration which seems to have attached to Sloane, beyond
any pretension in his intellectual character, or in the importance of his

discoveries. The station conceded to Newton's pre-eminence was, on

his death in 1727, conferred on Sloane, a more popular character.

Sloane was indeed eminently deserving of all honour ; and his elevation

to the president's chair in the Royal Society was a just tribute to

worth, munificence, zeal for science, and professional skill. We believe

it was on this occasion that he presented one hundred guineas to the

Society, and a bust of Charles II.

His medical reputation was such as to place him in the foremost

rank. He had been constantly consulted by Queen Anne, whom he

attended in her last illness. On the accession of George I. he was
created a baronet, and appointed physician-general to the army. In

1727 he was appointed physician to George II.

In 1733, when he had attained his seventy-third year, he began to

feel the necessity of contracting his scope of activity. He now resigned
the presidency of the Royal College of Phy^^icians, to which he had
been elected in 1719. In his eightieth year, his resignation of the

presidentship of the Royal Society was received by this distinguished

body with marks of high respect. He had, some time previous, pur-
chased the manor of Chelsea, and established there a botanic garden,
which he gave to the Apothecaries' Company on condition of a quitrent
of 5, and the annual delivery of fifty different specimens of plants to

the Royal Society, till the number presented should amount to two
thousand. Having experienced the injurious effects of an illness con-

sequent on the severe winter of 1739, he now thought it full time to

relinguish lus profession, to the fatigues of which he found his strength

unequal, and removed from Bloomsbury to his Chelsea manor. In tliis

retreat he still continued to receive persons of rank and distinction,
and was often visited by the royal family. He also continued to give
medical advice to all who came to consult him, and showed the most

obliging attention to those who came to see his museum. Though
feeble, he still retained the entire possession of his intdlect, and was
free from disease. His decline was gentle, and he was accustomed to

express his wonder at finding himself still alive. He died at last after

a few days' illness, and without suffering. At his death he left legacies
to all the hospitals in London. His death took place on the 11th

January 1752, in his ninety-second year.
His museum he left to the public, on the condition that '20,000

should be paid to his executors. According to his own estimate the

whole collection was worth four times the sum ; so that the value of

tin's splendid legacy to England may be estimated at 60,000. In the

collection there were gold and silver coins, which as bullion alone

would have brought 7000, besides also numerous precious stones, and
a library of 50,000 volumes, many of the most costly description.



Tlie government took the offer, and paid the stipulated sum. An
act was passed for the purchase of Sir Hans Sloane's collection,

with that of the Earl of Oxford, at tliat time offered for sale by his

daugliter, the Duchess of Portland, and for placing all together with

the Cottonian library. Tliey were accordingly collected and arranged
in Montague House, in Bloomsbury, and formed the commencement of

the British Museum, which was first opened to the public in 1759.

This last act of Sir Hans Sloane's life is his great and true claim to

the grateful memory of England. In that splendid national institution

the students of nature may find his monument.

James Ussher (born a.d. 1720 died a.d. 1772), a descendant of

Archbishop Ussher, was born in the county of Dublin in 1 720. He was

successively a farmer, a linen draper, a priest of the Church of Rome,
and a schoolmaster. He died in 1772 at Kensington, where he kept
a school in partnership with John Walker, author of the well-known

Dictionary. Mr Ussher's first work was published in 1764, entitled

" New System of Philosophy, founded on the Universal Operations of

Nature." He next wrote "
Clio, or a Discourse on Taste

;
addressed

to a young lady (1772)." After his death appeared his " Introduction

to the Theory of the Human Mind;" and " An Elegy," privately

printed in 1860, with MS. notes by Porson.

David Macbride (born a.d. 1727 died 1778), was a physician of

very considerable eminence, and was born at Ballymony, in the county
of Antrim. His "

Experimental Essays," published in 1764, obtained

much notice. But he is to be commemorated as the author of a very
able and highly distinguished treatise "On the Theory and Practice oi

Medicine." This work was published in Dublin in 1772, and in Latin,

in Utrecht, 1774. A notice of Macbride will be found in Rees's Cyclo-

paBdia. He died in the fifty-third of his age in 1778.

Thomas Nugent, LL.D., F.R.S. (born a.d. 1719 died ad. 1772),
was a native of Westmeath. He was the author and translator of a large

number of works. In 1765 he received the honorary degree of LL.D.

at Aberdeen. Dr Nugent died on the 27th of April 1772. He has

been sometimes confounded with Dr Christopher Nugent (father-in-

law of Edmund Burke), who fc.- distinction was called
"
Hydrophol)ia

Nugent" a title derived from his essay on that subject. The latter

died November 12, 1775.

Dr Nugent published Burlamaqui's
"
Principles of Political Law ;"

" Condillac's Essay on the Origin of Human Knowledge ;"
" Renault's

Chronological Abridgement of the History of France ;"
"
History of

Vandalia;" "Pocket Dictionary of French and English;" "Travels

through German v ;"
" New Observations on Italy and its Inhabitants ;"

"Life of Benvenuto Cellini;"
" M. Grossley's Tour to London;"

"
Montesquieu's Spirit of the Laws " His Dictionary of the French

Language still retains a great reputation. "Nugent
"
improved by Smith,

and a host of others, is to this day a title of high recommendation.

Patrick (Count) D'Arcy (born a.d. 1 725 died 1779) of a
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noble and ancient family in Galway, was born on the 18th of

September 1725. In 1739 his parents sent him to be educated at

Paris, where his natural taste for mathematics was quickly developed.

He was a fellow-student of Clairant, and at the age of seventeen he

distinguished himself by the solution of the problem of the curve ot

equal pressure in a resisting medium, and other problems of still greater

difficulty. Soon after this he entered the French service, and won

distinction in several campaigns in Germany and Flanders, as a captain

in the regiment of Cond^. In 1746 lie accompanied the expedition sent

to Scotland to aid the Pretender. The transport in which he sailed was

intercepted by the English fleet, and D'Arcy was taken prisoner. As

a British subject he had thus forfeited his life, but by the interference

of the English admiral he was treated as an ordinary prisoner of war,

and soon gained his liberty by exchange. He had published during

the war several scientific pamphlets, which soon after his release in 1749

gained him admission to the Academy of Sciences. In conjunction with

M. Lervi, he conducted a series of experiments on electricity. In 1760 he

published his own curious experiments on gunpowder, in an "
Essay on

Artillery." Returning to active service, he took part in the campaign
of 1757, with the rank of colonel. Resuming once more his peaceful

pursuits, he wrote in 1765 " A Memoir on the Duration of the Sensa-

tion of Sight," which was the most ingenious of his works. In 1770 he

was appointed a mareclial-de-camp (major-general), and in the same

year the Academy of Sciences admitted him to the rank de pensionnaire.

He was married in 1777, and then took the title of Count D'Arcy. He
died of cholera in Paris on the 18th of October 1779. Several of his

works were entered in the records of the Academy of Inscription. He

published also "Reflexions sur la tligorie de la lune (1749) ;

" "Ob-

servations sur la theorie et la pratique de I'artillerie (1751) ;"
" Essai

d'une nouvelle th6orie d'artillerie (1766) ;"
" Recueil de pieces sur un

nouveau fusil ^(1767)." A detailed analysis of all his works will be

found in the Eloge pronounced upon him by Condorcet, then secretary

of the Academy of Sciences.

The Right Hon. Isaac Barrb (born a.d. 1726 dieu a.d. 1802).

Of this eminent personage there has been no notice of any value,

except in connection with the authorship of the Letters of Junius. The

Gentleman's Magazine of July 1802 gives the following few particulars

of his life : "Though blind for nearly the last twenty years of his life, he

still continued a cheerful companion to the last. He began to dis-

tinguish himself in his political career at the same time with his country-

man Edmund Burke, and was a celebrated Parliamentary debater

during the American war. The office which has become vacant by his

deathhe had held about fifteen or sixteen years, it having been granted

to him during the early part of Mr Pitt's administration, in order to save

the country the expense of a pension which had been previously granted

to the colonel, and was in consequence relinquished. It is one of the

largest benefices in the gift of the ministry, worth 3000 a year, and a

complete sinecure. Colonel Barr^ has died possessed of no more than

24 000, a moiety of which he has bequeathed to the Marchioness of

Townshend."
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Mr Britton, in his treiitise on the authorship of the letters of Junius,
informs us that Barr6 was a remarkable and influential man in the

military, political, and literary annals of his time, and not only in his

professional career with the army in North America, but in his Parlia-

mentary and literary character manifested talents of a high and

commanding nature. Barr6 was born and educated in L)ublin. On
referring to Dr Todd's catalogue of Dublin University graduates pub-
lished in 1869, we find this entry "Barry, or Barree, or Barre

(Isaac), sch. 1744 B.A., vern, 1745." His father seems to have risen

from an humble station to a position of independence. After leaving

college Barre became a student in one of the London Inns of Court.

Soon changing his mind, he obtained a commission in the 32nd Foot,
which at that time was in Flanders. For ten years after he joined his

regiment nothing is known of his personal history. In 1757 he took

j)art in the unfortunate expedition against Rochefort, having exchanged
from the 32nd to the 20th Regiment, then under the command of

Colonel Wolfe. He was also present at the second attack on Louis-

burg under Sir Jeffrey Amherst. At Halifax he was appointed to

the staff of the Louisburg expedition as major of brigade. In 1758
Wolfe was appointed to the command against Quebec, and Barr6 was

promoted in the same year to be major of brigade and deputy
adjutant-general. Here Barre had soon an opportunity of showing
his literary ability; for there seoms to be no doubt that he wrote
Wolfe's famous despatch about the " choice of difficulties." This

report was dated the 2nd of September, and on the 13th of the same
month the capture of Quebec was accomplished. Major Barr6 was
wounded in the face in the same action, and lost the sight of one of his

eyes. In West's celebrated picture of the " Death of Wolfe," Barre is

represented as prominent among the group of officers around the dying
general.

Barr^, being now appointed to a company in the 28th, proceeded to

New York, and whilst in that city he addressed a remarkable letter to

Mr Pitt, urging his claims for promotion, which only produced one of

the coldest of ofiicial replies to the effect that " senior officers would be

injured by his promotion." This letter is the first of the proofs relied

on by Mr Britton in his able essay. On the 8th of September 1760.
the surrender of Montreal completed the subjection of Canada, and

General Amherst appointed Barr6 to convey the despatches announcing
that event to the English Minister, and he arrived in London in the

October of that year. About this time a remarkable letter, entitled

"A Letter to an Honourable Brigadier General, Coramander-in-Chiej
of His Majesty's Forces in Canada," appeared and excited much
attention. The close resemblance it bore in many respects to tlie

Letters of Junius has been strongly relied upon in proof of Barr6 being
the author of tlie latter, it being assumed that he was the writer of tlie

letter.

In the January of 1761 he obtained his commission as lieutenant-

colonel. It was about this time, too, that he formed aii intimate

acquaintance with the Earl of Shelburne, and this intimacy is con-

sidered an important element in the Junius controversy. Through the

Earl's influence Barr6 was returned to Parliament as member for
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Chipping Wycombe in November 1761. He commenced his Parlia-

mentary career by a violent attack on Mr Pitt, and he continued his

opposition to that illustrious individual for a considerable time, and
with all the vehemence of a Junius. In the debates on the Articles of

Peace in 1762, both Lord Shelburne and Barre zealously advocated

the measures of the Government, which were carried in spite of the

opposition of Pitt. In the general reduction of the army which ensued

Barre's regiment was disbanded, and he was compensated for that loss

by the appointment of adjutant-general to the British forces, and of

governor of Stirling Castle. George Grenville vras premier at this

time, and the facts are considered important in reference to the eulogy
with which Junius always mentions Mr Grenville.

On the retirement of Lord Shelburne the Duke of Bedford joined
the administration, Mr Grenville continuing to be prime minister ; but

Colonel Barre soon voted in opposition to the Government on the

memorable Wilkes' debate. By this act he incurred the penalty of dis-

missal from the valuable offices which he held. This treatment of him
has been assigned as the motive for the animadversions of Junius upon
the authors of it, but Walpole says that this violent measure was not

imputed to Mr Grenville. In subsequent debates on the same question
Barre took the sauie course, and voted against the Grenville administra-

tion ; and by the line of conduct lie pursued he became gradually more
and more closely associated with Mr Pitt. Bane's ability as a debater

seems to have been very remarkable at this period.
" Charles Towns-

hend," says Walpole, "received a pretty heavy thump from Barr6, who
is the present Pitt, and the dread of all the vociferous Norths and

Rigbys, on whose lungs depend so much of Mr Grenville's power."

Again, speaking of tlie Regency Bill, he says
"
Barre, who will soon

be our first orator, especially as some are afraid to dispute with him,
attacked it admirably." In 1765 Barre distinguished himself in the

Parliamentary debates relating to the ailairs of America.

In the summer of 1765 the Grenville ministry gave way to that of

the Marquis of Rockingham. It was under the auspices of this new
administration that Edmund Burke appeared upon the stage of public
life. Overtures were also made to Colonel Bane, but without success.

The Rockingham ministry resigned after twelve months, and Mr Pitt

was called upon to form an administration. Under the new ministry
Bane became one of the vice-treasurers of Ireland and a member of the

privy council.

Lord Chatham's ill health caused him to retire from active employ-
ment in September 1766, and the ministry, thus deprived of its leader,
soon became divided and broken up into hostile sections. In this state

of affairs a letter, signed
"
Publicola," appeared in the Public Adver-

tiser, containing a violent attack on Lord Chatham, and it is tlie earliest

epistle ascribed to Junius. This communication seems a difficulty in

Mr Britton's way, and he attempts to remove it by observing that other

writers adopted the same tone of language and expression. Ten other

letters, dated in the year 1767, are ascribed to Junius
; some of which

are without signatures, and others variously signed. In the fourth of

these Lord Townshend, who, as brigadier-general in America, had been
attacked in 1760 in the letter already mentioned, is bitterly assailed ;



and a remarkable passage from it is quoted by Mr Britton as affording

strong confirmation of liis theory.
In the meantime Lord Townshend had been appointed lord-lieu-

tenant of Ireland, and tlie next letter of this series alludes to his

Lordship's singular turn for portrait painting and caricatures in terms

similar to those used in the pamphlet of 1760. The next letter evinces

a remarkable familiarity with the staff arrangement of the Quebec army.
From a comparison of these letters with the letter of 1760, Mr Britton

infers their identity of autliorship. But awkwardly enough for his con-

tention, in some of these letters Lord Shelburne, the friend and patron of

Colonel Barre, is severely castigated under the name oi Malagrida. This

objection is met by two propositions first, that such attacks were not sin-

cere, and that tlie Earl was cognisant of the writer, and acquiesced in

the assault upon himself for the purpose of overthrowing the Duke oi

Grafton's ministry ; or, secondly, that such attacks were made without

any real animosity, and with the object of concealing, even from the

party attacked, their source and origin.
In January 1769 appeared the letter which stands first in the

recognised Letters of Junius. During this year, while the pen of

Junius was actively employed against the Grovernment, Barre simulta-

neously rendered himself conspicuous by adopting a similar course in

parliament. All his speeches were remarkably eloquent and effective,

and there can be no doubt of his qualification or disposition to write

the letters. In many other questions, too, which came before Parlia-

ment, there was a striking similitude between the opinions of Junius

and those expressed by Barre.

In May 1772 Junius finished his literary labours with the attack on

Lord Barrington, under the signature of "
Nemesis," and in the Jan-

uary following he conveyed to Woodfall his resolution to write no more.

The language he used on that occasion closely coincided with the

opinions expressed on many occasions by Barr6. Shortly afterwards

another instance of hostility between Barr6 and Lord Barrington oc-

curred, and led to the colonel's retirement from the array. In 1773
Barr6 was passed over, and his junior. Lieutenant-colonel Morrison was

raised to the rank of colonel. This insult Barr6 keenly felt, but by
the advice of Lord Chatham he presented a memorial to the king,

praying to be promoted according to his seniority of rank ; and his

application meeting with no encouragement, he requested to be allowed

to retire from the service. To this request Barrington replied that

Barr6 had his Majesty's permission to retire.

Thus deprived of liis half-pay and military rank, he retai-ncd still his

scat in Parliament, and took a more active part than ever in the legis-

lative debates. At the general election in 1774, Lord Fitzmaurice, the

brotlier of the Earl of Shelburne, became member for Wycombe, whilst

Barr6 was returned for Calne, as the collea<>:ue of Dunninrr. A writer

in the Oentleinan's Magazine (August 1817), thus refers to Barry's

haV>its and circumstances about this period
" He lived in Manchester

Buildings, where he had a handsome though not a large estat)lishment,

and received dinner company not unfrequently. I do not know what
iiis funds then were, excepting that from a native property in Ireland,

I think in Dublin, he received about <300 a year,"
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Throughout the long and disastrous conflict between England and

America, from 1773 to the resignation of Lord North in 1782, Barr^

distinguished himself as one of the most eloquent and fearless speakers
of the opposition. His eloquence was remarkable for great fervour

and animation ; it was sometimes coarse, but always powerful.
On the dissolution of Lord North's ministry in March 1782, the

Marquess of Rockingham became premier, and Colonel Barre became
treasurer of the navy. On the death of the Marquess, three months

after, Lord Shelburne succeeded him as premier, and Barr6 was pro-
moted to the post of paymaster of the forces. In April 1783 Lord
Shelburne was forced to resign, and Barre retired at the same time into

private life, with a pension previously secured to him by his Lordship
of 3200 a year. This pension excited severe remarks in the House
of Commons, and William Pitt, chancellor of the exchequer under the

coalition, relieved the country of this burden by conferring on Barr^, in

lieu thereof, a sinecure as clerk of the rolls, with a salary of 3000
a year, an office he retained up to his death.

In May 1784 Barr6 was again returned for Calne ; but about this

period he was prevented, by total loss of sight, from taking an active

share in public affiiirs. About the same time Lord North also retired

into seclusion from the same cause total blindness.

It is said that Barr^ being afterwards at Bath, was told that his

Lordship was also in that city, and replied, with a trace of former pleas-

antry, that though old antagonists, he was sure they would be glad to

see each other.

Colonel Barre lived for twelve years in complete retirement, and died

in London, as already stated, on the 20th of July 1802.

The Marchioness of Townshend, to whom he bequeathed a moiety of

his personal estate, is said to have soothed by her aflectionate attentions

the declining days of Barr^, who was a frequent visitor of his former

antagonist the Marquess.
Besides the portrait of Barr6 already mentioned, there is another of

him by Stuart, the American artist, painted at the request and expense
of the congress of that countrv.

Mr Britton thus concludes his remarks on the personal character and

qualifications of Colonel Barre :
" It must be allowed that his power

of sarcasm and invective, the boldness of his language, the intrepidity
and patriotism of his conduct, apart from those peculiar circumstances

of his position and connection, which I have now endeavoured to illus-

trate, present an extraordinary resemblance to the characteristics of

Junius, and render it surprising that such claims have not been pre-

viously and more carefully examined and elucidated."

On the question of handwriting, Mr Britton acknowledges that

Barro's handwriting is widely different from the penmanship of Junius,

which, he says, can by no unprejudiced person be regarded as the hand-

writing of Sir Philip Francis, and is still more unlike that of Lord

George Sackville-Dunning, but he pronounces it to be nearer to

that of Junius than to that of any other of the presumed authors. On
this point, however, the ablest writers on the subject admit the proba-
bility that an amanuensis was employed.

As Colonel Barr^ has always been referred to as a literary man more
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than in any other character, we have noticed liliiT under our literary

series, although he may not be strictly so considered, except on the

assumption of his being the author of the Letters of Junius.

In a new edition of Woodfall's issue of the Junius Letters, published
in 1850, the editor, Mr John Wade, makes out a strong case for Sir

Philip Francis. On Barre's claims he makes the following remarks :

" The only other candidate upon whom I have remarks to ofler in the

present section is the celebrated Colonel Barre. In the colonel there

were certainly materials to make a Junius with a fair sliare of pro-

bability, and Mr Britton has advocated his claims with much ingenuity.
Barr6 was the Danton of his day, an athlete in frame, with a stern,

uncompromising countenance. His oratory was somewhat coarse, but

powerful, and flashed bold sententious truths, like Mirabeau's. His life

which has never been deservedly told, was full of adventure and

heroism. He was one of a group of officers round the gallant Wolfe,
when he fell on the plains of Abraliam, and was himself dangerously
wounded. During Lord North's ministry he was a leading man in

Parliament, and delivered his ablest speeches; defending the past con-

duct and present resistance of the American colonists, and severely

reprobating the mistaken course of the Government. Still Barre was
not Junius, though evidently endowed with many of his gifts, and

nearly allied to him in political sentiment and party connection. It is

not unlikely he was the author of the letter addressed in 1760 to ' An
Honourable Brigadier-General,' which has been twice before the

public, from supposed resemblance of style, as a production of Junius

once by a correspondent of the Oentleman's Magaidne in 1817; and

again by Mr Simons, of the Library of the British Museum in 1841.

But the negative against Barr4 may be soon stated. First, he xvas a

member of Parliament, and did not require for admission, as Junius

did, that the doors should be open to strangers. Secondly, he began
his Parliamentary life by a bitter personal attack on the Earl of

Chatham, a statesman whom Junius always admired. Thirdly, the inci-

dents in the life of,Barre do not coincide with the career of Junius. Had
Barr^ been the author, the Bowood politicians would in all likelihood

have known him, and Dunning would have saved Junius from legal

blunders. But if Barr6 was Junius why should he deny it ? What
motives could he have for concealment, though, as will be shown here-

after, Junius had imperative ones? Why just come out in 1767 or

1769, and then disappear in 1773, and never be heard of again ?

Reasons must be given for all these eccentricities."
*

On this perplexing subject, which seems nearly as much a mystery

to-day as it was a century ago, we must refer our readers, in addition

to the works already mentioned, to Dr John Mason Good's edition

of the Junius Letters; Foster's "Critical Essays;" Blackwood's

Magazine ; Athenaeum, 1850 ;
and the Dublin University Magazine,

xl. 20. But especially we refer them to Baron Macaulay's essay in

the Edinburgh Review (Oct. 1841), in which the most cogent reasons

* Wade's edition, which forms part of Bohn's Standard Libraiy, vol. i., con-

taining all the letters as originally published, with notes, vol. ii., containing
the private and miscellaneous letters, and a new Essay on the Authorship. Loudon
1850.
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are set forth for the authorship of ' Junius' Letters
"
being that of Sir

Philip Francis " Critical and Historical Essays," by Lord Macaulav,
in two volumes vol. ii. p. 196.

Robert Wood (born a.d. 1716 died a.d. 1771), known as "Pal-

myra Wood," born at Riverstown, in the county Meath, in the year
1716. In 1750, in conjunction with his friends Dawkins and Bouverie,
he made the tour of Greece, Egypt, and Palestine, of which he left

lasting memorials in his works on Palmyra and Baalbee. In 1759,
while he was engaged on his "

Essay on Homer," unfortunately, it has
been said, for the interest of letters (for he had planned other classi-

cal works), the Earl of Chatham made him under-secretary of state,

and this post he retained during three administrations. He died on
the 9Lh of September 1771, at his residence near Putney the same
house in which Gibbon was born.

The works of this cultivated scholar were " The Ruins of Palmyra,
otherwise Tadmor in tlie Desert," with fifty-seven plates (1753) ;

" The
Ruins of Baalbee, otherwise Heliopolis in Coelo- Syria," with forty-six

plates (1757) ;
new editions of these works in one volume, entitled

"Architectural Antiquities and Ruins of Palmyra and Baalbee," with one
hundred and ten plates, were published by Pickering in 1827. Tiiese

works are so well known and justly esteemed, that we feel some hesita-

tion in reproducing the following passage from Horace Walpole :
" Of

all the works which distinguish this age, none perhaps excel those

beautiful editions of Baalbee and Palmyra . . , and when I endeavour
to do justice to the editions of Palmyra and Baalbee, I would not confine

my encomium to the sculptures. The modest descriptions prefixed are

standards of writing ; the exact measure of what should and what
should not be said, and of what was necessary to be known, was never

comprehended by more clear diction or more elegant style. The pomp
of tlie buildings has not a nobler air than the simplicity of tlio narra-

tion." His next work was " A Comparative View of the Ancient
and Present State of the Troad ;

''
to which is added,

" An Essay on the

Original Genius of Homer," 1768. Tliis literary curiosity was privately

printed. After his death appeared his "
Improved Thoughts," edited

by Jacob Bryant, under the title of " An Essay on the Original Genius
and Writings of Homer ; with a Comparative View of the Ancient and
Present State of the Troad," illustrated with engravings (1775) ; a

new edition was published in Dublin, with a map, 1776, and a later

edition in London in 1824. It was translated into French, German,
Italian, and Spanish. Tiie interest in this work is now revived by the

explorations of Schliemann, and Mr Gladstone's scholarly disquisitions.
For other notices of Wood and his works we must refer to the " London

Monthly Review," 1775;
" Blackwood's Magazine," xxxix. 866, i. 414;

" Nicliol's Literary Anecdotes," vii. 475, 715 ;

" Nichol's Illustrations

of Literature," i. 144 ;

"
Lyson's Environs," and " Aliboni's English

Literature."

A monument to the memory of Wood was raised bv his -widow;
it bears an inscription by Walpole, in which allusion is thus made
to his literary fame :

" The beautiful editions of Baaloec and

Palmyra, illustrated by the classic pen of Robert Woofl, s"pply a
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nobler and more lasting monument, and will survive those august
remains."

Hev. Archibald Maclaine (born a.d. 1772 died a.d. 1804)
was born in the county of Monaghan. lie was educated at the

university of Glasgow, and became minister of the English Churcii at

the Hague. He afterwards settled at Bath. He is entitled to be

recollected fur his distinsjuished translation of Mosheim'a History and
some other less known writings. He died in 1804

Charles Maccormick (born a.d. 1744 died a.d. 1807)
was designed for the bar ; but, unable to meet the necessary

e.xpenses, he turned to literary pursuits. His principal works are
" A Secret History of Charles I.,"

"
Reign of George III. to 1783,"

"Continuation of Rapin's England," "Light Reading for Leisure

Hours," and a " Life of Burke." His Life of Burke has been denounced

by Lowndes as " a disgraceful piece of partv virulence.
' He died

in 1807.

The Abbe Edgeworth (born a.d. 1745 died a.d. 1807). Henry
Allen De Fermont Edgeworth, a Roman Catholic priest, was born in

1745, at Edgeworthstown, in the county Meath. His father, Essex

Edgeworth, who was a beneficed clergyman of the Church of England,
became a convert to the Roman Catholic faith, in consequence of which
he went abroad, and settled with his family at Toulouse. His son, the

abbe, studied under the Jesuits at Toulouse and afterwards at Paris, and
entered into the fraternity of " Les Missions Etrangeres." His piety
recommended him to the Princess Elizabeth, who made him her con-

fessor. In this way he became known to Louis XVI., whom he

attended in his misfortunes, and accompanied to the scaffold, where he

bade farewell to the unfortunate monarch in the memorable words
" Fils de Saint Louis, montez au ciel !

"
After this, he in disguise

effected his escape, through all manner of dangers, and succeeded in

reaching England, whence he went to Mittau to attend on Louis XVIII.,
and died there of a fever caught in the discharge of his spiritual duties,

at the Military Hospital, May 22nd, 1807. Louis XVIII. composed a

Latin epitaph commemorating his virtues. His letters, with a memoir
of his life by C. Sneyd Edgeworth, were translated by Dupont into

English, and published in Loudon in 1808. See Nouvelle Biograpliie

Gelierale; MM. F. Hidot Freres. Paris, 1856

Joseph Cooper Walker (born a.d. 1747 died a.d. 1810)
was born at St Valerie, near Bray, in the county Wicklow.

He was educated at Trinity College, Dublin. In early life he

held a post in his Majesty's Treasury in Dublin, and subsequently
travelled in Italy for the benefit of his health, and during
his residence there acquired a taste for the fine arts and polite

literature. On his return to Ireland he became a member of the Royal
Irish Academy and of several other learned societies. He died at St

Valerie, Bray, after a lingering illness, on the 12th of April 1810. Mr
Walker was author of " Historical Memoirs of the Irish Bards" (Dublin
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and London, 1786); "Historical Essay on the Dress of the Ancient

and Modern Irish," to which he annexed a memoir on the " Armour
and Weapons of the Irish'' (Dublin, 1788); "An Historical Memoir on

Italian Tragedy from the Earliest Period to the Present Time, by a

Member of the Arcadian Academy of Rome" (London, 1799); the same,
entitled " An Historical and Critical Essay on the Revival of the Drama
in Italy" (Edinburgh, 1805); and " Memoirs of Alessandro Tassoni,"

published after his death, edited by Samuel Walker, 1815. He also

contributed several valuable papers to the Transactions of the Irish

Academy, 1789-90-1805. Notices of Mr Walker will be found in the

Gentleman's Magazine, 1787 ; Nichol's Illustrations of Literature ; and

Pinkerton's Correspondence, edited by Turner.

Edmund Malone (born a.d. 1741 died a.d. 1812) born in

Dublin, was a descendant of the ancient family of the Malone, a

branch of the O'Conor. In 1756 he entered the university of Dublin,
and graduated with his class in the ordinary time.

In 1763 he was called to the Irish bar, and was rapidly rising into

reputation and employment, when a fortune was left him, which made
him independent of professional industry. He therefore retired, and,

settling in London, devoted himself to literature. His chosen walk was

criticism, and he is known to the world as one of the most judicious of

commentators.

While engaged in the revision of his edition of Shakespeare, a very

strange dispute arose between him and Stevens. Mr Stevens insisted

that his brother commentator should reprint his notes without any
change, in order to preserve the force and application of certain replies
which he had in preparation for them. To this monstrous request,
which overtops the proverbial absurdities of Shakespeare's commentators,
Mr Malone did not think fit to accede. This strange affair is referred

to in Disraeli's Quarrels of Authors.

Mr Malone's edition of Shakespeare was published in 1790. Its merit

is too generally recognised to require comment. In the present day a

more rational spirit has directed the antiquarian class,* and a great
additional light has been reflected on the "pages of Shakespeare. The
full importance of this is well known, but it would be unfair to expect
tlie advantages of modern discovery from the ablest writers of the last

century.
Mr Malone was intimately acquainted with Samuel Johnson,

Goldsmith, Burke, Percy, and most of the eminent men of his time,
and was one of the executors of Reynolds' will.

In 1800 he published an edition of the prose works of Dryden, which
till then had been obscurely scattered.

He was on tiie point of publishing a new edition of Shakespeare
when he fell ill and died. May 25, 1812.

William Halliday (born a.d. 1788 died a.d. 1812) was dis-

tinguished as a scholar, but only claims commemoration for his

extensive attainments in the ancient Irish language and literature,
from which much was expected by the Irish public. These expecta-

* See Memoir of Malone by James Boswell, jim. ,
and Clialmers'vS Biog. Diet.



tiona were disappointed by his death in 1812, at the age of twenty
four. He published a translation of half of Keating's History of

Ireland, and composed an Irish Grammar.

RrciiAKD KiRWAN (born a.d. 1742 died a.d. 1812) was a dis-

tinguished modern writer on chemistry, geology, and kindred sciences.

He was a native of tlie county Galway, and was educated at the
DLrt>lin University, where he took the degree of LL.D. After

devoting himself with much ardour to chemical and mineralogical
researches, he became a member of the Royal Irish Academy and a
fellow of the Royal Society. He published in the Philosopliical Trans-
actions for 1781, 1782, and 1783, experiments and observations on the

specific gravities and attractive powers of various saline substances,
which important subjects he further prosecuted in the Philosophical
Transactions for 1785. In 1784 appeared his "Elements of Mineralogy,"
in two volumes 8vo, which were translated into German by Crell, and
afterwards republished, with additions and improvements. In 1787 he

published an Essay on Phlogiston and the Construction of Acids, designed
as a defence of the theory of chemistry advanced by Dr Priestley. This

very ingenious production was translated into French by the advocates
for the anti-phlogistic hypothesis, and published with animadversions on
the rival system, which made a convert of Dr Kirwan, whose rejection
of the principles he had so ably supported had considerable influence in

producing the revolution which took place in chemical science. Besides

these, he produced the following works "An Estimate of the Tem-
perature of Ditferent Latitudes," 1787, 8vo ; "A Treatise on the

Analysis of Mineral Waters," 8vo
;
and another on Logic, two vols.

8vo ; to which may be added various communications to the learned
societies to which he belonged. In Dublin he founded an association
for the express purpose of cultivating mineralogy, and as a geologist he

distinguished himself by advocating what was called the Neptunian
theory of the earth, in opposition to that of Dr James Button. He
died in 1812

Rev. John Lanigan, D.D. (born a.d. 1758 died a.d. 1828),
the learned author of the " Ecclesiastical History of Ireland," was
born near the historic Rock of CaslieL in the year 1758. He was tlie

eldest of a numerous family, and had the good fortune to be the child of

iughly educated parents. At the age of sixteen he sailed for Rome, and
his career at the Irish College was so remarkable for ability that he
attracted the notice of many eminent men, among them the learned
Tamburini of Pavia, by whose influence he was appointed Professor of

Hebrew, Ecclesiastical History, and Divinity in Pavia. The fame of
his lectures caused Joseph II., Emperor of Germany, with other poten-
tates and princes, to attend the classes of the " Irish boy-professor."
He was soon regarded as the most eminent of all the professors, and
Tamburini was accustomed to designate him the pillar and brightest
ornament of tiie estaWishment.*

While tlius engaged Lanigan published his Prolegomena to the Holy
Scriptures. It immediately took its place in literature as the class-book

*
Erennan's Ecclesiastical History of Ireland.

IV. 2 T Ir.
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for the study of the Scriptures in most of the colleges and universities

of England.*
In 1794 Lanigan's learning and exemplary life received due recog-

nition in the degree of Doctor in Divinity. He obtained his degree in

good time, for two years later the university ceased to exist. In the

war of 1796 the pi'ofessors of the university were scattered in all

directions, and Dr Lanigan arrived safely in his native land. Although,
as it is now known, he took no part in the Synod of Pistoja,
he was known to have lived on intimate terms with Tamburini, and

applying the rule noscitar a sociis to his detriment, his orthodoxy was

suspected, and he failed to obtain Episcopal favour in Ireland; but the

Roj'^al College of St Patrick, Maynooth, had recently been established

for the education of Roman Catiiolic clergy in Ireland, and presented an

opening to tiie professor of Pavia. He was offered the chair of Sacred

Scriptures and Hebrew, then vacant, but under conditions which he

declined. He was now in Dublin, almost in penury, wlien fortunately
a rich and accomplished Englishman, General Valiancy, with whom Dr

Lanigan had become acquainted in Italy, came to his rescue. The

general was vice-president of the Royal Dublin Societ}-, and through
his influence Dr Lanigan was employed in that institution at the modest

salary of a guinea and a half per week. His duties seem to have been

multifarious to act as librarian, translating from German and French,

correcting proofs, making catalogues. His services were also rewarded

with occasional grants, and his great learning and social qualities seem
to have been appreciated by the citizens of Dublin.

With the comprehensive spirit of an enlightened mind he shared his

friendship with those who did not share his creed, and several clergy-
men of the Church of England were most intimate with him.

Dr Lanigan took a share in every effort made in his time for the

promotion of Irish literature, and especially in the Gaelic Society of

Dublin, founded in 1808. The object of this society was the develop-
ment of the history, literary and ecclesiastical, of Ireland. Among
those that shared in Dr Lanigan's labours in this direction were the

Rev. Paul O'Brien, Gaelic Professor at Maynooth ; Mr Theophilus

O'FIanagan, of Trinity College; and William Halliday, whose premature
death, at the early age of twenty-four, is justly lamented in the epitaph

Lanigan composed for his tomb. Lanigan thus refers to this early

genius
" He anticipated the progress of years in the maturity of

understanding, the acquisition of knowledge, and the successful culti-

vation of a mind gifted by Providence with endowments of the highest
order." Another member of the Gaelic Society, whose name ought to

be held in grateful remembrance, was Edward O'Reilly, whose Irish

Dictionary is a valuable work.

While discliarging routine official duties in the house of the Royal
Dublin Society, Dr Lanigan's thoughts and pen were seldom idle. He
prepared for publication the first edition of the Roman Breviary ever

published in Ireland, with a Latin preface worthy of the days of Augustus.
He also wrote some controversial works, under the signature of

Ironosus, which were published in 1809. They show him to have

united a profound acquaintance with the theological literature of the
* Alibone's Dictionary of Authors, vol. i. p. 889
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Roman CaCholic Church, witl) a knowledge of the most eminent writers

of the Anglican, such as Burnett, Chillingworth, Danberry, Elrington,

Forbes, Magee, Parr, Tillotson, and Usher. He occasionally wrote

an article on politics; and in the Irish Magazine for May 1811, a

letter is printed, signed Irenajus, "On tlie Imbecility and Breaking up of

the Present Ministry." During the spring of 1813 the overwrought
brain of Dr Lanigan showed symptoms of decay, and cessation of

mental toil was imperative. His physician recommended change of

scene, and he procured leave of absence from his official duties. He
once more revisited the ancient city of Cashel, and was received by his

family with aft'ection and respect. His arrival was hailed with delight

by all who valued learning and industry. The local gentry hastened

to pay their respects to the learned guest of the town, and his health

became much restored by the leisure he enjoyed.
The year 1814 was a critical and uneasy time for the Irish Catholic

clergy and laity. Quarantotti's Rescript from Rome authorised the

Irish Catholic bishops to allow the British Government a veto in the

appointment of bishops, and this created quite a panic in Ireland, while

many clergy and laity regarded a rescript from Rome as final and irre-

vocable. Dr Lanigan denied the validity of Quarantotti's letter. The

Pope, Pius VIL, was then a prisoner in Pontainebleau, while Quaran-
totti was only a clerk in the Propaganda, with no authority but his

own. Dr Lanigan therefore contended that the rescript was issued

without the sanction of the Pope, and after much discussion it was

abandoned.

The recovery of Dr Lanigan's health proved but temporary. The
severe weather of 1814 brought back the worst symptoms of a broken

constitution, and rendered him incapable of discharging his duties as

librarian of the Royal Dublin Society. Accordingly, on November 14th

1814, he resigned his post as librarian, still continuing to act, as he had

done previous to the year 1808, as translator, editor, and corrector

of the press. Dr Lanigan was succeeded in the office of librarian by
Dr Litton. Lanigan was well qualified to act in these capacities,

being an erudite linguist. He spoke with fluency English, Irish,

German, French, Spanish, and Italian, and was master of Hebrew,
Greek, and Latin. After resigning his post as librarian, which reduced

his income considerably, he gave lessons in languages at the houses of a

few of the leading citizens of Dublin. He had been for many years

engaged on " The Ecclesiastical History of Ireland," which proved to be

a work of extraordinary research. He amassed piles of manuscript,
and extracted anything bearing on his subject from tlie works of Sir

James More, Usher, Dr Rothe, Archdall, Keating, MacGeoghegan,
O'Halloran, as well as from every source that treated on Ireland and her

history. He wandered with the early Irish missionaries over Britain,

France, Belgium, Germany, Switzerland, and other lands ; searched the

records of councils and synods, the bulls and briefs of popes, the relics

of ancient convents, the annals of religious houses, letters of bisliops,

registers of churclies, and lives of saints. The works of Colgan,

Fleming, Locke, Wadding. Usher, Ward, Ware, and Burke were

minutely examined ; and MSS. in Irish sealed books to othera

aflforded him valuable assistance.
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As Dr Lanigan's health rendered continuous labour impossible, when

preparing his MSS. for the press, he was fortunate in obtaining the

assistance of the Rev. Michael Kinsella, a Capuchin friar of great

learning. With this aid the work was published. The list of sub-

scribers included the names of the Koman Catholic hierarchy and clergy,
the professors of various colleges, eminent scholars, lay and clerical.

The work, in four volumes, was published in 1824.

For the four years intervening between the publication of the

Ecclesiastical History and the time of his deach, Dr Lanigan was

partially deranged. He passed melancholy days and sleepless nights
at Dr Horty's lunatic asylum at Finglas, near Dublin. On Sundays
he tottered to Finglas chapel. During his last illness he was visited

by a female relative, but his mind was so impaired that she was often

long in his room before he was conscious of her presence. On the

7th^ of July 1828, at the age of 70, Dr Lanigan died. This distin-

guislied church historian was buried in Finglas churchyard, and a

suitable monument, commemorative of the simplicity of his character,

his solid learning, and enlightened patriotism, was erected to his

memory by his fellow-countrymen of all religious creeds.

William Marsden, D.C.L. (born ad. 1754 died ad. 1836).
This distinguished Oriental scholar was born at Bray, in the county
Wicklow, on the 16th of November 1754. John Marsden, his

father, was a merchant in Dublin, carrying on business on a large

scale. After going through the usual preliminary education in the

schools of Dublin, he was about to enter Trinity College, with a view

to the church, when his father was induced to change his intentions.

His eldest brother was in the civil service of the East India Company
at Bencoolen, and the favourable accounts he sent home of his own

prospects turned the thoughts of the younger Marsden in the same
direction. An appointment was accordingly procured for him in the

service, and in 1771, when he was but sixteen years of age, he sailed for

India, and arrived in Bencoolen in the May of that year. Here his in-

dustry and superior intelligence gained him rapid advancement, and he

became first under secretary, and soon after principal secretary to the

Government. During his stay in Sumatra he mastered the vernacular

language (Malay), and laid in a store of local knowledge which on his

return home was turned to good account, and laid the foundation of

his fame as a writer. In the summer of 1779 he quitted Sumatra, and

arriving in England at the end of that year, he tried to obtain a

Government post, and having failed, betook himself to literary pursuits.
His first effort was a communication to the Royal Society, giving "An
Account of a Phenomenon observed in the Island of Sumatra," which
is printed in the Philosophical Transactions. In the same year he

communicated to the Society of Antiquaries, through Sir Joseph Banks,
" Remarks on the Sumatra Language," which are printed in the

Arcliajologia, vol. vii., and in 1785,
" Observations on the Language of

the People commonly called Gypsies," printed in vol. viii.

In 1782 he published his valuable and deeply interesting
"
History

of Sumatra," which at once established his literary reputation. This

work, which has been translated into French and German, has main-
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tained its high position to the present day. M'Culloch describes it as

an excellent work, which gives the best and most authentic account of

the great island of Sumatra, and of the manners and usages of the

several nations by which it is inhabited, more especially of the greatest
and most widespread of these the Malay. It was reprinted in 1811,
and on page 203 of this edition will be found specimens of the

languages spoken in Sumatra Malay, Acheen, Batta, Refang, and

Lampong. Southey speaks of the work as " a perfect model of topo-

graphic and descriptive composition."
He was elected a fellow of the Royal Society in 1783, and of the

Society of Antiquaries in 1785, and in the following year was created

D.C.L. at Oxford. In 1788 he communicated to the Royal Society a

dissertation on the era of the Mahometans, called the Hegira, and in

1790 a paper on the clironology of the Hindoos, both of which are

preserved in the Philosophical Transactions.

In 1795, on the recommendation of his friend, the celebrated

geographer, Major Rennell, he accepted the post of second secretary to

the Admiralty, and in due course of time became chief secretary, with

the war salary of ^4000 per annum. For twelve years he discharged
the duties of his office greatly to his own credit and the public

advantage. In 1807 he retired on a pension of 1500 per annum.
The first fruits of his leisure were two publications in 1812, his well-

known Grammar and Dictionary of the Malayan language. To the

grammar is prefixed an interesting discourse on tlie history, religion,
and antiquities of the Oriental islands. Both grammar and dictionary
are characterised as works of great accuracy and erudition. Translations

have been made of them into the French and Dutch lansruafjes. He
had previously compiled a catalogue of dictionaries, vocabularies,

grammars, and alphabets, which was privately printed.
In 1817 he published his translation from the Italian of Marco Polo's

Travels in the Thirteenth Century, with notes.* Of this M'Culloch
writes "

Tliis is incomparably the best translation of the celebrated

travels of Marco Polo, the precursor in discovery of Columbus and
Vasco da Gama, and is in all respects the best edited book that has

ever been published. It is enriched with an introduction and elaborate

notes, in which the editor's varied learning and habitual fidelity are

conspicuous." In Irving's Columbus, Marsden's commentaries are

commended as admirable, and especially as containing a most able and

ample vindication of Marco Polo.

In 1823 he published tlie first part, and in 1825 the second part, of

"Numismata Orientalia lUustrata ; or, The Eastern Coins, Ancient and

Modern, of his Collection, Described and Historically Illustrated,"

including 17 plates, by Mr John Swaine. This is considered the best

work of the kind, and is now rare. In the preparation of tliis work he
had the invaluable assistance of his father-in law. Sir Charles Wilkins,
the eminent Orientalist.

In 1830 the Oriental Translation Committee published Mr Marsden's

* A new edition of Marco Polo's Travels, with notes by the learned antiquary,
Mr Thomas Wright, was published in 1'8.54 in H. G. Bolm's Antiquarian Liln-ary;
and an edition, with notes by Hugh Murray, was published in the Edinburgh
Cabinet Library (vol. xxxviii.), 1839; new ed. 1844,
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trajislation of the "Memoirs of a Malayan Family;" and in the same

year he communicated to the Asiatic Society a notice respecting the

natives of New Guinea, published in their Transactions, vol. iii.

Ill 1832, his seventy-eighth year, Mr Marsden published his last

work, comprising three essays, of which the most important treats of

the Polynesian or East Insular language, a subject which had long

engaged his attention. He was the first, we are told, that pointed out

the existence of a considerable body of Sanscrit words in all the culti-

vated Polynesian languages, and also the singular connection which

exists among these languages themselves, extending from Madagascar
to Easter Island.

In 1831 Mr Marsden voluntarily relinquished his pension, exhibiting
an instance of patriotism which elicited " the warmest applause of

the House of Commons."
In 1834, feeling, as he himself says, the increasing infirmities of age,

he determined in his lifetime to bestow his rich collection of coins and

medals and his extensive library of books and Oriental manuscripts in

such a manner as would make them most serviceable to the public.

The coins and medals he presented to the British Museum ; the

collection includes the original coins collected by Sir Robert Ainslie,

formerly British ambassador at Constantinople, and by the Abbe Beau-

champ, titular Bishop of Bagdad. His library he bestowed on King's

College, London, then recently founded.

He died on the 6th of October 1836, at Edge Grove, Aldenham,

Herts, in his 82nd year, and was interred at Kensal Green. "
Marsden,"

writes the Duke of Sussex,
"
enjoyed to a very advanced age extra-

ordinary vigour of mind and body, equally respected and beloved for

his learning and very varied acquirements, for his independent and

disinterested character, and for his many social and domestic virtues."

Memoirs of his life and writings, written by himself, with notes from

his correspondence, were privately printed in 1838, and edited by his

widow.

David Shea (born a.d. 1771 died a.d. 1836). This distinguished
Orientalist was born in Dublin in the year 1771. At an early age he

entered Trinity College, Dublin, and soon became highly distinguished
for his classical attainments, and obtained a scholarship, but the

unhappy circumstances of the time blighted his prospects in his native

country. Some of his most intimate friends and associates joined the

Society of United Irishmen, and he, with many others, became the

object of suspicion on the part of the college authorities. The Earl of

Clare, chancellor of the university, held a visitation, and required the

students severally to make oath, not only that they did not belong to

the United Irishmen, but that they would give information against all

who, to their knowledge, had any connection with that association.

Thomas Moore, the poet, was amongst those who were thus threatened,

apd he gives an account of the transaction in his autobiography. Mr
Shea was amongst the recusants, but did not fare so well as Moore, as

lie was compelled to resign his scholarship and leave the university. He
repaired to London, and being without money or friends, he was glad to

accept a situation as an assistant in a private school. He subsequently
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obtained a clerkship in a merchant's establishment in Malta, where he

applied himself so diligently to the study of the Arabic language that

he became a complete master both of the classical and common dialects.

His employers intending to open a factory on the Eastern side of the

Black Sea, Mr Shea began to study Persian, and soon conquered its

difficulties ; but circumstances induced the firm which employed him to

withdraw from the Mediterranean and Levant trade, and he returned

to England, where he obtained a situation as a private tutor. The late

Dr Adam Clarke, hearing of his Oriental attainments, sought his

acquaintance, and generously exerted himself to bring him forward.

He was in consequence offered an assistant professorship at Haleybury,
which he at first refused, but finally accepted. Tiiis post he retained

until his death.

When the Oriental Translation Fund was instituted, Mr Shea became
a member of the committee, and applied himself diligently to translating
Mirkhond's History of the Early Kings of Persia, which he published
about two years before his death. " It has been warmly praised, both

for spirit and fidelity, by the best Oriental scholars in Great Britain

and on the Continent, and is very useful to the Persian student."* He
was engaged in a more important task, the translation of Dab-i-stdn,
and had made considerable progress at the time of his death. This

work was completed by Captain A. Troyer in 1843. A writer in

the Athenceum, under the same date, says of Mr Shea: "A kinder

friend or a better-hearted man never breathed. The writer of this

slight tribute to his merits has known him, on many occasions, submit

to great personal inconvenience that he might relieve others whose
necessities he deemed greater than his own." He died at Haleybury
on the 10th of May 1836, in his sixty-fifth year. The Dab-i-stan, or

School of Manners, was published in 1843, in Paris and London. It

was the first English version of this remarkable book. A review of it

will be found in the Asiatic Journal, 3rd series, vol. ii. p. 582, 1844.

Patrick Kelly, LL.D. (born a.d. 1756 died ad. 1842). Doctor

Kelly, so well known in the literary and scientific world by his clear

and able treatises on several branches of science, was born in Dublin in

the year 1756. Little is known of his career before he became master

of the Mercantile School in Finsbury Square, London. After the pub-
lication of some of his works, his name became widely known, and he

enjoyed the friendship of Maskelyne, Herschel, Hutton, Yince,

Burney, Piaine, and many other eminent men of that generation. His

opinions on questions of currency and exchange were frequently

appealed to by committees of the Houses of Lords and Commons, where
his evidence and calculations seldom failed to tkrow liglit on these

abstruse subjects. His great work, the *' Universal Cambist," in which
he had the assistance of Government through the medium of their

foreign consulates, was justly considered a standard authority on such

points, and will be a lasting monument of his talent and industry.
M'Culloch speaks of tlie "Universal Cambist" as "the most complete
work of its class in the English language," but then requiring a

thorough revision. A second edition, corrected to date, appeared in
*
AthencBum, June 1836
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1835. Of his other works the best known were " Astronomical

Computations," a Practical Introduction to Spherics and Nautical

Astronomy, containing, amongst other original matter, the Discovery of

a Projection for Clearing the Lunar Distances
; Metrology, or an

Exposition of Weights and Measures of Great Britain, Ireland, and

France, containing an account of Laws and Local Customs relating to

the subject; Oriental Metrology, containing the Moneys, Weights, and
Measures of the East Indies reduced to an English Standard, with an

Appendix explaining tlie Calendars, Dates, and Eras of Oriental

Nations. His Treatise on Book-keeping was, perhaps, the most popular
of his practical works, and passed tlirough nine editions in a few years.

The degree of LL.D, was conferred upon him by the university of

Glasgow. He held for many years the office of Mathematical Examiner
to Trinity House, and his name is aiFectionately remembered by his

numerous pupils in various parts of the world as the friend and pre-

ceptor by whom their studies were directed at his academy in London.
He died at Brighton on the 5th of April 1842.

Robert Murphy (born a.d. 1806 died a.d. 1843), This dis-

tinguished mathematical scholar was born of humble parents at Mallow
in the year 1806. When eleven years of age, while playing in the

streets of his native town, he was run over by a cart, and lay in his

bed for twelve months with a fractured thigh-bone, and to this accident

was due his future destination and literary fame.

During liis confinement his friends supplied him with such books and

periodicals as were then to be had, and among them there happened to

be a Cork Almanac containing some mathematical problems. These
attracted the boy's attention, and made him desirous of possessing
Euclid and a work on algebra. The books were procured, and before

he was again able to walk Murphy, at the age of thirteen, was
an extraordinary instance of a self-taught mathematician. A gentle-
man of tlie name of Mulcahy, of Cork, who was the tutor of most of

those from the south of Ireland who got fellowships at Trinity College,
was in the habit of proposing problems (or "cuts," as they are called in

Cork), in the newspapers. At a certain time he began to receive

answers from Mallow, without any signature. Surprised at the extra-

ordinary talent displayed in these answers, Mr Mulcahy went to

Mallow to find out his unknown correspondent. After some difficulty
he found the asserted author of the answers was a boy on crutches, so

young that he could not believe the story. A few minutes' conversation,

however, put it beyond a doubt. On coming away in amazement he

happened to meet Mr John Dillon Croker, of Mallow, one of his first

patrons, to whom he said with natural exaggeration,
" Mr Croker, you

liave a second Sir Isaac Newton in Mallow ; pray look after him."* It

was then arranged that the boy should abandon llie trade of shoemaker,
which he was learning under his father, and pursue his studies. Mr
Hopley, who kept a school in Mallow, took him as a free pupil, and

* A writer in the English Cyclopaedia Biog. vol. iv., states that he is indebted
to J, Dillon Croker, Esq., for his information about the early hi.story of Robert

Murphy. Mr J. Dillon Croker, of Quartertown, Mallow will be noticed hereafter.
He is not to be confounded with John Wilson Croker.
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Murphy had the satisfaction in after life of transmitting to tlie widow
of his teacher, then reduced to poverty, the sum which an ordinary

pupil would have paid.
When he attained the age of seventeen great exertions were made to

get him entered as a student of Trinity College, Dublin, but without

success. The sizarship examinations were classical, and Murphy had

no chance in that field. About this time a Mr Mackay, a Roman
Catholic priest, published a duplication of the cube, the plausibility of

which, as we learn from the same source, attracted attention, and even

obtained the assent of the teachers at Maynooth. Murphy, then only

eighteen, wrote a pamplilet in reply, entitled "Refutation of a Pamphlet
written by the Rev. John Mackay, R.C.P., entitled 'A Method of

Making a Cube Double of a Cube, founded on tlie Principles of

Elementary Geometry,' wherein his Principles are Proved Erroneous,
and the Required Solution not yet Obtained." Tliis production, in

spite of many faults of style and expression, was considered at the time

and under the circumstances a work of extraordinary genius. Mr
Croker now determined to get young Murpliy to Cambridge.

" He

jil)plied to the clergyman, who presented the boy with his Euclid and

algebra, Mr Brown, who was then employed in a parish of wliich Mr
M'Cartliy, a Cambridge master of Arts, was the proprietor. This last-

named gentleman, being then about to visit England, promised to take

some of Murphy's papers with him, and to do what he could to per-
suade his old tutor. Professor Woodhouse, to interest himself in the

matter. The first answer was not very encouraging. Mr Woodhouse
would say no more than that if they would send the boy he would look

after him. On being requested to look over the papers he declined,

saying he had no time. In six weeks from that time, however, Mr
Woodhouse wrote to Mr M'Carthy, stating that at the moment when
he was about to destroy them as waste paper, his attention was

struck by something that was almost new to him that on turning page
after page he saw with delight so much talent that he was really unable

to say how long he remained fixed to the subject that suddenly

recollecting it was the last day for entrance, he hastily went and placed
the name of the writer on the boards of Caius College. He concluded

by promising that if his friends would send him with fifty or sixty

pounds in his pocket, he would take care that they should not be called

upon again, and this promise was faithfully kept. Mr Croker im-

mediately obtained the required sum by subscription, and Murpliy

began his residence at Caius College in October 1825. During his

residence the college supplied him with money in addition to the funds

of his scholarship. In 1829 he took the degree of Bachelor of Arts.

The place he took then tiiird wrangler was admittedly not in

accordance with his talents, and the only explanation seems to lie in

the fact that his peculiar genius led him into speculations of his own
which were not at all likely to help him in an examination on certain

sul)jects which could only be mastered by regular reading. In May
1829 he was elected Fellow of Caius. He shortly after took deacons'

orders, and was made dean of his college in October 1831. Soon after

this period he unfortunately contracted habits of dissipation, and
caused such scandal by hia conduct that he was obliged to leave the
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university, with his fellowship under sequestration, in 1832, His

college was willing to make every possible allowance for his failings,

and it was understood that his ultimate advancement would be secure

on the amendment of his conduct.

After spending some time in Ireland he settled in London in 1836,
and two years later was appointed examiner in mathematics and
natural philosophy in University College, London. He now made a

creditable effort to redeem the past, but old debts and old memories
were too heavy for him, and in spite of his laudable exertions to escape
from both he succumbed, and died in London, March 12, 1843, of

disease of the lungs, in his thirty-seventh year. Mr Murphy's
character as a mathematician is too well known to require any comment
of ours, and it would be vain to speculate on the greatness he might
still have gained but for the sad turn in his career. What he did

accomplish will be remembered by the following writings General

Properties of Definite Integrals ; On the Resolution of Algebraic

Equations ; On the Inverse Method of Definite Integrals, witli

Physical Applications ; On Elimination between an Indefinite Number
of Unknown Quantities; Second Memoir on the Inverse Method o

Definite Integrals ; Third Memoir on the same
; On the Resolution o

Equations in Finite Diff"erences ; Analysis o the Roots of Equations ;

First Memoir on the Theory of Analytical Operations. The above
were contributed to the Cambridge Philosophical Transactions. His

separate works were Elementary Principles of the Theories of

Electricity, Heat, and Molecular Actions, Cambridge, 1833 ; A
Treatise on the Theory of Algebraical Equations, London, 1839

(Library of Useful Knowledge) ; besides numerous contributions on the

sui)ject of Physics to the Penny Cyclopaedia.

Edward, Viscount Kingsborodgh (born a.d. 1795 died ad.

1837). The Right Hon. Edward King, Viscount Kingsborough, eldest

son of the third Earl of Kingston, was born at Mitchellstown Castle, in

the county Cork, in the year 1795. His motlier was Lady Helena

Moore, only daughter of Stephen, first Earl of Mount-Cashel. His

lordship entered as a nobleman at Exeter College, Oxford, June 25,
1814, being then in his nineteenth year. In Michaelmas term 1818,
he obtained a place in the second class of Literse Humaniores, but never

proceeded to his degrees. At the general election of 1820 his lordship
was returned to Parliament for the county Cork, but he sat only
during that Parliament until the dissolution in 1826, when he re-

linquished his seat to his brother, the Hon. Robert King.
Lord Kingsborough was much attached to antiquarian learning,

and a considerable proficient in it, and has left behind him one very
extraordinary public monument of his diligence and munificence
" The Antiquities of Mexico," a work of which it has been said that in

its magnificence it recalls to mind " the patronage of crowned heads
and the splendour of princely patrons of literature." The antiquities

comprised fac-similos of ancient Mexican paintings and hieroglyphics,
preserved in the royal libraries of Paris, Berlin, Dresden, Vienna, the

Vatican, and the Borgian Museum at Rome, the Institute at Bologna,
the Bodleian Library at Oxford, and various others; also the



monuments of New Spain, by M. Dupaix, illustrated with upwards of

one thousand elaborate and highly interesting plates, accurately copied
from the originals by A. Aglio. Seven volumes were privately printed in

London in 1831, and volumes eight and nine appeared in 1848. The
first issue was sold at 140 (afterwards reduced to i;35),or with the plates
coloured at the rate of 200 guineas unbound (afterwards reduced to

63). Volumes eight and nine were published at six guineas each.

Lord Kingsborough's penchant for Mexican antiquities was produced

by a sight of the original Mexican manuscripts preserved in the

Bodleian library, when his lordsliip was a student at Oxford.

Mr Rich, in his Bibliotheca Americana Nova, states that " after

his lordship had expended upwards of 30,000 upon this work
he got into difficulties with some of the persons with whom he

dealt, particularly with a celebrated paper manufacturer. He was

arrested in Duolin, and from obstinacy or unwillingness to pay a

demand he thought unjust, was thrown into prison. He was there

seized with typhus fever, which ended fatally in a few days. If he had

lived he would within a year have become Earl of Kingston, and

inherited a fortune of 40,000 a year. Had he lived, there is no

doubt that he would have devoted his life and fortune to the develop-
ment of the ancient history of America, which had become with him a

monomania."

A somewhat different account of his arrest and death is given by a

writer in the Gentleman's Magazine (May 1837.)
The drift of Lord Kingsborough's speculations was to establish the

colonisation of Mexico by the Israelites. " To this," as Mr Prescott

observes,
" the whole battery of his logic and learning is directed. For

this hieroglyphics are unriddled, manuscripts are compared, monuments
delineated."

John Banim was born in Kilkenny in 1798, and died at Windgap
Cottage, near his native town, on the 1st of August 1842. His elder

brother Michael was born in 1796, and died in 1874. Their parents
were humble but respectable, Michael Banim, the father, uniting the

business of farmer with that of trader in all the usual appliances of

field sports. John Banim, in his thirteenth year, was removed from

Mr Doyle's academy to Kilkenny College. Here he evinced a great
talent for drawing and painting, and having selected the profession of

an artist he was, in the year 1813, sent to Dublin, and became a pupil
in the drawing academy of the Royal Dublin Society. He was a suc-

cessful student, his drawings being awarded the first prize in the gift

of the Society, After two years he returned to Kilkenny, intending to

commence life as an artist and teacher of drawing. While thus engaged
he became deeply attached to one of his pupils ; and her premature
death inflicted a severe blow on his sensitive nature, laid the foundation

of ill health, and changed the whole tenor of his life. After the lapse

of four or five years of comparative idleness, he recovered health and

resolution to remove to Dublin, with the intention of devoting himself

to literature. Early in the year 1820, Banim commenced his liard

struggle in Dublin. He became a contributor to two or tliree of the

more important papers, and he was thus enabled to help his former
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professional brethren, who were at that period seeking a charter of

incorporation. When the charter was obtained in 1820 the DubHn
artists presented hini an address and a considerable sum of money, as a

testimony of his services. About this time, too, he wrote, under tlie

signature
" A Traveller," some very clever articles for a Limerick jour-

nal on all subjects of the day, particularly theatrical topics. His leisure

hours were devoted to the composition of poems and dramas. One of

the poems,
" The Celt's Paradise," appeared in February 1821, dedi-

cated to Lord Cloncurry. This poem is now all but unknown. Al-

though not at all worthy of the reputation which Banim afterwards

attained, it exhibits undoubted proof of poetic power. His next work
was a tragedy, entitled "

Turgesius," wliich was rejected by the man-

agers of Drury Lane and Covent Garden. Nothing discouraged, he now

began his celebrated tragedy of " Damon and Pythias." This play has

been frequently called the joint composition of Banim and Shell; but tiie

generous aid of Mr Shell consisted chiefly in the very important assist-

ance of a recommendation to a manager.
" Damon and Pythias" was

produced at Covent Garden in May 1821, and seven times during tlie

remainder of the season, Macready playing Damon, and Charles Kemble

Pytliias. The success of this tragedy was the crowning glory of

Banim's hopes at this period. He now determined to write an Irish

novel, and during a visit to his family in 1822 the " Tales by the

O'Hara Family
" were planned and commenced, with the help of liis

brother Michael. During this visit Banim married Ellen Kuth, and

sliortly afterwards set out with his young wife to settle in London. His

first residence was at No. 7 Amelia Place, Brompton, the house in

which John Philpot Curran had lived the last month of his life. His

first employment was on the "
Literary Register," which brought him

engagements in due course on other periodicals. His next eflfort in

dramatic work,
" The Prodigal," was accepted at Drury Lane. The

parts were cast for Kean and Young ; but the former having wrangled
about his part the play was withdrawn, and never afterwards offered

for representation. It was at this period that Gerald Griffin, as already

mentioned, appeared in London, and found a valuable friend in Banim.

In 1824 Banim published his essays, entitled " Revelations of the Dead-

Alive," which were clever hits at the follies of the year 1823. " The
Tales by the O'Hara Family

"
appeared in 1825, and their success was

from the first day unquestionable. His next work was " The Boyne
Water," which was roughly handled by the critics. In 1826 the second

series of the " Tales by the O'Hara Family
"
was published. It con-

sisted of "The Nowlans" and "Peter of the Castle," and was dedi-

cated to Moore. The third series of these tales,
" The Croppy,"

appeared in 1827, and was considered fully equal in merit to any of the

fictions of " The O'Hara Family." In tlie year following
" The Anglo-

Irish," a tale of a different character from the " O'Hara Tales," and
not announced as from the same authors, was but indifferently received.

In July 1829, a new series of the tales was commenced with "The
Denounced." " Father Connell

"
was the last joint-work by the O'Hara

Family. From the period of the publication of " Father Connell
"

Banim's health began to decline more rapidly than before. In 1829
he had been obliged to remove to France for change of air. During
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his residence abroad he continued to write for the annuals and journals,

and small pieces for the English Opera- House. His circumstances,

however, became daily worse, and a subscription for the author of

"Tales by the O'Hara Family" was raised in London and Dublin.

Baniin returned to Dublin in July 1835, and a performance was given
in the Theatre-lloyal for his benefit, the pieces selected for the occasion

being his dramas "The Sergeant's Wife" and " The Sister of Charity."
His fellow-citizens of Kilkenny also presented him with an address, with

a silver snufl-box containing 85, and before he had been a vear resid-

ing at home at Windgap Cottage the news came that the Queen had

bestowed a pension on him of 150 per annum : and a further pension
of 40 was granted for the use of his daughter, then twelve years of

age. Banim died August 13, 1842, leaving behind him a widow
and an only child, his daughter Mary, who died of decline a few years
after. A provision was made for Mrs Banim, and a marble bust of

Banim, executed by Hogan, was placed in the Tholsel of Kilkenny in

the year 1854. Michael Banim, after many struggles, was appointed

postmaster of Kilkenny, where he died in 1874. The life of John

Banim, with extracts from his correspondence, by P. J. Murray, was

published in London in 1857, to which, and the Irish Quarterly Re-

view, we must refer for a full account of the Banims and their works.

James M'Cullagh was born at Strabane in the year 1809, and died

at Dublin the 24th October 1847. He entered Trinity College in his

fifteenth year, and throughout his course carried away every honour in

science and classics. In 1827 he became a scholar, and in 1832 a fel-

low of the university. In 1835 he was appointed professor of mathe-

matics, Dr Sadlier, afterwards provost, having resigned expressly in his

favour. In 1843 he was chosen to fill the chair of natural philosophy
in tlie room of Dr Lloyd. It was by his lectures in connection with

this professorship that M'Cullagh first displayed to the greatest advan-

tage the powers and treasures of his cultivated mind. In 1830

he read his first paper on Refracted Light before the Royal Irish

Academy, and in 1838 he was put on the council; and from 1844 to

1846 filled the office of secretary to that body. Among his other

valuable contributions to the academy may be mentioned his paper,
" On the Laws of Crystalline Reflexion and Refraction," for which he

was awarded the Conyngliara gold medal ;
his papers

" On the Rectifi-

cation of Conic Sections;"
" On Surfaces of the Second Order." In

1846 the Royal Society awarded him the Copley medal for his investi-

gations on tiie theory of light. M'Cullagh was a generous patron of

Irish antiquities, and presented to the academy the celebrated cross of

Cong and other interesting relics. At the general election of 1846 he

contested the representation of the university, but did not succeed.

Confinement and intense application gradually produced disease, which

aflfocted his mind, and led him to commit the fatal act that terminated

his career. At the time of his early death. Professor M'Cullagh had

won a position in the first rank of the natural philosophers of Europe.

M,\KIA Edgeworth (born ad. 1 767 died ad. 1 849) was the daughter
of Richard Lovell Edgeworth of Edgeworthstown, in the county Long-



ford, a gentleman distinguished for literary taste and mechanical inge-

nuity. Under his direction Maria pursued her studies, and at an early

age became an able helper in his literary pursuits. In 1798 appeared a

Treatise on Practical Education, a joint production. Miss Edgeworth
published in 1810, "Early Lessons," in ten parts, and her father added

a continuation in 1815, in two volumes. Another joint work, which

attained great popularity,
" An Essay on Irish Bulls," made its appear-

ance in 1802. The series of her novels began with " Castle Rackrent,"
in 1801, and continued without interruption till 1817, during which

period there appeared from her pen
"
Belinda,"

"
Leonora,"

" The
Modern Griselda,"

" Moral Tales,"
"
Popular Tales," the " Tales of

Fashionable Life,"
"
Patronage,"

"
Harrington,"

"
Ormond,"

"
Helen,"

&c. These works were remarkable for their humane sympathies, their

moral tendencies, and their utter disregard of the " stuff" out of whicli

it was then the fashion to construct romances. They proved, too, that

Miss Edgeworth possessed powers of a diversified character descriptive,

philosophical, pathetic, and humorous seldom combined in one person.
In 1822 she published

"
Rosamond," a sequel to "

Early Lessons,"
which was followed by

"
Harry and Susy," and the " Parent's Guide."

On the death of her father in 1817, her career of authorship was for

some time interrupted ;
and she did not resume work until the comple-

tion, in 1820, of a menoir of her father. Among the most ardent

admirers of her novels was Sir Walter Scott, who avowed that it was
" the rich humour, pathetic tenderness, and admirable tact" of her Irish

delineations that prompted him to attempt similar portraiture of his own

country. In 1823 she and two of her sisters spent a fortnight with

Scott at Abbotsford. "
Never," says Lockhart,

" did I see a brighter

day at Abbots*"ord than that on which Miss Edgeworth first arrived there;
never can I forget her look and accent when she was received by him at

his archway, and exclaimed^
'

Everything about you is exactly what one

ought to have had wii; enough to dream.'
" A review by Sir Walter

of Miss Edgworth's
"
Patronage" will be found in the Edinburgh

Review, xxii. 416. Sir James Mackintosh and Lords Dudley and Jeffrey
have also done full justice to her merits as a novelist and a woman of

genius. In 1834 her exquisite story of " Helen" was published, and
her career of authorship closed with the juvenile story of "

Orlandino,"
which appeared in 1847. With the exception of a trip to the Continent
and a short residence at Clifton, she passed the latter years of her life

at Edgeworthstown,
"
unspoiled by literary fame, loved in the family

circle which daily assembled in the library, and admired by all as a

pattern of an intellectual and amiable woman." A new collective edi-

tion of her tales and miscellaneous pieces was published in London in

1848, in nine volumes, and again in 1856, in ten. Of several of her
works there have been numerous editions. In America, as well as at

home, her works have been widely circulated and highly prized. A
writer in the North American Review (No. xvi.) gives the following

appreciative criticism :

" She is the author of works never to be for-

gotten ; of works which can never lose their standard value as English
classics, and deserves that honourable name infinitel more than half the

dull and licentious trash bound up in our libraries under that title. . . .

Ilor novels always found an eager reception at a time when the poetry
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of Scott, of Campbell, and of Crabbe was issuimr in its freshness from

the press ; when the Edinburgh and Quarterly Reviews, then splendid

novelties, were to be duly read and studied ; when Madame de Stael

was at her zenith; and, in a word, when the competition of the

noblest wits was only less keen than at the present day." A very in-

teresting account of a visit to Maria Edgeworth is given in Mr and Mrs
S. C. Hall's

" Ireland." She died at Edgeworthstown, May 21, 1849.

The Countess of Blessington was born at Knockbiit, Tipperary,
in 1787, and died at Paris, June 4, 1849. Her ladyship was the second

daughter of Edmund Power, Esq. of Curragheen, co. Waterford, and

sister to Ellen, Viscountess Canterbury. When a mere child, being
some months less than fifteen, she married Captain Farmer of the 47th

Regiment. He died in 1817. Possessed of great personal beauty and

accomplishments she did not long remain a widow, and in 1818 was

married to Charles John Gardiner, Earl of Blessington. The Earl and

Countess resided chiefly on the Continent until the death of the former

in 1829, when she removed to London, and resided there, first in Berke-

ley Square, and subsequently at Gore House, until 1849, when she

removed to Paris, where she died the same year. The marriage of

her step-daughter. Lady Harriet Anne Frances Gardiner, the only child

of the earl of Blessington, to Count D'Orsay, their separation, and the

subsequent family history, are no secrets in the Empire of Fashion

or the Republic of Letters. Lord Byron was a great admirer of

Lady Blessington, and her published conversations with him was one of

the most popular books of the day. The literary life and correspond-
ence of the countess, compiled and edited by Dr R. R. Madden, was

published in 1854, in three volumes. Of Lady Biessington's numerous

publications the following are the most remarkable :
" The Magic

Lantern,"
" Sketches and Fragments,"

" Tour in the Netherlands,"
" Conversations with Lord Byron,"

" Tlie Repealers,"
" The Two

Friends,"
"
Meredith,"

" The Idler in Italy,"
" The Idler in France,"

" The Governess,"
" Confessions of an Elderly Gentleman,

' "
Country

Quarters,"
" Marmaduke Herbert,"

" Confessions of an Elderly Lady,"
" The Belle of the Season,"

" Tour through the Netherlands to Paris,"
"
Strathern,"

" Memoirs of a Femme de Chambre,"
" The Lottery of

Life," and other tales. Lady Blessington contributed largely to the

periodicals of the day, and for seven or eight years edited the "
Keep-

sake" and the " Book of Beauty." The talent displayed in all her

works is unquestionable.
" Her novels are more distinguished by deli-

cacy of sentiment and reflection than by development of plots ; but

of all her writings it may be truly said that they were eminently dic-

tated by right feeling, and her novels presented a highly refined idea

of female character,"
* "

Lady Blessington," says a distinguished writer

in the Examiner, when ainiouncing her death,
" was a woman of the

most penetrating observation and the best feeling. Her knowledge of

the world did not consist in ignoring the good that is in it. She was

never so happy as when doing generous acts, and never wrote so well

as when she described the kindliest part of her experiences. Her house

at Kensington Gore was for fourteen years the resort of the most dia-
* Annual Register, 1849.
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tinguislied men of wit and genius of every country and opinion, where
all classes of intellect and art were represented, and where everything
was welcome but exclusive or illiberal prejudices. Some of the most

genial and delightful associations of the time belong to that house."

A short time before her death, Lady Blessington left Gore House and
returned to Paris, where, as in London, she was always an object of

attraction. On Sunday, the 3rd of June, she had dined with the

Duchess of Grammont, and on her return home she was struck with

apoplexy, and died the next day. There is a portrait of her ladyship
in the " Book of Beauty." Mr N. P. Willis, in his "

Pencillings by
tlie Way," says it is not unlike her, but still an unfavourable likeness.

He adds :
" A picture by Sir Thomas Lawrence hung opposite me,

taken, perhaps, at the age of eighteen, which is more like her, and as

captivating a representation of a just matured woman, full of loveliness

and love, the kind of creature with whose divine sweetness the gazer's
heart aches, as ever was drawn in the painter's most inspired hour. The
original is now (she confesses it very frankly) forty. She looks some-

thing on the sunny side of thirty. Her person is full, but preserves all

the fineness of an admirable shape ; her foot is not crowded in a satin

slipper, for which a Cinderella might be looked for in vain, and iier

complexion (an unusually fair skin, with ver\' dark hair and eyebrows)
is of even a girlish delicacy and freshness. Her dress of blue satin (if

I am describing her like a milliner, it is because I have here and there

a reader of the Mirror in my eye, who will be amused by it) was cut

low, and folded across her bosom in a way to show to advantage the

round sculptor-like curve and whiteness of a pair of exquisite shoulders,
while her hair, dressed close to her head and parted simply on her fore-

head with a rich feronm'e of turquoise, enveloped in clear outline a head
with which it would be difficult to find a fault. Her features are regu-
lar, and her mouth, the most expressive of them, has a ripe fulness and
freedom of play peculiar to the Irish physiognomy, and expressive of

the most unsuspicious good humour. Add to this a voice merry and
sad by turns, but always musical, and manners of the most unpretend-
ing elegance, yet even more remarkable for their winning kindness, and

you have the most prominent traits of one of the most lovely and fasci-

nating women I have ever seen."

William Hamilton Maxwell was born at Newry in 1794, and
died at Musselburgh, near Edinburgh, in December 1850. His father

was a merchant at Kewry, and his mother the daughter of William

Hamilton, Esq., a gentleman of old family and good fortune. He was
educated by ^Dr Henderson, and entered Trinity College, Dublin,
before he was fifteen, graduating with great distinction at the age of

nineteen. His predilection was for a military life, but this was opposed
by his parents, who wished him to adopt the church or the bar. Tlie

result of this conflict was a season of idleness, and several years were
devoted to country sports. At length he yielded to the persuasion of

a maternal aunt, and took deacon's orders. He was to have succeeded
to this lady's fortune; but an informality in the execution of her will

disappointed his expectations. He had already anticipated the greater

portion of his mother's property, by confirming for ready money certain
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leases which had been granted by his father as tenant for life. Under
these disappointments, he resolved to accompany a friend to South

America, but the death of his friend defeated the project. However,
lie shortly after im[)roved his condition by marrying a lady of good
family ; and in 1820 he was collated by the archbishop of Armagh to

the prebend and rectory of Ballagh, a wild place in Connauglit, where
his onerous duties did not interfere with his sporting proclivities. His

first essay in authorship was made in his shooting-lodge at Ballycroy.
Here he wrote "

O'Hara," a historical novel, which was published anony-
mously, and not very successful. His next undertaking, the " Stories

of Waterloo," his first acknowledged work, opened that path whicli he

subsequently trod with so much success. His " Wild Sports of the

West" shortly followed, and fully established his reputation as a dash-

ing and fascinating writer. In the same year (1833) he compiled
" The

Field Book," a sort of sporting encyclopaedia. In 1836 he wrote " The
Adventures of Captain Blake, or My Life," and " Tiie Dark Lady of

Doona." " The Bivouac, or Stories of the Peninsular War," appeared
in 1837; and the "Naval and Military Almanac" in 1840. His
"Life of the Duke of Wellington" was finished in three volumes in

184:1, and was highly commended by the leading magazines and journals.
Some of his other numerous works are the following :

" Victories

of the British Army" (1847); "Rambling Recollection of a Soldier of

Fortune" (1842) ;

"
Wanderings in the Highlands and Islands of Scot-

land" (1843) ;

" The Fortunes of Hector O'Halloran" (1844) ;

" Naval
and Military Remembrances" (1844) ;

"
History of the Rebellion in

Ireland in 1798" (1845); "Hints to a Soldier on Service" (1845);
" Peninsular Sketches by Actors on the Scene" (1845); "The Adven-
tures of Captain O'Sullivan" (1846) ;

" Hill Side and Border Sketches"

(1847) ;

" Tiie Irish Movements" (1848). He was a frequent con-

tributor to Benileys Misoellany and the Dublin Unwersity Magazhie.
Maxwell's portrait, by C. Grey, R.H.A., was published by the Dublin

University Magazine for August 1841, accompanied with an admirable
sketch of his accomplishments and charms as a writer and a com-

panion. We have only space for a short extract, which conveys a

good general idea of his gifts and qualities as a writer. " If a

brilliant fancy, a warm imagination, deep knowledge of the world,
consummate insight into character, constitute a high order of intellectual

gift, then he is no common man. Uniting with the sparkling wit of

his native country the caustic humour and dry sarcasm of the Scotch,
with whom he is connected by the strongest ties of kindred, yet his

pre-eminent characteristic is that of sunshiny temperament which

sparkles through every page of his writings. Rarely or never does an

unpleasant image present itself." But with all his popularity and suc-

cess as a writer, he never learned the art of making provision for the

future, and after the failure of his health, and the consequent exhaus-
tion of his animal spirits,

" he passed his latter days in much misery
and distress" {Oent. Mag. 1851).

TuoMAS Cropton Croker (born at Cork 1798 died at Brompton,
London, 1854) was the only son of Major Croker of the 38th Regiment
of Foot. Educated at Cork, lie began life as an apprentice in the firm of

IV. 2d It



Lecky and Mark, merchants of that city. He had from his boyhood a

taste for antiquities, and during frequent excursions in the south of

Ireland he collected the legends and songs of the peasantry, and studied

their character and manners. On the death of his father, in 1818,
Crofton Croker obtained a post in the Admiralty, and subsequently
became a clerk of the first class

;
and when the establishment was

reduced in 1850, he was placed on retirement with a pension of 580.

Previous to his quitting Ireland, his writings had been chiefly in

verse. Shortly after settling in London, he assisted Mr Sidney Taylor
in a weekly paper called the Talisman, or Literary Observer, to which

he contributed several articles on the Antiquities of Ireland. In 1824
Mr Croker published his first and, in one sense, his greatest work, the
" Kesearches in the South of Ireland." The volume contains a large
amount of valuable information respecting the manners of the peasantry,
and the scenery and arcliitectural remains of Ireland. This volume

was illustrated by Miss Nicholson, who afterwards (1830) became Mrs
Croker.

In 1825 he first published "The Fairy Legends and Traditions of

the South of Ireland." This edition contained contributions by

Maginn, Pigot (the late Chief-Baron), Humphreys, and Keithley. A
second edition appeared in 1826, illustrated with etchings after sketches

by Maclise. The second series was published in two volumes at the

close of the year 1827. In 1825 a German translation was published

by the brothers Grimm, and in 1828 a French translation by M.

Dufaur, under the title
" Contes Irlandais." In 1834 Mr Croker

produced his edition in one volume, as part of the series of Murray's

Family Library. The "
Fairy Legends

"
brought Crofton Croker a

highly complimentary letter from Sir Walter Scott, whom he subse-

quently met at Lockhart's in Pall Mall. In 1826 Croker wrote for the

Adelphi the words of a pantomime called "
Harlequin and the Eagle,"

which was subsequently published under the title of " Daniel O'Rourke."

His "Legends of the Lakes" appeared in 1828; "Barney Mahoney,"
and " Mv Village versus Our Village," in 1832 ; and his "

Popular

Songs of'ireland
"

in 1839. He had published in 1838 " The Memoirs

of Joseph Holt, General of the Irish Piebels in 1798," edited from

original MSS. in the possession of Sir William Betham. Mr Croker

had already been a contributor to the fashionable annuals, when in

1827 he undertook the editorsliip of the " Christmas Box," a juvenile

miscellany, to which Miss Edgeworth, Sir Walter Scott, Theodore Hook,
Charles Lamb, Dr Maginn, and Mr Lockhart occasionally contributed.

In 1827 he was elected a Fellow of the Society of Antiquaries of

London, and a Member of the Royal Irish Academy. He was also the

President of the Society of Noviomagians, and made several valuable

communications to the Society of Antiquaries. Mr Croker took part
ill the formation of the Camden Society in 1839, and of the Percy

Society in 1840. He was also a Member of the British Archaeological

Association, and the United Service Institution. Our space will not

permit us even to enumerate the numerous literary productions of Mr
Croker ; the reader will find further details in the Gentleman's Magaziiie
for October 1854, and in the Dublin University Magazine, February
1849. which contains his portrait, with a long memoir.
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The Right Hon. John Wilson Croker, D.C.L. (bom af. Galway,
1780 died at Hampton, August 10, 1857), was a son of Mr John

Croker, Surveyor- General of Ireland. He was educated at Trinity

College, Dublin, where he greatly distinguished himself, and in 1802
was called to the Irish bar. He entered the House of Commons in

1807 for Downpatrick. He sat in eight successive parliaments, having

represented tlie University of Dublin, Yarmouth, Atiilone, and Bodmin.
From 1809 to 1830 he was Secretary to the Admiralty, and in 1828
was sworn of the Privy Council. He was a Fellow of the Royal Society

(1810), D.C.L., LL.D., a Fellow of the Asiatic Society, and of other

learned institutions. His opposition to the Reform Bill, and his resolu-

tion never to sit in a reformed House of Commons, enabled him to

devote more attention to literary pursuits. Mr Croker was, from his

introduction into public life, a great friend o.' the Duke of York. He
married, in 1806, Miss Punnell, daughter of Mr William Punnell, for

many years Consul-general at the Brazils. His first publication,
" Familiar

Epistles to F. E. Jones, Esq.," displayed an early proneness to sarcasm

and that satirical power which became so conspicuous in his articles in

the Quarterly Review. His next publication was "An Intercepted
Letter from Canton," which was a satirical picture of the city of Dublin.

To this succeeded "
Songs of Trafalgar,"

" The Battle of Talavera,"
" Sketch of Ireland, Past and Present,"

" Letters on the Naval War with

America,"
" Stories from the History of England,"

"
Reply to the

Letters of Malaclii Malagrowther," "The Suflfolk Papers," "Military
Events of the French Revolution," Translation of "

Bassompierre's

Embassy to England,"
"
Hervey's Memoirs of the Court of George the

Second." He was also the author, editor, and translator of various

other works, tlie chief of which was his edition of Boswell's Johnson, a

book on which he spent much labour, and which was regarded with

high favour till INIacaulay overthrew its reputation for accuracy by an

exposure of a singular series of mistakes attributable to indolence, care-

lessness, or ignorance. That review (which is republished among
Macaulay's Essays) seriously damaged Mr Croker's reputation for

scholarship. Croker returned Macaulay's compliments in a review in

the Quarterly of " The History of England," which he designated as a

"huge Whig pamphlet." An answer to Croker's charge of "partial
selection

" and "
misrepresentation of facts

"
will be found in The

Edinburgh Eevieiv. With the exception of contributions to the Quar-

terly, Mr Croker published nothing for many years. At the time of

his death he was engaged in the preparation of an edition of the works

of Pope in connection with Mr Peter Cunningham. He also edited
"
Lady Hervey's Letters,"

"
Walpole's Letters to Lord Hertford," and

was the author of several lyrical poems of merit. Croker was an inti-

mate of the late Lord Hertford. His political rei)utation was damaged
by Mr Disraeli's delineation of him in "

Coningsby." For this, too,

the virulent reviewer attempted revenge, but it was too late, and
the painter of the portrait of Rigby remained master of the field. Tiie

Daily News concludes an obituary in these terms :

"
Looking round

for something pleasanter on which to rest the eye in the career of the

unhappy old man who has just departed, we may point out that his

name stands honourably on our new maps and elobes. He was Secre-



tarv to the Admiralty during the earlier of the Polar expeditions of

tliis century ; and it is understood that the most active and efficient

assistance was always given by him in the work of Polar discovery.

Long after political unscrupulousness and rancour are forgotten, those

higher landmarks of his voyage of life will remain, and tell a future

generation, to whom he will be otherwise unknown, that there was one

of his name to whom our great navigators felt grateful for assistance in

the noble service they rendered to their country and all future time."

Lady Morgan was born in Dublin about the year 1783, and died at

her residence, Lowndes Square, London, on the 13th of April 1859.

She was the daughter of Robert MacOwen, who boasted of ancient

Milesian blood, and besides being a man of fine presence and demeanour,
was an actor, manager, singer, and composer of extraordinary merit.

Having won the heart of a young English lady, the daughter of a

Shropshire squire, MacOwen disposed of the old gentleman's objections

by running away with the object of his affections. He now resolved to

settle respectably, and accordingly, by Garrick's advice, he changed his

name to Owenson. as being more euphonious to English ears polite, and

less likely to mar his prospects on the stage. Such was the parentage
of Lady Morgan. But the place of her birth was, according to a writer

in the Gentleman's Magazine,
"
credibly said to have been the packet-

boat between England and Ireland, the date some time in 1775."

If this be true. Lady Morgan was, by a pleasing fiction of law, a

native of Stepney, as well as the Duke of Wellington ; for we 'have

it on the best authority* that the hero of Waterloo began making a

noise in the world in a sailing boat on the Irish Sea in a thundering
storm. Thus providentially for the world, and by virtue of English

law, which is said to be the perfection of reason, the Iron Duke
became and was a native of Stepney that is to say, a native of

Great Britain ; and hence, of course, his greatness. Thus favoured in

the matter of birth. Miss Sidney Owenson showed a precocious genius
for poetry and music, and celebrated her fourteenth birthday by giving
to the world a volume of poems, of the average of excellence pertain-

ing to that interesting period of life. They were pronounced "very

good, considering." After the lapse of a iew years she commenced her

career as a novelist, and delighted her numerous readers with a profu-

sion of clever portraits of Irish life. Her " Wild Irish Girl
" obtained

instantaneous popularity, and introduced Miss Owenson to the fashion-

able circles of society. At the house of one of her best friends, the

Marquis of Abercorn, she met Sir Charles Morgan, an eminent physician,

to whom she was married in 1812. After her marriage Lady Morgan

spent, at diflerent times, a number of years on the Continent, where

she gained admission to the most brilliant society, in which she reigned

supreme. In 1817 she published hor celebrated book "France," which

had an immense success, and in spite of much hostile criticism, made a

great reputation for the writer. The French Court was so exasperated

at her unfavourable criticisms that she was forbidden to return to

France a restriction which the wild Irish girl laughed to scorn ; and

* Once a Week, April 1856. See, however, Sir Bernard Burke on this subject
in the " Rise of Great Families."
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on her route to Italy at a subsequent period she passed some time in

Paris without being subjected to molestation or annoyance. In Eng-
land, however, the consequences were more serious, and she was attacked

by the sanguinary Giflbrd and other reviewers in the most savage
and cowardly manner. Lady Morgan met these assaults with unflinch-

ing spirit, wit, and vivacity. She was backed by Sergeant Talfourd

and numerous friends, and the result proved that her observations were
as just as they were shrewd and biting. After the death of Sir Charles,
in 18-i3, Lady Morgan was engaged in the preparation of a "Diary"
the story of her life, which she had coinpleted shortly before her death.

It is a work worthy of her former productions, and is fully equal to the

best of its kind.

Lady Morgan, although receiving large sums for her writings, was
not wealthy, anil a well-bestowed pension of 300 a year was conferred

upon her during the ministry of Lord Grey. Lady Morgan left no
issue. Her only sister. Lady Clarke, who long enjoyed a high position
in the society of Dublin, died before her. Besides the works already
mentioned, we can only mention a few of Lady Morgan's numerous pro-
ductions :" O'Donel,'' "Florence M'Carthy,"" "Italy," "The Life and
Times of Salvator Rosa," "Absenteeism, its Evils to Ireland," "The
O'Briens and O'Flahertys,"

" The Book of the Boudoir,"
" France in

1829-30,"
" Dramatic Scenes from Real Life,"

" The Prince or the

Begume,"
" Woman and Her Master,"

" The Book without a Name,"
"An Odd Volume," &c. &c. Notices of Lady Morgan and her works
will be found in Allan Cunningham's

'

Biographical and Critical His-

tory of the Literature of the last Fifty Years," Blackwood's Magazine
(xi. 614, &c.), Fraser's Magazine (xi. 529, with portrait), and the

Career, Literary and Personal, of Lady Morgan, by W. J. Fitzpatrick,
1860.

The Rev. Dioxysius Lardner, LL.D. (born in Dublin, April 3,

1793, died in Paris, 29th April 1859), was the son of a solicitor in

Dublin, and received his education at Trinity College, wliere l;e

highly distinguished himself, and took the degrees of A.B. (1816), A.M.

(1819), LL.B., and LL.D. (1827). Relinquishing the legal profession,
he repaired to London, where, in 1828, he accepted the Professorship
of Natural Philosophy and Astronomy in the London University (now
University College). From 1810 he resided in the United States till

1845, when he settled in Paris. Wliilst in America Dr Lardner de-

livered popular lectures on Science and Art in all the principal cities of

the Union. These lectures were published in two volumes, and reached

the 15th edition in 1855. He is the author of many valuable works on
different branches of mathematics, natural philosophy, &c.; and iaw
men have done so much as he to introduce science into the family circle,

and facilitate the scientific instruction of every class of society. One of

the most valuable contributions that has ever been made to the cause of

general knowledge and national education " Tlie Cabinet Cyclopedia"
was projected and edited by Dr Lardner, and bears his name. This

series commenced in 1829, and completed in 1844 is comprised in

133 volumes, published at six shillings per volume,
Dr Lardner also contributed articles on algebra, trigonometry, natural



philosophy, to the Edinburgh Enci/clopcedia, The Encyclopcedia Metro-

politana, The Library of Useful Knowledge, and The Transactions of

the Royal Astronomical Society. His "
Euclid," and his treatises on the

steain-encfiiie, on hydrostatics, pneumatics, and heat ; and handbooks of

natural piiilosophy and astronomy, are as well-known as his museum of

Science and Art, and his popular essays on scientific subjects.
" Few, if

any, scientific men have done more than Dr Lardner towards extending
scientific knowledge among the people, and none were more eminently

qualified for the work. Not only were his acquirements profound, but

he possessed in a peculiarly high degree that happy facility of throwing
into popular and graphic language the most elaborate theories of science,

and leading minds unaccustomed to scientific reasoning to an apprecia-

tion of scientific truths which would have been altogether incompre-
hensible if involved in the obscurity of technical phraseology."

*

The Rev. George Croly, LL.D., one of the most voluminous

writers of the day, was born in Dublin (where his father was a physi-

cian), in 1780, and died in London in 1860. He was educated at

Trinity College, Dublin, and took holy orders. Being disappointed

with regard to Church preferment, he devoted the earlier part of his life

altogether to literary pursuits. His principal works are :

" Paris in

1815, and other Poems;" "The Angel of the World; an Arabian

Tale ;"
"
Sebastian, a Spanish Tale ;

" " Poetical Works;" " Beauties of

the English Poets;" "The Modern Orlando, a Poem;" "Character

of Curran's Eloquence and Politics ;"
" Political Life of the Right Hon.

Eilmund Burke ;

" " Historical Sketches, Speeches, and Characters ;

"

"Tales of the Great St Bernard;" "Year of Liberation in 1813";

"Salathiel;" "A Story of the Past, the Present, and the Future;"
" Marston ; or the Soldier and Statesman ;

" " The Personal History
of King George the Fourth." He also wrote a comedy called "Pride

sliall have a Fall;" and a tragedy called " Cataline." His theological

works were :
" The Apocalypse of St John ; a New Interpretation ;

"

" Divine Providence ; or the Three Cycles of Revelation ;"
" The True

Idea of Baptism ;"
" Sermon on Marriage" (1836) ;

" Sermons on Im-

portant Subjects ;

" "
Speeches on the Papal Aggression ;"

"
Exposition

on Popery and the Popish Question;"
" Tiie Popish Supremacy;"

"Works of Jeremy Taylor, with Life and Times of tlie Author;"
"
Marriage with a Deceased Wife's Sister ;

" " On the Proposed Ad-

mission of Jews into Parliament." Dr Croly also published, in 1842,

an " Index to the Tracts for the Times, with Dissertations." Before Dr

Croly obtained preferment in the Church he was connected with the

newspaper and periodical press, and contributed admirable dramatic

criticisms to the New Times. Blackwood, too, and the Literary Gazette

enjoyed a large share of his popular writings. In Blackwood his

" Colonna the Painter" created a sensation, and was followed by a

number of miscellaneous productions from wiiieh the anonyme has not

yet been removed. In the Literary Gazette, poetry, criticisms, essays

of every description from his pen abound. In 1835 Dr Croly was

appointed rector of St Stephen's, Walbrook, and in 1847 afternoon

preacher at the Foundling Hospital. In the pulpit his eloquence was

* Annual Register 1859.
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of high order, and made him one of the most popular preachers of

the day.
For criticisms on his various works we must refer to Allibone's

Critical Dictionary/; and for a detailed account of his life to the

Annual Register for 1860. Dr Croly's death was awfully sudden. He
had left his residence in Bloonisbury Square to take a sliort walk, and
when in Holborn he suddenly fell down, and on being taken into a

shop was found to be quite dead. Thus hastily noticed, it will appear
that Dr Croly, independently of his ministerial devotion and of his

valuable works in divinity, "spent a long life in the anonymous incul-

cation of virtuous morals, the promotion of useful purposes, and the dis-

semination of improvement throughout the mass of the community by
means of an ever-ready and ever-efficient press. And further, that he
has earned a prominent place and lasting renown in the distinct

provinces of divinity, poetry, history, romance, and the drama. Nullum

tetiget quod non ornavit is a tribute richly deserved by the very exten-

sive and miscellaneous creations of Dr Croly ; and his private life was

worthy of his public position. In society his conversation was instruc-

tive and pleasant, and full of pertinent anecdote and general informa-
tion." *

JoHX O'DoNOVAN, LL.D. (born in the County Kilkenny in the

year 1810 died in Dublin on the 9th of December 1861), was the son

of a small farmer, and descended from the O'Donovans of the county
Cork. Except for some slight teaching in Greek and Latin, he owed
his full acquaintance with the classics, and all his other learning, to

himself. About 1830, on the death of Edmund O'Reilly, he obtained

an engagement under Dr Petrie in the historical department of the

Ordnance Survey, where he was employed to examine and translate

those vast collections of historical and chorographic MSS. which have

since, though but partially published, thrown a flood of light on the

ancient history of the kingdom. The first work published by the Irish

Archaeological Society (1841) was an Irish poem, edited in the original
Irish from an ancient manuscript, with translations and notes by
O'Donovan. For the same society he edited in the original Irish, witli

translations and notes, the " Battle of Magh-Rath
"
(1842) ; the " Tribes

and Customs of Hy-many
"

(1843) ; the "
Genealogies, Tribes, and

Customs of Hy-Fiararch
"
(1844). His valuable " Grammar of the Irish

Language" appeared in 1845. On the establishment of the Queen's

Colleges he was appointed Professor of Celtic Languages in the Belfast

College. He was called to the Irish bar in 1847, and in the same year

appeared his edition of "The Book of Rights," the Irish Doomsday
book of the tenth century, which details the privileges and restrictions

of the ancient monarchs of Ireland and their sub- chiefs. Soon after the

publication of his Grammar he began his Magnuon Opus, the translation,

annotation, and publication of the " Annals of the Four Masters," of

which five volumes were published in 1848. This work was completed
by the issue, in 1851, of two further volumes, embracing all the earlier

annals down to the year 1170, whore the previously published portion
had commenced. This splendid publication extends to seven large quarto

* Annual Register 18G0.
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volumes, and contains no less than 4,215 pages of text, translation, and

notes, forming the most remarkable collection of national annals ever

produced in these islands. As a wonderful monument of individual

scholarship, it is no less remarkable than as a vast compilation of Irish

chronicle, much of which is of genuine historical value, and all of which

is elucidatory of the political and social condition of Ireland from before

the Christian era down to the year 1616.* The Irish Academy testified

their approbation of liis services to the literature of Ireland by award-

ing liim the Cunningham Medal, and Trinity College conferred on him

the honorary degree of Doctor of Laws ; while the Koyal Academy of

Science at Berlin elected him an honorary member. In 1851 he edited

the "Miscellany" of the Celtic Society, containing various original Irish

historic documents. On the appointment of the commission for translat-

ing and publishing the ancient Irish legal institutes, known as the
" Brehon Laws," O'Donovan was engaged, in conjunction with O'Curry,
to transcribe, translate, and prepare for the press these most obscure

and complicated documents from the MSS. written in the old Irish law

dialect, preserved in Trinity College, Dublin, the Royal Irish Academy,
the British Museum, and the Bodleian Library. Unhappily he passed

away before the completion of this great work. O'Curry and Petrie

soon followed, and thus within a few years the archteological world was

deprived of tliree profound Celtic scholars, whose successors have yet to

be manifested. In 1860 O'Donovan edited for the Irish Archaeological
and Celtic Society, "Three Fragments of Ancient Irish Annals," from

the manuscripts in the library of the Duke of Burgundy at Brussels,

with an English version and annotations. The same Society published,
in 1861, his edition of the "Topographical Poems," written by John

O'Dubhagain, and Gillana-naomh O'Huidrin, enumerating the principal
families and territories of Ireland, and their chiefs in the 14th century.
To his translations of these curious poems O'Donovan appended a body
of very valuable illustrative notes, and to the work are prefixed learned

dissertations on the following subjects, on which he was admittedly the

highest living authority :
" Of the Ancient Names of Tribes and

Territories in Ireland ;"
" Of Ancient Irish Surnames and Agnomina;"

'' Of the Irish Names anciently assumed by the English in Ireland ;"

"Of the Assumption of English Names by the native Irish;" "Of
Irish, the Families who retained their ancient Names on the Continent

and in Ireland ;" "Of Irish Family Names Anglicised and Altered ;"
" Of Ancient Irish Christian or Baptismal Names of Men and their

Modernised Forms;" "Of Ancient Irish Female Names and their

Changes." After the completion of his principal works, a series of

essays and dissertations on almost every topic in relation to Irish An-

tiquities were written by him, and appeared in local serials, such as tlie

Ulster and Kilkenny Journals of Archceology, in the Hibernian Mag-
azine, or in separate forms. The Royal Academy of Science at Berlin

elected him an honorary corresponding member in recognition of his

high merits as a Celtic philologer. A pension from the Civil List was

conferred on him for his literary services. He was engaged in his

labours on the " Brehon Laws" when, early in November 1861, he was

attacked with rheumatic fever, which carried him off, on December the

* Dublin Univ. Mag., Jan. 1862 Quarterly Review (Vol. 93); An. Reg. 1861.



9tii, at the early age of 51. In private life he was highly esteemed,
and his death has been justly regarded as a national loss.

James Sheridan Knowles (born May 12, 1784, at Cork died at

Torquay, December 1st, 1862) was the son of James Knowles, who was

cousiii-german of Richard Brinsley Sheridan, and had acquired a high

reputation as a schoolmaster, and the author of several works, of which
" The Expositor" and a "Pronouncing and Explanatory Dictionary of

the English Language
"
were the best known. In 1793 James Knowles

removed with his family to London. Sheridan Knowles' first attempt to

construct a play was made at the age of tvcelve for a company ofjuvenile

performers. At fourteen he wrote an opera called " The Chevalier de

Grilloii, and " The Welsh Harper," a ballad. These were followed by
a tragedy entitled " The Spanish Story," and by

"
llersillia," a drama.

About this period he was introduced to Hazlitt, who kindly assisted him

in his dramatic studies, and became, as Knowles expresses it, his "mental

father." About 1808 Sheridan Knowles removed to Dublin, intending
to make trial of the stage as a profession. Not meeting with much suc-

cess in Dublin, he joined a company at Waterford, in which he became

an actor and a singer. Edmund Kean became a member of this com-

pany, and Knowles wrote a play called "
Lee, or The Gipsy," in which

Kean played the chief part with great success. While at Waterford,
he published by subscription a small volume of "

Fugitive Pieces." He
afterwards removed to Belfast, where he taught grammar and elocution.

His plays of " Brian Boroihme" and " Caius Gracchus" were brought
out at Belfast, and met with enthusiastic approbation. His next tra-

gedy,
"
Virgin! us," was brought out at the Glasgow Theatre, where it

ran for fifteen nights. It was afterwards performed in London in 1820,
and established his name as a dramatic writer. " Caius Gracchus"

was performed at Drury Lane in 1823, and " William Tell" at the

same theatre in 1825. In these three tragedies Macready acted the

principal parts. "The Beggar's Daughter of Bethnal Green" (1828)
was altered and brought out at the Victoria Theatre in 1834, Knowles

himself playing Lord Wilford.
" Alfred the Great" was performed at

Drury Lane in 1831, and " The Hunchback" at Covent Garden in

1832, the author taking the character of Master Walter, and Miss

Fanny Kemble Julia. " The Wife, a Tale of Mantua," was performed
at Covent Garden in 1833, with Knowles himself as Julian St Pierre.

In 1834 he revisited his native city, Cork, and in 1835 paid a visit

to the United States, where his reception was equally enthusiastic. In

1836 " The Daughter" was performed at Drury Lane, and in 1837
" The Love Chase" at the Haymarket. These were followed bv
" Woman's Wit," Covent Garden, 1838 ;

" The Maid of Mariendorpt."

Havmarket, 1838; "Love," 1839;
" John of Proeida," 1840; "Old

Maks," 1841; "The Rose of Arragon," 1842; "The Secretary,"
1843. A collective edition of his dramatic works was given to the

world in 1843, and in 1856 a revised edition was published in two

volumes. Knowles was also the author of two novels,
"
Fortescue," and

"
George Lovell," both publislied in 1847. Besides contributing

largely to annuals and otlior periodicals, Mr Knowles did good
service as a dramatic lecturer, and in 1849 he was rewarded with a
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government pension of 200 a year. He resided for a considerable

time in Scotland. During the latter years of his life he gave up writ-

ing for the stage, and turned his attention to theology and preaching.
In 1849 he puWished

" The Rock of Rome," and iu'lSol "The Idol

Demolished." The latter was written in reply to a book by Cardinal

Wiseman. For criticisms on Knowles as an actor, a dramatic writer,

and lecturer, we must refer the reader to Hazlitt's "
Spirit of the Age;"

James Montsjomerv's
" Lectures on General Literature," &c. ; Sir A.

Alison's Essays
"

(1850) ; Blackwood's Magazine, vii., xxvii., xxxvi.,

xxxix,, xlvi. ; Fraser's Magazine, xiii., xiv. (with portrait) ; and " Allan

Cunningham's Biog, and Crit. Hist, of the Literature of the last Fifty
Years "

(1833). Further details of his life will be found in "Men of

the Time" (1856), and "
Knight's English Cyclopaedia."

EuG:feNE O'CURRT (born, 1795, in the county Clare died in Dublin,
30th July 1862) was the son of a farmer of the peasant class,

and began life as a trader on an humble scale. Having a good know-

ledge of the Irish language, he was engaged, about 1835, by the His-

toric department of the Ordnance Survey in Dublin to make extracts

from Irish manuscripts, under the direction of Messrs Petrie and
O'Donovan. After the dissolution of this office, O'Curry was employed
to catalogue the Irish MSS. of the Royal Irish Academy, to copy various

documents for the library of Trinity College, Dublin, under the inspec-
tion of Dr Todd, and to prepare Celtic manuscripts for the editors of

the publications of the Irish Archseological Society. He was next em-

ployed by the Brehon Law Commissioners to transcribe and translate

the ancient Irish laws in conjunction with O'Donovan. This work was

interrupted by the death of these two able and enthusiastic men. Mr
O'Curry, however, by compiling a species of glossary, consisting of about

15,000 words, with innumerable passages from existing manuscripts in

which the principal words occur, showed that the translation was possible;
and with the aid of his eminent collaborator, he got through nearly 8000

pages of the work. It was O'Curry's intention, when the Brehon Law
publication was completed, to employ the voluminous glossaries as

materials for a new Irish dictionary ; and it is to be hoped that such

valuable instruments of research may not remain in obscurity. His

death also interrupted tlie publication of the second volume of his

"Lectures on the Manuscript Materials of Ancient Irish History," which he

delivered from tlie Chair of Irish History and Archaeology at the Roman
Catholic University of Ireland. The first volume of this work came out

in 1861, and disclosed a field of research far more extensive and inter-

esting than any Celtic scholar had previously anticipated.
" It contains

singular scraps of information about the lost books of the earliest

period
' The Yellow Book of Slane,'

' The Psalters of Tara and

Cashel,'
' The Books of Cluainmic-Nois,'

' The Speckled Book of Saint

Buithe's Monastery,'
' The Book of Clonfert,'

' The Black Book of Saint

Molaga,' and other ancient manuscripts; it gives ample details of the

numerous collections in tlie various libraries of Europe, of Irish works
on history, civil and ecclesiastical, genealogy, poetry, romance, juris-

prudence, medicine, mathematics, and astronomy ; it analyses and con-

trasts the Celtic treasures in tlie Roval Irish Academy, the British
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JNIuseum, Trinity Colletje, Dublin, the Bodleian, the Stowe Collection,
the Burefundian Library at Brussels, and St Isidore's at Rome ; it con-

tains a critical examination of the ancient annals, such as the ' Cronicon
Scotorum of Duald MacFirbis ;' it gives to the world, for the first time,
some stray verses composed by an Irish Queen and poetess. Queen
Gormlaith, a contemporary of Alfred the Great; it throws new light on
the ' Annals of the Four Masters ;' and, in short, this first volume really
does more for the native literature of Ireland than many preceding
Celtic authors have been able to accomplish by the labours of a lifetime.

The interruption of the second volume of such a work is therefore no
small loss,"* O'Curry was the editor of some of the most valuable

publications of the Celtic Society, and the translator of the oldest part
of the " Annals of the Four Masters."

Sir William Roavan Hamilton (born August 4, 1805, in Dublin
died Sept. 2, 1865, at Dunsink Observatory, near Dublin), son of Mr
Archibald Hamilton of Dublin, was educated at Trinity College, where
he was equally distinguished for natural abilities and acquired

knowledge of the most varied and extensive kind. At an early

age he had attained great proficiency in classics and science, which
increased with his years, and gained for him every honour that the

university had to bestow. Before he graduated Dr Brinkley, Professor

of Astronomy in Trinity, was promoted to the see of Cloyne, a-nd the

vacant professorship was conferred on the young student. This was in

1827, when he was only twenty-two years of age. In 1837 he was
elected President of the Royal Irish Academy. His famous lectures on
"
Quaternions

"
were delivered in 1843. His contributions to the

scientific societies of Ireland and England were universally acknow-

ledged to be some of the grandest specimens of the higher analysis.
He received the honour of knighthood in 1835, on the occasion of the

meeting of the British Association in Dublin, when he delivered, as its

president, the annual address.

He was a member of most of the great scientific societies of Europe
and America, and was enrolled amongst the members of the Imperial

Academy of St Petersburg for his services in the integration of dynami-
cal equations. His discovery of the calculus of quaternions was, ]ier-

haps, the most remarkable of all his great discoveries. By his death

Ireland lost one of her most illustrious sons. In private life he was
remarkable for his modest, gentle, and unpretending manners. A full

biograpliical sketch of this eminent scholar will be found in the Dublin

University Magazine of January 1842,

George Petrie, LL.D. (born in Dublin Jan. 1, 1790 died Jan.

17, 1866), was the son of an eminent portrait and miniature painter,
from whom he inherited a taste for both literature and art. At an

early age he assisted his father, and when only fifteen had attained such

skill in drawing as to gain a silver medal for a group of figures in the

school of the Dublin Society. He now abandoned the idea of the pro-
fession of surgery, for which his father designed him, and for several

years devoted himself to landscape painting.
" His skill as a draughts-

* Annual Register 1862, page 385.
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man," savs Dr Graves,
" was transcendant." Critics allege that as a

colourist he was less successful. It is not given to the same man to

excel in every branch of art. Still it must be said of him that he

showed a fine perception of harmony of colour, even though we

may admit that he was sometimes deficient in force. But tlie artist

who could paint such pictures as his " Pass of Llanberis," his " Walks
in Coniiemara," his " Shruel Bridge," and the " Home of the Herons,"
has secured for himself a high place in the list of water-colour painters.

His brother artists in Ireland acknowledged Petrie's eminence as a

painter by conferring on him the honourable oflSce of President of their

National Academy. The ruins of the seven churches at Clonraacnoise

not only furnished him with the subject of one of his most exquisitely

painted pictures, but excited a still deeper interest in his mind and an

ardent desire to investigate for himself the history of those venerable

monuments. Thenceforth, in fact, he became an archaeologist, devoting
as much time as he could spare from other avocations to the study of

Irish history and antiquities. Petrie was elected a member of the

Royal Irish Academy in 1828, and chosen a member of the Council in

1830. From this epoch dates a period of fruitful activity in the Com-
mittee of Antiquities, and Petrie rendered conspicuous services by

helping towards the acquisition of the various collections in the museum
of the academy. In the formation of the library, too, his services were

no less important. He contributed numerous and most valuable papers
to the " Transactions

" and "
Proceedings

"
of the Academy. His first

communication was a paper
" On tlie Autograph Original of the

Annals of the Four Masters." This was followed by a description
of the Domnach Airgid an ancient reliquary, containing a copy of the

Gospels, which belonged to St Patrick. The work which is most

closely associated with the name of Petrie is liis celebrated "Essay on

the Round Towers." It was originally written for and presented to

the Academy, and was awarded the gold medal and a prize of 50 in

1833. This essay is included in the treatise '' On the Ecclesiastical

Architecture of Ireland," of which the first portion forms the twentieth

volume of the " Transactions." Tlie illustrations were all executed by
his own pen, and the volume is enriched with numerous drawings, whicli

are almost as interesting to the artist as to the antiquary. Petrie's

main conclusions as to the origin and uses of the Round Towers were,

that they were not Danish or Phoenician in their origin, and as

respects their uses, that they were not fire temples ; that they were not

places from which Druidical festivals were proclaimed, nor astronomical

observatories, nor phallic emblems, nor Buddhist temples ;
and lastly,

that they were not anchorite towers or pentitential prisons; but that

they were of Christian and ecclesiastical origin, and were erected at

various periods between the fifth and thirteenth centuries ; that they
were designed for a twofold use namely, to serve as belfries, and as

keeps or places of strength in which the sacred utensils, books, relics,

and other valuables were deposited, and into which the ecclesiastics to

whom they belonged could retire for security in cases of sudden preda-

tory attack ; and also were probably used, when occasion required, as

beacons and watch towers.*

*
See Dublin Univ. Mag., xxv. 379, cccxxxvi. Athenaeum, 1846, 280 j

Gentleman's Mag. May 1863.
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In 1840 Petrie received the gold medal of the Royal Irish Academy
for his essay

" On the Antiquities of Tara Hill." This essay was a

portion of the memoir intended to accompany the Ordnance Survey
Map of the County Meath. Its subject is partly antiquarian and

partly historical. The first portion touches upon several subjects of

great interest. Such, for instance, is the account of the compilation
and promulgation of laws by Cormac MacArt in the middle of the

third century, and the compilation, 200 years later, of the " Seanchus

Mor,'' in the time and at the instance of St Patrick. " One of the

most curious parts of the Essay on Tara," observes Dr Graves,
'*

is

that in which he discusses the perplexing difficulties which beset the

history of St Patrick I might say, of the Saints Patrick, for there

were certainly two of the name and proposes to identify the second St

Patrick with Palladius. The recent investigation of this subject by Dr
Todd has brought its difficulties into a clearer light, but the solution of

them seems still beyond our reach."

In 1833 Petrie was employed under Lieutenant (afterwards Sir

Thomas) Larcom to take charge of the topographical department in

connection with the Ordnance Survey of Ireland. Tiiere, as the head
of a literary staff", he had the assistance of several persons who pos-
sessed a good knowledge of the Irish language, and to whom he com-
municated his own methods of systematic inquiry, and the refinement

of a more extended scholarship. It was from Petrie that John
O'Donovan and Eugene O'Curry received the training which enabled

them afterwards to contribute in so many ways to that great development
of ancient literature which has been witnessed during the last quarter
of a century. He became the informing spirit, the great instructor of

a school of arcliseology. He not only laid down the principles, but

exemplified upon a great scale the application to antiquarian science of

the principles of a philosophic induction. Before his time Irish anti-

quaries had brought discredit upon their pursuits by the variety of

errors into which they fell. Some, like Vallancey and Beaufort, fol-

lowed blindly in the wake of those who had gone before them, subject-

ing their conclusions to no examination, neglecting to gather and sift

original documentary evidence, and hardly looking at the very objects
of which they professed to give accounts. Others framed fanciful

liypotheses, and then spent all their labour in casting about for argu-
ments by which their theories might be supported. Against such mis-

leading tendencies Petrie had to struggle, and he combated them with

a success which will be more fully recognised as the nature of his work
comes to be better understood.*

The contributions of Petrie to antiquarian knowledge were not con-

fined to the "Transactions" of the Academy and the "Memoir" of

the Ordnance Survey. During the years 1832 and 1833 Petrie,

assisted by the Rev. Csesar Otway and O'Donovan, supported the

Dublin Penny Journal, and in 1840-1841 he edited the Irish Penny
Journal. To the latter Messrs O'Curry, Ferguson, Anster, Mangan,
Carleton, Wills, and Aubrey de Vere largely contributed.

*
ftloge on the late George Petrie, delivered at a meeting of the Royal Irian

Academy on the 12th of February 1866, by the Very Rev. Charles Graves, D.D.,
President. Dublin University I'rcss, 1866
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Fetrie's rambles through all parts of Ireland called into exercise

another of his natural gifts, which, like the rest, he made to contribute

to the perpetuation of his country's peculiar endowments. His musical

faculty, which was of a high order, enabled him to catch the native

melodies which he heard from all manner of persons, and in as varying

circumstances, and to commit them to his note-book. Part of the fruit

of this loving care is to be seen in a volume published by the Irish

Music Society. He had previously contributed many airs to the col-

lections of Holden and Bunting, and several hundred more still

remain unpublished. Amongst his unpublished antiquarian works are

the following :
" An Essay on Military Architecture,"

" An Essay on

Irish Bells," "A Description of Arran," "A History of Clonmacnoise,"
" A Description of the Sepulchral Monuments at Carrowmise," his
" Letters" in the Ordnance Survey Correspondence, and his great

" Col-

lection of Inscriptions." For a full account of George Petrie, the

antiquary, the historian, the painter, the musician, the genial, refined,

true-hearted gentleman, the reader must read his " Life and Labours,"
as related by his eminent countryman, Dr Stokes.* A memoir of Dr
Petrie, accompanied by an outline portrait by Grrey, appeared in the

Dublin University/ Magazine, No. 84, December 1839.

Francis Sylvester Mahoney was born at Cork about the year
1805, and died in Paris on the 18th of May 1866. This eminent

scholar, who is better known by his nom de plume of Father Prout, was
a member of a younger branch of the ancient family of Mahoney of

Dromore Castle, county Kerry. He was educated from an early age at

a Jesuit College in France, and was afterwards a student at the Uni-

versity of Rome. Returning from Italy in holy orders, he performed
for a short time the duties of a Roman Catholic priest in Ireland.

From some cause never publicly explained, but conjectured to have
been his greater love and suitability for literary pursuits, his clerical

functions were soon abandoned for the profession of literature and

journalism. In this new field his scholarship and exuberant wit found
more congenial employment, and Father Prout became a welcome
contributor to Fraser. which was then under the direction of his

countryman, Dr Maginn. His celebrated contributions to Fraser were

afterwards published as " The Reliques of Father Prout," in 2 vols.

London, 1836, with eighteen illustrations by Maclise. " Do you wish

for epigrams ? there is a fairy shower of them. Have you a taste for

ballads, varying from the lively to the tender, from the note of the

trumpet to the tone of the lute? Have you an ear for translations

whicli give the semblance of another language's face ? Are you given
to satire ? you will enjoy it here. Do you delight in the classic allu-

sion, the quaint though yet profound learning of other days ? All

these, and a great deal more, are to be found in Father Prout's chest."

The Reliques of Father Prout have been re-issued as one of the

volumes of Bohn's Illustrated Library. Mahoney subsequently spent
several years in travellinjr through Hungary, Asia Minor, Greece, and

Egypt ; and in January 1846 accepted the invitation of the late Charles

* The Life and Labours in Art and Archseologv of George Petrie, LL. D., &c By
Wiinam Stokes, M.D., D.C.L., 1869.
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Dickens to undertake the post of Roman Correspondent of the Daily

News, to which he contributed a series of articles whicli were repub-

lished as "Facts and Figures from Italy, by Jeremy Savonarola,

Benedictine Monk, addressed (during the last two winters) to Charles

Dickens, Esq.; being an Appendix to his Pictures," London, 1847. A
review of this work will be found in the Dublin University Magazine

(xxx. 442-452). For tlie last eight years of his life Malioney was

Paris Correspondent of the Olohe, and his letters formed one of the

chief attractions of that journal. He filled this post until a few weeks

before his death.

William Carleton was born in March 1794, in the parish of

Clogher, in the county Tyrone, and died at Sandford, near Dublin,

in February 1869. He was the youngest of fourteen children. His

father, an humble but respectable farmer, was a man of intelligence,

and strong natural sense. The chief instructor of young Carleton

was the renowned Mat. Cavanagh. But perhaps the best and the

most valuable part of liis education he derived from liis mother. She

was a woman of a higli and poetic temperament; gifted, too, with a

voice of more than ordinary sweetness, she used to sing with truth and

tenderness the grand old songs of her native tongue. From her

William Carleton inherited his genius from her, too, he learned his

fondness for the tales and traditions of his country. About this period

accident threw in his way a copy of " Gil Bias," and the adventures of

the hero of Santillana fired his imagination, and the cottier's son longed

to be another Gil Bias to see the great world, and fight his way to

fame. His parents had destined him for the priesthood, but before the

time came for his entering Maynooth, the death of liis father left him

more to his own control
;
and some years after the same period serious

doubts of several o the tenets of the Roman Catholic Church deter-

mined him for ever against the clerical profession. He had been for

two years at the school of the Rev. Dr Keenan, a Roman Catholic

clergyman of tlie diocese of Down, and during his stay tliere added

considerablv to his knowledge of Greek and Latin. His classical edu-

cation enabled him soon after to obtain the office of tutor in the family

of a wealthy farmer of the name of Murphy, in the county Louth.

He remained in this situation but a sliort time. Tlie old longings for

errantry came back upon him, and he accordingly directed his steps to

Dublin, where he arrived, as he himself has told the public, with just

2s. 9d. in his pocket. He cast about for many days, ready for any

employment, but gaining none. Pressed by privation he determined to

enlist, and with that object he addressed a letter, written in pretty good

Latin, to the Colonel of a regiment then stationed in Dublin. The

Colonel replied in tlie most kindly terms, dissuading the young scholar

from his purpose, and afibrding such substantial aid as kept hunger for

some time at bay. And now a cliance introduction to tlie Rev. Casar

Otway was the 'means of rescuing this extraordinary man from want

and obscurity. Carleton repeated to him casually his experiences of

Lough Derg', and Otway suggested that he should write down the

account as he mentioned it. He replied, hesitatingly,
"

lie would try."

He tried, and tlie result was " The Lough Derg Pilgrim," which was
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published in the Christian Examiner. Its success was decisive and

instantaneous. It was soon followed by
" Father Butler," which

appeared in the same periodical, under the same signature of Wilton.

Meanwhile he was engaged as tutor in some families in the city, and it

was in this pursuit he met the lady who became his wife. He con-

tinued to write short sketches for the next ten years, and when he was

something over thirty the whole were republished in a volume, and

entitled "Traits and Stories of the Irish Peasantry." This collection

ran through several editions in three years, and was followed, in 1832,

by the second series. Meantime his contributions to the magazines had

been various ; and, in 1834, several of them were collected in one

volume, under the title of " Tales of Ireland." " While these stories

live," it has been truly said,
" Carleton can never die." The wrongs

and misfortunes of his country he felt with the warmth of a man who
was of the people, and knew them. He told the story with the ringing

emphasis of genius, and in the burning words of a son of the soil. As
a man Carleton was indolent and fitful, and a want of regular and sys-

tematic exertion was not the least of his shortcoming's. He was not

rich, and his friend sought and obtained from the State a recognition
of his services to literature and his country.
With a pension of 200 a year Carleton was now no longer de-

pendent on the changes and chances of literature in a country so

unhappily circumstanced as Ireland. He continued almost up to the

last day of his life to write brief sketches. Several collected editions

of his works have issued from the press, and many of his most important
works have been translated into German and French, and some into

Italian. A notice of Carleton, with a portrait, appeared in the Dublin

University Magazine of January 1841. Further particulars of liis life

and writings will be found in the Christian Examiner (February 1869) ;

"Walker's Imperial Dictionary;" "Allibone's Dictionary;"
"
Eipley

and Dana's New York Encyeloppedia ;" and in the obituary notices

which appeared in all the leading journals shortly after his death. The
Nation, of the same date (6th Fob. 1869), also contains some fine

stanzas from Lady Wilde's pen, descriptive of the life and works of one

of the greatest of Irish Novelists. The Life of Carleton, by himself,
was nearly completed when death called him away. We believe his

family intend to publish it.

Sir James Emerson Tennent (born 1804 died 1869) was the son

of William Emerson, a tobacconist, of Belfast, and son-in-law of William

Tennent, Esq. (whose name he assumed in 1832), of Tempo House,

County Fermanagh. He was educated at the Eoyal Academical

Institution, Belfast, and Trinity College, Dublin, and called to the bar

at Lincoln's Inn in 1831. He represented Belfast for many years,
and Lisburn for a short period, in Parliament. He was secretary
to the India Board from 1841 to 1845, when he accepted from Sir

Robert Peel the Colonial Secretaryship of Ceylon. He was knighted
on his appointment to this post, which he held until the end of

the year 1850. He discharged the office of secretary to the Poor
Law Board, under Lord Derby's administration, from February to

November 1852. Just before Lord Derby's retirement he was ap-
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pointed Permanent Secretary to the Board of Trade, an office from

which he retired in 1867, in tlie February of which year he was raised

to a baronetcy. Sir James was a deputy-lieutenant for the counties

Fermanagh and Sligo, a magistrate for Down, Antrim, and Fermanagh,
and a Knight Commander of tlie Greek Order of the Saviour.

He was a frequent contributor to magazine literature, and a constant

correspondent of Notes and Queries.

Under the name of Emerson he published in 1829 "Letters from, the

vEgean or Grecian Islands," and in the following year a ''

History of

Modern Greece from its Conquest by the Romans to the present time."

Under the name of Tennent he published in 1841 a "Treatise on

Copyright of Designs for Printed Fabrics." He carried the Copyright
of Designs Act in Parliament, for which he received, in 1843, from tlie

manufacturers a magnificent testimonial and service of plate valued at

3000. His next work was entitled "
Belgium in 1840," which has

been variously condemned and commended. His "
Christianity in

Ceylon
"

appeared in 1850," and " Wine ; its Use and Taxation
"

in

1855. His admirable and exhaustive work "
Ceylon : an Account of

the Island, physical, historical, and topographical," was published in

1859. Several editions have since appeared, and it has been pro-
nounced " the most copious, interesting, and complete monograph
that exists in our language on any of the possessions of the British

Crown." In 1864 he wrote the "
Story of the Guns," in favour of the

Whitworth guns as compared with those of Sir W. Armstrong. In

1867 he published
" The Wild Elephant, and the method of taming

liim." Sir James was also the author of the articles "
Tarshish,"

"
Trincomalee," and "Wine and Wine Making" in the Encyclopcedia

Britannica. In politics he was a moderate Conservative. His success

in life is wholly due to the father of Lord Cairns- the Sovereign of

Belfast, and his own talents.

Charles James Lever was born in Dublin, August 31, 1806, and

died at Trieste, June 1, 1872. He was the son of a Dublin archi-

tect, and was educated at Trinity College. He afterwards took a

degree at Gottingen. Having studied for the medical profession and

got a physician's diploma, he practised with great success in the north

of Ireland, holding there an official post during the cholera visitation

of 1832. He was subsequently removed to the post of Physician to

the British Legation at Brussels, and filled tl is office for three years.

It was there he wrote "Harry Lorrequer," which appeared in montlily

shilling parts, with illustrations by
" Phiz." " Charles O'Malley, the

Irish Dragoon,"
" Tom Burke of Ours," and "Jack Hinton the Guards-

man," carried on the series of these lively narratives, which was brought
to a climax in "Our Mess." Lever next devoted himsc'f to repre-

senting the "
half- feudal, half- patriarchal Irish aristocracy of a past

age
"

in its most genial and characteristic aspects. The "O'Donoghue,"
"St Patrick's Eve," "Roland Cashel," "Luttrel of Arran," and "The

Knight of Gwynne," were examples of the treatment of subjects chosen

from the social history of Ireland " not unwortliy of a place similar to

that of the Waverley novels as illustrations of Scotch Life."*
*
Gentleman's Magazine, 1872.

IV. 2 X It.
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In April 1842 Lever became editor of the Dublin University

Magazine', in 1845 he removed to Florence; and in 1858 was

appointed British Consul at Spezzia. By this time he began to intro-

duce a large mixture of foreign scenes and situations with the Irish

element in his stories. Of this class were " The Dodd Family,"
" The

Daltons,"
" The Martins of Cro' Martin," and "

Davenport Dunn."

The later stories of Lever were of a higher tone, and " Sir Brooke

Fosbrooke," "That Boy of Norcott's," and "Lord Kilgobbin," deal

with the more serious aspects of life and character. In addition to the

works already mentioned the following may be enumerated :
" Arthur

O'Leary,"
"
Diary and Notes of Horace Templeton,"

" Tales of tlie

Trains, by Tilbury Tramp,"
" Maurice Tiernay,"

" The Nevilles ot

Garretstown," "Sir Jasper Carew," "The Commissioner; or, de

Tunatico Inquirendo," "Con Cregan," "The Mystic Vial," "The
Heirs of Randolph Abbey."
In 1867 Lever was promoted from Spezzia to Trieste, where he died

of disease of the heart. He was to the last a most industrious writer,

contributing at the same time to the Cornhill and to Blackwood under

the nom de plume of " Cornelius O'Dowd." Of tlie numerous commen-

datory notices of Lever's works our space will permit us to refer to

only a few which will be found in Fraser's Magazine, xxii.
;
Blackwood^s

Magazine, M.d.y 1855; The Dublin University Magazine, 1856; Poe's

Literati, The Gentleman's Magazine, 1872, and Allibone's Critical Die

tionary.
" Mr Lever," writes Mr AlUbone,

"
is not only exceedingly

popular with readers at large, but his exuberant jollity has achieved a

great triumph in overcoming the gravity even of the sternest of the rigid

tribe of reviewers, and eliciting commendations where one of less assur-

ance or less fun would have been cudgelled into sobriety by unsparing

castigation."
" The author is pre-eminent for his mirth-moving powers,

for his acute sense of the ridiculous, for the breadth of his humour, and

for his power of dramatic writing, which renders his boldest conceptions
with the happiest facility." AthencBum.

William Henry Betty, the "jinfant Roscius" (born Sept. 1791 died

Sept. 1874), was tlie son of an independent gentleman, whose fortune had

been left him by his father, an eminent physician of Lisburn. About 1802

young Betty was taken to see Mrs Siddons, who was then starring in

Ireland. The excited youth from that moment determined on being
an actor ; and, after some delay, he was engaged by Mr Atkins, then

manager of the Belfast Theatre, and August 16, 1803, was fixed for

his first appearance. He was then only eleven years old, and was

announced as an infant phenomenon. There was a crowded audience,

and the success of the childish debutant was secured. Afterwards he

appeared as Douglas, RoUa, and Romeo. An engagement at the Crow
Street Theatre, Dublin, followed, when he again acted Douglas, and
also Frederick in " Lovers' Vows," Prince Arthur in "

King John,"

Romeo, Tancred in Thomson's tragedy of " Tancred and Sigismunda,"
and Hamlet. He was next engaged to play at Cork, and added to his

other characters that of Octavian, Don Carlos, and Captain Flash. In

1804 he acted at Glasgow, and in December of the same year made his

first appearance at Covent Garden, and shorlily afterwards at Drury
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Lane. Innumerable provincial engagements succeeded, all immensely

profitable. His last appearance was at Southampton as the Earl of

Warwick.

Why Betty vanished in middle life from the scene of his early

triumplis has" been well explained by Northcote : "The world never

admires twice. The first surprise was excited by his being a boy ; and

when that was over nothing could bring them back again to the same

point, not though he had turned out a second Roscius. They had

taken a surfeit of their idol, and wanted something new. Nothing he

could do could astonish them so much the second time as the youthful

prodigv had done the first time; and, therefore, he must always appear

as a foil to himself, and seem comparatively flat and insipid."*

Lieut. -Gen. Sir Charles James Napier (born 1782 died 1852),

son ot Colonel Napier of Castletown, in the county Kildare, having

entered the army, served in the suppression of the Irish Rebellion of

1798, and in Spain under Wellington (1808-13), and was severely

wounded at Busaco. He was appointed commander of the army in

Bengal ; defeated the Ameers in the famous battle of Meeanee, and

annexed Sindh in 1843, and was continued in the government of that

province until 1847. In connection with the conquest of Sindh there

was some disapproval at head-quarters of the daringness of his move-

ments, for he had but 1600 Europeans and Sepoys against 30,000

Beloochees. In reply to an official rebuke, the more than Caesarian

de.spatch was ascribed to him,
" Peccavi

" " I have sinned
"

(Sindh).

In March 1849 he was appointed Commander-in-chief against the Sikhs,

who, however, were subdued before his arrival in India. Sir Charles

was the author of works on " Colonies and Colonization,"
"
Cephalonia,"

of which he was sometime governor, and other publications. His

brother. Sir William Francis Patrick (born at Castletown, Celbridge,

1785 died 1 SCO), was also a gallant soldier, and served with distinction

in the Peninsular War, of which he has written a most interesting history,

in six volumes. He was besides the author of " The Conquest of

Sindh,"
" Life and Opinions of Sir Charles Napier,"

"
Wellington and

Napier," &c. From 1842 to 1848 he was governor of Guernsey.

Another brother, Henry (Captain, R.N.), also gained distinction by his

"Florentine History." The Napier brothers formed a family of which,

both physically and mentally, it would be difficult to find the like.

Sir Martin Archer Shee. an eminent portrait painter, was born

in Dublin, December 23, 1770, and died at Brighton, 29th August

1850. He was introduced to the notice of Sir Joshua Reynolds by

Edmund Burke about the year 1788. He contributed to the Royal

Academy for the first time in 1789, and in the same year became an

Associate. On the death of Lawrence, in 1830, Shee was elected Presi-

dent of the Academy, and received the honour of knighthood. As a

portrait painter Sir Martin was in great request; his house in Caven-

dish Square was continually besieged by tlie wealthy of every rank.

His best known portraits are those of Sir Thomas Munro, Sir Eyre

Coote, Sir James Scarlett, and Sir Henry Halford. He was also

*
Conversations of James Northcote R.A., by Wm. Hazlitt.
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favourably known in literary circles as the author of "
Khynies on Art,"

a poem in six cantos, 1809 ;

" The Commemoration of Sir Joshua

Reynolds," and other poems, 1814; "
Alasco," a tragedy, printed 1825,

but never acted; "Old Count," a novel, 1829; and "Outlines of a

Plan for the Natural Encouragement of Historical Painting in the

United Kingdom, 1837. His "Life," by his Son, was published in

London, in two volumes, 1860.

William Mulreadt (born at Ennis in 1786 died at Kensington,
July 7, 1863) was entered in his fifteenth year as a student in the

Royal Academy. His early pictures were landscapes of small size.

His first efibrt in the style which led him to fame was the "
Rattle,"

which was exhibited in the Academy in 1808, with the "
Carpenter's

Shop and Kitchen." "The Music Lesson," exhibited in 1809; "The
Roadside Inn, with Horses Baiting;" and the "Barber's Shop," in

1811, evinced his increasing powers. His "Punch" (1812), the

"Boys Fishing" (1813), and "Idle Boys" (181.5), established his

reputation, and he was elected A.R.A. In 1816 he exhibited "The Fight
Interrupted," and was elected R.A. His subsequent more important
works were, "Lending a Bite" (1819); "The Wolf and the Lamb"
(1820), purchased by Georee IV.;

" The Careless Messenger" (1821) ;

"The Convalescent" (1822); "The Widow" (1824); "The Origin
of a Painter" (1826); "The Cannon" (1827), purchased by Sir R.

Peel; "The Interior of an English Cottage" (1828), purchased bv

George lY. ;

" Return from Hastings," and ^" The Day of Two Minds"
(1830); "A Sailing Match" (1831); "The Forgotten Word," and
"
Peregrine Touchwood breaking in upon the Rev. Josiah Cargill

"

(1832) ;

" The First Voyage
"
(1833) ;

" The Last In," and " The Toy
Seller

"_
(1835) ;

"
Giving a Bite

"
(1836) ;

" Brother and Sister" (1837) ;

the design representing the Seven Ages of Sliakespeare, under the title of
" All the World's a Stage

"
(1838) ;

"
Open your Mouth and Shut your

Eyes," and " The Sonnet" (1839) ;
"First Love,"

" The Artist's Study,"
and "Fair Time" (1840); "Train up a Child in the way he should

go" (1841); and "The Ford" (1842). In 1843 he painted for Mr
Baring the " Whistonian Controversy;" and, in 1847,

" Burchell and

Sophia Haymaking;" and for Mr Sheepslianks his masterpiece,"
Choosing the Wedding Gown." The last tliree works were reproduc-

tions in oil of Mulready's unrivalled designs illustrative of the " Vicar
of Wakefield," which appeared in 1840, engraved on wood by Thom-
son, and published by Van Voorst. In 1848 about a hundred of Mul-

ready's paintings, and a like number of his studies, sketches, and
finisiied drawings were collected and exhibited in the great room of the

Society of Arts at the Adelphi. This was perliaps the most instructive

and interesting exhibition ever attempted in England. The ordeal was
a trying one for the artist, but the great popular favourite passed
through in triumph. In the same year he exhibited " The Butt," and
in 1849 "Women Bathing," and a drawing of the "First Voyajje ;"
and in 1852 " Blackheath Park." His last exhibition was a large
picture of "The Toy Seller," in 1862.

Examples of his art at the highest are given in " The Masterpieces
of William Mulready;" "Mera^orials of William Mulready," by F. G.
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Stephens, illustrated with 14 pliotograplis of his most celebrated paint-

ings, 4to, 1866. In "
^NlarclifFe's Looking-Glass : A True History of

the Early Years of an Artist," published in 1805, will be found the

earliest engravings from Mulready's designs, with a higidy interesting
and eulogistic account of his early artistic efforts. In the Vernon
Collection in the National Gallery, and the Sheepshanks' Collection at

South Kensington (where also may be seen a series of his drawings and

studies), the nation now possesses most of Mulready's best pictures,

John Hogan (born at Tallow, County Waterford, in Oct. 1800
died in Dublin jNIarch 20, 1858) at the age of fourteen was employed
in the office of Sir Thos. Deane, the eminent architect at Cork. He
remained with Sir Tliomas till 1822, and many of the carvings that

he executed during this period evinced great ability both as regards

design and execution. He also in 1822 carved for Dr Murphy a series

of forty figures of saints for decorations of a Roman Catholic chapel at

Cork. In 1823 he was enabled by the kindness of some friends and

patrons to proceed to Rome. There, after studying for a year, he

produced his first work in marble, a "
Shepherd Boy," which was pur-

chased by Lord Powerscourt. His next was "
Eve, after her expulsion

from Paradise, finding a Dead Dove," a work of much originality,
which was executed for Lord de Tabley. Next followed his "Drunken
Faun," which at once established his fame. Returning to Ireland in

1827 he exhibited in Dublin "The Dead Christ," which was afterwards

placed in the Roman Catholic chapel in Clarendon Street, Dublin.

His attention was now chiefly occupied in monumental and ecclesiastical

subjects. Amongst his principal works of the latter class are his

statues of Daniel O'Connell, W. Crawford, Bishop Brinkley, monu-
ments to the memories of Dr Collins, Dr Macnamara, Dr Doyle, W.
Beamish, Peter Purcell, and to a daughter of Curran. Among his

chief ecclesiastical works were his alto-relievo of the "
Deposition from

the Cross
"

for the convent of Rathfarnham, and the "
Nativity," for a

chapel at Dalkey. He also executed numerous busts of eminent Irish-

men, including Father Matthew, O'Connell, &c. He was engaged up
to his death on two commissions the Matthew testimonial in Cork and

one of the bas-reliefs for the Wellington monument in the Phojnix

Park, Dublin, illustrative of the Duke's concession of civil and religious

liberty. He was emphatically the Irish sculptor. He died in strait-

ened circumstances, leaving a widow and eleven children unprovided
for. A memoir of the early part of his career, with a portrait, ap-

peared in the Dublin Magazme of January 1850.

Samuel Ferguson, QC, LL.D., third son of John Ferguson, Esq.,
of Belfast, was born in that town in 1810. He was educated at the

Belfast Royal Academical Institution, and afterwards at Trinity College,
Dublin. In 1838 he was called to the Irish Bar, and in 1859 he was

advanced to the rank of Queen's Counsel. He retired from the Bar in

1867, when he became deputy-keeper of the Irish Records. The

University of Dublin conferred on him the honorary degree of LL.D,
in 1859, in recoo;nition of his services to literature. Ho was elected a

member of the Roval Irish Academv in 1834, and has since from time
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to time contributed many valuable and scholarly papers to its
" Trans-

actions."

Dr Ferguson's first literary essay was " The Forging of the Anchor."

It was the lucky hit which gained him an entry to Blackwood and an

early title to fame. He was little more than a boy when he presented
himself to the magazine without credentials. The poem was inserted

with a highly commendatory note from the pen of Christopher North

himself, and appeared in 1832. Since then it has been read, recited,

and sung in every quarter of the globe. It holds a place of honour in

many collections literary caskets and treasuries of every kind, from
" Half Hours with the best Authors

" down to the latest
"
Young

Reciter." At the Norwich Festival it was sung with great applause to

music composed by Mr Arthur Sullivan.

From 1832 Dr Ferguson became a frequent and valued contri-

butor to Blackwood, and a large proportion of the tales thought

worthy of republication separately have been the production of his

pen. Among them was the inimitable " Father Tom and the Pope,"
which first appeared in 1838, and was for many years attributed to Dr

Maginn.
In 1839 he became connected with the Dublin University Magazine.

which he afterwards for a time conducted. His able essays on " The
Attractions and Capabilities of Ireland

"
appeared in its pages. His

aim to elevate the standard of Irish literature, and to reprove the cari-

caturists of Irish life, appears in his " Hibernian Nights' Entertain-

ments
"
(republished in New York 1857), and in his papers on "Har-

diman's Collection of Irish Minstrelsy (1834). He ceased for several

years to contribute to the University in consequence of Lever (then

editor) allowing Thackeray to dedicate to him his " Irish Tour." In

all things Samuel Ferguson aspired to be
"
Kindly Irish of the Irish, i

Neither Saxon nor Italian." |

All his writings bore a character distinctively Celtic. His "Welsh-
men of Tyrawley

" and " Thomas Davis
" were among his last contri-

butions to the University. His "
Lays of the Western Gael

"

appeared in 1861, and proved that Dr Ferguson had accomplished the

difficult task of conveying the spirit of Irish poetry into English
verse. The native idioms and colouring are there marvellously pre-
served under a purely Saxon garb. His lays are better known and
more thoroughly appreciated on the continents of Europe and America
than they are in England. The time is, however, fast coming when,

by the exertions of Sir Henry Mayne, Professor Blackie, and other

eminent men of cultivation and catholic taste, the literature of the

Celt shall be duly honoured by the Anglo-Saxon, and the songs of the

Anglo-Celtic poets Griflln, Banim, Callanan, Davis, Ferguson, Lever,

Mangan, and other writers, who have taught the native muse to

become English in language without growing un-Irish in character

shall be valued as they deserve. In 1872 Ferguson's
*'

Congal," a

poem in five books, was given to the world. The leading incidents of

the poem are detailed in the preface. It has been most favourably
received. " The framework is simple, every event naturally issuing
from its antecedent ; the subject matter is most interesting, and the



object to be maintained of national importance. It is the production

of an imagination of the highest order, guided by deep judgment, and

invested with poetic qualities of an exalted character. . . . We are

not aware of any requisite quality of a great epic poem which it does

not possess. We have touched on this already, and the extracts which

have been given from the compact, picturesque, vigorous, and noble

poetry of the piece must, we venture to say, convince the reading

l)ublic that Ireland has at last been presented with a noble national

epic by one of her sons."
*

When Dr Fersjuson retired from the bar in 1867 the Irish Bench

and Bar unanimously accorded him a bene decessit. His brethren of

the North-east Circuit entertained him at a farewell banquet, where

they mingled congratulations with regrets for losing a member so able

as a leader and so estimable as a man. It was the late lamented Lord

Mayo, then Lord Naas, that conveyed to Mr Ferguson the offer of his

present appointment, and he did it in a manner so complimentary as to

make a refusal seem ungracious, even at a time when Dr Ferguson's

professional position entitled him to aspire to the more tempting prizes

of the bar.

We have already alluded to Dr Ferguson's antiquarian labours, and

the irreparable loss inflicted by the untimely death of Petrie and

O'Donovan make it all the more to be regretted that the herculean

task of collecting and arranging the ancient records of Ireland may

prevent him for many years yet from giving to the public further fruits

of his antiquarian scholarship and research.

Dr Ferguson's wife was a Miss Guinness, a member of a younger

branch of Sir Benjamin Lee Guinness's family. Her chief literary per-

formance,
" The Story of the Irish before the Conquest," has been

already noticed in the introduction to our literary series. We can now

merely add, that the commendations bestowed upon it throughout the

United Kingdom have been fully endorsed by the critics of Germany,

France, andAmerica. The judgment of strangers is, we know, pecu-

liarly valuable, and for reasons easily understood, but never, perhaps,

so happily expressed as in the words of an eminent French litterateur

" Les etrangers sont pour nous une post6rit6 contemporaine."

John Mitchel (born Nov. 3, 1815, in the town of Dungiven,

county Derry died at Newry, March 1875) was the son of a Uni-

tarian minister. Having served his apprenticeship in Dublin, he was

admitted as an attorney and solicitor, and practised for six years in

Newry and Banbridge. It is stated that he was a graduate of Trinity

College, though his name is not found in Dr Todd's catalogue. When

quitea' boy he made a romantic marriage. In 1845, on the death

of Thomas Davis, Mitchel was called to Dublin to succeed liim

on the Nation newspaper. With poetry enough in his nature, he

never, like Davis, attempted versification. His forte was vigorous and

picturesque prose. Having given up the editorship of the Nation he

started The United Irishman, which, during its brief existence of three

months, teemed with the most overt treason, and brought Mitchel at

once into that conflict with the Government which he evidently courted.

* Dublin Univ. ilag. Oct. 1872.
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The journal was suppressed, and its editor sentenced to expatriation for

the term of fourteen years. In May 1848, after two weeks' incarcera-

tion in Newgate, Mitchel was removed from Dublin to the convict

dep6t of Spike Island, where a Government order was received to treat

him " as a person of education and a gentleman." Removed thence

in a day or two, he passed ten months of his sentence in the

island of Bermuda, whence he was despatched to Australia. Here

he met Messrs Smith O'Brien, Meagher, Martin, and other political

associates whom he had left behind in Ireland, but who had

met with a like fate in the interval. On July 19, 1854, Mitchel

broke his parole, and effected his escape from the colony, landing in

New York on November 29th. There he founded the Citizen, a weekly

journal, which he conducted for some time, until failing eyesight con-

strained him to seek a more congenial climate. He removed to Ten-

nessee, where he subsequently established the Southern Citizen, in

which, among other measures, "he advocated the re-opening of the

African slave trade." * This journal was afterwards removed to Wash-

ington, and in 1859 ceased to appear. After its suspension, Mitchel

spent some time in France. Returning to America, his failing health

soon again necessitated a change, and he visited his native country in

the year 1874. During this visit he avoided as much as possible every-

thing like a popular demonstration, and the Government allowed

him to pass through the country unnoticed. In the beginning of 1875,
on a vacancy occurring in the "epresentation for the county

Tipperary, the national party invited Mitchel to put himself in

nomination. He arrived in Ireland, and was returned without

opposition. Mr Disraeli at once moved the House of Commons
to issue a new writ, on the ground of Mr Mitchel's disqualification as

a felon who had not completed the full term of his sentence. A new
writ was issued, and Mitchel again took the field, but now to contend with

Mr Moore, a Conservative candidate. The latter, though having a

minority of votes, petitioned for the seat. Pending the petition, Mr
Mitchel's health became completely broken, and he died at the resi-

dence of his brother-in-law, Mr John Martin, M.P., in the month of

April 1875. The Irish Common Pleas gave Mr Moore the seat, holding
that the House of Commons had the power to decide upon the validity
of returns to its own writs

; and, further, that Mr Mitchel having be-

come a naturalised citizen of tlie United States, had, by virtue of a

recent Act of Parliament, ceased to be a British subject. At Mitchel's

funeral, which was attended by a vast concourse of his old friends and

sympathisers, the chief mourner was Mr John Martin, who, a fortnight
from that day, was himself laid low. Mitchel's two and only sons had

fallen on the battlefields of the great American war, fighting on the

side of the South. His principal literary works were "The Life and

Times of Aodh O'Neil, Prince of Ulster, called by the English Hugh
Earl of Tyrone, with some account of his predecessors, Con, Shane, and

Turlough," Dublin, 1846; "Jail Journal, or Five Years in British

Prisons," New York, 1868; "The History of Ireland from the Treaty
of Limerick to tlie Present Time, being a Continuation of the History
of the Abb6 Macgeoghegao," New York, 1868, of which another edition

*
Ripley and Dana. " New American Cyclopaedia," New York, 1861.



in two volumes was publislied in Dublin and Glasgow in 1869 ;

" Ireland

since 1798;" "Daniel O'Connell ;

" "The Repeal Agitation;" "The

]S"urseries of the Famine;"
" The Young Ireland Party," Glasgow, 1871 ;

" Froude from the Standpoint of an Irish Protestant," a lecture de-

livered in 1872. He also edited the poems of Davis and Mangan, with

short biographies of both.

It has been truly remarked of Mitchel that he seems to have had

two distinct natures a political and a personal, the one fierce, un-

pitying, remorseless ; the other all tenderness and truth. " That such

a seeming monster was in private life the gentlest of the gentle, with

more than a woman's softness and sensibility, beloved by his associates,

and idolised in his home, will be thought impossible. But such John

Mitchel was." *

Joseph Sheridan Le Fanu (born in Dublin 1820 died 1873)
was at one time the editor and proprietor of the Duhlin University

Magazine.. He was the author of many admirable novels, among others

" Uncle Silas,"
" The House by the Churchyard," and " The Servants

of Malory." It is impossible in our rapidly narrowing limits to do

justice to this writer and his family, already mentioned in connection

with the Sheridans. Miss Alicia Le Fanu was also an author of high

merit. In Warburton's "History of Dublin" will be found notices of

other members of this ancient and gifted family, to which the Irish

metropolis has been for upwards of a century and a half deeply indebted

for its social, moral, and intellectual improvement.

The Rev. Samuel Davidson, LL.D., a distinguished theologian,

philologer, and biblical critic, was born near Ballyinena in 1807, He

was educated in the Belfast Royal Academical Institution, and there

carried away every prize and won every distinction that was possible.

At Ballymena, in 1833. he was licensed to preach in the Presbyterian

Church. Henceforth he devoted himself to Hebrew, Arabic, and the

ancient language of his country, and in 1835 was appointed Professor of

Biblical Criticism for the Synod of Ulster at Belfast. This post he held

until 1842. He then accepted a similar appointment in the Independent

College at Manchester. In 1838 he received the degree of LL.D. from

the University of Aberdeen, and ten years after, on the recommendation

of famous German professors, had a similar honour conferred on him by

the University of Halle. He was appointed examiner in the depart-

ment of Biblical History and Philology in the University of London in

1862, and in the same year published his
" Introduction to the Old

Testament."

Besides an important work, entitled
" Sacred Hermeneutics

"
(1843),

and a translation of Gieseler's "Ecclesiastical History" (1846), he pro-

duced a volume on "The Ecclesiastical Polity of the New Testament"

(1848); an "Introduction to tlue New Testament," 3 vols. (1848-51);

an enlarged issue, constituting substantially a new work, of his

"
BiblicaiCriticism," two volumes (1 852), of which a second edition was

published in 1855.
* "The late John Mitchell, &c., by a Young Irelander of lU?,." Gentleman's

Magazine, May 1875.
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Dr Davidson, in fact, aided in opening the world of German thought
to the English student, and himself rivalled the giants of the Fatherland

in erudition, sagacity, and patience. Suspicions, however, arose of his

orthodoxy, and on the publication of the second volume of Home's Intro-

duction, under his editorship, they broke out into open opposition to him

as a setter forth of strange doctrines, and a German Rationalist. It

was in consequence of a vote of want of confidence in the soundness of

his teaching, which was passed by the committee of the Manchester

Independent College, that he was obliged to resign his professorship
there. On this occasion he received gratifying addresses and presenta-
tions from present and past students of the college, with an address and

more substantial token of their esteem from the merchants of Man-
chester. Many eminent divines also expressed their sympathy, among
others, Dean Alford and Bishop Thirl wall.

Patrick MacDowell, R.A. (born at Belfast 1799 died 1870), the

only son of a tradesman, imbibed a taste for sculpture at a school kept by
an engraver in Belfast. When he was twelve years of age, his mother,
who was left a widow, removed to England, and the boy, after two years*

tuition under a clergyman, greatly against his will, was bound toa coach-

builder in London. From this yoke he was released after four years

by the bankruptcy of his master. Happening to lodge at the house of

a French sculptor named Chenu, he at once discovered his true voca-

tion, and astonished Chenu by a copy of Donatelli's "
Venus," which

the Frenchman purchased for eight guineas. This was the commence-
ment of a splendid career, which has enriched English art with sculp-
ture scarcely matched in modern art for poetry of conception and

quiet classic grace. MacDowell was self-taught, but his work exhibits

no crudeness. Few have succeeded better in embodying their

thoughts in marble. He was first brought into notice by his design

being chosen for a monument to the memory of Major Cartwright.
His earliest attempt in ideal subjects was taken from Moore's " Loves

of the Angels," but it was his famous "
Reading Girl," exhibited at the

opening of the New Academy, which gained the warmest praise from

Chantrey, and established him in fame. Mr W. T. Beaumont, M.P.
for Northumberland, employed him for three years exclusively,

with the exception of allowing him to execute a copy of his

"Reading Girl" for Lord Ellesmere, and he gave the sculptor the

means of visiting Rome in 1841, in which year he was also elected

an A.K.A. Five years afterwards, he was made a Royal Academician.

We regret to be unable to afford space for a notice of his prin-

cipal works. We may mention, however, the magnificent group
" Love Triumphant," a " Girl going to Bathe,"

"
Prayer,"

'"' Earl

Warren in the New Palace at Westminster,"
"
Psyche,"

" The Slum-

bering Student,"
" Love in Idleness,"

" The Day Dream," The First

Thorn in Life,"
" Chatham in St Stephen's Hall," and one of the well-

known groups of the Albert Memorial.

James Roche (born in Limerick. 1770 died in Cork in 1853)
was educated an<l began business in France, whence, however, he was

driven by the Revolution, narrowly escaping the guillotine. After un-



successfully pursuing the vocation of a banker in Cork for fifteen

years, he witlidrew to the quieter pursuits of literature. He was presi-

dent of manv literary and art institutions in the southern capital, and

was the author of many essays, wliich were collected in two volumes

and printed in 1850, for private circulation. They originally appeared

in the Gentleman!s Magazine, and many other periodicals. Frequent

mention is made of Roche in the Prout papers, in which he is styled
" the Roscoe of Cork."

Sir John Bernard Burke, C.B., LL.D,, M.R.I. A., Ulster King of

Arms, was born in 1815. The son of Irish parents, lie is a scion of a

highly respectable Irish family, which claims descent from the great

De Burgo house of Clanricarde. Sir Bernard Burke was born in

London, and after an English education became a scliolar of the College

of Caen in Normandy. Sir Bernard was called to the English Bar,

but declined all practice, beyond advising in matters of peerage and

pedigree; and in that department, long before his official appointment,

his business was extensive. It was therefore greatly to the public

satisfaction that on the demise of Sir William Betham, the late

Ulster King of Arms, in the autumn of 1853, it was announced

that her Allijestv iiad appointed so able a genealogist and herald

his successor. Sir Bernard Burke received his knighthood in the

following spring. He was soon after appointed to the care of the

Recordsof the Bermingham Tower. These valuable records he reduced

to order from the dusty chaos in which they had lain and accumulated

for centuries. In 1862 the University of JDublin conferred upon him

the honorary degree of LL.D.; and in December 1868 he was created

a Companion of the Bath. In 1867 Sir Bernard was appointed, under

the Records Act, Keeper of the State Papers of Ireland.
^

He is author

of " The Historv of the Landed Gentry and Peerage." Among Sir

Bernard's publications may be mentioned "The Knightage," "The

Historic Lands of England,"
" The General Armoury,"

" The Royal

Encyclopaedia of Heraldry, or Families of England, Scotland, and

Wales,"
" The Visitation of Seats,"

"
Royal Descents and Pedigrees of

Founders of Kin;" his lighter and charming "Family Romance,"
" Romantic Records," and " Romance of the Aristocracy," "The Vicis-

situdes of Families,"
" The Rise of Great Families," other Essays and

Stories.
" The Patrician," a magazine in six volumes, and " The St

James' Magazine," in two volumes, were mainly conducted by him.

Sir Bernard Burke has qualifications
which peculiarly fit him for the

duties devolving upon him as knight attendant on the order of St

Patrick, and as' director of manv public ceremonials. The gorgeous

installation of the Prince of Wales as a Knight of St Patrick was

entirely arranged and managed by Sir Bernard.

James Barry (born 1741 died 180G) was a native of Cork. His

father was a builder, and in the latter part of his life, a coasting trader

between Ireland and England. At the age of seventeen James had

attempted oil paintings, and before he was twenty-two he finished a

picture, the subject of which was the landing of St Patrick. This

piece was exhibited in Dublin and procured for the young painter the

I

-
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acquaintance of Edmund Burke, on whose invitation he repaired to

London. In the following year (1765) his patron furnished him with

the means of visiting Italy, where he remained five years. Returning
to London in 1771, he produced two pictures on the model of the

antique
" Venus Anadyomene

"
and "

Jupiter and Juno." They have

been variously classed amongst his best and worst performances. In

1776 he painted a picture of the " Death of Wolfe," which was his last

exhibition at the Eoyal Academy. The success of this picture was

marred by the introduction of nude figures. In 1775 he published
" An Inquiry into the Real and Imaginary Obstructions to the Acqui-
sition of the Arts in England," which was a successful reply to the

strictures of Continental critics. About two years afterwards he was

elected a Royal Academician, and in 1786 made Professor of Painting
to the Royal Academy, but in 1799 he was removed in a very summary
manner, in consequence of a letter in which he commented too freely

upon the judgment of his superiors.
He now retired in disgust, and passed the remainder of his life in

obscurity. A subscription of XIOOO was raised by some friends, with

which an annuity was purchased ; but before the first quarter's pay-
ment became due he died, 22d Feb. 1806, and was interred in St Paul's

Cathedral. His most celebrated work was the series of allegorical

pictures which he painted gratuitously for the great room of the

Society of Arts in the Adelphi. A collection of his literary works,
with his life prefixed, appeared in 2 vols. 4to, 1809. Barry was a sad

instance of splendid genius marred by an irritable and intractable

temper.

Francis Danbt (born at Wexford 1793 died at Exmouth Feb.

17, 1861) received his early education at the Society of Arts in Dublin.

In 1812 he began to exhibit his productions in company with his

friend O'Connor. By this means they both earned enough to enable

them to go to London to see the exhibitions. They soon exhausted

their small means, and were obliged to make their way on foot to

Bristol, where by the sale of drawings Danby was enabled to frank his

friend O'Connor back to his native shores. He himself remained in

England ; and, after many struggles, he suddenly sprang to fame by

contributing to the Royal Academy in 1824 his " Sunset at sea after a

storm," which was purchased by Sir Thomas Lawrence. The subse-

quent year's exhibition confirmed the artist's reputation by his "Delivery
of Israel out of Egypt," In 1826 he was elected Associate of the

Royal Academy. In 1827 was shown his "Embarkation of Cleopatra
on the Cydnus," and in 1828 " The Opening of the Seventh Seal."

From tliat time the public saw little of Danby. He was known to be

on the Continent, principally occupied with small works or drawings
made on commission In 1841 he returned, and resumed his place in

public favour by exhibiting year after year a series of pictures
" the

power, poetry, and romance of which should long ago have won their

painter a chair among the forty, were the battle always to the strong.

But a private reason was assigned for this artistic wrong, and the latter

years of his life were embittered by the sense of injury and the disap-

pointment of hope deferred." Danby was remarkable for his power of
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making sunshine in his pictures.*
His painting,

" The Deluge," was

an object of great attraction at the Dublin Exhibition of 18y3. All his

pictures have been engraved.

For several years he had resided at Exmouth, Devonshire, and he

died there on the 10th of February 1861.

Marmion W. Savage, a native of Dublin, died at Torquay, May 1st,

1872. Having lived many years in Dublin, where he held a respon-

sible office under the Crown, he removed to England in 1856, and for

two or three years edited the Examiner. The works by which he is

best known in the literary world are " The Bachelor of the Albany,

My Uncle the Curate,"
" Reuben Meddlicott,"

" The Falcon Family,

and other works belonging to the soundest and most entertaining

literature of fiction of ^the period. He edited in 1855, with notes

"
Sheil's Political and Local Sketches." His early productions, which

touched upon political topics, especially in connection with the freaks

of "
Young Ireland," were published under an assumed name.

DiGBT Pilot Starket, LL.D., born in Dublin, 1806, graduated

A.B. at Trinity College, 1827, A.M., 1833. He was called to the Irish

Bar in 1831, and for many years held the post of Accountant-General to

the Court of Cliancery in Ireland. He contributed largely to the

DubUn Umversitij Magazine from its commencement under the pseudo-

nym of "
Advena," and anonymously, and to other periodicals.

His

chief works are-" Judas ;
a Tragic Mystery" (1843);

" Theoria
|

Poems" (1847) ;

" Political Tracts of Menenius" (1849) ;

"
Anastasia,

a poem (1858);
" The Dole of MalaQ;a," an episode of history drama-

tised (in five acts, and in verse 1866) ;
"John Twiller ;

A Eomance

of the Heart."

Mrs Samuel Carter Hall, formerly Miss Ann Maria Fielding, is

a native of Wexford, but removed to London at the early age of fifteen.

As a graphic delineator of the manners and character ot the people

among whom her earliest and most impressionable days were passed,

Mrs Hall has acquired a world-wide reputation. Her first work was

entitled " Sketches of Irish Character," and appeared so far back as

1829. In these sketches she paints the peasantry and working-classes

of Ireland with fidelity, and her pen has been powerfully assisted by

the productions of the pencil,
which she has called to her aid In

them, too, as Dr Maginn has said, like the admirable Edgeworth, she

makes her pen ancillary to national improvement by the gentle, shrewd,

and crood-humoured indication of Milesian absurdities. A second series

of " Sketches of Irish Character" appeared in 1831. Her other works

of the same class were "
Lights and Shadows of Irish Life," 1838, one

of the stories of which (" The Groves of Blarney") was dramatised by

her, and brought out at the Adelphi with success m 1838; 'Stpries ot

the Irish Peasantrv," which appeared originally in Cluxmhers Journal,

and was subsequently published in a separate form in 1840 ;
and ilie

Fight of Faith : a Story of Ireland (1688-9)".
As a novel writer, Mrs

Hall's first essay was "The Buccaneer," published in 183-. it was

* Annual Register, 1861.
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followed in 1834 by
" Tales of Women's Trials";

" The Outlaw," and
*' Uncle Horace," in 1835 ;

" Marian : or a Young Maid's Fortunes,"
in 1840 ;

" The Whiteboy," in 1845 ;

" Midsummer Eve," 1847 ;

" Can Wrong be Right," 1852 ; and,
" A Woman's Story," in 1857.

As a dramatist, besides " The Groves of Blarney'' already mentioned,
she has given evidence of great ability by her musical drama,

" Mabel's

Curse" (1825), and " The French Refugee," which had a run of ninety
nights at the St James' Theatre, when under the manasfement of

Brahara. Mrs Hall is also author of "
Pilgrimages to English Shrines,"

(1850) ;

"
Popular Tales and Sketches ; Eighteen Tales, now first col-

lected for the Amusing Library" (1856). Her graceful stories for

children and their name is legion form a most entertaining and

instructive library for the young. She is also the author of many
essays and tracts relating to women's duties, and the Preface to
" Woman's Work in the Temperance Reformation," published in 1868,
is from her industrious and philanthropic pen. Mrs Hall has publislied
several well-known works in conjunction with her husband, Samuel

Carter Hall, F.S.A. Besides " Ireland and its Scenery," the public
are indebted to their joint labours for " The Book of South Wales;"
" The Book of the Thames," and others of the same class. She also

assisted her husband in his recent interesting work, entitled " A Book
of Memories of Great Men and Women of the Age, from Personal

Acquaintance," which appeared in 1871.

A notice of Mrs Hall's writings will be found in the Dublin Univer-

sity/ Magazine, vols, vii., xii., xiv., and xvi. The last- mentioned vol.,

and vol. xv. of Frazer's Magazine, contain portraits of this accomplished

lady

Daniel Maclise, R.A. (born in Cork the 25th of January 1811

died in London on the 25th of April 1870), began life as a bank-clerk

in his native city. At an early age, however, he was enabled to leave

such distasteful work and follow the bent of his cjenius. Comina: to

London in 1828, he entered as a student in the Royal Academy, and

during his course obtained the gold medal and numerous other distinc-

tions. After a short sojourn in Paris in 1830, he chiefly occupied
himself on his return in making designs and sketches for the leading

publishers. Many of his early etchings appeared as illustrations to

Frazer's Magazine. He first exhibited in the Academy in 1833 ; in

1835 he was made an A.R.A., and at the age of thirty he was elected

R.A. His mural paintings and frescoes in Westminster Palace are the

most memorable of his productions. Maclise was a member of the

Royal Academy, Stockholm. On the death of Sir Charles Eastlake,

December 1865, the presidency of the Royal Academy was ofiered him,
but declined ; and he also declined the honour of knighthood. A
marble bust of Maclise has been placed in the Council-room of the Royal

Academy. He retained to the end his place as one of the foremost of

modern painters, though he had at times to endure his share of hostile

criticism. A memoir of Daniel Maclise, R.A., by W. J. O. DriscoU,

appeared in 1871.

John Francis Waller, LL.D., was born in Limerick in 1810. A



writer in the Dublin University Magazine (March 1874) remarks, that

" in the person of John Francis Waller there is a confluence of two

streams of poetic tendency and feeling. As the descendant of the

Wallers of Beaconsfield, in the county of Buckingham, he comes in the

direct line from one of the earliest and most graceful of English song-

sters Edmond Waller. As the representative of the ancient family

of the Wallers of Castle Waller, in the county Tipperary, he is an

Irishman in all those characteristics of Irish genius that have made

Irish ballad poetry the '

thing of beauty and the joy for ever' that it is."

Having entered Trinity College at the age of sixteen, he passed through

his undergraduate course with great distinction graduating B.A. in

1831. In 1852 his University conferred on him the honorary degrees

of LL.B. and LL.D. to mark its appreciation of his " eminent literary

attainments." Called to the bar in 1833, he joined the Leinster cir-

cuit. While a student in London, he contributed to periodical litera-

ture there ; and on his return to Dublin, he joined the distinguished

literary band of Irishmen to whose exertions the Dublin University

Magazine owed its existence. From that time his connection with

that journal has continued almost without intermission to the present

time. His best known papers were contributed to its pages under the

pseudonym of " Jonathan Freke Slingsby." A few of these were col-

lected and published separately in 1852, entitled " The Slingsby Papers:

a Selection from the Writings of Jonathan Freke Slingsby." A second

edition appeared in 1863. On the retirement of Lever from the editor-

ship of The University, its management was entrusted to Dr Waller. In

1854 he published a volume of poems, which were most favourably

noticed in the London Reviews and in the Irish Quarterly Review.

His " Dead Bridal" appeared in 1856. He edited and wrote many of

the articles in " The Imperial Dictionary of Universal Biography," in

six vols. (Glasgow 1866). He also edited, with Introductions and a

Life, the works of Oliver Goldsmith (London, Cassell, 1864), and the

" Illustrated Family Moore" (1866).

In 1864 he was elected Vice-President of the Royal Irish Academy.

He was an active member of the Royal Dublin Society, and for many

years was its honorary secretary. In 1867 he received an appointment

in the Irish Court of Chancery, which he still holds. He founded the

"Goldsmith Club" in 1872, and is still (1875) its president. A
memoir of him, with a portrait, appeared in tlie Dublin University

Magazine of March 1874. After noticing his chief performances, the

writer justly remarks, that it is as a lyrical poet that Waller has achieved

his highest and most permanent reputation.
" From an early period

of hisliterary career his songs attracted attention. They have asso-

ciated him with the Robinsons, Sir R. P. Stewart, professor of music

in the University of Dublin, Balfe, Macfarren, Oberthier, Osborne,

Abt, and others, who have set to music his ballads, songs, glees, can-

tatas, odes, and operettas ; and several of his lyrics have been translated

into French, German, and Welsh
"

Waller's
"
Song of the Glass" was

pronounced by Lord Houghton to be one of the best drinking songs of

the age.

John Henry Foley, R.A. (born in Dublin in 1818 died in London
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in 1875), at the age of thirteen became a student of the Royal Dublin

Society, where he won the first prizes of the schools in every depart-
ment of study. He entered as a student in the Royal Academy of

London in 1834, and in 1839 exhibited his models of " Innocence"
and the "Death of Abel." In 1840 he produced his

" Ino and the

Infant Bacchus," and a reduced copy of it has formed one of the

most popular of the parian statuettes. His best subsequent works
were "Lear and Cordelia," and "The Death of Lear" (1841);
*' Venus Rescuing ^Eneas" (1842) ; "Prospero Relating his Adventures
to Miranda "

(1843) ;

"
Contemplation

"
(1845) ;

" Innocence
"
(1848) ;

"The Mourner" (1849);
"
Tiie Mother" (1850);

"
Egeria

"
(1856).

In 1856 he completed in bronze "Lord Hardinge and Charger," for

Calcutta. In 1858 he modelled " Caractacus
"

for the Mansion House,
and was made R.A. *

Amongst the more important of his recent por-
trait statues are those of "Oliver Goldsmith" and "Edmund Burke,"
for Dublin

;
"Sir Charles Barry," for the New Palace, Westminster;

"Lord Herbert," for the War Office; "Father Mathew," for Cork;
"Sir Henry Marsh" and "Sir Dominic Corrigan," for Dublin, "Lord

Elphinstone," for Bombay. His chief monumental memorials are tlie

monument in Milford Church, Hants, to the memory of Admiral Corn-
wallis and Captain Whitby; his Wellington memorial monument to the

Hon. James Stuart, at Ceylon ; the statues of James Hampden and
Seldon in St Stephen's Hall. He executed the group "Asia" for the

National Memorial in Hyde Park, and had all but completed, before

his death, the colossal statue of the Prince Consort for the same work,
and a statue of O'Connell for Dublin. Mr Foley was a member of the

Royal Hibernian Academy, and in 1862 was chosen a member of the

Belgian Academy, The great demands upon him for portrait busts left

little time for ideal efiorts, and his imaginative powers had latterly but

limited scope for their exercise. His untimely death, at the age of

fifty-seven, leaves a blank in the world of art which cannot be readily
filled.

Postscript. Several memoirs already prepared for this series have

been omitted, as their insertion must have swelled tlie bulk and increased

the expense of the volume. Among these may be named : The Rev.

Robert Walsh, LL.D. and M.D., Thomas Col'ley Grattan, Sir William

Thomson, Colonel Meadows Taylor, William Tliompson, Professor

Cairnes, Barry Sullivan, Sir William and Lady Wylde, Sir Robert

Kane, Dr Ingram, Rev. Dr Salmon, Dion Boucicault, Mr W. G.

Wills, Mr Dillon, Mr Toole, Professors Dowden and JMahafty, Mr
W. E. H. Lecky, Sir Francis Doyle, Dr Russell, Mr William Johnston,
Sir Pliilip Crampton, Sir Henry Marsh, the Doyles, father and son,

and James Wills, D.D
,
the author of this work up to page 31, Hist

Introd. Vol. IIL

THE END.
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